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PREFACE
(First Edition

)

The A*In-f Akbari is the third volume of the Akbar-
n&ma, by Shaykh Abu ’1-Fazl, and is by far the greatest

work in the whole series of Muhammadan histories of India.

The first volume of this gigantic work contains the history

of Timur’s family as far as it is of interest for the Indian

reader, and the reigns of Babar, the Sur kings, and Hum&yfln
whilst the second volume is devoted to the detailed history

of nearly forty-six years of the reign of the Great Emperor.

The concluding volume, the Atin-i-Akbari, contains that

information regarding Akbar’s reign, which, though not

strictly historical, is yet essential to a correct understanding

of the times, and embodies, therefore, those facts for which,

in modem times, we would turn to Administration Reports,

Statistical compilations, or Gazetteers. It contains the

a*in (i.e. mode of governing) of Akbar, and is, in fact, the

Administration Report and Statistical Return of his

government as it was about a.d. 1590. The contents,

therefore, of the A*in are naturally varied and detailed.

The first of its five books treats of Akbar’s household and
court, and of the emperor himself, the soul of every depart-

ment, who looks upon the performance of his duties as an

act of divine worship, and who enters into the details of

government in order to create a harmonious whole. Vouch-

safed as king with a peculiar light from on high, his person

is prominently put forward as the guide of the people in

all matters temporal and spiritual; in whose character

and temper the governed find that rest and peace which no
constitution can give, and in whom, as the author of a

new and advanced creed, the dust of intoleration is for ever

allayed.

The second book treats of the servants of the throne,

the military and civil services, and the attendants at
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court whose literary genius or musical skill receives a lustre

from the encouragement of the emperor, and who in their

turn reflect a brilliant light on the government.

The third book is entirely devoted to regulations for

the judicial and executive departments, the establishment

of a new and more practical era, the survey of the land, the

tribal divisions, and the rent-roll of the great Finance

minister whose name has become proverbial in India.

The fourth book treats of the social condition and

literary activity, especially in philosophy and law, of the

Hindus, who form the bulk of the population, and in whose

political advancement the emperor saw the guarantee of

the stability of his realm. There are also a few chapters

on the foreign invaders of India, on distinguished travellers,

and on Muhammadan saints and the sects to which they

respectively belong.

The fifth book contains the moral sentences and

epigrammatical sayings, observations, and rules of wisdom

of the emperor, which Abfi ’1-Fazl has gathered as the

disciple gathers the sayings of the master.

In the AMn, therefore, we have a picture of Akbar’s

government in its several departments, and of its relations

to the different ranks and mixed races of his subjects.

Whilst in most Muhammadan histories we hear of the

endless turmoil of war and dynastical changes, and arc

only reminded of the existence of a people when authors

make a passing allusion to famines and similar calamities,

we have in the A*in the governed classes brought to the

foreground : men live and move before us, and the great

questions of the time, axiomsthen believed in, and principles

then followed, phantoms then chased after, ideas then

prevailing, and successes then obtained, are placed before

our eyes in truthful, and therefore vivid, colours.

It is for this reason that the A‘in stands so unique-among

Muhammadan histories of India, and we need not wonder
that long before curious eyes turned to other native

sources of history and systematically examined their
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contents, the A*in was laid under contribution. Le Pdre

Tieffentaller, in 1776, published in his Description

Geographique de YIndostan long extracts from the rent-

roll given in the Third Book ; Chief Sarishtadar Grant

used it largely for his Report on Indian Finances ; and, as

early as 1783, Francis Gladwin, a thorough Oriental

scholar, dedicated to Warren Hastings his “ Ayeen Akberi”,

of which in 1800 he issued a printed edition in London.

In his translation, Gladwin has given the greater part of

the First Book, more than one-half of the Second and

Third Books, and about one-fourth of the Fourth Book

;

and although in modem times inaccuracies have been

discovered in the portions translated by him—chiefly due,

no doubt, to the fact that he translated from MSS. in every

way a difficult undertaking—his translation has always

occupied a deservedly high place, and it may confidently

be asserted that no similar work has for the last seventy

years been so extensively quoted as his. The magnitude

of the task of translating the A*in from uncollated MSS. will

especially become apparent, when we remember that,

even in the opinion of native writers, its style is “not

intelligible to the generality of readers without great

difficulty.”

But it is not merely the varied information of the A*in

that renders the book so valuable, but also the trustworthi-

ness of the author himself. Abu ’1-FazPs high official

position gave him access to any document he wished to

consult, and his long career and training in various depart-

ments of the State, and his marvellous powers of expression,

fitted him eminently for the composition of a work like

the Akbamdmah and the A%
in. His love of truth and his

correctness of information are apparent on every page of

the book, which he wished to leave to future ages as a

memorial of the Great Emperor and as a guide for inquiring

minds ; and his wishes for the stability of the throne and

the welfare of the people, his principles of toleration, his

noble sentiments on the rights of man, the total absence



of personal grievances and of expressions of ill-will towards

encompassing enemies, show that the expanse of his large

heart stretched to the clear offing of sterling wisdom.

Ab& ’1-Fazl has far too often been accused by European

writers of flattery and even of wilful concealment of facts

damaging to the reputation of his master. A study, though

perhaps not a hasty perusal, of the AJebamdmah will show

that the charge is absolutely unfounded ; and if we com-

pare his works with other historical productions of the

East, we shall find that, while he praises, he does soinfinitely

less and with much more grace and dignity than any other

Indian historian or poet. No native writer has ever accused

him of flattery ; and if we bear in mind that all Eastern

works on Ethics recommend unconditional assent to the

opinion of the king, whether correct or absurd, as the duty

of man, and that the whole poetry of the East is a rank

mass of flattery at the side of which modem encomiums

look like withered leaves—we may pardon Abu ’1-Fazl

when he praises because he finds a true hero.

The issue of the several fasciculi of this translation

has extended over a longer time than I at first expected.

The simultaneous publication of my edition of the Persian

Text, from which the translation is made, the geographical

difficulties of the Third Book, the unsatisfactory state of

the MSS., the notes added to the translation from various

Muhammadan historians and works on the history of

literature, have rendered the progress of the work unavoid-

ably slow.

I am deeply indebted to the Council of the Philological

Committee of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for placing at

my disposal a full critical apparatus of the A*in, andentrust-
ing me with the edition of the text, for which the Indian

Government' had most liberally sanctioned the sum of

five thousand Rupees. My grateful acknowledgments are

also due to Dr. Thomas Oldham, Superintendent of the

Geological Survey of India and late President of the Asiatic

Society, for valuable advice and ever ready assistance in



the execution of the work
;
and to Col. H. Yule, C.B., and

to H. Roberts, Esq., of the Doveton College, for useful

hints and corrections.

I have thought it advisable to issue the first volume
with a few additional notes, and two indexes, one of persons
and things and the other Of geographical names, without-

waiting for the completion of the whole work. I have
thus had an opportunity of correcting some of the errors

and inconsistencies in the spelling of names and supplying
other deficiencies. That defects will still be found, not-

withstanding my endeavours to remove them, none of

my readers and critics can be more sensible than I

myself am.

H. BLOCHMANN.
Calcutta Madrasah.

23rd September, 1873.





PREFACE
SECOND EDITION OF BLOCHMANN’tf TRANSLATION

OF THE

A‘TN-I AKBARf

Some explanation is needed of the present edition.

Blochmann’s original translation has for some time been

out of print. The Asiatic Society of Bengal has asked me
to undertake the preparation of a reprint, and I lightly

accepted the task, not realizing the amount of labour

involved. Blochmann’s translation and notes form a work
of infinite detail and thorough scholarship ; and though
it has seldom been necessary to correct, it has often been

necessary to investigate. This present edition is, how-
ever, in the main a mere reprint. This of itself is no small

testimony to Blochmann’s thoroughness. The translitera-

tion, however, has been brought into line with a more
modem system, and a few additional notes [in square

brackets] have been added ; those with a suffixed B. are

Blochmann’s own MS. notes from a printed copy in my
possession ; I have not incorporated all of them, as many
I was unable to decipher. Notes to whiob a P. is suffixed

are my own.

Fblstbo Buev,
Fmlsted, Essij

1987.

D. C. P.
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NOTE

Lieut.-Col. Phillott, who most generously had undertaken to prepare

a revised reprint of Blochmann’s translation of the first volume of the

Aiin-i-AkbaW, had progressed to the end of the text when illness

precluded him from finishing his labours. What remained to be

done, was the revision of the index, the correction of the additional

notes as already revised by him on the copy, and the entering of the

modifications necessary in the proofs of pages xvii to xxxii, and xlix to

lix of the preliminary matter, as also of pages 1 to 10 of the work itself.

For a long time lingering illness prevented the taking of immediate

steps to terminate the volume, but in September, 1930, the regretted

death of the learned Editor necessitated consideration of the problem

of bringing the reprint to a close. The fact that the volume was being

printed in England and that no details as to the method of the revision

were at the disposal of the office of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

caused considerable delay, but ultimately arrangements were made to

complete the work in the office of the Society.

Mr. D. K. Das was charged with the revision of the index, involving

the changing of all page numbers, and the drawing up of a list of errata

found in the body of the reprint during the course of his work. Mr. Das

has performed his work with great care and has rendered valuable

service in doing so. The new errata are to be found on page 690

of this volume. The plan adopted for the reprint has been explained by

the Editor on page xi.

The circumstances explained above are responsible for the date of

the Editor’s Preface, as well as for the fact that the date of issue on the

title page is given as 1927, whilst the actual publication was not possible

till 1939.

The Council of the Society wishes to record its great indebtedness to

the late Lieut.-Col. Phillott for his self-sacrificing labour on the present

volume, and to pay its grateful homage to the memory of i\s late

Member and Fellow, a devoted friend, a valued helper, and a distinguished

scholar.

B. S. Guha,

General Secretary.

Royal Asiatic Sociity or Binoal,

1 Pah Strut, Calcutta.



LIST OF PLATES
IN THE

FIRST VOLUME

OF THE

A*J"N-[- A KBARl
Plates I to III. The Workmen op the Mint, p. 18.

l f 2. Preparation of acids.—3. Washing of ashes.—4, 0, 10, 1 2, melting and refining.—

5.

Weighing.—6, 8. Making of plates.

7. Work of the iarr&b, p. 22.—11. Engraving.—12. The Sikkacki", p. 22.

Plate IV. The Imperial Camp (p. 50).

a, b, e, d, /, gt roads and baz&rs. “ The principal bazir is laid out into “ the

form of a wide street, running through the whole extent of the army, now on tho

right, now on the left, of the Diwan-i fcjiiw."— Bernier.

1 . The Imperial Harem (shabisldn-i iqbdl). At the right hand side is the Do-fahiy&na

Manzil ; vide p. 56.

2. Open spaoe with a oanopy (sh&my&na ).

3. Private Audience Hall (Diwan-i Ufa*), p. 48.

4. The great eamp light (Akfa-diya), p. 52.

“ The aqwuy-die resembles a lofty mast of a ship, but is very slender, and

takes down in three pieces. It is fixed towards the king's quarters, near the tent

called Nagar-bane, and during the night a lighted lantern is suspended from the

top. This light is very useful, for it may be seen when every object is enveloped

in impenetrable darkness. To this spot persons who lose their way resort, either

to pass the night secure from all danger of robbers, or to resume their search after

their own lodgings. The name * Aquacy-die ' may be translated
1
Light of

Heaven
(

the lantern when at a :

'distance appearing like a star."

—

Bernier.

6.

The Naqtfira-ktona, pp. 40, 50.

AB, or distance from the Harem to the camp Light =» 1,530 yards

;

AC « 360 yards; p. 49.

6. The house where the saddles were kept (zin-J^dna).

7. The Imperial stables (ieiabal).

8. Tents of the superintendents and overseers of the stables.

9. Tents of the olerk of the elephant stables.

10. The Imperial Office (daftar).

11. Tent for pilklivand carts.

12. Artillery tent (top-y&na).

13. Tent where the hunting leopards were kept (cAtta-j&dno).

14. The Tents of Maryam Makinf (Akbar’s mother), Gulbadan Begum (HumiyQn's

sister, p. 49), and Prince Dinyil
; p. 49.

15. The tents of 8ultin 8aUm (Jah&nglr), to the right of the Imperial Harem.

16. The tents of Sultin Murid, to the left of the Imperial Harem
; p. 50.

17. Store rooms and workshops (buyWt).

18. Tent for keeping basins (AftAbchi^na).

19. Tent for the perfumes (JAviiM*i&diia).

20. Tent for storing mattress (toehak-l&dna).



21. Tent for the tailors, etc.

22. Wardrobe {kwkyardq-y&na), p. 03.

23. Tent for the lamps, candles, oil, etc. (ehirhg^Hiihna),

24. Tents for keeping fresh Ganges water (A6dAr-h&4*a), p. 57 .

26.

Tent for making aharbat and other drinks.

26. Tent for storing pin leaves.

27. Tent for storing fruit (ms10a bb&na).

28. Tent for the Imperial plate (rik&b-Jd&na).

29 The Imperial kitchen (matbaJsh),

30. The Imperial bakery (ndnte.fcftdna).

31. Store room for spioes (Aiwej-kfcftno).

32. The Imperial guard.

33. The Arsenal (qw-kbjUna).

34. Women's apartments.

36 to 41. Guard houses.

Bound about the whole the nobles and Mansabdirs with their contingents,

pitched their tents.

“ The king's private tents are surrounded by small handle (qandts, standing

screens), of the height of a man, some lined with Masulipatam ohints, worked

over with flowers of a hundred different kinds, and others with figured satin,

decorated with deep silken fringes."

—

Bernier, Bernier’s description of the

Imperial camp (seoond letter, dated Lfthor, 26th February, 1666), agrees with

minute detail with the above.

Plate V. Candlesticks, p. 80.

1.

Double oandlestiok (diUtoj&a).—2. Fancy candlestick with pigeons.—3. Single

candlestiok (yakah&fsjp).

4. The Akfa-diya, or Camp-light ; vide pi iv, No. 4.

Plate VI. The Emperor Akbar Worships Fire, p. 60.

In front of Akbar twelve oandles are plaoed, and the singer of sweet melodies sings

to the praise of God, as mentioned on p. 61, L 6 ff.

The faces of the emperor and the singer are left blank, in accordance with the

Muhammadan dislike to paint likenesses of beings on, below, or above the earth.

The emperor sits in the position called dflsdnfl.

Plate VII; Thrones, p. 52.

1, 2. Different kinds of thrones
(
awrang) with pillows (maanad) to lean against,

the royal umbrella (cAafr), and the footstool (fandaU).

Plate VIII. The Naqqara Khana, p. 52.

1. Cymbals (sanj).—2. The large drum (kuwargo or damdmo).—3, 4, 5. The

KaranA.—6. The Sunid.—7. The Hindi Sumd.—8. The Kafir,—0. The Singh, or

horn.—10. The Kaggdraa,

Plate IX. The Ensigns or Royalty, p. 52.

1. The Jhandd, or Indian flag. “ The Royal standard of the great Mogul is a

Couchant Lion shadowing part of the body of a sun."

—

Terry,

2. The Kawhaba.

3. Sdyabdn Or Aftdbgir.

4. The Tumanioq (from the Turkish fog, or fogfe a flag; and turnon or Htmhn, a

division of ten thousand).

6 . The Chair, or (red) royal umbrella.

6 . A standard, or Salam,
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The Chatrioq. Aa AbQ ’1-Fa?i says that this standard is emalltr than the pre-

ceding, it is possible that the word should bo pronounced chuturtoq, from the

Turkish chutur, or chutur, short. Tho flag is adorned with bunches of hair

(gu/dj) taken from the tails and the sides of the Tibetan Yak.

Plates X and XI. The Imperial Tents, p. 54.

Plate X .—The three tents on the top, commencing with the left, are (1) the

Sk&myana

;

(2) A yakdart Kharn&h. or tent of one door ; (3) the Dttdari, or tent of

two doors
; p. 57, 8. Rolled up over the door is the ckiqh ; p. 236, A*In 88.

Below these three tents, is the Sarh-parda and Gulil-bhr, pp. 47, 57. At the foot of

the plate is the Nam-gira (pr. dew-catcher), with carpet and pillow (maenad) ; p. 48.

Plate XI.—On the top, the birg&h, p. 55. Below it, on the left, is the Do-iehiyina

Manzil, or two-storied house ; vide PI. IV, No. 1. At the window of the upper story,

the emperor showed himself ; vide Index, darsan, and jharflka. To the right of this

two-storied tent, is the Chubin Rhwati (as the word ought to be spelt, from chobiii,

wooden, and rivoafi, a square tent), p. 56. Below it, the common conical tent,

tied to pegs stuck in the ground ; hence it is called zamtnddz, with one tent pole

(yak-turugha, from the Turkish eurugh , or suruqjt, a tent pole).

Below is a Zamindoz with two poles
(
dueurugha ). At the bottom of the plate,

to the left is the Mandril, p. 56, ; and to the right, the tAjitibi, p. 50.

Plate XII. Weapons, p. 116.

The numbers in braokets refer to the numbers on pp. 1 17 to 1 19.

1. The sword, ehamsher (1).

2. The straight sword, (2).

3. 3a. The gupti (3).

4. The broad dagger, jamdhar (4).

5. The bent dagger, khanjar (5).

6. Thejam kbfik, or curved dagger (7).

7. The bent knife, bak (8).

8. The jhhnbwa, or hiltlcss dagger (9).

9. The kat&ra, a long and narrow dagger (10).

10. The nareink moth (nareing moth ?), a short and narrow dagger (11).

11. The bow, kam&n (12).

12. 13. The small bow and arrow, kam&n and ffr (13).

14a. Arrow.

145. The paikdnkaeh, or arrow-drawer (19).

15. The quiver, tarkaeh (16).

16. The lance, neza (20).

17. The HindQstinI lance, barchha (21).

18. The ebb, or broad-headed lance (22).

19,20. The eainthi (23) and selara (24).

21. The ehuehbur, or club. This I believe to be the correct name (instead of ehashpar ),

from ehueh, lungs, and bur, tearing.

22. The axe, tabar.

23. The club, gurz (25). On p. 117, No. 29, the word pipit

i

has been translated

by " club ", and this seems to be the correct meaning ; but the plates in

some MSS. call
11

piyitl " a long knife, with straight back, ending in a point.

24. The pointed axe, zhgrinol,
1

i.e. crow-bill (30).

25. The ehakar (wheel) and baerita (31).

26. The double axe, tabar-zighndl (32).

[* Zigh a name largely applied to a chaugh, crow, jackdaw and magpie.—P.)
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27. The totlang&la (33).

28. The knife, kdrd (34).

Plate XIII. Weapons (continued), p. 118.

20. The gupii bird, or knife concealed in a stick (35).

30. The whip, qamchi-hard (30).

31. The clasp knife, chiqd (37).

32. A bow, unstrung.

33. The bow for clay bullets, kamtha, or Kamdn-i guroha (38).

34. The tube, or poa-shooter, tufak-i dahan 1
(40).

35. The pushtth&r (41).

36. A lance called girih-kuzhd , i.e. a knot-unraveiler (43).

37. The £Ad»Vt* mahi, i.e. fish-spine (44).

38. The sling, gobhan (45).

30. The gajb&Q, or ankHs, for guiding elephants (46).

40. The shield, sipar (47).

41. Another kind of shield, dhdl (48).

42. The plain cane shield, pahri, or phari (50).

43. The helmet, dubalgha (52).

44. The ghughuwa, a mail coat for head and body, in one pieoe (55).

45. The helmet, with protection for the neck, zirih kuldh (54).

46. The mailed coat, zirih (57).

47. The mailed coat, with breast plate, bagtar (58).

48. An armour for chest and body, jdshan (59).

40. The breast and back-plates, chir-d^ina (60).

Plate XIV. Weapons and Armours (continued), p. 118.

50. The coat with plates and helmet, kofhi (61).

51. An armour of the kind oalled fddiqi (62).

52. A long coat worn over the armour, angirlgfoa (63).

53. An iron mask, chihrdhztrih-i dhani (65).

54. A doublet worn over the armour, chihilqad (67).

55. Tbo long glove, dastwAna (68).

56. The small one is the moza-yi dhani, or iron stocking (71) ; and the large one

the rdk (60).

57. The kajem, or kejam, a mailed covering for the back of the horse (72).

58. 50. The artak-i kajem, the quilt over which the preceding is put (73).

60. The qaahqa, or head protection for the horse (74).

61. The Kavtha sobhd (70).

62. The rocket, bdn (77).

Plate XV. Akbar’s Machine for Cleaning Guns, p. 118 ;
vide p. 122,

A*in 38, or the 1st Book.

Plate XVI. Harness for Horses, p. 144 ;
A*in 52, p. 143.

Plate XVII. Games, p. 314.

The upper figure shows the board for Chaupar, p. 815, and thalowerdigurs is the

board for the Chandal Mandal game. Both boards were made of all Mass ; some were

made of inlaid stones on the ground in an open court yard, as in Fatbpfir ffikrl, and
slave girls were used instead of pieoes. The players at Chandal Mandal sat on the

ground, round the circumference, one player at the end of each of the sixteen radii.

[
l Tufak-i dahan, blowpipe.—P.]
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SHAYKH ABU ’L-FAZL-I ?ALLAMI

Shaykh Abu ’l-Fazl, Akbar’s minister and friend, was bom at

Agra on the 6th Muharram, 958, 1 during the reign of Islam Shah.

The family to which he belonged traced its descent from Shaykh

Mfisa, Abu ‘l-Fazl’s fifth ancestor, who lived in the ninth century of the

Hijra in Siwistan (Sindh), at a place called Rel (Jj ,). In “ this pleasant

village ”, Shaykh Mfisa’s children and grandchildren remained till

the beginning c
e the tenth century, when Shayldi Khizr, the then head of

the family, following the yearnings of a heart imbued with mystic lore,

emigrated to Hindustan. There he travelled about visiting those who,

attracted by God, are known to the world for not knowing it ;
and

after passing a short time in Hijaz with the Arabian tribe, to which the

family had originally belonged, he returned to India, and settled at Nagor,

north-west of Ajmir, where he lived in the company of the pious, enjoying

the friendship of Mir Sayyid Yahya of Bukhara.

The title of Shaykh, which all the members of the family bore, was

to keep up among them the remembrance of the home of the ancestors.

Not long afterwards, in 911, Shayldi Mubarak, Abu ’l-FazFs father,

was bom. Mubarak was not Shayldi Khizr s eldest child ;
several children

had been bora before and had died, and Khizr rejoicing at the birth of

another son, called him Mubarak, i.e. the blessed, in allusion, no doubt,

to the hope which Islam holds out to the believers that children gone

before bless those bom after them, and pray to God for the continuance

of their earthly life.

Shayldi Mub&rak, at the early age of four, gave abundant proofs of

intellectual strength, and fashioned his character and leanings in the

company of one Shaykh *Atan ( Xi*)> who was Turkish extraction and

had come during the reign of Sikandar Lodi to Nagor, where he lived

in the service of Shaykh Salar, and died, it is said, at the advanced age

of one hundred and twenty years. Shaykh Khizr had now resolved

to settle at Nagor permanently, and with the view of bringing a few

relations to his adopted home, he returned once more to Siwistan. His

sudden death during the journey left the family at Nagor in great

1 4th January, MSI.
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distress
; and a famine which broke out at the same time stretched

numbers of the inhabitants on the barren sands of the surrounding desert,

and of all the members of the family at Nagor only Mubarak and his

mother survived.

Mubarak grew up progressing in knowledge and laying the foundation

of those epcyclopedial attainments for which he afterwards became

so famous. He soon felt the wish and the necessity to complete his

education and visit the great teachers of other parts
;
but love to his

mother kept him in his native town, where he continued his studies,

guided by the teachings of the great saint Khwaja Ahrar,1 to which

bis attention had been directed. However, when his mother died,

and when about the same time the Maideo disturbances broke out,

Mubarak carried out his wish, and went to Ahmadabad in Gujarat,

either attracted by the fame of the town itself, or by that of the shrine

of his countryman, Ahmad of Khattu.

2

In Ahmadabad he found a

second father in the learned Shaykh Abu ’1-Fazl, a khatib, or preacher,

from Kazarun, in Persia, and made the acquaintance of several men of

reputation, as Shaykh ^Urnar of Tattah and Shaykh Yusuf. After a stay of

several years, he returned to Hindustan, and settled, on the 6th Mu^ar-

ram, 950, on the left bank of the Jamuna, opposite Agra, near the

Charbagh Villa,8 which Babar had built, and in the neighbourhood of

the saintly Mir RafFu ’d-Dln Safawl of Inju (Shiraz), among whose

disciples Mubarak took a distinguished place. It was here that Mubarak’s

two eldest sons, Shaykh Abu ’l-Fayz 4 and, four years later, Shaykh Abu

’1-Fa?l, were born. Mubarak had now reached the age of fifty, and resolved

to remain at Agra, the capital of the empire ; nor did the years of

extraordinary drought which preceded the first year of Akbar’s reign,

and the dreadful plague, which in 963 broke out in Agra and caused a

great dispersion among the population, incline him to settle elsewhere.

The universality of learning which distinguished Mubarak attracted

a large number of disciples, and displayed itself in the education he

gave his sons ; and the filial piety with which Abu ’1-Fazl in numerous

passages of his works speaks of his father, and the testimony of hostile

writers as Bada,oni, leave no doubt that it was Mubarak’s comprehensive-

1 Died at Samarqand, 29th RabK I, 896, or 20th February, 1490.

1 Fide p. 670, note. Ahmad of Kh*U& is buried at Sarkhich near Au*nadibid. He
died in 849 (a.d. 1446).

1 Later called Hatht Bihieht, or the Ndrafshin Gardens. It is now oslled the Rim
Bigfa.

4 Bom a.k. 964, or a.d. 1647. Vide p. 548.
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ness that laid in Aba ’1-Fay? and Aba ’1-Fagl the foundation of those

cosmopolitan and, to a certain extent, anti-Ialamitio views, foe which

both brothers have been branded by Muhammadan writers as atheists,

or as Hindfls, or as Bunwarduppers, and as the chief causes of Akber’s

apoetacy from Islam.

A few years before a.h. 963, during the Afghan rule, 8hayjd) Mubiiak

had, to his worldly disadvantage, attached himself to a religious move*

ment, which had first commenced about the year 900, and which con-

tinued under various phases during the whole of the tenth century.

The movement was suggested by the approach of the first millennium

of Islam. According to an often quoted prophecy, the latter days of

Islam are to be marked by a general decadence in political powermnd
in morals, which on reaching its climax is to be followed by the appear-

ance of Imam Mahdi, “ the Lord of the period,” 1 who will restore the

sinking faith to its pristine freshness. Christ also is to appear ; and

after all men, through his instrumentality, have been led to Islam,

the day of judgment will commence. Regarding this promised personage,

the Raw?atu ’l-A.imma, a Persian work onthe lives of the twelve Imams,1

has the following passage

—

Muslim, Abu Da‘fld, Nisa,i, Bayhaqi, and other collectors of the

traditional sayings of the Prophet, state that the Prophet once said,

“ Muhammad Mahdi shall be of my family, and of the descendants of

Fatima (the Prophet’s daughter and wife of *AlI).” And Ahmad, Aba
Da*ad, TirmizI, and Ibn Majah state that the Prophet at some other

time said,
<( When of time one day shall be left, God shall raise up a man

from among my descendants, who shall fill the world with justice, just as

before him the world was full of oppression ”
;
and again, " The world

shall not come to an end till the King of the earth shall appear, who is

a man of my family, and whose name is the same as mine.” Further,

Ahmad and other collectors assert that the Prophet onoe said,

“Muhammad Mahdi belongs to my family, eight and nine years.”

Accordingly, people believe m the coming of Mahdi. But there is also

a party in Islam who say that Imam Mahdi has already come into the

world and exists at present ;
his patronymic is Aba ’1-Qasim, and his

epithets are “ the elect, the stablisher, Mahdi, the expected, the Lord

1 Sifcib-i tamin. He is the 12th Imim. The first eleven snocsedsd the Prophet.

* Mahdi ' (which in India is wrongly fnsoumd Mehpdl, 'myrtle”) weens "gotysd”.
Hid! means " a guide ”.

' BySeyyidSfxist? Alt, sonof SayyidPlr'Altof RasfllpOr. Lithographed at Lakhnaa
A.H. 1271, 144 pp., royal 8vo.
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of the Age ”. In the opinion of thia party, he was bom at Surraman-raa

(near Baghdid) on the 23rd Ramadan, 268, and in 265 he came to his

Sazdaba (prop. “ a cool place ”, “ a summer villa ”), and disappeared

whilst in his residence. In the book entitled Shawahid
,
it is said that

when he was bom, he had on his right arm the words written, “ Say, the

truth has come and error has vanished, surely error is vanishing”

(Qfir*an, xvii, 83). It is also related that when he was bom into the

world, he came on his knees, pointed with his fingers to heaven, sneezed,

and said, “ Praise be to Ood, the Lord of the world.” Some one also

has left an account of a visit to ImamHasan ^Askari (the eleventh Imam)

whom he asked, “ 0 son of the Prophet, who will be Khalifa and Imam
after thee ?

” ^Askari thereupon went into his room, and after some

time came back with a child on his shoulders, that had a face like the

full moon and might have been three years old, and said to the man, “ If

thou hadst not found favour in the eyes of Qod, He would not have shown

you this child ; his name is that of the Prophet, and so is his patronymic.”

The sect who believe Mahdi to be alive at present say that he rules over

cities in the far west, and he is even said to have children. God alone

knows the truth 1

The alleged prophecies of the Founder regarding the advent of the

Restorer of the Faith, assumed a peculiar importance when Islam

entered on the century preceding the first millennium, and the learned

everywhere agitated the question till at last the Mahdi movement assumed

in India

1

a definite form through the teaching of Mir Sayyid Muhammad,

son of Mir Sayyid Khan of Jaunpur. This man was a descendant of the

Prophet, and bore his name
;

the fall of Jaunpur was to him a sign

that the latter days had come
;

extraordinary events which looked like

miracles, marked his career ; and a voice from heaven had whispered

to him the words, “ Anta Mahdi,” “ thou art Mahdi.” Some people

indeed say that? Mir Sayyid Muhammad did not mean to declare that

he was the promised Mahdi ; but there is no doubt that he insisted on

his mission as the Lord of the Age. He gained many adherents, chiefly

1 B&d&,oni, in hit
4Naj&tu 'r-rashid', gives a few particulars regarding the same

moveTnent in Bsdakhshin from where the idea seems to have spread over Persia and
India. In Bada&sh&n, it was commenced by Sayyid Muhammad Nfirbafchsh, a pupil

of Aba Is-b&q Khatlfinl, who gained numerous adherents and created such disturbances,

that troops were sent against him. He was defeated and fled to qiriq, in the mountainous

districts of which country he is said to have gained thirty thousand followers. He had

often to fight with the governors, but defied them all. Bad&,oni has preserved a copy

of the proclamation whioh Nftrba&sh sent unto all the saints. One of his disciples was

Shayfch Muhammad L&hijI, the oommentator of the
M Gulshan-i Riz ".
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through his great oratorical powers, but pressed by enemies ne went

to Gujarat, where he found an adherent in Sultan Mahmud I. From

Gujarat he proceeded, at the request of the king and to the joy of numerous

enemies, on a pilgrimage to Makkah. From there also he seems to have

been driven away. On his return, it was revealed to him that his teaching

was vexatious, and he said to the disciples that accompanied him, “ God

has removed from my heart the burden of Mahdi. If I safely return,

I shall recant all.” But when he reached the town of Farah in Balochistan,

where his arrival had created a great sensation, he died (a.h. 911

;

a.d. 1605). His tomb became a place of general pilgrimage, although

Shah Ismael and Shah Tahmasp tried to destroy it. The movement,

however, continued. Some of his followers adhered to their belief that

he was Mahdi
;

and even the historian Bada,oni, who was strongly

attached to the cause, speaks of him as of a great saint.

Other Mahdis appeared in various parts of India. In 966 (a.d. 1649),

a Mahdi of great pretensions arose in Bianah, S.W. of Agra, in the person

of Shaykh ^ Ala,I. This man was a Bangali Musalman. His father had

been looked upon in his country as a learned saint, and after visiting

Makkah, he had settled, in 935, with his younger brother Na§ru ’llah,

likewise a learned man, at Bianah, where they soon hecajne respected

and influential men. Shaykh *Ala,! had shown from his youth the learning

of the lawyer and the rigour of the saint ; and on the death of his father,

he gathered numerous pupils around himself. “ But the love of power

issues at last from the heads of the just,” and on the day of the cId, he

kicked an influential Shaykh from his havda
,
and, supported by his

brothers and elder relatives, he proclaimed that he alone was worthy of

being the Shaykh of the town.

About the same time, one Miyan *Abdtt

’llah, a Niyaz! Afghan and

disciple of Mir Sayyid Muhammad of Jaunpflr, arrived from Makkah

and settled at a retired spot near Bianah. Like his master, he was &

man of oratorical powers and was given to street preaching
; and in a

short time he gained numerous followers among the woodcutters and

water-carriers. Shaykh *Ala,i also was overawed by the impressive

addresses of Miyan *Abdu’llah ; he gave up teaching and struggling for

local influence, turned faqlr, told his wife either to follow him to the

wilderness or to go, distributed his whole property, even his books,

among the poor adherents of the Niyaz!, and joined the fraternity which

they had formed. The brethren had established among themselves

community of property, divided the earnings obtained by begging,

and gave up all work, because it was said in the Qur*an, “ Let not men be
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allured by trade or selling to give up meditating on God.” Religious

meetings, the object of which was to prepare people for the advent of

the promised Mahdl, were daily held after the five prayers, which the

brethren said together, and wherever they went they appeared armed

to the teeth. They soon felt strong enough to interfere with municipal

matters, and inspected the bazars and removed by force all articles

forbidden in the law, defying the magistrates, if opposed to them, or

assisting them, if of their opinion. Their ranks increased daily, and

matters in Bianah had come to such a pass, that fathers separated them-

selves from their children and husbands from their wives Shaykh

*Ala,fs former position and the thoroughness of his conversion had given

him the rank of second leader ; in fact, he soon outdid Miyan *Abdallah

in earnestness and successful conversions, and the later at last tried

to rid himself of his rival by sending bim with six or seven hundred

armed men towards Makkah. ^Ala,i marched with his band over Basawar

to Khawaspur, converting and preaching on the way, but on account of

some obstacles they all returned to Bianah.

Shaykh ^Ala.i’s fame at last reached the ear of Islam Shah, who

summoned him to Agra
;
and although the king was resolved to put

him to death as a dangerous demagogue, and was even offended at the

rude way in which *Ala.i behaved in his presence, he was so charmed

by an impromptu address which ^Ala,i delivered on the vanities of the

world and the pharisaism of the learned, that he sent cooked provisions

to ^Aia,i’& men. To the amusement of the Afghan nobles and generals at

court. *Ala.i on another occasion defeated the learned on questions

connected with the advent of Mahdi, and Islam Shah was day after

day informed that another of his nobles had gone to *Ala,fs meetings and

had joined the new sect.

It was at this time that Shaykh Mubarak also became a “ disciple ”,

and professed Mahdawl ideas. It is not clear whether he joined the sect

from religious or from political motives, inasmuch as one of the objects

of the brethren was to break up the party of the learned at Court, at

whose head Makhdumu,l-MulK stood
;
but whatever may have been his

reason, the result was, that Makhdum became his inveterate enemy,

deprived him of grants of land, made him flee for his life, and persecuted

him for more than twenty years, till Mubarak's sons turned the tables

on him and procured his banishment .
1

1 “ was the title of CAlxKUuh of Sultunpur, regarding whom the

rv*;i tor consult the index for references. The following biographical notice from tho
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The learned at Court, however, were not to be baffled by *Ala,fa

success, and Makhdum’s influence was so great, that he at last prevailed

on the king to banish the Shaykh. *Ala,I and his followers readily obeyed

the command, and set out for the Dakhin. Whilst at Handiah on the

Narbada, the frontier of Islam Shah’s empire, they succeeded in converting

Bahar Khan A^zam Humayun and half his army, and the king on hearing

of this last success cancelled his orders and recalled Shayjdi *Ala,I.

About the same time (955) Islam Shah left Agra, in order to put

down disturbances in the Panjab caused by certain Niyazi Afghans,

and when he arrived in the neighbourhood of Bianah Makhdumu’l-Mulk
drew the king’s attention to Miyan cAbdallah Niyazi, who after Shaykh

^Ala.I’s departure for the Dakhin roamed about the hills of the Bianah

district with three or four hundred armed men, and was known to possess

great influence over men of his own clan, and consequently over the

Niyazi rebels in the Panjab. Islam Shah ordered the governor of Bianah,

who had become a Mahdawi, to bring Miyan ^AbcKllah to him. The

governor advised his religious leader to conceal himself
;

but Miyan

^Andu llah boldly appeared before the king, and so displeased him by

his neglect of etiquette, that Islam Shah gave orders to beat him to

death. The king watched on horseback for an hour the execution of the

punishment
,
and only left when Miyan *Abdallah lay apparent ly lifeless

on the ground. But he was v,ith much care brought back to life. He

concealed himself for a long time, renounced all Mahdawi principles

and got as late as 993 (a.I). 1585) from Akbar a freehold, because he,

Khazinat 0 '!- Asfiva ( Labor, pp. 443, 4G I) shows the opinion of good »Si:«. n is regarding

Makhdum.
“ Mawlnna <jAbd“'ilfih Ansari of Sultanpiir belongs to the most distinguished learned

raon and saints of India. Ho was a Chishti in his religious opinions. From the time of

Slier Shah till tho reign of Akbar, he had the title of ‘ Makhdum" 1 Mulk ’ (ptop. m i ved

by tho empire). Ho was learned in the law and austere in practice. He zealously perse-

cuted heretics. When Akbar commenced bis religious innovations and converted people

to his ‘Divine Faith ' and sunworship, ordering them to substitute for the creed the

words* There is no (Jod but Allah, and Akbar is the viccregent of (!«»d Maulanii SAl.d"

*liah opposed the emperor. Driven at last from Court, 1m retired to a mosque; but

Akbar said that tho mosque belonged to bis realm, and he should go to another country.

Makhdum thereforo went to Makkah. On his return to India. Akbar bad him poisoned.

He ha* written several works, as tho 44«h KaahfH 'l-<jh\twmnh ; the *UJT $///ut i

’

l-Anbiyn , the MinMjH 'd-din, etc. He was poisoned in a. it. 1006,

** His son Haji SAbd' 1 'l-Kurlm went after tho death of his father to Hahor, where

ho becamo a religious guide. Ho died in 1045, and lies buried at jJih«r, near tho Zib»

'n-Nisa Villa, at Maw'/aS Kot. His sons were Shaykh Yahva, Il.Hi Nur^Ahd 11 T-Jlaqqand

A<Ila Huzur. Shaykh Yahya, like his father, wrought miracles."

In thL account the date is wrong ; for Maklidfim 1' '1-Mulk died in 000. and ns Badn.oni.

Makhd urn's supporter, says nothing of poison?Bad. If, 31 1) the statement v* the j\ba/.ina t"

]-A$fiyA may lx* rejected. Badu.oni also says that Makhdum's sons w ere worthless men.

The titles of Makhdum 11 ’1-Mulk's works arc not correctly gi\ en either ;
vide p. 014.
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too, had been one of Mal<hdumu’l-Mulk’s victims. He died more than

90 years old, in 1000, at Sarhind. 1

Islam Shah, after quelling the Niyaz! disturbances, returned to

Agra, but almost immediately afterwards his presence was again required

in the Panjab, and it was there that Shaykh ^Ala,I joined the royal camp.

When Islam Shah saw the Shaykh he said to him in a low voice, “ Whisper

into my ear that you recant, and I will not trouble you.” But Shaykh

^Ala,i would not do so, and Islam Shah, to keep up the appearance of

authority ordered a menial to give him by way of punishment a few cuts

with the whip in his presence. Shayldi Ala,! had then scarcely recovered

from an attack of the plague, which foi several years had been raging

in India, and had a few badly healed wounds on his neck. Whilst he

got the cuts, one of the wounds broke open, and *Ala,! fainted and died.

His body was now thrown under the feet of an elephant, and orders were

given that no one should bury him, when all at once, to the terror of the

whole camp and the king who believed that the last day had dawned,

a most destructive cyclone broke forth. When the storm abated, ^AlaJ’s

body was found literally buried among roses and other flowers, and an

order was now forthcoming to have the corpse interred. This happened

in 957 (a.d. 1550). People prophesied the quick end of Islam Shah and

the downfall of his house. 1

Makhdumu’l-Mulk was never popular after that.

The features common to all Mahdawi movements, are (1) that the

preachers of the latter days were men of education and of great oratorical

powers, which gave them full sway over the multitudes ; and (2) that

the Mahdawis assumed a hostile position to the learned men who held

office at Court. Islam has no state clergy
; but we find a counterpart

to our hierarchical bodies in the ^Ulamas about Court, from whom the

§adrs of the provinces, the Mir *Adls, Muftis, and Qazis were appointed.

At Dihli and Agra, the body of the learned had always consisted of

staunch Sunnis, who believed it their duty to keep the kings straight.

1 Badi.onI visited him in Sarhind, end it was from <7Abdu’U&h that he heard of Mir
Sayyid Muhammad's repentance before death. Among other things, <tAbd°'U&h also told
him that after the Mir's death in Farih, a well-known man of that town seized on
belonging to Balochis and proclaimed himself Christ ; and he added that he had known
no less than thirteen men of respectable parentage, who had likewise claimed to be Christ.

* The circumstances connected with ^Att,i’s death resemble the end of Sid! Mfilih

during the reign of Jalalu d-din Firuz Shih.
The place in the Panjab, where the scene took place, is called Ban. (Bad. 1, 408).

The fact that Badft,oni spent his youth at Bas&warnear Bianah, i.e. in the very centre
of the Mahdawi movement, accounts perhaps for his adherence, throughout his life, to
Mahdawi principles.
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How great their inflaence was, may be seen from the fact that of all

Muhammadan emperors only Akb&r, and perhaps SAla^’d-Dih Khilji,

succeeded in putting down this haughty set.

The death of Shaykh *Ala.I was a great triumph for the Court *Ulamis,

and a vigorous persecution of all Mahdawl disciples was the immediate

result. The persecutions lasted far into Akbar’s reign. They abated

only for a short time when the return of Humayftn and the downfall

of the Afghan power brought about a violent political crisis, during which

the learned first thought of their own safety, well knowing that Humiyfln

was strongly in favour of Shl*ism ; but when Akbar was firmlyestablished

and the court at Agra, after the fall of Bayram Khan, who was a ShPa,

again teemed with Hindfistani Sunnis, the persecutions commenced.

The hatred of the court party against Shaykh Mubarak especially, rose

to such a height that Shaykh *Abdu’n-Nabi and Ma&dQma’l>Mulk
represented to the emperor that inasmuch as Mubarak also belonged

to the Mahdawis and was, therefore, not only himself damned, but led

also others into damnation, he deserved to be killed. They even obtained

an order to bring him before the emperor. Mubarak wisely fled from

Agra, only leaving behind him some furniture for his enemies to reek

their revenge on. Concealing himself for a time, he applied to Shaykh

•Salim Ghishti of Fathpur Sikri for intercession ; but being advised by

him to withdraw to Gujarat, he implored the good offices of Akbar’s

foster-brother, the generous Khan-i A^jam Mlrza Koka, who succeeded

in allaying all doubts in the mind of the emperor by dwelling on the

poverty of the Shaykh and on the fact that, different from his covetous

accusers, he had not cost the state anything by way of freeholds, and

thus obtained at least security for him and his family. Mubarak some

time afterwards applied indeed for a grant of land for his son ^AbQ *1-Fay$,

who had already acquired literary fame, though he was only 20 years old.

and waited personally with his son on Shaykh *Abdu ’n-Nabf. But

the latter, in his theological pride, turned them out of his office as men
suspected of Mahdawl leanings and ShFa tendencies. Even in the 12th

year of Akbar’s reign, when FaypTs poems 1 had been noticed at Court

—

Akbar then lay before Ghltor—and a summons had been sent to the young

poet t* present himself before his sovereign, the enemies at Agra saw

in the invitation a sign of approaching doom, and prevailed on the

governor to secure the victim this time. The governor thereupon sent

a detachment of Mugfiul soldiers to surround Mubarak’s house. Fays')

1 CAbd* '1-Fay* wrote under the nom-de-phune of Fay*L
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m accidentally away irom home, And the soldiers suspecting a con*

spiracy, subjected Mubarak to various sorts of 31-treatment , and when

Fftjfl at last came, he was carried off by force to Chitor.1 Nor did his

fan far his father and his own life banish, t31 his favourable reception

at court convinced him both of Akbar’s good will and the blindness of

his personal enemies.

AbO 1-Fftfl had in the meantime grown up zealously studying under

the care of his father. The persecutions which Shaykh Mubarak had to-

suffer for his Mahdawi leanings at the hands of the learned at Court,

did not fail to make a lasting impression on his young mind. Tliere is

no doubt that it was in this school of misfortune that AbO ’1-Fapl learned

the lesson of toleration, the practice of which in later years formed the

basis of Akbar’s friendship for him ; while, on the other hand, the same

pressure of circumstances stimulated him to unusual exertions in study-

ing, which subsequently enabled him during the religious discussions

at Court to lead the opposition and overthrow by superior learning and

broader sentiments the clique of the cUlamas, whom Akbar bated so

much.

At the age of fifteen, he showed the mental precocity so often observed

in Indian boyB ; be had read works on all branches of those sciences

which goby the name of hikamx and naqU, or mafiqul and manqul* Follow-

ing the footsteps of his father, he commenced to teach long before he

had reached the age of twenty. An incident is related to show how

extensive even at that time his reading was. A manuscript of the rare

work of Ifhhanf happened to fall into his hands. Unfortunately, how-

ever, one half of each page, vertically downwards from top to bottom,,

was rendered illegible, or was altogether destroyed, by fire. Abii'l-Fa?l

determined to restore sc rare a book, cut away the burnt portions, pasted

new paper to each page, and then commenced to restore the missing*

halves of each line, in which attempt after repeated thoughtful perusals

he succeeded. Some time afterwards, a complete copy of the same work

turned up and on comparison, it was found that in many places there

were indeed different words, and in a few passages new proofs even had

been adduoed ; but on the whole the restored portion presented so many

points of extraordinary coincidence that his friends were not a little

astonished at the thoroughness with which Abfi’l-Fafl had worked himself

into the style and mode of thinking of a difficult author.

» 20th RftbT I, 076, or 24th September, 1667. The ode whioh Fejfi presented will

bo found In the Akbam&ma.
1 Page 600, note.
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Abfi’l-Fa?l was so completely taken up with study that he preferred

the life of a recluse to the unstable patronage of the great, and to the

bondage which attendance at court in those days rendered inevitable.

But from the time Fayzl had been asked by Akbar to attend the Court

hopes of a brighter future dawned, and Abu’l-Fazl, who had then com-

pleted his seventeenth year, saw in the encouragement held out by the

emperor, in spite of Mubarak’s numerous enemies at court, a guarantee

that patient toil, on his part, too, would not remain without fruit. The

Bkill with which Fayzi in the meantime acquired and retained Akbar’s

friendship, prepared the way for Abu’l-Fa?l ; and when the latter, in

the very end of 981 (beginning of a.d. 1574) was presented to Akbar as

Fayzi’s brother, the reception was so favourable that he gave up all

thoughts of leading a life among manuscripts. "As fortune did not

at first assist me,” says Abfi’l-Fazl in the Akbamama, “ I almost became

selfish and conceited, and resolved to tread the path of proud retirement.

The number of pupils that I had gathered around me, served but to

increase my pedantry. In fact, the pride of learning had made my brain

drunk with the idea of seclusion. Happily for myself, when I passed

the nights in lonely spots with true seekers after truth, and enjoyed

the society of such as are empty-handed, but rich in mind and heart,

my eyes were opened and I saw the selfishness and covetousness of the

so-called learned. The advice of my father with difficulty kept me biusk

from outbreaks of folly
;
my mind had no rest, and my heart felt itself

drawn to the sages of Mongolia, or to the hermits of Lebanon
;

I longed

for interviews with the lamas of Tibet or with the padris of Portugal,

and I would gladly sit with the priests of the Parsis and the learned of

the Zendavesta. I was sick of the learned of my own land. My brother

and other relatives then advised me to attend the Court, hoping that I

would find in the emperor a leader to the sublime world of thought.

In vain did I at first resist their admonitions. Happy, indeed, am I now

that I have found in my sovereign a guide to the world of action and a

comforter in lonely retirement
;

in him meet my longing after faith and

my desire to do my appointed work in the world
; he is the orient where

the light of form and ideal dawns ;
and it is he who has taught me that

the work of the world, multifarious as it is, may yet harmonize with the

spiritual unity of truth. I was thus presented at Court. As I had no

worldly treasures to lay at the feet of his Majesty, I wrote acommentary

to the Ayatu *UKursx,* and presented it when the emperor was at Agra.

1 Name of (he 256th verse of the second chapter of the Qur*iin.
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I was favourably received, and his Majesty graciously accepted my
offering.”

Akbar was at that time busily engaged with his preparations for

the conquest of Bihar and Bengal. Fayzl accompanied the expedition,

but Abu’l-Fazl naturally stayed in Agra. But as Fayzi wrote to his

brother that Akbar had inquired after him, Abu’l-Fazl attended Court

immediately on the emperor’s return to Fathpur Slkrl, where Akbar

happened to notice him first in the Jami*1 Mosque. Abii’l-Fazl, as before,

presented a commentary written by him on the opening of a chapter in

the Qur*a entitled “ Suratu ’1-Fath ”, “ the Chapter of Victory ”. 1

The party of the learned and bigoted Sunnis at Court, headed by

Makhdiimu ’l-Mulk and Shaykh *Abdu ’n-Nabl, had every cause to feel

sorry at Fayzfs and Abu’l-Fazl’s successes 2
; for it was now, after Akbar’s

return from Bihar, that the memorable Thursday evening discussions

commenced, of which the historian Bada,onI has left us so vivid an account.

Akbar at first was merely annoyed at the “ Pharaoh-like pride ” of the

learned at court
;

stories of the endless squabbles of these pious casuits

had reached his ear
;

religious persecutions and a few sentences of death

passed by his Chief-Justice on ShFas and “ others heretics ” affected him

most deeply ;
and he now for the first time realized the idea that the

scribes and the pharisees formed a power of their own in his kingdom,

at the construction of which he had for twenty years been working.

Impressed with a favourable idea of the value of his Hindi! subjects, he

had resolved when pensively sitting in the mornings on the solitary

Btone at Fathpur Sikrl, to rule with even hand men of all creeds in his

dominions
;
but as the extreme views of the learned and the lawyers

continually urged him to persecute instead of to heal, he instituted the

discussions, because, believing himself to be in error, he thought it his

duty as ruler to “ inquire It is not necessary to repeat here the oourse

which these discussions took. 3 The unity that had existed among the

learned disappeared in the very beginning
;

abuse took the place of

argument, and the plainest rules of etiquette were, even in the presence

of the emperor, forgotten. Akbar’s doubts instead of being cleared up

only increased ; certain points of the Hanafi law, to which most Sunnis

cling, were found to be better established by the dicta of lawyers belong-

V The details of Abu ’l-Fazl’s introduction at Court given in Badi,onf differ slightly

from Abu 'l-Fafl’s own account.
* Badft,oni ascribes to Ma}$hdum l,’l-Mulk an almost prophetic insight intoAbd 1-Fasl’s

character ; for the first time he saw Abu '1-Fafl, he said to his disciples, "What religious

mischief is there of which that man is not capable ? " Bad., Ill, 72.
a Vide pp. 179 if.
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ing to the other three sects ; and the moral character of the Prophet

was next scrutinized and was found wanting. Makhdilmu ’l-Mulk wrote a

spiteful pamphlet against Shaykh ^Abdu ’n-Nabi, the §adr of the empire,

and the latter retorted by calling Makhdum a fool and cursing him.

Abu’l-Fazl, upon whom Akbar from the beginning had fixed as the leader

of his party, fanned the quarrels, by skilfully shifting the disputes from

one point to another, and at last persuaded the emperor that a subject

ought to look upon the king not only as the temporal, but also as the

only spiritual guide. The promulgation of this new doctrine was the

making of Abu’l-Fa?rs fortune. Both he and Akbar held to it to the

end of their lives. But the new idea was in opposition to Islam, the law

of which stands above every king, rendering what we call a constitution

impossible
;

and though headstrong kings as ^Ala* 11 ’d-din Khiljl had

before tried to raise the law of expediency (cjjj maslahat-i

waqt) above the law of the Qur*an they never fairly succeeded in separating

religion from law or in rendering the administration of the empire,

independent of the Mulla. Hence when Abu’l-Fazl four years later, in

986, brought up the question at the Thursday evening meetings, he raised

a perfect storm
;
and while the disputations, bitter as they were, had

hitherto dwelt on single points connected with the life of the Prophet, or

w’ith sectarian differences, they henceforth turned on the very principles

of Islam. It was only now that the Sunnis at Court saw how wide during

the last four years the breach had become
;
that “ the strong embank-

ment of the clearest law and the most excellent faith had been broken

through ”
;
and that Akbar believed that there were sensible men in all

religions, and abstemious thinkers and men endowed with miraculous

power among all nations. Islam, therefore, possessed in his opinion no

superiority over other forms of worship. 1 The learned party, seeing

their official position endangered, now showed signs of readiness to yield,

but it was too late. They even signed the remarkable document which

Shaykh Mubarak in conjunction with his sons had drafted, a document

which I believe stands unique in the whole Church History of Islam.

Bada,oni has happily preserved a complete copy of it.
2 The emperor

was certified to be a just ruler, and was as such assigned the rank of

a “ Mujtahid ”, i.e. an infallible authority in all matters relating to

Islam. The “ intellect of the just king ” thus became the only source of

legislation, and the whole body of the learned and the lawyers bound

themselves to abide by Akbar’s decrees in religious matters. Shaykh

*Abdu ’n-Nabi and Makhdumu’l-Mulk signed indeed the document against

1 Pages 187. 180. * Vide p. 195
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their will, but sign they did ; whilst Shaykh Mubarak added to his signa-

ture the words that he had most willingly subscribed his name, and

that for several years he had been anxiously looking forward to the

realization of the progressive movement. “ The document/* says *Abu-

’1-Fazl in the Akbamama
,

“ brought about excellent results—(1) The

Court became a gathering place of the sages and learned of all creeds

;

the good doctrines of all religious systems were recognized, and their

defects were not allowed to obscure their good features
; (2) perfect

toleration ($ulh-i-kul or “ peace with all ”) was established ; and (3) the

perverse and evil-minded were covered with shame on seeing the dis-

interested motives of his Majesty, and thus stood in the pillory of dis-

grace.” The copy of the draft which was handed to the emperor, was in

Shaykh Mubarak’s own handwriting, and was dated Rajab, 987

(September, 1679).

A few weeks afterwards, Shaykh *Abdu ’n-Nabl and Makhdumu ’l-Mulk

were sent to Makkah, and Shaykh Mubarak and his two sons triumphed

over their enemies. How magnanimous Abu’l-Fazl was, may be seen

from the manner in which he chronicles in the Akbamama the banish-

ment of these men. Not a sentence, not a word, is added indicative of

his personal grievances against either of them, though they had persecuted

and all but killed his father and ruined his family
;
the narrative proceeds

as calm and statesmanlike as in every other part of his great work, and

justifies the high praise which historians have bestowed upon his character

that “ neither abuse nor harsh words were ever found in his household

The disputations had now come to an end (a.d. 1579) and FaypI

and Abii’l-Fapl had gained the lasting friendship of the emperor. Of the

confidence which Akbar placed in FaypI, no better proof can be cited

than his appointment, in the same year, as tutor to Prince Murad ; and

as both brothers had entered the military, then the only, service and had

received manfabs, or commissions, their employment in various depart-

ments gave them repeated opportunities to gain fresh distinctions.

Enjoying Akbar’s personal friendship, both remained at court in Fat^pfir

Sikri, or accompanied the emperor on his expeditions. Two years

later, Faypi was appointed §adr of Agra, Kalpi, and Kalinjar, in whioh

capacity he had to inquire into the possibility of resuming free tenures

(layurgbpl), which in consequence of fraudulent practices on the part

of government officers and the rapaciousness of the holders themselves

had so much increased as seriously to lessen the land revenue ; and

AbfiT-Fafl in the very beginning of 1685,1 was promoted to the man^ab

1 Akbamdtna, iii, 463.
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of Hazari, or the post of a commander' of one thousand horse, and was

in the following year appointed Diwan of the Province of Dihli. Faya’s

rank was much lower ; he was only a commander of Four Hundred. But

he did not care for further promotion. Devoted to the muse, he found

in the appointment as Poet Laureate, with which Akbar honoured

him in the end of 1588, that satisfaction which no political office, how-

ever high, would have given him. Though the emperor did not pay much

attention to poetry, his appreciation of Fay?I’s genius was but just

;

for after Amir Khusraw of Dihli, Muhammadan India has seen no greater

poet than Fayzi.1

In the end of 1589, Abu’l-Fa?l lost his mother, to whose memory he

has devoted a page in the Akhamdma. The emperor, in order to console

him, paid him a visit, and said to him, “ If the people of this world lived

for ever and did not only once die, kind friends would not be required to

direct their hearts to trust in God and resignation to His will
; but no

one lives long in the caravanserai of the world
,
and hence the afflicted

do well to accept consolation.” 1

' Religious matters had in the meantime rapidly advanced. Akbar

had founded a new religion, the Din-i Ilahi, or ‘ the Divine Faith ”, the

chief feature of which, in accordance with Shaykh Mubarak’s document

mentioned above, consisted in belief in one God and in Akbar as His

viceregent (khalifa) on earth. The Islamitic prayers were abolished at

court, and the worship of the
<(
elect ” was based on that of the Parsis and

partly on the ceremonial of the Hindus. The new era (tdrM-ilaht),

which was introduced in all government records, as also the feasts observed

by the emperor, were entirely Pars!. Th6 Muhammadan grandees

at court showed but little resistance ; they looked with more anxiety on

the elevation of Hindii courtiers than on Akbar’s religious innovations,

which after all,%affected but a few. But their feeling against Abu*l-Fa$l

was very marked, and they often advised the emperor to send him to the

Dakhin hoping that some mismanagement in war or in administration

would lessen his influence at court. Prince Salim (Jahangir) also belonged

to the dissatisfied, and his dislike to Abu’l-Fa?l, as we shall see beldw,

became gradually so deep-rooted, that he looked upon him as the chief

obstacle to the execution of his wild plans. An unexpected visit to

Abfi’l-Fafl gave him an excellent opportunity to charge 'him with

1 For Us works, rids p.161.
1
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duplicity. On entering the house, he found forty writers busy in copying

commentaries to the Qur*an. Ordering them to follow him at once, he

took them to the emperor, and showing him the copies he said, “ What

Abu’l-Fazl teaches me is very different from what he practises in his

house.” The incident is said to hhve produced a temporary estrange-

ment between Akbar and Abu’l-Fazl. A similar, but less credible, story

is told by the author of the Zakhiratu 'l
-Khawanin. He says that Abu’l-Fazl

repented of his apostacv from Islam, and used at night to visit incognito

the houses of dervishes, and, giving them gold muhurs, requested them
“ to pray for the stability of Abu’I-Fazl’s faith ”, sighing at the same

time and striking his knees and exclaiming, “ What shall I do i ” And

just as writers on the history of literature have tried to save Fayzi

from apostacy and consequent damnation, by representing that before

his death he had praised the Prophet, so have other authors succeeded

in finding for Abu 1-Fazl a place in Paradise
;

for it is related in several

books that Shah Abu ’l-Ma^all Qadirl of Lahor, a man of saintly renown, 1

once expressed his disapproval of Abu ’1 Fazl’s words and deeds. 1 But

at night, so runs the story, he saw in his dream that Abu’ 1-Fazl came to

a meeting held by the Prophet in Paradise
;
and when the Prophet saw

him enter, he asked him to sit down, and said, “ This man did for some

time during his life evil deeds, but one of his books commences with

the words, * 0 God, reward the good for the sake of their righteousness,

and help the wicked for the sake of thy love,’ and these words have

saved him.” The last two stories flatter, in all probability, the con-

sciences of pious Sunnis
;
but the first, if true, detracts in no way from

that consistency of opinion and uniform philosophic conviction which

pervades Abu ’l-Fazl’s works
;
and though his heart found in pure deism

and religious philosophy more comfort and more elements of harmony

than in the casuistry of the Mullas, his mind from early youth had been

so accustomed to hard literary work, that it was perfectly natural for him,

even after his rejection of Islam to continue his studies of the Qurc
an,

because the highest dialectical lore and the deepest philological research

of Muhammadan literature have for centuries been concentrated on the

explanation of the holy book.

To this period also belong the literary undertakings which were

commenced under the auspices of the Emperor himself. Abu ’I-Fazl,

Fayzi, and scholars as Bada,onI, Naqlb Khan. Shaykh Sultan, HajI

Ibrahim, Shaykh Munawwar and others, wen- engaged in historical and

1 Born a.h. 960 : died at Lahor, 1024. Khnzinat» ’l-Atfiya, p. 139.
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scientific compilations and in translations from the 8anskrit or Hindi into

Persian.1 Fayjsi took the Lllawati, a well-known book on mathematics,

and Abfi ’1-Fa$l translated the Kalila Damna under the title oi * Ayar

Danish from Arabic into Persian. He also took a part in the translation

of the Mahabhdrat, and in the composition of the Tartkh-i Alft,
the

History of the Millennium The last-mentioned work, curious to

say, has an intimate connexion with the Mahdawi movement, of which

particulars have been given above. Although from the time of Shaykh

*Ala,fs death, the disciples of the millennium had to suffer persecution,

and movement to all appearances had died out, the idea of a restorer -of

the millennium* was revived during the discussions in Fat^pfir Slkri

and by the teachings of men of Sharif-i Amull’s stamp,* with this

important modification, that Akbar himself was pointed to as the “ Lord

of the Age ”, through whom faded Islam was to come to an end. This

new feature had Akbar’s full approval, and exercised the greatest influence

on the progress of his religious opinions. The Tdrikh-i Alfi,
therefore,

was to represent Islam as a thing of the past ; it had existed a thousand

(alf) years, and had done its work. The early history, to the vexation

of the Sunnis, was related from a Shi^ah point of view, and worse still,

the chronology had been changed, inasmuch as the death of the Prophet

had been made the starting point, not the hijra, or flight, of the Prophet

from Makka to Madina.

Towards the middle of a.h. 1000 (beginning of a.d. 1592), Akbar

promoted Abu ’1-Fazl to the post of Duhazari, or commander of two

thousand horse. Abu ’1-Fazl now belonged to the great Amirs (umara-yi

kibdr) at court. As before, he remained in immediate attendance on

the emperor. In the same year, Fayzi was sent to the Dakhin as Akbar’s

ambassador to Burhanu ’1-Mulk, and to Raja *Ali Khan of Khandesh,

who had sent his daughter to Prince Salim. Fayzi returned after an

absence of more than sixteen months.

Shaykh Mubarak, who after the publication of his famous document

had all but retired from the world, died in the following year at Labor

(Sunday, 17th Zl Qa*da, 1001, or 4th September, 1593). He had reached

1 Vide pp. 110, 111.
* Page 602. We hear the last of the Mahdawi movement in 1628, at the accession

of Sh&hjah&n Akbar was dead and had not restored the Millennium ; during Jahingir’s

reign, especially in the beginning, the court was indifferent to religion, and the king
retained the ceremony of sijda, or prostration, which Muhammadans believe to bedue to
Qod alone. But Shahjahan, on his accession, restored many Muhammadan rites that had
fallen in abeyance at court ; and as he was born in a.h. 1000, he was now pointed to as1

the real restorer. Since that time the movement has found no disciples.



the age of 90, and had oocapied himself in the last jean of his life with

the compilation in four volumes of a gigantic commentary to the Qur'an,

to whichhe had given the title of Haste'* Naf&,ii*’l*Uyiin. He com-

pleted it, in spite of failing eyesight, a short time before his death.

The historian Bad&,onI speaks of him as follows:

—

Shayhh Mubarak belonged to the most distinguished men of learning

of the presold age. In practical wisdom, piety, and trust in God, he stood

high among the people of his time. In early life he practised rigorous

asceticism ; in fact, he was so strict in his views regarding what is lawful

and unlawful, that if any one, for example, came to a prayer meeting

with a gold ring on his finger, or dressed in silk, or with red stockings on

his feet, or red or yellow coloured clothes on him, he would order the

offending articles to be removed. In legal decisions, he was so severe as

to maintain that for every hurt exceeding a simple kick, death was the

proper punishment. If he accidentally heard music while walking on

the street, he ran away, but in course of time he became, from divine

seal, so enamoured of music, that he could not exist without listening to

some voice or melody. In short, he passed through rather opposite

inodes of thought and wayB of life. At the time of the Afghan rule, he

frequented Shaykfe *Ala,fa fraternity ; in the beginning of His Majesty’s

reign, when the Naqshbandis had the upper hand, he settled matters

with that sect ; afterwards he was attached to the Hamadani school,

and lastly,'when the Shi*ahs monopolized the court, he talked according

to their fashion. “ Men speak according to the measure of their under-

standing -to change was his way, and the rest you know. But withal

he was constantly engaged in teaching the religious sciences. Prosody

also, the art of composing riddles, and other branches, he understood

well ; and in mystic philosophy he was, unlike the learned of Hindustan,

a perfect master. He knew Shatjbi 1 by heart, explained him properly,

and also knew how to read the Qur'an in the ten different modes. He did

not go to the palaces of the kings, but he was a most agreeable com-

panion and full of anecdote. Towards the end of his life, when his

eyesight was impaired, he gave up reading and lived in seclusion. The

commentary to the Qur'an which he composed, resembles the Tafnr-

i

KcHnr (the " Great Commentary ”), and consists of four thick volumes,

and is entitled Mambafi* *Nafouu ’l-^Uyun. It is rather extraordinary

»W. there is a passage in the preface in which he seems to point to himself

1 A miter on" Tajwld ", “ the art of reeding tho Qur*in correctly ".
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its the renovator of the new century. 1 We know what this
44
renovating

”

means. About the time he finished his work he wisely committed the

FarizI Ode (in t) which consists of seven hundred verses, and the Ode
Barda, the Ode by Ka*»b ibn Zubayr, and other Odes to memory, and

recited them as daily homilies, till on the 17th Zl Qa^da, 1001, he left this

world at Lahor for the judgment-seat of God.

I have known no man of more comprehensive learning
; but alas

!

under the mantle of a dervish there was such a wicked love of worldly

preferment, that he left no tittle of our religion in peace. When I was

young; I studied at Agra for several years in his company. He is indeed

a man of merit
;
but he committed worldly and irreligious deeds, plunged

into lust of possession and rank, was timeserving, practised deceit and

falsehood, and went so far in twisting religious truth, that nothing of

his former merit remains. " Say, either I am in the correct path or in

clear error, or you ” (Qur*an, xxxiv. 23). Further, it is a common saying

that the son brings the curse on the head of his father ;
hence people

have gone beyond Yazid and say, “ Curse on Yazid,2 and on his

father, too.”

Two years after Shay-kh Mubarak’s death, Abu ’1-Fazl also lost his

brother Fayzi, who died at the age of 50, after an illness of six months

on the 10th Safar, 1004 (5th October, 1595). When in his last moments,

Akbar visited him at midnight, and seeing that he could no longer

speak, he gently raised his head and said to him,
44 Shaykh Jio, I have

brought Hakim *Ali with me, will you not speak to me ? ” But getting

no reply, the emperor in his grief threw his turban to the ground, and

wept loud ;
and after trying to console Abu *1-Fa?l, he went away.3

How deeply Abu 1-Fazl loved his elder brother, is evident from the

numerous passages in the Akbamama and the A*in in which he speaks

of him, and nothing is more touching than the lines with which he prefaces

the selections in the A*tn made by him from his brother’s poems.
44
The

gems of thought in his poems will never be forgotten. Should leisure

permit and my heart turn to worldly occupations, I would collect some

1 Bad2,oni says in his A'aj&t*
'

r-rashid that Jalal“ d-Din Suyuti, in his time the most
universal scholar of aU Arabia, pointed likewise to himself os the renovator of the tenth

century.
1 Husayn, in whose remembrance the Mub&rr&m lamentations are chanted, was

murdered by Yazid ; hence the latter is generally called Yazid i tnafcun, “ Yazid, the

accursed ". Badfi,oni here calls Abu 1-Fa*l Yazid. Poor Bads,oni had only the thousand
bigiias which Akbar had. given him rent-free, but his school fellow Yazid Abu *1-Fa?l

a commander of two thousand and the friend of the emperor.
3

Badti'OiiI, ii, 400.
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of the excellent writings of this unrivalled author of the age, and gather,

with the eye of a jealous critic, yet with the hand of a friend, some of

his poems. But.now it’ is brotherly love alone, which does not travel

along the road of critical nicety, that commands me to write down

some of his verses.” Abu ’1-Fazl, notwithstanding his onerous duties,

kept his promise, and two years after the death of his brother, he collected

the stray leaves of Fayzfs MarkizH ’l-Adwar
,
not to mention the numerous

extracts which he has preserved in the Akbarndma.

It was about the same time that Abu ’1-Fazl was promoted to the

post of a Commander of two thousand and five hundred horse. Under

this rank he has entered his own name in the list of grandees in the

A^n-i Akfxirl
,
which work he completed in the same year when he

collected his brother’s literary remains (159b -7).

In the following year, the forty-third of Akbars reign, Abu '1-Fazl

went for the first time on active service. Sultan Murad had not managed

matters well in the Dakhin, and Akbar now dispatched Abu ’1-Fazl

with orders to return with the Prince, whose excessive drinking caused

the emperor much anxiety, provided the officers of the imperial camp

made themselves responsible to guard the conquered territory. If the

officers were disinclined to guarantee a faithful conduct ' of the war,

he was to see the Prince off, and take comtfiand with Shahrukh Mlrza.

The wars in the Dakhin, from their first commencement under Prince

Murad and the Khan Khanan, are marked by a most astounding duplicity

on the part of the imperial officers, and thousands of men and immense

stores w'ere sacrificed, especially during the reign of Jahangir, by

.treacherous and intriguing generals. In fadt, the Khan Khanan himself

was the most untrustworthy imperial officer. Abu '1-Fazl’s successes,

therefore, were chiefly due to the honesty and loyalty with which he

conducted operations. When he arrived at Burhanpur, he received

an invitation from Bahadur Khan, king of Khandesh. whose brother

had married Abu ’1-FazI’s sister. He consented to come on one condition,

namely, that Bahadur Khan should vigorously assist him, and thus aid

"the cause of the emperor. Bahadur was not inclined to aid the imperialists

in their wars wTith the Dakhin, but he sent Abu ’1-Fazl rich presents,

hoping that by this means he would escape the penalty of his refusal.

Abu 1-Fazl, however, was not the man to be bribed. “ I have made a

vow,” he said in returning the presents,
“
not to accept presents till

four conditions are fulfilled— (1) friendship
; (2) that I should not value

the gift too high
; (3) that I should not have been anxious to get a

present
; and (4) necessity to accept it. Now supposing that the first
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three are applicable to the present case, the favour of the emperor has

extinguished every desire in me of accepting gifts from others.”

Prince Murad had in the meantime retreated from Afrmadnagar to

Ilichpur, and as the death of his infant son Mirza Rustam made him

melancholy, he continued to drink, though dangerously ill with delirium

tremens. When informed of Abu ’l-Fazl’s mission, he returned at once

towards Ahmadnagar, in order to have a pretext for not going back to his

father, and he had come to the banks of the Pilma, 1 twenty kos from

Dawlatabad, when death overtook him. Abu ’1-Fazl arrived the same

day, and found the camp in the utmost confusion. Each commander

recommended immediate return ; but Abu 1-Fa$l said that he was deter-

mined to march on
;

the enemy was near, the country was foreign

ground, and this was no time for returning, but for fighting. Several

of the commanders refused to march on, and returned ; but Abu :

1-Fa?l,

nothing daunted, after a delay of a few days, moved forward, humoured

the officers, and supplied in a short time all wants. Carefully garrisoning

the country, he managed to occupy and guard the conquered districts

with the* exception of Nasik, which lay too far to the west. But he sent

detachments against several forts, and conquered Baitala, Taltum, and

Satonda. His headquarters were on the Godawari. He next entered

into an agreement with Chand Blbl, that, after punishing Abhang Khan

Habshi, who was at war with her, she should accept Janir as fief and

give up the fort of Ahmadnagar.

Akbar had in the meantime gone to Ujjain. The Dakhin operations

had also become more complicated by the refusal of Bahadur Khan

to pay his respects to Prince Danyal, and war with Khandesh had been

determined on. Akbar resolved to march on Asir, Bahadur Khan’s

stronghold, and appointed Prince Danyal to take command at Ahmad-

nagar. Danyal sent immediate instructions to Abu ’1-Fazl to cease

all operations, as he wished to take Ahmadnagar personally. When

the Prince therefore left Burhanpur, Abfl. ’l-Fazl at Akbar’s request,

left Mirza Shahrukh, Mir Murtaza, and Khwaja Abu ’l-Hasan in charge

of his corps, and hastened to meet the emperor. On the 14th Ramazan,

1008 (beginning of the 44th year of Akbar’s reign), he met Akbar at

Khargo, near Bilagarh. The emperor received him with the following

verse

—

1 The aouthern Puma in meant. The northern Puma flows into the Tapti in Kh&n-
de*h

; whilst the southern Puma, with the pudna, flows into the Godiwarl. Prince Murad
had gone from Ilichpnr to Naro&la, and from there to Sb&hpur, which he had built

about eight miles south of BAl&pur. It is now in ruins.
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of the excellent writings of this unrivalled author of the age, and gather,

with the eye of a jealous critic, yet with the hand of a friend, some of

his poems. But.now it* is brotherly love alone, which does not travel

along the road of critical nicety, that commands me to write down

some of his verses.” Abu ’1-Fazl, notwithstanding his onerous duties,

kept his promise, and two years after the death of his brother, he collected

the stray leaves of Fayzfs Markizu *l-Adwar
,
not to mention the numerous

extracts which he has preserved in the Akbarndma.

It was about the same time that Abu ’1-Fazl was promoted to the

post of a Commander of two thousand and five hundred horse. Under

this rank he has entered his own name in the list of grandees in the

A*ln-i Akbari
,
which work he completed in the same year when he

collected his brother's literary remains (159fi~7).

In the following year, the forty-third of Akbar’s reign, Abu ’1-Fazl

went for the first time on active service. Sultan Murad had not managed

matters well in the Dakhin, and Akbar now dispatched Abu ’1-Fazl

with orders to return with the Prince, whose excessive drinking caused

the emperor much anxiety, provided the officers of the imperial camp

made themselves responsible to guard the conquered territory. If the

officers were disinclined to guarantee a faithful conduct of the war,

he was to see the Prince off, and take comnhand with Shahrukh Mirza.

The wars in the Dakhin, from their first commencement under Prince

Murad and the Khan Khanan, are marked by a most astounding duplicity

on the part of the imperial officers, and thousands of men and immense

stores were sacrificed, especially during the reign of Jahangir, by

.treacherous and intriguing generals. In fatft, the Khan Khanan himself

was the most untrustworthy imperial officer. Abu '1-FazFs successes,

therefore, were chiefly due to the honesty and loyalty with which he

conducted operations. When he arrived at Burhanpur, he received

an invitation from Bahadur Khan, king of Khandesh. whose brother

had married Abu ’1-Fazl's sister. He consented to come on one condition,

namely, that Bahadur Khan should vigorously assist him, and thus aid

"the cause of the emperor. Bahadur was not inclined to aid the imperialists

in their wars with the Dakhin, but he sent Abu ’1-Fazl rich presents,

hoping that by this means he would escape the penalty of his refusal.

Abu 1-Fazl, however, was not the man to be bribed,, “ I have made a

vow,” he said in returning the presents, “ not to accept presents till

four conditions are fulfilled—(1) friendship
; (2) that I should not value

the gift too high
; (3) that I should not have been anxious to get a

present
; and (4) necessity to accept it. Now supposing that the first
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three are applicable to the present case, the favour of the emperor has

extinguished every desire in me of accepting gifts from others/’

Prince Murad had in the meantime retreated from Abmadnagar to

llichpur, and as the death of his infant son Mirza Rustam made him

melancholy, he continued to drink, though dangerously ill with delirium

tremens. When informed of Abu 1-FazTs mission, he returned at once

towards Ahmadnagar, in order to have a pretext for not going back to his

father, and he had come to the banks of the Pdma,1 twenty kos from

Dawlatabad, when death overtook him. Abu 1-Fazl arrived the same

day, and found the camp in the utmost confusion. Each commander

recommended immediate return ; but Abu 1-Fa?l said that he was deter-

mined to march on
;

the enemy was near, the country was foreign

ground, and this was no time for returning, but for fighting. Several

of the commanders refused to march on, and returned ; but Abu 1-Fa$l,

nothing daunted, after a delay of a few days, moved forward, humoured

the officers, and supplied in a short time all wants. Carefully garrisoning

the country, he managed to occupy and guard the conquered districts

with the* exception of Nasik, which lay too far to the west. But he sent

detachments against several forts, and conquered Baitala, Taltum, and

Satonda. His headquarters were on the Godawari. He next entered

into an agreement with Chand Blbi, that, after punishing Abhang Khan

Habshi, who was at war with her, she should accept Janir as fief and

give up the fort of Ahmadnagar.

Akbar had in the meantime gone to Ujjain. The Dakhin operations

had also become more complicated by the refusal of Bahadur Khan

to pay his respects to Prince Danyal, and war with Khandesh had been

determined on. Akbar resolved to march on Asir, Bahadur Khans

stronghold, and appointed Prince Danyal to take command at Ahmad-

nagar. Danyal sent immediate instructions to Abfi 1-Fazl to cease

all operations, as he wished to take Ahmadnagar personally. When
the Prince therefore left Burhanpur, Abu 1-Fazl at Akbar’s request,

left Mirza Shahrukh, Mir Murtaza, and Khwaja Abu 1-Hasan in charge

of his corps, and hastened to meet the emperor. On the 14th Ramazan,

1008 (beginning of the 44th year of Akbar’s reign), he met Akbar at

Khargo, near Bllagarh. The emperor received him with the following

verse

—

1 The southern Puma is meant. The northern Puma flows into the Tapti in Khin-
desh ; whilst the southern Purna, with the Dudna, flows into the Qodiwarl. Prince Murad
had gone from llichpur to Namila, and from there to Shahpur, which he had built

about eight miles south of BAlipur. It is now in ruins.
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crjlijM j\ y lj \j crj J Job ,—*-1 *Jki-wj

Serene is the night and pleasant is the moonlight, I wish to talk to thee

on many a subject.

and promoted him for his excellent management to a command of

four thousand. The imperial army now marched on Asir and com-

menced the siege.1 One day, Abu ’1-Fazl inspected some of his trenches,

when one of the besieged, who had deserted to Akbar’s camp, offered

to show him a way by which the Imperialists might get over the wall

of the Malai Fort, an important fortification below Asirgarh itself. Half

way up the mountain, to the west and slightly to the north, were two

renowned outworks, called the Malai and Antar Malai, which had to be

conquered before Asir itself could be reached ; and between the north -

west and north, there was another bastion called Chuna Malai. A portion

of its wall was not finished. From east to south-west there were hills,

and in the south was a high mountain called Korhia. A hill in the south-

west, called Sapan, was occupied by the Imperialists. Abu ’1-FazJ

determined on availing himself of theinformation given by the deserter,

and selected a detachment to follow him. Giving orders to the officer

commanding the trench to listen for the sound of the trumpets and

bugles, when he was to hasten to his assistance with ladders, he went

in the dark of night, whilst it was raining, with his selected men on

Mount Sapan, and sent a few of his men under Qara Beg along the road

that had been pointed out to him. They advanced, broke open a gate

of Malai Fort, and sounded the bugle. The besieged rose up to oppose

them, and Abu *1-Fazl hastened to his men and joined them at break

of day when the besieged withdrew in confusion to Asir. On the same

1 “ AkW had no sooner crossed the Nerebada (Narbada), whenRadzia Bador-xa
(RAja Bah&dur Sh&h) who had possession of the fortress of Hasser (Asir) fortified the

same against the king, and collected provisions from the neighbourhood. The king,

thinking it dangerous to leave this fortress in his rear, considered how it might be captured.

This fortecss has three castles, of which the first is called Cho-Tzanin , the second Conmer-
ghar ; and the third is placed on the very summit of the hill, so that it is a conspicuous

object at the distance of six coss. The king with no delay surrounded it on all sides ; and
so energetically pressed the siege night and day, that at the end of six months it was on
the point of being captured. Bador-xa.howcver perceiving his danger, having obtained

a pledge that his life and property should be safe, came as suppliant to the king and
surrendered himself Whilst the king was at this place, Abdul Fazcl(Abii ’1-Fazl)

came to him, and so worked upon his mind, that he fully determined to set out for the

war in the Deccan." From Professor Lethbridge’s Fragment of Indian History, translated

from Do Last's India Vera , and published in the Calcutta Review for 1873.

De Lagt is wrong in a few minor details. I cannot identify the name Cho-Tzanin.
“ Commerghar ” is the Persian “ Kamargih ", "the middle of a mountain." The names
of Fort Chunah M&laiand of Mount Korhiah are doubtful, the MSS. having ffhw&ia Malai

and Korthah, Kortah, Korhiah, and similar variations.

Vide also, Gazetteer, Central Provinces, p. 8.
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day, other detachments of the army occupied Ghana Malai and Mount

Korbia, and Bahadur gfcan, unable to resist longer, aued far pardon

(1009). Prince Danyal, w)io had in the meantime conquered Abmad-
nagar,1 now joined bjs father at KmSi.

About this time disturbances broke out in the Dakhin, caused .by

Bajtt Manna, and a party set up the son of *AU Shah aa king. As the

latter found numerous adherents, the Fhin Kfcanan was ordered to march

against him, and Aba *1-Fa$l was sent to Naaik ; but a short time after-

wards, he was told to join the Xfean KhAnin Akbar returned, in the 40th

year, to Agra, leaving Prince Danyil in BurhanpOr. Aba ’1-Fayl had no

easy life in the Dakhin. The Qin stood idle at Afrmadnagar,

because he was disinclined to fight, and left the operations to Aba T-Fafl,

who looked upon him as a traitor. Aba 1-Fajl vigorously pushed on

operations, ably assisted by his son *Abdu ’r-Rabmin. After coming

to terms with the son of 'All Shah, he attacked Rajfl Manna, recovered

JalnapOr and the surrounding district, and inflicted several defeats on

him. Manna found a temporary asylum in Dawlatabad, and in a subse-

quent engagement he was nearly captured.

As early as during the siege of Asfr, Prince Salim, who had been

sent against the Rana of UdaipOr, had rebelled against his father, and had

moved to Dahabad, where he had assumed the title of king. Though

on Akbar’s return from BurhanpOr a reconciliation had been effected,

the prince, in the forty-seventh year, showed again signs of rebellion,

and as many of Akbar’s best officers appeared to favour Salim, the

emperor recalled AbQ ’1-Fafl, the only trustworthy servant he had. As

his presence at Court was urgently required, Akbar sent him orders to

leave the troops of his contingent in the Dakhin. Putting his son *Abda

’r-Rabmin in charge of his corps, AbO ’1-Fafl set out for Agra, accom-

panied by a few men only. Salim, who looked upon him with little con-

cealed hatred, thought Aba T-FafTs journey unprotected, as he was,

an excellent opportunity to get rid oh him. He, therefore, persuaded

Raja Bir Singh, a Bundela chief of Urcha ((Jdchha),* through whose

territory Aba ’1-Fafl was likely to pass, to lie in wait for him and kill

him. Bir Singh, who was in disgrace at Court, eagerly seized the oppor-

tunity of pleasing the Prince, who no doubt would substantially reward

him on his accession, and posted a large body of horse and foot near

Narwar. When arrived at Ujjain, Aba ’l-F&jl was warned of Salim’s

1 Among the plunder token at Abmadnagar vm a splendid library. Fayfl's library,

having on hie death lapsed to the state, had been incorporated with tbs Imperial Library.
• Vide p. Mb.
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intention, and his men tried to persuade him to go via Ghatf Chanda

;

but Abii ’1-Fazl said that thieves and robbers had no power to stop him

on his way to Court. He, therefore, continued his journey towards Narwar.

On Friday, the 4th Rabi* I, 1011 (12th August, 1602), at a distance of

about half a kos from Saray Bar, which lies six kos from Narwar, Bir

Singh’s men came in sight. The few men that Abu ’1-Fazl had with him

strongly advised him to avoid a fight, and an old servant, Gada,! Khan.

Afghan, ,toId him quickly to retreat to Antrl, which was three kos distant,

as Ray Rayan and Suraj Singh were stationed there with three thousand

Imperial horse
;
he might first join them, and then punish Bir Singh.

But Abil ’1-Fazl thought it a disgrace to fly. He defended himself bravely

;

but in a short time he was surrounded and, pierced by the lance of a

trooper, he fell dead to the ground. Bir Singh cut off Abfl ’1-Fazl*s head,

and sent it to Salim in Ilahabad, who, it is said, had it thrown “ into an

unworthy place ”, where it lay for a long time.

The Dutch traveller De Laet gives the following account of Abu

*1-Fa?l’s death :

—

1

Salim returned to Halebassa (Ilahbas, the old form of Ilahabad), and

began to coin gold and silver money in his own name, which he even sent

to his father, to irritate him the more. The king, enraged at this, wrote an

account of all that had happened to Abfi *1-Fa?l, who bade the king be

of good courage, for he would come to him as quickly as possible
;
and

added that his son should be brought bound to him, either by fair means

or by foul. Accordingly, a little afterwards, having obtained leave of

absence from Daniel Xa (Danyal Shah), he took to the road with about

two or three hundred horsemen, leaving orders for hn baggage to follow

him. Xa-Selim, to whom all these things were known, recalling how hostile

Fazl had always been towards him, and hence justly fearing that his

father would be more exasperated than ever against him, judged it best

to intercept him on his journey. So he begged Radzia Bertzingh Bondela,

who lived in his province of Os^en (Ujjain), to lie in wait for Fa?l near

Soor (Narwar ?) and Gualer (Gwaliyar) andtosend his head to him, promis-

ing that he would be mindful of so great a benefit, and would give him

the command of five thousand cavalry. The Radzia consented, and

waited with a thousand cavalry and three thousand infantry about three

or four coss from Gualer, having sent out scouts into the neighbouring

1 From Professor E. Lethbridge’s “ Fragment of Indian History ”, Calcutta Review,

1873.

The plaoe near which Aba ’1-Fa*l was killed, is called in the MSB. Sar&i Bar .

De Last’s Soor appears to be a bad reading for Narwar.
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villages, to give him early warning of the approach of Fad. Accordingly

when the latter, ignorant of the ambuscade, had come as far as Collebaga

(Kalabagh), And was going towards Soor, Radzia Bert/singh and his

followers fell upon him on all sides. Fa?l and his horsemen fought bravely,

but being overpowered by numbers, they were gradually worn out. Fa?l

himself, having received twelve wounds in the fight, was pointed out by

a captive slave under a neighbouring tree, and was taken and beheaded.

His head was sent to the prince, who was greatly pleased.”

Prince Salim, with that selfish nonchalance and utter indifference

that distinguished him throughout life, openly confesses in his “ Memoirs
”

that he brought about Abu ’l-Fazl’s murder, because he was his enemy,

and with a naivete exclusively his own, represents himself as a dutiful

son who through the wickedness of others had been deprived of his

father’s love. He says :

—

“ On my accession, I promoted Rdja Bir Singh, a Bundela RajpQt,

to a command of three thousand. He is one of my favourites, and he is

certainly distinguished among his equals for his bravery, good character,

and straightforwardness. My reason for promoting him was this. Towards

the end of my father’s reign, Shaykh Abu ’1-Fazl, a Hindustani Shaykh

by birth, who was well known for his learning and wisdom, and who had

externally ornamented himself with the jewel of loyalty, though he sold

himself at a high price to my fathei, had been called from the Dakhin.

He was no friend of mine, and damaged openly and secretly my reputation.

Now ~bout that tune, evil-minded and mischievous men had made my
father very angry with me, and I knew that if Abu ’I-Fazl were to come

back to Court, I would have been deprived of every chance to effect a

reconciliation. As he had to pass on his way through the territory of

Bir Singh Bundela, who at that time had rebelled against the emperor,

I sert a message to the latter to say that, if he would waylay Abu ’1-Fazl

and kill him, I would richly reward him. Heaven favoured him, and

when Abu ’1-Fazl passed through his land, he stopped him on his way,

dispersed after a short fight his men, and killed him, and sent his head

to n.e at Ilahabad. Although my father was at first much vexed, Abu
’l-Fazl’s death produced one good result : I could now without further

annoyance go to my father, and his bad opinion of me gradually wore

away.”

At another place in his ” Memoirs ” when alluding to the murder,

he says, as if an afterthought had occurred to him, that he ordered

Bir Singh to kill Abu ’1-Fazl because “ he had been the enemy of the

Prophet ”
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When the news of Aba '1-Fafl’s death reached court, no one had

the courage to break it to the emperor. According to an old custom

observed by Timor's descendants, the death of a prince was not in plain

words mentioned to the reigning emperor, but the prince's vakil pre-

sented himself before the throne with a blue handkerchief round his

wrist ; add as no one else would come forward to inform Akber of the

death of his friend, Aba '1-Fajd’s vakil presented himself with a blue

handkerchief Isfore the throne. Akbar bewailed Aba 1-FafTs death

more than that of his son ; for several days he would see no one, and after

inquiring into the circumstances he exclaimed, “ If Salim wished to be

emperor, he might have killed me and spared Aba 1-Fari,” and then

recited the following verse :

sx*Tb
y
j* J
My ShayUi in his seal hastened to meet me.

He wished to kiss my feet, and gave up his life.

Akbar, in order to punish Bir Singh, sent a detachment under Pair

Das and Raj Singh 1 to ^dcha. They defeated the Bundeli chief in

several engagements, drove him from Blunder and shut him up in

Inch. When the siege had progressed and a breach was made in the

wall, Bir Singh escaped by one of Raj Singh’s trenches, and withdrew to

the jungles closely pursued by Patr Das. As it seemed hopeless to catch

him, Akbar called Patr Das to Court ; but ordered the officers stationed

about Cdchi to kill the rebel wherever he showed himself. In the

beginning of the last year of Akbar's reign, Bir Singh was ouoe surprised

by Raja Raj Singh, who cut down a good number of bis followers. Bir

Singh himself was wounded and had a narrow escape. But the emperor’s

death, which not long afterwards took place, relieved Hir 'Singh of aU

fears. He boldly presented himself at Jahangir’s Court, and reoeived

tfyehs and a command of three thousand horse as his reward.

“ It has often been asserted,” saysthe authoroftheMo*Stir* %Umm6,
that Aba '1-Fafl was an infidel. Some say he was a Hindu, or a fire-

worshipper, or a free-thinker, and some go still further and call him

an atheist ; but others pass a juster sentence, and say that he was a

pantheist, and that, like other §0fb, he claimed for himself a position

above the law of the Prophet. There is no doubt that he was a man
of lofty character,' and desired to live at peace with all men. He never

1 Pages 523 and 509.
a I may remark bare that AbQ 'l-Fatl never accepted a title.
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said anything improper. Abuse, stoppages o! wages, fines, absence

on the part of his servants, did not exist in his household. If he appointed

a man, whom he afterwards found to be useless, he did not remove him,

but kept him on as long as he could ; for he used to say tkat, if he dis-

missed him, people would accuse him of want of penetration in having

appointed an unsuitable agent. On the day when the sun entered

Aries, he inspected his whole household and took stock, keeping the

inventory with himself, and burning last year’s books. He also gave hie

whole wardrobe to his servants, with the exception of his trousers, which

were burnt in his presence.

“ He had an-extraordinary appetite. It is said, that exclusive of

water and fuel, he consumed daily twenty-two sera of food. His son

*Abdu r-Rabman used to sit at table as mifarckt 1 (head butler) ; the

superintendent of the kitchen, who was a Muhammadan, was also in

attendance and both watched to see whether Abfi ’1-Fajl would eat twice

of one and the same dish. If he did, the dish was sent up again the

next day. If anything appeared tasteless, Aba ’1-Fa?l gave it to his son

to taste, and he to the superintendent, but no word was said about it.

When Abfi T-Fa?l was in the Dakhin, his table luxuryexceeded all belief.

In an immense tent (chihilrdwcUt) one thousand rich dishes were daily

served up and distributed among the Amirs ; and near it another large

tent was pitched for all-comers to dine, whether rich or poor, and JUUdkri

was cooked all day and was served out to any erne that applied for it.”

' As a writer, Aba ’1-Fa?l stands unrivalled. His style is grand and is

free from the technicalities and flimsy prettiness of other Munahls 1
; and

the force of his words, the structure of his sentences, the suitableness of

his compounds, and the elegance of his periods, are such that it would be

difficult for any one to imitate them.”

It is almost useless to add to this encomium bestowed on Abfi l-Fafl’s

style. *Abd" ’ll&h, king of Bukhara, said that he was more afraid of

Aba ’1-Fafl’s pen than of Akbar’s arrow. Everywhere in India he is

known as ” the great Munshi ”. His letters are studied in all Madrases,

and though a beginner may find them difficult and perplexing, they are

perfect models. But a great familiarity, not only with the Persian

language, but also with Aba ’l-Fa^Ts style, is required to make the reading

of any of his works a pleasure. His composition stands unique, and though

everywhere studied, he cannot be, and has not been, imitated. The writers

[* Snfrn-rki.—P.|
* Thin U also the opinion of the aut hor of the Haft Iqlim.
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after him write in the style of the Padishahnama, the *Alamara Sikandarf

or in the still more turgid manner of the 'Alamglrnama, the Ruq*at

Bedil, and other standard works on Insha.

A praiseworthy feature of AbQ ’1-Fa?l’s works lies m the purity of

their contents. Those who are acquainted with Eastern literature will

know what this means. I have come across no passage where woman
is lightly spoken of, or where immorality is passed over with indifference.

Of hftlove of truth and the nobility of his sentiments 1 1 have spoken

in the Preface.

Abii ’l-Fa^l’s influence on his age was immense. It may be that he

and Fay$a led Akbar’s mind away from Islam and the Prophet—this

charge is brought against them by every Muhammadan writer ; but

Abii ’1-Fa?l also led his sovereign to a true appreciation of his duties,

and from the moment that he entered Court, the problem of successfully

ruling over mixed races, which Islam in but few other countries had

to solve, was carefully considered, and the policy of toleration was the

result. If Akbar felt the necessity of this new law, AbCL ’1-Fa?l enunciated

it and fought for it with his pen, and if the Khan Khanans gained the

victories, the new policy reconciled the people to the foreign rule
;
and

whilst Akbar s apostacy from Islam is all but forgotten, no emperor of

the Mughul dynasty has come nearer to the ideal of a father of the people

than he. The reversion, on the other hand, in later times to the policy

of religious intoleration, whilst it has surrounded in the eyes of the

Moslems the memory of Awrangzlb with the halo of sanctity and still

mi'ines the pious to utter a rahim* - ’llah-hu (May God have mercy on

him !) when his name is mentioned, was also the beginning of the breaking

up of the empire.

Having elsewhere given numerous extracts from Bada,onI to show

that Akbar’s courtiers ascribed his apostacy from Islam to Fay?i and

Abfl ’1-Fa?l, I need not quote other works, and will merely allude to a

couplet by *UrfI * from one of his Odes in which he praises the Prophet

—

Vjr* ^ Jy* '
' j \

f

v-*-y

0 Prophet, protect the Joseph of my soul (i.e. my soul) from the harm

of the brothers
;

for they are ungenerous and envious, and deceive me
like evil sprites and lead me wolfdike to the well (of unbelief).

1 Let the reader consult Gladwin's rendering of Aba *1-Fail’s introduction to the

fourth book of the A*tn. Gladwin's A*in, ii, pp. 285-01. The passage is anti-Islamitie.
1 For CUrfi vide p. 530. The metre oi the couplet is Long Ramal,
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The commentators unanimously explain this passage as an allusion

to the brothers Fayzl and Abu ’l-Fazl. I may also cite the Taril& of

Abu ’1-Fazl’s death, which the Khan-i A^^am Mirza Koka is said to have

made :

—

JVji j~» tdll

The wonderful sword of God’s prophet cut off the head of the rebel. 1

But Abu ’l-Fazl appeared to him in a dream and said, “ The date of

my death lies in the words J. jjco, “ The slave Abu ’1-Fa?l
”

—

which likewise gives a.h. 1011.

Abu ’1-Fazl’s works are the following :

—

(1) The Akbarndma with the Al
in-i Akbari, its third volume. The

A%
in-i Akbari was completed in the 42nd year of Akbar’s reign ; only

a slight addition to it was made in the 43rd year on account of the

conquest of Barar (a.d. 1596-7). The contents of the Akbarndma have

been detailed in the Preface. The second volume contains an account

of the first forty-six years of Akbar’s reign. 2 There exists a continuation

up to the end of Akbar’s reign by ^Inayat11 ’llah Mu^ibb *Ali. Thus at

least the continuator is called in two MSS. that I have seen. Elphinstone

says that the name of the continuator is Muhammad Salia, which seems

to be a corruption of Muhammad Salih.

(2) The Maktubat-i *Allami
,
also called Inshd-yi Abu 'l-Fazl. This

book contains letters written by Abu ’l-Fazl to kings and chiefs. Among

them are the interesting letters written to the Portuguese priests, and

to ^Abdu ’llah of Bukhara, in reply to his question whether Akbar had

renounced Islam. Besides, there are prefaces and reviews, a valuable

essay on the progress of the art of writing, portions of which are given

in the Ain, etc. The collection was made after Abu ’l-Fa^l’s death

by *Abdu ’$-§amad, son of Af?al Muhammad, who says that he was a

son of Abu ’1-Fa?l’s sister and also his son-in-law. The book, as above

remarked, is frequently read in Madrasas, and there exist many litho-

graphed editions. In all of them, the contents constitute three books

;

but Amir Haydar Husayni of Bilgram says in the preface to his Sawdnih-i

Akbari 3 that he had a collection of four books, remarking at the same

1 The word bight

>

* rebel, has the numerical value of 1013 ; but the head (of the

word, the letter s') is cut off ; hence 1013 — 2 ** 1011, the year of the Hijra in which Abfi

'1-Fa?l was murdered. The metre of the hemistich is Long Ramal.
* The 46th year lasted from the 16th Ramatin, 1009, to 26th Ramafin, 1010, i.e. to

about five months before Abii i-Fajl's death.
• Regarding this valuable work, vide u. 331. note.



time that MSS. of the fourth are very rare. It looks, indeed, as if Amir

Haydar*s copy was unique.

(S) The *Ayar Danish,

1

which is mentioned on p. 112.

Besides, I have seen in different books that Abu ’1-Fazl also wrote a

Risalayi Mundjat, or “ Treatise of Prayers”; a Jam&u
’l-lughaf, a

lexicographical work ;
and a Koshkol. The last word means a “ beggar’s

cup ”, or rather the small basket or bowl in which beggars in the East

collect rice, dates, etc., given as alms, and hence the term is often applied

to collections of anecdotes or short stories. But I have seen no copies of

these works. It was also mentioned above that Abu ’1-Fazl presented,

on his introduction at Court, two commentaries, of which no MSS. seem

to exist at present. Nor need I again refer to the part which he took in

the translations from Sanskrit and the compilation of the Tarikh-i Alft .

*

The Durar"
9
l-Manshur

,
a modem Tazkira by Muhammad ^Askar!

Husayn! of Bilgram, selects the following inscription written by

Abll ’1-Fa?l for a temple in Kashmir 1 as a specimen both of Abu ’1-Fazl’s

writing and of his religious belief. It is certainly very characteristic,

and is easily recognized as Abtl ’l-Fafl’s composition.

fj** cT* ^ jQ. 3 ^ y ^ ^
y

yi Jjj^Aj y yi jLj
J}\

AjLwS *iw. «jlc yy y+i AiluJ ^jl***£ C
AJU? AjL>- \jJ *£y fjJj U&JlS aT

*j\isT Ail*. ^ \jj dS Ju tf) *Jd i-c&n* A?

y/
|J Viil

1 As the word is pronounced in India, instead of ‘IyAr-i Dinish ", 11
the test of wisdom."

The author of the Haft Iqlim seems to allude to this work ; for he says thatAM ’l-Fafl,

when he saw him in a.h. 1000. was engaged in re-writing the Navtidir-i tfikdy&t.
1 Abu 'l-Fafl says in the fourth book of the A*in— ‘‘ The bent people in Kashmir are

the Brahmans. Although they have not yet freed themselves from tne fetters of bHnd
belief and adherenoe to custom, they yet worship God without affectation. They do not

sneer at people of other religions, utter no desires, and do not run after lucre. They plant

fruit trees and thus contribute to the welfare of their fellow creatures. They abstain from
meat, and live in celibacy. There are about two thousand of them in Kashmir."

Akbar seems to have looked upon these Kashmiri Rishis as model men.
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(JjfM Uji irVj ti i

AiA ,j*,) Ajbt- jjijl

*i,i

^ tli y<4j^il m—Af*jj Atfc- ^|Uyb

y*Ji£ ^U- ^ly.1 Jlif C<U JIjcx! J*llii

C-v*4c* Jub OjL AiU. y! tetibj&J jJu» Jaj i* J*

UmiI ^yitfc-b. AaJk b Cut JJj) Jai £\ l>- Jjlxw
\j

i3jsl» Jux.

*Ow#
y <UJfc Owl

j
<__>T y ^£.0-

y
i c*w< jj < i fj'jjK jbj n> Ijjjb *^-

lit o~)i ,jyl») »l& *j ilfT u^_i jl—fj’u y
0 God, in every temple I see people that seek Thee, and in every

language I hear spoken, people praise Thee

!

Polytheism and Islim feel after Thee,

Each religion says, “ Thou art one, without equal”

If it be a mosque, people murmur the holy prayer, and if it be a

Christian Church, people ring the bell from love to Thee.

Sometimes I frequent the Christian cloister, and sometimes the

mosque,

But it is Thou whom I search from temple to temple.

Thy elect have no dealings with either heresy or orthodoxy ; for

neither of them stands behind the screen of Thy truth.

Hecesy to the heretic, and religion to the orthodox,

But the dust of the rose petal 1 belongs to the heart of the

perfume-seller.

This temple was erected for the purpose of binding together the hearts

of the Unitarians in Hindustan, and especially those of His worshippers

that live in the province of Kashmir,

By order of the Lord of the throne and the crown, the lamp of

creation, Shah Akbar,

In whom the seven minerals find uniformity, in whom the four

elements attain perfect mixture.1

He who from insincere motives destroys this temple, should first

destroy his own place of worship ; for if we follow the dictates of the

heart, we must bear up with all men, but if we look to the external, we

find everything proper to be destroyed.

1 This line is SOfistio. The longing of the heart after God is compared to the perfume

which rises from the rose petals. The perfume-seller, i.e. the Unitarian, is truly religious,

and is equally removed from heresy and orthodoxy.
1 I.e. Akbar is the insAm-i b&mil, or perfect man.
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0 God, Thou art just and judgest an action by the motive

;

Thou knowest whether a motive is sublime, and telleet the king what

motives a king should have.

1 have a few notes on Abu ’1-Fa?l’s family, which may form the con-

clusion of this biographical noticed. The A 9,

In gives the following list of

Shaykh Mubarak’s sons.

1. Shaykh Abu ’1-Fay?, better known under liis poetical name of

Fay?!. He was born in a.h. 954 (a.d. 1547) and seems to have died

childless.

2. Shaykh Abu ’1-Fazl, bom 14th January, 1551, murdered 12th

August, 1602.

3. Shaykh Abu ’1-Barakat, bom 17th Shawwal, 960 (1552). “ Though

he has not reached a high degree of learning, he knows much, is a practical

man, and well versed in fencing. He is good-natUred and fond of

dervishes.” He served under Abu ’1-Fa?l in Khandeah.

4. Shayldi Abu ’1-Khayr, bora 22nd Jumada I, 967. “ He is a well-

informed young man, of a regulated mind.” He, too, most have entered

the Imperial service
;

for he is mentioned in the Akbarndma as having

been sent by the emperor to the Dakhin to fetch Prince Danyal.

5. Shaykh Abu ’1-Makarim, bom 23rd Shawwal, 976. He was wild

at first, but guided by his father he learned a good deal. He also studied

under Shah Abu ’1-Fatlj Shiraz!.

The above five sons were ail by the same mother, who, as remarked

above, died in 998.

6. Shaykh Abu Turab, bom 23rd Zil Hijjah, 988. “ Though his mother

is another one, he is admitted at Court, and is engaged in self-

improvement.”

Besides the above, Abu ’1-Fa?l mentions two posthumous sons by

qummd
,
or concubines, viz. Shaykh AbU ’1-Hamid, bom 3rd RabI II,

1002, and Shaykh Abu Rashid, bom 1st Jumad* 1, 1002. “They resemble

their father.”

Of Mubarak’s daughters, I find four mentioned in the histories :

—

1. One married to Khudawand Elan Dakhin! ;
vide p. 490. Bada,on!

calls her husband a RqfyI, i.e. a Shiah, and says he died in fori in

Gujarat.

2. One married to JJusamu ’d-Din ; vide p. 488.

3. One married to a son of Raja 'All Khan of Khandeah. Their

son §afdar Khan 1 was made, in the 45th year of Akbor’s reign, a com-

mander of one thousand.

1 The Lakhnau edition of the Akbarn&ma (III, 890) calla him Sundar Khftn.



4. L&41I Begam, married to Islam Khan ;
vide p. 552, note 1. Mr. T.W.

Beale oi Agra, the learned author of the Miftah
ui
4tawanlck. informs me

that Ladil Begam died in 1017, or five years before the death of her

husband. Her mausoleum, called the “ Raw^ayi Ladli Begam ” is about

two miles to the east of Akbar’s mausoleum at Sikandra, near Agra.

The interior was built of marble, and the whole was surrounded by a wall

of red Fathpur sandstone. It was completed in 1004. In 1843, Mr. Beale

saw in the Rawza several tombs without inscriptions, and a few years

ago the place was sold, by government to a wealthy Hindi!. The new

owner dug up the marble stones, sold them, and destroyed the tombs,

so that, of the old Rawza nothing exists nowadays but the surrounding

wall. Mr. Beale thinks that the bodies of Shaykh Mubarak, Fayzi,

and Abu ’1-Fazl were likewise buried there, because over the entrance

the following inscription in Tughra characters may still be seen :

—

J |j
1*1) l t jjb * <0 j ^ Ojj 1

<—J jj All!

y fcXJS^l aJJaJ JjUll <3jJ JJe j AIM jJ-»

Jib Ail!
j
^ j\j jS\ y <J^T*

\\
j £jj\ J toJaLi

In the name of God the merciful, the clement, in whom I trust I

This iqausoleum was erected for the divine scholar, the tage of the

eternal, the gatherer of knowledge, Shaykh Mubarakullah (m^y his secret

be sanctified !), in filial piety by the ocean of sciences, Shaykh Abii ’1-Fazl

—may God Almighty preserve him !—in the shadow of the majesty of

the just king, whom power, auspiciousness, and generosity follow,

Jalaluddunya waddin Akbar, Padishah-i GhazI—may God Almighty

perpetuate the foundations of his kingdom !—under the superintendence

of AbG ’1-Barakat, in 1004 (a.d. 1595-96).

Thus it will appear that the R&w^a was built in the year in which

Fayzi died. Shaykh Mubarak, as mentioned above, died in a.d. 1593.

It seems, however, as if Shaykh Mubarak and Fayzi had been buried

at a place opposite to Agra, on the left bank of the Jamuna, where he

first settled in 1551 ; for AbG *1-Fa$l says in his description of Agra in

the A%in *- On the other side of the river is the Char Bagh Villa, built

by Firdaws Makani (the emperor Babar). There the author was born, and

1 My text edition, p, 441. Vide also p. 530 ; Keene’s Agra Guide, p. 47, and regarding

LfcJH Begum, p. 45.
11

Lfcjll ” means in HindOstftni “ a pet ”.



there are resting places of his father and bis elder brother. 8haykh *Ala*“

'd-Dln MajzOb and Mir JUfl°’d-dIn Safawl and other worthies are also

boned there.” We hare no information regarding a removal of the bodies

tothe other side ofthe Jamuna, though AbO ’1-Fad’s inscription no doubt

shows that such a removal was intended. It is a pity, however,

that the Rawfa was sold and destroyed.

AbQ ’l-Fafl’s son is the well-known

Shayeh <Abdu ’b-Rahman Av?al Khan.

He was bom on the 12th Sha'ban, 979, and received from his grand-

father the Sunni name of <Abd° ’r-Rahman. In the 35th year of Akbar’s

reign, when twenty yean of age, Akbar married him to the daughter of

Sa'adat Yar Koka’s brother. By her <Abdv ’r-Rahmanhad a son,towhom

Akbar gave the name of Bishotan.1

When AbQ ’1-Fazl was in command of the army in the Dakhin,

'Abdu 'r-Rahman was, what the Persians call, the fir-t-ru-yt tarkaik-i-u,

“the arrow at hand at the top of the quiver ”, ever ready to perform duties

from which others shrank, and wisely and courageously settling matters

of importance. He especially distinguished himself in Talingana. When

Malik CAmbar, in the 46th year, had caught 'All Harden Bahadur (p. 556)

and had taken possession of the country, Aba '1-Fafl dispatched *Abdn

'r-Rahman and Sher Khwaja (p. 510) to oppose the enemy. They crossed

the Godswar! near Nander, and defeated ?Ambar at the Manjara.

Jahangir did not transfer to the son the hatred which he had felt

for the father, made him a commander of two thousand horse, gave him

the title of Aff&I Khan, and appointed him, in the third .year of his

reign, governor of Bihar, vice Islam Khan (the husband of Aba ’1-Fad’s

sister) who was sent to Bengal. <Abdu ’r-Rahman also received GorakhpOr

as jaglr. As governor of Bihar, he had his headquarters at Patna.

Once during his absence from Patna, a dervish of die name of Quj(bu

’d-dln appeared in the district of BhojpOr, which belonged to the then

very troublesome Ujjainiya Rajas (p. 577, note), and gave out that

he was Prince Khusra. whom his unsuccessful rebellion and imprison-

ment by Jahangir had made the favourite of the people. Collecting

a large number of mat, he marched on Patna, occupied the fort which

Shaykh Banins! and Qhiyas *4Jbdu ’r-Rahman’s officers, cowardly gave

up, and plundered 4fral Khan’s property and the Imperial treasury.

*Abdv ’r-Rahman returned from GorakhpOr as soon as he heard of the

1 Which name mi bone by the brother ti Irfudiyir, who is So often Mentioned
in Firdawsrs Sk&hn&ma.
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rebellion. The pretender fortified Patna, and drew up his army at the

Pun Pun River. *Abdu ’r-Rahman charged at once, and after a short

fight dispersed the enemy. Qutb now retreated to the fort, followed by
tAbdu V-Rahman, who succeeded in capturing him. He executed the man
at once, and sent his head to Court, together with the two cowardly

officers. Jahangir, who was always minute in his punishments, had their

heads shaved and women’s veils put over the faces ; they were then

tied to donkeys, with their heads to the tails, and paraded through

the towns (taahhlr) as a warning to others.

Not long after this affair, *Abdu ’r-Rahman fell ill, and went to Court,

where he was well received. He lingered for a time, and died of an abscess,

in the 8th year of Jahangir’s reign (a.h. 1022) or eleven years after his

father’s murder.

Bishotan, son of *Abdu ’r-Rahman, son of Shaykh Abu ’l-Fa^l.

He was born on the 3rd Zl Qa^da, 999. In the 14th year of Jahangir’s

reign* he was a commander of seven hundred, with three hundred horse.

In the 10th year of Shah Jahan’s reign, he is mentioned as a commander

of five hundred horse, which rank he held when he died in the 15th year

of the same reign.
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ABU ’L-FAZL’S PREFACE
ALLAH" AKBAR

0 Lord, whose secrets ere for ever veiled

And whose perfection knows not a beginning,

End and beginning, both are lost in Thee,

No trace of them is found, in Thy eternal realm.

My words are lame ; my tongue, a stony tract

;

Slow wings my foot, and wide is the expanse.

Confused are my thoughts ; but this is Thy best praise.

In ecstasy alone I see Thee face to face

!

It is proper for a man of true knowledge to praise God not only in

words, but also in deeds, and to endeavour to obtain everlasting happi-

ness, by putting the window of his heart opposite the slit of his pen,

and describing some of the wondrous works of the Creator. Perhaps

the lustre of royalty may shine upon him, and its light enable him to

gather a few drops from the ocean, and a few atoms from the endless

field of God’s works. He will thus obtain everlasting felicity and render

fertile the dreary expanse of words and deeds.

I, Abu ’1-Fazl, son of Mubarak, return thanksgiving to God by singing

the praises of royalty, and by stringing its kingly pearls upon the thread

of description
; but it is not my intention to make mankind, for the

first time, acquainted with the glorious deeds and excellent virtues of

that remarkable man,1 who clothes our wonderful world in new colours,

and is an ornament to God’B noble creation. It would be absurd on my
part to speak about that wh :ch is known ; I should make myself the

butt of the learned. It is only my personal knowledge of him, a priceless

jewel, which I send to the market place of the world, and my heart feels

proud of being engaged in such an undertaking. But it could not have

been from self-laudation that I have taken upon myself to carry out

so great a task a work which even heavenly beings would find beset

with difficulties ; for such a motive would expose my inability and

shortsightedness. My sole object in writing this work was, first, to

impart to all that take an interest in this aus| icious century, a knowledge

of the wisdom, magnanimity, and energy of him who understands the

minutest indications of all things, created and divine, striding as he does

* Akbar



over the field of knowledge ; and, secondly to leave future generations

a noble legacy. The payment of a debt of gratitude is an ornament of

life and a provision for man's last journey. There may be some in this

world of ambitious strife, where natures are so different, desires so

numerous, equity so rare, and guidance so scarce, who, by making use

of this source of wisdom, will escape from the perplexities of the endless

chaos of knowledge and deeds. It is with this aim that I describe some

of the regulations of the great King, thus leaving for far and near, a

standard work of wisdom. In doing so, I have, of course, to speak of the

exalted position of a king, and also to describe the condition of those

who are assistants in this groat office.

No dignity is higher in the eyes of God than royalty ; and those

who are wise, drink from its auspicious fountain. A sufficient proof of

this, for those who require one, is the fact that royalty is a remedy for

the spirit of rebellion, and the reason why subjects obey. Even the mean-

ing of the word Padishah shows this ;
for pad signifies stability and

possession, and shah means origin, lord. A king is, therefore, the origin

of stability and possession. If royalty did not exist, the storm of strife

would never subside, nor selfish ambition disappear. Mankind, being

under the burden of lawlessness and lust, would sink into the pit of

destruction
,
the world, this great market place,would lose its prosperity,

and the whole earth become a barren waste. But by the light of impel ial

justice, some follow with cheerfulness the road of obedience, whilst

others abstain from violence through fear of punishment; and out

of necessity make choice of the path of rectitude. Shah is also a name

given to one who surpasses his fellows, as you may see from words like

shah-swar, shdh-rah ; it is also a term applied to a bridegroom—the

world, as the bride, betrothes herself to the King, and becomes his

worshipper.

Silly and shortsighted men cannot distinguish a Irw king from a

selfish ruler. Nor is this remarkable, as both have in common a large

treasury, a numerous army, clever servants, obedient subjects, an

abundance of wise men, a multitude of skilful workmen, and a superfluity

of means of enjoyment. But men of deeper insight remark a difference.

In the case of the former, the things just now enumerated, are lasting

;

but in that of the latter, of short duration. The former does not attach

himself to these things, as his object is to remove oppression and provide

for everything which is good. Security, health, chastity, justice, polite

manners, faithfulness, truth, an increase of sincerity, etc., are the result.

The latter is kept in bonds by the external forms of royal power, by
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vanity, the slavishness of men, and the desire of enjoyment ; hence, every-

where there is insecurity, unsettledness, strife, oppression, faithlessness,

robbery.

Royalty is a light emanating from God, and a ray from the sun,

the illuminator of the universe,1 the argument cf the book of perfection,

the receptacle of all virtues. Modern language calls this lightfarr-i nidi

(the divine light), and the tongue of antiquity called it kiydn fchura

(the sublime halo). It
%
is communicated by God to kings without the

intermediate assistance of any one, and men, in the presence of it, bend

the forehead of praise towards the ground of submission. Again, many

excellent qualities flow from the possession of this light. 1. A paternal

love towards the subjects. Thousands find rest in the love of the King ;

and sectarian differences do not raise the dust of strife. In his wisdom,

the King will understand the spirit of the age, and shape his plans

accordingly. 2. A large heart . The sight of anything disagreeable does

not unsettle him ; nor is want of discrimination for him a source of

disappointment. His courage steps in. His divine firmness gives him

the power of requital, nor does the high position of an offender interfere

with it. The wishes of great and small are attended to, and their claims

meet with no delay at his hands. 3. A daily -increasing trust in Ooi.

When he performs an action, he considers God, as the real doer of it (and

himself as the medium), so that a conflict of motives can produce no

disturbance. 4. Prayer and devotion. The success of bis plans will

not lead him to neglect ; nor will adversity cause him to forget God, and

madly trust in man. He puts the reins of desire into the hands of reason

;

in the wide field of his desires he does not permit himself to be trodden

down by restlessness, nor will he waste his precious time in seeking after

that which is improper. He makes wrath, the tyrant, pay homage to

wisdom, so that blind rage may not get the upper hand, and inconsider-

ateness overstep the proper limits. He sits on the eminence of propriety,

so that those who have gone astray have a way left to return without

exposing their bad deeds to the public gaze. When he sits in judgment,

the petitioner seems to be the judge, and he himself, on account of his

mildness, the suitor for justice. He does not permit petitioners to be

delayed on the path of hope
;
he endeavours to promote the happiness

of the creatures in obedience to the will of the Creator, and never seeks

to please the people in contradiction to reason. He is for ever searching

1 Akbar worshipped the tun as the visible representative of God. and the immediate
source of life. Regarding his form of worship, vids below.
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after those who speak the troth, and is not displeased with words that

seem bitter, but are in reality sweet. He considers the nature of the words

and the rank of the speaker. He is not content with not committing

violence, but he must see that no injustice is done within his realm.

He is continually attentive to the health of the body politic, and

applies remedies to the several diseases thereof. And in the same manner

that the equilibrium of the animal constitution depends upon an equal

mixture of the elements,1 so also does the political constitution become

well tempered by a proper division of ranks ; and by means of the

warmth of the ray of unanimity and concord, a multitude of people

become fused into one body.

The people of the world may be divided into four classes.*

—

1. Warriors, who in the political body have the nature of fire. Their flames,

directed by understanding, consume the straw and rubbish of rebellion

and strife, but kindle also the lamp of rest in this world of distur-

bances. 2. Artificers and merchants, who hold the place of air. From

their labours and travels, Qod’s gifts become universal, and the breeze

of oontentment nourishes the rose-tree of life. 3. The learned, such as

the philosopher, the physician, the arithmetician, the geometrician, the

astronomer, who resemble water. From their pen and their wisdom, a

river rises in the drought of the world, and the garden of the creation

recedes from their irrigating powers a peculiar freshness. 4. Husbandmen

and labourers, who may be compared to earth. By their exertions, the

staple of life is brought to perfection, and strength and happiness flow

from their work.

It is therefore obligatory for a king to put each of these in its proper

place, and by uniting personal ability with due respect for others, to

cause the world to flourish.

And as the grand political body maintains its equilibrium by the

above four ranks of men, so docs royalty receive its final tint from a

similar fourfold division.

1. The nobles of the state, who in reliance on their position lead every-

thing to a happy issue. Illuminating the battle-field with the halo

of devotedness, they make no account of their lives. These fortunate

1 Thus, according to tfco medical theories of the middle ages.
1 This Masuc resembles «n« in Firdausi's ShShutma, in the chapter entitled dor

dSfUn-i JemrkUt'iiti* also \ ullrr's Ptruin*DiaUmery, U, 70S, a MMsf. It la alao found
in the i weisfaf, clm|>t«'r ,\\, rf»r Tuff, in the ifiMfl Jatitt, and the dj&lif>f
SSfirt. the ojdrtt'nf the threu ASsKlfi*('« mentioned.



courtiers resemble fire, being ardent in devotion, and consuming in dealing

with foes. At the head of this class is the Vakil, who from his having

atfcMnil by his wisdom the four degrees of perfection,

1

is the emperor’s

lieutenant in all matters connected' with the realm and the household.

He graces the Council by his wisdom, and settles with penetration the

great affairs of the realm. Promotion and degradation, appointment

and dismissal, depend on his insight. It requires therefore an experienced

man who possesses wisdom, nobility of mind, affability, firmness,

magnanimity, a man able to be at peace with any one, who is frank,

single-minded towards relations and strangers, impartial to friends

and enemies, who weighs his words, is skilful in business, well-bred,

esteemed, known to be trustworthy, sharp and farsighted, acquainted

with the ceremonies of the court, cognizant of the State secrets, prompt

in transacting business, unaffected by the multiplicity of his duties.

He should consider it his duty to promote the wishes of others, and

base his actions on a due regard to the different ranks of men, treating

even his inferiors with respect, from the desire of attaching to himself

the hearts of all. He takes care not to commit improprieties in conversa-

tion, and guards himself from bad actions. Although the financial offices

are not under his immediate superintendence, yet he received the returns

from the heads of all financial offices, and wisely keeps abstracts of their

returns.

The Ifir-mol,* the Keeper of the seal, the Mir-bakhshi,1 the Bar-

begi,

4

the Qurbegi,* the Mir-toznk,

8

the Mir-bahrl,7 the Mlr-barr,8 the

Hfr-Manzil,* the Khwansalar.10 the Munshi,11 the Qfish-begi,11 the Akhta-

begl,u belong to this class. Every one of them ought to be sufficiently

acquainted with the work of the others.

1 Akbar (Mil that perfect devotednon consisted in the readiness of sacrificing four
things—/An (life), tM (property), dfn (religion), iiamun (personal honour). Those who
looked upon Akbar as a guide.in spiritual matters (pfr)—an honour which Akbnr much
coveted—promised to show this devotedness, and then belonged to the iin-i MM, or the
Divine Faith, the articles of which Akbar had laid down, as may be seen below.

* Perhaps on officer in charge of the Emperor's private parse.
* Paymaster of the Court.
4 An officer who presents people at Court, their petitions, etc. He is also called

Mtr SArf.
4 Hearer of tho.Imperial insignia.
4 Master of Ceremonies.
’ Harbour Master General and Admiral.
4 Superintendent of tho Imperial Forests.
* Quarter Master General of the Court. Akbor's court was fiequcntlv travelling.M ffciperintmdmt of tho Imperial Kitchen.
11 Private Secretary.
tt Superintendent of tho aviaries (falcons, pigeons). [Head of the Mows.—P.lM Superintendent of the Stud.
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2. The assistants of victory, the collectors end those entrusted with

income end expenditure, who in the administration resemble wind, at

times e heart-rejoicing breeze, et other times e hot, pestilential blest.

The head of this division is the Vizier, also ca.»ed Divean. He is the

lieutenant of the Emperor in financial matters, superintends the imperial

treasuries, and checks all accounts. He is the banker of the oash of the
' revenue, the cultivator of the wilderness of the world. He must be s

member of the Divine Faith, a skilful arithmetician, free from avarice,

circumspect, warm-hearted! abstinent, active in business, pleasing*in bis

style, clear in his writings, truthful, a man of integrity, condescending,

zealous in his work. He is in reality a book-keeper. & explains all

matters which appear too intricate for the Mustavfi

1

; and whatever is

beyond his own ability he refers to the Vakil. The Mustawfi, the Safeib-i

Tawji,* the Awarja Nawis,* the Mir-Saman,1 the Nagir-i Buyfltat,*

the Diwan-i Buyfltat,' the Mushrif,

7

of the Treasury ; the Wiqi'a

NawiS,' the *Amil * of the domains, are under his orders, and act bythe

force of his wisdom.

Some princes consider the office of the Vizier as a part of that of the

VakU, and are anxious to find in their realm a man who possesses the

excellent qualities of these two pillars of the edifice of the State. But

as they are not always able to find a person qualified for the office of a

VakU, they make choice of a man who has some of his qualities, and

appoint him as Mushrif-i Diwan, which office is higher in rank than that

of the Diwin, but lower than that of the VakU.

3. The companions of the king, who are the ornaments of the court by

the light of their wisdom, the ray of their sharpsightedhess, their know-

ledge of the times, their intimate acquaintance with human nature, their

frankness and polite address. Through the excellence of their religious

faith and good will, thousands open in the market place of the world

the stores of virtue. Wisely fettering ambition on the battle-field of

the world, they extinguish the sparks of wrath by the rain of their

1 Deputy Diwin.
* The Accountant oI the Army.
* The Accountant of the daily expenditure at Court.
4 The officer in charge of the Court funtiltn«, etoree, etc.
1 Superintendent of the Imperial woehaha^a
* The Accountant of the Imperial workahepe.
9 Clerk.
1 The Recorder.
9 Collector.
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wisdom ; whence they resemble water in the affairs of the body political.

When they are of a mild temperament, they remove the dust of affliction

from the hearts of men, and bestow freshness upon the meadow of the

nation ; but if they depart from moderation, they inundate the world

with a deluge of calamity, so that numbers are driven by the flood of

misfortunes into the current of utter extinction.

At tiie head of this class stands the philosopher, who with the

assistance of his wisdom and example purifies the morals of the nation,

and girds himself with the noble aim of putting the welfare of mankind

upon a sound basis. The fjadr,
1 the Mfr-^Adl, the Qa?I,* the physician,

the astronomer, the poet, the soothsayer, belong to this class.

4. The tenants who at court perform the duties about the king.

They occupy in the system of the State the position of earth. As such,

they lie on the high road of submission, and in dust before the majesty

of tiie king. If free from chaff and dross, they are like an elixir for the

body ; otherwise they are dust and dirt upon the face of success. The

table servant, the armour bearer, the servants in charge of the sharbat

and the water, the servant in charge of the mattresses and the wardrobe,

belong to this class.

If the king be waited on by servants to whom good fortune has

given excellent qualities, there arises sometimes a harmony, which is

like a nosegay from the flower-bed of auspiciousness.

Just as the welfare of the whole world depends upon the successful

working of the above-mentioned four classes, as settled by kings, so

does the body politic depend upon the proper formation of the latter

four divisions.

The . sages of antiquity mention the following four persons as the

chief supports of the State 1. An upright collector, who protects tiie

husbandman, watches’ over the subjects, develops the country, and

improves this revenues. 2. A conicientiout commander of the army, active

and strict S. A chiefjustice, free from avarice and selfishness, who site

on the eminence of circumspection and insight, and obtains his ends by

potting various questions, without exclusively relying on witnesses and

oaths. 4. An intdligencet, who transmits the events of the time without

addition or diminution, always keeping to the thread of truth and

penetration.

1 AbocalM Smir-i Juktu, the Chief Jostle* sod Administrator General ofthe empire. I

'IbQMilNMlbNHi tt» Mir CAdl pin the sentoaoo.
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It is moreover incumbent on a just king to make himself acquainted

frith the characters of the following five kinds 1 of men of whom the world

is composed, and act accordingly. 1. The most commendable person

is the sagacious man who prudently does that which is proper and

absolutely necessary. The fountain of his virtues does not onlyrun along

his channel, but renders verdant the fields of other men. Such a one

is the fittest person for a king to consult in State affairs. After him comes,

secondly, the man of good intentiont. The river of his virtues does not

flow over its bed, and does not therefore become an irrigating source

for others. Although it may be proper to show him kindness and respect,

yet he does not merit so high a degree of confidence. Inferior to him

is, thirdly, the simple man, who does not wear the badge of excellence

upon the sleeve of his action, yet keeps the hem of his garment free

from tiie dust of wicked deeds. He does not deserve any distinction

;

but ought to be allowed to live at his ease. Worse than he is, fourthly,

the inconsiderate man, who fills his house with furniture for his own

mischief, without, however, doing harm to others. Him the king should

keep in the hot place of disappointment, and bring him into the road

of virtue by good advice and severe reprehension. The last of all is (As

vicious man, whose black deeds alarm others and throw, on account of their

viciousness, a whole world into grief. If the remedies employed in the

case of men of the preceding class, do not anpnd him, the king should

consider him as a leper, and confine him separate from mankind ; and

provided this harsh treatment does not awaken him from his sleep of error,

he should feel the torture of grief, and be banished from his dwelling

;

and if this remedy produce no effect either, he should be driven out of the

kingdom to wander in the wilderness of disappointment ; and if even

this should not improve his vicious nature, he should be deprived of the

instruments of his wickedness, and lose his sight, or his hand, or his

foot. But the king ought not to go so far as to cut the thread of his

existence ; for inquiring sages consider the human form as an edifice

made hy God, and do not permit its destruction.

It is therefore necessary for just kings, to make themselves fins

acquainted with the rank and characterof men, by the light of insight

and penetration, and then to regulate business accordingly. And hsooe

it is that the sages of ancient times have said that princes wBo wear the

XXXnT
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jewel of wisdom do not appoint every low man to their service ; that they

do not consider every one who has been appointed, to be deserving

of daily admittance ; that those who arc thus favoured, are not therefore

deemed worthy to sit with them on the carpet of intercourse ; that those

who are worthy of this station, are not necessarily admitted to the

pavilion of familiar address; that those who have this privilege, are not

therefore allowed to sit in the august assembly
;
that those upon whom

this ray of good fortune falls, are not therefore let into their secrets
;

and that those who enjoy the happiness of this station, are not therefore

fit for admission into the Cabinet Council.

Praise be to God, the Giver of every good gift ! The exalted monarch

of our time is so endowed with the^e laudable dispositions, that it is

no exaggeration to call him their exordium. From the light of his wisdom,

he discerns the worth of men, and kindles the lamp of their energy;

whilst ever clear to himself, and without an effort, he adorns his wisdom

with the beauty of practice. Who can measure, by the rules of speech,

his power as a spiritual leader, and his works in the wide field of holiness 1
;

and even if it were possible to give a description of it, who would be able

to hear and comprehend it ? The best thing I can do is to abstain from

such an attempt, and to confine myself to the description of such of his

wonderful doings as illustrate the worldly side of his nature, and his

greatness as a king. I shall speak :

—

First
,
of his regulations concerning the household ; secondly, of the

regulations concerning the army
;

thirdly
,
of the regulations concerning

the empire,
as these three contain the whole duty of a king. In doing

so, I shall leave practical inquirers a present, which may seem difficult

to understand, but which is easy ;
or rather, which may seem easy, but

is in reality difficult.

Experienced meii who are acquainted with the art of governing,

and versed in the history of the past, cannot comprehend how monarchs

have hitherto governed, without these wise regulations and how the

garden of royalty could have been fresh and verdant, without being

irrigated by this fountain of wisdom.

This sublime volume then, is arranged under three heads ; it enables

me, in some measure, to express my feelings of gratitude for favours

received.
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JUmark §y fAe Author,—As I had sometimes to use Hindi words, I hare carefully

described the consonants and Towels. Inquirers will therefore hare no difficulty in

reeding ; nor will any confusion arise from mistakes in oopying. Letters like alif, Mm
and a few more, are.sufficiently dear from their names. Some letters I hare distinguished

as monedfs, end letters similar in form, without suoh a limitation. Letters which ate

purely Persian, hare been distinguished as such ; thus the p in vadid, the cAe in stamen,
the yd/ in nigdr, the sA in mtrstae. Sometimes I have added to the names of these

letters, .the phrase having thrm points. Letters peculiar to the Hindi language I have
distinguished as Hindi. The letter yd as in rfly, I have called toMai, and the fe, as in

dost, fiswq&ni. The 6 in adab, I have merely called be. Similarly, the letters nda, wdis,

yd, and as, when clearly sounded, have been merely described as nda, tedis, etc. The
nasal ndn I have called ndn-i k&afi, or nUn-i pinMn. The final and silent A, as in

fartipinda, I have called maktAb, i.e. written, but not pronoonoedi The i and «» when
modified to e or o I have called majhM. As consonants followed by an altfbave the vowel a,

it "*as not neoeesary to specify their vowels.



BOOK TIRST

THE IMPERIAL HOUSEHOLD.

A*l

n

1 .

THE HOUSEHOLD.

He is a man of high understanding and noble aspirations who, without

the help of others, recognizes a ray of the Divine power in the smallest

things of the world ; who shapes his inward and outward character

accordingly, and shows due respect to himself and to others. He who
does not possess these qualifications, ought not to engage in the struggle

of the world, but observe a peaceable conduct. If the former be given to

retirement, he will cultivate noble virtues ; and if his position be a

dependent one, he will put his whole heart in the management of his

affairs, and lead a life free from distressing cares.

True greatness, in spiritual and in worldly matters, does not shrink

from the minutiae of business, but regards their performance as an act of

Divine worship.
1

If he cannot perform everything himself, he ought to select, guided

by insight, and practical wisdom, one or two men of sagacity and under-

standing, of liberal views in religious matters, possessing diligence and

a knowledge of the human heart, and be guided by their advice.

The wise esteem him not a king who confines his attention to great

matters only, although some impartial judges excuse a king that does so,

because avaricious sycophants who endeavour by cunning to obtain the

position of the virtuous, often remind him of the difference of ranks, and

succeed in lulling asleep such kings as are fond of external greatness, their

only object being to make a trade of the revenues of the country, and to

promote theirown interests. But good princes make no difference between

great and small matters ; they take, with the assistance of God, the burden

of this world and the responsibility of the world to come, on the shoulder

of resolution, and are yet free and independent, as is the case with the

king of our time. In his wisdom, he makes himself acquainted with the

successful working of every department, which, although formermonarchs

1 A phnai which Akbsr often used.
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have thought it derogatory to their greatness, is yet the first step towards

the establishment pf a good government. For every branch he has made

proper regulations, and he sees in the performance of his duty a means of

obtaining God’s favour.

The success of this vast undertaking depends upon two things
: first,

wisdom and insight, to call into existence suitable regulations ; secondly,

a watchful eye, to see them carried out by men of integrity and diligence.

Although many servants of the household receive their salaries on the

list of the army, there was paid for the household in the thirty-ninth year

of the Divine era, the sum of 309,186,795 dams.1 The expenses of this

account, as also the revenues, are daily increasing. There are more than

one hundred offices and workshops each resembling a city, or rather a

little kingdom ; and by the unremitting attention of his Majesty, they

are all conducted with regularity, and are constantly increasing, their

improvement being accompanied by additional care and supervision on

the part of his Majesty.

Some of the regulations I shall transmit, as a present, to future

enquirers, and thus kindle in others the lamp of wisdom and energy.

As regards those regulations which are of a general nature, and wUct
from their subject matter belong to each of the three divisions of th<

work, I have put them among the regulations of the Household.

if*m 2.

THE IMPERIAL TREASURIES.

Every man of sense and understanding knows that the best way of

worshipping God, consists in allaying the distress of the times, and in

improving the condition of man. This depends, however, on the advance-

ment of agriculture, on the order kept in the king’s household, on the

readiness of the champions of the empire, and the discipline of the army.

All this is again connected with the exercise of proper care on the part of

the monarch, his love for the people, and with an intelligent management

of the revenues and the public expenditure. It is only when cared for,

that the inhabitants of the towns and those of the rural districts, are

abla to satisfy their wants, and to enjoy prosperity. Hence it is in-

cumbent on just kings, to care for the former, rad to protect the latter

class of men. If some say that to collect wealth, and to ask for more
.. ..«. ,, —— i„ . » ,a..,fcrt ,

-
.

1 Or, 7,729,969} Rupees* One rupee (of Akbar) - 40 dans. The Divine era* or
T0rti&4 tillIf, is Akbar's solareve, tilecommencement of whieh falls on the 19th February*
1606 ; lienee the thirty-ninth year corresponds to A.D. 1695.
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than ia absolutely neoeeaary, is looked upon as contemptible by people

given to retirement and seclusion, whilst the opposite is the case with the

inhabitants of the towns, who live in a dependent position, I would

answer that it is after all only shortsighted men who make this assertion

;

for in reality both olasset of men try to obtain that which they think

necessary. Poor, bat abstemious people take a sufficient quantity of

food and raiment, so as to-keep up the strength necessary for the pursuit

of their enquiries,and to protect them against the influence of the weather;

whilst the other class think to have just sufficient, when they fill their

treasuries, gather armies, and reflect on other means of increasing their

power.

It was from such views, when lifting the veil and beginning to pay

attention to these weighty concerns, that his Majesty entrusted his inmost

secrets to the ^hwnja-sard IHimad EfcSn,

1 a name which his Majesty had

bestowed upon him as a fitting title. On account of the experience of the

Shwdja, the reflections of his Majesty took a practical turn, widened by

degrees, and shone at last forth in excellent regulations. An enquiry

regarding the income of the different kinds of land was set on foot, and

successfully concluded by the wisdom of upright and experienced men.

With a comprehensiveness which knew no difference between friends and

strangers, the lands which paid rents into the imperial exchequer were

separated from the Jagir lands ; and zealous and upright men were put

in charge of the revenues, each over one karor of dams. Incorruptible

bitakchu* were selected to assist them, and intelligent treasurers were

appointed, one for each. And from kindness and care for the agricultural

classes, it was commanded that the collectors should not insist upon the

husbandman paying coin in full weight, but to give him a receipt for

whatever species of money he might bring. This laudable regulation

removed the rust of uncertainty from the minds of the collectors, and

ml
1 IStimid BNwMwrflaw, ghw&ja-mrd is the title of the chief eunuch. Hie

il bum me Phftl Melik. After serving Salim SUk (IMS to 1653), who bestowed
upon him the title of Muhammad KkSn, he entered Akbar’s service. Akber, after the
death of Shame* 'd-DIn Muhammad Stgah Khin, his foster father, commenced to look
intopatternofSnane* and findiiw theRevenue Department adenof thieves, heappointed
Ktimid Kbla, to remodel the finances, making him a commander of One Thousand
(vide AM 'l-FaiTe list of Akbar's grandees, ia part seoond. No. 119), and conferring
upon bim the title of IStimid He appeerstohave performed his duties to Akbar’s
aaSMaetion. In 1868, he conveyed the dauptsr of Mlru MnMrak, king of KMndesh
(1898 to 1888), to Akbar's harem, took afterwards a part in the conquest of Bengal,
where be distinguished himself, end was, in 1876, appointed governor of Bhakkar. Whan
In 1873 Akbar’s presence was required in the Punjab, ICtlmid gfein deeiied to )oin him.
In order to equip his contingent, he ooliected his rents and outstandings, as it appears,
with muck harehnem. TU* led to a conspiracy aimiitat his life. In the same year ha
*aa mardand by a man namad Maqvttd <AJL Mtfitir* 'UVmmrd*.

• Writers.
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relieved the subjects from s variety of oppressions, whilst the income

became larger, and the state flourished. The fountain of the revenues

having thus been purified, a zealous and honest man was selected for the

general treasurerahip, and a darogha and a clerk were appointed to assist

him. Vigilance was established, and a standard laid down for this

department.

'Whenever a (provincial) treasurer had collected the sum of two lakhs

of dam, he had to send it to the Treasurer General at the Court, together

with a memorandum specifying the quality of the sum.

A separate treasurer was appointed for the peshkash 1 receipts, another

for receiving heirless property, another for navr receipts,1 and another for

the moneys expended in weighing the royal peraon,* and for charitable

donations. Proper regulations were also made for the disbursements
; and

honest superintendents, daroghai and clerks were appointed. The sums

required for the annual expenditure, are paid at the General Treasury to

each cashkeeper of the disbursements, and correct receipts granted for

them. A proper system of accounts having thus been inaugurated, the

empire began to flourish. In a short time the treasuries were full, the

army was augmented, and refractory rebels led to the path of obedience.

In Iran and Tvran, where only one treasurer is appointed, the accounts

are in a confused state ; but here in India, the amount of the revenues is so

great, and the business so multifarious that twelve treasurers are necessary

for storing the money, nine for the different kinds of cash-payments, and

three for precious stones, gold, and inlaid jewellery. The extent of the

treasuries is too great toadmi t ofmy giving a proper description with other

matters before me. From his knowledge of the work, and as a reward for

labour, his Majesty very often expresses his satisfaction, or conveys repri-

mands ;
hence everything is in a flourishing condition.

Separate treasurers were also appointed for each of the Imperial

workshops the number of which is nearly one hundred. Daily, monthly,

quarterly, and yearly acoounts are kept of the receipts and disbursements,

so that in this branch also the market-place of the world is in a flourishing

condition.

Again by the order of his Majesty a person of known integrity keeps

in the pubho audience hall, some gold and silver for the needy, who

have their wants relieved without delay. Moreover, a haror of dBm is

kept in readiness within the palace, every thousand of which is kept in

bags made of a coaiae matariah Such a bag is called in Hindi Mbs*,
4

» ineatss. t
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and many of them, when put up in a heap, ganj. Besides, his Majesty

entrusts to one of the nobility a large sum of money, part of which is

carried in a purse.1 This is the reason, why such disbursements are called

in the language of the country kharj-i bahlak.

All these benefits flow from the wonderful liberality of his Majesty, and

from his unremitting care for the subjects of the empire. 'Would to God
that he might live a thousand years I

A*ln 3.

THE TREASURY FOR PRECIOUS STONES.

If I were to speak about the quantity and quality of Uic stones it

would take me an age. I shall therefore give a few particulars, “ gathering

an ear from every sheaf.”

His Majesty appointed for this office an intelligent, trustworthy,

clever treasurer, and as his assistants, an experienced clerk, a zealous

darogha, and also skilful jewellers. The foundation therefore of this

important department rests upon those four pillars. They classified the

jewels, and thus removed the rust of confusion.

Rubies.—1st class rubies, not less than 1000 muhrs in value
;

2nd

class from 999 to 500 muhrs
;

3rd class, from 499 to 300 ; 4th class,

from 299 to 200 ;
5th class, from 199 to 100 ;

6th class, from 99 to 60

;

7th class, from 59 to 40 ; 8th class, from 39 to 30 ; 9th class, from 29 to

10 ;
10th class, from 9} to 5 ; 11th class, from 4$ to 1 muhr ; 12th class,

from f muhr to £ rupee. They made no account of rubies of less value.

Diamonds, emeralds, and the red and blue yaquls, wero classified as

follows : 1st class, from 30 muhrs upwards ; 2nd class, from 29$ to 15

muhrs ; 3rd class, from 14$ to 12 ; 4th doss, from 11$ to 10 ; 5th class,

from 9$ to 7 ; 6th class, from 6$ to 5 ; 7th class, from 4$ to 3 ; 8th class,

from 2$ to 2 ; 9th class, from 1} to 1 muhr ; 10th class, from 8$ rupees

to 5' rupees ;
11th class, from 4$ to 2 rupees ; 12th class, from 1$ to

$ rupee.

The Pearls were divided into 16 classes, and strung by scores. The

first string contained twenty pearls, each of a value of 30 muhrs and

upwards ; 2nd class pearls varied from 29$ to 15 muhrs ; 3rd class, from

14$ to 12 ; 4th class, from 11$ to 10 ; 5th class, from 9$ to 7 ; 6th class,

from 6$ to 5 ; 7th class, from 4$ to 3 ; 8th class, from 2$ to 2 ; 9th class,

1 A pur* ia Hindi to called baUa. [BuUa, P. » pane, » falconer** jilove.—P.J
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from 1} to 1 ; 10th class, less than a muhr, down to 6 rupees ; 11th class,

less than 5, to 2 rupees ; 12th class, less than 2 rupees, to 1} rupees

;

13th class, less than 1J rupees, to 30 dams ; 14th class, less than 30 dams,

to 20 dam ; 15th class, less than 20 dam, to 10 dam ; 16th class, less

than 10 dams, to 5 dam. The pearls are strung upon a number of strings

indicating their class, so that those of the 16th class are strung upon

16 strings. At the end of each bundle of strings the imperial seal is affixed,

to avoid losses arising from unsorting, whilst a description is attached to

each pearl, to prevent disorder.

The following arc the charges for boring pearls, independent of the

daily and monthly wages of the workmen. For a pearl of the 1st class,

£ rupee
;
2nd class, J ; 3rd class, ,’

ff
rupee

;
4th class, 3 dam ; 5th class,

1 suit 1

; 6th class, 1 dam
;
7th class, J dam ; 8th class, | ddm

;

9th class,

J dam

;

10th class, \ dam ;
11th class, J dam ; 12th class, } dam • 13th

class, J dam ; 14th class, ’ daw
;
15th class, TIT dam ;

16th class, T
*

r dam,

and less.

The value of jewels is so well known that it is useless to say anything

about it ; but those which are at present in the treasury of his Majesty

may be detailed as follows :

—

Rubies weighing 11 tanks} 20 surkhs} and diamonds of 5J tanks}

4 surkhs

,

each one lakh of rupees
;
emeralds weighing 17| tanks

, 3 surkhs,

52,000 rupees
;

ydqitts of 4 tanks, 7J surkhs, and pearls of 5 tanks, each

6ft,000 rupees.

A%m 4.

THE IMPERIAL MINT.

As the successful working of the mint increases the treasure, and is

the source of despatch for every department, I shall mention a few details.

The inhabitants of the towns and the country perform their

transactions by means of money. Every man uses it according to the

extent of his necessities
;
the man whose heait is free from worldly desires

ft
SAkt a.m. and sgfcf f. H., a four-anna bit.]

[ THk H. = 4 mdsAd.-P.]
* Surfch means red ; also, a little seed with a black doi t it, called in Hind, gkungchi,

Abrua precatoriua. The Persians called it chashm*i urtU, cock’s eye. The seeds are
often used for children's bracelets. Aba *l-Fa*l moons tare the weight called in Hind,
raff, vulg. raflf. 8 eurkh*, or S raffs « 1 m&ehd ; 12 mdsMs » 1 and SO tolds =
1 eer. A tdnk is valued at 4 mishds

; but it must have weighed a little more, as in the
tenth A f

fa. Aba ’l*Fa*l states that the weight of 1 dtlm was 5 tanks, or 1 told, 8 mdshiis,

7 snrkhs ; ».e., 1 tdnk « VV mdsKds * 4 mdshtls, 1 surkhs.

4 Text 4| tAnks.
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sustains by it hislifa; and the worldly man H As final stags of

his objects—the wants of all are satisfied by it. Tbs Tries man limbs spot
it as the foundation, from which tbs futfifanaxt of Us woridlyandzaligioas

wishes flows. It jg nhnnfwinly necessary far the oontinnanco ofAs human
race, as men obtain by money their food and clothing. Ton may infeed

gain these two things by undergoing some labour, as sowing, roaring,

reaping; cleaning, kneading, cooking, twisting, ^pinning, weaving, etc.

;

but these actions cannot well be perfbnhed without several helpers ;

lor the strength of a single man is not sufficient, and to do ao day after

day would be difficult, if not impossible. Again, man requires a dwelling,

for keeping his provisions. This he calls his home, whether it be a tent, or

a cave. Man’s existence, and the continuance of his life, depend on five

things—a father, a mother, children, servants, food, the last of which is

required by all. Moreover, money is required, as our furniture and utensils

break ; they last in no case very long. But money does last long,

on account of the strength and compactness of its material, and even a

little of it may produce much. It also enables men to travel. How difficult

would it be to carry provisions for several days, let alone for several

months or years

!

By the help of God’s goodness this excellent precious metal (gold)
j

has come to the shore of existence, and filled the store of life without much
j

labour on the part of man. By means of gold, man carries out noble
1

plans, and even performs Divine worship in a proper manner. Gold,has

many* valuable qualities : it possesses softness, a good taste, and smell.

Its component parts are nearly equal 1 in weight ; and the marks of the

four elements are visible in its properties. Its colour reminds us of fire,

its purity of air, its softness of water, its heaviness of earth : hence gold

possesses many life-giving rays. Nor can any of the four dements injure

it ; for it does not bum in the fire ; it remains unaffected by air ; retains

for ages its appearance although kept in water ; and does not get altered

when buried in the ground,, whereby gold is distinguished from the other

metals. It is for this reason that in old books on philosophy in which

man’s intellect is termed the greater principle
,
gold is called the lesser

principle,
# as the things required for human life depend upon it. Among

its epithets I may mention “ the guardian of justice ” ;

"
the universal

adjuster”—and, indeed, the adjustment of things depends on gold,

1 Awarding to the ohemiste of the middles ages, gold consists of quicksilver end
sulphur taken in equal proportions; the latter must, however, poemee colouring
properties. Vide the thirteenth A*in.

M Were it not for piety, I would bow down to gold and sav, " Hallowed be thy
I !

* **—IfarirL
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aadthehasis of,jwtiouvarts uponit; Toreodceitwervioe,.God hasallowed
•ifeceaad biase toeotac into use,-tfrpj creating additional means for the

wattut of man,..Banco just ldngsamlanergeticruler* have paid much
ttlmtiml* these metals, and ereetedmints.where their properties may
he thoroughly studied, The sumom of thisdepartment lie* intheappoint-

ment of intelligent, acetous, and upright workmen, and theedifice ofthe

world iwbuiltupaafeheirattentioaandauFBfulness.

'
• A*tH 6.

, . . .

THE WORKMEN" OF THE MINT.
'

1.- ..The Dfitrogha, He. must be a circumspect and intelligent man, of

booed principles, who takes the cumbrous bunion of his colleague* upon

the shoulder of despatch. He must keep every, one to his work, and show

seatand integrity -

3« The ifagmfi.* The success of this important department, dojicnds

upon hie experience, as he determines the degrees of purity of the coins.

On accountof the prosperity of the present age, there are now numbers of

skilful jamd/r ;
* and by the attention of his Majesty, gold aiul silver are

nfoed.to the highest degree, of purity. The highest degree of purity is

called in Persia dnhdahl, but they do not know above 10 degrees of

fineness; whilst in India.it it called bamhbam, os they have twelve

digreeSi Formerly the oldkm, which is a gold coin current in the Deccan,

was thought to. be pure, ami reckoned at ten degrees ; but his Majesty

has now fixed it at8J : and the round, small gold dinar of *AbV 'd-|)}n.-

whieh wasconsidered to bo 12 degrees, now turns out to be 101.

Those who are .experienced in this,business have related wonderful

•stones of the purity of gold at the present time, and referred it to wiirb-

craft and.alchemy ; for they maintain, that, 'gold ore dues not mine up to

ahis fineness. But by the attention of |ijs.Majesty, it hits come up to this

4**fiW*$ hence the astonishment of fwoplc acquainted with this branch,

ht hvhowoyet, certain, that gold rannot. be made finer, and of a higher

degree. Honest doscribers and truthful travellers have indeed never

wantiaoedihi* degree ; but, wlicn^coUUs put into fusion, small particles

separate from it, and mix with the ashes, which ignorant, men look

^
dfibiaVE;

W

>Wrhfra* ^tlid wkimsITv «sMw\-v>r the metal from it.

Amrongfr malleable gphTore be caldn(al;4iij^isiiu,
e(l to ashes,,yethya

'
[" r '''•'*

i‘-x' '
"i*v. v i. . .St, ...

’*

£ Tho him •» ^yrA/ or Swtlfi bento * a money lender.

. ,miDoa OftAfOA ssr















certain operation, it ia brought badk toits origimdstate'; but a-part of

it ia lost. Through the wisdom ofhis Majesty, the resl cirnirastanr b>

connected with this loss, were brought to light, and the firadulmt

practices of the workmen thus put to the test.

A*in 6.

BANWAR'I

}

An abbreviation for bdmcari. Although in this country clever ?ayrafia

are able from experience to tell the degree of fineness by the colour and

the brightness of the metal, the following admirable rule has been intro-

duced for the satisfaction of others.

To the ends of a few long needles, made of brass or such like metal,

small pieces of gold are affixed, having their degree of fineness written

on them. When the workmen wish to assay a new piece of gold, thev'first

draw with it a few lines on a touchstone,, and some other lines with the

needles. By comparing both sets of lines, they discover the degree of

fineness of the gold. It is, however, necessary that the lines be drawn in

the same manner, and with the same force, so as to avoid deception.

To apply this rule, it is necessary to have gold of various degrees of

fineness. This is obtained as follows. They melt together one maaha of

pure silver with the Bame quantity of best copper
;
an 1 let it get solid.

This mixture they again melt with 6 mdalias of pure gold of 10} degrees of

fineness. Of this composition one maeha * is taken, and divided into sixteen

parts of half a turkh each. If now 7} aurkha of pure gold (of 10} degrees)

are mixed with one of ti.*i sixteen parts of the composition, the touch of

the new mixture will only i. 10} ban.* Similarly, 7 aurkha pure gold and

two parts of the composition Jted together, will give gold of 10 ban

;

6} 8. pure gold and three parts composition, 9} ban ; C a. gold and four

parts composition, 9} bin ; 8} s. gold and five parts composition, 9} ban
;

5s. gold and six parts composition, 9 ban ; 1} s. gold and seven parts

composition, 8} ban
; 4 s. gold and eight parts composition, 8} ban ; 3} s.

gold and nine parts composition, 8| ban ; 3 a. gold and ten parts com-

position, 8 ; 2} a. gold and eleven parts composition, 7} ban ; 2 «. gold

and twelve parts composition, 7} ban
; 1} a. gold and thirteen parts com-

position, 7} bin ; I s, gold and fourteen parts composition, 7 ban ; and

This Hind, .won), which is not given in the dictionaries, insane (he testing of gM.
( Thia mOi&n contains (S parts: gold, 1 part silver, and 1 part copper, i.e., { gold' mid

1 alloy.

' The Hind, term bin means “ temper, degree
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lastly. } e. gold and fifteen parts composition, 6} btin. Or generally,

every additional ball naj& (or one part) of the composition diminishes

the fiaadees of the gold by a quarter bdn, the touch of the composition

itself being 6$ bSn.

If it be required to have a degree less than 6} ban, they mix together

| ntr&fc at the first mixture which consisted, as I said, of silver and copper,

with 7} eur&jss of the second composition (consisting of gold, copper, ami

silver), which, when melted together, gives gold of 0} ban ; ami if 1 eurkh

of the first mixture be melted together with 7 turkh

t

of the second com-

position, the result will be 6 ban ; and if they require still baser com-

positions, they increase the mixtures by half mrkhs. But in the lianmW,

they reckon to 6 bans only, rejecting all baser compositions.

• All this is performed by a man who understands the tests.

3. The Amin. He must possess impartiality and integrity, so that

friends and enemies can be sure of him. Should there be any differences,

he assists the &Iroyha and the other workmen, maintains that which is

right, and prevents quarrels.

4. The Muehrif. He writes down the daily expenditure in an upright

and practical manner, and keeps a systematic day-book.

:
G. The Merchant. He buys up gold, silver, and copper, by which he

gains a profit for himself, assists the department, and benefits the revenues

of the State. Trade will flourish, when justice is everywhere to be had,

and when rulers arc not avaricious.

G. The Treasurer. He watches over the profits, and is upright in all

his dealings.

The salaries of the first four and the sixth officers differ from each

other, th'e lowest of them holding the rank of an Ahadi.1

7. The Weighman. He weighs the- coins. For weighing 100 jatiiti

gold-muhrs he gets 1} dame ;
for weighing 1000 rupees, G.\ 'i dame ; ami

for weighing 1000 copper dame, I J ofa dam ;
and, after this rate, according

to the quantity.

8. The Metier of the Ore. He makes small and large trenches in a

tablet of clay, which he besmears with grease, and jxmrs into them the

melted gold ami silver, to cast them into ingots. . In the rase of copper,

instead of using grease, it is sufficient to sprinkle ashes. For the aliove-

Thc AhadU corresponds to our warrant njflreri. Most clerks of the Imperial

offices, the painter* of the court, the foremen in Akbar’e workshops, etc., belong'! to

thin corps. They were calted Aiadit, or tingle men, because they stood under Akbar’e

immediate orders. The wordXM the of which is the Arabic c, waa spelt in official

return* with the Persian », So deep-rooted, eays Badiont, w*t Akbar'a hatred for

everything which waa AraMe. [This word has come to mean in Urdu, lazy, indolent—P.]



mentioned quantity of gold, he gets 2| dime ; for the seme quantity of

silver, 5Am and 13£ jetab

;

1 for the same quantity of copper, 4 danu

and 21} jtfaU.

9. The Platemaker. He makes the adulterated gold into plates of six

or seven m&tkat each, six fingers in length and breadth ; these he carries

to the assay master, who measures them in a mould made of copper, and

stamps snob as an suitable, in order to prevent alterations and to show

the work done. He receives as wages for the above-mentioned quantity

of gold, 42^ dams.

7.

THE MANNER OF REFINING GOLD.

When the above-mentioned plates have been stamped, the owner of the

gold, for the weight of every 100j'oldftgoldmuhrs, must furnish* foursers of

saltpetre, and four sers of hrickdust ofraw bricks. The plates, after having

been washed in dean water, an stratified with the above mixture (of the

saltpetre and brickdust), and put one above the other, the whole being

covered with oowdung, which in Hindi is called vpln. It is the dry dung

of the Wdd * Cow. Then they set fire to it, and let it gently bum, till

the dung is reduced to ashes, when they leave it to cool
; then, these

ashes being removed from the sides, am preserved. They an called in

Persian lhdk-i kjuilif, and in Hindi edotii. By a process, to be mentioned

hereafter, they recover silver from it. The plates, and the ashes below

them, an left as they an. This process of setting fin to the dung, and

removing the ashes at the sides, is twice repeated. When three fires have

been applied, they call the plates ntS*i. They an then again washed in

clean water, and stratified three times with the above mixture, the ashes

of the sides being removed.

This operation must be repeated till six mixtures and eighteen fins

have been applied; when the plates an again washer). Then the assay

master breaks one of them
;
and if then comes out a soft and mild sound,

it is a sign of its being sufficiently pun ;
but if the sound is harsh, the

plates must undergo three mon foes. Then from each of the plates one

mSeha is taken away, of which aggregate a plate is made. This is ‘riud on

the touchstone ; if it is not sufficiently fine, the gold has again to pass

through one or two fires. In most cases, however, the desired effect is

obtained by three or four fires.
.

y.- ...
1 Twenty-llv* jdaft maim one dAm* Vide the 10th

t
f U«e.-Rj • '

(* S« This probably meant jangli

;

i.e.,
11
not stalled or tall-fed.”—1\]



The following method of assaying is also used. They taka two folds

of pirn gold, 'atul two Add* of the gold which passedthnmgh tha fire,

and mako twenty platCsof each, of equal weight Theythen spread the

above mixture, apply the fire, wash them, and weigh them with an exact

balance. If both kinds are found to be equal1 in weighty it is • proof of

pureness.

10.

The Metier of the refinedmeled. He melts the refined pUtss of

gold, and casts them,1 as described abov*, into ingots. His foe for 100gold

muhrs is three dam.
11. The Zarrab. He cuts off the gold, silver and copper negate, aa

exactly as he can, round pieces of the size of coined money. His fees are,

for 100 gold muhrs, 21 dims, 1| jetale ; for the weight of 1000 rupees,

53 dime, 8} jetale, if he cuts rupees ; and 28dim

e

in addition, if he cuts

the same weight of silver into quarter rupees. For 1000 copper dame his

fee is 20 dime ; for the same weight of half and quarter dame, 28 ddnu

;

and for half-quarter dams, which arc called damns, 69 dime.

In Iran and Tfiran they cannot cut those pieces without a proper anvil ';

but Hindustani workmen cut thorn without such an instrument, so exactly,

that there is not the difference of a. single hair, which is remarkable

enough.

12. The Engraver, He engraves the dies of the coins on ’steel, and

such like metals. Coins are then stamped with ’these dies. At this day,

Mawla-na, *AII Ahmad of Dolhi, who has pot his equal in any country,

cuts difforent kinds of fetters in steel, in such a manner as to equal the

copyslips of tho most skilful caligraphets. He holds the rank, of a

yutbSehl and two .of his men serve i& the mini Both have a monthly

salary of COO dams. .

13. The Siklacki., Ho pfeceB thq toundpieces of metal between two

dies ; and by the strength of the hammerer (pulk<ki) both sides are

stamped. His foes ara for 100 gold tnuhrs, 1| dame
j

for 1000 rupees,

5 dams,iOJ jetale ; and for the weight of, 1000 rupeqsof.small silver.pieces,

1 dim, 3,jetale in addition;, for 1000. copper dame, i ftons ; for 2000

balf-dduts, and .4000 quarter-dam*. 3 daofe, 18$jetale ;. and. for 8000 half-

quarter data*, 10] dams. ,Ouh of tliese.fepi. the ejfhachi has to jiyi

one-sixth to the hammerer, for whopt there
, j$j

po ppperate allowance.

,
..14.

,

ThoSabbSk makes therojined,silver into.royNi plates. 'Vot every

lOOO rupeos weight, he receivcii^t dqn**-.

* This Turkish word signiBrt a cem/*a*Ur of om iimirti'mm,'m euptefe. diaiU
of dtaUnotton wore promoted; to 5 .^WfiM,****
from Art to seven hundred rupees per mourn; nds themm Arm ofy>»beM hook
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The discovery of on alloy in silver. Silver may be alloyed with lead,

tin and copper, in Iran and Tflrdn, they also call the highest degree of

fineness of silver dahdahi ; in Hindustan, the tayrafis use for it the term

Viet bieica. According to the quantity of the alloy, it descends in degree

;

but it is not made leas than five, and no one would care for silver baser

than ten degrees. Practical men can discover from the colour of the

compound, which of the alloys is prevailing, whilst by filing and boring

it, the quality of the inside is ascertained. They also try it by beating it

when hot, and then throwing it into water, when blackness denotes lead,

redness copper, a white greyish colour tin, and whiteness a large propor-

tion of silver.

THE METHOD OF REFINING SILVER.

They dig a hole, and having sprinkled into it a small quantity of

wild 1 cow dung, they fill it with the ashes of 2 wood ; then they

moisten it, and work it up into the shape of a dish ; into this they put

the adulterated silver, together with a proportionate quantity of lead.

First, they put a fourth part of the load on tho top of tho silver, and

having surrounded the 'whole with coals, blow the fin with a pair of

bellows, till the metals an melted, which operation is generally repeated

four times. The proofs of the metal being pure are a lightning-like

brightness, and its beginning to Hanlon at tho 'sides. As soon as it is

hardened in die middle, they sprinkle it with water, when flames

resembling in shape the horns of wild goats, issue from it. It then forms

itself iiitoa died, and m perfectly refined. If this disc be melted again,

half Xturkk in evert toLl trill bum away, iJt., (5 mdshas and 2 surklni in

100 tblde. The ashes of the disc, which are mixed with silver and lead,

form a kind of lithaige, called in Hindi Moral, and in Persian

kuhna*; die use of Which will be hereafter explained. Before this

refined silver isgrvett over to the ZanSh, A m&shas and 5 surMsjtvo taken

away forthe Impend exchequer out of every hundred (olds of it ; after

which the assay master marks the mass with the usual stamp, that it

may not be altered or exchanged.

In former times ailver also was assayed by the banwdrt system ; now

it is calculated as follows :—if by refining 100 tolls, of stiiKi silver, which

is oumnt in *Iriq and Khurasan, and of the Idri and which are

[* Sm Mte 1, p. II.-P.]
• GdlatJa Htad. UM, a kind of Mid*.

at ta» -P.)
* Sam MBS. h

IU bark is used in turning. [Tbs kfknr

have tsisK,
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current in Tflrir^ there are lostthrwtoktoand one snrjfl ; and oftinnine
quantity oi -the European and Turkish nmjU, and the majmaff and

muaffaA of Gujrat and H21wa, IS tofeU and 6| mUh an lost, they

become then of Imperial standard.

15. The QKn-kfUt haring heated the refined silver, hammers it till it

haa lost all amefl of the lead. Hie fee fin the Height of 1000 rupees, is

4} dims.

16. The Ch&thitgir examines the refined gold and sflver, and fixes its

parity as follows :—Having made two tolas of the refined gold into eight

pistes, ho applies layers ofthe mixture as above described, and sets fire to

it, keeping out, however, all draught ; he than washes the plates, and

melts them. If they have not lost anything by this process, the gold is

pure. The assay-master then tries it upon the touchstone, to satisfy

himsdf and others. For assaying that quantity, he gets If dims. In

the case of silver, he takas one tola with a like quantity of lead, which

he puts together into a bona crucible, and keeps it on the fire till the lead

is all burnt. Hieing then sprinkled the silver with water, he hammers

it till it has lost all smell of the lead ; and having melted it in a new

crucible, he weighs it ; and if it haa lost in weight three 1 biring (rice

grains), it is sufficiently pure ; otherwise he melts it again, till it comes

to that degree. For assaying that quantity, his fee is 3 dams, 4} idols.

17. The Niyariya collects the j^Sk-i j£SUf and washes it, tdrir*two

sereat the time ; whatever goldtheremay be smnngrt it will settle, from

its weight, to the bottom. The ££5t, when thus washed, is called in

Hindi kukrah,* and still contains some gold, for the recovery of which,

directions shall hereafter be given. The above-mentioned adulterated

sediment is rubbed together with quicksilver, at the rate of six mi*has

quicksilver per set. The quicksilver from its pxedilective affinity, draws

the gold to itself, and forms an amalgam which is kept over the fits in

-a retort,, till the gold is separated from the quicksilver.

For extracting the gold from this quantity of t£jSk, tire NiySriya

receives 20 dims, 2 jeftrit.

Tie process of Kukrah.

They mix with the kukrah an equal quantity of pmhar, and farm a

pane of rad (aqua fortis), and cowdung. |h|y then pound the first

composition, and mixing it with the paste/ wprk it up into baOe of two

•Ore weight, which they dry on a doth.

* Orn MS. hss tin.

I* Weed set treoOt-P.J



Punhar is obtained as follows :

—

Theymake s hole in the earth, and fill it with the ashes of Bobfif-wood,

at the rate of sin fingers height of ashes for every of lead. The
lead itself is pot at the bottom of the hole, which has been smoothed

;

then they cover it with charcoals, and melt the lead. After that, having

removed the coals, they place over it two plates of clay, fixed by means

of thorns, and dose up the bellows hole, but not the vent. Ibis they

keep covered with bricks, till the ashes have thoroughly soaked up the

lead. The bricks they frequently remove to learn the state of the lead.

For the above-mentioned quantity of lead, there are 4 mdthat of silver

mixed up with the ashes. These ashes they cool in water, when they are

called punhar. Out of every man of lead two strt are burnt ; but the

mass is increased by four ten of ashes, so that the weight of the whole

mass will be one man and two ten.

Ran is a kind of add, made of ash&har 1 and saltpetre.

Having thus explained what punhar and ron are, I return to the

description of the process of Kukrah. They make an oven-like vessel,

narrow at both ends, and wide in the middle, one and a half yards in

height, with a hole at the bottom. Then having filled the vessd with

coals within four fingers of the top, they place it over a pit dug in the

earth, atui blow the fire with two bellows. After that, the afore-

mentioned balls being broken into pieces, they throw them into the fire

and melt, them, when the gold, silver, copper and lead fall through the

hole in the bottom of the vessel into the pit bdow. Whatever remains

in the vessd, is softened and washed, and the lead separated from it.

They likewise collect the ashes, from whence also by a certain process

profit may be derived. The metal is then taken out of the pit, and melted

according to the jutnhar system. The lead will mix with the ashes, from

which thirty sera will be recovered, and ten sets will be burnt. The gold,

silver and copper remain together in a mass, and this they call bugr&waR,

or according to some, gvbrawafi.

The proeett of BugrSuxUl.

They make a hole, and fill it with the ashes of babQl-wood, half aserfor

every 100 tolas of bugrawafi. These ashes they then make up in farm of

a dish, and mixthemup with the bugrifoati, adding one tola of copper, and

twenty-five tolas of lead. They now fill the dish with coals, and cover it

with bricks. When the whole has melted, they remove the coals andthe

1 The insights of some ot the M8S. explain this word bjr the Hind, input
carbonate of coda.



brides, and make a fin of babul-wood, till the lead and copper unite with

the ashes, leaving the gold and silver together. Then ashes an also

calledAAanrf, and the lead and copper can bo recovered from them by

a process, which will be hereafter explained.

A*ln 8.

THE METHOD OF SEPARATING THE SILVER FROM
THE GOLD.

They melt this composition six times
; three times with copper,- and

three times with sulphur, called irt Hind. ehhSchhiyS. For every tola of

the alloy, they take a mdaha of copper, and two mdahaa, two iurkhti of

sulphur. First they melt it with copper, and then with sulphur. If the

alloy be of 100 tolas weight, the 100 mashas of copper an employed as

follows they first melt fifty mashas with it, and then twice again

twenty-five tnHsku. The sulphur is used in similar proportions. After

reducing the mixture of gold and silver to small bits, they mix with it

fifty mdshcu of copper, and melt it in a crucible. They have near at

hand a vessel full of cold water, on the surface of which is laid a broom-

like bundle of hay. Upon it they pour the melted metal, and prevent

it, by stirring it with a stick, from forming into a mass. Then having

.again melted these bits, after mixing them with the remaining copper

in a crucible, they set it to cool in the shade
;
and for every tola of this

mixtu^ two mSskaa and two aurkha of sulphur are used, «>., at the rate

of one and one-half quarter aer (1 jj
ner) per 100 fobs. When it has been

three times melted in thirl manner, there appears on the surface a whitish

kind of lib, which ie silver. This is taken off, and kept separate ; and

its process shall hereafter be explained. When the mixture of goldand

sitveriiM thus been subjected to three fires for the copper, and three for

the sulphur. the sohd part left is the geld. In the language of the Fenjib,

this gold is called kail, whilst about Dibit, it is termed pinjar. If the

mixture contains much gold, it generally tarns out to be of 8} bio, but

it ie often only five, end even four.

In older to refine this gold, one of the following methods must be used

:

Either they mix fifty tolas of this with fOdtolSsof purergold, end refine

itby the&loal process ; ,or else they use theAIMpmom. Tot thelattsr

they nuke a nutate of two parts of wil|-cd#|^g; and on* put of

it into plates, none of which cjug&i to be lighter than 1| tolai, but a little

broader thanthaeo which they mak* in tbeiefewf process. Then having
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besmeared them with sesame-oil, they strew the above mixture over them,

giving them for every strewing two gentle fires. This operation they

repeat three or four times ; and if they -want the metal very pure, they

repeatthe process till it comes up to nine 65a. The ashes are also oolleeted,

being a kind of kkaral.

A*in 9.

THE METHOD OP EXTRACTING THE SILVER PROM ASHES.

Whatever ashes and dross have been collected, both before and after

the process of atom, they mix with double the quantity of pure lead, put

them into a crucible, and keep them for one watch over the fire. When
the metal is cold, they refine it as described under the article SabbSk, p. 22.

The ashes of it are also kkaral. The sofoni process is also performed in

other ways well known to those conversant with the business.

18. The Patiimr having melted the kkaral, separates the silver from

the copper. His fee for every tola of silver is 1} dams. As a return for

the profit he makee, he pays monthly 300 dams to the ditcBn. Having

reduced the kkaral to email bits, he odds to every man of it 1} sen of

UmgBr (borax), and three sen of pounded natron,1 and kneads them

together. He then puts this mass, ser by ser, into the vessel above

described, and melts it, when lead mixed with silver collects in the pit.

ThiB is afterwards refined by the process of the sabbdk, and the lead which

separates from this, and mixes with the ashes, turns punkar.

1 9. The Paikar buys the saloni and kkaralfrom the goldsmiths of the

city, and carries them to the mint to be melted, and makes a profit on the

gold and silver. For every man of salons, he gives 17 dams, and for the

same quantity of kkaral 14 dBms, to the exchequer.

20. The Nidufi-itBla brings old copper coins, which are mixed with

silver, to be melted ;
‘ and forth 100 tolas of silver, 3f rupees go to the

divan ; and whenhe wishes to coin the silver, he pays a fixed quantity for

it as duty.

21. The Khak-shoy. When the owners of the metals get their grid

and silver in the various ways which have now been described, the

Kkdk-shoy sweeps rile mint, takas the sweepings to hisom house,-washes

them, and gains a profit. * Someof the sweepers carryon*wery flourishing

trade. The stateweeioss from thia man a monthly gift of 12} rupees.

And in like manner all the officers of the mint pay a monthly duty to

the state, at the rate of tkrre dBms for jsyery J00 dBms.

[
l In die Partita H/te.—?.]
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A*ftt 10.

THE COINS OF THIS GLORIOUS EMPIRE.

As through the attention of his Majesty, gold and silver have been

brought to the greatest degree of purity, in like manner the form of the

coins lias also been improved. The coins are now an ornament to tho

treasury, and much liked by the people. I shall give a few particulars.

A. Gold Corns.

I. The takarudh is a round coin weighing 101 tdlat, 0 twUhat, and

7 tvrkfo, in value equal to 100 joMR-muhrs. Chrthe field ofone sido

is engraved the name of his Majesty, and on the five arches in the border,

Af-fultaii* T-aSfamu 'l-jcjugan* ’Vmvfiazi* khallad• Allah* mulkah* is*

fuUSna-h* pub* dar* ’l-j&il&fat* Agra, “ the great sultan, the distinguished

emperor, may God perpetuate his kingdom and his reign ! Struck at

the capital Agra.” On the field of the reverse is the beautifulformula

}

and the following verse of the Qur*an*: Allah* yatraq“ man yathaP*

birghayr* h%eS¥n, "God is bountiful into whom He pleaseth, without

measure ”
; and roundabout are the names of the first four Khalifas.

This is what was first cut by Maulana Ma^qfid, the engraver ; after which

Mulla 'All Ahmad made with great skill the following additions. On one

side Afoot* dfntit** yanfuqu-h* ar-rajul" dinar"* yaufuquh* *ala ajhtibihtfl

rib# ’Udh, “ the best coin which a man expends is a coin which he spends

on his co-religionists in the path of God.”

And on the other side he wrote,

Af-ful(<in* 'l- -*ali al-Halifat* afonvtafiaK kfcallad* aUah* tafiSUf

mulkah

*

tr* fullSnah* io• Mad* ?adlah

*

to* ihsanah*, “ the sublime

fultan, the exalted j&oli/a, may God the Almighty perpetuate his kingdom

and his reign, and given eternity to his'justice and bounty !

”

Afterwards all this was removed, and the following two Rubafiis * of

the court-poet and philosopher Shayfch Fayzi were engraved by him. On.

one side,

Sbrnthli hi haft bahr asQ gatohar xfSft

Sang-i tiyah at partav-i in jawhar gift

KSh os tuuar-i tarbiyat-i a tar ySfi

Wdatarthantfattiklm-yiShihAiharySfi.

* Ain Kotimah. or tht fYnnfiMion of Faith. If t&Ua tff-affft jluhtmmadun.

1 fn. 8ar. n, I0i. P Qttinini-PO
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“ It is the Sun 1 from which the seven oceans get their pearls,

The black rocks get their jewels from his lustre.

The mines get their gold from his fostering glance,

And their gold is ennobled by Akbar's stamp.”

and, Allah* akbar jail 1 jallSla-h*, “ God is great, may His glory shine

forth I” in the middle. And on the other side.

In tikka ki plraya-yi ummld buvad

Bd naqth-i davam ti nain-ijdvld buvad

Simd-yi taSSdal-ash hamln baa ki bi-dahr

Yak zarm nazar-karda-yi khurahld burai.

“ This coin, which is an ornament of hope.

Carries an everlasting stamp, and an immortal name.

As a sign of its suspiciousness, it is sufficient

That, once, for all ages the Bun has cast a glimpse upon it.”

and the date, according to the Divine era, in the middle.

2. There is another gold coin, of the same name and shape, weighing

91 tolas and 8 midshaa, in value equal to 100 round mtihrs, at 11 mlthat

each. It has the same impression as the preceding.

3. The Rahaa is the half of each of the two preceding coins It is

sometimes made square. On one side it has the same impression as the

aahansa* and on the other side the following Rubfi*1 5 by Fay?I :

—

In mqd-i ravdn-i ganj-i ahahinshahl

Bd kawkab-i iqbal kunad hamrdhl

Khurahld bi-parvar-ath at an ril ki bi-dahr

Yabad sharaf az tikka-yi Akbarthdhl.

“ This current coin of the Imperial treasure

Accompanies the star'of good fortune.

0 sun, foster it, bocause for all ages

It is ennobled by Akbar’s stamp I

”

4. The Atma is the fourth part of the aahansa, round and square.

Some have the same impression as the aahansa *

;

and some have on one

side the following RubSfi by Fayfl * :

—

In tikka ki daat-i bdjsht rd zewar bad

Plrdya-yi nuh aipihr n haft akhtar bad

* According to the Natural Philosopher* of the Middle Ages, the influence of the sun
Mils the mews, the pearls, end precious stone* into existence ; rub the thirteenth

The alluaioa- to the sun is explained by the note to page III.

[* la the Persian —PJ
» Quatrains.—P.j

[* fai-nmhrt in the Persian text.—P.]
[* Maliks 'sh-Shutart1 in the Persian text.—P.]
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Zartin naqfitt kdr or-fl ehOa tar bid

Dar ddkr ravin bi-ndm-i thah ahbar bad.

“ This ooin—May it adorn the hand oi the fortunate,

And may it be an ornament of the nine heavens and the seven stars

—

Is a gold coin,—May golden be its work

!

Let it be current for all ages to the glory of Shah Akbar.”

And on the other side the preceding Rabafit.

5. The Biased, of the same two forms as the Sima, in value equal to

one-fifth of the first coin.

There are also gold coins of the same shape and impression, in value

equal to one-eighth, one-tenth, one-twentieth, one twenty-fifth, of the

MhHIM.
6. The Chugul,1 of a square form, is the fiftieth part of the tahansa,

in value equal to two muhre.1

7. The round La^l-iJalSR,3 in weight and value equal to two round

muhrt, having on one side ABihu Mar, and cm the other Yi muHnu
,

“ 0 helper.”

8. The Ajm is round, weighs 1 tola, 2 mathat, and 4} starts, in

value equal to 12 rupees. On one side, Allah' akbar, jolt joldlu-h',’’

and on the other the date according to the Divine era, and the place

where it is struck.

9. The Ilahi is round, weighs 12 mathat. If twrjcht, hears the same

stamp as the Aflabi, and has a value of 10 rupees.

1 Or JuguL. Abfi 'l-Ful'i spelling in the text is inUnona.
9 The MSI, differ. Moat of them place the Chugul ms the sixth coin after the Bineat,

end read:—
The Chugul, of a square form, weighing 3 tolas, 5J surj&s

;

its value is thirty

rupees. Also, of a round form, weighing 2 tolas, 0 mdshas, haring a value of throe round

muhre, of 11’ mdshas each (».«., 27 rupees). But the impression of both is the same.

They are the fiftieth part of the Sdhansa."
The last sentenoe does not agree with the value and weight of the Sahanea

;

for the

two Chuguls, as given by Abff *1-JY?1, would eaeh be the hundred and third part of the

two kinds of Sahanea, not the fiftieth part.

Mr. Thomas in his excellent edition of FrinsepY Useful Tables, pp. 6, 6, gives an
extract from a MS. of theA9fa in his possession, which appears to agree with the above
reading I but he only mentions the square form of the Chugul, weighing 3 tolue, 6J
worth SO rupees ; and then passes on to the eighth coin, the Aftdbt.

Two other MSS among them Col. Hampton's—reqd after the Binsat (i e., after the

twenty-fifth line of p. 24 of iffy text edition)*—

’

“0. The Chahdrgocha (or equare), weighing 3r/ofc**» 5} swr&s, worth 30 rupees.
“ 7. The Gird (or round)

;

weighing 2 tolas, 0 mdshas, in value equal to the 3 found

muhre of 11 mdshas each.

“Beth have the same impression.
"g. The Chdgul, of % square font, the fiftiet&ptet

a

Sahanea, ip value equal

to two La&Li JaWi mdhrs." * '

Thisreading obviates all difficulties. But the real question iswhether the Chdhdrgosha,

the Gird, and the Chugul are thm dfeMnot coins.
9 For the round LeAl-iJaldH,some^UBB. only, re&dr *^The Cirdf} to., round, taking

the words LaGM Jaldli to the preceding* Ktdv tbe tenth coin.
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10. The square Lnfil-i JalXR is of the same weight and value
; on one

aide
M
AfUlh* akbar,” and on the other “ jdtt*jedalu-hu."

11/ The *Adl (futka is round, weighs 11 mdshas, and has a value of

nine rupees. On one aide “ AUah* aklmr ”, and on the other, “ I'd

12. The Romtd muhr
,
in weight and value, equal to the *Adl-gutka,

but of a different

1

stamp.

13. Mihrtibi 2 is in weight, value, and stamp, the same as the round

muhr.

11. The is both square and round. In weight and value it is

equal to the La*l-i jaldfi, ami the round muhr. It hears the stamp “ yd

muSth*”

15. The Chahdryosha
,
in stamp and weight the same as the Afttibl.

16. Tho Gird is the half of the IIdhi, and has the same stamp.

17. The Dhan

3

is half a Im*I-i Jala 11.*

18. The Salhnl is the half of the *Adl-gutka.

19. The Rabl 5
is a quarter of the Aftdbl.

20. The Man, is a quarter of the Ilain, and JaldG.

21. The Half Salhni is a quarter of the ^Adhgntka.

22. Tlio Pan] is tho fifth part of the Halil.

23. The Pamlau is the fifth |*art of the Laql-i Jahlll ; on one side is

a lily/ and on the other a wild rose.

24. The Sumnl , or Ashisidd
,
is one-eighth of the Ihihi ; on one side

” Allah* akbar? ’ and on the other “ jail* jalala-h u."

25. The Kola is the sixteenth part of tho. Ilfihl. It has on both sides a

wild rose.

26. The Zara is the thirty-second part of an lldhl and lias the same

stamp as the kald.

As regards gold coins, the custom followed in the imperial mint is to

coin Ia^Ita jalafis, /Vitro*, and Mans, cadi coin for the space of a month.

The other gold wins are never stamped without special order*.

1 It hae tlus Kalina. (Kayyid Ahmad’* edition o( the .4* fa.)

* The figure, called mihrabl in

- * In Forbes’* Uciiotiary, dahan.
4 Several M»SS. read-—

1
* fiat] a quarter I laid and Jal.ili." Korl#** give* six

rupees (?).
4 Several MSS. have Jiabi. Perhaps we kHouUI write HM7.

[• L&la in Penriwt text. This it t lie common red-poppy in Afghanistan and the Punjab ,

and in Persia in nl«o applied to tho wild tulip.- P.J
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B. aOmdomt.
1. The Rdpiyo is round, and weighs eleven and one half mAdot.

It wu first introduced in the time of SJmr Kid*. Itwu perfected during

this reign, and reoeived a new stamp, on one side “ Afltt" attarr, jsB*

jdSh^," and on the other the date. Although the market price is some-

times more or less than forty dim, yet this value is always sat upon it

in the payment of salaries.

2. The Jaldia is of a square form, which was introduced during the

present reign. In value and stamp it is the same as No. 1.

8. The Darb is half a Jaldia,

4. The Cham is a quarter Jaldia.

5. The Putujlau is a fifth of the Jaldia.

6. The Aekt is the eighth part of the Jaldia.

7. The Datd ia one-tenth of the Jaldia.

8. The Raid is the sixteenth part of the JaUBd.

9. The Sdln us one-twentieth of the Jaldia.

The same fractional parts are adopted for the [round] Rdphya, which

are, however, different in form.

C. Copper Coint.

1. The Ddm weighs 5 t&kt, i.e. 1 Ida, 8 mdehat, and 7 *ur$&t ; it is

the fortieth part of the rdjriya. At first this ooin was called Paita, and also

BuUaR ; now it is known under this name (ddm). On one side the place is

given where it was struck, and on the other the date.

Fo# the purpose of calculation, the dim is divided into twenty-five

parts, each of which is called ajetal.1 This imaginary division is only used

Jby accountants.

2. The Adhda is half of a dim.

3. The Pd^dld is a quarter dim.

4. The Damn is one-eighth of a dim.

In the beginning of this reign, gold was corned to the glory of his

Majesty in many parts of the empire ; now gold coins are struck at four

places only, vis. at the seat of the government, Bengal, Ahmadahad

(Gujrit), and Kabul. Silver and copper are likewise coined in these

four places, and besides in the following ten places : Dahabas, Agra,

Ujain, Sflrat, Dihli, Patna, Kashmir, Labor, Multan, Tinfla. In twenty-

eight towns copper coins only are struck, vis. Ajmlr/Avadh, Atak, Alwar,

Bada*on, Banana, Bhakkar, Bahirah, Paten, JaunpOr, JJUandhar,

Hardwar, Ilifir, FirOsa, K&lpi, Gwaliyar, Gorakhpfir, Kalinhr,

> Often misspelt cketal. Tin test gfrm tea comet spelling.
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Lakhnau, Mandu, Nagor, Sarhiud, Siyalkot, Saronj, Sahfmwipf r,

Sarangpur, Saipbal, Qanawj, Rantanbhur.

Mercantile aiTairs in this country are mostly transacted in round

muhrs , ruyiyas, and darns.

Unprincipled men cause a great deal of mischief by rubbing down the

coins, or by employing similar methods
;
and, in consequence of the

damage done to the nation at large, his Majesty continually consults

experienced men, and from his knowledge of the spirit of the age, issues

new regulations in order to prevent such detrimental practices.

The currency underwent several changes. First, when (in the 27th

year) the reins of the government were in the hands of Kiija Todarmal, 1

four kinds of muhrs were allowed to be current
;
A. There was a hfili

JalaR, which had the name of his Majesty stamped on it, and weighed

1 tola, 1} surkhs. It was quite pure, and had a value of 400 dams. Again,

there existed from the beginning of this glorious reign, a muhr with the

imperial stamp, of which three degrees passed as current, viz. : B. This

muhr, when perfectly pure, and having the full weight of 11 vtdshas.

Its value was 360 dams. If from wear and tear it had lost in weight within

three grains of rice it was still allowed to be of the same degree, and no

difference was made. C. The same muhr, when it had lost in weight from

four to six rice grains ; its value was 355 dams. D. The same muhr,

when it had lost in weight from six to nine rice grains ; its value was

350 dams.

1 R&ja Todarmal, a Khatrl by caste, was born at Labor. He appears to have entered

Akbar’s service during the 18th year of tho emperor’s reign, when he was employed
to settle the affairs of Gujr&t. In the 19th year, we find him in Bengal in company
with Mun$im Khan; and three years later again at Gujrat. In the 27th > car he

was appointed Diwdn of the empire, when he remodelled the revenue system. After an
unsuccessful attempt on his life made by a Khatri in the 32nd year, he was sent against

the Yftsufzfiis, to avenge the death of Bir Bar. In the 34th year, old age; and sirknc*.*

obliged him to send in his resignation, which Akbar unwillingly accepted. Bet

to the banks of the Ganges, he died—or, went to hell, as Badft*oni expresses himself in the

case of Hindus—on the llth.day A.H. 998, or 10th November, 1589, the same year

in which llaja Bhagwan lifts died. Todarmal had reached the rank of a Chahurhuzuri,

or commander of Four Thousand, and was no less distinguished for his personal courage,

than his financial abilities. His eldest son Dhani, a eoniinumier of seven hundred,

was killed in the war with T’hatha.

Abft ’1-Fazl did not like Todarmal personally, but praises him for his strict integrity

and abilities; he charges him with vindictiveness of temper and bigotry. Awrangxrb
said he had heard from his father that Akbar complained of the raja's indeptndnm .

vanity, and biqoied adherence to Hinduism. Abu ’1-Fuxl openly complained of him to

Akbar; but the emperor with his usual regard for faithful services, said that lie could

not drive away an old servant. In his adherence to Hinduism, Todurmul may Ik con-

trasted with Bir Bar, who a short time before his death had liecornc a member of tie-

Divine Faith. Onco when accompanying Akbar to the ruripib, in the hurry of the

departure, Todarmal’s idols were lost ; and as he transacted no business Iwforr his daily

worship, he remained for several days without food and drink, and was at last with

difficulty cheered up by the emperor.
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Muhrs of less weight than this were considered as bullion.

Of Jlupiyas, three kinds were then current, vis. : A. one of a square form,

of pure silver, and weighing 11J mSshas ; it went under the name of

Jalala, and had a value of 40 dam. B. The round, old Akbarshahi rUpiya ,

which, when, of full weight, or even at a surkh less, was valued at

39 dam. C. The same rupees, when in weight two surkfis less, at 38 dam.

Rupees of less weight than this were considered as bullion.

Secondly
,
on the 18th Mihr of the 29th year of the Divine era, *Ajud“

’d-Daulah Amir FatUu
'llah 1 of Shirae coming at the head of affairs,

a royal order wa3 issued, that on the muhrs, as far as three grains
;
and on

the rupiyas
,
as far as six grains short weight, no account should be taken,

but that they should be reckoned of full weight. If muhrs were still less,

they should make a deduction for the deficiency, whatever their deficiency

might be ; but it was not ordered that only muhrs down to nine grains

less should be regarded as muhrs. A gain, according to the same regulation,

the value of a muhr that was one surkh deficient was put down as 355 dams

and a fraction
; and hence they valued the price of one surkh of coined

gold at the low* rate oifour dams and a fraction. According to Todarmal's

regulation, a deduction of Jive dams was made for a deficiency of one

nrkh
; and if the muhr had lost something more than the three grains,

for which he hail made no account, even if it were only \ surkh, full five

1 Amir Fatfo ’llah of Shiraz was the pupil of Khv&ja Jamalu ’d-DIn Mabmttd,
Kamal1* d-Din of Shirwan, and Mir f»hiy&/?u *d-DIn Mansur of Shirfiz. He no excelled

in all branches of natural philosophy, especially mechanics, that Abu ’1-Fa*l said of

him, “If the books of antiquity should be lost, the Amir will restore them." At the
earnest solicitations of SAdl Shfth of Bijapfir, he left Shir&z for the Dekhan. Tn A.H. 991,
after the death of 5Adi Sh&h, he was invited by Akbar, who raised him to the dignity

of a Sadr, and bestowed upon him, three ye..rs later, the title of Amin” ’l-Mulk. He
was appointed to assist Todarmal, and rendered good service in working up the old

revenue books. His title, Aminu '1-Mulk, to which Abu ’i-Fatl alludes {vide p. 28, 1. 9
of my text edition), was in the same year changed to $A\ud* *d-Dawlah , or the arm of

inpire. The Amir went afterwards to Khandesh. After his return in 997 to Akbar,
who was then in Kashmir, he was attacked with fever, of which he died. Thinking to
understand the medical a. t, he refused the advice of the famous llaklm $AU, and tried

to cure the fever by eating harJaa (ride the twenty-fourth A*lh), which caused his
death.

Xext to Abu ’-Fazl, Fay? I, and BIr Bar, the Amir was perhaps most loved by
Akbar. Several of his mechanical inventions, mentioned below, arc ascribed by
Abii'l-Fazl to Akbar himself (!). The Amir was, ho vever, on the beat terms with
Abu 'IFazl, whoso son ho instructed. According to the author of the Mir*At* 'l-SAlam,
he was “a worldly man, often accompanying the emperor on hunting parties, with
a rifle or. his shoulder, and a powder-bag in his waistband, treading down science, and
performing feats of strength which Rustam could not have performed."

It is stated by the author of the Ala^anr* U-CmarA* that according to some, the
Amir was a Sih-httza* 7, or Commander of three thousand ; btyt I do not find his name
'onong the lists of Akbar’s grandees given in the TabaqtU-i ^khari, and the last A ft

in
•f the second book of thi work. Instead of Amir Fatli“ ’llAh, we also And, especially

i’i IfuliVjnF, Sh&h Fatb" 'Hah. He lies buried on the fa^t-i Sulayman Fayyl's ode
• n his death is very fine.



ddms were subtracted
;
and for a deficiency of l& surkfus he deducted ten

dam, even if the deficiency should not be quite
1 J surkhs. By the new law

of CAfud" ’d-Dawlah, the value of a muhr was lessened by six dams and a

fraction, as its gold was worth 353 dams and a fraction only.

1

sAzud* *d-Dawlali abolished also the regulation, according to which the

value of a round rupiya had been fixed at one dam loss than the square one,

notwithstanding its perfection in weight and purity, and fixed the value of

the round rupiya, when of full weight or not less than ono surkh, at forty

dams ;
and whilst formerly a deduction of two dams was made for a

deficiency of two surkhs, they now deduct for the same deficiency only

one dam and a fraction.

Thirdly

,

when *Azudu 'd-Dawlah went to Kliandesh, the Raja

estimated the value of muhrs that had been expressed in Jalala rupees, in

round rupees
;

and from his obstinate and wrangling disposition, fixed

again the deficiencies on muhrs and rupees according to the old rates.

Fourthly
,
when Qulij Khun

8

received the charge of the government

he adopted the Rajas manner of estimating the muhrs ; but he deducted

ten dams for a deficiency in the weight of a muhr. for which the Raja

had deducted five dams ; and twenty dims for the former deduction of

ten dams ;
whilst he considered every muhr as bullion, if the deficiency

was 1| surkhs . Similarly, every rupiya

,

the deficiency of which was one

surkh, was considered as bullion.

1 For <;A/uil“ 'd-Dawlah having fixed the value of 1 surkh of coined gold at

4

ddms
and a small fraction, the value, of a muhr of full weight (11 mdnhun =11x8 <ntrj&*)

was only 11 >; 8 x (4 x n small fraction) dams, i.e., according to Abu ’1-Fafl, 358 ddma
and a fraction, instead of 300 iliims.

1 Qulij Khun is first mentioned during the 17th year of Akbar'a reign, when
he was made governor, of the Fort of Surat, which Akbar after a siege of forty-seven
days had conquered, in the 23rd year he was sent to Uujrat ; and after the death of

Shah Mansur, he was, two years later, appointed as Diiviin. in the 28th year he accom-
panied the army during the conquest of Oujriit. In the 34th year he received Sambhal
as jagir. After the death of Todarrnal, he was again appointed ns Dtutin. This is the
time to which Ahu ’IFa/.l refers. In 1002 he was made governor of Kabul, where he
has not successful/ After his removal, lie accompanied, in 1005, his son-in-law Prince
Ddnyal as Atnliq

,

or tutor, but he soon returned to Akbar. During the absence, in 1007,
of theemperor in Klruidesii, he was governor of Agru. Two years later lie was promoted
to the governorship of the Paiijfib and Kuhul. At the accession of Jahangir, he was
sent to Ciujrat, hut returned next year to the Pnnjilb, where he had to fight against
the ltawshunivyaliM. He died, at an advanced age, in 1035, or A. I). IG23-20. Abu ’l-Fa*!,

in the last A*fn of the scrou ! book, mentions him as Clmhnrhaznri, or Commander of Four
Thousand, which high rank he must have held for some time, as A’tzdmt-» Maraud

, in
his Tabaqdt-i Akfturi, mentions him as such, and as Jhtnin. When tutor to Prince Dany&l,
he was promoted to the command of Four Thousand Five Hundred. Qulij Khftn wss
a pious man, and a staunch Sunni ; he was much respected for his learning. As a poet
he ie known under the name of I ’lfuii

;

some of his verses mav be found in the con-
cluding chapter of the 7 $ Alum. The high rank which Ihe held was less due to
his talents as a statesman than to his family-connexion with the kings of Tftrtn. Of
his two sons, Mirza Kayf11 'Huh and Mirz4 llussyn Qulij, the latter is best known. [Vida
note 2 to .No. 42 of 3o. —If.)
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Lastly, his Majesty, trusting to his advisers and being occupied I v

various important affairs paid at first but little attention to this subject,

till after having received some intimation of the unsatisfactory state of this

matter, he issued another regulation, which saved the nation further

losses, and was approved of by every one, far and near. On the 26th of

Bahman, of the year 36, according to the Divine era (A.D. 1592), he adopted

the second [i.e/Azud" ’d-Dawlah] method-, with one exception namely, he

did not approve of the provision that a mulir the deficiency of which did

not exceed three, and a rupiya, the deficiency of which did not exceed sir,

surkhs
, should still be regarded as of full weight. And this regulation was

the only effectual method for preventing the fraudulent practices of

unprincipled men ; for the former regulations contained no remedy in

cases when the officers of the mint coined money of the above deficiency

in weight, or when treasurers reduced full coins to the same deficiency.

Besides, shameless thievish people made light grain weights, and used to

reduce muhrs, deficient by three grains, to six grains deficiency, whilst

they accepted muhrs six grains deficient as muhrs deficient by nine grains.

This reduction of coins being continued, large quantities of gold were

stolen, and the losses seemed never to end. By the command of his

Majesty grain weights of bdbdghuri were made, which were to bo used in

weighing. On the same date other stringent regulations were issued,

that the treasurers and revenue collectors should not demand from the

tax-payers any particular species of coins, and that the exact deficiency

in weight and purity, whatever it might be, should be taken according

to the present rate and no more. This order of his Majesty disappointed

the wicked, taught covetous men moderation, and freed the nation from

the cruelty of oppressors.

AUn 11 .

THE DIRHAM AND THE DINAR.

Having given some account of the currency of the empire, I shall add

a few particulars regarding these two ancient coins, and remark on the

value of ancient coinage.

The Dirham . or Dirham, as the word is sometimes given, is a silver coin,

the shape of which resembled that of a datc-stonfc. During the hhila/ftt

of *Umar,1 it was changed to a circular form : and in the time of Zubatjr

it was impressed with the words Allah* (God), barnhit (blessing). IMj"j

[
l Fariiff — P/|
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stamped upon it the chapter of the QurMn called Ikhlas
; and others say

that he imprinted it with his own name. Others assert, I hat *Umar was

the first who stamped an impression on dirhams
;
whilst, according to

some, Greek, Khusravitc, and Hivnvaritc dirhams were in circulation at

the time of *Abd" ’l-Malik, the son Marw.lii, by whose order Hajjaj, the

son of Yusuf, had struck dirhams. Some say that Hajjaj refined the base

dirhams
, and coined them with the words Allah* ahad (God is one), and

Allah* as-§amad (God is eternal) ;
and these dirhams were called makruha

(abominable), because God's holy name was thereby dishonoured, unless

this term be a corruption of some other name. After Hajjaj, at the time

of the reign of Yazid bin **Abd" 'I-Malik, *Umar bin Hubayrah coined in

the kingdom of ^Iraq better dirhams than Hajjaj had made ; and after-

wards Khalid bin ‘•Abd
11

’Hah Qasri, when governor of ^Iraq, made them

still finer, but they were brought to the highest degree of purity by

Yusuf son of *Umar. Again, it has been said that Mus^ab bin Zubayr was

the first who struck dirhams. Various accounts are given of their weights

;

some saying that they were of ten or nine, or six or five misqdls ; whilst

others give the weights of twenty, twelve, and ten qlrdts, asserting at the

same time that ^Umar had taken a i rham of each kind, and formed a

coin of fourteen qlrdls, being the third part of the aggregate sum. It is

likewise said that at the time of *Umar there were current several kindsof

dirhams
: first, some of eight ddngs, which were called baghVi, after Rds

baghl, who was an assay-master, and who struck dirhams by the command

of *Umar
;

l but others call them bcujhalli
,
from haghal,w ich is the name

of a village

;

2 secondly, some of four ddngs, which were called tabri ;

thirdly, some of three ddngs, which were known as maghrihi ; and lastly ,

some of one dang, named ynmnnl, the half of which four kinds*Umar is

said to have taken, as a uniform* average weight. Fa/.il of Khujand says

that in former days dirhams had been of two kinds
:

first ,
full ones of

eight and six ddngs ( 1 dang of his 2 glrdts : 1 qlrdt — 2 f/issuj
; 1 fassdj =

2 habbah ) ; and secondly, deficient ones of four ddngs and a fraction. Some

hold different opinions on this subject.

The Dinar is a gold coin, weighing one misqdl, i.o. 1 i? dirhams
,
sis they

put 1 misqdl - 0 ddngs
;

I dang - I fassdj
; 1 fassdj = 2 haltbas : 1 habba

2 jars (barley grains) : 1 jar 0 khardah (mustard -grain) ; 1 klnirdal

12 fnls ; 1 fals i» fatils : I fall fi nnqlrs
;

1 naglr : 0 qihairs \

and 1
qitmlr - 12 : :ras. Mne misqdl, by this ealeulation, would be eijiial

to 00 barley irraui-. Masqat is a wei/- used in weighing gold
; and it is

t* ill fill* ! ’‘I -i -ill.

I » .• ii.;*.i..r MsS., tie imihc of ;t kinl ./ / »M.
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ftlao the name of the coin.1 From some ancient writings it appears that

the Greek misqdl is out of use, and weighs two qirdts less than this ; and

that the Greek dirham differs likewise from others, being less in weight

by $ or $ of a misqdl.

j'in 12.

THE PROFIT OF THE DEALERS IN GOLD AND SILVER.

One round muhr of 11 nrdshas buys one tola of gold of 10 ban ; or

one tola, 2 surkhs of 9J ban
;
or 1 tola, 4 s. of 8£ ban

;
or 1 tola 0 s. of

9$ ban
; or 1 tola, 1 mdsha of 9 ban

;
and similarly, according to the same

proportion, the decrease of one ban increases the quantity of gold which a

muhr can buy by one mdsha .

The merchant buys for 100 LaH-i Jaldli nadirs 130 /. 2 m. 0J s. of Hun
gold of 8| Inns. Of this quantity 22 t. 9 m. 71 s. bum away in melting,

and mix with the hhdbi khalds, so that. 107 1. 4 m. 1 J s. of pure gold remain,

which are coined into 101 nadirs, leaving a remainder of nearly half a

tola of gold, the value of which is 4 rupees. From the khak-i khatdf are

recovered 2 /. 1 1 m. 4 s. of gold, and 1 1 /. 1 1 m. 4 J,*.
of silver, the value of

both of which is 35 rupees, 121 tangos,2 so that altogether the above-

mentioned quantity of Hun gold yields 105 mulirs 39 Rs.. and 25 dams.

This sum is accounted for as follows. First, 2 Its. 18 d. 12lj., due to the

workmen according to the rates which have been explained above

;

secondly, 5 Its. 8 d. 8 j. for ingredients
;
which sum is made up of 1 R. 4 d.

j. on account, of articles used in refining the metal, viz. 26 d. 16$ j.

dung 3
; 4 d. 20j. salon!

; 1 d. 10j. water ;
11 d. 5 j. quicksilver, and 4 Rs.

4 d. 6$ j. on account of the khdk-i khnlds (viz. 21 d. 7] j. charcoal, and

3 Rs. 22 d. pi j. lead) ; thirdly, 6 Its. 371 d., which the owners of the gold

take from the merchant, as a consideration for lending him the gold;

this item goes to the Dhvdn if the gold belongs to the exchequer;

fourthly, 100 LaH-i Jaldli mulirs, which the merchant gets in exchange for

the gold which he brought
;
fifthly

,

12 Rs. 37 d. SJ-j. which the merchant

takes as his profit.
; sixthly, 5 mulirs 12 Its. 3$ d., which go to the

exchequer. 1 According to this proportion, merchants make their profits.

Although gold is im[>ortcd into Hindustan, it is to be found in

abundance in the northern mountains of the country, as also in Tibet

1 In text “a gold coin B.)
“

• One tango 2 dtints ; nowadays one tango = 2 pais.

4 There it flight mistake ot 1$ jdats, as the several items added up give 106 m.

30 Hs. 24 d. 23Jj., but not 105 m. 30 Rs. 26 d.
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Gold may also be obtained by the Sofom-proceas from the sands of the

Ganges and Indus, and several other rivers, as most of the waters of thin

country are mixed with gold ; however, the labour and expense greatly

exceed the profit.

One Rupee buys 1 t. 0 m. 2 s. of pure silver ; hence for 960 Rs. the

merchant gets 969 t. 9 m. 4 s. of silver. Out of this quantity, 6 1. 0 m. 4$ ».

bum away in casting ingots. The remainder yields 1006 rupees, and a

surplus of silver worth 27} darn. The several items are—first, 2 Its. 22 d.

12 j., as wages for the workmen (vis. The Wrighman 6 d. 7} j., the

Chashnigir 3 d. 4} ; the Melter 6 d. 12} j. ; the Zarrab 2 Rs. 1 d. 0 j. ;

the Sikkachi 6 d. 12} j.) ; secondly, 10 d. 15 j., on account of requisites

(vis. 10 d. charcoal, and 15j. water)
;
thirdly, SO Rs, 13 d. 0j., payable to

the Divoan
;
fourthly, 950 Rs., which the merchant gets in exchange for

the silver he brought ; and fifthly, 3 Rs. 21 d. 10} j., being the profit of

the merchant. If he refines the base silver at his own house, his profit

will be much greater ; but when he brings it to be coined, his profit cannot

be so great.

Of the silver called lari and shdhi, and the other above-mentioned

baser coins, one rupee buys 1 t. 0 m. 4 «., so that 950 rupees will buy

989 i. 7 m. In the SabbSki process, 14 / 10 m. 1 s. bum away, being at the

rate of 1} t. per cent. ; and in making the ingots, 4 f. 1 1 w. 3 s. are lost in

the fire. The remainder yields 1012 rupees ; and from the khak-i kharal

3} Rs, are recoverable. The several items mo—first. 4 Rs. 27 d. 24} j.

on account of the wages of the workmen (viz. the Weighman 5 d. 7f j.

;

the Sabbdk 2 Rs. 0 d. 19j: ; the Qurxkob 4 d. 19j. ; the Chashnigir 3 d. 4j. ;

the Melter 6 d. 12} j. ; the Zarrab 2 Rs. Id.; the Sikkachi 6 d. 12} j.) ;

secondly, 5 Rs. 24 d. 15 j. for necessaries (viz. 5 Rs. 14 d. lead ; 10 d.

charcoal, and 15 j. water)
; thirdly, 50 Rs. 24 d., payable to the State

;

fourthly, 980 Rs. which the merchant receives for his silver; fifthly,

4 Rs. 29 d. his profit.1 Sometimes the merchant gets the silver cheap,

when his profit is much larger.

1044 dams buy one man of copper, i.e. at the rate of 26 d. 2\j. per ser.

Out of this quantity, one ser is burnt away in melting ; and as each ser

yields 30 dams, there are coined altogether 1170 dams, from which the

merchant takes his capital, and 18 d. 19}y. as profit, 33 d. 10j. go to the

workmen ; and 15 d. 8j, for necessaries (viz. 13 d.'Sj. for charcoal ; 1 d.

for water; and 1 d. for clay) ; 58} d. go to the state.

1 Thnt item* addad gin Ms. 1010, 20 4. 1*1 j., i little more then the «tm
BMathmed by AbQ '1-F**1 (1010 Rm. 20 d.).
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A'xn 13.

THE ORIGIN OF METALS.

The Creator by calling into existence the four elements, has raised up
wonderful forms. Fire is absolutely warm, dry, light

;
air is relatively

warm, moist, light; water is relatively cold, moist, heavy; earth is

absolutely cold, dry, heavy. Heat is the cause of lightness, and cold of

heaviness ; moistness easily separates particles, whilst dryness prevents

their separation. This wonderful arrangement calls four compounds into

existence, first ,
the asdr-i *ulavi 1

;
secondly ,, stones ; thirdly

,
plants ;

fourthly, animals. From the heat of the sun, watery particles become

lighter, mix with the air, and rise up. Such a mixture is called bukhar

(gas). From the same cause, earthy particles mix with the air, and rise up.

This 'mixture is called dukhan (vapour). Sometimes, howeveir, airy

particles mix with the earth. Several philosophers call both of the above

mixtu.es bukhar
,
but distinguish the mixture of watery particles and air

by the name of moist, or watery bukhar
t
whilst they call the mixture

of earthy particles and air dry bukhar
,
or dukham bukhar (vapour-like

gas). Both mixtures, they say, produce above the surface of the earth,

clouds, wind, rain, snow, etc. ;
and, below the surface of our earth,

earthquakes, springs, and minerals. They also look upon the bukhar

asjihc body, and upon tho dukhan as the soul of things. From a difference

in their quality and quantity, various bodies arc called into existence, as

described in books on philosophy.

Minerals arc of five kinds
: first, those which do not melt on account of

their dryness, as the ydqnt ;* secondly
,
those which do not melt, on account

of their liquidity, as quicksilver
;
thirdly, those wrhich can be melted, being

at the same time neither malleable, nor inflammable, as blue stone
;

fourthly,
those which can be melted, being, however, not malleable, but

inflammable, as sulphur
;

fifthly, those which can bo melted, and are

malleable, but not inflammable, as gold. A body is said to melt when

from the union of the inherent principles of dryness and moisture its

particles are movable ; and a body is called malleable when we can make

it extend in such a manner as to yield a longer and wider surface without,

however, cither separating a part from it or adding a part to it.

When in a mixture of bukhar with dukhan
t the former is greater in

quantity, and when, after their mixture and complete union, the heat of

the sun causes the whole to contract, quicksilver will be produced.

1 Or doings from on higk t as rain, mow, ate.
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Sinoe no part of it is destitute of dukhan, the dryness is perceptible ;

hence, on touching it, it does not affect the hand, but flees from it
; and

since its contraction was produced by heat, no warmth can dissolve it.

Again, when in a mixture of bukhar and dukhan , both arc nearly in equal

proportion, a tenacious greasy moisture is produced. At the time of

fermentation, airy particles enter, when cold causes the whole to contract.

This 'mass is inflammable. If the dukhan and the greasiness are a little in

excess, sulphur will bo produced, in colour either red or yellow, or

grey or white. If the. proportion of the dukhan is large, and that of the

grease lea*, arsenic will result, which is red and yellow. And if the

quantity of the bukhar is greater, pure, black and yellow naphtha will

arise, after the mixture gets solid. Since in all, cold was the cause

of th'o contraction, they can be melted ; and on account of the prevalence

of greasiness and tenacious moistness, they are also inflammable, though,

on account of the moistness, not malleable.

Although quicksilver and sulphur are the only component parts of

" the seven bodies ”, there arise various forms from a difference in purity,

or from peculiar circumstances of the mixture, or from a variety of the

action of the component parts on each other. Thus silver will result,

when neither of the two conqjonents mixes with earthy particles, when

they are pure and become perfectly united, and when the sulphur is white,

and less than the quicksilver. Or, when both are in equal proportions and

the sulphur red, and capable of colouring, gold will originate. Again, under

similar circumstances, if both contract after the mixture, but before a

complete union has been effected, Wirchim will be produced. This body

is also called Ahanchinl, and seems really to be raw gold
;
some say, it is

a kind of cop|>cr. Again, if only the sulphur be impure, and the quicksilver

the larger component, with an additional power of burning, copper will

result. And if. the mixture be not thorough, and the quicksilver larger,

tin will be produced ;
some say that purity of the components is essential.

If both compounds be of an inferior kind, closely mixed, and if the earthy

IMiticles of the quicksilver have a tendency of sei>arating, and the power

of burning be inherent in the sulphur, iron will result. And if under

similar conditions the intermixture tw not perfect, ami the quicksilver

quantitatively larger, lead will come into existence. These seven metals

are called the men bodies ; and quicksilver has the name of the mother of

the bodies, and sulphur, the father of the bodies. Quicksilver is also

denominated the spirit, and arsenic and sulphur the pivots of life.

Jast (pewter),1 which, according to the opinions of some, is Ruh-i

I
1 Or sine ?—P.]
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tStiffi, and resembles lead, is nowhere mentioned in philosophical books,

but there is a mine of it in Hindustan, in the territory of J&lor, which is

a dependency of the §flba of Ajmlr. Some practical mechanics 1 are of

opinion that the metal called rifdf is a silver in the state of leprosy, and

quicksilver a silver in the state of apoplexy
;
that lead is gold apoplectic

and burnt, and bronze crude gold ; and that the chemist, like the doctor,

can restore these diseased metals by the prihciples of similarity and

opposition.

Practical men form of the above seven bodies, several compounds,

used for ornaments, vessels, etc. Among them I may mention : 1. SafidrQ,

which the people of Hindustan call k'si. It is a mixture of 4 sen of copper

to 1 set of tin, melted together. 2. Riiy, 4 sere of copper to 1} sere of lead.

It is called in this country bhangdr. 3. Brass, which the HindQs call pttof,

is made in three ways
:
first, 2J sere copper to 1 ser ruA-t tdtiyd, which is

malleable, when cold ; secondly, 2 sere of copper to 1 ser of ruA-t txltiyd,

which is malleable, when heated ;
thirdly, 2 sere of copper to 1 ser of

rtlA-i tutiyd, not worked with the hammer, but by casting. 4. Sim-i

sufchta, composed of lead, silver, and bronze ; it has a black lustre, and is

used in painting. 5. Haft-josh, which, like the Kltarchim, is nowhere to be

found ; it is said to consist' of six metals. Some call it taRqSn, whilst

others give this name to common copper. 6. Ashfdhat, a compound of

eight metals, viz. the six of the haftjosh, ruh-i tutiyd, and Aflri. It is also

made of seven compounds. 7. Kaulpatr, 2 sere of safidrii, and 1 ser of

copper. It is coloured, and looks well, and belongs to the inventions of

his Majesty.1

A*%n 14.

ON SPECIFIC GRAVITY.
:

It has been said above that various compounds result from a mixture

of bu^jfir and dul&dn, which themselves consist of light and heavy

elements. Besides, bttkhdr is wet or dry ; and a complete union of the two

sets in, sometimes before and after the mixture, and sometimes in either

of these conditions. It is on this account that a compound whose fiery

and airy particles are more numerous than its watery and earthy particles

is lighter than a mineral in which there are ntdte watery and earthy

particles; and likewise, every mineral in which tfoAtf£Afir predominates

1 According to sono MSS., the Hinddr
• This plume mem* to meen the! the invention wm made et the time oI Akber.
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over the duQfin is lighter then a mineral, in which the opposite is the case.

Again, a mineral in which the oomplete onion of the fa&gr and du&bdn
has set in, is heavier than one which has not reached this degree, because

the interstioes between the particles, and the entering of %ir, make a body
large and light* Bearing this in mind, we have a means of discovering the

weight and lightness of every body. Some one,1 now long ago dead, has

expressed the weight of several bodies in verses (metre Mujtau)
:

—

Z’ rS-yijugga-yi haftSd u yak diram nmab,

Chil o shath ast, u s’ arm riy u haiht shumar,

Zdhab fad ait nub panjah u nuh, Shan ehil,

Birinj o mi* chihS o panj, nuqra panjah u char.

44
Quicksilver * is 71 ; Ray is 46 ; Tin is 38 ; Gold 100 ; Lead 69 ; Iron

40; Brass and Copper 46; Silver 64." Others have expressed the

numbers by mnemo-technical words in rhyme (metre Bamal)

Nuhfilizz-i mutawiyyH ’l hajm ra ehun bar-kathi,

IfcJjtilaf-i warn ddrad har yak-i hi ishtibah.

Zar lalcan, ribaq alam, utrub dahan, aniz hal,

Fipfa nod, ahan yak-i, mist u thabah mah, ruy mah.
41

If you weigh equal volumes of the following nine inetals, you will

doubtlessly find their different weights as follows
:
gold lakan quicksilver

alam, lead dahan, tin hal, silver nod, iron yaln, copper and brass mah,

rfty mah.” If of these nine metals, pieces be taken of equal dimensions,

their weights will be different. Some sages ascribe this variety in weight

to the difference in the qualitative constitution of the bodies, and trace to

it their lightness or heaviness, their floating or sinking in water, and their

weights as indicated by common and hydrostatic balances. Several

deep-sighted philosophers compute the weight of bodies with a reference

to water. They fill a suitable vessel with water, and throw into it 100

migqSls at each metal ; and from the quantities of water thrown out upon
the introduction of the metals', ate found the differences between them in

volume and weight. The greater the quantity of the water which 100

migqSls ofa body displace, the greater is its volume and the less its weight.

Xatr-i fariM, at Perth, a town in SijiatSn. Hi* ml mom i* Muhammad
®fdr» 4-Dtn. He ha* written • Vocabulary in. rbym*, entitled Nitib* V$fitate,
which lor cmtnrite ba* been reed in nearly every Madrata at Persia and India; tidt
Journal A*. Soe. Bryal, ior 1888, p. 7.

* We to thei epaeito
>
gravitiea at followi 1 O0U 18-36 ; Mercery IS fl ; had 11-3*8

;

8
kiS

>r

n 7-3* I Iran 7-7, for whioh number* water it unity.
Abft l-Feri take* gold at rteadard ; and amamins, ter hi* value*, 19 *8 aa it* apedfio

1387 * £mi U'** 10-40; Copptr 8-87 |7im
*
.
Th* haabte oon*onanta of the wnemo-technical word* lakan, alam, ato., reyweent

number* i thu* » + * + • - 30 + *8 + 80; n + I + m-1 + 30 + 40; etc.
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and reversely. Thus ICO m. of silver displace 9jj m.of water, and the Mine

quantity of gold, 5j m. If the weight of the water displaced by a body be

subtracted from its weight in air, its weight in water will be found. The

scales of the air-balance arc both suspended' in air
;
those of the hydro-

static balance are both on the surface of the water. As the heavier body

possesses the greater power for sinking, it will, in any case, move in the

direction of the perpendicular
;

but, if either of the two scales be on the

surface of the water, and the other in the air, the latter scale, although

perhaps the lighter, will necessarily sink, as air, being a finer substance-

than water, does not offer so much resistance. A body will sink in water

if the quantity of water displaced by it be less than the weight of the body,

and a body will float if that quantity be greater
; and if the water dis-

placed be equal to the weight of the body, its upper side will coincide with

the surface of the water. Abu Rayhdn 1 has drawn tip a table which I shall

insert here.

Quantity of water disfdaced by 100 Apparent might (weight in water) of

mi*qals of 100 migqah of
D&ng. Mi*qdl. Diinn. Tau&j.

Gold,* 5 1 2 Gold 95 4 2

Quicksilver, 7 2 1 Quicksilver 92 3 3

Lead, 8 r> 3 Lead, 91 1 3

Silver, 9 4 1 Silver, 90 1 3

11 2 3 Rwj, 88 4 3

Cojtyer, II s 3 Copper, 88 3 3

Brass, 11 4 3 Brass, 88 2 3

Iron, 12 5 2 Iron, 87 3 2

Tin 13 4 3 Tin, 86 2 3

Yaqil (light blue), 25 1 2 Ydqut (light blue), 74 4 2

Ydqut (red), . .

.

20 3 3 Ydqut (red), . .

.

74 3 3

Ruby 27 5 2 Ruby (fei*l), 72 3 2

Zumurrud, 36 2 3 Zumurrud 63 4 3

Pear), 37 1 3 Pearl 62 5 3

Lapis lazuli, 38 3 3 Lapis lazuli, 61 3 3

Cornelian, ...... 38 3 3 Cornelian, 61 3 3

Amber, 39 3 3 Amber, 60 3 3

liullur, 40 3 3 BuUut, 60 3 3

I
1

I'd

1 With tho exceptin', of Quiclc*ilv*r, Silvtr, and Y&qut (light hint), the numbers
given in the MSS., and Ihu above Hat, arc slightly wrong, bccauso the eum of the weights

of the water displaced and tho apparent weight, ought to give 100 mizg&ls (1 m. mm $ d. *

Id. .4 *')• But in most items there is sn excess of one ddng*
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The weight (in air) of the under- The weight (tn air) of the under-

mentioned metals, the volume of mentioned precious stor.es, the

100 misqals ofgold being taken as volume of 100 misqals of the blue

the unit of volume. yaqut being taken as the unit of

volume.

Mittfdl. Dtlng. Tastej. Mit/dl. Ddng. funAj.

Gold, .. 100 0 0 Yaqut (light blue). 94 3 3

Quicksilver, .

.

.. 71 1 1 Yaqut (red), 94 3 3

Lead, .. 59 2 2 Ruby, 90 2 3

Silver, .. 54 3 3 Zutnurrud, 69 3 3

Rap, .. 46 2 3 Pearls, 67 5 2

Copper, .. 45 3 3 Lapis lazuli, . .

.

65 3 2

Brass, .. 45 3 5 (?)Comelian 64 4 2

Iron, .. 40 0 0 Amber 64 3 1

Tin, .. 38 2 2 Bullur 63 3 3

4*in 15.

THE IMPERIAL HAREM.

His Majesty is a great friend of good order and propriety in business.

Through order, the world becomes a meadow of truth and reality ; and

that which is but external, receives through it a spiritual meaning. For

this reason, the large number of women 1—a vexatious question even for

great statesmen— furnished his Majesty with an opportunity to display

his wisdom, and to rise from the low level of worldly dependence to the

eminence of perfect freedom. The imperial palace and household are

therefore in the best order. •

His Majesty forms matrimonial alliances with princes of Hindustan,

and of other countries ; and secures by these ties of harmony the peaoe

of the world.

As the sovereign, by the light of his wisdom, has raised fit persons

from the dust of obscurity, and appointed them to various offices, so does

he also elevate faithful persons to the several ranks in the service of the

seraglio. Short-sighted men think of impure gold, which will gradually

turn into pure gold ;
* but the for-sighted know that his Majesty under-

stands how to use elixirs
1 and chemical processes. ' Any kind of growth

1 So according to the opinion of the philosophers of th# Middle Ages.
' Elixir* change quickly that which if worthies* into pun gold.
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will alter the constitution of a body
;
copper and iron will turn to gold f

and tin and lead to silver
;
hence it is no matter of astonishment if an

excellent being changes the worthless into men. “ The saying of the wise

is true that the eye of the exalted is the elixir for producing goodness.”

Such also are the results flpwing from the love of order of his Majesty, from

his wisdom, insight, regard to rank, his respect for others, his activity,

his patience. Even when he is angry, he does not deviate from the right

path ; he looks at everything with kindly feelings, weighs rumours well,

and is free from all prejudice
;
he considers it a great blessing to have the

good wishes of the people, and does not allow the intoxicating pleasures

of this world to overpower his calm judgment.

His Majesty has made a large enclosure with fine buildings inside,

where he reposes. Though there are more than five thousand women, he

has given to each r. separate apartment. He has also divided them into

sections, and keeps them attentive to tluir duties. Several chaste women

have been appointed as daroghas, and superintendents over each section,

and one has been selected for the duties of writer. Thus, as in the imperial

offices, everything is here also in proper order. The salaries are sufficiently

liberal. Not counting the presents, which his Majesty most generously

bestows, the women of the highest rank receive from 1610 to 1028 Rs.

per mensem. Some of the servants have from 51 to 20, others from 40 to

2 Rs. Attached to the private audience hall of the palace is a clever and

zealous writer, who superintends the expenditure of the Harem, and keeps

an account of the cash and the stores. If a woman wants anything,

within the limit of her salary, she applies to one of the Tahmldars (cash-

keepers) of the seraglio. The Tahmlddr then sends a memorandum to

the writer, who checks it, when the General Treasurer makes the payment

in cash, as for claims of this nature no cheques are given.

The writer also makes out an estimate of the annual expenditure,

writes out summarily a receipt, which is countersigned by the ministers

of the state. It is then stamped with a peculiar imperial seal, which is

only used in grams connected with the Harem, when the receipt becomes

payable. The money itself is paid by the cash-keeper of the General

Treasury to the General Talnnldar
,
who on the order of the writer of

the Ilarem, hands it over to the several Sub-Tahmldars for distribution

among the servants of the seraglio. All moneys are reckoned in their

salaries at the currant rate.1

The nside of the Ilarem is guarded by sober amt active women
; the

1 At 40 rlftm* ptffvpH.
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most trustworthy of them are placed about the apartments of his

Majesty. Outside the enclosure the eunuchs are plated ; and at a proper

distance, there is a guard of faithful Rajputs, beyondwhom are the porters

of the gates. Besides, on all four sides, there are guards of Nobles, Ahadu,

and other troops, according to their ranks.

Whenever Begams, or the wives of nobles,- or other women of chaste

character, desire to be presented, they first notify their wish to the servants

of the seraglio, and wait for a reply. From thenoe they send their request

to the officers of the palace, after which those who are eligible are

permitted to enter tho Harem. Some women of rank obtain permission

to remain there for a whole month.

Notwithstanding the great number of faithful guards, his Majesty

does not dispense with his. own vigilance, but keeps the whole in proper

order.

i*i» 16..

THE ENCAMPMENT ON JOURNEYS.1

It would be difficult to describe a large encampment ; but I shall say

something on the equipage used for hunting parties and short journeys.

1. The Qulal-bar is a grand enclosure, the invention of his Majesty,

the doors of which are made very strong, and socured with locks and keys.

It is never less than one hundred yards square.2 At its eastern end

a pavilion of two entrances is erected, containing 54 divisions, 24 yards

long and 14 broad ; and in the middle there stands a large chubin rd,ofi,
s

and round about it a sara-parda.* Adjoining to the chubin, they built up

a two-storied pavilion, in which his Majesty performs divine worship,

and from the top of which, in the morning, he receives the compliments

of tho nobility. No one connected with the seraglio enters this building

without special leave. Outside of it, twenty-four chubin ra,o(ii are erected,

10 yards long and 6 yards wide, each separated by a canvas, where the

favourite women reside. There are also other pavilions and tents for the

servants, with tSyabatu* of gold embroidery, brocade, and velvet.

Adjoining to this ir a tard-parda of carpet, 60 yards square, within whieh

a few tents are erected, the place for the Urdtirbegit,* and othet female

[
l In text YUritkt T. prjperly meant "attack, aaaault". Ydrisk-hA

to mean here " military expeditions.—P.l

* Described in the twenty-first A*t*.
4 Awnings.
1 Armec women.
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servants. Farther on up to the private audience hall, there is a fine open

space, 160 yards long and 100 yards broad, called the MahtabZ ; and on

both sides of it, a screen is set up as before described, which is supported

by poles 6 yards long, fixed in the ground at distances of two yards. The

poles are one yard in the ground, and are ornamented with brass knobs

on the top, and kept firm by two ropes, one passing inside and the other

outside of the enclosure. The guards watch here, as has been described.

In the midst of the plain is a raised platform,1 which is protected by an

awning, or Nam-ffira, supported by four poles. This is the place where his

Majesty sits in the evening, and none but those who are particularly

favoured are here admitted. Adjoining to the Gulal-bdr, there is a circular

enclosure, consisting of twelve divisions, each of thirty yards, the door of

the enclosure opening into the liiahtabi
; and in the midst of it is a

Chubtn rd,o(i, ten yards long, and a tent containing forty divisions, over

which twelve awnings are spread, each of twelve yards, and separated

by canvases.2 This place, in every division of which a convenient

closet is constructed, is called IbachB,3 which is the (ChayhtUd'i) name

used by his Majesty. Adjoining to this a Sard-parda is being put up,

160 yards in length and breadth, containing sixteen divisions, of

thirty-six square yards, the Sard-parda being, as before, sustained by

poles with knobs. In the midst of it, the state-hall is erected, by means of

a thousand carpets
;

it contains seventy-two rooms, and has an opening

fifteen yards wide. A tent-like covering, or Qalandan , made of wax-

cloth, or any other lighter material, is spread over it, which affords

protection against the rain and the sun
;
and round about it, are fifty

awnings, of twelve yards each. The pavilion, which serves as Dtrnn-i

kha$x or private audience hall, has proper doors and locks. Here the nobles

and the officers of the army, after having obtained leave through the

Bakfohh,

4 pass before the Emperor, the list of officers eligible for admission

being changed on the first of every month. The place is decorated, both

inside and outside with carets of various colours, and resembles a

beautiful flowcr-lcd. Outside of it, to a distance of 350 yards, ropes are

drawn, fastened to poles, which are set up at a distance of three

yards from each other. Watchmen are stationed about them. This is the

or public audience hall, round which, as above described,

1 Ai may be still seen in the ruins of Fathpur Nikri.

f* cvU5 **tcnl wall".— P.]

I* In text ibachki-khurnt, — p.]
4 Paymasters. The Commanding Officers were at the same time paymasters, as

they collected the rents of. the lands assigned to them for the payment of their

rontingents.







tM variousguardt are placed. At the end of this piece, et a distance of

twelve tan&bt 1 is the NaqqSra ,*and in the midst of the area the

AkSi-diya* is lighted up.

Some encampments, as just now described, are sent off, and one of

them is pat up by the Farrnslies on a piece of ground which the Mir

MantUt * have selected as an eligible spot, whilst the other camp furniture

is sent in advance, to await the approach of his Majesty. Each encamp*

ment requires for its carriage 100 elephants, 500 camels, 400 carts, and

100 bearers. It is escorted by 500 troopers, Mansiibdart,
5 Ahatlin. Besides,

there are employed a thousand FarriUJies, natives of Iran, Tarim, and

Hindustan, 500 pioneers, 100 water-carriers, 50 carpenters, tent-makers,

and torch-bearers, 30 workers in leather, and 150 sweepers.

The monthly pay of the foot varies from 240 to 130dam.

A*hi 17.

THE ENCAMPMENT OF THE ARMY.

Although his Majesty but rarely collects his armies, a large number of

troops accompany him in whatever direction an expedition may go

;

but a considerable number, in every province, arc employed on various

services, and are not allowed to follow him. On account of the crowding

of camp-followers, and the number of the troops themselves, it. would take

a soldier days to find his tent
;
and how much worse would it be for a

stranger 1 His Majesty has invented an admirable method of encamping

his troops, which is a source of much comfort to them. On an ojien ground

they pitch the imperial seraglio, the audience hall, and the S'aqiira UiSna ,

'

all occupying a space the length of which is 15:10 yards. To the right

and left, and behind, is im open space of 3(10 yards, which no one but

the guards is allowed to Otter. Within it, at a distance of 100 yards to

the left * and centre are the tents of Maryam Makiln.7 and Oulbodan

Begum, and other chaste ladies, and the tents of Prince lhtnval : to the

[' <jf a*a vU.—P.J
* A turreton the top of which the bead playe. Regarding the tanbb, r!J< the tenth

A 1in of the third book; *'

* A high pole to the top of which an immenee lamp i* fixed. ViJt p. SO.
4 Quartermaster*.
4 Grandee*.

[* Qol. M. ia said to be the centra of an army in battle array.—P-l
* Maryam ilaktinl (i.<„ dwelling with tha Vi1 gin Mary, frho together with

the wife of Pharaoh, Kliadtj*, Muhammad** fer wlft, and V<(imah, hia daughter, are

thetm ptrftrt women of tilim) ia the title of^kbar'e mother. Her name naa IJamUa
UbniBtgnm; etd«Bad*onI.*d.iltW. Ind. i, p. 4ST. (Ini adanBegem(i.«,,Lad.vRoee-body)
appear* to be the name of one of Akber'e favourite wires. [No, hia rant.- H.|
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right, those of Prince Sultan Salim, and to the left, those of Prince Sh&h

Murid. Behind their tents, at some distance, the offices and workshops

are placed, and at a further distance of 30 yards behind them, at the four

comers of the camp, the b&z&rs. The nobles are encamped without on all

sides, according to their rank.

The guards for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday encamp in the centre

;

those for Sunday and Monday, on the right ; and those for Tuesday and

Wednesday, on the left.

A*in 18.

ON ILLUMINATIONS.

His Majesty maintains that it is a religious duty and divine praise to

worship fire and light ; Burly, ignorant men consider this forgetfulness

of the Almighty, and fire-worship. But the deep-sighted know better.

As the external form of the worship of “ the select is based upon

propriety, and as people tbink the neglect of Borne sort of worship

abominable, there can be nothing improper in the veneration of that

exalted element which is the source of man’s existence, and of the duration

of his life ; nor should base thoughts enter such a matter.

How beautifully has Shaykh Sharf“ ’d-Din 4 said : "What can be done

with a man who is not satisfied with the lamp when the sun is down ?
”

Every flame is derived from that fountain of divine light (the sun), and

boars tho impression of its holy essence. If light and fire did not exist,

we should be destitute of food and medicines
;
the power of sight would be

of no avail to the eyes. The fire of the sun is the torch of God’s sovereignty.

At noon of the day, when tho sun enters the 19th degree of Aries, the

whole world being then surrounded by his light, they expose a round piece

of a white and shining stone, called in Hindi Surajkrdnt, to the rays of the

sun. A piece of cotton is then held near it, which catches fire from the

heat of the stone. This celestial fire is committed to the care of proper

persons. The lamp-lighters, torch-bearers, and cooks of the household,

use it for their offices
; and when the year has passed away in happiness,

they renew the fire. The vessel in which this fire is preserved, is called

Agingir, i.e. firc-pot.

1 The members of the Divine Fa ilk.

' This famous saint died in the beginning of the fifteenth centurv. Munair is a
town in Behir; vide Journal A*. Sot. Bengal, 1868, p. 7, 1.3, from Mow, end the
biographiee of Indian Saints in the fourth book. Hie works are to be found among
the Persian MSS. of the Society’s Library.
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There is also a shining white stone, called Cl'indrkrant
,
which, upon

being exposed to the beams of the moon, drips water.

Every afternoon, one gharl 1 before sunset, his Majesty, if riding,

alights, or, if sleeping, he is awakened. He then lays aside the splendour cf

royalty, and brings his external appearance in harmony with his heart.

And when the sun sets, the attendants light twelve white candles,2 on

twelve candlesticks of gold and silver, and bring them before his Majesty,

when a singer of sweet melodies, with a candle in his hand, sings a variety

of delightful aiiS to the praise of God, beginning and concluding with a

prayer for the continuance of this auspicious reign. His Majesty attaches

the utmost importance to praise and prayer, and earnestly asks God for

renewed light.

It is impossible to describe the beauty and various forms of the candle,

sticks and shades, and to give an account of the offices of the workmen.

Some of the candlestick? weigh ten mans and upwards, and arc adorned

with various designs
;
some single, others of two branches and more

:

they give light to the internal eve. His Majesty lias invented a candle-

stick, one yard high. Five others are placed on the top of it, and each is

adorned with the figure of an animal. White wax candles, three yards

and upwards in length, are cast for it, so that a ladder is required to snull

it. Besides there are everywhere flambeaux,3 both inside and outride, which

increase the light very much. The first, second, and third nights of every

lunar month, when there is moonlight but for a short time, eight wicks

are used ;

4 from the fourth to the tenth, they decrease one in number

every night, so that on the tenth night, when the moon is very bright, one

is sufficient
; and they continue in this state till the fifteenth, and increase

one wick every day from the sixteenth to the nineteenth. For the

twentieth night the number is the same as on the nineteenth
; on the

twenty-first and twenty-second they increase one daily
;

the twenty-

third is the same aa the twenty-second ; and from the twenty-fourth

to the last, eight wricks are lighted up. They allow for every wiek one ser

of oil, and half a ser of cotton. In some places there are fat-burners, where

grease is burnt instead of oil. The allowance varies according to the size

of the wick.

In order to render the royal camp conspicuous to those who come

from far, his Majesty has caused to be erected, in front of the Durbar,

a pole upwrards of forty yards high, which is supported by sixteen ropes :

1 One ghaji ** 24 minutes.

[* wax candles.—'P.]
* Oil-burners with several wicks are very common in India.
4 For each flambeau.
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and on the top of the pole is a large lantern, which they call Ak&s-diya.1

Its light, seen from great distances, guides the soldiers to the imperial

camp, and helps them to find their tents. In former times, before the lamp

was erected, the men had to suffer hardships from not being able to find

the road.

In this department Mansabdars, Ahadls, and other troops are

employed. The allowance of a foot soldier never exceeds 2400, and is never

less than 80 dams.

A*in 19 .

THE ENSIGNS OF ROYALTY.

The Shamsa 2 of the arch of royalty is a divine light, which God

directly transfers to kings, without the assistance of men
;
and kings are

fond of external splendour, because they consider it an image of the Divine

glory. I shall mention some of the insignia used at present.

1. The Aurang, or throne, is made of several forms
; some are inlaid

with precious stones, and others are made of gold, silver, etc. 2. The

Ckatr
,
or umbrella, is adorned with the most precious jewels, of which there

are never less than seven. 3. The Sdya-ban is of an oval form, a yard in

length, and its handle, like that of the umbrella, is covered with brocade

and ornamented with precious stones. One of the attendants holds it,

to keep off the rays of the sun. It is also called Aftdbgir. 4. The Kawkabn?

of which several are hung up before the assembly hall.

These four insignia are used by kings only.

5. The SAlam, or standard. When the king rides out, not less than

five of these are carried along with the Qdr,A wrapped up in scarlet cloth

bags. On days of festivity, and in battle, they are unfurled. 6. The

Chatrloq
,
a kind of *Alam, but smaller than it, is adorned with the tails of

Thiltttan yaks. 7. The TuimtUoq is like the Chatrloq, but longer. Both

insignia are flags of the highest dignity, and the latter is bestowed upon

great nobles only. 8. The Jhandd is an Indian flag. The Qur necessarily

contains a flag of each kind
;
but on great occasions many are displayed.

Of musical instruments used in the Naqdrahhhdm, I may mention,

1. the Kuicarya, commonly called damama ; there arc eighteen pair of

. £
1 From A kas sky, and dii/n lamp. .The Ak4sdiya is also mentioned by Bernier.
* Shrnrna is a picture of the sun affixed $o the gates or walls of the palaces of kings.

At nitrht these pictures are illuminated.
* Vide the plitcs.
4 The Qur is a collection of flags, arms, and other insignia, which follow the king

wherever lu1 goes.
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them more or less ; and they give a deep sound. 2. The naufira, twenty

pair, more or less. 3. The duhul, of which four are used. 4. The Kama 1

is made of gold, silver, brass, and other metals, and they never blow

fewer than four. 5. The surnd of the Persian and Indian kinds ; they blow

nine together. 6. The naftr, of the Persian, European, and Indian kinds

;

they blow some of each kind. 7. The sing is of brass and made in the form

of a cow's horn ;
they blow two together. 8. The sanj , or cymbal, of which

three pair are used.

Formerly the band played iouigharis before the commencement of the

night, and likewise four ghayxs before daybreak ; now they play first at

midnight, when the sun commences his ascent, and the second time at

dawn. One ghari before sunrise, the musicians commence to blow the

surnd, and wake up those that are asleep ; and one ghari after sunrise,

they play a short prelude, when they beat the kuicarga a little, whereupon

they blow the kamd, the nafir,
and the other instruments, without,

however, making use of the naqdra ; after a little pause the surnas are

blown again, the time of the music being indicated by the nafirs. One
hour later the naqdras commence, when all musicians raise “the

auspicious strain.” * After this they go through the following seven

performances. 1 . The Mursati, which is the name of a tune played by the

mnrsit
;
and afterwards the bardasht, which consists likewise of certain

tunes, played by the whole band. This is followed by a pianissimo, and

a crescendo passing over into a diminuendo : 2. The playing of the four

tunes, called ikhldtl , ibtidd*7, shirdzi, qalandari nigar lira? or nukhud

qatra, which occupies an hour. 3. The playing of the old 4 Khwarizmite

tunes. Of these his Majesty has composed more than two hundred, which

are the delight of young and old, especially the tunes Jaldlshdht, Mahdmxr
karkat (?), and the Nunrozi. 4. The swelling play of the C)mbals. 5.

IJhe playing of. Bd migun datrr. C. The passing into the tunes azfar, also

called rdh-i fxild, after which comes a pianissimo. 7. The Khwarizmite

tunes, played by the Mursil, after which he passes into tlie mursati
;

he then pauses, and commences the blessings on liis Majesty, when the

whole band strikes up a pianissimo. Then follows the reading of beautiful

sentences and poems. This also lasts for an hour. Afterwards the surnd-

* Or Karra na. (In text karnd.—P.]
1 Probably blessings on his Majesty.
* Several of these names of melodies are unclcAr, and will in all probability remain

so. Perhaps the words oafawtari, “a hermit of Shiraz,
n
belong to each other.

A itjar qatra means, behold lhi t :r. ['tuhn.dnt a kind of wandering dervish of uild
nppeu ranee.— P.

j

:

*

In t<’\l ‘ oi«J mi 1 n»
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players perform for another hour, when the whole comes to a proper

conclusion.

His Majesty has sufch a knowledge of the science of music as trained

musicians do not possess
; and he is likewise an excellent hand in per-

forming, especially on the rnqdra.

Mangabddra, Ahadls, and other troops are employed in this depart-

ment. The monthly pay of a foot-soldier does not exceed 340 and is not
less than 74 dams.

A*ln 20.

THE ROYAL SEALS.

Seals are used in the three 1 branches of the Government ; in fact every

man requires them in his transactions.2 In the beginning of the present

reign, Mawl&na Maq§Qd, the seal-engraver, cut in a circular form upon a
surface of steel, in the riqa* character, the name of his Majesty, and those

of his illustrious ancestors up to Timurlang ; and afterwards he cut

another similar seal, in the mstaftiq character, only with his Majesty's

name. For judicial transactions a second kind of seal was made, mihrdln

in form,® which had the following verse round the name of his Majesty :

—

Rost% mujib-i ri%a-yi kkudast kas nadtdam ki gum shud az rdh-i rant.

“ Uprightness is the means of pleasing God
; I never saw any one lost in

the straight road.”

Tamkin made a new seal of the second kind
;
and afterwards Mawlana

*AlI Ahmad of DihlHmproved both. The round small seal goes by the

(chagipt&
%
i) name of Vzxik, and is used forJarman- i sabtls ;

4 and the large

one, into which he cut the names of the ancestors of his Majesty, was at

first only used for letters to foreign kings, but nowadays for both. For

other orders a square seal is used, engraved with the words Allah“ Akhar

jail* jalalahii, whilst another of a peculiar stamp is used for all matters

connected with the seraglio. For the seals attached to Jarmans , another

stamp is used of various forms.

Of seal-engravers I shall mention

1. Matddnd Maq$ud of Hirat, one of the servants of Humayun, who

writes well the rlqcfi and nasia^Uq characters. The astrolabe, globes, and

1 Corresponding to the threefold d'v'aion ef the A^in-i Akbarl.

* The word muhr, a teal, means also a stamp, and generally, the signature of a man.
We sign documents. Orientals stamp their names to thorn. Sealing wax is rarely used

on acoount of the climate ; a tenacious black liouid, or the juice of the BhelA nut is pre-

ferred. [The marking-nut tree commonly called bkil&wi.—P.]
• Vide note p. 30. •

Vide the eleventh of the second book.
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various miitari

1

which he made, were much admired by people of

experience. The patronage of his Majesty perfected his art.

2. Tamkln of Kabul He was educated in his native country, and

brought his art to such a perfection as to excite the jealousy of the

preceding engraver, whom he surpassed in the nasta^Uq.

3. Mir Dost of Kabul He cuts loth the rlqa* and msta^tlq characters

in cornelian. He docs not come up to the preceding artists. His rit/Cfi is

better than his na$ta*Uq. He also understands assaying.

4. Matvldnd Ibrahim. In the art of cutting cornelians he is the pupil

of his brother Sharaf of Yazd. lie surpasses the ancient engravers
; and

it is impossible to distinguish his riqii* and uasta^tlq from the master-

pieces of the best calligraphers. He engraved the words laV jahffi, or the

glorious ruby, upon all imperial rubies of value.

5. Mankind *AU Ahmad - of Dihli who, according to all calligraphers,

stands unsurpassed as a steel-engraver, so much so that his engravings

are used as copies. His nasta^Hq is charming : but. he writes also other

characters as well. He learned the trade from his father Shaykh Husayn,

studied the manner of Mawlana Maq>ud, and eventually surpassed all.

J*7n 21.

THE FARRASH KFIAXA.

His Majesty considers this department. 3 as an excellent dwelling-

place, a shelter from heat and cold, a protector against the rain, as the

ornament of royalty. He looks upon its efficiency as one of the insignia of

a ruler, and therefore considers the care bestowed upon it as a putt of

Divine worship. The department has been much improved, both in the

quality and the quantity of the stores, and also by the introduction of new

fashions. I shall mention a few particulars as specimens for future

enquirers.

1. The Bdrgah
,
when large, is able to contain more than ten thousand

1 Copyist* take a piece a pasteboard of the same size ns the paper on which they

write. Then they draw two parallel vertical linen, each about an inch from the two
vertical sides of the pasteboard. Along these linen they make small hole;, at njual

intervals, and draw a string from first hole at the left hand to the first hole of the

right of the pasteboard. Similarly, the two second Imlcn are joined, and so on. rare licitig

taken that the horizontal strings are parallel. Thin contrivance in called wi,<'ur, from
safor, a line. The copyist t hen puts the blank sheets on the top of the thin/nr, and prrsscn

on them with the hands, when the strings will leave marks on the paper sufficiently

clear to* prevent the writer from writing crookedly.
* Nijjflm of Hir&t, in his Tabaq&t-i Akbari, mentions him among t lie centrmporaneons

Persian poets, and gives a few of his verses.

P
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people. It takes a thousand farrSshet, a week to erect with the help of

machines. There are generally two door poles, fastened with hingee.

If plain (i.e. without brocade, velvet, or gold ornaments) a bargSh costs

10,000 rupees and upwards, whilst the price of one full of ornaments is

unlimited. The price of others may be estimated from the price of a plain

one. 2. The ChStnn rawati is raised on ten pillars. They go a little into the

ground, and are of equal height, with the exception of two, which are a

little higher, os the crossbeam rests upon them. The pillars have, above

and below, a data} to keep them firm, and several rafters pass over the

ddtat and the crossbeam, the whole being kept tightly together by

clamps and bolts and nuts. The walls and the roof consist of mats. There

is one door or two ; and at the height of the lower ddtas there is a raised

platform. The inside is ornamented with brocade and velvet, and the

outside with scarlet-sackcloth,1 tied to the walls with silk tape. 3. The

Do-athiyana mamil,or house of two storeys, is raised upon eighteen pillars,

six yards in height, which support a wooden platform ; and into this,

pillars of four cubits in length are fixed with bolt and nuts, forming an

upper storey. The inside and outside are ornamented, as in the preceding.

On the march it is used by his Majesty as a sleeping apartment, and also

as a place of divine worship, where he prays to the Sun ; and hence the

building resembles a man who strives after God without forgetting his

worldly duties, whose one eye is directed to the solitude of pure devotion,

and the other eye to tl^ motley tara of the world. After the devotions are

over, the women are allowed to enter to pay their compliments, and after

them, outsiders. On journeys his Majesty inspects in this building the

rations (of the elephants, camels, etc.), which is calledjharoko,* or window.

4. The Zamindoz is a tent made of various forms, sometimes with one,

sometimes withtwo door poles
;
screens are also hung up within it, so as

to form divisions. 5. The consists of nine awnings on four pillars.

Five of the awnings are square, and four tapering ; sometimes they make

it so as to contain one division only, and four tapering ;
sometimes they

make it so as to contain one division only, supported by a single pole.

t>. The Mandat is composed of five awnings joined together, and is

supported by four poles. Four of the awnings are let down so as to form

a private room : sometimes all four are drawn up, or oho aide only is left

open. T. The Ath-khamba consists of seventeen awnings, sometimes

A trun|8J«r piece of wood fixed into the angle formed by the vertical beam am*
the cro**-b$ijh. « tvpport.

;* £*7 perhaps a scarlet broad-cloth.—P.]

;» JhawU, a small window in an upper storey, especially one in a pekoe, to obtain

a view.^p;}



separate, sometimes joined together
;
they are supported by eight poles.

8. The Khargqh is a folding tent made in various ways
; some with one,

others with two doors. 9. The »SM»»ydna-awning is made of various sins,

but never more than of twelve yards square. 10. The Qalandar'i has been

described.1 11. The SarSparda was made in former times of coarse

canvas, but his Majesty has now caused it to be made of carpeting, and

thereby improved its appearance and usefulness. 12. The Gvlabar is a

wooden screen, its parts being fastened together, like the walls of the

Khargah, with leather straps, so that it can be folded together when the

camp breaks up. The gulabftr is covered with red cloth, tied with tape.

Carpets.*

His Majesty has caused carpets to be made of wonderful varieties and

charming textures ; he has appointed experienced workmen, who have

produced many masterpieces. The gifims of Iran and Turin are no more

thought of, although merchants still import carpets from Goshkan,*

Kbuzistan, Kirman, and Sabzwnr. All kinds of carpet weavers have

settled here, and drive a flourishing trade. These are found in every town,

especially in Agra, Fathpflr and Lahor. In the imperial workshops

single gifims are made 20 gaz 7 fassujes long, and 6 gaz 1
1 J fassujes broad,

at a cost of 1810 rupees, which those who are skilled in the business

have valued at 2715 rupees.

Tabja-namais, or woollen coverlets, are brought from Kabul and

Persia,4 but are also made in this country.

It would take up too much time to describe the jajatns, shatrinjis,

balUckis, and the fine mats which look as if woven of silk.

A'ln 22.

the AbdAr eh Ana.

His Majesty calls this source of life “ the water of immortality ”, and

has committed the care of this department to proper persons. He does not

drink much, but pays much attention to this matter. Both at home and

1 Yidt p. 48.

[* In text gilfm, which it a carpet without a pile.—P.]
* Goshk&n, or Joshaq&n, a town in Clr&q-i CAjamf. halfway between Kish&n and

Tsfah&n. KbQzi*tftn h the Persian province of which Shushtar, or Shustar, it the
capital ; the ancient sVastVifMi. Kirmftn is the capital of the Persian province Kirmin,
which borders on BalhchistAn. SabxtcUr is one of the chief cities of the Persian
province Kfrurlsin, between Mashhad (Meshed) and the Caspian Sea.

i‘
A In text mktpef. Both countries are known by the na‘me( as also England

in modern times.—P.]
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on travels he drinks Ganges water. Some trustworthy persons are

stationed on the banks of that river, who dispatch the water in sealed jars.

When the court was at the capital Agra and in Fatbpur, the water came
from the district of Sorfln,1 but now * that his Majesty is in the Panjab,

the water is brought from Hardwar. For the cooking of the food, rain-

water or water taken from the Jamna and the Chanab is used, mixed with

a little Ganges water. On journeys and hunting parties, his Majesty,

from his predilection for good water, appoints experienced men as water-

tasters.

Saltpetre, which in gunpowder produces the explosive heat, is used by

his Majesty as a' means for cooling water, and is thus a source of joy for

great and small. Saltpetre is a saline earth. They fill with it a perforated

vessel, and pour some water over it, and collecting what drops through,

they boil it, clean it, and let it crystallize. One ser of water is then put into

a goglet of pewter, or silver, or any other such metal, and the mouth closed.

Then two and a half sers of saltpetre are thrown into a vessel, together with

five sers of water, and in this mixture the goglet is stirred about for a

quarter of an hour, when the water in the goglet will become cold. The

price of saltpetre varies from j to 4 mans per rupee.

Since the thirtieth year 3-of the Divine Era, when the imperial

standards were erected in the Panjab, snow and ice have come into use.

Ice is brought by land and water, by post carriages or bearers, from the

district of Panhan, in the northern mountains, about forty-five koe from

Lahor. The dealers derive a considerable profit, two to three sers of ice

being sold per rupee. The greatest profit is derived when the ice is

brought by water, next when by carriages, and least when by bearers. The

inhabitants of the mountains bring it in loads, and sell it in piles containing

from 25 to 30 sers, at the rate of 5 dami. If they have to bring it very far,

it costi.24 d. 17j. ; if the distance be an average one, 15 d.

Out of the ten boats employed for the transport of ice, one arrives

daily at the capital, each being manned by four boatmen. The ice bundles

contain from six to twelve sen, according to the temperature. A carriage

brings two loads. There are fourteen stages, where the horses are changed,

and besides,- one elephant is used. Twelve pieces of ten to four sers

arrive daily. By this kind of transport, a ser of ice costs , in winter

3 d. 21/. ; during the rains 14 d. 20j. ; in the intermediatetimeSd. 21$j.

;

1 Tho-nssrest station on the (Units fans Agnt.
» A. ft. 1596. As in 1586 fstfcpOr hsd os—

6

to bt ths ospiUl, Akbw—Mod
mostly in the Ptnjlb.

* A.D. 1666.



and in the average,1 5 d. 15}j. It it is brought by bearers, twenty-eight

men are required for the fourteen stages. They bring every day one load,

containing four parcels. In the beginning of the year, the ice costs

5 d. 19} j . ; in the middle 16 d. 2}j . ; and in the end Id d. 15$y. per ser

;

in the average,1 8} d.

All ranks use ice in summer ; the nobles use it throughout the whole

year.

A*In 23.

THE IMPERIAL KITCHEN.

His Majesty even extends his attention to this department, and has

given many wise regulations for it ; nor can a reason be given why he

should not do so, as the equilibrium of- man’s nature, the strength of the

body, the capability of receiving external and internal blessings, aqd the

acquisition of worldly and religious advantages, depend ultimately on

proper care being shown for appropriate food. This knowledge distin-

guishes man from beasts, with whom, as far as mere eating is concerned,

he stands upon the same level. If his Majesty did not possess so lofty a

mind, so comprehensive an understanding, so universal a kindness, he

would have chosen the path of solitude, and given up sleep and food

altogether ; and even now, when he has taken upon himself the temporal

and spiritual leadership of the people, the question, “ What dinner has

been prepared to-day 1
” never passes over his tongue. In the course

of twenty-four hours his Majesty eats but once, and leaves ad before he

is fully satisfied ; neither is there any fixed time for this meal, but the

servants have always things so far ready, that in the space of an hour,

ifter the order has been given, a hundred dishes are served up. The food

allowed to the women of the seraglio commences to be taken from the

kitchen in the morning, and goes on till night.

Trustworthy and experienced people are appointed to this depart*

ment ; and allgood servants attached to the court, are resolved to perform

well whatever service they have undertaken. Their head is assisted bj

the Prime Minister himself. His Majesty has entrusted to the latter th<

affairs of the state, but especially this important department. Notwith

standing all this, his Majesty is not unmindful of the conduct of the

servants. He appoints a zealous and sincere man as Mir Bakawal, or

1 The text has tartoanf, which aay mein the «NP«fc 3 but the price giwcp by
AbAl-Fesl is not on arerage. The chargee for Ice at the time of Akbar may be
compared to the prices of the present age* Here, in Calcutta, one ser of Americas
ice costs two annas, or ft rupee, i.e«, V m * dims of Akbar.
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Matter of the Kitchen, upon whose insight the tnocest of the department

depends, and gives him several upright persona as assistants. There

are also treasurers for the cash and the stores, several tasters,and a clever

writer. Ooolu from all countries prepan a great variety of dishes of all

kinds of grains, greens, meats ; also oily, sweet, and spicy dishes. Every

day such dishes an prepared as the nobles can scarcely command at their

feasts, from whioh you may infer how exquisite the dishes an which an
prepared for his Majesty.

In the beginning of the year the Sub-treasurers make out an annual

estimate, and receive the amount ; the money bogs and the door of the

store-house being sealed with the seals of the IdtrBokSwaland the writer

;

and every month a oorrect statement of the daily expenditure is drawn up,

the receipt for whioh is sealed by the same two officers, when it is entered

under the head of the expenditure. At the beginning of every quarter,1

the Diwdn-i buyutat * and the Afir Bak&wal, collect whatever they think

will be necessary ; e.g. SukMSt rice from Bharaij,* Demin rice from

Gw&liar, Jinjin rice from B&jdri and MImlah, ghi from HifSr FirUta ;

ducks,4 water-fowls, and certain vegetables from Kashmir. Patterns

are always kept. The sheep, goats, berberies,* fowls, ducks,* etc., are

fattened by the cooks ; fowls are never kept less than a month. The

slaughter-house is without the city or the camp, in the neighbourhood of

rivers and tanks, where the meat is washed, when it is sent to the kitchen

in sacks sealed by the .cooks. There it is again washed, and thrown into

the pots. The water-carriers pour the water out of their leather bags

into earthen vessel , the mouths of whioh are cw/ered with pieces of cloth,

and sealed up ; and the water is left to settle before it is used. A place is

also told off as a kitchen garden, that there may be a continual supply of

fresh greens. The Afir Bat&wal and the writer determine the price of

every eatable, whioh becomes a fixed rule ; and they sign the day-book,

the sstiipataa, the reoeipts for transfers, the list of wages of the servants,

etc., and watch every transaction. Bad characters, idle talkers, unknown

persons are never employed ; no one is entertained without a personal

security, nor is personal acquaintance sufficient.

The victuals are served up in dishes of gold and sifter, stone and

earthenware ; some of the dishes being in charge of eech-of4he Buh-

P /•*-?.}
* IimMmhI sf the atese

iMafillil l,r ' T'
t* OSii T. geese set dwfc-H -

[J
Xjyweally Ue^Urber*'|oat.—1Kf
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Bak&walt. During the time of cooking, and when the victual! an taken

oat, an awning ie spread, and lookers-on kept away. Theeook* took up
their sleeves, and the bans of their garments, and hold their hands before

their mouths and noses when the food is taken out ; the oook and the

Bakiuxd taste it, after whioh it is tasted by the Mk Bak&wal,. and

then put into the dishes. The gold and silver dishes are tied up in red

cloths, and those of copper and china in white ones. The Mk Bak&wal

attaches his seal, and writes on it the names of the oontents, whilst the

clerk of the pantry writes out on a sheet of paper a list of all vessels and

dishes, which he sends inside, with the seal of the Mir Bakawal, that none

of the dithes may be ohanged; The dishes are carried by the BakSsoals,

the cooks, and the other servants, and macebearers precede and follow,

to prevent people from approaching them. The servants of the pantry

send at the same time, in bags containing the seal of the Bakawal, various

kinds of bread, saucers of curds piled up, and small stands containing

places of pickles, fresh ginger, limes, and various greens. The servants

of the palace again taste the food, spread the table doth on the ground,

and .arrange the dishes ; and when after some time his Majesty com-

mences to dine, the table servants sit opposite him in attendance ; first,

the share of the derwishes is put apart, when his Majesty commences with

milk or curds. After he has dined, he prostrates himself in prayer. The

Mir BahSwal is always in attendance. The dishes are taken away accord-

ing to the above list. Some victuals are also kept half ready, should they

be oalled for.

The copper utensils are tinned twice a month ; those of the princes,

etc., once ; whatever is broken is given to the brasiers, who make new

ones.

A*m 24.

RECIPES FOR DISHES.

There are many dishes, but the description is difficult. I shall give

some particulars. Cooked victuals may be arranged under three heads,

first, such in whioh no meat is used, called now-a-days fiifiyana ; secondly,

such in which meat and rioe, eto., am used ;
thirdly, meats with spices.

I shall give ten recipes of each kind. .

First, 1. Zard birinj : Ids. of rice; 5 s. of sugarcandy ; 3}«. ofghi;

raisins, almonds, and pistachios, j i. of each
; J s. of salt

; fi. of fresh

ginger; 1| dim saffron, 2} mitqSls of cinnamon.,^ This will make four

ordinary dishes. 8chm make this dish with fewerepioes, and even without
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any : and instead of without meat and sweets, they prepan it also with

meat and salt. 2. KJiuskka: 10s. rice; |*. salt ; but it is made in different

ways. This will likewise give four dishes. One maund of Damira paddy

yields 26 s. of rice, of which 17 sen make a full pot
;
jinjin rice yields

22 sen. 3. Khichrl

:

Rice, mum; dal,1 and ghl 5 *. of each
;
$s. salt; this

gives seven dishes. 4. Shlrbirinj: 10's, milk; Is. rice; Is. sugarcandy;

1 d. salt; this gives five full dishes. 6. ThuR: 10 s. of wheat, ground, of

which one-third will be lost ; half of that quantity of gh! ;
10 mwqSU of

pepper ; 4 m. cinnamon ; 3| m. doves and cardamums
; $ s. salt ; some

add milk and sweetmeats : this gives four dishes. 6. Chikhl

:

10 s. of

wheat-flour, made into a paste, and washed till it is reduced to 2 s. of fine

paste. This is mixed with spices, and dressed with various kinds of meat.

1 *. ghi ; 1 *. onions ; saffron, cardmums, and cloves, £ d. of each

;

rinnamon, round pepper, and coriander Beed, 1 d. of each ; fresh ginger,

salt 3 d. of each : this gives two dishes ; some add lime juice. 7. Badin-

jdn :
5 10 s. ; li «. ghl : 32 s. onions; 1 1 . ginger and lime juice

;
pepper

and coriander seed, 6 m. of each
;

cloves, cardamums, and assafeetida,

each £ m. This gives six dishes. 8. Pahit’: For ten sere of dal of vetches

(or gram, or skinned lentils, etc.) take 2£ s. ghi
;

\s. of salt and fresh

ginger ; 2 m. cuminseed ; 1} m. assafeetida : this yields fifteen dishes.

It is mostly eaten with Khushka. 9. Sdg

:

It is made of spinach, and

other greens, and is one of the most pleasant dishes. 10*. spinach,

fennel, etc., 1| *. ghi ; 1 «. onions
; £ *. fresh ginger ; 5} m. of pepper

;

}m. of cardamums and cloves; this gives six dishes. 10. Rafted;

Flour, sugarcandy, ghi, 10 r. of each, which will give fifteen dishes ; it iB

eaten in various ways.

There are also various kinds of sugared fruits, and drinks, which I

cannot here describe.

Secondly, 1. QabuR: 10*. rice; 7*. meat; 3} *. ghl; 1 *. gram

skinned; 2 «. onions
; \ « salt; J «. fresh ginger; cinnamon, round pepper,

cuminseed, of each 1 d. ; cardamums and cloves, j d. of each ; some add

almonds and raisins : this gives five dishes. 2. Duzdbiryan. 10*. rice,

3J*. ghl; 10*. meat; } *. salt : this gives five dishes. S.Qima* Polio :

Rice and meat as in the preceding ; 4 *. ghi ; 1 ». peeled gram , 2 «.

onions
; { s. salt

; $ *. fresh ginger, and pepper ; oumirseed, carda-

mums and cloves, 1 d. of each : this gives fivadishes. 4. Skufia ; ,10 «.

meat, 3$ *. rice ; 2*. ghl; 1*. gram; 2*. onions; | «. salt ; ‘fresh

(* All tpfil pea*, pulse, lentils, votobes, ste., are called Ml.—P.)

[* AMtuife is tbs egg-plant or brinJSl.—P.J
r* Qineii pounded (or minced) meat.—P.]
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ginger ; 2 d. garlic, and round pepper, cinnamon, oardamuma, doves,

1 d. of each : this gives six dishes. 6. BughrS : 10 a. meat ; 3 a. flour

;

> \ a. ghl ; 1 s. gram ; 1} a. vinegar
; 1 «. sugarcandy ; onions, carrots,

beets, turnips, spinach, fennel, ginger, J a. of each; saffron, cloves, carda-

mums, cuminseed, 1 d. of each ; 2 d. cinnamon ; 8 m. round pepper

:

this gives twelve dishes. 6. Qtma Shurba

:

10 a. meat ; 1 s. rice ; 1 a.

ghl
; | 8. gram, and the rest as in the Shulla : this gives ten full dishes.

7. Jfarua : 10s. meat; 5 s. crushed wheat ; 2s. ghl; $ s. salt ; 2d.

cinnamon : this gives five dishes. 8. Kathk : 10 s. meat ; 5 s.. crushed

wheat ; 3 s. ghl ; 1 s. gram
; J s. salt ; 1J s. onions

; | s. ginger ; 1 d.

cinnamon ; saffron, cloves, cardamums, cuminseed, 2 m. of each : this

gives five dishes. 9. ffaltm : The meat, wheat, gram, spices, and saffron,

as in the preceding ; 1 s. ghl ; turnips, carrots, spinach, fennel, £ s. of

each : this gives ten dishes. 10. Qvtdb, which the people of Hind call

sanbusa

:

This is made in several ways. 10 a. meat ; 4 a. fine flour

;

2 s. ghl ; 1 8. onions
; £ a. fresh ginger

; £ s. Balt ; 2 d. pepper and corian-

der seed ; cardamums, cuminseed, cloves, 1 d. of each
; £ a of tvmtnaq.

fhis can be cooked in twenty different ways, and gives four full dishes.

Thirdly, 1. Biryan. For a whole Dashmandi sheep, take 2 1. salt ; 1 a.

ghl ; 2 m. saffron, cloves, pepper, cuminseed : it iB made in various ways.

2. Yakhnx 1
: for 10 8. meat, take 1 a. onions, and £ a. salt. 3. Yulma

:

A sheep is scalded in water till all the wool comes off
;

it is then prepared

like yakhnx, or any other way
;
but a lamb, or a kid, is more preferable.

4. Kabdb is of various kinds. 10 s. meat
; £ s. ghi ; salt, fresh ginger,

onions, £ t. of each ; cuminseed, coriander seed, pepper, cardamums,

cloves, 11 d. of each. 5. Mugamman : They take all the bones out of a

fowl through the neck, the fowl remaining whole
; £ s. minced meat

;

is. ghl; 5 eggs; £ s. onions; 10 at. coriander; 10m. fresh ginger;

5 m. salt ; 3 m. round pepper
; £ m. saffron. It is prepared as the pre-

ceding. 6. Dupiyaza

:

10 s. meat that is middling fat; 2 s. ghl; 2 s.

onions
; $ s. salt

; } s. fresh pepper ; cuminseed, coriander seed, carda-

mums, cloves, 1 d. of each ; 2 d. pepper : this will give five dishes. 7.

Mufanjana* sheep : 10 s. meat that is middling fat ; 2 s. ghl
; $ s. gram;

is. ginger ; 1 d. cuminseed : round pepper, cloves, cardamums, corian-

der seed, 2 d. of each ; this will give seven dishes full. It is also made of

fowl and.fish. 8. Dampukht

:

* 10 s. meat; 2 s. ghl; Is. onions; 11m.
fresh ginger ; 10 m. pepper ; 2 d. cloves ; 2 d. cardamums. 9. Qaliyy :

[' Tathni it a trrtTV or broth—P.]
[* Does thin mean fried ?]

? J)am-pukftl means cooking slowly in a vessel with its lid closed by paste.—P.]
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10 #. meat ; 2 s . gill ; 1 s. onions
; 2 d. pepper

;
cloves, cardamums, 1 d.

each
; i #. salt : this will give eight dishes. In preparing qaliya ,

the

meat is minced and the gravy rather thick, in opposition to the mutanjana.

Here in Hind they prepare it in various ways. 10. Mahfhuba\ 10 s.

meat; 10#. curds; 1#. ghl
;

1#. onions; | s. ginger; 5rf. cloves:

this will give ten dishes.

A* in 2o.

OF BREAD.

This belongs, properly speaking, to the preceding chapter. Bread is

made in the pantry. There is a large kind, 1 baked in an oven, made of

10 #. flour ; 5 s. milk ; 1 \ 8. ghl
; \ s. salt. They make also smaller ones.

The thin kind is baked on an iron plate. One ser will give fifteen, or even

more. There arc various ways of making it
;
one kind is called chapati,

which is sometimes made of /yhushka ; it tastes very well when served

hot. For the bread used at court, one man of wheat is made to yield £ m.

of fine flour ; 2 #. coarsely pounded flour
;
and the rest bran ; if this degree

of fineness be not required, the proportions are altered.

A* in 26.

THE DAYS OF ABSTINENCE. ( Sufiyana .)*

His Majesty cares very little for meat-, and often expresses himself to

that effect. It is indeed from ignorance and cruelty that, although various

kinds of food are obtainable, men are bent upon injuring living creatures,

and lending a ready hand in killing and eating them ; none seems to have

an eyefor the beauty inherent in the prevention of cruelty, but makes

himself'a tomb for animals. If his Majesty had not the burden of the

world on his shoulders, he would at once totally abstain from meat ; and

now it is his intention to quit it by degrees, conforming, however, a little

to the spirit of the age. His Majesty abstained from meat for some time

on Fridays, and then on Sundays ; now on the first day of every solar

month, on Sundays, on solar and lunar eclipses, on days between two

fasts, on the Mondays of the month of Bajab 3 on the feast-day of every

[
4 Probably a largo flat cako.— P.)
1 Living according to the manners of the Sufis.

• Akbar was born on the fifth of Hajab A.H. 049. a Sunday. This corresponds

to the 16th October, 1542. The Mondays of tit* month of Hajab were observed as

fasts, because the Sundays had been included in the list of fast days. The mem tier*

of ths Divine Faith fasted likewise during the month 6i their birth.
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solar month, daring the whole month of Farwariin,1 and during the

month in which his Majesty was born, via. the month of Abin. Again,

when the number of fast days of the month of Abdn had become equal

to the number of years his Majesty had lived, some days of the month

of Azat also were kept ad fasts. At present the fast extends over the

whole month. These fast d>ys, however, from pious motives, are annually

increased by at least five days. Should fasts fall together, they keep the

longer one, and transfer the smaller by distributing its days over other

months. Whenever long fasts are ended, the first dishes of meat come

dressed from the apartments of Maryam Makani, next from the other

begums, the princes, and the principal nobility.

In this department nobles, ahadis, and other military, are employed.

The pay of a foot soldier varies from 100 to 400 dam.

A'in 27.

STATISTICS OF THE PRICES OF CERTAIN ARTICLES.

The prices of course vary, os on marches, or during the rains, and ton

other reasons ; but I shall give here the average prices for the information

of future enquirers.

A. The spring harvest.

Wheat, per man 12 d. Safflower seed (carthamus),

Kabul gram, do. . 16 d. do. 8 d.

Black gram, do. . 8 d. Fenugreek, do. 10 i.

Lentils, do. . 12 d. Peas,* do. 6 d.

Barley, do. . 8 d. Mustard seed, do. . 12 d.

Millet, do. 6 d. Kewu, do. 7 d.

Unseed, per man . 10 d.

B. The autumnal harvest.

Mushktn, paddy per man 110 d. Jinjin rice, do. 80 d.

Sada paddy, do. . 100 d. Dakah (?) rice, do. 60 d.

•Sukhdis rice, do. ’. 100 d. Zirhl rice, do. 40 d.

Dflnaparsad rice, do. 90 d. Salhl rice, do. 20 d.

Samxlra rice, do. . 90 d. Maiq (black gram) do. . 18 d.

Shakartbim rice, d«>. 90 d. Jl 'ash (a kind of vetcli) jter

Dewzlra rice, do. . 90 d. man .... 16 d.

1 February-March ; Vr March and April ; rirfe the Unit J lin of the third

book ; Abiin .’*orr«*<pon#U to 4 Motor- Novfrob^r.
f* J/tf.’fotf? of »f'M«A«6N4 A |M'A ?-—!*.]



Moth (a kind of vetch), Lahiara, do . . 8 d.

per man . 12 d. Kodram, do. . . 7 d.

White eeeame, do. . 20 d. Jtflrf, do. . 7 d.

Alack sesame, do. . 19 d. Shamdkb (Rind. Siltcank),

T/tbiyd(akindof bean), do. 12 d. do. . • . . 6 d.

Juwlri (a kind of millet), OirTl (Hind. Kangnt), do.

.

8 d.

do. .... 10 d. Millet (Hind. china)
t
do. . 8 d.

Mdng ddl, per man . 18 d. Ml of Lentils, per man . 16 d.

Nujshpd dSl, do. . 16} d. Moth dal, do. . • 12 d.

Wheat flour, per man . 22 d. Nuhliud flour, per mart . 22 d.

Do. coarse, do. 15 d. Barley flour, do. . 11 d.

C. Vegetablet.

Fennel, per man . 10 d. Garlio flowers, per set . 1 d.

Spinach, do. . 16 d. UpalhBk, (from Kashmir)

Mint, do. 40 d. do. . ... 1 d.

Onhma, do. . 6 d. Jitu, do. 3 d.

Garlic, do. . 10 d. Ginger (green), do. h*
Turnips, do. . 21 d. Po,l, do. 1 d.

Cabbage, per ser *
. 1 d. Kachnar buds, do. . \d.

Kankaehhu, from Kash- Chuka (sorrel), do. . \d.

mir, do . . . 4 d. Bathwa, do. . \d.

Dunwretii, . 2 d. Ratsaka, do. . 1 d.

Shaqdqul (wild carrot '), do. 3 d. Chauld,l, do. id.

D. Living animali and meats.

Dashmandlsheep, yethead 6} R. Mutton, per man . 65 i.

Afghan sheep, 1st kind, do. 2 R. Goat, do. 54 d.

Do., 2nd kind, do. . 1} ft. Geese, per head . 20 d.

Do., 3rd kind, do. . 1} R. Duck, per head 1 R.

Kashmir sheep, do. 11 R. Tutjhdari (bustard),’ do. 20 i.

Hindustan! sheep, do. . l}ft. Kulang (crane),4 do. 20 d.

Berber!goat, 1st kind, do. 1 R. Jan (a kind of bustard),
i

Do., 2nd kind, do. ... \R. do. . . . « 18 d.

Turbtidltk, not turnip.—P.] r , v
f* Of wild Mrsnip ?—P.J

f TvfbSm la th« tfubar* butUrd^P.}
[• KmRn§ is the Common Crane or

44
cooltn ’V-fcj ;

. f* For cknn. In BalnrhiuUn this in the nemo ol tbw Rehere, hot tbewhrre of

tie Floman.-lVj
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Durrdj (black partridge), L&uxA* do. . 1 d.

petfood . 3 d. Kano&mk (stone curlew), '

JTo6p 1 (partridge), do. . 20 d. do. , , • « 20" di

BQdana,* do. . Id. FV&ta (ringdove), do. . 4 d.

E. Butler, Sugar, etc.

GbI, per man .105 d. Refined Sugar, per set \ 6 d.

Oil,.do. . 80 d. White sugar candy, do. . 5J d.

Milk, do. . . 25 d. White sugar, per man . 128 d.

Cards, do. .
'. 18 d. Brown sugar, do. . 56 i.

F. Spices.

Saffron, per ser .400 d. Turmeric (Hind, hold*)

Cloves, 'do. . . 60 d. do. . . . . 10 d.

Catdamums, do. . . 52 d. Coriander seed, do. ‘ 3 d.

Round pepper, do. . 17 d. Stydhdana (Hind, folaunji),

Long pepper, do. . . 16 d. do. .... 1M-
Dry ginger, do. . . 4 d. Assafcetida, do. 2 d.

Fresh do., do. . 2M- Sweet fennel, do. . 1 d.

Cnminseed, do. . 2 d. Cinnamon, do. , 40 d.

Aniseed, per ter . 2 d. Salt, per man 16 d.

O. Picklei.

Soar limes, per ter . . 6 d. Pickled bamboo, per ter 4 d.

Lemon-juice, do. . . 5 d. Do. apples, do. 8 d.

Wine vinegar . 5 d. Do. quinces, dp. . 9 d.

Sugarcane vinegar, do. . 1 d. Do. garlic, do. 1 d.

Pickled aihtartjhdr, do. . 8 d. Do. onions, do.

Mangoes in oil, do. . 2 d. Do. bddinjin (egg-plant),

Do. in vinegar, do. . 2 d. do. .... 1 d.

Lemons in oil, do. . . 2d. Dp. raisins and munaqqa*

Do. in vinegar, do. . 2 d. do. .... 8 d.

Do. in salt, do. . Tl d. Do. kachnir, do. . 2 d.

Do. in lemon-juice, do. . 3 d. Do. peaches, do. . 1 d.

Pickled ginger • Hf Do. takajna (horse-

AdartW^, do. ."Hit radish) 1 d.

Turnips in vinegar, do. . 1 d. Do. kartl budt (oapparis),

Pickled carrots, do. . J d. do. . . . w-
f
1 KM IIm Ckakor ntivM|

I* Tk# Comma* QaaC-M
[• Tkt Rock B«sk*qaaitt—P.

I
4 IkkiitM-Km ndrini ; i
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Pickled karil berriet, per ser Do. cucumbers, do. id.

Do. iBran, do. 1 d. Do. badrang,1 (gourd) do. id.

Do. mustard {d. Do. kachalU, do. . id.
Do. tori (a kind of cu* Do. radishes, do. . id.
cumber) **

i* in 28.

THE FRUITERY.

His Majesty looks upon fruits as one of the greatest gifts of the

Creator, and pays much attention to them. The horticulturists of Iranand

Tflran have, therefore, settled here, and the cultivation of trees is in a

flourishing state. Melons and grapes have become very plentiful and

excellent; and water-melons, peaches, almonds, pistachios, pomegranates,

etc., are everywhere to be found. Ever since the conquest of Kabul,

Qandahar, and Kashmir, loads of fruit are imported ; throughout the

whole year the stores of the dealers are full, and the bazars well supplied.

Muskmelons come in Beason, in Hindflstan, in the month of Farwardin

(February-Marcli),* and are plenty in Vrdtbihith (March-April).* They

are delicious, tender, opening, sweet smelling, especially the kinds called

nBthpdti, babdshayk/n, *ati»heri, alcha, barg-i nay, dUd-ickiragh, etc. They

continue in season for two months longer. In the beginning of Shanvar

(August),4 they come from Kashmir, and before they are out of season

plenty are brought from Kabul ; during the month of Asar (November),*

they are imported by the ooravans from Badakhshan, and continue to

be had during Day (December).* When they are in season in Zabulistan,

good ones also are obtainable in the Panjab ; and in Bhakkar and its

vicinity they an plentiful in season, except during the forty cold days

of winter. Various kinds of grapes an hen to be had from Kkurdad

(May) 7 to Amurdad (July),8 whilst the markets an stocked with Kashmir

grnpes during ShakrUtar.* Eight sera of grapes sell in Kashmir for one

dBm, and the ooet of the transport is two rupees per man. The Kashmiris
bring them on their backs in conical baskets, which look very curious.

Bidrtnf, sot gourd.
'* March-April.—P.]

> ApHl-May.—P.1
f* Aagskt-September.—P.l

|* November-December.—P.)
‘ D*o*»b*r-J*mury.—P.J

,
May-Jon*.—P.]

(* July-Augoct.—?.]

Perhaps a citron.—P.J



From Mikr (September) x till UrdHihut 1 grap« oome from Kttrai,

together with cherries,* which his Majesty cells ih&MlH, seedless pome-

granates, apples, pears, quinces, guavas, peaches, apricots, pMSttt, and

alUduu, etc., many of which fruits grow also in Hindflst&n. From Samar-

qand even they bring melons, pears, and apples.

Whenever his Majesty wishes to take wine, opium, or Mfendr (he osDs

the latter tdbras), the servants in charge place before him stands of fruits

;

he eats a little, but most is distributed. The fruits are marked according

to their degree of excellence : melons of the first quality ate marked with

a line drawn round the top; those of the second, with two lines; and

so on.

In this department Mcmfabd&rt, Ahadit, and other soldiers are em-

ployed ; the pay of a foot soldier varies from 140 to.100 4.

The following tables contain particulars regarding thrf names, seasons,

taste, and prices of various fruits.

A. TOrini Fruits.

ArJumg melons, 1st

quality, at 2} R.

bo., 2nd and 3rd do., at 1 to 2} A.

Kibul melons, 1st do.,at 1 to 1} R.

Do., 2nd do., at f to 1 R.

Do., 3rd do., at } to }&
Samarqsnd apples, 7 to

lfifer . 1 R.

Quipces, 10 to 30 for 1 if.

Pomegranates, per mss,

6} to . 15 R.

Guavas, 10 to 100 for 1 R.

Kabul and European

apples, 8 to 10 for . 1 R.

Kashmir grapes, per'mon 108 4.

Dates, per scr . 10 i.

Raisins (kuhmiak), do. . 9 i.

Abjosh (large raisins), do. ,9 4.

Plums, do. . .8 4.

Kttibani (dried aprioott),

per ter .8 4.

Qandahar dry grapes, do. 7 4.

Figs, per tar . .7 4.

Munaqqg,, do. . 8} d.

Jujubes, do. . 3} 4.

Almonds, without the

shell, do. . . 28 4.

Do., with do., do . . 11 4.

Pistachios, do., do.. 9 4.

ChilfjhUza 4 nuts, per ssr 8 4.

Sinjid (jujubes), do. . 6) 4.

pistachios, without'shell,

do 8 4.

Jam (nuts), do. . 4} 4.

Filberts, do. . .8 4.

Basel 4 nuts, do. . . 2\ 4.

[* September-Gotober.—P.J
* The original bu i word fods, which ie not to ho fonnd

me? be centos. [Gilds is the common nemo in Persia end la

sweet cherry.— P.]
* A town in Bode, Kfcfbin.
[• Kdihle seed of pinus Corardifthi,—P.] t

[
4 OirdgA* is properly the walnut.—P.J

in out dictionaries. It

Knshmtr for the white
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B. The need fruit* ofHindustan.

Mangoes,
,
per hundred, up Tendi, do. .

to ... 40 d. (bird .

Fine-apples, one for 4 d. Dates, per ter

Oranges,1 two for . 1 d. Angihal

Sugareanes, two for 1 d. Deli, do. .

Jaokfruks, two for 1 d. Gila . .

Plantains, do. 1 d. Bholtari, per ser

Bar, per ter . 2 d. Tarbd, two for

Pomegranates, per man, Panigdla, per ser

80 to 100 d. Lahtaura, do.

Guavas,1 two hr . 1 d. Guijtki, do .

Figs, parser. 1 d. Karakn

Mulberry, do. 2 d. Tarn .

Custard-apples,* one for

.

1 d. Banga, two for

Melons, per man . 40 d. Odfsr,* per ser

Water-melons, one 2 to 10 d. Pilfl, do.

Kkiml, per ser 4 d. Barauta

Makuwd, do. 1 d. Pigir, do. .

Dephnd, do. . 4 d.

* Th* original don not Motion th* price.

s

4 d.

*

1 d.

a

4 d.

1 d.

2 i.

1 i.

4 d.

4 d.

*

1 d.

2 d.

2 d.

*

4 d.

Mulberries and filar* are in season during spring; pine-applss,

oranges, sugarcane, ben, Writ, bkoUant, gumbkis, diphale during winder

jaclrfruits, tarhds, figs, melons, laksamrae, karakru, mahuwis, tendis,

pOdt, barauta*

,

during summer ; and mangoes, plantains, dates, <Mdt,

gHat, pomegranates, guavas, water-melons, ponigdlas, bongos,. kki. til,

piyin, during the rains.

C. 'Dried FMt*.

Oooo-nuts, om for . 4 d. Mathiai, putter . . 4 L
Dry Dates, per ser

.

. 6 d. SupgiH, do . . 8 d.

Walnuts, do. . 8 d. KmdgatUs, do. . 2 d.

ChiraunM, do. . 4 d.

Dates, walnuts, dnraunehls, and kaulgatta* are in seations during

summer, and oooo-nuts, mahhinAs, and supydris, during iwinder*

i

'JMutol) .....
• AmrU eases, bat ia Panto end locally tea in India, a paar.—l
1 dadSpsel. Th* oaatard-appie ia tili-phai.—PJ Tkeorii^nalaa

apple* are tabs had throughout the wkal* year. Tni* «MHa a nieht

TV •» naihsidto the aoxtfrait (aaehna).‘•mark
iroashout

s the next trait (

•«—PI

too in India, a pear.—P.J
ia! aayall

totaka ofthe MBS.
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D. VigttMa.
Pabeetfjpnm . 2 d. KackdlH, per eer . . 2 d.

Gourd,*one . . 2* d. Okaehinda, do. . 2 d.

BSiwydn, per ter . . ljd. SHron, do. . . 1 d.

r«nr,i, do. . . 11 d. Carrots, do. . . 1 d.

KaniM, do. . lid. Singkdro, do.1 . 3 d.

SAib, do. . lid. SSlak, do. . . . 2 d.

JVfh, do. . lid. Pinnate, do. . . 2 d.

KarUa, do. . . lid. Siydti .
e

KakOra, do. . . lid. Maseru, do. . . 3 d.

SQrane and tiy&fit are in season during summer
; palwah, gourds,

iurafr, kachalut, chackxndas, kanduru, senbt, ptAe, kantat, kakiirat, and

eingkSrae during the mine ; and carrots, tdlake, pin^ilUe, and kaeeriil,

during winter. Bidinjine are to be had throughout the year.

£. Sour Fruite.

Limes, four up to . .Id. Ohep .... *

Amalbet, do. . .Id. Bijaura, one for .8 d.

Galgal, two up to . .Id. A\da* per ter . .2d.
Limes and Mae are to be had in summer, the others during the

rains.

Fruite eomewkat oeii.

.dm&ifi, pet eer s 2 d. fowl, four up to . 1 d.

Baikal, one tor e 1 d. ffdnifi .
*

Kamrak, four up to 1 d. Pakar, per ser ; w.
iVdraiyi,* two up to S 1 d. Kami, one for . i d.

Mountain grapes . s
• Labklri *

dfnss, per eer s 1 d. Janbkiri, five up to . i d.

Phibe, do .

Karmmdi, do.

•

e

lid.

1 d.

Qarnal .
0

* Tbs sriglaal doss sot Bsnfion tbs pries.

Kemrate and udrasgit.Vare in season during winter ; om&ifts, bafhalt,

mountaimgrapes, phibos, IsMirib, during summer ; and kaite, pitan,

karnie,jdmmu, hywflr,jhaMMt, during the routs.

The fruits of Hindustan are either sweet, or subacid, or sour ; each kind

is rnimniM. Some fruits also taste well when dry ; others as above

described are used when cooked. I shall give now a few details.

piiMpkia.—P.J
Tka water*aat.~-P.]

i» Tka tnblte myrokaiam— P.)

[
4 Tka oraaga wftk dm* akin.—P.]
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The Mangoe : The Persians call this fruit Naghzak, as appears from a
verse of Khutraw.

1 This fruit is unrivalled in colour, smell, and taste

;

and some of the gourmets of TQr&n and Iran place it above muskmelona

and grapes. In shape it resembles an apricot, or a quince, or a pear, or a
melon, and weighs even one ser and upwards. There are green, yellow,

red, variegated, sweet, and subacid mangoes. The tree looks well,

especially when young ; it is larger than a walnut-tree, and its leaves

resemble those of the willow, but are larger. The new leaves appear

soon after the fall of the old ones in autumn, and look green and yellow,

orange, peach-coloured, and bright red. The flower, which opens in spring,

resembles that of the vine, has a good smell, and looks very curious.*

About a month after the leaves have made their appearance, the fruit is

sour, and is used for preserves and piokles. It improves the taste of

qcdyat (p. 64), as long as the stone has not become hard. If a fruit gets

injured whilst on the tree, its good smell will increase. Such mangoes

are called koijUds. The fruit is generally taken down when unripe, and

kept in a particular manner. Mangoes ripened in this manner are much

finer. They mostly commence to ripen during summer, and are fit to be

eaten during the rains
;

others commence in the rainy season, and are

ripe in the beginning of winter ; the latter are called Bhadiyya. Some

trees bloom and yield fruit the whole year ; but this is rare. Others

commence to ripen, although they look unripe ; they must be quiokly

taken down, else the sweetness would produce worms. Mangoes are to

be found everywherer in India, especially in Bengal, Qujrat, Malwah,

Kbandesh, and the Dekhan. They are rarer in the Panjab, where their

cultivation has, however, increased, since his Majesty made Lahor his

capital. A young tree will bear fruit after four years. They put milk

and treacle round about the tree, which makes the fruits sweeter. Some

trees yield in one year a rich harvest, and less in the next one ;
others

yield for one year no fruit at all. When many mangoes are eaten, diges-

tion is assisted by drinking milk with the kernels of the mangoe stones.

The kernels of old stones are subacid, and taste well ; when two or three

years old they are used as medicine. If a half-ripe mangoe, together with

its stalk to a length of about two fingers, be taken frqm the tree, and the

broken end of its stalk be closed with warm wax, and kept in butter,

or honey, the fruit will retain its taste for two or three months, whilst

the colour will remain even for a year.

1 VO* the fourth not* on p. 78 of my ftnh» tost edition.

[* 8kig*rf, bountiful; fan.—P.]



Pine-apple* 1 ate also oallod kaihal-i tafatl, or travelling jaciaruits,

because young plants, pot into a vessel, may be taken on travels and

will yield fruits. In colour and shape they resemble an oblong orange

;

and in taste and smell, a.mangoe. The plant is about a yard long, and

its leaveshave the shape of a hand. The edges of the leavesan like a saw.

The fruit forms at the end of the stalk and has a few leaves on its top.

When the fruit is plucked, they cut out these leaves, Separate them, and

put them singly into the ground ; they an the seedlings. Each plant

bears only once, and one fruit only.

Orange* * have the colour of saffron, and the shape of quinces. They

belong to the best fruits to be had in Hindtutin. The tree resembles the

lime tree ; its flower has a weak, but fine smell.

Sugarcane, which the Persians call Nayshakar, is of various kinds

;

one species is so tender and so full of juice, that a sparrow can make

it flow out by pecking it ; and it would break to pieces, if let fall. Sugar-

pane is either soft, or hard. The latter is used for the preparation of

brown sugarcandy, common sugar, white candy, and mfined sugar, and

thus becomes useful for all kinds of sweetmeats. It is cultivated as follows.

They put some healthy Bugarcane in a cool place, and sprinkle it daily with

water. When the sun enters the sign of Aquarius, they cut off pieces, a

cubit * and upwards in length, put them into soft ground, and cover them

up with earth. The harder the sugarcane is, the deeper they put it.

Constant irrigation is required. After seven or eight months it will,

come up.

Sugarcane is also used for the preparation of intoxicating liquor, but

brown sugar is better for this purpose. There are various ways of pre-

paring it. One way is as follows. They pound Babtil 4 bark mixing it at

the rate of ten ten to one man of sugarcane, and put three rimes as much

water over it. Then they take large jars, fill them with the mixture, and

put them into the ground, surrounding them with dry home-dung. From

seven to ten days are required to produce fermentation. It ie a sign of

perfection, when it has a sweet, but a stringent taste. When the liquor

is to be strong, they again put to the mixture some brown sugar, and

sometimes even drugs and perfumes, as ambergris, camphor, etc. They

also let meat dissolve in it. This beverage, when strained, may be used,

but it is mostly employed for the preparation of arrack.

*.JiMagb ia Us Memoir* (Tuntk-i JeMaffrf, ed. Sayjrid Afemtd. p. S) states

thattbjtoaylii at Us tiassmbs from the barboor towns held by the Portogoese.

(

* Wojok, a span.—P.J
4 A spokes of Mate, the UU of the Panjib.—P.l
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They have several methods o! distilling it
; fint, they pat the above

liquor into brass vessels, in the interior of which a cup ie put, som not to

shake, nor must the liquid flow into it. The vessels ere then covered with

inverted lids which ere fastened with clay. After pouring odd water on

the lids, they kindle the fire, changing the water as often as it gets warm.

As soon os the vapour inside reaches the cold lid, it condenses, and falls as

attack into the cup. Secondly, they close the same vessel with an earthen

pot, fastened in the same manper with clay, and fix to it two pipes, the

free ends of which have each a jar attached to them, which stands in cold

water. The vapour through the pipes will enter the jars and condense.

Thirdly, they fill on earthen vessel with the above-mentioned liquor, and

fasten to it a large spoon with a hollow handle. The end of the handle

they attach to a pipe, which leads into a jar. The vessel is covered with a

lid, which is kept full with cold water. The arrack, when condensed,

flows through the spoon into the jar. Some distil the arrack twice, when

it is oalled Duaiatha, or twice burned. It is very strong. If you wet

your hands with it, and hold them neat the fire, the spirit will burn in

flames of different colours without injuring the hands. It is remarkable

that when a vessel containing arrack is set on fire you cannot put it out

by any means ; but if you cover the vessel, the fire gets extinguished

at once.

The Jackfruil has the shape of a black-pudding,

1 looks greenish, and is

sometimes a yard long, and half a yard broad. When small, it resembles

a water-melon ; its peel is full of thorns. It grows out of the branches, the

trunk, and the roots. Those that grow below the ground are sweetest.

On opening you see round clusters, so viscous, that the fingers stick

together, when you take them out. The tree looks like a nut tree, but is

somewhat lugger and has larger leaves. The flower, like the fruit, has a

good sm^ll. The fruits are also taken down when unripe. They then

apply lime, etc., when the fruits will get ripe.

The Plantain tree looks straight like a spear ; the leaves come out of

the trunk thick and soft, and resemble an unsewn plaited ' sleeve, but are

much larger and wider. Out of the middle rises something looking like

a spindle, of a lilac ’colour; this is the bud. The fruit oonsists of a duster

of seventy to eighty plantains. In shape they resemble small cucumbers

;

the peel is easily removed. As plantains are very heavy, you cannot eat

many. There are various kinds of plantains. The plant is every year

1 Klpd the cut of s sheep stuffed with minee end rice.—P.l
• f\ might meen ironed.—P.]
1 Sttan is the eommon purple fleg-iris.—P.]
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eat down, and a stamp only is left of it : if this is not done, it will no

longer beer fruit. The vulgar believe that the plantain tree yields

camphor, bat this is wrong ; for the oamphor tree, as shell be hereafter

explained, is a different tree, although it has the same name. They also

say that pearls originate in plantain trees—another statement upon which

the light of troth does not shine.

The Mahuwd tree resembles the mangos tree ; its wood is used for

building purposes. The fruit, which is also called GHaunda, yields an

intoxicating liquor.

The Bholtiri tree is large and handsome,
1 the fruit has an Mange

colour, and resembles the jujube.

The Tarlcul tree, and its fruit, resemble the ooco-nut palm and its fruit.

When the stalk of a new leaf comes out of a branch, they cut off its end

and hang a vessel to it to receive the out-flowing juice. The vessel will

fill twice or three times a day. The juice is called tan ; when fresh it

is sweet ; when it is allowed to stand for some time it turns subaoid and

is inebriating.

The Paniyala fruit resembles the ZariSUL * and its tree the lime tree

;

the leaves are like those of the willow. When unripe the fruit is green,

and red when ripe.

The Gumbhl has a stem the branches of which are like creepers ; its

leaves and fruits, as those of the ktm&r, come from below the roots.

The Tam forms at the root ; it grows mostly in the mountains, and

weighs a man, more or less, when the creeper is a year old ; and two, when

two years old. It looks like a millstone. When older it grows larger

aooovding to the same proportion. Its leaves resemble thoee of the

watermelon.

The Piydr is like a small grape ; brownish and sweet. The inside of

the kernel is like butter, and is used in the preparation of food ; it ie

called Chiramji. Its tree is about a yard high.

The Coco-nvt is oalled by the Persians Jatm-iHindi : the tree resembles

thedate tree, but is larger ; its wood, however, looks better, and the leaves

are larger. The tree bears fruit throughout the whole year ; the fruits

ripen in three months. They are also taken down, when unripe and green,

and kept for some time. Their inside contains a cup full of milk*like juice,

which tastes well, and is very often drunk in summer, mixed with sugar.

When ripe, the fruit looks brown. The juice has now become solid, and

1 The text has here a few werda the meaning of which I do not understand.

I
1 Eardd-14 the acid apricot.—P.]

5
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gets black when mixed with butter ; it is sweet and greasy. When eaten

with pftn-leaves, it makes the tongue soft and fresh. The shell is used for

spoons, cups, and ghiehakt (a kind of violin). There are nuts having four,

three, two, and one, holes or eyes ; each kind is said to possess certain

qualities, the last being considered the best. Another kind is used for

the preparation of an antidote against poison. The nuts weigh some*

times twelve sere and upwards. The bark of the tree is used for ropes

;

the large ropes used on ships arc made of it.

Dates are called in Hindi Pind-kkajur. The tree has a short stem,

rising little above the ground, and produces from four to five hundred

fruits.

The Siipyarl, or betel nut, is called in Persian fitful. The tree is

graceful and slender, like the cypress. The wind often bends it, so that

its crown touches the ground ; but it rises up again. There are various

kinds. The fruit when eaten raw tastes somewhat like an almond, but

gets hard when ripe. It is eaten with betel leaves.

The Singhara is a triangular fruit : its ereejrer grows in tanks, and

the fruit is on the surface of the water. It is eaten raw or roasted.

The Salak grows in tanks under the earth. They go into the water

and dig it up.

The Pindalu is reared on lattice work, and grows about two yards high.

Its leaf resembles the betel lead ; they dig up the root.

The KaserQ grows in tanks. When the water gets low, they take it

out of the ground and eat it, raw or boiled.

The 8igSlt root is long and conical
;
the plant is a creeper, to whose

root the fruit is attached.

The Orange 1 has the shape of an egg. One kind is called kaghati.1

Between the peel and the fruit is a thin white membrane. The fruit is

juicy, and tastes well ; one kind is to be hod throughout the whole year.

The Amalbet is like a lime,1 and very sour. If you put a steel needle

into this fruit, the needle in a short time will dissolve ; and a white shell

when pub into its juice will soon disappear.

The Kama resembles an apple, and appears after the plant has reached

the third year. At fust the fruit is green, sour, and also somewhat bitter,

but turns afterwards yellow and bitter ; when ripe it is red and sweet.

When it is kept long, it turns green again. The tree looks like an orange

tree, but the leaves are somewhat broader, and the buds like r.ne arrows.1

[
l NSraxj, orange !—P.J

[• Lint, lias. is applied to i email green lime, with s akin as thin as
paper.—P.l

l» Pagktln-i &<lkl t- P.J
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The flower is white, and has four petals and yellow stamens. It has a floe

smell,and is used for ambergris ; but it is beyondmypower todeseribe the

prooess of the manufacture.

The Betel leaf is, properly speaking, a vegetable, but oonnoisseus call

it an excellent fruit. MlrKbiisrawofDihll,in one of his verses, says, "It is

an excellent fruit like the flowerof a garden, the finest fruit in Hindustin.”

Th>- eating of the leaf renders the breath agreeable, and repasts odorous.

It strengthens the gums, and makes the hungry satisfied, and the satisfied

hungry. I shall describe some of the various kinds. 1. The leaf called

Bilahrl is white and shining, and does not make the tongne harsh and hard.

It tastes best of all kinds. After it has been taken away from the creeper

it turns white, with some care, after a month, or even after twenty

days when greater efforts are made. 2. The Kaker leaf is white with

spots, and full, and has hard veins. When much of it is eaten, the tongue

gets hard. 3. The Jaitwar leaf does not get white, and is profitably sold

mixed with other kinds. 4. The Kapiirl leaf is yellowish, hard, and full

of veins, but has a good taste and smell, 5. The Kop&rkBnt loaf is

yellowish-green, and pungent like pepper ; it smells like camphor. Ton
could not eat more than ten leaves. It is to be had at Baniras ; but

even there it does not thrive in every soil. 6. The Bangla leaf is broad,

full, hard, plushy, hot, and pungent.

The cultivation is as follows. In the month of Chait (March-April),

about New-Year’s 1 time, they take a part of a creeper four or five fingers

long with Karhanj leaves on it, and put it below the ground. From

fifteen to twenty days after, according as leaves and knots form, a new

creeper will appear from a knot, and as soon as another knot forms, a leaf

will grow up. The creepers and new leaves form for seven months, when

the plant ceases to grow. No creeper has more than thirty leaves. As the

plant grows, they prop it with canes, and cover it, on the top and tire sides,

with wood and straw, so as to rear it up in the shade. The plant requires

continually to be watered, except during the rains. Sometimes they put

milk, sesame oil and its dregs, etc., about the plant. There are seven

kinds of leaves, known under nine names : 1. The Karhanj leaf, which

they separate for seedlings and call Pep. The new leaf is called Oajmta.

2. The Nauti leaf. 3. The Bahuti leaf. 4. The Chhlw leaf. 5. The

AdhintdS leaf. 6. The Agahniya or Lewir leaf. 7. The Karhanj leaf

itself. With the exception of the Oaiauta, the leaves are taken away from

the creeper when a month old. The last kind of leaf is eaten by some

;

[' Tha Slat March it Maw Year's Day.—P.J
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other* keep it for feeding : they consider it very excellent, bat con-

noisseurs prefer the Pefi.

A handle of 11,000 leaves was formerly called Lakdta, which name is

now given to a bundle of 14,000. Bundles of 200 are called /MoR ; a

bite is made up of In winter they turn and arrange the leaves

after four or five days ; in summer every day. From 5 to 25 leaves, and

sometimes more, are placed above each other, and displayed in various

ways. They also put some betel nut and katk 1 on one leaf, and some lime *

paste on another, and roll them up ; this is called a bird. Some put

oamphor and musk into it, and tie both leaves with a silk thread. Others

'put single leaves on plates, and use them thus. They are also prepared

as a dish.

i*in 29.

ON FLAVOURS.

As I have mentioned various kinds of food, I shall also say something

on flavours. Heat renders pungent that which is agreeable, bitter that

which is greasy, and brackish that which has the proper flavour ; eoU

makes the first acid, the second astringent, and the third tart. Astringencj

when affecting the tongue merely, is called in Arabic qabf ; and *ufufa

when affecting the whole frame. A moderate temperature renders thi

first quality greasy, the second sweet, and the last tasteless. These art

the fundamental flavours. Others count four, viz., the sweet, the bitter

the acid, the brackish . Theflavours producedbycombinations are endless

;

some have, however, names, e.g. bashd^at is a bitter and tart flavour, and

afiiqa a combination of the brackish and the bitter.

A %
in 30.

ON PERFUMES.

His Majesty is'very fond of perfumes, and encourages this department

from religious motives. The court-ball is continually scented with

ambergris, aloewood, and compositions according to ancient recipes, or

mixtures invented by his Majesty ; and incense is daily burnt in gold and

silver censers of various shapes ; whilst sweet-smelling flowers are used

1 An astringent vegetable extract eaten by the natives of India with the pin
leaf. It looks, brown, and stains the tongue ana the gums red. [Catechu f—P.]

* In Fenian china; but in Anglo- Indies, cknnhm.
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in luge quantities. Oils an also extracted from flowers, and used lor the

kin and the hair. I shall give a few recipes.

1. Santik is used for keeping the skin fresh : 1| tola# Civet ; 1 1.

Chdva

1

; 2 mdthat Chambdi essence; 2 bottles of rose-water. 2. Argtya

f i. sandalwood ; 2 1. IhUr end flfW ; 3 f. CkQwa ; 1 f. violet root, end
gehta (the seed of e plant)

j ( m. camphor ; 11 bottles of rose-water.

It is need in summer for keeping the skin cool. 3. OuIkSma

:

Pound
together 1 f. best Ambergris

; ) f. Ladan ; 2 f. beet musk ; 4 f. wood of

aloes, and 81. Iki\r-i*oWr ; and pot it intoa porcelain vessel, mix with it

a ser of the juice of the flower called Ovl-% tvrkh,* and expose it to the son,

till it dries up. Wet it in the evening with rose-water and with the extraot

of the flower called Bahdr, and pound it again on Samdq * stone. Let it

stand for ten days, mix it with the juice of the flower called Bakdr-i

Ndranj,* and let it dry. During the next twenty days, add occasionally

some juice of the black Rayhan (also called black Nazbu).i A part of this

mixture is added to the preceding. 4. Rdh-aftd, 5 «. Aloewood ; 1}#.

Sandalwood ; 1J «. Ladan ; /fair, Ltiban, DhQp (a root brought from

Kashmir), 3} t. of each ; 20 f. violet root ; 10 1. Vtkna, called in Hind.

CkhorUa : Press till it gets tenacious like syrup. To be made into discs

with four bottles of rose-water. It is burnt in censers, and smells very fine.

6. Opalna is a scented soap : 2f «. Ladan ; 1$ t. 5 i. Aloewood ; the

same quantityof Bahar-i Ndranj,*and 1| #. of its bark ; 1 #. 10 i. Sandal-

wood; 1 «. 5 i. Swribttl* called in Hind Chhar ; the same quantity

ot Vtkna; 38(1. musk; Is. it. pdcha leaves ; 36 f. apples; 111. Aw'd,

called in Hind IfofA ; B d. violet root ; 1 f. 2 m. Dhdp ; 1( f. /AcmAi (a

kind of grass); the same quantity of Zummbdd, called in Hind, fau&tir

(sernmbet) ; If. 2m. LCbdn ; 106 bottles of rose-water ; 6 bottles of

extraot of Bahdr. Pound the whole, sift it, and boil slowly in rose-water.

When it has become less moist let it dry. 6. ^Abirmdya,* 4 d. Aloewood

;

2 d. Sandalwood ; 1 d. violet root ; 3 d. Swnbul* ’trtib; 3 d. DvwHak;

4 1. musk of KJiaid (Cathay) ; 2j d. Lddan ; 7\d. Bahdr-i Ndranj. Pound

and sift, boil over a slow fire in 10 bottles of rose-water, and put it into

the shade to dry. 7. Kitka, 24 1. Aloewood ; 6$ Ladan, lAbdn, and

Sandalwood ; Iktir and Dhdp, 2 f. of each ; violet root and musk, 2 f.

;

1 This sad the following asms* of perfiaw art ospUiaod farther oa ia this

•hooter.
* Oal-i Nffl ia Psrsiaa is a pink frogrent rasa that blooms ia Sating.

-

tP.]
* Anmif (vide naif) is the hardest kind of marbU.—P.]
4 Oraage-fliewer bloom.—P.l

(* Sweet basil.—P.l
* Pfds below the twelfth lower.
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1 t. Velma', mix with BO t. refined sugar, and bail gently in two bottles of

roee-water. It ia made into dim. It smellsmj fine when burnt, and it

exhilarating. 8. Bufbflr: 1*. Aloewood and Sandalwood; $a. Lhdam;

2t. mask; 6 t. Ikrir; mix with two sera of refined sugar aad one bottle oi

rose-water over a slow fire. 9. Fattia: 6 a. Aloewood; 721. 8aadahrood;

/fcrfr and Addon, 20 t. of eaoh ; 61. Violet root; lOf.£06dn; 81. refined

sugar ; mix with two bottlea of roee-water, and make into tapers. 10.

BArjit ; la. Aloewood; 5f. Addon; 2t. mask; 2 t. Sandalwood ; It.

AOMn; it. Camphor. Then distill it like ChOua (ride below). U.«4Mr-

IMr: | a. Sandalwood ; 26 t. lhAr ; 2t.8m.mudc. Pound it, and dry it

in the shade. 12. QhasHi (a liquid soap), 36 1. Sandalwood; 17 1.

Kattil (I) 1
; 1 1. musk; It. Chiwa ; 2m. Camphor ; 2 m. Mid. Mix with

2 bottles of rose-water.

A List of Perfumes * and their Prices.

sAmbar i ashhab e , 1 to 3 Muhurs, per told.

ZoMd(oivelt) .... • i R. to 1 M., do.

Musk e 1 to 4$ Jt., do.

lignum aloes Hind. Agar • 2 R. to 1 if.,.per set.

Chdm (Distilled wood of Aloes) • t Jt. to 1 it., per tola.

Qoura* e 3 to 6 R., do.

Bhimsini Camphor . . 3 Jt. to 2 M., do.

Mid 1 to 3 R., do.

Zatfaran. . 12 to 22 Jt., per set.

Za^faran-i Kamdndi . e 1 to 3 If., do.

Zatfarin (from Kashmir) . • 8 to 12 Jt., do.

Sandalwood • . 32 to 66 Jt„ per man.

NQfe-yi tnushk e . 3f to 12 M., per set.

Kalatfbak (Calembic) e 10 to 40 R., per man.

SiUuras ..... e 3 to 8 R., pee set.

*Apibar-i LSdan • to 4 8., do.

KafUr-i China.... e 1 to 2 R., -do.

*Araq-i Fitna .... 1 to 3 Jt., per bottle.

*Anq-i Bed-i Mushk 1 to 4 R., do.

Rosewater .... $ to 1 12., do.

^Areq-i Bahar.... . 1 to 6 Jt., do.

*Anq-i Chambeti e itoiJt.,do.

Violet-root .... • J to 1 R„ pater.

1 According to com# MSS. Kanwcl.
• Moat o! the following names are explained below.
* In the text, p. 85, by mistake Kmnrah, Fids my text edition, p. 84 . »i.
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Agfir* . . 1$ to 9 X,, per mt.

Barg-i Mtf (brought from Qujrit) | to 1 £., io.

Sugandk OigaUt 10 to 18 Ft., io.

LUbSn (from Sargard Y) .... } to 8 Jl., par tola.

LBUn (other kinds) 1 to 8 A., per Mr.

Alak, Hind. ChKor ..... do.

Duwdlak, Hind. Chharila .... 8 to 4 i., do.

GeUa *

Su'd *

IkanJn *

ZuntmbSd *

• Tht original dots sot mention the prieee.

A Lift offine ttndling Flown.

1. The Sevti. Whitish ; blooms the whole year, especially towards

the end of the runs.

2. The Bholtari. Whitish ; in the rains.

3. The Chambeti. White, yellow, and bine. In the rains, and partly

hiring winter.

4. Rdy-bel. White and pale yellow. In the end ofthe hot season, and

he beginning of the rains.

B. The MongrS. Yellow. In summer.

6. The Champa. Yellow. All the year ; especially when the sun -

stands in Pisces and Aries.

7. KetkI. The upper leaves are green, the inner ones yellowish-white.

It blooms during the hot summer.

8. Kika. White. During die hot season.

9. The PMal. Brownish lilac. In spring.

10. The/titt. White and yellow, like jasmin. During the rains.

11. The Niviri. Whitish. In spring.

12. The Nargit. White. In spring*

13. The Kewara. Prom Leo to Libra.

14. The Chaita.

15. The Qvlal. In spring.

16. The Taibih Qvl&l. Whits. In winter.

17. The Singirhdr. It has small white petals. In the k-fc -sason.

18. The Violet. Violet. In the hot season

19. The Kama. White. In spring.

20. The Kefir ML
21. The Qui-i ZaSfardn. Lilac-oolou'. In autumn.
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A IAd of FUnoefi notablefor their beauty.

1. The Gvl-i AftSb. Yellow.

2. The Oul-i Kiwi. White and also bluish. In the rains.

8.

The Jtfifan. A golden yellow, or orange coloured, or greenish.

In spring.

4. The QuifKci. Of different colours, red, yellow, orange, white. In

the rains.

6. The Ratan-manjaiii. Bright red. It is smaller than jasmin. All

tiie year.

8. The KaQ. In the hot season.

7. The Seubal. Dark red. In spring.

8. The Ratan-T*Sla. Yellow. In spring.

9. The Sonzard. Yellow. In spring.

10. The Oul-i MM.
11. The Kamphil. A golden red.

12. The Kanl. In spring.

13. The Kaner. Red and white.

14. The Kaiam. Outside green ; in the middle yellow threads ; the

inside leaves white. In spring.

13. The Nig-keear. In spring.

16. The Surpan. White, with red and yellow stripes in the middle.

During the rains.

17. The Siri khanfi. Inside yellowish white, outside reddish. In

spring.

18. The Jait. Inside yellow, outside a blackish red. In the rains.

19. The Champcia. White, like orange blossoms. In spring.

20. The LSkl. It blooms in Pisces.

21. The Oul-i Karaunda. White. It is smaller than the Ghambtif,

and blooms during the rains.

22. The Dhanantar resembles the NUQfar. During the rains.

23. The Oul-i Hinni.

24. The Dupahriyi. Bright red and white. All the year.

26.

The BkOn Champi. Peach coloured.

26. The Buiarean. Yellow; it resembles the Niltfar, but is

mailer.

27. The JToityll,!. There are two kinds, red and white.

28. The Sin. Yellowish green. It is lull of stamens. In gripf
29. The j$m|. Yellow. During the tains.



On tie Preparation oftome Perfnmet.

1. *Ambar. Some ley that *Ambar grows at the bottom of the aee,

and that it is the food brought up again after eating, by various animals

living in the sea. Others say that fishes eat it and die from it, andtint it ia

taken from their intestines. According to some, it is the dung of the sea-

cow, called eSrS ; or the foam of the sea. Others again say, it trickles

from the mountains of islands. Many look upon it as marine gum

;

others whose opinion I adopt, take it to be wax. It is said that on some

mountains a great deal of honey is to be found, so much in fact that it

runs into the sea ; the wax rises to the surface, when the heat of the sun

reduces it to a solid state. As the bees collect the honey from sweet

smelling flowers, *Ambar is, naturally, aerated. Bees are also occasionally

found in it. AbH Sind thinks that there is a fountain at the bottom of

the sea, from which *Ambar rills,when it is carried by wavesto the shore.

'Author,when fresh, is moist; the heat of the sun causes it to dry up. Itis

of various colours : the white is the best, and the black is the worst

;

the middling sort is pistachio-coloured and yellow. The best kind goes

by the name of cuhkab. It feels greasy, and consists oflayers. Ifyou break

it, it looks yellowish white. The whiter, lighter, and more flexible it is

the better. Next in quality is the pistachio-coloured ^Ambar ; and the

inferior to it the yellow kind, called Kkathkhcuhl. .The black land is

bad ; it is inflammable. Greedy bazar-dealers will mix it with wax,

Mandal,and LSdan, etc. ; but not every one has recourse to such practices.

Mandal is a kind of *Ambar taken from the intestines of dead fishes; it

does not smell much.

2. LSdan is also often called *Ambar. It is taken from a tree which

grows in the confines of Qibnu (Cyprus) and QitQt (Chios) or QistQi. Itisa

moisture that settles on the leaves of the tree. When goats in grazing pass

near it, the hairs of their thighs arid the horn of their hoofs stick to it, and

the whole then dries up. Such LSdan as is mixed with goat's-hair is

oounted superior. It looks greenish, and has a good smell. But LSdan

which is mixed with horn is looked upon as inferior. Sometimes people

tie ropes round about the trees, and collect the LSdan which sticks to

them. Afterwards they boil it in water, clean it, and make it into discs.

fl. The Camphor tree is a large tree growing in the ghauts of Hindustan

and In China. A hundred horsemen and upwards may rest in the shade

of a single tree. Camphor is collected from the trunk and the branches.

Some say that during summer a large number of snakes wind themselves

round about the tree for the sake 'of its ooolness
;
people then mark such

trees by shooting an arrow into the trunks, and collect the camphor during
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the winter. Others say that camphor item are much frequented by

leoparda,1 whioh like oamphor ao much that they aeldom leave them. The

camphor within the tree looks like small bit* of Bah ; that on the outride

like resin. It often flow* from the tree on the ground,and gets,after aome

time, aolkL If there are earthquakes during the year or any other cos-

miffl disturbances, oamphor is found in large quantities.

Of the various kinds of oamphor the best is called Itibilfiy or Qayt&i.*

Atehcmgli different in name, they are the same ; for it is said that the

first camphor was found by a king of the name of KM& near Qayf&r,

whioh is a place near the island of Ceylon. According to some books, it is

white like snow ; and this is true, for I have broken it myself from the

tree. Urn Bay{ir, however, said that it was originally red and shining,

and only got white by artificial crystallisation. Whateverthe casemay be,

there is certainly a ttind of oamphor which is white in its natural state.

And of all lp"d« it is the best, the whitest, has the thinnest layers, and is

the cleanest and largest. Inferior to it is the kind called QurqOy, which

is Maekish and dirty. Still inferior is the light brown kind called Kawkaib.

The worst camphor is mixed with pieoes of wood ; it goes under the name

of JBflMr. By artificial crystallisation each kind will beoome clean and

white. In some books, oamphor in its natural state is. called JUdBm or

Btifmfim. If kept with a few barley grains, or peppercorns,* or #w£A

rifino, it will evaporate the less. The camphor whioh is made of Z%mmbSd

by miring it with other ingredients, is called CAinl os Jfoyytt-oamphor.

White Zurumb&d is finely pounded, and mixed with sour cream * of cow

or buffalo ; on tire fourth day they put fresh cream 4 to it, and beat it

with the hand till foam appears, whioh they take away. With this they

mix soma oamphor, put it into a box, and keep it for some time in the

husks ofgrains. Or, they reduoe some white stone to fine powder, mix it at

the rate of ten dirhamsof itwith two dirhamsof wax,and half a dirham of

oil of Violet, or oil of 5mt Ovl. The wax is first melted, and then mixed

with the powder, so as to form a paste. They than put it between two

atones, and make itthin and flat. When itgets cold, it looks like oamphor,

bits of whioh are mixed with it. Unprincipled men profit in this manner

by the lorn of others.

4. ZeMd (civet) is also called3M& It is a moist substance secreted

duringthe rutting seasonbyan animal which resemblesa oat, having,how-

P Tit, the chaste or kaatiae>leopsrd.->P.J
* /caftrT MoonUac to Kwoonlo. fhafSrtiaejatcla BsnetHi -1.

* lisle dealers awe a taw paesaceeeea atone ctttwwy ficsa.cf

[* Dogk hatteraeua, not ereew.—P.J
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ever, a, larger bee and month. The tabid which ia brought bom the

harbour-town of Sumatra, from the territory of' Achln, goes by the name

of Sumatra sabid, and is by far the best. The moist subetanoe itself is

yellowish white. The animal has below its tail a bag, of the sise of a small

hasel nut, in whioh there are from five to six holes. The bog may be

emptied every week or fortnight, and yields from half a fold to eight

mithat. Some civet oats beoome so tame as to keep still when thebag is

being emptied ; but in the case of most animals, they have to catch hold

of the tail and draw it through the cage when they take ont the tabid

with a shell, or by pressing gently against the bag. The price of a civet oat

variesfrom 300 to 500 Rs. The tabid of the male is better than that of

the female, because in the latter the vulva is just above the bag. When
removed, the tdbai is washed, and becomes afterwards one of the finest

perfumes. The perfume will remain a long time in the clothes, and even

on the skin. There are several ways of washing it. If the quantity be

small, they put in into a oup, or if greater, into a larger vessel, and wash

it thirty times in cold water, and three times in warm water. The latter

renders it thin and removes impurities. Then they wash it again in odd

water till it gets solid, when they wash it three times in lime juice, whioh

removes all unpleasant smell. After this, they wash it again three times

in cold water, pass it through a piece of cloth, put it into a Chin* oup, and

wash it three times in rose-water. They then smear the zabid on the

inside of the cup, keep it at night inverted in extract of CbambeR, or

RSy-bd, at SufMi gvl, or Otd-i Kama, and expose it at daytime to the

rays of the sun, covered with a piece of white cloth till all moisture goes

away. It may then be used, mixed with a little rose-water.

5. Oaura looks greyish white, but does notsmell so well as the preced-

ing. It is a moisture secreted during the rutting season by an animal

like the rivet cat, but somewhat larger. It is also brought from the

confines of Achln. The price of this animal varies from 100 to 200 Rs.

6. Mid 1 resembles the preceding, but is inferior to it. They mix it

with other substances; hence they sell it in larger quantities. The animal

which yields MU is found in various countries, and sells forfrom five to

six dims only. Some say that Mid is the dried bag of the rivet cat,

pounded and boiled in water ; the greasy substance which rises to the

surface is the Mid.

7. *Ud, or wood of Aloes, called in Hind. Agar, is the root of a tree.

Theylop it off and bury it in the earth, when whatever is bad rots, and Ike

1 v with the kaarah, a kind of parfums. JC«V* 'llug&H.



remainder u pore aloee. Some say that they do eo with the whole tree.

The statement occasionally found in some old books that the habitat of

the tree is Oentral India, is an absurdity of fanciful writers. There are

several kinds ; the best is called MandaR, and the second in quality,

JaboR or Hindi. The smell of the wood, especially that of the first kind,

is a preventive against fleas ; but some think both kinds equal in this

respeot. Of other good kinds I may mention the SamandUri ; the

QumSri, which is inferior to it; the QBqvtl, next in rank; the Bern; the

Qiifii ; and the Chinese, also called QtimQri, which is wet and sweet.

Still inferior ate the JalSli, the M&yat&qi, the LawSqi, the Kitali.
1 But

of all kinds, theMandaR is the best. The SamandUri isgrey, fatty, thick,

hard, juicy, without the slightest sign of whitishness, and burns long.

The best of all is the black and heavy ; in water it settles at the bottom,

is not fibrous, and may be easily pounded. The wood which floats is

looked upon as bad. Former kings transplanted the tree to Gujrat, and

nowadays it grows in Ch&npanlr. It is generally brought from JLchln

and Dahnisari. Nothing is known of the habitat mentioned in old books.

Aloewood is often used in compound perfumes; when eaten, it is

exhilarating. It is generally employed in incense ; the better qualities,

in form of a powder, are often used for rubbing into the skin and clothes.

8. ChQwa is distilled wood of aloes ; it is in general use. The pre-

paration is as follows : They take fine clay, mix it with cotton or rice

bran and beat it well. When properly intermixed, they take a small

bottle large enough to put a finger in, smear it all over with the day, and

letitdry. After this, they put very small pieeesof wood of aloesinto it, so

as nearly to fill the bottle. The wood must have been kept wet for a week

before. Another vessel, with a hole in the middle, is now placed on a

three-legged stand. Into this vessel, they pass the neok of the little

bottle inverted, placing a cup full of water at the bottom of the vessel

in such a manner that the mouth of the bottle reaches the surfaoe of the

water. On the top of the vessel they then put cow’s dung, and light a

gentle fire. Should flames break out they extinguish them with water.

The wood of aloes will then secrete a moisture which trickles onthe surface

of the water where it remains. This is'collected, and washed several times

with water and rose water, to take of! all smell of smoke. Thsoftensrit is

washed, aid the older it gets, the better will be the scent. It looks Mack,

although experienced people make it white. One ter of wooA alaea will

yield from two to fifteen tolas of Chflwa. Some avaricious dealer* mix

sandalwood or almonds with it, thereby to cheat people.

1 The last three semes ere tlwMnl
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8. Sandalwood it called in Hind. Chanian. The tree grows in China.

Daring the pretent reign, it hat been successfully planted inIndia, there

are three kinds, the white, the yellow, the red. Some take the red to be

more refreshing than the white ; others prefer the white. The latter is

eertainlymore cooling than the red, and the red more so then the yellow.

The best isthat which is yellow and oily ; it goes bythe name ofMaj&fafi.

Sandalwood is pounded and rubbed over the skin ; but it is also used

in other ways.

10. B$8ra» (storax) is called in Arabic Mifiah. It is the gum of a tree

that grows in Turkey. The kind which is clear is called t&yila

(liquid) ; the other kinds, Mi^ak-yi yflbisa (dry). The best kind is that

which spontaneously flows out of the trunk ; it is yellowish.

11. Kalanbak(calembic) is the wood of a tree broughtfrom ZTrbid (!)
1

:

it is heavy and full of veins. Some' betieveit to be rawwood of does.

When pounded it looks grey. They use it for compound perfumes ; and

they also make rosaries of it.

12. The MdSgfr is a tree resembling the former, only that the wood is

lighter and not veined. When pounded it looks reddish white.

13. LvbSn (frankincense) is the odorous gum of a tree which is found

inJava. Some take it to be the same as Mifah-yi yibita. When exposed

to fire it evaporates like camphor. The LubSn which the Berdans call

Kundur-i dorydfi (mastix) is a resin brought from Taman; but it is not

odorous.

14. rigfdr* 'IrfP), or soented finger nails, are called in Hind 2Vs£A, and

in Persian N.lffat** boy&. It is the house of an animal, consisting, like a

shell, of two parts. It has a sweet smell, as the animal feeds ontmM ;

it is found in the large rivers of Hindustan, Befrah, and Babrayan, the

latter being oonsidered the best. It is also found in the Bed Sea, and

many prefer it to the other kinds. It is heated in butter ; some expose it

to the fire, pound it, and mix it with other perfumes.

15. (bdellium) is a plant very common in Hindustan ;

it is used in perfumes.

Aa I have said something on perfumee, 1 shall make a few remarks on

several beautiful flowers.

1. The 5mvR resembles the flW-t Surfflb but is smaller. It has in

1 MM (ZMbld), a town near the frratlon of Bengal
[Xfca Parian fcaariaticn of the Malay Jews* aaMa, “ Wow tha wind, leeward,”

MagthaMalay naan ft* the eonuMaa and Wanda tytha lastWMMiafch-B.]
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the middle golden stamens and from four to six petals. Habitat, Oujrit

and the Dakhin.

2. (X the CtamheR there are two kinds. The Ray Chambdi has from

five to iiz petals, outside red. The Chambetl proper is smaller, end has on

the top a red stripe. Its stem is one and a halt or two yards high, and

trails over the ground. It has many long and broad branches. It flowers

from the first year.

5. The Riybd resembles the jasmin. There are various kinds ; single

and double, etc. A quintuple is very common, so that each petal might

be separated as a distinct flower. Its stem grows a yard high. The

leaves of the tree resemble those of the lime tree ; but they are somewhat

smaller and softer.

4. The Mungri resembles the Raybd. It is larger, but inferior in

perfume. It has more than a hundred petals ; the plant grows to a large

tree.

8. The Champa flower has a conical shape, of the rise of a finger,1 and

consists often petals and more, lying in folds one above the other. It has

several stamens. The tree looks gracetul, and resembles in leaf and trunk

the nut tree. It flowers after seveq years.

6. The KdkI has the form of spindle 1 of the size of a quarter of a

yard, with twelve or more petals. Its smell is delicate and fragrant. It

bears flowers in six or seven years.

7. The Kama resembles the preceding, but is more than twice as big.

The petals havethoma, As they grow on different places, they are not all

equal In the midst of the flower, there is a small branch with honey*

coloured threads, not without -smell. The flower smells even after it is

withered.. Hence people put it into clothes when the perfume remains for

a long time. The stem of the tree is above four yards high; the leaves

are like these of the maize, only longer, and triangular, with three thorns

in each comer. It flowers from the fourth year. Every year they put

new earth round about the roots. The plant is chiefly found in the

Dakhin, Gujrit, Malwah, and Bihar.

8. The Cftofta resembles a large tulip.* It consists of eighteen petals,

•six. green ones above, six others, some red, some green, some grayish

yellow, and rix white. In the midst of the flower, as in the flower called

Hametha Bah&r, there are nearly two hundred little yellow leaves, with a

red globule in the centre. The flower will remain quite fresh for five,or six

• Ufamthsasas of tho eoauzoaxed poppy, os wall ss of ths tulip.—?.]



days after haring bow plucked. It smells likethe violet. When withered,

the flower itoooked and eaten. The tree resembles the pomegranate tree

;

end its leaves look like thoee of the lime tree. It bloom* in eeven year*.

9. The Taring gvttl hu e fine smell. The peteli have the form of a
dagger. The (tern of the plant is two yards high. It flowers after four

years., They make toeariee of the flowers, whioh keep fresh for a week.

10. The BhoUari ia smaller than the jasmin; its petals are indented.

When drythe flower smells better: The tree resembles the walnut tree,

and flowers in the tenth year.

11. The Singarhar is shaped like a clove, and has an orange-coloured

stalk. The stamens look like poppy seeds. The tree resembles the pome-

granate tree, and the leaves are like the leaves of a peach tree. It flowers

in five years.

12. The Kita looks like a Oid-i tvrfch j but the plant and the leaves

are larger. It has five ora hundred petals and golden coloured stamens in

the middle. They make ^Abirmiya and an extract from it.

IS. The P&fal has five or six long petals. It gives water an agreeable

flavour and smell. It is on this account that people preserve the flowers,

mixed with day, for such times when the flower is oat of season. The

leaves and the stem are like those of a nut tree. It flowers in the twelfth

year.

14. The Juki has small leaves. This creeper winds itself round about

trees, and flowers in three years.

15. The Niwiri looks like a simple R&y-bd, but has larger petals.

The flowers are often so numerous as to oonoeal the leaves and branches of

the plant. It flowers in the first year.

16. The KafirM has five petals, and resembles the saffron fipwer.

Tins flower was brought during the present reign from Europe.

17. The ZafifarS* (saffron).
1 In the beginning of the month of

Jr&SbKtk, the saffron seeds are put into the ground, whioh hu been

carefully prepared and rendered soft After this, the field is irrigated with

rain-water. Theseed itselfis a bulb resembling garlio. The flowerappears

in the middle of the month of Jibin ; the plant is about a quarter of a

yard long ; but aooording to the difference of the soil in whioh it stands,

there ase soeeetisaes two-thirds of it above, and sometimes two-third*

belov the ground. The flower stands on the top of the staQc, and eonsists

of six petals and six stamens. Three of the six petals have a fresh Uao

colour, and stand round about the remaining three petals. The stamens

1 fUt a siafler assent ti the eefltoa travr ia the third took (IjMe Kftbal).
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are similarly placed, three of a yellow colour standing round about the

other three, which are zed. The latter yield the nitron. Yellow stamens

are often cunningly intermixed. In former times saffron was collected

by oompnlsory labour ; they pressed men daily, and made them separate

the saffron from the petals and the stamens, and gave them salt instead

of wages, a man who cleaned two pals receiving two palt of salt. At the

time of Qb&sl Shan,1 the son of (Khftjl) Chak, another custom became

general ; they gave the workmen eleven forks of saffron towers, of which

one fork was given them as wages ; and for the remaining ten they had to

furnish two Akbarshah! sen of clean, dry saffron, i.e., fortwo Akbarshahl

mam 1 of saffron flowers they had to give two sera of cleaned saffron. This

custom, however, was abolished by his Majesty on his third visit to

Kashmir, to the great relief of the people.

When the bulb has been put into the ground, it will produce flowen

for six yean, provided the soil be annually softened. For the first two

yean, the flowen will grow sparingly
;
but in the third year the plant

reaches its state of perfection. After six yean the bulbs must be taken

out; else they get rotten. They plant them again on some other place

;

and leave the old ground uncultivated for five yean.

Saffron comes chiefly from the place Panpflr, which belongs to the

district of Marar&j.* The fields there extend over nearly twelve kds.

Another place of cultivation is in the Parganah ofParaspQr, near Indrakol,

not far from Kararij, where the fields extend about a bos.

18. The AfUM (sun-flower) is round, broad, and large, has a large

number of petals, and turns continually to the sun. Its stem reaches a

height of three yards.

19. The iTamoal. There are two kinds. One opens when the sublime

Sun shines, turning wherever he goes, and closing at night; It resembles

the thiqfljiq,* but its red is paler. Its petals which are never less than

six in number, enclose yellow stamens, in the midst of which there is an

excresekftoe of the form of a cone with the base upwards, which is the

fruit, and contains the seeds. The other kind has four white petals,

opens at night, and turns itself according to the moon, but does not dose.

1 H* to th* contemporary of afe ; wUt AM 1.fh#al*«f :Mw ia U* third book. A good biography of fflW fkia Cy.lsfaand la the
bogtaidag of'tho M.^ri Siktmt. &*Un M8. tfiTVSTthTiXgtftMMy of

» On* Kaohajrl farb-8 «r« (of Akbar)-4 Kasha, ommj l KsSfc «se»-
4 Kish. *rit 1 KiiL npm7| mIi.

7

• TfcooopUoooltotothoioataof Brinogar, thnoapHai of Kaohteh i for JfaroriM
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50. The Jatfarl is • pretty, round flower, end grow* larger than.the

fsdtog. One kind has five, another a hundred petals. The latter remains

fresh for two months and upwards. The plant is of the sise of a man, and

the leaves resemble those of the willow, but are indented. It flowers in

two months.

51. The resembles thejflg&W tulip, and has a great somber of

petals. Its stem reaches a height of two yards and upwards; the leaves

look like mulberry leaves. It flowers in two years.

32. The Ratanmanjmi hasfour petals, and is smaller than the jasmin.

The tree and the leaves resemble the rSy-bel. It flowers in two years.

23. The KuH has five petals resembling a tiger’s daw. In their

midst is a yellow stamen of the shape of a tongue. The plant is very large,

and is found on every meadow ; when it flowers, it is as if a beautiful

fire surrounded the scenery.

24. The Kmtr remains a long time in bloom. It looks well, but it is

poisonous. Whoever puts it on bis head is sure to fall in battle.1 It has

mostly five petals. The branches are full of the flowers ; the plant itself

grows to a height of two yards. It flowers in the first year.

25. The Kadam resembles a tumtyha * (a royal cap). Hie leaves are

like those of the walnut tree, which the whole tree resembles.

26. The NSg burnt, like the Ovl-i tvrjsh, has five petals and is full of

fine stamens. It resembles the walnut tree in the leaves and the stem;

and flowers in seven years.

27. The Surpan resembles the sesame flower, and has yellow stamens

in the middle. The stem resembles the Hinnd plant, and the leaves those

of the willow.

28. The Siikcmitt is like the Chambdf, but smaller. It flowers in

two years.

29. The Hinma has four petals, and resembles the flower called

N&fcarmin. Different plants have often flowers of a different colour.

30. The Dupahriyd is roundusd small, and looks like the flower oaDed

Htmuka-bakHr. It opens at noon. The stem is about two yards high.

31. The BkOn dump* resembles the tfOOfar, and has five petals.

The stem is about a span long. It grows on such plaoes as are periodically

under water. Oooarionally a plant is found above the water.

88. The Bwianm resembles the R&y-M, and has yellow threads

inside. The stem looks like that of the BiUon* flower.

[* Mi\ y sal s*ts MtMfUd la goowolo T—P.]
£* TVmdoto toothy surYtvae in taeienos of sheet's hoed.—-P.l
[* SSmiTIi property tho lag*Ma—P.)
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S3. SenbalhM five petals, each ten fingers long, and three fingers broad.

34. The Ratanmala is round and small. Its juice, boiled and

mixed with vitriol and tmfatfar,1 furnishes a fast dye for stuffs. Butter,

sesame, oil, are also boiled together with the root of the plant, when the

mixture becomes a purple dye.

35. The SOnxard resembles the jasmin, but is a little larger, and has

from five to six petals. The stem is like that of the ChambeK. It flowers

in two years.

86. The Maffi is like the ChumheK, but smaller. In the middle there

are little stamens looking like poppyseed. It flowers in two years more or

less.

87. The KmrU has three small petals. It flowers luxuriantly, and

looks very well. The flower is also boiled and eaten ; they also make

pioldes of it.

88. The Jait plant grows to a large tree ; its leaves look like

Tamarind leaves.

39. The Chanpaia is like a nosegay. The leaves of the plant are like

walnut leaves. It flowers in two years. The bark of the plant, when

boiled in water, makes the water red. It grows ohiefly in the hills ; its

wood burns bright like k candle.

40. The LSki has a stem one and a half yards high. The branches

before the flowers appear are made into a dish, which is eaten with bread.

When camels feed on this plant they get fat and unruly.

41. The Karaunda resembles the JiM flower.

42. The Dhatumtar resembles the NUifar, and looks very well. It is

aoreeper.

43. The Sinu flower oonsists of silk-like threads, and resembles a

tumigha. It sends its fragrance to a great distance. It is the king of the

trees, although theHindus rather worship the Pipal and Bar1 trees. The

tree grows very large; its wood is used in building. Within the stem the

wood if black, and resists the stroke of the axe.

44. The KtmgU/thas five petals, each four fingers long, and lodes very

beautiful. Each branch pcoduoeo only one flower.

45. The San (hemp) looks like a nosegay. The leaves of the plant

resemble those of the Chmtr.* Of the bark of the plant strong ropes are

made. One kind of this plant bears a flower like the octtoatsie, and is

called Pof-MH. It makes a very soft rope.

*•]
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It i* rally too difficult for mo, ignorant as I am, to give a description

of the flowers of this country : I have mentioned a few for thoee who wish

to know something about them. Then an also found many flowers

of lrin and Tflrin, as the Gvl-i ntrkk, the Nargit, the violet, the Yima*i
kabUi, the Stisan,1 the Rayk&n* the Ra*ni, the Z&S, the Skaqiyiq,*

the Tdj-i ggurtis, the Qalgha, the N&farm3n, the Kbafal,* etc. Garden

and flower beds are everywhere to be found. Formerly people need to

plant their gardens without any order, but since the time of the arrival in

India of the emperor Baber, a more methodical arrangement of the

gardens has obtained ; and travellers nowadays admin the beauty of

the palaces and their murmuring fountains.

It would be impossible to give an account of thoee trees of the country

whose flowers, fruits, buds, leaves, roots, etc., are used as food or medioine'

If, according to the books of the Hindus, a man wen to collect only one

leaf from each tree, he would get eighteen ban (or loads) (5 tur^s«=l

mitha; 16 mSthat—l karg; ibargt—l pal; 100 pals=«1 tuld; SOfuIit—

1 Mr) according fcrthe weights now in use, 96 man*. The same books

also state that the duration of the life of a tree is not less Gian two ghafii

(twice 24 minutes), and not morn Gian ten thousand years. The height of

the trees is said not to exoeeda little above a thousandjQjans} 'When a

tree dies, its life is said to pass into one of the following ten things: fin,

water, air, earth, plants, animals, animals of two senses, such as have

three, or four, or five senses.

i*ftt 31.

THE WARDROBE* AND THE STORES FOR MATTRESSES.

His Majesty pays muoh attention to various stuffs ; hence Irflnf

European, and Mongolian arGdas of Wear am in abundanoe. Skilful

masters and workmen have setGed in tiriscountry to tench people an

improved system of manufacture. The impend workshops, the towns of

Libor, Agra, Fatbpttr, Ahmadflbid, Gujrftt, turn out many masterpieces

of workmanship ; and the figures and patterns, knots, and variety of

Msse, tha Ms.—P.]
* JegtSa. sweat basO.—P.]
* l>i|(W, P-f*. nets 1.-F,]
* tbs hoHykock aad tka w[« fldA tki koDyboek aad tka amt wallow.-P.]
* nagartos tklawwanra, aids tha faartk kook.
* Tha taxtkaa a voidMS wkiek oaears aboat thraa tiwa* la Ikis work,

rid Akmad’s adttiaa of tka Tasak I Ji
‘

also food ft la Bayyid Aka
Ittasayfentea er flesfeitt Mstfoeery. Tfca wsaalag, a

Zkavs
botlaaaaot ind
itkowsrsrelsar.
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fnahiona which now prevail, natonish experienced travellers. His Majesty

him**w Acquired in a abort time a theoretical and {tactical knowledgp of

the whole trade ; and <m aooount of the care bestowed upon them the

intelligent workmen of this country soon improved. All kinds of hair-

weaving and silk-spinning were brought to perfection ; and the imperial

workshops furnish all those stuffs which are made in other countries. A
taste for fine material has since become general, and the drapery used at

feasts surpasses every description.

All articles which have been bought, or woven to order, or motived as

tribute or presents, am carefully preserved ; and acoordiiig to the order in

which they were preserved, they am again taken out for inspection, or

given out to be cut and to be made up, or given away as presents. Articles

which arrive at the same time, am arranged according to their prices.

Experienced people inquire continually into the prices of articles used both

formerly and at present, as a knowledge of the exact prices is conducive

to the increase of the stock. Even the prices became generally lower.

Thus a piece woven by the famous Qbiyag-i Naqshband may now be

obtained for fifty muhrs, whilst it had formerly been sold for twice that

sum; and most other articles have got cheaper at the rate of thirty to

ten, or even fortyto ten.1 His Majesty also ordered that people of certain

ranks should wear certain articles
; and this was done in orderto negulate

the demand.

I shall not say much on this subj
ect, though a few particulars regarding

the articles worn by his Majesty may be of interest.

1. The Takavchiya is a coat without lining, of the Indian form.

Formerly it had slits in the skirt, and was tied on the left side ; his Majesty

has ordered it to be made with a round skirt and to be tied on the right

side.' It requires seven yards* and seven giriki* and five giriis for the

landing. The prioe for making a plain one varies from one rupee to three

rupees; but if the coat be adorned with ornamental stitching, from one to

four ami tlgee quarters rupees. Besides a misqSl of silk is required.

2. The pwiwfe (a coat open in front) is of the same form, but ties in

front. It is sometimes made without strings.

1 Oraawa would aay, tb* yriM* bar# bo*oa* l*a* by 6S|, and *von 7S pa* oaat.
* Tbs asst* uaad nowaday* both by Hindu* and Mnhamswdaa* raaaatbla in

a a A.Li.i. lv i a. a*ii ai

_

a.*. a a
ibp« our drossing gowns ((hrm. Schlafrook), but fitting tigkt trhm _

in. Thovo ths coot Is tied ; ths K«hstt»adans mb tbs ih on tbs
Hladns on tbs fight sldo. In ths Kastsrn polls o! Ssngal. many 2?U-
adopt ths old Hinds fashion of wearing a stapfe mmn plopt <*f MAfllttU
r

I

1% Is not stated to dSa how many rtWJU ths ta&ar'sm or jara, tm
is probable that H fM««l pas, which Is ths anal tfiian atjrissnt.
yard

m ew ywraiuw a snB| waeevsn aw vwv wewwa wnpasesi n» paawaaw*

... Ms fhs 87th and 80th.^Sas of thk book tkanrftfen wi

In. India giroh.

ijrfrtt la
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9. The Dut&ki (a coat with lining) require* six yards cad four giriht

for the outeide,six yards lining, four giriht for the binding, nine giriht foe

the border. The price of making one varies,from one ,to three rupees.

One ariggol of silk is required.

4. The 8k3k-ojida (or the royal stitch coat) is also called Shaft-jtfptji

(or sixty rows), as it has sixty ornamental stitches per girih. It has gener-

ally a double lining, and is sometimes wadded and quilted. The cost of

making is two rupees per yard.

5. The Sikonl requires a quarter of a ter of cotton and two dBmi of

silk. If sewed with bakhva 1 stitches, the price of making one is eight

rupees ; one with ajida stitches costs four rupees.

0. The Qaiani requires } t. ootton, and one d&m silk. Cost of making,

two rupees.

7. The Qdbi, which is at present generally called j&ma-yi pumbo-dSr,

is a wadded coat. It requires 1 s. of ootton, and 2 m. silk. Price, one

rupee to a quarter rupee.

8. The Oadar is a coat wider and longer than the qabi, and contains

more wadding. In Hindustan it takes the place of a fur-coat. It requires

sevengat of stuff,six yards of lining, fourgiriht binding, nine forbordering,

2$ t. ootton, 3 m< silk. Price, from one-half to one and one-half rupees.

9. The Farfi has no binding, and is open in front. Some put buttons

to it. It is wom over thej'dmo (coat), and requires 5 got 12 girih stuff

;

5 gat 5 girih lining ; 14 girih bordering ; Is. cotton; In. silk. Price,

from a quarter to one rupee.

10. The Forgot resembles the yipanji,* but is more comfortable and

becoming. Itwas brought from Europe,* but everyone nowadays wears

it. They make it of various stuffs. It requires 9 gat 6} girih stuff, the

same quantity of lining, 6 m. silk, 1 *. cotton. It is made both single and

double. Price from J to 2 rupees.

1 Pettys, In Hind. teMiyd, corresponds to*M Miss coll backtUUkinf. AjUa
is its buttonhole stitch. These, at least, are the serening* which tnktpn and sgfde
now have, Sitani, a name which in the test is transferred to tbs seat, is a kind at

embroidery, resembling our nUin-ttifek. It is need for working leases and dowers,
etc., on Skate, the leasee lying pretty loosely on the cloth ; hence wo often dad stssnf
work incogs, snail carpets, ste. The rugs thesusises are also sailed sSssaf. Atone
sometime* used in dictionaries as a synonym for itMti is ekiki* ; hat tills is what
ws cell mUtt embroidery.

1 A coat used in rainy weather. Ct&tmttm CTepeidf DisMsomy.
* The styenlegy of the word farpil is not known to me. The names ef esters!

article* of, wear, nowadays current in Indie, ere Portuguese j a* stas, e psttiooet j
/Be. e ribhon. Among other Portuguese word*, now oommou in Hindustani, an
fwdrf, stsrgymanj pr}t, s shares, Port ketf, oahbogo. Put suds*

|

ft cJkiM*

AM 'l-fttl’i nplmtfcMi (ndi my Uxt Witton, p* 16S, I. M) eometa Ytillm XT*

p.
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11. TheChakman 1 i» mode of broadcloth,or woollen staff, ot wax cloth.

Hie Majesty has it made of Direct wax cloth, which is very light and

pretty. The rain cannot go through it. It requires 6 gat. stuff, 5 girih

landing, and 2m. silk. The price of making one of broadcloth is 2E.;

of wool, 1} R.; of wax doth, J It.

12. The Sludw&r (drawers) is made of all kinds of staff, single and

double, and wadded. It requires 3 gat 11 gink cloth, 6 girih for the

hem through which the string runs, 3 pas 6 girih lining, 1J m. silk,

{ i. cotton. Price, from J to $ rupee.

There are various kinds of each of these garments. It would take me
too long to describe the.chinw,fawlai, and dupaUai* orthe costly dresses

worn at feasts or presented to the grandees of the present time. Every

season, there are made one thousand complete suits for the imperial

wardrobe, and one hundred arid twenty, made up in twdve bundles, are

always kept in readiness. From his indifference to everything that is

worldly, Hif Majesty prefers and wears woollen * stuffs, especially shawls

;

and I must mention, as a most curious sign of suspiciousness, that his

Majesty's clothes becomingly fit every one, whether he be tall or short, a

fact which has hitherto pussled many.

His Majesty has changed the names of several, garments, and invented

new and pleasing terms.

4

Instead of jSma (coat), he says tatbgif», i.e.

covering the whole body ; for ixSr (drawers), he says ydr-jnrShan (the

companion of the coat) ; for nimtema (a jacket), tanzeb j iotfoufo, patgai ;

for Imrqa* (a veil),eMropupita ; for hdah (a cap), fit tobhS ; for mtJy-M/

(a haw ribbon), ketghan ; for patkd (a doth for the loins), katxeb ; for

tkSl (shawl), parmnam ; for . . .fpamgom ; for kapMkiir, a Tibetan

stuff, kapfkmir ; -for p&y-aftar (shoes), chamiham ; and similarly for

other names.

1 At this word it not given in any dictionary, tha Tovela art doubtful. So it

Vuikr'e form chnspdu.
8 Fluffs of different shapes used for making turbans.
9 la allusion to the pmctk* of ifflffe, wko only wear garments mad# of wool

(fV)* Abft 'l-Fagl often tries to represent Akbar as a fitfl of to high a degree as to
be able to work miracles, and be stales below that it was his intention to write a
book on Akbar's miracles. The charge of falsomeaeas in praise bee often been
brought against Abft 'l-Fagl, though it would more appropriately lie against Fojfff,
who—like the poets of imperial Rome—represents the emperor a* Oed, ae mar be
seen in the poetical extract! of the second book. Bet the praises of tbs two brothers
throw a peculiar light on Akbar's character, who received the meet immoderate
cnoomfioms with scir-eompteoeney.

9 The following passage is remarkable, ns it shows Akbar's predilection for find

i

terms.
9 The M8& have an unintelligible weed. The Banirgs MS. hat parink Firing,

or luropean Pardek (?).
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i*In 82.

ON SHAWLS, STUFFS, ETC.

Hia Majesty improved this department in four ways. The improve-

meat U viable, first, in the shawls, which ere nude of the wool of *n

animal of that name ; its natural colours are black, white, and red, but

chiefly black. Sometimes the colour is a pure whitoi This kind of shawl

is unrivalled for its lightness, warmth, and softness. People generally

wear it without altering its natural oolour j his Majesty has had it dyed.

It is curious that it will not take a red dye. Secondly, in the Safid Alekas,
1

also called T<srhdSrs, in their natural colours. The wool is either white or

black. These stuffs may be had in three colours, white, black, or mixed.

The first or white kind, was formerly dyed in three ways; his Majesty

has given the order to dye it in various ways. Thirdly, in stuffs as

Zardozl,* Kalabatdn, Rashida, Qalfjha^i, Bandhnun, Chhint, Alcha,

Punddr, to which his Majesty pays much attention. Fourthly, an

improvement was made in the width of all stuffs; his Majesty had the

pieces made large enough to yield the making of a full dress.

The garments stored in the Imperial wardrobe are arranged according

to the days, months, and years, of their entries, and according to their

oolour, price, and weight. Such an arrangement is nowadays called

miti, a set. The clerks fix accordingly the degree of every article of wear,

which they write on a strip of doth, and tack it to the end of the pieces.

Whatever pieces of the same kind arrive for the imperial wardrobe on the

Vrmiud day (first day) of the month of Faneardin, provided they be of a

good quality, have a higher rank assigned to them than pieces arriving on

other days ; and if pieces are equal in value, their precedence or other-

wise, is determined by the character 8 of the day of their entry ; and if

pieces are equal as far as the character of the day is concerned, they put

the lighter stuff higher in rank ; and if pieces have the same weight, they

arrange them according to their oolour. The following is the order of

colours : ffis, saftdalcha, ruby-coloured, golden, orange, brass-coloured,

crimson, grass green, cotton-flower coloured, sandalwood-coloured,

almond-coloured,' purple, grape-coloured, mauve like the colour of some

parrots, honey-coloured, brownish lilac, coloured like the Ratanmanjanl

* Alcha, or AUUha, any kind of corded (miiajM) stuff, farhd&r means corded.
* Zardotl, KalibaH* (Forbes, to)Mis), Kathtda, (afgsf, ere stuffs with

gold end silk threads ; Btndhnin, are stufs dyed differently in different parts of

the piece ; CMfal ie our cMnls, which to derived from CMfnl. Pundit sire all Unde
of stuffs the outside of which to plush-like.

* Attar, like the Parecce, bettered in lucky and unlucky days. The arrangement
of the stores of olothing must strike the render as most unpractical. Similar arrange-

ments, equally ourious, will he found in the following A*tn*. -Perhaps they indicate

a progress, as they show that some order at least was kept.
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flower, coloured like the K&tni flower, apple-coloured, hay-coloured,

pisteohio, . . bhojpatra coloured, pink, light Use, coloured like the

gdgkah flower, weter-ooloured, oil-coloured, brown'red, emerald, bluish

like China-ware, violet, bright pink, mangoe coloured, musk-coloured,

ooloured like the F&yga.*

In former timee ehewls were often brought from Kaahmfr. People

folded them np in fourfolds, andwon them for a vary longtim* Nowa-

days they ate generally worn without folds, and meidy thrown over the

shoulder. Hie Majesty has oommenced to wear them double, which looks

verywelL

His Majesty encourages, in every possible way, the manufacture of

shawls in Kashmir. In Labor also there are more than a thousand work-

shops. A kind of shawl, called mdydn, is ohiefly woven there ; it consists

of silk and wool mixed. Both are used for ekira* (turbans), fotcu (loin

bands), etc..

I subjoin the following tabular particulars;

A. Gold ttuffi.

Brocaded velvet, from Yoof,* per piece 18 to 150 Jf.

Do. from Europe, do. . . 10 to 70 Jf.

Do. from QvjrUt, do 10 to 50 Jf

.

Do. from KSthdn, do. . 10 to 40. Jf.

Do. from Hirit, do. .
*

Do. from Ldhor, do. . . 10 to 40 Jf.

Do. from Bandh (I), do#. . 3 to 70 Jf.

MuyUbaq,4o} . . 2 to 70 Jf.

JfttsMo. 3 to 70 Jf.

Brooade,-from Gujrat, do 4 .to 00 Jf

.

£8* ‘-Brocide, from do. do. 1 to 35 Jf.

1 The text contains two doubtful words. The next word bhojpatra is tbs berk of
a true used (or making hupps tubes.

. [* nUfait the Common Ring-dove of Iadis, the Tartar ritoria of Jerdoa P.]
* Toad m-the principal city in the south Of the Persian province of KhurUln.

Khihin lias in Iribf-i SJjami, north, of IsfaUn. '‘ The asses of Khisin an wisoi
than the men of Iijfabtn,’

1 which latter town is for PwsiaVhat Boeotiaisfor Ancient
Graces, or the Bretagne for France, of the kingdom of Fife for Scotland, or the towx
of ScWide fear Germany, or Blhtr for Indier-tho bone of fools. During the time el
Moguls, the Ssyyids of Blrhak enjoyed a similar notoriety.

* Jfafahhsp. a kind of doth, chiefly brought from AhoUuih, indjftleh frost

MsuchMin TurkesOn. Gkiptip Mughal.
* firlwnepcaeraByhrOCsda t DtMtbdfU a kind of brocaded silk ; JfiSinwsW

is sMk with stripes of ettv*r-4ho gbiydv says that -JfeMjmth bdstth.ffiwtlh
Hind, huh, hair to which the silver.stnpes areconpared, and that it isirngiimSobi
form of the Hindi word aspwwofsi, a stove, for tniKrt:tar*ph)tffjtrtfif!h kind
at nedicise for triphal. as it consists of thro* fruits. -SSS.AfaehwHor is s nadof dllt

with leavessad breaches wovenin it i Duts is coloured liilk i /Third, isoirMlnUuus

:

!&U« isjUoeette-silk. For taffOa (vide froyteg III.p.JW)-, We slro fladlgjbfhr.
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•Dgrd%hff,from Gujrit , .... % to 00 If.

*- lt*8Hf.
5A*rv&iI.Brooade, do.

'

. cioixjr.
Mmhajjgr, from Europe, per yard • 1 to i ll.

AMaUk.do.do. .... • 1 to 4 E.
Do., from Foni, do. . 1 to H M.
^MM,do. >

• . 5 A to s ir.

Satin, from Chinese Tartary •
* ..

.

NpteSr, from do. ... •

Kia&aUk •
*

Tpffila (a stuff from Mecca) • from lb to SO A
Kurtahvtir, from Gujrit • . , 1 to SO If.

Mindil • . 1 to 14 If.

China (for turbans) . • . i to 8 If.

Dvpattd, do • < 9 to j &
FafflS (loin bands) .... • i to 12 If.

Counterpanes . . . . r
v .1 to SO If.

* The Text does aot ghre the price*

B. Silks, etc., platn.

Velvet from Europe, per yard 1 to 4 If.

Do. from Kishin, per piece . • 2 to 7 If.

Do. from Yasd, do • 2 to 4 If.

Do. from Mashhad, do. • 2 to 4 M.
Do. from Hirat, do. . • . If to . 8 |f.

Do.KbafI.do. ...... • 3 to 4 If.

Do. from Labor, do. .... • 2 to 4 If.

Do. from Gujrat, per yard . . . • 1 to 2 A
Qot}fa-yi iPurabl,1 do. . . . • 1 to 1* A
T&jaJrifr per piece • 2 to 80 If.

Ddtpl-bSf, do. . • 2 to 80 If

.

ttvpMaq, do. . • 1 to 30 If.

Skmcdni, do. . • . 1| to 10 If.

iillak, do. • 1 to 7 If.

Komfiyt, from Kabul and Persia, do. . o 1 to 6 If.

Tawir (1), do. . • . 2 A to 2 M.

KbflK(i), do. . . : . • . 4 to 10 A
. * 4> ••

Mvskajjar, from Europe, per yon?
'

• . 2 A to Ilf.
**

••
’"*•

. l to: 2 If.

* A kind of .#!?#{
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Satb, from Sinope, per yard . as. to 1ST.

Setrn, from Hirlt, per piece . BE. to SIT.

KbAri, per yard . is. to el
Biknmg,1 per piece i to sir.

Q*W,*do . i| s. to sir.

Kat&n,* from Europe, per yard . I to IS.
Tifta* do. J to SS.
Anbari, do . 4 d. to |S.
Ddrd*!, do. . *S.to SS.
SittpQn, per piece . 6 s. to sir.

QMbmd, do . 6 S. to 2 IT.

fit bondp&ri, do . 2 S. toll M.
LSk, per. yard i to | S.

Mifti, per piece J to Ilf.

Sir, per yard . frto *S.
Tester,1 per piece J to 2 S.

Hein KurtawSr 8atin, per yard . | to 1 S.

KopQmdr, formerly called Kapurdhdr, do. . J to 1 R.

Alcha, do. ito 2S.

TaffUo, per piece 7 to 12 S.

C. Cotton clothe.

Kb&eo, per piece . 3 S. to 15 If.

ChautSr, do. . 2 S. to 9 M.

Malmal, do 4 S.

Taneukh, do . 4 S. to sir.

8i*9Sf, do. . 2 S. to 5 If.

Ocmydjdydo . 4 S. to 5 M.
BhVram, do . 4 S. to 4 IT.

Saha*, .do. lto 3 M.

Jhona, So. . 1 S. to 1 U.

AfOn, do. . 2} S. to 1 M.
AeSmdI, do 1 to 6 If.

BSfta, do........ . 1J S. to 5 If.

MaJmHH, do | to sir.

i Changing silk*

A staff made of silk and wool
• Generally tnniliUd by limn. All dictionariaa igm that it h exceedingly

thin, to mmhm that it tears whan tha moon ihinea on it»it la tfnaffn*

4 Properly, woun $ hanoa h^flhia.

• Nowadays chiefly made inBerhampora and Patna ; tulfo, tam.
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Poncfeob'yo, per piece • e o i to sir.

Jkola, do e e • ttoS|*.
SdlH, per piece .... . . • . s it. to sir.

Donva, ptf p%€ct : . 6 it. to sir.

BaUdur Sh&hi, do. . e e • . e s. to sir.

Garba SfUf, do.. e e e . 1} to 2 IT.

Shda, from the Dakhin, do. e e e } to 2 if.

Mikrkul, do • e e . sr. u> sir.

Mindil, do • e • i to sir.

Sarband, do e e e J to 2 If.

Dupatta, do • e e . 1 it. to 1 If.

Katdncha, do e e e . 1 it. to 11.
Fata, do e e e i to 6 it.

Gothpech, do wee 1 to 2 it.

Chhlnt, per yard e e e . 2 d. to 1 it.

Gazina, per piece e e e | to 1} it.

SUSkati. per yard e e e .
* 2 to 4 d.

D. Woollen stuffs.

Scarlet Broadcloth, from Turkey, Europe,1 and Portugal,

per yard .... •
e e e • 2J R» to 4 M,

Do., from Nigor and Lahor, per piece • e . 2 it. to 1 If.

Sitf-i murabbas, do. . e e e 4 to 15 If

.

Suf-i . . ,,*do. e e e . 3 it. to H M.
Pamnarm, do e e e . 2 R. to 20 M.
Chira-yi-Parmnarm, do. tee . 2 it. to 25 M.

Fotfl, do e e e i to sir.

Jamawar-i Pamnarm

,

do. e e e | to 4 M.

Gothpech, do. \ e e e . 1| R. to 1} M.

Sarpech, do. • e e i to 4 If.

Aghri, do. ... . 7 it. to 2* M.

• The art icleu imported from Europe were chiefly broadcloth*; musical instru-

ments, a* trumpets
;

pictures ; curiosities (vide Bad&onI II, p. 290, 1. 2 from below

;

p. 338, j. 7) and, since 1000, tobacco. Of the names of cloths mentioned by Abft

'1-Fafl several are no longer known, as native weavers cannot compete with the
English Longcloth and the cheAp European Muslins, Alpacas, Chintses, and Mohairs,
which arc nowadays in common use with the natives all over thg Bast. At the time
of the Moguls, and before, the use of woollen stuffs and, for the poorer classes,

blankets, was much more general than now. Even the light caps generally worn by
Muhammadans in this country, called, in Hind, fopf, and in Persian tanfifa (tiat

Bahtr-i gAjam) are mostly imported from England. I am not aware that the soldiers

of the armies of the Moguls were uniformly dressed* though it appear* that the
commanders of the contingents at least looked to uniformity in the caps and turbans.

1 Ths MSS. have an unintelligible word.
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Pankoarm* aer fwWy .• w» enSIwf ffw| tfvf JrfwWw # • • • • • . 3 A. to 8J Jf.

fedie, do. • • • • . 2} R. to 10 M.
Phak, do. . . . . • • • • . 4 to 15 A.

Durman, do. . 2 R. to 4 if.

Patti, do. 1 to 10 A.

Rtnokir, do.
4

• • • • 2 R* to 1 Afc

Uifri, do. ... m » • • 5 to 60 A.

Burd-i YemeniS, do. . • • • • 6 to 36 A.

Mdnji (?) nomad, do. • • • • . 2 A. to 1 M.
Kanpak (?) nomad, do. • • i • . 2 A. to 1 M.

Takycd namud, from Kabul and Persia •

Do., country made, do. • • • • . l§ to 6 A.

Lo% do. . i • • t . 14 d. to 4 A.

Blankets, do. • • • • . 10 d. to 2 A.

Kashmirian Caps, do. • • • • . 2d. to 1 A.

* The price in not given in the text.

A%
in 33.

ON THE NATURE OF COLOURS.

White and black are believed to be the origin of all coloan. They

are looked upon as extremes, and as the component parts of the other

colours. Thus white when mixed in large proportions with an impure

Mack, will yield yellow

;

and white and black, in equal proportions, will

give red. White mixed with a large quantity of black, will give a bluuk

jreen. Other colours may be formed by compounding these. Besides,

it must be borne in mind that cold makes a juicy white body, and a dry

body blade ; and heat renders that which is fresh black, and white tint

which is dry. These two powers (heat and cold) produce, each in its place,

& change in the colour of a body, because bodies are both qSbil, i.e. capable

of bring acted upon, and mvqtaza, i.e. subject to the influence of the

heavenly bodies (chiefly the sun), the active origin of heat.

i'is 34.

THE ARTS OF WRITING AND PAINTING,

What we callform leads us to recognise a body ; the body itselffeeds

us to what we call a notion, cm idea. Thus, on seeing the formofa litter,

we reoognise the letter, or a word, and this again will lead us to some idea.

'

Similarly inthe case of what people term a picture. But though it is true-
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that painters, especially those of Europe, succeed in drawing figures

expressive of the conceptions which the artist has of any of the mantel

states,

1

so much so, that people may mistake a picture for a reality
: yet

pictures are much inferior to the written letter, u the lettermay
embody the wisdom of bygone ages, and become a means to intellectual

progress.

I shall first say something about the art of writing, as it is the more

important of the two arts. His Majesty pays much attention to both, and

is an excellent judge of form and thought. And indeed, in the eyes of the

friends of true beauty, a letter is the source from which the light confined

within it beams forth ; and, in the opinion of the far-sighted, it is the

world-reflecting cup * in the abstract. The letter, a magical power, is

spiritual geometry emanating from the pen of invention ; a heavenly

writ from the hand of fate ; it contains the secret word, and is the tongue

of the hand. The spoken word goes to the hearts of such as are present

to hear it ; the letter gives wisdom to those that are near and far. If it

was not for the letter, the spoken word would soon die, and no keepsake

would be left us of those that are gone by. Superficial observers see in

the. letter a sooty figure ;
but the deepsighted a lamp of wisdom. The

written letter looks black, notwithstanding the thousand rays within it

;

or, it is a light with a mole on it that wards ofi the evil eye.* A letter is the

portrait painter of wisdom ; a rough sketch from the realm of ideas ; a

dark night ushering in day ; a black cloud pregnant with knowledge ; the

wand for the treasures of insight ; speaking, though dumb ; stationary,

and yet travelling ; stretched on the sheet, and yet soaring upwards.

Whenarayof God’s knowledge falls on man’s soul, it is carriedby the

mind to the realm of thought, which is the intermediate station between

that which is conscious of individual existence (mujarrad) and that which

ismaterial(maddi)

.

The result 4
is a concrete thingmixedwiththeabsolute,

or an absolute thing mixed with that which is concrete. This compound

steps forward on man’s tongue, and enters, with the assistance of the

conveying air, into the windows of the ears of others. It then drops the

1 (from JAtfw*) referring to states of mind natural to us, m benevolence,

jrrath, tie. These, AoS VFafl sayi, i painter may succeed in representing ; bnt
the power of writing is greater.

The fabulous eup of King Jamshed, which revealed the secrets of the seven
heavens.

* Human beauty is imperfect unices accompanied by a mole. For the mole on
the cheek of hie sweetheart, Hiiig would make a present of Samaraand and BflUiri.
Other poets rejoice to see at least one black spot on the beautiful face of the belovCd
who, without such an amulet, would be subject to the influence of the evil eye.

The spoken word, the ides expressed by a sound.
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burden of its concrete component, and returns, as a single ray, to its old

place, the realm of thought. Rut the heavenly traveller occasionally

gives his course a different direction by means of man's fingers, and having

passed along the continent of the pen and crossed the ocean of the ink,

alights on the pleasant expanse of the page, and returns through the eye

of the reader to its wonted habitation.

As the letter is a representation of an articulate sound, I think it

necessary to give some information regarding the latter.

The sound of a letter is a mode of existence depending on the nature of

the air. By qara

*

we mean the striking together of two hard substances

;

and by qalafi, the separation of the same. In both cases the intermediate

air, like a wave, is set in motion
; and thus the state is produced which we

call sound . Some philosophers take sound to be the secondary effect, and

define it as the air set in motion
;
but others look upon it as the primary

effect, i.e. they define sound .to be the very qara*, or the qalnS, of any hard

substances. Sound may be accompanied by modifying circumstances ;

it may be a piano, deep, nasal, or guttural, as when the throat is affected

byA cold. Again, from the nature of the organ with which man utters a

sound, and the manner in which the particles of the air are divided, another

modifying circumstance may arise, as when two pianos, two deep, two

nasal, or two guttural sounds separate from each other. Some, as Abu

*AlI Slna, call this modifying element (*ariz) the sound of the letter

;

others define it as the original state of the sound thus modified
;

but the far-sighted definean articulate sound as the union of the modifying

element and the original state modified. This is evidently the correct

view.

There are fifty-two articulate sounds in Hind!, so and so many 1 in

Greek, and eighteen in Persian. In Arabic there are twenty-eight letters

represented by eighteen signs, or by only fifteen when we count the joined

letters, and if we take the Hamzah as one with the alif. The reason for

writing ad alif and a lam Ql) separately as the end of the single letters in

the Arabic alphabet is merely to give an example of a sdkin letter, which

must necessarily be joined to another letter
;
and the reason why the

letter Idm is preferred * as an example is because the letter l&m is the

1 AbO ’I Far.l has forgotten to put in the number. He counts'eightecn letters, or*

rather signs, in Persian, bees use r , £. and c , have the same fundamental aigiK

• Or rather, the alif was preferred to the w&w or yd, because these 1*6 latter*

may be either ndkin os mutuharrik But the custom has become established to call

the alif, when rautabarrilc. hamtah; and to call the gji/, when t&kin, merely alif.

qAbdidw&si, of H&ntah, in Us excellent Persian Gramidair, entitled RUdla-yi $Abdul
w&si, which is read all over India, says that the Idm-efi/ has the meaning of nol,



middle letter of the word alif, and the letter alif the middle letter of the

word 1dm.

The vowel-signs did not exist in ancient times, instead of which letters

were dotted with a different kind of ink
;
thus a red dot placed over a letter

expressed that the letter was followed by an a ; a red dot in front of the

letter signified a u
;
and a red dot below a letter an t. It was Khalil ibn-i

Ahmad, 1 the famous inventor of the Metrical Art of the Arabians, who
fixed the forms of the vowel-signs as they are now in use.

The beauty of a letter and its pro)>ortions depend much on personal

taste ; hence it is that nearly every people has a separate alphabet. Thus

we find an Indian, Syriac, Greek, Hebrew, Coptic, Masqat!, Kitf!,Kaehmm

,

Abyssinian, Rnyhan *, Arabic, Persian, Himyaritic, Berbery, Andalusian,

Rulidnt
,
and several other ancient systems of writing. The invention of

the Hebrew characters is traced in some poems to Adam-i Hafthazari

;

2

but some mention Idris 3 as the inventor. Others, however, say that Idris

perfected the Masqat! character. According to several statements, the

Kiific character was derived by the Khnllfah eAH from the Masqat!.

The difference in the form of a letter in the several systems, lies

in the proportion of straight and round strokes
;
thus the Kufic character

consists of one-sixth curvature and five-sixths straight lines; the

Masqali has no curved lines at all ; hence the inscriptions which are

found on ancient buildings are mostly in this character.

In writing we have to remember that black and white look well, as

these colours best prevent ambiguities in reading.

In Inin and Turan, India and Turkey, there are eight caligraphical

i.e.,
11 do not road this compound Uim-aUJ, but pass over it. when you say the

Alphabet : look upon it a* a mere example of a mkin letter.”

The term hamzah, ns used here in native schools, is carefully distinguished from the
terms Skald- i Hannah and Markir-i Hannah. Shall-i Hamzah is the small sign

consisting of a semicircle, one extremity of. which stands upon a straight line slightly

slanting. Jtarkizd Hannah is either of tjie letters aUt, irAw, or yA, but chiefly the

latter, when nccompunicd bv the Sknkl-i Hannah. Hannah is a general term for

either of the three letters alif. tcatc, yA, when accompanied bv the Shakl-i Hamzah .

In European grammars, the chapter on the Hannah is badly treated, because all

explain the word Hannah as the name of a sign.

Another peculiarity of Knropcnn gram mars is this, that in arranging the letters

of the alphabet, the '//via; is pluccd after the he ;
here in the East, the he is invariably

put before tire »//7 .

1 Hciik said to have been born A.H.100, and died at Basrah, A.H. 175 or 100.

Ha Wrote several works on the science which lie had established, as also several

•books_on the rhyme, lexicographical compilations, etc.

* Adam is culled Haft-haznrl, because the number of inhabitants on earth at

his daath had reached the number seven thousand. A better explanation is given

by BadAonl (11, p. 337. 1. 10), who puts the creation of Adam seven thousand years

before his rime. Vide the tirst J*fn of the Third Book.
* Idris, or Enoch.
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aystemB 1 current, of which each one is liked by some people. Six of them
were derived in A.H. 310 by Ibn-i Muqlah from the MafiqaR and the

KOfio characters, viz., the Sula, Tauqt*, Muhaqqaq, Nos Rayhan,

Riqd*. Some add the Qhubar
, and say that this seventh character had

likewise been invented by him. The Naskh character is ascribed by many
to ydqtif, a slave of the Kb&lifah Musta^sam Billah.1 The §uls and the

Naskh consisteach of one-third 3 curved lines, and two-thirds straight lines

;

the former (the *uls) is jaK, A whilst the latter (the naskh) is khafi. The

Tadjik and RiqaS consist of three-fourths curved lineB and one-fourth

straight lines ; the former is jati, the latter is khafi. The Muhaqqaq and

Rayhan contain three-fourths straight lines
; the former, as in the pre-

ceding, idjali, and the Rayhan is khafi.

Among famous copyists I must mention ^All ibn-i Hilal, better known

under the name of Ibn-i Bawwab ;

5 he wrote well the six characters.

Yaq&t brought them to perfection. Six of Yaqut’s pupils are noticeable

;

1. Shaykh Ahmad, so well known under the name of Shaykh-zada-yi

Suhrwardi; 2. ArghQn of Kabul ; 3. Mawlana Yusuf Shah of Mash,had

;

4. Mawlana Mubarik Shah, styled Zarrxn-qalam (the golden pen ; 6.

Haydar, called Gandahnams (i.e., the writer of the jolt) ; 6. Mir Ya^y*.

1 It is remarkable that, in the whole chapter, there is not the slightest allusion

to the art of printing. Nor do AbQ *1-Fail's letters, where nearly the whole of this

A%ln is repeated, contain a reference to printed books. “ The first book printed in

India was the Doctrina Christiana of Giovanni Gonsalves, a lay brother of the order

of the Jesuits, who, as far as I know, first cast Tamulio characters in the year 1077.
After this appeared, in 1578, a book entitled Flos Sanctorum, whieh was followed (f)

by the Tamulio Dictionary of Father Antonio de Proensa, printed in 1078, at Amba-
iaoate, on the coast of Malabar. From that Period the Danish Missionaries at

Tranquebar have printed many works, a catalogue of which may be found in Alberti

Fabrioii Saluturis lux Evangelii Johnston's translation of Fra P. Da San Barto-

lomeo's Voyage to the East Indies, p. 395. The Italian Original has the same years

:

1577, 1578, 1679.
1 He was the last oaliph, and reigned from 124S to 1258, when he was .put to

death by Hullgi, grandson of Chingis Kfein. [BiUdh is not in the text.—P.]
a Hence, the name gulg, or one-third.
4 Jail (i.e. dear) is a term used by oopyists to express that letters are thick, and

written with a pen full of ink. Ohids.—Khafi (hidden) is the opposite.
• Ibn Muqlah , Ibn BawwSb, and Ydqdt are the three oldest oaligraphists men-

tioned in various histories. The following notes are ohiefly extracted from Bakhltwar
Shin's Mlr-Stul qAlam

Ibn Muqlah, or according to his full name, Abft 9All Muhammad ibn-i qAH ibn-i

Hasan ibn-i Muqlah, was the visier of the HbaHfahs Muqtadir billah, Alqihlr billah,

and ArRIsl billah, who reigned from A.D. 907 to 940. The last, out of Ibn-i Muqlah's

right hand. He died in prison, A.H. 327, or A.D. 938-9.

Ibn-i Baww&b, or Aofi 'l-Hasan qAll ibn i Hil&l, lived undeir the twenty-fifth

Shallfah, Alqldir billah (A.D.' 992-1030), the contemporary of Mabteftd of ^asnl,
and died a!h. 416, or A.D. 1025.

Fifif, or Shaykh Jamil* M-DIn, was born at Baghdad, and was thh ttbrariat

of MusUgiam billah, the thirty-seventh and last QiBhh, who infkMri him
some time on aooount of his Shftah tendencies. He survived the genmal.riaughter
(1258) of Haligfi (klu, and died, at the age of one hundred and twenty, AH. 8lT,

or A.D. 1297, during the reign of ObtainTfttn Haligfi'i great grandson.
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The following caligraphista are likewise well-known: ’Uih.

alto called SjSadr-i *Iraqi; Arqfin; <Abd° ’Hah; Kbwaja *Abd0 ’llah-i

Sayrafi
; JjJftji Muhammad ; Mawlana ?Abd° ’llah-i Ashpaz ; Mawlana

MubI of Shiraz ; Mucin11 ’d-Din-i Tanuri
; Shams11 ’d-Dln-iKbata*i ; ^Abd*

’r-Rahim-i Kbaluli(?); <:Abd0 ’1-l.Iayy; Mawlana Ja^far 1 of Tabriz;

Mawlana Shah of Mash,had; Mawlana Ma^ruf s of Bagdad; Mawlana

Shams11 ’d-Din Bayasangjjur ; Mu^in" ’d-Din of Farah; *Abd° ’1-Haqq of

Sabiwar ; Maulana Ni^mat0 ’llah-i Bawwab ; Khwajagi Muipin-i

Marwarid, the inventor of variegated papers and sands ior strewing

on the paper: Sult&n Ibrahim, son of Mirza Shahrukh : Mawlana

Muhammad Ilakim Ilafiz ; Mawlana Mahmud Siya,Qsh ; Mawlana

Jamal0 ’d-Din Ilusayn; Mawlana Fir Muhammad; Mawlana Fazl°

’l-llaqq of Qazwin.3

A seventh kind of writiug is called Ta^Uq, which has been derived from

the Riga* and the Tauql*. It contains very few straight lines, and was

brought to perfection by Kbwaja Taj-i Salmani, 4 who also wrote well the

other six characters. Some say that he was the inventor.

Of modern caligraphists I may mention: Mawlana *Abd° ’1-IIayy, the

Private Secretary 1 of Sultan Abu Sa*<id Mirza, who wrote Ta^llq well

;

Mawlana Darwish; * Amir Manf&r ;
Mawlana Ibrahim of Astarabid

;

Kbwaja Ikhtivar

;

7 Munshi Jamal0 ’d-Din ; Muhammad of Qazwin

;

Mawlana Idris; Kbwaja Muhammad Husayn Munshi; and Ashraf Kban,*

1 He livod in the beginning o! the fifteenth century, at the time of Mirsa Shfthru)gt

(1404- *17).

* A contemporary and rival of the great poet Salman of S&wah (died 769). The
name MaKrilJappears to have been common in Baghdad since the times of the famous
saint Ma^mf of Karkfr (a part of B&ghd&d).

* The Aiaktilbat and the also mention Mullil Ab& Bakr, and ShayUk
Mahmild.

4 According to the Maktub&t and several MSS., Sulaym&m.
* In the original text, p. 114, 1. 5, by mistake, Mawl&na <?Abdu *1-Ifayy and the

Munshi of dult&n Abu Stfid.
1 Mawl&na' Darwish Muhammad was a friend of the famous AmfrCAli Sber, the

vizier of 8ult&n Husayn MIrz&, king of ghur&s&n (A.D. 1470 to 1505), and the
patron of the poet J&mi. Mawl&ni Darwish entered afterwards the seme* of Sh&b
Junayd-i Safawf, king of Persia (A.D. 1499 to 1595). A biography of the Mawlln&
may he found in the Afa*ilsir-i JiaAiptl, p. 751.

* Khwaja Ikhtiyar, the contemporary and successful rival of the preceding

caligraphist. He was Private Secretary to Sult&n Husayn Mirs&.
* This is the title of Muhammad Afghar, a Sayyid from Mashhad—or according

to the Tabaq&t-i Akbarl, from qAraben&hl. He served Hum&yfin as Mir Munshi,
Mir CArri. end Mir M&1I. He accompanied Tard! Beg on his flight from Dibit, was
imprisoned by Bayr&m, and had to go to Mecca* He rejoined Akbar in A.H. 968,

when Bayr&m had just fallen in disgrace,.reoeived in the following year the title of

Ashraf Khdn, and served under Mnxtfjhn Ktf&n in Bengal. He died in the tenth

year of AEbar’s reign, A.H. 978. In Abfi T*F*fl’s list of grandees, in the second book,

Ashraf Kfein is quoted as a oommander of two thousand. Bad&,oni mentions him
among the contemporaneous poets. Abfi ’bMugafiar, Ashraf Kb&n'e son, woe, A*2X
1W8, a oommander of five hundred* *
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the Private Secretary of his Majesty, who improved the TatRq very

much.

The eighth charactei which I have to mention is the NattafiUq ; it

consists entirely of round lines. They say that Mir <AII of Tabriz, a
contemporary of Tlmttr, derived it from the Ncuj£ and the Ta'fij; but

this can scarcely be correct because there exist books in the Natta*Iiq

character written before 'Umar’s time*. Of Mir *All’s pupils? I may
mention two:

1

Mawlana Ja*far of Tabriz, and Mawlini Athar; and of

other caligraphists in TaSRq, MawlanaMuhammad ofAwbah (near Hir&t),

an excellent writer; Mawlana B&ri of Hir&t ; and Mawlini SuitingAll* of

Mash,had, who surpasses them all. He imitated the writing of Mawlini

Azhar, though he did not learn from him personally. Six of his pupils

are well known : Sultan Mubammad-i Kbandan ;
* Sult&n Muhammad

Nflr; Mawlana ‘Ala*0 ’d-Oln 4 of Hirst; Mawlana Zayn" ’d-Dln (of

NbhapOr); Mawlana *AbdI of Nishapflr ; Muhammad Qisim ShidI Shih,

each of whom possessed some distinguishing qualities.

Besides these, there are a great number of other good caligraphists,

who are famous for their skill in NattafiRq; as Mawlini Sultan 'All, of

Qiyin ;
* Mawlini Sultan tAll of Mashhad ;

* Mawlini HijrinI

;

1 bnd

after them the illustrious Mawlini Mir *Ali,' the pupil, as it appears, of

Mawlini Zayn" ’d-Din. He brought his' art to perfection by imitating

the writing of Sultin ?AlI of Mash,had. The new method, which he

established, is a proof of his genius ; he has left many masterpieces. Some

one asked him once #hat the difference was between his writing and that

of the Mawlini. He said, “ I also have brought writing to perfection

;

but yet, his method has a peculiar charm.”

1 The Mir*dt mention) e-third immediate pupil of Mir SA1I dfowMed ghy&ja
Muhammad, end reletei that he pat Mir SAlI't name to hie own writings, without
givingoffence to hie master.

* HS alto was a friend of Amir 9AB Sher, and died A.H. 910, daring the reign of

8alttn Hutsyn Mint, mentioned in the fourth note.
* He was called Khandin, at he wat always happy. He was a friend of Amir

9All Sher, and died AH. 915.
* In the Moktabit CAIa* 'd-Dfn Muhammad of Hirlt
* He wat the instraotor ofSultin Hateyn Mint’s children, end died A.H. 914.

QMt it a Persian town, 8.B. of Rpurttin, near the frontier of Afghinitttn. It is

•pwt on oup mint.
* According to the MaUabit, Mawlini Salttn SA1I tier of Mashhad, which is

evidently the comet reading.
» A poet and friend of Amir 9All Sher. He died A.H. 991. „ ;

* Mawlini Mb CAB, a Sayyid of Hirit, died A.H. 994. At a poetH it often

mentioned together with Mir Ahmad,ton ofMbSiusrew of Dihll, and BsyriUn
Akbir’t Shtakhinin, at a matter of D*Hf poetry."' D*W. cr mitring, it the t

use which a poet makes of vertet, or parts of vertar, of another poet.
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In ooneluaion, I may mention: Shih Mafrmfld

1

of Nbhipfir; Ma^mQd
Is-hiq ; Shams0 ’d-Din of Kirm&n

; Mawlana Jamshed, the riddle-writer;

Sultan Husayn of Khujand; Mawlana 'Ayshi; Qbiyfis0 ’d-Dln, the gilder;

Mawlana *Abd“ s-$amad ; Mawlana Malik; Mawlana *Abda ’l-Karfm

;

Mawlana *Abd“ ’r-Rahim of Khwarizm ; Mawlana Shaykh Muhammad

;

Mawlana Shah MabmOd-i Zarrinqalam (or gold pen) ; Mawlana Muham-
mad Husayn* of Tabriz ; Mawlana Ilasan *AlI of Mash,had; Mir Mu*izz

of Kishhn ; Mirza Ibrahim of Isfahan
;
and several others who -have

devoted their lives to the improvement of the art.

His Majesty shows much regard to the art, and takes a great interest

in the different systems of writing
;
hence the' large number of skilful

caligraphists. Nasta^liq has especially received a new impetus. The artist

who, in the shadow of the throne of his Majesty, has become a master of

caligraphy, is Muhammad Husayn

3

of Kashmir. He has been honoured

with the title of Zarrinqalam, the gold pen. He surpassed his master

Mawlana *Abd“ ’l-?Aziz
; his madddt and dam%

ir
4 show everywhere a

proper proportion to each other, and art critics consider him equal to

Mulla Mir *Ali. Of other renowned caligraphists of the present age, I must

mention Mawlana Baqir, the son of the illustrious Mulla Mir *Ali ; Muham-

mad Amin of Mash,had ; Mir Husayn-i Kulanki
;
Mawlana <Abd° ’1-Hay

;

Mawlana Dawri; 6 Mawlana SAbd0 ’r-Rahim ; Mir*Abdu ’llah; Nizami of

Qazwin ; ?Ali Cliaman of Kashmir
;
Nur“ ’Hah Qasim Arsalan.

His Majesty’&library is divided into several parts
; some of the books

are kept within, and some without, the Harem. Each part of the library

1 According to the JUakt&b&l and the ilir^&t, Shih Muhammad of Nltbipur.

Both mention another c&ligraphiat, Mir Sayyid Ahmad of Mashhad.
* He was the teacher of the celebrated caligraphiat S Imad

,

whose biography

will be found in the Mir%dt. Vide also the preface of Dr. Sprenger’s Gulistdn.
1 He died A.H. 1020. six years after AJcbar's death.
4 By Madddt (extensions), caligraphists mean letters like «J ; by dawdfir

(curvatures), letters like c.

Draw four horizontal lines at equal intervals ; call the spaces between them
af b, c, of which a is the highest. Every letter which Ells the space 6 is called a
shUiha ; as t, j, *. The diacritical paints are immaterial. Every line above b

is called a markaz ; every line below 6, i.e., in c, a ddman . Thus 1 consists of a

shdsha and a markaz
; y* of a shusha and a ddman. The kneb of a g, «J, or j,

is oalled holla. Thus <_• is a Madda

,

consisting of a holla, and a ddman ; so also

g, -i tnJ. The u/ consists of a markaz and a ddman.
In Grammar the word markaz means the same as shdsha in caligraphy ; thus

t, A, consist of a markaz, and a shakUi hamia.
By iftoh caligraphists mean any additional ornamental strokes, or refilling a

written letter with ink (Hind. stydAi bharnd), or erasing (Hind, chhilnd).

• His name is 8ultftn B&yizld ; he was born at mr&t. Dawri is his poetical

name. Fids Badionf's list of poets (vol. iii of the Bibl. Indies). Akbar bestowed

on him the title of Kdttb* 'lMilk, the writer of the empire. His pupil was Khwlja
Muhammad Husayn, an Ahad! (vide Bad&onI, ii, p. 394, .where for Ibrahim* in the

Tlrfhht read hardktm).
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is subdivided, according to the value of the books and the estimation in

which the sciences are held of which the books treat. Prose books,

poetical works, Hindi, Persian, Greek, Kashmirian, Arabic,

1

are all

separately placed. In this order they are also inspected. Experienced

people bring them daily and read them before His Majesty, who hears

every book from the beginning to the end. At whatever page the readers

daily stop, His Majesty makes with his own pen a sign, according to the

number of the pages
; and rewards the readers with presents of cash,

either in gold or silver, according to the number of leaves read out by

them. Among books of renown, there are few that are not read in his

Majesty’s assembly hall ; and there are no historical facts of the past ages,

or curioeitiee of science, or interesting points of philosophy, with which

Hie Majesty, a leader of impartial sages, is unacquainted. He does, not

get tired of hearing a book over again, but listens to the reading of it

with more interest. The Akhlaq-i Na$iri, the Kimiya-yi Sa'adat, the

QabQsnama, the works of Sharaf of Munayr (vide p. 50), the Gulistan-, the

Hadlqa of H*kim Sana1
!, the Masnawi of Ma^nawi, the Jam-i Jam, the

Bustan, the Sliahnama, the collected Masnawls of Shayl& Nigami, the

works of Rbusraw and Mawlana Jam!, the Diwans of KhaqanI, Anwar!,

and several works on History, are continually read out to His Majesty.

Philologists are constantly engaged in translating Hindi,.Greek, Arabic,

and Persian books, into other languages. Thus a part of the Zichi-i Jadid-i

MlrzaM (vide 3rd book,. A1
In 1) was translated under the superintendence

of Amir Fath“ ’Hah of Shiraz (vide p. 34), and also the KishnjoshI, the

Gangadhar, the Mohesh Mahanand, from Hind! (Sanscrit) into Persian,

according to the interpretation of the author of this book. The Maha-

bharat which belongs to the ancient books of Hindflstan has likewise been

translated* from Hind! into Persian, under the superintendence of Naqib

Kb&n,* Mawlana *Abd" ’1-Qndir of Badaon, 3 and Shayjjt Sultan of

1 Obierve that the Arabic book* are pieced leet. [But see p. 104, line 4.- B.] •

* Regarding this renowned man, via* AbB ’1-Fasl'* U*t of Grandees, tnd book.
No. Ifel.

* Mulls gAbdt '1-Qidir, poetically styled Q&diri, was born A.H. 947 [or 949) at
Badioe, a town near DihlL He Was thus two years older than Akhar. His father,

whom Ije lost in 969, was called BhayUi Mulflk ShAh, and was a pupil of the Saint
Beohfl of SambhaL CAbd* 'l-QAdir, or Radio*!, as we generally call him, studied
•carious sciences under the most renowned and pious men of his ago, most of whom he
enumerates in the beginning of the third volume.of his ilvnlaf&ab. He.eggeUed in
Music, History, and Astronomy, and was on aocount of his beautiful rotegjsmoteted
Court /mdm lot Wednesdays, He had early been introduced 4o Akbas by JalAl

Kbia QBrchl (vide List of Grandees, tnd book, No. tit). For forty years Hadlenl
lived in company with Shaykb Mubirak, and Faytf mi AhB '1-Fasl. the Shay^’s

sons i but inere was.no sincere friendship between them, as Bsdioni looked upon
them as heretias. At the command of Akbar, he translated the Bamdya* (B*dio*t,
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Thtnawr.1 The book contains nearly one hundred thousand verses

:

His Majesty calls this ancient history Razmn&ma, the book of Wars. The

same learned men translated also into Persian the Ramiyan, likewise a

book of ancient Hindustan, which contains the life of Rim Chandra, but

is full of interesting points of Philosophy, ]JajIIbrahim of Sarhind trans-

lated into Persian the Atharban * which, according to the Hindfis, is one of

IT, pp. 336, 366), from the Sanscrit into Persian, receiving for twenty-fovr thousand
sfocs 160 Ashrafls and 10,000 Tangahs ; and parts of the MahAbhArat ; extracts
from the History of Rashid ; and the Bahr* 7•AemAr, a work on the Haifa A copy
of another of his works, entitled NajAt* 'r-Rashid, may be found among the Persian
MSS. of the As. Soc. Bengal. Hid historical work, entitled Jfunto TawArith,
is muoh prised as written by an enemy of Akbar, whose character, in its grandeur
and its failings, is much more prominent than in the Akbar*Ana or the fabaqAt-i
Akbari or the Ma%A*ir-i Rabltnt. It is especially of value for the religious views of

the emperor, and contains interesting biographies of most famous men and poets of

Akbar*s time. The History ends with the beginning of A.H. 1004, or eleven years
before Akbar's death, and we may conclude that -BadAonl died soon after that year.

The book was kept secret, and according to a statement in the Mir%aP 'l-SAlam, it

was made publio during the reign of JahAnglr, who showed his displeasure by dis-

believing the statement of Badioni’s children that they themselves |>ad been
unaware of the existence of the book. The Tuzuk-i Jahinglrl unfortunately says
nothing about this circumstance ; but Bad&onl's work was certainly not known in

A.H. 1026, the tenth year of JahAngir’b reign, in which the l/a*dj»r*i Rabimi was
written, whose author complained of the want of a history beside the TabaqAt, and
the AkbarnAma.

In point of style, Bad&onI is much inferior to BafebtAwar KbAn ( 'l-SAlam)
and Muhammad KAgim (the fAlam-gir NAma), but somewhat superior to his friend

MIrsA NigAm* 'd-Dln Ahmad of HirAt, author of the TabaqAt,and toCAbduTHamid oT

LAhor, author of the PditehAhnAma.
CAbd" ’1-QAdir of BadAon must not be confounded with MawlAnA QAdirf, another

learned man contemporaneous with Akbar.
1 Vide BadAonI II. p. 278 : and for HAjI IbrAhlm, iii, p. 139. [ii, p. 278.—B.]
1 11

In this year (A.H. 983, or A.D. 1676) a learned Brahmin, Shaykh BhAwan,
had come from the Dakhin and turned Muhammadan, when His Majesty gave me the
order to translate the Atharban. Several of the religious precepts of this book
resemble the laws of IslAm. As in translating I found many difficult passages,

which Shaykb BhAwan could not interpret .either, I reported the circumstance to

His Majesty, who ordered 8haykb Fayel, and then HAj I IbrAhlm, to translate it.

The latter, though willing, did not write anything. ' Among the precepts of the
Atharban, there is one which says that no man will be saved unless he read a certain
passage. This passage contains many times the letter l, and resembles very much our
Id i

B

mp iUd 7-ldA. Besides, I found that a HiodO, under certain conditions, may eat
eow flesh ; and another, that HindQs bury their deadrbut do not burn them, with
suoh passages the Shaykb used to defeat other Brahmins in argument ; and they
had' in fact led him to embrace IslAm. Let us praise God for his conversion !

*

BadAonI, ii, p. 212.

The translation of the MahAbhArat was not quite a failure.
11 For two nights

His Majesty himself translated some passages of the MahAbhArat, and told Naqlb
KbAn to write down the general meaning in Persian s the third night he associated
me with Naqlb Khin ; and, after three or four months, two of the eighteen chapters
of these ageless absurdities—enough to confound the eighteen worlds—were laid

before His Majesty. . But the emperor took exception to my translation, and called

me a IfarAmb&ur and a turnip-eater, as if that was my share of the book. Another

K
rt was subsequently finished by Naqlb An and MullA fiherl, and another part

SultAn HAjI of Thaneser ; then Shaykb Faysi was appointed, who wrote two
chapters, prose and poetry s then the HAjI wrote two other parts, adding a verbal

translation of the parts that had been left out. He thus cot ahundred tus together,

elosely written, so exactly rendered, that even the accidental dirt of flies on the
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the four divine books. The Ldawat!, which is one of the most exoellent

works written by Indian mathematicians on arithmetic, lost its Hindu veil,

and received a Persian garb from-the hand of my elder brother, Shayfch

<Abd> ’l-Fayj-i Fay?!.1 At the command of His Majesty, Mnkammal

Kfrin of Oujrat translated into Persian the Tajak, a well-known work on

Astronomy. The Memoirs * of Babar, the Conqueror of the world, whieh

may be called a code of practical wisdom, have been translated from

Turkish into Persian by Mirza <Abdn-’r-Rabim Shan, the present Shan

Xh&nan (Commander-in-Chief). The History of Kashmir, which extends

oVer the last four thousand years, has been translated from Kashmirian

into Persian * by Mawlana Shah Muhammad of Shahabad. TheMu*jam*
’l-Buldan, an excellent work on towns and countries, has been translated

from Arabic into Persian by several Arabic scholars, as Mulla Ahmad of

Thathah,4 Qasim Beg, Shaykji Munawwar, and others. The Horib&t, a

book containing the life of Krishna, was translated into Persian by

Mawlana Sheri (vide the poetical extracts of the second book). By order

of His Majesty, the author of this volume composed a new version of the

Kalilah Damnah, and published it under the title of Mydr Danish.*

The original is a masterpiece of practical wisdom, but is full of rhetorical

difficulties ; and though Nasr" ’llah-i Mustawfi and Mawlana Qusayn-i

Wa'iz has translated it into Persian, their style abounds in rare mCetSphom

and difficult words. The Hindi story of the love of Nal and Daman, whieh

melts the hearts of feeling readers, has been metrically translated by my
'*

original waa not left out ; but he waa soon after driven from Court, and ia now in

Bhakkar. Other translator! and interpreters, however, continue nowadays the
fight between Pang&e end the Kurds. May God Almighty protect those that are
not engaged in this work, and accept their repentance, and hear the prayer of pardon
of every one who does not hide his disgust, and whose heart rests in Islim ; for
' He allows men to return to Him in repentance !

* This Ratmn&ma was illuminated,

and repeatedly copied ; the grandees were ordered tomake oopies, add gAbd« ’l-Far.l

wrote aH introduction to it of about two jus, etc.” Baddont, ii, p. 80S. A copy of

this translation in two volumes, containing eighteen fans (^) is among the MSB of

the As. Soc. of Bengal, No. 1329. One jut (*y*) « sixteen pages quarto, or two sheets.
1 "This work has been printed. Aba ’1-Fatl’s words tfinafi veil are an allusion to

LDaWetY's sex.
>

1 Vide Tusuk-i JahinglrT, p. 417. The WiqKit-i Tlmdr were translated Into
Persian, during the reign of Sh&hjah&n, by Mir AbQ Tllib-i TurbatL P&dskdhndma
ii, p. 288, edit. Bibl. Indies.

11 Conqueror of the world,” geti tit&ni, is Bibar's title.

Regarding the titles of the Mogul Emperors from Bibar to Bahidur Shih, vide

Journal As. Soc. Bengal for 1888. Part I, p. 39.
a 11

During this year (A.H. 999, or A.I). 1590-1), I received the order from His
Majesty to re-write in an easy style, the History of Kashmir? whieh Mulli Shih
Muhammad of Shihibid, a very learned man, had translated into Perattf&v I finished

this undertaking in two months, when my work was put into theTttfmt Library,
to be read out to His Majesty in its turn.'* Madfant, ii, p. 874.

4 Regarding the tragic end of this “ heretic ” vide Baddoni, 11, b. 884. Notices
regarding the other two men will be found in tttf third volume of BadionL

1 For 8/pdr-i D&nith. Such abbreviations sre common in lilies.
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brother Shayjfc Faygi-i FayyifI, in the stagnatf metre cl the Lnyl

MajnOn, and is now everywhere known under the title of Nol Demon.
1

As His Majesty has become acquainted with the treasure of history,

he ordered several well-informed writers to oompose awork containing the

events-which have t&kenplace in the seven rones for the last one thousand

years. Naqib Kb&n,and several others, commenced this history. Avery
large portion was subsequently added bv Mulli Ahmad of Thathah, and

the whole concluded by Jatfar Beg-i Ayaf Kfein. The introduction is

composed byme. Theworkhasthetitle of Tdrtijh-iAtfi* the History of a

thousand years.

The Art of Painting.

Drawing the likeness of anything is called tapuir. His Majesty, from

his earliest youth, has shown a great predilection for this art, and gives it

every encouragement, as he looks upon’ it as a means, both (A study and

amusement. Hence the art flourishes, and many painters have obtained

great reputation. The works of all painters are weekly laid before His

Majesty by the DarOghas and the clerks; he then confers rewards

aoootding to excellence of workmanship, or increases the monthly salaries.

Much progress was made in the commodities required by painters, and

the oorreot prices of such artioles were carefully ascertained. The mixture

of colours has especially been improved. The pictures thus reoeived a

hitherto Unknown finish. Most excellent painters are now to be found,

and mesterpieoes, worthy of a BHuSd,* may be plaoed at the side of the

wonderful works of the European painters who have attained world-wide

fame. The minuteness in detail, the general finish, the boldness of execu-

tion, etc., now observed in pictures, are incomparable ; even inanimate

1 “ PayfTa lfaMsmsa (lot Jfal a Dawes contains about MOO Tanas, and was
composed, A.B. 1000, in the abort spaas at Sts mouths). It was praaantadtoAkber
with a few Hin/b aa aefer. It was pat asMag the set of books read at Coart, and
Kaqlb gpln waa appointed to road it oatto His Majesty. It ia, indeed, a aaintwl,
tkaUka of whieh, for tbs last three haadred years, no post of Hindustan, after Mb
Kkasraw of Dikii, kas composed." DsdSeaf, ftp. SOS.»»• w mmm wwhi,m. S

1 la AJL 100% A.D. 1101-9, tbs bsflef appoanto kavaboon onrrant among tko
Mahaaaadaae that Iaita and tbs world wars approaching tktir and. Vsiiooa

i arose, protending to be Iiada MoUt, who is to preoede the raappasranea of

• saw naan newhi wa sspses qmease mwg

. 1 aabssqaaat to the death of the
Prophet (Mb Jons, 0UL sad cede abruptly with theniga of tUwer ibai Ub*
n-MaBk (AJ. W. or AJD. 717-101, The poors are nakonad tea thodaatk of tbs

\ not tea the Wink, lor farther partloaUrs regarding this book, aids

^ ii, p 017.

, whdBred at the const of Shlk IsaaCO-l gafawl
cf VtellSe'

9
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objects lookw if they had life. More than a hundred painters have become

famous masters of the art, whilst the number of those who approach

perfection, or of those who are middling, is very large. This is especially

true of the Hindus

;

1 their pictures surpass our conception of things.

Few, indeed, in the whole world are found equal to them.

Among the forerunners on the high road of art I may mention

:

1. Mir Sayyid 'All of Tabriz.

1

He learned- the art from his father.

From the time of his introduction at Court, the ray of royal favour has

shone upon him. He has made himself famous in his art, and has met

with much success.

2. KJhwaja <Abd“ Y$amad, styled Shirinqalam, or sweet pen. He
comes from Shirts. Though he had learnt the art before he was made a

grandee * of the Court, his perfection was mainly due to the wonderful

effect of a look of His Majesty^ which caused him to turn from that which

is form to that which is spirit. From the instruction they received, the

Khwaja’s pupils became masters.

3. Daswanth. He is the son of a palkee-bearer. He devoted his

whole life to the art, and-used, from love of his profession, to draw and

paint figures even on walls. One day the eye of His Majesty fell on him

;

his talent was discovered, and he himself handed over to the Kbwaja. In

a short time he surpassed all painters, and became the first master of the

age. Unfortunately the light of his talents was dimmed by the shadow of

madness ; he committed suicide. He has left many masterpieces.

4. Bas&wan. In back grounding, drawing of features, distribution of

odours, portrait paintiiig, and several other branches, he is most excellent,

so much so that many critics prefer him to Daswanth.

The following painters have likewise attained fame : KesQ, Lai,

Mukund, Mushkfn, Farruj& the Qalmaq (Calmuck), Midha,4 Jagan,

Mohesh, Kfremkaraa, Tara, SZwli, Haribis, Ram. It would take me too

long to describe the excellencies of each. My intention is “ to pluck a

.
flower from every meadow, an ear from every sheaf ”.

I have to nqtice that the observing of the figures of objects and the

making of likenesses of them, which are often looked upon as an idle

occupation, are, for a well regulated mind, a source of wisdom, and an

1 Compare with AM ’l-FasTr opinion, Klphinstone’s History of Indie, second
edition, p. 174. r

* Better known as a past trader the name of Jnd&f. VUo theportiralf
of the second book. He illuminated the Mery ofAmir Hemsak, *

nest page.
i ||g ifii | OMkAfyitffa
4 Montionod in if«ft

off»r*«' JMfmf (p, 76t) *ti«»4hootrrio« of

Vb&a ttb&n&Bp Akbar'i

IffMK. VH$ tkollft of gnftdfcpt hr tktiecond book„H&
hi W) (jota^ooorrko of fAM* i
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antidote against the poison of ignorance. Bigoted followers of the letter

of the lew an hostile to the art of painting
; bat their eyes new see the

truth. One day at a private party of friends, His Majesty, who had con-

ferred on several the pleasure of drawing near him, remarked :
“ Then

an many that hate painting; but such men I dislike. It appears tome as

if a painter had quite peculiar means of reoognizing God; for a painter in

sketching anything that has life, and in devising its limbs, one after the

other, must oome to feel that he cannot bestow individuality upon his

work, and is thus forced to think of God, the giver of life, and will thus

increase in knowledge.”

The number of masterpieces of painting increased with the encourage-

ment given to the art. Persian books, both prose and poetry, were

ornamented with pictures, and a very large number of paintings was thus

collected. The Story ofHamzah was represented in twelve volumes, apd

clever painters made the most astonishing illustrations for no less than

one thousand and four hundred passages of the story. The Chingisnama,

the gafiaruama,1 this book, theBasmnama, the Bamiyan, the NalDaman,

the Kalllah Damnah, the *AySr Danish, etc., were all illustrated. His

Majesty himself sat for his likeness, and also ordered to have the like-

nesses taken of all the grandees of the realm. An immense album was

thus formed : those that have passed away have received a new life,and

those who are still alive have immortality promised them.

In the same manner, as painters are encouraged, employment is held

out to ornamental artists, gilders, line-drawers, and pagers.

Many MaafabiAn, AltaiIs, and other soldiers, hold appointments in

this department. The pay of foot soldiers varies from 1/100 to 600 dSms.

A*i% 55.

THBAB8BNAL.

Theorderof the household, the efficiency of the army, and the welfare

ofthecountry, are intimately connected with the state ofthis department

;

hence His Majesty gives it every attention, and looks scrutinixingly into

its working cider. He introduces all sorts of new methods, and studies

their applicability to practical purposes. Thus a plated armour was

brought before EQs Majesty, and set up as a target ; but no bullet was so
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Swords (slightly bent) .

Khddd (straight swords)

QupCi t«pa (a sword in a walking stick)

Jamdhar (a broad dagger)

Ehanjar

ghapwa
Jamkkak
Bdk .

Jhanbwa

10. Katdra

11. Narsink moth

12. Karn&n (bows)

13. Takhsh kaman

14. Natcak

15. Arrows, per bundle

16. Qniven

17. Daft ....
18. Ttrbardar (arrow drawers) 1

19. Poikanhuh (do.)

.

20. Neza (a lance)

21. Barchha

22. Sdk . .

23. Saiidhi

24. Sdara

25. Ovrz (a wsr club)

26. Shatkpar (do.)

27. Kestan (?) *

.

28. Tabar (a war axe)

29. Piyati (a club)

30. Zaghnil (a pointed axe)

31. ChdkarAxuola

32. Tabar zdghnol

33. Tarangala .

34. K3rd (a knife) .

35. QuptikSrd .

36. QomcAt kSrd

37. Ck&qQ (a clasp knife)

. $ ft. to 15 Muhurt.

. 1 to 10 ft.

. 2 to 20 ft.

. i ft. to 2} Af

.

. J to 5 ft.

. J ft. to 1J Af

.

. Jfi.to.llAf.

. J ft. to 1 Af

.

J ft. to 1 Af.

. J ft. to 1 Af

.

J ft. to 2 Af.

J ft. to 3 Af.

1 to 4 ft.

. J ft. to 1 Af

.

. J to 30 ft.

. J ft. to 2 Af.

. J to 5 ft.

. J to 2J i.

. } to 3 ft.

. 1} ft. to 6 Af.

. | ft. to 2 Af

.

. i to 1J ft.

. J to lft.

. 10 d. to } ft.

. J to 5 ft.

. J ft. to 3 Af.

. 1 to 3 ft.

. J ft. to 2 Af

.

. J to 5 ft.

. j ft. to 1 Af

.

. 1 to 6 ft.

. 1 to 4 ft.

. J to 2 ft.

. 2 d. to 1 M.

. 3 ft. to 1J Af.

. 1 to 3J ft.

2 drto J ft.

1 It this spelling be correct, it ie tbe mb# ee the nett (No. IS) ; bat it mej be
lfr-i pmrJtr, an arrow with ajboMsr at tbe bottoa ot tbe shaft, * barbed arrow.

* This name i« doubtful. Am M8R. sire all sorts ot epolUaga Fidswy test edMon,
p. Ill, 1. 1. Tbe dictionaries gire no information.
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38. Kamin-iguroha (bullet bow)

39. Kamtha

40. Tufai-i dahSn 1 (a tube ; Germ. Blaserohr)

41. Puikj&r*

42. ShafUwtt *

43. CHHhhuhS

44; Sbih-imSK
45. Qobiam (a sling)

46. GajbSg

47. Sipar (a shield)

48. DhiU . .

49. Xisro

50. Mri
51. U#hta

52. Dvbvlgho

53. KtoglK

54. ZirikhM
85. GUighma
56. /mMI 4

57. Zink

58. Bagtar 1

59. /Mas
60. CWr4*«io

61. Xeftt

62. 9Uif
63. Angirkia

64. BknyH
65. ChAraAssrA-tiham

66. AsttfsM

67. ChAOfd .......
68. DMMhs
69. JMft*........

2 d. to 1 X.

Bd.' to SB.

10 d. to J B.

2d. to 2 B.

2d. to IB.

1 d.to}B.

1 to 5 it.

1H. to i R.

1 to 5 it.

1 to 50 it.

| it. to 4 if

.

1 it. to 4 if

.

1 it. to 1 if.

} to 5 it.

} X. to 3} if.

1 to 4 it.

lto5X.
1 it. to 2 if

.

20 it. to 30 if.

1| it. to 100 if.

4 X. to 12 if

.

4 it. to 9 if

.

2& to 7 if.

6 it. to 8 if

.

3 X. to 8 if

.

1| X. to 5 if

.

3 X. to 2 if.

4 XL to 1 if.

5 X. to 8 if.

5to25X,

1§ XL to 2 if.

1 XL to 10 if.

[»AMe»t»» tq
1 Vid* Jmmtd A*. SmUf Bmqd, Ur IKS. p. 61.
* A—ismiwMmftpWiila T>*wotd SktfUtm, ormen octtocUtMo

mmm ottfcylfwM* »oooo» tootm/M*. I» VoUmT Poniu Distjr., il, p.

iM4MrlorjM»(l)k
* TMowordkand to »rami mom, ooonroor. lHuMSiIWtAeawBiito,

of the Asst.Met EmJoAS k —r^-irlr—*'* 1 tol*»«Aoe*lra ly 1

VoBm. i. p. hSor'iiewitmJogShoniioMoiioofMayotHoo.

[• Aawrt—P.)
« Aooordiaf to mom M8& rip.
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70. fianjhatMB 1 ....
71. Mdta-yi dhanl .... V 1M10TT

. } to 10 ft.

72. fttymi . 60 to 300 ft

73. Artak (the quilt) -» kajfm . . 4 ft to 7 if

.

74.* Qatkqa . 1 ft to 2} if.

76. Oardant * . 1 ft to 1 If.

76. Matchlocks . i ft to 1 if

.

77. B*n (rockets) .... . 2} to 4 ft

A*i» 36.

ON GUNS.

Gun* an wonderful lock* for protecting the august edifice of the

state ; and befitting key* for the door of conquest. With the exception

of Turkey, then is perhaps no country which in its guns has man means

of securing the government than this. Then an nowadays guns made

of such a size that the ball weighs 12 man* ; several elephants and a

thousand cattle are nquind to transport one. His Majesty looks upon the

cam bestowed on the efficiency of this branch as one of the higher objects

of a king, and themfom devotes to it much of his time. Daroghaa and

olever clerks am appointed to keep the whole in proper working order.

His Majesty has made several inventions which have astonished the

whole world. He made a gun which, on marches, can easily be taken to

pieces, and properly put together again when required. By another

invention, His Majesty joins seventeen guns in such a manner as to be

able to fin them simultaneously with one match. Again, he made another

kind of gun, which can easily be oarried by a single elephant ; such guns

have the name OajnSii. Guns whioh a single man may carry am called

NamSb.

The imperial guns are carefully distributed over the whole kingdom,

and eaoh Q&b* has that kind whioh is fit for it. For thealege offortresses

and for naval engagements, Hie Majesty has separate guns made, vrhieh

accompany his victorious armies on their marches. It ia impossible to

oount every gun ; besides olever workmen make continually new ones,

especially OvjnSlt and NarnUt.

Amlrsand Afeadb an on staff employ in this branch. The pay of the

foot varies from 100 to 400 i.

' n*flgsi*NpNSWtoaloat*pNri hauls stawstmy, mates Its postHsn la ItsId
wMgpasaJwsatliaS^iissrtaaj^iaUkowjoaftw aa^teea^^

so as to pnteeMh* ahtsk at tbs aataaL
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A'in 37.

ON MATCHLOCKS, ETC.

These are in particular favour with His Majesty, who stands unrivalled

in their manufacture, and as a marksman. Matchlocks are now made so

strong that they do not burst, though let off when filled to the top.

Formerly they could not fill them to more than a quarter. Besides, they

made them with the hammer and the anvil by flattening pieoes of iron,

and joining the flattened edges of both sides. Some left them, from fore-

sight, on one edge open ; but numerous accidents were the result, especi-

ally in the former kind. His Majesty has invented an excellent method of

construction. They flatten iron, and twist it round obliquely in form of a

roll, so that the folds get longer at every.twist ; they then join the foldB,

not edge to edge, but so as to allow them to lie one over the other, and

heat them gradually in the fire. They also take cylindrical pieoes of iron,

and pierce them when hot with an iron pin. Three or four of such pieces

make one gun; or, in the case of smaller ones, two. Guns are often made

of a length of two yards ; those of a smaller kind are one and a quarter

yards long, and go by the name of Damdnak. The gunstocks are differ-

ently made. From the practical knowledge of His Majesty, guns are

now made in such a manner that they can be fired off, without a match,

by a slight movement of the cock. Bullets are also made so as to out like

a sword. Through the assistance of the inventive genius of His Majesty

there are now many masters to be found among gunmakera, e.g., Ustfid

Kablr and

Iron, when heated, loses about one-half of its volume.

When a barrel is completed lengthways, before the transverse bottom-

pieoe is fixed to it, they engrave on it the quantity of its iron and the

length, both being expressed in numerals. A barrel thus far finished, is

called Daul. In this imperfect state they are Bent to His Majesty, and

delivered, in proper order, at the harem, to which {dace they are also

brought for . . .* At the same time, the Weight of the ball is fixed, and

tiie order is given for the transverse section of the matchlock. For long

guns the weight of a ball does not exceed twenty-five tdnki, and for

smaller ones fifteen. But balls of the former weight no one but His
Majesty* would dareto fire. When the barrels are polished,they art again

1 Th* taxt h*ion unintelligibleword : th*tmrim&lUoHam*fwrWd aap. lMrfiw
Wartsdition. Not* (13), Xh*BsafcasMK hssgfra Th* word ipjiiw t* Wofewiys

» ikbw wMiMMtlnU* far Vp^rtnaitli FM*TM*kU4u«Bd,p. 14.
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•«nt to the harem, and pnaerved in proper order. They an afterwards

taken out, and closed, by the order of Hie Majesty, with a transverse
,

bottom-piece. Having been pat to an old stock, they are filled to one-

third of the barrel with powder, and fired off. If no(ardinM*takesplaoe,

and the trial is satisfactory, they take the barrels again to His Majesty,

who gives the order to finish the mouthpiece of the barrel. After this the

gun is again placed on the stock, and subjected to a trial. If the~baU

issues in a crooked line, the barrel is heated, and straightened by means of

a rod introduced into it, and, in the presence of His Majesty, handed over

to a filer. He adorns the outside of the barrel in various ways, according

to orders, when it is taken to the harem. The wood and the shape of the

stock are then determined on. Several things are marked on every
‘

matchlock, viz., the weight, of the raw and the manufactured iron, the

formermarks being nowremoved ; the place where the iron is taken from;

the workman ; the plaoe where the gun is made ; the date ; its number.

Sometimes without reference to a proper order, one of the unfinished

barrels is selected and completed at His Majesty’s command. It is then

entered in another place ; the transverse bottom-piece is fixed ; and the

order is given to make the cock, the ramrod, the pargaz,
1 eto. As soon as

all these things have been completed, a new trial is ordered ; and when

it succeeds, they send in the gun, and deliver it a third time at the harem.

In this state the gun is called tada (plain). Five bullets are sent along

with it. His Majesty, after trying it in the manner above described,

returns it with the fifth bullet. The order for the colour of the barrel and

the stock is now-given ; one of the nine kinds of colour is selected for*

the stook. Guns also differ in the quality of inlaid gold and enamel; the

colour of the barrel is uniform. A gun thus far completed is called nmgin

(coloured). It is now, as before, handed over together with five bullets

;

His Majesty makes four trials, and returns it with the last ball. When ten

of suchguns are ready, His Majesty orders to inlay the mouth of the barrel

and the butt end with gold. They are then again sent for trial into the

harem, and whenever ten are quite complete they are handed over to

theslavee.

1 T&nmtk mmxM a friMa* ; tkt paitionki naaning whiofc it hste has, is not o)mt

tad not gifSB in the DMenams.
* fsmm, or'Am bmt mean the groove into whioh the nunrod if pat, er the

nased itaitt. • lha weed t» not in the data,and appealsie.be unknown ** the promt
day.
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THE MANNER OF CLEANING GUNS.

Formerly * strong man had to work a long time with iron instrument*

in order to clean matchlocks. Hie Majesty, from hie practical knowledge,

has invented a wheel, by the motion of which sixteen bands may be

cleaned in a very short time. The wheel is turned by a cow. Plate XV
will best show what sort of a machine it is..

A'in 39.

THE RANKS OF THE GUNS.

The-Imperial arsenal contains manufactured, purchased, and presented,

guns. Each of them is either long, or short,; and these are again subdivided

into JsSda (plain), rangin (coloured), and koftkar (hammered) guns. His

Majesty has selected out of several thousand guns, one hundred and five

as tijfita, i.e. for his special use. First, twelve in honour of the twelve

months ; each of them is brought back in its turn after eleven months.

Secondly, thirty for every week ; after every seven days one goes out, and

another is brought. Thirdly, thirty-two for the solar days ; one for every

day. Fourthly, thirty-one kotals. Sometimes there are only twenty-eight.

Whenever some of the former guns have been given away, kotals are

brought, to supply their places. The order of precedence is as follows

:

the guns for the month; the week; days; kotals
;
plain; coloured; koftkdr,

not handed over to the slaves ; koftkar, handed over to the slaves ; long

ones, selected from peshkash presents, or from such as were bought ;.

damSnaks, selected from peshkash, or' irom bought ones ; such as have

been chosen from selections of both.'" The one hundred and five khdfo

guns are divided ifito seven parts ; every fifteen form a hishk, or guard,

and are always kept ready by the slaves. On Sundays two are taken from

the first ; four frqm the second £4ve from, the third ; four from the fourth.

This order is also followed on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays. On
Thursdays, two are again taken from the first, sind four from the second

;

four from the third; five from the fourth. On Fridays, one is takenfrom

the first; five from the second ; four from the third; fivefromGw fourth.

So also for Saturdays. In order to supply the places of such khjtiufa guns

as have been given away, five other classes have been determined OB':

half kotals, fourteen
;

quarter kotals, seven ; one-eighth kotals, four

;

one-sixteenth kotals, two ; one-thirtysecond kotals, one. When kaUd

.guns are given away, they bring half kotals ; similarly, the place of a gun.
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whan given away, is taken by the next ; and the place of the last i«

supplied by one selected from such as have been bought.

One hundred and one guns are continually kept in the harem. Their

order is as follows. On the first day of every solar month elevenguns are

handed over to the servants of the harem, one of each of the guns for the

months, the weeks, the days, the lotah, the plain ones, the coloured ones,

the koftk&r not in charge of the slaves, the koftSr in their charge, the

selected long ones, the selected Dam&naks, the chosen ones of the selected

ones.- On the second day only the guns of the months (i.e. ten) are handed

over in the same order. For ten days an equal number is sent to the harem.

His Majesty practises often. When he has tried each gun, hecommences
from the beginning ; and when each gun has been used four times it is

sent away and replaced by a new one of each kind. If guns have been

left unused at the beginning of a new month, they are placed last, and the

guns for the current month are put first.

An order has also been given to the writers to write down the game
killed by His Majesty with the particulars of the guns used. Thut it was

found that with the gun which has the name of Sangriim one thousand

and nineteen animals have been killed. This gun is the first of His

Majesty’s private guns, and is used during the Farwardht month of the

present era.

if*i» 40.

ON THE PAY OF THE MATCHLOCK BEARhavS.

The pay of a Mlrdaha 1
is of four grades, 300 dam*, 280 d., 270 d.,

260 d. The pay of the others is of five grades. Each grade is again sub-

divided into three classes. First grade, 250 d., 240 d., 230 d. Second grade,

220 i., 210 d., 200 d. Third grade, 100 d., 180 <?., 170 d. Fourth grade,

160d., 180 d., 140 d. Fifth grade, 130 d., 120 d,, 110 d.

41.

THE IMPERIAL ELEPHANT STABLES.

This wonderful animal is in bulk and strength like a mountain
; and in

courage and ferocity like a lion. It adds materially to the pomp of a king

1 A mas plactd ortr U». The rank of tho JItntaha appear* to heve been the onlv
nitvommiuionrtnnk in the Mosul armies. The lowest fommitmiimd rank was that of a
OikbOikT, which word, though of the same rtymotogieet meaning, differ* in usage, and
signifies* man ineammnudat ten. The rank of aDMMlmm the lowest ilawmbddr rank
(rfils the teem'd book), iliniaka it also used in the seni»tjjp» *nwar ,rko look* opt*
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and to the sucoess of a conqueror ; and is of the greatest use for the army.

Experienced men of Hindustan put the value of a good elephant equal to

five hundred horses ; and they believe that, when guided by a few bold

men armed with matchlocks, such an elephant alone is worth double that

number. In vehemence on one side, and submissiveness to the reins on

the other, the elephant is like an Arab, whilst in point of obedience and

attentiveness to even the slightest signs, it resembles an intelligent human

being. In restiveness when full-blooded, and in vindictiveness, it surpasses

man. An elephant never hurts the female, though she be the cause of his

captivity ; he never will fight with young elephants, nor does he think it

proper to punish them. From a sense of gratitude, he does his keepersno

harm, nor will he throw dust over his body when he is mounted, though he

often does so at other times. Once an elephant, during the rutting-season

was fighting with another. When he was in the height of excitement a

small elephant came in his way ; he kindly lifted up the small one with his

trunk, set him aside, and then renewed the combat. If a male elephant

breaks loose during the rutting season in order to have his own way, few

people have the courage to approach him ; and some bold and experienced

man will have to get on a female elephant, and try to get near him and tie

a rope round his foot. Female-elephants, when mourning the loss Of a

young one, will often abstain from food and drink ; they sometimes even

die from grief.

The elephant can be taught various feats. He learns to remember

such melodies as can only, be remembered by people acquainted with

music ; he will move his limbs to keep time, and exhibit his skill in various

ways. He will shoot of! an arrow from a bow,discharge a matchlock, and

willlearn to pick up things that have been dropped and hand them over

to the keeper. Sometimes they get grain to eat wrapped up in hay ; this

they hide in the side of their mouth, and give it back to the keeper, when

they are alone with him.

- The teats of a female elephant, and the womb, resemble those of a

woman. The tongue is round like that of a parrot. The testicles are not

visible. Elephants frequently with their trunks take water out of their

stomachs, and sprinkle themselves with it. Such water has no offensive

smell. They also take out of their stomaoh grass on the second day,

without its having undergone any change.

The price of an elephant varies from a lak 1 tq one hundred rupees

;

* During the reign* of Attar’s •aettmor, the into* of a wsltttstosd wt ulswtusl mi*

mooh higher. VkfrTuiuk-i Johtogtri, p. 188. Attho tot of WiShjnhln, thoflnS white
•topbantvM brought from PSgQ, PidisUJkndmo, I, p. S67.
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elephants worth five thousand, and ten thousand rupees, are pretty

common.

There are four kinds of elephants. 1.Bhaddar. It is well proportioned,

has an erect head, a broad chest, large ears, a long tail, and is bold, and can

bear fatigue. They take out of his forehead an excrescence resembling a
large pearl, which they call in Hindi Oaj mantle.1 Many properties are

ascribed to it. 2. Hand. It is black, has yellow eyes, a uniformly sized

belly, a long penis, and is wild and ungovernable. 3. Mirg. It has a

whitish skin with black spots ; the colour of its eyes is a mixture of red,

yellow, black, and white. 4. Mir. It has a small head, and obeys readily.

It gets frightened when it thunders.

From a mixture of these four lands are formed others of different names

and properties. The colour of the skin of elephants is threefold ; white,

black, grey. Again, according to the threefold division of the dispositions

assigned by the Hindus to the mind, namely, sat benevolence, raj love of

sensual enjoyment, and tam irascibility, which shall be further explained

below,* elephants are uivided into three classes. First, such in which sat

predominates. They are well proportioned, good looking, eat moderately,

an very submissive, do not can for intercourse with the female, and live

to a very old age. Secondly, such in whose disposition raj prevails. They

an savage -looking, and proud, bold, ungovernable, and voracious.

Lastly, such as are full of tam. They an self-willed, destructive, and given

to sleep and voraciousness.

The time of gestation of the female is generally eighteen *lunar months.

For three months the fluida geminalia intermix in the womb of the

female ; when agitated the mass looks like quicksilver. Towards the

fifth month thefluida settle and get gelatinous. In the seventh month,

they get more solid, and draw to perfection towards the ninth month.

In the eleventh, the outline of a body is visible ; and in the twelfth, the

veins, bones, hoofs, and hairs, make their appearance. In the thirteenth

month the genitalia become distinguishable, and. in the fifteenth, the

1 This excrescence it also called Qajmott, or ikphantt*pearl Forbes has also Oajmanih,

end theM-t SMt, gaj wetl (t).

1 In thefourth book ofthis work.
9 The time is differently given. The emperor Jehingir seys in his Memoirs (p. 130)

44
During this month a female elephant in my stables gave birth before my own eyes.

I had often expressed the wish to have the time of gestation of the female elephant

correctly determined. It is now oertaln that a female birth takes place after sixteen, and
a male birth after nineteen, months [the emperor means evidently oolar months] ; and the

process is different from what it is with man, the festus-being born with the feet foremost.

After giving birth, the female at once covers the young one with earth and-dust, and
continually caresses it whilst the young one sinksdown evenr moment trying to reach the

teats of the mother.
4
' Fids Lt. Johnstone's remarks on the same subject, in the Pro-

ending* qfih* Asiatic Society ofBengal for May, 1868.
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process of quickening commences. If the female, during gestation, gets

stronger, the foetus is sure to be a male ; but if she gets weak it is the

sign of a female. During the sixteenth month the formation becomes

still more perfect, and the life of the foetus becomes quite distinct. In the

seventeenth month there is every chance 1 of a premature birth on

account of the efforts made by the foetus to move, till, in the eighteenth

month, the young one is bom.

According to others the sperm gets solid in the first month ; the

eyes, ears, the nose, mouth, and tongue are formed in the second ; in the

third month, the limbs made their appearance ; in the fourth month,

the foetus grows and gets strong ; in the fifth, it commences to quicken

;

in the sixth, it gets sense, which appears more marked during the seventh

month
; in the eighth, there is some chance of a miscarriage ; during the

ninth, tenth, and eleventh months the foetus grows, and is bora during the

twelfth. It will be a male young one if the greater part of the sperm came

from the male ; and it will be a female young one if the reverse is the case.

If the sperm of both the male and female is equal in quantity the young

one will be a hermaphrodite. The male foetus lies towards the right tide

;

the female towards the left ; a hermaphrodite in the middle.

Female elephants have often -for twelve days a red discharge, after

which gestation commences. During that period they look startled,

sprinkle themselves with water and earth, keep ears and tail upwards, and

go rarely away from the male. They will rub themselves against the male,

bend their heads below his tusks, smell at his urine and dung, and cannot

bear to see another female-near him. Sometimes, however, a female

shows aversion to intercourse with the male ; and must be forced to

copulate, when other female elephants, at hearing her noise, will come

to her rescue.

In former times, people did not breed elephants, and thought it

unlucky ; by the command of His Majesty, they now breed a very superior

olass of elephants which has removed the old prejudice in the minds of

menl A female elephant has generally one young one, but sometimes

two. For five years the young ones content themselves with the milk of

the mother; after that period they commence to eat herbs. In this state

they are called MI. When ten years old they are named ptit; when

twenty years old, bikka ; when thirty years old, kalba. In fact the

animal changes appearance every year, and then gets a new name. When
sixty years old, the elephant is full grown. The skull then looks like two

1 The word* of the test ere emblgumu. They aey eJe* meat In the ilvtntimth
month the effort of the fcet»* to move oeuaee the featele to (ink down.
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halves of a ball, whilst the ears look like winnowing fans.1 White ejes

mixetf with yeUow, black, and red, are looked upon aa a sign of exoeDenoe.

The forehead most be flat without swellings or wrinkles. Tbs trunk is

the nose of the animal, and is.eo long as to touch the ground. With it, it

takes up the food and puts it into the mouth ; similarly, it sucks bp water

with it, and then throws it into the stomach. It has eighteen teeth

;

sixteen of them are inside the mouth, eight above and eight below, and

two are the tusks outside. The latter are one and more yards long, round,

shining, very strong, white, or sometimes reddish and straight, the rad

slightly bent upwards. Some elephants have four tusks. With a view

to usefulness as also to ornament, they cut of! the top of the tusks, which

grow again. With some elephants they have to cut the tusks annually

;

with others after two or three years ; but they do not like to cut them

when an elephant is ten and eighty years old. An elephant is perfect when

it is eight dost high, nine dost long, and ten dost round the belly, and along

the back. Again, nine limbs, ought to touch the ground, namely, the fore

feet, the hind feet, the trunk, the tusks, the penis, the tail. White spots

on the forehead are considered lucky, whilst a thick neck is looked upon

as asign of beauty. Long hairs on and about the ears point to good origin.

Some elephants rut in winter, some in summer, some in the rains

They are then yery fierce, they pull down houses, throw down stone walls,

and will lift up with their trunks a horse and its rider. But elephants

differ very much in the amount of fierceness and boldness.

When they are hot, a blackish discharge exudes from the soft parts

between the ears and the temples, which has a most offensive smell ; it is

sometimes whitish, mixed with red. They say that elephants have twelve

holes in those soft parts, which likewise discharge the offensive fluid. The

discharge is abundant in lively animals, but trickles drop by drop in slow

ones. As soon as the discharge stops, the elephant gets fierce and looks

grand ; in this state he gets the name of Tdfd or Sarhari. When the

above discharge exudes from a place a little higher than the soft parts

between the ears and the temples, the elephant is called SingiujMl ; and

when the fluid trickles from all three places, Ttd-jor. When in heat,

elephants get attached to particular living creatures, as men dr horses

;

but pome elephants to any animal. So at least according toHindu books.

1 Qhatte This word, though common, it hot in our djotionartau. It it a flat

pitot of wiektr work, from ont to two ftat (quart. Throe rides of tht square art slightly

bent upwards. They nut grain on it, and toiling tht instrument with Doth hands, they
throw up tht grain, till tht husks, ttontt, and all othtr rafuat collect near tht skit whin
it not bent upwards, when tht refuse it rtmortd with tht hand. Wt net tine# for rack
purposes.
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The Bkadu^r rote in libra and 8corpio ; the Maud in spring ; the

Mirg in Oaprioom and Sagittarius ; the Mir in any season. Elephant

drivers have a drug which causes an-artificial heat ; but it often endangers

the life, of the beast. The noise of battle makes some superior elephants

just as fierce as at the rutting season ; even a sudden start may have such

an effect. Thus His Majesty’s elephant Qajmukto t he gets brisk as soon

as he hears the sound of the Imperial drum, end gets the above-mentioned

discharge. This peculiar heat generally makes its first appearance when

elephants have reached the age of thirty ; sometimes, however, earlier,

at an age of twenty-five. Sometimes the heat lasts for years, and some of

the Imperial elephants have continued for five years in an uninterrupted

alacrity. But it is mostly male elephants that get in heat. They then

commence to throw up earth, and run after a female, or roll about in mud,

and daub themselves all over with dirt. When in heat they are very

irritable, and yawn a great deal, though they sleep blit little. At last

they even discontinue eating,- and didike the foot-chain : they try to

get loose, and behave noisily.

The elephant, like man, lives to an age of one hundred and twenty

years.

The Hind! language has several words for an elephant, as Haiti, gaj,

fiU, hathi, etc. Under the hands of an experienced keeper it will much
improve, so that its value in a short time may rise from one hundred to

ten thousand rupees.

The Hindus believe that the eight points of the earth are each guarded

by a heavenly being in the shape of an elephant ; they have curious legends

regarding them. Their names are as follows : 1. Airawata, in the East

;

2. Pvndarika, south-east
;

3. Baman, south. ; 4. Kumada, south-west

;

-5. Anjan, west
; 6. Puhpadanta, north-west ; 7. Sarbhabhutna, north

;

6. SupratUea, north-east. When occasions arise, people read incantations

in their names,'and address them in worship. They also think that every

-elephant in the world is the offspring of one of them. Thus, elephants of

a white skin and white hairs are related to the first ; elephants with a

large head and long hairs, of a fierce and bold temper, and eyelids apart,

belong to the second ; such as are . . .* good-looking, black, and high in

the back, are the offspring of the third ; if tall, ungovernable, quick in

understanding, short-haired, and with red and black eyes, they come

from the fourth
; if bright black, with one tusk longer .than the other,

with a white breast and belly, and long and thick -fore-feet, from the

1 The MSS. have an unintelligible word. Pcrhape UrUhfanj, graceful, la the correct

leading.
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fifth ; if fearful, with prominent veins, with a short hump and ears and

a long trunk, from the sixth ; if thin-bellied, red-eyed, and with a long

trunk, from the seventh ; andif of a combination of the preeedihg seven

qualities, from the eighth.

The Hindus also make the following division into eight classes

:

1. Elephants whoso skin is not wrinkled, who are never sick, who are grand

looking, do not run away from the battle-field, dislike meat, and prefer

clean food at proper times, are said to be Dew mizdj (of a divine temper).

2'. Suoh as possess all the good qualities of elephants, and are quick in

learning, moving about the head, ears, trunk, forelegs, hind legs, and the

tail, and do no one harm except they be ordered to do so, an Gcmdharba

mizdj (angelic). 3. If irritable, of good appetite, fond of being in water,

they are Brahaman mizdj (of a brahminioal temper). 4. Such as are very

strong, in good condition, fond of fighting, ungovernable, are said to have

the temper of a Khattn, or warrior. 5. Those which are of a low stature,

and forgetful, self-willed in their own work, and neglectful in that of their

master, fond of unclean food, and spiteful towards other elephants, are

Budra mizdj. 6. Elephants which remain hot for a long time, and are fond

of playing tricks, or are destructive, and lose the way, have the temper ofa

serpent. 7. Such as squint, and are slow to learn, or feign to be hot, have

the temper of a Piskacka (spectre). 8. Those which are violent, swift, and

do men harm, and are fond of running about at night, have the qualities

of a Rdchhat (demon).

The Hindus have written many books in explanation of these various

tempers, as also many treatises on the diseases of the elephants, their

causes and proper remedies.

Elephants are found in the Bfibah of Agra, in the forests of

Bayiwan and Narwar, 1 as far as Bar&r
; in the Rflba of Ilahibad (Alla-

habad), in the confines of Pannah, (fihath) Ghora, and RatanpQr,

NandanpOr, Sirguja, and Bastar ; in the $Qba of Malwa, in Handiyah,

Uchhod, Chanderi, Santwas, Bijigarh, Raisin, Hoshangabad, Garha,

Haryagarh; in the Rflba of Bihar, in the neighbourhood of ftahtas

1 Narwar, where Aba *1-Fa?l war subsequent ly murdered at the instigation of Princo
Salim (Jahangir), Long. 77*58', Lat 25939' ; OhorAgk&t, near Dinagcpore, Long. 89° IT,
Lat. 25° 12'

; liaiattpur (Abu ’l-Fatl evidently means the one south-east of Sargachh),
Long. 82°, Lat. 22 ° 14*

; Sargackk, Long. 83* 8’,. tat. 23* 8'
; Jiuatar, Long. 81” 68',

. i Long.
The namo Fottah («*g) is doubtful, each MS. having a different reading.

Wild elephants have nowadays disappeared in nearly all the places mentioned by
AM ’1-Fasl
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and Jharkhand ; and in the gfiba of Bengal, in Orfea, and S&tgiw.

The elephanta from Pannah are tike beat.

A held of elephants ia tailed in Hind! takn. They vary in number

;

sometime! a herd amounts to a thousand elephants. Wild elephants are

very cautious. In winter and summer, they select a proper {dace, and

break down a whole forest near their sleeping place. For the sake of

pleasure, or for food and drink, they often travel over great distances.

On the journey one runs far in front of the others, like a sentinel ; a young

female is generally selected for this purpose. When they go to deep they

send out to the four sides of the sleeping place pickets of four female

elephants, which relieve each other.

Elephants will lift up their young ones, for three or four days after

their birth, with their trunks, and put them on their backs, or lay them

over their tusks. They also prepare medicines for the females when they

are sick or in labour pains and crowd round about them. When some of

them get caught, the female elephants break through the nets, and pull

down the elephant-drivers. And When a young elephant falls into a snare

they hide themselves in an ambush, go at night to the place where the

young one is, set itatliberty,andtrample the hunterstodeath. Sometimes

its motherslowly approaches alone, ami frees it insome clever way. I have

heard the following story from HisMajesty :
“ Once a wild young one had

fallen into a pit. As night had approached, we did not care to pull it out

immediately, and left it ; but when we came next morning near the place,

we saw that some wild elephants had filled the pit with broken logs and

grass, and thus pulled out the young one.” Again, “ Once a female

elephant played us a trick, S&e feigned to be dead. We passed her, and

went onwards ; but when at night we returned, we saw no trace left

of her.”

There was onoe an elephant in the Imperial stables named Ayaz. For

some reason ithad got offended with the driver, and was for ever watching

for an opportunity. Once at night, it lound him asleep. It got hold

of a long piece of wood, managed to pull off with it the man’s turban,

seised him by the hair, and tore him asunder.

Many examples are on record of the extraordinary cleverness of

elephants; in some cases it is difficult to believe them.

Kingshave always shown a great predilection for this animal, and done

everything in their power to collect a large number. Elephant-keepers

are muoh esteemed, and a proper rank is assigned to such as have a speoial

knowledge of the animal. Wicked, low men see in an elephant a meanest
lawlessness ; and unprincipled evildoers, with the help of this animal*
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carry on their nefarious trade. Hence kings of former times never

succeeded in suppressing the rebellious, and were thus disappointed in

their best intentions. But His Majesty, though overwhelmed with other

important matters, has been able, through God’s assistance and his

numerous elephants, to check those low but haughty men.; he teaches

them to desire submission, and bestows upon them, by wise laws, the

blessings of peace.

His Majesty divided the Imperial elephants into sections, which he

put in charge of honest Darogfras. Certain elephants were also declared

khpfa, i.e., appointed for the exclusive use of His Majesty.

A*tn 42.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE IMPERIAL ELEPHANTS.

His Majesty made a sevenfold division, based upon experience:

1. Mast (full blood) ; 2. Sherglr (tiger-seizing) ; 3. Soda (plain)

;

4. Manjhola (middlemost)
;

5. Karha ;
6. Phandurkiya

;

7. Moled.

The first class comprises young elephants, possessed of the peculiar heat

which renders the animal so strong. The second class contains likewise

young ones which once or twice have given signs
-

of perfection and exhibit

an uninterrupted alacrity. The third class comprehends useful elephants,

which are nearly as good as the preceding. The fourth class contains

elephants of a somewhat inferior value. Those of the fifth class are

younger than those of the fourth. The elephants of the sixth class are

smaller than those of the fifth. The last class contains all *oung ones still

unfit for use.

Each class is divided into three subdivisions, viz., large sited, middle,

young ones ; the last class contains ten kinds. A certain quantity of food

has been fixed for each class.

A'in 43.

THE FOOD ALLOWED TO THE ELEPHANTS.

Formerly the classification of the elephants was never attended to

;

hence in feeding them a large quantity of the stores was wasted. But

when His Majesty, soon after lifting the veil,
1 commenced to care for the

1 The seme phrase as on p. 19, line 12. It refers to the year I960, when Ba\ rum fell

in disgrace, and Akbar assumed the reins of the government.
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happiness of Us subjects, this matter was properly inquired into, and wise

regulations were issued for guidance. 1. Mast elephants. Large ones get

daily 2 mane 24 eett ; middle-sued, 2 m. 19 *. j small ones, 2 m. 14 e.

2. Sheryirs. Large ones, 2 m. 9 «. ; middle-sued ones, 2 m. 4 «. ; small

ones, 1 tn. 39 e. 3. SSdas. Large ones, 1 m. 34 s.; middle-sized ones,

1 m. 29 1. ; small ones, 1 m. 24 ». 4. Manjkolas. Large ones, 1 m. 22 *.

;

middle-sized ones, 1 m. 20 *. ; small ones, 1 m. 18 s. 6. Karhas. Large

ones, 1 m. 14*.; middle-sized ones, 1 m. 9*.; small ones, In. it.

6. Phandurhiya*. Large ones, 1 m. ; middle-sized ones, 36 «. ; small

ones, 32 *. 7. Mokals. Large ones, 26 *. ; middle-sized ones, 24 ».

;

third class, 22 *. ; fourth class, 20 *. ; fifth class, 18 «. ; sixth class, 16 «.

;

seventh olass, 14 *. ; eighth class, 12 *. ; ninth class, 10 «. ; tenth class, 8 «.

Female elephants have been divided into four classes, viz., large ones,

middle-sized ones, small ones, mokal*. The first two olasses are divided

into three ; the third, into four
;

the fourth, into nine subdivisions.

1. Large ones. Big, 1 m. 22 *. ; middling, 1 m. 18 *. ; small cues, 1 m. 14*.

2. Middle-sized, ones. Big, 1 m. 10 «. ; middling, 1 tn. 6 *. ; small, 1 m. 2 *.

3. Small ones. Big, 37 «. ; middling, 32 *. ; small, 27 «. ; still smaller,

22 *. 4. Mokals. First class, 22 «. ; second, 20 s. ; third, 18 *. ; fourth,

»lf If fifth,'141*. 1

; sixth, 12 s. ; seventh, 10*.; eighth, 8*.; ninth, 6*.

A*in 44.

THE SERVANTS OF THE ELEPHANT STABLES.

1. Mast elephants. There are five and a half 1 servants for each,

viz., a Mahdwat, who sits on the neck of the animal and directs its move-

ments. He must be acquainted with its good and bad properties, and

thus contribute to its usefulness. He gets 200 dams per month ; but if

the elephant be khufahar, i.e., wicked and addicted to pulling down the

driver, he gets 220 A. Secondly, a Mot, who sits behind, upon the rump
of the elephant, and assists in battle and in quickening the speed of the

animal
; but he often performs the duties of the Mahdwat. His monthly

pay is 110 d. Thirdly, the Meths, of whom there are three and one-half,

or only three in case of small elephants. A meth fetches fodder, and assists

in caparisoning the elephant. Meths of all classes get on the march four

dams daily, and at other times three and a half.

2. For every Shergir, there are five Servants, viz., a Mahdwat, at 180 d.

;

a Mol, at 103 d. ; and three Meths as before.

i.e., either eleven eerventa for two elephenU, or the Uatwea e boy.
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«t 180 d., a Bhoi at 90 d.i and two and a half Meth.

4. For. every Manjhola, there are four servants ; vis., a Mahdwat, at

1404. ; a Bhoi, at 80 d ; and two Methi.

5. For every Karha, there are three and a half servants ; vis., a

Mahdwat at 120 d. ; a Blm, at 70 i. ; and one and a half Methi.

6. For every Phandurkiya, there are two servants ; viz., a MahauxU,

at 100 i ; and a Meth.

7. For every Moled, there are likewise two servants ; viz., a Mahdwat,

at 50 d. ; and a Meth.

Female Elephants. 1. Large ones have four servants, viz., a Mahdieat,

at 100 d. ; a Bhoi, at 60 d. ; two Meth. 2. Middle-sized ones have three

and a half servants ; viz., a MahauxU, at 80 d. ; a Bhoi, at 50 d. ; and one

and a half Meth. 3. Small ones have two ; viz., a Mahdwat, at 60 d.

,

and a Meth. 4. Mokals have likewise two ; viz., a MahauxU, at 60 d.,

and a Meth.

The Fawjdar.

His Majesty has appointed a superintendent over every troop of ten,

twenty, and thirty elephants. Such a troop is called a halya ; the super-

intendent is called Fawjdar. His business is to look after the condition

and the training of the elephants ; he teaches them to be bold, and to

stand firm at the sight of fire and at the noise of artillery
; and he is

responsible for their behaviour in these respects. When a Fawjdar is

raised to the dignity of a Sadi (a commander of one hundred) or higher,

he has twenty-five elephants assigned to himself, the other Fawjd&rt, as

Buds (commanders of twenty) and DahbSshis (commanders of ten) being

under his orders. The same order is followed, from the Dahbashis up to

the Hazdnt (commanders of one thousand). The pay of officers above the

Sadi is different. Some Faxcjddrs have been raised to the dignity of

grandees of the court. A Sadi marks two horses. A Btsti of the first grade

has 30 rupees per mensem ; second grade, 25 R. ; third grade, 20 R. A
Dahbdshi of the first grade has twenty R. ; second grade, 16 R. ; third

grade, 12 R. Btstis and DahbSshis mark one horse, and belong to the

Ahadis. Such Fawjdars as have thirty or twenty-five elephants assigned

to themselves have to pay the wages of the Mahawat and of one Bhoi of

that elephant, which they select for their own use ; but such as have

twenty or ten only pay for a Mahdwat.

The above arrangement regarding the servants was not thought

sufficient by His Majesty, who has much experience in this matter. He
therefore put several hdqas in charge of every gTandee, and required him
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to look ofter them. The fodder also is now supplied by the government.

A trustworthy clerk has, besides, been appointed, who is in charge of the

correspondence of this branch ; he looks after the receipts and expenditure

and sees that the orders of His Majesty are carried out. He also parades

the elephants in the order described below (A*in 78).

A*l» 45.

THE HARNESS OF ELEPHANTS.

1. The Dhama is a large chain, made of iron, gold, or silver. It is

made of sixty oval links, each weighing three ten ; but the chain differs in

length and thickness according to the strength of the elephant. One end

of the chain is fixed in the ground, or fastened to a pillar ; the other end is

tied to the left hind leg of the elephant. Formerly, they fastened this

chain to the forefoot ; but as this is injurious for the chest of the elephant

His Majesty ordered to discontinue the usage.

2. The Andii is a chain, with which both forefeet are tied. As it

annoys the elephant, His Majesty ordered it to be discontinued.

3. The Seri is a chain for fastening both hind feet.

4. The Boland is a fetter tot the hind feet,an invention at His Majesty.

It allows the elephant to walk, but prevents him from running.

5. The Oaddh fieri resembles the Andii, and is an additional chain for

the hindlegs of unruly and swift elephants.

6. The Lok longer is a long chain, suitable for an elephant. One end is

tied to the right fore foot, and the other end to a thick kg, a yard in

length. This the driver keeps near him, and drops it, when the elephant

runs too swiftly, or gets so unruly as no longer to obey. The chain

twists round his leg, and the log will annoy the animal to such extent that

it necessarily stops. This useful invention, which has saved many lives,

and protected huts and walls, is likewise due to His Majesty.

7. The ChartsI is a piece of hollowed bamboo half a yard and two

tassfljes long, and has a hole in the middle. It is covered with sinews and

filled with gunpowder, an earthen partition dividing the powder into two

halves. A fusee wrapt in paper is put into each end. Fixed into the hole

of the bamboo at right angles is a stick, which serves as a handle. • Upon
fire being put to both ends, it turns round and malms a frightful noise.

Wh. n elephants fight with each other, or are otherwise unruly, a bold man
on foot takes the burning bamboo into his hand, and holds it before the

animals, when they will get quiet. Formerly, in order to separate two
elephants that were fighting, they used to light a fire ; hot people had
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much trouble, as it seldom had the desired effect. His Majesty invented

the present method, which was hailed by all.

8. Andhiyan, i.e., darkness, a name which Hip Majesty changed into

Ujyalt, i.e., light, is a piece of canvas above one and a half yards square.

It is made of brocade, velvet, etc., and tied with two ends to the KilStca

(vide next). When the elephant is unruly, it is let fall, so that he cannot

see. This has been the saving of many. As it often gives way, especially

when the elephant is very wild, His Majesty had three heavy bells attached

to the ends of the canvas, to keep it better down. This completed the

arrangement.

9. The Ktlawa 1 consists of a few twisted ropes, about one and a half

yards long. They are laid at the side of each other, without, however,

being interwoven among themselves, the whole being about eight fingers

broad. A ring is drawn through both ends of the ropes, and fastened where

the throat of the elephant is ; the elephant driver rests his feet in it, and

thus sits firmly. Sometimes it is made of silk or leather. Others fix small

pointed iron-spikes to the kaldwa, which will prevent an unruly elephant

from throwing down the driver by shaking its head.

10. The Dulthl is a rope, five yards long, as thick as a staff. This

they tie over the kalawa to strengthen it.

11. The Kanar is a small pointed Bpike, half a yard long. This they

likewise attach to the kaUiwa, and prick the elephant’s ears with it in'

order to make the animal wild or to urge it on.

12. The Jhr is a thick rope passing from the tail to the throat. When
properly tied it is an ornament. They also catch hold of it, when the

elephant makes an awkward movement. They also attach many other

trappings to it.

13. The Qaida is a cushion put on the back of the elephant below

the dulthl. It prevents galling, and is a source of comfort. J

14. The Qtidauli is a chain of brass. They attach it near the tail,

which it prevents from getting injured by the dulthl. It >s also

ornamental.

15. The Pichwa is a belt made of ropes and is fastened over the

buttocks of the elephant. It is a support for the Bhdi, and of much use to

him in firing.

16. The Chaudul consists of a number of bells attaohed to a piece of

1 This ihouM.be KalSms, Abfl 'l-Fayl ipeOi the word wrong ; vidt my text edition,

p. 130.1. lft. ItlooksasilAbBUMChad wbtefceathis Ptrtitn word for e Hindi term

;

rise. why should he have any spelling at alL In Vullers’ Persian Dictionary, ii, v. 3026,
reed ifalthr jfa*, and 6a*M</(*r hie emendation (tjtohyf*.
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broadcloth, whioh is tied on before and behind with a string passed through

it. It looks ornamental and grand.

17. Pitkachh is the name of two ohains fattened over the elephant's

sides. Attached to them, a bell hangs below the belly. It is of great

beauty and grandeur.

18. Large chains. They attaoh six on both sides, and three to the

kaldwo, the latter being added by His Majesty.

19. Qutiu (the tail of the Thibetan Yak). There are about sixty, more
or less, attached to the tusk, the forehead, the throat, and the neck. They

are either white, or black, or pied, and look very ornamental.

20. The Tayyd consists of five iron plates, each a span long, and four

fingers broad, fastened to each other by rings. On both sides of the Tayyd

there are two chains, each a yard long, one of whioh passes from above the

ear, and the other from below it to the kolawa, to whioh both are attached.

Between them there is another chain, whioh is passed over the head and

tied to the haldvoa ; and below, crossways, there are four iron spikes

ending in a curve, and adorned with knobs. The Quids are attached here.

At theirlower end there are three other chains similarly arranged. Besides,

four other chains are attached to the knob ; two of them, like the first,

end in a knob, whilst the remaining two are tied to the tusks. To this

knob again three chains are attached, two of which are tied round about

the trunk, the middle one hanging down. Quids and daggers are attached

to the former knobs, but the latter lies over the forehead. All this is

partly for ornament, partly4o frighten other animals.

21. The Pakhar is like an armour, and is made of steel ; there are

separate pieces for the head and the trunk.

22. The Oajjhamp is a covering put as an ornament above the pdkhar.

It looks grand. It is made of three folds of canvas, put together and sewn,

broad ribbons being attached to the outside.

23. The Megh dambar is an awning to shade the elephant driver, an

invention by Hu Majesty. It also looks ornamental.

24. The Ranpiytd is a fillet for the forehead made of brocade or

similar stuffs, from the hem of which nice ribbons and qutiu hang down.

25. The OaUR consists of four links joined together, with three above

them, and two others over the latter, if is attached to the feet of the

elephant. Its sound is very effective.

26. The Pay ranjan consists of several bells similarly arranged.

27. The Ankus is a small crook. His Majesty calls it Gfajbdga.* It

is used for guiding the elephant and stopping him!,

i.e., »a elaphMt-rsin. HlaMsjMty UdnuootoefeScsthaaMM iafaM, “which
•Mud* offensive to • PcrtUo asr.” JtwMdT. H*ns* the Pmlsas pronooocc U
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28. The Qatjl is a spear which has two prongs instead of an iron point.

The BhtH makes use of it, when the elephant is refractory.

29. The Bangn is a collection of rings made of iron or brass. The rings

are put on the tusks, and serve to strengthen as well as to ornament them.

30. The Jagamf resembles the Gad (No. 28), and is a cubit long. The

Bhol uses it, to quicken the speed of the elephant.

31.

* The Jhanda, or flag, is hung round with Qutai, like a togh.1 It is

luted to the side of the elephant.

But it is impossible to describe all the ornamental trappings of

elephants.

For each Mast and Sherglr and Soda, seven pieces of cotton cloth are

annually allowed, each at a price of 8| damt. Also, four coarse woollen

pieces; called in Hindi kambal, at 10 d. each, and eight ox hides, each at 8 d.

For Manjhola and Karha elephants, four of the first ; threq of the seoond

;

and seven of the third, are allowed. For Pkandurjfiyat and Mokait, and

female elephants, three of the first ; two of the second ; four of the third.

The saddlecloth is made of cloth, lining, and stuff for edging it round

about ; for sewing, half a ter of cotton thread is allowed. For every

man of grain, the halqa-ddr is allowed ten tert of iron for chains, eto., at

2 d. per set ; and for every hide, one ter of sesame oil, at 60 d. per man.

Also 6 s. coarse cotton thread for the kalarn of the elephant on which tho

Fawjdar rides, at 8 d. per ter ; but for other elephants, the men have to

make one of leather, etc., at their own expense.

A sum of twelve damt is annually subtracted from the servants ; but

they get the worn out articles.

A*in 46.

THE ELEPHANTS FOR HIS MAJESTY’S USE (KHl$A).

There are one hundred and one elephants selected for the use of

His Majesty. Their allowance of food is the same in quantity as that of

the other elephants, but differs in quality. Most of them also get 5 1. of

sugar, 4 s. of ghl, and half a man of rice mixed with chillies, cloves, eto.

;

and some have one and a half man 1 of milk in addition to their grain. In

the sugar-cane season, eaoh elephant gets daily, for two months, 300 sugar

canes, more or less. J3iu Majesty takes the place of the MahSwat.

Each elephant requires three bhcnt in the rutting season, and two, when

cool. Their monthly wages vary from 120 to 400 d., and are fixed by His

‘ ftrtisthemwMMf. VUt A*ln 10, p. 01.
1 Liquid* are told in India by the weight
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Majesty himself. For each elephant there are four MeUit. In the Halqat,

female elephants an but rarely told off to accompany big male ones ; but

for eaoh %h&fa elephant then an three, and sometimes even morn,

appointed. First dan big female elephants have two and one-half metki ;

second class do., two ; third class do., one and one-half ; for the other

classes as in the Halqat.

As eaoh Halqa is in charge of one of the grandees* so is every fthaf**

elephant put in charge of one of them. Likewise, for every ten kh&fa

elephants, a professionalman is appointed, who is called Daha.ld&r. They

draw, twelve, ten, and eight rupees per mensem. Besides, an active and

honest superintendent is appointed for every ten elephants. He is called

NaqQ) (watcher) and has to submit a daily report, when elephants eat

little, or get a shortened allowance, or in cases of sickness, or when any-

thing unusual happens. He marks a horse, and holds the rank of an

AhatR. His Majesty also weekly dispatches some of the servants near him,

in the proportion of one for every ten elephants, who inapeot them and

send in a report.

A*In 47.

THE MANNER OF RIDING ^Hi-SA-ELEPHANTS.

His Majesty, the royal rider of the plain of auspioiousnees, mounts on

every kind of elephant, from the first to the last class, making them,

notwithstanding their almost supernatural strength, obedient to his

command. His Majesty will put his foot on the tusks, and mount them,

even when they are in the rutting season, and astonishes experienced

people.1

They also put oomfortable turrets on the backs of swift-paced

elephants, which serve as a travelling sleeping apartment. An elephant

so caparisoned is always *»dy at the palace.

Whenever His Majesty mounts an elephant, a month's wages are given

as a donation to the Mot*. And when he has ridden ten elephants, the

following donations are bestowed, viz., the near servant who has weekly

to report on the elephants, receives a present ; the former, 100 R, ; the

DaM,l, 31 R. ; the Naqib, 15 R. ; the Mutkrif(writer), 7} R. Betides, the

regal rewards given to them at times when they display a particular seal

or attentiveness, go beyond the reach of speeoh.

Each elephant has his match appointed for fighting ; some are always •

1 JsUagtr, te his Hsnobs, (I*** mtsmI sssmptss of Attar's darinf ia this rsspaet

;

uid* Tuxnk, p. 16.
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ready at the palace, and engage when the order is given. When a fight is

over, if the combatants were kh&fa elephants, the bhoit receive 260 dam
as a present ; hut if other elephants, the bholt get 200 d.

The Dahd.lddr of kh&fa elephants receives one dam for every rupee

paid as wages to the bhols and metht ; the Mushrifia entitled to ( d., and

the Naqlb to \d. In the case of lialqa elephants, the ^adiwSl, the

Dahbashl, and the BltR, are entitled to 1 d. for every rupee ; and the

Mushrif and the Naqib receive the allowance given for kha$a elephants.

48.

ON FINES.

In order to prevent laziness and to ensure attentiveness, His Majesty,

as for all other departments, has fixed a list of fines. On the death of a

male or a female khpsa elephant the Bhols are fined three months’ wages.

If any part of the harness is lost, the Bhols and Metht are fined two-

thirds of the value of the article ; but in the case of a saddlecloth, the full

price. When a female elephant dies from starvation, or through want of

care, the Bhols have to pay the cost price of the animal.

If a driver mixes drugs with the food of an elephant to make the

animal hot, and it dies in consequence thereof, he is liable to capital

punishment, or to have a hand cut off, or to be sold as a slave. If it was

a Mdfa elephant, the Bhols lose three months’ pay and are further

suspended for one year.

Two experienced men are monthly dispatched to inquire into the

fatness or leanness of the Mj&t

a

elephants. If elephants are found by them

out of flesh to the extent of a quarter, according to the scale fixed by

the Pdgosht Regulation (vide A*in 83), the grandees in charge are fined,and

the Mow are likewise liable to lose a month’s wages.
.
In the case of

halqa elephants, A^adis are told off to examine them, and submit a

report to His Majesty. If an elephant dies, the Mahiwat and the Bhol

are fined three months’ wages. If part of an elephant’s tusk is broken,

and the injury reaches as far as the iofi—this is a place at the root of the

tusks, which on being injured is apt to fester, when the tusks get hollow

and become useless—a fine amounting to one-eighth of the price of the

elephant is exacted, the ddrogha paying two-thirds, and the Fawjdir one-

third. Should the injury not reach as far as the katl, the fine is only one-

half of the former, but the proportions are the. same. But, at present,

a fine of one per cent has become usual ; in the case of Qfifa elephants,

however, such punishment is inflicted as His Majesty may please tc direct.
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i*ln 49.

THE IMPERIAL HORSE STABLES.

Hu Majesty is very fond of horses, because he believes them to be of

great importance in the three branches of the government, and for

expeditions of conquest, and because he sees in them a means of avoiding

much inconvenience.

Merchants bring to court good horses from 'Irfiq-i 'Arab and 'Iraq-i

'Ajam, from Turkey, Turkestan, Bada&shan, Shirwan, Qirgfriz, Thibet,

Kashmir, and other countries. Droves after droves arrive from Tfiran and

Iran, and there are nowadays twelve thousand in the stables of Hie

Majesty. And in like manner, as they are continually coming in, so

there are others daily going out as presents, or for other purposes.

Skilful, experienced men have paid much attention to the breeding of

this sensible animal, many of whose habits resemble those of man ; and

after a short time Hindustan ranked higher in this respect than Arabia,

whilst many Indian horses cannot be distinguished from Arabs or from

the *Iraqibreed. There are fine horses bred in every part ofthe country

;

but those of Cachh excel, being equal to Arabs. It is said that a long time

ago an Arab ship was wrecked and driven to the shore of Cachh ; and

that it had seven choice horses, from which, according to the general

belief, the breed of that country originated. In the Panjab, horses am-

bred resembling 'Iraqis, especially between the Indus and the Bahat

(Jhelum) : they go by the name of SanGji
;

1 so also in the district of

Patl Haybatpflr,* Bajwaraf, Tihara, in the Subaof Agra, Mewat, and in

the $Qba of Ajmlr, where the horses have the name of pachwariya.

In the northern mountainous district of Hindustan, a kind of small but

strong horse is bred, which are called gut ? and in the confine of Bengal,

near Kfioh [•Bahir], another kind of horses occurs, which rank between

the gUt and Turkish horses, and are called tcinghan* they are strong and

powerful.

His Majesty, from the light of his insight and wisdom, makes himself

acquainted with the minutest details, and with the classification and the

condition of every kind of article ; he looks to the requirements of the

times, and designs proper regulations. Hence he also pays much attention

to everything that is connected with this animal, which is of so great an
importance for the government and an almost supernatural means

for the attainment of personal greatness.
r
— — ... .

Iggajm food MSS. retd
i

i9°0]',Lof>ff. Wi' ; min, 1*1 *0**7’, Lot*. 75# *5\
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Fint, he has set apart a place for horse-dealers, where they may,

withbutdelay, find convenient quarters, and be secure from the hardships

of. the seasons. By this arrangement, the animals will not suffer 1 from

that hardness and avariciousness so often observed in dealers of the present

time ; nor will they pass from the hands of well-intentioned merchants

into those of others. But dealers who are known for their uprightness

and humanity may keep their horses where they please, and bring them

at an appointed time. Secondly, he appointed a circumspect man to the

offioe of an Amtn-i KSrwansara, who from his superior knowledge and

experience keeps the dealers from the path of disobedience and ties the

mischievous tongues of such as are wicked and evasive. Thirdly, he has

appointed a clever writer, who keeps a roll of horses that arrive and have

been mustered, and who sees that the orders of His Majesty do not fall

into abeyance. Fourthly, he has appointed trustworthy men acquainted

with the prices of horses to examine the animals, and to fix their prices,

in the order in which they are imported. His Majesty, from his goodness,

generally gives half as much again above the price fixed by them, and

does not keep them waiting for their money.1

A*in 50.

THE BANKS OF THE HORSES.

There are two classes of horses : 1. KhSfa ; 2. Those that are not

kMfa. The hh&fa horses are the following—six stables, each containing

forty choice horses of Arabia and Persia
;
the stables of the princes ; the

stables of Turkish courier horses ; the stables of horses bred in the Imperial

studs. They have each a name, but do not exceed the number thirty.

His Majesty rides upon horses of the six stables.

The second dots horses are of three kinds, via., ti-aepi, Krt-aspi, dah-

asjH, i.e., belonging to the stables of thirty, twenty, and ten. A horse

1 Akbsr abhorred amity toward* domettfo animal*. Toward* the and of hi* life, at

shall be mentioned below, he even gave up hunting sad animal fight*.
1 AM '1-T**1 mention* thi* very often in the A*In. Contractor* generally received

cheque* on a local treasury ; but they might be sent from there to another local treasury,

unless they bribed the collector, or made over their oheque*, for a consideration, to Mahi-
jans (bankers). It was the tame in Persia. “Theclerk*, whose habit It is to annoy people,

gave him (Waslr Mint fjilib, brother of the great Persian historian Sikandar Beg) in

Sit of hi* claim* a lot of transfer receipt*, and left him in the hand* of the collector*

pil), who, like the clerks, always pretend to be. in a hurry ; and although Mini
a relation of his, triad to eome to an understanding with them, in order to help

Mini Qfilib ont of his wretched plight, they ruined him, in a-short time, to *ueb an extant

that they had to provide in lieu a daily subsistence allowance. He died of a broken
heart," fditr NafrObidVt Tonkin.



whose value comes up to ten muhurs, is kept in a Dah-muM (table ; those

worth from eleven to twenty muhurs, in a Bist-muhri stable, and so on.

Grandees and other Manfabdan, and /Senior Ahad\t are in charge of

the stables. Hay and crushed grain are found by the government for all

horses, except the horse which the YatiqdSr (guard) of every stable is

allowed to ride, and which he maintains in grain 1 and grass at his own

expense.

A%
in 51.

THE FODDER ALLOWED IN THE IMPERIAL STABLES.*

A khdsa horse was formerly allowed eight sera fodder per diem, when

the ter weighed twenty-eight damt. Now that the ter is fixed at thirty

dim a kh&fa horse gets seven and a half ten. In winter they give boiled

peas or vetch ; in summer, grain.1 The daily allowance includes two ten

of flour and one and a half ten of sugar. In winter, before the horse gets

fresh grass, they give it half a ter of ghi. Two dams are daily allowed for

hay ; but hay is not given, when fresh grass 1
is available. About three

lighit of land will yield sufficient fodder for a horse. When, instead of

sugar, the horses get molasses,1 they stop the ghi ; and when the season

of fresh grass 1 comes, they give no grain for the first three days, but allow

afterwards six ten of grain and two ten of molasses per diem? In other

SIrdqi and Turin stables,they give seven and a half ten of grain.1 During

the cool six months of the year, they give the grain 1 boiled, an allowance

of onedim being given for boiling one man of it. The horses alsoget once a

week a quarter ter of salt. WhenpAi and fresh grass* are given, each horse,

provided its price be above thirty-one muhurs, gets also one ter ot sugar

;

whilst such as are worth from twenty-one to thirty muhurs, only get half

a ter. Horses of lew value get no sugar at all. Before green grass 1
is

given, horses ofa value fromtwenty-onetoupwardsof onehundred muhurs,

get one man and ten ten of ghi/, such as are worth from eleven to twenty

muhurs thirty set *-; but horses up to ten muhurs get neither ghi, brown

sugar, nor green oats.1 Salt is given at the daily rate one-fiftieth ot a dim,

though it is mostly given in a lump. *ltiqiand Turift horses which .belong

to the court are daily allowed two d. tat gram ; but such of them as are

in the country only pne and a half. In winter, each horse gets a highi of

[» JTofjk, a null, hud. Mu* (run used, wh*.i well boiled, tor fstteoiof

Mm eollotuttlly smoaftf hom-wate* sto., msas u gNua.
n-P.l

[» MstCftssnsawhsatsr tansy (aetoata) Wore the ear is wsllteaisat tain eat

ti/t* is probably yar.—P.]



fresh oats,1 the price of which, at court, is 240 d., and in the country 200 d.

At the time of fresh oats,1 each horse gets two mans of molasses,* the same

quantity being subtracted from the allowance of grain.*

Experienced officers, attached to the Imperial offices, calculate the

amount required, and make out an estimate, which in due coirrpe is paid.

When a horse is sick, every necessary expense is paid on the certificate

of the horse doctor.

Every stallion to a stud of mares receives the allowance of a kJuifa

horse. The gut horses get five and a half ten of grain,* the usual quantity

of salt, and grass at the rate of one and a half d. per diem, if at court,

and at the rate of 1 ***</., when in the country ; but they do not get ghi,

molasses, or green oats.1 Qiiraqs [i.e., female horses] get, at court, four

and a half tars of grain,* the usual allowance of salt, and one d. for grass

;

and in the country, the same, with the exception of the grass, for which

only three fourths of a dam are allowed. Stud mares get two and three-

fourths sers of grain,* but the allowance for grass, salt, and fuel, is not

fixed.

A foal sucks its dam for three months ; after which, for nine months,

it is allowed the milk of two cows ; then, for six months, two and three-

fourths ten of grain * per diem ; after which period , the allowance is every

six months increased by a ter, till it completes the third year, when its

food is determined by the above regulations.

i*t» 52.

ON HARNESS, ETC.

It would be difficult and tedious to describe the various ornaments,

jewels, and trappings, used for the khw?a horses on which His Majesty

rides.

For the whole outfit of a kh&M horse, the allowance is 277$ d. per

annum ; vis., an artak, or horse quilt, of wadded chants, 47 d. ; a ySLpoth

(a covering for the mane), 32 d. ; a woollen towel, 2 d.—these three articles

are renewed every six months ; in lieu of the old artak, half the cost price

is deducted, and one-sixth for the old yalposh

;

a saddle-cloth, the outside

of which is woven of hair, the lining bring felt, 42 d. ; halters for the

[
l KhavJd ia green wheat or barley (not oats) before the ear Is well formed ; it is eat

and used as fodder.—P.]
[' Qa»4-i tififA is probably fur.—P.]
[' Aim eoUaqaially means, as here, gnat.—p.j
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nukjsta 1 (headstall) and the hind feet,* 40 i. ; a puiht-tang (girth), 8 d. ;

a magat-rin (a hone toil to drive away flies), 3 i. ; a nuj^Ua and qayta*

(the bit), 14 d. ; a curry-comb, l}i. ; a grain bag, 8d. ; a basket, in

which the hone gets its grain, 1* d. These articles are given annually, and

fifteen dim, ten jetah, subtracted in lieu of the old ones.

In the other stables, the allowance for horses whose value is not less

than twenty-one muhun, is 196} d. per annum, the rate of the articles

being the same: Twenty-five and a half dim are subtracted in lien of

the old articles.

In stables of hones worth twenty to eleven muhun, the annual

allowance is 155} d. ; viz., for the artak, 39} d. ; the yalpoth, 27} d. ;

a coarse saddle doth, 30 d.

;

the girth, 6 d. ; the nukhta and qayta, 10 d.

;

and the nujchta ropes and feet-ropes, 32 d. ; the magat-rin, 2 d. ; a towel,

1} d. ; a curry-comb, 1} d. ; a basket, 1 d. ; a grain bag, 4} d. Twenty

dim are subtracted for the old articles.

For horses worth up to ten muhun, and qisraqt, and git, the allowance

is 117} d. ;
* viz., an artak, 37 d. ; a yalpotk, 24} d. ; a jul; 24 d. ; a

nukhta band and a pay-band , 8 d. ; a nukhta and qayta, 8 d. ; a jnuht-

tang, 5 d. ; a magat-rin and a towel, each 1} i. ; a curry-comb, 1} d.

;

a basket, 1 d. ; a grain bag, 4} d. The amount subtracted is the same as

before.
i

1. The Kardh • is an iron vessel for boiling grain sufficient for ten

horses. The price of a kardh is at the rate of one hundred and forty dams

per man of iron ; but thiB includes the wages of the maker. 2. The

Mtinn Sal

h

or brass bucket, out of which horses drink. There is one for

every ten jchdpa horses. The price of making one is 140 d. For other

horses, as in the stables of thirty, etc., there is only one. 3. The Kamand,

attached to iron pegs, is for fastening the horses. In stables of

forty, there are three ; in stables of thirty, two ; in others, one. The

weight of a halter is half a man ; its cost price is 140 d., and 16 d. the

[
f for JwJbtt.—P.]
• la consequence of the climate, nones are kept, in the East, much more outside than

in the stables. When being cleaned or fed, each of the hindlegs is fastened by means of

a rope to a peg in the around. In the ease of wicked horses, a rope ii attached to each aide

of the head-stall, and fastened, like tent ropes, to pegs in the ground.* Native grooms,

in feeding horses, generallysquat on the ground, pushing the grain in the haeket towards

the mouth of the horse. The word nattfdk, which, like hundreds of other words, is not

given in our dictionaries, is generally pronounced hiufta. Similarly, qaixak ispronounced

fttisaA ; vide Journal As. Soc. Bengal for 1868, 1, p. 30 b.c.

• I* In modern Urdu eosaj it a snaffle.—P.j
4 The items added only give 1164 *
9 Altogether 1961 d., and 81 d. on account of the first three artielee renewed after sis

mniUkt, The deduction in lieu of old artielee refers, of course, to the wagee of the grooms.

l
# Kama or karurf, H. ?•—P.]
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wages of the rope maker. 4. The Ahantn mefch. or iron peg, of whieh

there ate two for every halter; Eaeh peg weighs five tert, and costs 16 i.

6. The Teibariukhmaq, or hammer, weighs five tert, and is used for fixing

the iron pegs. There is one in every stable.

All broken and old utensils of brass and iron, in the fch&fa stables, if

repairable, are repaired at the expense of the D&roghas ; and when they

are past mending, their present value is deducted, and the difference paid

in oaah. In other stables, a deduction of one-half of their value is made

every third year.

6. Na*l, or horseshoes, are renewed twice a year. Formerly eightddmt

were given for a whole set, but now ten. 7. KUndlan. One is allowed for

ten hones.1 The price of it is 80$ R.

i*in 63.

THE OFFICERS AND SERVANTS ATTACHED TO THE
IMPERIAL STABLES.

1. The Atbegi is in charge of all horses belonging to the government.

He directs all officem charged with the management of the horses. This

office iB one of the highest of the State, and is only held by grandees of high

rank : at present it is filled by the Khan J&andn * (Commander-in-Chief).

2. The Darogha. There is one appointed for each stable. This post may

be held by officen of the rank of commanden of five thousand down to

Senior Ahadis. 3. The Muthrif, or accountant. He keeps the roll of the

horses, manages all payments and fines, sees that His Majesty’s orders are

carried out, and prepares the estimate of the stores required for this

department. He is chosen from among the grandees. 4. The Dtda-tear, or

inspector. His duty is occasionally to inspect the horses before they

are mustered by His Majesty ; he also determines the rank and the

condition of the horses. His reports are taken down by the Mushrif.

This office may be held by the Manjabdars or Ahadis. 6. The AitfUacku

look after the harness, and have the hones saddled. Most of them get

their pay on the list of the Abadis. 6. The ChSbuksutoar rides the horses,

and compares their speed with the road, which is likewise taksn down by

the Mushrif. He receives the pay of an Abadl. 7. The H&4&. This

name is given to a class of Rijpflts, who teach horses the elementary

1 This appear* to be th* same a* the Hind. Utf, which oar meagre dictionaries

describe as a A
kind of tent ".

* Or JfM 4J*n Qsntn. La, {Abd'-r-Rahlm, eon of Bayrim Kfeia ; oils List of

Grandees, 2nd book. No. 29.
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steps. Some of them get their pay on the list of the Afesdh. 8. The

Mirdaha is an experienced groom placed over ten servants. He gets the

pay of an Ahadl ; but in other khafa stables, he only gets 170 d. ; in the

countiy-bred stables, 160 d.; in the other ri-aspi stables, 140 d. ; in

the btstJupi stables, 100 d. ; and in the dah-aspi stables, 30 d. Besides he

has to look after two horses. 9. The Baytar, or horse-doctor, gets the pay

of an Ahadl. 10. The Naqib, or watcher. Some active, intelligent men
ate retained for supervision. They rejwrt the condition of each stable

to the Darogkas and the Mushrif, and it is their duty to have the cattle

in readiness. The two head Naqtbs are Altadis, and they have thirty

people under them, who receive from 100 to 120 d. 11. The S3,is, or

groom. There is one groom for every two horses. In the chihil-aspi

stables, each groom gets 170 d. ; in the stables of the eldest prince, 138 d .

;

in the stables of the other princes, and in the courier horse stables, 136 i.

;

in the country bred stables, 126 d. ; in the other si-aspi stables, 106 d.

;

in the KU-aspi stables, 103 d.

;

and in the dah-aspi stables, 100 d. 12. The

Jilawdar (vide A*in 60) and the Paylc (a runner). Their monthly pay varies

from 1,200 to 120 d., according to their speed and manner of service.

Some of them will run from fifty to one hundred boh (kos) a day. 1 3. The

NaSlband, or farrier. Some of them are Ahadis, some foot soldiers. They

receive 160 d. 14. The Zindar, or saddle holder, has the same rank and

pay as the preceding. In the khafa stable of forty horses, one saddle is

allowed for every two homes, in the following manner : for the first and

twenty-first ; for the second and twenty-second, and so on. If the first

horse is sent out of the stable, the saddle remains at its place, and what

was the second horse becomes first, and the second saddle falls to the

third hoTse, and so on to the end. If a horse out of the middle leaves, its

saddle is given to the preceding horse. 15. The Abkash, or water-carrier.

Three are allowed in the stables of forty ; two in stables of thirty, and

only one in other stables. The monthly pay is 100 d. 16. The Farrash

(who dusts the furniture). There is one in every kkSsa stable. His pay

is 130 d. 17. A Sipandsoz 1 is only allowed in the stables of forty horses

;

1 The seeds of tipand (in Hind, sarsd, a kind of mustard seed) are put on a HenIt'd

plAte of iron. Their smoke is An effectual preventive against tfic evil eye {na^or-i bad,

chaihm rartdan), which is even dAngerous for Aktar's choice horses. Thewed* burnawsv
•lowly, And emit a crackling sound. Tho man who burn* them i* called Sipriwtoz," tile

the poeticel extracts of the 2nd book, under Shikrtu. hintcad of Sipttnd, grooms some-
times keep Ms monkey over the entrance of the stable. The iqtliiencc of the evil eye passes

from the hones to the ugly monkey.
Another remedy consists in nailing old horseshoes to the gates of the sta bleu. Hundreds

of such shoes may still be seen on *he gates in Fath pfir Sikrl.
.

[tfipand P„ or iarmof A., is wild rue not mustard,- 1*.
}
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his pay is 100 d. 18. The Kbakrvb, or sweeper. Sweepers are called in

Hindustan Halaljdkur
;

1 His Majesty brought this name en vogue. In

stables of forty, there are two ; in those of thirty and twenty, one. Their

monthly pay is 66 d.

During a march, if the daroghas are in receipt of a fixed allowance for

coolies, they entertain some people to lead the horses. In the stables of

thirty horses, fifteen are allowed. And in the same proportion does the

government appoint coolies, when a darogha has not received the extra

allowance. Each cooly gets two dams per diem.

A*In 54.

THE BARGlR,

His Majesty, from the regard which he pays to difference in rank,

believes many fit for cavalry service, though he would not trust them with

the keeping of a horse. For these he has told off separate stables, with

particular Daroghas and Mushrifs. When their services are required,

they are furnished with a horse on a written order of the BUikchl (writer)

;

but they have not to trouble themselves about the keeping of the horse.

A man so mounted is called a Bdrgirsuwdr.

A*in 55.

REGULATIONS FOR BRANDING HORSES.

In order to prevent fraudulent exchanges, and to remove the stamp of

doubtful ownership, horses were for some time marked with the wordJa>

(nd$r, sight), sometimes with the word
^
J (

ddrjh
,
mark), and sometimes

with the numeral v (seven). 2 Every horse that was received by govern-

ment had the mark burnt on the right cheek ;
and those that were

returned, on the left side. Sometimes, in the case of *Iraqi and M »ijanms 3

1 Akbar was very foncl of changing names which he thought offensive, or of giving

new names to things which he liked
;

ride p. 40, 1. 28 ; p. .0/3, 1. 18
; p. G5, 1. 10

; p. 00,

1. 22 ; elso Forbes' Dictionary under rangturd. Ilaldlihur, i.c„ one who cats that which

the ceremonial law allows, is a euphemism for hardtnkfiur. one who cats forbidden things,

as pork, etc. The word haMkjkur is still in use among educated Muhammadans ; byt it

is doubtful whether it was Akbar’8 invention. Tho word in common use for a sweeper is

mihtar, a prince, which like tho proud title of nowadays applied to cooks, tailors,

etc., is an example of the irony of fate. \

* Vide A*ins 7 and 8 of the second book. The branding of horses was revived in a.ii. 981,

a.d. 1673, when Sh&hb&z had been appointed Mir Jia^hehi. He followed the regulations

of CAl&*-ud-Dhi Khiljl and Sher Mhfin vide Badnonl, pp. 173, 190.

* Mujanrtas, i.e„ put nearly equal (to an Iraqi horse)
;
ride 2nd book, A*ir. 2. [I think

mujanna* means half-bred.—P.J
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bonce, they branded the price in numerals on the right cheek ; and in

tike caae of Turk! and Arab hones, on the left. Nowadays the hqnes

of every stable are distinguished by their price in numerals. Thus, ahorse

of ten muhnn is marked with the numeral ten ; those of'twenty muhurs

have a twenty, and so on. When horses, at the time of the musters, are

put into a higher or a lower grade, the old brand is removed.

A*in 86.

REGULATIONS FOR KEEPING UP THE FULL COMPLEMENT
OF HORSES.

Formerly, whenever there had been taken away either ten horses from

the stables of forty, or from the stud-bred horses, or five from the courier

hones, they were replaced in the following manner. The deficiency in

the stables of forty was made up from horses chosen from the stables of

the princes ; thestud-bred horses were replaced by other stud-bred ones,

and the oourier horses from other stables. Again, if there were wanting

fifteen hones in the stables of the eldest prince (Salim), they were replaced

by good horses of his brothers ; and if twenty were wanting in the stables

of the second prince (Murad), the deficiency was made up by horses taken

from the stables of the youngest prince and from other stables ; and if

twenty-five were wanting in the stables of the youngest prince (Danyal),

the deficiency was made up fr^jn other good stables.

But in tiie thirty-seventh year of the Divine Era (a.d. 1593), the

order was given that, in future, one horse should annually be added to

each stable. Thus, when, in the present year, the deficiency in the

tb&fa stables had tome up to eleven, they commenced to make up the

complement, thedefioiency of the other stables being made up at the time

of the muster patades.

^ i‘i»» 57.

ON FINES.

When a Ufa horse dies, the D&rogha has to pay one rupee, and
the Mlrdaha ten d., upon every muhur of the cost prioe ; and the grooms

lose one-fourth of their monthly wages. When a horse is stden, or .

'injured, His Majesty determines the fine, as it cannot be uniform in eibh'

case...

In the other stables they exacted from the Diro^ut for a tingle

home that dice, one rupee upon every muhur ; fortwo horsfs, two rupees
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upon every muhur ; end from the Mlrdaha and the grooms the above

proportions. But now they take one rupee upon every rauhur for one

to three horses that die ; and two upon every muhur for four horses

;

and three upon every muhur for five.

If the mouth of a home gets injured, the Mlrdaha is fined ten fam
upon every muhur, which fine he recovers from the other groonfiu

i*»» 58.

ON HORSES KEPT IN READINESS.

There are always kept in readiness two Jsh&fa horses ; but of courier-

hones,1 three, and one of each stable from the seventy muhurs down to

the ten muhur stables and the gut*. They are formed into four divisions,

and each division is called a mtW.

First mid : one from the cktitilaajn stables ; one from the stable of the

eldest prince ; one from those of the second prince ; one from the stable

of Hfifa courier horses. Second mid : one from the stable of the youngest

prince ; one from the stud-bred ; one from the ckikilaspl stables ; one

courier hone. Third mid, one hone from the stables of the three princes

;

one stud-bred. Fourth mid, one horse from each of the stables of horses of

forty, thirty, twenty, and ten muhun.

His Majesty rides very rarely on horses of the fourth mid. But when

prince Shah Murad joined his appointment,1 His Majesty also rode the best

horses of the stables of forty muhun. The arrangement was then as

follows. First mid, one horse from the stables of forty ; one horse from

the stables of the eldest and the youngest prince, and a courier hone.

Second mid, stud-bred horses from the stables of hones above seventy

muhun, Mafa hones of forty muhun, and courier hones. Third mid,

one horse front the stables of each of the two princes, the stud-bred, and

the seventy-muhur hones. Fourth migl, horses from the stables of sixty,

forty, and thirty muhun.

Horses are also kept in' readiness from the stables of twenty and ten

muhun and the gut*.

[
% M(lkw*lr, ambling, a roadster.—P.]
* ** Prince Murid in the beginning of thfe fortieth year (1506) ofAkber's reign,wu put

in commend of the enny of Gujrit, end ordered to take Ahmadnagsr. But when, tome
time after, Akhar beard that Murad's army toil in a wretched condition, chiefly through
the oeretenmess and drunken habits of tko prince* the emperor resolved to go himself

(43rd year), end dispatched Abd ’1-Fafl to bring the prince beck to court. Abfl 1'Fagl

camejust hitime to see the prince dier who from the preceding year had been suffering

from epileptic fits , dolinum tremens ?) brought on by habitual drunkenness.” Jf4r*df.
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A'in 69.

ON DONATIONS.

Whenever his Majesty mounts a hone belonging to one of the six

jch&fa stables, he gives something, aooording to a fixed rule, with a view

of increasing the seal and desire forimprovementamong the servants. For

some time it was a rule that, whenever he.rode out on a hone, a
rupee should be given, vis., one dam to the Atbegl, two to the Jilawdir

;

eighteen and one-half to the grooms, the rest being shared by the Muahrif,

the Naqlb, the AJ&tachl, and the Zlndar. In the case of hones belonging

to the stables of the eldest prince, thirty ddmt were given, each of the

former recipients getting a quarter of a dam less. For horses belonging

to stables of the second prince, twenty dams were given, tin donations

decreasing by the same fraction ; and for horses belonging to the stables

of the youngest prince, as also for courier hones,1 and stud-breds, ten

ddmt, according to the same manner of distribution.

Now, the following donations are given For a hone of« stable of

forty, one rupee as before ; for a horse belonging to a stable of the eldest

prince, twenty dSmt ; for a hone belonging to the youngest prince, ten

ddmt ; for courier hones, five ; for stud-breds, four ; for horses of the

other stables, two.

i‘i» 60.

REGULATIONS FOR THE JILAWANA.4

Whenever a hone is given away as a present, the price of the hone is

calculated fifty per cent, higher, and the recipient has to pay ten damt

upon every muhur of the value of the horse. These tenddmt permuhur are

divided as follows:—The Atbegl gets five dame ; the Jilawbegl, two and

a half ; the Mushrif, one and a quarter ; the Naqlbs, nine jetdi ; the

grooms, a quarter dam ; the Tafeflldir, fifteen jetdlt ; the remainder is

equally divided among the Zlndar and Afttachl.

In this country hones commonly live to the age of thirty yean. Their

pride varies from 500 muhure to 2 rupees.

[> Jtthwtr, ambling ; a roadster.—P.l
* Jilov la tbs atriagattachad to tha bridle,by which abona la ltd. A led bone la sailed

JatOa. The adjective jilanim, which la not in the dietfonarise, means nfrrriuf HmUt
horn. Wa have to write jilawimA, not jibed**, aooording to tha law of the ftntai
language, to break up a Anal diphthong in darlTatirta ; aa ae-ia, jtwfn, from aai,joe,MS
sai-ia, or jaa-f*. 'AojiknMr, or/mSMar.-ia tha asms* who leads tha hens The
Jilauhtfl la tha superintendent of haesaa attested lor preeeat*. The tatriUdr coUeeta
the fee.
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A'ln 61 .

THE CAMEL STABLES.

From the time His Majesty paid regard to the affairs of the state, he
has shown a great liking for this curiously shaped animal

; and as it is of

great use for the three branches of the government, and well known to

the emperor for its patience under burdens, and for its contentment with

little food, it has received every care at the hands of His Majesty. The
quality of the country breed improved very much, and Indian camels soon

surpassed those of Iran and Tilran.

From a regard to the dignity of his court, and the diversion of others.

His Majesty orders camel-fights, for which purpose several choice animals

are always kept in readiness. The best of these khasa camels, which is

named Sltdhpasand (approved of by the Shah), is a country-bred twelve

years old ; it overcomes all its antagonists, and exhibits in the manner
in which it stoops down and draws itself up every finesse of the art of

wrestling.

Camels are numerous near Ajmir, Jodhpur, Xagor, Rikamr, Jaisalnnr,

Batintja, and Bhatnlr
; the best are bred in the Suba of Oujrat, near

Cachh. But in Sind is the greatest abundance ; many inhabitants own
ten thousand camels and upwards. The swiftest camels are those of

Ajmir
; the best for burden are bred in Thatlia.

The success 1 of this department depends on the Anninas, i.e., female

qamels. In every country they get hot in winter and couple. The male
of two humps goes by the name of Butjhur. The young ones of camels are

called nar (male) and mdya (female), as the case may be; but His

Majesty has given to the nar the name of bughtl1} and to the female that

of jammdza. The bughdl is the better for carrying burdens ami for

fighting ; thejammaza excels in swiftness. The Indian camel called Ink,

and its female, come close to them in swiftness, and even surpass them.

The offspring of a bughur and a jammaza goes bv the name of glntrd :

the female is called mdya ghurd, If a bughdl s or a lot, couples with a

jammaza, the young one is called bughtil or lok respectively. Rut if a

bughdi or a lok couples with an anrana
,
the young male is named after

its sire and the young female after its dam. The lok is considered sujwrior

to the ghurd and the mdya ghurd.

1 In the text'mtye,' which also means a ftmale camel—a very harmlix* pun. Vine
Dr. ftprenger'e GullstAn, preface, p. 0. Regarding the word bughur, ride Journal Asiatic
Society, Bengal, for 1808, p. 59.

f* Corruption of defiilf—P.]
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When camels ere loaded and travel, they an generally fanned into

qatars (strings),' each qafdr consisting of five camels The first camel of

each qafdr is called peehang 1
; the second, puhdaM ; the third, msyffna

qa{ar ; the fourth, dumdaet ; the last camel, dumdir.

iSn 62.

THE FOOD OF CAMELS.

The following is the allowance of such htghdis as are to carry burdens.

At the age of two and a half, or three years, when they are taken from the

herd of the stud dams, a bughdx gets 2 «. of grain ; when three and a half

to four years old, 5 ; up to seven years, 9 ; at eight years, 10 1. The

same rule applies to bughure. Similarly in the case ofjammdzat, ghurde,

mdyah ghurde, and loks, up to four years of age ; but from the fourth to

the seventh year, they get 7 <t. ; and at the age of eight years, 7J
at the rate of 28dams per eer. As the ear has now 30 dame, a corresponding

deduction is made in the allowance. When bugMRe are in heat, they eat

less. Hence also concession is made, if they get lean, to the extent of 10 «.,

according to the provisions of the PSgoeht rule ( A*in 83) ; and when the

rutting season is over, the Darogfras give out a corresponding extra

allowance of grain to make up for the former deficiency. If they have

made a definite entry into their day-book, and give out more food, they

are held indemnified according to the PSgoeht rule ; and similarly in all

other cases, note is taken obthe deductions according to that rule.

At Court, camels are found in grass by the government for eight

months. Camels on duty inside the town are daily allowed grass at the

rate of 2 d. per head ; and those outside the town, 1} d. During the four

rainy months,and on the march, no allowance is given, the drivers taking

the camels to faeadows * to graze.

Ax
in 63.

THE HARNESS OF CAMELS.

The following articles are allowed for Mfigo oamels : an A/ear (head

stall) ; a Dum-afear (crupper) ; a MahSr kSthi (furniture resembling a

horse-saddle, but rather longer—an invention of His Majesty) ; a kSchi

[* Ckara-gdk, gfUing-pUb**.—P.]
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(which serves as a saddle-cloth) ; a Qatarchx ; a Sarbcht ;

1 a Tang

(a girth) ; a Sartang (a head-strap)
; a Shebband (a loin-strap) ; a Jal&jil

(a breast rope adorned with shells or bells)
;
a Gardariband (a neck-strap)

;

three Chadors (or coverings) made of broadcloth, or variegated canvas,

or waxcloth. The value of the jewels, inlaid work, trimmings, and silk,

used for adorning the above articles, goes beyond description.

Five qatars of camels, properly caparisoned, are always kept ready for

riding, together with two for carrying a Mihaffa,
which is a sort of wooden

turret, very comfortable, with two poles, by which it is suspended, at the

time of travelling, between two camels.

A camel's furniture is either coloured or plain. For every ten qatars

they allow three qatars coloured articles.

For Bughdis

,

the cost of the [coloured] furniture is 225| d., vis., a

head-stall studded with shells, 20$ d. ;
a brass ring, 1} d. ;

an iron chain,

4} d. ; a kallagi (an ornament in shape of a rosette, generally made of

peacock’s feathers, with a stone in the centre), 5 d. ; a pushtpozl (orna-

ments for the strap which passes along the back), 8d. ; a dum-afsar

(a crupper), 1} d. ;
for a takaUxi (saddle-quilt) and a sarbchl, both of

which require 3 sers of cotton, 20 d.
;
ajul (saddle-cloth),2 68 d.

;
a jahdz-%

gajkari
,

3

which serves as a mahdrkdthi (vide above), 40 d. ; a tang,

shebbandy guluband (throat-strap), 24 d. ; a tanab (long rope) for securing

the burden—camel-drivers call this rope tdqa tanab
,
or kharwar—38 d. ;

a balaposhy or covering, 15 d. A

For Jammdzas, two additional articles are allowed, Viz., a gardariband!,

2 d. ;
and a sTna-band (chest-strap), 16 d.

The cost of a set of plain furniture for Bughdis and Jammdzas amounts

to 168} d. y viz., an afsdr, studded with shells, 10 d. ; a dum-afsdfy } d.

;

a jahazy 16} d. ; a jul
, 52} d. ; a tang

y a shebbandy and guluband, 24 d. ;

a tdqa tanab, 37} d. ; a baldposhy 28 d.*

For LokSy the allowance for furniture is 143 i., viz., an afsar, jahdz
,

1 The meaning is doubtful. The Arab, wrb, like qitdr, signifies a troop ofcamels. From
the following it appears that sarbcht is a sort of quilt,

f
* Ajul ( =*jh{ltH.) is a heavy horse-covering of blanket and felt.—P.]
* Oajkdri appears to be the correct reading. The Arab, jahdz moans whatever is upon

a camdf especially the saddle and its appurtenances
,
generally made’ of coarse canvas

steeped in ume (raj). Hence gajkari, white-washed.
• These items added up give 240 d., not 225], as stated by Abfi ’1-Fafl. When dis-

crepancies are slight, they will be found to result from a rejection of the fractional

parts of the ooet of articles. The difference of 20] d. in this case can only have resulted

from «o omission on the part of the author, because all MSS. agree in the several items.

Perhaps some of the articles were not exchanged trimniallp, but had to last a longer time.
9 Them items added up give 169 d. t

instead of Abfi T-Fafl's lfityrf.
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Marwar

,

according to the former rates ; a jul, 37} d. ; a tang, shebband,

guluband, 14} d. ; a bdlaposh, 28 d. 1

The coloured and plain furniture is renewed once in three yean, but

not so the iron bands and the woodwork. In consideration of the old

coloured furniture of every qafar, sixteen dams, and of plain furniture,

fourteen dams, are deducted bv the Government. At the end of every three

years thpy draw out an estimate, from which one-fourth is deducted ;

then, after taking away one-tenth of the remainder, an assignment is

given for the rest.*

^Alaft camels (used for foraging) have their furniture renewed annually,

at the cost of 52} d. for country-bred camels, and loks, viz. [for country

bred camels] an afsar, 5 cl. ; a jul, 36} d. ; a sardoz
, } d. ; a tang and a

shebband, lOj d. ;

3 and [for loks], an afsar, a tang, and a shebband

,

as

before ; a jul, 45} d. ; a sardoz, f d.

From the annual estimate one-fourth is deducted, and an assignment

is given for the remainder.

Shattta fats, or canvas sacks, for giving camels their grain, are allowed

•one for every qafar, at a price of 30} d. for bughdis andjammazas^ and 24} d.

for loks.

Hitherto the cost of these articles had been uniformly computed and

fixed by contract with the camel drivers. But when, in the forty-second

year of the divine era [1598 a.d.], it was brought to the notice of His

Majesty that these people were, to a certain extent, losers, this regulation

was abolished, and the cuqgnt market price allowed for all articles. The

price is therefore no longer fixed.

On every New Year’s day, the head camel-drivers receive permission

for shearing the camels, anointing them with oil, injecting oil into the

noses of the animals, and indenting for the furniture allowed to *alaf%

camels.

A%
ln 64.

REGULATIONS FOR OILING CAMELS, AND INJECTING OIL

INTO THEIR NOSTRILS.

The scientific termr for these operations are tafliya and though

-we might expect tafliya and tanshxq, because tanshiq means injecting into

the nose.

1 The itemsadded up give 144 d., instead of Abfl ’l-P»fF» 148 4.

• Renee the Government paid, is i rule, of the estimates pretexted.
* The addition gives 52J A, instead of 52|. The folloiritig items, for fobs, vive added

op S2|.
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For each Bughdi and Jammiza 3} ten of sesame oil are annually

allowed, viz., three sers for anointing, and } ter tor injection into the nose.

So also } «. of brimstone, and 6} t. of butter-milk. For other lands of

osmels the allowance is | s. of brimstone, 6} t. of butter-milk, and j t. of

grease for injecting into the nose-holes.

Formerly these operations were repeated three times, but now only

once, a year.

4‘m 65.

THE RANKS OF THE CAMELS, AND THEIR SERVANTS.

His Majesty has formed the camels into qatars, and given each qatSr

in charge of a sarban, or driver. Their wages are four-fold. The first clara

get 400 d. ; the second, 340 d. ; the third, 280 d. ; the fourth, 220 d., per

mensem.

The qatars are of three kinds—1. Every five qatars are in charge of an

experienced man, called Bistopanjl, or commander of twenty-five. His

salary is 720 d. He marks a Yabu horse, and has four drivers under him.

2. Double the preceding, or ten qatars, are committed to the care of a

Panjaki, or commander of fifty. He is allowed a horse, draws 960 d.,

and has nine drivers under him. 3. Every hundred qatars are in charge

of a Panjgadi, or commander of five hundred. Ten qatars are under his

personal superintendence. With the exception of one qatar, Government

finds drivers for the others. The Panjahis and Bistopanjit are under his

orders. Their salary varies ; nowadays many YuzbSthit 1 are appointed

to this post. One camel is-told off for the farrathes. A writer also has

been appointed. His Majesty, from his practical knowledge, has placed

each Panfadi under a grandee of the court. Several active foot-soldiers

have been selected to inquire from time to time into the condition of the

camels, so that there may be no neglect. Besides, twice a year some

people adorned with the jewel of insight inspect the camels as to their

leanness or fatness at the beginning of
,
the rains and at the time of the

annual muster.

Should a camel get lost, the Sirban is fined the full value ; so also the

Panjahl and the Panfadi. If a camel get lame or blind, he is fined the

fourth part of the price.

Ra{ban.

Raiban is the name given to a class of Hindus who are acquainted with

the habits of the camel. They teach the country-bred lok camel so to step

1 Corresponding to our Ceptnins of the Army.eommsndere of 100 soldiers.

10
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as to paw over great distances in a short time. Although from the capital

to the frontiers of the empire, in every direction, relay horses are

stationed, and swift runners have been posted at the distance of every

five ihot, a few of these -camel riders are kept at the palace in readiness.

Each Ratbari is also put in charge of fifty stud arwanas, to* which for

the purpose of breeding, one bughur and two loks are attached. The latter

.

(the pales) get.the usual allowance of grain, but nothing.for grass. The

fifty arwanas get no allowance for grain or grass. For every bughur,

bughdi, and jammaza in the stud, the allowance for oiling and injecting

into the nostrils is 4 s. of sesame oil, } s. of brimstone, 6| s. of butter-

milk.1 The first includes } s. of oil for injection. Loks, anoaruu, ghurds,

and mSya ghurds, get only 3$ s. of sesame oil—the deduction is made for

injection—6£ s. of butter-milk,1 and $ s. of brimstone.

Botas and DumJbalas—these names arc given to young Camels ; the

former is used for light burdens
;
they are allowed s. of oil, inclusive of

} s. lot injection into the nostrils, £ s. of brimstone, and 41 s. of butter-

milk.1

Full-grown stud-camels get weekly £ «. of saltpetre and common salt

;

botas get J s:

The wages of a herdsman is 200 d. per mensem. For grazing every

fifty stud-camels, he is allowed five assistants, each of whom gets 2 d. per

diem. A herdsman of two herds of fifty is obliged to present to His

Majesty three arwanas every year ; on failure, their price is deducted from

his salary. ^
Formerly the state used to exact a fourth part of the wool sheared

from every bughdi and jammaza, each camel being assessed to yield four

sets of wool. This His Majesty has remitted, and in lieu thereof, has

ordered the drivers to provide their camels with dum-afsars, wooden

pegs, etc.

The following are the prices of oamels :—a bughdi, from 5 to 12 muhurs

;

• a jammSza, from 3 to 10 M, ; a bughur, from 8* to 7M. ;* a mongrel lok,

from 8 to 9 M. ; a country-bred, or a BalQchl lok, from 3 to 8 Jf. ; an

arwana, from 2 to 4 Jf.

His Majesty has regulated the burdens to be carried by camels. A first

daw bughdi, not more than 10 mans ; a second claw do., 8 ». ; superior

iamm&zas, loks, etc., 8 m.; a second claw do., 6 m.

In this country, camels do not live above twenty-four years.

f* JAM, ourds.—P.] [• la tost “frost 4 to 7

C* T)m text has also ten"a mteo taster from 8 toS‘5 s?tenf from3to8; smtya
ftenl sad o lok from 3 to 7 P.] •
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A'ln 66.

THE GAW-KHANA OR COW ‘-STABLES.

Throughout the happy regions of Hindustan, the 6ow‘ is considered

auspicious, and held in great veneration ; for by means of this animal,

tillage is carried on, the sustenance of life is rendered possible, and the

table of the inhabitant is filled with milk, butter-milk,1 and butter. It

is capable of carrying burdens and drawing wheeled carriages, and thus

becomes an excellent assistant for the three branches of the government.

Though every part of the empire produces cattle of various kinds,

those of Gujrat are the best. Sometimes a pair of them are sold at 100

muhurs. They will travel 80 kos [120 miles] in 24 hours, and surpass even

swift horses. Nor do they dung whilst running. The usual price is 20
and 10 muhurs. Good cattle are also found in Bengal and the Dakhin.

They kneel down at the time of being loaded. The cows give upwards of

half a man of milk. In the province of Dihll again, cows are not worth

more than 10 Rupees. His Majesty once bought a pair of cows for two
lacs of dams [5,000 Rupees].

In the neighbourhood of Thibet and Kashmir, the Qutas, or Thibetan

Yak, occurs, an animal of extraordinary appearance.

A cow will live to the age of twenty-five.

From his knowledge of the wonderful properties of the cow, His

Majesty, who notices everything which is of value, pays much attention

to the improvement of cattle. He divided them into classes, and com-

mitted each to the charge of a merciful keeper. One hundred choice

cattle were selected as Mi&fa and called kotal. They are kept in readiness

for any service, and forty of them are taken unladen 1 on hunting expedi-

tions, as shall be mentioned below (Book II, A*In 27). Fifty-one others

nearly as good are called half-fetal, and fifey-one more, quarter-fetal.

Any deficiency in the first class is made lip from the second, and that of

the middle from the third. But these three form the cow ‘-stables for His

Majesty’s use.

Besides, sections of cattle have been formed, each varying in number

from 50 to 100, and committed to the charge of honest keepers. The

rank of each animal is fixed at the time of the public muster, when each

gets its proper place among sections of equal rank. A similar proceeding

is adopted for each section, when selected for drawing waggons and

travelling carriages, or for fetching water (vide A*in 22).

I

1 (Me, ox. The bullook only Ja'iuod tor work.—?.] [* MM, curdfe.—P.)
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There is also a species of oxen, called gainl, small like gut horses, but

very beautiful.

Miloh-cows and buffaloes have also been divided into sections, and

handed over to intelligent servants.

Al
in 67.

THE DAILY ALLOWANCE OF FOOD.

Every head of the first class is allowed daily 6J s. of grain,1 and

l|d. of grass. The whole stable gets daily 1 man 19 t. of molasses,1

which is distributed by the Darogfra, who must be a man suitable for

suoh a duty, and office. Cattle of the remaining kha$a classes get daily

6 s. of grain,1 and grass as before, but no molasses 1 are given.

In other cow-stables the daily allowance is as follows. First kind,

6 s. of grain,1 1} d. of grass at court, and otherwise only 1 d. The second

kind get 5 ». of grain,1 and grass as usual. The oxen used for travelling

carriages get 6 1. of grain, 1 and grass.as usual. First class gainis get 3 s.

of grain, and 1 d. of grass at court, otherwise only } d. Second class do.,

2) «. of grain,1 and } d of grass at court, otherwise only £ d.

A male buffalo (called ama) gets 8 s. of wheat flour boiled, 2 «. of

ght, $ s. of molasses,2 1} s. of grain,1 and 2 d. of grass. This animal, when

young, fights astonishingly, and will tear a lion 3 to pieces. When this

peculiar strength is gone? it reaches the second stage, and is used for

carrying water. It then gets 8 ». of grain, and 2 d. for grass. Female

buffaloes used for carrying water get 6 s. of grain, and 2 d. for grass. First

class oxen for leopard-waggons 4 get 6J t. of grain ; and other classes, 5 1.

of grain, but the same Quantity of grass. Oxen for heavy waggons got

formerly 5 «. of grain, and 1$ d, for grass ; but now they get a quarter ter

lepa, and grass as before.

The miloh-cows, and buffaloes, when at court, have grain given them

in proportion to the quantity of milk they give. A herd of cows and

buffaloes is called that. A cow will give daily from 1 to 15 1. of milk ; a

buffalo from 2 to 30 s. The buffaloes of the Panjab are the best in this

respect. As soon as the quantity of milk given by each cow has been

ascertained, there are demanded two dSmt weight of ght for every ter

of milk.

f‘ i'Mim *gram, see p. 142, note 1.—.P.)

[* Qnnd-i sigilk, see p. 142, footnote 3.—P.J

I* Slier in India is the tiger, but tklr in Persia is the lion.—P,]
4 Carriages for the transport of trained hunting leopards. V%4t Book II, A*In 27.
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A%
xn 68,

THE SERVANTS EMPLOYED IN THE COW ’-STABLES.

In the kha?a stables, one man is appointed to look after four head of

cattle. Eighteen such keepers in the first stable get 5 d. per diem , and the

remaining keepers, 4 d. In other stables, the salary of the keepers is the

same, but each has to look after six cows. 1 Of the carriage drivers, some

get their salaries on the list of the Ahadis
;
others get 360 tf., others 256 d.

down to 112 d. Bahais , or carriages, are of two kinds 1. Chatrlddr or

covered carriages, having four or more poles (which support the chair, or

umbrella) ;
2. without a covering. Carriages suited for horses are called

ghurJnhal* For every ten waggons, 20 drivers and 1 carpenter are

allowed. The head driver, or Mtrdaha , and the- carpenter, get each 5 d.

per diem ; the others 4 d. For some time 15 drivers had been appointed,

and the carpenter was disallowed
;
the drivers themselves undertook the

repairs, and received on this account an annual allowance of 2,200

dams [55 Rupees].

If a horn of an ox was broken, or the animal got blind, the Darogfra

was fined one-fourth ql the price, or ever more, according to the extent

of the injury.

Formerly the Daroghas paid all expenses on account of repairs, and

received for every day that the carriages were used, half a dam as ung

money

—

ung is hemp smeared with ghl, and twisted round about the

axle-tree which, like a pivot, fits into the central hole of the wheel, and

thus prevents it from wearing away or getting broken. When afterwards

the Daroghaship was transferred to the drivers, they had to provide

for this expense. At first, it was only customary for the carts to carry

on marches a part of the baggage belonging to the different workshops

;

but when the drivers performed the duties of the Daroghas they had also

to provide for the carriage of the fuel required at court and for the

transport of building materials. But subsequently 200 waggons were

set aside for the transport of building materials, whilst 600 others have

to bring, in the space of ten months, 1,50,000 moil# of fuel to the Imperial

kitchen. And if officers of the government on any day use the Imperial

wraggons for other purposes, that day is to be separately accounted for, as

also each service rendered to the court. The drivers are not subject to

the Pagosht regulation (vide A*in 83). If, however, an ox dies, they have

to buy another.

I

1 GO r, ox ; vide p. 157, note 1.—P.] [" Ghur-bQhal.—V.]
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But when it came to the ears of His Majesty that the above mode of

contract was productive of much cruelty towards these serviceable, but

mute animals, he abolished this system, and gave 'them again in charge

of faithful servants. The allowance of grain for every cart-bullock was

fixed at 4 s., and 1J d. were given for grass. For other bullocks, the

allowance is one-half of the preceding. But during the four rainy months

no money is allowed for grass. There were also appointed for every

eighteen carts twelve drivers, one of whom must understand carpenter’s

work. Now, if a bullock dies, government supplies another in his stead,

and likewise pays for the ung% and is at the expense of repairs.

The cattle that are worked are mustered once a year by experienced

men who estimate their fatness or leanness ; cattle that are unemployed

are inspected every six months. Instead of the above mentioned transport

of firewood, etc., the carters have now to perform any service which

may be required by the government.

A+in 69.

THE MULE STABLES.

The mule possesses the strength of a horse and the patience of an ass,

and though it has not the intelligence of the former it has not the

stupidity of the latter. It never forgets- the road which it has once

travelled. Hence it is liked by His Majesty, whose practical wisdom

extends to everything, and its breeding is encouraged. It is the beBt

animal for carrying burdens and travelling over uneven ground, and it

has a very soft step. People generally believe that the male ass couples

with a mare, but the opposite connexion also is known to take place, as

mentioned in the books of antiquity. Thd mule resembles its dam. His

Majesty had a young ass coupled with a mare, and they produced a very

fine mule.

In many countries just princes prefer travelling about on a mule

;

ana people can therefore easily lay their grievances before them,1 without

inconveniencing the traveller.

Mules are only bred in Hindustan in Pakhali,2 and its neighbourhood.

The simple inhabitants of the country used to look upon mules as asses,

and thought it derogatory to ride upon them
; but in consequence of the

1 Which the subjects could not so easily do, if the princes, on their tours of administra-
tion of justice, were to ride on elephants, because the plaintiff would stand too far from
the king.

1 The Sark&r of Pakhali lie* between At*k (Attack) and Kashmir, a little north of
Kawul Pindee. Tide towards the end of Book 111.
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intend which His Majesty takes in this animal, so gnat a dislike is now
nowhere to be found.

Mules are chiefly imported from *Iriq-i 5Arab and *Iraq-i *Ajam.

Very superior mules an often sold at Rs. 1,000 f>er head.

lake camels, they an formed into qa(,art of five, and have the same

names, except the second mule of each qai&r, which is called bardast,

[instead of peshdara, vide A*in 61, end].

Mules reach the age of fifty.

i*l» 70.

THE DAILY ALLOWANCE OF FOOD FOR MULES.

Such mules as an not country-bred, get at court, 6 s. of grain, and 2 d.

for gram ; otherwise, only 1 ] d. Country-bnd mules get 4 1. of grain,

and If d. of grass, when at court ; otherwise, 1 d. for gram. Each mule

is allowed every week 3] jetals for salt ; but they give the salt in one lot.

i*I» 71.

THE FURNITURE OF MULES.

For imported mules, a head stall of leather, 20} d.

;

an iron chain

weighing 2 «., 10 d. ; a remain (crupper) of leather, 4 d. ; a pdldn (pack*

saddle), 102 d.
; a ehaltang (shawl strap), and a palas-tang (blanket strap),

36} d.
; a tSqa tandb (a rope for fastening the burden), 63 d. ; a qafir

skalaq (a short whip), 6 d. ;
a bell, one for every qatar, 10 d. ; a horse-

hair saddle, 40 d. ; a kalawa (vide A*In 40, No. 9) of leather, 13 d. ; a set

of ropes, 9 d. ; a saddle cloth, 4] d. ; a tardoz (a common head stall),

4 d. ; a khurfin (wallet), 15 d. ; a fodder-bag, id. ; & magat-rdn (to drive

away flies) of leather, 1 d. ; a curry-comb and a hair-glove (for washing),

44. Total 345} d.

For country-bred mules the allowance is 151} d., vis., a head stall of

leather, 4 d.
;

pack-saddle, 51 d. 18}y. ; the straps, 18] d. ; a {aqa

tandb and sardot, 40 d. ; a bell, 5 d. ; a fodder-bag, 3 d. ; a crupper, 3 d.

;

a saddle, 24 d. ; a curry-comb and a hair-glove, 4 d.

The furniture is renewed every third year ; but for all iron and wood

work, half the price is deducted. The annual allowance for the repair of

the furniture is 40 d. ; but on the march, the time of renewal depends on

the wear. Mules are shod every six months at a cost of 8 d. per head.

Each qatir is in charge of a keeper. TQrinls, Iranis, and Indians, are

appointed to this office ; the first two get from 400 to 1,920 d. ; and the
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third class, from 240 to 266 d. per mensem. Such keepers as have monthly

salaries of 10R. [400 d.]and upwards, have to find the peshang 1 (first mule

of their qafar) in grain and grass. Experienced people inspect the mules

twice a year as to leanness or fatness. Once a year they are paraded

before His Majesty.

If a mule gets blind or lame, the muleteer is fined one-fourth of the

cost price ; ond one-half, if it is lost.

Asses also are employed for carrying burdens and fetching watei.

They get 3 1. of grain, and 1 d. for grass. The furniture for asses is the

same as that for country-bred mules, but no saddle is given. The annual

allowance for repairs is 23 if. The keepers do not get above 120 d. per

mensem.

A%
in 72.

THE MANNER IN WHICH HIS MAJESTY SPENDS HIS TIME.

The success of the three branches of the government, and the fulfil

ment of the wishes of the subjects, whether great or small, depend upon

the manner in which a king spends his time. The care with which His

Majesty guards over his motives, and watches over his emotions, bears

on its face the sign of the Infinite, and the stamp of immortality ; and

though thousands of important matters occupy,*at one and the same time,

his attention, they do not stir up the rubbish of confusion in the temple of

his mind, nor do they allow^he dust of dismay to settle on the vigour of

his mental powers, or the habitual earnestness with which His Majesty

contemplates the charms of God’s world. His anxiety to do the will of

the Creator is ever increasing ; and thus his insight and wisdom are ever

deepening. From his practical knowledge, and capacity lor everything

excellent, he can sound men of experience, though rarely casting a glance

on his own ever extending excellence. He listens to great and small,

expecting thata good thought, or the relation of a noble deed, may kindle

in his mind a new lamp of wisdom, though ages have passed without his

having found a really great man. Impartial statesmen, on seeing the

sagacity of His Majesty, blotted out the book of their own wisdom, and

commenced a new leaf. But with the magnanimity which distinguishes

him, and with his wonted seal, he continues his search for superior men
and finds a reward in the care with which he selects such as are fit for

his society.

[* The pukanf la aetajted (or being • quick-itcpper and (or intelligence.—
:P.]
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Although surrounded by every external pomp and display, and by

every inducement to lead a life of luxury and ease, he does not allow his

desires, or his wrath, to renounce allegiance to Wisdom, Iub sovereign-

how much less would he permit them to lead him to a- bad deed 1 Even

the telling of stories, which ordinary people use as a means of lulling

themselves into sleep, serves to keep His Majesty awake.

Ardeptly feeling after God, and searching for truth, His Majesty

exercises upon himself both inward and outward austerities, though he

occasionally joins public worship, in order to hush the slandering tongues

of the bigots of the present age. But the great object of his life is the

Acquisition of that sound morality, the sublime loftiness of which

captivates the hearts of thinking sages, and silences the taunts of zealots

and sectarians.

Knowing the value of a lifetime, he never wastes his time, nor does

he omit any necessary duty, so that in the light of his upright intentions,

every action of his life may be considered as an adoration of God.

It is beyond my power to describe in adequate tarns His Majesty’s

devotions; He passes every moment of his life in self-examination or in

adoration of God,. He especially does so at the time, when morning

spreads her azure silk, and scatters abroad her young, golden beams ; and

at noon, when the light of the world-illuminating sun embraces the

universe, and thus becomes a source of joy for all men ; in the evening

when that fountain of light withdraws from the eyes of mortal man, to

the bewildering grief of all whoare friends oflight ; and lastly at midnight,

when that great cause of life turns again to ascend, and to bring the news

of {Mewed cheerfulness to all who, in the melancholy of the night, are

stricken with sorrow. All these grand mysteries are in honour of God, and

in adoration of the Creator of the world ; and if dark-minded, ignorant

men cannot comprehend their signification, who is to be blamed, and

whoee loas is it ! Indeed, every man acknowledges that we owe gratitude

and reverence to our benefactors; and hence it is incumbent on us,

though our strength may fail, to shbw gratitude for the blessings we

reoetve from the sun, the light of all lights, and.to enumerate the benefits

which he bestows. This is essentially the duty of kings, upon whom,

according to the opinion of the wise, this sovereign of the heavens sheds

an immediate fight.1 And this is the very motive which actuates His

Majesty to venerate fin and reverence lamps.

But why should I speak of the mysterious blessings of the sun, or of

> VU* AM 'l-FwTf Preface, pp. Hi and 49.
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the transfer of his greater light to lamps 1 Should I not rather dwell on

the perverseness of those weak-minded zealots, who, with inuoh concern,

talk of His Majesty’s religion as of a deification of the Sun, and the intro-

duction of fire-worship 1 But I shall dismiss them witha smile.

The compassionate heart of Hif Majesty finds no pleasure in cruelties,

or in causing sorrow to others ; he is ever sparing of the lives of his

subjects, wishing to bestow happiness upon all.'

His Majesty abstains much from flesh, so that whole months pass away

without his touohing any animal food, which, though prized by most, is

nothing thought of by the sage. His august nature cares but little for

the pleasures of the world. In the course of twenty-four hours he never

makes more than one meal. He takes a delight in spending his time in

performing whatever is necessary and proper. He takes a little repose in

the evening, and again for a short time in the morning ; but his sleep

looks more like waking.

His Majesty is accustomed to spend the hours of the night profitably

;

to the private audience hall arr then admitted eloquent philosophers

and virtuous $0fis, who are seated according to their rank and entertain

His Majesty with wise discourses. On such occasions His Majesty fathoms

them, and tries them on the touch-stone of knowledge. Or the object

of an ancient institution is disclosed, or new thoughts are hailed with

delight. Here young men of talent leam to.revere and adore His. Majesty,

and experience the happinecp of having their wishes fulfilled, whilst old

men of impartial judgment 'see themselves on the expanse of sorrow,

finding that they have to pass through a new course of instruction

There are also present iji these assemblies, unprejudiced, historians,

who do not mutilate history by adding or suppressing facts, and relate

the impressive events of ancient times. His Majesty often makes remarks

wonderfully shreWd, or starts a fitting subject for conversation. On other

occasions matters referring to the empire ami the revenue are brought gp,
when His Majetty gives orders for whatever js to be done in each C|Se.

About a watch before daybreak, musicians of all na$ouk are

introduced, who recreate the assembly with music and songs,and religious

strains ; and when four ghajti are left till morning His Majesty retires

to bis private apartments, brings bis external appearance in harmony

with the simplicity of his heart, and launches forth into the ocean pf

contemplation. In the meantime, at the clou of night, aoMiere,

merchants, peasants, tradespeople, end other profesrione gather round

the palace, patiently waiting to catch a glimpse of His Majesty. Soon

after daybreak, they are allowed to make the komuh (vule A*fn 74). After



this, Hit Majesty allows the attendants of the Harem to pay their compli-

ments. During this time various matters of worldly and religions import

are brought to the notioe of His Majesty. As soon as they are settled,

he returna to hia private apartments and reposes a little.

The good habits of His Majesty ate so numerous that I cannot

adequately describe them. If 1 were to compile dictionaries on this

subject they would not be exhaustive.

in» 73.

REGULATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO COURT.

Admittance to Court is a distinction conferred on the nation at large

;

it is tt pledge that the three branches of the government ate properly

looked after, and enables subjects personally to apply for redress of their

grievances. Admittance to the rider of the land is for the success of his

government what irrigation is for a flower-bed ; it is the field, on which

the' hopes of the nation ripen into fruit.

His Majesty generally receives twice in the course of twenty-four

hours; when people of all classes can satisfy their eyes and hearts with

the light of his countenance. First, after performing his morning

devotions, he is visible from outride the awning, to people of -all ranks,

whether they be given to worldlypurSuftls, or to a life of solitary contem-

plation, without any molestation from the mace-bearers. This mode of

showing himself is called, in the language of the country, dorian (view)

;

and it frequently happens that business is transacted at tins time. The

second time of his being visible is in the State Hall, whither he generally

goes after the first watch’ of the day; But thfe'assembly is sometimes

announced towards tha close of day, or atnighh He also frequently

appears at a window, which opens into the fitste HaU, for the transaction

of business; or. be dispenses thera jurtionoslBriy and serenely, or

examines into .tb^dispqneatioo of juafcioey ortbs-mscit of officers, without

bejipgj^uenoed in his judgment by any predilections or anything impure

and contrary to the will of God. Every offioer of government then

presents various reporty.o* explain* his several wants, and is instructed

by His Majesty how to proceed. From hi* knowledge of the character

of the times, though in opposition.to|h*' practice of kings ofpast ages,

Hish^estylooksupoo the unailart detail*a* mirrors capableofroflecting

a oompnehepsive ’outline;; he doss net. reject that which superficial

observers call unimportant, and counting the happiness of his subjects

Klf disturbed* 7 ;
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Whenever His Majesty holds court they best • butge dram, the

sounds of which are accompanied by Divine praise. In this manner,

people of all classes receive notioe. His Majesty’s sons and grandohildrein,

the grandees of the Court, end all other men whohave admittance, attend

to make the hornith, and remain standing in their proper places. Learned

men of renown gnd skilful mechanics pay their respects; tin D&rogbas

and Bitikchis (writers) set forth their several wants ; and the officers of

justice give in their reports. His Majesty, with his usual inright, gives

orders, and settles everything in a satisfactory manner. During the

whole time, skilful gladiators and wrestlers from all countries hold them-

selves in readiness, and ringers, male and female, are in waiting. Clever

jugglers and funny tumblers also are. anxious to exhibit their dexterity

and agility.

His Majesty, on such occasions, addresses himself to many of those

who have been presented, impressing all with the correctness of his

intentions, the unbiasedness of his mind, the humility of his disposition,

the magnanimity of his heart-, the excellence of his nature, the cheerfulness

of his countenance, and the frankness of his manners ; his intelligence

pervades the whole assembly, and multifarious matters are easily and

satisfactorily settled by his truly divine power.

This vale of sorrows is changed to a place of rest : thearmy and the

nation are content May the empire flourish, and these blessings endure)

A*tn 74.

REGULATIONS REGARDING THE KORNISHAND THE TASLlM.

Superficial observers^ correctly enough, look upon a king as the origin

of the peace and comfort of the subjects. But men of deeper insight are

ofopinion that even spiritual progress amonga peoplewouldbeimpomible

unless emanating from the Mag, in whom the light of God dwells ; hr
near the throne, men wipe of! the stain of oonoeit and build up the 'aroh

of true humility.
1

With the view, then, of promoting this true humility, kings in their

wisdom have made regulations for the manner in which people ape

show their obedience. Some kings have adopted the bending down ot

the head HisMajesty has commanded the pahddf the right hand to he

placed upon the forehead and the head to be beat downwards; This

‘ Hums themmn el tie Hag jmsMtse

J

mwUN*. wM* Is the fcoatettaa of at
•eiritusl lift: aetspscuny toUMMiferAklMliUNMMiwlMa^eetkelMsietthelleW
Church, thrrabjects occupy tho portion of dlueipk IWt IHn 77 ud tho Molt iftar II.
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mode of salutation, in the language of the present age, is called komiih,

and signifies that the saluter has placed his head (which is the seat of

the senses and the mind) into the hand of humility, giving it to the royal

assembly as a present, and has made himself in obedience ready for any

service that may be required of him.

The salutation, called tattim, consists in placing the back of the right

hand on the ground, and then raising it gently till the person stands erect,

hen he puts the palm of his hand upon the crown of his head, which

pleasing manner of saluting signifies that he is ready to give himself as

an ottering.

His Majesty relates as follows :
“ One day my royal father bestowed

upon me one of his own caps, which I put on. Because the cap of the king

was rather large, I had to hold it with my [right] hand, whilst bending

my head downwards, and thus performed the manner of salutation

(komish) above described. The king was pleased with tnia new method,

and from his feeling of propriety ordered this to be the inode of the

komiih and tastim.

Upon taking leave, or presentation, or upon receiving a manfab,

ojSjfir, or a dress of honour, or an elephant, or a horse, the rule is to make

three tatlimt ; but only one on all other occasions, when salaries are paid,

or presents are made.

Such a degree of obedience is also shown by servants to their mr iters,

and looked upon by them as a source of blessings. Hence for the disciples

of His Majesty, it was necessary to add something, viz., prostration 1

(tijda) ; and they look upon a prostration before His Majesty as a

prostration performed before God
;
for royalty is an emblem of the power

of God, and a light-shedding ray from this Sun of the Absolute.

Viewed in this light, the prostration has become acceptable to many,

and proved to them a source of blessings upon blessings.

But as some perverse and dark-minded men look upon prostration as

blasphemous man-worship, His Majesty, from his practical wisdom, has

1 Tbs prostration, or stytfo, ii one of the portions at prayer, and i* therefore looked

upon by nil Muhammadans aa the exclusive right of Goa. When Akhnr, as the head of

hu now faith, was treated by his flattering friends, perhaps against his calmer judgment,
as the representative of Goa on earth, he had to allow prostration in the assemblies of

the Bket, The people at large would never have submitted. Tho practice evidently

pleased the emperor, because he looked with fondness upon every custom of the ancient

Persian Mags, at whose courts the wpov*tw§lv had been the usual salutation. It wan
iftstmof Badakhsbin who invented the prostration when the emperor was still at. Fatbpf» r

{before lSflOt The success of the innovation made Mullft A*Ian of Kabul exclaim, ** O
that I had been* the inventor of this little business ! " Bal. Til, p. llegnrtlinc

Nifflm, or GJilsf Shin, rids AbQ 'l-Fatl's list of Grandees, 2nd Book. No. 144. The
*iqda as an ‘article of Akbar*a Divine Religion, will be again referred to in the note to
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ordered it to be discontinued by the ignorant, and remitted it to all

ranks, forbidding even bis private attendants from using it in tike Darbdr-i

*Am (general court-days). However, in the private assembly, when any
of those are in waiting, upon whom the star of good fortune shines, and
they receive the order of seating themselves, they certainly perform the

prostration of gratitude by bowing down their foreheads to the earth,

and thus participate in the halo ofgood fortune.

In this manner, by forbidding the people at large to prostrate, but

allowing the Elect to do so, His Majesty fulfils the wishes of both, and

shows the world a fitting example of practical wisdom.

A%
tn 75.

ON ETIQUETTE.

Just as spiritual leadership requires a regulated mind, capable of

controlling covetousness and wrath, so does political leadership depend on

an external order of things, on the regulation of the difference among men
in rank, and the power of liberality. If a king possess a cultivated

mind, his position as the spiritual leader of the nation will be in harmony

with his temporal office ; and the performance of each of his political

duties will be equivalent to an adoration of God. Should anyone search

for an example, I would point to the practice of His Majesty, which will

be found to exhibit that happy harmony of motives, the oonteihplation

of which rewards the searpher with an increase of personal knowledge,

and leads him to worship this ideal of a king.1

When His Majesty seats himself on the throne, all tint are present

perform the komish, and then remain standing at their places, according

to their rank, trith their arms crossed,* partaking, in the light of his

imperial countenance, of the elixir of life, ‘and enjoying everlasting

happiness in standing ready for any service.

* The word* otthe text are ambiguous. They may slto mean, and teadt Aim to prate*

mtattht man who dirtcUd him Uncardt thit cxanpl*.

* The finger tips of the left hand toaoh the right elbow, and thoc* of the right hand
the left elbow ; or, the finger* of each hand restuaiMt the innerupperarm qfthe opposite

lids. The lower arms rest on the kanarband when, fit thls poenion, a (errant it called

Amiiayi Uidmot, or ready for serrice. Sometime* the right foot also ia hot oter the

laft, the toes of the former merely touching the ground. The shoes aW, of m> Mt
outride at tha faff-i The emperor site on the thioriefvfit Mate ffll with.crossed

legs, or ehohir-wiai, a position of comfort which Orientals anew to person* of riu

portion, however, ia called jlrfowaf ruki, or Pharaoh's mode of pitting, tf

T..

}

he then lets

extended and tha hand* retting on the knees.

mu Miaf kipt
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The eldest prince places himself, when standing,*at a distance of one

to four yards from the throne, or when sitting, at a distance from two to

eight. The second prince stands from one and one-half to six yards from

the throne, And in sitting from three to twelve: So also the third ; but

sometimes he is admitted to a nearer position than the second prince, and

at other times both stand together at the same distance. But His Majesty

generally places the younger princes affectionately nearer.

Then come the Elect of the highest rank, who are worthy of the

spiritual guidance of His Majesty, at a distance of three to fifteen yards,

and in sitting from five to twenty. After this follow the senior grandees

from three and a half yards, and then the other grandees, from ten or

twelve and a half yards from the throne.

All others stand in the Yasal.1 One or two attendants * stand nearer

than all.

AHn 76.

THE MUSTER OF MEN.

The business which His Majesty daily transacts is most multifarious

;

hence I shall only describe such affairs as continually recur.

A large number of men are introduced on such days, for which an

Anjvman-iDM 6 Dihith, or assembly of expenditure, has been announced.

The’r merits are inquired into, and the coin 6f knowledge passes current.

Some take a burden from their hearts by expressing a wish to be enrolled

among the members of the Divine Faith ; others wane medicines for their

diseases.* Some pray His Majesty to remove a religious doubt ;
others

again seek his advice for settling a worldly matter.4 There is no end to

such requests, and I must confine myBelf to the most necessary cases.

‘ The salaries of a large number ofmen*from Tftr&n and Itin, Turkey

and Europe, Hindustan and Kashmir, are ^dn
by the proper officers in

* ?Mel4gniAee the wing ofan army, andhare, thatw»wfertinto whiak the amembly
ia divided. Tneplece before the throne remain* ire*. One wing waa generally occupied
fey the grandta of the Court and the chief functionaries ; on the other wing itooa the

Qwr (vm p. 116), the Mullie, and the CUIaml, etc.

* Th* servantswhohoM the atim-Ma, AHnie, vt the fane.

* This is to be taken literally. The water on which Akbar breathed, waeauntvweai

remedy. Ttti next A*tn. •

* A* settling a family-feud, recommending a matrimonial alliance, giving a new-born
(k iwHihlt nornt titit

* whow«ro wiling tooem te the mrwnlgf»d« ofthoottnding
umji OUtfdhig homy cottiUted of covofixmrtiikry, andrfflts. Therewsinozegite
ittfhtttfry. Mm who joined the«tondina *rmr, farthe Mgiftning ofAkber'o reign, brought
their -hop* end with thorn* hot m Ifate wm foOnd to bolfae mmm
Of ^eehi§elWkicy'{eWi'hBeii^- Book, AH* ty*hofse woo giro© to oeoh iwendt m
joining, tot which be wae answerable.
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• manner described below, and the men themselves are taken before His

Majesty by the paymasters. Formerly it had been the custom for the men
to come with a hone and accoutrements ; but nowadays only men
appointed tothe poet of an AbadI 1 bring a horse. The salary as proposed

by the officers who bring them is then increased or decreased, though it

is generally increased; for the market of His Majesty's liberality is

never dull. The number of men brought before His Majesty depends on

the nuntber of men available. Every Monday all such horsemen are

mustered as were left from the preceding week. With the view of

increasing the army and the zeal of the officers, His Majesty gives to

each who brings horsemen, a present of two dams for each horseman.

Special Bitikchu * [writers] introduce in the same manner such as are

fit to be Ahadle. In their case, His Majesty always increases the stipulated

salary. As it is customary for every Ahadito buy * his own horse. His

Majesty has ordered to bring to every muster the horses of any Abadb
who may have lately died, which he hands over to the newly appointed

Abadb either as presents or charging the price to their monthly salaries.

On such occasions, Senior Grandees and other Amirs introduce also

nay of their friends, for whom they may solicit appointments. His

Majesty then fixes the salaries of such candidates according to circum-

stances ; but appointments under fifty rupees per mensem are rarely

«ve» solicited in this manner.

Appointments to the Imperial workshops also are made in. such

assemblies, and the salaries are fixed.

iU» 77.

HIS MAJESTY* AS THE SPIRITUAL GUIDE OF THE PEOPLE.

God, the Giver of intellect and the Creator of matter, forms mankind

as Ha pleases, and gives to some comprehensiveness, and to Others

narrowness of disposition. Hence the origin of two opposite tendencies

* As AtsMldmrihtgWmisty (II, A*to *) theyewUJ bay, sadmMatomd
a saparisr Und.

AHe 4 el the mtal keek motions only one oflesr appointed to isorait the seeks

So ueactiiifto two IfSa Mjr test edition, p, 1SS, L M* hasjUUUm*tv*m*p
Jbr Aladtr Is Say a Asms, efa. Botk readings Sire • sense, tkoogfc 1 ehoald tnht the'
emMse ef the aafsttre weed. Seecnthifto AHn4 o( tteseooad book, *as
aapoNsd otlk a hems okas Its fell hone lad died. To sash earns thsasmSWe gHass
twidnhf. Basil was eaWeanay fas Abadb So Mag SMraeo hams eatjsiatag t sad
iUsistfcs ssssvhlsOAW’UssiisMiBt^aMaast fcriaiKiaOsIsAHato^iSlMot

""^jTnole will be tamed at the end at this A*Td.
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among men, one cites of whom tarn to religions (tin) and the other ckss

to worldly thoughts (Amyl). Etch of these two dmoous selects difieieat

leaders,
1 end mutual repulsiveneue grows to open rupture. It is then that

men’s blindness and silliness appear in their true light ; it is then dis-

covered how rarely mutual regard and oharity are to be met with.

But have the religious and the worldly tendencies of men no common
ground ? Is there not everywhere the same enrapturing beauty

1

which

beams’ forth from so many thousand hidden places ? Broad indeed is

the carpet 1 which God has spread, and beautiful the colours which He
has given it.

The Lover and the Beloved are in reality one ;
4

Idle talkers speak of the Brahmin as distinct from his idol.

There is but one lamp in this house, in the rays of which,

Wherever I look, a bright assembly meets me.

One man thinks that by keeping his passions in subjection he worships

God ; and another finds self-discipline in watching over the destinies of a

nation. TJie religion of thousands of others constats in clingingto an idea

;

they are happy in their sloth and unfitness of judging for themselves.

But when the time of reflection comes, and men shake off the prejudices

of their education, the threads of the web. of religious blindness 1 break,

and the eye sees the glory of harmoniousness.

But the ray of such wisdom does not light up every house, nor could

every heart bear such knowledge. Again, although some are enlightened,

many would observe silence from fear of fanatics, who lust for blood,

but look like men. And should anyone muster sufficient courage, and

1 As prophets, tbs leaders of the Church ; and kings, the loaders of the State,

• God. He may be worshipped by the meditative and by the active man. The
former speculates on the essence of God, the lettpr rejoices in the beauty of the world,

and does his duty as man. Both represent tendendhs apparently antagonistic ; but as

both strive after God, there is a ground common to both Hence mankind ought to

learn that there is no real antagonism between din add dsapl Let man rally round
Akbar, who Joins gOfic depth to practical wisdom.. By kisexemple, he teaches soon how
to adore God in doing one's duties ; his superhuman knowledge proves that the light

of God dwells in him. The surest way of pleasing God is to obey the king. The reader

will do well to compare Aba ’1-Feel's preface with this AHn.
• The world.
4 These QOAo lines illustrate the idea that “ the same enrapturing beauty "is every-

where. God is everywhere, in everything; henoe everything is God. Thus God the

Beloved, dwells in man, the lover, and both are ope, Brahmm«man; the idol*God
lamp»thought of God ; house =*man’s heart. The thoughtful man sees everywhere
“ the bright assembly of God'e works ".

• The text has tajtid, which means to put a collar on one'sam nnk, to follow another
blindly, eepeoiaUy in religious matters. “ All things whieh refer to prophetahip and
revealed religion they [Ab&'l-Fael, Hakim, Aba '1-FsSb, etc.] called toqttitftu, i.e., things

against reason, because they nut the tiaais of religion upon reason, not testimony. Besides,

there oame [during A.H. MS, or A.D. 1070] a great number of Portuguese, bom whom
they likewise picked up doctrines justifiable by reasoning." BadA,ont ft, p. ML

11
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openly proclaim his enlightened thoughts, pious simpletons would call

him a mad man, and throw him aside as of no account, whilst ill-ttismd

wretches would at once think of heresy and atheism* and go shout with

,ths intention of killing him.

Whenever, from lucky circumstance!, the time arrives that a nation

learns to understand how to worship truth, the people will naturally

lode to their king, on account of the high position which he occupies,

and expect him to be their spiritual leader as well ; for a king possesses,

independent of men, the ray of Divine wisdom ,

1 which banishes from

his heart everything that is conflicting. A king will therefore some-

times observe the element of harmony in a multitude of things, or some-

times reversely, a multitude of things in that which is apparently one

;

for he sits on the throne of distinction, and is thus equally removed from

joy or sorrow.

Now this is the case with the monarch of the present age, and this

book is a witness of it.

Men versed in foretelling the future knew this when His Majesty

was born,* and together with all others that were cognizant of the secret,

they have since been waiting in joyful expectation. His Majesty, how-

ever, wisely surrounded himself for a time with a veil,, as if he were an

outsider, or a stranger to their hopes. But can man counteract the will

of God ? His Majesty, at first, took all such by surprise as were wedded

to the prejudices of the age; but he could not help revealing his inten-

tions ; they grew to mat^ity in spite of him, and are now fully known.

He now is the spiritual guide of the nation, and sees in the performance

of this duty a means of pleasing God. He has now opened the gate

that leads to the right path, and satisfies the thirst of all that wander

about pantingfor truth.

But whether he ohecks men in their desire of becoming disciples, or

admits them at other times, he guides them in each case to the realm of

bliss- Many sincere inquirers, ffom the mere light of his wisdom, or his

holy breath, obtain a degree of awakening which other spiritual doctors

1 YU*AM preface, p. til, 1 10.

* Tbit (ssnalhision to Its wonderful event Which happened et the bMhoftb* emperor.

Akbar spoke,*' From Mint ShlhMuhammad, called {giatnln Rhin, son of jthih Begkhln,
who had the title of Dawrln ghtn, and was an Argliftn by birth.” Theauthor heardaim
say at Uhor, in A.H. JOBS, “ 1 asked NawSb jfArf?Kokafc, who has the title et JOto-i
ACftn feftfc List «t Grandees, second book, A*In SOI whether the lata etapator, nkethe
Messiah, bad really, spoken with ,'hle august mother. He replied, '* Hls' tnbUMf told

me it was trte."" BrniMin st UafAhih, Calcutta edition, ft. 300. Bombay edition,

ft 200. The wdrdawhtoh Christ spoke In the cradle, are glveff fat tfae Qur*ftn,80r, 10, and la

the epuriopa goapM of the la/aney o/ CkHst, pp. 8, ) 1 1,
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ooald not produce by repeated fasting and prayer* far forty days.

Numbers of those who have renounced the world, aa SannUti, Joj/ft,

8mSt, QaUmdan, flaJnnu, and $tfU, and thousands of inch a* follow

worldly pursuits al soldiers, tradespeople, mechanics, and husbandmen,

have daily their eyes opened to insight, orhavethe light of their knowledge

increased. Men of all nations, young and old, friends and strangers,

the far and near, lookupon offering a tow to HisMajesty asthe means of

solving all their difficulties, and bend down in worship on obtaining their

desire. Others again, from the distance of their homes, or to avoid the

crowdsgathering at Court, offer their vows in secret, and pass their lives in

grateful praises. But when His Majesty leaves Conrt, in order to settle

the affairs of a province, to conquera kingdom, or to enjoy the pleasures

of the chase, there is not a hamlet, a town, or a city that does not send

forth crowds of men and women with vow-offerings in their hands, and

prayers on their lips, touching the ground with their foreheads, praising

the efficacy of their vows, or proclaiming the accounts of the spiritual

assistance received. Other multitudes ask for lasting bliss, for an upright

heart, for advice how best to act, for strength of the body, for enlighten-

ment, for the birth of a son, the reunion of friends, a long life, increase

of wealth, elevation in rank, and many other things. His Majesty, who

knows what is really good, gives satisfactory answers to every one, and

applies remedies to their religious perplexities. Not a day passes but

people bring cups of water to him, beseeching him to breathe upon it.

He who reads the letters of the divine orders in the book of fate, on seeing

the tidings of hope, takes the water with his blessed hands, places it in

the rays of the world-illuminating sun, and fulfils the desire of the

suppliant. Many side people 1 of broken hopes, whose diseases the most

eminent physidans pronounced incurable, have been restored to health

by this divine means.

A more remarkable case is the following. A simple-minded recluse

had cut off his tongue, and throwing it towards the threshold of the

palace, said,
"
If that certain blissful thought,* which I just now have,

has been put into my heart by Ood, my tongue will get well ; for the

sincerity of my belief must lead to a happy issue.” The day was not

ended before he obtained his wish.

1 “He [Akbar] showedhimself trerr morning ata window, in {root of which multitudes
cum and prostrated themselves ; whin women brought thair sick infants for his benedic-

tion and offered present* on their recovery.” Prom the account of the Goa Missionaries

whp came to Akhar in lSM, in Jfomy’i Diteovtriu in Asia, II, n. 96.

• Hit thoughtvutU^ If Akhar is a prophet, be must, from his supesnateml wisdom,
find out in what condition I am lying hare.
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Ihoee who tie ecqueiuted with the religion* knowledge tad the piety

of Hi* Majesty, will not attach any importance to come of hi* wte—,1

remarkable at they may appear at first ; and those who knew His

Majesty's oharity and love of justice, do not even aae anythingremarkable

in them. In the magnanimity of his heart he never thinks of his perfec-

tion, though h« is the ornament of the world. Hence he even keeps bade

many who declare.thcmCeivesN willing to became hjs diswplsa, He often

says, “ Why should I claim to guide men before I myself am gnidad !
”

But when a novice beamen bie forehead thesign afearaesineeeofpwrpeae,

and he be daily engaging mem sad mem, Hie Majesty accepts him, and

admits him on a finuficy, when the worfd-iflnminaHag wia ism its highsat

splendour. Notwithstanding every stridems and mlnotanca dwwn by

His Majesty in admitting novices, them am many thousands, men of oil

classes, who have eastepertheir shouldatt the mantle of belief, and look

upon their oonvereien to the Now Faith aa the means of obtaining every

blessing.

At the above-mentioned time of everlasting eospiciousnese, the nooks

with his turban in his hands, puts Us head on the feet of His Majesty.

This is symbolical,' and expresses that tbs novice, guided by good

fortune and the assistance of has good star, baa oast aside* conceit and

selfishness, the roqt of so many evils, offess bis heart in worship, wad new

comes to inquire as to the meansofobtainingcvsslastiag life. Hi*Majesty,

the chosen one of God, than stretches out the head of favour, raises up

the suppliant, and replaced the turban on his head, meaning by these

symbolical actions that he has raised up a man of pure intentions, who

from seeming existence has now entered into real life. His Majesty

then gives the novice the Shaft,* upon which is engraved “ The Great

Name and His Majesty’s symbolical motto, “ Allah* Ahhar" This

teaches, the novice the truth that

1 “ He [Akbar] showed; besides* no partiality to the Muhammadans ; end when in

streits lor money, would even plunder the mosques to equip his cevelry. Yet there

remained in the. breast of the monarch a stronghold of idolatry, on which they [the

Portuguese missionaries] could never make any impression. Not only did he adore the

sun, and make long prayers to it lour times a day, he also held himself forth as an object

of worship; and though exceedingly tolerant as to other modes of faith, never would
admit of any encroachments on hit own divinity." Murray's Discoveries, II, p. 90.

1 The test has sabhn-i W, and a little lower down, hab&m-i betuf&nt, ZabAn-i b&k or

symbolical language is opposed to sab&n-i maqti, spoken words.
• Or rather, from h* Acad, as the text has, because the casting aside of 'selfishness Is

Symbolically expressed by taking off the turban. To wear a turban is a distinctiew*

*,8hafl mean# atm;* secondly, anything round, either a ring, or a thread, a* this

Brahminioal thread. Here * ring seems to be meant Or U may be the likeness of the

Emperor which,* according to Badionl, the members wore 6u tkttu turbans.

• The (7r«fif Nanis tea name of God. "Some say it it the wftd ; others say it

is JLf-tfamad, the etqraal; others Al-Rayy, the living ; others AlQayy&m, the everlasting

;
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“ The pure Shaft and the pure eight never err."

Seeing the wonderful fatbits of His Majesty, hk sincere attendants

are guided, as circumstances require it ; and from the wise counsels

they receive they soon state their wishes openly. They learn to satisfy

their thirst in the spring of divine favour, and gain for their wisdom and

motives renewed light. Others, according to their capacities are taught

wisdom in excellent advices.

But it is impossible, while speaking of other matters' besides, to give a

full account of the manner in which His Majesty teaches wisdom, heals

dangerous diseases, and applies remedies for the severest sufferings.

Should my occupations allow sufficient leisure, and should another term

of life be granted me, it is my intention to lay before the world a separate

volume on this subject.

Ordinances of the 'Divine Faith.

The members of the Divine Faith, on seeing each other, observe the

following custom. One says, “ Allah* Akbar,” and the other responds,

“ Jail* JaWUuh*." 1 The motive of His Majesty in laying down this

mode of salutation, is to remind men to think of the origin of their

existence, and to keep the Deity in fresh, lively, and grateful remembrance.

It is also ordered by His Majesty that, instead of the dinner usually

given in remembrance of a man after his death, each member should

prepare a dinner during his lifetime, and thus gather provisions for his

last journey.

Each member is to give a party on the anniversary of his birthday,

other*, Ar-Sabm&n, ar-raitm, the element and merciful t other* Al-Unkaymi*. the

protector.” Qkigig. “ Qi?I Hamid* *d>DIn of Nine a»ya, the Greet Nome I* the word
»<,' or He (God), became it haa a reference to God'a nattrre, aa it ahowa that He haa no
other it Hie ride. Again, the word U ia a root, not a derivative. AD epithet* of God
are contained in it.” KathJ- 'l-Luokit.

1 Theae formula remind n* of Akbar** name, JatUt‘ 'i-Dtn Metamnmd Akbar. The
ward* ABM»Attar areamMguowi theymay mean, God i* great, or AttarieOei. There
i*uo doubt that Abkar lilted the phraae for it* ambiguity ; for it waa uaed on coin*, the

Imperial aeeb, and the heading of book*, farming etc. Hia era waa called the Divine *ra

;

hi* faith, th* Divine faith ; and the note at the end of thi*AMnihow* how Akbar, atarting

from the idea of the Divin* right of hinge, gradually fame to look upon bimaeti aa th*

MnjkMd of the age, then aa the prophet of God and God’* Vice-regent on earth, and laatly

a* a Deity. “ It waa during tKeee day* [A.H. 963, or A.D. 1B7S-C1 thatHU Majeaty once
aiked how people would Uke it if he ordered th* word* fBU* Attar to be cut on the

Imperial aeai and th* die* of hi* coina. ' Moot aaid, people would like it very much. Ait
HSjl Iferthlm objected, and aaid, the phraae had an ammguou* meaning, and th* emperot
might aubriituta th* Qur*an verae La-ptr*W attar (To think of God 1* th* greateet

thing), becauae it involvad no ambiguity. But Hi* Majeaty got dlapleaaed, and aaid

it wa* rarely sufficient that no manwho fwt hie wea**nemwould claim Divinity ; he merely
looked to th* aouud of the word*, and he had never thought that a thing could b* carried

to mob an extreme." JfoMonF, p. 1)0.
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•ad snug* a sumptuous fatal. He ia to bestow •loot, and thtu prepare

provisions for the long journey.

His Majesty has also ordered that mem^fjts should endeavour to

abstain from eating flesh. They may iflot others to sat flash without

tooohing it thamselyes ; bat daring tha month of their birth they am
not'even to approach meat. Nor shall members go near anything that

they have themselves slain ; nor eat of it. Neither shall they mate as*

of tha same vessels with botchers, fishers, and birdcatchera.

Members should not cohabit with pregnant, old, and barren women

;

nor with giris under the age of puberty.

Non by ran Translator oh thb Religious Tjdsws or tan

Emperor Akbar.

In connexion with the preoeding A*in, it may be of interest for the

general reader, and of some value for the future historian of Akbar’s

reign, to collect, in form of a note, the information which- we possess

regarding the religious views of the Emperor Akbar. The sources from

which this information is derived, are, besides Abfl T-Fari’s A*In, the

Mmtafsjuh* *1t-TauArig by 'Abd* 1-Qadir ibn-i Mulf.k Shah of Badion-

regarding whom I would refer the reader to p. 110, and to a longer article

in the Journal ofthe Asiatic Society ofBengal for 1869—and the Dabietan*

‘l-MaaSkib,1 a work written about sixty years after Akbar’s death by an

unknown Muhammadan writer of strong Pfol tendencies. Nor must

we forget the valuable testimony of some of the Portuguese missionaries

whom Akbar called from Goa, as Rodolpho Aquaviva, Antonio de Mon-

eerrato, Francisoo Enriques, etc., of whom the first is mentioned by

Abfl ’l*7afl under the name of Pain Raid/.* There exist also two

articles ok Akbar’s religious views, one by Captain Vans Kennedy,

published in the second volume of the Transactions of the Bombay

.
literary Sooiety, and another by the late Horace Hayman Wilson, which

had origbaUjr appeared in the Calcutta Quarterly Oriental Magazine,

vol. i, 1834, and has been reprinted in the seoond volume of Wilson’s

works, London, 1862. Besides, a few extracts from Bad&onJ, bearing on

this subject, will be found in Sir H. Elliott’s Bibliographical Index ia the

Historiane of Muhammadan India, p. 243 0. The proceedings of the

Portuguese missionaries at Akbar’s Court are described in Murray’s— -— :

—

1 r
'•

'i

1 Muted »l Calcutta la 1800 with a short dictionary, and reprinted at BoniUy
A.H. 1878 [A.lX185n this work has atoo brtntinted intoEi^
Oriental Itasslaths food*

* Not Pair* Maty, m ia ElphhMtooe’s Hstcty. bet Ubj,. the totter

(Urn) having been mistaken far a j fgrd). v



Historical deeomt qf Disoomi* and Xnmb .in Asifl, Edinburgh, ,i0gp,

vol.,ii.

I.ihaU conunsoee ThctrMslatum.is

litoral, whiohis of gmtitnporUB9eiD>*,diA<:ultwrit«r:Iijw Bedioni.

Aid ’I'FaiT* second introductumto AMor. IIis pride.

[BadaonI, edited by Mawlawi jjha Abmod 5A1I, in tbe BiNiotfwxi

Indies, voLu„p.iS8,]

it wasduring theae.days [tod,of 982 A<H'] that Abfl ’Mraol.scn of

Shaykh.Mubarak of Nagor, oamethe secoadtime.to court. iHeis now

•tjkd *Allami. Heis thenmn that tot the world in flamei. Hejightedup

the lamp of the $ab$his, illuatratingthereby the story. ofthe.mauwho,

because be did not know whet to do, took up a lump in broad-daylight,

and repieeenting himself as opposed . to
. all sects, i tifld the .girdle pf

infallibility round hiswaiet,acconling to the saving. “ He who forms an

opposition,
,
gains power.” He isid before the 'Emperor a commentary

on the A&U* ’I'kursi,1 which . contained ail subtleties, of the iQuiVn ;

andthough people said-that it bad been written by his father,AbQ ’lrFpfl

was.much, praised. The nuraeriosl value, of the letters in , the words

Tafsir-i . Akbari (Akbar’s commentary) gives , the . date . of composition

[983]. -But the emperor praised it, chiefly because he expected to find in

Abfi ’ltFafl a man copahle of teaching tho Mullas a lesson, ,
whose, pride

oertsinly resembles that of Pharaoh* though this expectation was opposed

to the confidence which Hu* Majesty had placed inme-

The reason of Abu .’lrlad’s opiuiouativeness and pretensions to

infallibility was this. At the time when it was customary to get hold of,

and kill such as tried to introduce innovations in religious, matters fas

had' been the esse with Mir Habshi and others), KhayJ^j .^Abd* ’n-Nabi

and Mafehdftm* *1-Mu]k, and other learned men at court, unanimously

* As in the foliowing entraple the.yeera
uonvert them according to thi* .table

The year .
1SS0 A.H. commenced 14th

081—3rd May, 1573

9M-*3td April, 1874

083—13th April. 1573
684—81st March, 1370
6$S—2 lit March, 1377
•80—,10th March, 157a

.
687 —18th February. 1576
008—17th February. 1380
•39—3th February, 1881

100 Mftjiwwy, 1833
661—13th Jauuary, .1383

002~r4th,iJ»wuu'y, 1084
• Q*r.,Sflr. 11, ISO.

pt the, ^tufahj pre. given.- the reader a- • y

•May. 1873 Wd Style).

963—34th December. 1384

804—1.1th December, 1583

903—2nd December, 1380

V0O—22nd November, 1887

007-IO)h,November, 1380

•08-3Ut October, »580

006—20th October, -I860
MOO—Oth October, 151*1

lMl-33tb September, 1392

, 1083—17th September, ISM
. 10Q3-rOthf*eptember, 1381

. 1884-^27*b.August , 1363
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represented to the emperor wet Shayft Mubirek also, in as far m he

pretended to be Mahdi,1 belonged to the class of innovators, and was not

only himself damned, bat led others into damnation. Having obtained

a sort of permission to remove him, they dispatched police officers to

bring him before the emperor. But when they found that the ShayJdi,

with his two sons, had concealed himself, they demolished the pulpit

in his prayer-room. The 8havkfr. at first, took refuge with Sallm-i

ChishtI at Fatbpflr, who then was in the height of his glory, and requested

him to intercede for him. Shay]& Salim, however, sent him money by

some of his disciples, and told him it would be better for him to go away

to Gujrit. Seeing that Salim took no interest in him, Shayfcfc Mnb&rak

applied to Mina *AsbKoka [Akbar’s foster-brother], who took oooasion

to praise to the emperor the ShAyljji’s learning and voluntary poverty,

and the superior talents of his two sons, adding that Mubarak was a most

trustworthy man, that he had never received lands as a present, and that

he [<AzIs] could really not see-why the Shayljlj was so much persecuted.

The emperor at last gave up all thoughts ofkilling the Shayfch. In s. short

time matters took a more favourable turn ; and Aba T-Faglwhen once

in favour with the emperor (officious as he wa* and time-serviug, openly

faithless, continually studying His Majesty’s whims, a flatterer beyond

all bounds) took every opportunity of reviling in the most shameful way

that sect whose Moure and motives have been so little appreciated,1

and beoame the cense not only of the extirpation of these experienced

people, but also ai the ruin of all servants of God, especially of 8hay]&s,

pious man, of the helpless,lund the orphans, whose livings and giants he

cut down.

He need to say, openly and implicitly

0 Lord, send down a. proof

1

for the people of the world t

Send these Nimrods 4 a gnat as big as an elephant I

rhese Pharaoh-like fellows have lifted up their heads

,

Send them a Moeea with a staff, and a Nils

!

1 Vidt p. 113, note 2.

* Bsdtonl belonged to tbo believer* in the approach of the Millennium. A few years

later, Akbar need Mahdawi rumour* for bia own purpoaee ; vidt below. The extract abow*
that then existed before MS, heretical innovators, whom the emperor allowed to be
peneeuted. Matter* eoon took e different tarn.

* That ia, a man capable of teeching the tUlaml* * lemon, AbB T-F»*l meaaa himself.
4 Nimrod, or Namrnd, and Pharaoh, are proverbial in the Ecat for their pride. Nimrod'

wee killed by a gnat which had crept thrown the not* to hi* farcin. He could only rdiev*

hi* pein* by (truing the crown of hi* head ; hut *t la*t he died from tho effect* of hie

own blow*.
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And when in consequence of his harsh proceedings, miseries and

misfortunes broke in upon the 'Ulamas (who had persecuted him and

his father), he applied the following Ruba^i to them :

—

I have set fire to my barn with my own hands,

As I am the incendiary, how can I complain of my enemy

}

No one is my enemy but myself,

Woe is me 1 I have torn my garment with my own hands.

And when during disputations people quoted against him the edict of

any ilujtahid,

1 he used to say, “ Oh don’t bring me the arguments of

this sweetmeat-seller and that cobbler, or that tanner 1
” He thought

himself capable of giving the lie to all Shayj&s and 'Ulamas.

Commencement of the Disputations. [Badaoni II, p. 200.]

“ During the year 983 A.H., many places of worship were built at

the command of His Majesty. The cause was this. For many years

previous to 983 the emperor had gained in succession remarkable and

decisive victories. The empire had grown in extent frwn day to day

;

everything turned out well, and no opponent was left in the whole world.

His Majesty had thus leisure to come into nearer contact with ascetics

and the disciples of the Mu'iniyyah sect, and passed much of his time in

discussing the word of God (Qur*an), and the word of the prophet (the

Hadt*, or Tradition). Questions of §Qfism, scientific discussions, inquiries

into philosophy and law*, were the order of the day. His Majesty passed

whole nights in thoughts of God ; he continually occupied himself with

pronouncing the names Yd Hu and Yd Hadi, which had been mentioned

to him,1 and his heart was full of reverence for Him who is the true Giver.

From a feeling of thankfulness for his past successes, he would sit many

a morning alone in prayer and melancholy, on a large flat stone of an bid

building which lay near the palace in a lonely spot, with his head bent

over his chest, and gathering the bliss of early hburs.”

In his religious habits the emperor was confirmed by a story which

he had heard of Sulayman,* ruler of Bengal, who, in company with ISO

1 A roan of infallible authority in his explanation* of flip Muhammadan law. There
are few MujtahirU. Among the oldest there were several who plied a trade at the name
time. The preceding RubjiSi is translated by Sir H. ElliJt in the MuhnMnt/tihn Historians

of India, p. 244.
* By some ascetic. Yd Hit means O Ho (find), and Yil Hadi, O (Snide. The frequent

repetition of such names i* a means of knowledge. Some faqlrs repeat them several

thouHand times clurine a night.*

* The edition of Badaoni calls him Kararani. He is sometimes called Kara hi,

sometimes Karz&ni, Ha reigned in Bcnaal from 971 to 980. or A.l>. l.jfft to 1573.
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Stittylip and 'dumb, held every morning a devotional meeting, after

Which he need to transact sfhte business ; 'is abb bv the tttwli that

Mfrrt Btthiymln, a prince of Sttfl tendencies, and a W1
:*m

coming to him bom BSdajkshln.

Among the religions 'buildings torn a -meeting ijdaee 'near a tank

csUedjfttipmfflb, inhere Akbier, accompanied byafew courtiers, met

the Wtilfiiaii'andiaWyersOf the realm. The prideof the <Ulamfa, and

the heretfo^ (^Hio) eubjecte diecmeed in this building, caused MulM
8herf, a poet Of Akbar'a reign, to compose a poem in Which the .plaoe

was called a temple of Pharaoh and a building of Shadd&d (vide Qur.,

8flr. 80). The result to which the discussions led will be seen from the

following extract.

[Bad. II, p. 202.]

“ For these discussions, which were held every Thursday 1night, His

Majesty iiiviti& the SayVida, 8hayH», tUlanuu, and grandees, by turn.

But astbe gueefe-generafoy commenced to quarrel aboat their places, and

the older of precedence, His Majesty ordered that the grandees should

sit Onthe Sam tide ; the Bayyids on the west side ; the ^Ulamds to'the

south; and the Shayih8 to the north. The emperor then used to go

frompne side to the' otherand make his inquiries . . . when all at once,

one night, * the vein of the neck ofthe^Ulamis of ' the age swelled up,’

and a horrid noise and confusion ensued. His Majesty got very angry

at their rOde’behaviour, and said to me [BadSohl], ‘ In futurereport any

of
1

the ^iftamfa.that catfoot.Jbehave and that talks nonsense, and I shall

make him’leave thehall.’ I gently said to Asaf Kfrin, ‘ Ifl were to carry

out tide, older, moet of ' the tUlands would have to leave,’ when His

Majesty stWMe&ly^aakOd what l had said. On hearingmy answer, he was

highly pleaMd,;

jitfd
|

mentioned my remark to those sitting near
1

him.”

Soon after, another tow occurred in the presence of the Emperor.

[Bad. II, p. ElO.]

“ Some people1 mentioned that $ijt Ibrihlra of Sathhid had given a

decree, by whichhemade it legal to wear red andyellow clothes,> quoting

at the same time.a .Tradition as his proof. On hearing this, the Chief

Justice, in the meeting hall,’ called him an accursed wretch, abused him,

and lifted up Ms Stick in order to strike him, when the ^ijl by some

subterfuges managed to get rid of him.”

va iw statu «k custaeyaw uimvh witu u>ai

by aUnnt thought or.ttf ntrnfinmctog of God,
1 Th* tetthai b*i th« n^lafIViday s bbt uMohammitianf

the day at lunart, it Is our Th*rainy nfibt.
9 Aa woman may m.
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JkUb«F was now bidy disputed with this ^Ulajnas and; lawyers;

Ip —<111 nentnisiri pridi iji|i. niuwnit] in i men. ai)j1 qji |)j kinds n/i njpjpijfr.

4^ «maooi^ <lll ntpst bp^befi|l |o hlpn. Iftomnox hpresojyed

tOY*nt|a principal ^Uhuaap ; and no sooner had hip wmrtl^d^ywpd
this, thpft they brought ail; aorta of chargee against thorn.

[Bad. II, p. 309.]

“ Hie. Majesty therefore ordered Mawl&oa *Abd* ’ttph of huhfespOr,

who had noeived the title oi Mo&lyl&n* ’Wylie, to.ww tonWtb>g.
ap he wished to annoy him, and: appointed Haji Ibrahim Shpyjjl Aha

•l-m (who had latdy poms to court, and is at ppesiidth* infellibla

authority in ad religious matters, and abo for the N*w Religion of Bis

Majesty, and the guide of men to truth, and their leader is general), and

several other newcomers, to oppose him. During the. discussion. His

llragi* took every opAn to intexruDt the Mawlini when heiexphuaed

AivttflM. When the auil^&E end wrahaUnff^ reached the nisheet

point, flome (muitiftni oAMAg to en order previously given by Hi
Majesty, commenced to tell rather queer atorie# of the MawtSnAtO whose

position ono might apply the vans of the QurOan (Saj. XVI, 72), ‘ And
sops on* of you shad have his life prolonged to. * mfremibie stc.’

*>Y«a tfUrrr «frr»~r WK5n .uhtw mU thathe had heard that hhlMfl"11

^HwH l
- hadgiven sjtowv, that the ordinance of pdgdmage waano longer

feindmg. but even hvutfol When people had ashed him ths reason of his

wdwwnSmwjrjMw. hs had «wd.' that tbs two roads to, Halvah, through

fmin sad «ver Qujrat, wars impracticable, because people, in, going by

hmd (Pewt) had to«nife* iniwea at the band <d the Qu&Met (is., the

9MMt mtf.fetaife of Benia), and in going by sea, they had to put up

with indiphfes fenm the Portuguese, whose ship-tickets h*d pictures

of lfmgp and Jesus stamped on them. To make use, therefore, of the

fcttsf ihwndye would mean to countenance idolatry r hence both

fppl yy
“ KMn Jahin 4m related that the Mawfeua had iuventeda ofever.

trfeh hr which he escaped paying the legal alms upon the tWdfth which

he summed every year. Towards the end of eaoh year, he rpiftefreaka

over ah hw stowa w bis wife, but he took them'bwh heiipn^the yaw
hadnctwdU'nwontt
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“ Other tricks also, in comparison with which the tricks of the children

of Moses are nothing, and rumours of his meanness and shabbiness, his

open cheating and worldliness, and his cruelties said to havebeen practised

on the Shavkhs and the poor of the whole country, but especially on the

Aimadars and other decerving people of the Panjab—all came up. one

story after the other. His motives, ‘ which shall be revealed on the day

of resurrection ’.(Qur. LXXXVI, 9), were disclosed ; all sorts of stories,

calculated to ruin his character and to vilify him, were got up, till it was

resolved-to force him to go to Makkah.
“ But when people asked him whether pilgrimage was a duty for a

man in his circumstances, he said No ;

1 for Shayfcji 'Abdu ’n-Nabl had

risen to power, whilst the star of the Mawlana was fast sinking.”

But a heavier blow was to fall on the 'Ulamas. [Bad. II, p. 207.]

“ At one of the above-mentioned meetings, His Majesty asked how

many freehom women a man was legally allowed to marry (by nikak).

The lawyers answered that four was the limit fixed by the prophet. The

emperor thereupon remarked that from the time he had come of age, he

had not restricted himself to that number, and in justice to his wives,

of whom he had a large number, both freeborn and slaves, he now wanted

to know what remedy the law provided for his case. Most expressed

their opinions, when the emperor remarked that Shaykl} 'Abd° ’n-Nabl

had once told him that one of the Mujtahids had had as many as nine

wives. Some of the 'Ularni* present replied that the Mujtahid alluded

to was Ibn Abl Laya ; and that some had even allowed eighteen from a

too literal translation of the Qur'an verse (Qur., SOr. IV, 3),
' Marry

whatever women ye like, two and two,* and three and three, and four

and four,’ but this was improper. His Majesty then sent a message to

Shaykh 'Abdn ’n-Nabl, who replied that he had merely wished to point

put to-Akbar that a difference of opinion existed on this point among

lawyers, but that he had not given a falwn in order to legalise irregular

marriage proceedings. This annoyed His Majesty very much. * The

8haykh.* he said, ‘ told me at that time a very different thing from what

he now tells me.’ He never forgot this.

“ After much discussion on this point the 'UlamSs, having collected

1 I.*., he meant to wv he wan poor* and thus refuted the charges brought against him.

* Thus they Rot 2+2,' 3+3, 4+4*= 18. But the passage is usually translated. “ Marry

whatever women ve like, two, or three, or four." The Mujtahid, who took nine unto

himself, translated “ two4 three+four ”«$. The question of the emperor was most
ticklish, because, if the lawyers adhered to the number four, which they could not well

ayokl, the hnrdmsfiflagt of Akbar’s fnttorn princesses wss acknowledged.
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every tradition on the subject, decreed, first, that by mullah [not by

ni&ty] a man might marry any numberof wives he pleased ; and, secondly,

that ms&ah marriages were allowed by Imam Malik. The Sl;I*ahs,

as was well known, loved children born in mullah wedlock more than

those bom by nibSh wives, contrary to the Sunnis and the Ahl-i

Jama?at.

“ On the latter point also the discussion got rather lively, and I would

refer the reader to my work entitled Najatu
'

r-rashU [vide- note 2, p. 104],

in which the subject is briefly discussed. But to make things worse,

Naqfb Kban fetched a copy of the Muwatta of Imam Malik, and pointed

to a Tradition in the book, which the Imam had cited as a proof against

the legality of mut*ah marriages.

" Another night, QafI Ya*qflb, Shavkh Abfl ’1-Fa?l, 11a
j
I Ibrahim, and

a few others were invited to meet His Majesty in the house near the

AnSptala,o tank. Shaykh Abfl ’1-Fazl had been selected as the opponent,

and laid before the emperor several traditions regarding mut*ah marriages,

which his father (Shay& Mubarak) had collected, and the discussion

commenced. His Majesty then asked me, what my opinion was on this

subject. I said, ' The conclusion whioh must be drawn from so many

contradictory traditions and sectarians customs, is this :—Imam Malik

and the ShPahs are unanimous in looking upon mullah marriages as legal

;

Imam Shaft*! and the Great Imam (Hanifah) look upon mut^ah marriages

as illegal. But, should at any time a Qa?I of the MalikI sect decide that

mwf'aA is legal, it is legal, according to the common belief, even for

Shift*Ts and {jfaiafb. Every other opinion on this subject is idle talk.’

This pleased His Majesty very much.”

The unfortunate 8hayl& Ya*qflb, however, went on talking about

the extent of the authority of a Qa?l. He tried to shift the ground

;

but when he saw that he was discomfited, he said, “ Very well, I have

nothing else to say—just as His Majesty pleases.”

“The Emperor then said, *1 herewith appoint the MalikI Qa;I

flasan 5Arab as the QifI before whom I lay this case concerning my
wives, and you, Ya*qflb, are from to-day suspended.’ This was

immediately obeyed, and QifI Hasan on the spot gave a decree which

made SwfaA marriages legal.

“The veteranlawyers, as Makhdfim" ’1-Mulk, Qa?I Ya*qflb, and others,

made very long faces at these proceedings.

“ This wat the commencement of ‘ their sere and yellow leaf ’.

“ The result was that, a few days later, Mawlana Jalah ’d-Dln of

Mult&n, a profound and learned man, whose grant had been transferred,
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was ordered from Agra (to Fatbptt* SUtvi) sod appointed' QK0 el the

realm. Qftfl Ya*qflfe was seat to Geuras Distafet Q&fl
" From this day Henceforth, ' the mad of'oppoakfon and dttfceneein

opinion ’ lay open, and remained so tiU Bis Majesty was appointed-

Mujtahidofthe empire.” [Here follows the extract regardingthefwnaula

AUShu Attar, given on p. 175; note 1.]

[Badionlff, p: Yft.J

“ During this year [988], there arrived- |Eabfm Aha 1>1k% Hakim

HumiyQa (who subsequently changed his name to Thimlylhr Qafi,

mid lastly to Hakim Hum&m), and Nor® ’d-Dfo, who as poet it known

under the acme of QarSrl. They were brother^ and came from iSMia,

near the Caspian Sea; The eldest brother, whosemsSMsem and address

Were exceedingly winning, obtained in a short timegreat tseeadsney over

the Fmperor ; he fluttered him openly’, adapted hkneelf to every change

in the religpone ideas of His Majesty, or even wentin advansaofthem, and

thus became in a short time a meet intimate frlead of Attar.
“ Soon after there came from Fonda, MuffiMohammed of Toed, .who

got the nickname of Yazfdl, and attaehkg ttnotif to the emperee,mm-
mienced openly to revile the SaMbah (person* who kaew Meiammad,

except the twelve Imims), tdd queer sterieaaboot them, and triad hand

tomro ttt emperor a Shftah. BirthewmsoonJefrheyndhyBlfBsf--

t&et bastard l-and by ftayg Abfi ’1-Fa?! and falterAM7M who

successfully turned the emperor from the Islam, and led Mbs to inject

inspiration, pfophetship, the miracles of the prophet and ef the mint*,

and even the whole law, so that I could no tags* hear their company,

“ At tie same time, His Majesty ordered QM Jsttt* 'd-Dto and

several tDlsmds to write a commentary on the Qm'in ; he* tlia led to

great rows among them.

“Deb fchand Hsja Manjhob—that fsc^-onse set thewholescentk
laughter by saying that Allah after afl lad great letpact far sows, also

tie sow would not lave been mentioned in tile Ant chapter (flirt?

H-baqemA) of tie QtU*Sn.

“ Hie Majesty hadabe the early history ef tie Idlmread eatteUm,
and soon oOmmenced to think less of the gttdhaA Song dk, the

obatrvhnoei of the flve prsyers and the faste, cud the ktiaf kaimpMtfng

eohnectedwiththe ptaphet,w«Mpkd<mnssfafffrfl,miellgiomMlndnni,

and man’s reason was acknowledged to he fie haste ef all wflgkm.

Portuguese priests n|w came htqmSif j and Me Majesty Inquired
into the articles of thrir belief which are laead Ulan maecn.

”
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[BadionI li, p. 246i],

“ In the beginning of the next year [0841

], whan His Mkjeety was at

Dfpalpflr in Malwah, Sharif of land arrived. This apostate had run

from country to country, like a dog that has burnt Ho foot, and turning

from one secttothoother, he went on wranglingtiffbe beoama 4.perfect

heretio. For some time he had' studied $Qfie nonsense in the school of

Mawlana Muhammad Zahidof Balkh, nephew of thegreat Shay^^ueayn
of Sbwarazm, and had lived with derwishee. But ae he had little of a

dervish in himself, he talked slander, and was so full of conoeit that they

hunted him away. The Mawlana also wrote a poem against him, in

which the following verse occurs

“ There was a heretic, Sharif by name,

Who talked very big, though of dbohtfui fame.

“ Inhie wanderings he had cometo the Dakhin, wherehemade

so notorious, that the king of the Dakhin wanted to kill him Ait

he was oily put on a donkey, and shown about in the city. Hindustan,

however, is a nice large place, where anything is allowed and no one

eases for another, and people go on as they may. Be therefore made for

Malwah, and settled at a place five has distant beat the Imperial camp.

Every frivolous aad absurd word he spokewas fall of venom, and became

the general talk. Many foots, especially Persian heretics (whom the

Islam casts out as people cast out haim which they find in dough- each

hereticsarecalledtftqjowu.aadaredestinedtabstheforemostwocehippen

of Antichrist) gathered round him, and spread, at his ordur, the rumour

that he was the restorer of the Millennium. The sensation wee immense.

As soon eeHis Majesty Jteaid of him, he invited him one nighttoa private

audience in a long prayer room, which had been made of doth, and in

which the emperor with his suite need to say the five daily payers.

Ridiculous in his exterior, ugly in shape, with Me neck stooping forward,

he performed fan obeisance, and stood stffl wilb Ida arms crossed, and yon

could scarcely see how hia blue eye (wbiehcolour *ia asign of hostility to

our prophet) shed lies, falsehood, and hypocrisy. Then he stood for a

long time, and when he got the order to rit down, be prostrated himself in

worship, and sat down ivtSuvi (vide p. .188, note 2), like an Indian samel.

He talked privately to His Majesty; no one dared todraw near,them, but

I sometimes heard from a distance the word *sh» (knowledge) because he

spoke pretty loud. He called his silly views ‘ the truth of truths \ or
1
the

groundwork of things ’.

* Ohukm-i Mrsf. ftuuptsca have Wee eyes The Wfnsha is as sM as geM
and the Cromdca,
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“ A fellow ignoranc of thivgs external and internal,

From silliness indulging idle talk.

He is immersed in heresies infernal,

And prattles—God forbid I—of truth eternal.

'* The whole talk of the man was a mere repetition of the ideas of

Mahmttd of Basa&wan (a village in Gtlan), who lived at the time of

Tlmflr. Maqmttd who had written thirteen treatises of dirty filth, full of

auoh hypocrisy as no religion or sect would sutler, and containing nothing

but (Util, which name he had given to the * science of expressed and

implied language ’. The chief work of this miserable wretch iB entitled

Bakr o Kata (the Ocean and the Jug), and contains such loathsome

nonsense, that on listening to it one’s ear vomits. How the devil would

havelaughed in his face, ifhehad heard it, and how he would have jumped

for joy ! And this Sharif—the dirty thief—had also written a collection

of nonsense, which he styled Tarashthuh-i %uhur, in which he blindly

follows Mir *Abd# ’l-Awwal. This book is written in loose, deceptive

aphorisms, each commencing with the words mlfarmudand (the master

said), a queer thing to look at, and a mass of ridiculous, silly nonsense.

But notwithstanding his ignorance, according to the proverb, ‘ Worthies

will meet,’ he has exerted such an influence on the spirit of the age, and

on the people, that he is now [in 1004], a commander of One Thousand

and His Majesty’s apostle for Bengal, possessing the four degrees of faith,

and calling, as theLieutenarifof theemperor, the faithful to these degrees.”

The discussions on Thursday evenings were continued for the next

year. In 986, they became violent, in as far as the elementary principles

of the Islam were chosen as subject, whilst formerly the disputations

had turned on single points. The 'Ulamas, even in the presence of the

emperor, often lost their temper, and called each other Kafirs, oraccursed.

[Bad. II, p. 255.]

“ Maftdflm also wrote a pamphlet against Shay& *Abda ’n-Nabl, in

which he accused him of the murder of Kfrizr Kban of Shltwih, who was

suspected to have reviled the prophet, and of Mir ^abshl, whom he had

ordered to be killed for heresy. But he also said in the pamphlet that

it was wrong to say prayers with *Abd* ’n-Nabl, because he had been

undutiful towards, his father, and was, besides, afflicted with piles. Upon
this, 8hay]sh *Abd* ’n-Nabl called Maftdfim a fool, and cursed him. The

'Ulamia now broke up into two parties, like the Sibtb and Qibtfe,

gathering either round the Shayfch, or round MaUldflm* 1-Mulk ; and

the heretic innovators used this opportunity, to mislead the emperor
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by theirwicked. opinions and aspersions, and turned truth into falsehood,

and represented lies as truth.

“His Majesty till now [986] had shown every sincerity, and was diligently

searching for truth. But his education had been much neglected ; and
surrounded as he was by men of low and heretic principles, he had been

forced to doubt the truth of the Islam. Fallingfrom one perplexity into the

other, he lost sight of his real object, the search oftruth ; and when the strong

embankment of our clear law and our excellent faith had once been broken

through, His Majesty grew colder and colder, till after the short space of

five or six years not a trace of Muhammadan feeling was left in his heart.

Matters then became very different

[Bad. II, p. 239.]

“ In 984 the news arrived that Shah Tahmisp of Persia had died, and

Shah Ismi'll II had succeeded him. The Tarij^j of his accession is given

in the first letters of the three words
, ^j,andjiii [j -f +]» = 984].

Shah Ismael gave the order that any one who wished to go to Makkah

could have his travelling expenses paid from the royal exchequer. Thus

thousands of people partook of the spiritual blessing of pilgrimage,

whilst here you dare not now [1004] mention that word, and you would

expose yourself to capital punishment if you were to ask leave from court

for this purpose.”

[Bad. II, p. 241.]

“ In 985, the news arrived that Shih Ismi*Il, son of Shah Tahmisp

had been murdered, with the consent of the grandees, by his sister Pori

JSn Shdnum. Mir ^aydar, the riddle writer, found the TariJi of his

accession in the words Shahinshah-i ruiiamin [984] ' a king of the face

of the earth ’. and the TariUi of his death in 8hahinshdh-i ter-i zamin

[985]
‘ a king below the face of the earth *.* At that time also there

appeared in Persia the great comet which had been visible in India

(p. 240), and the consternation was awful, especially as at the same time

tire Turks conquered Tabriz, ShIrwin, and Mizandarin. Sultin Muham-

mad Kbudabanda, son of Shah Tahmisp, but by another mother,

succeeded ; and with him ended the time of reviling and cursing the

frMbah
“ But the heretical ideas had certainly entered Hindustanfrom Persia."

1 A* Tahmisp ioMs short Memoir* (Pam Ms, 7M, As. Soc. Bengal) givas the word

til [M01 as thfl Tilrikh of hit aooeasion, we have •.*-

Tahmisp from MO to 0S4 ; IaaKUII, 094 to 98*.

Priaasp’s Tables (Iladadttloa. p. SOS) give TMualap, OMtoOMt ItmttQII, frees

0» to MS.
IS
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BftOi.OHl’S HgWUMX OB TBM &BMONS WmC&LB&AVJMSTO SWOUBOSm toti*.

[Bfidi £E) p. 208.]

The following are til* principal reasons which ted His Majesty from

tit* right petit I shall nptgive *11, but only some, aooording to th»

pcoverb, " That which in small, guides that which is great, and a tipi

of tear in a man, points him out a* the culprit,”

The principal reason, is the tenge number of teamed men. of all

denomination* and eeots that oam* from various countries, to court, and

received personal interviews. Night and day people did nothing but

inquire and investigate
;

profound point* of science, the suhttettee of

revelation, the ourioeittes of history, th* wonder* of nature, of which

huge volumes could only give a summary abstract, were ever spoken of.

IB* Majesty eoQeoted the opinions of every one, especially of such as were

not Muhammadans, retaining whatever he approved of, and rejecting

everything which was against hi* disposition and nan counter to hi*

wishes. Vkom his eazhest childhood to his manhood, and from his

whiV~* to oU ago, Hi* Majesty has passed through the meet various

phases, and through all sorts of religious practioee and sectarian batiste,

and baa collected everything which people can ®nd in books, with a talent

of selection peculiar to him, and a spirit of inquiry opposed to. every

[isltmitio} principle. Thus a faith baaed on some elementary principles

traced itaaMonthemirraof hie heart, and wthereauteotaUtheiuthmiw*
which were brought to hear on Hi* Majesty, they greet, gradually as the

amiss of n stone, the eonvioiwn in hie heart that there were eenrihtewen

ie e!1wdkmm* EEd fttnkMUous rtinVfii andE6Q e&doiwed witk Bhtmgmkbim

power*, among aUnatiooa. II some true knowledge was thus everywhere

tabs found, why should truth he confined to one rehgteu, or to a creed

like the Ieita, which was comparatively new, and scarcely a thousand

yearn old ; why should one east assert what another denies, and why
should oat claim a preference without having superiority conferred on

itself.

Moreover, Sumanh* and Brahmins managed to get frequent private

interviews with His Majesty. As they surpass other teamed menia their

tmtima qe mw*k End qb ant f»]Kgjpia aoienofft. End f®a©h

a high degree in their knowledge of the future, in apiritwai pewtg and
human perfeetion, they brought proofs baaed on.iuamn and toatimony.

* IfrifrhmHaAsehi dlsWsMMiseeeaessMaMaimia
1^11 tty- y yim y yy mw y- flalfal
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for the tenth of their own and the fallacies of other religiona, and

inculcated theirdoctrines eo firmly and eo skilfullyrepreeented things *e

quiteself-evident which requireconsideration,'that no man,byoxpresiiBg

his doubts, could now raise a doubt in Hie Majesty, even & mountains

wore to crumble to duet, or the heavcnsweretotear asunder.

Hence Bis Majesty east aside the Islimitic revelations regarding

resurrection, the' day of judgment, and the details connected' with' it, an

also ail oidinanees based on the tradition of our prophet. He listened

to every abuse whieh the courtiers heaped on our glorious and pure faith,

which can be so easily followed ; and eagerly seizing such opportunities,

he showed in words and gestures, his satisfaction at the treatment which

his Original reifeion received at their hands.

How wise wuis the advice which the guardian gave a lovely being,

“ Do not ottiloat every foot, as the rase does at every zephyr.” 1

When it was too late to profit bytbo lesson,

She eould but frown, and hang down tew head.

For some time His Majesty called a Brahmin, whose name was

Purukhotatn, author of a commentary on the . . whom he asked

to' invent’particular Sanscrit names for allthhiga in existence. At Other

times, a Brahmin OfthenameofDeblwaapulled upthe wall of the cattle,1

sittingona oMrpde.tUl he arrived near a balcony where the emperor need

to sleep. WhdtetiiustuSpemlrd. heinstnicteid His Majesty in the seerets

anil legends td fihidttifln, in the nuuner of worshipping idols, the fire,

the Mn, anid stars, and of revering the chief gods of these unbehevms,

as Brahma, Mah&dev, Bishn, Kiihn, Him, and Mahimil, who an
wppoeedtohave been1men,' hut veiy fikely never existed, though acme,

ihNiUfridfe ;belfM,'Mk upen tiwm aa gods, and others as angels. His

Majeefy.OnheariUg fUrte^howmtMh' the’people ofthe oountryprised

their fnstHutfonz, comnwBoed to lock aponthem with affection. The

dtitetlte dfthe’tfaninfgrateufc a deep root inUs

heart, andlm approved Of thescying—“There is no religion in which

titc deetriinc of tmusmigiuthm has wet teken firm root.” Inrinoere
^ f 4 M A V - A _r -A-—* £ A. A-V 1 - m -umwbNH 09BB£NMMNI TMNtvlMtf IH BPOo*WBX HH® 9wKUOO0 TOT HUS vOOulM %

andasKsMajesiy relished inquiries into thesecta of theae infidels (who

cam^'bc owinteM. ro sMnseMMs tewy ara. ond who have oo ead of
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revealed books, but nevertheless, do not belong to the Ahl-t Kitab,

Jews, Christians, and Muhammadans), not a day passed but a new fruit

of this loathsome tree ripened into existence.

Sometimes again, it was Shaykji T8ju ’d-IHn of Dihll, who had to

attend the emperor. This Shay& is the son of Shayjjh Zakariya of

Ajodhan. The principal 'Ulamas of the age call him Taj* ’l-*Arifin, or

crown of the Sflfis. He had learned under Shay& Zaman of Panlpat,

author of a commentary on the Liwa'ik, and of other very excellent

works, was in Stllism and pantheism second only to ShayWj Ibn 'ArabI,

and had written a comprehensive commentary on the Nuzhat“ 'l-Ano&h.

like the preceding, he was drawn up the wall of the castle. His Majesty

listened whole nights to his Sufic trifles. As the Shaykh was not over

strict 1 in acting according to our religious law, he spoke a great deal of

the pantheistic presence, which idle Sufis will talk about, and which

generally leads them to denial of the law and open heresy. He also

introduced polemic matters, as the ultimate salvation by faith of Pharaoh

—God’s curse be uponhim!—which is mentioned in theFufUfu ’l-Hikam,*

or the excellence of hope over fear,
3 and many other things to which men

incline from weakness of disposition, unmindful of cogent reasons, or

distinct religious commands, to the contrary. The ShayJsh is therefore

one of the principal culprits who weakened His Majesty’s faith in the

orders of our religion. He also said that infidels would, of course, be kept

for ever in hell, but it was not likely, nor could it be proved, that the

punishment in hell was eternal. His explanations of some verses of the

Qur'an or of the Tradition of our prophet, were often far-fetched. Besides,

he mentioned that the phrase Insan-i Kamil (perfect man) referred to

the ruler of the age, from which he inferred that the nature of a king was

holy. In this way, he said many agreeable things to the emperor, rarely

expressing the proper meaning, but rather the opposite of what he knew

to be correct. Even the sijdah (prostration), which people mildly call

taminbos (kissing the ground), he allowed to be due to the Insan-i Kamil

;

he looked upon the respect due to the king as a religious command, and

called the face of the king Ka*ba-yi Muradat, the sanctum of desires,

& Aa long as a ?ftfl conforms to the Qur*&n he is tkar<li

;

but when he feels that he
has drawn nearer to God, and does no longer require the ordinances of the pro/anum
vutywi, he is Asad, free, and becomes a heretic.

1 Pharaoh claimed divinity, and is therefore motttia, aocursed by Godt But amvyling
to some books, and among them the Furi*, Pharaoh repented in the moment of death,
and acknowledged Moses to be a true prophet.

• The talim says, Al-imAh hoy** 14
faith stands ktoesn fearend

hops." Hence if is sin to fear God's wrath more than to hope for God’s mercy ; and so
reversely.
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And QMa-yi hSjSt, the cynosure of necessities. Suoh hlasphemistf 1

other people supported by quoting stories of no oredit, and by referring

to the practice followed by disciples of some heads of Indian sects. And
after this, when . . .*

Other great philosophical writers of the age also expressed opinions,

for which there is no authority.' Thus Shayfefc Ya'qflb of Kashmir, a well*

known writer, and at present the greatest authority in religious matters,

mentioned some opinions held by *Ayna ’l-Qugat of Hamadan, that our

prophet Muhammad was a personification of the divine name of Al-h&di

(the guide), and the dpvil was the personification of God’s name of

Al-muinll (the tempter),' that both names, thus personified, had appeared

in this world, and that both personifications were therefore neoessary.

Mulls Muhammad of Yard, too, was drawn up the wall of the castle,

and uttered unworthy, loathsome abuse against the first three Kbattfahs,

called the whole §*hfibah, their followers and next followers, and the

saints of post ages, infidels and adulterers, slandered the Sunnis and the

Ahl-iJamSSat,'and represented every sect, except the Shi^ah, as damned

and leading men into damnation.

The differences among the 'Ulamas, of whom one called lawful what

the other called unlawful, furnished His Majesty with another reason for

apostacy. The emperor also believed that the 'Ulamas of his time were

superior in dignity and rank to Imam-i Qbaszall and Imam<-i Bari,* and

knowing from experience the flimsiness of his 'Ulemas, he judged these

great men of the past by his contemporaries, and threw them aside.

Learned monks also came from Europe, who go by the name of PSdre*

They have an infallible head, called PapS. He can change any religious

ordinances as he may think advisable, and kings have to submit to his

authority. These monks brought the gospel, and mentioned to the

emperor their {woofs for the Trinity. His Majesty firmly believed in the

truth of the Christian religion, and wishing to spread the doctrines of

* As the mmtnbot, or the use of holy hum as JfstM (the temple of Makkah) or
QlNaX (Mettali. In as for ae people tom to it thafa fore shea praying).

* The test bee an oninteuigiMe sentence.

* According to theMim, God leads (M4f) men to salvation, bet also to daand damns*
tion. God onitfid Also wiokedneee.

4 Ahl-ijamAWli* term which ie often joined with the word Sunnis, All rthfloae
ordinance* are either beaed upon the QurHn, or upon the Tradition ; or upon the opinion

(qiy&a) of famoue $al&bis; or laetljr, upon ijm&S agreement, or the custom generaUr
followed during the fat oentniy of tye bijraJL Hence AU-i JamiCol oompriaaa all anon
•a believe ijmAS binding.

1 Tiro fanout authorities in religkme matters. The moot popular hooka of Imim
GfrazxMl are.the 'f-^ulfgm and the etfddet which, according to p* 10d»
was one of the few hooks which Akbar liked.

9 The test hue
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each of which was worn on a particular day of the week in honour of the

seven colours of the seven planets.

The emperor also learned from some Hindus, formula to reduce

the influence of the- sun to his subjection, and commenced to read them

mornings and evenings as a religious exercise. He also believed that

it was wrong to kill cows, which the Hindus worship ; he looked upon

cow-dung as pure, interdicted the use of beef, and killed beautiful men (!)

instead of cows. The doctors confirmed the emperor in his opinion, and

told him it was written in their books that beef was productive of all

sorts of diseases and was very indigestible.

Fire-worshippers also had come from Nausarl in Gujrat, and proved

to His Majesty the truth of Zoroaster’s doctrines. They called fire-

worship “ the great worship ”, and impressed the emperor so favourably

that he learned from them the religious terms and rites of the old Parsis,

and ordered Abu ’1-Fazl to make arrangements that sacred fire should be

kept burning at court by day and by night, according to the custom of

the ancient Persian kings, in whose fire-temples it had been continually

burning ; for fire was one of the manifestations of God, and “ a ray of

His rays ",

His Majesty, from his youth, had also been accustomed to celebrate

the Horn (a kind of fire-worship) from his affection towards the Hindu

princesses of his Harem,

From the New Year’s day of the twenty-fifth year of his reign [988],

His Majesty openly worshipped the sun and the fire by prostrations

;

and the courtiers were ordered to rise when the candles and lamps were

lighted in the palace. On the festival of the eighth day of Virgo, he put

on the mark on the forehead, like a Hindu, and appeared in the Audience

Hall, when several Brahmins tied, by way of auspiciousness, a string

with jewels on it round his hands, whilst the grandees countenanced

these proceedings by bringing, according to their circumstances, pearls

and jewels as presents. The custom of Rakhl (or tying pieces of clothes

round the wrists as amulets) became quite common.

When orders in opposition to the Isl&m were quoted by people of

other religions, they were looked upon by His Majesty as convincing,

whilst Hinduism is in reality a religion in which every order is nonsense.

The originator of our belief, the Arabian Saints, all were said to be

adulterers and highway robbers, and all the Muhammadans were declared

worthy of reproof, rill at length His Majesty belonged to those of whom
tiie Qur*in says (SQr 61, 8) :

“ They seek toextinguish God’s light with

their mouths : But God will perfect his light though the infidels be averse
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thereto.” In fact, matters went so far that proofs were no longer required

when anything connected with the Islam was to be abolished.

Akbar publicly assumes the spiritual leadership of the nation.

[Bad. II, p.268.]

‘'In' this year [987], His Majesty was anxious to unite in his person

the powers of the State and those of the Church ; for he could not bear

to be subordinate to any one. As he had heard that the prophet, his

lawful successors, and*some of the most powerful kings, as Amir Tlmtir

(Jahib-qirAn,* and Mlrza Ulugh Beg-i Gurgan, and several others, had

themselves read the K£,u{ba (the Friday prayer), he resolved to do the

same, apparently in order to imitate their example, but in reality to appear

in public as the Mujtahid of the age. Accordingly, on Friday, the first

JumSdg, 'l-awwal 987, in the JamI* Masjid of Fatbpfir, which he had built

near the palace, His Majesty commenced to read the Kbutba. But all at

once he stammered and trembled, and though assisted by others, he could

soaroely read three verses of a poem, whioh Shayjjh Fav?I had composed,

came quickly down from the pulpit, and handed over the duties of the

Im&m (leader of the prayer) to Hafiz Muhammad Amin, the. Court

'KJjaffb. These are the verses :

—

The Lord has given me the empire,

And a wise heart, and a strong arm,

He has guided me in righteousness and justice,

And has removed from my thoughts everything but justice.

His praise surpasses man’s understanding,

Great is His power, Allah* Akbar !

”

[p. 269.]

“ As it was quite customary in those days to speak ill of the doctrine

andorders ofthe Qur*£n, and as Hindu wretches and Hinduising Muham-

madans openly reviled our prophet, irreligious writers left out in the

prefaces to their boob the customary praise of the prophet, and after

saying something to the prat e of God, wrote eulogies of the emperor

instead.1 It was impossible even to mention the name of the prophet,

becausethese liars (as Aba T-Psgl, ?«/*!• «tc.) did not like it. This wicked

innovation gave general offence, and lowed the seed of evil throughout

the country ;
* but dotwithstanding this, a lot of low and mean fellows

1 As AM l’Fssl Ms dsns is the A*In. “ Bat Fay# added ths usual prates el the
prophet (mKO to his Net Aims, a short tins before his death, at the pressing rsqnsst.pf
sons Mends. 1

Bsdl,6nf.
* Bseanss books were sore to bo eopisd ; hence many would see the tnnorattoo and

"

inltats It. As the formula "Bim* ’Btt, eta.",bad been uhaaged to AIM* AUmr, we also
Ind AUsJke AUsr in the heading ot books, ss In the AMn.
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put piously on their necks the collar of the Divine Faith, and called

themselves disciples, either from fear or hope of promotion, though they

thought it impossible to say our creed.”

[pp. 270 to 272.]

“ In the same year [987] a document made its appearance, which bore

the signatures and seals of Makhdum“ ’1-Mulk, of Shaykh *Abd“ ’n-Nabi,

sadr" g-gudilr, of Qafi Jalil® ’d-Dln of Multan, Qa?iyu ’1-quzat of Sadr

Jahan, the mufti of the empire, of Shaykh Mubarak, the deepest writer

of the age, and of QbazI Khan of Badajchshan, who stood unrivalled in

the various sciences. The objects of the document was to settle the

superiority of the Imam-Fadil (just leader) over the Mujtahid, which

was proved by a reference to an ill-supported authority. The whole

matter is a question, regarding which people differ in opinion ; but the

document was to do away with the possibility of disagreeing about laws,

whether political or religious, and was to bind the lawyers in spite of

themselves. But before the instrument was signed, a long discussion

took place as to the meaning of ijlihad, and as to whom the term Mujtahid

was applicable, and whether it really was the duty of a just Imam who,

from hisacquaintance with politics, holds a higher rank than the Mujtahid,

to decide, according to the requirements of the times, and the wants

of the age, all such legal questions on which there existed a difference of

opinion. At last, however, all signed the document, some willingly,

others against their convictions.

I shall copy the document verbatim.

The Document.

“
' Whereas Hindfistan has now become the centre of security and

peace—and the land of justice and beneficence, a large number of people,

especially learned men and lawyers, have immigrated and chosen this

country for their home. Now we, the principal *>Ulamas, who are not

only well versed in the several departments of thelaw and in the principles

of jurisprudence, and well-acquainted with the edicts which rest on reason

or testimony, but are also known for our piety and honest intentions,

have duly considered the deep meaning, Jint, of the verse of the Qur*an

(8(lr. IV, 62), “ Obey Qod, ami obey the prophet, and those who have authority

among you,” and secondly, of the genuine tradition, “ Surely, the man who

w dearest to Qod on the day ofjudgment, is the Imdm-i *Add : whosoever

obeys the Amir, obeys Me ; and Whosoever rebels against him, rebels against

Me," and thirdly, of several other proofs based on reasoning or testimony

;

and ere have agreed that the rank ofa Sulfan-i *&dil (a just ruler) is higher
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in the eyes of God than the rank of a Mujlhakid. Further we declare

that the king of Islam, Amir of the Faithful, shadow of God in the world,

*Abi% 'l-Faiff, JalSl* 'd-Tfrn Muhammad Akbor Padishah-i ghazi, whose

kingdom God perpetuate, is a most just, a most wise, and a most God-

fearing king. Should therefore, in future, a religious question come up,

regarding which the opinions of the MujtaMdt are at variance, and His

Majesty, in his penetrating understanding and clear wisdom, be inclined

to adopt, for the benefit of the nation and as a political expedient, any

of the conflicting opinions which exist on that point, and issue a decree

to that effect, we do hereby agree that such a decree shall be binding on

us and on the whole nation.
“

‘ Further, we declare that, should His Majesty think fit to issue a

new order, we and the nation shall likewise be bound by it, provided

always that Buch an order be not only in accordance with some verse of

the Qur*an, but also of real benefit for the nation ; and further, that any

opposition on the part of the subjects to such an order as passed by His

Majesty, shall involve damnation in the world to come, and loss of

religion and property in this life.

“
‘ This document has been written with honest intentions, for the

glory of God, and the propagation of the Islam, and is signed by us, the

principal *Ulamas and lawyers in the month of Bajab of the year 987 of

the Hijrah.'

“ The draft of this document when presented to the emperor, was in

the handwriting of Shayjji Mubarak. The others had signed it against

their will, but the Shaykh had added at the bottom that he had most

willingly signed his name ; for this was a matter which, lot several years,

he had been anxiously looking forward to.

“ No sooner had His Majesty obtained this legal instrument, than the

road of deciding any religious question was open ; the superiority of

intellect of the Imam was established, and opposition was Tendered

impossible. All brders regarding things which our law allows or disallows,

were abolished, and the superiority of intellect of the Imam became law.

“ But the state of Shay]fh Abfl ’1-FafI resembled that of the poet

JJayraR of Samarqand,1 who after having been annoyed by the cool and

sober people of Ma-wara ’n-nahr (Tnrkistin), joined the old foxes of

Shi* itic Perris, and ohose ‘ the roadless road You might apply .the

proverb to him— ' He prefers hell to shame on earth.'

1 The birthplace of the poet Ifaynti i* not exactly known, though be bthMS to
Turkbttn. It b mid that be wee a mat wine-bibber, and tnrraDed about la end ef
places where wine-drinking wae connived at. At bet he eettbd at Kiehln, and tlliiwe
a 8HKa. He wae murdered there by a robber in Ml.
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“ On the 10th Rajah of this year, His Majesty bade a pilgrimage to

Ajmlr. It is now fourteen years that His Majesty has not returned to

that place. On the 5th Sha'b&n, at the distance of five hot fromthetown,

the emperor alighted, and went on foot to the tomb of the saint (Mu*!n*

’d-Dln). But sensible people smiled, and said, it was strange that His

Majesty should have sueh a faith in the Kbwaja of Ajmlr, whilst he

rejected the foundation of everything, our prophet, front whose * skirt
’

hundreds of thousands of saints of the highest degree had sprung."

[p. 273.]

“After Makhdum” ’1-Mulk and Shayft <Abd« ’n-Nabi had left foi

Makkah (987), the emperor examined people about the creation of the

Qur*an, elicited their belief, or otherwise, in revelation, and raised doubts

in them regarding all things connected with the prophet and the imams.

He distinctly denied the existence of /inns, of angels, and of all other

beings of the invisible world, as well as the miracles of the prophet and

the saints ; he rejected the successive testimony of th» witnesses of our

faith, the proofs for the truths of the Qur*in as far as they agree with

man’s reason, the existence of the soul after the dissolution of the body,

and future rewards and punishments in as far as they differed from

metempsychosis.

Some copies of the Qur*an, and a few old graves

Are left as witnesses for these blind men.

The graves, unfortunately, are all silent,

And no one searches for truth in the Qur*an.

An t/i has come again, and bright days will come—like the face of the

bride.

And the cupbearer will again put wine into the jar—red like blood.

The reins of prayer and the muzzle of fasting—once more

Will fall from these asses—alas, alas

!

1

“ His Majesty had now determined publicly to use the formula, ‘ There

is no God, but God, and Akbar is God’s representative.’ But as this led

to commotions, he .thought better of it, and restricted the use of the I

formula to a few people in the Harem. People expressed the date of this
|

event by the words JUnaha-yi untmat, the ruin of the Church (987). The

emperor tried hard to convert Qutb'1 ’d-Din Muhammad Kb&n and

Shahbaz Khan (vide List of grandees, 2nd book, Noe. 28 and 80), and

several others. But they staunchly objected. Qutb? ’d-Dln said, * What

•

would the kings of the West, as the Suljan of Constantinople, say, if he

1 BadA.onl bewail* the blindness of Akbar, Aba 'l-Fasl, etc,, who threw away the

means of grace of the Isl&m (prayers, fasts).
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beard all this. Our faith is the same, whether a man hold high or broad

views.’ His Majesty then asked him, if he was in India on a secret mission

from Constantinople, as he showed so muoh opposition ; or if he wished

to keep a small place warm for himself, should he once go away from

India, and be a respectable man there ; he might go at onoe. Shahbaz

got excited, and took a part in the conversation ; and when Bir Bar

—

that hellish dog—made a sneering remark at our religion, Shahbaz

abused him roundly, and said, ‘ You cursed infidel, do you talk in this

manner! It would not take me long to settle you.’. It got quite

uncomfortable when His Majesty said to Shahbaz in particular, and to

the others in general. ‘ Would that a shoeful of excrements were thrown

into your faces.’
”

[p. 276.]
“ ‘ In this year the Tamghi (inland tolls) and the Jozya (tax on infidels),

which brought in several krors of Him, were abolished, and edicts to

this effect were sent over the whole empire.’

“ In the same year a rebellion broke out at Jaunptlr, headed by

Muhammad Ma'ffim of Kabul, Muhammad Ma^flm Khan, Mu*izz»

’1-Mulk, 'Arab Bahadur, and other grandees. They objected to Akhar’s

innovations in religious matters, in as far as these innovations led to a

withdrawal of grants of rent-free land. The rebels had consulted Mu11a

Muhammad of Yazd (tride above, pp. 184, 191), who was Qa?iy* ’l-qufat

at JaunpOr ; and on obtaining his opinion that, under the circumstances,

rebellion against the-king of the land was lawful, they seized some tracts

of land, and collected a large army. The course which this rebellion took

is known from general histories; vide Elphinstone, p. 511. Mulla

Muhammad ofYazd and Mu*izzu ’1-Mulk, in the beginning of the rebellion,

were called by the emperor to Agra, and drowned, on the road, at the

command of the emperor, in the Jamna.

“ In the same year the principal 'Ulamas, as Ma&dfi* T-Mulk, Shay]&

Munawwat, Mulla 'Abd° ’sh-Shukfir, eto., were sent as exiles Aft'distant

provinces.”

[p. 278.]

“ Haji Ibrahim of Sarhind (vide above, p. Ill) brought to court an

old, worm-eaten MS. in queer characters, which, as he pretended, was

written by Shaylfelbn 'Arab!. In this book, it was said that the fjiShib-i

ZamSn 1 was to have many wives, and that he would shave his beaidv

Some of the characteristics mentioned in the book as belonging to him

ZamHn, or “ Mon of tbo Period ”, is o title frequently given to Imim Mehdi.
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were found to agree with the usages of His Majesty. He also brought

a fabricated tradition that the son ofa Safidbi (one who knewMuhammad)

had once come before the prophet with his beard out off, when the prophet

had said that the inhabitants of Paradise looked like that young man.

But as the QijI during discussions, behaved imprudently towards

Abll ’1-Fafl, Hakim Aba ’1-FatJj and Shah Path" ’Hah, he was sent to

BantanbhQr, where he died in 994.

“ Formans were also sent to the leading Shaykjis and ?Ulamis of the

various districts to come to Court, as His Majesty wished personally to

inquire into their grants (vide 2nd book, A%
in 19) and their manner of

living. When they came, the emperor examined them singly, giving

them private interviews, and assigned to them some lands, as he thought

fit, But when he got hold of those who had disciples, or held spiritual

soirees, or practised similar tricks, he confined them in forts, or exiled

them to Bengal or Bhakkar. This practice become quite oommon ....
The poor Shaykhs, who were, moreover, left to the mercies of Hindu

Financial Secretaries, forgot in exile their spiritual soirees, and had no

other place where to live, except mouseholes.”

[p. 288.]

“ In this year [988] low and mean fellows, who pretended to be learned,

out were in reality fools, collected evidences that His Majesty was the

yahib-i ZamSn, who would remove all differences of opinion among the

jeventy-two sects of the Islam. Sharif of Amul brought proofs from the

writings of Mahmud of Basakhwan (vide above, p. 186), who had said

that, in 990, a man would rise up who would do away with all that was

wrong . . .* And Khwaja Mawlana of 8hlraz, the heretic of Jafrd&n,

came with a pamphlet by some of the Sharffs of Makkah, in which a

tradition was quoted that the earth would exist for 7,000 years, and as

that time was now over, the promised appearance of Imim Mahdf would

immediately take place. The Mawlana also brought a pamphlet written

by himself on the subject. The Shi^ahs mentioned similar nonsense

connected with *Alf, and some quoted the following Rubdfil, which is said

to have been composed by Nifir-i KJjusraw,* or, according to some, by

another poet :

—

In 969, according to the decree ot fate,

The stars from all sides shall meet together.

In the year of Leo, the month of Leo, and on the day of Leo,

The lion of God will stand forth from behind the veil.

1 The teit here does not aim a clear meaning.
1 A Persian poet of the fifth century of the Hijrah. As be was a free*thinker and

ShKah, his poems were mnoh read at the time cf Akbar. The Farhany-i is

full of Teresa from the works of this ancient poet.
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“ All this made His Majesty the more inclined to claim the dignity of

a prophet, perhaps I should say, the dignity of something else.” 1

[p. 291.]

“ At one of the meetings, the emperor asked those who were present

to mention each the name of a man who could be considered the wisest

man of the age ; but they should not mention kings, as they formed an

exception. Each then mentioned that man in whom he had confidence.

Thus Hakim Humam (vide above, p. 184) mentioned himself, and Shaykh

Abfi TFarl his own father.

“ During this time, the four degrees cf faith in His Majesty were

defined. The four degrees consisted in readiness to sacrifice to the

Emperor property, life, honour, and religion. Whoever had sacrificed

these four things possessed four degrees ; and whoever had sacrificed

one of these four possessed one degree.

“ All the courtiers now put their names down as faithful disciples

of the throne.”

[p. 299. j

“ At this time (end of 989), His Majesty sent Shaykh Jamal Bakhtvar

to bring 8hayi& Qutbu ’d-Dln of Jalesar who, though a wicked man,

pretended to be
4
attracted by God \ When Qiitb" 'd-Din came, the

emperor brought him to a conference with some Christian priests, and

rationalists, and some other great authorities of the ago. After a discussion

the Shayfck exclaimed, ‘ Let us make a great fire, and in the presence of

His Majesty I shall pass through it. And if anv one else gets safely

through, he proves by it the truth of his religion.' The fire was made,

the Shaykfc pulled one of the Christian prests by the coat, and said to him,

‘ Come on, in the name of God {
’ But none of the priests had the courage

to go.

“ Soon after the Shayjjh was sent into exile to Bhakkar, together with

other faqlrs, as His Majesty was jealous of his triumph.

“ A large number of Shayj&s and Faqlrs were also sent to other places,

mostly to Qandahir, where they were exchanged for horses. About the

same time, the emperor captured a sect consisting of Shaykhs and

disciples, and known under the name of Ilalns. They professed all sorts

of nonsense, and practised deceits. His Majesty asked them whether they

repented of their vanities. They replied, ‘ Repentance is our Maid.’

And so they had invented similar names for the laws and religious

commands of the Ialim, and for the fast. At the command of His Majesty,

1 God.
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they were sent to Bhakkar and Qandahar, and were given to merchants

in exchange for Turkish colts.”

[p. 301.]

“ His Majesty was now [990] convinced that the Millenium of the

Ialamitdc dispensation was drawing near. No obstacle, therefore,

remained to promulgating the designs which he had planned in secret.

The Shaykhs and cUlamas Who, on account of their obstinacy and pride,

had to be entirely discarded, were gone, and His Majesty was free to

disprove the orders and principles of the Islam, and to ruin the faith of

the nation by making new and absurd regulations. The first order

which was passed was that the coinage should show the era of the

Millenium,1 and that a history of the one thousand years should be written,

but commencing from the death of the Prophet. Other extraordinary

innovations were devised as political expedients, and such orders were

given that one’s senses got quite perplexed. Thus the stjda, or prostra-

tion, was ordered to be performed as being proper for kings
;
but instead

of sijda, the word zamltibos was used. Wine also was allowed* if used for

strengthening the body, as recommended by doctors
;
but no mischief

or impropriety was to result from the use of it, and strict punishments

were laid down for drunkenness, or gatherings and uproars. For the

sake of keeping everything within .proper limits, His Majesty established

a wine-shop near the palace, and put the wife of the porter in charge of

it, as she belonged to the caste of wine-sellers. The price of wine was

fixed by regulations, and any sick persons could obtain wine on sending

his own name and the names of his father and grandfather to the clerk

of the shop. Of course, people sent in fictitious names, and got supplies

of wine ; for who could strictly inquire into such a matter ? It was in

fact nothing else but licensing a shop for drunkards. Some people even

said that pork formed a component part of this wine ! Notwithstanding

all restrictions, much mischief was done, and though a large number of

people were daily punished, there was no sufficient check.

“ Similarly, according to the proverb, 2 *

Upset, but don’t spill,’ the

prostitutes of the realm (who had collected at the capital, and could

scarcely be counted, so large was their number), had a separate quarter

of the town assigned to them, which was called Shaitanpura, or Devilsville.

T!te coin showed the word .—B.]
» K*j d&r o marfz, which is impossible. Akbtr’s order wu well meant ; but according

to Badijonl, his Act of Segregation was unpractical. The passace is remarkable, as it

shows the open profligacy among the Grandees, which annoyed Akbar very much. For
another instance, stds Bad. II, p. 2C.
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A Darogfra and a clerk also were appointed for it, who registered the

names of such as went to prostitutes, or wanted to take some of them to

their houses. People might indulge in such connexions, provided the toll

collectors knew of it. But without permission, no one was allowed to take

dancing girls to his house. If any well-known courtiers wanted to have a

virgin, they should first apply to His Majesty and get his permission.

In the same way, boys prostituted themselves, and drunkenness and

ignorance soon led to bloodshed. Though in some cases capital punish-

ment was inflicted, certain privileged courtiers walked about proudly

and insolently doing what they liked.

“ His Majesty himself called some of the principal prostitutes and asked

them who had deprived them of their virginity. After hearing their

replies, some of the principal and most renowned grandees were punished

or censured, or confined for a long time in 'fortresses. Among them His

Majesty came across one whose name was Baja Bir Bar, a member of

the Divine Faith, who had gone beyond the four degrees and acquired

the four cardinal virtues .
1 At that time he happened to live in his

jagir in the Pargana of Karah ; and when he heard of the affair, he

applied for permission to turn Jogi ; but His Majesty ordered him to

come to Court, assuring him that he need not be afraid.

“ Beef was interdicted, and to touch beef was considered defiling. The

reason of this was that, from his youth, His Majesty had been in company

with Hindu libertines, and {tad thus learnt to look upon a cow—which

in their opinion is one of the reasons why the world still exists—as some-

thing holy. Besides, the Emperor was subject to the influence of the

numerous Hindu princesses of the Harem, who had gained bo great an

ascendancy over him as to make him forswear beef, garlic, onions, and

the wearing of a beard ,

8 which things His Majesty still avoids. He had

also introduced, though modified by his peculiar views, Hindu customs

and heresies into the court assemblies, and introduces them still, in order

to please and win the Hindus and their castes ; he abstained from every-,

thing which they think repugnant to their nature, and looked upon shaving

the beard as the highest sign of friendship and affection for him. Hence

this custom has become very general. Pandering pimps also expressed

the opinion that the beard takes its nourishment from the testicles ; for

no eunuch had a beard ; and one could not exactly see of what merit or

1 FazAl il-i arbaStt, or the four virtue*, viz., hikmat wisdom ; zhtijdtat courage ; ttjjhf

chastity*; Wd&lat justice. Books on AQlAq divide each into several kinds. Compare
the above with the cardinal virtues of the ancient justice^ prudence, temperance, and
fortitude.

1 “ The last three things are inconvenient in kissing."
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importance it was to cultivate a beard. Moreover, former ascetics had

looked upon carelessness iu letting the beard grow as one way of mortify-

ing one’s flesh, because such carelessness exposed them to the reproach

of the world ; and ar, at present, the silly lawyers of the Islam looked

upon cutting down the beard as reproachful, it was clear that shaving

was now a way of mortifying the flesh, and therefore praiseworthy, but

not letting the beard grow. (But if any one considers this argument

calmly, he will soon detect the fallacy.) Lying, cheating Muftis also

quoted an unknown tradition, in which it was stated that ‘ some Qazis
’

of Persia had shaved their beards. But the words ka-md yaf*alu ba*zu

'l-qu^dt' (as some Qazis have done), which occur in this tradition, are

based upon a corrupt reading, and should be ka-ma yaJ^aUl ba*: u
'l-su$dt

(as some wicked men have done) ...
“ The ringing of bells as in use with the Christians, and the showing of

the figure of the cross, and 1
. . . and other childish playthings of theirs,

were daily in practice. The words Kujr shdifi* shad . or * heresy* became'

common’, express the Tarikh (985). Ten or twelve years after the

commencement of these doings, matters had gone so far that wretches

like Mlrza JanI, chief of Tattah, and other apostates, wrote their con-

fessions on paper as follows :
—

‘ I, such a one. son of such a one, have

willingly and cheerfully renounced and rejected the Islam in all its phases,

whether low or high, as I have witnessed it in my ancestors, and have

joined the Divine Faith of Shah Akbar, and declare myself willing to

sacrifice to him my property and life, my honour and religion. * And

these papers—there could be no more effective letters of dnmnntion-

were handed over to the Mujtahid (Abfl '1-Fazl) of t he new Creed, and were

considered a source of confidence or promotion. The Heavens might have

parted asunder, and earth might have opened her abyss, and the mountains

have crumbled to dust

!

“ In opposition to the Islam, pigs and dogs were no longer looked upon

as unclean. A large number of these animals was kept in the Harem, and

in the vaults of the castle, and to inspect them daily was considered a

religious exercise. The Hindus, who believe in incarnations, said that

the boar belonged to the ten forms which God Almighty had once assumed.
“

‘ God is indeed Almighty—but not what they say.*

“ The saying of some wise men that a dog had ten virtues, and that a

man, if he possesses one of them, was a saint, was also quoted as a proof.

Certain courtiers and friends of His Majesty, who were known for their

1 The text Hm o bolbal&n (?) cunaoula B.] kih kbushgah i Ithanast, which I do
not understand.

13
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excellence in every department, and proverbial as court poets,1 used to

put dogs on a tablecloth and feed them, whilst other heretioal poets,

Persians and Hindustanis, followed this example, even taking the tongues

of dogs into their own mouths, and then boasting of it.

14 Tell the Mir that thou hast, within thy skin, a dog and a carcass.2

44A dog runs about, in front of the house ; don’t make him a messmate.
44 The ceremonial ablution after emission of semen 2 was no longer

considered binding, and people quoted as proof that the essence of man
was the sperma genitals

,
which was the origin of good and bad men. It

was absurd that voiding urine and excrements should not require

ceremonial ablutions, whilst the emission of so tender a fluid should

necessitate ablution ;
it would be far better, if people would first bathe,

and then have connexion.
44 Further, it was absurd to prepare a feast in honour of a dead person

;

for the corpse was mere matter, and could derive no pleasure from the

feast. People should therefore make a grand feast on their birthdays.4

Such feasts were called Ash-i hayat, food of life.
4

44 The flesh of a wild boar and the tiger was also permitted, because

the courage which these two animals possess would be transferred to

any one who fed on such meat.
44 It was also forbidden to marry one’s cousins or near relations, because

such marriages are destructive of mutual love. Boys were not to marry

before the age of 16, nor girls before 14, because the offspring of early

marriages was weakly. ,The wearing of ornaments and silk dresses at

the time of prayer was made obligatory. 8
. . .

44 The prayers of the Islam, the fast, nay even the pilgrimage, were

henceforth forbidden. Some bastards, as the son of Mulla Mubarak, a

worthy disciple of Shayjdi Abu ’1-Fazl wrote treatises, in order to revile and

ridicule our religious practices, of course with proofs. His Majesty liked

such productions, and promoted the authors.

“The era of the Hijrah was nowabolished,andanew orawasintroduced,

of which the first year was the year of the emperor’s accession (963).

The months had the same names as at the time of the old Persian kings,

and as given in the Ni$abu '$-§ibiydn.7 Fourteen festivals also were

1 Fay*.
1 I.©., that you arc a dog.
* According to the law, bathing ia required after jim&K and ihtil&m.

1 For the poor.

* Provisions for the life to come.
* The Muhammadan law enjoins Muslims to go to the Mosques simply dressed. Silk

is forbidden. Muhammadans disapprove of our “ Sunday dresses " and peerage.
7 Vi ie p. 43, note 1.
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introduced, corresponding to the feasts of the Zoroastrians ; but the feasts

of the Musalmans, and their glory were trodden down, the Friday prayer

alone being retained, because some old, decrepit, silly people 1 used to

go to it. The new era was called Tdrikh-i Ilaht, or ‘Divine Era \ On
copper coins and gold muhrs, the era of the Millennium 2 was used, as

indicating that the end of the religion of Muhammad, which was to last

one thousand years, was drawing near. Reading and learning Arabic

was looked upon as a crime
;

and Muhammadan law, the exegesis of the

Qur*an, and the Tradition, as also those who studied them,* were con-

sidered bad and deserving of disapproval. Astronomy, philosophy,

medicine, mathematics, poetry, history, and novels, were cultivated and

thought necessary. Even the letters which are peculiar to the Arabic

language, as the oj, jo, and fe, were avoided. Thus for

Ju* *Abdu
’

llah
,
people wrote Abdullah ; and for AJiadf,

Ahadi,
etc. All this pleased Hjs Majesty. Two verses from the

Shahnama, which Firdawsl gives as part of a story, were frequently

quoted at court

—

From eating the flesh of camels and lizards

The Arabs have made such progress,

That they now wish to get hold of the kingdom of Persia.

Fie upon Fate ! Fie upon Fate !

“ Similarly other verses were eagerly seized, if they conveyed a

calumny, as the verses from the . . .,
3 in which the falling out of the

teeth of our prophet is alluded to.

“ In the same manner,. every doctrine and command of the Islam,

whether special or general, as the prophetship, the harmony of the Islam

with reason, the doctrines of Ru^yat, Taklif, and Tahfin,

4 the details of

the day of resurrection and judgment—all were doubted and ridiculed.

1 The text has an unintelligible sentence.
1 That is, the word alf (One thousand) was put on the coins. From this passage

it would appear that ooins with alfon it
[
vide Marsden, p. SCO) were struck about 991.

* The word in the text is Sajarik (?). In an engagement Muhammad lost two of

his teeth.
4 Myat, or did&r-i lldhi.dar janndt, the actual seeing of God in Paradise, is a doctrine

in high favour with the Sunnis. The ShWahs say there will be no actual seeing.

TakHf, A man is called mulcallaf bi-th-tharS, bound by the law, Jirrf, if he belong to

the Idin ; secondly, if he have Saql or a sound mind ; thirdly, if he have reached

i.e., if he be of age.

Tahrfn meant existence between two non- existences (Sadamayn). Thus a present

event stands between a past and a future non-existence. This, the IaMm says, is the ease

with tha world, which will come to an end. But Akbar denied it, as he did not believe

in a day of judgment
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And if anyone did object to this mode of arguing, his answer was not

accepted. But it is well known how little chance a man has who cites

proofs against one who will reject them, especially when his opponent has

the power of life and death in his hands
;

for equality in condition is

a sine qud non in arguing.

A man who will not listen if you bring the Qur*an and the Tradition,

Can only be replied to by not replying to him.

“ Many a family was ruined by these discussions. But perhaps

* discussions ’ is not the correct name
;
we should call them meetings

for arrogance and defamation. People who sold their religion were busy

to collect all kinds of exploded errors, and brought them to His Majesty,

as if they were so many presents. Thus Latlf Khwaja, who came from a

noble family in Turkistan, made a frivolous remark on a passage in

Tirmizi’s Shamdt
il,

1 and asked how in all the world the neck ofthe Prophet

could be compared to the neck of an idol. Other remarks were passed on

the straying camel .

2 Some again expressed their astonishment, that the

Prophet, in the beginning of his career, plundered the carvans of Quraysh
;

that he had fourteen wives
;
that any married woman was no longer to

belong to her husband if the Prophet thought her agreeable, etc. . . .

At night, when there were social assemblies, His Majesty told forty

courtiers to sit down as ‘ The Forty ’,3 and every one might say or ask

what he liked. If then any one brought up a question connected with

law or religion, they said, ‘ You had better ask the Mullas about that,

as we only settle things which appeal to man’s reason.’ But it is

impossible for me to relate the blasphemous remarks which they made

about the Sahabah, when historical books happened to be read out,

especially such as contained the reigns of the first three Khalifahs, and

the quarrel about Fadak, the war of Siffln
,

4 etc.—would that I were

1 The book of the famous Muhaddi» (Collector of Traditions) Tirmizf, which contains

all Traditions regarding the figure and iooks of the prophet. The word idol is expressive

of great beauty ; but the courtiers laughed at the phrase as unsuited to Muhammad,
who had abolished idols.

1 This refers to the charge of adultery brought against SAyisha Muhammad’s fsvourito

wife. The whole story will be found in Sale’s Qur*an, Sur. 24, p. 288.
* The Chihil tan&n, or 40 Abdtls. After the death of Mohammad, the last of the

long series of prophets, the earth complained to God, that henceforth she would no longer

be honoured by prophets walking on. her surface. God promised her th <t there should

always be on earth forty (according to some, seventy-two) holy men, Abdals, for whose
sake He would let the earth remain. The chief of t he Forty is called (thaws.

4 Fadak is a village not far from Makkah, which Futimah claimed as her own ; but
\bQ 3akr would not let her have it. Siffin is a place near the Euphrates, where a battle

took place between $Alf and Mu<Iawiyah.

Both affairs form, even nowa-days, subjects of quarrel between Sunnis and ShKiths.
Henoe the author of the Datbiatin has also made use of them in his Dialogues. The reader
will And more particulars in the notes to the English translation of the DabistAn.
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deaf ! The ShFahs, of course, gained the day, and the Sunnis were

defeated
; the good were in fear, and the wicked were secure. Every day

a new order was given, and a new aspersion or a new doubt came up

;

and His Majesty saw in the discomfiture of one party a proof for his own

infallibility, entirely forgetful of the proverb, * Who slanders others,

slanders himself.’ . . . The ignorant vulgar had nothing on their tongues

but ‘ Allah* AJcbar *, and they looked upon repeating this phrase, which

created so much commotion, as a daily religious exercise. Mulla Sheri,

at this time, composed a qifta of ten verses, in which the following occur

:

It is madness to believe with the fool that love towards our prophet

Will ever vanish from the earth.

I smile, if I think that the following verse, in all its silliness,

Will be repeated at the feast of the rich, and as a prayer by the poor :

4

This year the emperor has claimed prophetship,

Next year, if God will, ha will be god.’

44
At the new year’s day feasts, JJis Majesty forced many of the

^Ulamas and the pious, nay even the Qazls and the Mufti of the realm,

to drink wine. . . . And afterwards the Mujtahids of the Divine Faith,

especially Fayzl, called out,
4

Here is a bumper to the confusion of the

lawyers !
* On the last day of this feast, when the sun enters the nineteenth

degree of Aries (a day called Sharafu 'sh-sfui'cf, and considered particularly

holy by His Majesty), the grandees were promoted, or received new

jagTrs, or horses, or dresses of honour, according to the rules of hospitality,

or in proportion of the tribute they had brought.’

“ In this year Gulbadan Begum [Akbar’s aunt] and Salima »Sultan

Begum returned from a pilgrimage to Makkah. Soon after Shah Abu
Turab also, and I'timiid Khan of Gujrat, returned from the pilgrimage,

and brought an immense stone with them, which had to be transported

on an elephant. The stone contained, according to AbQ Turab, an

impression of the foot of the Prophet. Akbar—though it is difficult to

guess the motive—went four kos to meet it, and the grandees were

ordered to carry the stone themselves by turns, and thus it was brought

to town."

[p. 312.]

“ In this year, Shaykh Mubarak of Nagor said in the presence of the

emperor to Bir Bar,
4

JuBt as there are interpolations in your holy books,

so there are many in ours (Qur’an)
; hence it is impossible to trust

either.’

44
Some shameless and ill-starred wretches also asked His Majesty, why
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at the approaching close of the Millenium, he did not make use of the

sword, * the most convincing proof,’ as Shah Ismael of Persia had done.

But His Majesty, at last, was convinced that confidence in him as a leader

was a matter of time and good counsel, and did not* require the sword.

And indeed, if His Majesty, in setting up his claims, and making his

innovations, had spent a little money, he would have easily got most

of the courtiers, and much more the vulgar, into his devilish nets.

“ The following liuba^I of Nasir-i Khiisraw was often quoted at court

—

I see in 992 two conjunctions,

1 see the sign of Mahdi and that of Antichrist

:

Either politics must change or religion.

I clearly see the hidden secret.

" At a council meeting for rertovating the religion of the empire, Raja

Bhagawan said,
4

1 would willingly believe that Hindus and Musalman*

have each a bad religion
;
but only tell us where the new sect is, and

what opinion they hold, so that I may believe.’ His Majesty reflected

a little, and ceased to urge the Raja. But the alteration of the orders of

our glorious faith was continued. The Tdrlkh was found in the words

Ihdds-i biil^nl, the. innovation of heresy (990).

“ During those days also the public prayers and the azfin , which was

chanted five times a day for assembly to prayer in the state hall, were

abolished. Names like Ahnnd, Muhammad , Mustafa , etc., became

offensive to His Majesty, who thereby wished to please the infidels outside,

and the princesses inside the Harem, till, after sometime, those courtiers

who had such names, changed them
; and names as Ydr Muhammad

,

Muliammad KJian, were altered to Rahmaj. To call such ill-starred

wretches by the name of our blessed prophet would indeed be wrong,

and there was not only room for improvement by altering their names,

but it was even necessary to change them, according to the proverb,
4

It

is wrong to put fine jewels on the neck of a pig.’

44 And this destructive fire all broke out in Agra, burnt down great

and small families, and did not even spare their family tombs—May God

forsake these wretches !

”

[p.:m.]
44
In Ra}>l$ u V#<in7 990, Mir Fathu ’llah came from the Dakhin (vide

above, p. 34). ... As he had been an immediate pupil of Mir Qhiyasu

M-Dln Mansur of Slnraz, wfho had not been overstrict in religious matters.

His Majesty thought that Fathu 'llah would only be too glad to enter into

his religious scheme. But Fath u 'llah was such a staunch Shi^ah, and at
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the same time such a worldly office-hunter, and such a worshipper of

mammon and of the nobility that he would not give up a jot of the

tittles of bigoted Shiism. Even in the state hall he said, with the greatest

composure, his Shi*ah prayers—a thing which no one else would have

dared to do. His Majesty, therefore, put him among the class of the

bigots ; but he connived at his practices, because he thought it desirable

to encourage a man of such attainments and practical knowledge. Once

the emperor in Fath® ’llah’s presence,

1

said to Bir Bar,
1

1 really wonder

how any one in his senses can believe that a man, whose bodyjhas a certain

weight, could, in the space of a moment, leave his bed, go up to heaven,

there have 90,000 conversations with God, and yet on his return find his

bed still warm ?
* So also was the splitting of the moon ridiculed. * Why/

said His Majesty, lifting up one foot,
1

it is really impossible .for me to lift

up the other foot ! What silly stories men will believe/ And that

wretch (Bir Bar) and some other wretches—whose names be forgotten-

said, * Yea, we believe ! Yea, we trust !

9

This great foot-experiment

was repeated over and over again. But Fath® ’llah—His Majesty had

been every moment looking at him, because he wanted him to say some-

thing, for he was a new-comer—looked straight before himself, and did

not utter a syllable, though he was all ear.”

Here Bada,oni mentions the translations from Sanscrit into Fersian,

which have been alluded to above, p. 1 10. It is not quite certain whether

the translations were made from Sanscrit or from Hindi translations,

or from both. Bada,onI clearly states that for some translations, as at

the Atharban, Hindus were used as interpreters. For other works as the

Mahabharat, there may have been Hindi translations or extracts, because

Akbar himself (vide p. Ill, note 2) translated passages to Naqib Kban.

Aba ’l-Fa?J also states that he was assisted by Pandits when writing the

fourth book of the A*in. Compare Sir H. Elliott’s Index to the Historians

of Indiat p. 259.

[p. 321.]

“ In these days (991) new orders were given. The killing of animals

on certain days was forbidden, as on Sundays, because this day is sacred

to the Sun ; during the first eighteen days of the month of Farwardiu

;

the whole month of Aban (the month in which His Majesty was born)

;

and on several other days, to please the Hindus. This order was extended

over the whole realm, and capital punishment was inflicted on every one

1 As Fath"m wm s good moohamo, Akbftr thought that by referring to thft weight

of a man, and the following experiment with his foot, he would induoe Path" *llih to
make a remark on the Prophet's ascension (mttrdj).
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who acted against the command. Many a family was ruined. During

the time of these fasts, His Majesty abstained altogether from meat, as

a religious penance, gradually extending the several fasts during a year

over six months and even more, with the view of eventually discontinuing

the use of meat altogether.

“ A second order was given that the Sun should be worshipped four

times a day, in the morning and evening, and at noon and midnight. His

Majesty had also one thousand and one Sanscrit names of the Sun

collected, and read them daily, devoutly turning towards the sun ; he

then used to get hold of both ears, and turning himself quickly round

about, used to strike the lower ends of the ears with his fists. He also

adopted several other practices connected with sun-worship He used

to wear the Hindu mark on his forehead, and ordered the band to play

at midnight and at break of day. Mosques and prayer-rooms were changed

into store rooms, or given to Hindu Ohaukldars. For the word jama*at

(public prayer), His Majesty .used the term jima* (copulation), and for

hayya 1 ala. he said yalald talala.

“ The cemetery within the town was ordered to be sequestered.”

[p. 324.1
"
In the same year (991) His Majesty built outside the town two places

for feeding poor Hindus and Muhammadans, one of them being called

Khayr-ptira and the other Dliarmpura. Some of AbiYl-Fazls people

w'ere put in charge of them. They spent His Majesty’s money in feeding

the poor. As an immense number of Jogls also flocked to this establish-

ment, a third place was built, which got the name of Joglpura. His

Majesty also called some of the Jogls, and gave them at night private

interviews, inquiring into abstruse truths ;
their articles of faith ; their

occupations : the influence of pensiveness : their several practices and

usages ; the power of being absent from the body ; or into alchemy,

physiognomy, and the power of omnipresence of the soul. His Majesty

even learned alchemy, and showed in public some of the gold made by

him. Once a year also during a night called Slvrdt . a great meeting was

held of all Jogls of the empire, wfhen the emperor ate aud drank with the

principal Jcgis, who promised him that he should live three and four

times as long af ordinary men. His Majesty fully believed it, and con-

necting their promises with other inferences he had drawn, he got quite

convinced of it. Fawning court doctors, wisely enough, found proofs

1 Hayya Sofa, for
“
hayya '*-*alfih" [the ?/*iqj form of “Coma quirk to thr

pray®* ift a phreet which ocoure in th# A aSn. YalalA tolnlt is a phrase used by drunkard*
in the height of mirth.
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for the longevity of the emperor, and said that the cycle of the moon,

during which the lives of men are short, was drawing to its dose, and

that the cycle of Saturn 1 was at hand, with which a new cycle of ages,

and consequently the original longevity of mankind would again

commence. Thus they said, it was mentioned in some holy books that

men used to live up to the age of one thousand years, whilst in Sanscrit

books the ages of somemen were put down as ten thousand years ; and in

Thibet there were even now a class of tiinuis, or Mongolian devotees,

and recluses, and hermits, that live two hundred years, and more. For

this reason, His Majesty, in imitation of the usages of these Lamas,

limited the time he spent in the harem, curtailed his food and drink, but

especially abstained from meat. He also shaved the hair of the crown of

his head, and let the hairs at the sides grow, because he believed that the

soul of perfect beings, at the time of death, passes out by the crown

(which is the tenth opening 2 of the human body) under a noise resembling

thunder, which the dying man may look upon as a proof of his happiness

and salvation from sin, and as a sign that his soul, by metempsychosis,

will pass into the body pf some grand and mighty king.

“ His Majesty gave his religious system the name of Tauljld-i llahl
,
or

‘ Divine Monotheism \

“ He also called, according to the manner of the Jogis, a number of

special disciples Chela

s

(slaves). A lot of vile, swindling, wicked birds,

who were not admitted to the palace, stood every morning opposite to

the window, near which His Majesty used to pray to the sun, and

declared they had made vows not to rinse their mouths, nor to eat and

drink, before they had seen the blessed countenance of the emperor

;

and every evening there was a regular court assembly of needy Hindus

and Muhammadans, ail sorts of people, men and women, healthy and

sick, a queer gathering, and a most terrible crowd. No sooner had His

Majesty finished saying the 1,001 names of the ‘ Greater Luminary \

and stepped out into the balcony, than the whole crowd prostrated

themselves. Cheating, thieving Brahmins collected another set of 1,001

1 in Persian KaywAn, Saturn. This planet is looked upon ah the fountain of

wisdom. Niftimi says tawAd-i eaflna ba-kaywb* tfipurd,
“ He (Muhammad) gave Saturn

the power of writing.” AnwAr Huhaylh in' praise of some physician, ZuJbal nhuyird i

a dar nuqfp-dAni, “ Saturn in wisdom is his pupil.” Hence the famous astronomer

Abu’l-Qisim hae the laqab (title) of QhalAm-i ZtAol. Besides, there are several cycles

of years, over which each of the seven planets reigns. The first cycle was that of Saturn,

during which the ages of men were long. The last cycle is that of the moon, during whir!*

people do not attain a very old age. It existed already at the time of Miff?,, who
says, 1% chi skorUt ki dar deasr-i qamar miMnSm. " What misfortune is this 'which we
witness in the cycle of the moon ?

”

* Vida my text edition, fourth book, p. ft, L 9.
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names of
4

His Majesty the Sun and told the emperor that he was an

incarnation, like Ram Kishn and other infidel kings ; and though Lord

of the world, he had assumed his shape, in order to play with the people

of our planet. In order to flatter him, they also brought Sanscrit verses,

said to have been taken from the sayings of anoient sages, in which

it was predicted that a great conqueror would rise up in India, who would

honour Brahmins and cows, and govern the earth with justice. They

also wrote this nonsense on old looking paper, and showed it to the

emperor, who believed every word of it.

(( In this year also, in the state hall of Fathpur, the ten cubit square of

the Hanafls and the Qullatayn 1 of the Shafi'fa and Shiahs were compared.

The fluid quantum of the Hanafis was greater than that of the others.

“ His Majesty once ordered that the Sunnis should stand separately

from the Shi'ahs, when the Hindustanis, without exception, went to the

Sunn! side, and the Persians to the Shl^ah side/’

[p. 336.]
44
During this year [992], Mulla Ilahdad of Amrolmh and Mulla Sheri

attended at Court, in order to flatter the emi>eror ;
for they had been

appointed to fndrshrps in the Duiib of the Panjab. Mulla. Sheri presented

to His Majesty a poem made by him, entitled -Hazdr Slim

*

or * The

Thousand Rays \ which contained IfiQQqitaSi in praise of the Sun. His

Majesty was much pleased.”

At the feast of the emperor's accession in 992, numerous conversions

took place. [Bad. II, p. 338.]
44
They were admitted as disciples in sets of twelve, one set at a time,

*nd declared their willingness to adopt the new principles, and to follow

the new religion. Instead of the usual tree,2 His Majesty gave his likeness,

upon whioh the disciples looked as a symbol of faith and the advancement

of virtue and prosperity. They used to wrap it up in cloth studded with

jewels, and wore it on the top of their turbans. The phrase

4

Allihu

AlAar
9

was ordered to be used as the heading in all writings. Playing

with dice, and taking interest, were allowed, and so in fact was everything

else admitted which is forbidden in the Islam. A play-house was even

1 QmUalajjn, two Urge jars containing 1,200 rafl-i (tfrftq! pounds) of water.

According to the 8hKahs and the ShfiflQl sect, water does not become najit, or soiled,

from its being used, provided the quantity of water weigh not less than 1,200 retf, or the
euhe of 3} spans. Hantfah fixed ( 10 • Iji),* Just deep enough that the hand, in passing

over it, do not touch the bottom. The experiment which Alibar made had for its object

to throw blame on the Hanaff 8unnis.
1 Heads of sects give their pupils trees, not of genealogy, but of discipleship as,

Ahmad, disciple of ^ All, disciple of Mutfn, dieoiple of Dayatld, etc., ending with their

own name ana tho name of that dieoiple to whom the tree (sfctfsrn) is given.
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built at Court, and money from the exchequer was lent to the players on

interest (vide Second bode, A*Jn 18). Interest and ikatal (money given

at the end of the play to the bystanders) were looked upon as very

satisfactory things.

“ Girls before the age of fourteen, and boys before sixteen, were not

to marry, and the story of the marriage night of the Prophet with

Siddiqa 1 was totally disapproved of. But why should I mention other

blasphemies!—May the attention which any one pays to them run

away like quicksilver—really I do not know what human ears cannot

bear to hear

!

“ The sins which all prophets are known to have committed, were

cited as a reason why people should not believe the words of the prophets.

So especially in the case of David * and the story of Uriah. And if any

one dared to differ from the belief of these men, he was looked upon as

fit to be killed, or as an apostate and everlastingly damned, or he was

called a lawyer and enemy of the emperor. But according to the proverb,

'What people sow, that they shall reap,’ they themselves became

notorious in the whole world as the greatest heretics by their damnable

innovations, and ' the infallible ’ authority got the nickname of Abti-jahl.*

Yes, ' If the king is bad, the Vizier is- worse.' Looking after worldly

matters was placed before religious concerns ; but of all things, these

innovations were the most important, and everything else was accessory.

“ In order to direct another blow at the honour of our religion, His

Majesty ordered that the stalls of the fanoy b&zars, which are held on

New Year’s day, should, for a stated time, be given up for the enjoyment

of the Begums and the women of the Harem, and alar for any other

married ladies. On such occasions, His Majesty spent much money

;

and the important affairs of harem people, marriage-contracts, and

betrothals of boys and girls, were arranged at suoh meetings.

“ The real object of those who became disciples was to get into office

;

1 Siddiqa is the title of CAyiska, tbs daughter of Abfl Bakr. "SktfMSinmoU,
whmehowas engaged to Muhammad, who was then flfty years old. The actual marriage
took place when them nine yean old, • I eat,' the relates, ‘with other girl* in a awing,

when nnr mother railed me. I went to her, not knowing what ihe wanted. She tm
my haft and led me to thedoorof the houie. I now guessed what aha wished to do with
me; my heart throbbed, but I aeon got again composed. I washed my iaoe and my head,
and was taken inside, where several women were assembled, who congratulated me, and
dressed me up. When they had done, they handed me over to the Prophet.' As she was
so young, she took her toys to the house of the Prophet. The Prophet loved her ao much,
that even in the moaqoe, at the time of the service, he put bis head under her veil end
caressed her, and played with her hair (ThaClebl Tafsir 2, 180) ; and he told the faithful

that she would be hie wife in Paradise.” from Sprenger's Life of Muhammad, III, p; 62.
1 David counts as a prophet. The book revealed to him is the sahir, or the Psalass.

* Properly /after of feaormte. Badl.onI means AM ’1-Pasl, which name signifies

foiktr of tcitaom.

'

Resides, AbA '1-Pasl had the title (tefctoiief) SAUiml, the most learned.
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and though Hit Majesty did everything to get this out of their heeds, he

acted very differently in the case of Hindus, of whom he could not get

enough ; for the Hindus, of course, are indispensable ; to them belongs

half the armyand half the land. Neither the Hindustanis nor the Moghuls

can point to such grand lords as the Hindus have among themselves.

But if othere than Hindus came, and wished to become disciples at any

sacrifice, His Majesty reproved or punished them. For their honour and

zeal he did not care, nor did he notice whether they fell in with his views

or not.”

[p. 340.]

“ In this year Sultan Kbwaja died. He also belonged to the elect

disciples of His Majesty. After burving him, they laid down a new
rule. They put a grate over his grave in such a manner that the light of

the rising sun, which deanses from all sins, could shine on the face of the

corpse. People said, they had seen fiery tongues resting over his mouth,

but God knows best.”

During the month of $afar (the second month of the year) 994,

Akbar’s troops were defeated by the Yusuf-za,w . Bada.oni says (p. 350)

:

“ Nearly 8,000 men, perhaps even more, were killed. Bir Bar also,

who had fled from fear of his life, was slain, and entered the row of the

dogs in hell, and thus got something for the abominable deeds he had

done during his lifetime. During the last night attack, many grandees

and persona of renown were killed, as Hasan Khan,1 and Rbwaja'Arab,

paymaster (colonel) of Khan Jahan and Mujla Sheri, the poet, and many

others whose names I cannot specify. The words as i£hwaja '•Arab hayf*

express the Tari]^ of the defeat, by one less. Hakim AbQ ’1-Fagl and

Zayn Khan on the 5th Rabi^" 1-awwal, reached with their defeated troops

the fort of £tak. . . . But His Majesty cared for the death of no grandee

more than for that of Bir Bar. He said, * Alas i they could not even get

his body out of the pass, that it might have been burned ’
; but at last,

he consoled himself with the thought that Bir Bar was now free and

independent of all earthly fetters, and as the rays of the sun were sufficient

for him, there was no necessity that he should be cleansed by fire.”

New orders were given in the beginning of 995. [Page 356.]

“ No one was to marry more than one wife, except in cases of barren-

ness; but in all other cases the rule was,‘One God, and one wife.’ Women,

1 VU* lost of grandees, Test edition of the A*In, p. 827, No. 880, when forJfyttfn
reed {/msm. In the MSS. of the AMn he is celled ^or^ My MS. of the febeqit

reeds wW1^ Pctanf AJgkiu, end calls him e Hat&ri. The edition of Beds,

e

el bee wrong

ju. Hie biography is not given in the 'bmmnri.

* The letter* give MIS ; hence one more—MH.
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on reaching the limit of their period of fertility, when their counea atop,

should no longer wish for the husband. If widows liked to re-merry,

they might do so, though this was 1 against the ideas of the Hindus. A
Hindu girl, whose husband had died before the marriage was consum-

mated, should not be burnt. If, however, the Hindus thought this a

hardship, they should not be prevented (from burning the girl) ; but

then a Hindu widow should take the girl . . .*

" Again, if disciples meet eaoh other, one should say
*AUah Akbar \

and the other should respond ‘ Jalla Jallalu-h* These formulas were

to take the place of our saldm, and the answer to the taldm. The beginning

of counting Hindu months should be the 28th day, and not the 16th,

because the latter was the invention and innovation of Bikramajtt. The

Hindu feasts, likewise, were to take place in accordance with this rule.

But the order was not obeyed, though farmsns to that effect, as early as

990, had been sent to Gujrat and Bengal.

“ Common people should no longer learn Arabic, because such people

were generally the cause of much mischief. Cases between Hindus should

be decided by learned Brahmins, and not by Musalman Qa?Is. If it were

necessary to have recourse to oaths they should put heated irons into

the hands of the accused, who was guilty if his hands were burnt, but

innocent if not ; or they should put the hands of the accused into hot,

liquid butter ; or the accused should jump into water, and if he came to

the surface before an arrow had returned to the ground, which had been

shoe off when the man jumped into the water, he was guilty.

“ People should be buried with their heads towards the east and their

feet towards the west.* His Majesty even commenced to sleep in this

position.”

[p. 363.]

“ In the same year the prohibition of the study of Arabic was extended

to all. People should learn astronomy, mathematics, medicine, and

philosophy. The TSnjJt of this order is Fasad-ifa?l (995) . . .

“ On the 10th day of Mufcarram 996, His Majesty had invited the

£ban Khanan. and Man Singh (who had just been appointed governor

of Bahar, HajipOr and Patna) ; and whilst they were drinking, His

Majesty commenced to talk about the Divine Faith, in order to test

Man Singh. He said without reserve, ‘ If Your Majesty mean by tbe

1 The text hat too* not again* lAe ideas of <Ac Hindus (?).

* The text of the whole pataage it doubtful The readings of the three MSS. which

Mawlawl Agfa* Ahmad {AH had in editing Badi,onI, giro no. tents.

* This was an intuit, because the Muhammadans in India faoe the west during prayer.

Vide Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal, for 1868, p. 66.
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term of membership, willingness to sacrifice one’s life, I have given protty

clear proofs, and Your Majesty might dispense with examining me ; but

if the term has another meaning, and refers to religion, surely I ain a

Hindu. And if I am to become a Muhammadan, Your Majesty ought to

say so—but besides Hinduism and Islam, I know of no other religion.’

The emperor then gave up urging him.

“ During the month of Safar 996, Mtrz& Fdlad Beg Barlas managed

to get one night Mulla Ahmad of Thathah. on some pretext, out of his

house, and stabbed at him, because the Mulla openly reviled [as Shi'ahs

do] the companions of the prophet. The Tarlkh of this event is expressed

by the words Zihe khavjar-i Fulati,
1

Hail, steel of Fulfill.' or by Kfnlk-i

saqari
,

‘ hellish hog !
’ And really, when this dog of the age was in his

agony, I saw that his face looked just like the head of a pig. 1 and others

too witnessed it—0 God ! we take refuge with Thee against the evil

which may befall us ! His Majesty had Mirza Fiiliid tied to the foot of

an elephant and dragged through the streets of Lllmr : for when Hakim

Abii-Fatji, at the request of the emperor, had asked the Mirza. whether

he had stabbed at the Mulla from religious hatred, he had said. ' If religious

hatred had been my motive, it would have been better to kill a greater

one

2

than the Mulla.’ The Hakim reported these words to His Majesty,

who said,

4

This fellow is a scoundrel ; he must not be allowed to remain

alive,' and ordered his execution, though the people of the harem asked

the emperor to spare him for his general bravery and courage. The

Mulla outlived the Mlrz$ three or four days. The Shiahs, at the time of

washing his corpse, say that, in conformity ’with their religion, they put

a long nail into the onus, and plunged him several times into the river.
11

After his burial, Shaykh Favzl and Shaykh Abu'l-Fazl put guards over

his grave
;

but notwithstanding all precaution, during the year His

Majesty went to Kashmir, the people of Libor one night took the hideous

corpse of the Mulla from the grave, and burned it."

[pp. 375, 376, 380.1

“ In 999, the riesh of oxen, buffaloes, goats, horses, and camels, was

forbidden. If a Hindu woman wished to be burnt with her husband, they

should not prevent her ; but she should not be forced. Circumcision was

1 Sunnis assert that thin transfiguration into an animal happen* very often

to Shftahs, because they revile the Sahubah. Fav/i. according to liadn.nni. looked ami

barked like a dog. when dying. Another thing which tin* Sunnis nil over indii* quote ft*

a groat proof of the correctness of their majiah, i* that no ShKali ran ever become a

luifiz, i.e., no KhKah can commit the Qorun to memory.
'

* Kither Akbar or Abfi ’l-Fajl.

• This was done to clean the intent ines of fatet*, which were thrown into the river

from which the Sunnis got their water.
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forbidden before the age of twelve, and was then to be left to the will of

the boys. If any one was seen eating together with a butcher, he was to

lose- his hand, or if he belonged to the butcher's relations, the fingers

which he used in eating.

“ In 1000, the custom of shaving off the beard was introduced/
'

“ In 1002, special orders were given to the kotwdls to carry out Akbar’s

commands. They will be found in th.e Third book of the Atm
in 9 A*in 5.

The following are new
“ If arty of the darsaniyya 1 disciples died, whether man or woman,

they should hang some uncooked grains and a burnt brick round the neck

of the corpse, and throw it into the river, and then they shpuld take out

the corpse, aiid burn it at a place where no water was. But this order is

based upon a fundamental rule, which His Majesty indicated, but which

I cannot here mention.

“ If a woman was older than her husband by twelve years, he should

not lie with her, and if a young girl was found running about town,

whether veiled or not, or if a woman was bad, or quarrelled with her

husband, she should be sent to the quarter of the prostitutes, to do there

what she liked.”

[p. *391.]

“ At the time of famines and distress, parents were allowed to sell their

children, but they might again buy them, if they acquired means to

pay their price. Hindus who, when young, had from pressure become

Musalmans, were allowed to go back to the faith of their fathers. No man

shpuld be interfered with on account of his religion, and every one should

be allowred to change his religion, if he liked. If a Hindu woman fall in

love with a Muhammadan, and change her religion, she should be taken

from him by force, and be given back to her family. People should not

be molested if they wished to build churches and prayer rooms, or idol

temples, or fire temples.”

[p. 398.]

“ In this year Aczam Khan returned from Makkah, where he had

suffered much harm at the hands of the Sharifs,2 and throwing away the

blessing which he had derived from the pilgrimage, joined, immediately

on his return, the Divine Faith, performing the sijda and following all

other rules of discipleship
; he cut off his beard, and was very forward at

social meetings and<iir conversation. He learnt the rules of the new faith

1 from damn, for which vide p. 105.
1 Tbit it the title of the rulm of Makkah.
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from the Reverend Master Abfl ’1-Fa$l, and got Qfrazlpflr and ^ajfpflr

aajdgtr”

[p. 404.]

“ During the Mubarram of 1004, fjadr Jahan, mufti of the empire,

who had been promoted to a commandership of One Thousand, joined

the Divine Faith, as also his two over-ambitious sons; and having

taken the Shaft

1

of the new religion, he ran into the net like a fish, and

got his HazdrUhip. He even asked His Majesty what he was to do with

his beard, when he was told to let it be. On the same day, Mulla TaqI of

Shushtar * joined, who looks upon himself as the learned of all learned,

and is just now engaged in rendering the Shahnama into prose, according

to the wishes of the emperor, using the phrase jaUa *azmatu-hu uP *azza

ih&nu-h*,* wherever the word Sun occurs. Among others that joined were

Shaykhzada Gosala Khan of Bandran
;

Mulla Shah Muhammad of

Shahabad 4
;
and §ufiAhmad, who claimed to belong to the progeny of the

famous Muhammad Chaws. They all accepted the four degrees of faith,

and received appointments as Commanders from One Hundred to Five

Hundred, gave up their beards agreeably to the rules, and thus looked

like the youths in Paradise. The words mu-tarash-i chand
,
or

4

several

shavers’, express the Ulrikh of this event (1004). The new candidates

behaved like Hindus that turn Muhammadan, 5 or like those who are

dressed in red clothes, and look in their joy towards their relations, who

say to them “My dear little man, these rags will be old to-morrow, but

the Islam will still remain on^your neck *. This Ahmad, 4

the little §ufi,
’

is the same who claimed to be the pupil, or rather the perfect successor,

of ShavWj Ahmad of Egypt. He said that at the express desire of that

religious leader of the age, he had come to India and the ShayMi had

frequently told him to assist the Sultan of India, should he commit an

error, and lead him back from everlasting damnation. But the opposite

was the case.”

So far, Bada,onI. We have, therefore, the following list of members

of the Divine Faith. With the exception of Blr Bar, they are all Muham-

madans ; but to judge from Bada,onI’s remarks, the number of those that

took the Shaft must have been much larger.

1. Abfl ’1-Fa?l.

2. Fay?I, his brother, Akbar's court-poet.

1 Shast, which has been explained on p. 174, also means a fish hook.

1 Vide List of Grandee*, Second Book, No. 352.

• Because Muhammadan* use such phrases after the same of God.
4 Firfs p. 112,' note 3.

1 That is, oveF'Zealous.
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3. ShayHi Mubarak, of Nagor, their father.

4. Ja*far Beg Asaf Khan, of Qazwln, a historian and poet.

5. Qusim-i Kahl, a poet.

6. ?Abdtt *

9-§amad, Akbar a court-painter
; also a poet.

7. A'zani Khan Koka, after his returti from Makkah.

8. Mu 11a Shall Muhammad of Shahabad, a historian.

9. Sufi Ahmad.

10 to 12. Sadr Julian, the crown-lawyer, and his two sons.

13. Mir Sharif of Anuil, Akbars apostle for Bengal.

14. Sultan Khwaja, a sadr.

15. Mlrza JanI, chief of Thathah.

16. Taql of Shustar, a poet and commander of two hundred.

17. Shaykhzada Gosala of Banaras.

18. Blr Bar.

Nos. 4 to 6 are taken from the ; the others are mentioned in the

above extracts from Badaonl. The literary clement is well represented

in the list.

The above extracts from Badaonl possess a peculiar value, because

they show the rise and progress of Akbars views, from the first doubt

of the correctness of the Islam to its total rejection, and the gradual

establishment of a new Faith combining the principal features of Hinduism

and the Fireworship of the Piirsls. This value does not attach to the

sec ered remarks in the if*7n, nor to the longer article in the Dnbistan.

As the author of the latter work has used Badaonl, it will only be

necessary to collect the few remarks which arc new.

The following two miracles are connected with Akbars birth.

.[
Dabutdn

, p. 390. 1
]

“ Khwaja Mas^ud, son of Khwaja Mahmud, son of Khwaja MunhidM

’

l-Haqq, who was a gifted Sahib-i hiil,

2 said to the writer of this book,

“ My father related, he had heard from great saints, that the Lord of the

faith and the world
1

reveals himself
1

. I did not know, whether that

august personage had appeared, or would appear, till, at last, one night

I saw that event, and when I awoke, I suddenly arrived at that place,

where the blessed 2 Lord was born, namely on a Sunday of tiie month of

Rajab of the year 949, the lord Jaldl11 ’d-Din Akbar, the august son of

Humayfin Padishah and liamlda Bdnu Begum/'

The second miracle 1ms been related above, on p. 172, note 2. These

two miracles make up the first of the four chapters, into w* ich the author

1 Vide alto Shea and Troytr'* English translation of the Da* .in, J1I, p. 49.

• Vide p. 171, note 2.

14



of the Dabistan has divided his article on the
44
Divine Faith ”. The

second chapter contains religious dialogues, and extracts from Bada,onf,

which are rather conjecturally rendered in Shea’s Translation. The

third chapter contains remarks on the worship of the sun and stars,

chiefly with reference to the sun-worship of the Tatars.

1

The last

chapter contains extracts from the third and fifth books of the A*in.

p. 410. “ His Majesty also sent money to Iran, to bring to India a

wise Zoroastrian of the name of Ardsher.” *

p. 412. Abil ’1-Fazl wrote, as a counterpart to hit commentary on the

Ayatu ’l-kursi (p. 177), a preface to the translation of the Mahabharat

(vide p. Ill) of twojut.

p. 413. “ When Sultan Kbwaja,* who belonged to the members of the

Divine Faith, was near his death, he laid that he hoped His Majesty would

not have him buried like a mad man. He was therefore buried in a grave

with a peculiar lamp, and a grate was laid over it, so that the greater

luminary, whose light cleanses from all sins, might shine upon him. . . .

44
Should a Hindu woman fall in love with a Muhammadan, and be

converted to the Islam, she would be taken away by force and handed

over to her family ; but so should also a Musalman woman, who hadfallen

in love with a Hindu, be prevented from joining Hinduism.” 4

p. 414. “I heard from Mulla Tarson of Badakhshan, who was a

Hanafi by sect, that once during the year 1058 he had gone on a pilgrimage

to Sikandrah, the burial place of Akbar.
4 One of my companions,’ he

said, ‘declined to enter the pure mausoleum, and even abused the

Representative of God [Akbar], My other companions said,
4

If Akbar

possesses hidden knowledge, that man will certainly come to grief.’ Soon

after a piece of a broken stone fell down, and crushed his toe.”

p. 431.
44
In Multan, I saw Shah Salamu ’llah, who has renounced

the world, and is a mutcahhid (Unitarian). He is very rigid in discipline

and avoids the society of men. He said, he had often been in company

with Jalal» ’d-Din Akbar, and had heard him frequently say,
4 Had I

1 The author of the Dabistftn gives much prominence to the idea that the power
and suooess of the T&tirs was in some way mysteriously connected with their sun and
*&r worship! and that their conversion to the Isl&m was looked upon as the beginning

of their decline. It looks as if the writer wished to connect this idea with Akbar's successes

and sun worship.
* Regarding this Ardsher, it

*<U Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal, for 2868, p. 14. Akbar's

fire temple was in the Harem.
1 Vidt above, p. 214.
4 The words in italics are not in BadA,ont. The object of the order was evidently

to prevent a woman from doing what she liked ; tor, according to the Muhammadans^
women are looked upon as n&qip 'l-$aql
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formerly possessed tbe knowledge which I now have, I would nfcver have

chosen a wife for myself ; for upon old women I look as mothers, on

women of my age as sisters, and on girls as daughters.’ A friend of mine

said, he had heard Naw&b ?Abdu ’l-Hasan called Lashkar Khan of'

Mash,had, report the same as having been said by Akbar.

“ Salim" ’llah also said that God’s Representative (Akbar) had often

wept and said, * 0 that my body were laiger than all bodies together,

so that the people of the world could feed on it without hurting other

living animals.’

“ A sign of the sagacity of this king is this, that he employed in hiB

service .people of all classes,1 Jews, Persians, Tflranb, etc., because one

class of people, if employed to the exclusion of others, would cause

rebellions, as in the case of the Uzbeks and Qizilbashes (Persians), who

used to dethrone their kings. Hence Shah <Abbas, Sbn of Sultan Kbuda-

banda-yi §afawi, imitated the practice of Akbar, and favoured the

Gurjls (Georgians). Akbar paid likewise no regard to hereditary power,

or genealogy and fame, but favoured those whom he thought to excel in

knowledge and manners.”

The passages in the A*in which refer to Akbar’s religious views are

the following:—p. Ill; 11; 50; 51 ; 50
;
59 ;

CO; 01, 11. 20.to 24;

A*in 26, p. .64 ; p. 96, notes 3 and 4, the Sanscrit names being very likely

those which were alluded to by Bada.oni, vide above p. 189
,
1. 19 ; p. 103,

note 3
;

p. 110, note 1 ; 111-113
; p. 115, 1. 4, because the “ making of

likenesses ” is as much forbidden by the Islam as it was interdicted by

the Mosaic law
;
A*in 72, p. 162 ; 168 ;

A‘fn 77, p. 162 ; A*In 81, p. 226.

In the Second Book, Al
Ins 18, 19, 22-5 ; in the Third Book, end of A*ln 1

(Tarflch Ilahf) ;
A*Ins 2, 5, 9, 10 ; and lastly, the greater part of the

Fifth Book.

It will be observed that the remarks on Akbar’s religious views do

not extend beyond the year 1596,. when the greater part of the A‘in

had been completed. Bada.onI’s history ends with a.h. 1004, or a.d.

1595 ; but his remarks on Akbar’s religion become more and more sparing

towards the end, and as subsequent historians, even Jahangir in his

“ Memoirs ”, are almost entirely silent on the religious ideas of the

emperor, we have no ifteans of following them up after 1596. Akbar, in

all probability, continued worshipping the sun, and retained all other

peculiarities of his monotheistic Parsl-Hinduism, dying as he had liv^d.

The story related in that edition of Jahangir’s Memoirs, which has been,

translated by Major Priee, that Akbar died as a good Musalmin, and

1 Vidt the note* of A*tn 30 of the flooond Book.
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“ repented ” on his death-bed, is most untrustworthy, as every other

particular of that narrative.1

With Akbar’s death,1 the Divine Faith died out. Akbar, solely

relying on his influence and example, had established no priesthood, and

had appointed no proper person for propagating his faith. If we except

the influence which his spirit of toleration exerted, the masseshad remained

passive. Most of the members, mentioned on p. 219, had died before

Akbar ; such as were still alive, as Sharif of Amul took again to sophistry,

and tried to create sensations under Jahangir.8 As Jahangir did not

trouble himselfaboutany religion, Akbar’s spirit of toleration soon changed

to indifference, and gradually died out, when a reaction in favour of

bigotry set in under Awrangzeb. But people still talked of the Divine

1 The story of Akbar’s “ conversion ” is also repeated in Elphinetone's History,

second edition, p. 531. The MullA whom Akbar, according to Price's Memoirs, is said

to have oalled is IJadr Jahftn, who, as remarked above on p. 219 was a member of the

Divine Faith. This in itself is improbable. Besides, the Tusuk-i Jah&nglri, as published

by Sayyid Ahmad, says nothing about it. Nor does the Iqbalnama, a poor production

(though written in beautiful Ir&nl Persian), or KJiifi &hin, allude to the conversion

whioh, U it had taken place, would certainly have been mentioned. Kbif! Shin especially

would have mentioned it, because he says of Badft ronI, that he said and wrote about the

religious views of the Emperor things whioh he should not have related (vide Kh&fi fihdn,

I, p. 196). The silence of the author of the Dabistan is still more convincing, whilst the

story of MullA Tarson, and the abuse uttered by his companion sgsinst Akbar (p. 220),

are proofs that Akbar did not
14
repent ". To this we have to add that Jtb&n^Ir, in his

Memoirs, adopts a respectful phraseology when mentioning the.sun, which he calls Havrat
Nayyir-i Attorn ; he also continued the eijda, though offensive to pious Muhammadans,
and Akbar's Solar Era, though it involved a loss to the revenue because for every 33 lunar
years, the state only received taxes for 32 solar years ; he allowed some Hindu customs
at Court, as the R&kht (vide above p. 193), and passed an order not to fbree Hindus to
join the Islim (Tuxuk, p. 100).

1 Akbar died on the Shnb-i Chahdnhambih, 12th JumAdn 7-ttJ&rd 1014 a.h., which,

according to note 3 of p. 190, is our Tuesday night [not Wednesday, as in Price, and all

European Historians], the 15th October, 1005, old style. Hence Akbar would have died

in the night which followed the day on which iie celebrated his sixty-third birthday if

we adopt our mode of reckoning ; nuU p. 04, note 1.

There is some confusion in the histories regarding the exact day of Akbsr’s death.

The P&dishAhn&ma (vol I, p. 60) says that Akbar died at the age of sixty-three (solar)

years and one day, in- the night of the ChahAnkaqkbih (the night between Tuesday and
Wednesday) of the 12th JumAdp 'l-u&rd, corresponding to the 2nd Ab&n of Akbar’s
Era. The Mir%U and &h&n (I, p. 235) give the same ; the latter adds that Akbar
died at midnight.

Pidish&hn&ma (p. 69) and KjiAfl Kfcan (p. 246) fix the Suite or accession, of

Jahftngfr for Thursday, the 20th Jum&du 7-u^rd, or the 10th AbAn, i.e. 8 days after

Akbar* death.

Muhammad HAdl, in his preface to the Tuxuk-i JahAngtri, says that Akbar died on the

Shab-i CM&rehaiftbih, 13IA Jumady 'I-uj&rft ; and Sayyid Ahmad’s edition of the Tuxuk
refers th# JMe to Thursday, the eighth Jumadq, 't-u£hr& ; but the word i» often

oonfounded in MSS. with

Again the Jf»>W, ana SherIM IrAnI in his Itfdin&ma, mention the /s/d# as"having

taken place on Thursday,, the eleventh Jumadq Lastly, the pretaoss of the

Farhang-i Jah&ngM refer the jute* to the third Thursday [the twentieth aay] of Jumddq
'l-wwm fa mistake for al*«ttrd], corresponding to the ros-i ft«r, or thts/wsmof Abin.

• Kids Tusuk, p. 21



Faith in 1643 ot 1648, when the author of the Dabiatin collected hie

notes on Akbar’s religion.1

i*m 78.

THE MUSTER OF ELEPHANTS.

The beginning of the musters is made with this animal. The KhSta

elephants with their furniture and ornaments are timfint which are daily

brought before His Majesty, namely, ten on the first day of every solar

month. After this, the JJalqa elephants are mustered, according to their

number. On Tuesdays from ten to twenty ate mustered. The Bitikchf,

during the muster, must be ready to answer any questions as to the name
of each animal (there am more than five thousand elephants, each having

a different name. His Majesty knows to which section most of the

elephants belong—ten elephants form a section of ten (dahS,i), and are in

charge of an experienced officer) ; as to how each elephant came into the

possession of His Majesty ; the price ; the quantity of food ; the age of

the animal ; where it was born
; the period of heat, and the duration of

that state eaoh time ; the date when an elephant was made Us&fa ; its

promotion in the halqat ; the time when the tusks are out ; how many’

times His Majesty has mounted it ; how many times it was brought for

riding out ; the time of the last muster ; the. condition of the keepers

;

the name of the Amir in charge. For all other elephants eight things are

to be reported, vis., the change of its name (?) ; the repetition ,of it ; its

price ; how it came into the possession of His Majesty ; whether it is

fit for riding, or for carrying burdens ; its rank ; whether it has plain

furniture or not ; whioh rank the Fawjdir has assigned to it. The rule

is, that every Fawjdar divides his elephants into four classes, separating

those that are best from those that are worst, whether they are to remain

with him or whether he has to give some to other Fawjdirs.

Each day five faAwifi (transferable) elephants are inspected by an

1 Only on* of Akbar's innovations, tho Sijda wuformally abolished by 8hihjahiii.

"During the reign* of CArehdshphaf [Akbor], and Jannat-matinl [Jahingtr], it was
customary for courtiers on meeting their Majesties, or on receiving a present, to prostrate

themselves, placing the forehead on the ground, . . . This custom had also obtained in

antiquity, but had bees abolished by the IsUm. . . . When His Majesty [fitbMijahia]

mounted’the throne, he directed his imperial ear* to Me rsisfrodaclion of tka tudma of

the IMm, the strict etserimnos of which hail dUi away, and turned hi* august seal to re-

building the edifloe of »5sw of the Prophet, which hod all hat itcaytd. Hence on the

very day of his accessions His Majesty ordered that putting the forehead on the ground
should be restricted to {lod. Mahhbat gliin, the Coamandsr-in-Chisf, objected at

test, ete. His Majesty would not even allow the demists*, at Marino the ground, and
subsequently introduced a fourth Tasttst (Akhsrbad Asad three, rufe p. 1M, L AJ."
AdiMiAadaM, I. p. 110.
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experienced nmn. The following custom is observed : When new

elephants arrive {or the government, they are handed over in fifties or

hundreds to experienced officers, who fix their ranks. Such elephants

are called TaliwVl elephants. When His Majesty inspects them, their

rank is finally settled, and the elephants are transferred to the proper

sections. Every Sunday one elephant is brought before His Majesty, to

bo given away as a present to some deserving servant. Several htalqai

are set apart for this purpose. The rank of the elephants formerly

de|>ended on the number of times they hadbeen inspected by His Majesty

;

but now their precedence is fixed by the number of times His Majesty

has mounted them. In the Iialqcu, the precedence of elephants is

determined by the price. When all elephants have been mustered, the

khdfta elephants are again examined, ten every day. Then come the

elephants of the princes, who mostly march them past themselves. After

them come the halqas. As they are arranged in sections according to

the price, some elephants have, at every muster, their value either

enhanced or lowered, and are then put among their equals. For this

reason, many Fawjdars are anxious to complete their sets, and place

themselves for this purpose in a row at the time of the. musters. His

Majesty then gives the elephants to whomsoever he likes. If the number

of the elephants of any Fawjdar is found correct, some more are put in

his charge; for such officers are thought of first. Fawjdars, whose

elephants are found to be lean, are preferred, in making up the comple-

ments, to such as brihg less than their original number. Each Fawjdar

receives some, provided he musters all his elephants. The Mushrif

(accountant) receives orders where to keep the elephants.

The elephants of the grandees also, though not belonging to the fixed

establishment, are almost daily brought before His Majesty, who settles

their rank, and orders thorn to be branded with a peculiar mark. Elephants,

of dealers also are brought before His Majesty, who fixes their rank and

voiue.

A'in 79.

THE MUSTEK OF HORSES.

They begin with the stables of forty ; then come the stables of the

princes ; then the jejuifa courier horses ; then the country-brad, and all

other stables. When the ten-muhr horses have been inspected, they

bring the GVte, Qur&qt, the horses on whioh the hunting leopards ride,

and the B&rglr horses (vide p. 146, 1. 25
; p. 143, 1. 10 from below, and

A*In 54, p. 147). The place of the horses at the musters, is determined
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by their value, aud in the case of horses of the same value, the precedence

is determined by the time of service. Before the musters, the horses are

inspected bv clever officers, who again fix their value, and divide them into

three classes. When the rank of a horse has been put higher or lower, it

is placed among his proper class-fellows. Those horses which belong to

the third class, form separate stables, and are given away as presents.

If horses have their value raised, they are given over to such keepers as

bring to the musters either the full complement of their horses, or at leasta

complement not more deficient than by two. Incomplete stables are daily

filled up during the musters ; or if not filled up, they are put in charge

of separate keepers. Twenty horses are daily mustered. On Sundays,

horses are the first that are mustered. Double the usual number are

then inspected. Several horses are also .kept in waiting at Court, vis.,

one from each of the sixty to the forty-muhr stables, and one more from

each of the thirty to the ten-muhr stables. They are given away as

presents or as parts of salaries. The precedence at musters of bazar-

horses is fixed according to the price. Aooording to the number of horses

available, from twenty to a hundred are daily mustered. Before the

musters, experienced officers fix the prices* which are generally enhanced

at the time of the parades. Horses, above thirty muhrs, have their value

.

fixed in the presence of His Majesty. A cash-keeper attaohed to the

State-hall is entrusted with money, so that horse-dealers have not to

wait long for payment of their claims. When horses have been bought

they are marked with a peculiar brand*, so that there may be no fraudulent

exchange.

From foresight, and on account of the large profits of the horse-dealers,

His Majesty enforces a tax of three rupees for every tyrdgi, Mujannas

(vide p. 147, note 3), and Arab, imported from Kabul and Persia ; two

and a half rupees for every Turkish and Arabian horse imported from

Qandahar ; and two from Kabul horses, and Indian Arab bred.

A*ln 80.

THE MUSTER OF CAMELS.

The beginning is made with country-bred camels, of which five qatirs

are daily inspected. Those panfadit (officers in charge of five hundred

camels) come first who are oldest. The Head Diirogh* has the permission

to parade before His Majesty a qatir of excellent Bundle and Jammixas.

Then come the Bughdb, and after them the Jammasas, the Ghurds, the

Loks, and all other camels. The commencement of the muster takes place



on Fridays, on which day doable the usual number marches past. The

precedence of camels is determined by their value.

A*Jn 81.

THE MUSTER OF CATTLE.

Cattle are mustered according to their value, ten yokes daily. The

muster commences on Wednesdays, on whichday double the usual number

4s inspected.

On the day of the DiwSR—an old festival of this country, on which

the Hindus pray to the cow, as they look upon reverence shown to oows

as worship—several cows are adorned and brought before His Majesty.

People are very fond of this custom.

A'in 82.

THE MUSTER OF MULES.

The muster of this beast of burden commence on Thursdays, when

six qatfln are inspected in order of their value. Mules are mustered once

a year.

Formerly all musters took place as above described. But noif horses

are inspected on Sundays ; camels, cows, and mules, on Mondays ; the

soldiers, on Tuesdays ; on Wednesdays, His Majesty transacts matters

of finance ; on Thursdays, all judicial matters are settled ; Fridays His

Majesty spends in the Harem ; on Saturdays the elephants ate mustered.

A*i

n

83.

THE PAGOSHT REGULATION.1

His Majesty has taught men something new and practical, and has

made an excellent rule, which protects the animal, guards the stores,

1 The object of this corloue regulation vu to determine the amount of the fines which
Akbar could justly inflict on the officers in charge of the animals belonging to the Court,
if the condition of the animals did not correspond to his expectations. The daily extra
quanta of food supplied to the animals, had been fixed by minute rules (A*fns 43, 51, 62,

07, 70), and the several Dflipghas (store-keepers) entered into their rttnirndtsa, or day-
books, the quantum daily given to each animal. These day-books were produced at the
musters, and special officers measured the fatnets of each animal, and compared it with
tho food it haa been receiving since the last muster, as shown in the day-keek* Akbar
determined a maximum fatness (A); which corresponded to a maximum quantity of
daily food, (a) Similarly, ha determined a fatneae (6), reaukfingfvom a daily quantity of
food (t), though AbA T-Fagi dost not specify how this was done/Tbe quantities A, B, eft*..
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teaches equity, reveals the excellent and stimulates the lazy man.

Experienced people saw their wisdom increased, and such as inquired

into this secret obtained their desires.

His Majesty first determined the quantity of daily food for each

domestio animal, and secondly determined the Results, which different

quanta of food produce in the strength of an animal. In his practical

wisdom and from his desire of teaching people, His Majesty classifies the

dishonest practices of men. This is done by the PagotM regulation.

From time to time an experienced man is sent to the stables of these

dumb creatures. He inspects them, and measures their fatness and lean-

ness. At the time 0/ the musters also the degrees of fatness or leanness

are first examined into, and reports are made accordingly. His Majesty

then inspects the animals himself, and decreases or increases the degrees

of their fatness or leanness as reported, fixing at the same time the fine

for leanness. If, for some reason, the allowance of grain or grass of an

animal had been lessened, proper account is taken of such a decrease.

The leanness of an elephant has been divided into thirteen classes. . . ,
l

For all other animals beside the elephant, six degrees have been laid

down, viz., the second, third, fifth, seventh, ninth, and tenth [degrees of

the thirteen for the elephant]. And as it is the custom of the Fawjdirs,’

to mark, at the time of the musters of the /taigas, one halqa which is the

best in their opinion, and to put separate that which is the wont, the

officen who inquire into the leanness and fatness, deduct fifty per cent,

from the degree of the former, and count one half for the latter halqa.

If the Fawjdar works in concert with the Darogha, and both sign the

entries in the day-book, the Fawjadr is responsible for one-fourth, and

the Dirogfea for the remaining part of the food. The leanness of old

elephants is fixed by the condition of the whole halqa. In the horse

stables the grooms, water-carriers, and sweepers are fined one-fourth

of the wages. In the case of camels, the Darogha is fined the amount

war* thatdirkUd into mtm*1 fnwtkm'or degrees,m— ~ etc. Thus in the cate

of elephant! the maximum fatness (A) was divided into 13 degrees.

Mposftf means ajmarkr offlfk and evidently expresses that the food a only produced
(A, instead of {A. llie name was then transferred to the regulation.

• We do not know how the mustering officers applied Akbart rule,whether by measuring
the eircumference of an animal or by weighing it. The rule may appear fanciful and
unpractical ; but it shows how determined Akber was to fathom the dishonesty of hie

DAroghas. Hence the carefulness which he showed in aMeeting fines (A*fns 48, 57), in

ordering frequent masters of animals and men, in reviving the regulations of branding
animals as given by CAla*« ’d-Dfn gjiiljf and Sher Shih,* in fixing the perquisites, in

paying cash for all supplies, in allowing veterinary surgeons certain powers, etc.
4 The text (pi 163, 1. 10) enumerates several fractions, or degrees of leanness, but they

give no senaa. .The confusion of the MSS. is due to the want of interpunctuation.
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of the grain, and the driver for the share of the grass. In the case of

oxen used for carriages, the lhirogha is fined for the part of the grass and

the grain ; but the driver is not liable. In case of heavy carriages, half

tiic fine is remitted.

A'hi 84 .

OX ANIMAL FIGHTS. REGULATIONS FOR BETTING.

His Majesty is desirous of establishing harmony among people of

different classes. He wishes to arrange feasts of friendship and union,

so that everything may be done with propriety and order. But as all

men do not possess a mind cnpulle of selecting that which is true, and

ns every car is not fit to listen to wisdom, His Majesty holds social meetings

for amusement,, to which lie invites a large number of people. Through

the careful arrangements of His Majesty, the court has been changed

from a field of ambitious strife to a temple of a higher world, and the

egotism and conceit of men have been directed to the worship of God.

Even superficial, worldly people thus learn zeal and attachment, and are

induced by these gatherings to inquire after the road of salvation.1

Deer 2-fights .

The manner of fighting of this animal is very interesting, and its

method of stooping down and rising up again is a source of great amuse-

ment. Hence His Majesty pays much attention to this animal, and has

succeeded in training this stubborn and timid creature. One hundred

and ouc deer arc kha$a
;
eacirhas a name, and some peculiar qualities.

A kee|>er is placed over every ten. There are three kinds of fighting deer,

Jirst.
,
those which fight with such as are bom in captivity and with wild

ones
;

secondly, such as fight best with tame ones
;
and thirdly, such as

fiercely attack wild deer. The fights are conducted in three different

ways. First, according to number, the first fighting with the second, the

third with the fourth, and so on, for the whole. At the second go, the

first fights with the third, the second with the fourth, and so on. If a

deer runs awu v, it is placed last
;
and if it is known to have run away three

times, it ceases to l>e Melm. Betting on these fights is allowed ; the stake

does not exceed 5 dami. Secondly, with those belonging to the princes.

Five kbdm pair fight with euch other, .and afterwards, two pair

from His Majesty's hunting-ground : then five other (chaf

a

pair. At the

1 To join Akbnr** Divine Faith.

i* The t<'\t Inn nhii which i» the Fenian name of tht cKiLM (H.), the “ ravine-deer”
of Anglo- India ti »|»ort«iitcii.~1\]



same time two pair from tbe deer park of His Majesty's hunting-ground

fight, and afterwards five IMfa deer engage with five deer of the eldest

prince. Then fourteen khafa pair engage with each other, and fight

afterwards with the deer of the prince, till the fight with the deer of the

prince is finished. Upon this, the deer of princes fight with each other,

and then khafa deer. The betting on such fights must not exceed one

muhr. Thirdly, with the deer of other people.

His Majesty selects forty-two from his nearer friends, and appoints

every two of them as opponents, forming thus one and twenty sets. The

first winners receive each thirty deer, and all others get one less, so that

the last get each eleven. To every set a Mai,

1

a water-buffalo, a cow, a

quchqar (fighting ram), a goat, and a cock, are given. Fights between

cows* and goats are rarely mentioned to have been held in ancient

times. Before the fighting commences, two khafa deer are brought in

trimmed up, and are set against two deer belonging to people of various

sets. First, with a deer belonging to a powerful grandee, and then the

fight takes place before His Majesty. If a general assembly is announced,

the fight may also take place, if the deer belongs to a commander of One

Thousand. The betting on khafa deer is eight muhre, and on deer

belonging to one of a set, five muhre, if it be an Atkal

;

and four, if an

Anin. As deer have not equal strength and impetuosity of attack, the

rule among deer-keepere is, once to select each of their deer in turn and

take it to the arena. Such deer are called Anin. Another then estimates

its strength, and brings a deer as opponent. The latter is called Atkal.

In case of Malt, the betting is five muhre ; for water buffaloes and cocks,

four ; for cows 1 and fighting rams, and goats, two. A commander

of One Thousand is allowed to bet six muhre on a khafa deer ; and

with one of his own rank,1 3} muhre, if the bet is on an Atkal ; and three

on an Anin ; and so also in the same proportion on Malt, water-buffaloes,

and cocks
;
but on cows,4 fighting rams, and goats, two. A commander

of Nine Hundred may bet on a khafa deer 60 rupees ; and with one of his

own rank, 301 & on an Atkal, and 23 R. on an data ; on a Mai 3} muhre

;

on a water-buffalo and a cock 3j M. ; and on all other animals, 1} M.
A commander of Eight Hundred is allowed to bet 48 R. on a khdfa deer

;

with one of his own rank, 30 R. on an Atkal ; and 24 R. on an Anin ;

1 Hal, according to A*ln 6 of the second book, is the name for a Qujrit wrestler.

['In text 96c, which in Persian is appliedto the bull, cow, and bollock. It is improbable
that, comm were used for fighting.—?.]

1 Or perhaps with his opponent in the set (mtW).

[* See note Sen previous page.]
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on a Mai 3$ if.]; on a water buffalo and cook, 2} if., and on other animals

as before. A commander of Seven Hundred is allowed to bet 44 Jf. on
a khafa deer ; with one of his own rank on an Atkal 27$ it. ; on an Anln

22 it.
; on a Mai 3M. ; on other animals as before. A commander of

Six Hundred may bet 40 R. on a %hafa deer ; with one of his own rank,

25 R. on an Atkal ; 20 R. on an Anln
; on other animals as before. A

commander of Five Hundred may bet *4 if. [36 It.] on a khafa deer;

with one of his own rank 2$ M. on an Atkal, and 2 M. on an Anin ; on

other animals, as the preceding. A commander of Four Hundred may
bet 34 it. on a khafa deer ;

with one of his own rank 21] R. on an Atkal ;

17 R. on an Anin ; on a Mai 2| M. ; on a' water-buffalo and cock, 2M.

;

on a cow, a fighting ram, and goat, 1 M. A commander of Three Hundred

may bet 30 R. on a khafa deer ; with one of his own rank, 18} R. on an

Atkal ; 15 R. on an Anin ; 2] M. on a Mai ; on other animals as the

preceding. A commander .of Two Hundred may bet 24 R. on a khafa

deer
;
with one of his own rank 15 R. on an Atkal, 12 R. on an Anin, and

on other animals as before. A commander of One Hundred may bet 2 M.
on a khafa deer ; with one of his own rank 1 ] M. on an Atkal ; 1 M. on an

Anin

;

and on other animals as before. A commander of Eighty may bet

16 it. on a £hdfa deer ;
with one of his own rank 10 it. on an Atkal ; 8 R.

on an Anro ; 17 it. on a Mai ; 1 $ M . on a water-buffalo and a cock ; on

other animals as before. A commander of Forty may bet 12 it. on a khafa

deer ; with one of his own rank 7 $ R. on an Atkal
;
6 it. on a Anin ; on

other animals as before. A commander of Twenty may bet 10 R. on a

khafa deer ; 6$ it. with one of his own rank on an Atkal ; 5 it. on an

Anin ; on other animals as before. A commander of Ten may bet 8 R.

on a khafa deer, and 0 it. on an Atkal, with one of his own rank ; 4 it. on

an Anin ; on other animals as before. People who hold no manfabt, bet

4 if. on a j£«fa deer ; with one of their own rank, 2$ R. on an Atkal ;

2 it. on an Anin ; 15 it. on a ilfai ; on other animals as before.

But if the opponent hold a less rank, the amount of the bet is deter-

mined according to the amount which the opponent is allowed to bet on

an Anin. When the last pair comes, the betting is everywhere on the

deer. A fourth part of what people take from each other in Mai fights, is

given to the victorious wrestler. The presents which His Majesty makes

on such occasions have no limits.

The rule is that every one of such as keep animals brings oh the

fourteenth night of the moon one deer to the fight. The Bitikchl of this

department appoints half the number of deer as Anint, and the other

half us Alkali. He then writes the names of the Alkali on paper slips.
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fold* (hem up, andtakes them to His Majesty, who takes up one. The

animal chosen has to fight with an Atiin. As such nights are dear, fights

are generally announced for that time.

Besides, there are two other classes of deer, kotal and halfhotel. The

number of each is fixed. As often the number of deer decreases, the

deficiency is made up from the hotel deer ; and the deficiency iii the

number of kotalt is made up from half kotal*. One pur of kotal* also is

brought to the fight, so that they may be tried. Hunters supply

continually wild deer, and bring them to His Majesty, who fixes the price.

A fat superior deer costs 2M. ; a thin superior one, 1 M. to 15 R. ; a fat

middling one, 1211. ; Do. lean, 8 R. ; a third dees fat one, 7 R. ; Do. thin,

5 H. ; a fourth class fat one, 4 R. ; Do. lean, 2 to 2} H.

Deer are kept and fed as follows ; Kkdta deer selected for fighting

before His Majesty, get 2 s. grain, j t. boiled flour, j *. butter,' and I d.

for grass. 8uch as are kepton His Majesty’s hunting-grounds, hotels, and

fighting deer of the sets, get' 1} *. of grain, and flour and butter as before.

The grass is supplied by each amateur himself. All bb&fa, home-bred,

hotel deer, and those of His Majesty’s hunting-ground, have each one

keeper. The fighting deer of the sets have one keeper for every two ; the

single last one has a keeper for itself. Nothing is given for grass. Deer

whieh are given to people to have them fattened get 1} *. grain, and } d.

for grass. They have one keeper for every four ; but one for every two,

if they are fit to become §&tya. Some deer are also sent to other towns;

they get 1} t. grain, and have each one keeper. If deer are newly caught,

they get no regular food for seven days, after which they get } of grain

for a fortnight. They then get 1 s. and when one month is over, 1} s.

In the deer park, Manyabdars, Abadb, and other soldiers are on staff

employ. The pay of foot-soldiers varies from 80 to 400 d.

His Majesty has 12,000 deer ; they ate divided into different classes,

and proper regulations are made for each of them. There is-also a stud

for deer, in which new results are obtained. A large female gets 1} t.

grain, and } d. for grass. A new-born deer drinks the milk of the dam for

two months, which is reckoned as equivalent to | s. of grain. Afterwards,

every seoond month, the allowance is increased by a quarter ter of grain,

so that after a period of two yearn, it gets the same as its dam. For grass,

J d. is given from the seventh to the tenth month. Young maUp also

getweaned after two months, when theyget («. of grain, which is increased

by that quantity every second month, so that, after two years, they get

2} ». From the fifth to the eighth month, they get } d. for grass, after

which period they get } d. for grass.



I have given a abort description of animal fights as announced for

general assemblies. Hie Majesty announces them also for day time; but

as often a more important act of worship is to be performed, he announces

them for the night. Or else His Majesty thinks of God, and seeks for

wisdom in self-examination; he cares neither for cold nor heat ; he spends

the time which others idle away in sleep, for the welfare of the people, and

prefers labour to comfort.

Ain 85.

ON BUILDINGS.

Regulations for house-building in general are necessary ; they are

required for the oomfort of the army, and are a source of splendour for

the government. People that are attached to the world will collect in

towns, without whioh there would be no progress. Hence His Majesty

plans splendid edifices, and dresses the work of his mind and heart in the

garment of stone and clay. Thus mighty fortresses have been raised,

which protect the timid, frighten the rebellious, and please the obedient.

Delightful villas, and imposing towers have also been Milt. They afford

excellent protection against cold and rain, provide for the comforts of

the princesses of the Harem, and are conducive to that dignity which is

so necessary for worldly power.

Everywhere also Sara,it have been built, which are the oomfort of

travellers and the adyfom of poor strangers. Many tanks and wells are

being dug for the benefit of men and the improvement of the soil. Schools

and places of worship are being found*!, and the triumphal arch of

knowledge is newly adorned.

His Majesty has inquired into every detail connected with this depart-

ment, which is so difficult to be managed and requires such large sums.

He has passed new regulations, kindled the lamp of honesty, and put a

stock ef practical knowledge into the hands of simple and inexperienced

men.

Ain 86.

THE PRICES OP BUILDING MATERIAL, ETC.

Many people are desirous of building houses ; but hfityity and
conscientiousness are rare, especially among traders. His Mkjerty has

carefully inquired into their profits and losses,,and has fixed the prices of

articles in such a manner, that both parties are satisfied.
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Red sandstone costs 3d. per man. It is obtainable in the hills of

Fat^pflr Sikri, His Majesty’s residence, and may be broken from the rocks

at any length or breadth. Clever workmen chisel it so skilfully, as no

turner could do with wood ; and their works vie with the picture book of

M&ni [the great painter of the Sassanides]. Pieces of red sandstone

(tang-i gid&a), broken from the rocks in any shape, are sold by the

phari, which means a heap of such stones, without admixture of earth,

3 gat long, 2} g. broad, and 1 g. high. Such a heap contains 172 mans,

and has a value of 250 d., i.e. at the rate of 1 d. 11 \j. per man.

Bricks 1 are of three kinds ; burnt, half burnt, unburnt. Though the

first kind are generally made very heavy, they weigh in the average three

sets, and cost 80 d. per thousand. The second class cost 24 d., and the

third 10 d. per thousand.

Wood. Bight kinds of wood are in general use. 1 . Sisad * unrivalled

for its beauty and durability. A block 1 Ilahi gat long, and 8 Tdssvj

broad and high, costs 15 d. 6j. But if the height be only 5 or 6 f.,

11 d. lOfj. Other rises according to the same proportion. 2. Nazhu,

called in Hindi Jzdh.* A beam, 10 T- broad and high, costs per gai

5 d. 13} j. ; and a half size beam, from 7 to 9 T> broad and high, costs

pergat 5 d. 3}y. 3. Datong (1), called in Hindi Kari*; a beam 3 T- broad,

and igat long, costs' 0 d. 17 }y. 4. Ber,* 1 T- broad and high, 4 gat long,

fid. 17|>. ; so also THU, or Mulberry. 5. Mughlldn (BabQl), of the same

cubic contents as No. 4, 5 d. 2j. 0. Sirt, size os before, 10 d. ij. I.Dayal,

same size, first quality 8 d. 22}j. ; Becond quality, 8 d. 6} j. 8. Bnkdyin,

same rise, 6 d. 2j.

Oaj-i slurIn, or sweet limestone. There is a quarry near Bahlrah.

When a merchant brings it, it costs l R. per three main ; but if any one

sends his own carriers, only 1 d. Qal*i-yi tangln, per man 0 d. 5j. Sadafl

S d. ChQna, or quicklime, 2 d. per man ; it is mostly boiled out of kangur,

a kind of solid earth resembling stone in hardness.

Iron damps, if tinned, 13 for 18 d.
;
plain ones, for 6 d.

Iron door-knockers, from Persia and Tfiran. tinned ; large ones, 8 d.

perpair ; small ones, 4 d. Indian do., tinned, 5} d.
;
plain ones, 4 d. 12j.

Ghd-me&Ji (large nails with broad heads), 12 d. per ter. DinSrin nails,

pUUI ia task In modem Penlaa this wort menu t (tin-dried brick si opposed
toiler, a kito-berat brick.—P.J

[• In PUU’c (ML—P.l
* This wort Is smH CMft to A*to SO, No. M.
[‘ %i-P.J
I "In Btr was to gnat rsqscst in Akbar’s time asa building timber, but it now little

sad, assent for ktaeposte and tisbcucs, as tbs direct cohesion of its fibre* is equal to

r’e Timber Tru* of Itiiit.that of
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5 d. p'r ser. Goga, or small nails, tinned, first quality 7 d. for one hundred

;

second quality, 5 d . ;
smallest, 4 d.

Screws and nuts, chiefly used for doors and boxes. Tinned* 12 d.

per ser
;

plain, 4 d.

Kings, tinned, G d. per ser
;

plain. 4 d.

Khaprel
,
or tiles. They are one hand long and ten fingers broad, are

burnt, and are used for the roofs of houses, as a protection against heat

and cold. Plain ones, 8G d. per thousand ; enamelled, 30 d. for ten.

Qulba
,
or spouts, to lead off water. Three for 2 d.

BAs , or bamboo. It is used for spears. First quality, 13 d. for twenty

pieces; second quality, 12 d. for do. : third quality, 10d. for do. The

price of some kinds of bamboo is much higher. Tims a peculiar kind is

sold at 8 Ashrafls [muhrs] per piece. They arc used for making thrones. 1

Bamboo, at a rupee per piece, is common. Fatal,
is made of the reed

which is used for qalams. (pens). It is used for covering ceilings. First

quality, cleaned, II d. per square gaz
;
second quality, 1 d. Sometimes

they sell patal at 2 d. for pieces 2 gaz long, and 1 1 g. broad. Sirki is

made of very fine qalam reeds, looks well, and is very smooth
;

it is sold

at the rate of 1 1 d. per pair. II g. long, and 1G girihs broad. The ceilings

and walls of houses are adorned with it.

Khas 2
is the sweet-smelling root of a kind of grass which grows along

the banks of rivers. During summer, they make screens of it, which are

placed before the door and sprinkled with water. This renders the air

cool and perfumed. Price 1 1 R .
per man .

Kah-i chappar 3 (reeds, for thatching) is sold in bundles, which are

called in Hindi pula
,
per ser from 100 to 10 d.

Bhus, or wheat straw, used for mixing with mortar. 3 d. per man .

Kuh-i ddbhy 6traw, etc., which is put on roofs, 4 d. for a load of 2 mans.

Munj, the bark of qalam reeds, used for making ropes to fasten the

thatching, 20 d. per man.

San 4 is a plant. Peasants mix it with quicklime. People also make

ropes of it for well-buckets, etc., 3 d. per man.

Gum, of an inferior quantity, is mixed with quicklime, 70 d. per man.

Sirlsh-i kdhl ,
or reed glue, is mixed with sweet limestone, 4 d. per ser.

Luk is the floWer-bunch of the reed which is used for matting. People

burn it and use it as a candle. It is also mixed with quicklime and

qal*T. Price, 1 R .
per man .

I

s Or Hindi khat-hka*,—!*.]

[* For chhappar, H.—P.]
[* San, H., hemp, flax ?—P,]
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Slmgil (silver clay) is a white and greasy clay.. 1 d. per man . It is used

for white-washing houses. It keeps a house cool and looks well. Gil-i

surkht or red clay, called in Hindi, geru
,

1 40 d. per man . There is a quarry

of it in the hills of Gwali,ar.

Glass is used for windows
;

price, 1 R. for 1 \ s. or one pane for 4 d.

A'in 87.

ON THE WAGE OF LABOURERS.

Gilkdrs (workers in lime), first class workmen, 7 d. ; second class, 6d.

;

third class, 5 d.

Sang4arash (stone-masons). The tracer gets 6 e. for each gqz
;
one

who does plain work, 5 d. A labourer employed in quarries gets for every

man he breaks, 22/
Carpenters^ first class, 7 d. ; second do., 6 d. ; third do., 4 d. ;

fourth

do., 3 d. ;
fifth do., 2 d. For plain job-work, a first class carpenter gets

1 d. 17/ for one gaz
;
second class do., 1 d. 6/ ;

third class do., 21/
Pinjara-sdz (lattice worker and ,wicker worker). First , when the pieces

are joined (fastened with strings)^ and the interstices be dodccagonal.

24 d. for every square gaz
;
when the interstices form twelve circles, 22 d.

;

when hexagonal, 18 d.
;
when ja^fan [or rhombus-like, one diagonal

being vertical, the other horizontal], 16 d.
;
when shalranjl [or square

fields, as on a chess board], 12 d. for every square gaz.

Secondly, when the work is ghayr-wa$li (the sticks not being fastened

with strings, but skilfully and tightly interwoven), for first class work,

48 d. per square gaz
;
for second class do., 40 d.

Arra-kash (one who saws beams). For job-work, per square gaz 2J d.,

if sisaH wood ;
if ndzhu wood, 2 d. A labourer employed for the day, 2 d.

There are three men for every saw, one above, two below.

Bilddrs (bricklayers),2 first class, daily 3i d. ; second class do., 3 d.

If employed by the job, for building fortress walls with battlements, 4 d.

per gaz ; for laying foundations, 2 J d. ; fer all other walls, 2 d. For

digging ditches, A d. per gaz .

The gaz of a labourer contains 32 fassuj.

Chah-kan
, or well-diggers, first class workmen, 2d. per gaz ; second

class do.,
N
l} d. ; third class, 1 1 d.

[* Gerti, H. Armenian bole.—P.]

[
a Bel-ddr a digger, a pioneer.—P.]

15



Ghotn-khur, or divers. They dean wells. In the cold season, 4 rf. per

diem ; in the hot season. 3 rf. Bv the job. 2 R. for cleaning a depth of

ltjaz.

Khisht l-tarush. or tile makers, for 1(H) moulds, smootliened, 8 rf.

Surkhl-kob (pounders of old bricks), I J d. for a heap of 8 mans.

Glass-cutters, 100 rf. per gaz.

Bamboo-cutters, 2d. per diem

Chappar-hmd
,

2 or thatchers, 3 d. j)cr diem
;

if done by the job, 24 d.

for 100 gaz.

Patal-band (vide p. 234), 1 d. for 4 gaz.

Lakhira. They varnish reeds, etc., with lac. Wages, 2 d. per diem.

Abkash
,
or water-carriers. First class, 3 rf. per diem ; second class do.,

2rf. Such water-carriers as are used for furnishing house-builders with

water for mortar and quicklime, get 2 rf. per diem.

A'in 88 .

ON ESTIMATES OF HOUSE BUIMHXU.

Stonebuildings. For 12 gaz, one phari {vide above A* in 80) is required

;

also 75 mans of chuna
;
but if the walls be covered with red stone, 30 mans

of chuna are required per gaz.

Brickbuildings. For every gaz, there are required 250 bricks of three

ser each, 8 mans chyna, and 2 m. 27 s. pounded brick (surkhi).

Clagbuildings. 300 bricks are required for the same
;

each brick-

mould contains 1 s. of earth and \ s. of water.

Astarkarl work. For every gaz , 1 man chuna , 10 s. qafil, 14 s. surkhi.,

and J s. san (vide p. 234) are required.

Sandalakdri work. For every gaz , 7 s. of qal*i, and 3 s. sutkhi are

required.

Safidkari work. 10 s. of qafti are required per gaz.

Gajkdri work (white-washing). For walls and ceilings, 10 s. per gaz ;

for pantries, 6 s. ; chimneys, 10 s.

Windows require 24 s. of lime, 21 s. of glass, 4 s. of sirish-i kdhi (putty).

Plaster for walls, for 14 gaz 1 m. of straw, and ;20 m. earth ; for roofs

and floors, do. for 10 gaz. For ceilings, and the inside of walls, do.

for 15 gaz*

Lac (varnish work) used for chighs 3 [sliced bamboo sticks, placed
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horizontally, and joined by strings, with narrow interstices between the

sticks. They are painted, and are used aq screens]. If red, 4 «. of lao,

and 1 1 . of vermilion
;

if yellow, 4 s. of lac, 1 s. of zarnikh (auripigment).

If green, { s. of indigo is mixed with the lac, and zarni£h is added ; if

black, 4 «. of lac and 8 s. of indigo.

A%
in 89.

RULES FOR ESTMATING THE LOSS IN* WOOD CHIPS.*

One gaz='2i tassuj

1 tassuj=2i iiswansa

1 tiswansa—24 kham

1 kham=24 zarra.

Whatever quantity of wood be used, the chippings (?) are reckoned at

one-eighth (?). In SisaH wood, per tassuj, 26$ sets 15 tanks ; Babul wood,

23$ s. 5 rf. ; Sirs wood, 21$ s. 15 tanks
;
Nazhu wood, 20 s. ; Ber wood,

18$ s. ;
Dayal wood, 17 s. 20 tanks.

i

4

t» 90.

THE WEIGHT OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF WOOD

His Majesty, from his practical knowledge, has for several reasons

experimented on the weight of different kinds of wood, and has thus

adorned the market place of the world. One cubic gaz of dry wood of

every kind has been weighed, and their differences have thus been

established. Khaniak wood has been found to be the heaviest, and SafUSr

the lightest wood. I shall mention 72 kinds of wood.

The weight of one cubic gaz of

1. Kbanjak ....
2. Ambll (Tamarindus indica

)

3. Zaytfln ([Oyrocarpus astations * ?)

4. Balflt (Oak) ....
5. Kher (Acacia catechu)

6. Khirnf (Mimusops) .

7. Parsiddh

8. Abnfis (Ebony)

1 1 sm not Mire whether this A*f« hen been correctly translated.
* So according to WeUon’e Index. But Voigt, in bia Hortm BenfUtuif, says the

wood of Beylin, or Oyrocarpm, is very light, end is ueod for boat*. AM 'I-Fasl put*
SagMs among the heaeiaat woods.

Mans, Ban. Tanks,

is 27 14 —
24 8} 25

21 24 —

21 16. V-

20 14 17

20 9 20
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Mans. Sera. Tanks.

9. Sain (Acacia suma) 19 32 10

10. Baqam (Caesalpina sappan) .... 19 22.1 10

11 . Kharhar 19 Hi 5

12. Mahwa (Bassxa latifolia) 18 321 2

13 .

14.

Chandan!
;

Phulahl j'

18 20$ 10

15. Red Sandal, in Hindi Rakt Chandan (Pterocarpus

mntalinus) . . 18 4 10

10. Chamri 18 2 7}

17 . Cliamar Mamri . . 17 16* —
18. 'Unnab (Zizyphus saJtivus

)

.... 17 5 4

19. Sisafl Patang (vide No. 40) ... 17 n 7

20. Sandan . . . t 17 i 28

21 . Shamshad (Buxus sempervirens) 16 18 25

22. Dhau (Orislea tomentosa) 16 1 10

23. Aipla, Hind Anwlah, (EnMica officinalis) . 16 4 1

24. Karil (StercuUa fetida) 16 1 10

25. Randal 15 17 20

26. Pal (Shorea rdbusta)

.

. . 15 4 7

27 . Banaus. His Majesty calls this tree Shah Alu
;

but in Kabul and Persian it is called Alu

Baa 1 (Cherry) 14 36$ 10

28. Kailas 1 (Cherry-tree) 14 35$ —
20. Niqtb (Azadirakhta indica) .... 14 32$ 31

30. Darhard (Berberu aristata) .... 14 32$ 19

31 .

32.

Main
]

Babfll (Acacia arabica) . ... j

14 22$ —

33. Sigaun 14 10 20

34. Bijaysar i

13 34
35. PUfl

}

36. Mulberry 13
QO

15

37. Dhaman 13 25 20

38. Ban Baras 13 10 29

39. Sirs (Acacia odoratistima) .... 12 38 21

40. Sisafl (Dalbergia titsoo
;
vide No. 19) 12 34$ 5

41 . Finduq 12 26 4

f1 4M-M* it * tour dark cherry.—P.]
[* Qtito in Persia and Kasmlr it a sweet ohtrry.—P.]
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Mini. Sen. Tank*.

42. Chhaukar
12 in 22

43. Duddhi
•

j

44. Haldi 12 13| 32

45. Kaim (Nauclea parvijlora) 12 12* 30

40.

47.

Jaman (Jambosa

)

....
Faras

•

•

12 8 20

48. Bar {Ficus indica) .... 12 3* 5

49. Khandfl . , .

11
on

50. Chanar 1
•

J

w
51. Charmnghz (Walnut-tree)

11 n 17
52. Chaippa (Michelia champaca) . •

53. Ber (Zw/phus jujuba) 11 4 —
54. Arrib (Mango, Mangifera indica

)

. 1

11 o 20
55. Paparl (Ulmus) .... •

J
r

50. Diyar (Cedrus deodar)
• 1 10 20

57. Bed (Willow) J

58. Kunbhlr (Gunbhir (?) gmelina arborea)
L 10 19* 22

59. Chldh (Pinus longifclia) . r

GO. Pipal. Tlie Brahmins worship this tree{Ficus

religiose) 10 10* 21

61. Kathal (Jacktree, Artocarpus integrifolia)
10 7* 34

62. Gurdai^

63. Ruhera (Terminalia belerica) 10 7 30

64. Palas (Buteafrondota) 9 34 —
65. Surkh Bed 8 25 20

66. Ak (Calotropis gigantea) . • 8 19* 25

67. Senbal {Cotton-tree).... • 8 13 34

68. Bakayin {Melea composite) • 8 9 30

69. Lahsora (Cordia mixa) .
| 8 9 20

70. Padmakh {Cerasus caproniana)

.

J

71. Aijd ...... • 7 7 31

72. Safldar ...... § 6 7 22*

In the above weights the ter has been taken at 28 dams'.

(• Chanir, the Plane.— °

'

End op the First Book.





BOOK SECOND.

THE ARMY.
A*m 1.

THE DIVISIONS OF THE ARMY.

His Majesty guides the Imperial Army by his excellent advice and

counsel, and checks in various ways attempts at insubordination. He
has divided the army, on account of the multitude of the men, into

several classes, and has thereby secured the peace of the country.

With some tribes. His Majesty is content, if they submit ; he does not

exact much service from them, and thus leads many wild races towards

civilization.

The Zamindars of the country furnish more than four million, four

hundred thousand men, as shall be detailed below (Third Book).

Some troopers are compelled by His Majesty to mark their horses with

the Imperial brand. They are subject to divisions into ranks, and to

musters.

Some soldiers are placed under the care and guidance of one com-

mander. They are called Ahadis, because they are fit for a harmonious

unity. His Majesty believes some capable of commanding, and appoints

them as commanders.

A large number are worthy but poor ; they receive the means of

keeping a horse, and have lands assigned to themselves, without being

obliged to mark their horses with the Imperial brand. TuranTs and

Persians get 25 Rupees
;
and Hindustanis, 20 R. If employed to collect

the revenue, they get 15 R. Such troopers are called Barawardi.

Some commanders, who find it troublesome to furnish men, get a

number of such soldiers as accept the Imperial brand. Such troops are

called Dakhilis.

In the contingent of a commander (manfdbdar) of Ten Thousand,

other mansabdars as high as Ilazaris (commanders of One Thousand)

serve ; in the contingent of a commander of Eight Thousand, Mansabdars

up to flashtsadls (commanders of Eight Hundred) serve ; in the

contingent of a commander of Seven Thousand, Mansabdars up to

Haftsadis (commanders of Seven Hundred) serve ; in the contingent of
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a commander of Five Thousand, other Mansabdars as high as Fanfadis

(commanders of Five Hundred) serve
;
and in the contingent of a Panfadt,

Mansabdars as high as Sadis (commanders of One Hundred) serve.

Mansabdars of lower ranks do not serve in the contingents of high

Mansabdars.

Some commanders also receive auxiliaries. Such reserves are called

Kumakis.

At the present time, those troopers are preferred whose horses are

marked with the Imperial brand. This class of soldiers is superior to

others. His Majesty’s chief object is to prevent the soldiers from borrow-

ing horses (for the time of musters) or exchanging them for worse ones,

and to make them take care of the Imperial horses
;

for he knows that

avarice makes men so short-sighted that they look upon a loss as a gain.

In the beginning of the present reign, when His Majesty was still “ behind

the veil”> many of his servants were given to dishonest practices, lived

without check, and indulged, from want of honour, in the comforts of

married life.
1 Low, avaricious men sold their horses, and were content

to serve as foot-soldiers, or brought instead of a superior horse, a tfttu *

that looked more like an ass. They were magniloquent in their dishonesty

and greediness of pay, and even expressed dissatisfaction, or rebelled.

Hence His Majesty had to introduce the Descriptive Roll System, and

to make the issue of pay dependent upon the inspection of these rolls

(vide below A*in 7). This stopped, in a short time, much lawlessness, and

regenerated the whole military system. But at that time the regulations

regarding the Imperial brand were not issued, as His Majesty had adopted

the advice of some inexperienced men, who look upon branding an

animal as an act of cruelty ; hence avaricious men (who cannot distinguish

that which is good from that which is bad, having neither respect for

themselves, nor their master, and who think to promote a cause by ruining

it, thus acting against their own interest) adopted other vicious practices,

which led to a considerable want of efficiency in the army. Hone
borrowing was then the order of the day. His Majesty, therefore, made

the branding of the horses compulsory, in addition to the Descriptive

Roll System. Easy-minded idlers thus passed through a school of

discipline and became worthy men, whilst importunate, low men were

taught honourableness and manliness. The unfeeling and avaricious

learned the luxury of magnanimity. The army resembled a newly

irrigated garden. Even for the Treasury the new regulations proved

[» In test jKy, fj.—P.)
[• For taffti H. pony.—P.]
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beneficial. Such axe the results which wisdom and practical knowledge

can produce 1 Branding a horse may indeed inflict pain ; but when

viewed from a higher point, it is the cause of much satisfaction to the

tliiwlring man.

if*i» 2.

ON THE ANIMALS OF THE ARMY.

In the 18th year of his reign, His Majesty introduced the branding

system [vide p. 147, note 2]. The ranks of the men were also laid down in

the best manner, and the classification cf the animals belonging to the

army was attended to. The requirements, for each were noted down, and

excellent regulations were issued. The maximum and minimum prices

were inquired into by His Majesty, and average prices were fixed. A
proper check by accounts was enforced, and regulations on this subject

were laid down. The Bal&shis were also freed from the heavy responsi-

bility of bringing new men, and everything went on smoothly.

1. Hottea. They have been divided into seven clashes. The rate of

their daily food has also been fixed. These seven classes are Arabt,

Persian horses, Mujannas, Turin horses, Yabus, Tatis, and Jangla horses.'

The first class are either Arab bred, or resemble them in gracefulness

and prowess. They cost 720 dams per mensem’, and get daily 6 s. of grain

(the price of which, in the estimates for each animal, is put down at 12 d.

per man), 2} d. of ghi, 2 d. for sugar, and 3 d. for gras*. Also, for ajul,

artak, yalposh, girth 1 (His Majesty does not call it tong, but nfaraf^X),
1

gaddi najfcfttafond,
1 qayta (which the vulgar pronounces q&yiza), magas-

tan, curry-comb, hatthi (a bag made of horse hair for washing the horse),

towel, pay-hand, nails, etc. [vide p. 144], 70 d. per mensem, which outlay is

called Hpij-i yardq-i asp (outlay for the harness of the horse). Besides,

60 d. for the saddle, and an apchii (?) every second month ; 7 d. per

mensem for shoes ; and 63 d. for a groom, who gets double this allowance

if he takes charge of two horses. Total, 479 d. But as His Majesty cares

for the comfort of the army, and inquires into the satisfactory condition

of the soldiers, he increased, in the very beginning, this allowance of

479 d. by 81 d.

;

and when the value of the Rupee- was increased from

33 to 40 d&ms, His Majesty granted a second additional allowance of 80 d.

This coin [the Rupee] is always counted at 40 d. in salaries. Afterwards

a third additional allowance of 2 R. (80 d.) was ordered to be given for
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each class of horses, except Janglat, which hones are nowadays entirely

left out in the accounts.

The second class are hones bred in Persia,1 or such as resemble

Persian* hones in shape and bearing. Monthly allowance, 680 d. Of this,

458 d. are necessary expenses, being 21 d. less than the former, viz., 10 d.

for the yaraq, 10 d. for saddle and bridle, and 1 d. for shoes. The first

increase which was given amounted to 67 d. ; the second to 75 d. ; the

third to 80 d. Total 680 d.

The third class, or* Mvjcmnai hones, resemble Persian hones [vide

p. 147, note 3], and are mostly TurkI, or Persian geldings.* Monthly cost

560 d. Of this, 358 d. are for necessaries. The allowance for these hones

is lOOd. less than the preceding, viz., 30 d. less for sugar ; 30 d. less for

saddle, bridle, etc. ; 15 d. less in ghi ; 3 d. less for the groom ; 2 d. less

for shoeing. Pint increase sanctioned by His Majesty,* 72 d. ; second,

50 d.; third, 80 d.

The/curtA class are horses imported from TOran
;
though strong and

well-formed, they do not come up to the preceding. Monthly allowance,

480 d. Of this, 298 d. are for necessaries. The allowance is 60 d. less

than for Mujannat hones, viz., 30 d. less for sugar, 30 d. less for grass

;

10 d. less for the yaraq ; 4 d. less for the saddle, bridle, etc. ; 2 d. less

for shoeing ; 2 d. less for ghi. But the daily allowance of grain was

increased by 2 ten (which amounts to 18 d. per mensem), as the sugar

had been left out. First increase, 52 d. ; second, 50 d. ; third, 80 d.

Thefifth class (yibu hones) are bred in this country, but fall short in

strength and size. Their performances also are mostly bad. They are

the offspring of Turk! hones with an inferior breed. Monthly cost 400 d.

Of this, 239 d. are for necessaries. The allowance is 59 d. less than the

precediqg ; viz., 28 d. for ghi ; 15 d. less for the groom ; 10 d. less for

the yaraq ; and 6 d. less for the saddle, bridle, etc. First increase, 41 d.

;

second increase, 40 d. ; third, 80 d.

The last two classes also are mostly Indian breed. The best kind is

called TitI ; the middling, Janglat ; the inferior ones, Tati.*

Good mares are reckoned as Tint ; if not, they are counted as Janglat.

1. Tim. Monthly oost, 320 d., of which 188 d. are for necessaries.

The allowance is 51 d. less than for the YibQ, viz., 18 d. less for grain, as

they only get 6 sett per diem ; 15 d. less for grass
;
10 d. less for ghi and

sugar; 8 d. less latyariq. First increase, 22 d. ; second, 30 d. ; third, 80 d.

T> Clriq-i P.] (• “ Wntof P.]

f* /Wirt does not mu gelding bat " of mixed breed *'.—?.]

[• For mi. H.-P.]
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2. Jtmgla. Monthly ooat, 240 d., of which 145j i. an for neoe—riu.
The allowance ia 42} i. lees than for T&zu. The daily allowance of grain

has been fixed at 5 ten. Hence there are 15 i. leu for grau; 9 i. leu

for grain; 6 d. leu for gki and molasses ;
1 4} d. leu for the jjartiq ; 2d.

leu for ahoeing. First increase, 29} d. ; second, 25 i. ; third, 40 i.

Formerly males were reokoned as TSn horses
j

but nowadays, aa

Jangla.

For Tfitis* the monthly expenditure is 160 d. ; but this animal ianow
altogether thrown out.

NoU by the Translator. We may arrange Abfl’l-Fail's item* in a tabular form. From
••oral remarks in Bad^onT, we may eonolade that the horeee of the Imperial army were

mostly fourth and sixth class horses. The exportation of horses from HindQst&n was

strictly prohibited by Akber, who made the kotwils responsible for it ; vide Bad, II*

p. 390, L ff from below. Many recruits on joining the contingent of a Manfabd&r, brought

horses with them, for which the Manfabddr received from the treasury an allowance

according to the following table :

—

I. II. III. IV.D VI. flL VIII.

A is h zt 1 i 4 A
4 Is

0 O
am HR 2 2 1 $

Oram 844. 64 d. 54 d. 73 d. 73 d. 644. BEOhI 75 d. 764. 60 d. 104. ItE
Sugar 60 d. 8Ud. }88 80 d. \

104. Kgj
Grass 90 d. 904. 90 d. 66 d. 004. 484. Not
Yarftq 704. 60^4. 40d. wwm 30 d. 13 d. n*. spedAid.
8oddf«, Ae 60 d. 56 d. 30 d. 16 d. 10 4. 10 d. 10 d.

Shoes Id. 6d. 4 d. 3d. Sd. 3d. —
Groom 68 d. 68 d. 60 d. 60 d. 46 d. 46 d. 46 d.

Original Allowanoe a 468 d. 868 4.a 389 d. 188 d. 146}4.

1st Increase 81 d. 67 d. 73 d. 83 d. 41 d. 33 d. 39id.
Sad Ditto 80 d. 75 d. 80 d, 804. 40 d. 80 d. 36 d.

nos

Bid Ditto 80 d. 80 d. 80 d. 80 d. 80 d. 80 d. 40 d.
pMutflo

Total monthly ooet indSm 680 d.a4804. 400 d. 830 d. 140 4. 160 d.

The allowanoe of sugar, or molasses, aeoording to Aba 1-Fafl oeeses from Class IV;

but as he goes on mentioning it in the inferior dames, I hare made brackets. Okf and
molasses were generally given together ; vids p. 142.

p
’t_FJ
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5. Blephanti. The branded elephant* of the army are divided into

mmn elaaeee : Matt, Shergir, SSda, Manjhola, Karha, Phandurkiga, and
Mahal, elephants ; but there are no subdivisions, as in His Majesty's

elephant stables [vide p. 131, 1. 27].

The monthly allowance for Matt elephants is 1,320 dim [33 Rupees].

Daily allowance of (grain, 2} mint. No elephant has more th*n three

servants, a Mahdwat, a Bho,\, and a Meth, of whom the first gets 120 i.,

and the two last 90 d. An increase of, 120 d. was given. From the

beginning, elephants were branded; but now certain differences are

made.

Shergir elephants. Monthly cost, 1,100 d., which is 220 i. less than

the former. Grain, 2 m. per dim, which makes 180 d. less per mentem ;

also 16 d. less lot the Mahdwat and the Bho,i. His Majesty increased the

allowance by llOd.

Sdda elephants. Monthly ooet, 800 d., which is 300 d. less than the

preceding. Grain 1} m. per dim, which gives 180 d. less per month.

Besides 30 d. less for the Meth, and 16 d. less for the Mahdwat and the

Bho,%. An increase of 60 d. was sanctioned.

Manjhola elephants. Monthly cost, 600 d. Grain 1 m. The decrease

is the same as in the preceding; but an additional allowance of 90 d. was

sanctioned.

Karha elephants. Monthly cost, 420 d.
;

grain, 30 e. Hence there is

a decrease of 30 d. on this account ; and of 16 d. for the Mahdwat. No
Bho,% is allowed. Th&addition&l grant is 80 d.

Phandurkiga elephants. Monthly cost, 300 d. Grain, 16 1. per dim,

which gives a deorease of 136 d. per meneem. Only one servant is allowed,

at 60 d. per month. An additional grant of 106 d. was sanctioned.

Mohal elephants were formerly not counted. Now they are considered

worthy of entering the classes. Monthly allowance, 280 d.

In all payments on account of elephants, ddmt are taken, not rupees,

so that there is no possibility of fluctuation.

4. Cameli. Monthly cost, 240 d. Grain, 6 1.
;
grass, 1 d. ; furniture,

20 d. ; the driver, 60 d. An addition of 68 d. was sanctioned; and when

the value of the Rupee was fixed at 40 ddmt, 20 d. more were allowed.

6. Oxen. Monthly allowance, 120 d. Grain, 4 s.
;

grass, Id.;

furniture, 6 d. Additional grant, 38 d. At the time when the value of

the rupee was raised, 10 d. more were given.

6. Oxenfor the waggont. For each waggon, the monthly expenditure

is 600 d<,vis.,480d. for four oxen; 120d. for grease, repairs, and additional

comforts.
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Elephants and waggons are only allowed to md to those

rho bring good hones and camels, and middling oxen to ha branded.

A*in 3.

THE MAN§ABDAR8. 1

Wise inquirers follow oat the same principles, and the people of the

present age do not differ in opinion from those of ancient times. They all

agree that if that which is numerous be not pervaded by a principle of

harmony, the dost of disturbances will not settle down, and the troubles

of lawlessness will not cease to rise. It is so with the elements ; as long

as the uniting principle is absent, they are dead, and incapable of

exhibiting the wonders of the kingdoms, of nature. Even form

unions among themselves, and avoid wilful violence ; hence they live

comfortably and watch over their advantages and disadvantages. But

men, from the wickedness of their passions, stand much more in need of

a just leader round whom they may rally ; in fact, their social existence

depends upon their being ruled by a monarch ; . for the extraordinary

wickedness of men, and their inclination to that which is evil, teach their

passions and lusts new ways of perversity, and even cause them to look

upon committing bloodshed and doing harm as a religious command.*

To disperse this cloud of ignorance, God chooses one, whom he guides

with perfect help and daily increasing favour. That man will quell

the strife among men by his experience, intrepidity, and magnanimity,

and thug infuse into them new vigour.

But as the strength of one man is scarcely adequate to such an arduous

1 The Arabians say monfib ; in Persia and India, the word is pronounced manfab.
It means a post, an office, henoe manfabddr, an officer ; but the word is generally restricted

to high officials.

1 “ When the Collector of the Dfwin asks them (thu Hindus) to pay the tax, they
should pay it with all humility and submission. And if the Collector wishes to spit into

their mouths, they should open their mouths without the slightest fear ofcontamination
(fofaams), so that the Collector may do so. In this state [with their mouths open] they
should stand before the Collector. The object of such humiliations and spitting into their

months is (o prove the obedience of infidel subjects under protection, and to promote the
glory of Islim, the true religion, and to show contempt to false religions : God himself

orders us to despise them ; for He says (Sur. 9. 29),
4 Out of hand, whilst they are reduced

low.* Totreatthe Hinduscontemptuously is a religious duty, because they are the greatest
enemiss of Murtafp (Muhammad), because Mustafa, regarding the killing and plundering
of Hindus* and making slaves of them, has ordered, * They must either accept the Islim,

or.be killed, or be made slaves, and their property must be plundered ' ; and with the
exception of the Imftm-i Atom (Aba Hanueh), to whose sect we all belong, there is no
other authority for taking the Jtspo from Hindus ; but all other lawyers say, * Either
death or the Islim.

1 ” Tdrifeh-i /iris SMM, p. 290t Akbar often reproached theMuham-
madansfor converting with the sword. This, he said, was inhuman. And yet, he allowed
the suttee.
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undertaking, he selects, guided by the light of hia knowledge, some

excellent men to help him, appointing at the same time servants far them.

For this cause did His Majesty establish the ranks of .the Manyabdftm,

from the Dahbatkl (Commander of Ten) to the Dak Hatton (Commander of

Ten Thousand), limiting, however, all commands above Five Thousand

to his august sons.

The deep-sighted saw a sign, and inquirers got a hint from above

when they found the value of the letters of God’s holy name

;

1 they read

in it glad tidings for the present illustrious reign, and considered it a most

auspicious omen. The number of Manfabs is sixty-six, the same as the

value of the letters in the name of Allah, which is an announcement of

eternal bliss.

In selecting his officers, His Majesty is assisted by his knowledge of

the spirit of the age, a knowledge which sheds 8 peculiar light on the

jewel of his wisdom. His Majesty sees through some men at the first

glance,1 and confers upon them high rank. Sometimes he increases the

mangab of a servant, but decreases his contingent. Ke-abo fine the

number of the beasts of burden. The monthly grants made to the

Mansabdars vary according to the condition of their contingents. An
officer whose contingent comes up to his mangab, is put into the first class

of his rank ; if his contingent is one half and upwards of the fixednumber,

he is put into the second class ; the third class contains those contingents

which are still leu, as is shown in the table below.

Yihbaihti (Commanders of One Hundred) are of eleven classes. The

first claw contains such as furnish one hundred troopers. Their monthly

salary is 700 Rupees. The eleventh claw contains such as have no troops

of their own, in accordance with the statement made above, that Dakhitx

troops are nowadays preferred. This clam gets 600 Rupees. The nine

intermediate classeshave monthly allowances decreasing from 700 Rupees

by 20 Rupees for every ten troopers which they furnish leu.

In the live stock accounts of the Du-buds, the fixed number of TvrH
and Jangla horses, and of elephants, is not enforced. For Commanders of

Thirty and Twenty, four horses are reckoned generally Mujanme, rarely

1 Jalilak. This curious word'is, according to JMar-i fAjim, Jtn abbreviation of the
phrase Jail* jalilu-k*,

"

May Hia glory shine forth." It is than used is the sense aIM|
thus tits dual jaldlatayn, saying Alloa ! Altok I ; and islets saying the word
(Utah 1S9.0UV times. Similarly hers ; the 00 maasats correspond to the veins of the
lettersof JafdfaA, he. 41 *»1+30+30+5 Abfl ’l-Kael makesmnoh ofthesokniiiewo,
for Akbar’s name was Jalll*'i-Dtn, and Akbarwas adivinity. Perhaps IskonMnotssy
somehisses, because of the sisty-six mssssts only onehalf alisted.

AbO ’l-Fasi often praises Akbar as a good physiognomist. Bad0,onl ana Akbar
leant the art from the Jogb.
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YSbSt

;

and DMSehU are excused the Turin hone, though theirsalaries

remain as before.

Non nv nx Translator on the Manvabs.

The sixty-six Manpabe, detailed by Abtt ’1-Faji in the following table,

appear to be the result of a minute classification rather than a representa-

tion of the Mangabs which actually existed at the time of Akbar. The

table may represent Akbar’a plan ; but the list of grandees, as given by

Abfl T-Fagl himself in the 30th A*In of this Book, only mentions thirty-

three—the three commands of the three Princes from 10,000 to 7,000

;

and thirty commands of the Manpabdars, namely commands of 5,000,

4.600, 4,000, 3,500, 3,000, 2,500, 2,000, 1,500, 1,250, 1,000, 9007, 800,

700. 600, 500, 400, 350, 300 !, 250, 200, 150, 120, 100, 80, 60, 50, 40, 30,

20, 10. On the last thirty commands, two are somewhat doubtful (the

commands of 900 and 300), as not given in all MSS. of the A*ln, though

the List of Grandees of Shah Jahan's time (P&dithShn&mo, II, p. 717)

mentions a command of 900. It does not specify a command of 300,

because no Manpabs under 500 are enumerated in that list.

AbQ ’1-Fsfl specifies below the names,of all of Akbar’s Commanders up
to the Manpabd&rs of 500 ; he then gives the names of the Commanders

of 500 to 200, who were living, when he made the list. Ofthe Commands

below 200, he merely gives the numbers of those that were alive, viz. :

—

of Commanders of

150 . . 33

120 . . 1

100 (
YUzbashit) . . 250

80 . 91

60 . . 204

50 . 16

40 . . 260

30 . 39

20 . . . 250

10 . . 224

in all, 1,388 commanders from 150 to 10. The number of the higher

Manpabdirs from 6,000 to 200 is 412, of which about 150 may have

been dead, when Aba *1-Fapl made his list.

As Aba T-Fapl’s List (A*fn 30), accordingto the testimony of Nigam-i

Harawl is a complete list.
1 it is oertain that of the 66 Manpabs of the

* NUb My*, ia the introduction to hi* lift of the principal prandoM of Akbar'*
Ooart, that it was oimoeoaaary fob hint to specify all, because atiml-i/i barpairs
jftgjjMdA Oaytt Abi 't-Fwjtim KTSW ittemSaw mcrgim-f 4edS*« rapasa
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following table, only S3 existed in reality. The first eighteen of these

S3 are commands down to 000, which corresponds to the list of Sh&h-

jahin’s grandees in the PddwAAA*4ma,.whieh likewise gives 18 oommands

to 000.

Thecommands as detailed in the PSduh&hnSmaare :—Fourcommands

of the princes (Dors Sbikoh, 20,000 ; Sh&hShuja*, 16,000; Awrangzeb,

10,000 ; Murid Bafchsh, 12,000) and commands of 9,000, 7,000, 6,000,

6.000, 4,000, 3,000, 2,500, 2,000, 1,500, 1,000, 900, 800, 700, 600, 500.

From the fact that Aba ’1-Fafl only gives names up to commanders

of 200, and the PidishahnSma up to 500, we may conclude that, at

Akbar's time, Mangabs under 200, and at Shaltjahun’s time, Mangabe

under 500, did not entitle the holder to the title of Amir. To judge

from Nizam't Tabaq&t and the MtPanr-i Rahlmi, Man§abddrs from the

Hasirl (Commander of 1,000) were, at Akbar's time, styled umariP-i

kib&r, or umara-i *»?awi, great Amirs ; and I am not quite sure whether

the title of Amir is not restricted to Mangabd&rs from the HazSrlt upwards.

Nigum does restrict his phrases ba-martaba-yi imdrat ratid, or darjarga

(or tUk, or zumra)-yi utnara mutUagimgaiht, to commanders from Hasirls.

The title Amir" 'l-umard (the Amir of the Amirs, principal Amir),

which from its meaning would seerajo be applicable to one at the time,

seems to have been held by several simultaneously. Niz&m gives his

title to Adham Kban, Kb«r Kbwdja Kban, Mir Muhammad Kban Atkah,
Muzaflar KJ)an, Qutba 'd-Dln Muhammad Kbsn, and to the three

commanders-in-chief, Bayram Kbiln, Mun'im Kb&n, and Mlrza *Abd"

'r-Bahlm, the three latter being styled KhSn Khdn&n.1 or Khan Khanan

a SipahtSlSr.

In the Pidithahnama, however, the title ofAmir" '1-UmarS is restricted

to the first living grandee All Mardan Kbon).

It is noticeable that Ni/im only mentions commanders of 5,000,

4.000, 3,000, 2,500, 2,000, 1,500, and 1,000—for lower Mangabs he does

not specify names. Aba '1-Fazl gives three intermediate Mangabs of

4,500, 3.500, and 1,250 ; but as he only gives, five names for these three

ranks we may conclude that these Mansabs were unusual. This egress

also with the salaries of the commanders; for if we leave out the

commands of 4,500, 3,500, and 1 ,250, we have, according to A*In 30,

twelve steps from 5,000 to 500, and the monthly salary of a commander

of 600 (Ra 2,500) is the twelfth part of the salary of a commander pf

5,000 ({la. 30,000). The Pddishdhmma gives fourteen steps between the

1 For KM*-i KMrnlx, the Khun of tho KliSiu. In such title* the Ptraien /?)/«< is

left out.
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oommanders of 7,000 and 500, and fixes the salary of a oommander of7,000

at one kror of dim per annum, or 200,000 Rs., stating at the same
time that the salaries decrease in proportion. The Persian Dictionary,

entitled QhiySt* 'l-lugkSt, states that the salary of a commander of 5,000

is one kror, or 250,000 As., and that the salary ofa Panfadi, orcommander

of 500, is 20,000 Rs. per annum, the 12}th part of the former.

It would thus appear that the salaries of the Manptbdirs, as given

by Abfl ’1-Fafl in the following table, are somewhat higher than those

given in the PadishShndma and the Qbiyde, whatever may have been

the source of the latter.

The salaries appear to be unusually high ; but they would be consider-

ably reduced, if each Mangabd&r had to keep up the establishment of

hones, elephants, camels, carts, etc., which Abfl ’1-Fafl specifies for each

rank. Taking the preceding A*In and the table in the note as a guide,

the establishment of horses, etc., mentioned in the following table, would

amount, for a commander of

5.000 (monthly salary 30,000 R.) to 10,637 R.

1.000 ( „ „ 8,200 R.) to 3,015} R.

100 ( „ „ 700 R.) to 313 R.

The three classes which Abfl ’1-Fafl mentions for each lianfab differ

very slightly, and cannot refer to p. 249, 1. 23.

A commander of 5,000 was not necessarily at the head of a contingent

of 5,000 men. In fact, the numbers rarely even approach the number

expressed by the title of a Manfabdar. Thus Nizam says of Todar Mall

and Qutb* ’d-Dln Muhammad Kban, as if it was something worth

mentioning, that the former had 4,000 cavalry, and the latter 5,000

nawkare, or servants, i.e., soldiers, though Todar Mall .was a commander

of 4,000 (Niz&m says 5,000), and Qufcb* ’d-Dln a commander of 5,000.

Of 5Abdul majld A?af Khan, a commander of 3,000(vi& A*In 30, No. 49),

Nizam says, “ he reached a point when he had 20,000.” In the PSdishSk-

noma, where more details are given regarding the number of men under

each commander, we find that of the 115 commanders of 500 under

Shahjahan, only six had contingents of 500, whilst the last had only 50

troopers. This also explains the use ofthe word cjli *St afterthe titles of

Manjabdars ; ns panj hazdri-gi tat sihhazar suwdr, “ a commander of

5,000, personally (z®, or by rank), and in actual command of 3,000

cavalry.” Sometimes we meet with another phrase, the meaning

of which will be explained below, as ShSyista Khan panjhatM, panj

hazdr sttwdr-i duatpa rihaspa, “ Shayista Khan, a commander of 5,000,

contingent 5,000 cavalry, with two horses, with three horses." A trooper

l<
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is called duaapa, if he has two horses, and sihaapa, if three, in order to

change horses during elghdrs or forced marches. But keeping duashpa

sihaapa troopers was a distinction, as in the Padishahnatna only the

senior Man$abdars of some ranks are so designated, viz., 8 (out of 20)

Panjhazaris ; 1 Chaharhazari
;

2 Sihhazari
; 2 Duhazari ; 2 Hazar o

pan$adi ;
1 Hazar!

;
and 1 Haft$adi.

The higher Mansabdars were mostly governors of §ubas. The

governors were at first called sipahsdldr8
; towards the end of Akbar’s

reign we find them called Hakims, and afterwards Sahib Subah, or

Suba-dara, and still later merely Subas. The other Mansabdars held

Jdgirs, which after the times of Akbar were frequently changed. The

Mansabdars are also called tafihiatiydn (appointed), whilst the troops of

their contingents are called tablndt (followers)

;

1 hence tabinbashi
, the

Mangabdar himself, or his Bakhshi (pay-master, colonel).

The contingents of the Mangabdars, which formed the greater part

of the army, were mustered at stated times, and paid from the general

or the local treasuries ; vide A*lns 6, 7, 8. Akbar had much trouble with

these musters, as fraudulent practices were quite common. The reform

of the army dates from the time when Shahbiiz Khan (vide pp. 148, 197)

was appointed Mir Bakhshi . The following passage from Bada,oni (II,

p. 190) is interesting

“ The whole country, with the exception of the Khdlisa lands (domains),

was held by the Amirs as jagir ; and as they were wicked and rebellious,

and spent large sums on their stores and workshops, and amassed wealth,

they had no leisure to look after the troops or take an interest in the

people. In cases of emergency, thoy came themselves with some of their

slaves and Moghul attendants to the scene of the war ; but really useful

soldiers there were none. Shahbaz Khan,2 the Mir Bakhshi, introduced

the custom and rule of the ddgh o mahalti, which had been the rule of

*Alatt ’d-Din Kfailj l>
3 and afterwards the law under Sher Shall. It was

settled that every Amir should commence as a commander of twenty

(bisti), and be ready with his followers to mount guard and . . .,
4 as had

1
jtfVb*"?, pi* of from vt*3 Mi*, the Indian pronunciation of um«; Myfn,

to appoint tdbin , to follow ; then an an aelj. one who follow*. This corrects the
erroneous meanings of 01bln on p. 02 of the Journal A. #. of liengat for 1808.

s The passage in tho printed edition is frightfully unintelligible. For kik read Kanbd ;

for l*a& dahatwin f we have perhaps to read ynd dahduida, having brought to the memory
of ( Akbar) ; for fdftfda, read Olblndn ; for panrih Khudd, read pamlh ba-Khudd ; for dn
hdm , read da hamah

.

* The Tdrikh-i Firiz Shuhl says but little regarding it. The words dtlgk o mabaUi
occur very often together.

* Ojdr o For /dr, a Turkish word, ride Vullers.
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been ordered ; and when, according to the rule, he had brought the horse*

of his twenty troopers to be branded, he was then to be made a Sadi,

or commander of 100 or more. They were likewise to keep elephants,

horses, and camels, in proportion to their Mansabs, according to the same

rule. When they had brought to the musters their new contingent

complete they were to be promoted according to their merits and circum-

stances to the post of Hazdri, Duhazdri
,
and even Paiyhazdri, which is

the highest Mansab ; but if they did not do well at the musters, they were

to be put down. But notwithstanding this new regulation, the condition

of the soldiers got worse, because the Amirs did what they liked ; for

they put most of their own servants and mounted attendants into soldiers’

clothes (libas-i sipdhx ), brought them to the musters, and performed

everything according to their duties. But when they got their jagtrs,

they gave leave to their mounted attendants, and when a new emergency

irose, they mustered as many ‘ borrowed ’ soldiers as were required,

and 6ent them away again, when they had served their purpose. Hence

while the income and expenditure of the Mansabdar remained in statu

quo,

1

dust fell into the platter of the helpless soldier,’ so much so, that he

was no longer fit for anything. But from all sides there came a lot of low

tradespeople, weavers, and cotton-cleaners
(naddaf), carpenters, and

greengrocers, Hindu and Musalman, and brought borrowed horses, got

them branded, and were appointed to a Mansab, or were made Krone

{vide p. 13, 1. 7 from below), or Ahadis, or Dakhilis to some one (vide

p. 231 ) ; and when a few days afterwards no trace was to be found of the

imaginary horse and the visionary saddle, they had to perform their duties

on foot. Many times it happened at the musters, before the emperor

himself in the Dxwdn-kham-yi khdtf, that they were weighed in their

clothes, with their hands and feet tied, when they were found to weigh

from 21 to 3 man
,
more or less (?) and after inquiry, it was found that all

were hired, and that their very clothes and saddles were borrowed

articles. His Majesty then used to say,
4

With my eyes thus open, I must

give these men pay, that they may have something to live on.’ After

some time had passed away, His Majesty divided the Ahadis into du-aspa,

yakaepa (having one horse), and nimaspa (having half a share in a horse),

in which latter case two troopers kept one horse together, and shared the

stipulated salary, which amounted to six rupees. 1

Weigh well these facts, but put no question !

The$e were things of daily occurrence . . .

;

2 but notwithstanding

1 So according to one MS. The passage is not quite clear.

* Here follows a sentence which I do not know how to translate.
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*11 this, His Majesty's good luck overcame all enemies, so that large

numbers of soldiers were not so very necessary, and the Amirs had no

longer to suffer from the inconvenient reluctance of their servants."

Hence the repeated musters which Akbar held, both of men and

of animals, carts, etc. ; the minuteness of some of the regulations recorded

in the A‘In; and the heavy fines imposed on neglectful servants (pp. 226-7,

note). The carefulness with which Akbar entered into details (kasrat),

in order to understand the whole (waMat)—an unusual thing for rulers

of former times—is the secret of his success.1

We have not sufficient data to form an exact estimate of the strength

of Akbar’s army. We may, however, quote a statement in the Padi-

shahnama regarding the strength of Shahjahan's army ; vide Paduhahn.

II, p. 715.

“ The paid army of the present reign consists of 200,000 cavalry,

according to the rule of branding the fourth part, as has been mentioned

above. This is exclusive of the soldiers that are allowed to the Fawjdars,

Kroris, and tax-collectors, for the administration of the Parganas. These

200,000

cavalry are made up as follows

8.000 Mangabdars.

7.000 mounted Ahadi and mounted Barqandaz.

185.000 cavalry, consisting of the contingents (talnnan) of the princes,

the ohief grandees, and the other Man$abdars.

“ Besides these 200,000 cavalry, there are 40,000 foot, musketeers,

artillery, and rocket-bearers. Of these 40,000, 10,000 accompany the

vni|>cror, and the remaining 30,000 * are in the sflbas and the forts."

The “ Rule of branding the fourth part " is described among the

events of the year 1056 as follows (II, p. 506) :

—

“ The following law waB made during the present reign (Sliahjahan).

If. atMansabdur holds a jaglr in the same ?aba, in which he holds his

niansab, he has to muster one-third of the force indicated by his rank.*

Accordingly a Si Hasdn-yi tat sih-hazar swear (a commander of 3,000,

personal rank ; contingent 3,000 cavalry) lias to muster (bring to the

brand) 1,000 cavalry. But if he holds an appointment in another $aba,

lie has only to musterafourth part. Accordingly, a Chaharhazarl chahSr-

hnxar swear (a commander of 4,000 ; contingent, 4,000) has only to

muster 1,000 cavalry.

1 Vith |». II, note*.

* Tlio edition of tho Ptldishtlhndma hat wrongly 3,000.

» Literally, hr hut to bring his followers {troopers) to tho brand (<MgA) according to tho

third port.
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“ At the time the Imperial army was ordered to take BolHj and

Samarqand [1055], His Majesty, on account' of the distance of those

countries, gavo the order that os long ns tho expedition should last, each

Mangabdar should only muster one-fifth. Accordingly a Panjhazdri

panjhazdr swear (a commander of 5,000 ; contingent, 5,000) mustered

only 1,000 ; viz., 300 sihaspa troopers, 600 du-aspa troopers, 100 yak-aspa

troopers [i.e., 1,000 men with 2,200 horses], provided the income (hafit)

of his jagfr was fixed at 12 months ; or 250 sihaspa troopers, 500 du-aspa

troopers, and 250 yak-aspa troopers [i.e., 1,000 men with 2,000 horses],

provided the income of his jagfr was fixed at 1 1 months ; or 800 du-aspa

troopers, and 200 yak-aspa troopers [i.e., 1,000 men and 1,800 horses], if

the income of his jagfr was fixed at 10 months ; oi 600 du-aspa troopers

and 400 yak-aspa, if at 9 months ; or 450 du-aspa and 550 yak-aspa

troopers, if at 8 months ; or 250 du-aspa and 750 yak-aspa troopen, if

at 7 months ; or 100 du-aspa and 900 yak-aspa troopers, if at 6 months

;

or 1,000 yak-aspa, if at 5 months.

“ But if the troopers to a mansab had all been fixed as si-aspa du-aspa

[in other words, if the commander was not a Panj hazdri, patij bazar

swear, but a Panj Kazan panj hazdr swear-i du-aspa si-aspa] he musters,

as his proportion of duaspa and sihaspa troopers, double the number

which he would have to muster, if his mansab had been as in the pre-

ceding. Accordingly, a Panj Kazan panj hazdr tamdm du-aspa si-aspa

(a commander of 5,000 ; contingent, only du-aspa and si-aspa) would

muster 600 troopers with three horses, 1,200 troopers with two horses, and

200 troopers with one horse each [i.e., 2,000 men with 4,400 hones],

provided the income of his jagfr be fixed at 12 months and so on.”

From this important passage, it is clear that one-fourth of that

number of troopers, which is indicated by the title of a Mangabdar,

was the average strength of the contingents at the time of Shiihjahan.

Thtis if a commander of 1,000 troopers had the title of Hazdri hazdr

swedr, the strength of his contingent was — 250men with 650hones,

viz., 75 si-aspa, 150du-aspa, and 25 yak-aspa
;
and if his title was Hazdri

hazdr suwdr-i du-aspa si-aspa, the strength of his contingent was 500

men with 1,300 horses, viz., 150 si-aspa, 300 du-aspa, and 60 yak-aspa,

if the income of his jigfr was drawn by him for every month of the year.

The above passage also indicates that the proportions of si-aspa, and.

du-aspa, and ydt-aspa troopers was for all mangabs as 300 : 600 : 100,

or as 3: 6: 1.

As the auihor of the Pddishahnama dc -s not mention the restriction

as to the number of months for which the Manpbdan drew the income.
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wemay assume that the difference in strengthoftheoontingentamentioned

after the name of each grandee depended on the value of their jigbs.

From an incidental remark (Padithahnama, I, p. 113), we see that the

pay of a commander of eihaepa du-atpa troopers was double the pay

allowed to a commander of yak-aepae. This agrees with the fact that

the former had double the number of men and horses of the latter.

The strength also of Awrangzeb’s army, on a statement by Bernier,

was conjectured to have been 200,000 cavalry, vide Elphinstone’s History,

second edition, p. 046, last line.

Akbar’s army must have been smaller. It is impossible to compute

the strength of the contingents, which was continually fluctuating,

and depended rather on emergencies. We can, however, guess at the

strength of Akbar’s standing army. At the end of A*In 30, Aba ’1-Fafl

states that there were alive at the time he wrote the A*in

200 Commanders of 100 (Yuzbashls)

204 ,, ,, 60 ,,

260 „ „ 40

250 „ „ 20

224 ,, ,, 10 „

As these numbers are very uniform, the regular army could not have

been larger than 250 x 100, or 25,000 men (troopers, musketeers, and

artillery). The Imperial stables contained 12,000 horses (vide p. 132,

L 6 from below) which were under the immediate charge of Mirza *Abda

’r-Rahim Kban Kb&nan, Akbar’s Commander-in-Chief. Hence there may
have been about 12,000 standing cavalry. The rest were matchlock-

bearers and artillery. In A*in 6, Aba ’1-Fazl states that there were 12,000

matchlock-bearers. The number of Ahadis, of which Shahjahan had

7,000, cannot have been very large. Many of them were on staff employ

in tho various offices, store-houses, Imperial workshops; others were

employed as adjutants and carriers of important orders. They were,

at Akbar’s time, gentlemen rather than common soldiers, as they had to

buy theirown horse on joining. Bade,on! mentions an AhadI of the name

of Khwaja Ibrahim Husayn os one of his friends (II, p. 394). The number

of Mangabdars, which under Shuhjahan amounted to 8,000, was also much
less. Of the 415 Mansabdars whose names are given in A*In 30, about 150

were dead when Aba '1-Fazl wrote it,
1 so that there would be about

1 The list of grandees in A*in 30 is quoted in Nix&m’sTabaqiLt which do not go beyond
a.h. 1002, as tho author died in October, 1394 ; hut it may be still older, as Ni&im assigns

to several Mansabd&rs a higher rank than tho one mentioned by Ab& *1-Fa*l. In fact,

tho list refers to a time prior to the year 993, when the three princes {Bad, II, p. 342) were
appointed Commandors of 12,000, 9,000, and 7,000 respectively, whilst in Aba *l-Fa*Ts

List, Prince Salim (Jahangir) is still put down as a Commander of 10,000, Murid asCom-
mander of 8,000, and Danyal as of 7,000.
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Talk showing the Establishments and Salaries of the Manfabddrs.1

•
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1 For differences in reeding I must refer tire reader to my Text edition, p. 185.
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250 higher Man^abd&rs, to which we have to add 1,388 lower Manfabdan,

from the Commanders of 150 downwards ; hence altogether about 1,800

Hanfabd&rs.

But Alchar’s Maafabd&rs, on the whole, had larger contingents,

especially more horses, than the Mangabdari of the following reigns,

during which the brevet ranks (fat) were multiplied.

In the beginning of Akbar’s reign, Mangabdars had even to furnish

men with four horses (chahar-eufa). A DakbStJn, or Commander of ten,

had to futpish 10 men with 25 horses ; but in later times (vide A*In 5)

the Chah&r-atpcu were discontinued, and a DahbSihi furnished 10 men
with 18 horses. As the other ranks had to furnish horses in proportion,

one of Akbar’s Hasirto would have had to bring 1,800 horses, whilst a

Hssftrl at the time of Shfihjahan only furnished 650.

Of non-commissioned officers a Mvrinha is mentioned; vide note

1, p. 116. The pay of a Mlrdaha of matchlock-bearers varied from

TJ to 6} Jt. per mensem. Common matchlock-bearers received from 6J to

2} It. As they were’ standing (household) troops, Abfl T-Fafl has put

them into the first book of this work (AHns 36 to 40) ; and, generally,

the reader will have to bear in mind that the second book, relating to

the army, treats chiefly of the contingents of the Manubdars.
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Bada,onI, in the above extract, p. 253, speaks of a Itbds-i sipShi, or

soldier’s uniform (armour ?).

The distinctions conferred by the emperor on the Mansabdaro consisted

in certain flags (vide p. 52, 1. 6, from below), and the gharyal or gong

(vide in the beginning of the fourth book, Al
in-i Gharyal).

A%
in 4.

THE AHADlS.

There are many brave and worthy persons whom His Majesty does not

appoint to a Mansab, but whom he frees from being under the orders of

any one. Such persons belong to the immediate servants of HiB Majesty,

and are dignified by their independence. They go through the school of

learning their duties, and have their knowledge tested. As it is the aim

of His Majesty to confer a spiritual meaning on that which is external,

he calls such persons Ahadis (from ahad, one). They are thus reminded

of the unity of God.

A new regulation regarding rank was given.

For the sake of the convenience of the Ahadis, a separate Diwan and a

paymaster were appointed, and one of the great Amirs is their chief. A fit

person has also been selected to introduce to His Majesty such as are

candidates for Ahadiships. Without partiality or accepting bribes, he

takes daily several before His Majesty, who examines them. When they

have been approved of, they pass through the Ydd-dasht, the Ta^tiqa,

the descriptive roll, and accounts [vide A*in 10]. The paymaster then

takes security and introduces the candidate a second time to His Majesty,

who generally increases his pay from an eighth to three-fourths, or even

to more than six-sevenths. 1 Many Ahadis have indeed more than 500

Rupees per mensem.2 He then gets the number nine as his brand [vide

A*in 71. In the beginning, when their rank was first established, 6ome

Ahadis mustered eight horses ; but now the limit is five. On his sar-khat

[vide A*In 11] each receives a farmdncha (rank and pay certificate), on

which year after year the treasurer makes payments.

Ahadis are mustered every four months, when on a certificate signed

by the Diwan and the Bakhshi, which is called nowadays Tashlhar 2 the

1 Or, a* w<* would nay, by 70 or even 80} per cent. YuU note 4, p. SS.
8 Tlti* upreert with a statement w hich 1 have aeon in aorae historian of Akhar's reipn

that a aenhy .4Am/« waa promoted toa Yizini*hi*hip a* the next etep. Vide p. 20, note I.
8 The Tndnltu rnrrcaponda. therefore, to tt

'*
life certificate ". Arabic Infinitive* II

take in modern Persian a linal • ; thu» taSliqa [t ide below, A1
In 10], ta^hfifa [t ide. p. 101,

note 1 1. etc.
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clerk of (he treasury writes out a receipt, to be countersigned by the

principal grandees. This the treasurer keeps, and payB the claim. Before

the period (of four months) is over, he gets one month’s salary in advance.

In the course of the year, he receives cash for ten months, after deducting

from it one-twentieth of the sum, the total stoppage being made on

account of his horses and other expenses. On joining the service, an

Ahadl generally finds his own horse ; but afterwards he gets it from the

Government ; and if the certificate of the inspectors, which is called

Saqafnama,1 explains the reason why the horse is not forthcoming he is

held indemnified for his dead horse, but does not receive the money for

keeping a horse until he gets a new one. But if he has no Saqafnama to

show, be is not allowed anything from the time of the last muster. Those

who are in want of horses are continually taken before His Majesty, who

gives away many horses as presents or as part of the pay, one-half being

reckoned as irmas money,1 and the other half being deducted in four

instalments at the subsequent four musters ; or if the Abadi be in debt,

in eight instalments.

A*in 5.

OTHER KINDS OF TROOPERS.

As I have said something about the Man^abdars and the Abadb, I

shall give a few details regarding the third class of troopers.

The horse-dealer fixes the quality of the horses, which are carefully

inspected by the Bakhshls. The description of the man iB then taken down

in writing. Ifa trooper has more than one horse they add to his establish-

ment a camel or an ox, for which he gets half the allowance usually given

to troopers of a superior class ; or if this be not given he gets an addition

of twO-fifths.

A Yak-aspa trooper is paid according to the following rates. If his

h6ne be an 'Iraq!, he gets 30 R. per mensem ; if mujannas, 25 R. ; if

Turki, 20 R. ; if a Yaba, 18 R . ; if a Tail, 15 R. ; if a Jangla, 12 R.

The revenue collectors of domain lands got formerly 25 it., but now

only 15 R.

Troopers of this kind mustered formerly up to four horses, but now

the order is not to exceed three.

1 FTom Mfif. ho fell.

* Otarmdtmmty. Theword I may be Inf. IV, or plural of route, a grove. Badi,oni

evidently roods irrnUt, become in II, p. 202, ho explains inode by coow-i iuihmm
the burying or destruction of the foes, * which word the grandees used insteed of fatab-i

ajmU, requesting stores, etc.’ Hence irmdr, s request mode for military supplies or for

salary.
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Every Dah-baski had to muster 2 chahar-aspa, 3 si-aspa, 3 du-aspa,

and 2 yak-aspa troopers [i.e., 10 troopers with 25 horses], and the other

Man^abdars in the same proportion. But now a Dah-bashi's contingent

consists of 3 si-aspa, 4 du-aspa, and 3 yak-aspa troopers [i.e., 10 troojiers

with 18 horses].

i‘tn 6.

THE INFANTRY.

As I have said something about the Cavalry, I shall make a few

remarks on foot soldiers. They are of various kinds, and perform remark-

able duties. His Majesty has made'suitable regulations for their several

ranks, and guides great and small in the most satisfactory manner.

The writer of these . . .* is the Atcara-navls. Inasmuch as they are

of importance, they are counted as belonging to the infantry. There are

several classes of them. The first class gets 500 dams

;

the second, 100 d.

;

the third, 300 i. ; the fourth, 240 d.

The Bandiiq-chls, or Matchlock-bearers.

There are 12,000 Imperial Matchlock-bearers. A\ .ached to this

service is an experienced Bitikchl, an honest treasurer, and an active

Dtlrogka. A few Banduq-chls are selected for these offices ; the others

hold the following ranks. Some are distinguished by their experience

and zeal, and are therefore appointed over a certain number of others,

so that uniformity may pervade the whole, and the duties be performed

with propriety and understanding. The pay of these [no: -commissioned]

officers is of four grades, first, 300 d. ; second, 280 d. ; third, 270 d.;

fourth, 260 d.

Common Banduq-chls are divided into five classes, and each class into

three subdivisions. First class, 250, 240, and 230 d. Second class, 220,

210, 200 d. Third class, 190, 180, and 170 d. Fourth class, 160, 150, and

140 d. Fifth class, 130, 120, and llO d.

The Darbans, or Porters.

A thousand of these active men are employed to guard the palace.

The pay of the Mlrdahas is five fold, 200, 160, 140, 130, and 120 d.

Common Darbans have from 100 to 120 d.

The Khidmatiyyas.

The Khidmatiyyas also belong to the infantry. They guard the

environs of the palace,and see that certain orders are carried out. PanjShls

1 The text hat a word which doee not suit
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to BMRt hove 2004. ; and a Dah-bSthi gets 180 and 1404. The others

get 120, 110, and 1004.

The caste to which they belong was notorious for highway robbery

and theft ; former rulers were not able to keep them in check. The

effective orders of His Majesty have led them to honesty ; they are now
famous for their trustworthiness. They were formerly called Mdunt.

Their chief has received the title of Khidmat RS,i. Being near the person

of His Majesty, he lives in affluence. His men are called Khidmatiyycu.1

The Mewra*.*

They are natives of Mew&t, and are famous as runners. They bring

from great distances with seal anything that may be required. They are

excellent spies, and will perform the most intricate duties. There are

likewise one thousand of them, ready to carry out orders. Their wages

are the same as the preceding.

The iShanuherbaz, or Gladiators.

There are several kinds of them, each performing astonishing feats.

In fighting they show much swiftness and agility, and join courage to

skill in stooping down and rising up again. Some of them use shields

in fighting, others use cudgels. The latter are called Lakrait. Others

again use no means of defence, and fight with one hand only ; these are

called yak-hSth. The former class come chiefly from the Eastern

districts, and use a somewhat smaller shield, which they call chinca.

Those who come from the southern districts make their shields large

enough to conceal a horseman. This kind of shield they call tihoa.

Another class goes by the name of Pharailt. They use a shield not

quite so large as to conceal a man, but a gat broad.

Some again are called Banaits. They use a long sword, the handle of

which is more than agat long, and seizing it with both hands, they perform

extraordinary feats of skill.

The class which goes by the name of Bankutu are likewise famous.

They use a peculiar sword which, though bent towards the point, is

straight near the handle. But they do not make use of a shield. The

skill which they exhibit passes all description. Others make Various

kinds of daggers and knives, and perform with them the most extra-

ordinary feats. Each class of these men has a different name ; they also

1 They ere celled in the Tuiuk-i Jahingtrl PiyAdahtiyi Khidmatiyya. The name of

their chief under Jahinglr wee Rai ildn. He once picked up the young Skit) ShujiS
who hod fpllca from an upper window to the ground. Tusuk-i Jakilnglrt, p. 303.

* " Among the innovations made by Akbor are tho fHk-Mttcra$, of whom come were
<t ut ionod at every place.*’ A'W/I Kktd*. I, p. 243. Hence the J/«rra« were chiefly poetmen.
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differ in their performances. But it is really impossible to give a mere

description of them ; nor would mere listening to my descriptions be

sufficient.

There are more than a hundred thousand of them. At Court one

thousand of them are always in readiness. Their Sadi (commander of

one hundred) holds the rank of an A^adl, and even a higher one. Their

salaries vary from 80 to 600 d.

The PahluwSns, or Wrestlers.

There are many Persian and Tflranl wrestlers and boxers at Court, as

also stone-throwers, athletes of Hindustan, clever Malt from Gujrit,

and many other kinds of fighting men. Their pay varies from 70 to 460 d.

Every day two well-matched men fight with eaoh other. Many presents

are made to them on such occasions. The following belong to the, best

wrestlers of the age—Mirra Khan of Gilan
; Muhammad QulT of Tabriz,

to whom Bis Majesty has given the name of Sher-hamla, or lion-attacker

;

§adiq of Buj^ara ; 'All of Tabriz ; Murad of Turldstan ; Muhammad
'All of Tilran; FOlid of Tabriz; Qasim of Tabriz ; Mlrza Kuhna-suwar

of Tabriz; Sh&h Qull of Kurdistan ; Hilal of Abyssinia ; Sadhfl Day&l

;

'All ; Sri Ram ; Kanhya ; Mangol ; Ganesh ; Anba ; Nanka ; Balbhadr

;

Bajrnith.

The Chdas, or Slaves.1

His Majesty, from religious motives, dislikes the name banda, or

slave
;‘

for he believes that mastership belongs to no one but God. He
therefore calls this class of men Chdat, which Hindi term signifies a

faithful disciple* Through His Majesty’s kindness, many of them have

chosen the road to happiness.*

Various meanings attach to the term slave.4 First, that which people

in general mean by a slave. Some men obtain power over such as do not

belong to their sect, and sell and buy them. The wise look upon this

as abominable. Secondly, he is called a slave who leaves the path of

selfishness and chooses the road of spiritual obedience.* Thirdly, one’s

[i Chela, H„ etc.—P.]
* The word Chela u the momu the Arab, murid, a diteipl* who place* imjdioit belief

in hie marthid or ofr, the heed ot the sect. “ And asany of His Majesty's special disciple*,

in Ml, called themselves cMes in Imitation at the me of this tons among Jcgb."—
Baddfiat 11, p, MS.

The anther of the grotty Tafkira entitled Kalimdf ’ehSkaKard, which contain*

biographie* of the poets el the eleventh oentary, wee called Chela. His teal asms is

Mint Mohammad Altai ; a* a poet ha I* known a* Soroush.
* By joining thsDivias Faith.

f* Chela f—P.l
* Inaemnoh ad snob a man blindly follow* hie ffr.
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child. Fourthly, one who kills s man in order to inherit his property.

FifiMy, i robber who repents and attaches himself to the man whom he

had robbed. Sixthly, a murderer whose guilt has been atoned by payment

of money, in which case the murderer becomes the slave of the man who

releases him. Seventhly, he who cheerfully and freely prefers to live as

adave.

The pay of Chelae varies from 1 ft. to 1 i. per item. His Majesty

has divided them into several sections, and has handed them over to active

and experienced people who give them instruction in several things.

Thus tiny acquire knowledge, elevate their position, and learn to perform

their dirties with propriety.

His Majesty, who encourages everything which is excellent and knows

the value of talent, honoun people of various classes with appointments

in the ranks of the army ; and raises them from the position of a common

soldier to the dignity of a grandee.

The Kvhirt, or PSOA bearers.

They form a class of foot*servants peculiar to India. They carry

heavy loads on their shoulders, and travel through mountains and valleys.

With th°ir pSlkit, singhStans, chaudolt, and dulit, they walk so evenly

that the man inside is not inconvenienced by any jolting. There are

many in this country ; but the best Came from the -Dakhin and Bengal.

At Court, several thousand of them are kept. The pay of a head bearer

varies from 192 to 384 d. Common bearers get from 120 to 160 i.

Dakhiti troopt.

A fixed number of these troops are handed over to the Man^abdars

;

but they are paid by the State. His Majesty has ordered to designate

these infantry soldiers in the descriptive rolls as ntmo tuwir&n, or half

troopers.

The fourth part of Daj&illtroops are matchlock-bearers ; the others

cany bows.

Carpenters, workers in iron, water-carriers, pioneers, belong to this

class.

A non-commissioned officer of the matchlock-bearers receives 160 i.

or 4 ft. ; common matchlock-bearers get 140 i. The Mlrdahas of the

archers get from 120 to 180 d. ; common archers from 100 to 120 i.

I could say much more on this subject, but I must oontentmyself

with having described the principal classes. I have also given some

details in speaking of the several workshops and offices of the Household.
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A'in 7.

REGULATIONS REGARDING THE BRANDING OF ANIMALS.

When His Majesty had fixed the ranks of the army, and inquired

into the quality of the hones, he ordered that upright 'Bitikchls should

make out descriptive rolls ef the soldien and write down their .peculiar

marks. Their ages, the names of their fathen, dwelling-places, and race,

v tpre to be registered. A Darogha also was appointed, whose duty it is

to see that the men are not unnecessarily detained. They were to

perform their duties without taking bribes or asking for remunerations.

Every one who wishes to join the army is taken before His Majesty,

in whose presence his rank is fixed, after which the clerks make out the

T&tiqa [vide A‘In 10].

Dakkiti troops are admitted on the signature of the M&na&bdars.

His Majesty has also appointed five experienced officen who have to

look after the condition of the men, their horses, and the stipulated amount

of pay. His Majesty has the men assembled in an open place, and

receives the several descriptive rolls, when the men with their horses are

handed over to the above five officers. The amount of their pay is then

entered at the bottom of the descriptive rolls, and is countersigned by

those officers, which Berves as a proof, and prevents fraudulent alterations.

Each roll is then handed over to the inspecting Darogha. He takes them

in the manner described above [vide A*In 4] to His Majesty, who orders

the pay to be increased or decreased, His Majesty discerns the value of

a man by the lineaments of his forehead, and can therefore increase or

decrease his pay. He also distinguishes a tradesman by the look of his

face from a soldier, so much so that experienced people are astonished,

and refer His Majesty's power of discernment to ' hidden knowledge '.

When the roll is thus certified, it is also signed by the Foyt^o Name
(A*In 10), the Mir *An, and the officer commanding the guards. On the

strength of this certificate, the Dirogha of the dSgk (brand) marks the

horses.

When the brand was first introduced, it was made in the shape of the

head of the letter sin (i.e. like this, r], and was put on the right tide of

the neck of the horse. For some time, it was made in shape of two

alifi intersecting at right angles, the heads of the alif being made heavy

as in this figure and put on the right thigh. For some time again,

it was made like a bow with the string taken off. At last, numerals

were introduced, which plan best frustrates fraudulent practices. They
m«ln> iron numerals, by which all indistinctness is avoided. These new
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rigna axe likewise pot on the right thigh. Formerly, etch hone on being

mustered for the firsttimo, was marked with a 1 ; the second time with

a 2, and so on ; but now His Majesty has ordered that separate numerals

should be used for the horses of the princes, the Mangabdan, the governors

of the provinces, and all other dignitaries attached to the Court.

The carefulness with which the system of marking horses was attended

to resulted at once in truthful reports regarding dead hones ; for when

a soldier, after the introduction of the system of repeated marks (vide

next A*In), brought a horse which had been exchanged, he would demand

his pay from the time he had last received his pay, whilst the Bajjjphl

commenced to count from the day be brought Ids (exchanged) hone.

But since the present mark was introduced, the rule was made that each

horse with which, instead of with his old one, a trooper came tothe muster,

should be described, and should get the same mark as the dead one ; the

Bajftshis, at the subsequent musters held for repeating the marks, were

to inspect it and go by the brand. Horses answering the description

in the rolls were even hired and substituted for the old ones ; but as the

mark was not forthcoming, the deception was detected, and the soldiers

thus learnt to be honest.

jf*i» 8.

ON THE REPETITION OF THE MARK.

The servants (Mangabdars) of His Majesty have their horses every

year newly marked, and thus maintain the efficiency of the army, as by

their endeavours unprincipled people learn to choose.the path of honesty.

If a Mangabdar delays bringing his men to the muster, one-tenth of his

jaglr (oqtS*)
1 is withheld. Formerly, when the mark was repeated, they

put the number on the muster of the horse, marking, for example, a horse

with a 2 when it was mustered the second time, and so on ; but now, as

each class of soldiers had a particular mark, the mark is merely repeated

at the subsequent musters. In the case of Ahadis, the former custom was

retained. Some Bitikchls, and near servants of His Majesty, who have

no leisure to look after jagfrs, receive their monthly salaries in cash, and

1 Properly iqt/ik, Inf. IV, of qafid ; but in Indio the word ia mostly pronounced as
a7/d. The king is therefore .called muqtft, one who confers lands on the nobles; abetr.

n. mstf.fgr, the giving of lands to nobles, of which the Moghul historians sooiiss Sher
Shfth. Vide end of A*in 10, third book, J/stfog, past part.,one on whom landshave been
conferred ; so often in the Tdrtfai FlrOx Sk&kf. Frqm the times of AJchsr the words
ajMg, and jdgtr are used as synonyms ; before his time we only find Offif need ; but
jrljfr occurs, or jJyglr, la its etymological sense. In later Historians the wordsffdg is but
rarely met with.
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muster their hones every eighteen months. Grandees whose jagirs are

very remote, do not bring their horses to muster before twelve yean have

elapsed ;
but when six yean have elapsed since the last muster, one-tenth

of their income is retrenched. And if a Man^abdar has been promoted

to a higher Mansab, and three years have elapsed since he last presented

his hones at muster, he receives a personal J) increase of salary, but

draws the allowance for the increased number of his men after the first

muster. His old and his new men then get their assignments. If at the

renewal of the mark at subsequent rnustem, any soldier brings a superior

hone in exchange for his old one, he is taken before His Majesty, who

inspects and accepts it.

A*in 9.

RULES ABOUT MOUNTING GUARD.

Mounting guard is called in Hindi chaukx. There are three kinds of

guards. The four divisions of the army have been divided into seven

parts, each of which is appointed for one day, under the superintendence

of a trustworthy Man^abdar. Another, fully acquainted with all

ceremonies at Court, is appointed as*Aftr *Arz. All orders of His Majesty

are made known through these two officers (the Mir *Arz, and the

commander of the Palace). They are day and night in attendance about

the palace, ready for any orders His Majesty may issue. In the evening,

the Imperial Qur (vide p. 116) is taken to the State hall. The mounting

guards stand on the right
;
the ranks of the guards to be relieved are

drawn up on the other side. His Majesty generally inspects the guards

himself, and takes notice of the presence or absence of the soldiers.

Both ranks salute His Majesty. If His Majesty be prevented by more

important affairs from attending, one of tho princes is ordered to inspect

the guard*. From predilection and a desire to teach soldiers their duties,

as also from a regard to general efficiency, His Majesty pays much

attention to the guards. If any one is absent without having a proper

excuse, or from laziness, he is fined one week’s pay, or receives a suitable

reprimand.

The Imperial army has been divided into twelve parts, each of which

mounts guard for the space of one month. This gives all troops,whether

near or far, an opportunity to come to Court, and to partake of the

liberality of His Majesty. But those who are stationed at the frontiers,

or told off for any important duty, merely send in reports of their exact

17



condition, and continue to perform His Majesty’s special orders. On the

first of every solar month, the guards are drawn up to salute His Majesty,

as is usual on weekly parades, and are then distinguished by royal marks

of favour.

The Imperial army has also been divided into twelve other divisions,

each of which is selected in turn, to come to Court for one year and do

duty near the person of His Majesty.

i*i» 10.

REGULATIONS REGARDING THE WAQI<A-NAWl8.»

Keeping records is an excellent thing for a government ; it is even

necessary for every rank of society. Though a trace of this office may
have existed in ancient times, its higher objects were but recognized in

the present reign. His Majesty has appointed fourteen zealouB,

experienced, and impartial clerks, two of whom do daily duty in rotation,

so that the turn of each conies after a fortnight.* Some other suitable

men are selected as supernumeraries, each of whom is appointed for one

day ; and if any of the fourteen be detained by an important business,

this additional person acts for him. Hence they are called total

(supernumeraries).

Their duty is to write down the orders and the doings of His Majesty

and whatever the heads of the departments report ; what His Majesty

eats and drinks
;
when he sleeps, and when he rises ; the etiquette in

the State hall ; the time His Majesty spends in the Harem ; when he

goes to the general and private assemblies ; the nature of hunting-parties

;

the slaying of animals ;
* when he marches, and when he halts ; the acta

of His Majesty as the spiritual guide of the nation ; vows made to him

;

his remarks (vide Fifth Book) ; what books he has read out to him

;

what alma he bestows ;
what presents he makes ; the daily and monthly

aggnitita 4 which he imposes on himself ; appointments to man^abs

;

oontingenta of troops; salaries; jaglrs; Irmas money (vide above,

p. 260, note 2) ;
sayurghals (rent-free land) ;

the increase or decrease of

1 From trri'/icn an event and nawU i. writer. Instead of witqifa-MwU we also find

majli*-natch.

Thvre was a tniqifa-nawh, or recover, in each $(iba. From several places in the

Tuzuk-i Jahdngh i, we see that the Bat&*hle of the SJQboi often held the posts of IFdgfta-

naich at the same time. Vide Tuzuk, p. 121. L 2 ; p. 137, 1. 1 ;
p. 171, 1. 5,

1 Hence the arrangement must nave been as follows—first day, fiistafed second

writers; second day, second ami third writers ; third day, thirdand fourth.Writers, and

so on.
* Akbar wished to restrict the slaving of animals. Tide above, p. 200, 1. 9.

4 Especially fasts.



taxes ; contracts ;
sales, money transfers

;
peshkash (tribute receipts)

;

dispatch
;

the issue of orders ; the papers which are signed by His

Majesty
; the arrival of rc]x>rts ;

the minutes thfercon ; the arrivals of

courtiers
;

their departures
;

the fixing 1 of periods ; the inspection

of the guards ; battles, victories, and peace ; obituaries of well-known

persons
;
animal-fights and the bettings on them ; the dying of horses ;

capital punishments
;
pardons granted by His Majesty

;
the proceedings

of the general assemblies
;

marriages, births ; cltawgdn games (vide

29) ;
clutupar nurd, chess, curd games, etc.

;
extraordinary

phenomena
;
the harvests of the year

;
the reports on events.

After the digry has been corrected by one of His Majesty’s servants,

it is laid before the emperor, and approved by him. The clerk then

makes a copy of each report, signs it, and hands it over to those who

require it as a voucher, when it is also signed by the Parwanchl, by the

Jl/7r *Ar?
f
and by that person who laid it before His Majesty. The report

in this state is called ydd-ddsht
,
or memorandum.

j

Besides, there arc several copyists who write a good hand and a lucid

style. They receive ydd-ddsht when completed, keep it with themselves,

and make a proj>er abridgement of it. After signing it, they return

this instead of the ydd-daslit, when the abridgement is signed and sealed

by the Wdqfia-hdtvis, and the Risdla-ddr
,

2 the Mir CArz, and the Ddrogha .

The abridgement, thus completed, is called Ttfiltqa, and the writer

is called I'afitiya-mwis.

The Tcfitiqa is then signed, as stated above, and sealed by the ministers

of state.

His Majesty's object is, that every duty be properly performed

;

that there be no undue increase, or decrease in any department ; that

dishonest people be removed, and trustworthy people be held in esteem ;

and that active servants may work without fear, and negligent and

forgetful men be held in check.

A%
\n 11.

ON SANADS.

Every money matter will be satisfactorily settled, when the parties

express their minds clearly, then take a pen and write down the

1 TuSini mud tut, the fixing of periodical inspections ; opp. bt-Mini tlmadan to come
at times not appointed beforehand, unexpectedly.

1 The text has rivila, which stands for riitla-thir, as, in later timet, $Hba for
*yihn>ddr.

For Mir $ A r? we find in the early historians Crfrfc.
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statement in legible handwriting. Every written statement of accounts

is called a sanad. All classes of men adopt such a practice.

The sanad is the voucher which relieves the treasurer of all responsi-

bility, and on which people receive payment of their claims. Honest

experienced officers, upon whose forehead the stamp of correctness shines,

write the agreement upon loose pages and leaves, so that the transaction

cannot be forgotten. These loose sheets into which all sanads are entered

are called the Daftar

His Majesty has made himself acquainted with this department

and brought it into proper wGrking order. He has appointed clever,

honest, incorruptible, experienced writers, and entrusts the daftar to

impartial officers, who are under his immediate control.

The Daftar of the empire is divided into three parts :

—

1. The AhwSbu
9

l-mdl or entries referring to the revenue of the country.

This part of the Daftar explains the revenue of the empire, details any

increase or decrease, and specifies every other source of income (as

presents, etc.).

2. The Arbab*
9

t-tahaml2 This part explains the manner in which

the sums for the Household have been expended ; it contains the debits

and credits entered on account of the cashkeepers employed at Court

;

and lastly, contains the accounts of daily expenditure, etc., for things

bought or sold.

3. The Tawjih .
3 This part contains all entries referring to the pay

of the army, and shafts the manner in which the pay is given out.

Some sanads are merely sealed with the imperial seal. Other sanads

are first signed and scaled by the ministers of State, and are afterwards

laid before His Majesty for signature. Many sanads, however, are only

signed and sealed by the grandees of the Court. This will be explained

in the following.

The Farmdn-i sabtt .

Farmdn-i mbits are issued for three purposes :

—

1. For appointments to a Mansab ; to the VakTlship ; to the post of

Sipdh-salar (governor of a province and Commander-in-Chief) ; to the

1 English writers of the last century often refer to this system of keei ing all documents
in loose sheets, instead of bound books. The sheets were kept together by a string drawn
through them. This custom, I am informed, is still in use in Persia ; and suits Eastern

countries, the hot and damp climate of which soon destroys the binding of books. The
word daftar is the Greek a tanned hid*;, parchment, *ak»6-» daftar. Minister of

Finance, the same as Diwdn ana Vazir. Daftari means in India a man kept in every office

for mending pens, ruling paper and forms, etc.
1 The men toko get trantfer receipt* oh the Treasury. This p&rt of the Daftar contained

all Household accounts, as specified above. Though all MSS. read Arbdb, it is probable

that abwdb is thfi more usual expression.
a Or, the giving of wajh (pay) to the army ; hence tawjih, military accounts. For

Umjth, some MSS. read towjihah.
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tutorship of the prinoes ; to the rank of 4mtr“ 'l-umard (vide p. 260)

;

to a NakiyaR, or districtship ; to the post of Vatir, or Finance Minuter

;

to the Bakhikuhip (Paymaster and Adjutant-General) ; to the post of

a fair, or a judge.

2. For appointments to jagirs, without military service

;

1 for taking

charge of a newly conquered territory ; sometimes . . .*

3. For conferring Sayurghalt (vide A*in 19) ; for grants on account

of daily subsistence allowance ; and for grants for beneficent purposes.

When the Ta^tiqa has been made out, the Dlwin-i Jagir (who keeps

the Jagir accounts) pays the stipulated grant. If the jagir is given for

military services, with the order of bringing horses to the muster, the

grant is once more sent to the Bakhshls for inspection, when the following

words are written either on the back or the corner of the paper— khafa,

o mardum baraward numdyand ; kargardn-i in shughl chihra-naunti

kunand (this is special
;
the estimate for the salary may be made out.

The proper officers are to prepare the descriptive rolls). When the horses

are then branded at the time of the muster, the BaMshi general takes the

Ta*tiqa, keeps it, and hands instead of it a writing specifying the amount

of the monthly salary, duly signed and sealed.

This paper, which the Bakhthi grants instead of the TafiRqa, is called

Sarfthat.

The Sarkhats are entered in the daflara of all Sub-Bakhshis, and are

distinguished by particular marks. The Diwan then keeps the Sarkhat

with himself, prepares an account of the annual and monthly salary due

on it, and reports the matter to His Majesty. If His Majesty gives the

order to confers jagir on the person specified in the Sarkhat, the following

words are entered onthe top ofthe report : Ta^tiqa-yitan qalaminumdyand

(they are to write out a TaSBqa-yx tan (certificate of salary)). This order

suffices for the clerks ; they keep the order, and make out a draft to that

eifeot: The draft is then inspected by the Diwan, who verifies it by

writing on it the words sabt numdyand (ordered to be entered). The mark

of the daftar, and the seal of the Diwan, the Bafchshi, and the Accountant

the Diwan, are put on the draft in order, when the Imperial grant is

1 Jrigire, to which no military service attaches, appear to be called beddgb 0 mabaUi,

i.e., the holder had nothing to do with the army and the musters, at which the Manyabdirs
drew the salaries of their contingents, nor with the collection of the taxes of the several

Mobil

U

or Parganas.. Thus FeUb*
%Uah of Shir&z ( vide p. 20J) received Basiwar as his

jlglr, beddgb o maballl Badri,oni, p. 315. Bad&.oni also had a jigir of 1,000 BTghas

at which he often grumbles, calling himself by way of joke //esdri, or Commander of One
Thousand.

* The text has jde (sometimes ?) ha Sunwrin-i mulls (milk ?} dddan—which I do not

understand.
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written on the outside. The draft thus completed is sent for signature

to the Dlwan.

The $akxb-i Tawjih, or military accountant, keeps the former TcfiKqa

with himself, writes its details on the Farman, and seals and signs it. It

is then inspected by the Mustawfi, and is signed and sealed by him.

Afterwards the Nazir and the Bakhshis do so likewise, when it is sealed

by the Dlwan, his accountant, and the Vakil of the State.

If His Majesty’s order specifies a cash payment, thefarman is made

out in the same manner, but is generally called bant (cheque). A state*

ment of accounts of the transaction is appended at the bottom of it.

After the Nazir, the Dman-i Buyutat signs it, and when it has passed

through the hands of the Bakhshis and the Dlwan, it is sealed and signed

by the Khan Saman. The receipts and expenditure of the Imperial

workshops, the deposits and payment^ of salaries to the workmen (of

whom some draw their pay on [military] descriptive rolls, and others

according to the services performed by them, as the mta engaged in the

Imperial elephant and horse stables, anl| in the waggon department)

are all made by barats. The accountant of each workshop (or stable)

writes out annually two barats, one for the six months from forwardth

(February-March) to Shakritcar, and the other from Mtkr (September)

to Isfandiyarmuz, He writes down the allowances on account of grain,

grass, etc., both in shape of cash and stores, and the salaries of the

workmen, and signs the statement. The Dlwdn-i Buyvtat inspects them,

passes the order for payment, inquires into the increase or decrease, if

any, and writes on the margin oz tahml-i fedani barSt namsand, '
Let

a barSt be made out showing the amount to be deposited with such and

suoh a Mushrif’ The Mushrif of the workshop or stable then takes it,

writes out an order and the receipt, and seals and signs it. In all cash

payments, one-fourth is deducted, as another sanad is given for this

amount. The Diwdn-i BuyOtat then gives the order to have it entered.

The Mushrif does so, signs and seals the barSt and the receipt. It then

passes through the hands of the military accountant, the Nazir, the

Dlwan-i BuyOtat, the Diwan-i Kul, the Khan Saman, the Mushrif of

the Dlwan, and the Vakil, who sign and seal it. In every case the estimate

is sent along with it, so that there may be no mistake. When it has been

laid before His Majesty, the Mushrif writes out the receipt, which is then

in the same manner entered into the several daftan. The mode of

payment also is detailed on the back of it, vis., one-fourth is to-be paid in

gold (ashrafis), one-half in silver (rijns), and onp part in copper (dffmt),

according to the fixed values of the coins.
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The Farmans in favour of Man^abdara are made out in the same

manner ; they are, however, never sent to the officers of the workshops

and stables.

In case of SagurghaU (vide A*in 19), the farmans, after having been'

signed by the Mustawfl, are entered in the daftart of the Dtwon-i Safiadat

(vide A*In 19), they are then signed and sealed by the Sadr, and the

IXwSn-i Kid.

Farmans are sometimes written in Jug^rd character ; but the two

first lines are not made, short. Such a Farman is called a Pamancha.

Parwanchas are made out for the stipulated salaries of the Begums and

the princes ; for the stipends of people under the care of the Dtwdn-i

Sa^adat (vide A*in 19) ; the salaries of the A^adis, Chelas, and of some

officers in the workshops ; and for the allowances on account of the food of

Birgit horses (vide p. 147, A*in 54). The treasurer does not annually

demand a new sanad, but pays the allowances on the mere receipt, signed

and sealed by the ministers of the State. The Mushrif (accountant)

writes out the receipt which is signed by the recipient, and is then sent

to the Dlwan for orders. It is then signed by the Mushrif, the Mustawfl,

the Nazir-i buyiltat, the Diwan-i kul, the l£han-Saman, the Mushrif of

the Dlwan. In the Panednchas given to Ahadls, the signature, seal, and

orders of the AhadibCtshi, or Commander of the Ahadls, are required after

those of the Mustawfl, the Dlwan, and the BaMuhls, because His Majesty

from motives of kindness, and from a desire to avoid delay, has ordered

that these Parwanchas need not be laid before him.

Nor does His Majesty sign sarkhafs, sale and purchase rcoeipts, price-

lists, Sarf-namchas (statements of sumsforwardedtoCourtby thecollectors

of the Imperial domains), qarar-mmas (which specify the revenue collec-

tions of the collectors on account of the ryots), and the muqnsd (statements

of account which Tahwilddrs take from the Mustawfl, showing that the

sums which they had received as deposits, have been correctly expended).

i*In 12.

THE ORDER OF. THE SEALS.

Farmans, Parwanchas, and Barits, are made into several folds,

beginning from the bottom. On the first fold which is less broad, at a

place towards the edge where the paper is cut off, the Vakil puts his seal

;

opposite to it, but a little lower, the Mushrif of the Dfwin puts his seal,

in such a manner that half of it goes to the second fold. Then, in like

manner, but a little lower, comes the seal of the §adr. But when Shayjft
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*Abdu ’n-Nabl and Sultan Kbwija were ijladrs {vide note to A*in 19),

they need to put their seals opposite to that of the Vakil. In tho middle

of that fold is the place where that person puts his seal who comes nearest

in rank to the Vakil, as Atka Kb&n did at the time of Mun*im Kb&n,

and Adham Khan- The Mir M&l, the Kban Saman, the Parwinchl,

etc., seal on the second fold, but in such a manner that a smaller part

of their seals goes to the first fold. The seals of the Diw&n, and the

B&hhshl do not go beyond the edge of the second fold, whilst the Dlwan-i

jus, the Bakhshl-yi jus, and the Diwan-i buyfttat put their seals on the

third fold. The Mustawfl puts his seal on the fourth, and t-he §&bib-i

Tawjih on the fifth fold. The seal of His Majesty is put above the

TughrU lines on the top of the Farman, where the princes also put their

seals in TaSRqas.

A*in 13.

THE FARMAN-I BAYA?I.

Some matters connected with the Government do not admit of delay,

or must not to be known to everyone. Such an order receives only the

Imperial seal, and is called a Farman-i bayafi.1 Tho farman is folded up,

and two edges are made to meet, when a knot of paper is put over them,

which is sealed up in such manner that the oontents cannot be seen.

The sealing wax » made of the gum 1 of the Kunar, the Bar, the Plpal,

and other trees. Like wax, it gets warm when exposed to fire, but gets

afterwards cool and hatd. When thus sealed, the farman is put into a

golden cover ; for His Majesty looks upon the use of external signs of

grandeur as an act of divine worship. Such farmans are carried by

Mangabdars, Abadfo, or common foot-soldiers, to the parties concerned.

When an officer receives such an order he proceeds a proper distance

to meet it, performs various acts of obeisance, puts it on the crown of his

head, makes the sijda, and rewards the messenger according to the favour

conferred upon himself, or according to his circumstances. According to

His Majesty’s wishes, the bags in which reports are sent, are secured in

the same manner os a Farman-i bayafi, so that no alterations are possible.

In consequence of this, much trouble, is avoided, and dishonest practices

are put a stop to.

1 That in, a blank farmftn.

f * Lak. Tho author probably meant 41 tan It it from the exudations from slits

made overnight in the bark of the bat and the plpal tree that the best birddime is

made.—P.]
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A*\n 14.

ON THE MANNER IN WHICH SALARIES ARE PAID.

When any one has the good fortune of joining the army, he receives,

on bringing his horses to the muster, a proper sanad without delay and

without costs. All accounts of salaries are made out in dims ; but at the

time of making out the estimate he receives one half in rupees, reckoned

at thirty-eight dams 1 each. Half of the remainder is paid in muhurs at

nine rupees each, and the last quarter is given in dim for stores. When
the value of the rupee was raised to forty dams, the soldiers, through His

Majesty’s kindness, received dams at the same rate. Every year one

month’s pay is subtracted on account of the horse, the value of which is

raised fifty per cent, above prime cost, and for accoutrements but, as

much care is shown in buying horses, this increase is not productive of

any loss for the soldier. Besides, Abadb are continually employed for

affairs of importance, and are permitted to carry the orders of His

Majesty ; and whatever is given to them as an acknowledgment for their

services by the recipients of the orders, is allowed to be kept by the

Abadb as a present if they bear a good character ; but if not, a part of

it is reckoned as monthly pay.

With the view of teaching zeal and removing the stamp of laziness.

His Majesty fines soldiers for absence from guard ; an AbadI loses fifteen

days' pay, and other soldiers one week’s.

The Commander of every contingent (Tahdnbashi) is allowed to keep

for himself the twentieth part of the pay of his men, wi ich reimburses

him for various expenses.

A%
ln 15. *

MUSttADAT, OR LOANS TO OFFICERS.

Higher Officers, who receive lands or monthly salaries may occasionally

come into difficulties when it would be against the rules of the government

for them to ask for a present. For this reason His Majesty appointed a

treasurer and a separate Mir Mr?, and those who wish to borrow money

may now do so without prejudice to their honour, or annoyance of

delay. For the first year, nothing is charged ; in the second, the loan

is- increased by a sixteenth part of it ; in the third year, by one-eighth

;

in the fourth year, by one-fourth
; from the fifth to the seventh, by one-

half ; from the eighth to the tenth year, by three-fourths ; from the

tenth year and longer, double the original loan is charged, after which

there is no further increase.

1 The MSS. h*re forty-eight.
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His Majesty’s only object 1 is to teach propriety in transactions ; else

mutual esteem will never increase among men from the nature of their

mercantile affairs.

This regulation brought unprincipled usurers to the proper path, and

thus prevented much impropriety.

A'in 16 .

ON DONATIONS.

His Majesty, from his knowledge of man’s nature, gives donations in

various ways. It looks as if he lends, but in his heart, he makes a present

;

or he calls the donation a loan, but never asks it back. The far and near,

the rioh and poor, share His Majesty’s liberality. He gives away elephants,

horses, and other valuable articles. The BakhshTs read out daily the

names of the guards and other soldiers, mentioning such first as have never

received anything. His Majesty gives them horses. When a soldier has

received a horse, he is not recommended to His Majesty for the space of

a year for any other donation.

A*ln 17 .

ON ALMS.

His Majesty bestowB upon the needy money and necessaries, winning

the hearts of all in public or private. Many enjoy daily, monthly, or

yearly allowances, which they receive without being kept waiting. It is

impossible forme to detail the sums which some people receive in conse-

quence of representations having been made of their circumstances by

i

such as stand near the throne ; and it would take up too much time to

describe the presents made daily to beggars, or the eating houses which

havo been established for the poor.1

There is a treasurer always waiting * at Court ; and every beggar

whom His Majesty sees is sure to find relief.

A*'m 18 .

THE CEREMONY OF WEIGHING HIS MAJESTY.

From reasons of auspiciousness, and as an opportunity of bestowing

presents upon the poor, His Majesty is weighed twice a year. Various

articles are put into the scales.

1 It is needless to remind the reader that rlmr.ins interest on lonns is apninst the
Muhammadan Iaw. Hut Akbur wan a Hindu in surli matters.

a n<fe p. 210, 1. 10. * 1’iifr p. ir», I. 1.
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Qn the first day of the month of Ab&n [15th October], which is the

eolar anniversary frfthe emperor, His Majesty is weighed twelve times

against the following articles
:

gold, quicksilver, silk, perfumes, copper
rtih-t UtUjfd, drugs, ghl, iron, rice-milk, seven kinds of grain, salt ; the

order of these articles being determined by their costliness. According to

the number of years Hie Majesty has lived, there is given away an equal

number of sheep, goats, fowls, to people that breed these animals. Agreat
number of small animals are also set at liberty.

His Majesty is weighed a second time on the 5th of Rajab,1 against

eight articles, vis., silver, tin, cloth, lead, fruits, mustard oil, and
vegetables. On both occasions the festival of S&girih (birthday) is

celebrated, when donations, or grants of pardon, are bestowed upon people

of ell ranks.

The Imperial princes, sons, and grandsons of His Majesty are weighed

once in every solar year. They are for the first time weighed when two

years old, but only against one thing. Every year, however, a new
additional tiling is put on the scales. When grown up, they are generally

weighed against seven or eight things, but not against more than twelve.

Animals are set free as usual.

A separate treasurer and an accountant are appointed for this purpose,

ao that the expenditure may be made with every propriety*

1 The lunar birthday of the omparor. At this was ths Muhammadan birthday, the
nrtfcks ware, of oouvae, fewer and Isas valuable.

1 According to ths T*suMJM*gtri{p. 163) and PAdUkMMmn (I, p. 243). the weigh-
ing of the Royal parson was introduced by Akbar. It is an old Hindu custom. At first

tha weighing took plaoe ones a year, on the birthday of the Emperor ; but with the intro-

duction of Akbar's Divine (solar) Era, wo find in ths history of every year the record of
nwasn-i sfisifi, or iefor weighing, and a waxn-i Maori, or lunar weighing. There was
of oourae, a isah*, or feast, on such occasions, ana courtiers on the same day were pro-
moted tohigher Mandate, or presented theirpeskka*h. Ths feast was of special imjwtanco
for the Hams. It appears (vide Pidishlhnima, n. 243) that the articles against which
the royal person was weighed ween sent from the Harem, or by the mother of the reigning
empemr. Jahinglr, according to several remarks in ths Tuznk (pp. 60, 70, 276, etc.), was
even weighed in the palace of his angust mother, to whom the Tutnk gives the title of
JferpsM Zam&ni, the Mary of the age, as Akbar'e mother had been styled Maryam

*226°** M*Br *”** 111 evcn re^ne<^ by Aurangxeb ; vide

The birthday of the emperor was of importance for the Harem, as there the string
was kept, which numbered as many knots as the emperor numbered years ; hence also

fffffrj* (« etyfart, as the word is pronounced all over India) “the year's knot ”, or
fentottY*

VUI knot* or bite of string, or ribbon, to the tombs of saints is considered by barren
women ae a means of obtaining a son, and the tomb of Sollm-i Ctiehti in Fathpdr Slkfl,
in whose bouse Jahinglr was bom, is oven nowadays visited by Hindu and Musalman
women, who tie bite or knng to the marble trellis surrounding the tomb. Similar rows
••• jyj® Phmed on Akbar's tomb in 8ikandra, near Agra.

_ .“liars regulation, as given in the above A*In, appears to have been continued under
Jahiagfr ffcwahinmads eome alterations, in as far as he was weighed on each feast first
spinet gold and silver, and then against other articles. The articles themselves were
givm away to the courtiers, or to pious men and beggars, as a means of keeping the royal
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A'in 19.

ON SUYttRGHALS *

His Majesty, in his care for the nation, confers benefits,on people of

various classes ; and in the higher wisdom which God has conferred upon

him, he considers doing so an act of divine worship.

His Majesty, from his desire to promote rank distinctions, confers

lands and subsistence allowances on the following four classes of men,

first, on inquirers after wisdom who have withdrawn from all worldly

occupation,and make no difference betweennightand daytime in searching

after true knowledge ;
secondly, on such as toil and practise self-denial,

and while engaged in the struggle with the selfish passions of human

nature, have renounced the society of men ;
thirdly, on such as ar*weak

and poor, and have no strength for inquiry
;
fourthly, on honourable men

of gentle birth who from want of knowledge are unable to provide for

themselves by taking up a trade.

Subsistence allowances, paid in cosh, are called Wapfa; lands

conferred are called Milk, or Madad-i matash. In this way krors are

given away, and yet the grants are daily increasing in number.

As the circumstances of men have to be inquired into before grants

are made, and their petitions must be considered in fairness, an

experienced man of correct intentions is employed for this office. He

ought to beat peace with every party, and must be kind towards the

people at large in word and action. Such an officer is called ^adr. The

Qazi and the Mir *Adl are under his orders. He is assisted in his important

duties bv a clerk, who has to look after the financial business?and is now-

adays styled Diwdn-i SoSadat.

His Majesty, in his mercy, orders his servants to introduce to him such

|H ,r«in from all bodily and mental harm. The sold and the eUver against which JaUngfr
Mas ..ni l' » dulled amounted to Re. 33,000; but according to the Tank, the money
Itaa ilixtrHiaml among the women of the Harem. On another occasion (funk, p. 103),

.lulla n«rr wuh found to weigh 0,514 tolas. Taking the tola at 186 grain* (Prineep'e useful

la lilts, l.v 10. Thomas, p. Ill), .Tah&ngfr at the age of forty-seven would have weighed

210} llw, Troy. i

Ak IMir, in accordance with his Hindu tendencies, used to give the money to Brahmins*
“ On the fifth of Kajab 073, which is the day on which the Emperor was born, tha feast

of u-cighiuu H is Majesty was hold at NizamiDid,a town belonging to the Sirkir of JaunpAr,

l.ir according to established custom the emperor is weighed twice a year, on his aolak and

lunar birthdays, against gold, silver, etc., which ie given as a present If the Brahmins of

India, and otllers. Poets used, and still use, each opportunities foe presenting nice poeme,

Hath).oh ii, p. 84. __

Occasionally, courtiers jrere weighed for important personal services. Thus Jahingtr

had once his Court doctor Bit" 7/iU weighed in sUrerJIswl', p. 833), the sum being givm
him ns a fee in addition to throe villages, which were bestowed upon him asjdglr.

1
I’iilr the note at the end of this A*!n.



as an worthy of giants, and a hugs number receive the assistance they

desire.

When His Majesty commenced to inquire into this department, it was

discovered that the former $odr« had been guilty of bribery and dishonest

practices. He therefore appointed, at the recommendation of near friends,

Shayhh <Abdn ’n-Nabl to this important office. The lands which wen
then held by Afghans and Chaudrto wen taken away, and beoame domain

lands d&fdfa),
1 whilst all others that held giants wen referred to the

8hay]d| who inquired into, and certified, their grants. After some time

it was reported that those who held giants had not the lands in one and

the same place, whereby the weak whose grounds lay near tjfiUfo lands

or near the jaglra of Manfabd&rs, wen exposed to vexations,- and wen
encroached upon by unprincipled men. Elis Majesty then ordered that

they should get lands on one spot, whioh they might choose. This order

proved beneficial for both parties. The officers of the government, on

receiving this order, told oft certain villages for this purpose ; those who

wen weak wen protected, and the encroachments of the unprincipled

wen put a stop to.

But when Time, according to his custom, commenced to tear the veil

of secrets, rumours also regarding this fyadr [*Abdu ’n-Nabl] came to the

ears of His Majesty An order was therefore given that all those who held

mon than five hundred bU/kat should lay their formant personally

befon His Majesty, and in default, should lose their lands. As, however,

the practices of these grant-holders did not come up to the win counsels

of His Majesty, the order was passed that the exoeas of all lands above one

hundred tighat, if left unspecified in the farmSnt, should be reduced to

two-fifths of it, three-fifths of the excess being annexed to the domain

> lands. IrinIand TQranl women alone were excepted from this rule.

As it was reported that impudent, avaricious people used to leave

their old grounds and tales possession of new places, it was ordered that

every one who should leave his place, should lose one-fourth of his lands

and reoeive a new grant.

Again, when His Majesty discovered that the Q&fTs were in the habit

of taking bribes Cram the grant-holders, he resolved, with the view of

obtaining God’s favour, to place no further reliance on these men [the

Qafb], who wear a turban as a sign of respectability, but are bad at heart,

and who wear long sleeves, but fall short in sense. He examined into the

whole matter, and dismissed all Qifb, except those who had been

appointed during the painhip of Sulj£n Kbwija. The Irftnl and Tflrinl

* Tkii is ths Indian pronmeiatfon for tlw Arabic and Persian t&AUf.
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sromen also were convicted oi fraud, and the order was passed that every

excess of land above one hundred tnghas held by them should be

inquired into, whether it was correctly held or not.

During the $adrthip of *AxIzu ’d-Dawla [Mir Fatfrv ’llah of Shlras] the

following order was given If any one held a SuyQrghal together with a

partner, and the farman contained no reference to the share possessed by

each’ partner, the Sadr should, in the event of one of the partners dying,

proceed without further inquiry to a division, the share of the deceased

partner lapsing to the Crown, and remaining domain land till the heirs

should personally apply to His Majesty. The new Sadr Was at the same

time prevented from granting, without previous reference to His Majesty,

more than fifteen blghas.

On account of the general peace and security in the inspire, the

grant-holders commenced to lay out their lands in gipdens, and thereby

derived so much profit, that it tempted the greediness of the Government

officers, who had certain notions of how much was sufficient for 8uyQrgjia]-

holders, to demand revenue taxes ; but this displeased His Majesty, who

commanded that such profits should not be interfered with.

Again, when it was found out that holders of one hundred bighas

and even less were guilty of bribery, the order was given that Mir §adr

Jahan should bring these people before His Msjesty
; and afterwards it

was determined that the §adr with the concurrence of the writer of this

work should cither increase or decrease the grants. The rule now followed

is this, that all &uyflrghal land should consist of one-half of tilled land, and

of one-half of land capable of cultivation ; if the latter half be not so

(i.e., if the whole be tilled land), one fourth of the whole should be taken

away and a new grant be issued for the remainder.

The revenue derived frbm each oigha varies in the several districts,

but is never less than one rupee.

His Majesty, with the view of teaching wisdom and promoting true

piety, pays much attention to this department, and appoints disinterested

men as Sadr* of districts and Sadr of the realm.

Note by the Translator on the Sadr* of Akbar’t reign.

In this A*In—one of the most interesting in the whole work—the

Chaghata*I word suyiirqhBl is translated by the Arabic maiad* l-mafiath,

in Persian madad-i ma*8sh, tor which we often find in Mj3S. madad o

nvfiash. The latter term signifies “ assistance of livelihood ”, and, like its

equivalent milk, or property, it denotes Umitgiotnfor benevolentpurpose*,

as specified by Aba T-Fafl. Such lands were hereditary, and differ for
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this reason tiomjSffir or tuyOl lands, which were conferred lor a specified

time on Manpbd&rs in lieu of salaries.

This A*In proves that Akbar considerably interfered with tuyirghSt

lands, arbitrarily resuming whatever lands he liked, and increasing the

domain, or j&alifa,1 lands to the ruin of many a Muhammadan (Afghan)

family. He also completely broke the power of the $adr, whose dignity,

especially before the Moghul dynasty, had been very great. It was the

Sadr, or as he was generally styled, $adr-i Johan, whose edict legalized

the jvlUs, or accession, of a new king. During the reign of Akbar also,

he ranked as the fourth officer of the empire (vide end of A*in 30). Their

power was immense. They were the highest law-officers, and had the

powers which Administrators-General have among us; they were in

charge of all lands devoted to ecclesiastical and benevolent purposes,

and possessed an almost unlimited authority of conferring such lands

independently of the king. They were also the highest ecclesiastical

law-officers, and might exercise the powers of High Inquisitors. Thus

*Abd* ’n-Nabi, during his Qadrship, ordered two men to be killed for

heresy (vide p. 186, 1. 7, from below).

In the times before the Moghuls, the terms idrarat, xcozaif, milk,

in^Sm-i dehhd, ivfiam-i zamxnhd, etc., occur for the word ntyurghal (or

siyilrgal, or tughurghal, as some dictionaries spell it).

Among the former kings, ?Ala*u ’d-Dfn-i Kbiljl is notorious for the

disregard with which he cancelled the grants of former rulers. He
resumed the greater part of the madad-i nufidih tenures, and made them

domain lands. He also lowered the dignity of the $adr by appointing

his kevbearer to this high office (TSnkh-i Firuzshihi, p. 363). Qulb"

’d-Dln Mubiraksh&h, however, during the four years and- four months

of his reign, reinstated many whom *Alau ’d-Dln had deprived (T. F.,

p. 382). Flrflz Shah is still more praised for his liberality in conferring

lands (T. F., p. 658).

That Sher Shah has often been accused by Moghul Historians for

his bounty in conferring lands, has been mentioned above (p. 256, note)

;

and this may have been one of the reasons why Akbar showed suoh an

unexpected severity towards the grant-holders of bis time.

Each had a Sadr-i jut, or provincial $adr, who was under the

orders of the Chief §adr (Sadr-i Jahtin, or fyadr-i kul, or $adr-i Suiiir).

As in every other department, bribery was extensively carried on

in tin offices of the $adr*. The land specified in thefamSn of a holder

1 R«pmHng Mm turning out of Alamgtfi and iladad-i mKM bolder*, ride Elliot's

Glossary, rador AUemglfl, p. IS.



rarely corresponded in extent to the land whioh he actually held ; or the

language of the farman was ambiguously worded to enable the holder

to take possession of as much as he could and keep it, as long as he bribed

the QSflt and provincial Sadrs. Hence Akbar had every reason, after

repeated inquiries, to canoel grants conferred by former rulers. The

religious views of the emperor (vide p. 176) and the hatred which he

showed to the 'Ulama, most of whom held lands, furnished him with a

personal, and therefore stronger, reason to resume their grants, and drive

them away to Bhakkar in Sind, or to Bengal, the climate of which in

those days was as notorious as, in later days, that of Gombroon. After

the fall of *Abdtt ’n-Nabl—a man whom Akbar used once to honour by

holding the slippers before his feet—Sultan KJywaja, a member iff the

Divine Faith (vide p. 214), was appointed as Sadr ; and the Sain after

him were so limited in conferring lands independently of Akbar, and had

so few grants to look after, as to tempt Bada,onI to indulge insarcastical

remarks. The following were Akbar’s Sadrs

:

—
1. Shayft Gada'I, a Shi^ah, appointed at the recommendation of

Bayram Khan, till 968.

2. Khwaja Muhammad ijSalih, till 971.

3. Shayft <Abd“ ’n-Nabl, till 986.

4. Sultan Kfawaja, till his death in 993.

5. Amir Fathu ’llah of Shiraz, till 997.

6. fJndr .Tahan, whose name coincides with the title of his office.

AbQ ’l-fttgl also mentions a Sadr Mawliina *Abdu ’1-Baqi ; but I do

not know when he held office.

I extract a few short passages from Bada.onl.

Page 29. Shayft GadaM cancelled tlie Madad-imatath lands,andtook

away the legacies 1 of the Khdnzudas (Afghans) and gave a SuyQrgh&l to

any one that would bear up with humiliating treatment, but not other-

wise. Nevertheless, in oomporison with the present time, when obstacles

are raised to the possession of every jarib of ground, nay, even less, you

may call the Shayft an cAlambakjish (one who gives away a world).

Page 62. After Shayft Gada*f, KhajagI Muhammad fjalih was, in

968, appointed §adr ; but he did not possess such extensive powers in

conferring lands as madad-i matash, because be was dependent on the

Diwins.

Page 71. In 972, or perhaps more correctly in 971, Shayft *Abdu

’n-Nabl was made $adr. In giving away lands, he was to consult Mugaffar

Khan, at that time Vazlr and Vakil. Rut soon after, the Shayft acquired

1 Awtff. The text of Bad ft ,onI has wrongly Atrfftf. For bdr read Mmft.
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such absolute powers that he conferredondeserving peoplewhole worlds of

subsistence allowances, lands, and pensions, so much so that if you place

the giants of all former kings of Hindustan in one scale, and those of the

Shayjdi into the other, his scale would weigh more. But several years

later the scale went up, as it bed been under former kings, and matters

took an.adverse turn.

Page 204. In 983, His Majesty gave the order that the Ayima* of the

whole empire should not be let of! bv the krorlt of each Pergana, unless

they brought thefamada in which their grants, subsistence allowances

and pensions were described, to the Sadr for inspection and verification.

For this reason, a large number of worthy people, from the eastern

districts up to Bhakkar on the Indus, came to Court. If any of them had

a powerful protector in one of the grandees or near friends of His Majesty,

he could manage to have his affair settled ; but those who tiers destitute

of such recommendations had to bribe Sayyid *>Abd11 T-RasOl, the Shayj&'s

head man, or make presents to his farrashes, darbans (porters), syces

(grooms), and mihtars (sweepers), “ in order to get their blanket out of

the mire.” Unless, however, they had either strong recommendations,

or had recourse to bribery, they were utterly ruined. Many, of the

Ayima$, without obtaining their object, died from the heat caused by the

crowding of the multitudes. Though a report of this came to the ears

of His Majesty, no one dared to take these unfortunate people before the

emperor. And when the Shaykh, in all his pride and haughtiness, sat

upon his masnad (cushion), and influential grandees introduced to him, in

his office, scientific or pious men, the Shayjth received them in his filthy

way, paid respect to no one,1 and after much asking, begging, and ex-

aggerating he allowed, for example, a teacher of the llid&yu (a book on

law) and other college books 100 Blghas, more or less ; and though such

a man might have been for a long time in possession of more extensive

lands, the 8hay]& took them away. But to men of no renown, to low

fellows, even to Hindus, he gave primitive lands as maria 1 of personal

favour. Hence science and scientific men fell in estimation. ... At no

time had a Sadr for so long a time exercised more tyrannical powers.

The fate of *Abdu ’n-Nabl has been related above. Akbar gave him

money for the poor of
(
Makkah, and sent him on a pilgrimage. When he

came back, he was called to account for the money, was put in prison,

and murdered “ by some scoundrel ” in 992.

1 Badi.oal says tint sren in tha Siatelhall aban Mars tbs tine of ynjw ha washed
Us hands andfeet, ha took cars to spirt water on tbs grandtss standing near Us.

' For Imta/fil in the test (p. 106) one tgi. at Hediotri reads ssmfa-iiMdKi be-iafkftul

as U.U mUM.
18
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The next $adr was Sultan Kbwija. Matters relating to Buyflrghila

now took a very different course. Akbar had rejected the Islam, and

the new fair, who had just returned from Makkah,1 become a member

of the Divine Faith. The systematic persecution of the learned and the

lawyers had commenced, and His Majesty inquired personally into all

grants (vide p. 199,second para.). The landswere now steadily withdrawn,

and according to Bada.onl, who had managed to get 1,000 blghas, at first

to the great disgust of *Abdu ’n-Nabl, many a Muhammadan family was

impoverished or utterly ruined.

In 993, Fatbn ’llah of Shiraz (vide p. 34) was appointed $adr. As

the Svytirgh&l duties, and with them the dignity of the $adr, had dwindled

down to nothing, Fathtt ’llah, though §adr, could be spared for missions

to the Daftm, Bad., p. 343.

“ His Shlr&zl servant Kamdl officiated for him during his absence, and

looked after these lacklands of Ayima-dars,* who had a few spots here and

there ; for the dignity of the §adr had approached its kamdl (perfection).

Fatbu ’Hah had not even the pdwer of conferring five bighas ; in fact he

was an imaginary §adr, as all lands had been withdrawn. And yet, the

lands which had been withdrawn became the dwelling-places of wild

animals, and thus belonged neither to the Ayima-dari, nor to farmers.

However, of all these oppressions, there is at least a record left in the

books of the §adr, though of the office of the §adr the name only is left.

Page 368. F»thu 'Uah [the Sadr himself) laid before His Majesty a bag

containing the sum of Rs. 1,000, which his collector by means ofoppression

or under the pretext that an Ayima-dar was not forthcoming or dead, had

squeesed out of the widows and unfortunate orphans of the Pargana of

Basawar [which was bis jagtr] and said “ My collectors have this much
coUeoted from the Ayima-dart as a kifdyat (i.e., because the collectors

thought the SuyOrgjial holders had more than evffieieiU to live upon)”.

But the emperor allowed him to keep the sum for himself.

The next $adr, .§adr Jahan, was a member of the Divine Faith.

Though appointed $adr immediately after the death of Fatb® ’llih,

Bada.onI continues calling him ilufd-yi mam8lik-i makrOta, the Mufti of

1 The seme happened afterwards to MIn& CAxis Koka. In fact, several examples are
on record that devout pilgrims returned so disappointed and “ fietccd •• from Makkah
as to resume a hostile position to tho IsUm. There is a proverb currst* in the Easts
Aik-nksyfftnf 'l-lawmajn, “ The Devil dwells in Makkah and Madfoah/*

1 J/cmvMK* ‘/-or4|f a pun reminding of (past part. IV), out on whom hodshave
been conferred, and muqffS (part act. IV), one who confers lands. Observe that Badi(onI
usee the word op*me not only in the plural sense of tpmnrttor*, but as en equivalent ot

thorn who kotd a 5«|ffrghU.
Regarding the punishments which grasping 9*dn were subject to, rids Elliot's Index,

p. 253, note, of which, however, the first pars, ought to be expunged ss unhistorical.
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the empire, which had been his title before. Perhaps it was no longer

necessary to have a separate officer for the Sadnhip §*dr Jahan

continued to serve under Jahangir.

A great portion of the SuyQrgfral lands is specified by Abfi T-Fagl in

the geographical tables of the Third Book.

A%
In 20.

ON THE CARRIAGES, ETC., INVENTED BY HIS MAJESTY

His Majesty has invented an extraordinary carriage, which has proved

a source of much comfort for various people. When this carriage is used

for travelling, or for carrying loads, it may be employed for grinding corn.1

His Majesty also invented a large cart, which is drawn by one elephant.

It is made sufficiently large so as to hold several bath-rooms, and thus

serves as a travelling bath. It is also easily drawn by cattle.

Camels and horsos also are used for pulling carriages, and thus

contribute to the comfort of mankind. Finely built carriages are called

bohah ;

2
if used on even ground several may sit together and

travel on.

Water wheels and carts have also been so constructed that water may
be fetched from far, low places. Two oxen may pull four such 'wheels

at the same time, or one ox two.

Another machine exists which conveys water from a well, and moves

at the same time a millstone.

A*In 21.

THE TEN SER TAX (DAHSEKI).

His Majesty takes from each bigha of tilled land ten sera of grain

as a royalty. Store-houses have been constructed in every district. They

supply the animals belonging to the State with food, which is never

bought in the bazars. These stores prove at the same time of great use

for the people ; for poor cultivators may receive grain for sowing purposes,

or people may buy cheap grain at the time of famines. But the stores

are only used to supply necessities. They are also used for benevolent

purposes ; for His Majesty has established in his empire many house* *

1 This was, according to Nizam's Tabanat, an invention of Fall}" 'il&h of Shlr&t (vieU

p. 38; note). Kir,Am Hava.
M He constructed a milintone which wau placed on a cart. It

turned itnclf and ground corn. He also invented a looking-glass which, whether seen near
or at a distance, allowed all aorta of curious figure*. Also a wheel, which cleaned at once
twelve barrels.

1
' The last mentioned wheel also it ascribed by AbiK '1-Faxt to Akbar

;

vidt Rook I, A* in 38, p. 122.
a Regarding English carriages {ralk-i amjrtzl) brought to India under Jahtnglr, rids

Tuzuk, pp. 167, 168.

* Vidt pp. 210 and 211.
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for the poor, where indigent people may get aomethiag to eet. He also

appoint* evny «̂re experienced people to look after these store-houses,

andeeleote for this purpose active Dforagahs and olever writers, who watch

the reoeipts and charges.

A'in 22.

ON FEASTS.

His Majesty inquires into the excellent customs of past ages, and

without looking to the men of the past in particular, he takes up that

which is proper, though he have to pay a high price for it. He bestows

his fostering care upon men of various olasses, and seeks for occasions to

make presents. Thus, when His Majesty was informed of the feasts of'

the Jamsheds, and the festivals of the PftrsI priests, he adopted them, and

used them as opportunities of conferring benefits. The following are the

most important feasts. 1. TheNewYear’iDayfeatt.1 It commences on

the day when the Sun in his splendour moves to Aries, and lasts till the

nineteenth day of the month (Farwardin). Two days of this period are

considered great festivals, when much money and numerous other things

ore given away as presents ; the first day of the month of Farwardin, and

the nineteenth, which is the time of the Sharaf. Again, His Majesty

followed the custom of the ancient Patels, who held banquets on those

days thenames of which coincided with the name of a month.* The follow-

ing are the days whioh have the same name as a month ; 19th Farwardin ;

3rd UrdOnhisM ; 6th Khtiriid ; 13th TCr ; 7th Amurddd ; 4th Shahri-

Mur; 16th Mikr ; 10th Aban ; 9th Azar ; 8th, 16th, 23rd Day; 2nd,

Bahman ; 6th IsfandSrmuz. Feasts are actually and ideally held on each

of these days. People in their happiness raise the strain of inward joy.

In tile beginning of each pahr the naqqarat (vide p. 61, L 1) are beaten,

when the singers and musicians fall in. On the first of the above feasts

oolourediampe are used for three nights ; on thesecond for one night, and

the joy is general.

I have given a few particulars in the first book (A*In 18).

A*in 23.

THE KJjUSHROZ OR DAT OF FANCT BiZARSL

On the third feast-day of every month, His Majesty holds a large

assembly for tbe purpose of inquiring into the many Wonderful things

* Badfconl generally eaUa this day Nauvut-i JalAU j vii$ p. 183, note 8.

• Thu® AbAn .was the name of the eighth month (October-November) ; bat tht tenth

day also of every month had the atme name.
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found In thia world. The merchants of the age an eager to attend, and

lay out articles from all countries. The people of His Majesty’s Harem

come, and the women of other men also an invited, and buying and

selling is quite general. His Majesty uses such daysto select any articles

which he wishes to huy, or to fix the price of things, and thus add to his

knowledge. The secrets of the empin, the character of the people, the

good and had qualities of each office and workshop, will then appear.

His Majesty gives to such days the name of £&«thrtiz, or the joyful day,

as they an a source of much enjoyment.

After the fancy b&zars for women, bas&rs for the men an held.

Merchants of all countries then sell their wares. His Majesty watches

the transactions, and suoh as an admitted to Court indulge in the pleasun

of buying. Bicar people, on such occasions, may lay their grievances

before His Majosty, without being, prevented by the mace-bearen, and

may use the opportunity of laying out their stores, in order to explain

their circumstances. For those who an good, the dawn of success rises,

whilst wicked bazar people an called to account.

His Majesty has appointed for this purpose a separate treasurer and

an accountant, so that the sellers may get paid without 'delay. The profit

made by tradesmen on suoh occasions is very gnat.1

i*l» 24.

REGULATIONS REGARDING MARRIAGE8.

Every can bestowed upon this wonderful tie between men is a means

of preserving the stability of the human race, and ensuring the progress

of tin* world ; it is a pnventive against the outbreak of evil passions, and

leads to the establishment of homes. Hence His Majesty, inasmuch as

he is benign, watches over gnat and small, and imbues men with his

notions of the spiritual union and the equality of essence which he sees in

marriage. He abhors marriages which take plaoe betweenmanand woman
before the age of puberty. They bring forth no fruit, and His Majesty

thinks them even hurtful ; for afterwards, when such a couple ripens into

manhood, they dislike having connexion, and their home is desolate.

Here in India, where a man cannot see the woman to whom he is

betrothed, there arc peculiar obstacles ;
but His Majesty maintains that

the consent of the bride and bridegroom, and the permission of the

parents, arc absolutely necessary in marriage contracts.

1 Regarding thaae fancy bbln, rift above Badi.Wi remarks on p. SIS, 1. 4.



Marriage between near relations His Majesty thinks highly improper.

He says, “ The fact that, in ancient times (1) even, a girl was not givento

her twin brother 1 ought to silence those who are fond of historical proofs.

Marriage between first cousins, however, does not strike the bigoted

followers of Muhammad’s religion as wrong; for the beginning of a

religion resembles, in this regard, the beginning of the creation of mankind.

His Majesty disapproves of high dowries ; for as they are rarely ever

paid, they are mere sham ; but ho admits that the fixing of high dowries

is a preventive against rash divorces. Nor does His Majesty approve of

every one marrying more than one wife ; for this ruins a man’s health,

and disturbs!he peace of the home. He censures old women that take

young husbands, and says that doing so is against all modesty.

He has also 'appointed two sober and sensible men, one of whom
inquires into the circumstances of the bridegroom, and the other into

those of the bride. These two officers have the title of Tu%l-begl, or

masters of marriages. In many cases, the duties are performed by one

and the same officer. His Majesty also takes a tax from both parties, to

enable them to show their gratitude. The payment of this tax is looked

upon ss auspicious. Mangabdars commanding from five to one thousand,

pay 10 Muhrx
; do. from one thousand to five hundred, 4 M. ; do. to

Commanders of one hundred, 2 M.

;

do. to Commanders of forty, 1 M.

;

do. to Commanders of ten, 4 R. The latter fee is also paid by rich people.

The middle classes pay 1 R., and common people 1 dam.* In demanding

this tax, the officers have to pay regard to the circumstances of the

father of the bride.

A*in 25.

REGULATIONS REGARDING EDUCATION.

In every country, but especially in Hindfistin, boys are kept fo>

years st school, where they learn the consonants and vowels. A great

portion of the life of 'the students is wasted by making them read many
books. His Majesty orders that every school boy should first learn to

write the letters of the Alphabet, and also leant to trace their several

forms.* He ought to learn the shape and name of each letter, whieh may

I* **•»*» fpy** »'»-'> /» •hi wV 1-—I'd
* " The tons and daughter* of common people wen Sol allowed to many, unless

they came to the office of tho kotwJU, and won (tend st by tbekotwSiVmen, who had
to take down their rekportivo ago*

; and you may imagine whip* advantages aad fins

opportunities tho officer* thu* had, especially the people ofthekttwfU, and the |U*S«i
MUf(t), aad their other low aesintante outnide." nad. II, p.SjM. Kef* also Third Book,
A*in A.

* Boy* in tho East generally learn to writ# by running their pens over the character*

of tho eopyelipe (fiK**).
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Im done in two days, when the boy should proceed to write the joined

letters. They may be practised for a week, after which the boy shook!

learn some prose and poetry by heart, and then commit to memory some

verses to the praise of God, or moral sentences, each written separately.

Care is to be taken that he learns to understand everything himself

;

but the teacher may assist him a little. He then ought for some time to be

daily practised in writing a hemistich or a verse, and will soon acquire a

current hand. The teacher ought especially to look after five things

:

knowledge of the letters ; meanings of words; the hemistich ;
the verse;

the former lesson. If this method of teaching be adopted, a boy will

learn in a month, or even in a day, what it took others years to under*

stand, so much so that people will get quite astonished. Every boy

ought to read books on morals, arithmetic, the notation peculiar to

arithmetic, agrculture, mensuration, geometry, astronomy, physiog-

nomy, household matters, the rules of government, medicine, logic, the

talnfi, riyazl, and ilSKi, sciences,1 and history ; all of which may be

gradually acquired.

In studying Sanscrit, students ought to learn the. Bayikaran, Nlya,I,

Bedanta, and Patanjal. No oneshould be allowed to neglect those things

which the present time requires.

These regulations shed a new light on schools, and cast a bright

lustre over Madrasas.

A*in 20.

THE ADMIRALTY.

This department is of great use for the successful operations of the

army, and for the benefit of the country in general ; it furnishes means of

obtaining things of value, provides for agriculture, and His Majesty’s

household. His Majesty, in fostering this source of power, keeps four

objects in view, and looks upon promoting the efficiency of this depart-

ment as an act of divine worship.

First .—The fitting out of strong boats, capable of carrying elephants.

Some are made in such a manner as to be of use in sieges and for the

conquest of strong forts. Experienced officers look ujton ships as if they

were houses and dromedaries, and use them as excellent means ofconquest.

So especially in Turkey. Zanzibar, and Europe. In even* part of His

1 Tbit if the thrre-foki division of science*. Jl'tkT, or tlivin*. wient es compriie every-

thing connected with theology and the means of acquiring a knowledge of God. Hiyfizi

telenets treat of quantity, and comprise mathematic*, astronomy, music, mechanics.

fW-tf ackmees comprehend physical sciences.

Some dictionaries call the (ant clast of science* tnhaS'U instead of taLfti.



Majesty'll empire ships are numerous ; but in Bengal, Kashmir, and

Thathah (Sind) they are the pivot of all commerce. His Majesty had the

sterns ofthe boats made in shape of wonderful animals, and thus oombines

terror with amusement. Turrets and pleasing kiosks, markets, and

beautiful flower-beds, have likewise been constructed on the rivers.

Along the coasts of the ocean, in the west, east, ami south of India, large

ships are built, which are suitable for voyages. The harbours have been

put into excellent condition, and the ex|>erience of seamen has much

improved. Large ships are also built at Iliihab&s and Lahor, and are

then sent to the coast. In Kashmir, a model of a ship was made which

was mnoh admired.

Secondly.—To appoint experienced seanttfn, acquainted with the tides,

the depths of the ocean, the time when the several winds blow, and their

advantages and disadvantages. They must be familiar with shallows and

banks. Besides, a seaman must be hale and strong, a good swimmer,

kind hearted, hard working, capable of bearing fatigue, patient ; in fact,

he must possess all good qualities. Men of such character can' only be

found after much trouble. The best seamen come from Mollbar Malabar).

Boatmen also bring men and their things from one side of the river to

the other.

The number of sailors in a ship varies according to the sise of the vessel.

In large ships there are twelve classes. 1. The Nfikhiidd, or owner of the

ship. This word is evidently a short form of Navkhuda. He fixes the

course of the ship. 2. The Mvfiallim, or Captain. He must be acquainted

with the depths and the shallow places of the ocean, and must know

astronomy. It is he who guides the ship to her destination, arid prevents

her from falling into dangers. 3. The Tanutil,1 or chief of the j^alafU, or

sailors. Bailors, in seamen’s language, are called f^halSfU or jeMrvxu.

4. The NUkhuda-t^hfukab. He supplies the passengers with firewood

and straw, -and assists in shipping and unlading the cargo. 5. The

Sarhang, or mate, superintends the docking and landing of the ship, and

often acts for theUu^allim. 6. The Bhawlan has the charge of the stores.

7. The KorrSnV is a writer who keeps the accounts of the ship, and serves

out water to the passengers. 8. TheSukkanglr,3 or helmsman. Hestcers

the "hip according to the orders of the Mtfiullm. £jmcshipscarry several

helmsmen, but never more than twenty. 0. The Panjari looks out from

l
l Tcnt/cil at {9hiM, H.—P.l
* Ibis void i* nowaday* pronounced Kiri*T, and is applied to any clerk. The

void i* often seed contemptuously.
|* There is a modem Anglo-Indian word used in Calcutta, • sea-runny,* derived from

itktinl.—P.]



’the tap of the msst and gms notioe when he mn bad or a ship, or a

coming etorm, ate. 10. The Gftmft belongs to the dess of iiaUft».

A throws oat Hbe water which has leaked through the ship. 11. The

TopmUbt, or gunner, is required in naval fights ; thenumberdepends on

the rise of the ship. 12. The Kkdrwa or common sailors. They set and

furl the sails. Some of them perform the duty of divers, and stop leaks,

or set free the anehor when it sticks fast. The amount of their wages

varies, and depends on the voyage, or Mil, as seamen call it. In the

harbour of Sdtydre (HQgK) a NiijrfwM gets 400 R. ; besides he is allowed

fourNM&&, or cabins, which he fills with wares for his own profit. Every

ship is divided into several divisions, forthe accommodation of passengers

and the stowage id goods, each of the divisions being called a maRtt-

The Jfwfafltin gets 200 R. and two tnalikht ; the Taiufil, 120R. ; the

Karrdtii, 60 R. and one flwftj&j the NSj^iuda fchatkab, 30 72.; the

Sarhaug, 26 R. ; the SukUtufir, Pemjon, and BhatujSrl, each 15 if.

;

each Khinca or common sailor, 40 R., and his daily food in addition

;

the DegmdSz, or gunner, 12 R.

In Kambhayat (Cambay), a NSkhudS gets 800 R., and the other men in

the same proportion.

In Lahan, a nakhuda gets 300 R-, and the rest in proportion.

In Achin he gets half as much again as in southern harbours ; in

Portugal, two and a half as much again ; and in Malacca,1 twice as much

again. In Pegu, and Dahnaaarl, he gets half as much again os in Cambay.

All these rates vary according to the place and the length of the voyage.

But it would take me too long to give more details.

Boatmen on riven have wages varying from 100 to 600 i. per mentrm.

Thirdly, an experienced man has been appointed to look after the

rivers. He must bean imposing and fearless man, must have a loud voice,

must be capable of bearing fatigue, active, zealous, kind, fond of travelling,

a good swimmer. As he possesses experience, he settles every difficulty

which arises regarding fords, and takes care that such places are not

overcrowded, or too narrow, or very uneven, or full of mud. Ho regulates

the. number of passengers which a ferry may carry ; he must not allow

travellers to be delayed, and sees that jtoor people are passed over gratis.

He ought not to allow people to swim across, or wares to be dc|K>sitcd

anywhere else but at fording places. He should also prevent people from

crossing at night, unless in eases of necessity.

Fourthly, the remission of duties. His Majesty, in his mercy, has

remitted many tolls, though the income derived from them equalled the

[* Maliirii*.—P.J

.
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revenue of a whole country. He only wiehee that boatmen should get

their wages. The itate takes oertain taxea in harbour plaoee ; but they

never exceed two and a half per cent., which ie so little compared with tin

taxea formerly levied, that merchants lock upon harbour taxes as totally

remitted.

The following sums are levied as river tolls. For every boat, 1 if. per

kos at the rate of 1,000 mam, provided the boat and the men belong to one

and the same owner. But if the boat belongs to another man and every-

thing in the boat to the man who has hired it, the tax is 1 if. for every

2} hot. At ferry.places, an elephant has to pay 10 d. for crossing; a laden

cart, 4 d. ; do. empty, 2 i. ; a laden camel, 1 i. ; empty oamefc, horses,

cattle with their things, J i. ; do. empty, J i. Other beasts of burden

pay T\d., which includes the toll due by theriver. Twenty peoplepay 1 d.

for crossing ; but they are often taken gratis.

The rule is that one-half or one-third of the tolls thus collected go

to the State (the other half goes to the boatmen).

Merchants are therefore well treated, and the articles of foreign

countries are imported in large quantities.

i*i» 27.

ON HUNTING.

Superficial, worldly observers see in hilling an animal a sort of

pleasure, andjn their ignorance stride about, as if senseless, on the field of

their passions. But deep inquirers see in hunting a means of acquisition

of knowledge, and the temple of their worship derives from it a peculiar

lustre. This is the case with His Majesty. He always makes hunting a

means of increasing his knowledge, and besides, uses hunting parties as

occasions to inquire, without having first given notice of his coming, into

the condition of the people and the army. He travels incognito, and

examines into matters referring to taxation, or to SayikgkSl lands, or to

affairs connected with the household. He lifts up such as are oppressed,

and punishes the oppressors. On account of these higher reasons His

Majesty indulges in the chase, and shows himself quite enamoured of it.

Short-sighted and shallow observers think that His Majesty has no other

object in view but hunting ; but the wise and experienced know that he

pursues higher aims.

When His Majesty starts on a hunting ^arty, active Qarawais [men

employed by the Mir Shikar,1 or Master of Hunting] surround the hunting

(> Mir tkihlr in India ia now applied to any aetirUnt falconer, bird-catcher, etc.

etc.-—P.]
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ground, the Qur (p. 110), remaining at a distance of about jive1mfrom it.

Near the Qur the grandees and other people await the arrival of Hia

Majesty. The men who look after the things sit down and watch. About

a yard behind them the Mir Tuzak stands ready for servioe, and about

a hoe and one-half behind them stand some of the Kbidmatigga (p. 262)

and other servants of His Majesty. The Kbidmatiyyo are told offto watoh

at that place. At about the same distance there stands a vigilant officer

with some of His Majesty’s servants. He advances very slowly and guards

the private hunting ground. Behind them an experienced officer is

stationed to superintend the whole. Several near servants of His Majesty

have admission to this place ; but generally only such are allowed to

come as are required to render services at the chase.

When a certain distance has been passed over, His Majesty selects a

few to accompany him, and then moves on ; and after having gone over

another distance, lie generally goes alone, or accompanied by one or two.

When the hour of rest comes, both parties which had been left behind

again join His Majesty.

As I have stated the views of His Majesty regarding the obese, and

have written down some remarks on the arrangements which are made

during hunting parties, I shall give a few particulars as to the several

modes of chasing, and the wonderful contrivances which people have

recourse to.

1. Tiger Hunting.

They make a large cage, and having fastened it (on the ground) with

strong iron tics, they put it in places frequented by tigers. The door is left

open ; but it is arranged in such a manner that the slightest shaking will

cause it tv close. Within the cage they put a goat, which is protected by a

soreen so constructed that the tiger can see the goat, but not get hold of

it. Hunger will lead the tiger to the cage. As soon as he enters, he is

caught.

Another method.—They put a poisoned arrow on a bow, painted green,

in such a manner that a’slight movement will cause the arrow to go off.

The bow is hung upon a tree, and when the tiger passes, and shakes it a

little, the arrow will hit the animal and kill it.

Another method.—They tie a sheep to a place in a road frequented by

tigers, putting round about the sheep on the ground small blades of gras,

covered with glue.1 The tiger comes rushing forward and gets his olaws

full of the glue. The more he tries to get rid of it, the more will the glue

I* Shilim, probably bird- limn made from the exudations from slits mads in ths bark
of tbs bar (banyan) or tbs pipal tree.—P.)
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stiok to his feet, and when he is quite senseless and exhausted, the

hunten oome from the ambush and kill him. Or they take him alive,

and tame him.

His Majesty, from his straightforwardness, dislikes having recourse

to such tricks, and prefers with bows or matchlocks openly to attack this

brute, which destroys so many lives.

Another method.—An intrepid experienced hunter gets on the back of a

male buffalo and makes it attack the tiger. The buffalo will quickly catch

the tiger on its horns, and toss it violently upwards, so that it dies.

It is impossible to describe the excitement of this manner of bunting the

tiger. One does not know what to admire more, the courage of the

rider, or his skill in standing firm on the slippery back of the buffalo.

One day, notice was given that a man-eating tiger had made its

appearance in the district of Bari. His Majesty got on the elephant. Nahir

KJt&n, and went into the jungle. The brute was stirred up ; and striking

its claws into the forehead of the huge animal, it pulled its head close

down to the ground, when the tiger was killed by the men. This occurrence

astonished the most intrepid and experienced hunters.

On another occasion, His Majesty hunted near Toda. The tiger had

stretched one of the party to the ground. His Majesty aimed at the

brute, killed it, and thus saved the life of the man.

Once during a qamargha 1 chase, a large tiger was stirred up. The

animal attacked His Majesty, when he shot it in time through the head

and killed it.

«

Once a tiger struck his claws into a man. All who witnessed it

despaired of his life. His Majesty shot the tiger through the body and

released the unfortunate man.

A remarkable scene took place in the forest of Mathura. Shuj&'at

Kbin (vide A*In 30, No. 01), who had advanced very far, got suddenly

timid. His Majesty remained standing where he was, and looked furiously

•t the tiger. The brute cowered 2 down before that divine glance, and

turned right about trembling all over. In a short time it was killed.

The feats of His Majesty are too numerous to be imagined ; much

less can a Hindustani, as I am, describe them in a dignified style.

He slays lions,* but would not hurt an ant.

He girds himself for the fray ; but the lion* drops his claws from fear.4

* Qamnrghsi tor whirl) driven are employed. [The g4«e i* apparently
in a liviti'j Finn.—I*.

|

1 Thia in one of Aklmr's miracles.

Sb r, tiger.—P.)
• The* two vewea are taken from Fay/f* Sal Daman ; n’tfe p. 113, note 1.
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Elephant-catching.

There are several modes of hunting elephants.

1. Kheda.1 The hunters are both on horseback and on foot. They

go during summer to the grazing places of this wonderful animal, and

commence to beat drums and blow pipes, the noise of which makes

the elephants quite frightened. They commence to rush about, till from

their heaviness and exertions no strength is left in them. They are then

sure to run under a tree for shade, when some experienced hunters throw

a rope made of hemp or bark round their feet or necks, and thus tie them

to the trees. They are afterwards led off in company with some trained

elephants, and gradually get tame. One-fourth of the value of an elephant

thus caught is given to the hunters as wages.

2. Chor kheda . They take a tame female elephant to the grazing place

of wild elephants, the driver stretching himself on the back of the eleph&nt,

without moving or giving any other sign of his presence. The elephants

then commence to fight, when the driver manages to secure one by

throwing a rope round the foot.

3. Gad.2 A deep pit is constructed in a place frequented by elephants,

which is covered up with grass. As soon as the elephants come near it

the hunters from their ambush commence to make a great noise. The

elephants get confused, and losing their habitual cautiousness, they fall

rapidly and noisily into the hole. They are then starved and kept without

water, when they soon get tame.

4. Bar. They dig a ditch round the resting-place of elephants, leaving

only one road open, before which they put up a door, which is fastened

with ropes. The door is left open, but closes when the rope is cut. The

hunters then put both inside and outside the door such food as elephants

like. The elephants cat it up greedily ; their voraciousness makes them

forget all cautiousness, and without fear they enter at the door. A fearless

hunter, who has been lying concealed, then cuts the rope, and the door

closes. The elephants start up, and in their fury try to break the door.

They are all in commotion. The hunters then kindle fires and make much

noise. The elephants run about till they get tired, and no strength is

left in them. Tame females are then brought ta the place, by whose

means.the wild elephants are caught. They soon get tame.

From times of old, people have enjoyed elephant hunts by any of

the above modes; His Majesty has invented a new manner, which

1 Hence our elephant khtddas.

[ For g>h} or gtlrtl t., a pit ?—P.]
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admits of remarkablefinette. In fact, all exoellent modes of hunting are

inventions of His Majesty. A wild herd of elephants is surrounded on
three sides by drivers, one side alone being left open. At it several

female elephants are stationed. From all sides, male elephants will

approach to cover the females. The latter then go gradually into an

enclosure, whither the males follow. They are now caught aa shown

above.1

3. Leopard * Hunting.

Leopards, when wild, select three places. In one part of the country

they hunt; in another part they rest and sleep ; and in a third district

they play and amuse themselves. They mostly sleep on the top of a hill.

The shade of a tree is sufficient for the leopard. He rubs himself against

the trunk. Bound about the tree they deposit their excrements, which

are called in Hindi Skhar.

Formerly, hunters used to make deep holes and cover them with grass.

These pits were called odt. The leopards on coming near them, fell down

to the bottom ; but they often broke their feet or legs, or managed by

jumping to get out again. Nor oould you eatoh more than one in each pit.

His Majesty therefore invented a new method, which has astonished the

moot experienced hunters. He made a pit only two or three gaz deep, and

constructed a peculiar trapdoor, which closes when the leopard falls into

the hole. The animal is thus never hurt. Sometimes more than one go

into the trap. Pn one occasion no less than seven leopards were caught

At the time of their heat, which takes place in winter, a female leopsrt.

had been walking about on the field, and six male leopards were after her.

Accidentally she fell into a pit, and her male companions, unwilling to

let her ofi, dropped in one after the other—a nice scene, indeed.

His Majesty also catches leopards by tiring them out, which is very

interesting to look at.

1 " A Urge amber ef people bed earroended the whole jangle, outride of which, on
a e—u empty space, a throne made of wood had been pat on a tree, as a eeaS-fer the

emperor fJahtngir]. and on the neighboaring trees beams had been pat, sport which

.

the eoartlen were to rit and enjoy the right. Aboat two hundred male elephants, with
etrong nooses, and many females were in readiness. Peon sash elephant tarns eat two
men of the Jtsriypsh saris, who ohMy oceapy thsmseftes in this part of India [Goirtt]

with elephant banting, lbs plan was to drive the wild elephants from aO parts of the

jangle near the place where the emperor eat, so that ha might enjoy the right of thU
exciting some. When the drivers closed np from aU ridse of the jangle, their ring anferta*

naidy broke on aooonat of the donrityaaa jmponstrabfltty of the wood; rpi the strange

meats of the driven partially faUad. lbs wild elephants tan aboat as ifmad; battswvs
mala and female elephants wars eaaght before the gym of the emperor.” JftSlagmo,

p. lit.

[* Tia, the critter banting leopard , F.)
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Another method ia to fasten nooses to the foot of the above mentioned

tree. When the animal oomee to soratch itself, it gets entangled.

His Majesty generally hunts leopards thirty or forty foe from Agra,

especially in the districtsof Barf, 8lmiwall, AlipOr, Sunnim, Bhatinda,

Bhatnlr, Patan in the Phnjib,FatbpOrJhinjhant, Nigor, Mfrath, Jodhpfir,
Jaisalmfr, Amrsarniyin ; hut several other more remote spots have been

selected as hunting grounds. His Majesty used often to go to the first

mentioned places, take out the leopards that had fallen into a pit, and

handthem overtothe keepers. He wouldoftentravel overgreat distances,

and was perhaps just on the point of resting a little ; but before he had

done so, good news Were brought from some hunting ground, when ho

hastened away on a fleet courser.

In former times people managed to train a newly caught leopard

for the chase in the space of three months, or if they exerted themselves,

in two months. From the attention which His Majesty pays to this

animal, leopards are now trained in an excellent manner in the short

space of eighteen days. Old and active keepers were surprised at such

results, and extolled the oharm of His Majesty’s knowledge. From good

motives, and from a desire to add splendour to his court, His Majesty

used to take it upon himself to keep and train leopards, astonishing'the

most experienced by his success.

A rather remarkable case is the following. Once’ a leopard had been

caught, and without previous training, on a mere hint by His Majesty, it

brought in the prey like trained leopards. Those who were present had

their eyes opened to truth, and experienced the blessing of prostrating

themselves in belief on His Majesty.1

Attracted by the wonderful influence of the loving heart of His

Majesty, a leopard once followed the imperial suite without collaror chain,

and like a sensible human being, obeyed every command, and at every

leopard chase enjoyed it very much to have its skill brought to the test.

There are two hundred keepers in charge of the &hafa leopards. A
proper system of training has been laid down:

i*7» 28.

THE FOOD ALLOWED TO LEOPARDS. THE WAGES OF THE
KEEPERS.

First class leopards get 5 s. of meat every day
; second class, 4} i.

;

third class, 4 s. ; fourth class; 8{ s. ; fifth dess, 3Js. ; sixth class, 3} s.

;

1 Two more miracle* of Akbor’e.



seventh class, 3 t. ; eighth clasa, 2} t. He meet is given inn lamp; nnd
ns on Sundays no animals are killed,1 double the daily portion is given

on Saturdays.

Formerly every six months, but now annually, four sen of butter and
one-tenth of a ter of brimstone are given as ointment, which prevents

itch. Four men also were appointed to train and look after each leopard

;

but now there are three men told of! for such leopards as sit on horses

when taken to the hunting ground, and only two for such as sit on carts

and on doolies. The wages of the keepers vary from 30 Jt. to 5 it. per

mensem ; but they have at the same time to look after the cattle which

draw the leopard carts. The servants who look after the cattle are divided

into seniors and juniors, each class being subdivided into five divisions.

The seniors get 300 i., 260 d., 220 d. 200 d., and 180 d., which is the

lowest allowance ; the juniors get 160 d., 140 d., 120 d., 110 d., and 100 d.

For the sake of show, the leopards get brocaded saddle cloths,* chains

studded with jewels, and coarse blankets, and Quahkani * carpets to sit on.

Grandees of the court also are appointed to superintend the keepers of

each leopard ;
they are to take care that the animals are nicely dressed,

and that new ones are added to the establishment. Each leopard has a

name which indicates some of his qualities. Every ten leopards form a

Mid or yam/ (set) ; they are also divided according to their rank as

follows. One thousand 4 leopards are kept in His Majesty’s park, and an

interesting encampment they form. The three first sets are ggofo ; they

are kept at Court together with two other sets. For their conveyance

two litters (mihaffa) are hung over the back of an elephant, one litter on

each Bide. On each litter one leopard sits, looking out for a prey. Litters

are also put on camels, horses, and mules. Carts even are made for the

leopards, and are drawn by horses or cattle ; or they are made to sit on

hones ;
and sometimes they are carried by men in doolies. The best

leopard which His Majesty has goes by the name of Samand-manik ; he

is carried on a chnu-dol, and proceeds with much pomp. His servants,

1 According to the order mentioned on p. 200, 2nd para.

[* Jul, a corering (or any animal.—P.]
* In my text edition, p. 208, 1. 8, jtisS. This ahould perhapa be Jltst or

goikh&ni, GoshUn (in Arabio Joshgd»), being a town in Trio, famous foe its carpets.
• “ Among the carious events whioh happened dating the present [Jahinglr'sl reign

I must mention that a leopard in captivity covered a female leopard, which gave birth to

three cub*. The late emperor (Akbar) during his youth, was passionately food of leopards

and hunting with leopards. He had about 9,000 leopards collected during his reign, and
tried much to peir them, to at to get cube, but in vain. He arm elfawea earns leopards

to run about in the garden* without collars, lettingthem walkabout*ud hunt altar their

fashion; but they would not pair. During this year a male leopard broke ita collar, and
covered a female, which after a space of two month* and a half gave birth to three cub*.

They went on well, and grew Mg.” IqMlntmm, p. 70.



fully equipped, run at his side ; the naqqara (a large drum) is beaten in

front, and sometimes he is carried by two men on horseback, the two ends

of the pole of the chau-dol resting on the necks of their horses. Formerly

two horses were kept for every leopard
;
but now three horses are given to

two leo]>ards. Others have a dooly, or a cart drawn by four oxen. Many
travel along on one and the same dooly. A tame, trained leopard has the

dooly carried by three men, others by two.

Skill exhibited by hunting leopards.

Leopards will go against the wind, and thus they get scent of a prey,

or come to hear its voice. They then plan an attack, and give the hunters

notice where the prey is.
1 The hunters keep the animal near themselves,

and proceed to catch the prey. This is done in three ways.

1. Vparghati . The hunters let off the leopard to the right from the

place where the deer 2 was seen. The leopard swiftly seizes it with his

claws. 2. Righnl. The leopard lies concealed, and is shown the deer 2 from

a distance. The collar is then taken off, when the leopard, with perfect

skill, will dash off, jumping from ambush to ambush till he catches the

deer.2 3. Muhdri. The leopard is put in an ambush, having the wind

towards himself. The cart is then taken awav to the opposite direction.

This perplexes the deer,2 whenthe leopard will suddenlymake his way near

it and catch it.

It is impossible to describe the wonderful feats of this animal

;

language fails to express his skill and cunning. Thus he will raise up the

dust with his forefeet and hind legs, in order to conceal lnmself
; or he will

lie down so flat, that you cannot distinguish him from the surface of the

ground.

Formerly a leopard would not kill more than three deer 2 at one and the

same chase ; but now he will hunt as many &j twelve.

His Majesty has also invented a method called chatrmandaL The

hunters lie in ambush near a place frequented by deer,2 and commence the

chase from this place as if it was a qamargha hunt (in which drivers are

used). The leopards are then let off in all directions, and many deer 2 are

thus caught.

The men employed to train and keep the imperial leopards receive

presents on all occasions when the animals exhibit skill, as an encourage-

ment to further exertions. A special present has been fixed for each

animal, but I cannot specify this.

Once, from the kindnessshown by His Majesty, a deer 2made friendship

r* Hie translation of this passage is doubtful.—P.}

i* Aha, gazelle.—P.].
19
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with a leopard. They lived together and enjoyed each other’s company.

The most remarkable thing was this, that the leopard when let off against

other deer,1 would pounce upon them as auy other leopard.

In former times leopards were never allowed to remain loose

towards the close of the day ; for people were afraid of their stubbornness

and anxiety to run away. But now, in consequence of the practical rules

made by His Majesty, they are let loose in the evenings and yet remain

obedient. Formerly, leopards were also kept blindfolded,2 except at the

time of the chase ; for the leopards used to get brisk and run about as if

mad. But nowadays they are kept without covers for their heads. The

grandees of the court are allowed to bet on forty kha?a leopards ; whoever

wins takes the Amount of his bet .from the others. If a leopard is first in

bringing twenty deer, his Poriya 3 gets five rupees from his equals. The

grandee in charge of the Jcha^a leopards, Sayyid Ahmad of Barha, 4 gets

one muhr from each bet, by which he makes a good deal of money. As

often as a grandee lays before His Majesty twenty pair of deer horns,8 he

takes an Ashrafi from each of his equals. So also do the Tarafdars and

Qarawak 6 bet ;
in fact every one shows his zeal in trying to get as many

deer 1 as possible. The skins of the deer 1 are often given to poor people as

part of money presents.

It is remarkable that His Majesty can at once tell by seeing a hide to

what hunting ground the deer 1 belonged.

His Majesty, in fulfilment of a vow made by him before the birth of

the eldest printie, never hunts on Fridays.7

[
l Ahii, gtxelle.—P.]
[* i.€. hooded.—P.]
• The men who holds the chain to which the leopard is fastened.
4 He was a Dvhazfin

; vide A4In 30, No. 91.
4 Akbar required the horns of deer.
“ In this year (9811, His Majesty built several edifices and caatlca on the road from

Agra to Ajmir. The reason was this. He thought it incumbent upon him once a year to
make a pilgrimage to the tomb (dargdh) of MuCn-i ChishtZ at Ajmir ; be therefore had
houses built at every stage on the road to that town. He also erected at every ha a tower
(mandra), and had a well made near it. The towers were studded with several hundred
thousand horns of deer which His Majesty had killed during his lifetime. The words
mil-i thAtfn contain the TdrfjA (981). I wished His Majesty had made gardens and sardU
for travellers instead.” Bad& tonT, ii, p. 173. Tide also Elliot's Index, p. 243, note.

4 Terq/ddrs, the men in charge of a faraf, which word Abu’l-Fa?l above used in the
same sense as mi*l, or set. J'drafdfo means also a Zamlndir. A Qar&wal is a driver.

T 44
It whs at this time [1027 a.h. or a.d. 1618] that Shfthxida Shujl, son of Shfthjahftn,

fell iU, and as I am so mu'di attached to him, and the doctors could not cure him of the
i nsensibility in which he had lain for several days, I humbly prayed to God, and asked
Him a favour. During the prayer, it occurred to me that I had already made a contract

with my God and had promised Him to give up hunting after reaching theage of fifty, not
to touch after that an arrow or a gun, and never again to slay an animal with my own
hands ; and I thought that if I should carry into effect my former vow from the present
time, which would prevent so many animals from being killed, God might grant my
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The Siyah-gosh.1

His Majesty is very fond of using this plucky little animal for hunting

purposes. In former times it would attack a hare or a fox ; but now it

kills black deer.2 It eats daily 1 a. of meat. Each has a separate keeper,

who gets 100 d. per mensem.

Dogs.

His Majesty likes this animal very much for his excellent qualities,

and imports dogs from all countries. Excellent dogs come from Kabul,

especially from the Hazara district [north of Rawfil Pindl]. They even

ornament dogs, and give them names.3 Dogs will attack every kind of

animals, and more remarkable still, they will attack a tiger. Several also

will join and hunt down the enemy. Khdsa dogs get daily 2 s. of meat

;

others get
1 J s. There is one keeper for every two Tazt 4 (hunting) dogs ;

their wages are 100 d. per mensem.5

Hunting Deer 6 with Deer.

This timid animal also may be tamed and trained. They put a net 7

over his horns, and let it off against wild deer,6 which from fear will fight

with them. During the struggle, the horn, or the foot, or the ears of the

wild deer will get entangled in the net
;
the hunters who have been lying

in ambush, will then run up to it, and catch it. The deer thus caught

prayer for the prince’s recovery, I then made this contract with God, and promised, in all

singleness of intention and true belief, never again to harm an animal with my own
hand. Through God’s mercy, the sufferings of the prince were entirely allayed. When 1

was in the womb of my mother, it happened one day that I did not quicken as usual.

The servants of the Harem grew alarmed, and reported the fact to my august father

'Akbar'. In those days my father was continually hunting with leopards. That day
happened to be Friday. My father then, with a view to making God inclined to preserve

me, made a vow never again, to the end of his life, to hunt on Fridays. I have followed

the practice of my father, and have never hunted with leopards on a Friday/' Tvtuk-i
Jahdngfri, p. 249.

Jahangir's self-denial was not great
;
for when the prince was sick, Jahinglr was fifty

years of age

!

1 Or black ear, the Persian translation of the Turkish qara-qolaq, whence our Felta

caracal.

[The Red Lynx of India, Persia, and Arabia. It ia trained to take, besides the quarry
mentioned, partridges, pigeons, cats, and Egyptian vultures, etc.—P.]

[* Ahft yi siytth , a wrong term.—P.)
* This would not strike us as something worth mentioning. But as dogs are eonaidered

unclean animals by Muhammadans, they are not looked upon as domestic. Nowadays
we hear occasionally names, as kallu, backhH ; or English names as/cnf (Fanny), buld&g

(bull dog), etc.

European bloodhounds Were early imported by the Portuguese. Jahinglr once said

to Roe .
••

1 only desire you to help me to a horse of the greatest site, and a male and female
'•f mastiffes. and the tall Irish greyhounds, and such other dogges aa hunt in your land."

Regarding European dog* in India, vide also Tutuk, p. 138, 1. 3, from below.

[• T&zi is the Arab greyhound.—P.|
[

# For a note on hunting Dogs and Cheetas vide Jl. and Pro. A*. Soc. Beng., 1907.—P.]
[• AhS. gaielle.— P.]

f

T Mm, probably a noose of thick gut.—PJ
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passes through a course of instruction, and gets tame. If the net 1 should

break, or the deer get* tired during the struggle, it will return to the

keeper, who either puts a new net 1 on it, or sends out a fresh deer.
2

Sul$an ItrOz-i ghiljl used to indulge in this sport ; but His Majesty

reduced this manner of hunting to a proper system.

Sometimes it happens that a wild deer will carry on the struggle from

morning till evening, defeating as many as four tamed deer
; but at last

it will succumb to the fifth. Deer are nowadays rendered so perfectly

obedient as to hunt at night ; of their own accord they will return to their

keepers, should the net break, or the wild deer run away ; on hearing

the call, they will discontinue a fight, come back, and then again engage, if

ordered to do so.

In former times deer were never let loose at night time
;

for people

were afraid, lest they should run away. Hence they attached a heavy ball

to one of their feet, when the deer were let loose.

Many stories are related of the sagacity and faithfulness of trained

deer.

Only lately a deer created much sensation. It had run away from

Ilahabad, and after bravely crossing rivers and plains, returned to

the Panjab, its home, and rejoined its former keeper.

In former times, two persons at most enjoyed together the pleasures

of deer hunting. They would even, from fear of the timidity of the deer,

alter the style of their dress, and lie concealed among shrubs. Nor would

they employ other than wild deer ; they caught them somehow, and

taught them to hunt. His Majesty has introduced a new way, according

to which more than two hundred may at the same time go deer hunting.

They drive slowly about forty cattle towards a place where deer are
; the

hunters are thus concealed, and when arrived enjoy the chase.

There are nowadays also deer-studs ; the deer born in captivity are

employed as hunting-deer.

The keepers will also bend forward and allow the trained deer to

jump on them from behind. Wild deer, on seeing this, will think that

they are in the act of copulation, and come near to fight. This way

of hunting is disapproved of by His Majesty, who uses female deer as a

mean:* of making wild deer fight.

Once a deer caught a leopard, whose foot had got entangled in the net.
1

Both werje brought together from Gujrat, as mentioned above (?).

Ohantaherd is the name given to the following mode of hunting. The

[
l Dam, probtbly . dooM of thick gut.'—P.] [• Aka, gatelle.—P.]
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hunter takes a shield, or a basket, theconcave 1 side being turned fromhim.

He then lights a lamp, which being put in the concavity of the shield, will

conceal him, and commences to ring bells. Other hunters.lie at the same

time in wait. The light of the lamp, and the sound of the bells, will

attract the animals towards the place, when they are shot by the hunters

in ambush. The sound of musical instruments will so enchant deer

that they are easily caught ; or sometimes hunters will charm them with

a song, and when the deer approach will rise up and cruelly slay them.

From a long time His Majesty has disapproved of these two methods.

Tluingi. The hunter manages to get opposite a wild deer; and

bareheaded, from a distance, he eminences to throw himself into odd

attitudes. The deer then mistakes him for a mad man, and from curiosity

will approach him. At this moment the hunters come from the ambush

and kill it.

Baukdra. The hunters lie in ambush, against the scent, at a good

distance from each other. Some others drive the deer towards them, each

of the drivers swinging a white sheet above his head. The deer naturally

will take fright, and run towards the hunters in ambush, who kill them.

Palawan. Two good shots, dressed in green, place themselves, as

before, and have the deer driven towards themselves. This manner of

hunting yields much amusement, as the deer get quite perplexed.

Ajdra. The hunters tie green twigs round their bodies from head to

foot, and similarly conceal their bows and arrows. They then move boldly

to a place where deer generally pass, and enjoy the chase. Or they make

ropes of deer skin, and attach them to trees, or let them hang down from

poles all round about the place where wild deer sleep. They then lay down

some nooses at a place situate against the wind. When the hunters show

themselves from the side, the deer are compelled to run towards the spot

where the nooses lie, and thus get caught. Sometimes the hunter will

take his place behind a tree, and imitate the voice of deer. As soon as

deer approach him, lie kills them. Or, they tie a female deer to a place in

a plain, or they let a trained doer go to the pasture place of wild deer. The

latter will soon come near it, and get entangled with their feet.

Thangi. The hunter . . .* walks about bareheaded as if mad
;

bis

clothes arc st .ined all over with pan juice, and the man himself acts as if

he wore wounded. Wild animals and others will soon gather round him,

waiting for his death ; but their greediness and desire lead them to

destruction.

|

1 ir<feA?riii. The ronenvo tide towards him ?—P.]
* The text has dnr khAna-yi tin, in the hollow of a saddle (?).
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Buffalo Hunts.

At a place where buffaloes sleep, a rope is laid in the ground ; but

the end forming a loop is left outside. Another long rope is attached to it.

To this they tie a female buffalo that wants the male. A courageous

active man lies in ambush. As soon as a wild male buffalo comes to the

spot, and covers the female, the hunter makes use of the opportunity,

and fastens the foot of the male
;
but it frequently happens that the man

loses courage, and has to pay for the attempt with his life.

Another mode of catching them is to go near the ponds which they

frequent . They put snares round the ponds ;
and sitting on tame buffaloes

the hunters go into the water with spears in their hands. Some buffaloes

are then killed with spears, others are caught in the snares. A similar

method may be adopted when buffaloes are attacked in their jungle

pastures.

On Hunting with Hawks

.

His Majesty is very fond of these remarkable animals, and often uses

them for hunting purposes. Though he trains the bdz} shaking shunqdr,
#

and burkat 4 falcons, and makesthem perform wonderful deeds, HisMajesty

prefers the bdsha,

# to which class of hawks he gives various names.

As I am compelled to hurry on, and must restrict myself to summary

accounts, it is impossible to say much about this matter, or about the

skill of the several birds, especially as I know little about it, being by

nature averse to destroying life. I shall, however, give a few details,*and

lead inquirers to the retired spot of knowledge.

In the middle of spring the birds are inspected
; after this they are

allowed to moult, and arc sent into the country. As soon as the time of

moulting is over, they are again inspected. The commencement is made
with the hhfya falcons (bSz) which are inspected in the order in which

they have been bought. The precedence otjurras 1 is determined by the

number of game killed by them. Then come the b&shas* thesh&hins* the

khelas* the chappak* bashas, the 5?Arts, the young bahris* the shikaras,1

f
1 Mt, the female goshawk, the jurro being the male.—P.]

[• Sh&hfn, font., the mate being the shAhtncha, is in India the Shuhin Falcon, hot in

Tenia the Peregrine it included in this term. Vide Johth. An. Soc. Bong., 1907.—P.]
[* The Shnoaikr waa a Jer falcon, of which an occasional specimen found iti way to

India. Itk doubtful whether it ever lived in India long enough to be trained. Vide Note
in Joint. and /Vw. A*. Soc. tong., vol. iii. No. 2, 1907.- P.J

J
4 JlnrbU, tmnjud, etc., waa the Golden Eagle.—P.j

J

i2d« is the female of the Common Enjpiah Sparrow-hawk, the male being called

(• A’Ae/e, word not traceable
; evidently the Hindi name ofadme hawk.—P.]

[
f Chiefpat ia the Hindi namo of the male of the Nhikara or Indian Sparrow-hawk.

The dictionaries make the former term masculine, and the latter feminine, but Akbar
being a falconer knew better.—P.J

I* Sahrl ia the female peregrine, and bahrihacheh» the tiercel or male, which it a third

smaller ; bocheha doea not mean “ young P.J



the chappak shikaras, the twmafu,1 the rekts,* the besrat,* the dhotis, the

cAargftt, the chargtda,* the lagan, end thejAqpora,' (which Hie Majesty

calls the ckappak* kind of the lagar). The MdehSms 1 also are inspected

—

the matchi» is en animal resembling the sparrow, of yellowish plumage,

like the eidAm; it will kill a kvlang * crane. People say that, whilst flying,

it will break the wing* of the Mmg, and others maintain that it pierces

its eyes; but this cannot be proved. Odkpapars u also are brought from

Kashmir. This bird has a bluish (sofa) colour and is smaller than a parrot

;

its beak is red, straight, and long

;

11
its tail is rather elongated. It brings

down small birds, and returns to-the hand of the keeper.

Many other birds can be trained fpr the chase, though I cannot specify

all. Thus the orow, the sparrow, the bodna,1* and the tdrd u will learn to

attack.

His Majesty, from motives of generosity and from a wish to add

splendour to his Court, is fond of hunting with falcons, though superficial

observers think that merely hunting is his object.

In this department many Manpandars, Abadls, and other soldiers are

employed. The footmen are mostly Kashmiris or Hindustanis. Their

pay is as follows. First clast of the former first grade, 7} R. ; second,

7 R. ;
third, 6) R. Second date, first grade, R. ; second, 6$ R. ; third,

5} R. Third clau, first grade, 5} R. ;
second. 5 R. ; third, 4} R. First

doss of the latter (Hindustani), first grade, 6 R. ; second, 4} R. ; third,

4J R. Second class, first grade, 4} R. ; second, 4 R. ; third, 3} R. Third

class, first grade, 3J R.

;

second, 3j R. ; third, 3 R.

Allowance of Food.

In Kashmir and in the aviaries 1* of Indian amateurs, the birds are

generally fed once a day ; but at Court they are fed twice. A IS* falcon

f
l Turmoil or vulg. laramli, i* the Red-b*adad Merlin.—P.]

I
1 Btgl, the common English Merlin.—F.]
[* The Bern Sparrow-hawk maleand female, texee transposed inthedictionaries.—P.]

f
4 Charge or ie the female, and cAergiefa the male of F. Sakar of Jordon.—P.j

[' Lagar is the female, and jiagor the male of F. Jogger.—P.J
• See n. 7, p. 304.

[’ Molthin, obviously the Falconet. Apparently it was occasionally trained to alight

on a crane's head, the startled quarry being then gathered by hand.—?.]

I* A'u/asgr, the common Crane (in the Punjab kt»jh the cooian of Anglo-Indian sports-

men.— P.J
[* K*ta*s tAaxpA aniUtad,

"
bring* down a crane.”—P.]

14 The name of this bird is doubtfuL It ia not to be found among the names of FosAmlrf
birds given in the IqhilnAma, p. lot.

(“ Probably the Green Jay, Sifta Siutatit, No. 0*3, of Jordan, vol. U.—P.]
[" Baiun for bMana, the common Quail, which is used for Aghting.—P.]

[
M Sari, the common Maine.— P.]

I*
4 Qiti-UfiHO, mew* for hawks.—P.J



gets a quantity of meat weighing 7 dams ; the jurra

,

6 d. ; the bahrl,

Idchin,

1

and khela, 0 d. ; the bdsha, 3 d . ; the chappak bdsha
,
shikara,

chappak shikara , besra, tf/tofl, etc., 2 d. Towards the close of every day,

they are fed on sparrows, of which the bdz,jurra, and bahrl, get each seven;

the Idchln , five
; the bdsha, three ; others, two. * Charghs and lagars get

at the same time meat. Shunqdrs, shahbdzcs . burkats, get one ser. On
the hunting grounds they feed them on the game they take.

Prices of Falcons.

From eagerness to purchase, and from inexperience, people pay high

sums for falcons. His Majesty allows dealers every reasonable profit

;

but from motives of equity, he has limited the prices. The dealers are to

get their gain, but buyers ought not to be cheated. In purchasing falcons

people should see to which of the following three classes birds belong.

First, khdna-kuriz birds
; they have moulted whilst in charge of

experienced trainers, and have got new feathers. Second, chuz birds

;

they have not yet moulted. Third, Tartndk birds ; they have moulted

before they were captured. First class , a superior baz costs 12 mnhrs ;

second grade do., 9 A/.
;

third do., 6 M. Second class, first, 10M .

;

second, 7 A/. ;
third, 4 M. A third class baz is somewhat cheaper than

second class ones.

Jurras. First class, 8, 5, 2, 1 A/. Second class, 6, 4, 1 \, 1 Af., 5 R.

Bdshas. First class, 3, 2, 1 M., 4 R. Second class, 2, 1 A/., 5 R.

Shahins of both kinds, 3, 2, 1 M.
Balms

,

2, 1 J, 1 71/. Young Balms 2
ft little less.

Khclas, 11, 1, 1 M.

Charghs, 21 R., 2, 11 ft.

Chappak bdshas, 1 R .
; J, J R,

Shikaras

,

11 R., 1, J R.

Besras, 2 R., 11, 1 R .

Chappak shikarahs, lagars,jhagars, turmatls, rekls, 1 R., 1, J R. Their

prices are not classified.

His Majesty rewards the Mir Shikars (sujierintendcntH 3 of the chase)

according to their ranks, with suitable presents. There are also fixed

donations for each game brought in, varying from 1 A/, to 1 d. If the

falcons bring down the game alive or dend, attention is paid to the skill

which it exhibited and to the size of the quarry. The man who keeps the

falcon £ets one-half of the allowance. If His Majesty hunts himself, fifty

I

1 Lfirhi* it the Turki-namo of the Sh&hin.—P.j
[* Bnbrl hachrha, peregrine tiercel.- -P.]

[* Mir shikAr it a term Applied to Any bird-catcher, AttitUni ftkonor, etc.—TV*
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percent, of the donation is stopped. If birds arc received by the Imperial

aviary1 as puhhuik (tribute), the Quthbefi (Superintendent ofthe Aviary)1

gets for every box 1} R., and the accountant \ R. Forjumw, the Qushbegl

gets 1 R. ; the accountant; J R. ; for b&shas, the former receives $ R.

;

the latter, § R. ; for every lachin, chargh. charghela, l&ela, baJm-bachcha,

the former gets | R., the latter tV ; for every ckkappak, hatha, dhoti,

eto., the former receives tV> the other aV R. (tu3n).

The minimum number of bat and thahin falcons, kept at Court, is

forty
; of jurrat, thirty

; of bathos, one hundred ; of bahns, charght,

twenty ; of lagart, and thikarae, ten.

Waterfowl.

Hunting waterfowl affords much amusement. A rather curious way

of catching them is the following. They make an artificial bird of the skin

of a waterfowl with the wings, the beak, and the tail on it. Two holes

are' made in the skin for looking through. The body is hollow. The

hunter puts his head into it, and stands in the water up to his neck. He
then gets oarefullynear the birds, and pulls them one after the other below

the water. But sometimes they are cunning and fly away.

In Kashmir they teach bat faloons to seise the birds whilst swimming

about, and to return with them ta, the boat of the hunter. Or the hawk

will keep a waterfowl down, and sit on it [till the man in the boat comes).

Another method is to let water buffaloes go into the water, between

which the hunter conceals himselfj and thus catches the birds.

Durraj * catching. There are various methods. Some get a young one

and tram it till it obeys every call. It will fight with other birds. They

put it into a cage, and place hair-nets*round about it. A< the signal of the

fowler,, the bird commences to sing,4 when wild ones come near it either

from friendship or a desire to fight, and get entangled in the snares.

Bodnat* The hunter makes a daypot with a narrow neck and, at

night time, blows into it, which produces a noise like an owl’s cry. The

bodnat, frightened by the noise, come together. Another man then lights

a bundle of straw*, and Bwings it about, so that the eyes of the birds get

daisied. The fowlers thereupon seise the birds, and put tbem into cages.

Lagart. They resemble charght ; in body they are as large jurras.

They hang nets * (about the body of a trained lagar) and put. birds'

I* Mew*.—P.]
[* Thvdvmij is the francolin or black partridge. Aba 1-Fail was t\ fclently not a

sportsman and probably meant the teddegged partridge, the chukor of India and the

AmM of Praia —P

}

[• Hair nooses.—P.] [
4 /.c. utter its challenging call.—P.]

[
§ Btdina in Persia is the Common (Juail.—P. ]
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feathers into its claws. It is then allowed to fly up. The birds think that

it has got hold of prey, and when they get entangled in the nets,1 they

commence to fight, and fall to the ground.

Gkaughaj. They fasten together on a cross-stick an owl and a

ghaughfiji* and hang hair nets 1 round about them. The owl will soon get

restless
; the birds think that the owl wishes to fight, and commence to

cry out. Other ghaugha,t8 and owls will come to their assistance ;
and get

entangled in the nets.1

Frogs.

Frogs also may be trained to catch sparrows. This looks very funny.

His Majesty, from curiosity, likes to sec spiders fight 3 and amuses

himself in watching the attempts of the flies to escape, their jumps, and

combats with their enemy.

I am in the power of love
;
and if I have thousands of wishes, it is

no crime

;

And if my passionate heart has an (unlawful) desire, it is no crime.

And in truth, His Majesty's fondness for leopards is an example of

the power of love,4 and an instance of his wonderful insight.

It would take me too long to give more details. It is impossible to

enumerate all particulars
;
hence it is better to go to another subject.

A'ln 29.

ON AMUSEMENTS.

His Majesty devises means of amusement, and makes his pleasures a

means of testing the character of men.

There are several kinds of amusements, of which I shall give a few

details.

[* Aim, a noose. The nooses arc attechml to the claws. A hawk so prc|uiml is called

m the Panjab, a taro Jl* (in-amt). For Plate and description, vide Journ. .Is. Soc, Jieng.,

vol. iii, 1007.—P.l
(• GkaughHJ is probably the [.arge flrey Babbler or rtt bhAJ, 4.70 of Jrrdon.—P.l

Ba-akihlr-i Sttnbtbul dil ivhad means "catch their prey *\—P.;
4 The Historian may thank Ahi ’l-Farl for having preserved this little trait of Akbar’a

character. In several places of the A*m. Abii ’l-Kn/1 tries hard to ascribe to- His Majesty
higher motives in ordor to bring the emperor's passion for hunting in harmony with his

character as the spiritual guide of the nation. But as “ higher motives ” were insufficient

to explain the fancy which Akbar took in frog and spider tights, Abu 'I- Fad has to rccnjrnixe

the fart that peculiar leanings will leud even a sensible roan to oddities and to actions

opposed to the general tenor of his character.
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The game ofChaugin (hockey).1

Superficial observers look upon (his game as a men amusement, and

consider it men play ; but men of mon exalted views see in it a means

of learning promptitude and decision. It tests the value of a man, and

strengthens bonds of friendship. Strong men learn in playing this game

the art of riding ; and the animals learn to perform feats of agility and to

obey the nins. Hence His Majesty is very fond of this game. Externally,

the game adds to the splendour of the Court ;
but viewed from a higher

point, it reveals concealed talents.

When His Majesty goes to the maydan (open field) in order to play

this game, he selects an opponent and some active and clever players,

who are only filled with one thought, namely, to show their skill against

the opponent of His Majesty. From motives of kindness, His Majesty

never orders any one to be a player ; but chooses the pairs by the oast of

the die. There are net more than ten players ; but many more keep

themselves in readiness. When one ghari (20 minutes) has passed, two

players take rest, and two others supply their place.

The game itself is played in two ways. The first way is to get hold

of the ball with the crooked end of th» ckaugSn stick, and to move it

slowly from the middle to the Adi.* This manner is called in Hindi nil.

The other way consists in taking deliberate aim, and forcibly hitting the

ball with the ckaugSn stick out of the middle ; the player then gallops

after it, quicker than the others, and throws the ball back. This mode is

called beta, and may be performed in various ways. The player may either

strike the ball with the stick in his right hand, and send it to the right

forwards or backwards ; or he may do so with his left hand ; or he may
send the ball in front of the horse to the right or to the left. The ball may
be thrown in the same direction from behind the feet of the horse or from

below its body
; or the rider may spit * it when the ball is in front of the

horse ; or he may lift himself upon the back leather * of the horse, and

propel the ball from between the feet of the animal.

His Majesty is unrivalled for the skill which he shows in the various

1 Than ia scarcely a Muhammadan Historian that docs not allude to this game.
Bihar aavs it ia played aU *w Thibet. In the East of India the people of Munnipore
(Assam) are looked upon aa clever hockey players. Vide Vigni'e Travels in Cashmir,
ii. p. MO.

SayyM CAbde'llah Kh&n.son of Mir Kliwiinda, was Akber'eciaupdnhrpl, or Superin-
tendent of the game of rinyii ; rids Bad. II, p. 308. In the beginning of Akbar'i reign,
after 070, Qharlwall, which lice aJarmng from Agra, was the favourite spot for ctnsii
playing. Bad. II, p. 70. [Ctaspis, polo.—P.)

* The pillars which mark the end of the playground.
[* Meaning nos dear.—P.)
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wayB of hitting the ball ; he often manages to strike the ball while in the
air, and astonishes all. When a ball is driven to the hil, they beat the

wiqqSra, so that all that are far and near may hear it. In order to intiiwma

the excitement, betting is allowed. The players win from each other, and
he who brought the ball to the lull wins most. If a ball be caught in

the air, and passes, or is made to pass, beyond the limit (mil), the game ia

looked upon as burd (drawn). At such tirties the players will engage in a
regular fight about the ball, and perform admirable feats of skill.

His Majesty also plays at chaugan in dark nights, which caused much
astonishment even among clever players. The balls which are used at

night, are set on fire.
1 For this purpose, palas wood is used,which is very

light, and burns for a long time. For the sake of adding splendour to the

games, which is necessary in worldly matters, His Majesty has knobs of

gold and silver fixed to the tops of the chaugan sticks. If one of them
breaks, any player that gets hold of the pieces may keep them.

It is impossible to describe the excellency of this game. Ignorant as

I am, I can say but little about it.

^IshgbSn (pigeon-flying).

His Majesty calls pigeon-flying *ishqbat% (love-play). This occupation

affords the ordinary run of people a dull kind of amusement ; but His

Majesty, in his wisdom, makes it a study. He even uses the occupation

as a way of reducing unsettled, worldly-minded men to obedience, and
avails himself qf it as a means productive of harmony and friendship.

The amusement which His Majesty derives from the tumbling and flying

of the pigeons reminds one of the ecstasy and transport of enthusiastic

dervishes ; he praises God for the wonders of creation. It ia therefore

from higher motives that he pays so much attention to this amusement.

The pigeons of the present age have reached a high state of perfection.

Presents of pigeons are sent by the kings of Irin and Tflran; but

merchants also bring very excellent ones in large numbers.

When His Majesty was very young, he was fond of this amusement

;

but afterwards, when ha grew older and wiser, he discontinued pigeon-

flying altogether. But since then, on mature consideration, he has again

taken it up.

A well-trained pigeon of bluish colour, formerly belongingto the Kbin-i

1 “ In the beginning of 974 (July, 1900), the emperor returned (from Jounpur) to
Agm. and peered hie time in amuoement*. He want to A'sparrtfe, a new town which he
had built near Agra, and enjoyed the rfctnoA*genie, dog-banting, and pigeon-flying. He
° * ***^^ h* eculd playat (Aeufda during dark rnghta." Bad. II,

Tho town of .YagarrAf* waa eubeeqoently (Worried.
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A'?am Kokaltash ('Aziz, Akbar’s foster-brother), fell into Hie Majesty's

hands. From the care which was bestowedupon.it by His Majesty, it has

since become the chief of the imperial pigeons, and is known under the

name of Mohana. From it descended several excellent pigeons as AtMn
(the weeper), Porizdrf (the fairy), AlmSt (the diamond), andShah 'fid* (Aloe

Boyal). Among their progeny again there are the choicest pigeons

in the whole world, which have brought the trained pigeons of 'Umar

Shayjch Mirza (father of Babar), Sultan Uusayn Mirra (vide p. 107, note 6)

into oblivion. Such improvement, in fact, has been .made in the art of

training, as toastonish the amateurs of Iran and Tfiran, who had to learn

th$ art from the beginning.

In former times pigeons of all kinds were allowed to couple ; but His

Majesty thinks equality in gracefulness and performance a necessary

condition in coupling, and has thus bred choice pigeons. The custom is

to keep a male and a female pigeon, if not acquainted with each other,

for five or six days together, when they become so familiar that, even after

a long separation, they will again recognize each other. The hen generally

lays her eggs from eight to twelve days after coupling, or more if she be

small or sickly. PigeonB couple in Mihrmah (September-October), and

separate in Fancardin (February-March). A hen lays two eggs,' but

sometimes only one. The cock will sit upon the eggs by daytime, and the

hen during the night, and thus they keep them warm and soft. In winter

they hatch for twenty-one days ; but if the air be warm, they only take

seventeen or eighteen. For about six days, the pigeons feed their young

ones withfalak, which means grain reduced to pap in the crops of the old

ones. Afterwards they feed them from the grain in their crops, which

they bring up before it is fully digested. This they continue for about a

month, and as soon as they see that the young ones can pick up their own

grain, the old ones willgo away. Eggs, or evenyoung ones, are sometimes

given to other pigeons to take care of. Home bred young ones are trained.

Some are kept in a tor (?) till they get stronger, and get acquainted with

the place. As soon as these two things have been attained, the pigeons

only got one-third or one-fourth of their daily allowance of food. When
they have got a little accustomed to hunger, they are gradually allowed

to take flights. They take daily about forty hawSe (air), i.e., forty flights.

At this period the trainers pay no regard to what is called charkh and

Mzi (vide below) Of feathers, they count ten, and if eight of them have

fallen out, the keepers no longer allow the pigeons to fly, but keep them at

rest (kheShSnidaa). After two months, the pigeons get new feathers, and

become very strong. They are then again let oil. This is the best time
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for showing their skill. As soon as the pigeons, learn to perform the b&zi

and the charkh, they are sent to His Majesty for inspection, and are kept
for four months in readiness, to exhibit their skill. Charkh is a lusty

movement ending with the pigeon throwing itself over in a full circle.

If this circular turn be not completely carried out; the movement is called

htf (shoulder), and is held in no esteem. Bazi is the same as muSallaq

zadan (lying on the back with the feet upwards, and quickly turning round,

in Hind. halo). Some thought that the two wings (kilf) meet, which

appears to the observer as if it were a muSallaq
;
but His Majesty had one

wing of a pigeon blackened, when the erroneousness of that opinion

became evident. Some pigeons get confused during the bazi and charkh ,

and come stupefied to the ground. This is called gtdula, and is disliked.

Sometimes pigeons hurt themselves and fall down ; but often they get

all right again when they come near the ground
;
and taking courage and

collecting their strength they flv up again. A pigeon of the jchd§a

pigeon cots will j>erform fifteen charkh and seventy bdzie, a feat which will

certainly astonish the spectators. Jn former times, they let eleven or

twenty-one pigeons fly at a time
;
but nowadays they let off as many as

one hundred and one. From the attention which His Majesty has

bestowed upon pigeons, they are now so carefully trained as to be let

fly at night, even to great heights.

At the time of departure and the breaking of the camp, the pigeons

will follow, the cots being carried by bearers (kahdr). Sometimes they

wiil alight and take rest for a while, and then rise again.

It would *be difficult to count the pigeons at Court ; but there are more

than twenty thousand. Five hundred of them are khapa. They have a

great reputation, and remarkable stories are told of their skill.

Pigeon trainers of former times, in order to determine the value of a

pigeon, used to twist the foot, 1 or looked to the slit of the eyes, or the

openings on the top of the bill
;
but they failed to discover more signs of the

value of a breed. His Majesty has discovered many more ; and the fixing

the value of a pigeon, in former times a matter of great difficulty, has

now become very easy. First . His Majesty subdivided the three marks of

former trainers as follows : the two eyes, and theirupperand lower signs
;
*

the eight claws ; the two sides of the beak, above and below. The mutual

comparison of these signs has led to many additional means of fixing

the value of a pigeon. Secondly. His Majesty looks to the variety and

the colour of the annular protuberances on the feet of pigeons. A book

[' Bu-Wflan-i pa. Can this mean the angle made by the feet !—P.J
*

1 Du chttshm bale n jPdC.’n*—’P,]
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has been made in whioh.the systematic order of these signs has been laid

down. According to them, His Majesty distinguishes ten classes, for each

of whioh separate aviaries have been constructed. The price of pigeons

in the first house has not been limited. Many a poor man anxious to make

his way has found in the training of superior pigeons a means of getting

rich. A pair of second class pigeons has a value of 3 R. ; third class, 2} R.‘,

fourth class, 2 R. ; fifth class, 1$ R. ; sixth class, 1 R. ; seventh class,

} R. ; eighth clan, & R. ; ninth and tenth classes. $ R.

When inspections are held, the stock of Mohana first pass in review

;

then the young ones of Ashtn. Though the latter belong to the former,

they are now separately counted. Then come the four zirihl pigeons

;

they are the stock of a pigeon which belonged to Haji 'All, of Samarqand,

which coupled with an 'Udi hen, of which I do not know the owner

;

their stock has become famous. The precedence of all other pigeons is

determined by their age or the time they were bought.

The Colours of Khd?a Pigeons.

Magasi (flea-bitten) ; zirihl, (steelblue) ;
omiri (?) ; zamlrl (a colour

between zirihl and amirl ;
His Majesty invented this name)

;
chinI

(porcelain blue) ; nofii (grey like naptha)
; shafaql (violet)

;
*8di,(aloe-

wood coloured) ; surmal (dark grey, like powder of antimony)
;
kishmishx 1

(dark brown, like currants 1
) ; halwd

%
l (light-brown, like halted sweetmeat)

;

fandati (light-brown, like Bandalwood)
;
jigarl (brown) ; naball (greyish

white) ; dughl (bluish-white, like sour milk) ; tcushln (of the same colour

as the gum called teushk)
;
jildni (chlldnl ?) ; kura*i (brown, like a new

earthen pot ?) ; ntlufan (bluish-white) ; azraq (a colour between yellow

and brown ; His Majesty applies this name in this sense) ; diashl (black

brown)
;

shaftalu (peach coloured)
;

gul-i got coloured (?), yellow

;

kaghai

%

(yellowish, like native paper) ;
zagh (grey like a crow) ; agrt-

(a colour between white and brown) ;
muharraql (a dirty black)

; fchifri

(a colour between greenish and <'ddi) ; abi (water coloured) ;
* surmag

(a name invented by His Majesty to express a colour between surma,

l

and magasi).

Pigeons of these colours have often different names, as gulsar (whose

head resembles a flower) ;
dumghaza (stumptail)

;
yakrang (of one colour)

;

halqum-safid (white throat)
;

parsaftd (white wing)
; kalla (big head)

;

ghazghazh (wild chick) ; mdgh * (name of an aquatic bird) ;
babari (?)

;

Slpar (red wing ?) ; kalla far (short wing) ; mShdum 4 (moontail)

;

[* Kiskmisk, Sultana raiaioa—P.J [* AH, blue.—P.]

f
a iitgk, a cormorant ?—P.] f* HSMun, with white on tho tail.—P.]
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fawqddr (ring-bearer) ; marwdrtd-sar (pearl head) ; mashfala-dum (torch-

tail) ;
etc.

Some trainers of the present age gave pigeons snch names as indicate

their colours. His Majesty rather calls them according to their qualities,

as bughur (?), qarapilk (with black eyelids)
;

abyari
;

palavgriigari
;

rekhta pilk.

There are also many pigeons which do not perform charkhs and bazls,

but are distinguished' by their colours, or by peculiar tricks. Thus the

Kokah 1 pigeon, the voice of which Bounds like the call to prayer. 2. The

Bagha , which utters a peculiar voice in the morning to wake up people.

3. The Luqqan ,

2 which struts about proudly, wagging its head, neck, and

tail. 4. The Lolan, 3 They turn it about, and let it off on the ground, when

it will go through all the motions which a half-killed fowl goes through.

Some pigeons will do so when the keeper strikes his hand against the

ground, and others will show the same restlessness when on leaving the

cage their beak is made to touch the ground. 5. The Kherni . The cock

shows a remarkable attachment to the hen. Though he fly up so high as

to be no longer visible, if the hen be exposed in a cage, he will get restless

and drop down instantly to join her. This is very remarkable. Some of

them come down with both wings spread, others close one ; some close

both ; or they change alternately the wing which they close in flying. 6.

The Rath pigeon is chiefly used for carrying letters, though any other kind

may be trained to bring letters even from great distances. 7. The

Xishawari pigfeon will fly up, and follow its cage to whatever place it be

taken. It will fly out of sight, and stay away for a day or two, when it

comes down and remains in its cage. 8. The parpd (having feet covered

with feathers) will inhale air (?) and act as if it sighed.

Some pigeons are merely kept for the beauty of their plumage, the

colours of which receive peculiar names. Thus some are called shtrazt ,

shustarl ,
kdshdnljogiya

,
reza-dahan, magasl, and yumri.4 Wild pigeonsare

called gola. If some of them are caught, they will be joined by a thousand

others ; they soon get domesticated. They return daily to the fields, and

get on their return salt water to drink. This makes them vomit the grain

which they had eaten on the fields. The grain is collected and given as

food to other pigeons.

People say that pigeons will but rarely live above thirty years.

[
l Can this be for kotla, a specie* of green pigeon which haa a call Ufcethe human voice,

ti'fe Jexdon No. 778.—P.]
[• LaqA, laft, etc., the fantail pigeon.—P.]
[* Lota 11 , the ground-tumbler.—P.]

[
4 Qnmn, a white dove.—P.]
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Four ten of grain will be sufficient for one hundred of such pigeons as

are made to fl.v ; but for other pigeons five ten are required ; or seven

and a half if they pair. But flying pigeons get millet, not mixed with

other grain ; the others get a mixture of the seven kinds of grain, vis.,

rice,HU 1
-i nu£&tJd (gram), mQng ddl 1

(millet), karar, lahdara, juvSr (vide

p. 66). Though most servants of His Majesty keep pigeons and show
much skill in training them, there are a few that have risen to eminence,

as QuJSAll oi Bokhara, MastI of Samarqand, Mullixida, Pttr-i Mulla

Ahmad Chand, Muqbil Shin Chela, Sbwija Randal Chela, Mflmin of

Har&t, *Abdtt 'l-Latlf of Bukhara, H&jlQaaim ofBalkh>HabibofShahisabs,

Sikandar Chela, Malta, Maqffld of Samarqand, gfewfija Phttl, Chela

Hlranand.

The servants attached to the pigeon houses draw their pay on the list

of the army. The pay of a foot soldier varies from 2 R. to 48 R. per

mensem.

The game of Chaufar.

From times of old, the people of Hindustan have been fond of this

game. It is played with sixteen pieces of the same shape ; but every four

of them must have the same colour. The pieces all move in the some

direction. The players use three dice. Four of the six sides of each dioe

aregreater than the remaining two, the four long sides being marked with

one, two, five, and six dots respectively. The players drawtwo sets of two

panlM lines, of whioh one set bisects the other at right angles. These

parallel lines are of equal length. The small square which is formed by

the intersection of the two sets in the centre of the figure is left as it is

;

but the four rectangles adjoining the sides of the square are each divided

into twenty-four equal spaces inthree rows, each of eight equal spaces, as

shown in PI. XVII, Fig. 17. Thegame is generally played by four players,

of whom two {day against the other two. Each player has four pieces,

of whioh he puts two in the sixth and seventh spaoes of the middle row

of the parallellogram before him, andthe other two in the seventh and

eighth spaoes of the right row. The left row remains empty. Each player

moves his pieces, according to his throw, in the outer row, always keeping

to the right, till he arrives at the outer left row of the parallelogram, from

which he started } and from.there he moves to the middle row. When
arrived at the latter plaoe, he is faUfa (ripe), and from here, he must

throw for each of his pieces the exact number whioh will oarry them to

-tire empty square in the centre of the figure. He is now rasUa, or arrived.

When a player is pujfltn or faMa, he may commence to play from

Mp Pain of nSof P.]
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the beginning, which leads to amusing combinations. As long as a player

keeps two of his pieces together, the adversary cannot throw them out.

If a player throws a double six, he can move two pieces over twelve

spaces, provided the two pieces stand together on one field ; but he is

allowed to move them only six fields onwards should he prefer doing bo.

A similar rule holds for double fives, etc. A throw consisting of 4, six,

a five, and a one, is called kham (raw)
;
and in this case, two pieces,

provided they are togdther on the same field, may each be moved six

fields forwards, and every single piece twelve fields. If a player throws

three sixes, and three of his four pieces happen to stand on one field,

he may move each of them over twelve fields. A similar rule holds, if a

player throw three twos, or three ones. There are many other rules for

particular cases. If a player has brought his four pieces into the central

square, he throws, when his turn comes, for his companion, to get him

out too. Formerly the custom was that when a piece had come to the

last row, and ... 1 His Majesty thinks it proper to do so from the very

eighth field. If the throws of two players are the same as the throw of the

preceding players, His Majesty counts them as qayim
,
or standing.

Formerly he did not allow such equal throws. If the four pieces of an

opponent are pukhta ,
and he yet lose his bet, the other players are entitled

to double the amount of the bet. Should any of the players leave the game

for some reason he may appoint anyone to play for him ; but he will

have to be responsible for the betting of his substitute. Of all winnings,

the substitute is entitled to two per cent
;

if a player loses a bet, his substi-

tute has to pay one per cent . If a player drops one of his pieces, or any

of the players be late or inattentive, he is fined one rupee. But a fine of

a muhur is exacted if any one prompts the other, or moves his pieces

over too many fields, or tries to get twro throws.

Formerly many grandees took part in this game ; there were often

as many as two hundred players, and no one was allowed to go home before

he had finished sixteen games, which in some cases lasted three months.

If any of them lost his patience and got restless, he had to drink a cup of

wine.

Superficially considered, all this is mete play ; but His Majesty has

higher aims ; he weighs the talents of a man, and teaches kindness.

The game of Chandal Mandal .

This game was invented by His Majesty. The figure, or board, which

is required, consists of sixteen parallelograms, arranged in a Circular form

1 The il.SS. have as kh&nayi hashturn pdydn shavad, hanyfnn-i Utfin shudan a.nnda

gardad, which words are not clear to me.
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looiid a oentra. Each parallelogram ii divided into twenty-four fields,

every eight of whioh forma row ; vide PL XVII, Tig. 18. The number of

pieoee is sixty-four, and four dice are used, of which the four longer sides

are marked with one, two, ten, and twelve points respectively. The
number of players is sixteen. Each gets four pieces, which are placed

in the middle. As in Chaupar, the pieces are moved to the right, and pass

through the whole circle. The playerwho is out first., is entitled to receive

the stipulated amount from the other fifteen players ; the second that is

out, from fourteen players, and so on. The first player, therefore, wins

most, and the last loses most ; the other players both lose and win. His

Majesty plays this game in several ways ; one way in which the pieces

are moved as if the fields were squares of a chess board, is very often

played. I shall give a few particulars and directions how to play the

different kinds of this game.

First kind, no piece can throw out another piece, but moves on by itself.

Second way, single pieces may be thrown out. Each player whose piece has

thus beSn thrown out, commences again from his starting point. Third

way, at each throw two pieces are moved at a time, either with or without

the permission of throwing out pieces. Fourth way, the preceding rule is

applied to three or four pieces at a time. Fifth way, the dice ate thrown

four times, and four pieces are moved at each throw. These different ways

may, moreover, be varied by some players playing to the right, others to

the left, or all in tite same direction. Sixth way, a player is out when he

comes to the place from which the player opposite to him commenced to

play, moving from the middle row of his opponent into the empty space in

the centre of the board. Or the game ends when each player arrives at the

place from which his left hand neighbour commenced to play. Seventh

way, each player puts his pieces before himself, and has three throws. At

the first throw, he moves two of his pieces ; at the second, one of his own

pieces and one belonging to his right hand neighbour ;
at the third throw,

he moves any piece of Ids own, and allows his left hand neighbour to move

one of his pieces. In this way of playing, no player throws out the pieces

of his neighbours; and when the game is in full swing, he allows each piece

whioh happens to come into the row in which he is, to move according to

his own throw, as a sort of compliment to a guest. Eighth way, two pieces

when together may throw out another set of two pieoes; but single pieces

do not throw out each other. Ninth way, tout pieces together may throw

out three together ; three together, sets of two ; and two together, single

tines ; but single pieces do not throw out each other. Tenth way, each

playermoves his pieoes according to the numoer of points which he throws,
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but at the same time, the player who site opposite to him moves his pieces

according to the number of points on the reverse side of the dice, whilst'

the two players to the right and left of the player who threw the dice*

move their pieces according to the number of points to the right and left

sides of the dice. Eleventh way, the players use five dice and four pieces.

Each player, in his turn, throws the five dice, and moves his pieces

according to the sum of the two highest points of his throw. The next

highest point is taken by his tns-d-m, and the two lowest points by his

right and left hand neighbours. Twelfth way, the players have each five

dice and five pieces. At every throw, he gives the jHjints of one die to his

right hand neighbour, and uses the others for himself. Sometimes the

thrower mentions beforehand the names of four players to whom he

wishes to give the points of four dice, he himself taking the joints of the

fifth die. And when a player requires only a few points, to get

pukhta, he must give the remaining points to those near whom the

dice fall.

The game may also be played by fifteen or less players, tne figure

being lessened accordingly. So also may the number of the dice be

increased or decreased.

Cards .

This is a well-known game. His Majesty has made some alterations in

the cards. Ancient sages took the number twelve as the basis, and made

the suit to consist of twelve cards ; but they forgot that the twelve kings

should be of twelve different kinds. His Majesty plays with the following

suits of cards. 1st, Ashwapati, the lord of horses. The highest card

represents a king on horseback, resembling the king of Dihli, with the

umbrella (chatr)> the standard (*alam), and other imperial ensigns. The

second highest card of the same suit represents a vazir on horseback

;

and after this card come ten others of the same suit with pictures of horses,

from one to ten. 2nd. Oajpati , the king whose power lies in the number of

his elephants, as the ruler of Orlsah. The other eleven cards represent,

as before, the vazir, and elephants from ten to one. 3rd, Narpati, a king

whose power lies in his infantry, as is the case with the rulers of Bljapur.

The card represents a king sitting on his throne in imperial splendour

;

the vazir sits on a footstool [fanialt), and the ten raids .completing this

suit have foot soldiers, from one to ten. 4th, Gadhpati. The card shows

a man sitting on a throne over a fort
;
the vazir sits on a fandati over a

fort ; and the remaining ten cards have forts from one to ten, as before.

Bih, Dhanpati , the lord of treasures. The first card of this suit shows a
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nmn, Hitting on a throne, and gold and silver heaps ; the vaslr sits upon a
ftnulal7, iim if he took account of the Treasury, and the remaining cards

show jam full of gold and silver, from one to ten. 6th, Dalpati, the hero

of liattlc. The first card of this suit shows a king in armour, sitting on

his throne and surrounded by warriors on coats of mail. The vazlr sits on

a sandaR and wears a jni/lxi (breast armour) ; the ten other cards show

individuals clad in armour. 1th, NaicSpati, the lord of the fleet. The

card shows a man sitting on a throne in a ship ; the vazir sits, as usual, on

a tandali, and the other ten curds have boats from one to ten. 8th, Txpati,

a queen sitting on the throne, surrounded by her maids. The second card

shows a woman as vazlr on a fandatl, and the other ten cards have pictures

< f women, from one to ten. 9th, Surapati, the king of the divinities (deota)

also called Indar, on a throne. The vazlr sits on a (ondaK, and the ten

other cards have pictures of divinities from one to ten. KM, Airpati, the

lord of genii (deo). The card represents Suleyman, 3on of Da*0d, on the

throne. The vazlr sits on a fandali, and the other ten cards have genii.

1 \th, Banjoul, the king of wild beasts. The cord represents a tiger (ther)

with sonic other animals. The vaiir is drawn in the shape of n leopard

(palang

)

and the other ten cards are pictures of wild beasts, as usual from

one to ten. Vllh, Ahipati, the king of snakes. The first cord shows n

serpent mounted on a dragon, whilst the vazlr is a serpent riding on

another serpent of the same kind. The remaining ten cardsshow serpents,

from one to ten;

The first six of these twelve suits are called bithbar (powerful), and the

six last, lumbar (weak).

His Majesty has also made some suitable alterations in the cards.

Thus tiie Dhanpati, or lord of treasures, is represented as a .man dis-

tributing money. The vazlr sits on a fandali, and inspects the Treasury

;

but the ten other osids of this suit ore representations of the ten classes

of workmen employed in the Treasury, vis., the jeweller, the molter, the

piece-cutter (nmfoUss-sds), the weighman, the'eoiner, the muAr counter,

the bitikehi (writer) of dhm pieces (vide p. 31, No. 17), the bitikchi of

mm pieoes (vide p. 31, No. 20), the dealer, the qurtfor (vide p. 24, No. 15).

His Majesty bad also the king of assignments painted on the cards, who

inspectsfamine, grants, and the leaves of the daftar (vide p. 270) ; the

vaslr sits on a fandaR with the daftar before him ; the other cards show

officers employed in the financial Department, as the paper maker, the

miefar maker (vide p. 55, note 1), the clerk who makes the entries ,in the

daftar,the illuminator (mu/awtrir), the naqqSeh(vthoornaments the pages),

thejadmd4»eh (who draws Mue and gold lines on the pages), thefarmin
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writer, the mujallid (bookbinder), the rangm 1 (who stuns the paper with

different colours). The Padith&h-i gimSth also, or king ofmanufacturers,

is painted in great state, looking at different things, as Thibetan yaks,

silk, silken stuffs. The vazir sits near him on a tondaR, inquiring into

former proceedings. The other ten cards represent beasts of burden.

Again, the Padith&h-i Chang, or lord of the lyre, is painted sitting on a

throne, and listening to music ; the vazir sits before him, inquiring into

the circumstances of the performers, of whom pictures are given on the

remaining cards. Next, the Padith&h-i tar i lafid, or king of silver,

who is painted distributing rupeeqgtnd other silver coins
; the vazir sits

on a fandali, and makes inquiries regarding donations. On the other

cards, the workmen of the silver mint are depicted, as before those of the

gold mint. Then comes the Padith&h-i Shamther, or king of the sword,

who is painted trying the steel of a sword. The vazir site upon a fandali,

and inspects the arsenal ; the other cards contain pictures of armourers,

polishers, etc. After him comes the Padith&h-i Taj,1 or king of the

diadem. He confers royal insignia, and the fandali upon whioh the vazir

sits, is the last of the insignia. The ten other cards contain pictures of

workmen, as tailors, quitters, etc. Lastly, the P&dithak-i Ghulam&n, or

king of the slaves, sits on an elephant, and the vaziron a cart. The other

cards are representations of servants, some of whom sit, some lie on the

ground in worship, some are drunk, others soberr etc.

Besides these ordinary games of cards, His Majesty also plays ches^,

four-handed and two-handed. His chief object is to test the value of men,

and to establish harmony and good fellow-feelihg at Court.

A*in 30.

THE GRANDEES OF THE EMPIRE.*

At first I intended, in speaking of the Grandees of the Court, to record

the deeds which raised them to their exalted positions, to describe their

1 This U the Hinddstinl corruption of the Persian rang-rax. [Rang-rti is the oomatoo
word in modem Persian.—P.]

* Ttj is often translated by a crows ; but Uj is a tap worn by oriental kings instead of
the crown of occidental kings. Hence the word diadem does not express the meaning of
Uj either. [It apparently is also used of a crown as well as the cap worn by dervishes.—P.j

* From the fact that Abii ’I-Fsil mentions in his list of Qrendets Prince gbusraw,
(wis No. 4) who wan bom in MO, but not Prince Parwts, who was bon In 987, we might
oonclude that the table was compiled prior to 997. But from my note to p. 286, it would
appear that the beginning of the fist refem to* time prior to 993, andAM T-leol may hare
afterward added gfeusraw’s name, though it is difficultto saywhy hedid notadd thenames
>f Parwb and ffiithiahta, bath of whom were born before the A*In was completed.

Again,HM (No. 7) andKM Mugaflar Husayn (No. 9) are mentioned as
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qualities, and to say something of their experience. But I am unwilling

to bestow mere praise ; in fact, it does not become the encomiast of His

Majesty to praise others, and I should act against my sense of truthfulness,

were I but to mention that which is praiseworthy, and to pass in silence

over that which cannot be approved of. I shall therefore men ly record,

in form of a table, their names and the titles which have been conferred

upon them.

/. Commanders of Ten Thousand.

1. Shihz&da Sultan Salim, eldest son of His Majesty.

II. Commanders of Eight Thousand.

2. Sh&hzida Sultan Murid, second son of His Majesty.

III. Commanders of Seven Thousand.

3. Shfthsida Sultan Dinyal, third son of HiR Majesty.

Akbar had five sons

2 Husayn {*
w'ns’ ^°rn 3rd Rabi’ 1, 972. They only lived one month,

j

3. Sultan Salim [Jahangir].

4. Sultan Murad.

5. Sultan Danyal.

Of daughters, I find three mentioned—(a) Shahzada Khanum, born

three months after Salim, in 977. (6) 8hukr“ ’n-Nisa Begum, who in 1001

war married to Mirza Shahrujdi (No. 7, below, p. 326) ;
and (c) Aram

Bind Begum ; both born after Sultan Danyal. Regarding the death of

the last Begum, vide Tuzuk, p. 386.

Of Akbar’s wives the following are mentioned 1
:—1 . Sultan Ruqayyah

Begum (a daughter of Mirza Hindiil), who died 84 years old, 7th Jumada I,

1035 (Tuiuk, p. 401). She was Akbar’s first wife (zan-i kalan), but had

no child by him. She tended Shahjahan. NGr Jahan (Jahangir’s wife),

also stayed with her after the murder of Sher Afkan. 2, Sultan Salima

Begum. She was a daughter of Oulruj^ (?) Begum 2 (a daughter of Babar)

Commander* of Five Thousand, though they were appointed in 1(H)1 and 10<>3 respectively,

i.$M a short time More the A1In was completed.

Tito biographical notices which I have given after the names of the more i!tustrious
(

grandees are chiefly taken from a MS. copy of the 7- Vward* (No. 77of the MSS.*

of the As. Soc. Bengal), the Tuzuk i Jaktngm, the Tabagat-i Akhari, IfadA/tni, and the

AkbarnAma. For the convenience of the student of Indian History, I have added a

genealogical table of the House of Timur, and would refer the reader to a more, entailed

article on the Chronology of Timur and his Descendants published hv me in the Proceedings

of Ike Asiatic Society of Bengal for August, 1 800.
1 Vide Additional notes.

• i’.egafding her, vide Jour. As. Soc . Bengal for 1800, p. 136, note.



and Mirza Nur" ’d-Din Muhammad. HumayQn had destined, her for

Bayrum Khan, who married her in the beginning of Akbar's reign. After

the death of Bayram, Akbar, in 968, married her. She died 10th ZiQa^da,

1021. As a poetess, she is known under the name Makhfi (concealed),

and must notbe confoundedwithZeb* ’n-NUS1 (a daughter ofAwrangzeb’s)

who has the same poetical name. 3. The daughter of Raja Bihar! Mai

and sister of Raja Bhagawan Das. Akbar married her in 968, at Silbhar.

4. The beautiful wife of Abdu 1-WasI, married in 970 (vide Bad. JI, 61).

5. Bib! Dawlat Shad, mother of (b) and (c) ; vide Tuzuk, p. 16. 6. A
daughter of cAbdtt Tlah Khan Mugful (964). 7. A daughter of Mlran

Mubarak Shah of Khandes ; vide p. 13, note 1.

Sultan SalFm. Title as Emperor, Jahangir. Title after death, Jan-

natmakanx. Bom at FathpQr Sikri, on Wednesday, 17th Itabi’ I, 997, or

18th Shahriwar of the 14th year of Akbar’s Era. He was called Salim

because he was born in the house of Shayjdj Salim-i Chishti. Akbar used

to call him ShaykhS Baba (vide Tuzuk, p. 1). For his wives and children,

vide below, No. 4. Jahangir died on the 28th §afar 1037 (28th October,

1627) near Rajor on the Kashmir frontier. Vide my article on Jahangir

in the Calcutta Review for October, 1869.

Sulfean Murid, Akbar’s fourth son, was born on Thursday, 3rd Muhar-

ram, 978, and died of delirium tremens in 1006, at Jalnapflr in Barar

(Tuzuk, p. 15 ;
Akbarnama II, p. 443 ; Khali Khan, p. 212). He was

nicknamed Pahari (Bad. II, 378). He was sabzrang (of a livid* com-

plexion), thin, and tall (Tuzuk). A daughter of his was married to Prince

Parwiz, Jahangir’s Bon (Tuzuk, p. 38).

Sultan Danyal was born at Ajmir, on the 10th Jumada 1, 979, and died

of delirium tremens, a.h. 1013. Kfr&fl Khan, I, p. 232, says the news of

his death reached Akbar in the beginning of 1014. He was called Danyal

in remembrance of Shay]& Danyal, a follower of Mu*in-i Chishti, to whose

tomb at AjmirAkbar, in the beginning of his reign, often made pilgrimages.

Danyal married, in the beginning of 1002, the daughter of Qulij Khan
(No. 42), and towards the end of 1006, Janan Begum, a daughter of

Mirza *Abdu ’r-Rahim Khan Khanan (Khufi Khan, p. 213), and was

betrothed to a daughter of Ibrahim 'Adlishah of BijlapQr; but he died

before the marriage was consummated. He had three sons 1. Tah-

muras, who was married to Sultan Bahar Begum, a daughter of Jahangir.

2. Bayasanghar (yuwb). 3. Hoshang, who was married- to Hoshmand

1 Hit r-liArminv DIwAn woe lithographed at Lucknow, a.ii. 1281. She wm the eldeet

daughter of Awmitgftcb, and was horn in A.fi. 1048.

:* .saiiow ?—1\
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Band Begum, a daughter of KLusraw. Besides, he had four daughters,

whose names are not mentioned. One of them, Buliiqi Begum, was

married to Mirza Wall (Tuz., p. 272). Tahnifiras niul Hoshang were

killed by Asaf Khan after the death t>f Jananglr (vide Proceeding* Asiatic

Society ofBengal, for August, 18G9). Nothing appears to bo known regard-

ing the fate of Bayasangjiar. Vide Calcutta Review for October, 18(11).

Danyal is represented as well built, good looking, fond of horses and

elephants, and clever in coni]>osing Hindustani poems.

IV. Commanders of Five Thousand .

4. Sultan ghusraw, eldest son of Prince Salim [Jahangir].

Jahangir's wives (Tuzuk, p. 84, and Preface, p. 0). A daughter of

Raja Bhagwdn Das, married in 993, gave birth, in 994, to Suita

n

u

’n-Niga Begum [Khnfi Khan . Sultan Begum], and in 995 to Prince

Khu8raw. She poisoned herself with opium in a fit of madness apparently

brought on by the behaviour of Klnisraw and her younger brother

Madhu Singh, in 1011 (KhafI Khan, p. 227). 2. A daughter of Ray
Ray Singh, son of Ray Knlyan Mai of Bikanir, married 19th Rajab 994,

Bad. II, p. 353. She is not mentioned in the Tuzuk among Jahangir’s

wives. 3. A daughter of Oday Singh [Moth Raja], son of Raja Miildco,

married in 994. The 'Tuzuk (p. 5) -calls her Jagat Gosayini. She is the

mother of Shahjahan, and died in 1028 (Tuzuk, p. 208). 4. A daughter of

Kbwaja Hasan, the uncle of Zayn Khan Koka. She is the mother

of Prince Parwiz. She died 15th Tir, 1007. 5. A daughter of lluja

KeshQ Das Rathor. She is the mother of Bahnr Banu Begum (born

23rd Shahriwar 998). G and 7. The mothers of Jahandar and Shahryar.

8. A daughter of *All Ray, ruler of little Thibet (Bad., IT, 37G), married in

999.' 9. A daughter of Jagat Singh, eldest son of lblja Min Singh

(Tuzuk, p. 68). 10. Mihru ’n-Nisii Kliiinuin, the widow of Slier Afkan.

On her marriage with Jahangir she received the title of Xur Maliall, and

was later called Nur Jahan (Tin., p. 150). Jahangir dot's not appear

to have had children by Nflr Jahan.

Jahangirs children . 1 . Sultan Kbusraw. 2. Sultan Parwiz. 3.

Sultan Kburram (Shahjahun). 4. Sultan Jaliandur. 5. Sultan Shahryar.

Two daughters are mentioned (a) Sultanu ‘n-Xisa Begum
;

ih) Sultan

Bahar Band Begum. There were
14
several children ” after Parwiz ;

but the Tuzuk (p. 8) does not give their names. They appear to have died

soon after their birth.

Sultan Khusraw was born on the 21th Amurdad 995 (Tuzuk, Preface)

;

but Kbafi Khan says 997. He was married to a daughter of Azam KJLian
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Koka. His sons—1. Baland Ajghtar, who died when young, Tuzuk,

p. 73. 2. Dawar Bakhsh (also called Bulaql),

1

whose daughter, Hosli-

mand Band Begum, was married to Hoshang, son of Danyal. 3. Garshasp.

Kbusraw died on the 18th Isfandiyarmuz, 1031. He lies buried in the

Kbiwraw Gardens in Allahabad. Dawar Bakhsh was proclaimed Emperor

by A$af Khan after the death of Jahangir
; but at an order of Shahjah&n,

he was killed, together with his brother Garshasp, by Asaf Khan.

Sultan Parwiz, bom 19th Aban, 997. He was married to a daughter

of Mirza Rustam-i Safawi (No. 9) and had a son who died when young

{Tuz., p. 282). A daughter of Parwiz was married to Dara Shikoh.

Parwiz died of delirium tremens in 1036.

Sultan Khurram (Shahjahan) was born at Lahor on the 30th Rabi* I,

1000 a.h. Regarding his family, vide Proceedings As. Soc. Bengal for

August, 1869, p. 219. He was Akbar’s favourite.

Sultan Jahandar had no children. He and Sullan Shahryar were

born about the same time, a few months before Akbar’s death (
Tuz.,

Preface, p. 17). Shahryar was married, in the 16tL year of Jahangir,

to Mihrn'n-Nisa, the daughter of Nur Jahan by Sher Afkan, and had a

daughter by her, Arzani Begum
(
Tuzuk, p. 370). The Iqbal-ndma

(p. 306) calls her ^Lj Prom his want of abilities, he got the

nickname Nashudoni (fit for nothing). KJiusraw, Parwiz, and Jahandar

died before their father.

Shahryar, at' the instigation of Nur Jahan, proclaimed himself

Emperor of Lahor a few days after the death of Jahangir. He was

killed either at the order of Dawar Balghsh or of Asaf K]ian ; vide Pro-

ceedings As. Soc. Bengal for August, 1869, p. 218.

r>. Mirza Sulaym&n, son of Khan Mirza, son of Sultan Mahmud,

son of Abu Sa*id.

6. Mirz& Ibrahim, son of Mirza Sulayman (No. 5).

Mirza Sulayman was born in 920, and died at Lahor in 997. He is

generally called WaB-yi Hadakbshdn. As grandson of Abfl Sa^id Mirza,

he is the sixth descendant from Timur. Abii Sa*id killed Sultan Muham-

mad of Badakjphan, the last of a series of kings who traced their descent

to Alexander the Great, and took possession of Badakjishan, which after

his death fell to his son, Sultan Mahmud, who had three sons, Bayasangfaar

Mirza, <Ali Mirza* Khan Mirza. When Mahmud died, Amir Kbusraw

1 TV MSS. *|iei| thi* name ji I# an<l Jif.
2 Tin* 'l-Vmnnl railk the second son, Mirza Mas^ud.
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Klmn, one of his nobles, blinded Bayasangjiar, killed the second prince,

and ruled as tumrper. He submitted to Bdbar in 910. When Babar took

Qandahur, in 912, from Shah Beg Arghfin, he sent Klian Mirza asgovernor

to Badaldishun. Mirza Sulaymun is the son of this Khan Mirza.1

After tho death of Khan Mirza, Badakhshan was governed for Babar

by Prince Humayfin, Sultan Uways (Mirza Sulayman’s father-in-law),

Prince Hindal, and lagtlv, by Mirza Sulayman, who held Bada&shan

till 17 Jumada II, 948, when he had to surrender himself and his son,

Mirza Ibrahim, to Prince Kamran. They were released by Humayfin in

952, and took again possession of Badajdishun. When Humayfin had

taken Kabul, he made war upon and defeated Mirza Sulayman who once

in possession of his country, had refused to submit ; but when the return

of Kamran from Sind obliged Humayfin to go to Kabul, he reinstated the

Mirza, who held Badakhslian till 983. Bent on making conquests, he

invaded in 967 Balldy but had to return. His son, Mirza Ibrahim, was

killed in battle.2

In the eighth year when Mirza Muhammad Hakim’s (Akbar’s brother)

mother had been killed by Shah Abu ’1-Ma'ani Mirza S. went to Kabul,

and had Abfi ’l-Ma^ali hanged
; he then married his own daughter to

M. M. Hakim, and appointed Umed *All, a BadaJ&shan noble, ’M. M.

Hakim’s Vakil (970). But M. M. Hakim did not go on well with Mlrzi

Sulayman, who returned next year to Kabul with hostile intentions;

but M. M. Hakim fled and aBked Akbar for assistance, r> that Mlrzi 8.,

though he had taken Jalulabud, had to return to Badajjishan. He
returned to Kabul in 973, when Akbar’s troops had left that country,

but retreated on being promised tribute.

Mirza Sulayman’s wife was Khurram Begum, of the Qibchik tribe.

She was clever and had her husband so much in her power, that he did

nothing without her advice. Her enemy was Muhtaram Khanum. the

widow of Prince Kamran. M. Sulayman wanted to marry her ; but

Khurram Begum got hejr married, against her will, to Mirzi Ibrahim,

by whom she had a son, Mirza Shahruldi (No. 7). When Mirza Ibrahim

fell in the war with Baljdt, Khurram Begum wanted to send the JChanum

to her father, Shah Muhammad of Kashgliar ; but she refused to go. As

soon as Shahrukh had grown up, his mother and some Badafchshi nobles

excited him to rebel against his grandfather M. Sulayman. This he did,

1 Tho Jlfa*A*ir wiyn Kliftn Mir&A died in 01? ; but thin in im]>0Hftihla, os MlrzA Suloymin
woo born in 020, the Tflrikh of hw birth In'ing the word

* Honco he never was o grandee of Aklmr'* ( ’mirt, and has been put on the list according

to the rules of etiquette.
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alternately rebelling and again making peace. Bpuram Begum then

died. Shuhrukh took away those parts of Bada&shan which his father

had hold, and found so many adhreents, that M. Sulayman, pretending

to go on a pilgrimage to Makkah, left Badajdtshan for Kabul, and crossing

the Nllub went to India (983). Khan Jahan, governor of the Panjab,

received orders to invade Bada&shan, but was suddenly ordered to go

to Bengal, as Mun'fm Khan had died and Mlrza Sulayman did not

care for the governorship of Bengal, which Akbar had given him.

M. Sulayman then went to Isma'il II of Persia. 'When the death of

that monarch deprived him of the assistance which he had just received,

he went to Mugaffar Husayn Mlrza (No. 8) at Qandahar, and then to

M. M Hakim at Kabul. Not succeeding in raising disturbances in K&bul,

he made for the frontier of Bada&shin,and luckilyfinding some adherents,

he managed to get from his grandson the territory between Taqan and

the HindQ Kush'. Soon after Muhtaram Khinum died. Being again

pressed by Shahrukh, M. Sulayman applied for help to ’Abdu ’Hah Khan

Uzbak, king of TOran, who had long wished to annex Badakhshan. He
invaded and took the country in 992 ; Shahrujcji fled to Hundustan,

and M. Sulayman to Kabul. As he could not recover Badaj&shan, and

living rendered destitute by the death of M. M. Hakim, he foUowed the

example of his grandson, and repaired to the court of Akbar, who made

him a Commander of six thousand.

A few ye%rs later he died, at Lahor, at the age of seventy-seven.

7. Mini Shihurfeb, son of Mlrza Ibrahim.

Vide Nos. 5 and 6. Akbar, in 1001, gave him his daughter Shukrtt

n’-Nisa Begum, and made him governor of Malwa, and he distinguished

himself in the conquest of the Dakhin. Towards the end of Akbar’s

reign, he was made a Commander of seven thousand, and was continued

in his Matifab by Jahangir.

He died at Ujain in 1016. His wife, Kabuli Begum, was a daughter

of Mlrza Muhammad Hakim. She wanted to take his body to Madinah,

but was robbed by the Badawfo ; and after handing over the body to

some “ scoundrels ” she went to Basra, and then to Shiraz. In 1022,

Shah *Abbiis married her to Mlrza §ultan *All, his uncle, whom he had

blinded
; but the Begum did not like her new husband.

ShahruH't Children.—1. Hasan and Husayn, twins. H***11 Had with

Khusraw and was imprisoned by Jahangir. 2. Badl^M ’z-Zaman (or

Mlrza Kftthpilrl), “ a bundle of wicked bones,” murdered by his brothers

in Putan (Gujrat). 3. Mlrza ShujiF rose to honours under Shahjahan,

vho called him Najabat Khan. 4. Mlrza Muhammad Zamon. He held
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a town in Badakhslmn, and fell against the Uzbaks. 5. Mfr&i Sultan,

a favourite of Jahangir. He had many wivesy and Jaluingfr would liave

given him his own daughter in marriage if he had not ]*rjurcd himself

in trying to conceal the number of his wives. He foil into disgrace, and

was appointed governor of Ghazlpur, where he died. 6. Mlrza Mughul, who

did not distinguish himself either. The Tuzuk (p. Go) says that after the

death of Shahrukh, Jahangir took charge of four of his sons and three

of his daughters,
" whom Akbar had not known.” " Shahrukh, though

twenty years in India, could not speak a word of Hindi.”

8. Mlrza Muzaffar Husayn, son of Bahrain Mlrza, son of Shah Ismfi'lNi

§afawl.

In 965, Shah Tahmasp of Persia (930 to 984) conquered Qandahaf,

which was given, together with Dawar and Garmslr as far as the

river Ilirmand, to Sultan Husayn Mlrza, 1 his nephew. Sultan Husayn M.

died in 984, when Shah Isma^Il II (984 to 985) was king of Persia, and left

five children, Muhammad Husayn Mlrza, Muzaffar Husayn Mlrza,

Rustam Mlrza, Abu Sa^id Mlrza, and Sanjar Mlrza. The first was killed

by Shah Ismael Iran. The other four in Qandahar had also been

doomed
;
but the arrival of the news of the sudden death of the Shah

saved their lives. The new Shah Khudabanda, gave Qandqhar to

Muzaffar Husayn Mlrza, and Dawar as far as the Hlrmand to Rustam

Mlrza, who was accompanied by his two younger brothers, their Vakil

being Hamza Beg ^Abd" ’Hah, or Kor Hamza, an old servant of their

father. The arbitrary behavioilr of the Vakil caused Mugaffar Hus.ivn

Mlrza to take up arms against him, and after some alternate fighting

and peace-making, Muzaffar had the Vakil murdered. This led to fights

between Muzaffar and Mlrza Ruetam who, however, returned to Dawar.

Not long after the invasion of Khurasan by the Uzbaks under I)In

Muhammad Sultan and BaqI Sultan (a sister's son of *Abd u ’llah Khan

of Tfiran) took place, and the Qandahar territory being continually

exposed to incursions, the country was unsettled. Most of the Qizilbash

grandees fell in the everlasting fights, and the Shah of Persia promised

assistance, but rendered none ;
Mlrza Rustam who had gone to Hindustan,

was appointed by Akbar Governor of Lahor, and keptQandahar in anxiety

;

and Mugaffar hesitatingly resolved to hand over Qandahar to Akbar,

though *Abdu ’llah Khan of Turan advised him not to join the Chaghata*!

kings (the Mugfuls of India). At that time Qara Beg (an old servant of

Mugaffar’s father, who had fled to India, and was appointed Farrfohhegi

P Son of Bahrim Mlrza vide 05.—P.]
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by Akbar) retained to Qandahar, and prevailed upon Mugaffar’s mother

and eldest ton to bring about the annexation of Qandahar to India.

Akbar tent Shah Beg Khan ArgfrQn, Governor of Bangash, to take

prompt possession of Qandahar, and though, as in all his undertakings,

Mugaffar wavered at the last moment and had recourse totrickery, he was

obliged by the firm and prudent behaviour of Beg Khan in 1003, to go to

Akbar. He received the title of Farzand (son), was made a Commander
of five thousand, and received Sambhal as Jagir, “ which is worth more

than all Qandahar.”

But the ryots of his jagir preferred complaints against his grasping

collectors, and Mugaffar, annoyed at this, applied to go to Makkah. No
sooner had Akbar granted this request than Mugaffar repented. He was

reinstated, but as new complaints were preferred, Akbar took away the

jagir, and paid hima salary in cash (1005). Mugaffar then went to Makkah,

but returned after reaching the first stage, which displeased Akbar so

much, that he refused to have anything to do with him.

Mugaffar found everything in India bad, and sometimes resolved to

go to Persia, and sometimes to Makkah. From grief and disappointment,

and a bodily hurt, he died in 1008.

His daughter, called Qandahar Makall, was in 1018 married to

Shahjahan, and gave birth, in 1020, to Nawab Parhez Banu Begum.

Three sons of his remained in India, Bahram Mirza,, Haydar Mina

(who rose to dignity under Shahjahan, and died in 1041), and Isma'Il

Mirza. The Mafanr mentions two other sons, Alqas Mirza and Tahmas

Mirza.

Mugaffar’s younger brothers, Mirza AbO Sa*id, and Mirza Sanjar,

died in 1005. They held commands of Three hundred and fifty. (Vide

Nos. 271 and 272.)

9. Mini Sustain.—He is the younger, but more talented brother

of the preceding. As the revenue of Dawar was insufficient for him and

his two younger brothers, he made war on Malik MahmQd, ruler of

Slstin. Mugaifar Husayn assisted him at first, but having married

Malik MahmQd’s daughter, he turned against Rustam. This 'caused a

rupture between the brothers. Assisted by Lalla (guardian) Hamza

Beg, M. Rustam invaded Qandahar, but without result. During the

invasion of the Uzbeks into Khurasan, he conquered the town of Farih,

and bravely held his own. Some time after, he again attacked Malik

MahmQd. The latter wished to settle matters amicably. During an

interview, Rustam seized him and killed him, when Jalalu ’d-Din,

MahmQd’s son, took up arms. Rustam was defeated) and hearing that
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his brother Mugaffar had occupied Dawar, he quickly took the town of

Qalat. Being once absent on a hunting expedition, he nearly lost the

town, and though he took revenge on the conspirators who had also

killed his mother, he felt himself so insecure, that he resolved to join

Akbar. Accompanied by his brother, Sanjar Mlrza, and his four som
Murad, Shahrukh, Hasan, and Ibrahim, he went in 1001 to India. Akbar

made him a Panjhazdri
,
and gave him Multan as jagir, “ which is more

than Qandahar.” His inferiors being too oppressive, Akbar, in 1003,

wished to give him Chltor, but recalled him from Sarhind, gave him

Pathan as twjul, and sent him, together with Asaf Khan against Raja

Basu. But as they did not get on well together, Akbar called M. Rustam

to court, appointing Jagat Singh, son of Raja Man Singh, in his stead.

In 1006, M. Rustam got Raysln as jagir. He then served under Princo

Danya 1 in the Dakhin. In 1021, Jahangir appointed him Governor of

That’hah, but recalled him as he ill-treated the ArghQns. After the

marriage of his daughter with Prince Parwf
Iz, Jahangir made him Shash-

hazari, and appointed him Governor of Allahabad. He held the fort

against *Abdu ’llah Khan, whom Shahjahon, after taking possession of

Bengal and Bihar, had sent against Allahabad, and forced *Abdu ’Uah

to retire to Jhosi. In the 21st year, he was appointed Governor of

Bihar, but was pensioned off as too old by Shahjahan at 120,000 Rs.

per annum , and retired to Agra. In the sixth year, M. Rustam married

his daughter to Prince Dara Shikoh. He died, in 1051, at Agra. 72

years old.

As a poet he is known under the takhalius of Fida'l. He was a man of

the world and understood the spirit of the age. All his sons held subse-

quently posts of distinction.

His first son Murad got from Jahangir the title of Iltlfat Khan. He
was married to a daughter of *Abdu r-Rahlm Khan Khanan. Murad’s

son, Mlrza Mukarram Khan, also distinguished himself ;
he died in 1080.

His third son Mlrza Hasan-i Safaivl, a Hazdr o panrndl under Jahangir,

wvas Governor of Kuch ; died 1059. Hasan's son. Mlrza Safshikan
,
wras

Fawjdar of Jessore in Bengal, retired, and died in 1073. Safshikan's

son, Sayfn ’d-Dln-i Safatvl, accepted the title of Khan under AwTangzeb.

10. Bayr&m Khan, the fifth in descent from Mir ‘•All Shukr Beg

Baharlii.

Bahdrlii is the name of a principal clan of the QaraqQilii Turks. During

the time of their ascendency under Qara Yusuf, and his sons Qara Sikandar

and Mlrza Jahan Shah, rulers of *Iraq-i *Arab and Azarbayjan, *A1I Shukr

Beg held DaynQr, HaLiadan,and Kurdistan, “ which tracts are still called
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the territory of 'All Shukr.” His son Plr 'All Beg stayed some time with

Sultan Maljmttd Mlrza, and attacked afterwards the Governor of Shir&z,

but was defeated. He was killed by some of the Amirs of Sultan ^usayn

Mlrza. Plr 'All Beg's son, in the reign of Shah Isma'Il-i §afawf, left

'Iraq, settled in Badakhshan, and entered the service ofAmir Khusraw

Shah (vide p. 324, last line) at Qunduz. He then joined, with his son Sayf

'All Beg, Babar’s army, as Amir Kbusraw had been deposed. Sayf 'AU

Beg is Bayram’s father.

Bayram Khan was bom at Badakhshan. After the death of his father

he went to Balkh to study. When sixteen years old, he entered Humayun’s

army, fought in the battle of Qanawj.(lOth Muharram, 947), and fled to

the Raja of Lakhnor (Sambhal). Sher Shah met Bayram in Malwa,

and tried to win him over. But Bayram fled from Barhampur with

Abu l-Qasim, governor of Gwaliyar, to Gujrat. They were surprised, on

the road, by an ambassador of Sher Shah who had just returned from

Gujrdt. Abu l-Qasim, a man of imposing stature, being mistaken for

Bavrdm, the latter stepped forward and said in a manly voice, “ I am
Bayram." “ No,” said Abu l-Qasim, “ he is my attendant, and brave and

faithful as he is, he wishes to sacrifice himself for me. So let him off."

AbQ l-Qasim was then killed, and Bayram escaped to Sultan Mahmfid of

Gujrat. Under the pretext of sailing for Makkah, Bayram embarked at

Surat for Sindh. He joined Humayun on the 7th Muharram, 950, when

the Emperor, after passing through the territory of Raja Maldeo, was

pressed by the Arghuns at Jon. On the march to Persia, he proved the

most faithful attendant. The King of Persia also liked him, and made

him a Khan. On Humayun’s return, Bayram was sent on a mission to

Prince Kamran. When Humayun marched to Kabul, he took Qandahar

by force and treachery from the Qizilbashes, and making Bayram governor

of the district, he informed the Shah that he had done so as Bayram was
“ a faithful servant of both ". Subsequently rumours regarding Bayram’s

duplicity reached Humayun
;
but when in 961, the Emperor returned to

Qandahar, the rumours turned out false.

The conquest of India may justly be ascribed to Bayram. He gained,

the battle of Machhlwara, and received Sambhal as jaglr. In 963, he was

appointed atafiq (guardian) of Prince Akbar, with whom he went to the

Panjab against Sikandar Khan. On Akbar s accession (2nd Rabi'II, 963)

at Kalanur, he was appointed Wakll and Khan Khdndn. and received

the title of Khiin Baba. On the second of Shawwal, 964, shortly after

the surrender of Mankor, when Akbar returned to Labor, an imperial

elephant ran against Bayram's tent, and Bayram blamed Atgah KbIn
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(No. 15), who never had been his friend, for this accident. The Atgah,

after arrival at Lahor, went with his whole family to Bayram, and

attested his innocence by an oath upon the Qur^an.1 In 965, Bayram
married Salima Sultan Begum (p. 321, note), and soon after the estrange-

ment commenced between Akbar and him. BadiionT (II, p. 36) attributes

the fall of Bavram to the ill-treatment of Plr Muhammad (No. 20) and

the influence of Adham Khan and his mother Mahum Anagah (Akbar s

nurse), Siddiq Muhammad Khan. Shahab" ’d-Din Ahmad, etc., who

effectually complained of the wretchedness of theirjagire, and the emptiness

of the Treasury, whilst Bavram Khans friends lived in affluence. The

TahaqCit-i Akbarl says that no less than twenty-five of Bayram*s friends

reached the dignity of Panjhazaris--rather a proof of Bayram’s gift of

selecting proper men. Bayram*s fall is known from the Histories. “Akbar’s

trick resembles exactly that which Sultan Abu Sa^id-i Mughul adopted

towards his minister Amir Chauban." (Bad.)

On hearing the news that Akbar had assumed the reigns of the govern-

ment, Bayram left Agra, and sent his friends who had advised him to

go to Akbar, to Court. He himself went under the pretext of going to

Makkah to Mewat and Nagor, from where he returned his insignia,

which reached Akbar at Jhujhar; for Akbar was on his way to' the

Panjab, which Bayram, as it was said, wished to invade. The insignia

were conferred on Plr Muhammad Khan. Bayranfs old protege
;

and

he was ordered to see him embark for Makkah. Bayram felt much

irritated at this : and finding the road to Gujriit occupied by Raja

Maldeo, his enemy, he proceeded to Bikanir to his friend Kalyan Mai

1 So Bad. II. 19. The story in Elpliiifstone (tilth edition), p. 497, does not agree with

the sources. The Akbartiama says, Bayram was on board a ship on the Jamna, when
one of Akbar*s elephants ran into the ‘water and ncany upset the boat. Abu ’1-Fafl,

moreover, refers it to a later period than 904. The author of the Sauanik-i Akbarx has

a line critical note on Abu '1-Fazl's account. I would remark here that as long as we have
no translation of all the sources for a history of Akbar*# reign, European historians should

make the Saxvunih-i Akbarl the basis of their labours. This work is a modern compilation

dedicated to William Kirkpatrick, and was compiled by Amir Ifaydar of Belgr&m from
the Akbarnuma, theTabaqat, Bad.aonf, Firishta, the Akbarn&ma by Shaykh. IlAhddd oj

Sarhind (poetically called Faytf ; vide Journal As. Soc. Bengal for 1808, p. 10) and
,46k '1-Fail's letters, of which the compiler had four books. The sources in italics have
never been used by preceding historians. This work is perhaps the only critical historical

work written by a dative, and confirms an opinion which I hare elsewhere expressed,

that those portions of Indian History for which we have several sources, are full of the

most astounding discrepancies as to details.

Belgr&m was a great seat of Muhammadan learning from the times of Akbar to the

present centurv. For the literati of the town vide the Tazkira by Uhulim CAII As&d,

entitled Sarw-l Azad.
The author of the SawAnihA Akhari states that Abfi T-Fagl does not show much

Mendlines* to Bayram, whilst Erskine (Elphinstone, p.495, note) represents Aba T-Fagl

as
14 Bavrim's warm panegyrist ”,

21
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(No. 93). But unable to restrain himself any longer, he entrusted his

property, his family, and his young son 'Ab<J° ’r-Rahlm (No. 29) to Sher

Muhammad Dlw&na, his adopted son and j&glr holder of Tabarhinda,

and broke out in open rebellion. At DlpalpQr, on his way to the Panjib,

he heard that Diwina had squandered the property left in his charge,

had insulted his family, and had sent Mugaffar 'All (whom Bayrim had

dispatched to Diwana to settle matters) to Court a prisoner. Mortified

at this, Bayrim resolved to take Jilindhar. Akbar now moved against

him; but before he reached him, he heard that Bayrim had been

defeated 1 by Atgah Khan (No. 16). Bayrim fled to Fort Tilwira on

the banks of the Biyih, followed by Akbar. Fighting ensued. In the

very beginning, Sultan Husayn Jaliir was killed ; and when his head

was brought to Bayrim, 2 he was so sorry that he sent to Akbar and asked

forgiveness. This was granted, and Bayrim, accompanied bythe principal

grandees, went to Akbar's tent, and was pardoned. After staying for

two days longer with Mun'im Khan, he received a sum of money, and

was sent to Makkah. The whole camp made a collection (chandogh).

Hiji Muhammad of Sistin (No. 65) accompanied Bayrim over Nigor

to Patan (Nahrwila) in Gujrit, where he was hospitably received by Milsa

Khan Ffllndf, the governor. On Friday, 14th Jumada I, 968, while

alighting from a boat after a trip on the Sahansa Lang Tank, Bayrim

was stabbed by a Lohinl Afghan of the name of Mubarak, whose father

had been killed in the battle of Machhiwara. “ With an Allah" Akbar

on his lips, he died.” The motive of Mubarak Khan is said to have merely

been revenge. Another reason is mentioned. The Kashmiri wife of

Salim Shah with her daughter had attached herself to Bayrim’s suite,

in order to go to Hijaz, and it had been settled that Bayrim’s son should

be betrothed to her, which annoyed the Afghans. Some beggars lifted

up Bayram’s body, and took it to the tomb of Shay^h Husamu ’d-Dln.

Seventeen yean later the booy was interred in holy ground at Mash,had.

Akbar took charge of 'Abdu ’r-Rablm, Bayram’s son (vide No. 29),

and married soon after Salima. Sultin Begum, Bayrim’s widow.

For Bayram, we often find the spelling Bayram, Firishta

generally calls him Bayram Khan Turkmin. Bayram was a Shl'ah,

and a poet of no mean pretensions [vide Badaoni III, p. 190).

1 Near {otjx-bf) in th* PargsnahjUj* [Bad.
;
jUl* JfeNUiV; jWsfe Saw&nihl

mi Jilindhar. Tar jrrVf. Bad. (II. 40) baa Hriahta says (Luckno— edit.,

p. SM) the fight took place outside of Michhiwira.
* The ila*e*ir mentions this fact without giving the souks.
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11. Mun'im pin, son of Bayram 1 Beg.

Nothing appears to be known of the circumstances of his father.

Mun^imKhan was a grandee of HumayQn’s Court, as was also his brother

Fa?il Beg. When Humayfin, on his flight to Persia, was hard pressed

by Mirza Shah Husayn of Thathah, one grandee after another went

quietly away. M. and Fa?il Beg also were on the point of doing so,

when Humayun made them prisoners, as he had done from motives of

prudence and policy with several other nobles. M. did not, however,

accompany Humayfln to Persia. He rejoined him immediately on his

return, and rose at once to high dignity. He rejected the governorship

of Qandahar, which was given to Bayram Khan. In 961 , he was appointed

ataliq of Prince Akbar ; and when Humayun invaded India, M. was left

as governor of Kabul in charge of Mirza Muhammad Hakim, Akbar’s

brother, then about a year old. In Kabul M. remained till Bayram fell

into disgrace. He joined Akbar, in Zi Hijja, 967, at Ludhiyana, where

Akbar encamped on his expedition against Bayram. M. was then

appointed Khan Kkanan and Vakil.

In the seventh year of Akbar’s reign, when Adham Khan (No. 19)

killed Atgah Khan (No. 13), Mun^im who had been the instigator, fled

twice from Court, but was caught the second time in Saror (Siricar of

Qanawj) by the collector of the district, and was brought in by Sayyid

MahmucT Khan of Barha (No. 73). Akbar restored M. to his former

honours.

Jlun^im Khan’s son, Ghani Khan, whom his father had left in charge

of Kabul, caused disturbances from want of tact. Mah JQjak Begum,

Prince M. Muhammad Hakim’s mother, advised by Fazil Begand his son

*Abdu ’1-Path, "’bo hated Ghani Khan, closed the doors of Kabul when

Ghani Khan was once temporarily absent at Faliz. Ghanj Khan, not

finding adherents to oppose her, went to India. Mah JQjak Begum then

appointed Fa?II Beg as Vakil and *Abd“ ’1-Fath as Na*ib

;

but being

dissatisfied with them, she killed them both, at the advice of Shah Wall,

one of her nobles. On account of these disturbances, Akbar, in the eighth

year, sent M. to Kabul. Thinking he could rely on the Kabulis, M. left

before his contingent was quite ready. He was attacked near 'Jalilibad

by Mah JQjak Begum (who in the meantime had killed Shah Wall and

had taken up, apparently criminally, with Haydar Qasim Koh-bar, whom
she had made Vakil) and defeated. M. fled to the Ghakhars, and ashamed

and hesitating he joined Akbar, who appointed him Commander of the

Fort of Agra.

* Some MSS. read Jffrem ; bat Bagrtm is the professble reeding.
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In the 12th year, after the defeat and death of Khan ZamAn (No. 13),

H. was appointed to hie jiiglrs in Jaunpfir (Bad. II, 101), and then

ooncluded peace with Sulayman Kararani of Bengal, who promieed to

read the Khutba and strike coins in Akbar's name.

In 982, Akbar, at M.’s request, went with a flotilla from Agra to

Bih&r, and took Qajlpfir and Patna from Da'fid, Sulayman’s son. M. was

then appointed Governor of Bihar, and was ordered to follow. Da'fid into

Bengal. M. moved to 'jamja (opposite Gaur, on the right side of the

Ganges) to settle political matters, and left the pursuit to Muhammad
Qull Khan Barlas (No. 31). But as the latter toon after died, M., at the

advice of Todar Mai, left Tanda, and followed up Da'fid, who after his

defeat at ijj&r submitted at Katak. In $afar 983, M. returned, and

though his army had terribly suffered from epidemics on the march

through Southern Bengal, he quartered them against the advice of his

friends at Gaur, where M. soon after died of fever.

The great bridge of Jaunpfir was built by Mun'im Khan in 981. Its

tdrikh is M.’s son Ghani Khan went to ’Adilshah of

Bijapfir, where he died.

12. Tardi Beg Khta. of Turkistan.

A noble of Humayfin’s Court. After the conquest of Gujrat, he was

made Governor of Champanir (Pawangath). On Mirra 'Askari’s defeat

by Sultan Bahadur, Tardi Beg also succumbed to him, and retreated

to Humayfin. During the emperor s flight from India, Tardi Beg dis-

tinguished himselfas one ofthe most faithless 1 companions. When passing

through the territory of Baja Maldeo, he even refused Humayfin a horse,

and at Amarkot,he declined to assist the emperor with a portion of the

wealth he had collected while at court. Hence Ray Parsad advised H. to

imprisonsome of his nobles and take away part of their propertyby force.

H., however, returned afterwards most of it. In Qandahar, Tardi Beg

left the emperor and joined Mirza 'Askar!. But Mirza *Askar! put most

of them on the rack, and forced also Tardi Beg to give him a large sum

as ransom.

On Humayfin’e return from 'Iraq, Tardi Beg asked pardon for his

former faithlessness, was restored to favour, and was sent, in 955, after

the death of Mirza Ulugh Beg, son of Mirza Sultan, to Dawar. During

the conquest of India, T. distinguished himself and received Mewat as

1 Elphinstone, p. 402, note, wye Tardi Beg ni one ot the moet faithful follower* of

Humiyan, * statement which i* contradicted by all native historian*.
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jagir. In 963, when HumayQn died (7th Rabi' I), T. read the khufba

in Akbar’s name, and sent the crown-insignia with M. AbQ ’1-Qasim,

son of Prince Knmran, to Akbar in the Panjub. Akbar made T. a Com-
mander of Five Thousand, and appointed him governor of Dihll. T.

drove away JJaji Khan, an officer of Slier Shah, from Narnaul. On
HemCL’s approach, after some unsuccessful lighting, T. too rashly evacuated

Dihll, and joined' Akbar at Sarhind. Bayrarn Khan, who did not like T.

from envy and sectarian motives, accused him, and obtaining from

Akbar " a sort of permission ” (Bad. II, 14) had him murdered (end of

963). Akbar was displeased. Bayram’s hasty act was one of the chief

causes of the distrust with which the ChaghatiiM nobles looked upon him.

Tardi Beg was a Sunni.

13. Kh&n Zam&n-i Shayb&nl.

His father Haydar Sultan Uzbak:i Shavbani had been made an Amir

in the Jam war with the Qizilbashes. When HumayQn returned from

Persia, Qfaydar joined him, together with his two sons 'All Qull Khan
[Khan Zamdn] and Bahadur Khan (No. 22), and distinguished himself

in the conquest of Qandahar. On the march to Kabul, an epidemic

broke out in Humayun’s camp, during which Haydar Sultan died.

'Ali Quli Khan distinguished himself in Kabul and in the conquest

of Hindustan, was made Amir and sent to the Du,ab and Sambhal, where

.he defeated the Afghans. At the time of Akbar s accession, 'All Quli

Khan fought with Shad! Khan, an Afghan noble
;
but when he heard that

Hemu had gone to Dihll, he thought fighting with this new enemy more

important
; but before 'All Quli arrived at Dihll, Tardi Beg (No. 12)

had been defeated, and A. returned from Meerut to Akbar at Sarhind.

'All Quli was sent in advance with 10,000 troopers, met Hemfi near

Panipat and defeated him. Though Akbar and Bayrarn were near, they

took no part in this battle. 'Ali Quli received the title of Khan Zaman.

Next to Bayrarn, the restoration of the Mughul Dynasty may be justly

ascribed to him. Khan Zamdn then got Sambhal again as jagir, cleared

the whole north of India up to Lakhnau of the Afghans, and acquired an

immense fortune by plunder. In 964, he hold Jaunpur as Qafiim maqdm

for Sikandar, after the latter had surrendered Mnnket. In the third year

of Akbar’s reign, Khan Zaman became the talk of the whole country in

consequence of a love scandal with Shf.ham Beg. a page of HumayQn,

and as he refused to send the boy back to Court, Akbar took away some

of Jfhan Zaman stuyul's, which led him to rebel. Bayrarn from generosity

did not interfere ; but when Pir Muhammad, Khan Zaman’s enemy, had

been appointed Vakil, he took away, in the 4th year, the whole of his
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mahalls
,
and had him appointed commander against the Afghans who

threatened the Jaunpur District. Pir Muhammad had also Burj *AH

thrown from the walls of Flrflzabiid, whom Khun Zaman had sent to

him to settle matters. Khun Zamiin now thought it was high time to

send away Slmham Beg, went to Jaunpur, and drove away the Afghans.

Upon the fall of Bayram, they appeared again under Sher Shah, son of

$AdlI, 1 with a large army and &00 elephants. Khun Zaman, however,

defeated them in the streets of Jaunpur, and carried off immense plunder

and numerous elephants, which he retained for himself.

In Zl Qa'da of the 6th year, Akbar moved personally against him

;

but at Karah (on the Ganges) Khan Zaman and his brother Bahadur

submitted and delivered the booty and the elephants. They were

pardoned and sent again to Jaunpur. Soon after, he defeated the Afghans,

who had attacked him in a fortified position near the Son.

In the 10th year, Khan Zaman rebelled again in concert with the

Uzbaks, and attacked the Tuyfildars of the province. As soon as an

imperial army marched against him, he went to Ghazlpur, and Akbar

on arrival at Jaunpur sent Mun'im Khan against him. Being a friend

of Khan Zaman, he induced him to submit, which he did. But a body of

imperial troops under Mu^izz 11 ’1-Mulk and liuja Todar Mai, having been

defeated by Bahadurand Islamdar Uzbak (No. 48), the rebellion continued,

though repeated attempts were made to bring about a conciliation.

Having at. last sworn to be faithful, Kljan Zaman was left in possession of

his jagirs, And Akbar returned to Agra. But when the emperor, on the 3rd

Jumada I, 974, marched against M. Muhammad Hakim, Khan Zaman

rebelled again, read the Khulln at Jaunpur in M. Muhammad Hakim’s

name, and marched against Shergai h (Qanawj ). Akbar was now resolved

no longer to pardon ; he left the Panjab, 12th Ramazan 974, and Agra on

the 26th Shawwal. At Saklt, east of Agra, Akbar heard that Khan

Zaman had fled from Shergarh to Manikpur where Bahadur was, and

from there marching along the Ganges, had bridged the river near

the frontier of Singror (Nawabganj, between Manikpur and Allahabad).

Akbar sent a detachment of 6,000 troopers under Muhammad Quit

Khan Barlas and Todar Mai to Audh to oppose Iskandar Khan Uzbak,

and marched over Ray Bareli to Manikpflr, crossed the Ganges with about

100 men, and slept at night near the banks of the river, at a short distance

from Khan Zaman’s camp, who must have gone from Nawabganj back

again on the right side of the river to Karah. Next morning, 1st Zl

;» Afubdrit KJuIh SAdil.—B.}
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Hijja, 974, Akbar with some reinforcements attacked Khan Zaman.

Bahadur was captured, and brought to Akbar, and he had scarcely been

dispatched, when Khan Zaman’s head was brought in. He had been half

killed by an elephant whose driver was called Somnat, when a soldier

cut olf his head
;

for Akbar had promised a muhr for every Mughul’s.

head. But another soldier snatched away*the head and took it to Akbar.

The fight took place dar *arsa-yi Sakrdwal (in Bada,oni, Mungarual),

“ which place has since been called Fathpur The Trig.. S. maps show a

small village Fathpur about 10 or 12 miles south-east of Karah, not far

from the river.

On the same day, though the heat was terrible, Akbar started for and

reached Allahabad.

Khan Zaman as a poet styled himself Sultan (vide Proceedings Asiatic

Society
,
September, 18G8). Zamdniyd (now a station on the E. I. Railway)

was founded bv him. Though an Uzbak, Khan Zaman, from his long

residence in Persia was a staunch Shi'ah. Khan Zaman must not be

confounded with No. 124.

14. ^Abdu 'llah Khan Uzbak.

A noble of Humayun’s Court. After the defeat of Hemfi, he received

the title of Shuja^at Khan, got KalpI as tuyul, and served under AdEam
Khan (No. 19) in Gujrat. When Baz ‘Bahadur, after the death of Plr

Muhammad, had taken possession of Malwa, *Abdu ’llah was made

a Panjhazuri , and was sent to Malwa with almost unlimited authority.

He re-conquered the province, and “ reigned in Mandu like a king ”.

Akbar found it necessary to move against him. *Abdu ’llah, after some

unsuccessful fighting, fled to Gujrat, pursued by Qasim Khan of Nishapfir

(Xo. 40), Leaving his wives in the hands of his enemies, he fled with his

young son to Changiz Khan, an officer of Sultan Mahmud of Gujrat.

Hakim *Aynu ‘1-Mulk was dispatched to Changlz with the request to

deliver up $Abdu llah, or to dismiss him. Changlz Khan did the latter.

*Abd 11 'llah again appeared in Malwa, and was hotly pursued by Shahabu

’d-Din Ahmad Khan (Xo. 26), who nearly captured him. With great

difficulties lie eluded his pursuers, and managed to reach JaunpQr,

where he died a natural death during the rebellion of Khan Zaman

(Xo. 13).

15. 8hamau d-Din Muhammad Atga Khftn.

Son of Mir Ydr Muhammad of Ghazni, a simple farmer. Shams11

’d-Din, when about twenty years old, once dreamed that he held the

moon under his arm, which dream was justified by the unparalleled

luck which he owed to a little deed of kindness. Shamsu ’d-Din entered
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Prince Kamran’s service as a common soldier, and was present in the

fatal battle of Qanawj (10th Muljarram, 947), HumayOn, after the

defeat, crossed the river “on an elephant”, and dismounted on the

other side, where a soldier who had escaped death in the current, stretched

out his hand to assist the emperor to jump on the high bank. This

soldier was Shams*1 'd-DFn. Humdyfln attached him to his service,

and subsequently appointed his wife wet nurse (angu) to Prince Akbar

at Amarkot, conferring upon her the title of Jt Ji Anaga. Shams**

’d-Dln remained with the young prince whilst HumuyQn was in Persia,

and received after the emperor’s restoration the title of Atga (foster

father) Khan. Humayfln sent him to Higar, which Sirkur had been set

aside for Prince Akbar’s maintenance.

After Akbar’s accession, Atga Khan was dispatched to Kabul to

bring to India the Empress mother and the other Begums. Soon after,

on the march from Mankot to Labor, the elephant affair took place, which

has been related under Bayram Khan, p. 331. He held Khushab in the

Panjab as jaglr, and received, after Bayram *s fall, the insignia of that

chief. He was also appointed Governor of the Panjab. He defeated

Bayram Khan near Jalindhar, before Akbar could come up, for which

victory Akbar honoured him with the title of A^zam Khan. In the sixth

year, he came from Labor to the Court, and acted as Vakil either in

supersession of Mun'im Khan or by “ usurpation ", at which Akbar

connived. Murfim Khan and Shahab Khan (No. 26) felt much annoyed

at this, and iiptigated Adham (vide No. 19) to kill Atga Khan.1 12th

Ramafin, 969.

For Atga Khan's brothers vide Nos. 16, 28, 63, and for his sons,

Nos. 18 and 21. The family is often called in Histories Atga KhSul *

“ the foster father battalion.”

16. Ifeia-i Kalin Mir Muhammad, elder brother of Atga Kbon.

He served under Kimrin and Humiyfln, and rose to high dignity

during the reign of Akbar. Whilst Governor of the Panjub, where most

of the Atgas (Atga Khoul) had jaglrs, he distinguished himself in the

war with the Ghakkam, the extirpation of Sulfcun Adam, and in keeping

down Kamil Khan. In the ninth year he assisted Mfrza Muhammad
Hakim against Mina Sulaymin (No. 0), restored him to the throne

of Kibul, settled the country,,and sent back the imperial troops under

1 He tubbed at the end ordered one of hie own servant*, an Usbak, of the

namo of Kliutham Beg* to kill him. 2tafe,ottf (p. At) and Elphinatono(p. AOS, 1. 1) tap
that Adham himttlf killed Atga.

[
a &jkoy/. troop, tribe, etc.—P.]
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his brother Qufcb“ 'd-Dln (No. 28), though Akbar had appointed the latter

AtSRq of the Prince. But Khin-i Kalin did not get on well with K. M.

Hakim, especially when the Prince had given his sister Faliru ’n-Nisi

Begum (a daughter of Humayfln by Jfijak Begum, and widow of Mir

Shah *Abdtt ’l-lla^all) to Khwaja ffasan Naqshbandl in marriage. To
avoid quarrels, Khan-i Kalan left Kabul one night and returned to Labor.

In the 13th year (976) the Atga Khavl was removed from the Panjib,

and ordered to repair to Agra. Klian-i Kalin receivedSambhal as jiglr,

whilst Husayn Qul!Khan (No. 24) was appointed to the Panjib. In 981, he

was sent byAkbar in advance, for the reconquest of Gujrit (Bad. II, 165).

On the march, near Sarohl (Ajmlr), he was wounded by a RijpQt,

apparently without cause ; but he recovered. After the conquest, he

was made governor of Patan (Nahrwila). He died at Patan in 983.

He was a poet and wrote under the ta^alluf of “ Ghaznawl ”, in

allusion to his birthplace. Bada.onI (III, 287) praises him for his

learning.

His eldest son, Faz.il Khan (No. 156), was a Hatari, and* was killed

when Mlrza «AzIx Koka (No. 21) was shut up in Abmadnagar. His second

son, Farru]& Khan (No. 232) was a Panfadi. Nothing else is known

of him.

17. Hirsft Bharat0 'd-Dln Husayn, son of Khwaja Mu^in.

He was a man of noble descent. Hit hither, Khiwia Mu^In, was the

son of Khawand Mahmud, second son of Khwaja Kalin (known as Khwa-

jagan Khwaia). eldest son of the renowned saint Khwiia Na?iru ’d-Dln

?Ubayd“ 'Halt Aferir. Hence Mlrza SharaP1 ’d-Dln Husayn is generally

called Ahran.

His grandfather, Khawand MabmQd, went to India, was honorably

received by Humiyun, and died at Kabul.

His father, Khwaja MuSIn, was a rich, but avaricious man ; he held

the tract of land called “ RQdj&ina-yi Nssheb ”, and served under

*Abdtt ’llah Khan, ruler of Kiahghar. He was married to Kljak Begum,

daughter of Mir *Ali*“ ’I-Mulk of Tirmiz, who is a daughter of Faj&r

Jahin Begum, daughter of Sultan Abfl 8a*id Mlrza. “ Hence the blood of

TimOr also flowed in the veins of Mirzi Sharef0 ’d-Dln Husayn.” ' As the

son did not get'on well with his father, he went to Akbar. Through the

powerful influence of Mahum, Akbar’s nurse, and Adham Khan, her son

(No. 19), Mlrza Sharef was appointed Panjhazdri. In the 5th year,

Akbar gave him his sister Bajdphi Band Begum in marriage, and made

him governor of Ajmb1 and Nigor. In 969, when Akbar went to Ajmlr,

Mini Sharef joined the emperor, and distinguished himself in the siege
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whom wan killed in an engagement subsequent to their retreat from

the fort.

In 970, Mirza Sharafs father came to Agra, and was received with

great honours by Akbar. In the same year, Mirza Sharaf, from motives

of suspicion, fled from Agra over the frontier, pursued by Husayn Quli

Khan (Xo. 21), and other grandees. His father, ashamed of his son's

behaviour, left for Hijaz, but died at Cambay. The ship on which was

his body, foundered. Mirza Sharaf stayed for some time with Changlz

Khan, a Qujrat noble, and then joined the rebellion of the Mfrzas. When
Uujrat was conquered, he fled to the Dakhin, and passing through

Baglana, was captured by the Zamindur of the place, who after the

conquest of Sflrat handed him over to Akbar. To frighten him, Akbar

ordered him to be put under the feet of a tame elephant, and after having

kept him for some time imprisoned, he sent him to Muz^iTar Khan.

Governor of Bengal (Xo. 37), who was to give him a jagir, should be find

that the Mirza showed signs of repentance ; but if not, to send him to

Makkah. MuzafTat was waiting for the pro]>er season to have him sent

off, when Mir Ma'sCim-i Kabuli rebelled in Bihar. Joined by Baba

Khan Quqshul, the rebels besieged Mugaffar Klnln in Tanda and over-

lowered him. .Mirza Sharaf fled to them, after having taken possession

of the liiddcn treasures of Mu7,afTar. But subsequently he became

Mu'sunfa enertty. Kach was waiting for an opportunity to kill the other.

Ma'sum at last bribed a boy of the name of Mahmud, whom Mirza

•Sharaf liked, and had his enemy poisoned. Mirzd Sharafs death took

place in 988. He is wrongly called Siefuddcen in Stewart’s History of

Bengal (p. 108).

18. Ydsuf Muhammad Kb&n. eldest son of Atga Khan (Xo. 15).

He was Akbar s foster brother (koka or kukahash ). When twelve years

old, he distinguished himself in the fight with Bayrdm (p. 332, 1. 9),

and was made Klidn. When his father had been killed by Adham Khan

(Xo. 19). Akbar took care of him and his younger brother *Aziz Koka

(Xo. 21). He distinguished himself during the several rebellions of Khan

Zamdn (Xo. 13)*.

He died from excessive drinking in 973. Bad. II, p. 84.

19. Adham Shin,1 ^n of Mahum Anga.

The name of his father is unknown
; he is evidently a toyal bastard.

.

1 (ieiifrally called in European historic* Adam Klt&n ; but hii name is not ^iT.
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Hii mother Mahum was one of Akbar’s nurses (angCt),

1

and attended

on Akbar " from the cradle till after hie accession She appears to have

had unbounded influence in the Harem and over Akbar himself, ami

Muneim Khan (No. 11), who after Bayram’s fall had been appointed

Vakil, was subject to her counsel. She also played a considerable part

in bringing about Payratti’s fall
;

kail. II, p. 3(1.

Adham Khan was a Panjhaxan, and distinguished himself in the

siege of Mankot.* Bayram Khan, in the third year, gave him Hatkanth,3

South-East of Agra, as jaglr, to check the rebels of the Bhadauriya

clan, who even during the preceding reigns had given much trouble.

Though he accused Bayram of partiality in bestowing bad jagira upon

such as he did not like, Adham did his best to keep down the Bhadau-

riyas. After Bayram’s fall, he was sent, in 968, together with Plr

Muhammad Khan to Mfilwah, defeated Bax Bahadur near SarangpQr,

and took possession of Bahadur's treasures and dancing girls. His

sudden fortune made him refractory ; he did not send the booty to Agra,

and Akbar thought it necessary to pay him an unexpected visit, when

Mahum Anga found means to bring her son to his senres. Akbar left

after four days. On his departure, Adham prevailed on his mother

to send back two beautiful dancing girls
;
but when Akbar heard of it,

Adham turned them away. They were captured, and killed by Mahum’s

orders. Akbar knew the whole, but said nothing about it. On his return

to Agra, however, he recalled Adham, and appointed Pir Muhammad
governor of Malwah.

At Court, Adham met again Atga Khan, whom both 'ie and Mun'im

Khan envied and hated. On the 12th Ramazan 969, when Mun<im

Khan. Atga Khan, and several other grandees had a nightly meeting

in the state hall at Agrg, Adham Khan with some followers, suddenly

i This is the pronunciation given in the Calcutta ChagbattI Dictionary. Hided by
the printed editions of Badi,onI. Firishta, KhifI Kfcin, etc., I put on p. 223 of my text

edition of the ACIn, Uihum Atgah, as if it was the name of a man. Vtd* Khifl (fjjin I,

p. 132, 1. 6 from below.
* The MaSfair gives a short history of this fort, partly taken from the Ahhamima.
* Hatkinth was held by IUjpits of the Bhadauriya clan. VU» Beamcs’s edition of

Elliot’s Glossary, II, p. 86, and I, 27, where the word j ,l<l is doubtful, though it is

certainly not Lakort j for the old spelling “ Luhiwar ” tor “ Lihor ” had ceased when the

author of the MaH.zan-i Afgi&n! wrote. Besides, a place in Gwiliir is meant, not far

from the Sindh river. Forj$4 the two editions of BadA,oni have : Dorn has yW
Behair; Briggs has Ythar ; the Lucknow edition of Firishta has y*. There is a town
and Paigana of the name of in Sirkir RantanbhOr.

The passage in the Akbamama regarding Adham Khin quoted by Elliot may he found

among the events of the third year.

Another nest of robbers was the eight villages, called Atbgah, near Sakit, in the Sirkir

of Qanawj.
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entered. Aii rose to greet him, when Adham struck Atga with his

dagger, and told one of his companions (vide p. 338) to kill him. He then

wont with the dagger in his hand towards the sleeping apartments of

Akbar, who had been awakened by the noise in the state hall. Looking

out from a window, ho saw what had happened, rushed forward sword

in hand, and met Adham on a high archway (ayuan) near the harem.

“ Why have you killed my foster father, you son of a bitch l
*' (bachcha-yi

hula), cried Akbar. “ Stop a moment, Majesty/* replied Adham. seizing

Akbar b arms, “ first inquire.’* Akbar drew away his hands and struck

Adham a blow in the face, which sent him spinning ” to the ground.

“ Why arc you standing here gaping i" said Akbar to one of his attendants

of the name of Forlmt. Khan ;
“ bind this man.** This was done, and at

Akhar*s orders Adham Khan was twice thrown down from the dais

(suffa) of the Aytrdn to the ground, with his head foremost. The corpses

of Adham and Atga were then sent to Dihll.

Mfthum Anga heard of the matter, and thinking that her son hod

been merely imprisoned, she repaired, though sick, from Dihll to Agra.

On seeing her, Akbar said, “ He has killed my foster father, and I have

taken his life.”
M Your Majesty has done well,** replied Malium, turning

pale, and left the hall. Forty days after, she died from grief, and was

buried with her son in Dihll in a tomb which Akbar had built for them.

For Adham's brother, vide No. GO.

20. Fir Muhammad Khan of Shlrwan.1

Nothing is known of his father. Pir Muhammad was a Mulla, and

attached himself to Bayriim in Qandahar. Through Ravram’s influence

he was raised to the dignity of Amir on Akbar*s accession. He dis-

tinguished himself in the war with HemCi, and received subsequently the

title of Nasir'1 ’I-Mulk. His pride offended the ChaghataM nobles, and,

at hist, Bavriim himself to whom lie once refused admittance when he

called on him at a time he was sick.

Raynun subsequently ordered him to retire, sent him, at the instiga-

tion of Shaykli tioda*! (vide p. 2S2) to the Fort of Riyana. and then forced

him to go on a pilgrimage. Whilst on his way to Gujriit, Pir Muhammad
received letters from Adham Khan (Xo. 19) asking him to delay. Ho
stayed for a short time at Rantanbhur ; but being pursued by Bavram*s

mem lie continued his journey to Gujrat. This harsh treatment annoyed

Akbar, and accelerated Hay rain's fall. Whilst in Gujrat, P. M. beard of

1 In my tr.xt edition. |». 223, Xo. 20, *klc^ Shiruan is aNo the birth-place of

Kh.ii|jni. The xi»ellmj! Sh'irwin piven in the MuCjain dors not appear to be usual.
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BayrSm’s disgrace, and returned at once to Akbar who made him a

Kh&n. In 908, ho was appointed with Adham Khan to conquer Malwah,

of which he was made sole governor after Adham’s recall. In 968, he

defeated Bis Bahadur who had invaded thf country, drove him away, and

took Bijagarh from I'timud Khan. Buz Bahadur’s general. He then made

a raid into Khandes, which was governed by Mlran Muhammad Shah,

sacked the capital BurhanpQr, slaughtered most unmercifully the

inhabitants, and carried off immense booty, when he was attacked by

Bus Bahadur and defeated. Arriving at night on his flight at the bank

of the Nurbaddah, he insisted on crossing it, and perished in the river.

21. Kbin-i A'zam Mini ‘Aziz Koka, son of Atga Khan (No. 15).

His mother was .11 Jl Anaga (vide p. 338). He grew up with Akbar,

who remained attached to him to the end of his life. Though often

offended by his boldness, Akbar would but rarely punish him
;
he used

to say, “ Between me and 'Aziz is a river of milk which I cannot cross.”

On the removal of the Atga Kfvhtl (p. 338) from the Panjab,

he retained Dlpulpiir, where he was visited by Akbar in the IGth year

(978) on his pilgrimage to the tomb of Shaykh Far!d-i Shakkarganj at

Ajhodhan (Pak Patan, or Patan-i Panjtib).

In the 17th year, after the conquest of Ahmadabad, Mirza 'AzIZ was

ap|N)inted governor of Gujrat as far as the Mahindra river, whilst Akbar

went to conquer Surat. Muhammad Husayn Mirzu and Shah Mirza,

joined by Slier Khan Fiiladi, thereupon beseiged Patan ; but they were

at lost defeated by Mirza 'Aziz and Qulbu ’d-Din. 'Aziz then returned

to Ahmadabad. When Akbar, on the 2nd §afar 981, returned to Fathpflr

Slkrl, Ikhtiyar® T-Mulk, a Gujrdtl noble, occupied Idar, and then moved

against 'Aziz in Ahmadabad. Muhammad Husayn Mirza also came from

the Dakhin, and after attacking Kambhayit (Cambay), they besieged

Ahmadabad. 'Aziz held himself bravely. The siege was raised by Akbar,

who surprised the rebels 1 near Patan. During the fight Muhammad
Husayn Mirza and I&tiy&ru T-Mulkwere killed. The victory was chiefly

gained by Akbar himself, who with 100 chosen men fell upon the enemy

from an ambush. 'Aziz had subsequently to fight with the sons of

IMpriyir1* 1-MuIk.

In the 20th year Akbar introduced the Dfigk (A*In 7), which proved

a source of great dissatisfaction among the Amirs. Mirza 'Aziz especially

1 Akbar left Am on the 4th RabK I, and attacked theMinis mt the ninth day after

hi* deimrtura. The distance between Agraand Patan being 400 to*, Akbar'* forced march
ha* often been admired. Brigg*, II, p. 241. [This differs from tho Akhar-nama.—B.]
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showed himself so disobedient that Akbar was compelled to deprive him
temporarily of his rank.

Though restored to his honours in the 23rd year, M. 'Axis remained

unemployed till the 25th year (988), when disturbances had broken out in

Bengal and Bihir (vide Mugaffar Khan. No. 37). - 'Aziz was promoted

to a command of Five Thousand, got the title of A'gam Khan, and was

dispatched with a large army to quell the rebellion. His time was fully

occupied in establishing order in Bihar. Towards the end of the 26th

year, he rejoined the emperor, who had returned from Kabul to Fathpflr

SikrI. During 'Aziz's absence from Bihar, the Bengal rebels had occupied

FlajipQr, opposite Patna
; and 'Aziz, in the 27th year, was again sent

to Bihar, with orders to move into Bengal. After collecting the TuyQldars

of Ilahabad, Audh, and Bihar, he occupied Garhi, the “key” of

Bengal. After several minor fights with the rebels under Ma'gQm-i

Kabuli, and Majnun Khan Qaqshal, 'Aziz succeeded in gaining

over the latter, which forced Ma'sum to withdraw. The imperial

troops then commenced to operate against QutlQ, a Lohani Afghan,

who during these disturbances had occupied Orisa and a portion of

Bengal. 'Aziz, however, took this ill, and handing over the command

to Shahbaz Klnin-i Kambu, returned to his lands in Bihar. Soon

after, he joined Akbar at Ilahabad, and was transferred to Garha and

Raisin. (993).

In the 31st year (994), M. 'Aziz was appointed to the Dakhin
;
but

as the operations were frustrated through the envy of Shahabu ’d-Din

Ahmad (No. 26) and other grandees, 'Aziz withdrew, plundered IlichpOr

in Barar, and then retreated to Gujrut, where the Khan Khanan was

(Briggs, II, 257).

In the 32nd year, Prince Murad married a daughter of M. 'Aziz.

Towards the end of the 34th year, 'Aziz was appointed Governor of Gujrat

in succession to the Khan Khanan. In the 36th year, he moved against

Sul£an Mugaffar, and defeated him in the following year. He then reduced

Jim and other zamindars of Kachh to obedience, and conquered Somnat

and sixteen other harbour towns (37th year). JQnagarh also, the capital

of the ruler of Sorath, submitted to him (5th 7.1 Qa'da 999), and Miyan

Khan and Taj Khan, sons of Dawlat Khan ibn-i Amin Khan-i Ghori.

joined the Mughuls. 'Aziz gave both of them jigirs. He had now leisure

to hunt down Sultan Mugaffar, who had taken refuge with a Zamindar of

Dwirka. In a fight the latter lost his life, and Mugaffar fled to Kachh,

followed by 'Aziz. There also the Zamindars submitted, and soon after

delivered Sul(in Mugaffar into his hands. No sooner had he been brought
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to the Mirza than he aeked for permission to step aside to perform a

call of nature, and cut his throat with a razor.

In the 39th year Akbar recalled M. 'Aziz, as he had not been at Court

for several years; but the Mirza dreading the religious innovations

at Court,1 marched against Diu under the pretext of conquering it.

He made, however, peace with the “ Farangi ” and embarked for Hijaz

at Balawal, a harbour town near Somnat. accompanied by his six younger

sons (Khurram. Anwar, 'Abd®
?

llah, 'Abdu *1-Latif, Murtaza, 'Abdu ’1-

GhafQr). six daughters, and about one hundred attendants. Akbar

felt soriy for his sudden departure, and with his usual magnanimity,

promoted the two eldest sons of the Mirza (M. Shams! and

M. Shadman).

M. 'Aziz spent a great deal of money in Makkah ; in fact he was so

“ fleeced ”, that his attachment to Islam was much cooled down ; and

being assured of Akbar’s good wishes for his welfare, he embarked for

India, landed again at Balawal, and joined Akbar in the beginning of

1003. He now became a member of the “ Divine Faith ” (vide p. 217, 1. 33),

was appointed Governor of Bihar, was made Vakil in 1004, and received

Multan as Jagir.

In the 45th year (1008) he accompanied Akbar to Aslr. His mother

died about the same time, and Akbar himself assisted in carrying the

coffin. Through the mediation of the Mirza, Bahadur Khan, ruler of

Khandes, ceded Asir to Akbar towards the end of the same year. Soon

after, Prince Khusraw married one of 'Aziz's daughters.

At Akbar’s death, Man Singh and M. 'Aziz were anxious to proclaim

Khusraw successor ; but the attempt failed, os Shaykh Farld-i Bukhari

and others had proclaimed Jahangir before Akbar had closed his eyes.

Man Singh left the Fort of Agra with Khusraw. in order to go to Bengal.

'Aziz wished to accompany him, sent his whole family to the Raja,

and superintended the burial of the deceased monarch. He countenanced

Khusraw’s rebellion, and escaped capital punishment through the inter-

cession of several courtiers, and of Salima Sultan Begum and other

princesses of Akbar’s harem. Not long after, Khwaja Aba 'l-Ha&an

laid before Jahangir a letter written some years ago by 'Aziz to Raja

'All Kh&n of Khandes, in which 'Aziz had ridiculed Akbar in very strong

language. Jah&ngir gave 'Aziz the letter and asked him to read it before

1 If. CAsb ridiculed Akbar** tendencies to Hinduism and the orden of the " Divine

YkKh He used to call Faytl and AbQ T-Fafl. Ctymin and SAIf. His disparaging

remarks led to his disgrace on the accession of Jahinglr, as related below.
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the whole Court, which he did without the slightest hesitation, thus

incurring the blame of all the courtiers present. Jahangir deprived

him of his honours and lands, and imprisoned him.

In the 3rd year of Jahangir's reign (1017), M. *AzIz was restored to

his rank, and appointed (nominally) to the command of Gujrat, his eldest

son, Jahangir Quit Khan, being his uafib. In the 5th year, when matters

did not go on well in the Dakhin, he was sent there with 10,000 men.

In the 8th year (1022), Jahangir went to Ajmlr. and appointed, at the

request of ^Azlz, Shahjaluln to the command of the Dakhin forces, whilst

he was to remain as adviser. Hut Shfihjahan did not like M. *AzIz on

account of his partiality for Khusraw. and Mahubat Khan was dispatched

from Court to accompany *Aziz from Udaipur to Agra. In the 0th year,

^Azlz was again imprisoned, and put under the charge of Asaf Khan

in the Fort of Gwaliyar (
Tnzuk, p. 127). He was set free a year later,

and soon after restored to his rank. In the 18th year, he was appointed

Atall

q

to Prince Dawar Bakhsh, who had been made Governor of Gujrat.

M. *AzIz died in the 19th year (1033) at Ahmadabad.

‘’Aziz was remarkable for ease of address, intelligence, and his

knowledge of history. He also wrote poems. Historians quote the

following aphorism from his “ pithy ” sayings. “ A man should marry

four wives—a Persian woman to have somebody to talk to ; a Khurasan!

woman, for his housework
;
a Hindu woman, for nursing his children

;

and a woman from Mawarnnnahr, to have some one to whip as a warning

for the other three.” Vide Ibqfilnama, p. 230.

Koka means “ foster brother and is the same as the Turkish

Kukalddsh or Kdkaltdsh .

Mirzil *Aziz's sons. 1 . Mirzd Shams

i

(No. 163). He has been

mentioned above. During the reign of Jahangir he rose to importance,

and received the title of Jahangir Qull Khan.

2. Mirzd Shadman (No. 233). He received the title of Shad Khan.

Titzuk
, p. 99.

3. Mirzd Khurrum (No. 177). He was made by Akbar governor of

Jfinagarh in Gujrat, received the title of Kamil Khan under Jahangir,

and accompanied Prince Khurram (Shahjahan) to the Dakhin.

4. Mind *AbdH
?

ttah (No. 257) received under Jahangir the title of

Sardar Klmn. He accompanied his father to Fort Gwaliyar.

5. Mirzd An tear (No. 206) was married to a daughter of Zayn Khan

Koka (No. 34).

All of them were promoted to commanderships of Five and Two

Thousands. *AzIz
?

s other sons have been mentioned above.
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A sister of M. *Az!z, Mah BanQ, was married to *Abdu ’r-Rahfm

Khan Khanan. (No. 29).

22. Bahadur Xhin-i 8hayb&nlt (younger) brother of Khfin Zaman.
(No. 13).

His real name is Muhammad Sa*id. Humfiyfin on his return from

Persia put him in charge of the District of Dawar. He then planned a

rebellion and made preparations to take Qandahar, which was com-

manded by Shall Muhammad Khan of Qahlt (No. 93). The latter, however,

fortified the town and applied to the king of Persia for help, .is he could

not expect Humayun to send him assistance. A party of (Ji/.ilhashes

attacked Bahadur, who escaped.

In the 2nd year, when Akbar besieged Mankot, Bahadur, at the

request of Bayriim Khan, was pardoned, and received .Multan as jagir.

In the 3rd year, he assisted in the conquest of Miilwa. After Ihivram’s

fall, through the influence of Mahum Anga (vide p. 310), he was made

Vakil, and was soon after appointed to Itavva (Sirkar of Agra).

Subsequently he took an active part in the several rebellions of his

elder brother (vide p. 33G). After his capture, Shahbuz Khan i-Kambfi

(No. 80) killed him at Akbar’s order.

Like his brother he was a man of letters (Bad. Ill, 239).

23. K&ja Biharl Xal, son of Prithiraj Kachhwaha.

In some historical MSS. he is called Bihara Mai. There were two

kinds of Kachhwaha, Rajawat and Shaykhawat, to the former of which

Bihar! Mai belonged. Their ancient family seat was Amber in the $fiba

of Ajmir. Though not so extensive as Marwar, the revenues of Amber

were larger.

Bihar! Mai was the first Rajput that joined Akbar s Court. The

flight 1 of Humayfin from India had been the cause of several disturbances.

HajI Khan, a servant of Sher Khan, had attacked Narnaul, the juglr of

Majnfin Khan Qaqfthal (No. 50), who happened to be a friend of the Raja's.

Through his intercession both came to an amicable settlement; and

Majnfin Khan, .after the defeat of Hemfi (963), brought Bihar! Mai’s

services to the notice of the emperor. The Raja was invited to come to

court, where he was presented before the end of the first year of Akbar’s

reign. At the interview Akbar was seated on a wild (nuut)* elephant,

1 The “ flight " of HumiyQn from India was a delicate subject for Mughul historians.

Abfi *I-Faal generally uses euphemisms, as da tedqita-yi adyszfr, “ that unavoidable

event," or rihUd (departure) ; or Amadan-i Sktr AVkda, the coming of Sher Khan (aof Sher

fihih), etc.

[* MaM, in rut ; furious.—P.]

99
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and aa the animal got restive and ran about, the people made way

;

only Bihar! Mat’s Rajput attendants, to the surprise of Akbar, stood firm.

In the 6th year of his reign (969), Akbar made a pilgrimage to the

tomb of Mu*in-i Chishtf at Ajmir, and at Kalali, Chaghta Khan reported

to the Emperor, that the Raja had fortified himself in the passes, as

Sharaf" ’d-Dfn Husavn (No. 17), Governor of Mahva, had made war

upon him, chiefly at the instigation of Soja, son of Piiran Mai, elder

brother of the Raja. Sharaf" ’d-Din had also got hold of Jagnath (No. 69),

son of the Raja, Raj Singh (No. 174), son of Askaran, and Kangar, son

of Jagmal (No. 134), his chief object being to get possession of Amber

itself. At Deosa, 40 miles east of Jaipur, Jaima, son of Rflps! (No. 118),

Bihar! Mai's brother, who was the chief of the country, joined Akbar,

and brought afterwards, at the request of the emperor, his father Rflpsi.

At Sanganir, at last, Bihar! Mai with his whole family, attended, and was

most honorably received. .His request to enter Akbar’s service and to

strengthen the ties of friendship by a matrimonial alliance, was granted.

On his return from Ajmir, Akbar received the Raja’s daughter at Sambhar,

and was joined, at Ratan, by the Raja himself, and his son Bhagawant

Das, and his grandson Kflwar Man Singh. They accompanied Akbar

to Agra, where Bihar! Mai was made a Commander of Five Thousand.

Soon after Bihar! Mai returned to Amber. He died at Agra (Tabaqdt).

Amber is said to have been founded a.p. 967 by Dhola Ray, son of

Sora, of whom Bihar! Mai was the 18th descendant.

1

The AKbemama mentions the names of four brothers of Bihari Mai.

1. PfiranMal; 2. Rflps! (No. 118) ; 3. Askaran (vide No. 174) ; 4. Jagmal

(No. 134). Bihari Mai is said to have been younger than Piiran Mai,

but older than the other three.

Three sons of Bihari Mai were in Akbar’s service—1. Bhagwan Das

(No. 27) ; 2. Jagannath (No. 69) ; and 3. Salhadi (No. 267).

24. £h&n Jah&n Husayn dull Xhin,4 son of Wall Beg gu ’l-Qadr.

He is the son of Bayram Khan's sister. His father Wall Beg gfl ’l-Qadr

was much attached to Bayram, and was captured in the fight in the

Pargana of (Jnlindhar, vide p. 332, 1. 5), but died immediately

afterwards from the wounds received in battle. Akbar looked upon him

as the chief instigator of Bnvrnm's rebellion, and ordered his head to

1 The present MahArija ot Jaipur is the 34th descendant ; rids Selections Government
of India, Jio, LXV, 1808. Amber was deserted in 1728, when Jai Singh II founded the
modern Jaipflr.

* Husayn Quit Beg. J/a*ijuV.
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Iriiwa, Bahadur Khan (No. 22) killed the foot soldiers (tawachiij that

carried it. Khan Julian had brought Bayram’s insignia from Mewfit

to Akbar, and as he was a near relation of the rebel, he was detained

and left under charge of Asaf Khan *Abd" ‘l-Majid, Commander of

Dihli. When Bayrain had been pardoned, Khan Jahan was released.

He attached himself henceforth to Akbar.

In the 8th year (end of 07
1 ) he was made a Khan and received orders

to follow up Sharaf11 'cl-Dln Husayn (No. 17). Ajmir and Nagor were

given him as tuyiV. He took the Fort of Jodhpur from Chandar Sen,

son of Itay Mfddco, and distinguished himself in the pursuit of Udai

Singh during the siege of Ohitor.

In the 13th year (970) he was transferred to the Panjab, whither he

went after assisting in the conquest of Hantanbhur.

In the 17th year he was ordered to take Nagarkot, which had belonged

to Uaja Jai ( ‘hand. Bada,om says (II, p. 1G1) that the war was merely

undertaken to provide Bir Bar with a jiigir. Akbar had Jai Chand

imprisoned, and Budi 1 Chand, his son, thinking that his father was dead,

rebelled. Khan Jahan, on his way, conquered Fort Kotla, reached

Nagarkot in the beginning of Bajab 980, and took the famous Bhawan

temple outside of the Fort. The siege was progressing and the tjpwn

reduced to extremities, when it was reported that Ibrahim Quaayn

Mirza and Mas*Ad Mirza had invaded the Panjab. Khan Jahan therefore

accepted a payment of five mans of gold and some valuables, and raised

the siege. He is also said to have erected a Masjid in front of Jai Chand’s

palace in the Fort, and to have read the Khutha in Akbar’s name (Friday,

middle of Shawwul 980).

Accompanied by Ismael Quli Khan and Mirza Yusuf Khan-i Ri$aw!

(No. 33), Khan Jahan marched against the Mirzas, surprised them hi

the Pargana of Talamha, 40 leas from Multan, and defeated them. Ibrahim

Husayn Mirza csca]>cd to Multan, but Mas*ad Husayn and several other

Mirzas of note were takeft prisoners.

In the 18th year (981) when Akbar returned to Agra after the conquest

of Gujrat, he invited his Amirs to meet him, and Khan Jahan also canie

with his prisoners, whom he hod put into cow skins with horns on, with

their eyelids sewn together. Akbar had their eyes immediately

opened, and even pardoned some of the prisoners. The victorious

f
1 (ieticral (‘umiinghAvn tells me that the correct name is Bidhi (Sansk. Vriddhi), not .

Budl, vide Index.— B.] |
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general received the title of Khftn Jahan, “ a title in reputation next

to that of Khan Khanan.” About the same time Sulayman, ruler of

Badakhshan (p. 326) had come to India, driven away by his grandson

Shahrukh (No. 7), and Khan Jahan was ordered to assist him in recovering

his kingdom. But as in 983 Mun'im Khan Khanan died, and Bengal was

unsettled, Khan Jahiin was recalled from the Panjab, before he had

moved into Badakhshan, and was appointed to Bengal, Raja To(jar

Mai being second in command. At Bhiigalpiir, Khan Jahan was met

by the Amirs of Bengal, and os most of them were ChaghtH1
! nobles, he

had, as Qizilbash, to contend with the same difficulties as Bayram Khan

had had. He repulsed the Afghans who had come up as far as Garhl

and Tanda
;
but he met with more decided opposition at Ag Mahal,

where Da*fid Khan had fortified himself. The Imperialists suffered much

from the constant sallies of the Afghans. Khan Jahan complained of the

wilful neglect of his Amirs, and when Akbar heard of the death of Khwaja

*Aodu *llah Naqshbandi, who had been purposely left unsupported in a

skirmish, he ordered Muzaffar Khan. Governor of Biluir (No. 37) to

collect his Jagirdars and join Khan Jahan (9S4). The fights near Ag

Mahal were now resumed with new vigour. During a skirmish a cannon

ball wounded Junayd-i Kararani, Da*fid’s uncle,1 which led to a general

battle (16th Habit II, 984). The right wing of the Afghans, commanded

by Kali Pahar, gave way when the soldiers saw their leader wounded,

and the centre under Da fc

Qd was defeated by Khan Jahan. Da*iid himself

was captured and brought to Khan Jah&n, who sent his head to Akbar.

After this great victory, Khan Jahan dispatched Todar Mai to Court,

and moved to SatgSw (Hflgli) where Da^fld’s family lived. Here he

defeated the remnant of Datud
f

s adherents under Jamshed and Mitt!,

and reannexed SatgSw, which since the days of old had been called

Bulghdkkhfina,2 to the Mughul empire. Dadd’s mother came to Khan

Jahan as a suppliant.

Soon after Malkii Sa,i>3 Raja of KQch Bihar sent tribute and 54

elephants, which Khan Jahan dispatched to Court.

With the defeat and death of Da*Qd, Bengal was by no means

conquered. New troubles broke out in Bhati,4 where the Afghans had

1 The >Ed; Bibl. Indies of Bad&,oni (II, 238) has by mistake 4 ancle \ Bedi,onI savs
that the battle took place near Colgoag (Khalgaw).

a This nickname of S&tglw ia evidently old. Even the word bvlgbflk (rebellion),

which may be found dn almost every page of the T&rtkh-i Firvx Sh&hi, is scarcely ever

met with in historioal works from the 10th century, ft ia now quite obsolete.
[s B41 GosA,?.

—

B.j
4 For Bk&fa vide below under No. 32.



collected under Karim Dad, Ibr&him, and the rich ZamTndfo> 'hi » )-

With great difficulties Khan Jahan occupied that district, assisted by a

party of Afghans who had joined him together with Da*Qd’s mother at

Go,as ; and returned to §ihhatpflr, a town which he had founded near

Tend** Soon after, he felt ill, and died after a sickness of six weeks in

the same year (19th Shawwal, 986).

Abfi ’1-Fafl remarks that his death was opportune, inaampfth as the

immense plunder collected by Khan Jahan in Bengal, had led him to the

verge of rebellion.

Khan Jahan’s son, Ri?a Qull (No. 274) is mentioned below among the

Commanders of Three Hundred and Fifty. In the 47th year he was made

a Commander of Five Hundred with a contingent of 300 troopers. Another

son, Rahim Quli, was a Commander, of Two Hundred and Fifty (No. 333).

For Khan Jahan’s brother, vide No. 46.

25. Sa'id Sian, son of Ya'qflb Beg, son of Ibrahim JabQq.

He is also called Sa?id Khan-i Chaghta*I. His family had long been

serving under the Timfirides. His grandfather Ibrahim Beg was an

Amir of HumayOn’s, and distinguished himself in the Bengal wan. His

son, Yifouf Beg, was attacked near JaunpOr by Jalal Khan (i.e., Salim

Shah), and killed. His other sonalso,Y&'qhb, Sapid’s father,distinguished

himself under Humayttn. According to the Tdwfit, he was the son of

the brother of Jahangir Quli Beg, governor of Bengal under'HumayOn.

Sa'id rose to the highest honoun under Akbar. He was for some

time Governor of Multan, and was appointed, in the 22nd year, atSRq

of Prince Danyil. Some time after, he was made ^Qbahd&r of the

Panjab, in supercession to Shah Quli Muhrim (No. 45), of whom the

inhabitants of the Panjab had successfully complained. 8a?Id again was

succeeded in the governorship by Raja Bhagwan Das (No. 27), and

received Sambhal as tuyitl. In the 28th year, he was called to Court,

was made a Commander of Three Thousand, and was sent to Hajlpflr

(Patna) as successor to Mlfz& ?AilsKoka (No. 21). In the 32nd year, when

Vasir Kh&n (No. 41) had died in Bengal, Sa'ld was made Governor of

Bengal, which office he held till the 40th year. He was also promoted

to the rank of PmjhaxSri. In the 40th year, Man Singh (No. 30) being

appointed to Bengal, he returned to Court, and was, in the following

year, again made Governor of Bihar. In the 48th year (1001), when
Mirs& GhaxI rebelled in Thatha after the death of his father, Mini Jan!

Beg (No. 47), Sa'Id was appointed to Multin and Bhakkar, and brought

about the submission of the rebel.

After the accession of Jahangir, he was offered the Governorship of
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the Panjab on the condition that he should prevent his eunuchs from

committing oppressions, which he promised to do. (Tttzuk, p. 6, 1. 2.)

He died, however, before joining his post, and was buried “ in the garden

of Sarhind

His affairs during his lifetime were transacted by a Hindfl of the

name of Chetr Bhoj. Sa'id had a passion for eunuchs, of whom he had

1,200.1 One of these Khwaiasaras. Hilal, joined afterwards Jah&ngfr’s

service ; he built Hililabad, six lcot N.W. from Agra, near Rankatta,

2

regarding which the Mcffair tells an amusing incident. Another eunuch,

Ikhtiyar Kban, was his Vakil, and another, I'tibar Khan, the Fawjdar

of his jftglr. For Sa'id’s brother, vide No. 70.

26. Shihftb Sh&n, a Sayyid of Niahapflr.

His full name is Shihab” ’d-Dln Ahmad Khan. He was a relation and

friend of Mahum Anga (p. 311), and was instrumental in bringing about

Bayram’s fall. From the beginning of Akbar’s reign, he was Commander

of Dihlf. When Akbar, at the request of Mahum, turned from Sikan-

darabad to Dihli to see his sick mother, Shihab Khan told him that his

journey, undertaken as it was without the knowledge of Bayram Khan,

might prove disastrous to such grandees as were not Bayram’s friends

;

and the Chaghta*! nobles took this opportunity of reiterating their

complaints, which led to Bayram’s disgrace.

As remarked on p. 337, Shihab served in Miilwah against 5Abd“ ’llah-

Kljan.

In the I2th year (975) he was appointed Governor of Miilwah, and

was ordered to drive the Mirzas from that province. In the 13th year,

he was put in charge of the Imperial domain lands, as Mugaffar Khan

(No. 37) had too much to do with financial matters.

In the 21st year, he was promoted to a command of Five Thousand,

and was again appointed to Malwah ; but he was transferred, in the

following year, to Gujrat, as Vazlr Khan (No. 41) had given no satisfaction.

He was, in the 28th year, succeeded by I5timed Khan (No. 119), and

intended to go to Court ; but no sooner had he left Abmadabad than he

was deserted by his servants, who in a body joined Sul£an Mugaffar.

The events of the Gujrit rebellion are known from the histories. When
Mlrza Khan Khinan (No. 29) arrived, Shihab was attached to Qulij

1 If not acquired in Bengal, thle predilection could not hare been better eatiefied

elsewhere. The eunuchs of Bengal ana Silhat were renowned ; for interesting passages
vide below. Third Book. $Qba of Bengal, and Tuzuk i Jah&ngiri, pp. 72, 328.

1 Sikandra (or BihishtftbAd), where Akbar's tomb is, lies halfway between Agra
and Rankaftl.
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Khan (Malwahi Corps). He distinguished himself in the conquest of

Bohroch (992), and received that district as tuytiL In the 34th year

(997), he was again made Governor of Malwa, in succession to M. *AzIz

Koka (No. 21).

Shihiib died in Mahvah (Ujain, fabaqai) in 999. His wife, Baba Aglm,

was related to Akbars mother
;
she died in 1005.

During the time Shihab was Governor of DihlT, he repaired the canal

which Flrflz Shah had cut from the Parganah of Kliisrabad to Safldfln
;

and called it Nahr-i Shihab . This canal was again repaired, at the order

of Shfthjahan, by the renowned Makramat Khan, and called

Fay: Nahr
,
(20th year of Shahjuhnn). During the reign of Awrangzeb

it was again obstructed; but lias now again been repaired and enlarged

by the English. (J«arH ’s-mnadld.)

27. R&ja Bhagwan D&s, son of Raja Bihari Mai.

In the histories we find the spellings Bhagirant
,
Bhagwant, and Bhagudn .

He joined Akbars service with his father (No. 23). In 980, in the fight

with Ibrahim Husayn Mirza near Sarnnl
(
Briggs . Sartal), he saved

Akbar\s life. He also distinguished himself against the Riinii of Idar,

whose son, Amr Singh, he brought to Court. When, in the 23rd year,

the Kachwahas had their tuyfils transferred to the Panjfib, Raja Bh. D.

was appointed Governor of the province. In the 29th year. Bh.’s daughter

was. married to Prince Salim, of which marriage Prince Khusraw was

the offspring. In the 30th year, Bh. I). was made a commander of Five

Thousand and Governor of Zabulistan, as Man Singh was sent against

the Yusufzajs. But Akbar, for some reason, detained him. In Klmvrabad.

Bh. D. had a fit of madness, and wounded himself with a dagger
;
but he

recovered soon after in the hands of the Court Doctors. In the 32nd

year, the jaglrs of the Raja and his family were transferred to Bihar,

Man Singh taking the command of the province.

Raja Bh. D. died in the beginning of 998 at Labor, a short time after

Raja Todai Mai (No. 39). People say that on returning from Toijat*

Mai’s funeral, he had an attack of stranguary, of which he died. He had

the title of AmirH 'l-*Umara.

The Jami ^Masjid of Lahor was built by him.

Regarding his sons, vide Nos. 30, 104, 33G.

28. Qutb* *d-Dln Khta, youngest brother of Atga Khan (15).

As he belonged to the Atga Khairi (vide p. 338), his tuyul was in the

Panjab. He founded several mosques, etc., at Lahor.

In the 9th year (972), Akbar sent him to Kabul. During his stay

there, he built a villa at QJgaznTn, his births 'ace. On the transfer of the
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“ Atga Khavl ” from the Panjib, Q. was appointed to Malwa. After the

conquest of Gujrit, he received as jigfr the Sirk&r of Bahrdch (Broach),

“ which' lies south of Abmadabad, and has a fort on the bank of the

Narbudda near its mouth.” Subsequently he returned to Court, and was

made a Commander of Five Thousand.

In the 24th year (12th Rajab, 987), he was appointed alaRq to Prince

Salim, received a dagH,1 and the title of Beglar Beg*. Akbar also honoured

him by placing at a feast Prince Salim on his shoulders. Afterwards Q.

was again appointed to Bahrdch “ as far as Nasrbir In the 28th year

(991), Mugaffar of Qujrat tried to make himself independent. Q. did not

act in concert with other officers, and in consequence of his delay and

timidity he was attacked and defeated by Mugaffar near Baroda. Q.’s

servants even joined Mugaffar, whilst he himself retreated to the Fort

of Baroda. After a short time he capitulated and surrendered to Mugaffar,.

who had promised not to harm him or his family. But at the advice of

a Zamindar, Mugaffar went to Bahrdch, occupied the fort in which Q.’s

family lived, and confiscated his immense property (10 krors of rupees),

as also 14 lacs of imperial money. Immediately after, Mugaffar had Q.

murdered.

His son, Nawrang Khan, served under Mirsa Khan Khinan (No. 29) in

Qujrat (992), received a jagir in Malwa and subsequently in Qujrat.

He died in 999.

The MSS. of the Tahaqfit, which I consulted, contain the remark that

Nawrang Khan was a Commander of Four Thousand, and was, in 1001,

governor of Jfinigarh.

His second son, Qfijar Khan, was a Ha/tfadi (No. 193), and served

chiefly under M. A'sam Khan Koka (No. 21). He also had a tuyul in

Qujrat.

29. Khin Khanin Mini *Abd* 'r-Kahlm, son of Bayrim Khan.

His mother was a daughter of Jamil Khan of Mewat.* In 961, when

Humiyfln returned to India, he enjoined his nobles to enter into matri-

monial alliances with the Zamlndirs of the country, and after marrying

the eldest daughter of Jamal Khan, he asked Bayram Khan to marry

the younger one.

M. <:Abdu ’r-Bahim was bom at Lihor, 14th §afar 964. When Bayram

Khan was murdered at Patan in Qujrit (p. 332), his camp was plundered

1 A kind of vara mantit—a great distinction voder the TimOridea.
1 Hetv the nephew of Hieen Khin of Merit (Bad. 1, p. 301). In the fourth Book

of the AMn, CAb&'l-Ftfl aye that the KbiasSdas of Mewit were chiefly converted
JanQha RijpQts.
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by some Afghans ; but Muhammad Amin Diwana and Baba Zambfir

managed to remove the child and his mother from the scene of plunder

and bring them to Ahmadabad, fighting on the road with the Afghan

robbers. From Ahmadabad, M. *Abdu ’r-Rahim was taken to Akbar

(969), who, notwithstanding the insinuations of malicious courtiers, took

charge of him. He gave him the title of Mina Khan, and married him

subsequently to Mah Band, sister of M. '•Aziz Koka (No. 21).

In 981, M. tAbdu ’r-Rahim accompanied Akbar on his forced march

to Patan (p. 313). In 984 M. *A. was appointed to Gujrat, Vazir Khan

having the management of the province. In the 25th year, he was made

Mir *Arz, and three years later, alatig to Prince Salim. Soon after, he

was sent against Sultan Mugaffar of Gujrat. Mugaffar, during the first

Gujrati war, had fallen into the hands of Akbar's officers. He was

committed to the charge of Mun^im Khan (No. 11), and after his death,

to the care of Shah Mansur the Diwan (No. 1 22). But Mugaffar managed,

in the 23rd year, to escape, and took refuge with the Kiithis of Jflnagarh,

little noticed or cared for by Akbar’s officers. But when I^timad l£ian

was sent to Gujrat to relieve Shihab11 d-Din (No. 26), the servants of the

latter joined Mugaffar, and the Gujrat rebellion commenced. Mugaffar

took Ahmadabad, and recruited, with the treasures that fell into his

hands (vide Qutbu ’d-Din, No. 28), an army of 40,000 troopers. Mirza

^Abdu ’r-Rahim had only 10,000 troopers to oppose him, and though

his officers advised him to wait for the arrival of Qulij Khan and the

Malwa contingent, Dawlat Khan Lodi (No. 309), M. ‘A.’s Afir Shamsher,

reminded him not to spoil his laurels and claims to the Khan Khananship.

M. *A. then attacked Mugaffar, and defeated him- in the remarkable

battle of Sarkich, three Jto* from Ahmadabad. On the arrival of the

Malwa contingent, M. *A, defeated Mugaffar a second time near Nadot.

Mugaffar concealed himself in Rajpipla.

For these two victories Akbar made M. ‘A. a Commander of Five

Thousand, and gave him the coveted title of Khan Khanan. For this

reason historians generally call him Mirza Khan Khanan.

When Gujrat was finally conquered, M. Khan Khanan gave his whole

property to his soldiers, even his inkstand, which was given to a soldier

who came last and said he had not received anything. The internal affairs

of Gujrat being settled, Qulij Khan was left in the province, and M. *A.

rejoined the Court.

In the 34th year he presented to Akbar a copy of his Persian transla-

tion of Babar’s Chagfcta.I Memoirs (WSqFat-i Bdibari)}

1 Yidt p. 105, last line.
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Towards the end of the same year, he was appointed Valnl and
received JaunpQr as twjQl , but in 999 his j&glr was transferred to MultAn,

and he received orders to take Thatha (Sind). Passing by the Fort of

Sahwan,1 he took the Fort of Lakhf, “ which was considered the key of the

country, just as GadhI is in Bengal and BirahmQla in Kashmir." After

a great deal of fighting Mlrza JanI Beg (No. 47), ruler of Thatha, made
peace, whichM . *A., being hard pressed for provisions, willingly accepted.

Sahwan was to be handed over to Akbar, M. JanI Beg was to visit the

emperor after the rains, and Mlrza Irich, M. *A.’s eldest son, was to marry

Jiini Beg's daughter. But as M. JanI Beg, after the rains, delayed to carry

out the stipulations, M. *A. moved to Thatha and prepared himself

to take it by assault, when M. JanI Beg submitted and accompanied

M. '•A. to Court.

2

Thus Sindh waB annexed.

When Sultan Murad assembled at BahrAch (Broach) his troops for

the conquest of the Dakhin, Akbar dispatched M. *A. to his assistance,

giving him Bhilsa as jagir. After delaying there for some time, M. *A.

. went to Ujain, which annoyed the Prince, though M. <A. wrote him that

Raja *AIi Khan* of Khandes was on' the point of joining the Imperialists,

and that he would come with him. When M. *A. at last joined head-

quarters at Fort Chandor, 30 ko» from Ahmadnagar, he was slighted by

the Prince
; and, in consequence of it, he hesitated to take an active

part in the operations, leaving the command of his detachment chiefly

in the hands of M. Shahrukh (No. 7). Only on one occasion after Murid’s

departure from Ahmadnagar, he took a prominent part in the war.

Mu'tamidu ’d-Oawla Suhayl Khan (Briggs II, 274.; Ill, 308) threatened

Prince Murad, who had been persuaded by his officers not to engage with

him. M. 5A., Raja 'All Khan, and M. Shahrukh, therefore, took it upon

themselves to fight the enemy. Moving in Jumida II, 1005, from

ShihpQr, M. ‘•A. met Suhayl near the town of AshtI, 12 kot from Pathrl.

The fight was unusually severe. Rija 5All Khan with five or six of his

principal officers and five hundred troopers were killed (Briggs IV, 324).

The night put an end to the engagement ; but each party, believing

itself victorious, remained under arms. When next morning, M. <A.’s

troopers went to the river [near SQpa, Firishla] to get water, they were

attacked by 25,000 of the enemy’s horse. Dawiat Khan, who commanded

1 Also called SiwastAn, on the right bank of the Indue. Lakh! (Lnkkee) liea a little

aouth of SahwAn.
• The conquest of Sindh forms the subject of a Majnawl bj Molli SkUcebi. whom

AbQ’bFatl mentions below among the’poets uf Akbar’s age.

* KhAfi K£»in calls him JWjf CAl! foin.
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M. *A.’s avantguard, said to him, “It is dyinga useless death to fall lighting

with but 600 troopers against such odds.” “ Do you forget Dihll f ”,

asked M. *A. “ If we keep up,” replied Dawlat Khan. “ against such

odds, we have discovered a hundred Dihlis ; and if we die, matters rest

with God.” Qasim of Barha

1

and several other Sayyids were near;

and on hearing M. 'A.’s resolution to fight, he said, “ Well, let us fight as

Hindustanis, nothing is left but death ; but ask the Khan Khanan what

he means to do.” Dawlat Khan returned, and said to M. *A. “ Their

numbers are immense, and victory rests with heaven
;
point out a place

where we can find you, should we be defeated,” “ Under the corpses,”

said M. <;A. Thereupon they charged the flank of the enemy and routed

them. After this signal victory, M. *>A. distributed 75 lacs of rupees among

his soldiers. At the request of the Prince, M. ‘•A. was Boon after recalled

(1006).

In the same year Mah Band, M. ‘•A.’s wife, died.

In the 44th year Prince Danyal was appointed to the Dakhin, and

M. <A. was ordefed to join the Prince, and besiege Ahiuadnagar. The

town, as is known from the histories, was taken after a xiege of 4 months

and 4 days.* M. *A. then joined the Court, bringing v ith him Bahadur

ibn-i Ibrahim,who had been set up as Ni^am Shall. Danyal was appointed

governor of the newly conquered territory, which was called by Akbar

DSndes,* and married to Jana Begum, M. *A.’s daughter. The Khan

Khanan was also ordered to repair to Abmadnagar, to keep down a party

that had made the son of Shah 5All, uncle of Murtaga, NigAm Shah.

After the death of Akbar, matters in the Dakhin did not improve.

In the 3rd year of Jahangir (1017), M. ‘A. promised «o bring the war

to a close in two years if he received a sufficient number of troops.

Bhahiida Parwls, under the Atffy-ship of Agaf Khan. Min Singh,

Khan Jahin Lodi, and others, were appointed to assist M. *A. He took

the Prince in the rains from BurhanpQr to Balaghat ; but in consequence

of the usual.duplicity and rancour displayed by the Amirs, the imperial

army suffered from want of provisions and loss of cattle, and M. 4A. was

compelled toconclude a treaty dishonourable for Jahinglr, who appointed

1 The 8egryidi ai Birhe ttiSlmd it their privilege to gghtin the Har&ml or ten.
Vii* No. 70.

• bft'Ulfcfl end the Lucknow edition of Flrishte call the eunuch who murdered
ChindBKbttfi*. «*»««** Briggs hea Hamid &J>4n. For Nikana £Adm which Briggs
giroe, ell eoptestf thO Akberntma and the MeCftjir here Abkang The Lucknow
Id. of Fkrfonte hee Atimg ££0*. The difference* moreover, between Aba ’l-Fe*l end
Firiihte in details ere very remarkable.

B A combination of the words JDdnyJJ end Kh&ndes.
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Khfin Jghin Lodi as his successor, and sent Mah&bat KhAn. subsequently

M. *A.'s enemy, to bring the unsuccessful commander to Gout,

In the 5th year, M. <:A. received KalpI and Qanawj as tug#, with

orders to crush the rebels in those districts (vide p. 341 , note). Some time

afterwards, M. *A. was again sent to the Dakhin, as matters there had

not improved ; but he did not gain any advantage either.

Iif the 11th year (1025) Jahangir, at last, dispatched Prince Khurram.

to whom he had given the title of Shah.

1

Jahangir himself fixed his

residence at 3Bndfl in M&lwa, in order to be nearer the Beene of war, while

Shih Khurram selected BurhanpOr as Head Quarters. Here the Prince

also married the daughter of Shahnawnz Khan. M. *A.’s son. ^Adil Shih

and Qu|bu ’l-Mulk sent tribute and submitted, and Jahinglr bestowed

upon'cAdil Shah the title of Fanand (son)
;
and 'Ambar Malik handed

over the keys of Abmadnagar and other Forts, together with the Parganas

of Balaghat, which he had conquered. Shah Khurram then appointed

M. ?A. $fibahdar of KhAndes. Barer, and Ahmadnagar, whilst Shahnawix

Khan was appointed to Bilaghat. Leaving 30,000* horse and 7,000

artillery in the Dakhin, Shah Khurram joined his father at Mandfi,

where new honours awaited him.*

In the 15th year, Malik 'Ambar “ broke ” the treaty, and fell upon the

Thinadirs of the Mughuls. Darab Khan. M. ‘A.’s second son, retreated

from Bilighit to BalapQr ; and driven from there, he went to BurhinpQr,

where he and his father were besieged. On Shahjahan’s approach, the

besiegers dispersed.

In the 17th year (1031) Shah ^Abbas of Persia attacked Qandahir,

and Shahjahan and *Abdu 'r-Rahim were called to Court to takecommand

against the Persians ; but before they joined, Prince Parwb, through

Nttr Jahan’s influence, had boen appointed heir-apparent, and Mahabat

Khan hadbeen raisedtothedignity of Khan Khandn. ShahjahAn rebelled,

returned \Vith M. <A. to Mandfi, and then moved to BurhanpOr. On the

march thither, Shahjahin intercepted a letter which M. 5A. had secretly

1 “ Sinn the timeof TImOr no Prince had received this title." Ma%tnr.8M
ffi
owmn

received subsequently the title of <SkiUakin, which he retained u king, in conjunction

with the tltlee of $Mi6 Qirin-i $i*I and Afli llafrat y»i). The last title had
alao been uned by SuleymSn-i Kararftni, King of Bengal. Awrangsab, in imitation of it,

adopted the title of dCId Khtqtn.
He received the titled SUMtitii and waa made a StSit&rf, or Commander of Thirty

Thouatnd, personal (brevet) rank, and a contingent of 10,000 (« e*f wjHMe, La, hw
former contingent pin* an increase in troope). He was also allowed a(MVt feme P. SIS),

likewise a custom that had not been observed since the age of TImSr. Jahtapr even
same down from the Jhanka (the Window in the State hall, familiar to all that have
seen the halls of the palaces of Agra and FatbpOr fffltri), and placed a dhh full of jewels

and gold on KhihJaMn'e head, distributing the whole (ts nf»Sr) eaMng the Amite.
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Dirib Shin, and sent him to Fort isfr, bat released them soon after

on parole. Perwls and Mahibat Khin had, in the meantime*amendit
the Narbadda to capture Shihjahin. Bavram Beg, aa officer, of Shih-

jahin’s, had for this reason removed all boats to the left aide of the

river, and successfully prevented the imperials from crossing. At 1L *A/s
advice, Hhahjahun imposed, at this time, -an armistice. He made M. *A.

swear upon the Qur*an not to betray him, andeent him aa ambassador

to Parwiz. Mahibat Khin. knowing that the fords would notnow be eo

carefully watched as before, effected a crossing, and M. *A., forgetful of

his oath, joined Prince Parwiz, and did not return to Shihjahin, who

now fled from Burhinpfir, mairching through Talingina to Ofba and

Bengal. Mahibat and M. ‘’A. followed him up a short distance beyond

the Tnptf. M. ‘A. wrote to Raja Bhlm, a principal courtier of the

DawlatshAhi party, to tell Shihjahin, that he (M. *A.) would do every-

thing in his power to detain the imperial army, if the prince would allow

his sons to join him. Baja Bhlm replied that the prinoe had still from

five- to six thousand followers, and that he would kill M. <A.’s sons should

it come to a fight. Shihjahin then moved into Bengal and Bihir, of

which he made Dirib Khin. who had evidently attached himself to the

prince, Governor. Mahibat Khin had in the meantime returned to

Ilihibnd to oppose Shihjahin, and had placed M. <A., who looked upon

him with distrust, under surveillance.

In the 21st year, Jahangir ordered Mahibat Khin to send M. *A. to

court, where he was reinstated in his titles and honours. He afterwards

retired to his jigir at Lihoy, when Mahibat Khin followed him and sent

him bock to Dihli. Soon after the failure of his scheme of retaining

possession of Jahangir’s person, and the return of the monarch from

Kibul, Mahibat Khin had to fly. Nfir Jahin now appointed M. 'A.

to. follow up Mahibat, and contributed herself twelve lacs of rupees

to the expedition. But before the necessary preparations had been

completed, M. *A. fell ill at Libor, and on his arrival at Dihli, he died

at the age of seventy-two, in the end of Jahinglr's 21st year (1036).

The words Khan SipahtSUr kii (where is the Khin Commander!) are

the ldrr£|| of his death.

M. *A.’s great deeds are the conquests ot Gujrit and Sited and the

defeat of 8uhayl Khin of Bfjipfir. During Jahinglr's reign, he did

nothing remarkable ; nor was he treated with the respect which he had

enjoyed during the lifetime of Akbar, though he was allowed to retain

his sank. For nearly thirty years he had been serving in the Dakhin.
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Every grandee, and even the princes, accused him of secret friendship

with tiie rulers of the Dakhin, and 'Abd ’l-F&fl, on one occasion, gave his

fatmi that M. tA. was a rebel. Under Jahangir, he was the open friend of

Malik 'Amhar; and Muhammad Ma'fQm, one of his servants, once

informed the emperor that he would find Malik ^Ambar’s correspondence

in the possession of ?Abdu ’r-Rahlm of Lakhnau (No. 191), who was much
attached to M. *A. Mahfibat Khan was appointed to inquire into this

;

but *Abdu ’r-Rahlm of Lakhnau would not betray his friend. People

said, M. *A.’s motto was, “ people should hurt their enemies under the

mask of friendship,” and all seem to have been inclined to blame him

for maliciousness and faithlessness. He used to get daily reports from

his newswriters whom he had posted at various stations. He read their

reports at night, and tore them up. But he was also proverbial for his

liberality and love of letters. The Rahxmi

1

is a splendid

testimony of his generosity; it shows that he was the Moecenas of

Akbar’s age. People, by a happy comparison, called him Mir 5AH Sher

(vide p. 107, note 6). M. *A. wrote Persian, Turkish, Arabic, and Hindi

with great fluency. As ]>oet he wrote under the name of Rahim.

Though his father had been a Shl'ah, M. *A. was a Sunni ; but people

said he was a Shi*ah, but practised taqij/ya.*

M. *A.'s most faithful servant was Miyan Fahim. People said, he was

the son of n slave, girl ; but he appears to have been a Rajpfit. He grpw

up with M. ‘A.’s sons, and was as pious as he was courageous. He fell

with his son Flrflz Khun and 40 attendants in a fight with Mahfibat Khan,

who had imprisoned his master. M. *A. built him a tomb in Dihli, which

is now called Nila Burj, near Humiiyfin’s tomb. (A$8r
• ’f-fanSdii.)

M. ‘•A. outlived his four sons.

1. Mlrzu Irich (or Irij), Shahnamz KhSn BahSdur (No. 2S6). When
young he used to bo called Khan Khanan-i jawSn. He distinguished

himself by his courage. In the 40th year of Akbar he was made a

Commander of 400. In the 47th year, after a fight* with Malik *Ambar

who got wounded, ho received the title of BahSdw. During the reign, of

Jahunglr lie was called Bhahnawas Kh&n {vide Tuxuk, p. 95), and was

made a Commander of Five Thousand. He died in 1028, from excessive

drinking. ( Vide Tuzuk, p. 270.)

1 Called Kabimf in alluaion to hit Homo M. $Abd«.*r-Rahlin. VuU Uliot’t

Index (I tit edition), p 377.
* Wherever ShKuh* are in the minority, they practise, if Decenary, totiyMi (*»»,

fear, caution), i.e„ they do an if they were Sunnlt, A NhVCha may tveo vilify hda own
sect, if hU iwnwinal nafety requires it.

[* Near N&nder.—li.j
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Two of his sons are mentioned in the Padishahnama. 1 . Mlrsa Khfin.

He was Fawjdar of K&ngrah, and retired “ foolishly ” from publio life

in RabP II, 1046. But he was re-employed and was a Commander of

Three Thousand in 1035 (Padishahnama II, pp. 483, 723). 2. Lashkar-

shikan Khan. He got in 1047 a present of 4,000 R., and received an

appointment in Bengal.

Historians call Shahnawaz Khan generally Shahnawaz Khan-i

Jahdnglrl, to distinguish him from Shahnawaz Khan-i $afawl, a grandee

of Shahjahan.

2. Mlrza Darab Ddrdb-Khan. He has been mentioned above (p. 337).

When Shahjahan made him Governor of Bengal, he retained his wife, a

son and a daughter, and a son of Shahnawaz Khan as hostages (yaryhamal).

When the prince after the fight near the Tons (Benares) had again to go

to the Dakhin, he wrote to Darab Khan to move to Gadhi (N.W. entrance

of Bengal) and join him. Darab wrote him that he could not come, being

besieged by the samindars of the place. He fell at last into the hands of

Parwiz and Mahabat Khan, and as Jahangir had u no objections ”,

Mahabat executed him (1035), wrapi>cd his head in a table cloth, and

sent it to his father M. *A. as a present of a “ melon ”, A short time

before *Abdu* ’llah Khan had killed Darab s son and a son of Shahnawaz

Kfaan.

3. Mind Rahman Dad. His mother belonged to the Sandahas of

Amarkot. Though very dissolute, he was the most liked by his father.

He died, at Balapdr, about the same time as his eldest brother. Vide

Tuzuk, p. 315. No one dared to inform his father of the event, till

people sent at last the famous saint Hazrat *I§a of Sindh to M. *A. on

a visit of condolence.

4. Mind Amru 'Uah. He grew up without education, and died when

young.

30. Rijt Min Singh, son of Bhagwan Das.

He was born at Amber, and is the son of Raja Bhagwan Dus (No. 27).

European historians say that he was the adopted son of Raja Bh. D.,

but Muhammadan historians do not allude to this circumstance, perhaps

because Hindfts make absolutely no difference between a real and an

adopted son. He is also known under the title of il/7r:<7 Raja, and Akbar

bestowed upon him the title of Farzand (son).

He joined Akbar with Bihar! Mai (p. 329). In 984 he was appointed

against Riina Kfkii, and gained, in 985.1 the great battle near Goganda.3

I
1 Corn* ted in X«.

® The brat ncrount of thi« huftlt* i< in !*» found in ISiniri.oni. wIiowam an cye-witncM.

Hr(ff. 11, 230 to 237. The wltolr left out in llriv'i.'*'
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Rij* Rims&h of Gwaliyir was killed with his sons, whilst the Bana

himself in the mtiie was wounded by Min Singh* Akbar, however, felt

annoyed, beoanse.M. 8. did not follow up his victory, and so recalled him.

When Bhagwin Das was appointed governor of the Panjib, M. 8.

commanded the districts along the Indus. In the year 993, Prince M.

Muhammad Hakim died, and M. 8. wao sent to Kabul to keep the country

in order. He rejoined Akbar near the Indus with M. Muhammad Hakim’s

sons (M. Afrisyib and M. Kayqubid) ; but was soon after sent back to

Kibul, where he chastised the Baushinb who, like other Afgfain tribes,

were given to predatory incursions. After the death of Raja Blr Bar,

in the war with the Yflsufsi'b, M. S. was appointed to the command

of the army in Kibul, in supercession of Zayn Khan Koka (No. 34) and

Hakim Abfl ’l-Fath- He was also put in charge of Zabulistan, as Bhagwin

Das had a fit of madness (p. 338). In the 32nd year, M. S. was recalled

in consequence of loud complaints of the people against the RijpQts

and M. S.’s indifference to the Kibulis, and was appointed Governor

of Bihir, to whiuh province the tuyUis of the Kachhwihas had been

transferred.

After the death of Bhagwin Das in 998, M. 8., who hitherto had the

title of K&war, received from Akbar the title of Raja and a Command of

Five Thousand. In Bihir he punished several refractory Zamindirs,

as PQrin Mai and Raja Sangram, and received their tribute.

The principal events in Min Singh’s life from 997 to 1015 are given*

in'Stewart’s History of Bengal (pp. 114 to 121).1 In the 35th year,

M. 8. invaded Oflsa by way of Jharkand (Chuttii Nsgpflr). The result

of this expedition was the cession of P&rl. In the 37th year, when the

Afghans under Khwaja Sulaymin and Khwiia *Uamin attacked POri,

M. 8. again invaded Ofisa, and re-annexed, in 1000, that province to the

Dihll empire. In the 39th year, M. 8. continued his conquests in Bhati

(the eastern portions of the Sundarbap), and built, in the following year,

Akbamagar, or Rajmahall, at a place which 8her Shah, before him, had

selected as a convenient spot, as also Sallmnagar, the Fort of ShcrpQr

Murcha (Mymensing). The whole of Eastern Bengal on the right side

of the Brahmaputra was likewise annexed. In the 41st year, M. 8.

married the sister of Lachmt Nara^in, Raja of KQch Bihar, who had

1 The name of “ Sayyid ” KhAn (tfU j^) which occurs several times in Stewart,

/A. should be corrected to SaCId KhAn. s**)t the same grandee whose biography
was given above (p. 351). Such as take an interest in the History of Bengal and Ofiaa
should make use of the AkbamAma, which contains many new facts and details not given
in Stewart.
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declared himself a vassal of the Mugful empire. In the same year, M. 9.

fell dangerously ill at Ghoraghat, when the Afgh&ns attacked him.

They were eoon after driven back by Himmat Singh, one of M. S.'s

sons,1 into the Sundarban. In the 42nd year, M. S. had to send a detach-

ment under Hijaz Khan into Kucli Bihar for the protection of Lachml

Nara*in. In the 44th year M. S., at Akbar’s request, joined the Dakhin

war. Thinking that the Afghans, in consequence of the death of their

leader, the rich *I§a of Ghoraghat, would remain quiet, M. S. appointed

his son Jagat Singh (No. 1G0) his deputy, and joined Prince Salim at

Ajmlr. Jagat Singh died after a short time, and was succeeded by Maha

Singh, a grandson of M. S. The Afghans under *Usman used this

opportunity, defeated, in the 45th year, the imperials near Bhadrak in

Orisa, and occupied a great portion of Bengal. M. S. then hastened

back over Rahtfis, and defeated the Afghans near Sherpur *Atai, a town

of the Sirktir of Sharlffibfid, which extended from Bardwan to Fath

Singh, S. of Murshibiibad. After this victory, which obliged ^Usman

to retreat to Orisa, M. S. paid a visit to the emperor, who promoted

him to a (full) command of Seven Thousand. Hitherto Five Thousand

had been the limit of promotion. It is noticeable that Akbar in raising

M. S. to a command of Seven Thousand, placed a Hindu above every

Muhammadan officer, though, soon after, M. Shahrukh (vide p. 32G) and

M. 'Aziz Koka (No. 21), were raised to the same dignity.

M. S. remained in Bengal till 1013, when the sickness of the emperor

induced him to resign his appointment in order to be in the capital.

The part which he played at the time of Akbar’s death is known from the

histories. Jahangir thought it prudent to overlook the conspiracy which

the Raja had made, and sent him to Bengal. But soon after (1015),

he was recalled and ordered to quell disturbances in Rohtas (Bihar),

after which he joined the Emperor. In the 3rd year of Jahangir's reign,

he was permitted to go to his home, where hs raised levies, in order to

serve with M. *Abdn 'r-Rahlm (No. 29) in the Dakhin war.

M. S. died a natural death in the 9th year of J/s reign, whilst in the

Dakhin. Sixty of his fifteen hundred wives burned themselves on the

funeral pile. At the time of his death, only one of his numerous sons

was Jtlive, Bha,o Singh, regarding whose mu-ccssion to the title, vide

Tuzuk^i Jahangir!, p. 130.

The ground on which the Taj at Agra stands, belonged to Man Singh.

2.1

* lie died in 1005.
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31. ln^Miwtd dull Xhftn Barlis, a descendant of the Barmaqs (I).1

He served underHumayQn, and held Multan-asjfyir. Inthe beginning

of Akbar’s reign, he conveyed, together with Shams" ’d-Din Atga (No. 15)

the princesses from Kabul to India. $Iis tuydl was subsequently trans-

ferred to Niger. For a short time he was also Governor of Milwa.

In the 12th year, he was sent against Iskandar ffhan Uzbek (vide

No. 48) in Audit. After the death of Khan Zaman, Iskandar fled to

Bengal, and Audh was given to Muhammad Quli Khan eejagir.

He subsequently served under Mun'im Khan in Bihar and Bengal.

In the 19th year when Da*fid had withdrawn to Satgiiw (Hflgll) Mun'im

Khan dispatched M. Q. gh. to follow up the Afghans, whilst he remained

with.Baja Toiler Mai in 'Jan<ja to settle financial matters. When M. Q.

Khan arrived at Satgiiw Da'ad withdrew to Ofisa, to which country

neither M. Q. Khan nor his officers had much inclination to go. From

Satgiiw M. Q. Khan invaded the district of Jesar (Jessore), where

$ermadi, a friend of Da‘fld’s, had rebelled ; but the imperialists met

with no success, and returned to Satgiiw.. Mun'im Khan at last ordered

Totjar Mai to join M. G. Khan, and subsequently both moved into

Oflsa. Soon after passing the frontier M. Q. Khan died at Mednipdr

(Midnapore), Bamafan, 982. Be seems to have died a natural death,

though some accused one of his eunuchs of foul play.

His eon, Mina Faridun Barldt (No. 227). He served under M.

*Abdu ’r-Babhn (No. 29) in Sind, and accompanied, in 1001, Jani Beg

(No. 47) to Court. He was a Commander of Five Hundred. Under

Jahangir, he was rapidly promoted, and held, in the 8th year, a command

of Two Thousand, when he served under Prince Khurrain against Bana

Amr Singh. He died during the expedition.

His son Miht *Ali Barlas was made' by Jahangir a Commander of

One Thousand.

32. Tarson Kbin, sister’s son of Shah Muhammad Sayf" T-Mulk.

In Histories he is called Tarson Muhammad Khan. Sayf" T-Mulk

had been an independent ruler in Gharjist&n (a part of Khurasanl
; but

he had to submit to Tahmasp (a.h. 940).

1 So in the MSS. ; but the name Jtomsf is very doubtful. Being a “ Bertts ”, he
belonged to that Chaghti.I tribe which traced its descent to or yjp J/i

—

the MSS.

havo various forms for this name—who is the 8th ancestor of ThnOr. 'If^ jy be the

correct form, the substhutioii of a renowned name in Muhammadan history,

would not appear altogether impoteibie. The MSS. of the lfaMafr have Bannlaq j** it •

In the beginning of the Akbamime, Aba l-Fagl says that this 8th ancestor of Tlmttr was

t he diet that held the title of barl&t, which means the same as gif* sia/K, brave. Another

Uarliehad been mentioned above on p.818. An AmlrC'hiikO Barlisserved with dktinetion

under TtmQr.
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Tarson Khan was in the service of Bayrum Khan (No. 10), and joined

Akbar when Bayrnm fell into disgrace. Akbar sent him, together with

Hiijl Muhammad Sistanl (No. 55), to see Bayram on his way to Makkah,

as far os Nagor, then the frontier of the empire. T. Kh . was subsequently

promoted to the post of a Commander of Vive Thousand, and was for

some time Governor of Bhakkar (vide No. 107), and then of Patyn in

Giijrat. In the 21st year he served in Bajpfitiina, vide No. 44. In the

23rd year lie was mode Fawjdur of JuunpQr, at the same time that Mulla

Muhammad Yazdl (vide p. 198) was appointed Qa?iyu ’1-Qufat and $adr

of the Sirkiir. When the JminpQr Rebellion broke out, T. Kfj. with other

faithful Amirs moved to Bilifir against Bahadur Khan and 'Arab Khan,

who were joined by Ma'sfim KImn VnrankbQdi (No. 157). In the 27th

year he served under M. 'Am Kokn in Bihar. When the Qaqshak

(No. 00) left Ma'gflm KImn and joined the Imperialists, M. 'Axis sent

T. Kh. to Glioraghiit, whero most of the Qiiqsbals hod jitgirs. T. Kh.

stayed at Tiijpur (Dinugcporc), settling matters, when Ma'sQm Khan

came with a large army from Bhafi ( JJl^),
1 and plundered Western

Bengal, approaching even the environs of Tam.la ; he also sent a detach-

ment against T. Kh .. who was besieged in the fort of TajpQr. The siege

was raised by a corps sent by Shahbaz Khan-i KambQ (No. 80) from

Patna, and T. Kh. was thus enabled to join Shahbaz and drive away the

rebels from Upper Bengal. Ma'sflm fled again to Bhati, and Shahbaz

and T. Kh. planned an expedition against 'I $a, who had afforded Ma'ffOm

shelter. They crossed the Ganges at Khizrpfir. which stands on the

frontier of Bh&tl, took Sunnargilw, plundered BaktarapOr (?), where

dfaused to live,and nearlycaught Ma'sum. At this juncture, 'Iijareturned

from an expedition to KQch Bihur, and attacked the Imperialists near

Bhowul (N. of Dacca). The Imperialists had entrenched themselves

1 Abu '1-Fn?.l gives this spelling in the Akliarnuma, and says it means lowland (from

the HindfMtnni^ down (m rieer), and extends* nearly 4<X) Ism from east to west, and

:m ko* from X.S., from Thibet to the ocean. It would thus include the Sundarbtn and
the tracts along the Mcgna. (irant, in the Vth Report, p. 200, note, defines BhAtl as

comprising the SunderIwin and all the neighbouring low lands, even Hijll, overflowed

hytiiotido.

visa's father, according to AbQ 'I-Faxl, was a KiijpGt of iho Bais clan, if I read correctly

my MSN. He came in contact with Salim Khan and Tflj Khan of Bengal, was killed ; and
his two sons, Qf>u nnd_ Ismutfl, were sold as slaves. They were subsequently traced by
(juth11 ’d-DIn Kliun, tfsfut uncle, to Tfirfln, and brought back, tfai scon became the
chief of Bhai I. and hud twelve great xamlndArs dependent on him. Henco he is generally

culled by Abu ’1-Knr.l MttrzUin-i Jik'ih, ruler of /Mo/7. Ho gave the Imperialists no end
of trouble. He mind not bo confounded witli $f>u, tho Y'akfl of Qutlfi KbAn of OflsA,

who ceded Purl to Man Singh.
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mar the Brahmaputra, and the fighting was continued for a long time

both by land end on the river. At ene time T. £&. with a email detach-

ment came too near a position held by the enemy, and was attacked

by Mu'film Khan and wounded. Immediately afterwards he .was caught

and killed by Ma^fQm (992). For a relation of his, vide No. 400.

33. Oiyi Kh&n Gang.

Qiifu is a Turkish word and means aeb, ornament. Gang, if it is the

Fenian word, means “ dumb He served under Humayfin, and held

Kol JalslI. On the approach of Hem(i, he joined Tordl Beg (No. 12) in

Dihll, and retreated with him. After HemQ’s defeat, Qiya was sent to

Agra, and was raised to the dignity of a Commander of Five Thousand.

Several parganos in Gwaliar having been given to him as twjfil, Qiya

Khan, in the 2nd year of Akbar’s reign, besieged Gwaliyur, which was held

by Bhll l£jp*n, a general of Salim Shah, during whose reign Gwaliyar had

been the capital of the empire. Bhll Khan, thinking it impossible to

hold the Fort for a long time, wished 1 to hand it over for a consideration

to Baja Uumsuh, whose ancestors had held Gwaliar, when Qiya Khan

arrived, and after defeating the Rajg, prepared himself to besiege Bhll

Khan. When Akbar, in 9U6, came to Agra, he sent a detachment to

assist Qiya, and Bhll Khan submitted.

He was a friend of Bayriim, but was the first that left him and joined

Akbar.

A few years later, Qiya Khan joined Khan Zaman’s rebellion, but

repented and was pardoned, at the request of Mun'im Khan.

After tho first conquest of Bengal, Q. £h. was sent to Oriso, to settle

matters. He remained in Ojisa and Bengal during the Bengal rebellion,

and when, in'the 25th year, the Imperialists withdrew from that country,

QutlQ Khan seised upon Orisa, and besieged Qiya Khan in some fort.

Deserted by his scildiers, Q. £h. was killed (989).*

1 So th« iltpilffr. The Saw&nih myt that RAJ* Rimeih with • Urge force ofRCjpQtt,

had come to besiege Gw&liy&r. Firishta instead of Bhfl Kt.iin (Akbarnama, Saw&nih,

Baddeonl) ItasKuhaylKMn (?), and IqbAl KhSn (?) for Qiy& A’Mm, i Me Briggs, II, p. 194.

The change from to is not remarkable ; but tho alteration of Igi to JU1 is more
violent, as wo Imvo an additional filif and Mm.

How untrustworthy our printed editions are may bo seen from Kh&fi KhAn’s List of

Commanders of Five 'thousand under Akbar (Ed. Kill. Indica Ir p. 237), whore tho native

editors have given three wrong names among twelve, vis.

P. 237. Inst line, for Ami* Kkii* Koto, read Zay* Khtln Koto (No. 24).

P. 238, 1. I, for Kh&n\ read ShttjKat Kh&n (No. 14).

P. 238, 1. 2, for Ra/*Hl Kh&n, read Tttrmn Kh&n (No. 32).

Moreover Kluifl KhAn’s list is most incomplete, and does not coincide, although he
says so, with the number of PanjhaxArta given in the Tobag&t.

• Several copies of the Tabaq*H which I have consulted, say that Qiy& Kliln died

in 984 (?).
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Tardi £$dn (No. 101), his ion, wu a Commander of Fifteen Hundred.
He accompanied Prince Dinyil to the DaUun, but fell later jn disgrace.

In the 49th year he wee restored and promoted to a command of Two
Thousand Five Hundred, and got a present of 6 lace of Rupees.

V. Commandert ofFour Thoutdnd Five Hundred.

34. Zayn Xhin,* eon of Qiwija MaqyQd of Harit.

His father, Khw&ja MaqyQd *A1I, was a servant of Akbar’s mother.

The name of Us mother was Plcha Jin Anaga ; she was one of Akbar's

nurses. On Humfiyfln’s flight to Persia, MaqfcQd was always near the

howdah of Akbar’s mother, and remained attached to her in all her

misfortunes. His brother was Khwaia Hasan (Zayn Khan’s unde),

.

whose daughter married Prince Salim. She is the mother of Prince

Parwls.

In 993, Mirra Muhammad Hakim, Akbar’s brother, had died, and

Akbsr crossed the Indus for Zabulistsn Zayn Khan was at that time

a Commander of Two Thousand and live Hundred, and was sent against

'

theYOsufza.u. Thistribe, says <Abu ’1-Fafl,badformerlybeeninQar&b&gh

and Qandahar, and had invaded Kibul, where a great number of, them

were killed by M. Ulugh Beg. The remainder settled at Lamghanat,

and subsequently at Ishtaghar. For the last one hundred years they

had held the territory of Bajor,* and were notorious robbers. In Bejor,

there was also a tribe of the name of SulfcanI, who traced their descent

to a daughter of Sultin Sikandar. The Yfl uf»i*Is deprived them

treacherously of their district ; a few of the SulJAnldes, however,

remained in Bajor from attachment to their old country.

On a former occasion, when Akbar had moved against M. Muhammad
Hakim, the chiefs of the YflsufsaMs submitted, and one of them, K&lQ,

went with Akbar to Agra and was hospitably treated. He fled, however,

but was caught by Shams0 ’d-Dln Shaft (No. 159) near Afak, and was

sent beck ; .and although Akbar continued to treat him kindly, he fled

gain and stirred up his countrymen.

Zayn Khan moved* into the District of Bajor* (north of Pashawar),

and punished the Yftsufsa*ls. Several chiefs asked for pardon. After

this he erected a fort in Jakdara, in the middle of the country, and

defeated this enemies in twenty-three fights. He had at last to ask

I As he was AkbarX foster-brother ; he is generally called in histories, Zayn Kb&n
Koka.

I
I Or Bijflr (?)^—P.]
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for reinforcements, and Akbar sent to him Raja Blr Bar and Hakim
Abfl ’1-Fatb with some troops. Zayn Khan asked them to attack the

Afghans whilst he would occupy the conquered districts, or he would

attack the enemies and they should hold the district. But Blr Bar

and Hakim Aba T-Fath, who were no friends of Zayn Khan, proposed

that they should attack the Yasufzals together and then go back.

Z. Kjj. said it would not do to return without better results from a

country which had cost so many sacrifices ; else, the best thing they could

do, was to return the same way they had come. But to this they would

not listen, and returned by another road (over
\J).

Z. Jflj. paid no

attention to their insubordination and joined them, chiefly because-hu

was afraid they would denounce him at Court. As soon aa the Afghans

saw the Imperialists returning, they attacked them in every narrow

valley. On passing the Girewa 1 Balandri Z. Kh. who

commanded the rear (charulawal), was so severely attacked that he hud

to face them. Arrows and Btones were showered from all sides on the

Imperialists, the soldiers got bewildered, and the horses ran into the

train of elephants. Many lives were lost. Z. Kh .. unable to prevent

a rout, rushed among the Afghans seeking death, when Jdnish Bahadur

(No. 235) got hold of the reins of his horse, and led him by force out of

the inel'te. In the greatest disorder the Imperialists reached the next

station, when the mere rumour of an approach of the Afghans dispersed

the soldiers. In the darkness of night most of them lost their way, and

several detachments entered the valleys occupied by the Afghans. Their

enemies being engaged in plundering, they were at first safe ; but next

day were all cut off. This was the occasion when Blr Bar with

500 officers fell (vide p. 214).

In the 31st year (994), Z. Kh. operated successfully against the

Mahmands and Ghoris near Pashawar, who under their chief Jalal0 ’d-Dln

Ravshan! had committed numerous predations. In the next year, Z. Kh .

was made governor of Zabulistan vice Man Singh, and moved, in the

33rd year, against the Y0sufza*Is. After eight months’ fighting they

submitted, but Z. Kh insisted on occupying their territory. He followed

the same policy as before, and erected a large Fort on the banks cf the

river Pajkora* (i, »C*u, where their district commences. During the

festival of the *Id-i Qurbant (Baqr 'Id, in Zi llijjah), he surprised the

Afghans and took possession of the whole district, erecting a fort wherever

1 Girewa meant a hill.

1 Or Panjkora.
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he thought necessary, andtleaving in each a sufficient number of soldiers 1

(Vide No. 46.)

In the 38th year he was sent to punish several rebellious zamlnd&rs

in the Himilayas. Most of them, as Raja BudI (Badhl) Chand of Nagarkot

(vide p. 349), Ray Pertab of Mankot, Raja Parisrim of Mount JamQ,

Rija Basil of Mau, Ray Baldhadr of Lakhinpflr, etc., submitted and

accompanied Z. JCh. to Court, though they had an army of 10,000 horse

and a lac of foot soldiers.

After having been made, in the 36th year, a Commander of Four

Thousand, Z. gh. was allowed an qalam and a naqqata (vide p. 52), and

was appointed, in the following year, governor of the districts beyond

the Indus up to the HindQkush, when new opportunities offered for

punishing the mountaineers.

In the 41st year he was made a Commander of Five Thousand and

governor of Kabul, vice Qulij Khan. In the Bame year, Prince Salim

fell in love with Z. Kh.’s daughter, and married her soon after, though

Akbar was displeased (vide p. 288, 1. 1, from below). With the death

of Jalal Khan Rawshani the disturbances in Zabulistan came to an

end, and Z. Kfe. was ordered to Lahor, from where Akbar, on his return

from BurhanpQr, called him to Agra.

Z. Kh. died in 1010, partly from excessive drinking. He played on

several instruments, and composed poems. As Sa*Id Khan (No. 23) for

his eunuchs, and Qulij Khan (No. 42) for his horses, so was Z. Kh. famous

for his elephants.

A son of his, Shukru TJUah (No. 373), vide below, was a Commander of

Two Hundred. The Maqdnr mentions another son, Mugful Khan, who

served under Jahangir and Shahjahan (vide Padishahn. II, p. 641) and

died 19th Ramazin, 1067. He commanded' for some time Fort Odgir

in the Dakhin, where the author of the MaSanr later found an inscription

referring to his appointment. For a second daughter, vide p. 346.

For Zayn Khan’s brother, vide No. 38.

35. Mini Yflsuf Shin, son of Mir Ahmad-i Razawi.

He was a real Sayyid of Mashhad, and was much liked by Akbar.

In the 30th year he wasaCommander ofTwo Thousand and Five Hundred

.

1 Such fort* were called Tk&nai, now the common word for a police station.

" Th&na mean* a corpi of cavalry, matchlockmen, and archers, stationed within an

encloaure. Their duty ia to guard the roads, to hold the places surrounding the Thtina,

and to dispatch provisions (rased) to the next Th& :o.” PddishAhAma, I, p. 107.

How old the use of the word Th&na is, ms: be seen from the fact that it occurs

frequently on TribenI and Sfttglw inscriptions of the eighth and ninth centuriee of the

Hijrah.
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When Shahb&s Khan left Bihar for Bengal, M. Yflsuf Khan was aent

from Audh to keep Bihar. In the 32nd year (995), when Qasim Khan

(No. 59) resigned, M. Y. was sent to Kashmir as ruler. He was much

liked by the people cf that country, conciliated Shams Chak, the

claimant to the throne, and sent him to Court. In the 34th year (997),

Akbar visited Kashmir, and issued several orders regarding the taxation

of the country. In the districts of Mararaj and Kamraj, i.e., the upper

and lower districts on both sides of the Bahat river, he fixed the taxes

at one-fourth.

In Kashmir every piece of ground is called patta, though a patta

originally is equal to 1 Bigha, 1 Biswa (llahi

)

of Akbar. Two and a half

pattas and a little more are equal to 1 Kashmiri Bigha. Three kinds of

grain pay taxes in Kashmir, and each village is assessed at some kharwars

of shall. A khanvar is equal to 3 mans, 8 sets of Akbar. The principal

weight used in Kashmir is the tark, which is equal to 8 sers of Akbar (vide

p. 90, note 2). At the time of the Rabifi crop, they take 2 larks from each

patta of wheat and vetches (mSsh). The country having been recently

annexed, was assessed very lightly, at 22 lacs kharwars, which was

2 lacs more than before, the khartcar being reckoned at 16 dams. For

this sum, Akbar handed over Kashmir to M. Y. Kh.

In the 36th year, one of M. Y. Kh.'s Mutagaddis (revenue clerks) fled

to Court, and stated that the revenue should be 50 per cent (dah-panzdah)

higher, and the kharwar should be valued at 29 dams. M. Y. Kh. informed

Akbar that so high an assessment was an impossibility ; but Akbar

sent Qazi Xuru ’llah and Qa$i ^All to Kashmir to report on the revenue.

As M. Y. Khan's people assumed a threatening attitude, Nflru 'llah

returned, and Akbar sent Hasan Beg Shaykh*Umari(No. 167) to Kashmir.

On his arrival, some of M. Y. Kh.'s people made a conspiracy, and stirred

up the malcontents of the country, who coUected under Yadgar, the son

of M. Y. Kh.’s uncle. The disturbances became so serious that Qafi

*• Ali and Hasan Beg returned to Hindustan ; but the rebels blockaded

the roads and killed Qa?i 5Ali. Hasan Beg escaped, not without wounds.

Yadgar then read the khu[ba in his name, and had dies prepared for

striking coins. Several bad omens foreshadowed his speedy ruin. Without

having any knowledge of this rebellion, Akbar revisited Kashmir ; but

when he was informed of the state of the country, he put M. Y. Kh .

under the charge of AbQ '1-Fajl. Yadgar in vain tried to oppose Akbar

at the frontier passes, and fled from 8rinagat to HirapQr, where some

of M. Y. Kh.'s men spread at night the rumour that Akbar had suddenly

arrived. In the confusion which ensued, Yadgar fled outside of the camp,
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accompanied by a servant of the name of Yflsuf. His camp was plundered
and M. Y. Kh.’g men got hold of Yflauf, who had returned to get a homo
for his master. They tortured him, till he confessed where Yadgfir was.

Soon after, they caught him and cut off his head.

As M. Y. &h. refused to remain in charge of Kashmir under the

increased revenue, the country was made UtSlifa, and Shams'1 ’d-Dln

Shift (No. 109) was appointed Governor with 3,000 troops. Some time

after, at Prince Salim’s request, M. Y. Kh. was re-instated.

In the 38th year, M. Y. Kh. was appointed Darogfra of the Tophhina,

and received Jaunpflr as fuyttf, vice Qulij Khan (1002) ; but in the 41st

year his jagir was transferred to Gujrat, to enable him to serve in the

Dakhin. In the following year, when §adiq of Harit (No. 43) died,

M. Y. Kh. was appointed atSRq to Prince Murad, whom he joined in

Balapflr (Barer). After the death of Prince Murad (p. 322), M. Y. Kh .

distinguished himself, together with Abu ’1-Fazl, in the Dakhin warn,

and later, under Prince Danya], in the conquest of Ahmadabad, on which

occasion M. Y.Kh. is Baid to have been more energetic than other grandees.

After joining Akbar’s Court at Burhanpflr, in the 46th year, M. Y. Kh.

went again to Prince Danyal, who, in 1010, sent him to assist Abfl ’1-Fafl

and the Khan-Khanan at Balaghat. But soon after, he died of an abscess

at Jalnapflr,1 in Jumada II, of the same year. His body was taken to

Mash,had.

M. Y. Kfe. generally stayed at Sulj&npflr, which he looked upon as his

Indian home. His contingent consisted exclusively of Rohilas, whose

wages he paid monthly.

His sons. 1. Mind Lcuhkari Safshikan Khan (No. 375). He was

under Akbar Thanadar of BTr (East of Ahmadnagar), and got from

Jahangir the title of §afdar Kh&n. and a tuyul in Bihar. In the 5th year

(of Jahangir), he was promoted to the post of a Commander of 1,500,

with 700 horse, and was made in the following year Sfibadar of Kashmir.

In the 8th year, he was removed from his office. In the 21st year, when

Mahabat Khan had fled, he was sent towards Dihli to intercept Mahabat’s

treasures which were known to have arrived from Bengal. This he did.

In the beginning of Shah Jahan’s reign, he was made a Commander of

2,300, and 2,000 horse, received the title of Safshikan Khan, and was

1 My copy of the Tahagit, m also another MS. which 1 hare seen, contain* the

following entry
—

“ At til* time he nn appoint*! to optrn'f again*! Rllji, he (lint at Janna•

Ubad in the Dak'hin, which it generally tailed Jatntlpnr ' It i* difficult to sav how these

words have found their way into some MS. of the Tabagat, which wa* finished in a.n. IWl,
or nine years before M. Y. Khin'e death.
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laet from public life, got a pension of Rs. 12,000 per annum, and lived

atL&hor. He died in 1053.

He was frank to a fault. Once he invited the Mangabdun of Kabul,

and feasted them on pork; and when called to Court, to answer for

his conduct, he gave Jahangir a lesson by saying that not only pork,

but also wine was forbidden in the law. For this answer he fell into

disgrace.

2. Mina *Iva? (wi»s). He was a good prose writer, and wrote a

history of the world, entitled Chaman.

3. Mini AffilQn. “ He lived with his brother.” He was subsequently

made MutawaJlI of Sikandra (Akbar’s tomb), where he died.

A relation of M. Y. Kh .. Mir 'Abdu 'Hah, was under Shahjahan a

Commander of 1,500'and 600 horse. He was for some time Governor of

Fort Dharur, E. of Blr, mentioned above.. He died in the 8th year of

Shfihjah&n.

VI. Commandert of Four Thousand.

36. Xahdl Qftsim Shin.

The Taibaqal mentions him among the Commanders of Five Thousand.

He served under M. 'Askarl, Bibar’s third son, whose foster brother he

was. His brother was Qhaganfar Koka 1 Humayfln, after the

conquest of Gujrat, had appointed ^Askar! to Abmadabad. One night,

when half drunk, M. *Askar! said, “ I am king and the shadow of God ”

;

when Ohasanfar gently replied, “ Thou art drunk, and hast lost thy

senses,” at which all who were present laughed. 'Askari got enraged,

and imprisoned Gharanfar ;
but he escaped, went to Sultan Bahadur,

ifing of Gujrat, who had retreated to Fort Diu, and betrayed the plans

of *Askarl. Bahadur thereupon collected anarmy, marchedtoAbmadibid

and drove the Prince away (vide No. 12).

Mahdi Q.isiru Khan joined HumayQn on his return from Persia, and

was made in the beginning pf Akbar’s reign, a Commander of Four

Thousand. In the 10th year, *Abdu l-Majld Agsf &han (No. 49) had been

ordered to pursue Khan Zaman (No. 13) ; but entertaining dpubt{s regard-

ing his own safety, he fled to Garha (Jabalpflr). II. Q. ^. was, therefore,

sent to Garha, after Akbar had, in 973, returned from Jaunpflr to Agra,

and was ordered to capture ?Abd** ’l>Majfd. When M. Q. jdj. arrived

* Uh«v*»fnrmim a lion. (If.'p. TH,'I.8>«tIlcb2Bi Qtemsftr Jkg.

"

Tb*
Ed. Bibl. Indie* Bdition has, by QjOl

n

ofuT
.' ""
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at Garha, ?Abdu ’1-Majld fled to Klian Zamiin ; but the wretched state

of the country displeased M. Q. Kh . so much, that without askirg A’lbnr's

permission, he left Garha and went to Makkah. From thcro ho returned

over Persia and Qandabar, and arrived, towards the end of the 13th

year, at BantanbhQr (which Akbar besieged), and asked to 1m forgiven,

sending at the same time a fine batch of Persian horses as a present.

Akbar pardoned him, restored him to his old rank, and gave him Lakhnau

as tuyOl.

“ Nothing else is known of him ” (Ma*<ixir). He had been dead for

some time in 100), when the Tabuqut was completed. l.Iusavn Khun

Tukriya (No. 03) was the son of his sister and his son-in-law.

He had a villa at Lahor, which was called BCnjh-i Muhdl Qtltim Khun,

vide Baduoni II, 90, 292, and Calcutta Review for October, 1809

(Jahangir's Death).

37. Kusoffor Khan-i Tnrbati.

Turbat is the came of a tribe (ulus) in Kliurusan. His full name ie

Khwaja Mugaffar ^Ali Khan -i Turbatl. He was Bayram’s Dlwun. Bayrum

delegated him from Dlpalpiir tv Sher Muhammad Diwana (p. 332), who

sent him in chains to Akbar. Though several couriers advised the

Emperor to kill Mugaffar, he pardoned him, and madehim <tAmil (Collector)

of the Paigana of Parsaror. Subsequently Akbar made him. Divun-i

BuyUtat (Collector of the Imperial Stores, etc.), and at last Divan of the

Empire, with the title of Mugaffar Khali (971). RijaToijar Mai was then

under him. According to Bada,onI, the two quarrelled incessantly,

though people said that the Raja was a better financier than Mugaffar,

whose accession to office was honoured by the short arikh JUj, ja.im

(-971), or “ Tyrant ”.

In the Uth year he abolished the Jamfi-i Raqml. This is the name

of the assessment of the Dihll empire, which had existed since the time

of Bayiim ; but the rent roll showed an assessment very different from

the actual state of things
;

“ for, on account of the number of men

(ka*rat-i mardum, i.e. Jagir-holders) and the unsettled state (qalb-i

wMyat) of the country, the revenue was increased in name (la-num

aftVdo) for the sake of r^ere show (bar6-yi This Jam*-i

Raqml was now abolished (vide Third Book, A*in-i Dohtala), and

Mugaffar prepared a rent roll according to his experience and the returns

of Qlnilngo*. The new rent rollwas called Jam*~i H&fil-i RSI, or the roll

of the present actual income (vide p. 352). As the Diigh law (pp. 263,

266, and p. 252) did not then exist, Mugaffar Khan fixed the number of

soldiers which the contingents of the Amir* and the MulStmt (friends
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of the king) should contain, and the soldiers were divided into three

classes.1

•In the 12th year it was reported that Mu&affar loved a boy of the

name of Qu(b. Akbar had the boy forcibly removed, whereupon Mu&affar

assumed the garb of a Faqir, and went into the forest. Akbar was thus

obliged to recall him, and restored the beloved.

In the 17th year a mania for Chaupar (p. 315) had seised Akbar'*

Court. Muftaffar lost not only his gold muhurs, but also his temper, and

annoyed the Emperor so much that he was told to go to Makkah. But

he was recalled, and joined the Court at Surat, which Akbar then besieged*

In the 18th year (981), after having been for some time in SarangpQr

in Malwa, he was appointed Vakil of the Empire, with the title of Jumlatu

’l-Mulk. But he did several things which Akbar did not approve of,

and when the Emperor returned from Patna, from where he had

dispatched a corps to take Rahtas in South Bihar, he ordered Mugaffar

to join the expedition, without allowing him first to pay his respects

(vide Briggs II, 2*49). Like his companion, Khwaja Shamsu 'd-Dln

Khafi (No. 159), M. distinguished himself in the campaign, punished tho

rebels on several occasions, and took Hajlpilr, of which the Afghan*

had again taken possession. For these services, M; was appointed, in

the 20th year, Governor of Bihar, from Chausa to Garhi. Soon after

the taking of H&jipQr, M. was nearly caught by a party of Afghans,

who saw him reconnoitering the banks of the Ghandak.

In the 22nd year, M. returned to Court, where Shah Man§Qr (No. 122)*

and Raja Toijar Mai continued, under his superintendence, their financial

reforms.

On the death of Khan Jahan (No. 24) in 986, he was made Governor

of Bengal.

In the 25th year (988), Shah Man?ur subjected the Amirs of Bihar

and Bengal to strict inquiries, and called on them to refund sum*

which they had spent without permission. When he insisted on hi*

1 The AIa%d*ir aaya, he allowed Ihefirst class 48,000 d&ms, the second 32,000 d*» and the

third 24,000 d. per annum. These numbers appear to be very large, when compared with

p. 241. But what waa the value of a dam in those daya t In the 40th year of Akbar a

reign, the following pay regulation waa introduced :

—

Mughui, Afghan, oi Hindi

Sih uspas 1,000 d. per menttm.

Dttatpai 800 rf. „
Yuk-aspa* . 000 d. »
1st Clas* HAjput » 800 d. „
2nd ditto ditto 000 d. „

Akbarnftraa). But at that time 40 dtms were equal to 1 AkbarshibT Rupee, whiclw

differed very little fn ii* our rupee.
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demands, Ma*fdm-i Kabuli and several other grandees mat held j&glrs

in Bihar, rebelled. Mu??affar imitated Shah Mansur’s policy in Bengal,

and when he commenced vigorously to collect outstandings, Baba Khan

Quqshfd and other Jagirdars of Bengal rebelled likewise. M. defeated

them on several occasions, but would not listen to proposals of peace.

At last tin: Bihar rebels joined those of Bengal, and mustered a sufficient

force to take the field against MugaiTar. Notwithstanding this, the rebels

would have gladly come to terms and gone to OrTsa, had not MugafTar

betrayed his weakness by moving to the Fort of Tan ia, which, according

to Badu,onT, consisted of nothing but four old walls. The rebels thus

emboldened demanded full pardon, permission to go to Makkah, and

restoration of one*third of their property. At this juncture, Sharafu

*d-Dln Husayn (No. 17) escaped from MuzafTar's custody, joined the

rebels, and informed them of M. s miserable condition. They moved,

therefore, against Tanda, took it, captured M., and killed him (Rabi* I,

988).1

The Jami* Masjid in Agra was built by Mugaffar. I am told the Masjid

is now in ruins, which still go by the name of Nattuib Muzaffar Khan kl

Masjid or Kdti Masjid. The Ma'aslr savs it stood in the Katra Miifan

Raqlq , but this name does not appear to be now-a-days in use. The

Masjid now called the Jami* Masjid of Agra was built, in 1058; by Jahan

Ara Begum, Shahjahan’s daughter, at a cost of five lacs of Rupees.

According to the Mir*at" his youngest daughter was married

to Shah Fatliu ’Hah of Shiraz.

38. Sayf Khan Koka, elder brother of Zayn Khan Koka (No. 34).

His mother had only daughters, and when she was pregnant with

Sayf Khan, her husband threatened to divorce her, should it again

turn out to be a daughter. She complained of this to Akbar’s mother,

and Akbar, though then a child, told her husband that lie would incur

his displeasure if he should do so
;

“ besides,” said lie, “ it shall bo this

time a fine boy.” The mother looked upon Prince Akbar's words as a

prophecy from heaven, and in course of time Sayf Khan was born.

Akbar was very fond of Sayf Khan, and made hint, though quite

young, a Commander of Four Thousand. He distinguished himself by

his bravery, especially in the 17th year, at the taking of Surat, wherb ho

was wounded by a bullet. In the beginning of the next year (981), he

ucconi|>anicd Akbar on his forced march from Agra to Ahtuadabftd

(p. 313), and was killed bravely lighting with Muhammad Husayn Mlrza.

1 Acronlir.j* to HailA,on!(II, p. 2X2), Mu/uJTur capitulate' I, left tin* fort. ami wan then
captured ami plain.
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How Akbar appreciated his services may be seen from the fact, that

having heard that Sayf Khan was heavily involved, he paid, on his return

to Agra, every debt due by him.

His two sons, Slier Afkan (353), and Amfvn11
f

llah (356) are mentioned

below as Commanders of Two Hundred and Fifty.

39. Raja Togar Xal, a Khatri.

He was born at Lfihor. The Ma'dpir* ’l-Umard does not record his

services before the 18th year of Akbar’s reign
; but T. M. appears to have

entered Akbar s service at a very early period. In 971, he was employed

under MugafTur (Bad, II, 05), and in 972, he served under Akbar against

Khan Zamiin (vide No. 01). He held the first important post in the 18th

year, when after the conquest of Gujrat he was left there to assess that

province. In the 19th year, after the conquest of Patna, he got an

Salam and a mqqCt/n (A*m 19), and was ordered to accompany Mun^im

Khan to Bengal. He was the soul of the expedition. In the battle

with l)a*fld Khan-i KararanI, when Khan ^Alarn (vide No. 58) had been

killed, and Mun^im Khan’s horse had run away, the Raja held his ground

bravely, and “ not only was there no defeat, but an actual victory ”.

“ What harm,” said Todar Mai, “ if Khan *Alam is dead ; what fear,

if the Khan Khiinan has run away, the empire is ours !
” After settling

several financial matters in Bengal and Orlsa, Todar Mai went to Court,

and was employed in revenue matters. When Khan Jahan (No. 24)

Avent to Bengal, Todar Mai was ordered to accompany him. He dis-

tinguished himsc’f, as before, in the defeat and capture of Da*Qd. In the

2 1st year, ho took the spoils of Bengal to Court, among them 300 to 400

elephants. In the following year, he was again sent to Gujrat, vice Vazlr

Khan (No. 41), who had given no satisfaction. Whilst arranging at

Ahmadabad matters with Vazir Khan. Mugaffar Husayn, at the instigation

of Mihr *A1I Kolabi, rebelled. VazlrKhan proposed to retreat to the Fort,

but To lar Mai was ready to fight, and defeated Mugaffar in the 22nd

year, near Dholqah, which lies 12 kos from Ahmadabad. Vazlr Khan

would have been lost in this battle, if Todar Mai had not come to his

assistance. Mugaffar, after his defeat, fled to JQnagajrh.

In the same year Todar Mai was appointed Vazir. When Akbar

left AjmTr for the Panjab, the house idols of the Raja were lost, as

mentioned on p. 33, note.

When the news of Mugaffar’s death (No. 37) and the occupation of

the whole of Bengal and Bihar by the rebels reached Akbar, he sent

Todar Mai, Sadlq Khan. Tarson Khan, etc., from FathpQr SikrI to Bihar.

Muhikb *Ali (No. 107), Governor of Rahtas and Muhammad Ma'fQm
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Kftan-i FaranJ&fldl (No. 157) were appointed kumakls, or auxiliaries.

The latter joined the Baja with 3,000 well-equipped horse, evidently

bent on rebellion. To.jar Mai managed to keep him quiet
; but he

reported the matter to Court. The Bengal rebels, under Ma*gfim-i Kabuli,

the Qaqshals, and Mirza 8harafu ’d-Dln Husayn, with 30,000 horse,

500 elephants, and many ships and artillery, had collected near Mungir,

and Todur Mai, from fear of treachery among his auxiliaries, shut himself

up in the Fort of Mungir, instead of risking a general engagement. During

the siege, two of his officers, Humayfln Farmill and Tarkhan Diwana,

joined the rebels. Though suffering from want of provisions, Tojar

Mai held himself bravely, especially as he received timely remittances

from Court. After the siege had lasted for some time, Baba Khan Qaqshal

died, and Jabarl, son of Majniin Khan Qaqshal desired to leave. The

rebel army dispersed ; Ma'$um-i Kabuli went to South Bihar, and 'Arab

Bahadur wished to surprise Patna, and take possession of the Imperial

treasury, which Pahar Khan (perhaps No. 407) had safely lodged in the

Fort of that town. After sending Ma'ffim-i Farankhudi to Patna, to

assist Paha; Khan. 'J'ojsr Mai, and §adiq Khan followed Ma^Qm-i

Kabuli to Bihar. Ma^flm made a fruitless attempt to defeat §adlq

Khan in a sudden night attack, but was obliged to retreat, finding a ready

asylum with JQian, Zemindar of OrisA. Totlar Mai was thus enabled

to report to Akbar that South Bihar, as far as Garhi, was re-annexed to

the Dihli empire.

In the 27th year (990) Tojar Mai was made Divan, or rather Vakil.

During this year he introduced his financial reforms which have made

him so famous. The third book of the A*in contains his new rent-roll,

or Afl-i Jamfi-i Jwnar, which superseded Mugaffar’s assessment (p. 373).

His regulations regarding the coinage have been alluded to above, and

others may be found in the Akbarnama.

The most important reform introduced by Tojar Mai is the change

in the language and the character used for the revenue accounts. Formerly

they had been kept in Hindi by Hindu Muhurrirs. Toi.lar Mai ordered

that all government accounts should henceforth be written in Persian.

He thus forced his co-religionists to learn the court language of their

rulers—a circumstance which may well compare to the introduction

of the English language in the courts of India. The study of Persian

therefore became neoessary for its pecuniary advantages.

Todar Mai’s order, and Akbar’s generous policy of allowing Hindus to

compete forthe highesthonours—wesawon p. 303 that Min Singh 1 wasthe

first Commander of Seven Thousand—explain two facts, firtl, that before

M Or Kitiuh *— I* 1
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the end of the 18th century the Hindfis had almost become the Persian

teachers of the Muhammadans ; secondly, that* a new dialect could arise

in upper India, the Urdu, which without the Hindfisas receiving medium,

never could have been called into existence. Whether we attach more

influence to ToJar Mai's order or to Akbar's policy, which once initiated,

his successors, willing or not, had to follow, one fact should be borne

in mind that before the times of Akbar, the Hindfis, as a rule, did not

study Persian, and stood therefore politically below their Muhammadan

rulers.

In the 29th year, Akbar honoured him by paying him a visit. In the

32nd year, a Kliatrl, from private hatred, wounded T* M. on a march at

night time. The man was at once cut down.

When Blr liar (No. 85) had been killed in the war with the YilsufzaMs,

T- M. was ordered to accompany Man Singh, who had been appointed

commandcr-in-chicf. In the 31th year, when Akbar went to Kashmir,

f. M. was left in- charge of LAhor. Soon after, he applied for leave to

go to the banks of the (lunges, as ho was old and wished to die. Akbar

let him go ; but he recalled him from Hardwiir, and told him that looking

after his duties was more virtuous than sitting on the banks of the

Ganges. T- M. unwillingly returned, but died soon after, on the Hth day

of the year 998 (vide No. 27, p. 353).

Though often accused of headstrongness and bigotry by contem-

poraneous historians, T° Jar Mai's fame, as general and financier, has

outlived the deeds of most of Akbar’s grandees ; together with AbQ ’1-Fafl

and Man Singh, he is best known to the people of India at the present day.

His son Dhfirfi (No. 190) was a Commander of Seven Hundred, and

was killed during the Sindh expedition, while serving under Khan Khan&n

(p. 335). People say that he used to shoe his horses with golden shoes.

The name 'J'odaf Hal is often spelt in MSS. with the Hindi T> (f,

and r, which explains the spiling “ Torcl Mall ”, which we find in old

histories. Under Shahjahnn also there lived a distinguished courtier

of the name “ To«Jar Mai

The TafrlhH ’l-'Imdrul* says To .lar Mai’s father died when T- M. was

quite young, and that the widow was in great distress. T- M., at an early

* Thin i* the title «I • I’ormnn MS. preserved in tbs library of the Aaiatie Society

of Bcniinl. If wa* romptMvil by XU tliaml. nf the Government CnNrae el Aera. end treat*
u( tlw nnihiiiiiict( that town, lit* Itookjim many valuableand interesting particular*.

In tin* itroiacp an Knirliah gentleman ia nraiwrl, whoae (.Viatian name* are James
Sicphro. but the anrname i* not legible. The naam clearly end* la fto*. and any be
lt.iltinuton nr some ether similar name. The style ia Imabaatie, and than Is ne
proper arrangement.
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age, showed much dearness and common mom, and received an appoint-

ment aa writer, from which humble position he rose to the greatest

honours.

40. Xahasuted CUsia Khin, of Nishipflr.

The Mayfair calls him Qisim Muhammad Khin. and has put his name

under the letter Q ; but Aba ’1-FafI, Badi.onI, and the Tabaqdi give his

name in the above order.

He was a rich landowner of NlshapOr, and fled after the invasion of

the Usbahs to India, where he served under Bayrim Khin. He
distinguished himselfin the war with Sikandar Stir, and served asHarival,

or leader of the van, under Khin Zamin (No. 13) in the battle with Hemtl.

Immediately after, but stUl in the first year of Akbar’s reign, he was

sent against #ijl Shin, who had defeated Rini Udai Sing of Maiwar,

and taken possession of Nigor and Ajmlr. Jfijl Khin was an old

servant of Sher Shin, and was distinguished for his wisdom and bravery.

On the appearance of the Imperialists, however, flijl Shin’s army

dispersed, and he himself withdrew to Gujrit. M. Q. Sh- thus took

possession of Nigor and Ajmlr, which for a long time remained the

south-western frontier of Akbar’s empire.

In the 6th year, he left Bayrim’s party, and joined the Chaghti'i

nobles. He commanded the left wing of Shams’1 ’d-Dln Atga’s corps in

the fight in which Bayrim was defeated (p. 332). After the victory,

he received Multin as jiglr.

He was next sent to SirangpOr in Milwa, where, in the 9th year, he

was visited by Akbar on his sudden hunting expedition to that province,

rim object of which was to get hold of 'Abdu ’llah Khin Uibak (No. 14).

M. Q. Sh- assisted in the pursuit.

According to the ITriojil, M. Q. Sh- died soon after at SirangpOr.

41. Yaa&r Khin. brother of 'Abdu ’1-Msjld-i Afaf Khin (I), of

Harit (No. 49).

When Vasfr Khin escaped with his brother (etds below, No. 49)

from Bahidur Sh*" (No. 21), he fled to Kara, and obtained subsequently,

through the mediation of Musaifar Shin (No. 37), free pardon loir himself

and Afaf Shin.

In the 21st year, when 'Asia Koka (p. 344) had incurred Akbar’s

displeasure. V. Sh- **• sent to Oujrit to govern in 'Aria’s name, and

when that chief had been called to Court, he was appointed governor

(sspeisiilr) of the province. But he did not distinguish himself, and

Akbar, in the 22nd year, seat Tofjar Mai (No. 39) to Gujrit, to take

the administration out of V. Sh-'* hands. It happened that about the

M
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same time, Mihr ^All Gulnbf, a friend of M. Ibrahim Husnvn, tebclled

and set up as king Mu#ifl'ar Husavn Ibrahims young son, tvhom he had

brought from the Dakhin. As mentioned above, the rebellion was crushed

through fodar Mai’s bravery. When the Baja left, Mihr 'All appeared

again, and V. Kh., most of whose soldiers had joined the rebel, shut

himself up in the fort of Ahraadubiul. In one of the assaults, Mihr ‘•All

was killed by a bullet, and Mugaffaf Husayn Mirza, from timidity, raised

the siege. Notwithstanding this success, matters in Gujrat did not

improve, and oppressions becamo so numerous, that Akbar deposed

V. Kh. and called him to Court.

In the 25th year, Akbar appointed him vaztr in the place of Shih

ManfQr of Shiraz (No. 122), and soon after governor of Audh.

In the 27th year, when M. 'Aziz (No. 21) had been sent to Bihar,

V. Kb- was ordered to join him with his contingent, and as after the

flight of Ma'fflm Khan Bickness obliged 'Aziz to return to Bihar, he left

V. Kh. in charge cf the province, till a new Subadar should be appointed.

V. JCh. made use of the opportunity, and moved against Qutlfl Khan,

ruler of Orba, whom he defeated {vide p. 306). QutlQ, in the foliowing

(29th) year, sent tribute, and was left in possession of Orba. v.Kh.
returned to And applied himself, with the assistance of $adiq

Khftn (No. 43) and Shahbis Khftn-i Katnbu (No. 80) to financial matters.

In the 31st year, Akbar ordered that each ffiba should, in future, be

ruled by two Amirs, and Vazir Khan was appointed 9&badar of Bengal,

with Mubibb 'All Khan (No. 107) as assistant. In the following year,

995, V. &. died.

Shfihbis Khan, who was Baftshl of Bengal, allowed Mirza Muhammad
$ilib, V. Kh ’a son, to take command of his father's contingent. But

M. M. $&lib showed much inclination to rebel, and Akbar sent Mb Murad

(282, or 380) to bring him and his contingent to Court. On the route,

at Fathpflr Hanswah, he behaved so rebelliously, that Mb Murid

imprisoned him with the assistance of the jigbdirs of the district, and

took him fettered to Akbar. He was kept imprisoned for some time.

42. Oulij Xhla.

He is called Andajtyfi, from Andnjin, a province of Farqbflna, south

of the SayhOn. His ancestors had been for many years serving under the

Tfmflrides. His grandfather was a noble at Sultan Husayn Mbsi Biyqra’i

court.

The principal facts of his life have been mentioned on p. 35, note 2.

In mentioning his np|s>intmcnt to HQrUt, the “ iron fort ”, which Akbar,

in the 17th year, conquered in one month and seventeen day's, AbQ ’l-Fari
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siys that the Fort had been built in 947 (a.d. 1640-41), by §afar Agh*,

alias Khudawand Xhan. a Turkish slave of Sulj£n MahmQd of Qujr&t.

The tankji of its construction is characteristic (metre long Ramal).

ji JjJ

“ May this structure prove a barrier for the chest and the life of the

Firingl.” 1

Qulij Khan died at the age of eighty, on the 10th Ramadan 1022

(end of a.d. 1613),a at Peshawar. He was at his death a Commander of

Six Thousand, Five Thousand hone.

The Ma'Snir and Bada,oni (III, p. 188) say that he belonged to the

tribe of ^iU- Jinx Qurbinx (?) ; but for the latter word the MSS

have different readings, as Qurbinx Farbinx, Faryinx, etc.

The Ma'&nr copies from the Za^irat* UcJujioanxn the following story

which is said to have taken place in a.h. 1000, when Jaunpflr was Q.’s

jaglr.
"
Q. was building a house, when the working men in digging came

to a cupolalike-structure. Q. and several other respectable men were

called, and they remained on the spot till the newly discovered building

was fully dug out. It had a door with an immense lock attached to it

weighing one man. When forced open, an old man made his appearance,

who asked the bystanders in Sanscrit, whether Ram Ghandr's avat&r

(incarnation) had taken place; whether he had got back his Sits

;

whether Krishni’s avat&r had taken place at Mathura ; and, lastly,

whether Muhammad had appeared in Arabia. On receiving affirmative

answers to these questions, the old man further wished to know, whether

the Ganges still flowed. This also being affirmed, he expressed a wish

to be taken out. Q. then put up seven tents, joined to each other, in

each of which the sage remained for a day. On the 8th day he came out,

and said prayers according to the way of Muhammadans. In sleep and

1 The numbers edded fire 947. The lest yd, though eomewhet irregular, cannot be
left out.

1 So according to the Tusuk-i Jokingtrf(ed. Sayyid Ahmad, p. 129, 1. 1).

Misled by bad M88., I mentioned on p. 95, note, the year 1035 as theycar of his death.

The if»7*dfa 'ISAkim and' the MaWUtr give as Orffi of his death the Arable words,
AlmmwP Jnr" pusti? ol-kobUm ib eMdbft* s

“ Death is the bridge which Joins the
beloved to the Boloved ;

” but the letters added give 1029, not 1022, as in the Tvtuk,
For tfusapn in thl last line of the note on p. 35, which is given in inferior MSS.,

hotter copies havo Chin Quit], which is to be substituted tor it.

His kurhoUwt
M

Ulfatl " has been mentioned above. The TobaqoAl says that anothar
poet of the same fakhsUn* Was in the service of Zayn Kbin Koka (No. 34), and Badi,onI
(Iff, 199, 190) mentions two other poets of the same taUfllluf,

Qulij, properly offlj, means in Turkish a sword, and 11
Qulij KJiftn " is the same as

Sknmsksr (.Ms. Hie word is variously spelled in MSS., sometimes with long vowels and
a final cl.
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eatmg he differed from other men ; he spoke to no one, and died after

six months.”

Qulij KhUn't tons. 1. Mlrzi Sayfu ’Uah (No. 292). 2. Mlrza Chin

Qulij (No. 293), regarding whom vide below.

43. Sftdiq Xhin, son of Biqir of Harat.

Other historians call him $idiq Muhammad Khan.1 His father,

Muhammad Biqir, had been vaiir to Qara Khan Turkman, ruler of

Khurasan. Qarii had rebelled against Skih 'fadmasp, and fled to India.

Sadiq entered Bayram’s service as Riktibd&r (spur-holder),1 and got soon

after a mansab, and was made, after Bayrim’s death, an Amir. Badd,on%

(II, 220) alludes to his services under Hum&yfln in Qandahir, and the

Tdbaqat says that he had been since his youth in Akbar’s service.

After the conquest of Patna, Akbar returned by boat to Jaunpflr.

On the road, in crossing tne river at Chausi, a valuable elephant perished

through §.*s carelessness. Akbar confiscated his jigir, excluded him from

Court, and told him to go to Bhath (Bhath Ghori, or Banda-Rewa),

to get another elephant. After passing over “ the heights and the low

places ” of fortune, 9&diq, in the 20th year, returned to Court with

100 elephants, and was restored to favour. He was made governor of

Garha, vice Rii Sarjan (No. 90). In the 22nd year (985), §., with several

other grandees, was ordered to punish Raja Madhukar, should he not

submit peacefully. Passing the confines of Narwar, §. saw that kindness

would tot do ; he therefore took the fort of Karhari and cutting

down the jungle, advanced to the river Dasthiri, close to which (Jndchha

lay, Madhukar’s residence. A fight ensued. Madhukar was wounded

and fled with his son Rim Sib. Another son of his, Horal Deo (Mtffair,

Ho al Rio), and about 200 RijpQts were killed. 8. remained encamped

in the Rija’s territory. Driven to extremities, Madhukar sent Rim
Chand (No. 248), a relation of his, to Akbar at Bahlra, and asked and

obtained pardon. On the 3rd Ramafin, 986, ijidiq with the penitent

Raja arrived at Court.

Soon after 9-’* oqtiS were transferred to the Eastern Districts of the

empire, so that he might take part in the suppression of the revolt in

Bengal. In the 27th year, during the temporary absence of *AsIs Koka

I Akbar disliked the mmm Mnfammad and Akmm

i

; hence we find that Abfi* 1-Farl

leave* them out In thi* list. Himilsr omimion* occurred above, a* MunCim Kioto (Xo.*l 1 ),

Mirth tAiih (Net. SI), for Muhammad MttnSim and M. Muhammad t. tlx ; or, 8hihib
Kit.to (No. til), for MhihAb"*rf.lXn Ahmad I^An. More exempli?* ill be found belhw.

I
I IPtfrhfar “stirrup,holder, ona that run* at theatimm of a irn\it man, retinue.*

The pointed comer of the plate that forma the fuit-rcat of the Indian atimip is um
4W a spur.—P.J
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(No. 21), §&diq and Mubibb 5All Khan (No. 107), defeated Kliablta.1

one of Ms'fum’s officers, on the Ghandak near Q&jlpOr, and lent his head

to Akbar. In the beginning of the 28th year, he paid his respects at Court,

but was immediately ordered to rejoin Mlrzii Koka, who had again left

for Bihar.

In the beginning of the 29th year, he was ordered to move to Vasir

Khan (No. 41), who at a place six kot from Bardwan was treating with

Qutlfi.* Through §. ’s skill, a sort of peace was concluded, which confirmed

Qutlfl in the possession of Oiisi. 9* then returned to hie tuyul at Patna,

WhenShahbSzKhan (No. 80) returned from his expedition to Bhatl, the

tui/Qldfirs of Bengal and Bihar were ordered to move to him. 9-, however,

was no friend of Shahbaa. The mutual dislike rose to the highest pitch,

when once $.’s elephant ran against Shahbas, who believed the accident

premeditated : and Akbar sent Khw&ja Sulayman (No. 327) to Bengal

to settle their differences. One was to remain in Bengal, the other to go

to Bihar ; but §., in the 30th year, left Bengal without permission, and

went to Court, where he was not admitted. But when Sh&hbaz went

from Bihar to Bengal, 9- v*nt again to Court, and was appointed governor

of Multan.

When the Rawshinls in the District of Mount Terah (»^),
" which

lies west of Pashawar, and is 32 hot long, and 12 ko* broad," commenced

disturbances, 9-, in the SSid year, was ordered to bring them to obedience,

which he did with much tact and firmness. After the return of Zayn

Khan (No. 34) from Bijor, 9- was sent there, to subjugate the Yflsafxa.Is.

In the 3Cth year, Prince MQrad was sent from Milwa to Gfljrit, and

as Isma'flQulI Khan (No. 46) had not given satisfaction as Valnl, 9. was

appointed atStiq to the Prince,* whom in the 40th year he accompanied

to the Dakhin. Bhihbfe Khan, being one of the auxiliaries, the old

enmity broke out again. After the siege of Abmadnagar had been

raised, 9< distinguished himself in protecting the frontiers of Barb.

In the beginning of the 41st year he was made a Commander of Five

Thousand. In the same year he defeated Sarawar Khan, and made much

1 Khaldta was a Mugfeul, and had risen by bravery under MaCnum-i Klbuh
from a humble positkm to the post of a Commander. In B*4A,o*i (Ed. Bibl. Indies,

|». 310), he is called Kliablta Bahadur (%a) and Khada {*-+) in my M8. of the fsfajdl,

where, moreover, the event, according to the orroncous chronology of that history. It

put in tko IHth year.

* The spelling is perhaps preferable to QaiU if this name ia a ahortaned form ot

Qutluffc.
9 From several pannages in the Akhurrim* it is clear that df/lf (pr. a tutor) meana

the name as l'nt'f/ or* Vuzft. The im|ierial princes kept up Courts of their own, and
appointed their tTrsfo*. their /#***«. HMHAh, Hi. The appointment of tho KeHf,
however, appears to have rested with tho emperor.
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booty. Ho \v:is tlion made. governor of Shahpiir, which town Prince

Mu rati had founded nix Los Irom Jhilap fir.

Sadii| died at Slmhpflr in the beginning of 1005. At Dholpfir, '-'hich

" lies 20 Ion from Agra, near tins left bank on the Chambal river,” §.

had erected splendid buildings and a mausoleum. He had also done much

for the cultivation of the surrounding country.

He was one of the best oflicers Akhar had.

His sons. I. Zfihicl Khan (No. 280), a Commander of Three Hundred

and Fifty, in the 17th year, he was made a Khan, and, on the accession

of Jahangir, a CommandVr of Two Thousand.

2. Dost Muhammad (No. 287). 3. Yar Muhammad (No. 288).

“ Neither of them was alive at. tin; time of Shnlijahan.” Matfair,

1 1. Ray Rftysingh, sou of Hay Kalviln Mai (No. 93).

Hiiy Singh behniged to the Hathors of Jllkanlr, and is the fourth

descendant from Hay Mfddeo. His father, Kalyan Mai, \\
fas a friend of

Havram (p. 318), and paid, in the 15th year, his tcspccts to Akbar at

AjinTr, when he together with his son entered the emperor’s service.

He also sent his brother's daughter to Akbars harem.. Kalyan Mai

was in the 10th year a>Commander of Two Thousand.

Hay Singh, in the 17th year, when Akbar made preparations to crush

the rebellion in tiujrat, occupied Jodhpur, the old scat of Mai Deo, in

order to prevent the rebels from invading the Dihli territory ; but

Ibriihfm. after his defeat at Sariuil, invaded Akbar's territory, and besiegfed

Nfigor, which at that time was the iwjnl of Khan-i Kalan (No. 16), and

was defended by his son, FarruJsh Khan (p. 339). R. came to his relief,

aAd the MJrxii had not only to raise the siege, but was .pursued and

defeated by It. In the following year also, It. distinguished himself in

the engagement with Mulmmmad Husayn Mirra (p. 843).

In the 19th year, R. and Shah Qulf Mahram (No, 40) were ordered W
punish (liandr Sen, son of Raja Mai Deo ; but as they were unable to

take Kiwana, Chandr Sen’s stronghold, notwithstanding the auxiliaries

which Akbar had sent them at RTs request, R., in the 21st year, was

called to Court, and Shfdibas Khan (No. 80) took the command. Before

the end of the same year, however, R. and Tarson Muhammad Khan

(No. 32) were scut against the refractory samlndurs of Jalor and darohl ;

Out as they applied,to Akbar for pardon, R. and Sayyid H&shim of

Barba (No, H3) garrisoned Nadot to watch the Jtttta of UdaipQr, and

bring the relicts of those districts to obedience. M *t this time Salt&n

Deoila, the sainltiihir of SaroliT, from distrust again assumed a hostile

attitude, It. marched against Sarohl and besieged it. During the siege,



R. called hi* family to his csmp ; but Baltin peodsfellnpdn thecersven,

MBed Severs! relations of R., and then Withdrew to AbQgsfb.1 R.'ih the

meantime toojc Sarohl, and hastened to Abfigiih,
:

Uhich Boltin

surrendered. R.left a garrison there, and tookSsltin to Ccurt.

In the 26th year, when Mini Mubsmthad 'Rakhn; Akber’a brother,

threatened to invade the Panjib,& together with sSverslbther grandees

was Sent in advance. They were soon followed by Prince Murid. When
the imperial anhy, in the end of the same year, returnedtb

!

Agra,*R. and

several others were sent as twjfUi&ri to the Panjibi In the 28th yeair

he served inBengal.

In the 30th year R. and Isms'll Quit KhanfwfeNb. 46) led successfully

an expedition against the BalQchfo. In the following year (19th Rajab,

994), R.’s daughter was married to Prince Salim. In the 33th year he

went for some time to Blkinlr, and served, in the ehd of the 36th year,

in Sindh under M. 'Abdu ’r-Rahlm (No. 29).

In the 38th year Akbar paid R. a visit of condolence. The son of

Rija RimchahdBnghela of Bandha died suddenly on his Way to B&ndhfl,

to which he had only lately, after the death of his father, been appointed.

The young Raja had married a daughter of R., Akbar interceded for

their young children, and prevented R/s daughter from burning herself.

Soon after, R. stayed away from Court for sdrae reason, during which

time one oi his servants complained of him to Akbar. The emperor

eulted the'man to Court ; but R. concealed him, and gave out he had

run away. Akbar was annoyed, and excluded R. for some time from the

drrb&n ; but after some time he restored him and sent him as governor

to Sfliat, with the Order to assist in the Dakhih wars. R., however, delayed

in Blk&nhr, and when he had at last left, delayed on the road to Sflrst.

Akbar advised him to be obedient ; but seeing that he woidd hot go,

called him to Court, but without allc ring him to attend the darbSrs.

After some time he was pardoned.

In the 43th year, R. was ordered to accompany Ab& ’1-Pa?l to Kisik

;

but as his son Dilpat * (No. 232) had caused disturbances' in Blkinlr

* " Abfigarh Ik • fort hear 'Sarohl, and not far from the frontier between Gujrit and
Ajmlr.” AbA ’l-Far.l aaya in tbo Akbarnima (ovanta of tno Slst year) that the old

naao of AbQgarh was ArbuHi Ackal, ArbtiM being tbo name of a spirit, who, diagniaed

aa n female, akoira wahderem tbo way, and trM moanhlg umiWm. Thefort on tbo top

of thia high mountain «u diHeutt of acre** j ft eonld, moreover, hold pat for * long
time, na there were nevoral springs ejki Hekla within it. My copiee of the SemSaiS and the
AMiuiadaM have SahSo ttturi *0.) for SalUn Deuke(»J*» *MU> of th«JftKI*>.
:

* Jfor XtsfjNrf, Urn Tnzuk-i Jniinjiri (nu, go. KM. and 12U) haa wrongly Mfp.

.

fkt ir *'th «mM v'l”iM d Im WdllUlm (M. tiU. IaHea, p. 630)

have Siraj ttingh. fia SttrSinoh. Hut the end the Jfrrf volume of thoiddMdS.
elm have Sir Singh (pp. 2»7, 303, at the end ot the tint decode.)



(vide p. 386), R. got leave to go home. In the following jeer, he went

again to Court. In the 48th year he served under Prince Salim againet

the Rini of Udaipflr.

At the death of the emperor, R. waa a Commander of Four Thousand.

Jahangir, on hie accession, made him a Commander of Five Thousand.

When the emperor set out for the Panjib to pursue Kiiusraw, R. was put

in charge of the travelling harem ; but on the road he left without order

and went to Blkinlr. In the second year, when Jahangir returned from

Kabul, R., at the advice of Sharif KLian, presented himself before the

emperor with a /S/a round his neck, to show his willingness to suffer

punishment for his crimes, and was again pardoned. He died in 1021.

Hit sous. 1 . Dalpnl (No. 252). He was a Commander of Five Hundred.

In the 36th year, he served in the Sindh war, but was looked upon as a

coward. In the 46th year, when Akbar was in the Dakhin, Mugaffar

Husayn Mirra, in consequence of his differences with Kbwajagl Fath"

’llah had fled; and Dalpat, under the pretext of following him up, had

gone to Bilcanlr and created disturbances. In the 46th year, his father

brought him to his senses. D. asked to be pardoned, and was ordered

again to come to Court.

In the third year of Jahangir’s rejgn ( 1017), he appears to have offended

the emperor ; but at the request of Klian Jahan Lodi he was pardoned.

After the death of his father, D. came from the Dakhin to Court, was

appointed successor,and got the title of Rail, although his younger brother

(by another mother), SQr Singh, claimed the right of succession, which

Ray Singh bad promised him from affection to his mother. Sflr Singh,

however, disgusted Jahangir by the bold way in which he preferred his

claim.

D. was then ordered to join M. Rustam-i $afawi (No. 8), the governor

of Sindh. In the 8th year, it was reported to Jahangir that S&r Singh had

attacked and defeated his brother, who in consequence had createc

disturbances in Hifir. Hashim, the Fawjdir of the Sarkir, caught hin

and sent him fettered to court, where he was executed as a warning tc

others.

For Dalpat’s son, Mahes Das, and grandson, Ratan,videPadishahnama,

pp. 635, 723 ; 684, 729.

2. Sir Singh. After the death of his brother he rose to favour. In

Histories ha is generally called Rao Sflr Singh, a title which he received

from Shahjahan. He died in 1040. He had two sons, Karan and Satr

Sal, the former of whom inherited the title of Rao (v»uc Padishahnama II,

p. 727).
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VII. Commmim ofTkm TkoutandFm Htmini.

4B. Mk QaU Xahrami Bthirltt.

He wae in Bayiim's service, wnl distinguished himself in the war

with Hemfl. It was Shih Qull that attacked HemQ’s elephant, though he

did not know who his opponent was. The dritei, however, made him

a sign, and he led the elephant with Hemfl, whose eye had been pierced

by an arrow, from the battle-field, and brought the wounded commander

to Debar.* Soon after, before the end of the first year, Sh. Q. served

with. Muhammad Qisim Kban (No. 40) against Jjtejl Hliun in Nagor and

Ajmfr.

In the third year, it was brought to Akbar's notice, that Sh. Q. was

passionately attached to a dancing boy of the name of Qabfll Kltan ; and

as the emperor had the boy forcibly removed,* Sh. Q. dressed as a JogI,

and went into the forests. Bayrara traced him with much trouble, and

brought him back to court, where the boy was restored to him.

Like Baba Zambfir, he remained faithful to Bayrfim to thelast, and

was pardoned together with his master in Tilwira (p. 932).

After Bayram’s death, he was rapidly promoted and made an Amir.

In the 20th year, when Kj>an Jahfin (No. 24) was sent front the Panjib

to Bengal, Sh. Q. was appointed Governor of the Panjab, rising higher

and higher in Akbar’s favour.

It is said that the Emperor, from goodwill towards him, admitted

him to his female apartments. After the first time he hod been allowed

to enter the Harem, he went home, and had his testicles removed

(majbtib). From the circumstances, he was everywhere called Mahram ,*

i.e., one who is admitted to the Harem and knows its secrets.

In the 34tb year, Akbar, after his return from Zabulistan, crossed the

Bahat (Jhelum) near Rasfllpflr, and encamped at Hailan. During his

stay there, he mounted a female elephant, and was immediately attacked

by a most male elephant. Akbar was thrown down and sustained severe

oontusions. A rumour of his death spread over the whole country ; in

some provinces evendisturbances broke out. The Rajpflts of Shayjcjiiwat,

especially, plundered the districts from Mewat to Rewarl
;
and in the

1 " Before the end of the lint year. Hr Muluimiimd van <lix|utlih><l aeninitt IlAji

KMn in Alvar, and a.he withdrew, the iiii|>rri»tirt« took |xww>i>.ii>» of the Sarkiir of Alaar
u far at Deoil tiij&ri ’or Sftfhiirt , the birth-|tlacc of Hemfi. and |H irforrm tl many brave
deeds. Tlwy alto caught Hemu'a father alive, ami brought him to Hr Mul.iumn ail.

who asked Aim to embrace Itlam. At he wouki not . he we* killed by him. After gathering
hit spoilt. Fir M. returned to Akbar." fn»M th* . I fairnil mu.

1 For similar example*, cid* p. 333, which alt # ht|»|ieiied in the third vear, and No. 37.

p. 374.
• Or Jfulrim.



35th year, AkbarhadtosendSb. Q. againsttfe^Hesoeii restored

order.

In the 41st year, he was made a commander of roar Thousand, and

soon afterbfttv* intend; The THba*fitt*p thStinlOOl be hadbeen

aebmiiAlmdei’oflhteeThouMtiid for thirty yCait.
' •'"•'• •*

He died at Agfa in 1010.' At N&mattl, where ho chiefly lived, he

erected sptehdid bUildiiigs.and dUg’large tanks.1 Vfhen he felt death

approaching, he
'

gave the sOWiers of hia f contingent ? two years’ pay in

advtace.and left, besides, miny legacies: Ashe hadrioheirs, hjeremain-

ing property lapsed to the state (7*«:iiJi*, p; 22).
•• •' l;!

46. Ism&tll Qull Khin, brother of J£bftn Jahnn (No. 24).

He mtfst not be Confounded with No. 72! He was caughtin the battle

hear Jilindhar (p. 317). He joined Akbar*s service With hie brother,

under whonrhe mostly served. ‘Whenhis brother hisd'died in’ Bengal,

he came with the intense -property -he had left behind him to Courts

and waa foVeUrhUyteberVed; In the 30thyear, hevnsS sent against

die BaHtchb (vide No; '44). On his arrivalin BalQchist&n the people noon

submitted, andtheit chiefs, Q^dsI lihin Wajhiytt and Ibrihrm Klnbi,

repaired to Oourt, and' were 'allotted to retain the Country. Hi die 31st

year; Wheir Bhagwgn Die (No. 27), On account of hi* madness, had not

been aOoWed to go to Zibulistiti, I. Q. was seht there instead. But he

committed certain improprieties and fell into disgrace, and was ordered

to go' from Bhakl~* to
,f-kkah. HC begged' hard to bo forgiven ; but

he was not allowed to see the Emperor, and was sent against the

YOSufiiMs.
' '

•-•'At that time epidemics were raging in Bijor, and the chiefs of the

YflsufsaMs came fori\-ard and submitted to I. Q., whibt Zayn Khin
(No. 34), governor of ZftbuHstin pressed hard upon Jalala Rawshanl,

whohadleft Torah and entered Bijor. Zayn &bin therefor* entered

the district; determined to use the opportunity to tripe off'the disgrace

of his former defeat. The arrival of IJgdiq l£ban(No. 43), however,

#ho had been sent from Court, to occupy the district, and capture

Jalftta, annoyed I. Q.
;

still more, os he thought that thatduty might have

boon' left to him as Thfiiuidar of the district. I. Q. forgot himself so far

as to allow Jalala to escape. He then went to Court, where be was

severely reprimanded for his conduct.
:

....

- In the 33rd year, he was made Govornarof Gujsit* In the 30th year,

when Prince Murad Had been niacle Governor of XKllw^t^.'waaappiointed

his <Udfiy or Vnkfl; but he gave no mrisfaetion.aml WascsUed toCourt,

^Adiq tiiian having been appointed in his stead.



In the SOthyear, hewns Kent to KSlpI, ielook after hiajigtr. la th*

42nd yeat (lOOb)' he wan 'Mimic a Comnianderof Fbiir Thousand.

He ww given to luxury, end' sjient hfgd' suittfon earptos, vessel*,

dress, etc. He kept 1,2(40 women, and was so jeotou* ofthcm,9iat when-

ever he Went to Court, he put hm Kent over the strings'attoohed’tb theft

night drawers. Thcwomeit retiented this and other annoyances, made

a conspiracy, and poisoned him.

Three sons of his are mentioned below—1. Ibnihltn Quli (No. 322),

a commander of Three Hundred : 2. Sulfin Qulf (Not 307), ond 3, Klislfl

Quit (No. 308); both commanders of Two Hundred. They do tadt- appear

to hav* distinguished themselves. •

' !

> <

’
’ •' 1

:

. .... .. • ;>i

VII. QammmtU-ta ttf Three' Thousand.

47. Mini JinI Beg, ruler of Thatha."

He belonged jo the Jrijhtin c-lun, and therefore traced his descent to

Chingiz KhSn. Abfl’l-Fa zl in the AkbarhH ina gives his tree as follow* J—
('hingls Khan

TflUKhin.

. ,;l„ .

'

;
.

.
. :

•

Hulayfl Khiin (the brother Of his ancestor* AtkQ Tlmdr had been

|, Jof Mnngfl killed in the war with TuqtamishKIiin. ahd

I
(Qiuin). the Kmperor TluiQr took carO of Hhankal Beg,

Abfigti (or, Abagbu) Khan, and made hint a TarHHn {vide the note at

|
[d. 4*03. the end of this biography).

Afghan Fjhan. d. CSX). Mini ’

*Abd"’l wAlI, fourth ancestor Of

|
M. Jilnl Beg, had risen to high dignities

Four generations inter* under Su|t<in MahmQd, son of M. Aba &*1d,

...
,J

[veiling. aipl received the government of Bu$&li; He
Atka TlmUr

l

Wi»s treacherously killed, together With his

|
five .eldest sons, by Shaybanl Khan UibOfi

;

Shanks) Jlcg Tarklmn only his sixth son, )I.MuhammOd ^IS& escaped.

, J (

Tlic Arghnn clftn in Bh^i&ri, '' being

Several generations
,

not' thus left wit|ibnt a head, emigrated tO Khufe-

j
. [known, .sari, where they attached themSclVcs to Mir

<Abd* ’1-Khaliq Tarjdiin. /A ’I-jfbn lleg ArjfliOn, who was the Amir* T*

...
|

, Vmnra and )iii>ahsulnr ofSultan Husain Myrzii.

lifts!
’

*Abd* ‘1-VAJl Ho also was atiXiq and father-in-law.toPrince

|
[Tartan. s Badt<" 'z-Zaroin Mftz&; and heldQandahir as



M. Muhammad <I'(| jlgb. When the prinsn career ended, hie

|
[T*rJ44n,d.07o. two ions, BadF* ’x-Zaminand MujjaffarMini,

Mi Muhammad Biql proclaimed themselves kings of Kburlsin

|
[TarJ&in, d. 993. Anarchy prevailed ; and matters grew worse,

Musi Ptyanda Muham- when Shaybin Khan invaded the country.

|
mad Tar]&&n. #u ’1-Nfln Beg fell in battle against him.

Mirza J&nl Bog Tarfchan.

I

Mirza(Uiiizl BegTartan.

Shuja* Beg, bettor known as Shah Beg, #Q ’l-Nfln's son, held Qandah&r

during the absence of his father, and succeeded him in the government.

He was bent on conquest. In 890, he took Fort Sewe from Jam Xigimtt

’d-Dln (generally called in Histories Jam Nando), king of Sindh. He
continued to interfere, as related by Aba ’1-Fa?l below in the Third Book,

(Saba of Sindh), and managed, at last, in 929, to conquer the country,

thus compensating himself for the loss of Qaudahar, which had been

occupied by Babar. A short time before his death, which took place in

930,

1

he invaded Multan, then in the hands of the Langaki.

Shah Beg ArgfrOn was succeeded by his son Mirza Shah Husayn

Argt^Qn, who took Multan from Sulfian Husayn Langah (vide Third Book,

SQba of Multan). M. Shah Husayn ArgfrQn was afflicted with a peculiar

fever, which only left him when he was on the river Indus. He therefore

used to travel down the Indus for six months of the year, and upwards

for the remaining portion. On one occasion, he went towards Bhakkar,

when some of the nobles deserted him, and elected MirzaMuhammad ^Isa,

third ancestor of M. Jani Beg, as their chief. M. Shah Husayn, assisted

by his foster brother, Sul£un Mohamad, Governor of Bkakhar, opposed

him; but he hod at last to come to terms, and ceded a large part of Sindh

to M. 'Ihq. On Shah HU8ayn
’

8 death, in 963, the whole country

fell to *I«>.

In this manner the older branch of the Aryans came to the throne of

Thatha.

*Isa died in 975, and was succeeded by his son M. Muhammad BaqI,

who successfully crushed the revolt of his younger brother, M. Jan B&bi.

M. BaqI, in 993, committed suicide during an attack of insanity ; and as

his son, M. Payanda Muhammad, was also subject to fits of madness, the

government passed into the hands of M. JunI Beg, the ion of M. Payanda.

1 Shah Bejcwmi a learned man. like hi* renowned opponent IMbar. He wrote a
Commentary to the wH I-known Arabic* irrammer Ktijiya (v^ C/A). and eommentariaa

to tht (£&**(/*) and the S'Aq&Md-i Xiaaft c/i).
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Akbar had often felt annoyed that, notwithstanding his taiqusnt

atays in the Panjib, H. JinI Beg had shown no anxiety to pay him a visit.

In the 99th year therefore (999), when the Khin Kfriwin was ordered

to invade Qandah&r, he was told to send some one toM. J. B., and draw

his attention to this neglect ; if no heed was paid, he was to invade Sindh

on his return. Mult&n and Bhakkar being the tuyUl of the Kfcin Hainan,

he did not move into Qandah&r by way of Gljasnln and Bangash, but

chose a round-about way through his jiglr. In the meantime the oonquest

of Thatha had been determined upon at Court, and the Shin Kbininset

out at once for Sindh (vide p. 356, and Brigg’s Firiihta). After bravely

defending the country, M. J. B. had at last to yield. In the 38th year

<1001), accompanied by the Khan Khanin. he paid his respects to Akbar

at Lahor, was made a Commander of Three Thousand, and received the

Jjfflba of Multan as tuyUl, Sindh itself being assigned to M. Shahru]& (No. 7).

But before this arrangement was carried out, a report reached Akbar

that the Arghfln clan, about 10,000 men, women, and children, moved

up the river, to follow M. J. B. to his new tuyUl, and that great distress

had thereby been caused both among the emigrants and those who were

left behind. Akbar felt that under such circumstances policy should

yield to mercy, and M. J. B. was appointed to Sindh. Lahari Bandar,

however, became khalifa, and the Sarkar of Siwistan which had formerly

paid jnthkcth, was parcelled out among several grandees.

In the 42nd year, M. J. B. was promoted to a command of Three

Thousand and Five Hundred. He was much liked by Akbar for his

character, religious views (vide p. 218-9), pleasing manners, and practical

wisdom. It is perhaps for this reason that Abfl ’1-Fa?l has placed him

first among -the Commanders of Three Thousand, though names much

more renowned follow. From his youth, M. J. B. had been fond of wine,

but had not indulged in. excesses ; his habitual drinking, however, under-

mined his health, and brought on delirium (eartam), of which he died,

in 1008, at Burhanpfir in the Dakhin, after the conquest of Aslr.

A short time before his death, he offended Akbar by declaring that

had he had an Aslr, he would have held it for a hundred years.

M. J. B. was fond of poetry ; he was himself a poet and wrote under

the takhalluf of Hatimi.1

1 Hct« follows in the Ua*igir» ’! L'martl, a description of Sindh taken from the

Third Book of the AMn, concluding with the following remark :

—

“ At present (when the author of the Mayfair wrote), the whole of Sindh is under

Kfrodi Yir Khin Loti (,_/)). From a long time be had farmed (ijHw hard) the 8Qba of

Thathah, and the Barkers of Siwistin and Bhakkar. Subsequently when the district

on the other side of the Indus were ceded to Nidir Shih, Kh&di Ylr Khin administered

them for Ntdir Shih."



A/Trcfl fg«TMi son of M. Jite! Beg. At the death of Us fctfcer, he

uresonly 17 years old ; Mil though not at Court, Akhu oonfeifed flittdh

onhim. He waeopposdilby Mirth <Isa Tar^An, son ofMlriiJin liW
(brother of M. Muhammad Bdql, grandfather of H. Jinu Beg) ; but

KfaudiawKhftn GMigfe, an old servant of the Arghflns and PatfI to hie

father, espoused his cause, and M. ’IwiTarfcJiin fled from Sindh. Thearmy

which' M; GhaxI Ben and Khusraw Khan hod at then disposal, seems to

have made them inclined to rebel against Akbar ; but the Bmperor sent

promptly Srftf Khan (No. 25) and his son Sa*dtt 'lUh 1 to Bhakkar,

and M. GhasI Beg tame to Court, and was confirmed in the gomnunMit

of Sindh.

After the accession of Jabfaglr, M. GhasI Beg received Muhin in

addition to Sindh, was made a Commander of Seven Thousand, and was

sent to relieve Qandahar (Tutuk; pp. 33, 72, 109), which had been besieged

by fjlusayn Khia Shamld, the Penien Governor of Harfit. He also

received thetitleof Farzand (son). Shah <Abbis of Persia often tried to

win him over, and sent him several khPlati.

He died suddenly at the age of twenty-five in 1018,* the word QiSA
being the TSriQ of his death. Suspicion attaches to Lufcf»Tlah, his

Patti and son of Khnsravr Khan Chirgis, who appears to have been

tteated unkiodly. M; GhfiSf does not appear to have had children.

Like his father, he was a poet. He wrote under the fafflalhif of

Vaqirl, which he had bought of a Qandah&r poet. He played nearly

every instrument. Poets like XalibI of Amul, Mulls Mttrahid-i Texdjirdl,

MirNi^mat* ’llih Vecili, MuUa Asad Qippa-jdiwan, and especially Fughfliri

of Gflen enjoyed hie liberality. The last left him, because his verses ware

too often used' for do^jf (vtft p. 108. note 8). In his private life, M.

Ghisf was dissolute. Not only was he given to wine, but he required

every night a virgin (
'girls from all places were brought to him, and the

h bM been, spitted to be mentioned on p. in.
tin imPtUtJW. l

“ “ He ruetived tbe title of

'D'mUutih £M*in 1080; Hde Tweiik. pp. *4, 96.

• So the dT«*ft{tr., : Tbe'Thueif ip. JO#), perhaps men comotly, plane* the death ot

II, Ohiri in the 7th year id Jahingir’a reign, 1021.

After' M. Qhdti Bep'a death, Sindh was taken away from the Tarkbtna, and
M. Ruxtamwaa appointed Ooremor (vide p. 314). <

h^tueraw Chirgia tried to net up tome <Abd» ’1-SAU TarUprn. whom pedigree ia not

known ; butJahinglr bestowed hit favours on Mini CMS turn eon ofH Jia Bibi
(ancle' of M. jtnl Beg). He roee to the highest honour* under Sh|h)uhia, end died a

than e hundred yearn old, (n 1002. at Stabhar. ”
who died in the flit year of Shihjehljn i i

aome part during Awamgaeb'e war with liliAl

Bihrt*. jl. Muhammad fjilib’t ton. it mentioned aa a Commander of new Hundred undue
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women of the town of Thatha are said to have been so debanehed, that

every bod woman, even long after his death, claimed relationship with

the Hire*. •

.
Note on the meaning of the titleof “ Tarkhan".

Aba ’l-Fafil, in the Akbam&ma (38th year) has a valuable note

regarding the mewling and the history of this ancient title. The title

was hereditary, and but rarely given. Chingiz Khan conferred it on

Q»h)iq and Bat& for having given him correct information regarding

the enemy. The title in this case, as in all others, implied that the

holder was excused certain feudal services, chiefly attendance at Court

takfif-i bar).1 Chingiz Kh&n. moreover, did not take away from the two

nobles the royal share of the plunder. Under TimOr, a Tarj^an had free

access to every place of the palace, and could not be stopped by the

maoebearers ; nor was he or his children liable to be punished for any

crime, provided the number of his or their crimes did not exceed the

number mne.*

Some say, a Tarjduta had seven distinctions and privileges—!, a fM ;

2, a tUmantogh ; 3, a naqqira ; 4, he can confer on two of his men a

qushUn togh, or chair togh ;
* fi, his Qut (p. 116) was carried (qur-i Q nlz

barddnmd). Among the Bfughuls no one but the king was allowed to use

a quiver. 6. Hecould enclose (qurq) a forest as his private hunting ground,

and if any one entered the enclosure, he forfeited his personal liberty.

7; He was looked upon as the head of the dan to which he belonged. In

the state hall the Amirs sat behind him to his right and left arranged

in form of a bow (kam&nu&r).

When Tugfrluq Tfinflr conferred this title upon an Amir,4 he put all

financial matters (dad o sited) as far as a. Hazari (?) in his charge ; nor

warn his descendants; to the ninth generation, liable to be called to

acoount ; but should their crimes exceed the number nine, they were

to be called to acoount. When a Tarjjjhiin had to answer for blood shed

by turn (pSdtitkri i£in), he was placed on a silver-white horse two years

old, and a white doth wis put below the feet of the animal. His state-

ment was made by a chief of the Karlas clan (vide p. 364 note), and the

f1 Taktif duty.—P.]
* Kint wm looked upon .as an important npmUfr by the Mughulf. Thua kingsreceived

aim presents, or the present consisted of pine piece# of the same article. Hencfe alto

the OughtKi tuquz (oriftJU pjr /*#>*), nine came to mepn a prwni, in which sent? it

occurs inthe P&t&hAhnbma and, the, sAhmt^napta, especially in reference to presents

of rtirtfij M hgfufaa jdbrita P»**nt of •even pieces of doth/*

4 The call h:m or with every variety of diacritical points.
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sentence was communicated to him by a chief of the Arklwat (oy-f.''

clan. His neck vein was then opened, the two chiefs remaining at his

side, and watching ovet him till he was dead. The king was then led

forth from the palace, and sat down to mourn over him.

Khizr Khwftia in making Mir Khudadad a Tarkhan, added three new

privileges. 1. At the time of wedding feasts (MB), when all grandees

have to walk on foot, and only the ycudwal (chief maoe-bearer) of the

king on horseback to keep back the crowds, the Tarjchan also proceeds

on horseback. 2. When during the feast the cup is handed to the king

from the right side, another cup is at the same time handed to the

Tarkhan from the left. 3. The Tarl&an’s seal is put on all orders ; but

the seal of the king is put to the beginning of the last line and below his.

Abd ’1-Fafl, in concluding these remarks, says that these distinctions

are extraordinary enough ; he believes it possible that a king may grant

a virtuous man immunity for nine crimes ; but he thinks it absurd to

extend the immunity to nine generations.

48. T«WnH*r Khin, a descendant of the Uzbak Kings.

He distinguished himself under HumayOn, who on his return to India

made him a Khan. After the restoration, he was made Governor of Agra.

On HemO’s approach, he left Agra, and joined Tardi Beg at Dihll. Both

opposed HemQ, Iskandar commanding the left wing (jUrang&ar). His

wing defeated the right wing (burunghar) and the van (hardunl) of Hemh,

and hotly pursued them, killing many fugitives. The battle was almost

decided Hi favour of the Imperialists, when HemQ with his whole force

broke upon Tardi Beg, and put him to flight. The victorious Iskandar

was thus obliged to return. He afterwards joined Akbar at Sarhind,

fought under Khan Zaman (No. 13) against Hemfl, and received after

the battle for his bravery, the title of Khan *Almn.

As Khizr Khwaia Khan.1 the Governor of the Panjab, had retreated

1 Kbtftr had descended from the kings of MQghulistin ; bat according to the TmbagAt
from the kings of JCAsAg&ar. He was a grandee of Humiyftn, left him on his fftght to

Persia, and was with M. CAskarl in Qandahir, when HumAyikn on his return besfharad that

town. Before the town surrendered, KJuxr £hwija threw himself down from the wall,

managed to reach HumuyQn’s tent, and implored forgiveness. He was restored to
favour, was made Amir* %l'mar&, and married Gulbadan Begun, H.’s sister. When
Akbar marched against Hemfl . JvJiizr Rhtn was made Governor of the Pinjib and ordered
to operate against Sikandar. Sflr, who during Humiyfln’s lifetime bad retreated to

the Sawft|iks. Leaving flijl &bAn Slstinl in LAhor, KJiizr N&in moved against Sihands r,

whom he met near a place called in the MSS. Kh. selected two thousand horse-

men to reconnoitre ; but Sikandar was on the alert , felluponthedetachment, and defeated
the Imperialists. Kh. without further fighting retreated to Lihor. Sikandar used the

respite, and collected a large army, till Akbar himselfWl to move against him. Finding
Aknar’s army too strong, Sikandar shut himself up in MinkoL After a siege of six months,
Sikandar bribed Shams* d-DIn Atgsh (Xo. 15) and Plr Muhammad (No.A) who prevailed
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Mora Sikand&r Khan Sflr, and fortified himself in Lihor, leaving the

country to the Afghins, Akbar appointed Iskandar to move to Siyilkot

and aaeiet Khizr Khw&ja.

Afterward* he received Audh as twfUl. “ From want of ooeupation,”

he rebelled in the tenth year. Akbar ordered Aahraf Shin (No. 74) to

bring him to Court but Iak. joined Khin Zaman (No. 13). Together

with Bahidur Shin (No. 32), he occupied Khivrabad (Audh), and

attacked Mb Mu*izzu ’1-Mulk (No. 61). Bahidur ultimately defeated

the Imperialist* ; but Iak. had in the first fight been defeated and fled

to the north of Audh.

When in the 12th year Khan Zaman and Bahidur again rebelled, Iak.

in concert with them occupied Audh. He was attacked by Muhammad
Quit Khan Barlaa (No. 31), and besieged in Avadh. When Iak. heard

that Khin Zaman and Bahidar had been defeated and killed, he made

proposals of peace, and managed during the negotiation to escape by

boat with his family to Gorikhpfir, which then belonged to Sulaymin,

king of Bengal. He appears to have attached himself to the Bengal

Court, and accompanied, in 976, Biyasld, Suleyman’s son, over Jhirkand

to Offai. After Sulayman’s return from the conquest of Ojbi,1 Isk.’s

presence in Bengal was looked upon as dangerous, as Sulaymin wished

at all hazards to be at peace with Akbar, and the Afgfains waited for a

favourable opportunity to kill Iskandar. He escaped in time, and applied

to Mun'im £h&n, who promised to speak for him. At his request, Isk.

was pardoned. He received the Sarkar of Lak'hnau as tuyill, and died

then in the following year (980).

49. leaf Khin *Abd!* ’1-MajM (of Hirit), a descendant of ShayUi

Abtt Bakr-i Tavbadl.

His brother Varir Khan has been mentioned above (No. 41). ShayUk

Zayn" ’d-Dln Aba Bakr-i T&ybadI * was a saint (*&kib kamal

)

at the time

of Thn0r. When TbnOr, in 783, set out for the conquest of Hirit, which

was in the hands of Malik Qhivis* ’d-Dln, he sent, on his arrival at

upon Akbar to pardon him. Stkaadar amt hi* am CAbd» 'r-Rahmin with aome
elephant* aa fUkbatk, and was allowed by Akbar to oooupy Bibib aa toarSl (aida

u. 330). Miakot ayrmdarad on the t7th Bamaaln 8C4. Sikaaaer died two Tear* later.
' It la difficult to *ay whyAb*’1-Fa»lhad not entered KhhrKfr*n to the LiatwQrandaea

.

HI* name iagiTan in the fttaoSi. Similarly Khtfkja and Mb Shlb VAbda’l-
Xaun ar* left oat. Bor £>•’* eon. aid* Mo. 163.

* On Sulaymin’* return from OrU, bo appointed Khin Jahin Lodbl, bia Amlr-ul-

Uaari, Gorernor of OrU. QutlfinMn. who eabeeqneatly aada hlmealf king of 0(1*3,

waa than Governor of PBrl (Jagganatn) Bad. II, 174.
* Ho died *.. 731. Hi* biography la given In Ja<"f* Jfqflufr% Uni. Taybidboloog*

to Jia-i Kbnrlata.

30
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Taybid, a messenger tothe Shayl&, to ask him why hehad not paidhi*

respect* to the ooaqueror of the world. “ What heye I,” replied the

Shaykh, “ to do with Tlmflr 1 ” Timflr, struck with this answer, went

himself to the Shay&, and upbraided him for not having advised Malik

Ghiyas. " I have indeed done so;” said the Shavkh. ‘‘ but he would not'

listen, and God has now Appointed you over hint. However, I now'

advise you, too, to be just, and if you likewise do not listen, God will

appoint another over you.” Timflr afterwards said that he’ had /seen

many dervishes; every one of them had said something from selfish

motives, but not so Shayfch Aba Bakr, who had said nothing with

referenoe to himself.

Khwaia *Abd« 'l-M&jld was a Grandee of Humayfin,whom he served

asDlwan. On Akbar’s accession, ho also performed military duties. When
the Emperor moved to the Panjab, to crush Bayram’s rebellion, «Abd“

’1-Majid received the title of Apaf Khan, regarding which vide the note

after (his biographical notice. Subsequently Asaf was appointed

Governor of Dihlf, received h flag and a drum, and was made a Com-

mander of Three Thousand. When Vattfi, a servant of *AdlI, made

overtures to surrender Fort Chanadh (Chunar), A., in concert with Shay]^

Muhammad Ghaws, took possession of it, and was appointed Governor

of Kara-Mauikpfir oh the Ganges. About the same time, Gb&zi Khan

TanhUrf, an Afghan noble who had for a time been in Akbar s services,

fled to fihach Ghori, and stirred up the Zemindars against Akbar. A., in

the 7th yeaf, sent a message to Rfija Ram Chand, the ruler of Bhath, to

pay tribute to Akbar, and surrender the enemies. But the Baja prepared

for resistance. A. marched against the Baja, defeatedhim, and executed

GhasI Kh&n. The Baja, after his defeat, shut himself up in Bandhfl,1

but obtained Abbar’s pardon by timely submission, chiefly through the

influence of several Baja’s at Court A. than left the B&ja in peaoa

;

but the spoils which he had collected and the strong contingent which

he had at his disposal (vide p. 261, L 29); made him desirous of further

warfare and he planned the famous expedition against Gadha-Katangah,*

1 AU’I-V»*Uq Ik* event* of the 42ad.y«M of ft* AkbainSM*. wur* that ttftS ’d-

DSfc-i- Kjiflji besiegod BfadtHi in niiu
• Gfl3K (GurhT Gurhah, GunabJ olosa to Jt^apilriA pantsal India. Katangah

ia tha name of two small pWeet, oheduo south of JubafpOr below lat, ff. ia on the map
in Journal A. S. Deer. 1837, pi. lyii j anothetapperenUj linw plaaa of theaama
namoliee K.W. of. and nearer to. JabalpOr and Cbldha. abOHM^$t° 3Q

r

,
as ofi fta map

of Central India in 8ir J, Malcolm's Kalva; but oath ara.mmOp iba mops JWoiipf.

oitfae* Xhtinhabitants.aha aays, ait all (Mnda*irhoamlooW npdnbp Hindisa*rawlow.

Hit Itfjaa of Gadha-Kataagah ant fmarallpeiidfad theGadhakandU Rijaa. Ifodli
lias 8.E. of JabalpQr. on the mght aide of tha Harbaddah.
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or Gondwinah, south ofBhath, which was then governed by Durgiwatt,1

the heroine of Central India. Her heroic defence and mickle, end the

death Of her son, Blr S&h, at the conquest of Cheunugadh (about 70 miles

west of Jabalpflr) are well-known. The imtasnse spoils which kl earned

Off, led him temporarily into rebellion, and of tho 1,000 elephant* which

he had Captured, he only sent 200 to Court. But when Shh» Zemin

(No. 13), in the 10th year, rebelled and besieged MajnQn Qiqshil (No. 60)

in ManikpQr, A. came with 6,000 troopers to Us relief, presented himself

before Akbar, who had marched against Khan Zaman, and handed over

the remainder of the Gadha spoils. Hie thereby regained Akbar’s

confidence and wais appointed to follow up the rebels. At this juncture

the imperial Mutasaddle, whom A. before had handsomely bribed,

reported, from envy, his former unwillingness to hand over the spoils,

and exaggerated his wealth. Hypocritical friends mentioned this to

A. ; and afraid of his personal safety, he fled to Gadha (§afat, 973).

Akbar looked upon his flight as very suspicious, and appointed

Mahdl Qasim ghin (No. 36) to Gadha. A. then left Central India " with

a sorrowful heart ”, and joined, together with his brother (No. 41), 10>&n

Zatn&n at Jaunpflr. But he soon saw that Kh&n Zaman only wanted his

wealth and watched for a favourable moment to kill him. A. therefore

made use of the first opportunity to escape. Khan Zaman had sent his

brother Bahadur (No. 22) against the Afghans, and A. was to accompany

him. Vazlr Khan, whom ghan Zaman had detained, managed likewise

to escape, and was on the road to Minikpflr, which A. had appointed

as place of rendezvous. No sooner had A. escaped than Bahadur followed

him up, defeated his men, and took A. prisoner. Bahadur’s men

immediately dispersed in search of plunder, when suddenly Vazlr Khan

fell, over Bahadur. Bahadur made some one a sign to kill A., who sat

fettered on an elephant, and A. had just received a wound in his hand and

nose, when Vazlr in time saved his life, and carried him away. Both

readied, in 973, Karsh, and asked Mugaffar Khftn (No. 37) to intercede

for them with the emperor. When MugafFar, in 974, was called by the

emperor to the Panjab, he took Vazlr with him, and obtained full pardon

for the two brother*. A. was ordered to join Majnfln Qfcqshal at Kara-

Minikpflr.' His bravery in the last struggle with gfcin Zaman induced

Akbar, in 976, to give him Piyag as tuy&l, vice H&jl Muhammad Sbtinl

(No. 66), to enable him to recruit a contingent for the expedition against

1 Cm*«!!! la Ms’* HMory at th* Ourfa»lbadala Rijw ”, Jamal AA. laagsl,

vtL if, a. en, miltW asmm Cwylwhi, Ba oslla hit mb Blr Bareiu. VU$ alsowwMxm-
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Rini Udai Singh. A. was sent in advance (manqaili). In the middle of

RabF I( 975, Akbar left Agra for Chitor. The Rini had commissioned

Jay Mai, who had formerly been in Mlrtha, to defend the fort, whilst he

himself had withdrawn to the mountains. During the siege, which lasted

four months and seven days, A. distinguished himself, and when, on the

26th ShaCb&n 975, the fort fell A. was made Governor of Chitor.

Neither the Ma*S*ir, nor the Tabaqat, mentions the year of his death.

He must have been dead in 981, because the title of Afaf Khin was

bestowed upon another noble.1

Note on the Title of “ Apaf KhSn ”.

Apaf was the name of the Vazir of Sulaymin (Solomon), who like his

master is proverbial in the East for his wisdom. During the reign of

Akbar three grrndees received this title. Bada,onI, to avoid confusion,

numbers them A$af ghan I, II, and III. They are :

—

<Abd« ’l-Majld, Ag».f Khan I, d. before 981 (No. 49).

gfewaja Mina Ghiy&N» ’d-Dln <Ali A?af Julian II, d. 989 (No. 126).

Mirra Ja^far Beg Asaf Khan III (No. 98).

The three A$afs were Diwans or Mir Bakhshis. The third was nephew

to the second, as the following tree will show

Agfra Mulla Dawatdar.

1. Qhiv&au ’d-Din <Ali, 2. "Mirra Badi*°-z-Z*man 3. Mirra Ahmad
Beg. Apaf Khan II.

|

Mirra Nflr« ’d-Bln. A daughter Mirza Ja^far Beg,

|
Apaf Khan III.

Mumtiz Mahall,

(Shahjahan’s wife).

Jah&ngir conferred the title of “ Afaf Khan ” (IV) on Aba ’1-Qaaan,

elder brother of Ndr Jalian, and father of Mumtaz Mahall (or Tftj Blbi,

Shahjahan’s wife), whose mother was a daughter of Agaf Khan II. During

the reign of Shahjahan when titles containing the word Dawla * were

> Stewart (History of BongaljS. 120) (ays, SAbd» 'l-Majld ful Khin ofieiated ia

1013 for Min Singh in Bengal. Inis la a* impossible aa Ua statement on £ 119, that

Md*'d-Dta BottdrlfNb. 99] ia the author of the Hietory of the Emm * Jahlagfr.

* They had beenin teaamongthsajaiWas and the Qhaanawts. Thus jfanfa* 'd-Dnuta

which title 3hihiahin bestowed on Aofl 1-Easan livuin IV, had also been the title

ofMahm&d of Q£asnlwhen prince. The hinge of the Dahhin occasionally conferred titles
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revived, Asaf Khan was changed tb A?afu 'd-Dawla, and this title was

conferred on A$afu ’d-Dawla Jumlatu ’l-Mulk Asadjang (Shahjahin-

Awrang-zeb), a relation of Asaf Khan IV. Under Ahmad Shah, lastly,

we find Asafu ’d-Dawla Amiru ’1-Mamalik, whose name like that of his

father, Ni?jamu ’l-Mulk Asaf Jah occurs so often in later Indian History.

50. Majnfin Khan-i (Uqsh&L 1

He was a grandee of Humayfin, and held Karnaul as jagir. When
Hunruiyfin fled to Persia, Haji Khan besieged Karnaul, but allowed

Majnfin Khan to march away unmolested, chiefly at the request of Raja

Bihar! Mai, who, at that time, was with HujI Khan (vide p. 347).

On Akbar’s accession, he was mode Jaglrdar of Mitnikpfir, then the

east frontier of the Kmpire. He remained there till after the death of

Khan Zaman (No. 13), bravely defending Akbar’s cause. In the 14th

year, he besieged Kalinjar. This fort was in the hands of Raja Ram
Chand, ruler of Bhath, who during the Afghan troubles had bought it

for a heavy sum, from Bijli Khan, the adopted son of Pahar Khan. When,

during the siege, the Raja heard of the fall of Chltor and Rantanbhflr,

he surrendered Kalinjar to M. (29th §afar, 997). Akbar appointed M*.

Commander of the Fort, in addition to his other duties.

In the 17th year (980), he accompanied Mun^im Khar* (No. Tl) on his

expedition to Gorakhpur. At the same time the Gujrati war had com-

menced, and as Baba Khan Qaqshal * had words with Shahbaz Khan

(No. 80), the M!r Tozak, regarding certain arrangements, he was reproved

by Akbar. But the rumour spread in Mun'im’s army that Baba Khan

Jabar! (Majnfin's son), Mlrza Muhammad, and other Qaqshals, had killed

Shuhbaz Khan, and joined the rebellion of the Mlrzas in Gujrat ;
and that

Akbar had therefore ordered Mun'im to imprison Majnfin. In consequence

of these false rumours, M. and others of his clan withdrew from Mun'im,

who in vain tried to convince them of the absurdity of the rumours ; but

with Duirlti. Thin in very likely the reason why Akbar conferred the title of AxAd*
'd-Dawia on Mir Katb* iian of StifrAz. who had tome from the Jhtkhin.

The title Malik, an common among the Pathans, was never conferred by the Moghul
(OinghtAI) King* of Delhi.
* Titlm with Jang, n» Ftr&zjang, Xn*rafjang, etc., came into fashion with Jahangir.

1 Name of a Turkish elan. Like the Cr-baks, they were disliked by Akbar. and rebelled.

MajnAn l\liAn was certainly the best of them.
* H&bA KMh QfttphM also was a gmndeo of Akbar, but Abu 'l-Fnrl hns left him nut

in thin list. Like Majnun he distinguished himself in tbe war with Khun Ztimftn and the

MirxA*. During MunCim's expedition to Itengnl. the Qiinslifd* received extensive jAgirs

in (ihnrAghAt. liAbA Khan wan looked upon a* the head of the clnu after Ma jnun's death.

He relielled with Mafolnt Klian-i Kabuli. partly in eon*rf|iiriicr of Muzaftar Khan’s
(No. 37) exactions, and assumed the title of Khan Khuimn. He died in the same year in

which MugafTar died, of cancer in the fare [KhQra), which he said he had brought or

himself by hie faithlessness,

chancre ?—p.J
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when M. soon after heard that Baba Khan and Jabarl had been rewarded

by A|cbar for their briave behaviour in the Gujrati war, be was ashamed

of his hastiness, and rejoined Mun^im who, in the meantime, had taken

Gop&lipiir.
L

M
f
accompanied Miin^im on his Bengal expedition. When, in 982,

Dd.ud, retired to Orlsd, and Kdld Pahiir,' Sulayman .Mankli apd Babu

Mankli had gone to Ghoraghat, Mun^im sent M. against them. M.

conqucrcd the greater part of Northern Bengal, and carried off immense

spoils.
.
On the death of Sulayman Mankli, the acknowledged . ruler of

Ghoraghnt, a great number of the principal Afghan nobles were paugbt,

and M. \yith the view of securing peace, married the daughter of Sulayman

Mankli to his son jabarl. He also parcelled out the whole country among

his dan. But Babu Mankli and Kali Pahar had taken refuge in Kich
Bihar, and when Mun<im was in Katak, they were joined by the bods of

Jalalu ’d-Dln Sir, and fell upon the Qaqshals. The latter, without

fighting, cowardly returned to Tanda, and waited for Mun^im, who, on

his. return from Orlsa, sent them with reinforcements to Ghoraghat,

The Qaqshals re-occupied the district. Majnun died soon after at

Ghorighit.

The Tobypt that he was a Commander of Five Thousand, and

had a contingent of 5,000 troopers.

Hjs son jabarl,1 distinguished himself by his zeal and devotion. The

enforcing of the Daqh law led him and his clan into rebellion. JaUri

then assumed the title of Khan Jahdn . When the Qashals left Ma^giim

(p. 344), Jabarl went to Court. Akbar imprisoned him, but pardoned

him in the 39th year.

51. ShujtfAWKh&n, Muqlm-i 'Arab.

He is the son of Tardi Beg's sister (No, 12), HflmayOn made Muqlm-a

Mum. On the emperor's flight to Persia, he joined Mlrza 'Askarl. When
Humayun took Qandahar on his return, Muqlm, like most old nobles,

1 The renowned conqueror of tho temple of Jagannath at Part in 8. OjlsA. Fids

below Third Book, FfQbftH of Bengal and Orta. A minute description of his conquest it

given in tho Makkzan-i AfyhAniand by Stirling in his Account of Uriasa, Asiatic Researches^

vol. xv. But Stirling's account, taken an it is from the POrl Vynsavali fa chrenicle

kept for the .last nix, hundred yearn in the templo of POrl) differs considerably from the
AkharnAma. KAla PahAr was killed by a gun-shot in ope of the fights between JMatfam
and Uutia of OfM, and SAxl* Koka {ride p. 544) which, in 990, took place between
Khalgaw (Colgong) and Cladhf (near Rajmaha)l]|.

BAbd Mankli subsequently entered Akbar's servfce (*id• No. 392). European
historians generally spell his name BAbA Muttgaft, as if it same from Urn Hindi aumgat,

Tuesday. Thlaqiay be correct; for common people in tadfedostill use such names.
But msmkU is perhaps preferable. .Two of ThnAr's ancestors had th® same name. The
Turkish moaMr. mean* spotted.

1 The best MSS. of the AkbarnAmaTBadA.ont, and the Ma*isfr havejV* Stewart

(p, 100) oalls him JtUfahurdjf (t). ,
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presented himself before the emperor with a sword hanging from his

neck, and was for a short time confined. After his release, he remained

with Mun'im Khan (No. 11) in Kabul, and followed him to India, when

AkbaT called Mun'im to take Bayram’s place.

In the 9th year, Muqim distinguished himself in the pursuit of

?Abdu ’USh Khan Uzbak (No. 14),
“ the king of MandQ,” and received

the title of Shujd^at Khan, which Akbar had taken away from the

rebellious *Abd“ ’llah.

In the beginning of the 15th year, Akbar honoured him by being his

guest for a day.

In the 18th year, he accompanied the Emperor on his forced march

to Ahmadabad (p. 343). Once he slandered Mun'im, and Akbar sent him

to the Khan Khanan to do with him what he liked
; but Mun'im generously

forgave him, and had him restored.

In the 22nd year, he was made a Commander of Three Thousand, and

Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Malwah.

In 988, when troubles in Bihar and Bengal had broken out, Shuja'at

Khan, at Akbar’s order, left Sarangpfir for FatbpQr (Bada,otii II, 284).

At the first stage, ciwas Beg Barlas who complained of arrears of pay and

harsh treatment of the men, created a tumult, made a man’ of the name

Haji Shihab Khan leader, fell upon Shuja^at’s tent, and killed his son

Qawim Khan.1 Shuja'at himself was mortally wounded. Some of his

Adherents, at last, managed to put the dying Sh. on an elephant, and led

him off to SarangpQr. Though Sh. had expired before they reached the

town, they did not spread the news of his death, and thus kept the

greater part of the soldiers together, and joined Akbar in SarangpQr.

Akbar punished the rebels severely. According to p. 294, Akbar once

saved Shuja*at’s life in the jungles.

From Bada.onI (II, 284), we learn that Qawltn Khan was a young

man, renowned for his musical talents.

Muqim Khan (No. 380) is Shuja'at Khan's second son. He was pro-

moted under Akbar to a Commandcrship of seven hundred.

Qfrim Khdn was the sonof Muqim Khan. Qa*ira’s son Ahdu r-Ruhim,

was under Jahangir a Commander of seven hundred and 400 horse, got

the title of Tarbiyat Khan, and was made in the 5th year. Fawjditr of

Alwar. Qa'itn’a daughter, Saliha Band, was received (3rd year) by

Jahangir in his harem, and went by the title of PaJithSk Mal/all. She

adopted Migin Jok, son of the above, Abdu ’r-Raldm. Miyin Job was

1 Ho the Ma*I«lran<l the AkbarnSma. ltaiU,niiI (ii. SH4) has A’Mn ; Irat thia

is perhaps a mutakv of the native editor* of the 3ibl. iudica.
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killed by Mahibat Khan when near the Bahat (Jbelam) he .had taken

possession of Jahinglr’s person.

No. 52. Shfth Bndftgh KMn, a descendant of Uymags 1 of

Miyankal, Samarqand.

The Turkish Budagh means “ a branch of a tree ”. He distinguished

himself under Humayfln and was made by Akbar a Commander of Three

Thousand.

In the 10th year he accompanied Mir Mu'izz" ’1-Mulk (No. 61) against

Bah&dur (No. 22). Though the imperialists were defeated, B. Kh. fought

bravely and was captured. His son *Abd“ ’1-Matlab (No. 83) ran away.

In the 12th year, B. Kh. went with Shihabtt ’d-Din Ahmad (No. 26)

against Minas in Malwah, received SarangpQr as tuy&l, fought under

*Ariz Koka (No. 21) in the battle of Patan (18th Ramadan 980), and was

for a long time Governor of MandQ, where he died. The Tabaqai says,

he had the title of Amir' 'l-Umard. He was alive in 984, when he met

Akbar at Mohinl.

Inside Fort MandQ, to the south, close to the walls, he had erected a

building, to which he gave the name of NUkutUh, regarding the inscrip-

tions on which the Afo*dyt> gives a few interesting particulars.

53. Husayn Khin (fukriya), sister’s son of Mandl Qasim Khan

(No. 36.)

“ He is the Bayard and the Don Quixote of Akbar’s reign.” In his

jihSds he was sans pew, and his private life sans reproche ; he surpassed

all grandees by his faithfulness and attachment to his masters, but his

contingent was never in order ; he was always poor, though his servants,

in consequence of his liberality, lived in affluence. He slept on the ground,

because his Prophet had enjoyed no greater luxuries ; and his motto in

fight was “ death or victory ”
; and when people asked him why he did

not invert the order and say “ victory or death ”, he would reply, “0

!

I so long to be with the saints that have gone before.”

He was the patron of the historian Bad&.on!,* who served gusayn as

almoner to his estate (Shamsabad and Paty&lf).

1 Thera were two tribes of the tjari Turks c.llniyUji or jU&I Ugmih/. They were
renowned in India it horsemen. Hence jUft as tha word is generally spelt by Moghul
HUtorians, means a kind qf wperior nvewtry ; ride Tuauk, p. 147, 1. 17. How this 'urkish

word lost its original » leaning in India, may bo seen from p. 67, 1. 1 of the second volume
of my AVt text, when A b6 '1-Fagl applies the word to Rljjpftt cavalry of the Hither
elan. The word l» pconootyted mimdq in India*

the meaning of Stgla,J6>f loatfll ustegi Kmsu. T*M*3*r (mm phrase*

it mnaCWttie ttntrftjQl Asad founder aebi A'tb decors
frequently. TwoHlyin Kills may be found .beta among the Rafrof fmfeetf m*r(4i*I
tAbd» ’*Samiq aw tbeparis (Qisi*4 KJthf).

• fide my Eiaa/«^mA>onl and Ml Works in JA.H. Bengal, for IS*, p; ISO.
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Husayn Khan was not only sister’s son, but flso son-in-law to Mahdl

Qasim Khan (No. 36). He was in Bayram’s service. In the second year,

after the conquest of Mankot, Akbar made him Governor of Lahor, where

he remained four months and four days. When Akbar in $afar 960,

marched to Dibit, he appointed IJ. Kb* Governor of the Panjab. During

his incumbenoy, he showed himself a zealous Sunni. As the Christians

did with the Jews, he ordered the Hindus as unbelievers to wear a patch

(Hind, fukrd) near the shoulders, and thus got the nickname of Tvkriifa

“ Patchier ”.

Like Shah Quit Khan Mahram (No.. 40), he stuck to Bayram to the

last, and did not meet Akbar at JhQjhar ; but after Bayram had been

pardoned, he entered Akbar’s service. When Mahdl Qasim Kb*n, from

dislike to Gadha, went by way of the Dakhin to Makkah, Q. Kl).

accompanied him a short distance on the road. On his return, he reached

Satwas in Malwah, when the rebellion of the Mirzas broke out, and in

concert with Muqanib Khan, the tvy&dar of that place, he tried to fortify

himself in Satwas. But Maqarrib lost heart and fled ; and 9- Ki>. was

forced to leave the Fort, and asked Ibrahim IJusayn Mirza for an

interview. Though urged to join the Mirza, 1^. Kb- remained faithful

to Akbar.

In the 12th year, when Akbar moved against Khan Zaman, H. Kb.
was to take a command, but his contingent was not ready. In the 13th

year his jagir was transferred from Lakhnau, where he and Kada,onI

had been for about a year, to Kinto Gola.1 His exacting behaviour

towards HindOs and his religious expeditions against their temples

annoyed Akbar very much. In the 19th year, when the Emperor went

to Bihar, Kb* was again absent ; and when Akbar returned after the

conquest of HajipOr, he confiscated jjf.’s jagir
;
but on satisfying himself

of his harmlessness, he pardoned him, restored his jagir, and told him to

get his contingent ready. His manta, however, agaii. overpowered him.

He made an expedition against BasantpOr in Kama :>n, which was

proverbially rich, and got wounded by a bullet in the shoulder. Akbar

was almost convinced that he hail gone into rebellion, and sent Niuliq

Khan (Xo. 43) to him to bring him by force to Court. 1J. Kh . there-

fore left Gafh Muktcsar, with the view of going -to Mun'im Khan,

through whose influence he hoped to obtain pardon. But he was caught

at llnrha, and was taken to Eathpflr K!kri, whsfe in the same year (1W3)

he died of his wounds.

1 Kllifit (Index, p. S3A, First Edition) its by mirtafc* J*kk»or (on the ftfuifcanp*)

ivuptmil vf lAkimmm (in Audb), and ho nib tfwmyn KhAn a As*Am<>/. This must In* mi
fimsfhl.
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The Tftbaq&t says, he was a Commander of Two Thousand ; but

according to the Akbam&ma, he had since the 12th year been a Commander

of Three Thousand.

His son, Yfisuf Khan, was a grandee of Jahangir. He served in the

Dakhin in the corps of *Aziz Koka (No. 21), who, in the 6th year, had

been sent with 10,000 men to reinforce Prince Parwls, the Khan Khinan.

and Man Singh, because on account of the duplicity of the Khan Khanfln

(Tuzuk p. 88) the imperialists were in the greatest distress (vide pp. 344

and 357). Yflaufs son, <IzzatKhan. served under Shabj&han, (PSdlthShn.

II, 121).

54. Murid Khftn, son of Amir Khan Mugful Beg.

His full name is Muhammad Murad Khan. In the 9th year he served

under Agaf Khan (No. 48) in Gadha Katanga. In the 12th year, he got

a jaglr in Malwa, and fought under Shihabtt ’d-Din Ahmad against the

Minas. After the Minas had returned to Gujrat, M. got Ujjain as tuyvl.

In the 13tK year, the Mirzas invaded Malwa from KhandeshH and

Murad Khan, together with Mir *Azizu ’llah, theDiwan of Malwah, having

received the news two days before the arrival of the enemies, shut them-

selves up in Ujjain, determined to hold it for Akbar. The Emperor sent

tjulij Khan (No. 42) to their relief, when the Mirzas retreated to Mr-ndQ.

Followed up by Qulij and Murad they retreated at last across the

Narbaddfth.

In tbe 17th year, the Mirzas broke out in Gujrat, and the jaglrdars

of Malwah. assembled under the command of M. 'Aziz Koka (No. 21).

Murad held a command in the left wing, and took part, though not very

actively, in the confused battle near Patan (Ramadan, 980).

In 982, he was attached to Mun^im’s expedition to Bengal. He
conquered for Akbar the district of Fa(habad, Sarkar Bogla (S.E. Bengal),

and was made Governor of Jalesar (Jellasore) in Oflsa, after Da*0d had

made peace with Mun'im.

When in 983, after Mun'im’s death, Da*ad fell upon Nagar Bahadur,

Akbar’s Governor of Bhadrak (Ofisi), and treacherously killed him, Murad

wisely retreated to T&nda.1

Subsequently M. was again appointed to Fath&bad, where he was

when the Bengal rebellion broke out. Murad at Fatbibad Qiya Khan in

.

a As MunCIra left T'hinahdira in Bhadrak and Jaleear, mutt have been
restricted to Ka^ak proper. Muriia'e invasion of Ofiai waa m(Mn|y one ol the meet
daring exploit* performed during Akbar's reign.

Having mentioned Kauk, I may here state that the name u Auk " (Attork, in the
Pftnjib) waa choaen by Akbar who built the town, because it rht/met trifk The
two frontier towns of hit empire were to hare rimUar ncmee. Akb*r*t>*a.
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Orlsa, Mirza Najat at Satgiw, were almost the only officers of Akbar’s

Bengal corps that <li<l not take part in the great military revolt of 988.

Qiya was killed by QutlQ (p. 800), and Murad died at Fatbabad

immediately after the first outbreak of the revolt in 988, “ before the veil

of his loyalty was rent

After his death, Mukand, the principal Zumindar of Fatbabad,

invited Murad's sons to a feast, and treacherously murdered them.

Vide No. 309.

55. Hfcji Mohammed Khan of SMim.

He was in the service of Bayrum, who was much attached to him.

In 9G1, when Bayrum held Qamlahdr, rumours of treason reached

HumayQn. The Emperor went from Kabul to Qandahar, and personally

investigated the matter, but finding Bayrdm innocent, he went back,

taking Hiijl Muhammad with him, who during the investigation had

been constantly referred to as inclined to rebellion.1

After the conquest of HindQstiin, H. M. at Bayram’s request, was

made a Khan, and was rapidly promoted.

In the 1st year of Akbar's reign, H. M. was ordered to accompany

Khizr Khwdja’n (p. 365, note 2) on his expedition against Sikandar Sttr.

TardI Beg’s (No. 12) defeat by HemQ had a bod effect on the Emperor's

cause ; and Mullu <Abdu ’llah Makhdum0 *1- Mulk who, though in Akbar’s

service, was said to be devoted to the interests of the Afghan's, represented

to Sikandar that lie should use this favourable opportunity and leave Hie

Sawuliks. As related above Khizr Khwaia moved against Sikandar,

leaving 1.1. M. in charge at Lahor. Being convinced of Ma&dflin’s

treason, lj[. M. tortured him, and forced him to give up sums of money

which he had conceulcd.

In 90C, Bayrum fell out with Fir Muhammad (No. 20), and deprived

him of his office and emoluments which were given to If. M. When
bayrum fell into disgrace, he sent If. M. with several other Amirs to

Dihli with expressions of his humility and desire to be pardoned. Bat

H. M. soon saw that all was lost. He did not receive permission to go

bock to Bayrum. After Bayrfim had been pardoned (p. 318) JjL M.

and Muhammad Tarsft KhaiHXo. 32) accompanied hini on his way to

Ifijaz as far as Nagor, then the frontier of. the Empire. Once, on Hie

road, Bayrum charged H. M. with faithlessness, when the latter gently

reminded him that he hod at least never drawn his sword against his

master.

1 ll&jl Muhammad h the wine to whom Enikiitc
1

* remark refers quoted by Jfiiphm-

stone (Fifth KwtiOn), p. 470 note.
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9. U. «ti present in almost every campaign, and was promoted to

the post of /Hk-htuM. In the 12th year, when Akbar set out for the

conquest of ChJtor, he sent 9- M. and Shibib" ’d-Dln Ahmad (No. 26)

from GigrOn against the sons of Sultan Muhammad Mini, who had

fled from Sambhal and raised a revolt in Milwah. 9* M. then received

the Sarkir of Maadfljsytyir.

In the 20th year, 9* BL aooompanied Hun'im Khan on his expedition

to Bengal and OjM, and got wounded in the battle of Takarol (20th £1

Qa'da, 962). He then aooompanied the J£faan Khinin to Gaur, where

soon after Mun^im’s death he, too, died of malaria (963).

Nets on As Battle of Takwrm, or Mughvlm&n, in OritS.

This battle is one of the most important battles fought by Akbar’s

generals. It crushed the Afghina, and decided the possession of Bengal

and Upper Ofbt. The MSS. of the Akbarndma and the Ma*Sik have

Takandd, and Takam. My oopy of the Sawinih has the

former spelling. A few copies of the Akbam&ma have n»Jj Nakroki.

In BadS,on* and the tkbaqSt the battle of Takarol is called the battle

of ji.fffr (vide p. 384) which may be Bajhorak, Baekkorak, Bajhork, or

Backkork. Stewart’s account of Mun'im’s Otfsi expedition (8th Section),

differs in many particulars from the AkbamSma and the Tabaqit. He

places tin battle in the environs of Katak, which is impossible, and his

“ Bukhtore ” is a blunder for \feg ba-chitt&fi, "in Chittui,” the final

elif having assumed the shape of a
^

re, and the . that of
£

The

Lucknowlithograph of the Akbarndma, which challenges in oorruptnsss

the worst possible Indian MS., has ba-chitor, “ in Chitor.”

The Akbarnima, unfortunately, gives but tew geographical details.

Todar Mai moved from Baldwin over Madiran 1 into the Pargana of

Chittui (iji*.), where he was subsequently joined by Mun'im. Di*6d

had taken up a strong position st .yyt, Harpflr or Harlpflr, “which lies

intermediate (harsqll*) between Bengal and OfM.” The same phrase

(israsil*), in other passages of the AkbamSma, is applied to Chittui

itself. Di*fld’s object was to prevent the Imperialists from entering

Ofiti into which led but few other roads ;
" but Uyis Qf1 Lan^ih

* MmMim lias to JahinShM. a Pawns of the NOrK dtotrirt, bstarssa Baldwin and
Nridfb (Jffctoaport). Atpaidlng th* tamortaiwa and hiriory of this team, tUt mj
“ Phwaa af HtataaM lataiast to tha Hlsff District ", to tbs April PtOMadtop of the
As. Baa. of Baaga] lea ISM
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showed the victorious army an easier road.” and Mun'im entered the

country? and thus turned Da'Qd's position. The battle then takes* place

(20th ZI Qa'da, 982, or a.d., 3rd March, 1575). After the battle Todar
Mai leads the pursuit and reaches with his corps the town of Bhadrah

Not long after, he writes to Mun^im to come and join him, as Da*ttd had

collected his troops near Katak, and the whole army moves to Katak.

where a peace was concluded, which confirmed Da*ud in the possession

of Katak.

Now from the facts that the battle took place soon after the

Imperialists had left Chittua, which lies a little E.E.N. of MidnlpOr

(Midnapore), and that after the victory Raja Todar Mai, in a pursuit of

several days, pushed as far as Bhadrak, I was led to conclude that the

battle must have taken place near Jalesar (Jellasore), and probably north

of it, as Abfl ’1-Fazl would have mentioned the occupation of so large a

town. On consulting the large Trigonometrical Map of Ofisa lately

published, I found on the road from MidnipOr to Jalesar the village of

Mogulmaree 1 (MughulmArl, i.e., Mughul’s Fight) and about seven miles

southwards, half way between Mugfrulmari and Jalesar, and two miles

from the left bank of the Soobanreeka river, the village of Tookaroe.

According to the map the latitude of Mugfrulmari is 22
a
, and that of

Tookaroe, 21° 53 nearly.

There can be no doubt that this Tookaroe is the Takam, of

the AkbamSma.

The battle extended over a large ground. Bada,onI (II, p. 195, 1. 3)

speaks of three, four hot, i.e. about six miles, and thus the distance of

Takaroi from Mugliulmari is accounted for.

I can give no satisfactory explanation of the name by which

the battle is called in the Tabaqat and Bada,oni (II, 194, 1. 2). It looks

aa if the name contained the word chaw which occurs so often in the names

of Parganas in the Jalesar and Balesar districts.

In Badi.oni (Edit. Bibl. Indies, p. 196) and the Tabaqat, it is said that

Todar Matin his pursuit reached Kalkalghafi (I), not Bhadrak.

Lift of Offioert who died in 983, after their return from Onto, at Qaw, of

malaria,

1. Mun'up Shan, Khan Kh*&*n> 2. Haji Khan Sbtani (No. 55).

(18thRajab). Vide p. 334. 3. ijaydar Khan (No. 66).

> Another “MurijulmSri” lie* In the Baldwin district between Baldwin sad

Jahinibid (HflgC'district) on the old high road from Baldwin over lfadiranto Midnipir.
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4. Mlrza Qull Khan, his brother. 10, Hishim Khan.

5. Ashraf Khan (No. 74). 11. Muhsin Khan.

6. Murin'* ’d-D!n Ahmad (No. 128). 12. Qunduz Khan.

7. La*l Khan (No. 209). 13. AbQ’l-Husayn.

8. ?ajlYfisuf£h£n(No.224). 14. Shah Kfealil.

9. Shlh Tahir (No. 236).

56. AfsalPin, fthawja Sultan ^All 1 -yi Turbatl.

Regarding Turbaft vide No. 37. He was Mtuhrif (accountant) of

HumiyOn’s Treasury, and was, in 966, promoted to the post of Mtuhrif-i

Buyutat (store accountant). In 957, when Mlrza Kimran took Kabul,

he imprisoned A. Kh .. and forced him to pay large sums of money. On

Humayfln’s return to India, A. JCh. was made Jlfir Ba%hthi, and got an

*<dam. He was together with Tardi Beg (No. 12) in Dihll, when Humaydn
died. In the battle with HemQ, he held a command in the centre (got),

and his detachment gave way during Hemfl’s charge, A. Kh .. together

with Pir Muhammad (No. 20) and Ashraf Khan (No. 74), fled from the

battlefield, partly from hatred towards Tardi Beg—the old hatred of

Khurasanis towards Uzbaks—and retreated to Akbar and Bayrim

As related above, Tardi Beg was executed by Bayrim for this retreat,

and A. £h. and Ashraf Khan were convicted of malice and imprisoned.

But both escaped and went to Makkah. They returned in the 5th year,

when Bayrim had lost his power, and were favourably received at Court

A. 2S». was made a Commander of three thousand.

“ Nothing else is known of him." Ma*dpr.

57. Shihbeg Pin, son of Irbihlm Beg Harik (?).*

He is sometimes called Beg Khan (p. 327). He was an ArgJyQtn ;

hence his full name is ShSh Beg KhSn ArghUn. Under Jah&ngir he got

the tide of Pda Dawritn.

He was in the service of Mini Muhammad Hakim of Kibul, Akbar’s

brother, and was Governor of Peehiwar. When after the Prince’s death,

Min Singh, in 993, oro:&ed the Nllib (p. 362) for Kibul, Shah Beg took

M. M. Hakim's two sons, Kay Qubib and Afrisiyab, to Akbar, and

mecivad a tnanfab. 8h. B. distinguished himself in the war with the

Yflsufsi*b, and got Khuthdb as jSgir. He then served under the Shin
Panin in Sindh, and was for his bravery promoted to a command of

2,500. In the 39th year Akbar sent him to Qandahir (p. 327), which,

1 Th» ward CAB hag ton omitted in my Uxt edition on p. St4. t
• 8o the KaHfeir. My M88. of the A*fia hara which way JTarmek,

jimUi, eta Daw MSB waddwhfemek
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MufAffar Husayn had ceded. During the time o( his Governorship

Sh. B. succeeded in keeping down the notorious Kakar
J\£

tribe.

In the 42ncl year, he was made a Commander of 3,300. In the 47th year,

Ghaznfn was placed in his charge [vide No. G3).

Immediately after the accession of Jahangir. Husayn Khan ShSmlii,

the Persian Governor at Hirat, thinking Akbars death would lead to

disturbances, made war upon Sh. B. and besieged Qandahar, which he

hoped to starve out. To vex him, Sh. B. gave every night feasts on the

top of the castle before the very eyes of the enemies
(Tuzuk , p. 33). One

day Husayn Khan sent an ambassador into the Fort, and Sh. B.,

though provisions had got low, had every available store of grain spread

out in the streets, in order to deceive the enemies. Not long after.

Husayn Shah received a reprimand from Shah *Abbas for having besieged

Qandahar “ without orders ”, and Husayn Khan, without having effected

anything, had to raise the siege.

When Jahangir in 1016 (18th Safari visited Kiibul, 1 Sh. B. paid his

respects, was made a Commander of 5.<KX>. and received the title of

Khan Daivran. He was also made Governor of Kabul (in addition to

Qandahar), and was ordered to prepare a financial settlement for the

whole of Afghanistan. After having held this office till the end of 1027

he complained of the fatigues incident to a residence in Kabul, horse-

travelling and the drizzly state of the atmosphere of the couptrv,2 paid

in the beginning of 1028 his respects at Court (Fm:., p. 257), and was

appointed Governor of Thatha.3 He resigned, however, in the same

year {Tuz. t p. 275) and got the revenue of the Pargana of Khushub

assigned as pension (75,000 Rs.).

Before he went to Thatha, he called on Asaf to take leave and

Asaf recommended to him the brothers of Mulla Muhammad of

Thatha, who had been a friend of A?af. Shahbeg had heard

before that the Mulla’s brothers, in consequence of Asafs support, had

never cared for the Governors of the province ; hence he said to Asaf

,

u
Certainly, I will take an interest in their welfare, if they are sensible

(sarhisab) ; but if not, I shall flay them.'’ Asaf got much annoyed at

this, opposed him in everything, and indirectly forced him to resign.

» According to the Tuzuk (p. 53). Sh. B. then held the Pargana of Shor as j+jir,

regarding which vide Elliot’s Index, first edition, p. 198.

* The text has Qfl/ra, which is mentioned as a peculiarity of K&bul. I do not know
whether I have correctly translated the term.

* 8ayyidAhmad in hit edition of the Tuzuk (p. 206) makes him governor of Patna—
a confusion of ** and
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8h. B. was a bank Turk. When Akbar appointed him Governor of

Qandahir, he conferred upon him an *aiam and a naqgtra (p. 02) ; but

on receiving the insignia, he said to Farid (No. 90), “ What ia aU tibia

trash for ? Would that His Majesty gave me an order regarding my
mantab, and a jSgir, to enable me to get better troopers for his service.’

On his return, in 1028, from Kabul, he paraded before Jahingb his

contingent of 1,000 picked Mugfeul troopers, whose appearanceandhones

created much sensation.

He was much given to wine drinking. He drank, in fact, wine,

cannabis, opium, and kvkndr, mixed together, and called his beverage

of four ingredients CkSr Bughra (p. 93, 1. 2), which gave rise to his

nickname Char BughrS Khur.

Hit sons. 1. Mina Shah Muhammad Ghastnin Khin. a well educated

man. Jahangir, in 1028, made him a Commander of One Thousand,

six-hundred horse.

2. YaSqUb Beg, son-in-law to Mirza Ja'far Aaaf,KhantIIll. (No. 96),

a Commander of Seven Hundred, 360 horse. The Matdnr says, he was

a fatalist (azalparast), and died obscure.

3. Asad Beg (Tuz., p. 276), a Commander of Three Hundred, 60 horse.

The Ma*a*ir does not mention him.

The Tuzuk, p. 34, mentions a Qaaim Beg ghan, a relation of Bh. B.

This is perhaps the same as No. 350.

Shahbeg Khan Argfran must not be confounded with No 148.

68. Xhin <Alam Chaims Beg,1 son of Hamdam who was Miras

Kamran’s foster brother.

Chaims Beg was Humayfln’s safarchi, or table attendant. Miras

Kamran had, in 960, been blinded, and at the Indus asked for permission

to go to Makkah. Before he left, Humayfln, accompanied by some of his

courtiers, paid him a visit, when the unfortunate prince, after greeting

his brother, quoted the verse—

y jJj jiU y *jU if aiLi * £Ssjt ilf

“ The fold of the poor man’s turban touches the heaven, when a

king like thee casts his shadow upon his head.”

And immediately afterwards he said the following verse extempore

:

—
| VS «») < Omtj yjl jl

1 fat Chaima, the MSS. of the A*In have, at thia plane, jbhs In No. 100, the i

name occurs, The Ua*Sfir and good MSS. of the AhhatmSam has* Chlamk Turkish
dictionaries give ehalnak (ad») in the meaning of mild roof** dsasaad data*
in that of iaMr, a turban.

In the Edit. Bib). Indies of Badl,onI, £]>in {Alam itwnagtresUadfU^W-, instead o'
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“ Whatever I receive at thy hands is kindness, be it the arrow of

oppression or the dagger of cruelty.’*

Humayfln felt uncomfortable and tried to console him. He gave

next day orders that any of Kamran’s old friends might accompany

him free to Makkah ; but as no one came forward, he turned to Chalmah

Beg, and said, “ Will you go with him, or stay with me ? ” Chalmah Beg,

though he knew that Humayfln was much attached to him, replied that

he thought he should accompany the Prince in the “ gloomy days of

need and the darkness of his solitude The Emperor approved of his

resolution, and made liberal provisions for Kamran and his companion.

After Kamran’s death, Chalma Beg returned to India, and was

favourably received by Akbar, who made him a Commander of 3,000,

bestowing upon him the title of Khan *Alam. He served under the

emperor against the Mlrzas in Gujrat* and was present in the fight at

Sarnal (p. 353, No. 27).

In the 19th year, when Akbar moved against Da*Ad in Patna, Khan
cAlam commanded a corps, and passing up the river in boats towards

the mouth of the Ghandak, effected a landing, though continually exposed

to the volleys of the enemies. Akbar praised him much for his daring.

In the same year he was attached to Mun'im’s corps. In the' battle

of Takaroi (p. 406), he commanded the hardival (van). He charged

the Afghans, and allowing his corps to advance too far, he was soon

hard pressed and gave way, when Mun'im sent him an angry order

to fall back. But before his corps could be brought again into order, Gfljar

Kh&n. Da*Ad's best general, attacked the Imperialists with his line of

elephants, which he had rendered fierce looking by means of black

Yak tails (qutas

)

and skins of wild beasts attached to them. The horses

of the Imperialists got frightened, nothing could make them stand, and

their ranks were utterly broken. Kh. *AV horse got a sword cut, and

reared, throwing him on the ground. He sprang up, and mounted it

again, but was immediately thrown over by an elephant, and killed by

the Afghans who rushed from all sides upon him (20th ZI Qa^da, 982).

It is said that before the battle he had presentiment of his death,

and begged of his friends, not to forget to tell the Emperor that he had

willingly sacrificed his life.

Kh . was a poet and wrote under the Takjwlluf of Hamdami (in

allusion to the name of his father).

A brother of his, Mugaffar, is mentioned below (No. 301) among the

Commanders of Three Hundred, where for ^1, in my Text edition,

p. 229, read JU.
26
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59. Qiaiat IMa, Mir Bab* ChamanAril (?) KhurAa&n.1

He is the son of Mlrza Dost’s sister, who was an old servatttof the

.

Tlmflrides. When Mlixa Kamran was, in 954, besieged in Kibul,

HumayQn had occupied Mount Aqabin, which lies opposite the Fort of

Kabul. Whilst the siege was going on, Q&sqn Kh&n and his younger

brother, Khw&jagI Muhammad ^usayn (No. 241) threw themselves

down from a turret between the Ahanfn Darwaza and the Q&aim Barlas

bastion, and went over to Humiydn, who received them with distinction.

Soon after Akbar’a accession, Q. Kh. was made a Commander of

Three Thousand. He superintended the building of the Fort of Agra,

which he completed “ after eight years at a cost of 7 tarors of tonhu,

or 35 lacs of rupees. The Fort stands on the banks of the Jamna river,

E. of the town of Agra, on the place of the old Fort, which had much
decayed. The breadth of the walls is 30 yards, and the height from the

foundation to the pinnacles 60 gat. It is built of red sandstone, the

stones being well joined together and fastened to-each other by iron rings

which pass through them. The foundation everywhere reaches water ”, *

In the 23rd year, Q. was made Commander of Agra. In the beginning

of Sha'bin 995 (32nd year), he was ordered to conquer Kashmir, “ a

country which from its inaccessibility had never tempted the former kings

of Dihll.” Though six or seven roads lead into Kashmir, the passes are

all so narrow that a few old men might repel a large army. The then

ruler of Kashmir was Ya^qflb Kh&n. son of Yflsuf Khan Chak. He had

fortified a pass ;
* but as his rule was disliked, a portion of his men went

over to Q., whilst others raised a revolt in Srinagar. Thinking it more

important to crush the revolt, Ya'qflb left his fortified position, and

allowed Q. to enter the country. No longer able to oppose the Imperialists,

he withdrew to the mountains, and trusted to an active guerilla warfare

;

1 I am doubtful regarding the true meaning of the odd title chaman-ArAyi KhurMn,
“ Ruler of Khurfain. The Ma*igir, not knowing what to do with it', baa left it out.

Mr Bair meant“ admiral ”. ff ehamanUril K\. be a genitive, the words mean, “ Admiral

of the ruler of KhSkrSain,” vhich from his Biography does not appear to be correct.

Hit brother (No. 341) it styled Mr Bar, an officer whose duties teem to hare been confined

to looking after arrangements during trips, hunting expeditions, etc.

' The old Fort of Agra was called Badalgark (Bad. 1, 429). It suffered much during

the earthquake of 911 (3rd 9afar), and was nearly destroyed during an explosion which

happened in 902.

The Fort Bidalgtuik *afX>V. not >&v. which Elliot (Index, First Edit., p. 229)

identifies with the Fort of Agra, cannot be the old Fort of Ana, because Badi.onl (1, 927)

clearly says that it waa a lofty structure at the foot of the Fort of Gwfili,ir, not" one of

the Forts dependent on Rwili,Sr''. _ .

For Udantgtr, on the same page in Elliot, read Ctgar (^u,i). It was a Fort in the

Sarkir of Mandli.ir, on the left side of the Chambal. Our maps bare Ootgir or Deogarh.
* Called in the M88. J. ji jd . The word fatal, means "a mountain ” or "a mountain-

pass”. [Bad. II. 9S3, JI/.X-B.]
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but disappointed even in this hope, he submitted and became “ a servant

of Akbar”. The Kashmiris, however, are famous for love of mischief

and viciousness, and not a day pa&sed without disturbances breaking

out in some part of the country. Q., tired of the incessant petty annoy-

ances, resigned his appointment (vide No. 35). In the 34th year he was

made Governor of Kabul. At that time a young man from Andajan

(Farghana) gave out that he was a son of Shahrujdt.

1

He met with some

success in Badakhshan, but was defeated by the Tfiran Shah. The

pretender then made friendship with the Zabull Hazaras, and when Q.,

on one occasion, had repaired to Court, he entered Akbar’s territory

giving out that he was going to pay his respects to the Emperor. But

Hashim Beg, Q.’s son, who officiated during the absence of his father,

sent a detachment after the pretender, who now threw himself on the

Hazaras. But Hashim Beg followed him, and took him a prisoner to

Kabul. Q., on his return from India, let him off and even allowed him to

enter his service. The pretender, in the meantime, rearranged his old

men, and when he had five hundred together, he waited for an opportunity

to fall on Q. At this juncture, Akbar ordered the pretender to repair

to Court. Accompanied by his ruffians, he entered at noon Q.’s sleeping

apartments, when only a few females were present, and mi|rdered his

benefactor (1002). Hashim Beg soon arrived, and fired upon the pre-

tender and his men. In the melee
,
the murderer was killed.

For Qasim’s brother, vide No. 241, and for his son, No. 226.

60. Bftql Kh&n (elder), brother of Adham Khan (No. 19).

His mother is the same Mahum Anaga, mentioned on p. 340. “ From

Bada,on7 (II, 340) we learn that BaqI Khan died in the 30th year ar

Governor of Gadha-Katanga.” This is all the Ma'a^ir says of him.

His full name is Muhammad Bdqi Khan Koka. From Bada,oni II,

81, we see that Baqf Khan took part in the war against Iskandar Khan

and Bahadur Khan (972-3), and fought under Mu^izzu’l-Mulk (No. 61)

1 In 101 (i another false son of MIrza Shihrukh (p. 326) created disturbances and asked

Jahinglr for assistance against the Turinls.

The fate of MIrzft Shfthrukh's second son, MIrzi tfusayn, is involved in obscurity,
11 He ran away from Burhftnpflr, went to sea and to Persia, from where he went to Badakll-

shin. People -say that he is still alive (1016) ; but no one knows whether this new pre-

tender is Shahrukh’s son or not. ShihruU} left Badakhshin about twenty-five years ago,

and since then the Badaj&shls have set up several false Minis, in order to shake off the

yoke of theTzbaks. This pretender collected a large number of Uymiqs (p. 371, note 2)

and Badakhsbl Mountaineers, wh'o go by the name of Qharja

s

[*» /i, whence Qharjirt&n],

and took from the Uzbeks a part of the country. But the enemies pressedjipon him,

caught him, end cut off his head,* which was carried on a spear all over Bsdakhshin.
Several false Mirzis have since been killed ; but I really think their race will continue

as long as a trace of .Badakh*hfs remain on earth.'* Tutuk i-fah&ngiri, p. 67.
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in'the battleof Khavrabad. in which Budagfa Khan (No. 52) was captured.

The battle was lost, chiefly because Baq! Khan. Mahdl Q&sim Khin

(No. 36), and IJusayn Khan Tukriya (No. 53) had personal grievances

—their Usbak hatred—against Mu*izzw ’1-Mulk and Raja Todar Mai.

61. Mr Munizs* l’-Knlk-i Mflsawl of Mashhad.

He belongs to the Mflsawl Sayyids of Mashhad the Holy, who trace

their descent to *AII Mflsa Rata, the 8th Imam of the Shiahs. A branch

of these Sayyids by a different mother is called Rafowi.

In the 10th year, Akbar moved to Jaunpflr to punish Khan Zaman

(No. 13), who had dispatched. his brother. Bahadur and Iskandar Khan

Usbak (No. 48) to the district of Sortcar.1 Against them Akbar sent a

strong detachment {vide No. 60) under Munizs'* ’l-Mulk. Bahadur, on

the approach of the Imperialists, had recourse to negotiations, and asked

for pardon, stating that he was willing to give up all elephants. M. M.,

however, desired war, and though he granted Bahadur an interview, he

told him that his crimes could only be cleansed with blood. But he

reported the natter to Akbar, who sent Lashkar Khan (No. 90) and Raja

Todar Mai to him, to tell him that he might make peace' with Bahadur,

if he was satified with his good intentions* But here also the rancour of

the Sburisanb towards the (Jzbaks decided matters, and Todar Mai

only confirmed M. M. in his resolution.1 Although a few days later the

news arrived that Akbar had pardoned Khan Zaman, because he sent

his mother and his uncle Ibrahim Khan (No. 64) to Court as guarantees

of his loyalty, M. M. attacked Bahadur near Khavrabad. Muhammad
Tar, son of Iskandar Khan’s brother, who commanded the van of the

rebels, fell in the first attack, and Iskandar who stood behind him, was

carried along and fled from the field. The Imperialists, thinking that the

battle was decided, commenced to plunder, when suddenly Bahadur,

who had been lying in wait, fell upon M. M.’s left wing and put it to

flight. Not only was Budagh Khan (No. 52) taken prisoner but many

soldiers went over to Bahadur. Flushed with victory, he attacked the

1 Mott M88. have The Edit. Bibl. Indict of Badi,onI, p. 78. has fa 8aMr;
but again P* *3. There is no doubt that the district got ite name from the Sana
•Hirer

a Badiionf save mptk Mai's arrival was " naphta on Mutfsz" '1-Mulk's lire Through-

out hii'Workf(F%dft,onI ehowi himselfan admirer of &hin Zam&n and his brotherBahadur
With Munizs* '1-Mulk a ShiUh of the Shl*ahs, he has no patience. “ Mu*izz“’l-Mulk’s

ideas.*' he save, were '* I and nobody else " ; he behaved as proudly as i^iKadn and
Shaddld ; fpr pride is the inheritance of all Sayyids of Masbhad. Hence people say

;

“ AM-iMoMad Jfndm-i stand, LaSnat* Udh* barkmdn-iskumdt

'‘ “0 people of

Mashkadf with the exception of your Imftm [MflsA Bag*], may God's curse rest upon all

of yon. And also, “ The surface of the earth rejoices in its inhabitants ; how fortunate

toutd it be, if a certain Mashhad vanished from the surface of the earth."
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centre, where the grandees either fled or would not fight from m>liM

(vide No. 60). Todar Mai’s firmness was of no avail, and the day was lost

After the conquest of Bihar, M. M. got the Pargana of Ara (Arrah) as

jagvr. In the 24th year, the nobles of Bih&r under Matylm-i Kabuli,

tuydtdSr of Patna, rebelled. They won over M. M., and his younger

brother Mir ‘•All Akbar (No. 62) ; but both soon left the rebels, and M. M.
went to Jaunpfir recruiting, evidently meditating revolt independently

of tiie others. In the 26th year, Akbar ordered Asad Khan Turkman,

jagtrdSr of Manikpfir, to hasten to Jaunpfir and convey M. M. with all his

suspicious adherents to Court. Asad Khan succeeded in catching M. M.,

and sent him by boat to the Emperor. Near Itawah, however, the boat

“ foundered ”, and M. M. lost his life.

62. Kr 'AH Akbar (younger), brother of the preceding.

He generally served with his brother, and held the same rank. In the

22nd year he presented Akbar, according to the Taboqtit with a Mawlud-

nama, or History of the birth of the Emperor. It was in the handwriting

of Qayi (&iyasu ’d-Din-i JamI, a man of learning, who had served under

Humayfin, and contained an account of the vision which Humayfin

had in the night Akbar was bom. The Emperor saw in his dream the

new bom babe, and was told to call his name Jalalu ’d-Din Muhammad
Akbar. This Mawlfldnama Akbar prized very much, and rewarded Mir

*All Akbar with a pargana 1 as in^am.

When his brother was sent to Bihar, M. *A. A. was ordered to

accompany him. He established himself at Zamaniya, which “ lies 6 kot

from Qhaziptir (vide p. 336), and rebelled like his brother in Jaunpfir.

After the death of his brother, Akbar ordered M. *Aziz (No. 21), who had

been appointed to Bihar, to send M. *A. A. fettered to Court. Notwith-

standing his protests that he was innocent, he was taken to the Emperor,

who imprisoned him for life.

63. Sharif km.", brother of Atga Khan (No.. 15).

He was bom at Ghaznln. After Bayram’s fall, he held a tuyul in the

Panjab, and generally served with his elder brother Mir Muhammad Khan

(No. 16).

On tiie transfe of the Atga Khaul from the Panjab, Sh. was appointed

to the Sarkar of Qannawj. In the 21st year, when Akbar was at Mohini,

he sent Sh., together with Qazi JKhan-i BadakjjsbJ (No. 144), Mujahid

Subhen QuK Turk, against the Bans. He afterwards distinguished

* CUM in the (though it cannot bo NwUaa in BangU) ; in my copy of

tha ftnhi)'<su i but Nadlnah in Sambhal appear* to be meant.
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liim—If in the conquest of Kdbhalmlr. In the 25th year, he was made

atSRq to Prince Murid, and was in the same year sent to Malwah as

Governor, Shuji^at Khan (No. 51) having been killed. His son Bis

Bahadur (No. 188) was ordered to join his father from Gujrat. In the

28th year, he served against Mugafiar, and distinguished himself in the

siege of BahrSch, which was held for Mugafiar by Chirkis-i ROmi and

Nagfra, brother of Mugafiar’s wife. The former having been killed,

Nagira escaped in the 7th month of the siege, through the trench held by

Sharif, and the Fort was taken. In the 30th year, he was sent with

Shihib'1 ’d-Dln (No. 26) to the Dakjun, to assist Mina 'Axis (No. 21).

In the 35th year he went from Malwah to Court, and was made in

the 39th year Governor of Ghaznln, an appointment which he had long

desired. There he remained till the 47th year, when Shah Beg (No. 57)

was sent there.

“ Nothing else is known of him.’’ Mafasir.

Hig son, Biz Bahadur (No. 188), held a jagir in Gujrat, and was trans-

iency gp Malwah as related above. He served in the siege of Aslr, and

the aujmadnagar war. In the 46th year, hewas caught by the Talingabs,

but was^eleased, when Abfl ’1-Fagl made peace, and the prisoners were

exchanged.

IX.—Commandert of Ttuo Thousand and Five Hundred.

64. Ibr&hlm Khin-i Shaybinl (uncle of Khan Zaman, No. 13).

He served under HumayQn. After the conquest of HindQstan,

HumayQn sent him with Shah Abfi ’l-Ma^all to Lahor, to oppose Sikandar

SOr,'should he leave the Sawaliks. After the fall of Mankot, he received

the Pargana of Sarharpfir,1 near JaunpQr, as jagir, and remained with

yh&n Zaman. During jfh&n Zaman’s first rebellion, Ibrahim Khan and

Khan Zaman’s mother repaired at Mun?im Khan's request to Court as

hostages of his loyalty. Ibrahim appearing, as was customary, with a

shroud and a sword round his neck, which were only taken ofi when the

Emperor's pardon had been obtained.

In the 12th year, however, Khan Zaman again rebelled, and Ibrahim

went with Iskandar (No. 48) to Audh. When the latter had gone to

Bengal, Ibrahim, at Mun'im’a request, was pardoned, and remained with

the Khan Bfeanin.

1 It ia difficult to reconcile this etetensent with Bed&.onI II, 23. where Sarharp&r,

which “lie* IS In from JaunpQr ", ia mentioned aa thejdjfr of Abd* ’r-Rabmdn, Sikandar

SQr’a aon,who got it after the eurreader of Klnkot.
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In the fabaqat, Ibr. it celled a Commander of Four Thousand.

Hie ton, Isma*Il Kh&n. held from OfuZunfai the town of

in Audh. In the 3rd year, Akbar gave this town to Sult&n Qusayn
Khan Jali,ir. Isma'il opposed him with troops which he had got from

Kfean Zaman ; but he was defeated and killed.

69. Khwija Jattl" ’d-Wn Mahmlld Bnjftq, of Khurasan.

The MSS. of the A*In have Muhammad, instead of Mahmud, which

other histories have, and have besides a word after Muhammad which

reads like jjl and jar. This should be no doubt ja? bujuq, the

scriptio defectiva of the Turkish bujOq, “ having the nose cut,” as

given in the copy of the Ma'anr.

Jalal" ’d-Din was in the service of M. *Askari. He had sent him from

Qandahar to Qarmsir, to collect taxes, when Humayfln passed through

the district on his way to Persia. The Emperor called him, and Jalal

presented him with whatever he had with him of cash and property, for

which service HumayOn conferred on him the title of Mir Raman, which

in the circumstances was an empty distinction. On HumayOn’s return

from Persia, Jalal joined the Emperor, and was ordered, in 999, to

accompany the young Akbar to Qhaznin. the twjiil of the Prince. His

devotion to his master rendered him so confident of the Emperor’s

protection that he treated the grandees rudely, and incessantly annoyed

them by satirical remarks. In fact, he had not a single friend.

Akbar on his accession made him a Commander of Two Thousand

Five Hundred, and appointed him to Qhaznin. His enemies used the

opportunity and stirred up Mun*im ,Khan, who owed Jalal an old grudge.

Jalal soon found his post in Qhaznin so disagreeable that he determined

to look for employment elsewhere. He had scarcely left Gbaznin. when

Mun*im called him to account. Though he had promised to Bpare his

life, Mun*im imprisoned him, and had a short time after his eyes pierced.

Jalal’s sight, however, had not been entirely destroyed, and he meditated

a flight to India. Before he reached the frontier, Mun'im’s men caught

him and his son, Jalal" ’d-Dln Mas* fid.
1 Both were imprisoned and

shortly afterwards murdered by Mun*im.

This double murder is the foulest blot on Mun*im’s character, and

takes us the more by surprise, as on all other occasions he showed himself

generous and forbearing towards his enemies.

* He Must net be confounded with the Jslil* ’d-Dtn MsstQd mentioned in Tusuk,

p. #7. who" sto opium like cheese out of the hands of his mother
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66. Haydar Muhammad ghfa, Ajjhta Begl.

He waa an old servant of HumayOn, and accompaniedhim to Persia.

He gave the Emperorhis horse, when, inthe defeatnear Balfcfc, HumSytln’s

horse had been shot. On the march against Kamran, who had leftK&bul

for Afffinistan, the imperialists came to the River Sar]&ab, Haydar,

with several other faithful Amirs, leading the van. They reached the

river Siyah-ab, which flows near the Sur&ab, before the army could

come up. Kamran suddenly attacked them by night; but Haydar
bravely held his ground. He accompanied the Emperor to Qandahar

and to India, and was appointed to Bayanah (Bad. I, 463), which was

held by Ghazi Khan Sur, father of Ibrahim Khan. After the siege had

lasted some time, Haydar allowed Ghazi to capitulate ; but soon after,

he killed fihazl. Humaytln was annoyed at this breach of faith, and

said he would not let Haydar do so again.

After Akbar’s accession, H- was with Tardi Beg (No. 12) in Dihli, and

fought under Khan Zaman (No. 13) against Hemu. After the victory,

he went for some reason to Kabul. At Mun'im’s request he assisted

Ghani Khan (vide p. 333) in Kabul. But they could not agree, and H.

was called to India. He accompanied Mun'im in the 8th year, on his

expedition to Kabul and continued to serve under him in India.

In the 17th year, H. served with Khan-i Kalan (No. 16) in Gujrat. In

the 19th year, he was, together with his brother Mirza Quit, attached to

the Bengal Army, under Mun'im. Both died of fever, in 983, at Gaur

(vide p. 407).

A son of is mentioned below (No. 326).

Mind Qult, or Mirza QuK Shan, Haydar’s brother, distinguished

himself under HumayOn during the expedition to Badakhahan. When
Kamran, under the mask of friendship, suddenly attacked HumayUn,

M. Q. waa wounded and thrown off his horse. His son, Dost Muhammad,

saved him in time.

According to the Tabaqat, M. Q. belonged to the principal grandees

(umara-i Icibdr), a phrase which is never applied to grandees below the

n>r,'r of Commanders of One Thousand. His name occurs also often in

the Akbamdma. It is, therefore, difficult to say why his name and that

of bis son have been left out by AbQ ’1-Fa?l in this list.

67. I^tim&d Xh&n, of Gujrat.

He must not be confounded with No. 119.

I^timad Khan was originally a Hindu servant of Sultan Mabmiid,

Wing of Gujrat. He was “ trusted ” (iStimad) by his master, who had

allowed him to enter the harem, and had put him in charge of the women.
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It is said that, from gratitude, he used to eat camphor, and thus rendered

himself impotent. He rose in the king’s favour, and was at last made an

Amir. In 961, after a reign of 18 years, the king was foully murdered

by a slave of the name of Burhan, who besides killed twelve nobles.

I'timad next morning collected a few faithful men, and killed Burhan.

Sultan Habmftd having died without issue, I*t. raised Ragiyu ’l-Mulk,

under the title of Afemad Shah, to the throne. RagI was a son of Sultan

Ahmad, the founder of Abmadabad
;

but as he was very young, the

affairs of the state were entirely in I^t.’s hands. Five years later, the

young king left Ahmadabad, and fled to Sayyid Mubarak of Bukhara 1

a principal courtier
;
but I*t. Allowed him up, defeated him, and drove

him away. Sultan Ahmad then thought it better to return to I't., who

now again, reigned as before. On several occasions did the king try to

get rid of his powerful minister
; and I*t. at last felt so insecure that he

resolved to kill the king, which he soon afterwards did. I't. now raised

a child of the name of NathQ
(jfj)

2 to the throne, “ who did not belong

to the line of kings ”
;
but on introducing him to the grandees, IH. swore

upon the Qur*an that Nathu was a son of Sultan Mah> iQd ; his mother

when pregnant had been handed over to him by Sultan iabmffd, to make

her miscarry ; but the child had been five months ole*, and he had not

carried out the order. The Amirs had to believe the story) and Nathil

was raised to the throne under the title of Bultan Mugaffar.

This is the origin of Sultan Mugaffar, who subsequently caused Akbar’s

generals so much trouble (vide pp. 344, 354, 355).

I*t. was thus again at the head of the government ; but the Amirs

parcelled out the country among themselves, so that utch was almost

independent. The consequence was that incessant feuds broke out

among them. I*t. himself was involved in a war with Chingiz JjChan, son

of I*timadu ’l-Mulk, a Turkish slave. Chingiz maintained that Sultan

Mugaffar, if genuine, should be the head of the state ; and as he was

strengthened by the rebellious Mirzas, to whom he had afforded pro-

tection against Akbar, I^t.saw no chance of opposing him, left the Sultan,

and went to Dfingarpfir. Two nobles, Alif Khan and Jhujh&r Kban

took Sultan Mugaffar to him, went to Chingiz in Abmadabad and killed

him (Chingiz) soon after. The Mlrzas, seeing how distracted the country

was, took possession of Bahrdch and Sdrat. The general confusion only

increased, when Sultan Mugaffar fled one day to Sher Khan FGladi and

1 Regarding thia distinguished Qujritl noble, vide the biography of bis grandson,

S. Himid (No. ?S).

* Some MSS. read .VoAM.



his party, and I*t. retaliated by informing Sher Khftn that Nathfl was
no prince at all. But Sher Kh&n’s party attributed this to Ft.’s malice,

and besieged him in Ahmadibad. I<t. then fled to the MfrA and soon

after to Akbar, whose attention he drew to the wretched state of Gujrat.

When Akbar, in the 17th year, marched to Patan, Sher Spin’s party

had broken up. The Minis still held BahrOch
; and Sultan Mugaffar,

who had left Sher Shan, fell into the hands of Akbar’s officers (vide

No. 361). Ftimad and other Gujratl nobles had in the meantime pro-

claimed Akbar’s accession from the pulpits of the mosques and struck

coins in his name. They now waited on the Emperor. Baroda, Cham-

panir, and SQrat were given to Ft. as tuyUl ; the other Amirs were con-

firmed, and all charged themselves with the duly of driving away the

Minas. But they delayed and did nothing ; some of them, as Ftimadu

’l-Mulk, even fled, and others who were attached to Akbar, took Ft.

and several grandees to the Emperor, apparently charging them with

treason. Ft. fell into disgrace, and was handed over to Shahbiz gfcan

(No. 80) as prisoner.

In the 20th year, Ft. was released, and charged with the super-

intendence of the Imperial jewels and gold vessels. In the 22nd year,

he was permitted to join the party who under Mir Abfl Turab (vide p. 207)

went to Makkah. On his return he received Patan as jagtr.

In the 28th year, on the removal of Shihabu ’d-DIn Ahmad (No. 26),

he was put in charge of Gfljrat, and went there accompanied by several

distinguished nobles, though Akbar had been warned; for people

remembered Ft.’s former inability to allay the factions in Gujrat. No
sooner had Shihab handed over duties than his servants rebelled. Ft.

did nothing, alleging that Shihab was responsible for his men ; but as

Sul(an Mugaffar had been successful in K&tblwar, Ft. left Ahmadibab,

and went to Shihab, who on his way to Court had reached Earl, 20 hot

from Abmadabad. Mugaffar used the opportunity and took Ahmadibad,

Shihab’s men joining his standard.

Shihab and Ft. then shut themselves up in .Patan, and had agreed to

withdraw from Gujrat, when they received some auxiliaries, chiefly a

party of Gujratls who had left Mugaffar, to try their luck with the

Imperialists. Ft. paid them well, and sent them under the command of

his son Sher £hin, against Sher Khan FtlladI, who was repulsed. In

the meantime, M. *Abdtt ’r-Bahbn (No. 29) arrived. Leaving Ft. at

Patan, he marched with Shihab against Mugaffar.

Ftimid died at Patan in 996. The fabaqSt puts him among the

Commanders of Four Thousand.
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In Abft ’l-Fafl’s opinion, Gujritb an made up of cowardice, deceit,

several good qualities, and meanness ; and I'timid was the very type

ol a Gujritl.

68. Piyanda thin, Mugful, son of 9&jl Muhammad £h&n Kokfs
brother.

QajI Muhammad and Shah Muhammad, his brother, had been killed

by Hmn&yflnfor.treason on his return from Persia. QajI Muhammad was

a man of great daring, and his value, when he was faithful, was often

acknowledged by the Emperor.

Piyanda, in the 6th year of Akbar’s reign came with Mun'im from

Kabul, and was ordered to accompany Adham ffl&n (No. 19) to Milwa.

In the 19th year, he accompanied Mun'im to Bengal. In the 22nd year,

he served under Bhagwin Das against Bank Partab. In the Gujrit

war, he commanded M. *Abdu 'r-Rablm's (No. 29) haravoal.

In the 82nd year, he received Ghorighit aajiglr, whither he went.

This is all the Md*dgir says regarding Piyanda.

His full name was Muhammad Piyanda. He had a son Wall Beg who

is mentioned below (No. 369).

From the Tvtuk, p. 144, we see that Payanda died in 1024 A.H.,

Jahangir, in 1017, had pensioned him off, as he was too old. Tvt., p. 68.

69. Jagannith, son of Raja Biharf Mai (No. 23).

He was a hostage in the hands of Sharaf11 ’d-Dln IJuaayn (No. 17

;

vide p. 339). After some time he regained his freedom and was well

received by Akbar. He generally served with Min Singh. In the 21st

year, when Rina Partab of Maiwar opposed the Imperialists, Jagannit’h

during an engagement when other officers had given way, held his ground,

and killed with his own hands the renowned champion Ram Dis, son of

Jay Mai. In the 23rd year, he received a j&gfr in the Panjib, and was,

in the 26th year, attached to the van of the army which was to prevent

Mlrzi Muhammad Hakim from invading the Panjib. In the 29th year,

he again served against the Rina. Later he accompanied Mini Yflsuf

Shin (Ho. 36) to Kashmir. In the 34th year, he served under Prince

Murid in Kabul, and accompanied him, in the 36th year, to Milwa, of

which the Prince had been appointed Governor. In the 43rd year, after

several yean* service in the Dakhin, he left Murid without orders, and

was for some time excluded from Court. On Akbar’s return from the

Dakhin, J. met the emperor at Rantanbhfir, his jigfr, and was than

again sent to the Dakhin.

In the 1st year of Jahinglr, he served under Prince Parwis against
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the .Rina, and was in charge of the whole army when the emperor,

about the time Khuaraw had been captured, called Parwls to Court

(Tvauk, p. 33). In the same year, J. suppressed disturbances which

D&lpat (p. 386) had raised at Nagor.

In the 4th year, he was made a Commander of live Thousand, with

3,000 horse.

Ram Chand,1 his son. He was under Jahangir a Commander of Two
Thousand, 1,800 horse.

Raja MonrQp, a son of Ram Chand. He accompanied Prince

Shahjahan on his rebellion, and got on his accession a Command of Three

Thousand, with 2,000 horse. He died in the 4th year of Shahjahan.

He had a son Gopdl Singh.

70. Makhfttt Eton (younger), brother of Sa*id Khan (No. 26).

He served under his brother in Multan. In the 23rd year, he served

under Shahbaz Khan (No. 80) against Gajpati, and three years later he

accompanied Prince Murad to Kabul, where he also served under Akbar,

who had gone thither and pardoned his brother, M. Muhammad Hakim.

Subsequently, MakhQfi? served under Prince Salim. In the 49th

year, he was a Commander of Three Thousand.

He was alive in the beginning of Jahangir’s reign. The author of the

Ma'&gir has not recorded the date of his death.

He had a son Maqftld who did not get on well with his father, for which

reason Jahangir would not give him a manfob.

71. The author of the A*In, Abft 'I-PmI, son of Shaykh Mubarak of

Nigor.
'

Abd ’1-Fafl’s biography will be found elsewhere.

X. Commanders of Two Thousand.

72. tana'll Bin Dulday.

Dulday*, or DOlday, is the name of a subdivision of the Barlas dan

(vide p. 364, note).

The Ma%
d§ir calls him Isma'Il Quli Beg DOlday. A similar difference

was observed in the name of Husayn Quli ]Q)&n (No. 24), and we may

condude that Beg, at least in India, was considered a lower title than

KhSn. just as Beglar Befi was considered inferior to Khan JQdnan.

Ismatfl Quli was a grandee of Baber and HumayOn, distinguished

in the field and in council. When Humiyfln besieged Qandahir, and the

grandees one after the other left M. 'Asked, Jaia. also joined the Emperor,

and was appointed, after the conquest of Qandahir, Governor of *Hwar.

1 TIm Ttuut, p. 74, oalta him Kara Cfaand. Fid* *Wo PdSMSkndmm, 1, 4. »i8.
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When Kabul was besieged, Ism. and Khitr Khwaia (vide p. 394, note)

attacked Sher *All, an officer of Mirra Kamran, who at the prince's order

had followed up and plundered the Persian caravan (qafila-yiwil&yat)

on its way to Charikan; 1 but as the roads were occupied by the

Imperialists, Sher 'All could not reach Kabul, and marched towards

Qhanun. when he was overtaken and defeated. Ism. and Khizr spoiled

the plunderer, and went again to Humay&n. A short time after, Ism.

and several other grandees left the emperor, because they resented the

elevation of Qaracha Khan, and followed Mirza Kamran to Badal&shan.

Humayun followed them up and caught them together with Kamran,

Ism. among them. Ism. was, however, pardoned at Mun^im’s request.

Ism. accompanied the emperor on his march to India, and Was sent,

after the capture of Dihll together with Shah Abfi ’l-Ma^all to Labor.

“ Nothing else is known of him.” Ma*fair.

73. Mir Babus (?), the Igjpir (Uigfrur ?).

The Ighurs are a well known Chaj^ta,! tribe. The correct name of

this grandee, is a matter of doubt, as every MS. has a different lectio ;

vide my Text edition, p. 224, note 6. The Ma^anr has left out the name

of this grandee ; nor do I find it in the List of the Tabaqat.

74. Ashraf Khta Mir Mnmhl, Muhammad A^gfear. of Sabzwar (t).

He was a Husayni Sayyid of Mashhad (Ma^dsir, Mir*at“ ’Milam).

The author of the Tabaqat says, he belonged to the fArabshahl Sayyids

;

“ but people rarely make such fine distinctions.” Abfi ’1-Fafl says, he

was of Sabzwar ; but in the opinion of the Mayfair, this is an error of the

copyists.

Ashraf Khan was a clever writer, exact in his style, and a renowned

calligrapher, perhaps the first of his age in writing the Ta^Uq and NaetafiUq

character (pp. 107-8). He also understood jafar, or witchcraft.*

Ashraf was in Humaydn’s service, and had received from him the

poet and title of Mir Munshl. After the conquest of Hindflstin, he was

made Mir *Arf and Mir Mol. At Akbar’s accession, he was in Dibit, and

took part in the battle with HemQ (p. 394, No. 48). He was imprisoned

by Bayram, but escaped and went to Makkah. He returned in 968,

when Akbar was at M&chhlwira on his way to the Siwaliks whore Bayram

1 So tfci Jfa*Sfir. Ob mop* hove Ckurikar (tot. 38*, tong. 68), which ltoo north ol

Kibal, and has always bam tha centra of a toigo caravan trade. IattUf {UhJ, or

- y- -*) Uaa half-way between Ktbol and Charikar. [Dowaon, v., 136, haa

Ohtrtktrln.—B.]

t» Jeff divination, etc.—P.]
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m He was well received and got a manfab. In the 6th year, when the

emperor returned from Malwa, he bestowed upon him the title of Atknf
KUm.

In tiie 19th year, he went with Mun^im to Bengal, was present in the

battle of Takarof, and died in the twentieth year (983)

1

at Gaur (vide

p. 407).

Ashraf was a poet of no mean pretensions.

His son, Mb Abil ’l-Mujaflar (No. 240) held a Command of 000.

In the 38th year, he was Governor of Awadh.

Ashrafs grandsons, Husaynl and BurhanI held inferior commands
under Shahjahin.

75. Sayyid Mahmud of Birha (Kilndllwal).

“ Sayyid Mahmfid was the first of the Barha Bayyids that held office

under the Timfirides.” He was with Sihandar Sib (Bada,on\ II, 18) in

Mankot, but seeing that the cause of the Afghans was hopeless, he left

Sikandar and went over to Akbar. He was a friend of Bayrfim, and

served in the first year under 5All Qul! Khan Zamfin. (No. 13) against

Hemfi. In the second year, he took part in the expedition against

H&jl KhAn in Ajmli (vide Nos. 40, 45). In the 3rd year, he conquered

witii Shah Qul! Marram (No. 45) Fort Jaitaran,* and served in the

same year under Adham Koka against the Bhadauriyahs of Hatkanth

(vide p. 341, L 8).

After Bayram’s fall, Sayyid Mahmfid got a jagir near Dihll. In the

7th year, he brought Mun^im Khan to Court (vide p. 333). In the 17th

year, he seryed under the gjjan-i Kalan (No. 16) and the emperor in

Gujrit, was present in the battle of Samal, and followed up MirsA

IbrAhim ^usayn. On every occasion he fought with much bravery.

Towards the end of the' 18th year, he was sent with other Sayyids of

BArha, and Sayyid Muhammad of Amroha (No. 140) against Baja

Madhukar, who had invaded the territory between 8ironj and GwAliyar.

8. Mahmud drove him away, and died soon after, in the very end of 981.

Sayyid Mahmfld was a man of rustio habits, and great personal

courage and generosity. Akbar’s court admired his valour and chuckled

at his boorishness and unadorned language ; but he stood in high favour

with tiie emperor. Once on his return from the war with Madhukar he

gave in the State hall a verbal account of his expedition, in which his

1 Tka nya in tba tenth yaar (97S), aaatatad oa p, 1C1, aota S. Tkia U elaarly

a abtaka of tka aatbar <4 tka Ui»*U.
* The best M8& hare Tka mum is doeMfnl, Akbar pawad it oo ana of Us

arckaa from Ajskm PftB to JUor.
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“ I ” occurred oftener than was deemed proper by the assembled Amirs.

“Ton have gained the victory,” interrupted A$af Khan, in order to

give him a gentle hint, “ because His Majesty’s good fortune (iqbdl-i

padiahah*

)

accompanied you.” Mistaking the word “ Iqbal ” for the

name of a courtier, “ Why do you tell an untruth ? ” replied MahmQd,
‘
* Iqbal-i Padishah! did not accompany me : I was there, andmy brothers

;

we licked them with our sabres.” The emperor smiled, and bestowed

upon him praise and more substantial favours.

But more malicious were the remarks of .the Amirs regarding his claim

to be a Sayyid of pure blood. Jahangir (Tuzuk, p. 366) also says that

people doubt the claim of the Barha family to be Sayyids. Once Mabmfid

was asked how many generations backwards the Sayyids of Barha traced

their descent. Accidentally, a fire was burning on the ground near the

spot where Mahmfid stood. Jumping into it, he exclaimed,
11
If I am a

Sayyid, the fire will not hurt me ; if I am no Sayyid, I shall get burnt.”

He stood for nearly an hour in the fire, and only left it at the earnest

request of the bystanders. “ His velvet-slippers showed, indeed, no trace

of being singed.”

For Sayyid Mahmud’s brother and sons, vide Nos. 91, 105, and 143.

Note on the Sayyids of Barha (Sadat-i Barha).

In MSS. we find the spelling bdrha, and sJj barSh. The lexico-

graphist Bahar-i *Ajam (Tek Chand) in his grammatical treatise, entitled

Jawdhir* ’1-flurQf, says that the names of Indian towns ending in > form

adjectives in
}̂

,
as Tatta or Thatha, forms an adjective

tataun

:

but of as.U no adjective is formed, and you say sSdat-i bdrha

instead of sddat-% bdrhawx.

The name Bdrha has been differently explained. Whether the deriva-

tion from the Hindi numeral bdrah, 12, be correct or not, there is no doubt

that the etymology waB believed to be correct in the times of Akbar and

Jahingir ; for both the Tabaqdt and the Tuzuk derive the name from 12

villages in the Du.ab (Mugaffarnagar District), which the Sayyids held.

like the Sayyids of Bilgram, the Barha family trace their origin to

one Sayyid Aba T-Farah of Wasijj 1
; but their nasabndma, or genealogical

tree, was sneered at, and even Jahangir, in the above-quoted passage from

the Tuzuk, says that the personal courage of the Sayyids of B&rha—but

1 “ Worn him are descended the amt renowned MnealaSn families in Northern

India, the Bliha and Betfrim Sayyid*,and in ghviSbld, Itittstgoew HuewS, and many
otbarplaoM, branches of the aame item arc fond. C. A. Bflot, r*e Cltnmiclu of Ouma,

Allahabad, 1861, p. W
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nothing else—was the best proof that they were Sayyids. But they

clung so firmly to this distinction, that some of them even placed the

title of Sayyid before the titles which they received from the Mugful

emperors, as Sayyid Khan Jahan (Sayyid Aba ’1-Mugaffar) and several

others.

But if their claim to be Sayyids was not firmly established, their

bravery and valour had become a by-word. Their place in battle was the

van (harawal) ; they claimed to be the leaders of the onset, and every

emperor from the times of Akbar gladly availed himself of the prestige

of their name. They delighted in looking upon themselves as Hindustanis

(vide p. 336). Their military fame completely threw to the background

the renown of the Sayyids of Amrohah, of Manikpur, the Khanzadaa

of Mewat, and even families of royal blood as the fjiafawla.

The Sayyids of Barha are divided into four branches, whose names are

1. TihanpUri
; 2. Chatbanun or Chatraurl 1

; 3. Kundtiwal
; 4. Jagneri.

The chief town of the first branch was Jansath; of the second,

Sambalhara; of the third, Majhap; of the fourth Bidauli on the

Jamna. Of these four lines Muhammadan Historians, perhaps

accidentally, only mention two, viz., the KundItwal(J^jJ^)to which

Sayyid Mahm&d (No. 75) belonged ; and the Tihanp&n ), of

which Sayyid Khan Jahan was a member.

The Histories of India do not appear to make mention of the Sayyids

of Barha before the times of Akbar ;
but they must have held posts of

some importance under the Sflrs, because the arrival of Sayyid Mahmfid

in Akbar's camp (p. 424) is recorded by all historians as an event of

importance. He and other Sayyids, were moreover, at once appointed to

high manfabs. The family boasts also traditionally of services rendered

to HumiyOn ; but this is at variance with Aba T-Fafl’s statement that

Sayyid MahmQd was the first that served under a Timuride.

The political importance of the Sayyids declined from the reign of

Muhammad, Shah (1131 to 1161) who deposed the brothers Sayyid

*Abdw ’llah Khan and Sayyid IJusayn *Ali Khan, in whom tire family

reached the greatest height of their power. What a difference between

the rustic and loyal Sayyid MahmQd and Akbar, and the above two

> KM* Sir H. Elliot'* Qlouory (Beam**’ Edition) I, p. 11 nod p. 397. On p> IS of

tho Glowary road Sayyid Jfaimid twio* lor Sayyid JlntewMad ; Sayyid iAll dfafear

lor Rayyid CAW AMfJXItr Ql* lorM JM*. Instatf£ 6tat£anSrf (or CMlrsoff),
which Mr. R. J. Loads, C.S., givas in hi* TaEuMa Rajpart an tha Casta* and Raew ot the

MnyaWarnagar District (Glossary, p. til ff.), 6ir H. BSHot ha* Chmlrndt.
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brothers, who made four Timurides emperors, dethroned and killed two

and blinded and imprisoned three. 1

The Sayyids of Barha are even nowadays numerous and “ form the

characteristic element in the population of the ‘Mugaffamagar district
”

(Leeds’ Report).

AbfL *1-Fa?l mentions nine Sayyids in this List of grandees, viz.

1. Sayyid MahmQd (No. 75). 6. Sayyid Jamalu *d-Din (No.

2. Sayyid Ahmad, his brother (No. 91). 217), son of 2.

3. Sayyid Qasim (No. 106).
]80n8 of j 7 Sttyyid Chajhfl (No. 221) .

4. Sayyid Hashim (No. 143). J

8. Sayyid Bayazid (No. 295).

5. Sayyid Rajd (No. 165). 9. Sayyid Lad (No. 409).

The Akbarnama mentions several other Sayyids without indicating

to what family they belong. Thus S. Jamalu ’d-Dln, a grandson of S.

Mahmild (vide under 91) ; S. Salim ; S. Fatlj Khan (Bad. II, 180) ;
etc.

The following trees are compiled from the Tuzuk
,
Padishdhnama

,

and Ma%
<mr.

(a) Sayyid Mabm&d of Bftrha, Kikndllwill.-

1. 8. QiUim. 2. S. HRahim. 3. S. 9 All Asghar, 4. Sayyid Jahingfr

-Sayyid Ahmad,
his brother.

(No. 91).

(No. 105.) (No. 143.)

1. 8. AJam, J

Sayf Shin.

d. 1025.

(P&d. I, 430.)

, Tux. 8. Biyacld.

80, 102 (twioe). (No. 295 T)

2. 8. Sulaymin. I

Pdd* 1, 6. 820.
|

8. Sultin Salihat

Kiiin, ofiot Ikhti-

*9 Kbin.

I £ Jamil" 'd-DIn

8. nL«'I 8. JaSfar SliujAS.t Shin, (No. 217.)

«yin. d. 1062.

PM. II, 736.

1. 8. Himmat IQiXn. PM. 11,736

2. 8. Qutb, PM. II. 746.

3. 8. Najlbat. PM. II, 740.

r,

(6) Sayyid Dfflr Kb*n <«Abd« U-Wahhib), d. 1042.

& Haaan, PM. 1, 6. 323. 2. 8. Khalil1 'Uah. PM. I, ». 32s!

(e) Sayyid Hiaabr Khfo, d. 1047.

8. Zaberdaat.

tyyid cAlem, hia brother.

Periahed with Prince
8hujK in Rakhang

(Arracen).

1 They made Fkrrnkh8iyar, RefK" ’d-Darajit, RefK" ’d-Dawla and Mnliammad 8hih
5 they dethroned end killed Jahindir Shih and FarruUi 8iyar, whom they had

f Minded ; end they blinded and imprisoned Princes Ate1 ’d’Dfn, WAH Tahir,
end Bnmlyfln Bafcht.

27
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(4) Seyyid Kfeta Jehln-i 8hihj*hAnf, TihenpAr
(o/um 8. CAbd* ’1-Mugeffer Khinl. 4. 1055.

-A brother.
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3. Sayyid Abtt ’1-Fafa'il, who settled in the mowfafi oi K&ndK.

4. Sayyid Najmu ’d-Din Husayn, who settled in themawfaS ofJhujar.

These four places are said to lie near Patiyala in the Panj&b, and have

given rise to the names of the four branches. Instead of Chhatbandri,.

the name of the second branch, the MSS. have also CkhatraudX

or and Jagneri instead of Jhujari (^mPr), although

no explanation is given of these alterations.

From Patiyala the four brotherswent to the Du,ab between the Ganges

and Jamna, from where a branch was established at Bilgram in Audh.

The etymology of barha is stated to be uncertain. Some derive it

from bShir, outside, because the Sayyids encamped outtide the imperial

camp ; some from barah imam, the twelve Imams of the Shftths, as the

Sayyids were Shf*ahs ; some derive it from twelve (barah) villages which

the family held, just as the district of Balandshahr, Tah?Il AnOpshahr,

is said to contain a b&rha of Pa(hans, i.e. 12 villagesbelonging to a Path&n

family ; and others, lastly, make it to be a corruption of the Arabic

abrdr,1 pious.

The descendants of S. Da*Qd settled at Dhasri ; and form the Tihan-

pdri branch, those of S. Abfl ’1-Fa?l at Sambalhajra, and form the Chhat-

banOrl or Chhatraufi branch ; those of S. Aba ’l-Faj&'il wentto Majhafa,

and are the Kandllw&ls ; and those of S. Najmu ’d-Dln occupied Bidaull,

and form the Jhujarl, or Jagnerl branch.

A. The Tihanpuris.

The eighth descendant of S. Da'ttd was S. Khan Qir (?)

He had four sons :

—

1. Sayyid *Umar Shahid, who settled in Jinsath, a village then

inhabited by Jits and Brahmins. To his descendants belongthe renowned

brothers mentioned on p. 428 (g).

The occurrence of the name *Umar shows that be, at any rate, was no

Shl'ah.

2. SayyiiChaman, who settled at Chatora (ijp*-), in thePargana of

JolI-JAnsath. To his descendants belongs S. Jalil, who during the reign

P PtaraL—P.]
Tlw word jJ own alio to the lists of Pathto aoMss to the TdrftAi IWidiH.

Ths tttls of C4p> sO*sh. whish IsunManrd to tho—so wwfc. »www to ho ths

asthstotto J^.f«rfc*f.th»ofleKtoehetfeottbefSr(ktlO), Botthsassis
jjhd» Ofr Is perhaps wrong i the MS. sails hlay^y.. ory^o,KN*aFtoorO|tda
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of Shahjshin 1
is said to have founded Kharwa JalalpQr in the 'Iliqa

of Sirdhana, district Mlrath. His son S. Shams left the imperial service

;

hence the family declined. He had two sons, Asad *Ali and 'All Asgh&r,

whose descendants still exist in Ghatora and JalalpQr respectively. They

are very poor, and sold in 1843-44 the bricks of the ruined family dwelling,

in Chatofa for Rs. 10,000 to the Government for the construction of

works of irrigation. The buildings in Chatora are ascribed to 8. Muham-
mad §alah Khan, who served in Audh, and died childless.

3. Sayyid Huni (L>). He settled at Biharl, Mugafiamagar. He had

six sons:—

/. Sayyid Quff>, whose descendants occupy the village of BilaspQr

in the Musaffarnagar District. From this branch come the Ratheri

Sayyids.

II. S. Sultan, whose descendants hold Sirdhaoll.*

III. S. Yusuf, whose posterity is to be found in Biharl and Vhalna

(one MS. reads Dubalna).

IV and V. S. Jin and S. Min, had no offspring.

VI. S. Najtr* ’d-Din. To his descendants belongs S. Khan Jahin-i

ShahjahanI, p. 428 (d). On him the Sayyids appear to look as the second

founder of their family. His first son, 8. Manfir, built ManfOrpflr and

his descendants hold nowadays Manffirpflr and Khataulf; his second

son Mufaffar Khin [Bher Zamin] built Musaffarnagar, where his

descendants still exist, though poor or involved.

4.. Sayyid Ahmad. He settled at Jljf in Joll-Jansath, where his

descendants still are. The MSS. mention Tatar Khan, and Dlwan Yar,

Muhammad Kh&n as having distinguished themselves in the reign of

Awrangzlb.

B. The Chhatbanit?, or Chhitrauri, Clan.

One of the descendants of S. Aba T-Fefl is eslled 8. fftssn Fa^fer*1

’d-Dln who is said to have lived in the reign of Akbar at Sambalhafa, the

rijas of which plaoe were on friendly terms with the family. His son, 8.

ttedhah, is said to have had four sons

I. Sayyid *AK.

II. Sayyid Ahmad, a descendant of whom, 8. Rawshan <A1I Shin,

served tinder Muhammad Shih.

1 The AMMUksSns, theash wy aAwrte. tea net awtlea & JaUl sad ft Bmsi
A ft Selal Is awMsasd Tm7i> SO. BeM e* hie weeads ifeetved to the Sght at
BfcetaeawU <rul* Ko.NK

[•OeiidhMlT-P.]
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HI. 8. Taj* 'd-Din, whose son, S. *Umsr settledAt Kakraull.

IV. 8. Sdldr (perhaps the same on p. 428i, last line of) who
had two sons S. I)aydar Khan, and 8. Muhammad Khan. The descendants

of the former settled at Miranpur, which was founded by Nawab S.

Shahamat Khan, evidently the same as on p. 428. S. Muhammad
Khan settled at Khatora (“ a village so called, because it was at. first

inhabited by Ka.iths ”). Among his descendants are 8. Nusrat Yar KMn
(p. 428) and Ruknu ’d-Dawla.

C. The KundRwals.

8. Abfi T-Fa^ail settled atMajhafa,1 which is said tohave beat so called

because the site was formerlya jungle of munj 1 grass. The MSS. saythat

many Sayyids of the branch are mafqii* j&abar, i.e. it is not known what
became of them. The KQndllwals which now exist, are said to be most

uneducated and live as common labourers, the condition of Majhara 1

being altogether deplorable.

The KOndllwab are now scattered over Majhara,1 Hashimpflr, Tisang,*

Tandera, etc.

D. TheJagnerit.

The son of 8. Najmu ’d-DIn, S. Qamaru ’d-Dln, settled at Bidaull.

A descendant of his, 8. Faj&u ’d-Din, left Bidaull and settled at ^ in

Joll-Jansath, and had also zamindarb in Chandaurl Chandauia, TulalpOr,

and Kharl. Nowadays many of this branch are in Bidaull, 'Uaqa

Panlpat, and Dihli.

* * *

The chief places where the Sayyids of Barha still exist are Mlr&npOr,

Khataull, Mujaffamagsr, Joll, Tis-ha, Bakheza, Majhara. Chataura,

Bambalhara, Tisang, Bilaspfir, Moma, Sandhi,oil, K*ili,odha, Jansath.

I

1 On main Munjherah.—B.]
• At this place It aaid to have been foundtd by Hixabr Khftn [pr 427 (r.)] it would

teem at if ihlt Heyyid alto wtt r KQndllw&l. Hit brother, S. Wlin perithed with Princ#

ShujK in Arracan ; and it it notleaablt that of the 22 companion* of the unfortunate

prince, ten were B&rha Sayyidt, the remaining twelve being Mu^ult.
The value of the above-mentioned two Urdft M88. lift in their geographical detail*

and traditional information. A more exhauative Hittory of the 84dit-i Birha, baaed

upon the Muhammadan Hittoriant of India—now to aooamible-aad completed from

inioriptiona and tanada and other document* ttill in the pettettion -of Che elan, would

be a moat welcome contribution to Indian Hieto’y.eadnona are better tutted foreueh a
teak than the Sayyidt themeelvee.

ism <ioabt that tbs Stnidt ows thsir rmtova tad sosstts nadsr tbs TtearMss

to tbs KSadMwSIt, wbo srs tbs vsiy opposits si MefyU*
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After the overthrow of the Tihanpflrl brothers (p. 428, ($)), many
emigrated. Sayyids of Birha exist also in Lskhnsu, Bareli,.Awls, in

Andh ; also in Nagba, Maiman, and Chindptlr in the Bijnor district.

A branch of the Joll Sayyida is said to exist in POroia (Bengal), and the

descendants of the saint *Abdn ’llih Kirminf of Blrbhfim claim likewise

to be related to the Birha Sayyida.

Daring the reign of Awrangrib, the Sayyida are said to have professed

Sunni tendencies.

The political overthrow of the Sadat-i B&rha under Muhammad Shih

(vide Elphinstone, Yth edition, p. 693)was followed by the disastrous fight

at Bhainal ( -y^), which lies on the Khataull road, where the Sayyida

were defeated by the Imperialists, and robbed of the jewels and gold

vessels which their ancestors, during their palmy days, had collected.

76. 'Abd* ’llih Oil Mugful.

I cannot find the name of this grandee in the MaSifir orthe Jaba^U.

He has been mentioned above, p. 322, L 10. Akb&r’s marriage with his

daughter displeased B&yram, because <Abdu ’llih’s sister was married to

Kimrin, of whose party B&yram believed him to be. When B&ytim,

during his rebellion (p. 332) marched from Dfpilpfir to Jilindhar, he

passed over Tihara, where Abdu ’llih defeated a party of his friends

under Wall Beg (No. 24).

*Abd“ ’llih jfcin Mughvi must not be confounded with *Abd" ’llih

Sfain Utbak (No. 14).

77. Shaykh Mubamfuad-i Bujjfairl.

He was a distinguished HindOstinl 8ayyid, and maternal unde

(tughH(1)) to ShayH) Farid-i BujAirl (No. 99). Akbar liked him forhis

wisdom and faithfulness. Fattfl SbM* Utyl Afgfcin handed over the

Fort of Chanir to Akbar, through the mediation of Shaylffi Muhammad.

In the 14th year, Akbar gave him a tug*l in Ajmfir, and ordered him

to take charge of Shay](h Mn^In-i Chiahtl’s tomb, as the j^Sdime ware

generally at feud about the emoluments and distribution of vows pre-

sented by pilgrims. Nor had the efficacy of their prayers been proved,

though they claimed to possess sufficient influence with God to promise

offspring to the barren and childless.

In the 17th year, Shayft M. was attached to the carps under Mfesi

’Axis (No. 21), whom'Akbar had put in ehaifr af Ahmsdihid. After

the Emperor's victory at flamil, Ihrihhn Mbfl joined ffimja Mtai,

Shih Mbzi, and *Aqil Mini, at Platan (Gujrit); but hairing funnelled

with theo^. he left them, and invaded the District of Agra. The other



three Minis remained in Pstan and entered into a league with the

Ffllidl party (vide No. 67). Mini 'Aziz had been reinforced by the

Milwa contingent under Qufcbu ’d-Dln (No. 28), Shah Budigh (No. 62),

and Matlab Khan (No. 83). Hie army was further increased by the

contingent of ShayHi M., whom Akbar bad ordered to move fromDholqa

to Stoat. Mirra 'Asir Koka left Sayyid $imid (No. 78) in Ahmadabid,

and moved against the Mirras in Patan. The Minas and Sher Khan
Ffllidl, however, wished to delay the fight, as their reinforcements had

not arrived, and Sher Khin sent proposals of peace through Shay]& M. to

M. 'Aziz. Shah Budigh advised M. 'Aziz not to listen to them, as the

enemies only wished to gain time, and 'Aziz drew up his army. He
himself, Shah Budigh, Mu'In" 'd-Din-i Faranfchfldl (No. 128), Ma'fQm

ffh&n and his son, and Matlab Khan (No. 83) stood in the centre (qol)

;

Qutb“ ’d-Din(No. 28), and Jamalu’d-Din Injfi(No. 164), on the right wing;

Shayhh Muhammad, Murid Khin (No. 54), Shih Muhammad (No. 95),

Shah Fahhr“ ’d-Din (No. 88), Mugafbr Mugful, Piyanda (No. 68), #iji

Khftn Afghan, and the son of £hawi Khan, on the left wing ; Dastam Shin
(No. 79), Nawrang Khan {vide p. 354), Muhammad Quit Toqbil (No. 129).

and Mihr 'All Sildor (No. 130), led the van (harSuxU) ; Biz Bahidur

(No. 188) occupied the AUinuuh (between the van and the commander)

;

and Mirra Muqim and Chirgis Khan formed the reserve behind the centre.

The centre of the enemies was held by Sher Khan Ffllidl and Junayd-i

KararinI ; the right wing by the three Minis; the left wing by

Muhammad Khin (Sher Khin’* eldest son) and Sadat Shin ; and their

van was led by Badr Khan, younger son of Sher Khan. The battle

then commenced in the neighbourhood of Patan, 18th Ramadan, 980

(22nd January, 1573). The left wing of the Imperialists was defeated

by the Mirras. Murid Khin (No. 54) preferred to look on. Shih

Mnfr««nn«d (No. 95) was wounded, ami carried off by his men to

Shayhh Muhammad himseif was killed with several of

his relations, as the son of Sayyid Hahi*" ’d-Dln, and Sayyid Ja'far,

brother of Shayifh Farkl (No. 99). The Mlrzis also fell upon Shih

Fakhr* ’d-Dln and repulsed him. QutV* ’d-Dln even was hard pressed,

when M. *Az1z by a timely attack with his centre put the enemies to

flight. As usual, the soldiers of the enemi<« had too early commenced

to phuder.
Bur n find to Jfinigadh, and the Mlrzis to the Dafchin.

78., layyid Miahl'i Bufebirl.

Sayyid tyimid was the son of 8. Mlrin, son of 8. Mubirik. Sayyid

Muhinrtr was a Gujritl Courtier {vide p. 419, note) who, it is said, arrived
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from Bufcfrsri with bat a hone. One day he waa attacked by a mast

elephant, when he diaoharged an arrow that entered the forehead of

the animal ao deep, that only the notch of the arrow waa visible. From
thia event, the people of Gujrit swore by 8. Mubirak’s arrow. He
gradually rose to higher dignities. When I'timid £fc&n (No. 67) raised

Nathfl to the tiirone, under the title of Hugaiar Shih, 8. Mub&rak got

several Mahalla of the Patan, Dholqa, and Dandoqa (W. of the Peninsula)

Districta. After hie death, Dholqa and Dandoqa were given to his son

Sayyid Mhin, and afterhim to his grandson Sayyid IJamid.

When Akbar, on his invasion of Gujrit, arrived on 1st Rajab, 960,

at Patan, Sayyid 9imid went over to him, and wasfavourably received.

During the war of Mina fAsh Koka with the Minis (vide No. 77), 8.

was put in charge of Abmadibid. In the 18th year, Dholqa and

Dandoqa were again given him as htyUl. Subsequently, he served under

Qu{bv ’d-Dln in Kambhi,it.

In the 22nd year he was appointed to Muhin, sad served in the

end of the same year with M. Tflsnf Xfcia-i Bagawl (Nc. 15), against

the BalOehb. In the 26th year, when M. Muhammad fftuum invaded

Libor, 8. 9. with the other fttyiflddrt of the Panjib assembled and joined

the army of Prince Murid, 8. 9. commanding the left wing. He also

served under Akbar in Kibul. On the Emperor’s return he was

permitted to go from Sirhind to hisjdtylr.

In the 30th year he served under Mia Singh in Kabul. On his

arrival at Paahiwaar, his jigfr, 8. 9. sent most of his men to Hmdflstin.

and lived securely in Bigr&m (on our Maps, Beghnm), leaving his affaire

in the hands of a man of the name of Mdse- This man oppressed the

Mahmand and Gharbah (!) Kfeayl tribes,
u who have ten thousand homes

near Peehiwar.” The oppressed Afghins, instead of complaining to

Akbar, chose jalals-yi Taidti as leader, and attacked 8. 9. He first

resolved to shut himself up in Bigram ; but having received an erroneous

report regarding the strength of the enemies, he left the town, and was

defeated and killed (31st year). The Ua*0tir says he was killed in996.

In this fight forty of his relations and clients also perished. The Alains

then besieged the Fort, which was held by Kamil, son of 8. 9. He
held it till he was relieved.

S. KeetiB, during Akbar’s reign, waa promoted to a command of 8evea

Hundred, and, on the accession of Jahingfir, to a HaeirTship. & was

made Governor of DilhI, vice 8hay)& *Abdu ’1-Wahhib, also a Buj^srl

Sayyid (f«s. p. 36, 1. 8 from below). Kamil served under Farid-i Bujdiar!

(No. 99) in the expedition against Prince gfeusraw, and commanded
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the left wing in the fight new Bhsirowil, rendering timely eeeietenoe

to the Seyyids of Bfirhe who, m wu customary, led the van.
'

Sayyid YtfifSb, eon of 8.Kamil,was a Commander of Fifteen Hundred,

1,000 horse, and died in the third year of Sh&hjahin’a reign. The Afcf&sir

says, in the 2nd yew.

The two lists of Shahjahin’s grandees given in the PSduMknima
(I, b., 322 ; II, 740) mention another son of 8ayyid Rimid, of the name
of Sayyid Baqir, who held a Command of Five Hundred, 400 horse.

79. Dastam thin, son of Bustam-i Turkistinl.

The correct name of this grandee isDastam a very unusual name

though most MSS. of the A*In and many of the Akbarnima give

Rustam. The Mat,
asir correctly places his name under the letter D.

His father’s name was Rustam. His mother—her name is not clearly

written in the MSS. of the Ma*Ssir and Akbam&ma, which I have seen,

either Najtba or Bakhva—was a friend of Mthnm Anagn (vide No. 19)

and had free access to the Harem. Dastam appears to have been a play-

fellow of Prince Akbar.

Dastam Khan in the 9th year, served under Mu*izzu ’1-Mulk (No. 61)

against *Abdu ’llah Khan Uzbak (No. 14). In the 17tk yew he served

under Mbza *AzIz Koka in the battle of Patan (vide No. 7 ’), distinguished

himself in the ww with Muhammad Qusayn Mfrza, and got % flag. In

the 22nd yew he was appointed to the §flba of Ajmir, and got Rantan-

bhflr as tuyUl. His administration was praiseworthy ; he kept down the

rebellious, and protected the oppressed.

In the 26th yew Uchla, son of Balbhadr, and Mohan, Sflr Das,

TilOksI, sons of Raja Biharl Mai’s brother, came without uermisrion from

the Panjab to LOnl (?), their native town, and caused disturbances.

Dastam, from a wish not to be too hard on Kachhwahas, advised them to

»etum to obedience ; but his leniency only rendered the rebels more

audacious. Akbar then ordered D. to have recourse to threats, and if this

was not sufficient, to proceed against them. D. had at last to do so ; but

he did it hastily, without collecting a sufficient number of troops. In the

fight,1 the three nephews of the Raja were killed. Dastam received a

1 The geographical details given in the Akbam&ma ere unwat isfa

Abu '1-Fagl mention} the Qcqba (small town) oI Liini (jj.1) as the birth-place^MKa

Kachhw&ha rebels; the fight, he .says, took place in a village (motosaC) of the name
of 'jjtgi Thorf, and Dastam died at Skirptr, which is also railed a Qaah*. But the Akbar-.

nima leaves the reader to find out where these three places are. The fakaq&l, in its list

of grandees, fortunately says that Dastam Kh&n was killed in the neighbourhood of

Rantanbbttr. The only places near Rantanbhiir. whic h resemble the above three arc

bounlee, Tohra, and Shergarh, as given on the Trig. Map of the Jodhpfir Territory for

1950. The road from Shergarh (about 4 miles 8.E. of RantanbhOr)to Bounlee is bisected
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wound from Uchla, who had attacked him from an ambush. Wounded
as he was, he attacked Uchla, and killed him. Immediately afterwards

he fainted and fell from his horse. His men put Kim again on horseback

—

a usual expedient, in order not to dishearten the soldiers. The rebels

were totally defeated and their estates plundered (988).

Dastarn died of his wounds, two days later, at SherpQr. Akbar said

that even D.’s mother could not fed the loss of he{ son as much as he

did, because D., with the exception of three years, had never been away

from him.

The Ma%
a*ir says he was a Commander of Three Thousand. Rantan-

bhur was then given to Mirza ‘•Abdurrahlm (No. 29) as jigir.

A son of Dastam is mentioned below (No. 362).

80. Shihbfts Khftn-i Kambu.

Regarding the tribe called Kambu, vide Beanies’ Edition of Sir H.

Elliot’s Glossary, 1, 304. The Persian hemistich quoted (Metre Hazaj)
:

—

AwJ J>*i 1

jjo }**& jeOO

“ The Afghans are the first, the KambOs the second, and the Kashmiris

the third, set of scoundrels
”

must be very modem ; for during the reigns of Akbar and Jahangir, it

was certainly a distinction to belong to this tribe, as will be seen just now.

The sixth ancestor of Shahbaz was Haji Isma'II, a' disciple of the

renowned saint Baha*° d-Din Zakariya of Multan. Once a beggar asked

the saint to give him an ashrafi, or gold muhr, for the name of everyprophet

he would mention; but as Baha*u ’d-Din could not pay the money,

Haji Ismail took the beggar to his house, and gave him an Ashrafi

for each of the ten or twenty names he mentioned. Another time, Haji

I«ma'il acknowledged to the saint that his power of understanding was

defective, whereupon the saint prayed for him, and from that time the

Kam’ifls are proverbial in Hindustan for sagacity and quickness of

apprehension.

Shahbaz at first devoted hin. self to a life of abstinence and austerity,

as his ancestors nacl done ; but the excellent way in which he performed

bv the Banae River. Rnn(<tnbhAr lie* ii. the angle formed by the confluence of the

Cnamhal and tho Barnet, awl Bounlee lie* abont art mile* N.\v..of ft. ’’’hwe are tao

village* of the name* of Tnhra, one n!x>ut 3 mile* 8.V. u. Bounlee, and the other 8. of it,

on the right heuk of the B«Ra*. liwtht, or BaStt, would he Jiy. or ,Jy, which will

be found a* the lined of a I'arguna in barker Raittanbhflr, and the change of^
to^jnlia very nimble, lur gri-utmt diflereneolieein Riicriiflr ortd Shtryarh,

The Akbarvtamu nay* the light took plaec on the loth Abon of the 25th year
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the duties of koMU, drew Akbsr’s attention to him, end he wu good* an

Amir sad appointed Kir Took (quarter master).

In the 13th year, when Lashkar Shin (No. 90) fell into disgrace, Sh.

was appointed Mir BajdphL In the 21st year he was sent against the

rebels in Jodhpfir, especially against Kallah, son of Riy Ram, and

grandson of Riy Mildeo, and waa ordered to take Fort Siwana. Shihbii

first took Fort DaigOr (I),
1 where a large number of R&thor rebels were

killed ; after this he took Dflnira, from where he passed on to Siwinah,

which on his arrival capitulated (984).

In the same year, Shihbas was sent against Raja Oajpatl.* This

Rija was the greatest Zamlndar in Bihar, and had rendered good services

during Mun'im’s expedition to Bengal. But when.Di*fld, king of Often,

invaded Bengal after Mun^im’s death at Gaur in 983, Gajpati rebelled

and plundered several towns in Bihar. Farhat Khan (No. 145) turiUSr

of Ira, his son Farhang Khan, and Qaritj&q Khan, opposed the iRaja,

but perished in the fight. When Shahb&z approached, Oajpatl fled

;

but Sh. followed him up, and gave him no rest,, and conquered at last

Jagdespflr, where the whole family of the Raja was captured. . Sh. then

conquered Shergadh, which wap held by Sri Rim, Qajpatl’s son. About

the same time, Sh. took possession of Rahtis. Its Afghan commander,

Sayyid Muhammad, who commanded the Fort on the part of Junayd-i

KararanI, had been hard pressed by Mugaffar (No. 37) ; he therefore fled

to Shihbis, asked for protection, and handed over the Fort. Sh. then

repaired to court, where he received every distinction due to his eminent

services.

In the 23rd year (983) Sh. inarched against the proud Rina Partib,

and besieged the renowned Fort of KSbhalmb (called on cur maps

Kamalhair, on the frontier between Udaipflr and Jodhpfir, 1st. 25° 10').

The Rini, unable to defend it, escaped in the disguise of a Sanndti

when the fort was taken. Goganda and Udaipflr submitted likewise.

Sh. erected no less titan 50 thinas in the hills and 35 in the plains, from

Udaipflr to Fflr Mandal. fit also prevailed upon the rebellious Dauda,

son of Riy Surjan Hide (No. 98), to submit, and took him to Court.

After this, Sh. was sent to Ajmlt, where disturbances frequently occurred.

1 ThdMSS. wUehl fiumotilnd on mifM. There are many placet of

a similar Heme, 8.W. of Jodhpfir, near which ft must lie. DttnUra (moot MSS. have
Hee on the right beak of the Lfin!, S.W. of Jodhpfir. Here ShAhbfis crossed Kehfr| end
went to Stonah, whioh lies N.W. 8. of Dftnire, about 10 miles from the left bank of the
LfinL

* So according to the beet MSS. Stewart calls him OiMy, the Lakhnau Akbamlma
(III, 140) M, and the Edit. Bib), lndiea. of BscU,onI, AodlW, (p, 179, 284, 285) and
Jtyftf (p. 227), which forme are also found in the Lakhnau edition of the Akhsrnlma.
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When the military revolt of Bengal broke oat, Sh. was ordered to go
to Bihar,; but he did not agree with M. 'Aziz Koka—for Si. oould not
bear to be aecond or third—and carried on the war independently of him,

defeated 5Arab Bahadur, and marched to JagdespOr. At that time the

report reached him that Ma*fOm Khan Faranlftfldl (No. 157) had rebelled,

and 'Arab Bah&dur and Niyabat Khan had joined him. Sh. therefore

marched to Audit, and met the enemies near SulfeanpOr Bilkarl, 26 hot

from Awadh (Fayf&b&d). Ma'fflm, by a timely centre-attack, put Sh.

to flight, and followed him up, Sh. fighting all the way to JaunpDr, a

distance of 30 hot. Accidentally a rumour spread in the army of the

enemy that Ifa'fflm had been killed, which caused some disorder. At

this moment, Sh.’s right wing attacked the enemy, Ma'ffim got wounded,

and withdrew to Awadh (Fayjabad). Sh. now pursued him, and seven

miles from that town, after a hard fight, totally routed him. Ma'tfim

could not hold himself in Awadh, and his army dispersed.

After this, Sh. again went to court, where he was received by the

emperor on his return from Kabul. At court, Sh. generally gave offence

by his pride ; and when once, at a parade, the Bajftphls had placed the

young Mina Jj&an (No. 29) above him, he gave vent openly to his anger,

was arrested, and put under the charge of Bay Sal Darbarl (No. 106).

But an officer of Sh.’s usefulness oould ill be spared, and whenM. 'Aziz

in tiie 28th year applied for transfer from Bihar, Sh. with other Amirs

was sent there. He followed up Matyim Kb*n Kabul! to Ghoraghat,

and defeated Mm. He then followed him to Bhati (p. 365), plundered

Baktarapfir,' the residence of 'Is?, took Sunnarg&w, and encamped on

the Brahmaputra. ‘Is? afforded Matylm means and shelter but bong

hard pressed by the imperialists, he made proposals of peaoe: an Imperial

officer was to reside as Sunnargfiw ; Ma'ffim was to go to Maldrah ; and

Sh. was to withdraw. This was accepted, and Sh. crossed the river

expecting the terms would be carried out. But the enemy did nothing

;

and when Sh. prepared to return, his officers showed the greatest insub-

ordination, so that he had to retreat to Tanda, all advantage being thus

lost. He reported matters to Court, and the tuy&dari of Bihar were

ordered to join him. Sh. then took the field and followed up Ma'gflm.

In the 30th year, he and $adiq Khan (vide No. 43) quarrelled. Subse-

quently, Sh. marched again to Bh&ti, and even sent a detachment " to

Kokra (ijt y>), which lies between- Oyfe and the Daj&jn ”. Madhfi

Singh, the Zamlndar of the district, was plundered, and had to pay

tribute. In the 32nd year, when S&Md (No. 25) was made Governor of

Bengal, and the disturbances had mostly been suppressed, Sh. returned
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to Coart. In the 34th year, hewu made Kotwdl of the army. Hewm then

sent against the Afghans of 8$wad ; but he left his duties without orders,

and was again imprisoned.

After two years he was released, was made atdliq to M. Shahrukft.

who had been appointed to Milwa, and was on his way to Prince Murid

in the Dskhin. During the siege of Ahmadnagar, die inhabitants of

Shahr-i.Naw, “ which is called BurhiiutbSd,” asked the Imperialists for

protection but as they were mostly ShFas, Sh., in his bigotry, fell

upon them, plundered their houses, especially the quarter called Langar-i-

Duwazda Imam, die very name of which must have stunk in Sh.’s

nostrils. The inhabitants “ seeing that they could not rely on die word

of the Mugfuls ” emigrated. The Prince was irritated; and when

$adiq &ban (No. 43) was appointed his atdliq, Sh. left without per-

mission for Malwa. Akbar gave his j&gir to Shahruldt. and transferred

Shahbaz.

In the 43rd year Sh. was sent to Ajmlr as Commander of the manqald

of Prince Salim (Jahangir), whom Akbar had asked to go from Ilahibad

against the Rina. But Sh. was now about seventy years old, and as he

had been in the habit of eating quicksilver, he commenced to suffer from

pain in his hands and wrists. He got well again, but had in Ajmfr another

attack; he rallied again, but died suddenly in the 44th year (1008).

Salim took quickly possession of Sh.’s treasures, went back to Ilahibad

without having done anything, and continued in his rebellious attitude

towards his father.

Shahbaz had expressed a dying wish to be buried in Ajmlr within the

hallowed enclosure of Mu^in-i Chishtl. But the custodians of the sacred

shrine refused to comply, and Sh. was buried outside. At night, however,

the saint appeared in the dreams of the custodians, and told them that

Shahbaz was his favourite, whereupon the hero was buried inside, north

of the dome.

Sh&hbaz was proverbial for his rigid piety and his enormous wealth.

His opposition to Akbar’s “ Divine Faith ” had been mentioned above

(p. .19?). He would neither remove his beard to please the emperor, nor

put the word murid (disciple) on his signet. His Sunni zeal, no doubt,

retarded his promotion as much as his arrogance ; for other less deserving

officers held higher commands. He observed with great strictness the

five daily prayers, and was never seen without a rosary in his hand.

One day the emperor took a walk along the tank at Fatbpfir and seized

Sb&hb&s’s hand to accompany him. It was near the time of the tyr,

or afternoon prayer, and Sh. was restless and often looked up to the sun.
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not to miss the proper time. Hakim Abfi ’1-Fatb (No. 112) saw it from a

distance, and Mid to Qaklm ‘•All who stood near him, *' I shall indeed

call Shfthbaz a pious man, if he insists on Mying the prayer alone, as he

is with the emperor ”
; (for the prayer had been abolished by Akbar

at Court). When the time of prayer had come, Sh. mentioned it to the

emperor.
“
Oh,” replied Akbar, “ you can pray another time, and make

amends for this omission.” But Sh. drew away his hand from the grasp

of the emperor, spread his dupatia shawl on the ground, and Mid not only

his prayer but also his vird (voluntary daily religious exercise), Akbar

his head slapping all the while,and Mying, “ Get up !
” Abtt ’1-Fa?l stepped

up and interceded for Shahbaz, whose persistency he admired.

Abd ’1-Fatli says that Shahbaz was an excellent and faithful servant

;

but he blames him for his bigotry. In liberality, he Mys, he had no equal,

and people whispered that he found the Paras stone (vide Book III,

§aba of Malwa). His military contingent was always complete and in

good order ; during his fights near the Brahmaputr he had 9,000 horse.

Every Thursday evening he distributed 100 Ashrafis to the memory of

the renowned Qbaws" ’ppqlayn (?) (*Abdu T-Qadu-i Jilani). To the

KambOs he gave so much, that no Kambfl in India was .in bad

circumstances.

During the time he was Mir Bakhshi he introduced the Ddgh law, the

most important military reform of Akbar’s reign (vide pp. 252, 265, 266).

Shahbaz’s.brother, Karamu ’llah, was likewise pious. He died in

1002 at Saronj (AfoMjtr). The Ma*a§ir mentions a son of Shahbaz,

Ilh&mu ’Hah. He was Wdqi^a-nauiis (p. 268) of the Sarkar of Baglana,

where he died.

The Tvzuk (p. 248) mentions another son of his, Ranbaz Khan, who

during the reign of Sh&hjahin was a Commander of Eight Hundred,

400 horse. He was, in the 13th year, Bakhshi and Waqi*a-navns of the

corps which was sent to Bangash. He heid the same rank in the 20th

year of Shahjahin’s reign.1

81. Darwish Muhammad Uzbak.

The Ma^&tir Mys nothing about this grandee; the MSS. of the

Tabaq&t merely My that he was dead in 1001.

1 JEUnb&i Kh&n ii wrongly called Niyftz £Mn in the Ed. Bibl. Indica of the P&dishih,

I. b., p. 314; but in II, p. 7*0, of the same work, Jfemtos ££d» ae in the Tutuk.

Savyid Abmad’eedition of the Tutuk, p. 150, aaya that Ranhls’tiiamewae£M6« *Ufih ;

hut thia is a most extraordinary name, and therefore likely to be wrong. It should,

perhaps, be ITaMb" 'Udh»

In tKe list of Akbsr’s gnnd«M in th. pstaqM, Ni«tm Mys, “ At present (in 1001'

Shihbb is Mir BnldisM of MU** ”
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From the AkbamSma (Lucknow edition, II, p. 187) we see that he
was a friend of Bayram. He was sent by Bayram together with Miiyffar

?AlI (No. 37, and p. 332, 1. 6) to Sher Muhammad Diwana, who dispatched

both fettered to Court.

His name occurs again in the Akbam&ma (Lucknow edition, II, p. 200

—where for Darwxsh Uzbak Kkwaja, read Darmth Uzbak o Muyaffar

Khwaia). From the fact that AbO ’1-Fa?l has given his name in this

list, it is evident that Akbar pardoned him on Bayram’s submission.

32. Shaykh Ibr&hlm, son of Shaykh MOsa, elder brother of ShayUi

Salim of Fat^pOr SikrI.

His father, Shaykh Mfisa, lived a retired life in SikrI. As Akbar had

at first no children, he asked the SikrI Shayl&a to pray for him, which

they did ; and as at that time one of Akbar’s wives became pregnant

(with Salim), Akbar looked upon the Shayjgis with particular favour.

To this lucky circumstance, the Sikri family owes its elevation.

Shayfeji Ibrahim lived at first at Court, chiefly in the service of the

princes. In the 22nd year he was made Thanahdar of Lidia,i, and

suppressed the disturbances. In. the 23rd year he was made Governor

of Fatbpfir Sikri. In the 28th year he served with distinction under

M. 'Axis Koka (No. 21) in Bihar and Bengal, and was with Vaslr Khan

(No. 41) in his expedition against Qutlfl or Ofisa. When Akbar, in the

30th year, went to Kabul, he was made Governor of Agra, which post he

seems to hAve held till his death in 999 (36th year).

According to the fabaqat, he was not only the brother but also the

son-in-law of 3bayl& Salim.i Sikriwal.

83. 'Abd* T-Matlab H»in, son of Shah Budagfc J&an (No. 52).

The Mefagir makes him a Commander of Two Thousand Five

Hundred.

*Abd“ ’l-Matlab accompanied Sharafu ’d-Din JJuaayn (No. 17) on his

expedition to Mirtha. In the 10th year he servfed together with his

father under Mu*izsu ’1-Mulk (No. 61) against Iskandar and Bahidur

Khan, and fled from the battlefield of Khavrabad. In the 12th year

he served under Mufeammad Quli Kb&n Barlas (No. 31) against

Iskandar Khan in Audh. He then retired to his fuyttf in Malwa.

In the 17th year he belonged to the auxiliaries of M. *AsIs Koka and

was present in the battle .of Patan (p. 433). In the 23rd year, when

Qu(;bu ’d-Din’s men (No. 28) brought Musa&r IJusayn Mfirsa from the

Dakhin to Court, ^Abdu ’l-Matlab attached himself as convoy and saw the

Mirsa safely to Court. In the 26th year he accompanied IsmftMl Quli

Kh&n (No. 46) on his expedition against Niyabat Khan ^Arab. In the
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following year he received a reprimand for having murdered Fath
Dawlat, son of ^All Dost. He was, however, subsequently pardoned, and
was put in command of the left wing of the army which was sent to Kabul.

In the 27th year, Akbar honoured him by being his guest in Kalp!,

his jagir.

In the 30th year he accompanied M. *Aziz Koka to the Dakhin, and
was sent, two years later, against Jalala Tarikl, the Afghan rebel. One
day, Jalala fell upon the van of the Imperialists, which was commanded
by Beg Nttrin Khan (No. 212), Salim Khan (No. 132), and Sheroya Khan
(No. 168). They were in time, and, assisted by Muhammad Quli Beg,

routed Jalala, who escaped to the mountains. *Abdu '1-Matlab “ had
not the good fortune of even mounting his horse to take part in the

fight He seems to have taken this to heart
; for when the victorious

army returned to Bangash, he had an attack of madness and was sent to

Court. He died soon after.

His son, Sherzad,was under Jahangir, a Commander of Three Hundred,

200 horse.

84. Ftib&r Khta, the Eunuch.

His name, like that of many other Eunuchs, was *Ambnr. He was
one of Babar’s Eunuchs. When Humayfln left Qandahar for Hraq, he

despatched I^tibar and others to conduct Maryam Makani (Akbar’s

mother) to his camp. In 952 he left Kabul and joined the emperor, who
attached him to Prince Akbar’s suite.

In the 2nd year of Akbar’s reign he accompanied Akbar’s mother
and the other Begams from Kabul to India. Akbar appointed him
Governor of Dihli, where he died.

He must not be confounded with No. 86.

85. R&ja Kr Bal [Bir Bar], the Brahman.

He was a Brahman of the name of Mahesh Das (Ma%agir ; the Ed. Bibl.

Indiea of Bade,oni, II, p. 161, calls him Brahman Das) and was a Bhat,

or minstrel, a class of men whom the Persians call badfarosh, “ dealers

in encomiums.” He was very poor, but clear-headed, and remarkable

for his power of apprehension. According to Bada,oni, he came soon after

Akbar’s accession from Kalpi to Court, where his bonmots in a short time
made him a general favourite. His Hindi verses also were much liked, and
Akbar conferred on him the title of Kak R&y, or (Hindu) Poet Laureate,1

and had him constantly near himself.

1 Just m Jotik R&y the (HjndQ) Court Astrologer. The (Persian) Poet Laureate
(Fay*!] had the title of tlalik' 'A-Shu<tar&, or “ King of Poets
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In the 18th year Raja Jai Chand of Nagarkot, who was at Court

happened to displease the emperor, and was imprisoned. Nargakot

was given to Kab Ray as jagir. He also received the title of Rija Bir

Baf. But Jai Chand’s son, Budh Chand (or Budhi Ch., or Bad! Ch.

—

the HSS. differ) shut himself up in Nagarkot, and Husayn Quli Khan
(No. 24) was ordered to conquer it. The invasion of Ibrahim Husayn
Musa, as related above, forced Husayn Quli to raise the siege, and Bir

Baf, in all probability, did not get his jagir. He accompanied Akbar

on his forced march to Patan andAhmadabad, 24th Rabi* II, 981. (Vide

note to No. 101.)

He was often employed in missions. Thus in the 21st year he was Bent

with Ray Lon Karan to DflngarpOr, the Ray of which town was anxious

to send his daughter to Akbar’s Harem. In the 28th year, again, B. B.

and Zayn Koka (No. 34) conducted Raja Ram Chand (No. 89) to Court.

Bir Baf spent his time chiefly at Court. In the 34th year Zayn Khan
Koka marched against the Y\lsufza,is in Bijflr and Sawad ; and as he

had to ask for reinforcements, Bir Baf was sent there together with

Hakim AbO T-Fath (No. 112). It is said that Akbar determined by lot

whether AbO T-Fa?l or Bir Baf should go, and the lot fell on the latter,

much against Akbar’s wish.

The result of this campaign has been related above (pp. 214, 367).

Bir Baf and nearly 8,000 Imperialists were killed during the retreat

—

the severest defeat which Akbar’s army ever suffered.1

How Akbar felt Bir Baf’s loss has been mentioned on p. 214. There

is also a letter on this subject in AbO ’l-Fagl’s Maldubat.

Thefollowing passages from Bada,oni (Ed. Bibl. Ini., pp. 357, 358) are

of interest
—“ Among the silly lies—they border on absurdities—which

during this,year (995) were spread over the country, was the rumour that

Bir Baf, the aocursed, was still alive, though in reality he had then for some

time been burning in the seventh hell. The HindGs by whom His Majesty

is surrounded, saw how sad and sorry he was for BTr Baf’s loss, and

invented the story that Bir Baf had been seen in the hills of Nagarkot,

walking about with Jogis and Sannasb. His Majesty believed the

rumour, thinking that Bir Baf was ashamed to come to Court on account

of the defeat which he had suffered at the hands of the Y0sufza,Is ; and

it was, besides, quite probable that he should have been seen with Jogb,

1 A similar oataitrophe befell Awrangxlb, when several thousand soldier* of the army
commanded by Aminu1*— killed in the Khaibar Feet, on the 3rd Hnbamun, 1083.

Of list Anil, 1473. Sa*itir-i SAiamfirt, p. 117. Fide Journal A. 8. Btngal tor 1462.

n.261.
2?
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inasmuch as he had never cared for the world. An AhadI was therefore

sent to Nagarkot to inquire into the truth of the rumour, when it was

proved that the whole story was an absurdity.”

“ Soon after, His Majesty received a report that BTr Bar had been

seen at Kalinjar (which was the jaglr of this dog), and the collector

of the district stated that a barber had recognized him by certain marks

on his body, which the man had distinctly seen, when one day Bir Bar

had engaged him to rub his body with oil ; from that time, howeve**,

Bir Bar had concealed himself. His Majesty then ordered the barber to

come to Court ; and the Hindu Krorl (collector) got hold of some poor

innocent traveller, charged him with murder, and kept him in conceal-

ment, giving out that he was Bir Bar. The Krorl could, of course, send

no barber to Court ; he therefore killed the poor traveller, to avoid

detection, and reported that it was Bir Bar in reality, but he had since

died. His Majesty actually went through a second mourning ; but he

ordered the Krorl and several others to come to Court. They were for

some time tortured as a punishment for not having informed His Majesty

before, and the Krorl had, moreover, to pay a heavy fine.*
5

Bir Bar was as much renowned for his liberality, as for his musical

skill and poetical talent. His short verses, bon-mots, and jokes, are

still in the mouths of the people of Hindustan.

The hatred which Bada,oni Shahbaz Khan (No. 80) and other pious

Muslims showed towards Bir Bar (vide pp. 192, 198, 202, 209, 214) arose

from the, belief that Bir Bar had influenced Akbar to abjure Islam.

Bir Bar’s eldest son, Lata, is mentioned below among the commanders

of Two Hundred (No. 387). He was a spendthrift
;
and as he got no

promotion, and his property was squandered away, he resigned court

life, and turned faqtr, in order to live free and independent (end of 46th

year).

86. Ikhl&j Xh&n I^tibar, the Eunuch.

The Ma%
d§ir does not give his name. The list of Akbar’s grandees in

the fobaqat has the short remark that Ikhlas Khan was a Eunuch, and

held the rank of a Commander of One Thousand.

87. Bah&r Kh&n (Muhammad) Asgfrar, a servant of Humayun.

The name of this grandee is somewhat doubtful, as some MSS. read

Bahddur Kuan. The Ma'&qir does not give his name. The list of the

Tabaqat mentions a “ Bahar Khan, a Khasa Khavl Afghan, who held

a command of Two Thousand”. Bahar Khan Khasa Jthayl is also

mentioned in several places in the AVbarndma. He is therefore most

probably the same as given by Abft *1-Fa?l in this list. ’Perhaps we have
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to read Pahdf Khan, instead of Bahar Kh&n ; vide No. 407. The notice

in the Tdbaqat implies that he was dead in 1001.

88. ShAh FaUtr* 'd-Dln, son of Mir Qasim, a M&sawl Sayyid of

Mashhad.

Shah Fakhru ’d-Din came, in 961, with Humayfln to India. In the

9th year of Akbar’s reign he served in the army which was sent against

<:Abdu ’llahKhanUzbak (No. 14). In the 16th year he was in the manqdla,

or advance corps, commanded by Khan-i Kalan (No. 16). When Akbar

arrived at Patan, he sent Sh. F. and Hakim <Aynu ’1-Mulk to Mir Abfi

Turab and I'timad Khan (No. 67). On the road he fell in with the

former, and went to I^timad whom he likewise induced to pay his respects

to Akbar. He was among the auxiliaries of M. ?Aziz Koka (No. 21) and

was present in thebattle of Patan(p. 433). Hewas also among grandees

who accompanied Akbar on .his forced march to Gujrat (p. 343, note,

where according to the Akbamama we have to read 24th Rains II, for

4th Rain< I). After this, he was made Governor of Ujjain, and received

the title of Naqabat Khan.1 In the end of the 24th year, he was made

Governor of Patan (Gujrat), vice Tarso Muhammad Khan (No. 32),

where he Boon after, probably in the beginning of 987, died (986, fabaqSt).

89. Mja Bam Chand Baghela.

A few MSS. read Bhagela, which form Tod says is the correct one.

Baghela, however, is the usual spelling.

Ram Chand was Raja of Bhath (or BhaUah, as the Mat
dgir spells it).

Among the three great Rajas of Hindustan whom Babar mentions in his

Memoirs, the Rajas of Bhath are the third.

Ram Chand was the patron of the renowned musician and singer

Tansln, regarding whom vide the List of Musicians at the end of this

book. His fame had reached Akbar ; and in the 7th year, the Emperor

sent Jalilu ’d-Din Qflrchi (No. 213) to Bhath, to induce Tansin to come

to Agra. Ram Chand feeling himself powerless to refuse Akbar’s request,

sent his favourite, with his musical instruments and many presents to

Agra, and the first time that Tansln performed at Court, the Emperor

made him a present of two lakhs of rupees. Tansin remained with

Akbar. Most of his compositions are written in Akbar’s name, and his

melodies are even nowadays everywhere repeated by the people of

HindQstan.

When Asai Kh&n (I) led his expedition to Ga4ha (p. 396)* he came in

> The Lucknow Edition of the Akban&ma (III, p. 22*) call, him Xaqib-UhA* (T).

* On p. 396,Mm (HandU by mhtoks eolfad Rim Chandr.
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contact with Bam Chand ; but by timely submission the Baja became
“ a servant ” of Akbar. In the 14th year Tim Chand lost Fort Kalinjar,

as related on p. 399. He sent his son, Blr Bhadr, to Court, but from

distrust would not pay his respects personally. In the 28th year,

therefore, when Akbar was at- Shah&bad, he ordered a corps to march

to Bhath ; but Blr Bhadr, through the influence of several courtiers,

prevailed upon the Emperor to send a grandee to his father and convey

him to Court. Baja Blr Barand Zayn Eoka were selected for this office,

and Bam Chand came at last to Court, where he was well received.

B. Ch. died in the 37th year, and Bir Bhadr succeeded to the title of

Baja. But on his way from Court to Bhath he fell from his palanquin, and

died soon after, in the 38th year (1001 ; vide p. 388). His sudden death

led to disturbances in Bandhu, of which Bikramajit, a young .relation of

Bam Chand, had taken possession. Akbar therefore sent Baja Patrdas

(No. 196) with troops to BandhQ, and the Mugfuls, according to custom.,

erected throughout the district military stations (thanai). At th<

request of the inhabitants, Akbar sent Ismael Qull Khan (No. 46) tc

Bandhu, to convey Bikramajit to Court (41st year), their intention beinf

to prevent Bandhfi from being conquered. But Akbar would not yield

;

he dismissed Bikramajit, and after a siege of eight months and several

days, Bandhfl was conquered (42nd year).

In the 47th year Durjodhan, a grandson of Bam Chand, was made

Baja of BandM. In the 21st year of Jahangir’s reign Amr Singh,

another grandson of Bam Chand, acknowledged himself a vassal of Dihli.

In the 8th year of Shihjahan when <>Abdu ’Hah Khan Bahadur marched

against the refractory zamlndar of Batanpflr, Amr Singh brought about

a peaceful submission. Amr Singh was succeeded by his son Anttp Singh.

In the 24th year, when Baja Pahar Singh Bundela, Jagird&r of Chaura-

gadh, attacked Anflp, because he had afforded shelter to Dairam, a

zamlndar of Chauragadh, Anflp Singh, with his whole family, withdrew

from Bewi (which after the destruction of B&ndhfl had been the family

seat) to the hills. In the 30th year, however, Sayyid fjalabat Khan.

Governor of Ilahabad (vide p. 427), conducted him to Court,
(

where Ahftp

turned Muhammadan. He was made a Commander of Three Thousand,

2,000 horse, and was appointed to B&ndhfi and the surrounding districts.

90. T<ashhar Xhftn, Muhammad Qusayn of JQpir&sin.

He was Mir Bdj^thl and Mir ^Arf. In the 11th year Musaffar Khan

j(No. 37) had him deposed. In the 16th year he came one day drunk to

the Darbir, and challenged the courtiers to fight him. Akbar punished

him by tying him to the tail of a horse, and then put him into prison.
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He was subsequently released, and attached to Mun'im’s Bengal

corps. In the battle of Takaroi (p. 4C6) he was severely wounded. Though

his wounds commenced to heal, he did not take- sufficient care of his

health, and died, a few days after the battle, in Opsa.

He is mentionedas having had a contingent or 4,000 troopers (M-atagir,

1
,000)

The Mafi&gir has a long note in justification of the extraordinary

punishment which Akbar inflicted on him.

The title of Lathkar Khan was conferred by Jahangir on Abfi ’l-Hasan

Mashhad!, and by Shahjahan on Jan Nisar Khan Yadgar Beg.

ill. Sayyid Ahmad of B&rha.

He is the younger brother of Sayyid Mahmiid (p. 427). In the 17th

year he served in the manqala, which, under the command of Klian-i

Kalan (No. 16), was sent to Gujrat. After the conquest of Ahmadabad,

he was ordered with other Amirs to pursue the sons of Sher Khan Ffilad!

(p. 432), who had removed their families and property from Patanto

Idar. A portion of their property fell into the hands of Imperialists. When
Akbar afterwards encamped at Patan, he gave the town to Mirza Abdu

’r-Rahim (No. 29), but appointed S. A. as Governor. In the

same year, Muhammad Husayn Mirza, Shah Mirza, and Sher

Khan Fiiladi, besieged Patan; but they dispersed on the approach

of M. 'Aziz.

In the 20th year S. A. and his nephews S. Qasim and S. Hashim

quelled the disturbances inwhich Jalalu d’-Din Qurchi (No. 213) had lost

his life. In 984 he served under Shahbaz Khan (No. 80) in the expedition

to Siwanah. According to the fabaqat, which calls him a Commander

of Three Thousand, he died in 985.

AbQ ’1-Fazl mentioned SayyidAhmad above on p. 300, 1. 11 from below.

Sayyid Ahmad’s son, S. Jamal“ ’d-Din was killed by the untimely

explosion of a mine during the siege of Chitor (p. 398).

This S. Jamalu ’d-Dln must not be confounded with the notorious

8. Jamal" ’d-Din who was executed in 993 (Bada,onl II, 345). He was a

grandson of S. Mahmiid (No. 75) S. Qasim being called his uncle.

92. Kfckar 'All Kh&n-i Chishti.

He came with Humayiin to Hind&stan. In the 11th year (973) he

was sent together with Shah Quli Naranji (No. 231) to Gadha-Katanga,

because Mahdi Qasim Khan (No. 36) had gone without leave to Makkah.

Kakar served also under Mu'izz" ’i-Mulk (No. 61) and was present in

(he battle of Khavrabad. He took part in the bloody fight at Sarnal

(middle of Sha'ban, 980 ; vide p. 353). He was then attached to Mun'im’s
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oorpa, and served in the siege of Patna, during which he and his son

were killed (end of 981 ; MafiSfir, 980).

98. Uy Xalyin Hal, Zamlndar of Blkanlr.

He is the father of Ray Singh (No. 44), and has been mentioned

above; p. 384.

94. Tlhir Pin, Mir Faragfcat, son of Mir Khurd. who was atdliq

to Prince Hindal.

His name is not given in theMa%
&s%r. The Tobaqat merely says that

he- was a grandee of Humayfin, and reached, during the reign of Akbar,

the rank of 8 Commander of Two Thousand. According to the same work,

he had a son Baqi Khan, who likewise served under Akbar.

From the Ahbamama (Lucknow Edition, II, p. 274) we see that he

was one of Akbar’s companions. Together with Dastam Khan (No. 79)

Qutluq Qadam j£han (No. 123), Peshraw Khan (No. 280), Haklmu’l-Mulk,

Muqbil Khan, and Shimal Khan (No. 154), he assisted in the capture of

the wild and mad Khwaia Mu'azzam, brother of Akbar’3 mother.

95. Bfcsh Muhammad Khto of Qalat.

As Qalat belongB to Qandahar, be is often called Shah Muhammad
Khan-i Qandahar!. The Ma'igir says that the name of the town of

Qal&t is generally spelt with a j, Q ; but that the Hazaras pronounce

Kajat, with a K.

Shah Muhammad Khan was a friend of Bayram, and was with him

in Qandahar, which Humayfin had given Bayram as jagtr. Bavram,

however, left it entirely in S. M.’s hands. Bahadur Khan (No. 22) was

then governor of Dawar, and had bribed several grandees to hand over

Qandahar to him ; but S. M. discovered the plot and killed the con-

spirators. Bahadur then marched against Qandahar. S. M. knew that

he could expect no assistance from Humayfin, and wrote to Shah Tahmasp

of Persia that it was Humayfln's intention to cede Qandahar ; he should

therefore send troops, defeat Bahadur, and take possession of the town.

Tahm&sp sent 3,000 Turkman troopers furnished by the jaglrdan of

Sistan, Fatah, and Garmsir. Their leader, ‘•All Tar, surprised Bah&dur

and defeated him so completely, that Bahadur could not even keep

Dawar. He therefore fled to India. S. M. had thus got rid of one danger

;

he treated the Persian Commander with all submissiveness, but would

not hand ova the town. Shah Tahmasp then ordered his nephew,

Sbltin Husayn Mini, son of Baliram Mlrsfi (vide No; 8), Wall

Khalifa 8himlQ, and others, to besiege Qandah&r. The siege had lasted

for some time, when Sultan yusayn MIrxa felt disgusted and withdrew.
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Tahmasp felt annoyed, and sent again Sultan Qusayn Mirza with 'All

Sultan, Governor of Shiraz, to Qandahar, with positive orders to take

the town. *Ali Sultan was shot during the siege, and Sultan IJusayn

Mirza remained encamped before the town without doing anything.

At this juncture, Akbar, who in the meantime had succeeded to the

throne, ordered S. M. to hard over Qandahar to the Persians, according

to Humayun’s promise, and come to India.

This account of the cession of Qandahar, observes the author of the

Ma'dfir, differs from Munshi Sikandar’s version of his great work entitled

*Alamara-yi Sikandan. According to that history, Tahmasp, at the very

first request of Shah Muhammad sent Sultan Husayn Mirza with Wali

Khalifa and other nobles to Qandahar. They defeated Bahadur ;
but

as S. M. would not hand over Qandahar, Tahmasp sent *Ali Sultan with

a stronger army, and appointed Sultan Husayn Mirza governor of Dawar

and Qandahar. Shah Muhammad held out for six months ; but as be

got no assistance from India, he capitulated, and withdrew to Hindustan.

Be this as it may, S. M. arrived in the end of the third year of Akbar’s

reign in India, was made a Khan, and gradually rose to the rank of a

Commander of Two Thousand. In the beginning of the 6th year (968)

he led the van in the battle near Sarangpur, in which Baz Bahadur lost

Malwa, and served, in the 9th year, in the war against ^Abd" ’Hah Khan

Uzbak (No. 14). In the 12th year he was made governor of Kotha. In

the 17th year he was among the auxiliaries of Mirza 'Aziz Koka, and was

wounded in the battle of Patan (p. 432).

Regarding *Adil Khan. S. M.’s son, vide below, No. 125.

96. Ray Surjan Ha<ja.

He is often merely called Ray Hilda. The Hadas are a branch of the

Chauhans. The Sarkar of Rantanbhflr is called after them Hddauti.

Ray Surjan was at first in the service of the Rana, and defied the

,

Mugfuls, because he thought himself safe in Rantanbhur. Akbar, after j

the conquest of Chitor (p. 398), besieged in the end of the 13th year,e

Rantanbhur, and R. S., despairing of holding out longer—the sieged

having lasted about a month—sent his sons Dauda and Bhoj (No. 175)

to Akbar's camp to sue for peace. The Emperor received th&n well, and

gave each a dress of honour. When they were taken behind the tenfrj

enclosure to put on the garments, one of their men, suspecting foul play
,

7

rushed sword in hand towards the audience tent, and killed several

people, among them Shaykjh Bakau ’1-Din Majzub of Bada,on, but was

cut down by one of Mugaflar Khan’s men. As R. S.’s sons were entirely

innocent, the accident did not change Akbar’s goodwill toward:* them
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and he sent them back to their father. At R. S.’s request, Husayn Qull

Khan (No. 24) was then sent to the Fort and escorted R. S. to the Emperor.

Rantanbbur was annexed (Shawwal, 976, or beginning of the 14th year).

R. S. was made Governor of Gadha-Katanga, from where, in the 20th

year, he was transferred to Fort Chanadh (Chunar).

Soon after, Dauda fled and created disturbances in Bundl. Zayn

Khan Koka (No. 34), R. S. and his second son Bhoj were therefore sent

to BundT, which was conquered in the beginning of 985. After the

conquest, R. S. was made a commander of Two Thousand. Dauda who

had escaped, submitted, in the 23rd year, to Shahbaz Khan (p. 436).

Not long after, Dauda fled again. He died in the 30th year.

R. S. served in the 25th year, after Muzaffar’s (No. 37) death in Bihar.

The Ma*asir does not mention the year of his death. From the Tabaqdt
,

it is clear, that he had been dead for some time in 1001.

For R. S.’s son, Ray Bhoj, vide below', No. 175.

97. Shaham Khan Jala,ir.

Jalajr is the name of a Chaghta,! tribe.

Shaham’s father was Baba Beg, who had been under Humavun,

governor of Jaunpur. Baba Beg also took part in the battle of Cliausa,

in w’hich Humayun was defeated by Sher Shah. The Emperor fled to

Agra, and ordered Baba Beg and other grandees to bring up the camp and

the Begams. In attempting to rescue the ladies of the IlaTem, Baba Beg

was killed by an Afghan near the imperial tent.

Shaham Khan was made an Amir by Akbar.

In the beginning of the 4th year (966) he served together with the two

Jala,irs, mentioned below, Haji Muhammad Khan-i Sfstanl (No. 55),

Chalma Beg (58), Kamfd Khan, Ghakkar, and Qiya Khan Gung(No. 33),

under Khan Zaman (No. 13) in the Jaunpur District against the Afghans.

The war continued till the sixth year, in which Sher Shah, son of *Adli,

Mubariz Khan, after Bavram’s death, made a final attempt to overthrow

the Mugjiuls. In the 10th year Sh. Kb. served agiinst Khan Zaman.

In the 19tli year he served under Mun*im in the Bengal and Orlsa

wars, was present in the battle of Takarol an-
1 pursued with Tocjar Hal

the Afghans to Bhadrak (p. 406). After Mun^im's death at Gaur (p. 407),

the grandees put Sh, Kh. in comricud of the army till the Emperor should

send a new commander. In the .list year he took part in the battle near

Ag Mahall (p. 350). In the 24th year he 'xwjaglrddr of Hajlpur (opposite

Patna). After Muzaffar’s death (No. 37) in 988, before Totjar Mai had

arrived, he defeated and killed Sa^id-i BadakhsM, onje of the Bengal

rebels. Subsequently, he pursued *Arab Bahadur, whom Shahbaz Khan
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(p. 438) had defeated. In the 26th year Sh. Kh. was stationed at Narhan.

In this year, Ma^sum Khan-i Farankhudi (No. 157) had been driven by

the imperialists from Bahra,ich over Kalyanpur to Muhammadabad,

which he plundered, and prepared to attack 'Jaunpur. Sh. Kh. from

Narhan, Pahar Khan (No. 407) from Ghiizjpur and Qasim from Jaldpur,

united their contingents, and pursued Mu^sum so effectually that he

applied to M. *Aziz Koka to intercede for him with the Emperor. In the

32nd year he was made Governor of Gadha, and soon after, of DihlT.

In the end of the same year he accompanied Sultan Murad, who conducted

M. Sulayman (No. 5) to Court. In the beginning of the 33rd year he

assisted Sadiq Khan (No. 43) in his expedition against Jalala TarikI

in Terah.

In the 43rd year, after a stay of fourteen years in the Panjfib, Akbar

made Dihll his residence. It was proved that Sh. had been oppressive,

and he was therefore reprimanded. Two years later, he served in the

Aslr war, and died during the siege of that fort. /I Hijjah, 1009.

The Tabatjtil says that Shiiham Khan was in 1001 a Commander of

Two Thousand.

The Akbarndma mentions two other Jalii,ir Grandos:

1. Sultan Ilnsayn Khun Jaldjr. He was mentioned above, p. 417,!. 3.

2. Muhammad Khun Jald
9
ir. The Talw/dt says of him, “ he is an

old Amir, and is at present (1001 ) mad.” He served under Khan Zarrian

in the war with Hemu. In the beginning of the4th year all three J;d;‘i,i(s

served under Khun Zanuin against the Afghans in the Jaunpur District.

98. Asaf Khan (III), [Mirza Qiwam' 1 d'-Dinj Ja^far Beg. son of

Badi* u ?

z-Zaman of Qazwln.

His father Mirza Badi*u 'z-Zaman was the son of AghaMulla Dawafdur

of Qazwln (ride p. 398). M. Bail?, during the. reign of Shah Tahmasp,

had been vazlr of Kiishan, and Ja^far hud also been introduced at the

Persian Court.

In the 22nd year of Akbar’s reign (985), Ja^far Begcmr 1 * to India, and

was presented to Akbar by his uncle M. Ghiya " d Dm ^A!i \ .«f Khan

II (No. 120), on his return from the Idar "xpeilitinu.
r

|lieii«*e. DwA law

having then been introduced, Akbar made .la f.r
.

i ..n.mander

of Twenty (Ifisti) and attached him t»» the /*//•'*. fp. 252) of his

uncle. According to Hadd.mn (Ilf. 216) p« npl** attnlnjd this nui<nn>im

of royal favour to the malice of Ja^far • unele. The pn * was Inv

that .Ta*far threw it up indisgust and w«i.t to !»• ngal. to whi»li pr«.\ nm-

Mugailar Khan (No. 37) had ji ! bei-ii appointed governoi lb* \\a v.i»h
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him when the Bengal military revolt broke out, and fell together with

Shams11 ’d-Din-i KhafI (No. 159) into the hands of the rebels. Ja'far and

Shams found means to escape, the former chiefly through his winning

manners. On arriving at Fathpur, Ja^far met with a better reception than

before, was in a short time made a Commander of Two Thousand, and

got the title of Asaf Khan. He was also appointed Mir Bakhshf, vice

Qazi *A1I. In his first expedition, against the Rana of Udaipur, Asaf

was successful.

'In the 32nd year he was appointed Thanadar of Sawad (Swat),

vice Isma^Il Qull Khan, who had been reprimanded (p. 388. where for

Hay Mr read liij u r). In the 37th year J alala Rawshani fled to *Abdu 'llah

Khan Uzbak, king of Turan
;
but finding no support, he returned to

Tcrah, and stirred up the Afrldl and Urakzu.i Afghans. Asaf was sent

against him, and with the assistance of Zayn Khan Koka, defeated

•Tahlla. The family of the rebel fell into the hands of the imperialists ;

his women were given to Wahdat qAll, who was said to be Jalala's

brother, while the other members of his family were taken to Court.

In the 39th year Asaf was sent to Kashmir, M. Yusuf Khan (No. 35)

having been recalled. He re-distributed the lands of the Jagir holders,

of whom Ahmad Beg Kabuli (No. 191), Muhammad Quli \fshar, and

Hasan *Arab were the most important. The cultivation of Za*farm
(saffron, vide p. 89) and hunting were declared monopolies, and the

revenue was fixed according to the assessment of Qa?I *AII, i.e. at one

lakh of kjiaru'firSs at 21 dams each (vide p. 370). Asaf stayed only three

days in Kashmir, and returned to Labor. In the 42nd year, when

Kashmir had become all but desolated through the oppressions of the

Jagir holders, A§af was made Governor of the province. In the 4ith

year (beginning of 1008) he was appointed Dhcan-i kull vice Patr Das

(No. 196).

In 1013 Prince Salim (Jahangir) rebelled against Akbar; but a

reconciliation was effected by Akbar's mother, and Salim was placed for

twelve days under surveillance. After this, he received Gujrat as linjul,

and gave up the Sfibas of Ilahabful and Bihar, of which during his

rebellion lie had taken possession. Bihar was given to A$uf, who, more-

over. was api>ointcd to a Command of Three Thousand.

On Jahangir's accession. Asaf was called to Court, and appointed

utafitj to Prince Parwi/., who had taken the command against the Rami.

The expedition was, however, interrupted by the* lebel lion of Prince

Klmsraw. in the 2nd year. 1015. Jahangir, after suppressing Khusraw’s

revolt, left Labor for Kabul, and asShari 1 Khan AmIt ,,‘M’marac
remained
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dangerously ill in India.. Asaf was made Vakil and Commander of Five

Thousand. He also received a pen-box studded with jewels.1 But he

never trusted Jahangir, as the Emperor himself found out after Afaf’s

death (Tuzuk, p. 109).

From the time of Akbar’s death, the kings 1 of the Dakhin had been

restless, and Malik *Ambar had seized upon several places in the Balaghat

District. The Khan Khanan (No. 29), with his usual duplicity, had done

nothing to recover the loss, and Jahangir sent Prince Parwiz to the

Dakhin, with Asaf Khan as atfitiq, and the most renowned grandees of

the Court, as Raja Man Singh (No. 30), Khan Jahan Lodi, Klian-i A*gam

(No. 21), 'Abd a llah Khan, “each in himself sufficient for the conquest

of a country/’ But incessant drinking on the part of the Prince, and the

jealousy and consequent insubordination of the Amirs, spoiled every-

thing, and the Mugfuls suffered a check and lost their prestige. Not

long after, in 1021, Asaf died at Burhampur. The TSrikk of his death

is:—

j
ju?. A hundred times alas ! for Ajaf IQ&an.

The fttzuk (p. 108) says that he died at the age of sixty-three.

Asaf Khan is represented as a man of the greatest genius. He was

an able financier, and a good accountant. A glance is said to.have been

sufficient for him to know the contents of a page. He was a great horti-

culturist, planting and lopping off branches with his own hands in his

gardens ; and he often transacted business with a garden spade in his

hand. In religious matters, he was a free-thinker, and one of Akbar’s

disciples (p. 218-9). He was one of the best poets of Akbar’s age, an age

most fruitful in great poets. His Masnawl, entitled Nurnama ranks after

Kigam’a Shinn Khusratc. Vide below among the poets of Akbar’s

reign.

Asaf kept a great number of women, and had a large family.

/tin son*. 1 . Mina Zayn* Abidin. He was a Commander of Fifteen

Hundred, 500 horse, and died in the second year of Shahjahan’s reign,

lie had a son Mind Ja*far ,
who like his grandfather was a poet, writing

under the same lakhdhn

*

(Ja'far). He, Zahid Khan Koka, and M. Shaft

(Pddishdhndma ; Saqi, Ma%
nsir) son of Savf Khan, were such intimate

friends, that Shahjahan dubbed them uih yur,
“ the three friends/’ He

1 It wuh customary under the .MujJ^ul < iovcnimcnt to confer a pen*box or a golden
inkataud, or Vmtli. a* ih+iy*i* on Diwan*. When Hiuh oliicen* were deponed, they generally

retnrinti the presents.
a Moghul hislorians do not like to call the ruler* of the Dakhin kim/i. The word

which they generally use. is which in a meanitiglcM title. 1 have not found
tlii* title used in historic* written liefurc the AUmruttmti.
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later resigned the service, and lived in Agra on the pension which Shah-

jahan granted and Awrangzib increased. He died in 1094.

2. Suhrafj Khan. He was under Shahjahan a Commander of Fifteen

Hundred, 1,200 horse, and died in the 13th year of Shahjahan.

3. Mlrza Alt Asghar. He was a hasty youth, and could not bridle

his tongue. In the Parenda expedition, he created dissensions between

Shah Shuja* and Mahabat Khan. He served in the war against Jujhar

Bandela, and perished at the explosion of a tower in Fort Dhamiinl,

as related in the Pddishdhndma. He had just been married to the daughter

of Mu^tamid Khan BahhshI (author of the Iqbdlndma-yi Jahanylri) ;

but as no cohabitation had taken place, Shahjahan married her to Khan

Dawran. He was a Commander of Five Hundred, 100 horse.

4. Mlrza ^Askarl. Ho was in the 20th year of Shahjahan a Com-

mander of Five Hundred. 100 horse.

The lists of grandees in the Pddishdhndma mention two relations of

Asaf—1. Muhammad Salih
,
son of Mlrza Shahl, brother or nephew of

Asaf. He was a Commander of Ono Thousand, 800 horse, and died in the

second year of Shahjahan’s reign. 2. Muqifn
,
a Commander of Five

Hundred, 100 horse.

XL Commanders of One Thousand and Five Hundred .

99. Shaykh Farld-i Bukhari.

The Iqhdlndma
,
according to the Ma%

dsirt
says he belonged to the

Mmawl Sayyids ; but this is extraordinary, because the Bukhari Sayyid’s

trace their descent to Sayyid Jaliil-i Bukhari, seventh descendant of Imam
*AlI Naql Alhadl.

The fourth ancestor of Shaykh Farid was Shaykh *Abdu ’l-Ghaffar of

Dilill, who when dying desired his family togive up depending on Suy Grghal

tenures, but rather to enter the military service of the kings. This they

seem to have done.

Shaykh Farid was born at Dilill (Tuznk , p. G8). He entered Akbar’s

service early. In the 28th year, when M. *AzT% (No. 21) resigned from ill-

health th«? command of the Bihar army, 8. F. accompanied Yazlr Khan

(No. 41) to the neighbourhood of Burdwan, where Qutlii of Orisfi had

collected his Afghans. Qidlii having made proposals of peace, S. F. was

ordered to meet him. In doing so he nearly perished through Qiitlii’s

treachery (ridr Stewart's Bengal). In the 301 h year, he was made a

Commander of TOO. ;md gradually rose, till the. 40th year, to a command

i f 1 ,500. ||. \-.,i . also appointed .Mir Bakhsld, and had also for some time
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the Dajtar-i Tan in his charge, i.e., he had to settle all matters relating

to the grants of Jaglr holders.

His elevation under Jahangir was due to the decided support he

gave Jahangir, immediately before his accession, and to the victory he

obtained over Prince Khusraw at Bhairowfil. When Piince Salim

occupied Ilahabud during his rebellion against his father, appointing

his servant? to mansabs and giving them jugirs, Akbar favoured Prince

Khusraw so openly, that every one looked upon him as successor. Soon

after, a sort of reconcilation.was effected, and Salim’s men were sent to

Qujrat. When Akbar lay on the death-bed, he ordered Salim to stay

outside the Fort of Agra
;
and M. ^Azlz Koka (No. 21) ami Raja Man

Singh, who from family considerations favoured Khusraw's succession,

placed their own men at the gates of the fort, and asked* Shaykh Farid

to take command. But 8. F. did not care for their arrangements and

went over to Prince Salim outside, and declared him emperor, before

Akbar had closed his eyes. On the actual accession, S. F. was made a

commander of 5,000, received the title of Sahibu 's-sayf w a 7

»nd was appointed Mir Bakhshi.

A short time after, on the 8th Zi Hijjah. 1014, Prince Khusraw

suddenly left Agra, and went plundering and recruiting to Labor. S. F.,

with other Bukhari and many Barha Sayyids, was sent after him, whilst

Jahangir himself followed soon after, accompanied by Sharif Khan

Amiru 7-Umara* and Mahabat Khan, who were hostile to S. F., and

took every possible opportunity of slandering him. Sultan Khusraw

had gone to Lahor and besieged the town, when he heard of S. F.’s

arrival with 12,000 horse at the Ab-iSulidnpur. He raised the siege, and

arrived at the Bi,ah, which S. F. had just crossed. Khusraw was

immediately attacked. The fight was unusually severe. The Barha

and Bul&arl Sayyids had to bear the brunt of the fight, the former in

the van under the command of Sayf Khan, son of Sayyid Mahmud Khan

Kundliwal (p. 427) and Sayyid Jalal. There were about 50 or GO of the

Barha Sayyids opposed to 1,500 Badakhshi troopers, and had not S.

Karaal (vide No.78) come in time to their rescue, charging the enemy with

loud cries of Padishah salamal the Barha Sayyids would have been cut

down to a man. Sayyid Sayf Khan got seventeen wounds, and 8. Jalal

died a few days after the battle. About four hundred of Khusraw’s

troopers were killed, and the rest dispersed. Khusraw’s jewel-box fell

1 This title we eleo find in old inscriptions, e.g. in those of Tribcni and Sitgtw, Hugll

District. It means Lord o] tk* *%eord and tk* pen.
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into the hanas of the Imperialists. The fight took place in the neighbour-

hood of Bhairowal. 1 In the evening Jahangir arrived, embraced 8. F.,

and stayed the night in his tent. The District was made into a Pargana

of the name of Fatliabful, and was given S. F. as a present. He received,

besides, the title of Murtazd Khan, and was appointed governor of the

Sfilm of (lujrat.

In the 2nd year, »S. F. presented Jahangir with an immense ruby made

mtouring, which weighed 1 misqdl, Wsurkhs, and was valued at 25,000 Rs.

As the relations of the Slmykh oppressed the people in Gujrat, he was

recalled from Ahmadabad (Tnznk. p. 73). In the 5th year he was made

governor of the Punjab. In 1021 he made preparations to invade

Kangra. He died at Pathan in 1025, and was buried at Dihli (Tuz. p. 159).

At the time of his death, he was a Commander of Six Thousand, 5,000

horse.

Sayyid Ahmad, in his work on the antiquities of Dihli, entitled A§dru

VNa?u7</7rf, No. 77, says that the name of S. F/s father was Sayyid

Ahmad-i Bukhari. Of Farid's tomb, he says, nothing is left, but an arcade

(it<11an). But he wrongly places the death of the Shaykh in the

0th year, or 1033 a.h., instead of in the eleventh year
,
or 1025 a.d.

Sayyid Ahmad also mentions a Sard,!, built by Shaykh Farid in

Dihli, which has since been repaired by the English Government, and

is now used as a jail («0U-

,

j<’l khdnn).

Acconling to the Tuznk. p. 05. Salimgadh (Dihli) belonged toS. Farid.

If. had been built by Salim Khan the Afghan during his reign in the

midst (ilar wiytm) of the Jumna. Akbar had given it to Farid.*

When Sliaykh Farid died, only 1,000 Ash rafts were found in his

house, which very likely gave rise to the Tdrikh of his death :

—

1 lUiairowTil. on our inap* llfiyroirttl, lie* on the road from Jnlimllinr to Amritair, on
tltr ritfht hank of (ho Iti.fih. A ft or (ho defeat Khusraw Hod northwards with (ho view
of reaching Jtohtas beyond the right Imiik of (ho Jhclum. He had therefore to crop* the

Kawi. (hoChaitjli. and (ho .Miriam. On oomin^ to (he Chanab, at a place called ShtihpUr

(a very common name in (In* I'anjiih). lie could not got boat*. Ho therefore went to

Nodharn, which is also mentioned a* a place for iTnming in the ^abaqnt-i Savin—on our
map* Sinim. N.K. of Va/irfihftd and induced some Imntmcn to take him over. But they
left him in the lurch, landed him on an island in (ho middle of the

(
’liaiinh, and awam baric.

Thin came (o (lie car* of the (’hand? of Nodltura. and a report- was sent to ^Abd tt ’I-Qasim

Namakin (No. I1MI), one of .lahanuii'* oflii cr* stationed at Gujrat (at some distaneo from
the right lunik of the Chanab. opjiosifc to Va/irahad). lie came, took Khuaraw from
the island, and kept him routined in (hijrat. The now* of the cr^lure reached Jah&ngir
at Lfdior on the last Mo loirmm 101 A. i.e. f»2 days after KhuarawVr flight from Agra. On
the Srd Nafnr. Kltusraw Hasan lk*u' i Itadakhshi (No. 107), and <?Abdu VKablm Khar,
were brought to .lahaimir ill the Itagfi-i Minr.fi Kfimran.

* The family iiiiinI have had large |M>HHCM*ions in Dihli ; for when Akbar, in the 22nd
year, visited Dihli. he stayed in Sh. hand** mansion, and Abu *1-Fafl {Ak^fmAmA, III,

p. I
1
,Mi) s|*>uks of hi* extensive |msse* dons along the •lanina.
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j o\o dad , khurd burd (1025 a.h.).

“ He gave,1 and left (carried of!) little.”

Shay}& Farid was indeed a man of the greatest liberality. He always

gave with his own hands. Once a beggar came to him seven times on one

day, and received money ; and when he returned the eighth time, Farid

gave him again money, but told him not to tell others
; else they might

take the money from him. He gave widows a great deal, and hie jagir

lands were given as free land tenures to the children of his servants

or soldiers who had been killed. When in Gujrat, he had a list made

of all Bukhari Sayyids in the province,8 and paid for every marriage feast

and outfit
; he even gave pregnant women of his clan money for the same

purpose for the benefit of their yet unborn children. He never assisted

singers, musicians, or flatterers.

He built many sarajs. The one in Dihli has been mentioned above.

In Ahmadabad, a mahalla was adorned by him and received as a

memorial of him the name of Bukhara. In the same town he built the

Masjid and Tomb of Shah Wajlh11 ’d-Dln (died 988 ; Badd
y
oni

t
III, 43).

He also built Fanddhad near Dihli, the greater part of the old pargana

of Tilpat being included in the pargana of Farldabad (Elliot's Glossary,

Beamc’s Edition, II, p. 123). In Labor also, a Mahalla was built by him,

a large bath, and a chauk
,
or bazar. The Government officers under

him received annually three khiftats ; to his footmen he gave annually

a blanket, and his sweepers got shoes. He never made alterations in

his gifts.

His contingent consisted of 3,000 picked troopers. Neither in the

reign of Akbar, nor that of Jahangir did he build a palace for himself.

He always lived as if on the march. He paid his contingent personally,

little caring for the noise and tumult incident to such offices. One of his

best soldiers, an Afghan of the name of Sher Khan, had taken leave in

Gujrat, and rejoined after an absei.ee of six years, when Sh. Farid was in

Kalanur on his march to Kangra. The Shaykh ordered Dwarkd Das,

his BakhshI, to pay the man his wages, and the Bakhsbi wrote out the

Descriptive Roll, and gave the man one day's pay. But Farid got angry,

and said, “ He is an old servant, and though he comes rather late, my
affairs have not fared ill on account of his absence

;
give him hid whole

pay.” The man got 7,000 Rs., his whole pay for six years.

[
l flwJi enjoyed.—P.]
* In Dihli, AhmuctibHd, and many other places in Gujrat do we find BukhJirl Sayyids.

Vidi Nos. 77, 78.*
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“ Night, and day/* exclaims the. author of the Ma%
a?ir

,

“ change as

before, and the stars walk and the heavens turn as of old, but India has

no longer such men. Perhaps they have left for some other country !

*’

Shaykh Farid had no son. His daughter also died childless. He had

adopted two young men, Muhammad Sa^Id and. Mir Khan. They lived

in great pomp, and did not care for the emperor. Though often warned,

they would noisily pass the palace in pleasure boats to the annoyance

of the emperor, their boats being lighted up with torches and coloured

lamps. One night they did so again, and Mahabat Khan, whom Jahangir

had given a hint, sent one of his men and killed Mir Khan. 8. F.

demanded of the emperor Mahabat's blood ; but Mahabat got together

several “ respectable witnesses who maintained before the emperor

that Mir Khan had been killed by Muhammad Sa^id, and Shaykh F. had

to remain quiet.

Muhammad Sa*»Id was alive in the 20th year of Shiihjahan, and was a

Commander of Seven Hundred, 300 horse (Pddishdhn , II, 743).

Sayyid Jotfar, S. F.\s brother, was also in Akbar’s service. He was

killed in the battle of Patan (p. 433).

The Padishahnama (I, b., 316, 313 ; II, 739) also mentions Sayyid

Badr, son of Shaykh Farid's sister, a Commander of 700, 500 horse : and

Sayyid Bhakar, son of Sh. F.’s brother, a Commander of Five Hundred,

300 horse.

100. Samanjl Khan, son of Chalma Beg.

Fojr Samanji we often find in MSS. Samdji . The Turkish samdn

means hay
,
so that Samanjl or Samanchl would mean one who looks after

the hay .

The name of this grandee is neither given in the Mat
ilsir

,
nor the

'I'abaqat. Nor have I come across his name in the Akbarndma . It remains

therefore, doubtful whether he is the son of No. 58.

Another Samanjl Khan will be foVd below, No. 147.

101. Tardi Khan, son of Qiya Khan Gung (No. 33).

He has been mentioned above, on p. 367. The Tabaqat says that, in

1001, he was governor of Patan (Uujrat).1

1 Tardi Khan i<t also mentioned in Sayyid Ahmad’s edition of the Tnzuk, p 19, I. n
But this is a mistake. 1 1 should be Tar j^ha n

,

not Tardi Khan. The word toqnai l c als
is a mistake, and ahould Ik? ToqUii. Panes 18, 19, of the Tuzuk treat of Akbar’i force
mari h to Patan in (iujrfit {vide p. 34a, note, and p. 445). The Ma^ir

(MS. 77 (

the Library Ai. Hoc. Bengal, p. M3. 6.) mentions t ho 4th Habit I, as the day when Akbi
left Agra

; but from the Aklmrnama ( Lucknow Kdition. Ill, 18 IT.) it is clear that Akbi
left Agra on the 24th Habit II, 981, and engaged the enemies on the 0th day after h
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102. Mihtar Khan, Anlsu ’d-Dln, a servant of Humayfin.
' The word mihtar

,
prop, a prince, occurs very often in the names of

Humayun’s servants. Thus in the Akbarndrna (Lucknow Edition, Vol. I,

p. 269—-a very interesting page, which gives the names of the grandees,

etc., who accompanied the emperor to Persia).

Mihtar Khan was the title of An&u ’d-Dln. He was Humayfin’s

treasurer on bis flight to -Persia, and returned with the emperor.

In the 14th year, when RantanbhQr had been conquered (vide No. 96),

the fort was put in his charge. In the beginning of the 2lst year (beginning

of 984) he accompanied Man Singh on his expedition against Rana

Partab of Maiwar, and distinguished himself as leader of the Chandawul

(rear). In the 25th year he held ajdgir in Audh, and distinguished himself

in the final pursuit of Ma^sum Khan Farankhiidl (No. 167).

Anls was gradually promoted. He was at the time of Akbar’s death

a Commander of Three Thousand. According to the Tabaqat, he was

in 1001 a Commander of 2,500.

He died in the 3rd year of Jahangir’s reign, 1017, eighty-four years

old. If I read the MSS. of the Ma^d^ir correctly, he was a Kali, and

looked upon his tribe with much favour. He was a man of great simplicity.

It is said that he paid his contingent monthly.

Munis Khan . his son, was during the reign of Jahangir a Commander

of Five Hundred, 130 horse. Abu T<Mb, son of Munis Khan, was employed

as treasurer ( Khizdncht

)

of the §fiba of Bengal.

103. R&y Durg& Sisodia.

Ray Durga is generally called in the Akbamdma
,
Ray Durga Chandra-

wat, The home of the family was the Pargana of Rampur,

also called Islampur, near Chitor.

In the 26th year of Akbar’s reign Ray Durga accompanied Prince

Murad on his expedition against Mirza Muhammad Hakim of Kabul.

In the 28th year he was attached to Mirza Khan’s (No. 29) corps, and

distinguished himself in the Gujrat war. In the 30th year he was with

M. *Aziz Koka (No. 21) in the Dakhin. In the 36th year he followed

Prince Murad to Malwa, and later to the Dakhin.

In the 45th year Akbar sent him after Mugaffar IJusayn Mirz&. He
then accompanied Aba ’I-Fa?l to Nasik, and went afterwards home on

departure, i.e. on the 0th Jumftdt I, 981. Hence the date 5th JumAda I. 980, which
Sayyid Ahmad gives, Tuzvk, p. 18, 1. 16, should be corrected to 0th Jumidt I, 981.

The companion of the several sources for a history of Akbar's reign, and the correction

of the MS8. Is a truly herculean labour, which the want of critical acumen on the part of

the editors of our printed historical editions has very much increased. Vide No. 104.

29
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leave. He returned, but after six weeks went again home, apparently

without permission.

He died towards the end of the 2nd year of Jahangir’s reign.

According to the Tutuk (p. 63) he had served Akbar for upwards of

forty years. Jahangir says, he had at first been in the service of Ban&

Udai Singh, and reached, during the reign of Akbar, the dignity of

Commander of Four Thousand. He is said to have been a good tactician.

The Tabaqat says that hewas in 1001 aCommander of Fifteen Hundred.

The Mcfdfir continues the history of his descendants, from which the

following tree has been taken.

Genealogy of the RA,os of RAmpur (hlampAr), Chitor.

1. R&y DurgA Slsodiya

(Chandrlwat)

2. KM Chandi (Jahangir)

(a) A son (6) Rflp Mukund

3. Ru,o DaudA (Shahjahin)

4. RA,o HattI Singh (Do.) 1

[died childless]
|

5.

(a) RM Rup Singh 6. (6) RM Amr Singh
[died childless] (Awrangzib)

7. Ra,o Muhkam Singh

S. RM Gojuil Singh

9. Rn,o Ratan Singh

Ra,o Ratan Singh turned Muhammadan, and got the title of Muslim

Khan (Awrangzib-Jahandar Shah).

104. M&dhu Singh, son of Raja Bhagwan Das (No. 27).

He was present in the fight At Samal (p. 353). In the beginning of the

21st year (Muharram, 984) he served under Man Singh against Rana

Kika, and distinguished himself in the battle of Goganda (21st Rabi*

I, 984).8 In the 30th year he accompanied Mlrza Shiihrukh (No. 7)

1 There is some confusion in the MSS. and printed editions regarding his name. Thus
in the PAdieh&hnAma, Ed. Bibl. Indica, I, b. 305, he is called Mathi Singh ; but IJatti

Singh in the same work, Vol. II, p. 730, and Hathi, on p. 374.
* It was said above, p. 361, note 2, that the battle of Goganda was fought in 985. This

is tho statement of the fabaqAt, which the Ma%a*ir follows in its biographical note of Raja
MAn Singh. But from the AkbamAma and the History of RadMni, who was present in

the tattle, and brought Akbar Mfin Singh's report, it is clear that Man Singh set out on
the 2nd Mubarram, 984, and that the battle took place on tho 21st Rain of the same
year.

It has been remarked above (p. 383, note 1) that the chronology of the fabarfit is

erroneous. Sadi,on! ascribes the errors to the omission of the intercalary davs, and a
confusion of solar and lunar years. Historians should bear this in mind. The Al'barmlma
is the only source for a history of Aktar’s reign, and tho SauAnib should be the guide of

Historians.
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on his expedition to Kashmir. In the 31st year, after the death of

Sayyid JJamid (No. 78), he took the contingent of Baja Bhagwan from

Thana Langar, where he was stationed, to ?Ali Masjid, where Man
Singh was.

In the 48th year he was made a Commander of Three Thousand, 2,000

horse. According to the fabaqat, he had been, in 1001, a Commander

of 2,000.

His son, Chair Sal, or Satr Sal, was at the end of Jahangir’s reign a

Commander of Fifteen Hundred, 1 ,000 horse. He'was killed together with

his two sons, Bhim Singh and Anand Singh, in the Dakhin, in the 3rd year

of Shahjahan’s reign. His third son, Vgar Sen, was a Commander of

Eight Hundred, 400 horse (vide Padishahn, I, p. 294 ; I, b.,

pp. 305, 314).

105. Sayyid Q&sim, and 143. Sayyid Hishim, sons of Sayyid

Mahmud Khan of Barlia, Kundliwal (No. 75).

In the 17th year S. Qasim served under Khan *Alam (No. 58) in the

pursuit of Muhammad Husayn Mirza, who after his defeat by M. ‘'Aziz

Koka (No. 21) had withdrawn to the Dakhin.

S. Hashiro served, in the 21st year, with Bay Bay Singb' (No. 44)

against Sultan De.ora, ruler of Sarohi, and distinguished himself in the

conquest of that place.

In the 22na year both brothers served under Shabbaz Khan (No. 80)

against the Rina. In the 25th year, when Chandr. Sen., son of Maldeo,

raised disturbances, both brothers, who hadjagirs in Ajmir, were ordered

to inarch against him. Both again distinguished themselves in the 28th

year, and served in the harawal of Mirza Khan (No. 29) in the

Gujrat war.

S. Hashim was killed in the battle of Sarkich, near Ahmadabad. S.

Qasim was wounded. He was subsequently appointed Thanadar of

Patan. When Mirza Khan went to Court, leaving Qulij Khan as Governor

of Ahmadabad, Qiisim was again appointed to a command and operated

successfully against Mugaffar, Jam (zamindar of little Kachh), and

Khangar (zamindar of Great Kachh).

On the transfer of Mirza Khan. Khan-i A*zam (No. 21) was appointed

Governor of Gujrat. Qasimcontinued to serve inGujrat,and distinguished

himself especially in the 37th year. Later, he commanded the left wing

of Sultan Murad’s Dakhin corps.

Qasim died in the 44th year (1007). He was at his death a Commander

of 1,500.

Regarding their sons, vide p. 427.
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XII. Commanders of Twelve Hundred and Fifty

106. Ray S&l D&rb&ri, Shaykhawat.

He ia also called Raja Ray Sal Darbari, and is the son of Raja Soja.

son of Ray Ray Mai Shaykhawat, in whose service Hasan Khan Sur

(father of Sher Shah) was for some time.

As remarked above (No. 23), the Kachhwahas are divided

into Rajawata and Shaykhawats. To the latter branch belong Raia

Lo Karan, Ray Sal, etc. ; the former contains Man Singh's posterity

(the present rulers of Jaipur).

The term Shaikhaival
,
or Shekhawat, as it is generally pronounced,

is explained as follows. One of the ancestors of this branch had no sons.

A Muhammadan Shaykh, however, had pity on him, and prayed for

him till he got a son. From motives of gratitude, the boy was called

Shaykh.1 Hence his descendants are called the Shaykhawat Branch.

Ray Sal was employed at Court, as his title of Darbari indicates. He
was in charge of the Harem. During the reign of Jahangir, he was

promoted, and served in the Dakhin. He died there at an advanced age.

He had twenty-one sons, each of whom had a numerous posterity.

Whilst Ray Sal was in the Dakhin, Madhu Singh and other grand-

children of his, collected a lot of ruffians, and occupied Ray Sal’s paternal

possessions.2 But Mathura DaS, a Bengali, who was Ray Sal’s Munshi

and Vakil, recovered a portion of his master’s «^nds.

After Ray Sa’’s death, his sons and grandsons lived, according to

the custom of the Zammdars of the age, in feud with their neighbours

and with each other. Raja Girdhar, Ray Sal’s son, is almost the only

one that distinguished himself at Court.

From- the Akbamdma we see that Ray Sal entered early Akbar’s

service ; for he was present in the battle of Khayarbad (p. 414) in the

fight at Samal (vide 27), and accompanied the Emperor on his forced

march to Patan and Ahmadabad (p. 458. note).

The Padishdhndma (I, b., p. 314) mentions another son of Ray Sal’s,

Bhoj Raj, who was a Commander of Eight Hundred* 400 horse.

The Tdwi<M says that Ray Sal, was in 1001 a Commander of Two

Thousand. Abu ’1-Fazl calls him in this list a Commander of 1250. This

man§ab is unusual, and Ray Sal stands alone in this class. It does not

4 He is the same as the SKay^ji of Jaipur genealogies. ShayJ&jf is said to hare been

a grandson of Udaikaran, twelfth descendant of Dhold R&y (p. 348).
* Called in the Ma%H*\r Khand&r or Ghand&r,

11
near Afnber.” Tod mentions

a Khandhar near Amber. Vidt Geogr. Index, Khandar.
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occur in the lists of Grandees in the Pddishahndma. From other histories

also it is clear that the next higher Mansab after the Hazdrx was the

Hazdr o pansadl
,
or Commander of Fifteen Hundred.

XIII . Commanders of One Thousand .

107. Muhibb <Ali Khan, son of Mir Khalifa.

This grandee must not be confounded with Muhibb *All Khan Rahtasl

(p. 166).

Muhibb ^Ali Khan is the son of Mir Nigamu ’d-Din ^All Khalifa, the
“

pillar of Babar’s government He had no faith in Humayun, and

was opposed to his accession. He therefore favoured Mahdl Khwaja,

Babar’s son-in-law. Mahdl, a short time before Babar’s death, assumed

a royal deportment. One day, Mir Khalifa happened to be in Mahdi’s

tent
;
and when he left, Mahdl, thinking himself alone, put his hand

to his beard, and exclaimed, “ Thou shalt by and by follow me.” He had

scarcely uttered these words, when he observed Muqim-i Harawi 1 in

the corner of the tent. Muqlm reported these words to Mir Khalifa,

and upbraided him for giving Mahdl his support. Mir Khalifa thereupon

changed his mind, forbade people to visit Mahdl, and raised, on Babar’s

death, Humayun to the throne.

His son Muhibb ^All Khan distinguished himself under Babar and

Humayun. His wife was Nahul Begam, daughter of Qasim Koka.

Qasim had sacrificed himself for Babar. Babjir had fallen into the

hands of *Abdu *llah Khan Uzbak, when Qasim stepped forward and said

that he was Babar. He was cut to pieces, and Babar escaped. In 975,

Nahid Begam went to Thatha, to see her mother, Haji Begam (daughter

of Mirza Muqlm, son of Mirzi Zu ’1-Nun). After Qasim Koka s death,

Haji Begam married Mirza Hasan, and after him^ Mirza ^Isa Tarkhan, king

of Sindh (p. 390). Before Nahid Begam reached Thatha Mirza *Usa died.

His successor, Mirza Baqi, ill-treated Haji $egam and her daughter

Haji Begam therefore collected a few desperate men and watched for

an opportunity to get hold of M. Baqi’s person. The plot was, however,

discovered, and Haji Begam was put into prison. Nahid Begam escaped

and went to Bhakkar, where she was well received by Sultan Mahmud,

ruler of the District. He persuaded her to ask Akhar to send her husband

Muhibb * Ali to Bhakkar ; and he would give him an army, if he liked to

attack Thatha. Nahid Begam did so on coming to Court, and Akhar,

1 Father of the Historian Xi?iiinu \1-Din Ahi ‘aO, author of the Tabtojat-i Akbari .

Muqlm was then Dhran-i Uvyutat.
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in the 16th year (978), called for Muhibb, who had then retired from

court-life, and ordered him to proceed to fihakkar.

Muhibb aet out, accompanied by Mujahid Khan
,
a son of his daughter.

Sa*id Khan (No. 25), Governor of Multan, had also received orders to

assist Muhibb ; but at Sultan Mahmud's request, Muhibb came alone,

accompanied by only a few hundred troopers. AVhen he arrived' at

Bhakkar, Sultan Mahmud said that he had changed his mind : he might

go and attack Thatha without his assistance
;
but he should do so from

Jaisalmlr, and not from Bhakkar. Muhibb, though he had only 200

troopers, resolved to punish Suitan Mahmud for his treachery, and

prepared himself to attack Bhakkar. Mahmud had 10,000 horse assembled

near Fort Mathlla (aL^j'U). Muhibb attacked them, dispersed them, and

took soon after the fort itself. He then fitted out a larger corps, and moved

to Bhakkar, where he again defeated Mahmiid. The consequence of this

victory was that Mubarak Khan, Sultan MahmQd’s vazir, left his master

and went with 1,500 ho se over to Muhibb. But as Mubarak’s son, Beg

Oghlu, was accused of having had criminal intercourse with a concubine

of Sultan Mahmud, Muhibb wished to kill Beg Oghlu. Mubarak, who had

not expected this, now tried to get out of Muhibb’s power. Muhibb

therefore killed Mubarak, and used the money which fell into hi3 hands

to complete his preparations for the siege of Bhakkar.

The siege had lasted three years, when famine and disease drove the

inhabitants to despair. The swelling which is peculiar to the district

decimated the people
;
and the bark of the Sirs tree (p. 238), the best

remedy for it, could only be had for gold. Sultan Mahmud at last sent

a message to Akbar, and offered the fort as a present to Prince Salim,

if Muhibb were recalled, and another grandee sent in his stead, who was

to take him (Mahmud) to Court
;

for he said, he could not trust Muhibb.

Akbar accepted the proposal, and sent Mir Gesii, Bakawal-begi, to

Bhakkar.

1

Before Mir Gesii arrived, Sultan Mahmiid had died. New

complications arose on his arrival. Mujahid Khan just besieged Fort

Ganjaba,* and his mother Samira Bcgam (Muhibb's daughter), who felt

offended at Akbars proceedings, dispatched a few ships against Mir

Gesii. an 1

nearly captured him. In the meantime Muqini-i Harawi

also arrived and dissuaded Muliibb from hostilities against Mir Gcsu.

1 The conquest of Bhakkar is minutely related in the T&rTfJ»*i Ma<%*uim (vitU No. 329).

from which Prof. Lkwnon in hi* edition of Elliot History of India (I, p- 240 ff„) has given

extract*. But A bit ’l-Kuzi's account contains a few interesting particulars and difference*.

For Dow'wn'rt Mir Kwii. we have to read MirOetii. His biography is given in the Ma*u«ir.
4 (InuTi'.lIy called Hunjaw.
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The latter now entered Bhakkar (981) and the inhabitants handed the

keys over to him.

But neither Mu^ibb nor Mujahid felt inclined to leave for the Court,

though their stay was fraught with danger; Muhibb therefore entered

into an agreement with Mir Gesu, according to which Mujahid should be

allowed to go to Thatha, and that he himself with his whole family should

be accommodated in Lohari. The arrangement had been partially carried

out, when Mir Gesu dispatched a flotilla after Mujahid. Muhibb upon this

withdrew to Mathila. Samira Begam fortified the environs, and when

attacked by Gesu’s men, she successfully repulsed them for one day and

one night. Next day, Mujahid arrived by forced marches, defeated the

enemy,1 and occupied the land east of the river.

Tn the meantime, Akbar had sent Muhammad Tarsd Khan (No. 32)

as governor to Bhakkar, and Muhibb thought it now wise to go to

Court.

In the 21st year, Muhibb received an appointment at Court, as a

sort of Mtr Mr?. As he gave the emperor satisfaction, Akbar, in the

23rd year, allowed him to choose one of four appointments, the office

of Jlftr Mr?, the guard of the Harem, the governorship of a distant

province, or the governorship of Dihll. Muhibb chose the last, and

entered at once upon liis office.

He died as Governor of Dihll in 989.

Muhibb is placed in the Tabaqdl among the Commanders of Four

Thousand.

Regarding the town of Bhakkar, Abu ’1-Fazl says that it is called in

old books Manftira. Six rivers united pass by it in several branches

;

two branches lie to the south, one to the north. The town at the latter

branch is called Bhakkar. On the second branch another town lies,

called Lohari, and near it is the Indus.

Mirza Shah Husayn Argfcun, king of Thatha, had Bhakkar fortified,

and appointed as Commander his foster-brother, Sultan Mahmud. After

Shah Husayns death, Sultan Mahmud declared himself independent

at Bhakkar, and Mirza *fsa Tarkhan (p. 390) at Thatha. Both were

often at war with each other. Sultan Mahmud is said to have been a

cruel man.

As Bhakkar was. conquered and annexed before Thatlui. it was

attached to the Saba of Multan.

1 If l^of. Dou’^hi'n MSS. ajrreo with his version (I, j>. 2*1 /. the TonU J Mv^uinl
would contradict the Akburndtm, Mujahid Khan is again mcutioiud. l.r. ji.
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[Kv^ibb 'All Oil BahtUL]

Like Muhibb 'All Khan, son of Mir Khalifa. Mufeibb 'AH jjftan

BahtasI is put in the TabaqSt among the Commanders of Four Thousand.

It is impossible to say why Abfl ’1-Fa?l had not mentioned him in this

list. His name, however, occurs frequently in the AkbamSma and other

histories. As he was a long time Governor of Baht&s in 8. Bihar, he is

generally called Rahtdn. This renowned Fort had passed, in 946, into

the hands of Sher Sh&h. During his reign, as also that of Salim Shah,

Path Khan Batnl commanded the Fort. Subsequently it came into

the hands of Sulayman and Junayd-i Karrarani. The latter appointed

Sayyid Muhammad commander. As related above (p. 437), he handed

it over to Shahbaz Khan (No. 80), at the time of the war with Gajpatl

and his son Sri Bam (984).

In the same year, Akbar appointed Midjibb 'All Khan governor of

Bahtas, and Shahbaz Khan made over the Fort to him.

Muhibb rendered excellent services during the Bengal Military

Bevolt. His son also,Habib 'AH Khanfawfe No. 133),distinguishedhimself

by his bravery, but was killed in a fight with one YOsuf Mit(!,.who hod

collected a band of Afghans and ravaged S. Bihar. His death affected

his father so much that he became temporarily insane.

In the 31st year, two officers having been appointed to each §flba,

Muhibb was ordered to join Vazlr Khan (No. 41), Governor of Bengal.

In the 33rd year Bih&r was given to the Kachhwahas as jagxr, and Akbar

called Muhibb to Court, intending to make him governor of Multan.

But as the emperor was just about to leave for Kashmir (997), Muhibb

accompanied him.

Soon after entering Kashmir, Muhibb fell ill, and died, on the emperor’s

return, near the Koh-i Sulaym&n. Akbar went to his sick-bed and saw

him the moment he died.

In the AkbamSma (III, p. 245) a place Muhibb t<ARpur 1 is mentioned

which Mufeibb founded near Bahtas.

108. 8oltin fius&ja, <Abdu ’l-'Agim, son of Khwaia Khawand

Dost.

He is also called Sultan Khwaia Naqshbandl.* His father Khawand

Dost was a pupil of Khwaia 'Abdu ’sh-Shahld, fifth son of Khwaia

1 Not given on the map*.
5 yaqdband was the epithet of the renowned saint Khwaia Baba" ’•!- Din of Bul&urft,

born 728, died 3rd RabK I, 701. He was railed naqMatrl, liec-anse aceording to his own
words, he and hie parents used to weave hnnUs/ib* adorned with fitrures inua*h).
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CAbdu 'llah (generally called Khwajagan Khwaia ; vide No. 17),

son of the renowned saint Khwaja Aasiru *d-Dln Ahrar (born 806, died

29th Babi< I, 895).

When *Abdu 'sh-Shahid came from Samarqand to India, he was well

received by Akbar, and got as present the Pargana Chamarl. He remained

there some time, but returned in 982 to Samarqand, where he died two

years later.

Sultan Khwaja, though neither learned in the sciences nor in ta$awwuf

(mysticism), had yet much of the saintly philosopher in him. He possessed

in a high degree the confidence and the friendship of the emperor. In 984

he was made Mir Hajj,
and as such commanded a numerous party of

courtiers during the pilgrimage to Makkah. Never before had so influential

a party left for Arabia : Sultan Khwaja was to distribute six lakhs of rupees

and 12,000 khiPats to the people of Makkah.

On his return in 986 (23rd year) he was made a Commander of One

Thousand, and appointed Sadr of the realm (p. 284). He held that office

till his death, which took place in the 29th year (992). He was buried

outside the Fort of Fathpur, to the north.

His daughter, in the beginning of the 30th year, was married to

Prince Danyal.

His son, Mir Khwaja. was in the 46th year a Commander of 500.

According to Bada,oni and Abu '1-Fazl, Sultan Khwaja belonged to

the elect of the “ Divine Faith ” (vide p. 214).

109. Khwaja *Abdu 'llah, son of Khwaia *Abd ,J ’l-Latlf.

His name is not given in the Matfair and the Tabaqat . The Aklmr-

ndma mentions a Khwaja *Abd u 'llah who served in the war against

Abdu 'llah Khan Uzbak (No. 14), in Malwah (971-2), during the last

rebellion of Khan Zaman (No. 13), and in the fight at Sarnal (middle of

Sha'ban, 980 *, vide No. 27). He also accompanied the emperor on his

forced march to Patau and Ahmadabad. Vide the Lucknow Edition

of the Akbarnama, II, 285, 287, 367 ; III, 24.

110. Xhwija Jahan, Amina of Hirat.

His full name is Khwaja Amlnu 'd-Dln MahmOd of Hirat. The fouu

Amina is modern Irani, which likes to add a long d to names.

Amin was an excellent accountant and a distinguished calligrapher.

He accompanied Humayun on his flight to Persia. On the return of the

emperor, he was made Bak^shi of Prince Akbar.

On Akbar*s accession, Amin was made a Commander of One Thousand,

and received the title of Khwaja Jahan . He was generally employed

in financial work, and kept the great seal. In the 11th year be was
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accused by Mugaffar Khan (No. 37) of want of loyalty shown in the

rebellion of Khan Zaman. Amin was reprimanded, the great seal was

taken from him, and he was dismissed to Makkah.

On his return, he was pardoned. In the 19th year (981-2) Akbar

besieged Ilajipflr ; but Amin had been compelled by sickness to remain

behind at Jaunpfir. When the emperor returned from Ilajipflr over

JaunpOr to Agra, Amin followed him. On the march, he was once charged

by a matt elephant ; his foot got entangled in a tent rope, and he fell

to the ground. The accident had an injurious effect on Amin, con-

valescent as he was. He died near Lakhnau in the beginning of Sha'ban,

982.

According to the chronology of the Tabaq&t, his death took place

in 983.

A son of Amin’s brother is mentioned. His name was Mlrza Beg.

He was a poet and wrote under the takhaHHf of Shahri. He withdrew

from Court, and died in 989.

Jahangir also conferred the title of Khwaia Jahan on the officer (Dost

Muhammad of Kabul) who had served him as BakhshI while Prince.

111. T&t&r Kh&n, of Khurasan.

His name is Khwaia Tahir Muhammad. In the 8th year he accom-

panied Shah Budagh Khan (No. 52) and Rflmi Khan (No. 146), and

pursued Mir Shah Aba ’1-Ma*ali, who withdrew from Higar Firflza tc

Kabul.

He was then made governor of Dihli, where he died in 986.

The Tabaqdt says he was for some time Vazir, and died in 985.

Regarding his enmity with Mulla N0ru ’d-Din Tarjdian, vide Bada.oni,

III, 199.

112. Hakim Ab& ’1-Fath, son of Mulla *Abdu r-Razzaq of Gilan.

His name is Masil.i" 'd-Din Aba '1-Fath. Mawlana ?Abdu 'r-Razzaq,

his father, was a learned and talented man, and held for a long time

the post of Sadr of Gilan. When Gilan, in 974, came into the possession

of Tnhmasp, Ahmad Khan, ruler of the country was imprisoned, and

<Abdu 'r-lla/zaq was tortured to death. Hakim Abu 1-Fath, with his

disnn(.Mij>hcd brothers, Hakim Human! (No. 205) and Hakim N0ru ’d-Din. 1

left tiic country, and arrived, in the 20th year, in India (p. 184). They

went to Court and were well received. Abu ’1-Kath, in the 2lth year,

was made Sadr and . Iih~h of Bengal. At the outbreak of the military

1 He U nuT.ti tncti ln-!*»w ainofvj the poets of Akbar’s reijin. His toQallti* is “ Qaritri

Tii-.ir iminh ur>>t In i . i! ,r;i:i l.oif- ‘llali, camp later from Iran to India, anti received
*'*

:• -li.!! -t \ round ofTwu Hundred \ Xo. *M|). Hedidnot livelong.
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revolt, he was captured with several other officers (vide Nos. 98 and 159)

;

but he escaped from prison, and went again to Court. He rose higher,

and higher in Akbar’s favour, and possessed an immense influence in.

state matters and on the emperor himself. Though only a Commander
of One Thousand, he is said to have had the power of a Vakil .

As related above (p. 367), he accompanied Blr Bar on the expedition

against the Yusufza,fs in Sawad and Bijor. On his return, he was repri-

manded ; for the emperor, correctly enough, ascribed the disastrous

issue of the campaign to Abu ’l-Fatlj’s insubordinate conduct towards

Zayn Koka (No. 34).

In the 34th year (997) lie went with the emperor to Kashmir and

from there to Zabulistan. On the march he fell sick, and died. According

to Akbar’s order, Khwaja Shams 11 d*-Dln (No. 159) took his body to J-Iasan

Abdal, and buried him in a vault which the Khwaja had made for himself

(Tuzuk, p. 48). On his return, the emperor said a prayer at Abu ’1-Fatfr s

tomb.

The great poet *Urfi of Shiraz (vide below, among the poets) is Abu

’l-Fath’s encomiast. Fayzi also has composed a fine mar^ij/a, or elegy,

on his death.

AbQ ’1-Fazl and Bada,onI speak of the vast attainments of AbQ 1-Fath.

A rare copy of his Munshiyat 1
is preserved in the Library of the As. Soc.

Bengal (No. 780). He had a profound contempt for old Persian poet*.

:

thus he called Anwari diminutively Anuariyak ; and of Khaqani he

said, he would give him a box on the ears if he were to ’ome to himto

rouse him from his sleepiness, and would send him to AbQ ’1-Fa?l,

who would give him another box, and both would then show him how

to correct his verses (Bada,onI, III, 167).

Bada,onI mentions Abu ’l-Fath’s influence as one of the chief reasons

why Akbar abjured Islam (p. 184).

AbQ *1-Fath had a son, Fatb" ’Hah. He was killed by Jahangir, as

he was an accomplice 6f Khusraw
(
Tuzuk

, p. 58).

A grandson of AbQ '1-Fath is mentioned in the Padishahndma (II,

p. 739). His name is Fatfo Ziya
;
he was a Commander of Nine Hundred,

150 horse.

113. 8haykh Jamal, son of Muhammad Bakhtyar

His full name is Shaykh Jamal Bakhtyar, son of Shayk_ Muhammad
Bakhtyar. The Bakhtyar clan had possessions in Jaiesar, near DihU.

Shavkh Jamal’s sister held the jiost of superintendent in Akbar’s

1 His Munshiyat contain interesting Mi ’iM addressed by Abu ’l*Katb to hie brother

Hakim Humiim, the Khan Kh&nfln (No. Khwaja Shams (No. 159) and others.
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harem, and procured for her brother a command oi One Thousand.

Jamil’s elevation excited much envy. One day, after taking some

water, he felt suddenly ill. RQp also, one of Akbar’s servants, who had

drunk of the same water, fell immediately ill. Akbar had antidotes

applied, and both recovered.

In the 25th year he accompanied Isma^il Qull Khan (No. 46) on his

expedition against the rebel Niyabat Khan. Niyabat Khan was the son

of Mir Hashim of Nfrhapflr ; his name was ^Arab. Before his rebellion

he held JhosI and Anil (Jalalabas) as jagir. In the fight which took place

near “ Kantit, a dependency of Panna,” 1 ShayHi Jamal was nearly killed,

Niyabat Khan having ; ulled him from his horse.

In the 26th year he marched with Prince Murad against Mirsa

Muhammad Hakim of Kabul.

Shayjdi Jamal drank a great deal of wine. One day he brought such

a smell of wine to the audience hall that Akbar felt offended, and excluded

him from Court Jamal therefore squandered and destroyed the things

he had with him, and assumed the garb of a jogi. This annoyed the

emperor more, and Jamal was put into prison. Soon after, he was

pardoned ; but he continued his old vice, and brought delirium tremens

on himself. In the 30th year, when Akbar set out for Zabulistan, Shaykh,

Jamal had to remain sick in Ludhivana. He died there in the same

year (993).

Jamal has been mentioned above on p. 200.

114. Ja'far Khan. son of Qazaq Khan.

He is generally called in the histories Jutfar Khan Taklu
,
Taklu

being the name of a Qizilbash tribe.

His grandfather, Muhammad Khan Sharafu ’d-Dln Ogfelu Takld

was at the time of Humayuns flight governor of Hirat and lalla * to

Sultan Muhammad Mlrza, eldest son of Shah Tahma3p-i §afawi. At

the Shah’s order, he entertained Humay&n in the most hospitable

manner. When he died he was succeeded in office by his son Qazaq

Khan. But Qazaq showed so little loyalty, that T&hmasp, in 972, sent

1 The Bibl. Indica edition of Bada,oni (II, 289) says, the fight took place at Oasht

a dependency of Patna (m&), but this is a mistake of the editors. Sir H. Elliot

(Beanies’ Glossary II, 166) has drawn attention to the frequent mistakes which MSS;
make in the name of Panna («*), to which Kantit belonged. There ie no doubt, that

above, on p. 130, 1 . 2, and p. 129, note, we have likewise to read Panna, which was
famous for its wild elephants.

* Jhe word lalla is not in our dictionaries, though it occurs frequently in Persian

Historians, as the Memoirs of Tahm&sp , the $.4lam&ru, etc. I have never seen it used by
Indian Historians. From the passages where it occurs, it is plain that it has the same
meaning as aidliy, which so often occurs in Indian Histories, vide p. 383, note 3. [Lala a
tutor.—P.l
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Ma^ftUn Beg-i ijafawi against him. Qazaq fell ill, and when the Persians

came to Hirat, he died. Ma^sura seized all his property.

Ja^far thinking himself no longer safe in Persia, emigrated to India,

and was well received by Akbar. He distinguished himself in the war

with Khan Zaman, and was made a Khan and a Commander of One

Thousand. From Badd.ont (II, p. lGlj, we see that he had a jdglr in the

Panjab, and served under Husavn Quli Khan (No. 24) in the expedition

to Xagarkot.

According to the Tabaqdt , Ja* far’s father did not die a natural death,

but was killed by the Persians.

Ja^far had been dead for some time in 1001.

115. Shah Fana1
!, son of Mir Najafl.

His name is not given in the Ma*asir and the Tabaqdt. From the

Akbamdma (Lucknow Edition, II, 170, 172) we see that he served in the

conquest of Malwa and took part in the battle near Sarangpur (beginning

of the 6th year ;
vide No. 120).

The poet Fand^l who is mentioned in Badd
f
orii (III, 296), the Tabaqdt

,

and the Mir*dtu 'l *Alam, appears to be the same. He travelled a good

deal, was in Makkah, and distinguished himself by personal courage in

war. Akbar conferred on him the title of Khan. He was a Chagfrta*!

Turk of noble descent. Once he said, in Akbar’s presence, that no one

surpassed him in the three C y

s—chess, combat, composition, when the

emperor replied that he had forgotten a fourth, viz. conceit. For some

reason, he was imprisoned, and when set at liberty it was found that he

had become mad. He ran into the. wilderness, and was no more

heard of.

116. AsadQ 'llah Khan, of Tabriz.

His name is not given in the Mut
dsir and the Tabaqdt

.

An Asadu ’Hah

Khan is mentioned in the Akbamdma (end of the 12th year). He served

under Khan Zaman (No. 13) and commanded the town of Zamaniyd

(p. 337, 1. 14). After Khan Zaman’s death, he wished to make over the

town to Sulayman, king of Bengal. But Mun^im (Nov 11) sent a man to

him to convince him of his foolishness, and quickly took possession of

the town, so that the Afghans under their leader, Khan Khanan Lodi,

had to withdraw. This incident, however, brought the Afghan's into

contact with Mun^im ; and as they found him a tractable man, a meeting

was arranged, which took place in the neighbourhood of Patna. This

meeting was of importance, inasmuch as Khan Khanan Lodi, on the

part of Sulayman, promised to read the Khutba. and to strike coins in
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Akbar’s name. Bengal therefore enjoyed peace till the death of Suleyman

in 980.1

The Akbamama mentions another officer of a similar name, /sad* ’lldh

Turkman . He was mentioned above under 61.

117. Sa'idat 'Ali Kh&n, of Badakhshan.

From the Akbarnama (III, 295) we see that he was killed in 988 in

a fight with the rebel *Arab Bahadur. Shahbaz Khan had sent Sa^adat

to a Fort 2 near Rahtas, where he was surprised by ^Arab, defeated and

slain. It is said that ^Arab drank some of his blood.

118. Rupsi Bairagi, brother of Raja Bihar! Mai (No. 23).

The Ma'am says that Rupsi was the son of Raja Bihari Mai's brother.

He was introduced at Court in the 6th year.

According to the Tabaqat, he was a commander of Fifteeil Hundred.

Jaymal
,
Rupsi’s son, was the first that paid his respects to Akbar

(under 23). He served some time under Sharafu ’d-Din (No. 17), jagirdar

of Ajmir, and was Thanadar of Mirtha. When Sharaf rebelled, Jaymal

went to Court. In the 17th year he served in the manqald of Khan

Kalan (vide No. 129) and accompanied the emperor on the forced

march to Patan and Ahmadabad (p. 458, note). In the 21st year he

served in the expedition against Dauda, son of Ray Surjan (No. 96),

and the conquest of Bund! (Muharram, 985). Subsequently, he was sent

by Akbar on a mission to the grandees of Bengal ; but on reaching

Chausa, he suddenly died.

Jaymal’s wife, a daughter of Moth Raja (No. 121), refused to mount

the funeral" pile ; but Udai Singh, Jaymal’s son, wished to force her to

become a Sati. Akbar heard of it, and resolved to save her. He arrived

just in time. Magnath (No. 69) and Ray Sal (No. 106) got hold of Udai

Singh, and took him to Akbar, who imprisoned him.

The story of the heavy armour which Jaymal wore in the fight with

Muhammad Husayn Mlrza, after Akbar’s forced march to Patan and

Ahmadabad, is known from Elphinstone's History (Fifth Edition, p. 509,

note). Rupsi was offended, because the emperor ordered Karan (a grand-

son of Maldeo) to put on Jaymal’s armour, and angrily demanded it back.

Akbar then put off his own armour. Bhagwan Das, however, thought it

necessary to ask the emperor to pardon Rupsfs rudeness.

1 According to the Akbam&ma , Badd t
onit and the fabaq&t, Sulayman died iu 980.

In Prinsep’s Tables, Stewart’s Bengal, etc., 981 is mentioned as the year of his death.

The 'e-Satoin, upon which Stewart’s work is based, has also 981 ; but as this

Hitory is quite modem and compiled from the Akbarnama and the fabaq&t, 981 may be

looked upon as a mistake. Vide note 3, p. 179.
1 The MSS. call the Fort c etc. It is said to be a dependency (as

muzdfdt) of Roht&s.
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119. I'timid EMn. Khwajasara.

He has been mentioned above, p. 13, note. His appointment to

Bhakkar was made in 984, when Sayyid Muhammad Mir *Adl (vide

No. 140) had died.

Maqsud *Ali, who killed IHimad, is said to have been blind in one eye.

When he explained to I^timad his miserable condition, his master

insulted him by saying that someone should put urine into his blind

eye. Maqsud stabbed him on the spot. According to another account,

Ftimad was murdered by Maqsud, whilst getting up from bed.

I^tirnad built I*timddpur, 6 kos from Agra. He had there a villa and

a large tank. He also lies buried there.1

120. Baz Bahadur, son of Shajawal Khan [Sur].

Abu ’1-Fazl says below (Third Book, Suba of Malwa) that his real

name was Bayazul.

Baz Bahadur’s father was Shuja^at Khan Bur, who is generally

ealled in histories Shajawal
,
or Sajdical,, Khan . The large town Shaja-

walpur, or Sajaw&lpur, in Malwa bears his name

;

2
its original name,

ShujaSat'pur, which Abu ’1-Fazl gives bjelow under Sarkar Sarangpur,

Malwa, appears to be no longer in use.

When Sher Shah took Malwa from Mallu (Qadir Khan), Shuja^at

Khan was in Sher Shah’s service, and was made by him governor of

the conquered province. In Salim’s reign, he returned to Court
; but

feeling dissatisfied with the king, he returned to Malwa. Salim dispatched

a corps after him, and Shuja^at fled to the Raja of Dungarpur. Borne

time after, he surrendered to Salim, and remained with him, Malwa

beingdivided among the courtiers. Under *Adli, he was again appointed

to Malwa. After a short time, he prepared himself to assume the royal

purple, but died (962).

Baz Bahadur succeeded him. He defeated several opponents, and

declared himself, in 963, king of Malwa. His expedition to Gadha was

not successful, Rani DQrgawgti (p. 397) having repulsed him. He now

gave himself up to a life of ease and luxury : his singers and dancing

women were soon famous throughout Hindustan, especially the beautiful

RupmcUl
,
who is even nowadays remembered.

1 The trigonometrical maps have a village of the name of lStimfalpur Mawlra
about 9 miles £. of Agra, in the Pargana of Fatbubud, near Sumugar, where Awranuzib
defeated Dara Nhikoh.

1 A few MSS. have ShujaS Khan for Shuja^nl Khnn. just as one MS. read. ShujaSpiir

for Shuj&Salpur. Elphinstone also has Shuj&S (p. 5Ul, note 1). The word “ Shuja^at
”

should be spelled ” Shajatat ”, whilst is pronounced Shuju ; but the former also is

pronounced with a u over all India.
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In the very beginning of the 6th year of Akbar’s reign Adham Koka

(No. 19) was ordered to conquer Malwa. Pir Muhammad Khan (No. 20)

*Abdu *-llah Khan Uzbak (No. 14), Qiya Khan Gung (No. 33), Shah

Muhammad Khan of Qandahar (No. 95) and his son *Adil Khan (No. 125),

§adiq Khan (No. 43), ^abib ^All Khan (No. 133), Haydar Muhammad

,

Khan (No. 66), Muhammad Quli Toqba*i (No. 129), Qiya Khan (No. 184),

Mirak Bahadur (No. 208), SamanjI Khan (No. 147), Payanda Muhammad

Mugfcul (No. 68), Mihr *Ali Sildoz (No. 130), Shah PanaM (No. 115), and

other grandees accompanied Adham. They met Baz Bahadur three kos

from Sarangpfir and defeated him (middle of 968).1 Baz Bahadur fled

to the jungles on the Khandesh frontier. He collected a new army, but

was defeated by Pir Muhammad, who had succeeded Adham. He then

fled to Miran Shah of Khandesh. who assisted him with troopB. Pir

Muhammad in the meantime conquered Bijagadh, threw himself suddenly

upon Burhanpur, sacked the town, and allowed an indiscriminate

slaughter of the inhabitants. B. B. marched against him, and defeated

him. As related above, Pir Muhammad fled, and was drowned in the

Narbada. The imperialists thereupon got discouraged, and the jaglrdars

left for Agra, so that Baz Bahadur without opposition re-occupied Malwa.

In the 7th year Akbar sent *Abdu
’-llah Khan Uzbak to Malwa. Before

he arrived, B. B. fled without attempting resistance, and withdrew to

the hills. He lived for some time with Bharji, Zamindar of Baglana,

and tried to obtain assistance from Chingiz Khan and Sher Khan of

Gujrat, and lastly even from the Nizamu ’l-Mulk. Meeting nowhere

with support, B. B. went to Rana Udai Singh. He then appears to have

thrown himself on Akbar’s generosity ;
for in the 15th year Akbar

ordered Hasan Khan Khizanchi 2 to conduct Baz Bahadur to Court.

He now entered the emperor’s service, and was made on his arrival a

,
commander of One Thousand. Some time later, he was promoted to a

tmn§ab of Two Thousand. He had been dead for some time in 1001.

Baz Bahadur and his Rupmatl lie buried together. Their tomb stands

in the middle of a tank in Ujjain. Vide No.* 188.

121. Udal Singh, Moth Raja, son of Ray Maldeo.

The Tabaqat says that he was in 1001 a Commander of Fifteen Hundred

and ruler of Jodhpflr.

1 The ttth year o! Akbar’s reign commences on the 24th Juiqftda II, 90S, and the
battle of S&rangpQr took place in the very beginning cf the 0th year.

* This officer was often employed on missions. In the beginning of Akbar’s reign, he
was sent to Mukund Deo, the last Gajpati of Orb*.

In 981 he was at Kambhfi,it, which he left on the approach of Mubammed Husayn
Mirza, and withdrew to Abmad&bid to M. $Ati* Koka (No. 21).
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Akbar, in 994, married Udai Singh’s daughter to Jahangir. On p. 8

of the Tuzuk, Jahangir says that her name was JagcX Gosa'im. She was

the mother of Prince Khurram (Shahjahan) ; vide p. 323, 1. IS.

Mirza Had! in his preface to Jahangir’s Memoirs (the Tuzuk-i Jahangir!)

has the following remark (p. 6) :

11
Raja Udai Sing is the son of Raja

Mdldeo, who was so powerful that he kept up an army of 80,000 horse.

Although Itana Sanka, who fought with Firdaws-makani (Baba*) possessed

much power, Maldeo was superior to him in the number of soldiers and

the extent of territory ; hence he was always victorious.”

From the Akbamama (Lucknow Edition, III, p. 183) we see that

Moth Raja accompanied in the 22nd year Sadiq Khan (No. 43), Raja

Askaran, and Ulugh Khan Habshl (No. 135) on the expedition against

Madhukar (26th RabF I, 985). In the 28th year he served in the Gujrat

war with Mugaffar (Akbarndma, III, 422).

Another daughter of Moth Raja was married to Jaymal, son of

Rupsi (No. 118).

122. Khwaja Shah Mansur, of Shiraz.

Mansur was at first mushrif (accountant) of the Khuskbu-Khdna

(Perfume Department). Differences which lie had with Mugafiar Khan
(No. 37) induced Sh. Man§ur to go to Jaunpur, where Khan Zaman made
him his Diwdn. Subsequently he served Mun*im Khan Khtinan in thesame

capacity. After Mun^im’s death he worked for a short time with Todar

Mai in financial matters. In the 2ist year (983), he was appointed by

the emperor Vazir. He workod up all arrears, and applied himself to

reform the means of collecting the land revenue. The custom then was

to depend on experienced assessors for the annual rate of the tax ; but

this method was now found inconvenient, because the empire had beccyme

greater ; for at different places the assessment differed, and people and

soldiers suffered losses. For this reason, the Khwaja in the 24th year,

prepared a new rent roll, based upon the preceding Dohsala roll, and

upon the prices current in the 24th year. The empire itself, which did not

then include Orfeu, Thathah, Kashmir, and the Dakhin, was divided into

12 parts, called Subae ; and to each s&ba a sipahsdldr (Military Governor),

a Diwdn
, a Bakhshi (Military Paymaster and Secretary), a Mir *Adlt

a Sadr
, a Kotwdl

, a Mir Bohr
, and a Wdqfia Name (p. 268) were to be

appointed. The strictness which the Khwaja displayed towards jaglr-

holders led to serious results. In the 25th year he lowered the value of

the jaglrs of the grandees in Bengal by one-fourth of their former value,

and those in Bihar by one-fifth. As Bengal and South Bihar were then

not completely subjugated, and the Afghans still mustered large forces

80
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in Eastern and Southern Bengal, in Orisa, and along the Western frontier

of Bengal, MansQr’s rigour was impolitic ; for Akbar’s officers looked

upon the old jagir emoluments as very moderate rewards for their

readiness to fight the Afghans. Akbar some time before, in consideration

of the troubled state of both provinces, and the notorious climate of

Bengal, had doubled the allowances of Bengal officers and increased by

60 per cent the emoluments of those in Bihar. This MansQr cut down :

he allowed Bengal officers an increase of 50, and Bihar officers an increase

of only 20 per cent. He then wrote to Muzaffar to enforce the new arrange-

ments. But the dissatisfaction was also increased by the innovations

of the emperor in religious matters, and his interference with Suyurgfcal

tenures brought matters to a crisis. The jagir-holders in Jaunpfir. Bihar,

and Bengal rebelled. That religious excitement was one of the causes of

this military revolt, which soon after was confined to Bengal, is best seen

from the fact that not a single Hindu was on the side of the rebels.1

To<Jar Mai tried to prevent the outbreak by reporting Mansur and charging

him with unnecessary harshness shown especially towards Matyim
Khan-i Farankhudi (No. 157) and Muhammad Tarso (No. 32). Akbar

deposed Mansur and appointed temporarily Shah Quli Mahram (No. 45)

;

but having satisfied himself of the justice of Mansur’s demands, he

reinstated him in his office, to the great anxiety of the courtiers.

In the same year, Mirza Muhammad Hakim, at Ma^sum Kfcan-i

Kabuli’s instigation, threatened to invade the Panjab, and Akbar

prepared to leave for the north. Manor’s enemies charged him with want

of loyalty, and showed Akbar letters in the handwriting of Mirza M.

Hakim’s Munshi, addressed to Mangiir. Accidentally Malik Sani Hakim’s

Diwan, who had the title of Vazir Khan . left his master, and paid his.

1 The chief rebel was Medium Khan-i Kibuli, who has been frequently mentioned
above (pp. 198, 365, 377, 438, etc.). He was a Turbaii Sayyid (vide p. 373, No. 37). His
unole, Mini $Aziz, had been Vazir under HumayOn, and Maksim himself was the foster*

brother (koka) of Mina Muhammad Hakim, Akbar’s brother. Having been involved in

quarrels with Khwija Hasan Naqshbandi (p. 339) who had married the widow
of Mir Shih Abu ’l-Ma^&U, Ma^eum, in the 20th year, went to Akbar and was made a
commander of Five Hundred. Ho distinguished himself in the war with the Afgb&ns,

and was wounded in a fight with Kala I’ah&r For his bravery he was made a commander
of One Thousand. In tne 24th year, he received Orlaa as tuyul, when Mansur and Mu^affar's

strictness drove him into rebellion. Historians often call him MaSfum Khdn-% fAfi,
" Ma^sum Kh&n. the rebel ". His fights with Muzaffar and Sh&hbaz have been mentioned
above. He was at last driven to Bhiti (p. 365, note), where he died in the 44th year ( 1007).

His son ShujAS i K&buli was under Jahangir Thanadar of (ihaznin, and a commander
of Fifteen Hundred under Shihjahan, who bostowed upon him the title of Asad K&£n.
Ho died in tho 12th yoar of Shahjahan's reign. His son, Qubkd, was a commander of Five

Hundred.
The editors of tho PMUh&hnAma, Ed. Bibl. Indie*, have entered Shuj&'s name twice,

1, 4. 304, and p. 308. As he was a Commander of Fifteen Hundred, the second entry is

wrong. [Regarding his death ride Akbarn. HI, 810.—B.j
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respects to Akbar at Sonpa(. As he put up with Mansur, new suspicions

got afloat. Several words which Mansur was said to have uttered, were

construed into treason, and letters which he was said to have written

to M. M. Hakim were sent to Akbar. Another letter from Sharaf Beg,

his collector, was likewise handed to the emperor, in which it was said

that Farlduu Khan (maternal uncle to M. M. Hakim) had presented t)ie

Reg to the Mlrza. Akbar, though still doubtful, at the urgent solicita-

tions of the grandees, gave orders to arrest Mansur ; he should remain in

arrest till any of the grandees should stand bail for him ; but as none

dared to come forward, they ordered the Khidmat Ray (p. 262) to hang

Mansur on a tree near Sara Kot Khachwa (beginning of 989).
1

This foul murder gave the nobles the greatest satisfaction. But when

Akbar came to Kabul (10th Rajab 989) he examined into MangQr’s

treasonable correspondence. It was then found, to the sorrow of Akbar,

that every letter which had been shown to him had been a forgery, and

that Mansur was not guilty of even one of. the malicious charges preferred

against him.

It is said, though at the time it was perhaps not proved, that Karamu

’llah, brother of Shahbaz Khan-i Kambu (p. 440, 1. 23), had written the

letters, chiefly at the instigation of Raja Todar Mai.

Mansur had been Vazlr for four years.

123. Qutlugh ftadam Khan, Akhta-begl .

2

The Turkish word qutlurjh means mubdrak
,
and qadam-i mubarak

,

is the name given to stones bearing the impression of the foot of the

Prophet. The Taimqdl calls him Qutlu, instead of Qutluqh
, which confirats

the conjecture in note 2, p. 383.

Qutlugh Qadam Khan was at first in the service of Mlrza Ksmrin,

and then went over to Humayun.

In the 9th year of Akbar’s reign, he assisted in the capture of Khwaja

Mu'azgam, and served in the same year in Malwa against. *Abdu llah

Khan Czbak (No. 14). In the battle of Khayrabad, he held a comnai id

in the van.

1 So the AMnrnfma ib? Kot Khachwa in a village on the road Irons

Kamil to Ludhiyana, Lat. 30° IT ; Long 7*> 5.T. In tho Kd. Jiihl. India of Bgdi,oni
(II, pp. 293, 294) the place in called u* kajh Lot, probably by mistake. Share! Beg,
moreover, is railed Mvxharruf lU<j, and a feu linen lower, again Sham}% Badi.oni

nays nothing of Todar Mal’n intrigues. Manyiir wan handed in the very beginning of 989,

i e. the end of the 25th year. The 20th year of Akbar'n reign commem-un on the 5th $afer

989 (the Lucknow Edition III. 325. has wrongly 990) ; and tin* 27th vear commences
15th Safer 990, which in the Jiibl. Indica Kdit. of Bada.oni (I!, p. 300, I. 2 from below)

is wrongly called the 2»th year.
'* Akhta means “ a gelding ", and dkhla-btji, the officer in rhar^i, of the geldings

(vjtk No. 66). This title is not to be confounded with the lmnii h.gin - t.tie Atbeji, fromW Turkish it, a horse
; vide p. 145, A*in 53.
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In the 19th year, fye was attached to Mun'im’s Bengal corps, and was

present in the battle of Takaroi (p. 406). He was no longer alive in 1001.

His son, Asad (?) Khan, served under Prince Murad in the Dakhin,

and was killed by a cannon ball before Dawlatabad.

124. ^Ali dull Shan, Indarabi.

Indarab is a town of Southern Qunduz. A straight line drawn from

Kabul northwards to Talikhiin passes nearly through it.

^All QulT had risen under Humayun. When the Emperor left Kabul

for Qandahar to inquire into the rumours regarding Bayram’s rebellion,

he appointed *Ali Quli governor of Kabul. Later, he went with Humayun

to India.

In the first year of Akbar's reign, he served under ^All Quli Khan

Zaman (No. 13) in the war with llemu, and accompanied afterwards

Khizr Khwaja (p. 394, note 1) on his unsuccessful expedition against

Sikandar Sur!

In the fifth year, he served under Atga Khan (No. 15), and com-

manded the van in the fight in which Bayram was defeated.

The Tabaqat says that he was commander of Two Thousand, and

was dead in 1001.

125. *Adil Khan, son of Shah Muhammad-i Qalati (No. 95).

He served under Adham Khan (No. 19) in Malwa, and took a part

in the pursuit of *Abdu ’1-Khan Uzbak. Later, he assisted Muhammad

Quli Khan 'Barlas (No. 31) on his expedition against Iskandar Uzbak,

and was present at the siege of Chitor (p. 397). In the beginning of the

13th year (Ramazan, 975), Akbar was on a tiger-hunt between Ajmir

and Alwar. *Adil, who was at that time mifitab, ?.e., under reprimand

and not allowed to attend the Darbars, had followed the party. A tiger

suddenly made its appearance, and was on the point of attacking the

Emperor, when * Adil rushed forward and engaged the tiger, putting his

left hand into its mouth, and stabbing, with the dagger in his right, at the

animal’s face. The tiger got hold of both hands of his opponent, when

others came up and killed the brute with swords. In the struggle *Adil

received accidentally a sword cut.

He died of his wounds after suffering for four months. In relating

his end, AbQ ’1-Fazl says that the wrath of heaven overtook him. He
had been in love (ta^alluq-i khaljr

)
with the wife of his father’s Qlwan

;

but he was not successful in his advances. His father remonstrated with

him, and *Adil in his anger struck at him with a sword.

Qiyam Khan . brother of *Adil Khan. Jahangir made him a Khan.

He served the Emperor as Qaraudlbeqi (officer in charge of the drivers).
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126. Shwaja Ghiyai® ’d-Din [^Ali Khan. Asaf* Khan II] of Qazwin.

He is not to* be confounded with Mir Ghiyasu *d-Dln ^All Khan

(No. 161). For his genealogy, vid

k

p. 398. The family traced its descent

to the renowned saint Shaykh Ghivasa *d-Dln Suhrawardl,1 a descendant

of Abu Bakr, the Khalifa.

Khwaja Ghiyas was a may of learning. On his arrival from Persia

in India, he was made a BaQwhi by Akbar. In 981, he distinguished

himself in the Gujrat! war, and received the title of Asaf Khan . He was

also made Bakhshi of Gujrat, and served as such under M. ^Aziz Koka
(No. 21). In the 21st year, he was ordered to go with several other

Amir’s to Idar,
44
to clear this dependency of Gujrat of the rubbish of

rebellion.” The expedition was directed against Zamindar Nara*in

Das Rathor. In the fight which ensued, the van of the Imperialists gave

way, and Muqim-i Naqshbanai, the leader, was killed. The day was

almost lost, when Asaf, with the troops of the wings, pressed forward and

routed the enemies.

In the 23rd year, Akbar sent him to Malwa and Gujrat, to arrange

with Shihab Khan (No. 26) regarding the introduction of the Ddgh

(pp. 252, 265).

He died in Gujrat in 989.

Mind Nut* 'd-Din, his son. After the capture of Khusraw (p. 455)

Jahangir made A§af Khan III (No. 98), Nuru ’d-Din’s uncle, responsible

for his safety. Nuru ’d-Din, who was an adherent of the Prince, found

thus means to visit Khusraw and told him that at the first opportunity

he would let him escape. But soon after, Khusraw was placed under

the charge of Ftibar Khan, one of Jahangir’s eunuchs, and Nuru ’d-Din

had to alter his plans. He bribed a Hindu, who had access to Khusraw.

and sent the Prince a list of the names of such grandees as favoured his

cause. In four or six months, the number had increased to about 400,

and arrangements were made to murder Jahangir on the road. But it

happened that one of the conspirators got offended, and revealed the

plot to Khwaja Waisi, Dfwan of Prince Khurram. who at once reported

matters to his august father. Nfiru ’d-Din and Mubamipad Sharif, son

of ICtimadu ’d-Dawla, and several others were impaled. The paper

containing the list of names was also brought up ; but Jahangir, at the

request of Khan Jahan Lodi, threw it into the fire without having read

it ;

44
else many others would have been killed.”

1 Author of the SAw&rif* 'UMaX&riJ. He died at Baghdad in 632. Hia uncle {Abd»
'1-Najfb (died S63)wm also a famous saint. WQstenfeld’s Jacut, III, p. 203. NafhAfr 7- Un$.
pp. 476, 644. Oqjinat* 'l-Affiyd (Lahore Edition), pp. 681, 683.
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127. Farrukh Husayn Kh&n, son of Qasim Husayn Khan. His father

was an Uzbak of Khwarazm
;

bis mother was a.sister of Sultan Husayn

Mirza.

The Mcfasir and the Tabaqdt say nothing about him. A brother of

his is mentioned in the Akbarnama (II, p. 335).

128. Mu*Inu
'd-Din [Ahmad] Xhftn-uFarankhudi.1

Mu*in joined Humayun’s army when the Emperor left Kabul for

Hindustan. In the 6th year of Akbar’s reign, he was made Governor of

Agra during the absence of the Emperor in the Eastern provinces. In

the 7th year, when *Abdu *llah Khan Uzbak was ordered to re-conquer

Malwa, Mu*in was made a Khan. After the conquest, he divided the

province into khalisa and jaglr lands, and performed this delicate office

to Akbar s satisfaction. In the 18th year, Mu* in was attached toMun*im’s

Bihar corps. He then accompanied the Khan Khanan to Bengal, was

present in the battle of Takarol, and died of fever at Gaur (vide p. 407).

The Tabaqdt merely says of him that he had been for some time Mir

Sdmdn.

For his son, vide No. 157

Bada,oni (III, p. 157) mentions a Jami* Masjid built by Mu*m at Agra

129. Muhammad dull Toqba.

Toqbd% \ is the name of a Chagbta*! clan.

Muhammad Quli served under Adham Khan (No. 19) in the conquest

of Malwa (end of the 5th and beginning of the 6th year), and in the

pursuit of Mirza Sharafu ’d-Din (No. 17) in the 8th year. In the 17th year

(980) he served in the manqala of the Khan-i Kalan (No. 16).* In the 20th

1 Many MS4C have Faranjudi. The MuSjam mention* a place Farankad, which
i* aaid to be near Samarqand.

* Akbar left FatbpQr Kfkri for Gujrlt, in the 20th $afar 980 (17th year), passed

overSanganir (H mile* *outh of .Jaiptir), and arrived on the 15th RabK I, at Ajmlr. On the

2nd RabIS II, 980, he ordered the Khan-i Kalan (No. 16) to march in advance (manqalA),

and left Ajmlr on the 22ml Rabft ! I . Short ly before hi* arrival at Niger on the 9th Jumada
I, Akbar heard that Princo Danval had been horn at Ajmir on the 2nd Jumada 1, 980.

He reached Patan on the l*t Kajab, 980, and AbmadabAd on the 14th of the name month.
In the middle of ShaCbiin, 980, the tight at Sarnal took place with Ibruhlm Husayn MlrrA.

On the 25th ShaS ban, Akbar reached Haroda, and arrived at Surat on the 7th Kama*An,
980. On the 18th Ramazan, 980, Mirza <7Am defeated Muhammad Husayn Mirza and the

FQl&dis at Patan. Surat eurrendered on the 23rd ShawwAl.
There are eeriou* discrepancies in the MSS. regarding the day and year of Prince

Danyal'i birth. The Tuzuk (Sayyid Ahmad'* edition, p. 15) has the 10th Jutnuda I,

979, which has been given above on p. 309. HnM^oni (11, p. 139) has the 2nd Jumada I.

980. The Akbarn&ma has the 2nd Jumada I, and relates the event as having taken place

in 9S0. The MSS. of the Haimnifi also place the event in 980, hut say that DAnyal was

born on the 2nd Jumada I, 979.

On the 6th Z1 Qa^da, 980, the 18th year of Akbar’s reign commence*. After the qid-i

Qurba.; (10th t\ Bijjah. 980) Akbar returned over Patan and JAlor to Agra, which he

reached on the' 2nd Safar, 981. After this, Muhammad Husayn Mir/.A invaded OujrAt,

and took Bahronch and Kambha.it, but was defeated by Qulij Khan and S. HAmid (No. 78).
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year, he was attached to Mun'im’s corps, and was present in the battle of

Takaroi, and the pursuit of the Afghans to Bhadrak (p. 375).

130. Mihr 'All Khan Sildoz.

Sildoz is the name of a ChaghtaM clan. According to the Tabaqat ,

he was at first in Bayiam’s service. In the end of 966, Akbar sent him

to Fort Chanadh (Chunar) which,Jamal Khan, the Afghan Commander,

wished to hand over to the Imperialists for a consideration {vide Bada,oni

II, 32). Akbar offered him five parganas near Jaunpur, but Jamal did

not deem the offer sufficiently advantageous, and delayed Mihr 'All

with vain promises. Mihr 'All at last left suddenly for Agra.

On his journey to Chanadh, he had been accompanied by the Historian

Bada.oni, then a young man, to whom he had given lodging in his house

at Agra. On his return from the Fort, Bada,oni nearly lost his life during

a sudden storm whilst on the river. Bada.om calls him Mihr 'All Beg,

and says that he was later made a Khan and Governor of Chitor.

He served under Adham Khan (No. 10) in Malwa, and in the Gujrat

wars of 980 and 981. In the 22nd year, Akbar was on a hunting tour near

Hisar, and honoured him by being his guest. In the following year, he

attended Saklna Banu Begum, whom Akbar sent to Kabul to advise

his brother, Mirza Muhammad Hakim. In the 25th year, he served

under Todar Mai against the rebel 'Arab.

The Tabaqat makes him a Commander of Fifteen Hundred, and sayB

that he was dead in 1001.

131. Khw&ja Ibrihim-i Bad&khshi.

He is not mentioned in the Mcf&fir and the Tabaqat . From the

Akbamdma (II, p. 207) we see that he was Jagtrdar of Sakit (in the

Mainpuri District). Near this town there were eight villages inhabited

by robbers. In consequence of numerous complaints, Akbar resolved

to surprise the dacoits. A great number were killed, and about one

thousand of them were burnt in dwellings in which they had fortified

themselves. Akbar exposed himself to great dangers *, no less than seven

Ikhtiyir* ’l-Mulk Also Appeared and marched upon Ahmadibid. Muhammad ffusayn
Mini joined him. Both besieged Ahmadabad. Akbar now resolved again to go to Gujrit.

This is the famous nine days’ march (24th Rabtt II, 981, to 4th Jumida I, 981) ; vide

p. 458, note. Muhammad Ifusayn Mini was captured and killed, apparently without the

order of the Emperor. Ikhtiyir was also killed. Akbar then returns, and arrives, after

an absence of forty-three days, at FatbpOr Silo!, 8th Jumida II, 981.

It has been above remarked (p. 406, 1. 24) that the Lucknow Edition of the Akbarn&ma
is not a trustworthy edition. An extraordinary error occurs in the events of the 17th year.

The editors have divided the work into these, instead of two parts—the AMn-i Akbar!

,

is the third part—and have ended their second volume with the birth of Dinyil (2nd

Jumida I, 980). Their third volume opens with the beginning of the 18th year (6th

£1 QaSla, 980). Hence theyhave omitted the important events which took place between

those two days, vis., the conquest of GujrAt and the first defeat of the Minis.



arrows struck in his shield, and his elephant fell with one foot in a grain

pit, which threw the officer who was seated behind him with much force

upon him. The fight chiefly took place in a village called in the MSS.

or

The Tabaqat mentions a Sultan Ibrahim of Awba (near Hirat) among

Akbar’s grandees. His name is not given in the A*in. He was the

maternal Ancle of Nisamu ’d-Din Ahmad, author of the Tabaqat. He
conquered Kama,on and the Daman-i Koh.

132. Salim Et»fcn Kikar.*

Several MSS. of the A'in call him Salim Khan Kakar *AR. The

Akbarndma calls him SaKm Man Kakar, or merely Salim Khan, or Salim

Khan Sirmur. The Tabaqat has Salim Khan Sirmur Afghan.

He served in the beginning of the 6th year in the conquest of Malwa,

and later under Mu'izz" ’l-Mulk (No. 61) m Audh, and was' present in

the battle of jffhavrabad. In 980, he took a part in tile fight of Sarnal.

He then served in Bengal, and was jagirdar of Tajpttr. In the 28th year,

he accompanied Sh&hbaz Kb&n (No. 80) to Bhati. As there were no

garrisons left in Upper Bengal, Vazir Khan having gone to the frontier

of Otfsa, Jabari (vide p. 400, note 2) made an inroad from Kflch Bihir

into Qboraghat, and took Tajpflr Jrom Salim’s men, and F6rni,a from the

relations of Tarsd Khan (No. 32). Jabari moved as far as T&nda.

The Kotwal, Hasan 'Ali, was sick, and ShayJjh Allah Bakhsh §adr fled

in precipitate haste. Fortunately, Shayj& Farid arrived, and Jabiri

withdrew*,to Tajpur. In the 32nd year, Salim served under Mafclab

KJ^an (No. 83) against the Tarikis, and shortly after, in the 33rd year,

under §adlq Khan against the same Afghan rebels.

He was no longer alive in 1001.

133. Habib 'All H>in.

He is not to be confounded with the Habib 'All Khan mentioned

oh p. 466.

Habib was at first in the service of Bayrim Khan. In the third year

when Akbar had marched to Agra, he ordered H*btt> to assist Qiya Khan

(No. 33) in the conquest. Towards the end of the fourth year, Akbar sent

him against Rantanbhflr. This fort had formerly been inthe possession qf

the Afghans, and Salim Shah had appointed Jhujh&r Khan governor.

On Akbar’s accession, Jh. saw that he would not be able to hold it against

the Imperialists, and handed it over to Riy Surjan (No. 96), who was then

in the service of Rina Udai Singh. But H*b!b had to raise the siege.

[» Parikh, aiMtota ko$ toetb at

[* Should be Orma/f.—B.]
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Aba ’1-Fafl attributes this want of success partly to fate, partly to the

confusion which Bayr&m’s fall produced.

In the 6th year (968) he served under Adham (No. 19), in Milwa.

According to the Tabaqat, he died in 970.

134. Jagm&l, younger brother of Baja Bihar; Mai (No. 23).

He must not be confounded with No. 218. Jagmal was mentioned

on p. 348. In the 8th year, he was made governor of Mirtha. In the

18th year, when Akbar marched to Patan and Ahmadabad, he was put

in command of the great camp.

Hit ton KangSr. He generally lived with his uncle Raja Bihari

Mai at Court. When Ibrahim Husayn Mlrza threatened to invade the

Agra District, he was ordered by the Raja to go to Dihli. In the 18th

year, he joined Akbar at Patan. In the 21st year, he accompanied Man
Singh’s expedition against Ran& Partfib. Later, he served in Bengal,

chiefly under Shahbaz Khan (No. 80). When Shahbaz returned unsuccess-

fully from Bhati (p. 438) Kangar, Sayyid 'Abd“ ’llah Khan (No. 189),

R&ja Qopal Mlrzada 'All (No. 162) met a detachment of rebels, and

mistook them for their own men. Though surprised, the Imperialists

held their ground and killed Nawrflz Beg Qaqshal, the lei der. They then

joined Shahbaz, and arrived after a march of eight days at Sherpflr

Mflrcha.

According to the Tabaqat
,
Kangar was in 1001 a Commander of Two

Thousand. The phraseology of some MSS. implies that he was no longer

alive in 1001.

136. Ulugh Khin Habshi, formerly a slave of Su.tan Mahmfld of

Gujrat.

Ulugh Khan is Turkish for the Persian Khan-i Kalan (the great

Khanl.

He rose to dignity under Mahmfld of Gujr&t. The word llabshi,

for which MSS. often have Badafekshi, implies that he was of Abyssinian

extraction, or a eunuch. In the 17th year, when Akbar entered for the

first time Afemadabad, he was one of the first Gujratl nobles that joined

the Imperialists.

In the 22nd year, he served with distinction under ijfadiq (No. 43)

against Raja Madhukar Bundela, Zamlndar of tJndcha. In the 24th

year, he followed §adiq who had been ordered to assist Raja Todar Mai

on his expedition against the rebel 'Arab (Niyabat Khan) in Bihar. He
commanded the left wing in the fight in which Khablta (p. 383, note 1)

was killed.

He died in Bengal.
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136. X&qfftd 'All Kor.

The Tabaqat 8&y& that Maq$0d was at first in Bayram Khan’s service.

He had been dead for a long time in 1001.

From the Akbamdma (II, 96) we see that he served under Qiya Khan

(No. 33) in the conquest of Gwaliyar.

137. Qabfil Kh&n.

From the Akbamdma (II, p. 460, last event of the 16th year of Altbar’s

reign) we see that Qabul Khan had conquered the District of Bhimbar

on the Kashmir frontier. One of the Zamindars of the District, named

Jalal, made his submission, and obtained by flattery a great power over

QabOl, who is said to have been a good-hearted Turk. Jalal not only

managed on various pretexts to send away Qabul’a troops, but also his

son Yadgar IJusayn (No. 338), to Nawshahra. The Zamindars of the

latter place opposed Yadgar, and wounded him in a fight. Exhausted

and wounded as he was, Yadgar managed to escape and took refuge

with a friendly Zamindar. About the same time Jalal collected his men
and fell over QabOl, and after a short struggle killed him (6th Ramafin,

978).

Akbar ordered Khan Jahan to invade the District. The lands of the

rebellious Zamindars were devastated and summary revenge was taken

on the ringleaders.

Yadgar IJusayn recovered from his wounds. He is mentioned below

among the commanders of Two Thousand.

The Akbamdma mentions another QabOl Khan among the officers

who served in the Afghan war in Bengal under Mun'im Khan Khanan.

He was present in the battle of Takaro,i and pursued the Afghans under

Todar Mai to Bhadrak (p. 406).

Neither of the two QabOl Khans is mentioned in the fobaqat and the

Ma'Bfir.

Commanders of Nine Hundred.1

138. Xflohak 'All Bjin-i XoUbL

Koldl is the name of a town and a district in Badajcbshan, long. 70°,

lat. 30°. The District of Kolab lies north of Badakhshan Proper, from

which it is separated by the 'AmO (Oxus) ; but it was looked upon as

part of the kingdom of Badajdishan. Hence Kilehak 'All is often called

in the Akbamdma KOchak 'All Khan-i Bada&shi.

1 Not all MSS. of the AMn have theae word* ;
they count the officer* from No. ltt

to 175 amongst the Haxarfa. But the beet MSS. have thi* manfab. Inthe li«ta ofgrandee*
in the PadiahAhn&ma alao the manaab of Nine Hundred occur*.
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He served under Mun'im Khan Zemin, end wee present at the

reconciliation of Bakear (Buxar) in the 10th year.

He also served under Mun'im Khan in Bengal, and held a command
in the battle of Takaro,! (p-. 406).

Hie sons are mentioned below, No. 148 and No. 380.

138. Babdal Kh&n. Sumbul, a slave of Humiyfln.

140. Sayyid Mohammad, Mir 5Adi, a Sayyid of Amroha.

Amroha, formerly a much more important town than now, belongs

to the Sarkar ofSambal. Its Sayyids belonged to old families ofgreatrepute

throughout India. Mir Sayyid Muhammad had studied the Hadis and

law under the best teachers of the age. The father of the Historian

Bada.oni was his Mend. Akbar made Sayyid Muhammad, Mir *Adl.

When the learned were banished from Court (ifduraj-i Svtoma) he was

made governor of Bhakkar.1 He died there two years later in 984 (vide

Nos. 119 and 201).

From the Akbamama, we see that S. Muhammad with other Amroha

Sayyids served, in the 18th year, under S. Mahmfid of Barha in tire

expedition against Baja Madhukar.

He advised the Historian Bada,oni to enter the military service of the

emperor, instead of trusting to learning and to precarious Madad-i

mafiatk tenures, an advice resembling that of *Abd“ 'l-Qhafiar (vide

No. 99, p. 454). S. Muhammad’s sons were certainly all in the army

;

vide Nos. 251, 297, 363.

141. Kasawl Kh&n, MIrza Mfrak, a Rafawi Sayyid of Mashhad.

He was a companion of £han Zaman (No. 13). In the 10th year, he

went to the camp of the Imperialists to obtain pardon for his master.

When in the 12th year Kh&n Zaman again rebelled, Mlrz^ Mfrak was

placed under the charge of Khan Baqi Khan (No. 60), but fled from his

custody (at Dihll, Bada,on% II, 100). After Khan Zaman’s death, he was

captured, and Akbar ordered him daily to be thrown before a mast

elephant ; but the driver was ordered to spare him as he was a man of

illustrious descent, This was done for five days, when at the intercession

of the courtiers he was set at liberty. 8hortiy afterwards he motived a

manpb, and the title of Rttfaufi Khan. In the 19th year, he was made

Dtwan of JaunpQr, and in the 24th year, Ba&shi of Bengal in addition

to his former duties.

At the outbreak of the Bengal Military Revolt (25th year), he was

with Mugafiar Khan (No. 37). His harsh behaviour towards the dk-

satisfied grandees is mentioned in the histories as one of the causes of

> In MS, ti* SO* (AhbonAma III, 138). (in, p. 75) hM Mi.
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the revolt. When the rebels had seceded (9th ZI Hijjah, 987) and gone

from Tends to Gaur, Muiaffar sent Rafaw! Khan. Ray Rate Das (No. 196)

and Mir Ahmad Munsh! to them to try to bring them back to obedience.

Things took indeed a good turn, and everything might have ended

peacefully when some of Ray Patr Das’s RajpOts said that the opportunity-

should not be thrown away to kill the whole lot. Ray Patr Das mentioned

this to Rafawi Khan, and through him, it appears, the rebels heard of it.

They took up arms and caught Ray Patr Das. Rafawi Khan andMb
Ahmad Munsh! surrendered themselves.

The Maf&gir says that nothing else is known of Rafawl the

J'abaqdl says that he was a Commander of Two Thousand, and was

dead in 1061.

Mina Minsk is not to be confounded with Mvrak Khan. “ an old

grandee, who died in 976 ” (Tabaqat)", or with Mvrak Bahadur (208).

Shahjahan conferred the title of Raqam Khan on Sayyid *All, aim of

§adr° f’-^udfkr Mlran 8. Jalil of Bukhara.

142. Mini Najit Kfeia, brother of Sayyid Barka, and

149. Mbsi Husayn gfciii, his brother.

Both brothers, according to the Tabaqat, were dead in 1001. Their

names are often wrongly given in MSS., which call them Najabat, instead

of Najdt, and flasan instead of fltuayn.

From Hha Akbamdma (I, 411) we see that both brothers accompanied

Humayttn on his march to India.

Mini Najit served, in the 10th year, against Khan Zaman (No. 13).

In the end*of the 21st year, he was attached to the corps which under

Shihib Khin (No. 26) moved to Khandesh. the king of which, Raja

*AU Khin had shown signs of disaffection. Later, he served in -Bengal.

When the Military Revolt broke out, Babi Sian Qiqshal (vide, p. 399,

note 2), Jabirl (p. 400), Vaalr Jamil (No. 200), Sa^Id-iToqba*I,and other

grandees, marched on the 9th & Qijja, 987, from fanda to Gaur across

the Ganges. Mfr Najit was doubtful to which party to attach himself ;

and when Muiaffar sent his grandees [Mb Jamal" ’d-Dln IJusayn Injfl

(No. 164), Ra«awtKhin (No. 141), Tlmflr Khan (No. 216), Riy Plato Das

(No. 196), Mb Adham, Husayn Beg, ^aldm Aba *1-Fath (No. 112),

Kfewija Shams* ’d-Dln (No. 169), Jafibr Beg (No. 98), Muhammad
Qull Turkmin (No. 203), Qfaim gfain-i SstanI, <Iwa* Bahadur,

t
Zulf

5Ah Yasdl, Sayyid AbO Is-fciq-i Rafawl (No. 384), Muiaffar Beg, etc.]

to the banka of the Ganges, where the rebels had drawn up their army,

Mb Najit stayed with Vasb Jamil, although Muiaffar, who was Najit’s

father-in-law, fully expected him to join. He must have soon after left
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the rebels and gone to Southern Bengal ; for in the end of the 28th year

he was at SatgSw (Hflgll). Aba ’I-Fafl mentions him together with

Utuid Khan at Fathabad (No. 34), and Qiya Khan in Ofisa (No. 33),

as one of the fewthat represented Imperialism in Bengal (Attorn. Ill, 291).

But these three were too powerless to check the rebels. Murad died, and

Qiya was soon after killed by the Afghans under Qutla, who looked upon

the revolt as his opportunity. Mir Najat also was attacked by Qutla

and defeated near Salhnabad (Sulaymanabad), S. of Bardwan. He fled

to the Portuguese governor of Hagll.1 Baba Khan Qaqshal sent one

of his officers to get hold of Naj&t ; but-the officer hearing of QutlQ’s

victory, attacked the Afghans near Mangalkot, N.E. of Bardwan. Qutla,

however, was again victorious.

143. Sayyid Hishim, son of Sayyid Mahmud of Barha. Vide

No. 106, p. 461.

144. Ghixl Khin-i BadaHjihl

In MSS., Ghazi is often altered to Qo?i, and Badakhshi to Ba^h/shl,

and as Ghazi Khan's first title was Qdzi Khan, his name is often con-

founded with No. 223. Other Qjjpzi Khans have been mentioned above,

on pp. 396, 418.

Ghazi Khan’s name was QazI Nigam. He had studied law and Hadis,

under Mulla «I§amu 'd-Din Ibrahim, and was looked upon at one. of the

most learned of the age. He was also the murid of Shayld} (lusayn of

Khwarazm. a renowned §ufi. His acquirements procured him access to

the court of Sulayman, king of Badaj&shan (No. 5), who conferred upon

him the title of Qayi Khan. At the death of Humayfin, Sulayman, wishing

to profit by the distracted state of the country, moved to Kabul and

besieged Murfim (No. 11). After the siege had lasted for some time,

Sulayman sent Qagi to Mun^im to prevail on him to surrender. But

Mun'im detained him for several days, and treated him “ to the most

sumptuous fade, such as Badal&shis cannot enjoy even in peaceful times ”.

The good dinners made such an impression on QagI Khan that he advised

Sulayman to raise the siege, as there was no lack of provisions in the

fort. Sulaynian thereupon returned to Bada&shan.

Subsequently Qagi Khan left his master,and went to India. At Kfeanpfir

he was introduced to the emperor on his return from Jaunpur (Attorn.,

HI, 86), He received several presents, and was appointed Parwanchi

writer (p. 273). Akbar soon discovered in him a man of great insight,

and made him a Commander of One Thousand. He also bestowed upon

The MSS. at ths AHapt&ma call him Bartab Bit Firing!, or Pariih Firingt.
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I

him the title of Ghazi Khan . after he had distinguished himself in several

expeditions.

In the 21st year, Ghazi Khan commanded the left wing of Mar. Singh’s

corps in the war with the Rana. Though his wing gave way, he returned

with the troops and joined the van, and fought bravely. He then received

Awadh as iuyul, and distinguished himself in Bihar against the rebellious

grandees.

He died at Awadh in the 29th year (992) at the age of seventy about

the same time that Sultan Khwaja died (No. 108).

Ghazi Khan is the author of several works (vide Bada,oni III, 153).

The sijda, or prostration, which formed so important a part in the

ceremonies of the Court, was his invention (vide p. 167, note).

His son Hus&m* ’d-Dtn. Akbar made him a Commander of One

Thousand, and sent him with the Khan Khanan (No. 29) to the Dakhin.

Suddenly a change came over Husam, and though a young man, he

expressed to the commander his wish to resign the service and live as

a faqlr at the tomb of Nigamu
t
’d-Din Awliya in Dihll. The Khan Khanan

persuaded him in vain to give up this mad idea ; but Husam next day

laid aside his clothes, smeared his body with clay and mud, and

wandered about in the streets and bazars. Akbar permitted his resigna-

tion. Husam lived for thirty years as an ascetic in Dihll. Khwaja BaqI

Billah (bom at Kabul and buried at Dihli) conferred on him power of
M
guiding travellers on the road of piety He died in 1034. His wife

was Abo ’l-Fazl’s sister. She gave at the request of her husband her

ornaments to Darwishes, and fixed an annual sum of 12,000 Rupees as

allowance for the cell of her husband. Vide Tuzuk, p. 80.

145. Varbat Xh&n, Mihtar SakaJ, a slave of Humayun.

The MSS. have Sakdfi and Sakaht . Farhat Khan is firstmentioned in

the war between Humaydn and Mirza Kamran, when many grandees

joined the latter. In a fight, Beg Baba of Kolab lifted up his sword to

strike Humaydn from behind. He missed and was at once attacked

by Farhat, and put to flight. When Humaydn left Lahor on his inarch

to Sarhind, where Sikandar Kh&n was, Farlbat was appointed Shiqddr of

Labor.1 Subsequently, Mir Shah Ahd ’1-Ma*all was appointed Governor

of Lahor. He sent away Farhat, and appointed his own men instead.

Farhat therefore joined Prince Akbar on his arrival in the Panjab.

1 Akbarn&tw I, 416. At the same time, Mir Bibua (No. 7% wfts appointed FawjdAr
of the Panjib, Mfrz& Sh&h Sultin was made Amin, and Mihtar Jawhar, treasurer.

Humivun was on the 20th Mubamm, 962, at Bigrim, crossed the Indus on the 6th

Safer, when Bayrim arrived from Kibul, was at Libor on the 2nd RabK II, and at

Sarhind, on the 7th Rajab.
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After Akbar’s accession, Farhat was made Tuyulddr of Korra. He
distinguished himself in the war with Muhammad Husayn Mlrza near

Ahmadabad. When the Mlrza was brought in a prisoner, Farhat refused

him a drink of water which he had asked for ; but Akbar gave him some

of his own water, and remonstrated with Farhat for his cruelty. In the

19th year, he served in Bihar and was made jagirddr of Ara. In the

21st year (984), Gajpatl (p. 437) devastated the district. Farhang Khan.

Farhat’s son, marched against him, but wa9 repulsed and slain. Farhat

then moved against the enemy to avenge the death of his son, but met

with the same fate (vide No. 80).

146. Bum! Khan. Ustad JalabI (?), of RQm.

He is not mentioned in the Tabaqdt and the Ma%
a§ir, and but rarely

in the Akbamama. In the 20th year, he and Baql Khan (No. 60) and

*Abdu ’r-Rahman Beg (No. 186).accompanied a party of Begams from Court

on their road to Makkah. The party consisted of Gulbadan Begam, Salima

Sultan Begam, Haji Begam, Gul^azar Begam, Sultan Begam (wife of

Mlrza ^Askar!), Umm Kulsum Begam (granddaughter of Gulbadan

Begam), Gujnar Agha (one of Babar’s wives), Bibi $afiya, Bibi Sarw-i

Sahi and Shaham Agha (wives of Humayun), and Salima Khanum
(daughter of Khizr Khwaja). They left in Rajab, 983.

Rum! Khan has also been mentioned above (No. 111).

147. Samanji Khan Qurghuji (vide No. 100).

Hewas a grandee of Humayun. During the reign of Akbar, he reached

the dignity of a Commander of Fifteen Hundred. The Tabaqdt says he

was, in 1001, a Commander of 2,000. In the same work he is called

a Mughul.

In the beginning of the 6th year (middle of 968) he served in Malwa

under Adham Khan (No. 19) and was present in the battle of Sarangpur.

In the 9th year, he accompanied Muhammad Qasim Khan-i NfehapQri

(No. 40) and pursued *Abdtt ’llah Khan Uzbak (No. 14). In the 13th year,

he was ordered, together with Ashraf Khan Mir Munshi (No. 74), to go

to RantanbhCLr and suppress the disturbances created by Mirza

Muhammad Husayn in Malwa. Later, he held &jagTr in Ara.1 He joined

at first the rebellious grandees, but convincing himself of their selfishness,

he went back to the Imperial camp.

In the 39th year, he was allowed to come to Uourt, and died a few

years later. His sons received employments in the army.

From the Akbamama (III, 156) we see that he also served in the

1 The A has Awadh. At the outbreak of the Bengal Military Revolt, he was
Jlgfrdlr of .ae Ara District (Akbam. Ill, 244).
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21st year under Khan Jahan (No. 24) and was present in the battle of

Ag Mahall. In the 30th year, he was in Malwa and was ordered to join the

Dakhin corps. Two years later, he served under Shihab Khan (No. 26)

against Raja Madhukar.

148. 8hfihbeg Xh&n, son of Kdchak ^Ali Khan of Badakhshan

(Nos. 138 and 380).

His name is not given in the MaSdair and the Tdbaq&l. Amir Beg,

a Pan^adT under Shahjahan, appears to be his son.

149. Kina Htxsayn Kh&n, brother of Mirza Najat Khan (vide No. 142).

160. Hakim Zanbil, brother of Mirza Muhammad Tabib of Sabzwar.

Zanbil means “ a basket ”. In the list of the physicians of the Court,

lower down, he is called Hakim Zanbil Beg. Bada,on! says, he was a

muqarrib
,
or personal attendant on the emperor.

1

151. Khud&wand Xh&n-i Dakhini.

Khudawand Khan was a Nizamshahi Grandee. As his father was born

at Mashhad. Kh. is often called Mash,hadi. He was of course a ShPah.

He was a man of imposing stature, and well known for his personal

courage. When Khwaja Mirak of Isfahan, who had the title of Chingiz

Khan, was the Vakil of Murtaza Nizam Shah, Kh. rose to dignity. He
held several districts in Barar as jagir. The Masjid of Rohankhera 3

was built by him.

In 993, when Mir Murtaza of Sabzwar (No. 162) commanded the

army of Barar, and was no longer able to withstand §alabat Khan Chirgis

in the Dakhin, Kh. accompanied M. Murtaza to Hindustan. Both were

well received by Akbar, and Kh. was made a Commander of One Thousand.

He received Pafan in Gujrat as txtyul.

He was married to Abu ’1-Fad’s sister, and died at Kari in the end

of the 34th year, before the middle of 998 (Badd,oni II, 372, where in the

T&rikh of his death the word Dakhini must be written without an h).

Once Abu ’1-Fazl had invited several grandees, Khudawand among

them. The dishes placed before I£h. contained fowls and game and different

kinds of vegetables, whilst the other guests had roast meat. He remarked

it, took offence, and went away. Although Akbar assured him that

Abd ’1-Fad had treated him to fowls and game according to a Hindustani

custom, Kh. disliked Abu ’1-Fazl, and never went again to his house.

“ Hence Dakhinls are notorious in Hindustan for stupidity.”

1 The Edit. Bibl. Indies of Badi,ont(IlI, 104) calls him wrongly Hakim Zincl Shirfai.

Zfn&l is the reading of bad MSS and Sabzw&ri is often altered to Skxr&zi. Other bad MSS.
have Manbal.

* Rohankhera lies in West Bar&r, in the district of Buld&na. In Abu 'l-Fa?Vs list

of parganas in Sark&r Talingina, there is one called Qiryat-i Khud&wand
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The Tabaqdt puts Kh. among the Commanders of Fifteen Hundred,

and says that he died in 995. The Mcfdpr has 997.

152. Mirzada ^Ali Khan, son of Muhtaram Beg.1

He served in the 9th year in Malwa during the expedition against

*Abdu *llah Khan Uzbak (No. 14). In the 17th year, he served in the

Qujrat war under the Khan-i Kalan (No. 16). Two years later, he com-

manded an expedition against Qasim Khan Kasu, who with a corps of

Afghans ravaged the frontiers of Bihar. In the 23rd year, he accompanied

Shahbaz Khan in the war with Rana Pariah.* He then served in Bihar

under Khan-i A*zam (25th year) and in Bengal under Shahbaz Khan (vide

No. 134, p. 483). In the 30th year (993) he was present in the fight with

Qutlfi near Mangalkot (Bardwan). In the 31st year, he was ordered to

join Qasim Khan (No. 59), who was on his way to Kashmir. Not long

after, in 995 (32nd year) he was killed in a fight with the Kashmiris

who defeated an Imperial detachment under Sayyid *Abdu ’llah Khan

{No. 189).

Bada,oni (III, p. 326) says he was a poet. He places his death in 996.

153. SaHdat Mirzi, son of Khizr Khwaja Khan (p. 394, note).

154. Shim&l Khan Chela.

Chela means “ a slave The Tabaqdt says he was a Qurchi, or armour-

bearer of the emperor, and a genial companion. He was made* a Hazdri.

and was no longer alive in 1001.

In the 9th year, he assisted in the capture of Khwaja Mu'aggam,

In the 20th year, he served in the war against Chandr Sen, during which

Jalal Khan (No. 213) had lost his life, and afterwards under Sayyid

Ahmad (No. 91) and Shahbaz (No. 80) in the expedition to Siwana.

155. Sh&h gbazi Khin, a Sayyid from Tabriz.

The Tabaqat calls him a Turkman, and says, he was dead in 1001. He
served in the 19th year with Mirzada ?Ali Khan (No. 152) against Qasim

Khan KasCL

He may be the Shah Ghazf Khan mentioned .below under No. 161.

156. F&fil Khan, son of Khan-i Kalan (No. 16).

He was mentioned above, on p. 339.

157. Ma^fhm Khin, son of Mu*inu ’d-Din Ahmad Farankhiidi

(No. 128).

He is not to be confounded with Ma^fim Khan-i Kabuli (p. 476, note).

1 He ie also called Hindi <?AH Khin. My text edition hae wrongly Mint $All

JUftn. For Muhtaram many MSS. read wrongly Mabram.
Hit father, Muhtaram Beg, was a grandee of Humftyfln’i Court.
8 Generally called in the Histories Jtdnd KM,

81
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Ma^sum was made a Hazdri on the death of his father, and received

Ghazipftr as tuyul. He joined Todar Mai in Bihar, though anxious to go

over to the rebels (pp. 376-7). Not long afterwards, Mirza Muhammad
Hakim, Akbar’s brother, threatened to invade the Panjab, and as the

emperor had resolved to move personally against him, Ma^sum thought

it opportune to rebel. He seized Jaunpur and drove away Tarso Khan's

men (No. 32). As Akbar kad known him from a child, he was inclined

to pardon him, provided he left Jaunpur, and accepted Awadh as tuyul.

This M. did
;
but he continued to recruit, and when Shah Quli Mahram

and Raja Blr Bar had failed to bring him to his senses, Shahbaz Khan, on

hearing of his conduct, determined to punish him. The events of the

expedition have been related on p. 437.

After his defeat near Awadh, M. threw himself into the town
;

but

ns several rebel chiefs had left him, he absconded, without even taking his

family with him. He applied to two Zamlndars for assistance
; but the

first robbed him of his valuables, and the latter waylaid him, and had it

not been for a bribe, M. would not have escaped. About this time one

of his friends of the name of Maqsud joined him and supplied him with

funds. 31. collected men and surprised and plundered the town of

Bahra,ich. Yazir Khan (No. 41) and others moved from Hajipur against

him
;
but 31. escaped them. After plundering the town of 3Iuhammada-

bad, he resolved to surprise Jaunpur, when the tuyuldiirs of the district

marched ijgainst him. Being hard pressed, he applied to 31. ^Azlz Koka

No. 21) to intercede for him. Akbar again pardoned him, and gave him

the Pargana 3Iihsi, Sarkar Champaran, as tuyul. But 31. continued in a

rebellious attitude, and when 31. *Aziz prepared to punish him, he applied

for leave to go to Court. He arrived, in the 27th year, in Agra, and was

again pardoned, chiefly at the request of Akbar’s mother.

Soon after, on going home one night from the Darbar, he was killed

on the road. An inquiry was ordered to be held, but without result, and

people believed that Akbar had connived at the murder. Compare with

this the fate of Nos. 61 and 62, two other Bihar rebels.

158. Tolak Khin ftuchin.

Tolak commenced to serve Babar. He joined Humayun on his return

from Persia. 3Vhen the emperor had seized on Kabul, and 31. Karam

came near the town under the mask of friendship, many of HumayQn's

grandees went over to him, and the emperor was obliged to retreat

northwards to Zahak \s*) and Bamiyan, where he hoped to find

faithful officers. He sent, however, Tolak and several others to Kabul,
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to bring him correct information, but Tolak alone returned. For his

faithfulness he was made Qurbegi.

Tolak accompanied Humayun to India. After the emperor’s death,

he belonged to those who supported the young Akbar, and was instru-

mental in the capture at a dinner party of Mir Shah Abfl ’l-Ma^ali. After-

wards, T. went to Kabul, where he remained for a long time. In the 7th

year of Akbar’s reign, he was suddenly imprisoned by the young and

hasty Ghani Khan, son of Mun^im Khan (No. 11), who was in charge of

Kabul. Tolak managed to escape, and went to Baba KhatQn. his jagir,

collecting men to take revenge on Ghani. A favourable opportunity

presented itself when Ghani one day had left Kabul for a place called

Khwaia Sayyaran (^\ ,L«» to waylay a caravan from Balkh. He
was just feasting with his companions, when Tolak Khan fell upon

them. Ghani, who was drunk, was caught, and Tolak marched to Khwaja

Awash
( £^1 a place two kos distant from Kabul. But he was

opposed by Fazll Beg (Mun^im’s brother) and his son Abu *1-Fath (called

wrongly $Abdu
'l-FatJt

t
on p. 318), and thought it advisable to let Ghani

go. Ghani immediately collected men and pursued Tolak, who now prepared

himself to go to Hindustan. Ghani overtook him near the Ab-i Ghorband

and killed Baba Qurchin, and several other relations and friends of Tolak.

Tolak himself and his son Isfandiyar managed to cut their way

through the enemies, and arrived safely in India. Akbar gave Tolak

a jagir in Malwa, w here he remained for a long time.

In the 28th year, T. served under Khan Khanan (No. 29) in Malwa

and Gujrat, and defeated Sayyid Dawlat in Kambha,it. He distinguished

himself in the fights with Mugaffar, and served under Qulij Khan (No. 42)

in the conquest of Babrock, In the 30th year, he was attached to the

corps which under M. ‘Aziz Koka was to be sent to the Dakhin. Having

indulged in slander during the disagreement between M. ‘Aziz Koka and

Shihab” *d-Din, he was imprisoned. After his release he was sent to

Bengal, where in the 37th year he served under Man Singh against the

Afghans.

He died in the beginning of the 41st year (1004'

159. Khwaja Shfemi* ’d-DIn Khawafi.

Khawafi means “ coming from Khawaf ”, which is a district and

town in Khurasan. Our maps have “ Khaff ” or “ Khaf ”, due west of

Hirat, between Lat. 60° and 61°. According to the Mutjam* ’

l-Bvldan,

“ Khawaf is a large town belonging [at the time the author wrote] to the

revenue district of Nlshapur. Near it lies on one side Bushanj which

belongs to the districts of Hirat, and on the other Zflzan. Khawaf
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contains one hundred villages and three towns (Sanjan, Sirawand, and

gharjard).” Amin Ra?i in his excellent Haft Iqfim says that the district

of Khawaf is famous for the kings, ministers, and learned men it has

produced. The dynasty called, Al-i Mu&affar, of whom seven kings ruled

for 59 years over Ears and Shiraz,1 were Khawdfis. The author of the

Zakhirat* ’l Khawdmn says that the people of Khawaf were known to be

bigoted Sunnis. When Shah ' Abbas-i §afawl, in the beginning of his reign,

came to Khawaf. he forced the inhabitants to abuse, as is customary

with Shl'aa, the companions of the Prophet (sabb-i §ahaba) ; but as the

people refused to do so, he had seventy of the principal men thrown down

from a Masjid. Although then no one was converted, the Khwafis are

now as staunch Slil'as as they were formerly bigoted Sunnis.

Knwaja Shamsu ’d-Dln was the son of Khwaja 'Ala' u *d-Dln, who was

a man much respected in Khawaf. Shams accompanied Muzaffar

Khan (No. 37), his countryman, to Bihar and Bengal. At the outbreak

of the Military Revolt, he was caught by the rebels, and Ma^Qm-i Kabuli

had him tortured with a view of getting money out of him. Shams was

half dead, when at the request of 'Arab Bahadur he was let off and

placed under 'Arab’s charge, who lay under obligations to him. But

Shams eluded his vigilance, and fled to Singram, Raja of Kharakpflr

(Bihar).1 As the roads were all held by the rebels, Shams could not

1 They succumbed to Timur. The Histories disagree regarding the length of their

reign, some give 57 years, from a.h. 741 to 798.

Amin K&gl mentions also several learned men and vazirs besides those mentioned in

the MuSjam, and relates some anecdotes illustrating the proverbial sagacity and quick-

wittedness of the inhabitants of Khaw&f.
The number of Khaw&fls in the .service of the Mughul emperors was considerable.

One is mentioned below. No. 347. The Ma*Asir has notes on the following :—MlrzA Clzzet

(under JahAngir) ; Mlrza Ahmad, and Mirttamid }Chan Muhammad Qallh (under Shfth-

jahin) ; Savyid Amir Khin ShayJdj Mir, KhwAia Mir KhawAfl Salibat KhAn. Clnivat

|Qtin, end Mu|taf& Khfln (under Awrangzib). The lists of grandees in ihtP&digh&hn&ma
mention several other Khawafis. In later times wo have the name of *»Abd« 'r-RazzAq

§amoAma 'd-Dawla Awrang&bidI, who was murdered in 1171. His ancestor, Mir Kam&l*
*d-DKn Khaw&fi, has served under Akber.

For KhauAfx some MSS. have £&£/!. The Historian Muhammad HAshim Khftfl

Kh&n has also been supposed to be a KJjawAfl,though it must be observed that geographical

titles are rare. There a.e a few, as Rumx Khan. (Jhaznin Khnn . Habshi Kh&n. Tho authors

of the Pddith&hnrlma and the Ma%d*ir never use the form Kfulfi.
1 SingrAm rater fought with ShahbAz Kh&n (No. 80), and ceded Fort Mahdi. Though

he never went to Court, he remained in submission to the Imperial governors of BihAr

and Bengal. In the first year of Jahangir's reign, Jah&ngir Quit fthan L&la Beg, governor

of Bihir, sent a corps against Singram, who was killed in a fight. His son turned Muham-
madan, and received the name “ Baja Roz-afzun ", was confirmed in his zamlnaArfs,

and reached, .under Jahingir, the dignity of a Commander of Fifteen Hundred. Under
Shihjahin, he served with MahAbat, ffh&n in Balhh, against vfhuj&r Singh Bundcla, in

the siege of Parenda, and was at his death in 1044 a Commander of Two Thousand. Iiis

son, RAja Bihrfiz served in Qandahir, in the war between Awrangzib and ShAh ShujiC,

and distinguished himself in the second conquest of PalAmau (4th year of Awrangslb).

RAja Bihrdc died in the 8th year of AwrangzlVs reign. Vidz Proceedings, Asiatic Society

Bengal, for December, 187(j.
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make his way to the Imperial army. He collected men, attacked the

rebels, and carried off some of their cattle ; and when some time after

dissensions broke out among the mutineers, he found means to escape.

Akbar received him with every distinction, and appointed him, in the

same year (28th) to superintend the building of Fort Atak (built 990-1)

on the Indus, near which the Imperial camp then was.1

After this, Shams was for some timeDiwan of Kabul. In the 39th year,

when Qulij Khan (No. 42) after the death of Qasim Khan (No. 59) was

made §5badar of Kabul, Shams was made Diwan of the empire
(Diwdn-i

kull), vice QulijA When Akbar in the 43rd year, after a residence of

fourteen years in the Panjab, moved to Agra to proceed to the Dakhin,

the Begams with Prince Khurram (Shahjahan) were left in Lahor, and

Shams was put in charge of the Panjab, in which office he continued,

after Akbar’s mother had returned, in the 44th year, with the Begams

to Agra.

Shams died at Lahor in the 45th year (1008). The family vault

which he had built near Bab& Hasan Abdal having been used for other

purposes (p. 469) he was buried in Lahor in that quarter of the town which

he had built, and which to his honour was called Khaw&fxpara.

He is said to have been a man of simple manners, honest and faithful,

and practical in transacting business.

Like 8hay& Farld-i Buj&arl (No. 99), whom he in many respects

resembles, he died childless.

His brother, Khwaia Mflmin Khawaft. was made, on his death, Diwan

of tits Panjab. Mdmin's son, *Abda 'l-Khallq was a favourite of Ajaf

gfean IV (p. 398). He was killed by Mahabat Khan, when Agaf had been

removed by Mah&bat from Fort Atak and imprisoned.

160. Jagat Singh, eldest of B&ja Man 8ingh (No. 30).

Kttwar Jagat Singh served in the 42nd year under Mfrz&Ja'far Agaf

Khan (No. 98) against Rijn BJsfl, samlndar of Mau and Pathin (Nflrpflr,

N.E. Panjab). In the 44th year(1008) when Akbar moved to Malws end

Prince (Jahangir) was ordered to move against BAn& Amr Singh,

1 The author oI the Ma'ifir repeat* AM T-FItsl’e etymology of tke name " Atak ”,

whioh me given on p. 404, note. Be etao wye that aome derive it from the Hindi, afak,

prevention, aher,” beoaun HindOo will notgo beyond the Indue.” But there ienoinetenoe

on record that Hindoo ever did object to oroae the Indue. Bhagwia Die, Min Singh,

and other* were governor* of Kabul and Zibuliitin, and had their RijpOt* than

;

and during the reign of Shihjahtn, the RSjpOte dietinguiihed themeelvee in the oonqueat

ofBalhhandthe elege of Qendahlr. (Fort Alak 1 uilt in 000-01.—B.]
AM '1-Feel'e etymology ie aleo doubtful j for?i the ifMerndmo (II, 902) he meatiaa*

the name" Atak " long before the building of thi Fort (III, 996).

* The twelve Dlwlne, who in 1009 had been appointed to the 19 glbae, wen under

hi* order*. ZXwda-t foili* theeeme a* Vadr-i htllix . 'atlr-i meffag, or manly Koafr.
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Bengal, as noSbof his father. While still at Agra, he died from excessive

drinking. Regarding J. S.’s daughter, vide p. 323 and No. 175.

Maha Singh, Jagat’s younger son, was appointed in his stead. His

youth and inexperience inclined the Afghans under ‘’Usman and Shujawal

Khan to attack him. They defeated him and Partab Singh, son of Raja

Bhagwan Das (No. 336), near Bhadrak in Orisa (45th year). Man Singh

hastened to Bengal, and after defeating in 1009 the Afghans near Sherpfir

*Ata,I> between Shi,fin (Sooree) in Birbhfim and Murshid&bad, recovered

Lower Bengal and Orisa.

Maha Singh died soon after, like his father, from excessive drinking.

161. Vaqib Kbin, son of Mir *Abdu ’l-La$If of Qazwin.

Naqib Khan is the title of Mir Ghiyasa ’d-Din 5All. His family belongs

to the Sayfi Sayyids of Qazwin, who were known in Iran for their .Sunni

tendencies. - His grandfather Mir Yabya was “ a well-known theologian

and philosopher, who had acquired such extraordinary proficiency in

the knowledge of history, that he was acquainted with the date of every

event which had occurred from the establishment of the Muhammadan
religion to his own time.”

“ In the opening of his career, Mir Yabya was patronized by Shah

Tahmasp-i SJafawi, who called him Yabya Ma^fim,1 and was treated by

the king with such distinction, that his enemies, envious of his good

fortune, endeavoured to poison his patron’s mind against him, by repre-

senting that he and his son, Mir *Abdu ’1-Latif, were the leading men
among the Sunnis of Qazwin. They at last prevailed so far as to induce

the king, when he was on the borders of Azarbayjan, to order Mir Yabya

and his son, together with their families, to be imprisoned at Isfahan.

At that time, his second son, CAla*u ’d-Dawla was in Azarbayjan, and

sent off a special messenger to convey his intelligence to his father. Mir

Yabya, bring too old and infirm to flee, accompanied the king’s messenger

to Isfahan, and died there, after one year and nine months, in A3. 962,

at the age of 77 years." *

“ Mir *Abdu '1-Latif, however, immediately on receipt of his brother’s

1 Li. exempt, probably from Joeing life and property for hie attachment to Suitniem.
1 Mir Yahyft ie the author of an hietorical compendium called Lvbb* ’d-tawAribk,

oompoeed in 1941. Vide Elliot’a Bibl. Index t? the Hietoriane of India, p. 129. Hie eeeond

eon {Ala^« 'd-Dawla wrote under the poetical name of Kdmf, and ie the author of the

'Mfa*4gir, a“ fajjhro ", or workon literature. Badi,cptf (III,97) eayehe oompoeed
a Qaelda in which, according to the manner of ShKahe, he abused the companione of the

Prophet and the SunnXe, andamong the latter his father and elder brother (<?Abd«* ’l-Letlf),

whom he ueed to nail Hafrat-i Aqh, ae he had been hie teacher. But the verse in which
he eureed hie relatione ie ambiguoualy worded.

Some fix the date of Mir Yahvi’e death two years earlier.
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communication, fled to Gflan,1 and afterwards at the invitation of the

emperor Humayun went to Hindustan, and arrived at Court with his

family just after Akbar had ascended the throne. By him he was received

with great kindness and consideration, and appointed in the second

year of his reign as his preceptor. At that time Akbar knew not how to

read and write, but shortly afterwards he was able to repeat some odes

of Hafiz. The Mir was a man of great eloquence and of excellent disposi-

tion, and so moderate in his religious sentiments,8 that each party used

to revile him for his indifference.”

“ When Bayram Khan had incurred the displeasure of the emperor

and had left Agra and proceeded to Alwar with the intention, as it was

supposed, of exciting a rebellion in the Panjab, the emperor sent the Mir

to him, to dissuade him from such an open breach of fidelity to his

sovereign.” Elliot f Index ,
l.c.

Mir *Abdu ’l-Latlf died at Slkrl on the 5th Rajab, 981,3 and was

buried at Ajmlr near the Dargah of Mir Sayyid Husayn Khing-Suwar.

*Abdu 'l-Latif had several sons. The following are mentioned: 1. Naqib

Khan ; 2. Qamar Khan
;

3. Mir Muhammad Sharif. The last was killed

in 984 at Fathpur by a fall from his horse, while playing hockey with the

emperor (Bad. II, 230). For Qamar Kh&n. vide No. 243.

Naqib Khan arrived with his father in India, when Akbar after his

accession was still in the Panjab (Akbam. II, 23) and soon became a

personal friend of the emperor (II, 281). In the 10th year, he conveyed

Akbar’s pardon to Khan Zaman, for whom Mun*im Khan had interceded

(II, 281). In the 18th year, N. accompanied the emperor on the forced

march tQ Patan and A^madabad (p. 481. note), and in the following year

to Patan. In the end of the 21st year, he took part in the expedition to

Idar (III, 165) and was sent in the following year to Malwa or Gujrat,

after the appointment of Shihab to the latter province. After the outbreak

of the Military Revolt in Bengal, N. with his brother Qamar Kh&n served

under Totfar Mai and $&d!q Khan in Bihar against Ma^sfim-i Kabuli

(III, 273). In the 26th year, he received the title of Naqib Khan* Though
1 The MSS. of the Jfa^foir have cjUV JU» ; bo also Badi.onf, lx.

* He was the first that taught Akbar the principle of fulk-i kuU, “ peace with all,”

the Persian term which Abfi ’l-Fafl so often uses to describe Akbar’s policy of toleration.

Abfi 'l-Fajl (Akbam. II, 29) lays that tAbd“ ’lLetif was accused in Persia of being a

Sunn! and in Hindfist&n of being a ShKah.
* Elliot has by mistake 971. The T&rilsb of his death in the Ata?fair and BadA,on%

(III, p. 99) is 4f-% Yd-Stn/' the pride of the descendants of Yfcsln (the Prophet) " *-

981. if the long alif in dl be not counted 2, but 1.

4 Kewal Rim, according to Elliot, says in the Tazkirdt" 'l- Umara 1, that the title was
conferred on Naqib Kh&n in th# 25th year for his gallant conduct in repelling a night
attack made by Mat9&m Kh&n-i Kibuli on the Imperialists under Toiler Mai and §£diq
Khln. This night attack is related in the Akbamdma (III, 293). The fight took place

in the 25th year, near Gayi ; but Abu '1-Fafl says nothing of NaqibV gallant conduct '*

;

he does not even mention his name.
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during the reign of Akbar, he did not rise above the rank of a Hazdrx,

he possessed great influence at Court. He was Akbar’s reader, and super-

intended the translations from Sanscrit into Persian, mentioned on p. 110.

Several portions of the Tdri%h-i Alfi also (p. 113) are written by him.

Naqib had an uncle of the name of Qayi who had come from

Iran to Akbar’s Court, where he died in 980. His son was Shah Ghazi

Khan (vide No. 165). Akbar married the latter to Sakina Band Begam,

sister of Mirza Muhammad Hakim (Akbar’s half-brother) ; and a&

Naqib Khan, in the 38th year, reported that Qa;i ? iya had expressed a

dying wish to present his daughter to Akbar, the emperor married her.

Thus two of Naqib’s cousins married into the imperial family

.

On the accession of Jahangir, N. was made a Commander of 1,600

(Tuzuk
, p. 12). He died in the 9th year of J.’s reign (beginning of 1023)

at Ajmir, and was buried at the side of his wife within the enclosure of

Mu^in-i Chishti’8 tomb (Tuzuk, p. 129). His wife was a daughter of Mir

MahmOd, Munshiy" ’l-Mamalik, who had been for twenty-five years in

Akbar’s service (Bada.oni III, 321).

Naqib’s son, <Abdu ’l-LaJif, was distinguished for his acquirements. He
was married to a daughter of M. Yfisuf Khan (No. 35) and died insane.

Naqib Khan, like his grandfather, excelled in history. It is said that

he knew the seven volumes of the RawuUu 'f-fafa by heart. Jahangir,

in his Memoirs, praises him for his remarkable memory, and Bada,onI,

who was Naqib’s schoolfellow and friend, says that no man in Arabia or

Persia was as proficient in history as Naqib. Once on being asked how
many pigeons there were in a particular flock then flying, he responded

instantly, without making a mistake of even one.

162. Mir Xurtayi Khin. a Sabzwari Sayyid.

Mir Murtaya Khan was at first in the service of *Adil Shah of Bijapflr.

Murtaya Nigam Shah called him to Alpnadnagar, and made him Military

Governor of B&rar, and later Amir11 ’l-Umari*. He successfully invaded,

at Niyam Shah’s order, 4Adil Shah’s dominions. But Niyam Shah suffered

from insanity, and the government was left in the hands of his Vakil,

Shah Quli §alabat Khan ; andas he reigned absolutely, several ofthe nobles,

especially the tuyulddrs of Band, were dissatisfied. §alabat Khan being

bait on ruining them, Mir Murtaya Khudawand Khan (No. 151), Jamshed

Khan-i ShirazI and others, marched in 992 to Afemadnagar. fjlalabat

Khan and Shahsada Miran Jjhisayn surprised them and routed them.

Mb Murtaya lost all his property, and unable to resist 8alabat»Khan.

ha went with Khudawand Khan to Akbar, who made him a Commander
of One Thousand.
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M. M. distinguished himself under Shah Murad in the Dakhin invasion*

When the Prince left Ahmadnagar, §adiq Khan (No. 43) remained in

Mahkar (South Barar), and M. M. in Ilichpur, to guard the conquered

districts. During his stay there, he managed to take possession of Fort

Gawil, near Ilichpur (43rd year, 1007), persuading the commanders

Wajihu ’d-Din and Biswas Ra,o, to enter Akbar’s service. Later, M. M.

.distinguished himself in the conquest of Al.imadnagar under Prince

Danyal, and received a higher Mamab
,
as also a flag and a naqqdra .

Mir Murtaza is not to be confounded with the learned Mir Murtaza

Sharif-i Shiraz! (Bada,oni III, 320), or the Mir Murtaza mentioned by

Bada,oni III, 279.

163. Shamsi, son of Khan-i A^am Mirza Koka (No. 21).

He was mentioned above on pp. 315 and 346. At the end of Akbar’s

reign, ShamsT 1 was a Commander of Two Thousand.

In the third year of Jahangir’s reign, he received the title of Jahangir

Quli Khan, vacant by the death of Jahangir Quli Khan Lala Beg, Governor

of Bihar, and was sent to tiujrat as nd*ib of his father. Mirza 'Aziz had

been nominally appointed Governor of that §uba
;
but as he had given

the emperor offence, he was detained at Court. Subsequently Shamsi

was made a Commander of Three ‘Thousand, and Governor of J&unpur.

Whilst there, Prince Shahjahan had taken possession of Bengal, ^ 1

prepared himself to march on Patna, sending *Abdu ’llah Khan cuuz-

Jang and Raja Bhim in advance towards Ilahabad. On their arrival at

Chausa, Shamsi left Jaunpur, and joined Mirza Rustam » No. 9), Governor

of the $uba of Ilahabad.

On Shahjahan’s accession, Shamsi was deposed, but allowed to retain

his Man^ab. A short time after, he was appointed to Surat 2 and Junag&dh,

vice Beglar Khan. He died there in the 5th year of Shahjalun’s reign

(1041).

Shamsi’s son, Bahrain, was made by Shahjahan a Commander of

1,000, 500 horse (Pudishdhn . 1, b., 309) and appointed to succeed his

father. Whilst in Gujrat, he built a place called after him Bahrdmjmra .

He died in the 18th year of Shahjahan’s reign iPadishdhn. II, p. 733).

164. Mir. Jamal* 'd-Din Husayn, an Inju Kayyid.

From a remark in the IVassdf it appears that a part of Shiraz was

called Inju
; vide Journal Asiatic Society Bengal, 1868, p. 67 to p. 69.

Mir Jamal" ’d-Din Inju belongs to the Sayyids of Shiraz, who trace

their^deseent to Qasimarrasi (?) ihn-i Hasan ilm-i Ibrahim Tabid ibiiN

Husayni. Mir Shah Mahmud and Mir Shah Abu Turfib, two later members

1 Shamsi in an abbreviation for Shams 1 ’*/ /<»«. ...
2 Snratli li
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of this renowned family, were appointed during the reign of Sh&h

Tahm&sp-i §afawl, at the request of the Chief Justice of Persia,

Mir Shams11 *d-Din Asadu ’ll&h of Shushtar, the first as Shayldiu 'l-Islam

of Persia, and the second as Qaziyu ’1-Quzat. Mir Jamalu ’d-Din is one of

their cousins.

Mir Jam&lu "d-Din went to the Dakhin, the kings of which had

frequently intermarried with the Injus. He afterwards entered Akbar’s

service, took part in the Gujrat wars, and was present in the battle of

Petan (p. 432). Later he was sent to Bengal. At the outbreak of the

Military Revolt, he was with Mujaffar (Akbamdma III, p. 255). In

the 30th year (993) he was made a Commander of Six Hundred, and

accompanied, shortly after, A^gam Khan (No. 21) on his expedition

to Gadha and Ra*bin

(

Ahbam . Ill, 472). In the 36th year, he had a jagir

in Malwa, and served under A*zam Khan in the Dakhin. His promotion

totherank ofa Hac&ri took place in the 40th year. When in the 45th year

the fort of Asir had been conquered, *Adil Shah, king of Bijapfir wished

to enter into a matrimonial alliance with Akbar, and offered his daughter

to Prince D&ny&l. To settle matters, Akbar dispatched the Mur in 1009

(Ahbam. Ill, 846) to the Dakhin. But the marriage only took place in

1013, near Patan. After this, accompanied by the Historian Firishta,

he went to Agra, in order to lay before the emperor “ such presents and

tribute, as had never before come from the Dakhin ”.
.

At the end of Akbar’s reign, Mir J. was a Commander of Three

Thousand. Having been a favourite of Prince Salim, he was promoted

after the Prince’s accession to the post of a Chahar-Hazarf, and received

a naqqdra and a flag. When Khusraw rebelled, the Mir received the

order to effect an understanding by offering Khusraw the kingdom of

K&bul with the same conditions under which M. Muhammad Hakim,

Akbar’s brother, had held that province. But the Prince did not consent

;

and when he was subsequently made a prisoner (p. 455) and brought

before his father, I^asan Beg (No. 167), Khusraw’s principal agent told

Jahangir that all Amirs of the Court were implicated in the rebellion

;

Jamalu ’d-Dfn had only a short time ago asked him (Hasan Beg) to promise

him an appointment as Panjhazari. The Mir got pale and confused, when

Mlrza *AzIz Koka (No. 21) asked the emperor not to listen to such

absurdities ; Hasan Beg knew very well that he would have to suffer

death and therefore tried to involve others
; he himself (*Aztz) was the

chief conspirator, and ready as such to undergo any punishment. Jahangir

consoled the Mir, and appointed him afterwards Governor of Bihar.

In the 11th year. Mir Jamal received the title of *A§adu 'd-Dawla.
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On this occasion, he presented to the emperor a dagger, inlaid with precious

stones, the making of which he had himself superintended when at

Bijapur. At the top of the handle, he had a yellow ydqvt fixed, perfectly

pure, of the shape of half an egg, and had it surrounded by other yaquts

and emeralds. The value was estimated at 50,000 Rupees.

In 1621, Jahangir pensioned him off, because he was too old, allowing

him four thousand rupees per meiuem. The highest rank that he had

reached was that of a brevet Panjhazarl with an actual command of

Three Thousand and Five Hundred. In 1623, at the eighteenth anniversary

of Jahangir’s accession, he presented the emperor a copy of the great

Persian Dictionary, entitled Farhang-i Jahangm, of which he was the

compiler. The first edition of it had made its appearance in 1017.1

After having lived for some time in Bahra,ich, Mir Jamal returned to

Agra, where he died.

Mir Jamal" ’d-Din had two sons. 1 . Mir Amm* ’d-Din. He served

with his father, and married a daughter of <Abdu ’r-Rahim Khan Khanan

(No. 29). He died when young.

2. Mir Husam" ’d-Din. He married the sister of Ahmad Beg Khan,

brother's son of Ibrahim Khan Fatfe-Jang (Nur Jahan’s brother).

Jahangir made him Governor of Asir, which fort he handed over to Prince

Shahjahin during his rebellion. On Shahjahan’s accession, he was made
a Commander of 4,000, with 3,000 horse, received a present of 60,000

Rupees, and Hie title of Murtazd Khan. He was also made Governor of

Thathah, where he died in the second year (1039).

Mir Husain’s sons—1. Samfdm* 'd-Dawla. He was made Diwan of

Shah'Shuja* in the 21st year. In the 28th year, he was appointed Governor

of Orisa with a command of 1,500, and 600 horse. He died in the end of

the same year. 2. 2Vur“ ’Uah. He is mentioned in the Padithahmma

(I, b., p. 312) as a Commander of Nine Hundred, 300-horse.

165. fleyyid Eijd, of Barha.

Historians do not say to which of the four divisions (vide p. 427)

the Barha clan Jlaju belongs.

He served in the 21st year, under Min Singh, and in the 28th year,

under Jagannath (No. 69), against the Rina. While serving under the

latter, Raju commanded the Imperial garrison of Mandalgarh, an«l

successfully conducted amexpedition against a detachment of the Rune's

troops. In the 30th year, Jagannath and Raju attacked the Runii in his

residence ; but he escaped.

1 K«K»rdiiiK the t'arkaaf.i Jahingtri, vide Journal A eiaiie Society Bengal, IWM.

P|> 12 to IS, SMI IIIS to no.
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Later, Raja served under Prince Murad, Governor of Malwa, whom,
in the 36th year, he accompanied in the war with Raja Madhukar ; but

as the Prince was ordered by Akbar to return to Malwa, Raja had to lead

the expedition. In the 40tb year, he served in the siege of A^madnagar.

Once the enemies surprised the Imperialists, and did much damage to

their cattle. Raja attacked them, but was killed in the fight, together

with several of his relations (a.h. 1003).

166. Kir Sharif-i Amuli.

His antecedents and arrival in India have been mentioned above on

p. 185. In the 30th year (993) Prince Mina Muhammad Hakim of Kabul

died, and the country was annexed to India. Mir Sharif was appointed

Amin apd §adr of the new province. In the following year, he served

under Man Singh in Kabul. In the 36th year,1 he was aj fi lled in the

same capacity, though with more extensive powers, to Bihar and Bengal.

In the 43rd year, he received Ajmir as aqi&, and the Pargana of Mohan

near Lakhnau, as tuyul. During the siege of Asir, he joined the Imperial

camp with his contingent, and was well received by the emperor.

He is said to have risen to the rank of a Commander of Three Thousand.

He was buried at Mohan. On his death, neither books nor official papers

were found ; his list of soldiers contained the names of his friends and

clients, who had to refund him six months’ wages per annum.

Jahangir in his memoirs (Tuzuk, p. 22) praises him very much.

The Tabaqat says, “ Mir Sharif belongs to the heretics of the age.

He is well acquainted with gfifism and is at present (1001) in Bihar.”

Note on the Nuqtawiyya Sect (sjjlaii.).

It was mentioned above (p. 186) that Mir Sharif spread in India

doctrineswhichresembled thoseofMahmudofBaaakhwan* Thecurious sect

which Ma^mOd founded, goes by the name of Matmudiyya, or Wahidiyya,

or Nuqtamyya, or UmanS.* Mahmud called himself Skakht-i wahid, or

“ the individual ”, and professed to be the Im&m Mahdl, whose appearance

1 The Lucknow edition of the Akbamdm* (ill, p. 629) nn he was made at the same
time a Commander of Four Thousand. This must be a mistake, because Mir Sharif was at

Jah&nglr’s aecession a Commander of 2,600 (TuxuJt, p. 22).

• Bad&,onI (Ed. Bibl. Indica) has AmmMuAn ; the MSS. of the ka'isir, BasA^wdn
(with a long penultima) and in other places Bas&Mfln without a tv ; tho Calcutta edition

of tho JMbist&n (p. 374) and Shea and Troyer*s Translation have Mtmjwin-* shifting

of the diacritical points.
* The name nuqtawi was evidently used by Badi.ohl, though tho MSS. from which

the Bibl. Indica edition was printed, have ATeta/f, which was given on p. 185. For Umand

,

Shea's translation of the Itahiirt&n has /mand; butU (smssi) is, no doubt, the plural of

(twin.
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on earth ushers in the end of the world. According to the Calcutta edition

of the Dabistan and Shea’s Translation, he lived about a.h. 600 ; but

the MSS. of the Ma*a$ir have a.h. 800, which also agrees with Bada,oni’s

statement that Mahmiid lived at the time of Timur. The sect found

numerous adherents in Iran, but was extinguished by Shah *Abbas-i

Mazi,1 who killed them or drove them into exile.

Mahmud had forced into his service a passage frbm the Qurciin

(Sur. XVII, 81), *asd an yab*asa-ka rabbu-ka maqdmnn mahmudnn
t

“peradventure thy Lord will raise thee to an honorable (mahmud) station.”

He maintained that the human body (jasad

)

had since its creation been

advancing in purity, and that on its reaching a higher degree of perfection

“ Mahmud” would arise, as indicated in the passage from the QurSin.and

with his appearance the dispensation of Muhammad would come to an end.

He taught the transmigration of souls, and said that the beginning of

everythingwas thenuqta-yiMak, or earth-atom, from which the vegetables,

and from these the animals, arose. The term nuqta-yi khak has given rise

to their name Nuqtawis. For other of MahmQd’s tenets, vide Shea’s trans-

lation of the Dabistan, vol. Ill, pp. 12 to 26.

Some of Mahmud’s doctrines must have been of interest to Akbar,

whose leanings towards the “ man of the millennium ”, transmigration

of souls, etc., have been mentioned above, and Mir Sharif-i Amuli could

not have done better than propounding the same doctrine at Court, and

pointing out to Akbar as the restorer of the millennium.

The author of the ?Alam Arif-yi Sikandari, as the Ma*dsir says,

mentions Mir Sbarif-i Amuli under the following circumstances. In 1002,

the 7th year of Shah ^Abbas-i Mazi’s reign, the astrologers of the age

predicted, in consequence of certain very inauspicious conjunctions, the

death of a great king, and as this prediction was universally referred to

Shah *Abbas Jalalu ’d-Din Muhammad of Tabriz, who was looked upon as

the greatest astronomer of the period, it was proposed that Shah $Abbas

should lay aside royalty forthe two or three days the dreaded conjunction

was expected to last, and that a criminalwho had been sentenced to death

should ait <m the throne; This extraordinary expedient was everywhere

approved of; the criminals threw lots, and Yusuf the quiver-maker,

who belonged to the heretical followers of Darwish Khusraw of Quzwin,

was raised to the throne. He reigned for three days, and was then killed.

Soon after, Darwish Khusraw was hanged. His ancestors had been well-

diggers, but he was a dervish, and though he had been wise enough

1 JMff who polled away, ia the epithet which HiatoriAiui give to Shall

^Abbla I of Persia, the contemporary of Akbar and Jahingir.
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never to speak of his Nuqtawiyya belief, he was blown as one of the

sect, and was accordingly killed. So also Mir Sayyid A^mad of Kashan,

whom ^Abbas killed with his own sword. Among his papers treatises

were found on the Nuqta doctrine, and also a letter addressed to him by

Abu ’1-Fazl in Akbar’s name. Mir Sharif-i Amuli, a good poet and the

head of the sect , heard of these persecutions
, and fled from Astrabdd to

Hindustan .

Regarding the last sentence, the author of the Mafiasir remarks that

it involves an anachronism, for Mir Sharif was in India in 984, when

Akbar was at DipalpQr in Malwa; and besides, Sharlf-i Amuli was

mentioned in no Tazkira as a poet.

167. Hasan Beg IQian-i Badafehshi Shaykh WmarL 1

Hasan Beg was a good Boldier. In the 34th year, Akbar after his stay

in Kashmir, marched to Zabulistan, and passed through the district of

Pakhali, “ which is 35 kos long and 25 broad, and lies west of Kashmir.

In Pakhali, Sultan Husayn Khan-i Pakhallwal (No. 301)*paid his respects.

This Zamindar belonged to the descendants of the Qarlughs

whom Timur on his return from India to Turan had left in Pakhali as

garrison. After following Akbar’s Court for a few days, Sultan Ijhisayn

Khan withdrew without leave, and the emperor ordered Hasan Beg to

occupy Pakhali (Akbamdma III, 591, 598). He speedily subdued the

district. In the 35th year, during Hasan Beg's temporary absence at

Court, Sultan Husayn Khan again rebelled, assumed the title of Sultan

Nusiru *d-Din, and drove away Hasan Beg's men. But soon after, he

had again to submit to Hasan Beg. In the 46th year, Ijbsan was made

a Commander of Two Thousand and Five Hundred for his services in

Bangash, and was put, towards the end of Akbar’s reign, in charge oi

Kabul, receiving Fort Roht^s * (in the Panjab) as jagir.

In the beginning of Jahangir's reign, he was called frpm Kabul to

Court. On his way, at Mathura (Muttra), Hasan Beg met Prince JQiuaraw,

who had fled from Agra on Sunday, the 8th Zi Hijjah, 1014.* From

1 HadaQshi ia the adjective formed from Badakthi*, ae KtUhl from JEMS*. The
words Shaykh < Umari are to be taken as an adjective formed like AkbarMhi, JahAngfri,

etc., which we find after the nemes of several grabdees. Thus Shaykh SUmariwoM
mean " belonging to the servant# of Shaykh SUmar ”, and this explanation ia rendered

more probablo by the statement of historians that tfasan Beg belonged to tho Bdbariy&n

or “ nobles of Baliar’s Court *\

Itanaii Jkg is ofton wrongly called (insay* Bay. Thus ia the Tuzuh, p. 25 ff.; Phdi-

nhahn I, p. SU6 ;
Akbar*. HI, 508.

* Generally spelt ^ The fort in Bihftr is spelt wtthoit nAw, u-kaJt though both

int identical. ^
a So i lie Tuzuk. The Ma*fair has the 20th, insteed of the 8th. M88. continually

confound and But Jahangir on hit pursuit reached Hocjal on the 10th g\

llijjah aiiuthe Tuzuh is correct.
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distrust as to the motives of the emperor, which led to his recall from

Kabul, or “ from the innate wickedness of Badakjishls ”, he joined the

Prince with his three hundred Badakhshl troopers, received the title of

KJtan Baba, and got the management of all affairs. Another officer who
attached himself to Khusraw. was *Abdu ’r-Rahim, Dlwan of Lahor.

After the defeat near Bhairdwal on the' Bi,ah,1 the Afghans who were

with the prince, advised him to retreat to the Eastern provinces of

the Empire ; but Tlasan Beg proposed to march to Kabul, which, he

said, had always been the starting-place of the conquerors of India

;

he had, moreover, four lacs of rupees in Rohtas, which were at the

Prince’s service. Hasan Begs counsel was ultimately adopted. But

before he could reach Rohtas, Khusraw was captured on the Chanab.

On the 3rd Safar 1015, the Prince, Hasan Beg. and *Abdu ’r-Ralum,

were taken before Jahangir in the Bagh-i Mirza Kamrrin, a villa near

Lahor, Khusraw himself, according to Chingiz’s law (batorah i Chingizi (?))*

with his hands tied and fetters on his feet. Hasan Beg after making a

useless attempt to incriminate others (p. 500), was put into a cow-hide

and *Abdu ’r-Rahim into a donkey's skin, and in this state they were

tied to donkeys, and carried through the bazars. “ As cow-hides get

dry sooner than donkey-skins,” Hasan died after a few hours from suffoca-

tion : but *Abdu ’r-Rahim was after 24 hours still alive, and received*

at the request of several courtiers, free pardon.2 The other accomplices

and the troopers of Khusraw were impaled
;

their corpses were arranged

in a double row along the road which leads from the Bagh-i Mirza Kamran

to the Fort of Lahor, and Khusraw. seated on a sorry elephant, was led

along that way. People had been posted at short intervals, and pointing

to the corpses, kept calling out to Khusraw. “Behold, your friends,

your servants, do homage to you.”

Hasan Beg was mentioned above on p. 370. His son Isfandiydr

Khan. was under Shahjahan, a commander of l ,500. He served in Bengal*

and died in the 16th yer;r of Shahjahan’s reign (.Padishdhn . I, 476;

I, b. 304). The 'Arif Beg i Shaykh <Umari mentioned in the Padishdhn .

(I, b. 319) appears to be a relation of his.

168. Sheroya Khan, son of Sher Afkan Khan.

Sher Afkan Khan was the son of Qtich Beg. Qilch Beg served under

HumayCta, and was killed in the successful attempt made by several

1 Vide p. 456 note. There is another Bhairdwfil between WazirAbAd and Siy&lkot,

south of the Chanft b.

1 In ’l-Vijjah, 1018, he got an appointment as a Yuzb&shI, or commander of 100
and was sent to Kashmir {Tuzuk, p. 70). In the Tutuk, he is called Cd6d* 'r-Rah*

Khfir. Abd" “ the Ass
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grandees to save Maryam Makanl, Akbar's mother, after the fatal battle

of Chausa (ride No. 96, p. 450). When Humayun fled to Persia, Sher

Afkan remained with Mlrza Kamram in Kabul
; but he joined the

emperor on his return from Iran, and was made governor of Qalat. Later

he received Zahak-Bamiyan as jaglr, but went again over to Kamran.

Humfiyun's, soon after, captured and killed him.

Shcrova Khan served at first under Mun^im (No. 11) in Bengal and

OrIsa. In the 26th year he was appointed to accompany Prince Murad

to Kabul. In the 28th year, he served under *Abdu ’r-Rahim (No. 29)

in Gujrat, and was present in the battle of Sarkich (Akbamdma III,

408, 422). In the 30th year, he served under Matlab Khan (No. 83)

against Jalala TarikI (p. 441). In the 39th year, he was made a Khan,

and was appointed to Ajmlr. According to the Tabaqdt he was a Hazarl

in 1001.

169. Nazar Be TJzbak.

The Akbamdma (III, p. 500) says, “ On the same day 1 Nazar Be,

and his sons, Qanbar Be, Shad! Be (Xo. 367), and BaqI Be (No. 368),

were presented at Court, and were favourably received by the emperor.”

Shad! Be distinguished himself in the expedition under Matlab Khan

(No. 83) against the Tarikis. He may be the Shad! Khan Shad! Beg»

mentioned in the Padishahnama (I, b. 308) as a commander of One

Thousand. Be is the abbreviation of Beg . Na??ar Be is not to be con-

founded w'^th Nazar (?) Beg (No. 247).

170. Jalal Kh&n, son of Muhammad Khan, son of Sultan Adam,

the Gakkhar.

171. Hub&rak Kh&n, son of Kamal Khan, the Gakkhar.

The Gakkhars are a tribe inhabiting, according to the Afa*a$tr, the

hilly districts between the Bahat and the Indus.2 At the time of Zaynu

*1-*Abidin, king of Kashmir, a Ghaznin noble of the name of Malik Kid

(jj or Juf). who was a relation of the then ruler of Kabul, took away

1 When the newt wm brought to Akb&r that Man Singh, toon after the defeat of the

Imperialist*, and the death of BIr Bar in the Khavbar Pass, had defeated the T&rikis at

^Alt Masj id (end of the 30th year, or beginning of RabK I, 994).
1 Mr. J. G. Delmerick informs me that the Gakkharg inhabited the hilly parts of the

Rawul Pimli and Jhelam district# from Khanpur on the borders of the Hazara district

along the lower range of hills skirting the Tabsils of Rawul Pin<)I, Kuhuta, and Gujar

Khan, as far as Domelkin the Jehlam district. Their ancient strongholds were Pharwftla,

Sultanpur, and Dingali. They declare that they are descended from the Katanian kings

of Irin. Their ancestor Kid invaded Tibet, where ho and his descendants reigned for

ten generations. His tenth descendant Kab conquered Kashmir, and took possession

of half of it. The Gakkhars then reigned for 10 generations after Kab in Kashmir. The
10th descendant, 2ayn Shah, Hcd to Afghiuistin, where he died. His son, Gakkhar Shah,

came to the Panjib with Mahmud cf Ghaxni, and was made lord of the Sind S&gar Du.ab.

Malik BIr is said to have been the grandfather of Tatar, whose father was Malik Plltt.

I'M* Mr. Delmerick's History of the Gakkhars, Journal A.8.B. , 1871. Vide p. 681.
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these districts from the Kashmiris, and gradually extended his power

over the region between the Nilab (Indus) and the Sawaliks and the

frontier of modern Kashmir.1 Malik Kid was succeeded by his son

Malik Kalan, and Malik Kalan by Malik Blr. After Blr, the head of the

tribe was Sultan Tatar, who rendered Babar valuable service, especially

in the war with Rana Sanka. Sultan Tatar had two sons, Sultan Sarang

and Sultan Adam. Sarang fought a great deal with Sher Shah and

Salim Shah, capturing and selling a large number of Afghans. The Fort

Rohtas was commenced by Sher Shah with the special object of keeping

the Gakkhars in check. Sher Shah in the end captured Sultan Sarang

and killed him, and confined his son Kamal Khan in Gwaliyar, without,

however, subjugating the tribe. Sultan Adam was now looked upon as

the head of the clan. He continued to oppose the Afghans. Once Salim

Shah gave the order to blow up a portion of the Gwaliyar Fort, where

the state prisoners were kept. Kamal Khan, who was still confined, had

a miraculous escape and was in consequence pardoned. Kamal w^ent to

his kinsfolk
;
but as Sultan Adam had usurped all power, he lived obscurely,

with his brother Sa^Id Khan, avoiding conflict with his uncle.

Immediately after Akbar’s accession, however, Kamal paid his respects

to the emperor at Jalindhar, was wr
ell received, and distinguished himself

in the war with Hemu and during the siege of Mankot. In the 3rd year

he was sent against the Miyana Afghans, who had revolted near Saronj

(Malwa) and wras made on his return jaglrdar of Karah and Fathpur

Huswah. In the 6th year, he served under Khan Zaman (No. 13) against

the Afghans under the son of Mubariz Khan ^Adll (p. 320). In the 8th

year (970), he was called to Court, and as Akbar wished to reward him,

Kamal Khan begged the emperor to put him in possession of the Gakkliar

district, which was still in the hands of his usurping uncle. Akbar

ordered the Khan-i Kalan (No. 16) and other Panjabi grandees to

divide the district into two parts, and to give one of them to Kamal

Khan
;

if Sultan Adam was not satisfied with the other, they should

occupy the country and punish Sultan Adam. The latter alternative

was rendered necessary by the resistance of Sultan Adam. The Panjab,

1 The Ala1fair says, he subjected the tribes called ‘uW ‘ iWj*
{vide p. 487) and Mr. Delmerick says, the Khatars inhabit the western

parts of the R&wul Pindl district. The second tribe is that of the Janju,aa who inhabit

the Salt Range. The third, Awdn
(ul/) are found in the southern parts of the R&wul

Pindl and the Jhelam districts; their tract is called A wdnkarx to this day. The fourth, he

says, may be the Jodrae (<>>*»»), a great clan about Pindi Uheb. The fifth, he believes,

is intended for the Khokaran vjM)t a tribe of some importance in Pin<ji D&dan Khan.
The sixth and the eighth' are the Chibh (**) and Mangaral (J!/*•)» large ,

tribes in

JammO. The seventh he supposes to be a mistake for pahariy

a

or hill tribes, which

were the Dhfinds and Sattts (^-). Vide Additional Notes at end to p. 507.

39



army, therefore, and Kamal Khan entered the Gakkhar district, and

defeated and captured Adam after a severe engagement near the “ Qa§ba

of HUa ”. 1 Sultan Adam and his son Laslikari were handed over to

Kamal Khan, who was put in possession of the district. Kamal Khan
killed Lashkari, and put Sultan Adam into prison, where he soon after

died. (Akbamdma , II, 240 If.)

It is Stated in the Tabaqal that Kamal Khan was a Commander of

Five Thousand, distinguished for courage and bravery, and died in 972.*

Mubarak Khan and Jalal Khan served in the 30th year under Mirza

Shahrukh, Bhagwan Das, and Shah Quli Mahram, in Kashmir (Akbamdma,

III, 485). The Tabaqat calls both, as also Sa^id Khan. Commanders

of Fifteen Hundred. A daughter of Sa^id Khan was married to Prince

Salim ; vide No. 225, note.

172. Tish Beg Khan Mughul, [Taj Khan].

Tash Beg served at first ander Mirza Muhammad Hakim, king of

Kabul, and entered, after the death of his master, Akbar's service. He
received a jagir in the Panjab. According to the Akbamdma (III, 489),

he went with Bir Bar (No. 85) to Sawad and Bijor, and distinguished

himself under *Abdu ’l-Matlab (No. 83) against the Tarjkis (III, 541).

In the 40th year, he operated against the *Isa Khavl Afghans, though

with little success. Two years later, he served under A§af Khan (No 98)

in the conquest of Mau, and received the title of Taj Khan. When
Raja Basil again rebelled (47th year), Khwaia Sulayman, Bakhshi of

the Panjab, was ordered to march against* him with the contingents of

Qulij Khan (No. 42), Husayn Beg-i Shaykh ^Umari (No. 167), Ahmad
Beg-i Kabuli (No. 191), and Taj Khan. Without waiting for the others,

T. JQj. moved to Pathan. Whilst pitching his tents, Jamil Beg, T. Kh.'s

son, received news of Basil’s approach. He hastily attacked him, and

was killed with fifty men of his father’s contingent.

Jahangir, on his accession, promoted him to a command of 3,000.

In the second year of his reign, he officiated as governor of Kabul till the

arrival of Shah Beg Khan (No. 57). He was afterwards appointed

governor of Thathah, where he died in the ninth year (1023).

1 Not HailiT (tA*), south of Ohili&nwala between the Jhelam and the ChanAb

;

but Hiljt, or Jill, 'Which, Mr. Delmerick says, is a ferry on the Jhel&m near Dtagali,

Sultan AdamY stronghold.
* So in my MSS. of the tfabamH. The author of the jVdN?*iV found 970 in his MS.,

which would be the same year i if which Kamil Khin was restored to his paternal inherit

tance : hence he adds a JL-l Ally- He was certainly alive in the middle of 972. (Akbam&ma^
I, p. 302.)

^
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173. Shaykh *Abdu ’ll&h, son of Shaykh Muhammad Chaws [of

Gwaliyar].

Shaykt *Abdu ’llah at first lived a Mired and saintly life, but entered

subsequently the Emperor s service. He distinguished himself, and is

said to have risen to the dignity of a Commande* of Three Thousand.

He died when young.

His brother Ziyd%u 'llah lived as a FaqTr, and studied during the lifetime

of his father under the renowned saint Wajihu ’d-Dm in Gujrat, who
himself was a pupil of Muhammad Ghaws.

Biographies of Muhammad Ghaws (died 970 '»t Igra, buried in Gwaliyar)

will be found in the Afa^o*ir, Badd
t
oni (III, p. 4), and the KhazlnaV*

'l-Asfiya* (p. 969). He was disliked by Bayram Khan, Shaykh GadaJ,

and Shaykh Mubarak, Abu 'l-Fazl’s father. Vide alsoMa%
a«ir-i *Alamglrl

,

p. 166.

174. Raja R&jsingh, son of Raja Askaran, the Kachhwaha.

Raja Askaran is a brother of Raja Bihar! Mai (No. 23). He served in

the 22nd year with Sadiq Khan (No. 43) against Raja Madhukar of

Ccjcha, 1 and in the 25th year under Totfar Mai in Bihar. In the 30th

year, he was made a Commander of One Thousand, and served in the

same year under ^Aziz Koka (No. 21) in the Dakhin. In the 3 1st year,

when Akbar appointed two officers to each suba, Askaran and Shaykh

Ibrahim (No. 82) were appointed to Agra. In the 33rd year, he served

a second tima against Raja Madhukar under Shihab Khan (No. 26),

and died soon after.

Abu ’1-Fazl has not given his name in this list of grandees. The

Tabaqdt says he was a Commander of Three Thousand.

Raj Sing ,
his son, received the title of Raja after the death of' his

father. He served for a long time in the Dakhin, was called in the 44th

year to Court, and was appointed commandant of Gwaliyar. In the

45th year, he joined the Imperial army, which under Akbar besieged

Fort Asir. In th<* 47th year, he pursued, together with Ray Rayan

Patr Das (No. 196) the notorious Bir Singh Deo Bundela, who at Jahangir’s

instigation had murdered Abu ’1-Fazl. For his distinguished services in

the operations against the Bundela clan, he was promoted, and held, in

the 50th year the rank of a Commander of 4,000, 3,000 horse. In the

3rd year, of Jahangir’s reign, he served in the Dakhin, where he died

in 1024 (10th year).

1 L'lUha is uenerally spelt on our maps Oorcha. It lies near Jhansi on the left bank

of the Betwa. The name of the river “ JDasthara ” mentioned on p. 3H2, is differently spelled

in the MSS. In one place the Ma*a*ir has Satdahara.
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Rdm Dds t his son, was a Commander of 1,000, 400 horse. He received,

in the 12th year, the title of Raja, and wa3 made, in the same year, a

Commander of 1,500, 700 horse.

One of his grandsons, Prasuttam Singh, turned Muhammadan in the

(ith year of Shahjahan’s reign, and received the name of $Ibadatmand

}

175. Ray Bhoj, son of Ray Surjan Hilda (No. 96).

When Bundi, in the 22nd year, was taken from Dauda, elder brother

of Ray Bhoj, the latter was put in possession of it. Bhoj served under

Man Singh against the Afghans of Orisa, and under Shaykh Abu ’1-Fazl

in the Dakhin (Akbam ., Ill, 851, 855).

His daughter was married to Jagat Singh (No. 160).

In the first year of his reign, Jahangir wished to marry Jagat Singh ’3

daughter. Ray Bhoj, her grandfather, refused to give his consent, and

Jahangir resolved to punish him on his return from Kabul. But Ray

Bhoj, in the end of 1016, committed suicide. The marriage, however,

took place on the 4th Rabi* I, 1017, (
Tuzuk

, pp. 68, 69).

It is said that Rathor and Kachhwaha princesses entered the imperial

Harem ;
but no Hada princess was ever married to a Timuride.

XIV. Commanders of Eight Hundred.

176. Sher Khwaja.

He belonged to the Sayyids of Itawa (
His mother was

a Naqshbandi (p. 466, note 2). Sher Kh.’s name was “ Padishah

Khwaja ”, but Akuar called him on account of his bravery and courage

Sher Khwaja .

In the 30th jear, Sh. Kh. served under Sa^lcl Khan Ohaght;i
f
I (No. 25)

against the Yusufzajs, and afterwards under Sultan Murad in the Dakhin.

In the 40th year, the Prince sent with him a corps to Patan, where he

distinguished himself against Ikhlas Khan. He continued to serve in the

Dakhin under Abu ’l-Fazl. In the engagement near Blr he was wounded.

He entered the town victoriously but was besieged. From want of pro-

visions, his men had to subsist on horse-flesh. As in consequence of the

swelling of the Ganga (Godavari) he did not expect assistance from the

north, he resolved to try a last sortie and perish, when AbQ ’l-Fazl

arrived and raised the siege. Abu ’l-Fazl proposed to leave his own

son *Abdu ?

r*Rahraan at Blr
;
but Sh. Kh. refused to quit his post. In

the 46th year, he received a drum and a flag.

1 Regarding the Kaehhwahas, see my article in the Calcutta Review, for April, 1871,

entitled “ A Chapter from Muhammadan History ”.
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Sh. Kh. remained in favour during the reign of Jahangir. He was

with the emperor when Mahabat Khan near the Bahat had taken

possession of Jahangir’s person. After Jahangir’s dearh, he served with

A§af Khan against Shahryar in Lahor.

In the 1st year of Shahjahan’s reign, he was made a Commander of

4,000, with 1,000 horse, and received the title of Khwaja Bdql Khan.

He was also appointed governor of Thathah, vice Mirza ^Isa Tarkhan

(p. 392). He died on his way to his province in 1037. Padishdhn ., 1, 181,

200 .

His son Khwaja Hdshim was made a commander of 500 (Pddishdhndma,

I, b. 327). Another son, Asadu ’

llah
,
is mentioned as a Commander of

900, 300 horse, (
Padishdhn ., II, 738).

177. Mirza Khurram, son of Khan-i A^zam Mirza *Aziz Koka

(No. 21).

He has been mentioned above, p. 346.

XV. Commanders of Seven Hundred .

178. Quraysh Sultan, son of Abdu ’r-Rashid Khan, king of

Kashghar.

182. Sultan *Abdu
’llah, brother (by another mother) of Quraysh

Sultan

310. Shah Muhammad, son of Quraysh Sultan.

Quraysh Sultan is a descendant of Chingiz Khan. 1 His genealogical

tree is given in the Akbarmma (III, 584) and the Tankh-i Rashldi as

on following page.

After the death of *Abdu ’r-Rashid Khan (16), *Abdu ’1-Karim Khan,

elder brother of Quraysh Sultan, succeeded to the throne of Kashgkar.

He treated his relations well, partly in fulfilment of his father’s wish,

partly from natural benevolence. But Khudiibanda, son of Quraysh Sultan,

quarrelled with Muhammad Khan, his uncle, and Khudabanda occupied

the town of Tarfan. *Abdu ’llah, doubting the loyalty of his relations,

ordered Quraysh Sultan to go to Makkah. Q. went first with his family

to Badakhshan and Ball*, and lastly, with the permission of *Abdu ’llah

Klmn of Turan, to Hindustan. He met Akbar, in the 34th year, at

Shihabu ’d-Din-pflr, when the emperor was just returning from Kashmir,

was well received, and appointed to a command of Seven Hundred.

Quraysh died in the 37th year (1000), .vt Hajipur.

179. ftara Bahadur, son of Mirza Mahmud, who is the paternal

uncle of Mirza Haydar [Gurgani].

1 Chingiz Khan in the histories is often called Qdl&n-i Bvzurg.
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1. Chingiz Khan.

2. Chaght&M kh&i).

3. Maw&tk&nfeecond non of Chaghti*! Khan).

4. yur* (the MSS. gi e various Tradings).

5. ’*areq

1

Khan (called after his c* aversion Sul in Ghiyas* ’d-Dln).

6 Dawa Khali.*

7. Alsinuqi, or Alaancqi, Khan.

8. Tughluq Timur Khan.

9. Kfeizr Khiija Khan * (father-in-law of Timur).

10. (a) Muhammad Kh&n ... (A) Sham<? Jahan Kh&n ...(c) Naqsh Jahin &hin.

11. (a) Sher Muhammad Khin. (b) Sher <?Ali Ughlin.

12. Uwais Khln. son of Sher <»Ali Ugfel&n.

13. Yunas Khan, father of B&bar’s mother.

14. Sultan Ahmad Khin. known as Al&ncha jJAdn.

1*0. Sultan AbQ Sa<Jid Khan.

10. SAbdu ?

r-Rashid Khan.

17. tl) ^Abd“ *1-Karim Khin. (2) Quraysh Sultin (3) Sultin <?Abd« 'llal

(No. 168)." (No. 178).

* (1) Shah Muhammad (No. 310).

(2) Khudibanda.

Like the preceding, Qara Bahadur belonged to the royal family of

Kashghar. Mirza Haydars father, Muhammad Husayn, was the son

of Babai's maternal aunt.

Mirza Haydar ,

4 during his stay in Kashgar, had accompanied the

l
l Bur&q, VamCbery, p. 103.— Bj.

* Vs ’..i invaded India during the reign of SAla*u *d-Din ; vide Journal As. Soc. Bengal
for 1809. o. 194. and 1870. p. 44.

* His daughter is called Tukul j&hinum fJU. JO. It is said that Timur after tho

marriage received the title of Gurgin the Mughul term for the Persian dtimai,
a son-in-law. Hence Timurides are often called Ourgants.

1 MiniHaydar was a historian and poet. He wrote in95l the Tarikh-i $A bd* 'r-Rashidi t

in honour of SAbd* 'r-Rashid, king of Kashghar. The villa known as Bagh-i Safa was
erected by him. Akbarndma, III, 685.

The MS. of the Tftrikh-i Rashidi in the Library of the Asiatic Sooiety (Persian MSS..
No. 155. three parts. 19 linos per page) is a fair, though modern copy, and was brought
by Capt. H. Strachey from Yarkand.

The Tarikh commences with the reign of Tughluq Timur, who was converted to Islam
by Muwlini Arshad'1 *d-Din, and goes down to the reign of <JAbd« V-Rashid. The second
daftar contains tho Memoirs of Mini Haydar. The style is elegant.
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son of Sultan Abu Sa*id on several expeditions to Kashmir, and had thus

acquired some knowledge of the people and the state of that province.

He subsequently went over Badakhshan to India, and arrived at Lahor,

where Mirza Kamran made him his na%ib during his absence on an expedi-

tion to Qandahar, which the Shah of Persia had taken from Khwaia

Kalan Beg. M. Haydar afterwards accompanied Kamran to Agra, and

tried on several occasions to persuade Humayun to take possession of

Kashmir. When the emperor after his second defeat by Sher Shah

retreated to Lahor, he gave M. Haydar a small corps and sent him to

Kashmir. The country being in a distracted state, M. H. took possession

oi.it without bloodshed, and ruled as absolute king for ten years. But

afterwards he ordered the khutba 'to be read, and coins to be struck, in

Humayun’s name. He was killed in 958 by some treacherous Kashmiris.

' The father of Qara Bahadur was Mirza Mahmfld ; hence Q. B. was M.

Haydar’s cousin. As he had been with M. H. in Kashmir, Akbar, in the

6th year, ordered him to re-conquer the province, and gave him a large

corps. But Q. B. delayed his march, and when he arrived in the hot

season at Rajor, he found the passes fortified. Soon afterwards, he was

attacked and defeated by Ghazi Khan, who had usurped the throne of

Kashmir. Q. B. discomfited returned to Akbar.

In the 9th year, he accompanied the emperor to Malwa, and was

appointed, on Akbar’s return, governor of Mandii. He died soon after.

For a relation of Qara Bahadur, vide No. 183.

180. Muzaffar Husayn Mirza, son of Ibrahim Husayn Mirza [son of

Muhammad Sultan Mirza].

Mugaffar Husayn Mirza is a Timuride. His tree is as follows :

—

{Umar Shayfch Mirza (second son of Tlmfir).

Mini Biyqri.

Mirza Manf&r.

M. lliyqri. 1

Wail Mirzi.

Muhammad Sultin Mirzi.

L "

(1) Ulugh Mirzi. (2) 8hih Mirzi. (3) Ibrihim

(1) Sikandar Mirza,
five Ulugh Mirzi.

(2) Mahmud Suitin M.,

wVa Shih Mirzi.

Husa|n M.

Mugaffar UuaajTi

Mirzi (Mo. 180).

(4) Muhammad ijfasayn

(5) Maa^Qd Husayn M.

(6) CAqil Husayn M.

m!

f

l His brother is AbQ ’UihfizT Sultin Hasayn Mirza.—B.]
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The mother of Muhammad Sultan Mirza was the daughter of the

renowned Sultan ljusayn Mlrza, king of Khurasan, at whose Court

Muhammad Sultan Mlrza held a place of distinction. After Sultan

Husayn’s death, Muhammad Sultan Mlrza went to Babar, who treated

him with every distinction. Humayun also favoured him, though on

several occasions he rebelled, and extended his kindness to his sons,

Ulugh Mlrza and Shah Mlrza, who had given him repeatedly cause of

dissatisfaction. Ulugh Mlrza was killed in the expedition against the

Hazaras, and Shah Muhammad died, soon after, a natural death.

Ulugh Mlrza had two sons, Sikandar Mlrza and Mahmud Sultan

Mlrza ; but Humayun changed their naunes, and gave Sikandar the name

of Ulugh Mlrza, and Mahmfld Sultan Mlrza that of Shah Mlrza.

As Muhammad Sultan Mirza was old, Akbar excused him from attend-

ing at Court (takUf-i bdr)
t
and gave him the pargana of A^gampur in

Sambhal as- a pension. He also bestowed several other places upon his

grandsons Ulughand Shah Mlrza. AtA^zampur in his old age, Muhammad
Sultan M. had/four other sons born to him—1. Ibrahim Husayn Mlrza,

2. Muhammad Husayn Mlrza, 3. Mas'ud Hu cayn Mlrza, and 4. ^Aqil

Husayn Mlrza.

In the 11th year of Akbra’s reign, Mlrza Muhammad Hakim, king of

Kabul, invaded India and besieged Lahor
;
and when Akbar marched

against him, Ulugh M. and Shah M. rebelled. They were joined in their

revolt by their (younger) uncles Ibrahim Jlusayn M. and Muhammad
Husayn M. The rebellious Mirzas went plundering from Sambhal, to

Khan Zaman (No. 13) at Jaunpur
;
but as they could not agree with him,

they marched on Dihli, and from there invaded Mdlwa, the governor of

which, Muhammad Qulf Khan Barliis (No. 31), wa.; with the emperor.

The consequence of their revolt was, that Akbar imprisoned the old

Muhammad Sultan Mlrza. He died a short time after in his prison at

Bi,ana. In the 12th year, when Akbar had defeated and killed Khan

Zaman, and conquered Chltor, he made Shihab Khan (No. 26) governor

of Malwa, and ordered him to punish the Mirzas.

About this time Ulugh M. died. The other Mirzas unable to withstand

Shihab Khan fled to Chingiz Khan (p. 419), who then ruled over a portion

of Gujrat. Chingiz Khan was at war with Utimad Khan (No. 67) of

Ahmadabad ; and as the Mirzas had rendered him good service, he gave

them Bahroch as jagir. But their behaviour in that town was so cruel

that Chingiz Khan had to send a corps against them. Though the Mirzas

defeated his troops they withdrew to Khandesli, and re-entered Miilwa.

They were vigorously attacked bv Ashraf Khan (No. 74). Sfullq Khan
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No. 43), and others, who besieged Ranlanbhfir (13th year), and were
pursued to the Narbadd, where many soldiers oi the Minas perished in

crossing. In the meantime Chingiz Khan had been murdered by Jhujhar

IQian and as Gujrat was in a state of disorder, the Minas with little

fighting, occupied Champanir, Bahroch, and Sfirat.

In the 17th year, Akbar entered Gujrat and occupied Afrinadabad.

Dissensions having broken out among the Mirzas, Ibrahim Husayn M.
left Bahroch, and arrived at a place 8 miles from Akbar’B camp. Most
of Akbar’s Amirs had the day before been sent away towards Sfirat in

search of Muhammad Husayn M. Hearing of Ibrahim Qusayn’s arrival,

the emperor dispatched Shahbaz Khan* (No. 80) after the Amirs whilst

he himself marched to the Mahindri River, where it flows past the town
of Samal. Akbar had about 40 men with him, few of whom had armour

;

but when the Amirs returned, the number rose to about 200. The signal

of attack was given and after a hard fight, Ibrahim Husayn M. was
defeated. He fled towards Agra, whilst his wife, Gulrukh Begam, a
daughter of Mina Kamran, on hearing of his defeat, fled with Mugaffar

Husayn Mirza from Sfirat to the Dakhin.

Akbar now resolved to invest Sfirat, and left M. *AzIz Koka (No. 21)

with a garrison in Abmadabad, ordering at the same time Qut.bu ’d-Dln

(No. 28) to join *Aziz with the Malwa contingent. Muhammad Ijhisayn

M. and Shah M. thereupon united their troops with those of Sher Khan
Ffiladi, a Gujrat! noble, and besieged Patan. *Aziz marched against

them, and defeated them (p. 432). Muhammad Husayn M. then withdrew

to the Dakhin.

Ibrahim Husayn M. and his younger brother Mas*fid Husayn M.
having met with resistance at Nagor (p. 384), invaded the Panjab. The
governor, Husayn Quli Khan (No. 24) at that time besieged Nagarkot,

and hearing of the inroad of the Mirzas, made peace with the Raja,

attacked the rebels, defeated them, and captured Mas* fid. Ibrahim

Husayn fled towards Mult&n, and was soon afterwards wound'd and

captured by some Balfichls. He then fell into the hands of Sa*Id Khan
(No. 25) and died of liis wounds.

After Akbar’s return to Agra, Muhammad Husayn Mirza left the

Dakhin, invaded Gujrat, and took possession of several towns. He was

defeated at Kambha,it by Nawrang Khan (p. 354) and joined the party

of I&tiyartt ’l-Mulk and the sons of Sher Khan Ffiladi. They ther.

marched against Abmadabad and besieged M. *Aziz Koka. To
relieve him Akbar hastened by forced marches from Agra to Patan,

and arrived, on the 5th Jumada I, 981 (p. 458), with about 1,000 horse.
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at a place 3 kos from A^madabad. Leaving Ikhtiyar to continue the

»iege, Muhammad Husayn opposed the emperor, but was defeated and
wounded. In his flight his horse fell over a bramble, when two troopers

captured him, and led him to Akbar. Each of the two men claimed the

customary reward, andwhenBir Bar, at Akbar’s request,asked Muhammad
Husayn which of the two had taken him prisoner, he said, “ The salt of

the emperor has caught me
;

for those two could not have done it.”

Ilditiyar, on hearing of the defeat and capture of Muhammad Husayn,

raised the siege, and fled with his 5,000 troopers. Akbar at once pursued

him. Ikhtiyar got detached from his men, and in jumping over a shrub

fell with his horse to the ground; when Suhrab Turkman who was after

him, cut off his head, and took it to the emperor. Muhammad Ilusayn

also had, in the meantime, been executed by Ray Singh (No. 44), whom
Akhar had put over him.

Shah Mirza had fled in the beginning of the battle.

In the 22nd year, Mugaffar Husayn Mirza, whom his mother had

taken to the Dakhin, entered Gujrat and created disturbances. He was

defeated by Raja Tojar Mai and Vazir Khan (p. 379) and fled to Jflnagadh.

When the Raja had gone, Mugaffar besieged Vazir in Ahmadabad. During

the siege he managed to attach Vazir’s men to his cause, and was on the

point of entering the town, when a cannon ball killed Mihr *A1I KolabI,

who had led the young Mugaffar into rebellion. This so affected Mugaffar

t hat he raised the siege, though on the point of victory, and withdrew to

Xazrbar. Soon after, he was captured by Raja *Ali of Khandesh, and

handed over to Akbar. He was kept for some time in prison ; but as he

showcu himself loyal, Akbar, in the 36th year, released him, and married

him to his eldest daughter, the Sultan Khanum. He also gave him the

Sarkar ofQanaw
j
as tuyul. Mugaffar, however, was addicted to the pleasures

of wine, and when complaints were brought to Akbar, he cancelled the

tuyul, and again imprisoned him. But he soon after set him at liberty.

In the 45th year (1008), when Akbar besieged Asir, he sent Mugaffar

to besiege Fort Lalang. But he quarrelled with Khwaja Fathu ’llah,

and one day, he decamped for Gujrat. His companions deserted him

;

and dressing himself in the garb of a faqlr, he wandered about between

Surat and Baglana, when he was caught by Khwaja WaisI and taken

before the Emperor. After having been imprisoned L: some time, he

was let off in the 46th year. He died, ;.«>t long after, a natural death.

His sister, NQru 'n-Nisa, was married to Prince Salim (vide No. 225,

note). Gulruhh Begam, Mugaffar’s mother, was still alive in 1023, when

she was visited on her sick-bed by Jahangir at Ajmlr.



181. Gondftq Xh&n, brother of the well-known Bayram Oghltin.

The Akbam&mo (1, 411) mentions a Qundttq Sultan, who accompanied

Humayfln on his march to India.

For Qundiq, some MSS. read Qunduz. A grandee of this name served

in Bengal under Mun*im, and died at Gaur (p. 407).

182. Boltin *Abd“ 'll&h, brother (by another mother) of Quraysh

Sultan (No. 178).

183. Uni *Abdu 'r-Rahmin, son of Mirza Haydar’s brother (vide

No. 179).

184. Qiyi Xhin, son of Sahib Khan.

In the Tabaqat and the Akbamatna he is generally called US

which may mean “ Qiya, the beautiful ”, or “Qiya, son of $al^ib

Hasan ”. Proper nouns ending in a long vowel rarely take the Izafat.1 It

looks as if the reading of the A*In MSS. was a mistake. The

words are intended to distinguish him from Qiya Gung

(No. 33).

Qiya served under Shamsu ’d-Dln Atga against dayram (p. 332).

He was also present in the battle of SarangpQr (vide Nc. 120).

186. Darbir Khfcn, *Inayat [ullah], son of TakaltQ Khan, the Reader.

Barber's father was Shah Tahmasp’s reader. <Inayat, on his arrival

in India, was appointed to the same post by Akbar, and received the title

of Daibar Khan. He Berved in the 9th year (end of 971) in Malwa, and

in the 12th year, in the last war with Khan Zaman. He'accompanied

the emperor to RantanbhGr, and when Akbar, in the 14th year, after

the conquest of the fort, made a pilgrimage to the tomb of Mu^in-i

ChishtI in Ajmir, Darbar Khan took sick leave, and died on his arrival

at Agra.

According to his dying wish—to the disgust of the author of the

Mcfagir—he was buried in the mausoleum of one of Akbar’s dogs, which

he had built. The dog had shown great attachment to its imperial

master.

186. *Abd* ’r-Rahmin, son of Mu*ayyid DOlday.

The name Dalday had been explained above on p. 388. *Abdu 'r-

Rabman’s great-grandflther, Mir Shah Malik, had served under Timfir.

*Abdu ’r-Rahm&n was killed in a fight with the Bihar rebel Dalpat. Vide

under his son Bar&urdar, No. 328, and under No. 146. Another son

is mentioned below, No. 349.

1 Thai yon mj (or „yJU j/b, (ho teamed Hnttgfl.
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187. Oiiim <Ali Khin.

When Akbar, in the 10th year, moved against Khan Zamln (No. 13),

Qasim ‘All Khan held Ghazlpflr. In the 17th year, he served in the siege

of SQrat, and in the following year, with Khan cAlam (No 58) inthe conquest

of Patna under Mun'im. For some reason he returned to Court,

and took Shuja^at Khan (No. 51) a prisoner to MunMm, whom he had

slandered. In the 22nd year, he served under §adiq (No. 43) against

Madhukar Bundela, and in the 25th year, under ^Aziz Koka (No. 21) in

Bihar. In the 26th year, he was employed to settle the affairs of ljajl

Begam, daughter of the brother of Humayfln’s mother (tagha*I zada-yi

walida-yi Jannat-astani), who after her return from Makkah (see under

146) had been put in charge of Humaydn's tomb in Dihli, where she

died. In the 31st year, when Akbar appointed two officers for each

§flba, Q. A. and Fatb Khan Tugiiluq were sent to Audh. He returned,

in the 35th year, from Khavrabad to Court, and soon after received

Kalpi as jagfr. Nothing also is known of him.” 1 ' Mcfasir. For his

brother, vide No. 390.

188. Ms Bahidur, son of Sharif Khan (No. 63).

Vide above, p. 415.

189. Bayyid *Abd" ’llfth, son of Mir Khwananda.

Some MSS. have “ Khwand ” instead of “ Khwananda.” Sayyid

*Abdu ’Hah had been brought up at Court. In the 9th year, he served

in the pursuit of sAbdu ’llah Khan Uzbak. In the 17th year, he was with

the Khan4 Kalan (No. 16) in the first Gujrat war. Later, he served under

Mun*im in Bengal, and was with Khan 5Alam (No. 58) in the battle of

TakaroI (p. 406). In 984, he brought the news of Dai
ud’s defeat and

death at Agmaljal (p. 350) to Akbar. During the Bengal military revolt,

he served under Mlrza *AzTz (No. 21) and under Shahbaz Khan (No. 80),

chiefly against Ma^ilm-i FarankhQdi (No. 157). In the 31st year, Akbar

sent him to Qasim Khan (No. 59) in Kashmir. In the 34th year (997),

he was one night surprised by a body of Kashmiris, and killed with nearly

three hundred Imperialists.

190. Shirft, son of Raja Todar Mai (No. 39).

Vide above, p. 378.

191. Ahmad Beg-i KibulL

Ahmad Beg traces his origin to Mir Qhiyasu ’d'Dfn Tarkhan, a Charts*!

noble who served under Timdr. Like Shah Beg (No. 57), Taj Khan

1 Sayyid Ahmad's edition of the Tuzuk mentions a Q&sim CAli on p. 58, 1. 2 from
below s but according to the we hare the^e to read Q&sim Beg for Q&eim SAU.
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(No. 172), AbA l-Q&nm (No. 199), Matylm Khan (p. 476, note 1), and

Ta]&ta Beg (No. 195), A. B. entered, after M. Muhammad Hakim’s death,

Akbar’s service. He was made a commander of 700, and received, in 1003,

on the removal of Yfisuf Khan-i Ra?awi (No. 35), a jaglr in Kashmir.

He married the sister of Ja'far Beg A$af Khan. (No. 98).

During the reign of Jahangir he rose to the post of a commander of

3,000, and received the title of Khan, and also a flag. He was for some

time governor of Kashmir. On his removal, he went to Court, and died.

From the Tuzuk we see that Ahmad Beg in the first year of Jahangir

was made a commander of 2,000, and held Peshawar as jagir. In the

second year he was ordered to punish the Afghan tribes in Bangash, and

was for his services there promoted, in the 5th year, to a command of

2,600. In the 9th year, in consequence of complaints made by Qulij

Khan (No. 42), he was called to Court, and confined to Fort RantanbhOr

(Tuzuk, p. 136). In the following year, he was released (l.c., p. 146) and

sent to Kashmir (lx., p. 149).

Ahmad Beg’s sons, especially his second eldest, were all distinguished

soldiers. They are

1. .Muhammad Mcu^ud 1 (eldest son). He was killed in the war with the

Tarikls. His son, Ardsher, was a commander of 1,000, six hundred

hone, and died in the 18th year of Shahj.’s reign.

2. Saf'td Khan Bahadur Zafar-jang (second son). He rose during the

reign of Shahjahan to the high dignity of a commander of 7,000, and

distinguished himself in every war. He was governor of Kabul, the

Panjab, and Bihar. He died on the 2nd §afar, 1062. Of his twenty-two

ions, the two eldest, Khan and Lujf“ ’llah, were killed in the

Bal]di war, where Sa'Id also was severely wounded. Two other sons.

Abdu ’llah and Fatbtt ’Hah, rose to high commands.

3.

' Mukhtif* ’Hah Khan IJtikhdr Khan. He rose under Shahjahan to

command of 2,000r one thousand horse, and was Fawjdir of JammQ
Padithdhn., I, p. 258), and died in the 4th year of Sh&hj.’s reign.

4. AbH ’l-Baqi. He was the younger brother (by the same mother)

of. Sa'ld, under whom he served. He was thanadar of Lower Bangash.

In the 15th year, after the Qandahar expedition, he got the title of

Ifti&bar Khan, at the same time that his elder brother received that of

Zetfar-jang, and was made a commander of 1,500, one thousand horse.

192. HaUm <AU, of Odin.

tAH oame poor and destitute from Persia to India, but was fortunate

r
1 Mentioned Tuzuk, p. 307.—B.)
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enough to become in course of time a personal attendant (muldzim)

and friend of Akbar. Once the emperor tried him by giving him several

bottles of urine of sick and healthy people, and even of animals. To
his satisfaction, *AlI correctly distinguished the different kinds. In 988,

he was sent as ambassador to *Ali *Adil Shah of Bijapdr, and was well

received
; but before he could be sent back with presents for his master,

^Adil Shah suddenly died.1

In the 39th year, Ilakim ^All constructed the wonderful reservoir

(<hawz), which is so often mentioned by Mugful historians. A staircase

went to the bottom of the reservoir, from where a passage led to an adjoin-

ing small room, six gaz square, and capable of holding ten or twelve people.

By some contrivance, the water of the reservoir was prevented from

flowing into the chamber. When Akbar dived to the bottom of the reservoir

and passed into the room, he found it lighted up and furnished with

< u.shions, sleeping apparel, and a few books. Breakfast was also provided.

In the 40th year, *AH was a commander of 700, and had the title

of Jatinus*
*z-Zamdnl

,

“ the Galenus of the age.” His astringent mixtures

enjoyed a great reputation at Court.

He treated Akbar immediately before his death. It is said that the

Hmperor died of dysentery or acute diarrhoea, which no remedies could

stop. *All had at last recourse to a most powerful astringent, and when

the dysentery was stopped, costive fever and strangury ensued. He there-

fore administered purgatives, which brought back the diarrhoea, of which

Akbar died. The first attack was caused, it is said, by worry and excite-

ment on account of the behaviour of Prince Khusraw at an elephant

fight. Salim (Jahangir) had an elephant of the name of Girdnb&r, who was

a match for every elephant of Akbar s stables, but whose strength was

supposed to be equal to that of Abrup
,
one of Khusraw’s elephants. Akbar

therefore wished to see them fight for the championship, which was

done. According to custpm, a third elephant, Rantahman
,
was selected

as tabancha, i.e., he was to assist either of the two combatants when too

severely handled by the other. At the fight, Akbar and Prince Khurram

(Shahjahan) sat at a window, whilst Salim and Khusraw were on horse-

back in the arena. Giranbar completely worsted Abrup, and as he mauled

1 $Adi! Shah wu murdered in 988 by a young handsome eunuch, whom he attempted

to use for an immoral purpose. The king was known as much lop hie justice and goodwill

towards hie subjects aa for his mania for boys and unnatural crimes. He obtained with

some exertion two young and handsome eunuchs from MaHk Barid of Bedar, and was

stabbed by the elder of the two at the first attempt of satisfying his inordinate deeiree.

Mawl&ni Rasa of Mashhad, poetically styled Ra*&i, found the <ar»£& of hit death in the

words Sh&h-i j&han shud shahid (988), “ The king of the world Hecame a martyr.**
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him too severely, the tpbdncha elephant was sent off to AbrQp’s assistance.

But Jahangir’s men, anxious to have no interference, pelted Rantahman

with stones, and wounded the animal and the driver. This annoyed

Akbar, and he sent Khurram to Salim to tell him not to break the rules;

as in fact all elephants would once be his. Salim said that the pelting

of stones had never had his sanction, and Khurram. satisfied with the

explanation, tried to separate the elephants by means of fireworks, but

in vain. Unfortunately Rantahman also got worsted by Giranbar, and

the two injured elephants ran away, and threw themselves into the Jamna.

This annoyed Akbar more ; but his excitement was intensified, when at

that moment Khursaw came up, and abused in unmeasured terms his

father in the presence of the emperor. Akbar withdrew, and sent next

morning for *AlI, to whom he said that the vexation caused by Khursaw's

bad behaviour had made him ill.

In the end of 1017, Jajanglr also visited *All’s reservoir, and made

him a commander of 2,000. He did not long enjoy his promotion, and

died on the 5th Muharram, 1018. Jahangir says of him (Tuzuk, p. 74)

that he excelled in Arabic, and composed a commentary to the Qdnun.
“ But. his subtlety was greater than his knowledge, his looks better than

his walk of life, his behaviour better than his heart
;

for in reality he was

a bad and unprincipled man.” Once Jahangir hinted that ^Ali had killed

Akbar. On the other side it is said that he spent annually 6,000 Rupees

on medicines for the poor.1

He had a son, known as Hakim *Abiu 'l-Wahhab. He held a man?ab .

In the 15th year of Jahangir’s reign, he claimed from certain Sayyids

in Lahor the sum of 80,000 Rs., which, he said, his father had lent them.

He supported his claim by a certificate with the seal of a Qazi on it, and

the statements of two witnesses. The Sayyids, who denied all knowledge,

seeing that the case went against them, appealed to the Emperor. Jahangir

ordered Asaf Khan (No. 98) to investigate the case. *Abdu ’l-Wahhab

got afraid, and tried to evade the investigation by proposing to the

Sayyids a compromise. This looked suspicious, and A$af by cross-question-

ing found that the claim was entirely false. He therefore reported *Abd11

’l-Wahhab, and the Emperor deprived him of his mansab and jagir. He
seems to have been afterwards restored to favour, for in the Padishah-

ndma (I, 6, 328) he is mentioned as a commander of 500, fifty horse.

1 Badd tonl (lit, 106) says that 9AII was the son of the sister of #akimu 'l-Mulk of

Gttin, and learned medicine and science under Shah Fatfo0 'Hah of Shirts. He was a
rabid Shftah, and a bad doctor who often killed his patients. Thus he killed Fathn *Uth

by prescribing Marita (vide p. 34 f note). [
Hnrisa is said to be some concoction of meat

and wheat.—P.]
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193. Gtijar thin, son of Qufcba ’d-Dln Khan Atga (No. 28).

He was mentioned above under No. 28.

194. $adr Jah&n Mufti.

Mlran SjladrJahanwas born in PihanI, a village near Qanawj ‘ Through

the influence of Shaykh *Abdtt ’n-Nabl he was made Mufti. When *Abdu

’llah Khan Uzbak, king of Tilran, wrote to Akbar regarding his apostacy

from Islam, Minn $adr and Hakim (No. 205) were selected as ambassadors.

The answer which they took to <>Abdu ’Hah contained a few Arabic verses

which *Abd" ’llah could construe into a denial of the alleged apostacy

—

m jj-ji wi jj ^ jj .ai j jj
U1 i v/j*' J dill lac* Le

“ Of Qod people have said that He had a son ; of the Prophet some have

said that he was a sorcerer. Neither God nor the Prophet has escaped the

slander of men—Then how should I ?
”

Mlran returned in the 34th year, and was made Sadr {vide p. 284).

In the 35th year, at the feast of Abanmah, the Court witnessed a curious

spectacle. The §adr and *Abdu T-IJay (No. 230), the Chief Justice of the

empire, took part in a drinking feast, and Akbar was so amused at seeing

his ecclesiastical and judicial dignitaries over their cups, that he quoted

the well-known verse from Hafiz :

—

fjlj*
j

a. iLljb jO

Up to the 40th year, he had risen to the dignity of a commander of

700 ; but later, he was made an Amir, and got a mansab of 2,000 (vide

p. 217-18).

During the reign of Jahangir, who was very fond of him, he was

promoted to a command of 4,000, and received Qanawj as tuyul. As

§adr tinder Jahangir he is said to have given away more lands in five

years than under Akbar in fifty. He died in 1020, at the age, it is believed,

of 120 years. His faculties remained unimpaired to the last.

His position to Akbar’s “ Divine Faith ” has been explained above

(p. 217-18). There is no doubt that he temporized, and few people got more

for it than he. He also composed poems, though in the end of his life,

like Bada,onI, he repented and gave up poetry as being against the spirit

of the Muhammadan law.

He had two sons

1. Mir Badr-i *Alam. He lived a retired life.

2. Sayyid Ni$am Khan. His mother was a Brahman woman, of

1 So Bad&.onT. The Ma*A*ir save, Pihftnf lies near Lakhnan.
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whom his lather had been so enamoured that he married her ; hence

Niffim was his favourite son. He was early introduced at Court, and, at

the death of his father, was made a commander of 2,500, two thousand

horse. In the first year of Shahjahan’s reign, he was promoted to a

command of 3,000, and received, on the death of Murta^a Khan Injfi

(p. 501) the title of Murtazd Khan . He served a long time in the Dakhin.

His tuyul was the Pargana of Dalamau, where he on several occasions

successfully quelled disturbances. He was also Fawjdar of Lakhnau. In

the 24th year of Shahj.’s reign he was pensioned off, and received 20 lacs

of dams per annum out of the revenue of Pihani, which was one kror. He
enjoyed his pension for a long time.

His sons died before him. On his death, his grandsons, *»Abdu ’1-Muq-

tadir and *Abdu ’Hah were appointed to mansabs, and received as tuyul

the remaining portion of the revenue of Pihani. *Abdu ’1-Muqtadir rose

to a command of 1,000, six hundred horse, and was Fawjdar of

Khavrabad.

195. Takhta Beg-i Kabuli [Sardar Khan].

He was at first in the service of M. Muhammad Hakim, and dis-

tinguished himself in the wars with India ; but on the death of his

master (30th year) he joined Akbar's service. He served under Man

Singh and Zayn Koka against the Yusufzais. As Thanahdar of Peshawar

he punished on several occasions the Tarikis. In the 19th year, he was

made a Khan .

After Jahangir’s accession, he was made a commander of 2,000, and

received the title of Sardar Khan. He was sent with Mlrza Ghazi Tarkhan

(p. 392), to relieve Shah Beg Khan (No. 57) in Qandahar. As Shah Beg

was appointed governor of Kabul, Takhta was made governor of

Qandahar, where, in 1010, he died.

He had a villa near Peshawar, called the Bagh-i Sardar Khan. Hi*

two sons, Hayat Khan and Hidayat11 ’llah got low mansabs.

196. Bay Patr Ms
|
R&ja Bikramajlt], a Khatri.

Patr Das was in the beginning of Akbar's reign accountant (mushrif)

of the elephant stables, and had the title of Kay Rdydn. He distinguished

himself, in the 12th year, during the siege of Chitor. In the 24th year, he

and Mir Adham were made joint dhvans of Bengal. At the outbreak

of the Bengal military revolt, he was imprisoned by the rebels (p. 485),

but got off and served for some time in Bengal. In the 30th year, he was

made dlwan of Bihar. In the 38th year, he was ordered to occupy

Bandhfi (p. 440), the capital of which after a siege of 8 months and 25 days

surrendered (42nd year). In the 43rd year, he was made dlwan of Kabul,

S3
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but was in the following year again sent to BandhiL In the 46th year, he

was made a commander of 3,000. When Abu ’1-Fazl, in the 47th year,

had been murdered by Blr Singh, Akbar ordered Patr Das to hunt down

the rebel, and bring his head to Court. Patr defeated Blr Singh in

several engagements, and blockaded him in Irich. When the siege had

progressed, and a breach was made in the wall, Blr Singh escaped and

withdrew to the jungles with Patr close at his heels. Akbar, at last, in

the 48th year, called P. to Court, made him in the next year a commander

of 5,000, and gave him the title of Raja Bikramajit.

After Jahangir’s accession, he was made Mir Atash
, and was ordered

to recruit and keep in readiness 50,000 artillery (topchi) with a train of

3,000 gun-carts, the revenue of fifteen parganas being set aside for the

maintenance of the corps (Tuzuk , p. 10).

When the sons of Muzaffar of Gujrat created disturbances, and Yatim

Bahadur had been killed, Patr was sent to Ahmadabad with powers to

appoint the officers of the rebels who submitted up to commands of

Yflzbashls, or to recommend them, if they had held higher commands, for

appointments to the Emperor.
M The year of his death is not known.’* Ma%

a$ir.

The Ray Mohan Das mentioned occasionally in the Akbamama and

the Tuzuk (p. 50) appears to be his son.

197. Shaykh <Abdu
’r-Rahim, of Lakhnau.

He belongs to the Shaykhzadas of Lakhnau, and was in the 40th year

a commander of 700. He was a great friend of Jamal Bakhtyar (No. 113),

from whom he learned wine-drinking. In fact he drank so hard that he

frequently got insane. In the 30th year, when Akbar was in the Panjab,

*AbdV ’r-Rahim wounded himself in a fit whilst at Siyalkot in Qakim

AbQ ’1-Fath’s dwelling. Akbar looked after the wound himself.

His wife was a Brahman woman of the name of Kishna. After the

death of her husband, she spent his money in laying out gardens and

villas. In one of them her husband was buried, and she entertained every

one who passed by the tomb, from a panjhazar« to a common soldier,

according to his position in life.

*Abdu ’r-Rahim was mentioned above on p. 359-60.

198. Xedni Ray ChauUn.

From the Akbamama we see that he served, in the 28th and 32nd

years, in Qujrat. Ni*amu *d-Din Ahmad, who was with him in Gujiit,

says in the JTaJj®—
M Mednl Riy is distinguished for his bravery and

liberality, and is now (i.e., in 1001) a.commander of 1,000.”
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199. Kir Abu 'l-Q&sim Namakin [Qasim Khan].

The MSS. have almost invariably Tamkin (^Saj) instead of Namakin.

He is not to be confounded with Nos. 240 and 250.

Mir Ab5 ’l-Qasim was a Sayyid of Hirat. He was at first in the

service of Mlrza Muhammad Hakim, Akbar’s brother and king of Kabul.

But he left Kabul, and on entering Akbar’s service, he received Bhlra

and Khushab in the Punjab as jaglr. As his lands lay within the Namuksdr

,

l

or salt range, he once presented Akbar, evidently in allusion to his faithful

intentions
(
namak-haldti), with a plate and a cup made of salt (namakin),

from which circumstance he received the nickname of Namakin.

AbQ ’l-Qasim served in the war with Da*ud of Bengal. In the 26th

year, he was in Kabul, and accompanied, in the 30th year, Ismael Quli

Khan (No. 46) on his expedition against the BalOchls. In the 32nd year,

the Afghan chiefs of Sawad and Bajor, and Terah waited with their

families on Akbar, who made Abu ’l-Qasim Krorl and Fawjdar of those

districts, and ordered him to take the families of the chiefs back to

Afghanistan. The chiefs themselves were retained at Court. Renewed

fights, in the 33rd year, gave him frequent occasions of distinguishing

himself.

Up to the 40th year, he rose to a command of 700. In the 43rd year,

he was appointed to Bhakkar. He built the great mosque in Sukkhar,

opposite to Bhakkar. The inhabitants accused him of oppressions, and

he was deposed. A party of the oppressed arrived with him at Court,

and lodged a new complaint against him with *Abdu ’1-Hay (No. 230),

the Qa?i of the imperial camp (urdu

)

But Abu ’l-Qasim, though

summoned, did not appear before the judge, and when the matter was

reported to Akbar, he was sentenced to be tied to the foot of an elephant,

and paraded through the bazars. To avoid the disgrace, he came to an

immediate settlement with the complainants, chiefly through the mediation

of Shaykh Ma'ruf, §adr of Bhakkar, and prevailed on them to return

the very day to their homes. The next day he went to the Emperor, and

complained of the Qa?I, stating that there were no complainants, and

*Abdu ’1-Ijfoy tried in vain to produce the oppressed parties. This case led

to the order that Qazls should in future prepare descriptive rolls of

complainants, and present them to the Emperor.

1 The namaks&r, or salt-range, says the Ma%a*ir, ix a district 20 kos long, and belongs

to the 8ind S&gar Du,ib, between the Bahat and the Indux. People break off pieces from
the aalt rocks, and carry them to the banks of the river, where the price is divided between
the miners and the carriers, the former taking } and the latter 4 of the amount realized.

Merchants buy the salt at a price varying from half a dam to two dams (one rupee —
40 d&ms) per man, and export it. The Government takes 1 Rupee for every 17 mans.
The salt is also often made into ornaments.
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Abfl ’1-Qasim was, soon after, made a Khan, got a higher man^ab,

and received Gujrat in the Panjab as luyul. In the first year of Jahangir’s

reign, he was made a commander of 1,500. The part which he played in

the capture of Prince Khusraw has been mentioned above (p. 456, note 1,

where Tamktn is to be altered to Namaktn). For his services he was

again appointed to Bkakkar with the rank of a commander of 3,000.

He now resolved to make Bhakkar his home. Most of his illustrious

descendants were born there. On a hill near the town, southwards towards

Loharl, near the branch of the river called Kahdrmatri (^ylu/^f), he

built a mausoleum, to which he gave the name of Suffa-yi Safa (the dais

of purity). He and several of his descendants were buried in it.

He is said to have been a most voracious man. He could eat—historians

do not specify the time— 1 ,000 mangoes, 1 ,000 sweet apples, and 2 melons,

each weighing a man. The Ma'dsir says, he had 22 sons, and the Tuzuk

(p. 13) says he had 30 sons and more than 15 daughters.

The following tree is compiled from several notes in the Ma%
a$\r :

—

Mir Abii 'l-Qtaim Namakln (settled at Bhakkar in 1015).
i

i
...

1. Mfr Abu ’1-Baqa. 2. Mirza Kash- 3. M. HusSm" "d-Dhi. 4 M. Z4id« ’llih!

Amir Kh&n. mlri

(died 1057 a.h.)

1. M. $Abdu 'r-IUzziq. 2. Ziya*“ ’d-Dln Yunuf. 3. Mir $Abd“ 'l-Karim A daughter,

Khin. Sindh I Amir Kh&n. married in

I (under Awrangzib to 1066 to Prince

I
Farrukh Siy&r). Murid Bakhsh.

A Kon.

J

M. Abu ’I- Wafi. Abu 4-Kheyr Kh&»-
(end of Awrang* (under Farrukli Siyar).

ziba reign).

Axr Abfl ’l-Baqa Amir Khan rose under Jahangir to a command of

2,500, fifteen hundred horse. Through the influence of Yaniinu ’d-Dawla

lie was made governor of Multan, and in the 2nd year of Shahjahan, he was

math* a commander of 3,000, two thousand horse, and appointed to

Tlmthuh, vice .Murtn?ii-yi Jnjii deceased (p. 501). In the 9th year, he

was made TuyOldar of Blr in the Dakhin, and was sent, in the 14th

year, to SIwistan vice Qaraq Khan. In the following year he was again

;i|>|K)iuted to Thathah, where, in 1057 (20th year), he died. He was

buried in the mausoleum built by his father. Under Jahangir he was

generally called Mir Khan. Shahjahan gave him the title of Amir l£hun.

One of his daughters was married in 1066, after his death, to Prince

Murad Bakhsh. who had no children by his first wife, a daughter of
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Shahn&w&z Khan-i §afawl.‘ Amir Khan had a large family. His eldest

son, Mir 'Abdu r’Razzaq, was a commander of 900, and died in the 26th

year of Sh&hjahan’s reign. His second son, Ziya*u ’d-Dln Yflusuf, was

made a Khan, and held under Shahjahan a mansab of 1,000, six hundred

horse. ?iya*’a grandson, AbQ ’l-Wafa, was in the end of Awrangzib’s reign

in charge of his majesty’s prayerroom (ddrogha-yijd-namaz). Amir Khan’s

youngest son, Mir *Abdu ’l-Karlm, was a personal friend of Awrangzib. He

received in succession the titles of Multafit Khan. Khanazad Khan (40th

year of Awrangzib), Mir Khanazad Khan, and Amir Khan (48th year), and

held a command of 3,000. After Awrangzib’i death, he was with

Muhammad A^gam Shah ; but as he had no contingent, he was left with

the baggage (bungah) at Gwaliyar. After the death ofMuhammad A*gam

in the battle of Saray Jaju,* Bahadur Shah made him a commander of

3,500. He was generally at Court, and continued so under Farrufeh Siyar.

After Farrujdi’s death, the Barha brothers made Amir Khan fair of the

empire. He died shortly after. His son, Aba ’l-Khavr. was made a

Khan by Farruj& Siyar ; the other sons held no manfabs, but lived on

their zamindaris.

2. Mina Kashmiri was involved in the rebellion of Prince ghusraw.

As the associates were to be punished in an unusual way {siydsat-i ghflyr-

mukarrar, Tutuk, p. 32) Jahangir ordered his pent* to be cut off.

3. Mind Husdtl*
’

d-Din

.

He held a mangab, but died young.

4. Mind Zd*idu ’Udh . He was in the service of Khan Jah&n Lodi.

200. Wazlr Beg Jamil*

Wazlr Jamil, as he is often called, served in the 9th year of Akbar’s

reign against <;Abdu ’lUh Khan Uzbak, and in the war with Khan Zaman

(No. 13). In the final battle, when Bahadur Khan (No. 22) was thrown

of! his horse, W. J., instead of taking him prisoner, accepted a bribe from

him, and let him off. But Nagar Bahadur, a man in the service of MajnQn

Khan (No. 50) saw it, and took Bahadur prisoner. Afterwards, he received

a jagir in the Eastern Districts, and took part in the expeditions to Bengal

and Orisa under Mun'im Khan. At the outbreak of the Bengal military

revolt, he joined the Qaqshals ; but when they separated from Ma'ffim-i

1 ShahnawU Khin-1 gafawl i> the title o(Wnt BadK* 'i-Zamin, aliatMini Dakhiai,
non of Mini Rustem (No. 0). One of his daughters, Dilras Binfi Begum, was married,
in the end of 1046, to Awrangslb. Another was lyutmed, in 106f, to Prinoe Mvldr6a|hih.
Klphinstone (History of India, 6th edition, p. 607) calls Shahnawia Khin bj mistake the
brother of 8hiyiate tfhjkn ; but Sh&yista !s the son of Yamtn* 'd-uawla Ami Bin,
cider brother of N&r Jah&n.

1 Sariy JAjfl, near DholpQr. The battle was fought on the 18th RabK 1, 1118, and
Muhammad ACxam was killed with his two sons, Bedar Bakht and WilA-jAh.

1 Jamil is a common name among Turks. It is scarcely seer used in HindflstAn.
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Kabuli (p. 476, note) and tendered their submission, W. J. also was

pardoned. In the 29th year, he came to Court, and served in the following

year under Jagnath (No. 69) against the Rana. He seems to have lived

a long time. Jahangir, on his accession, made him a commander of 3;000

(Tuzuk, p. 8.).

He is not to be confounded with the Jamil Beg mentioned under

No. 172.

201. Tfihir, [son of] Sayf“ ’I-MulOk.

The Tabaqat says that Tahir was the son of Shah Muhammad Sayfu

T-Muluk. 1 His father was governor of Gharjistan in Khurasan, and was

killed by Shah Tahmasp of Persia. Tahir went to India, was made an

Amir at Akbar’s Court, and served in Bengal, where he was when the

author of the Tabaqat wrote (1001).

He is also mentioned in Dowson’s Edition of Ellidt’s Historians, I,

pp. 241, 242.

202. Bibt Kankli.

Regarding the name “ Mankli ”, vide p. 400, note 1. The Jabaqat
says that Baba Mankli was an Afghan, and a commander of 1,000.

He was at first in Da* ud’s service, and occupied Ghoraghiit at the time

when Mun'im Khan had invaded Ofisa (p. 400). Soon after, he entered

Akbar’s service, but continued to be employed in Bengal. In the 30th

year, he suppressed disturbances at Ghoraghiit (Akbam. Ill, 470), and

took part, in the 35th year, in the operations against Qutla Khan. Two
yean Jater he accompanied Man Singh’s expedition to Orisa.

He may have lived under Jahangir
;

for the Mankli Khan mentioned

in the Tuzuk (pp. 70, 138) can only refer to him. The Tuzuk (p. 12)

mentions a son of his, Hatim. Another son, Mahmud, appean to have

been a commander of 500, three hundred horse, under Shahjakan

(PSdishdhn., I, b., p. 323) though the text edition of the MW. Indica

calls him son of Yabu Maikati (J&~* for yb),

XVI. Commanders of Six Hundred.

203. Muhammad ftuli Khta Turkmin [Afthar, p. 452].

He served at first in Bengal. At the outbreak of the military revolt,

he took the side of the rebels, but left them, and was pardoned by Akbar.

In the 30th year, he marched with Man Singh to Kabul, where he greatly

distinguished himself. In the 39th year, when Quli) Khan (No. 42) was

[• Vide No. 401 B.i



appointed to Kabul, Muframmad Qull JQiin, his brother H«««» Beg

(perhaps No. 277), and others, were sent to Kashmir, vice Yfisuf Shan
(No. 36, and p. 462). In the 46th year, a party of Kiamlris tried to set

up Amb& Chak 1 as king ; but they were defeated Dy 'All Qull, son of

M. Q. £h. In the 47th year, M. Q. fife, was made a commander of 1,600,

six hundred hone ; and Hamza Beg, one of 700, three hundred and

fifty horse. New disturbances broke out when in the following

year 'All Ray, king of Little Tibet, invaded the frontier districts of

Kashmir. He retreated on M. Q. Kh.’s arrival, and was vigorously

pursued, when the imperialists were enforced by Sayf" ’Hah (No. 2C2)

from Labor. In the 49th year, Ambi again appeared, but was driven,

with some difficulty, from his mountains.

In the 2nd year of Jahangir’s reign, M. Q. Kh. was removed from

Kashmir. Hamza Beg was, in the 49th year of Akbar’t reign, a

commander of 1,000.

204. Bakhtyir Beg Chird-i Shill Kanytkr.

The Izdfat most likely means that he was the son of Shah ManfOr,

in which case the word guri (athlete) would be Bakhtyar’s epithet. Two
MSS. have the word pi$ar (eon) instead of guri.

The Tabaqdt says : “ Bal&tyar Beg Turkman is an Amir’, and governs

at present (1001) 8lwistin.” In the 32nd year, he served against the

Tirikfs.

206. Hakim Hnmim,1 son of Mir 'Abd“ ’r-Razzaq of Gllin.

Regarding his family connection, vide No. 112, p. 468. Humim’a real

name.is Humiydn. When he came to Akbar’s Court, he discreetly called

himself Humiyfln Qull, or “ slave of HumayOn ”
; but soon afterwards

Akbar gave him the name of I.fumam. He held the c of Baxawal

Beg (p. 69), and though only a commander of 600, he was a personal

friend of Akbar, and possessed great influence at Court. In tbe 31st year

he was sent with 9*dr Jahin (No. 194) to Tflrin as ambassador. Akbar

often said that he did not enjoy his meals on account of Humim’s absence.

He returned to India about a month after his brother’s death. & died in

the 40th year, on the 6th RabI' 1, 1004. Baid/mi (II, p. 406) aaya, theday

after Humim’s death, Kamila (p. 264) also died, and their property

was at once put under seal and escheated to the government, so that they

were destitute of a decent shroud.

1 T1m M88. bare Ut. The Tmtni asatioae" a Kaahabl el nijal blood ”, o< tkebum
d He was UIM by Sbsr Afkaa (rUt Va. 9M) t BatdvSa, aa IkeM gafar, 1016.

* HmIb, not Hinala, is the Indian pronnaotaUon
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Humam had two sons :

—

1. Hakim Hdziq (jiW). He was born at Fathp&r Sikri, and was a

young man when his father died. At Shahjahan’s accession, he was made

a commander of 1,500, six hundred horse, and was sent, in the 1st year, to

Tftran as ambassador. He rose to a command of 3,000. Later, for some

reason, his mansab was cancelled, and he lived at Agra on a pension of

20,000 rupees per annum, which in the 18th year was doubled. He died in

the 31st year (1068).1 He was a poet of some distinction, and wrote

under the name of Haziq. His vanity is said to have been very great.

A copy of his diwan was kept on a golden stool in his reception room,

and visitors, when it was brought in or taken away, were expected to

rise and make salams ; else he got offended.

2. Hakim Khushfhal . He grew up with Prince Khurram. Shahjahan,

on his accession, made him a commander of 1,000. He was for some time

BakhshI of the Dakhin.

200. Mirza Anwar, son of Khan-i A^am Mirza Koka (No. 21).

He was mentioned above on page 346.

XVII. Commanders of Five Hundred.

207. Baltu Kh&n of Turkistan.

He was a grandee of Humayun, and served in the Kabul wr
ar, and in

the battles which led to H/s restoration.

208. Hirak Bah&dur Arghun.

The Tabaqal says he reached a command of 2,000, and died.2 Prom

the Aklarnoma (II, 170, 248) we see that he served in the conquest of

Malwa (ivide No. 120) and in the pursuit of Sharafu ’d-Dln Husayn (No. 17).

209. La'l Kh&n Kol&bL

He is also called La^i Khan Badakhsht (vide p. 484), and served under

Humayun in the war of the restoration (Akbam . 1, 41 1). He distinguished

himself in the defeat of Hemu. Later, he served under Mun*im in Bengal

and Orlsa, and died of fever at Gaur (p. 407).

210. Shaykh Ahmed, son of Shaykh Salim.

He is the second (miyanx) son of Shaykh Salim of FathpQr Sikri. He

served at Court with Shaykh Ibrahim (No. 82), and died in the 22nd

year (985).
3

1 Tli© Mu*fair isayi that the author of th© Mir-*tit* ’l-C/IJam mentions 1080 as the

year of his death ; but my MS. of the Mir* -fa (Chapter on tho poets of the period from

H umfcyfln to Awranjpib) 'mentions no year.

!* Died in 975. He was blown up before t'hitor , Samin»h, p. 201.—B.J

|

a Sawinih, p. 370. - B.)
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211. Iikandar Beg-i Badakhshl.

He is mentioned in the Akbarndma (II, 251) as having served in the

pursuit of Abul ’1-Ma*ali (end of the 8th year).

212. Beg Vflrin Khftn QHchin.

He served under Mu*izzu ’1-Mulk (No. 61) in the battle of Khavrabad.

In the 32nd and 33rd years, he served under *Abdu T-Matlab (No. 83) and

§ad!q Khan (No. 43) against the Tarikis.

The JTabajat says he was a commander of 1,000, and was dead in 1001

.

213. Jal&l Khan QUrchi.

Akbar was much attached to him. In the 7th year, he was sent to

Ram Chand Bhagela (No. 89) with the request to allow Tansin to go to

Court. In the 11th year, it came to the Emperor’s ears that J. was

passionately attached to a beautiful boy. Akbar had the boy removed ;

but J . managed to get him again, and fled with him from Court. M. Yflsuf

Raz&wi pursued and captured them. After some time, J. was restored

to favour. Later, he took a part in the expedition to Siwana and dis-

tinguished himself, in the 20th year, in the war with Raja Chandr Sen

of Marwar. During the expedition a Rajpflt introduced himself to him

who pretended to be Devi Das,
4
who had been killed at Mlrtha, evidently

with a view of obtaining through him an introductio /to Court. The

stranger also reported that Chandr Sen had taken refuge with Kalla,

son of Ram Ray, and brother’s son to Ch. 8., and a detachment of

imperialists was sent to Kalla’s palace. Kalla-now wished to take revenge

on the stranger for spieading false reports, and induced Shimal Khan

(No. 154) to help him. Shimal therefore invited the stranger ; but though

surrounded by Sh.’s men, the pretender managed to escape. He collected

a few men and entered one night a tent which he supposed to belong

to Shimal. But it happened to be that of Jalal, who was cat down by the

murderers (end of 983, Akbam ., Ill, 140).

It was Jalal who introduced the historian Bada,oni at Court.

214. fara&nand, the Khatrl.

He is mentioned in Dowson’s edition of Elliot’s Historians
, I, p. 244.

215. Timftr Kh&n Yakka.

He served under Murfim (No. 11) in Kabul, and, in the 10th year,

against Khan Zaman (Akbam., II, 236, 326).

The Timflr-i Badajchshi mentioned several times in the Akbarndma

(Hi, 165, 174) appears to be another officer. Vide No. 142.

216. g&nl Khin, of Hirat.

He was born at Ilirat,and belongedtotheArlat (kzJlj \) clan. Acccrditg

to the Akbarndma (I, 379), Mawlana SanI,
11 who is now called Sant
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Khan ”, was in the service of Mirza Hindal
; but after the Mini’s death

(21st Zl Qa'da, 968) he was taken on by HumayOn. He served in the wars

with Khan Zaman.

Baddflni (III, 206) says that his real name was sAlI Akbar. He was

a fair poet, but a heretic, and like Tashbihi of Kashin, wrote treatises

on the Man of the Millennium, according to the Nuqtawi doctrines (p. 602).

Hence he must have been alive in 990.

217. Sayyid Jamil® 'd-Din, son of Sayyid Ahmad Barba (No. 91).

Vide above, p. 447. He had also served in the final war with Khan
Zaman.

218. Tagmal, the POwar.

He served in the second Gujrat war after Akbar’s forced march to

Patan and Ahmadabad (p. 458 note).

219. Husayn Beg, brother of Husayn Khan Buzurg.

220. Hasan Xhin Batani.1

The fabaqat classes him among the commanders of 1,000. He was

at first in the service of the Bengal king Sulayman, and was present with

Sulayman Mankfi (p. 400) and Kali Pahar at the interview between

Mun*im and Khan Zaman (No. 13) at Baksar (Buxar). Akbam., II, 326.

Hasan was killed with Bir Bar in the Khavbar Pass ; vide p. 214. MSS.

often call him wrongly Husayn instead of Hasan.

221. Sayyid Chhajhfl,1 of Barha.

The Tatbaqat says that S. Chhajhu was a brother of S. Mahmud (No. 76)

and distinguished for his courage and bravery. From the family gene-

alogies of th>- Barha clan it appears that S. Ch. was a KOndliwaL His tomb

still exists at Majhera, and according to the inscription he died in 967.

222. Xhnfif Khan, Sultan Muhammad of Hirat.

223. QiyI Kh&n BakhshL

Some MSS. have Badakhshi instead of Bakhshi. Vide No. 144.

224. Hftji Yusuf Khan.

He was at first in Kamran’s service. In the 12th year, he joined the

corps of Qiya Khan (No. 33), and rendered assistance to M. Yflsuf Khan,

whom Khan Zaman (No. 13) besieged in Qanawj. In the 17th year, he

operated under Khan ?Alam (No. 58) against M. Ibrahim Husayn, and

was present in the' battle of Sarn&l. In the 19th year, he went withMun^im

to Bengal and Orisa, and died after his return at Gaur (p. 407).

1 Batani is the name of en Afgbin tribe, K.W. of Deri Ismitil Khtn.
* The spelling “ ChhajhQ " is preferable to •• Jhejhd
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226. Mini Bhlm, of Jaisalmir.

The Tweuk says (p. 169)

“

On the 9th Bjurdid (middle of 1026),

K&lyin of Jaiulmlr was introduced at Court by Raja Kishn Das, whom
I had sent to him. Kaly&n’s elder brother was R&wul BKm, a man of

rank and influence. When he died, he left a son two months old, who did

no*, live long. Bh&n’s daughter had been married to me when I was

prince, and I had given her the title of MdUka-yi Johan. This alliance

was made', because her family had always been faithful to our house.

I now called Bhlin’s brother toCourt, invested him with the fiki, and made

him Rawul.” 1

For Ealyan, vide under No. 226. In the 12th year of Jahangir’s reign

he was made a commander of 2,000, one thousand horse (Tweuk, p. 163).

226. Hfshim Beg, son of Qasim Khan (No. 69).

After the death of his father (39th year) and the arrival of Qulij

Khan (No. 42), the new governor of Kabul, Hashim returned to Court.

In the 41st year, he served under M. Rustam (No. 9) against Basil and

other rebellious zemindars in the north-eastern part of the Panjab,

and distinguished himself in the conquest of Mau. In the 44th year, he

served under Farid-i Buj&ar! (No. 99) before Aslr. Later, he went with

Sa'adat gfe&n to Naaik.* After the conquest of Tiranbak, he returned to

Court (46th year), and was appointed, in the following year,’to a command

of 1,600.

In the first year of Jahangir’s reign, he was made a commander of

2,000, fifteen hundred horse. In the 2nd year, his man$ab was increased

to 3,000, two thousand horse, and he was made governor of Offea. In the

6th year, he was transferred to Kashmir, his uncle Khwajagi Muhammad

1 The lift of Jahangir's wires on p. 323 mar be increased by ten other princesses.

(1) Malika-yi Jahin, daughter of R&wul Bhlm of Jaisalmlr. (2) The beautiful daughter
of Zayn Kolra, mentioned on p. 369. There is a curious discrepancy between Ttuuk,
p. 8, and Akbam&ma, III, 694 : Jah&ngfr says that Ptrwb was his son by Zayn Koka*s
daughter, and Aba 'l-Fagl says that Parwfc's mother was the daughter of S^w&Jah
frsaan , Zayn Rain's uncle (rids also p. 367) ; but there is no doubt that Ferwb was
born in the 34th year, on the 19th Ab&ri, 997, whilst Jah&ngfr, only in the 41st year, fell

in lore with Zayn fQi&n’s daughter (p. 369). It is therefore erident, assuming that
Sayyid Ahmad's text of Tutuk, p. 8, be correct, that Jah&ngfr had forgotten who
among his many wires was mother to his second son. (3) Nor® ’n-Nisi Begum (married
in Jum&dha, IT, 1000), sister of Mlrs& Mugaffar Husayn, p. 464. (4) A daughter of the
King of Khandesh. This princees died in the 41st year of Akbar’s reign. (8) 4g&Jiha

B&nQ, daughter of Q&Hm Khan, p. 401. (6) A daughter of Khy&ja Jah&n-i K&bul!
(Dost Mubanunad). (7) A daughter of SaCld Kb&n Gakkhar. Her daughter, flat

B&ntt, is mentioned, Akbam&tm, III, 661. (8) The mother of Dawlat Nisi, Akbam.,
Ill, 697. The M8S. do not olearly giro the name of the father of this princess.

(9) A daughter of Mlra& Sanjar, son of Shin Kh*n Hat&ra ; Attorn., III, 607. (10) A
daughter of R&m Chand Bundela (No. 248) married in 1018 ; Tnctth, p. 77.

* This Sa?&dat Kfcin had first been in the serrice of the D&khin kings as commander
of the Forte of G&lna and Tiranbak ; but later he entered Akbar's serrioe.
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Husayn (No. 241) officiating for him there till his arrival from Opsa.
His successor in Oylsa was Raja Kalyan, brother of Bhlm (No. 225).

Hashim’s son is the renowned Muhammad Qasim Khan Mir Atish. He
was, in the 18th year of Shahjahan’s, a commander of 1,000, five

hundred and ninety, horse. Darogha of the Topldmna and Kotwal of

the camp. He distinguished himself in Balkh. Andjdt&d, received the

title of Mu'tamid Khan.1 and was made, in the 21st year, a commander

of 2,000, one thousand horse, and Akhta Begl. In the following year,

he was promoted to a command of 3,000, and also got the title of Qasim

•Khan. He then served under Awrangzib in Qandahar, and was made,

in the 28th year, a commander of 4,000, two thousand five hundred

horse. In the next year, he destroyed Fort Santur (^L), which

the ruler of Srinagar had repaired. Later, he was made by Dari Shikoh

a commander of 5,000, five thousand sihaspa-duaspa, received a present

of a lac of rupees, and was appointed governor of Ahmadabad (Gujrat),

whilst Jaswant Singh was made governor of Mahva. Both were ordered

to unite their contingents near Ujjain, and keep Prince Murad BaHjah

in check. When the Prince left Gujrat, the two commanders marched

against him vid Baswara ; but when approaching Khachrod, Murid

suddenly retreated 18 kos, and joined, 7 kos from Ujjain, the army

of Awrangzib. The two chiefs had received no information of Awrangzib’s

march. They attacked him, however, but were totally defeated (near

Ujjain, 22ndRajab, 1063). In the first battle between Awrangziband Dara,

at Samogar,* Qasim commanded the left wing. Soon after, he made his

submission, and received Sambhal and Muriibadad as tuyUl, as Rustam

Khan-i Dakhini, the former jagirdar, had fallen at Samogar. Qasim

was then charged with the capture of Sulayman Shikoh. In the 3rd year

,of Awrangzib’s reign he was appointed to Mathura. On the way, he

was murdered by a brother of his, who is said to have led a miserable

life (1071). The murderer was executed at Awrangzib’s order.

227. Mini Faridfin, son of Muhammad Quit Khan Barlas (No. 31).

He has been mentioned above, p. 364. His death took place at

Udaipvkr in 1023 (Tuzuft.-p. 131).

228. Tfisuf KhAn [Chak], king of Kashmir.

Yflaufs father was 'All gfean Chak, king of Kashmir. He died from

a hurt he received during a game at chaugan (p. 309), having been violently

thrown on the pommel of the paddle (pesh-koha-yi zin): On his death,

YOsufwas raised to the throne (AkbamSma, III, 237). He first surrounded

[* Suoeeeded by Kalyan, commander of 1,600, eight hundred—B.]
* VuU Journal Atialie Society Bengal, 1870, p. S75.
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the palace of his unde Abdal, who aimed at the crown, and in the fight

which ensued, Abdal was shot. A hostile petty thereupon raised one

Sayyid Mub&rak to the throne, and in a fight which took place on the

mayddp of Srinagar, where the ‘•Id prayer is said, Yfieuf was defeated.

Without taking further part in the struggle, he fled, and came, in the

24th year, to Akbar’s Court, where he was well recoin'd. During his

stay at Court, Sayyid Mubarak had been forced to retire, and Lohar

Chak, son of Yflsufs uncle, had been made king. In the 26th year

(Akbam., Ill, 288) the Emperor ordered several Panjab nobles to reinstate

Yilsuf. When the Imperial army reached Pinjar, the Kashmiris sued for

mercy, and Yilsuf, whom they had solicited to come alone, without

informing Akbar’s commanders, entered Kashmir, seised Lohar Chak

without fighting, and commenced to reign.

Seme time after, Salih Dlwana reported to the Emperor how firmly

and independently Yiisuf had established himself, and Akbar sent

&hftykh Ya^qflb-i Kashmiri, a trusted servant, with his son ^aydar to

Kashmir, to remind Yilsuf of the obligations under which he lay to the

Emperor. In the 29th year, therefore, Yilsuf sent his son Ya'qilb with

presents to Akbar, but refused personally to pay his respects, although

the Court, in the 30th year, had been transferred to the Panjab ; and

Ya'qtlb, who had hitherto been with the Emperor, fled from anxiety for

his safety. The Emperor then sent IJaklm ^All (No. 192) and Baha*u

’d-Din Kambfl to Yusuf to persuade him to come, or, if he could not

himself come, to send again his son. As the embassy was without result,

Akbar ordered Shahrukh Mirza (No. 7) to invade Kashmir. The Imperial

army marched over Pakhll, and was not far from Barah Mfllah, when

Yilsuf submitted and surrendered himself (Akbam., Ill, 492).1 Shahrukh

was on .the point of retiming, when he received the order to complete

the conquest. Yfisuf being kept a prisoner, the Kashmiris raised

Awlad $usayn, and, soon after, Ya^qflb, Yusufs son, to the throne

;

but he was everywhere defeated. Information of Yilsufs submission

and the defeat of the Kashmiris was sent to Court, and at Srinagar the

&&ufba was read, and coins were struck, in Akbar’s name. The cultiva-

tion of zaC/ardft (p. 89) * and silk, and the right'of hunting, were made

Imperial monopolies (p. 452). On the approach of the cold season, the

* Tfc* Akbarn&mo (ID, 491) oalb the pew near Bira Mfllah. where Vfleuf earrendned,

•jui The Jfo*
,

a#tr has 14 to evidently the eerne pace which the Tmuk (p. 291)

e3bM ufrJbr. *4 to» ftwa Birah Mfllah. The TuxuIt says that Barah Mfllah meane
“ plteToHM boar (MU), which b one of the cretin ”.

Regarding the cultivation of taSfarin (laflfron) vid* abo Twmk, p. 48.
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army returned with Yflsuf Khan, and arrived, in the 31st year, at Court.

Toqlar Mai was made responsible for Yflsuf’s person.

As Ya^qub Khan and a large party of Kashmiris continued the

struggle, Qasim (No. 59) was ordered to march into Kashmir to put an

end to the rebellion. Ya^qub was again on several occasions defeated.

In the 32nd year Yusuf was set at liberty, received from Akbar a
jaglr in Bihar (Akbam., Ill, 547) and was made a commander of 500.

He served in Bengal. In the 37th year, he accompanied Man Singh to

Ofisa, and commanded the detachment which marched over Jh&fkand

and Kokra 1 (Chutiya Nagpur) to Mednipur (Akbam., Ill, 641).

Ya^qub Khan, soon after, submitted, and paid his respects to Alchar,

when, in the 34th year, the Court had gone to Kashmir (p. 412).

Yflsuf Khan is not to be confounded with No. 388.

229. Nur Qulij, son of Altfln Qulij.

Altiin or dUun is Turkish, and means " gold ”.

Nur Qulij was a relation of Qulij Khan (No. 42). He served under

him in the expedition to Idar, which Akbar had ordered to be made when

moving, in the 21st year, from Ajmir to Gogunda. In the fight with the

zamandar of Idar, N. Q. was wounded. In the 26th year, he Berved under

Sul(an Murad against Mirza Muhammad Hakim. In the 30th year, he

again served under Qulij Khan, who had been made governor of Gujrat.

He continued to serve there under Khankhanan (No. 29), and returned

with him, in the 32nd year, to Court.

230. Mir <Abdu ’1-Hay, Mir «Adl.

The Tabaqat calls him Khwdja *Abdu ’l-^Iay, and says that he was

an Amir. He had. been mentioned above on pp. 468, 471.

231. Shfth dull Khan N&ranjL

Abu ’1-Fa?l says that Shah Quli was a Kurd from near Baghdad. He

1 Kokra wm mentioned above on p. 438. It is the old name of Chutiya Nlgpiir,

one of the parganas of which is still called Kokra or Khukraf as spelt on the survey maps.
The RAja, Col. Dalton informs me, once resided in Kokra, at a place in lat. 23° 20' and
long. 88° 87', nearly, where there is still an old fort. Vide also Vth Report (Madras
edition, vol. I, p. 603 ; old edition, p. 417).

The RAja of Kokra, who, in the 30th year, succumbed to Sh&hbAs Khin (p. 438) is

oalled MidhtL In the 37th year, Midha and Lakhmi RAy of Kokra, served in Ydsuf
Klein's detachment, to which the contingents also of Sangrim Singh Shlhi of Khgrakpfir

(p. 446 and Proceedings A.S. Bengal, for May, 1871), and Puran Mai of Gidhor belonged

(AkbarnAma III, 641).

Kokra is again mentioned in the Tuzuk-i JahAnglri (pp. 164, 166), where it is defined

as a hilly district between south Bihir and the Dakhin. It was run over in the beginning

of 1026, by Ibrihim pin Path-jang, governor of BihAr, who was dissatisfied with the

few diamonds and elephants whieh the R&jas sent him as tribute. The then RAia is oalled

Dprjun Sal. He was captured with several of his relations in a eave, and the district wae
annexed to BihAr.

The Tuzuk has (fx.) a few interesting notes on the diamonds of Kokra.
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was an old servant of HumayOn. In the first year of Akbar’s reign, he

served under Khizr Khan (p. 394, note 1 ) in the Panjab. He was much
attached to Bayram. In the 11th year, he was sent to Gadha, when
Mahdi Qasim Khan (No. 36) had left that province without permission

for Makkah.

The Tabaqdl calls him a commander of 1
,000 .

His son, Padishah Quli, was a poet, and wrote under the name of

Jazbi. A few verses of his are given below in the list of poets.

232. Farrukh Xhftn, son of Khan-i Kalan (No. 16).

He was mentioned on pp. 338 and 384. According to the Tdbaqat f

he served, in 1001, in Bengal.

233. Sh&dm&n, son of Khan-i A*3am Koka (No. 21 ).

Vide above, p. 346.

234. Hakim <?Aynu ’l-Mulk, of Shiraz.

He is not to be confounded with Hakimu ’l-Mulk
;

vide below among

the Physicians of the Court.

He was a learned man and a clever writer. He traced his origin, on

his mother’s side, to the renowned logician Muhaqqiq-i Dawwani. The

historian Bada,oni was a friend of his. Akbar also liked him very much.

In the 9th year he was sent as ambassador to Chingiz Khan of Gujrat.

In the 17th year he brought Ftimad Khan (No. 67) and Mir Abu Turab

to the Emperor. He also accompanied Akbar on his march to the eastern

provinces of the empire. Afterwards, in 983, he was sent to *AdiI Khan

of BijapQr, from where, in 985, he returned to Court (Bada,oni II, 250).

He was then made Fawjdar of Sambhal. In the 26th year, when ^Arab

Bahadur and other Bengal rebels created disturbances, he fortified

Bareli, and refusing all offers, held out till the arrival of an Imperial

corps, when he defeated the rebels. In the same year he was made

§adr of Bengal, and in the 31st year Bakhshi of the $iiba of Agra. He

was then attached to the Dakhin corps of *Aziz Koka (No. 21 ), and received

Handi,a as jagir. When *Aziz, for some reason, cancelled his jagir, he

went without permission to Court (35th year), but was at first refused

audience. On inquiry, however, Akbar reinstated him.

He died at Handia on the 27th Zi Hijja, 1003 (
Badd

t
om II, 403).

The Mirza1! Masjid, also called Padishah! Masjid, in Old Bareli, Mirza*

i

Mahalla, was built by him. The inscription on it bears the date 987

(24th year), when the Hakim was Fawjjdar of Sambhal.

He was also a poet, and wrote under the takhallus of Dawa,T.

236. J&nish Bah&dur.

Janish Bahadur was mentioned on p. 368. He was at first in the
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service of Mirza Muhammad Ilakim king of Kabul. After the death,

in the 30th year, of his master, he came with his sons to India. Soon

after, he served under Zayn Koka (No. 34) against the Yusufza^s, and

saved Zayn’s life in the Khaybar catastrophe. In the 35th year, he served

under the Khankhanan in Thathah, and returned with him, in the 38th

year, to Court. Later, he served in the Dakhin. He died in the 46th year

(1009). He was an excellent soldier.

His son, Shujcfiat Khan Shadi Beg . He was made, in the 7th year of

Shahjahan’s reign, a commander of 1,000, and received the title of

Shad Khan. In the 1 2th year, he was sent as ambassador to Naflr Muham-

mad Khan of Balkh. On his return, in the 14th year, he was made a

commander of 1,500, and was appointed governor of Bhakkar, vide

Shah Quli Khan. Afterwards, on the death of Ghavrat Khan, he was

made governor of Thathah and a commander of 2,000. In the 19th

year he was with Prince Murad Bakhsh in Balkh and Badakhshan. In

the 21st year he was appointed governor of Kabul, vice Siwa Ram,

and held, in the following year, an important command under Awrangzlb

in the Qandahar expedition and the conquest of Bust. In the 23rd year,

he was made a commander of 3,000, two thousand five hundred horse,

and received the coveted distinction of a flag and a drum. Two years

later, in the 25th year, he served again before Qandahar, and was made,

on Shahjahan’s arrival in Kabul, a commander of 3,500, three thousand

horse, with the title of Shujd^at Khan. In the 26th year, he served

under Dara Shikoh before Qandahar, and with Rustam Khan Bahadur at

Bust. He died soon after. He had a son of the name of Muhammad Sa'id.

236. Mir T&hir-i Musawi.

He is not to be confounded with Nos. 94, 111, and 201. According to

the Tabaqat
, Mir Tahir is the brother of Mirza Yusuf Pazawi (No. 37),

and was distinguished for his bravery”. It would thus appear that

Abu J

l-Fazl makes no difference between the terms Razam and Musawi

(vide p. 414, under No. 61).

237. Mirza ^Ali Beg, ^Alamshahi.

He is mentioned in the Akbarnama among the grandees who accom-

paniedMun^im to Bengal and Orisa, and took part in the battle of Takaro,!

(p. 406). After the outbreak of the Bengal Military revolt, he joined a

conspiracy made by Mir Zaki, *Abdi Kor, Shihab-i Badal&shi, and Ktljak

Yasawul. to go over to the rebels. The plot, however; was discovered

;

they were all imprisoned, but Mir ZakI alone was executed. Akbamdma,

III, 262.

His epithet ^Alamshahi is not dear to me.
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He must not be confounded with the more illustrious

[10rs& 'All Beg-i Akbarshahi].1

He was born in Badakhshan, and is said to have been a highly educated

man. When he came to India he received -the title of AWbarakSKi. In

the 30th year, he commanded the Ahadls on Shahrukh’s expedition to

Kashmir (p. 535).

Later, he served under Prince Murad in the Dakhin. When the

prince, after making peace, returned from Ahmadnagar, Sadiq Khan
(No. 43) occupied Mahkar. But new disturbances broke out under the

Dakhin leaders. Azhdar Khan and 'Ayn Khan, against whom fjadiq sent

a corps under M. 'All Beg. He suddenly fell on them and routed them,

carrying off much plunder and many dancing girls (zanan-i akhara).

In consequence of this defeat, Khudawand Khan and other Amirs of the

Nigamshah marched against the Imperialists with 1 0,000 horse, but

§adiq and M. A. B. defeated them. In the 43rd year, M. A. B. took

Fort Rahutara near Dawlatabad, after a siege of one month,

occupied, in the same year, Patan on the Dodavari, and took Fort

Lohgadh. “ Both forts,” says the author of the Mcfapir, “ have, from

want of water, become uninhabitable (mismdr shuda), and are so to this

day.” Later, M. A. B. served under Abu ’1-Fa?l, and distinguishedhimself

in the conquest of Ahmadnagar. In the 46th year, he received a drum
and a flag, and continued to serve, under the Khankhanan, in the Dakhin.

In the beginning of Jahangir’s reign, he was made a commander of

4,000, jagirdar of Sambhal, and governor of Kashmir. He served in the

pursuit of Khusraw (Tuzuk, p. 30). Later, he received a tuyul in Audh.

When Jahangir went to Ajmir, he went to Court. One day, he paid a

visit to the tomb of Mu'Inu ’d-Dln-i Chishti. On seeing the tomb of

Shahbaz Khan (p. 439), he stooped down, and embracing it, exclaimed

:

" Oh ! he was an old friend of mine.” The same moment, he fell forward

• a corpse, and was buried at the same spot (22nd Rabt' I, 1025).

It is said that he kept few soldiers and servants, but paid them
well. In his habits he was an epicurean. He was looked upon as a great

patron of the learned. He died childless, at the age of seventy-five

(Tuzuk, p. 163).

238. R&m D&s, the Kachwaha.

His father was a poor man of the name of Ordat and lived at

Lflnl (or Baflli, vide p. 435). Ram Das was at first in the service of Ray
Sal Darb&rl (No. 106), and was recommended by hin to the Emperor.

1 The Tuttik (p. 11) says he belonged to the ulus-i Dikii, a very doubtful teim, as
he belonged to Badafchehin. Perhaps we have to read ults-i dulday (p. 422).

84
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His faithfulness was almost proverbial. In the 17th year, when Talar

Mai was ordered to assist Mun'im in Bihar, he was made his no*ih in the

Financial Department, and gained Akbar's favour by his regularity and

diligence. He amassed a fortune, and though he had a palace at Agra

near Hatiyapul, he lived in the guard house, “ always watching with his-

200 Bajpftts, spear in hand.”

Immediately before Akbar’s death he put his men over the treasures

of the palace with a view to preserve them for the lawful heir. Jahangir,

with whom he stood in high favour, sent him, in the 6th year, with
<>Abdu ’llah Khan to Gujrat and the Dakhin, and gave him the title of

Baja and a flag, RantanbhOr being assigned to him as jagir (Tuzuk, p. 98).

It seems that be received the title of Raja Karan. After the defeat of the

Imperialists, Jahangir wished to make an example of the Amirs who had

brought disgrace on the Imperial arms. He ordered their pictures to be

drawn, and taking the portraits one after the other into his hand, abused

each Amir right royally. Looking at Ram Das’s portrait, he said ;
“ Now,

when thou wert in Ray Sal’s service, thou hadst a tanka per diem ; but

my father took an interest in thee, and made thee an Amir. Do not

R&jpfits think flight a disgraceful thing 1 Alas ! thy title, Raja Karan,

ought to have taught thee better. Mayest thou die without the comforts

of thy faith.” Ram Das was immediately sent to Bangash, where, in

the same year, he died (1022). When Jahangir heard of his death, he

said, “ My curse has come true ; for the Hind&s believe that a man who-

dies beyond the Indus, will go straight to hell.”

He was a liberal man, and gave rich
v
presents to jesters and singers.

His eldest son, Naman Dot, in the 48tb year of Akbar’s reign, left the

Court without permission, and went home. At the request of his father,

Shah Quli Khan's men were to bring him back to Court by force. But

Naman defied them ; a struggle ensued, and he was killed. Ram Das

was so grieved, that Akbar paid him a visit of condolence.

His second son, Dalap Das, had the same character as his father
; but

he died young.

In the Tuzuk (p. 312) a villa near a spring called Inch (^), between

Banpdr1 and Kakapfir in Kashmir, is mentioned, which Akbar had given

Ram Das. Vide also Tuzuk, p. 39, 1. 3.

239. Muhammad g])in XiyixL

Abfi ’1-Fa$l ranks hir among the commanders 6f 600. Under Jahangir

he rose to a command of 2,000. Like Mlrzi Rustam ijjaSwi and Abfi

[» Panipflr T—B.)
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’l-fown Turbatl, he refused a title ; for he said that his was

Muhammad, than which no better name existed.

He served under Sh&hbas Khan (No. SO) in Bengal, and distinguished

himself in the fights near the Brahmaputra. It is said that ShfihUs was

so anxious to retain his services, that he gave him a lac of rupees per

annum. Later, he served, under the Khankhanan in the conquest of

Thathah, and inflicted the final blow on Mima J&nl Beg (No. 47) near

Lakhi,1 where he obtained a signal victory, though far outnumbered by
the enemies. From that time, the KhanlAinan was his friend.

Under Jahangir, he took a leading part in the Dakhin wars, especially

m the fights with Malik 'Ambar near Kharki, a famous battlefield (vide

note to No. 265), and continued to serve there under Prince Shahjahan.

Hedied in 1037. Thetdnkhoi hisdeath is JjAj L!^ "Muham-
mad Khan, the saint, is dead." He was a man of great piety. His day

was carefully divided ; religious exercises, the reading of commentaries on

the Qui*an, conversing with holy men, sleeping and eating, each had its

fixed time. Nor did he ever depart from his routine except on the march.

He never neglected the ablution (wuzu) prescribed by the law. People

told many miraculous stories (khawdriq) of him.

During his long stay in the Dakhin, he held Ashti (in the Warda

district) as jagfr, and made it his home. He adorned the town with several

mosques, houses, and gardens. " At present,” says the author of the

Maf&tir,
"
there is only one of his hundred houses left, the store house

where his lamps were kept ; the whole town and the neighbourhood

are deserted, and do not yield a tenth part of the old revenue.

Even among his descendants there is none left that may be called ajnan

of worth (kas-i na-mand hi rtuhd-% daihta bSehai).” *

1 Vids Downon’t edition of HUiot't Historians, Voi. I, p. 250.
1 “ The Emperor Jah&ngir gavs the Ashti, Amner, Paunir, and Tillgtw 'Barir) parga-

nae in jiglr to Muhammad Khto Niyjfcf. He restored Aahtl, and broufcl... the country

round under cultivation. A handsome mausoleum wv. built over hie ainve in Mugfeul

style. Muhammad QM' waa sueoeeded by Ahmad Shin, who died in 1061. A similar

mausoleum was erected over his tomb, but smaller and of inferior workmanship. The
two stand side by side within an enclosure, and are the sights of Ashti. They are indeed

striking monuments of art to find in such a remote spot as this After the death of Ahmad
Khin. the power of the Niyids gradually declined ; in time Ashti itself passed from
their hands into the possession of the Marhetta officials, and now nothing remains to

them save a few rent-free fields, sufficient merely for their subsistence. The tombs of

their ancestors were already falling into disrepair, owing to the poverty of the family,

when they were taken in hand by the district authorities as worthy objects of local

interest, and restored from municipal funds. Lately, in consideration of the past history

of the family, and the local respect which it commands, tbs Government conferred on
Nawfib Wfihid Khin. one of its representatives in Ashti, the powers of an honorary

magistrate.’*
” Eisfaftfo. A small octroi town in the ArvI tabfil of the Warda district. It was

founded some 260 years by Nawib Muhammad gfcln Niy&sf of Ashti." Extracts from

C. Grant’s Qossttmr of Iks Control Provines* of India, seoond edition, 1870, pp. 7 and 230.
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He was buried in Ashtl. People often pray at his tomb.

The men of his contingent were mostly 'Niyazi Afghans. If one of them

died, he gave a month's pay to his family ; or, if he had no children, half

a month’s pay to his heirs.

His son, Ahmad Khan Niyazi, was in the 20th year of Shahjahan's

reign a commander of 2,500 (
Padishahnama ,

II, 386, 725).

240. Abu ’l-Huzaffar, son of Ashraf Khan (No. 74).

From the Akbamama (III, 248) we see that in the 24th year (987)

he was stationed in Chanderi and Narwar, and was ordered to assist in

suppressing the Bihar rebels (III, 273). In the 28th year he served in

Gujrat (III, 423), and Badd,oni, II (323). Vidq also under No. 74.

241. Khwajagi Muhammad Husayn, Mir Barr.

He is the younger brother of Qasim Khan (No. 59) and had the title of

Jftr Bar ,
in contradistinction to that of his brother. He came in the 5th

year with Mun^im (No. 11) from Kabul to India. When dissensions broke

out betweenGhani Khan. MunMini’s son, and Haydar Muhammad Khan

Akhtabegi (No. 66), whom Mun^im had left as his ndMbs in Kabul, Haydar

was called to Court, and Abu ’l-Fath, 1 son of Mun^im's brother, was sent

there to assist Ghani. Muhammad Husayn accompanied Abu ’l-Fath.

He remained a long time in Kabul. After his return to India, he accom-

panied the Emperor on his march to Kashmir. His honesty and punctuality

made him a favourite with the Emperor, and he was appointed Mir

BdkaxoiS, (martei of the Imperial kitchen) and was also made a commander

of 1,000.

In the 5th year of Jahangir, he officiated for Hashim (No. 226) as

governor of Kashmir. On Hashim's arrival he returned to Court, and died

in the end of the 7th year (1021 ;
Tuzuk

, p. *114).

He had no children. The Tuzuk says that he was quite bald, and had

neither moustache nor beard. His voice was shrill like that of a eunuch.

242. *Abft ’l.Q&iim, brother of *Abd '1-Qadir Akhund.

He is not to be confounded with Nos. 199 and 251. Bada
t
oni (II, 323),

calls him a native of Tabriz, and says that his brother was Akbar’s

teacher (akhund). In 991, Abd 'l-Qasim was made Diwan of Gujrat.

243. Qamar Khftn, son of Mir *Abdu '1-Lafcif pf Qazwin (No. 161).

He served under Mun'im (No. 11) in Bengal, and was present in, the

battle of Takaro,! (p. 406). In the 22nd year he served under Shihab

& AbS '1-Fatb, who on p. 333, hat erroneously been called $Abd« ’l-Fath, was the

'son of FafUBeg, MunCim's brother. Badd,o*1, II, 66, has Beg. but the Akbam&ma
and the Jfs**g«r have Faftt.
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in Gujrat (Akbam., Ill, 190) and in the 24th year under Jodar Mai in

Bihar. In the 25th year he took part in the battle near Sultanpflr Bilhari 1

(p. 400, and Akbam., Ill, 305).

His son, Kawkab, fell into disgrace under Jahangir for some fault.

He was flogged and imprisoned. Regarding his restoration to favour,

vide Tuzufc, p. 219.

244. Arjum Singh,

245. flebal Singh, • sons of Raja Man Singh (No. 30).

246. Sakat Singh,

Some MSS. have Durjan 1 instead of Arjun. The name of Sakat Singh,

moreover, recurs again at No. 342. There is little doubt that at the latter

place we should read Himmat Singh
,
though all MSS. have Sakai.

Nor is it dear why Abfl ’1-Fazl has not entered the name of Bha,o

Sing*., who at Akbar’s death was a commander of 1,000, and was gradually

promoted during Jahangir’s reign to a man$ab of 5,000. Like his elder

brother Jagat Singh (No. 160), he died from excessive drinking (1030).

His name often occurs in the Tuzuk.

Arjun Singh, Sabal Singh, and Sakat Singh, served in the 37th year

in the conquest of Orisa. Sakat Singh, in the 26th year (989), had served

in Kabul. They died before their father.

Himmat Singh distinguished himself under his father in the wan
with the Afghans.

Col. J. C. Brooke in his Political History of the State of Jeypore (Selec-

tions from the Records, Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. LXV, 1868) mentions six sons of Man Singh, Jagat, Arjun, Himmat,

Sakat, Bhlm, and Kalyan Singh. The k.3t two are not mentioned by

Muhammadan historians; nor are Bha,o and Sabal mentioned by

Brooke. Vide, “ A Chapter from Muhammadan History,” in the Calcutta

Review
, April, 1871.

246. Mmtaf* GhiUI.

A Sayyid Mustafa is mentioned in the Akbamdma (III, 416). He

served in the 28th year in Gujrat, and was present in the battle near

Maisana, 18 has S.E. of Patan, in which Sher Khan Fflladl was defeated.

247. Nasar Xhin, son of Sa*Id Khan, the Gakkhar.

A brother of his is mentioned below, No. 232. Vide Nos. 170, 171.

ft Or Bilahrt.-B.]
* The Lucknow edition of the Akbambma (Ilf, 042) bee also Durjan, and (by mistake)

Stt for Sabal Singh. The Subhin Singh mentioned in the same passage, would also appear

to be a son of Min Singh.
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The Zabaqcit calls him Nagar Beg, son of Sa*Id Khin. and say* that

in 1001 he was a Haziri.

Mugful historians give the following tree of the Oakkhar chiefs :

—

Baltin Tat&r, the Oakkhar.

i

1. Sultin Sirong . .2. Baltin Adam.

1. Kamil Khin. Khin. 1. Lashkart. 2. Muhammad Khin*

Mubirak Khin 1. Nagar Khin
(Mo. 171). (Na 247).

2. Shih Muhammad
(No. 282).

Jalil Khin (No. 170).

""“T
8"5*-

Allah Quit

Jalil Kban was killed in 1620 (16th year) in Bangash, and his son

Akbar Quli, who then served at Kingra, was made a commander of 1,000,

and sent to Bangash (Tuzuk, pp. 307, 308).

Jahangir, after the suppression of Kbnsraw’s revolt, passed on his

way to Kabul through the Galdchar district (Tuzuk, pp. 47, 48). He left

the Bahat (1st Mubarram, 1016) and came to Fort Rohtis, the cost of

which he states to have been 161,000,000 dams, “ which is equal to

4,025,000 rupees in Hindustani money, or 120,000 Persian tflmins, or

1 ieb, 2,175,000 silver Halls of Turin! money.” After a march of 4} hot,

he came to Tila, tUa in the Oakkhar dialect meaning “a hill”. He then

came to Dih Bhakr&la, bhakra meaning “ forest ”. The way from Ilia

to Bhakra passes along the bed of the Kahan river, the banks of which

are full of Jbonir 1 flowers. He then came to Hatyi, which was builtby a

Oakkhar of the name of Hath! (mentioned in Mr. Delmerick’s History of

the Gakkhars, Journal Asiatic Society Bengal, 1871). The district from

Mirgala to Hatyi is called Pothwar ; and from Bohtis to Hatyi dwell

the Bhflgiyals, a tribe related to the Gakkhars. Fran Hatyi, he marched

4} hot and reached Pakka, so called because it has a “puooo” sarij. Four

and a half hot further on, he came to Kufar, which means in the Oakkhar

dialect “ rugged ”. He then went to Rawalpindi, which is said to have

been built by a HindQ of the name Rawal, pinfi meaning “ a village ”,

and gives a few curious particulars regarding the river and the pool

of the place. From Rawalpindi he went to ghsrbfia, where a dome may
be seen which has the shape of a melon (ijMrb&za). The Gakkham used

(* Kaetr, probably hunt a. “ a speeits at olaandrr^”—P.)
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formerly to collect tolls there. He then came to the KalapinI, and to

the Margala pass, mSr meaning “ killing ” and gala “ a caravan”. “ Here

ends the country of the Qakkhars. They are a brutish race, always at

feud with each other. I asked them to live in peace ; but they will not.” 1

The Padishahnama (II, 240, 264, 266, 722, 733, 740) mentions several

Gakkhar chiefs :

—

1. Akbar Quli Sultan, a commander of 1,500, 1,500 horse, died in the

18th year of Shahjahan’s reign. His son Murad Quli Sultan, was under

Shahjahan, a commander of 1,500, 1,000 horse (Padishakn ., II, 410, 485,

512, 523, 565, 595, 655, 730).

2. Jabbar Quli (brother of Jala! Khan),1 1,000, 800 horse.

3. Khizr Sultan (son of Nagar Khan).1 800, 500 horse, died in the 12th

year Shahj.’s reign.

The Padishahnama (I, p. 432) mentions these Qakkhars' mules as

famous.

The Ma%
a$ir-i <Alamgm (p. 155) also mentions Murad Quli and his

son Allah Quli. Allah Quli’s daughter was married to Prince Muhammad
Akbar, fourth son of Awrangsib, on the 3rd Rajab, 1087.

248. Him Chand, son of Madhukar [Bundela],

He is also called Rant Sah, and was mentioned on p. 356. He was

introduced at court by §adiq Khan (No. 43), when Akbar was in Kashmir

(1000). In the first year of Jahangir’s reign we find him in rebellion,

evidently because his right of succession was rendered doubtful by the

predilection of the emperor for Bir Singh De,o, Ham Chand’s younger

brother. In the end of the first year, he was attacked by cAbdQ ’llah

Khan , who moved his jagir from Kalpi to tfdcha. On the 27th Zi

Qa*da, 1015, Ram Chand was brought fettered to court ; but Jahangir

had his fetters taken of!, gave him a dress of honour, and handed him over

to Raja Blsfi of Dhameri. “ He never thought that he would be treated

so kindly ” (Tuzuk
, p. 42). But Udcha was handed over to Bir Singh De,o

as a reward for the murder of AbO ’1-Fayl.

1 For the geographical details of this passage, I am indebted to Mr. J. O. Delmerick.

The Tuxuk has Ptla of Tila ; BhakrA for Bhab&la, *nd the Persian word kh&na for

K&han the name of the river near Bhabrida—a most extraordinary mistake ; for

for Kuptr or Gfird, a village near Maniky&la ; PonhUhdr for Pofhw&r. Mr. Delmeriok
also says that the river near H&tiyi or HtyhiyA, is called Kisl, and that near R&walpixuji

is the Lahl, which foroes a passage through low hills where there i* a very deep pool, just

before its junction with the Sohan. Sara*’! KhirbQza is also called Sari*I Midha.
On the tame page of Sayyid Ahmad’s edition of the Tuzuk, we have to read Khattar

and Dila*zAk for Khar and Dila-zAk. The Khattare occupy the district called Khfttar,

and the Dila-zfcks are found in the Chhach valley of the Indus. ( Vide No. 373.—B.]
Pothwir is the country between the Jhelam and the Sohan ; but Jah&ngfr extendi

it to the M&rgala past Jrom Hatyi (30 milee from the Jhelam).
1 So according to Mr. Dulmerick.
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In the 4th year of his reign (1018), Jahangir married Ram Chand's

daughter at the request of her father {vide Tuxuk, p. 77 ; and also

No. 226, note).

He appears to have died in 1021, and was succeeded by his son

Bharat Singh. Tuzuk, p. 112.

Muhammadan historians give the following tree of the Udcha
Bundelas :

—

R3ja Part ft, founds Udcha in a.d 1531.

1. Bharat Chand 2. Madhukar Singh

(died childless). (died 1000).

1. R.im ('hand

(died 1021).

i

A son.

Bhirat.

Debt Singh.

2. Hodal Ra,o 3. Bir Singh De,o, the murderer of

(killed, p. 382). Abu ’l~Fa?l (died 1036).

1. Jhujhar Singh- 2. Pahap Singh. 3. Chandr Man.

| |
4. Beni Das.

Bikramajit. Subhan Singh. 5. Bhagwan Das.

Pvithi Singh.

S'wal Singh.

The Ma^asir contains biographical notes of nearly all of them. Vide

also Thornton’s Gazetteer
,
under Oorcha,

Beni Das and Bhagwan Das were killed by a Rajput in the 13th year

of Shahjahin s reign. They held commands of 500, 200 horae, and 1,000,

600 horse, respectively.

Chandr Man was in the 20th year of Sh. a commander of 1,500, 80<>

horse.

Vide Pddishdhnnmn . I. T72 (where another Bundela of the name of

Suhk Dev is mentioned), 203, 241, 368, 372, 425 ; II, 731, 734.

The Ma%
(l«irA *Afa nnjirl mentions several Bundelas, as Satr Sal,

Jaswant Singh, lndartnan (died HM8) and tin* rebellious sons of Champat

(h\, pp. 161, J03, 169, 273, 124). Vide also under No. 219.

Bir Singh De.o, the murderer of Abu ’Chari is often called in bad

MSS. Xar Singh Deo. Thus aiso in the printed editions of the Tuzuk
,

the 1st volume of Podi^Hr Dim c A!; n:gir;»imu
l

.. u and in Klpkin-

•tone's IIi>f«:rv J he temple.* which he built in Mathura at a cost of 33

la« s of rupe* 1*. were destroyed by Awrangzib in lOfcO. (Ma%
a*ir->

sJlamffirh p. 95 .)
1

4 The- Dutch r.iwiler D* I.art has an interesting passage nyuMing Abu T-Fati'a

tiv.it !» t Ui Ir-ptr'tj M ign, 'fttguh's, Leyden, 163), p. 209) He culls B: r &in*'h !ituht*

Isrlzuijh UiV?..
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249. B&ja Xuk&tm&n, the Bhadauriya.

Bhadawar is the name of a district S.E. of Agra
;

its chief town is

Hatkanth (vide p. 341, note 4). The inhabitants are called Bhadauryas.

They were known as daring robbers, and though so near the capital, they

managed to maintain their independence till Akbar had their chief

trampled to death by an elephant, when they submitted.

The next chief, Mukatman, entered the imperial service, and rose to a

mansab gf 1,000. In 992, he served in Cujrat (
Akbarndma , III, 423, 438).

Under Jahangir, we find a chief of the name of Raja Bikramajit,

who served under *Abdu
’llafa against the Rana, and later in the Dakhin.

He died in the 11th year of Jahangir and was succeeded by his son Bhoj.

Sayyid Ahmad’s edition of the Tuzuk (p. 108) mentions a Blmdaurya

chief Mangat, who in the 7th year served in Bangash
;
but the name is

doubtful.

Under Shahjahan, the head of the Bhadauriya clan was Raja Kishn

Singh. He served in the first year under Mahabat Khan against Jhujhar

Singh, and in the 3rd year against Khan Jahan Lodi and the Kizamu

’l-Mulk, who had afforded Khan Jahan protection. In the ,6th year, he

distinguished himself in the siege of Dawlatabad. Three years later,

in the 9th year, he served under Khan Zaman against Sahu Bhnnsla.

He died in the 17th year (1053).

In the Padishahnama (I, b., 309) he is mentioned as a commander of

1,000, 600 horse.

As Kishn Singh had only a son by a concubine, lie was succeeded by

Badan Singh,1 grandson of Kishn’s uncle. He was made a Ruja and a

commander of 1,000. In the 21st year, at a darbar, a mast elephant ran

up to him, took up one of his men with its tusks, when Badan Singh stuck

his dagger into the animal, which, frightened as it was at the same time

by a fire wheel, dropped the unfortunate man. Shahjahan rewarded

the bravery of the Raja with a khifiat, and remitted 50,000 Rs. out of the

2 lacs which was the assessment of the Bhadawar district. In the 22nd

year he was made a commander of 1,500. In the 25th year he served

under Awrangzlb, and in the 26th under Dara Shikoh, before Qandahar,

where in the following year he died.

His son Maha Singh was then made a Raja and received a mansab of

1
,
000, 800 horse. He Berved in the 28th year in Kabul. After Dara *

defeat he paid his respects to Awrangzib, in whose reign he served against

1 So P&ditk&knAma, II, 732. Th« Ha*fair calk him Bad Singh or Bud Singh.
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the Bundela rebels. In the 10th year he served under ys.mil Khan
against the YQsufza*is. He died in the 26th year.

He was succeeded by his son Odat Singh (vide Ma%
anr-i ^Alamgin,

p. 226 and p. 228, where the Bibl. Ind. edition has wrongly Riidar Singh

for Odat S.). He had before served under Jai Singh in the Dakhin, and
was in the 24th year made commandant of Chitor (J.c., p. 196).

260. Blja Kim Chandr, zamindar of Orisa.

Regarding him, vide Stirling’s report of Orisa, Aeiatic Researches,

vol. xv. His name occurs often in the narrative of Man Singh’s conquest

of Orisa (37th year of Akbar’s reign).

The province of Khurda (South Orisa) was conquered and annexed

to the Dihli empire by Mukarram Khan (vide No. 260), in the 12th year

of Jahangir’s reign (Tuzuk, p. 215).

251. Sayyid AbQ T-Qiiim, son of Sayyid Muhammad Mir sAdl

(No. 140).

He served in the 25th year (998) in Bihar, and in the battle of Sultan-

pur Bilharl ; also, in the 33rd year, against the Yusufza*is.

The Tarikh Ma^sumi (Dowson, Elliot's Historians, I, p. 243) gives

earlier but perhaps more correct dates regarding the appointment to

Rltakknr and the death of the Mir ? Adi, viz. his arrival at Bhakkar, 11th

Ramazan, 983, and his death there, 8th Sha^ban, 984 (October, 1576).

He was succeeded by his son AbQ ‘1-Fazl, who is not mentioned in the A*in.

On the 9th Zi ’1-hijjah, 985 (Feb., 1578), Ftimad (No. 119) arrived at

Bhakkar.

252. Dalpat, son of Ray Ray Singh.

He has been mentioned above, p. 386.

XVIII. Commanders ofFour Hv"dred.

253. Shaykh Faygi, son of Shaykh Mubarak of Nagor.

The name of this great poet and friend of Akbar was AbQ '1-Fayz.

Fayzi is his takhallus. Towards the end of his life in imitation of the form

of the takhallus of his brother *Atiami, he assumed the name of Fayyazi.

Fayzi was the eldest sou of Shaykh Mubarak of Nagor. Shaykh

Mubarak (vide pp. 178, 195, 207, 219) traced his origin to an Arabian

dervish from Yaman, who in the 9th century of the Hijrah had settled

in Siwistan, where he married. In the 10th century, Mubarak’s father

went to Hindfistan and settled at Nagor. Several of his children having

died one after the other, he called his next child Mubarak. He was bom

in 91 1 . When a young man, Mubarak went to Gujr&t and studied under
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Khatlb Abu ’1-Fa?l of Kazarun and Mawlana *Imad of Laristan. iu

950, Mubarak settled at Agra. It is said that he often changed his

religious opinions. Under Islam Shah, he was a Mahdawi, and had to

suffer persecution in the beginning of Akbar’s reign ; he then became

a Naqshbandi, then a HamadanI, and lastly, when the court was full of

Persians, he inclined to Shiism. But whatever his views may have been,

the education which he gave his sons Fay?! and Abu ’1-Fa?l, the greatest

writers that India has produced, shows that he was a man of compre-

hensive genius. Shaykh Mubarak wrote a commentary to the Qur*an,

in four volumes, entitled Mar\\bafi
u 'l-tuyun,1 and another work of the

title of Jawamfiu 'l-kalam. Towards the end of his life, he suffered from

partial blindness, and died at Lahor, on the 17th Zi Qa'da, 1001, at the

age of 90 years. The tarikh of his death will be found in the words

Shaykh-i kamil.

Shaykh Fayzl was born at Agra in 954. His acquirements in Arabic

Literature, the art of poetry, and in medicine, were very extensive.

He used to treat poor people gratis. One day he appeared with his father

before Shaykh ^Abdu ’n-Nabi, the Sadr (p. 282), and applied for a grant

of 100 blghas
;
but he was not only refused, but also turned out of the

hall with every contumely on account of his tendencii s to ShFism. But

Faya’s literary fame reached Akbar’s ears, and in the 12th year, when

Akbar was on the expedition to Chltor, he was called to court. Faya’s

bigoted enemies in Agra interpreted the call a* a summons before a

judge and warned the governor of the town not to let Fay?I escape. He
therefore ordered some Mugfruls to surround Mubarak’s house; but

accidentally Fay?! was absent from home. Mub&rak > as ill-treated, and

when Fay?! at last came, he was carried off by force. But Akbar received

him most favourably, and Fay?! in a short time became the emperor’s

constant companion and friend. He was instrumental in bringing about

the fall of Shaykh Abdu ’n-Nabf.

In the 30th year he planned a khamsa
,
or collection of five epics,

in imitation of the Khamsa of Nizami. The first, Markizu ’l-adwar,

was to consist of 3,000 verses, and was to be a jawdb (imitation) of

Niz&mfs Makhzan

*

*
l-asrur ; the Sulayman o Bflqis and the Hal Daman

were to consist of 4,000 verses each, and were to oejawabs of the JChusraw

°Shmn and Layla Majniin respectively ; and the Haft Kishtcar and the

Akbarnama, each of 5,000 verses, were to correspond to the Haft Paykar

and the Sikandamdma. In the 33rd year hewas made Maliku ’sh fihufiaru,

1 BfttU.oni (III, 74) calJf it Jfaytfcri" n<i/a
, tV 'I Suyun.
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or Poet Laureate (.Ahbarn ., Ill, 559). Though he had composed portions

of the Khamsa. the original plan was not carried out, and in the 39th year

Akbar urged him to persevere, and recommended the completion of the

Nal Daman. Fay?I thereupon finished the poem and presented, in the

same year, a copy of it to his imperial master.

Fayzl suffered from asthma, and died on the 10th fjafar, 1004 (40th

year). The idrikh of hi* death is Fayydz-i *Ajam. It is said that he

composed 101 books. The best known, besides his poetical works, are

the Sawdti* ’

l-Ilhdm
, and the M<*warUa *

l-Kalam
,
regarding which vide

below the poetical extracts. His fine library, consisting of 4,300 choice

MSS., was embodied with the imperial library.

Fay?i had been employed as teacher to the princes ;
sometimes he

also acted as ambassador. Thus, in 1000, he was in the Dakhin, from where

he wrote the letter to the historian Bada,oni, who had been in temporary

disgrace at court.

Vide also pp. 112, 113, 192, 194, 207, 210, 218 ;* and Journal Asiatic

Society Bengal for 1869, pp. 137, 142.

254. Hakim Mifri.

According to Bada.onI (III, 165) Hakim Misri was a very learned man

and a clever doctor. He also composed poems. A satire of his is mentioned

which he wrote against Khwaja Shams' 1 ’d-Dln Khawafi (No. 159). He

died in BurhanpQr and was buried there.

Mi§ri is mentioned in the Aktximdma
,
III, p. 029, and p. 843. In the

latter passage, Abu ’1-Fazl mentions his death (middle of 1009), and states

that he saw his friend on the deathbed. It is impossible to reconcile

Abu ’l-Fayl’s date with Badii,oni\s statement
;

for Bada,on! died in 1004

(Journal Asiatic Society Bengal for 1869, p. M3). But both Abu ’1-Fazl

and Bada,oni speak of the Hakim as a man of a most amiable and unselfish

character.

255. Irij, son of Mirza Khankhanan (No. 29).

He was mentioned on p. 339. During the reign of Jahangir he was

made §ubadar of Barar and Ahmadnagar. He greatly distinguished

himself during several fights with Malik *Ambar, especially as Kharkl,1

1 L&chml NAru.in Shaflq, the author of tho Haqiqati Himlust&n , says that

it was called Kharkl from tho Dukhin word siiUf, which ineatuT* atony a atony place ".

It liea S kos 8.K. of Itawlatubud (the old Dhirigarh and l)o,oglr of $Aliiu ’d-Din
I
Jiilji).

Kharkl v
under JahingTr wan called Fatb&bad. In 1024 a canal Wan dug from Kharkl

to DawlatAhiil. Ita name wan ('hahdrtHthri, and the tnrikh of ita completion i« 4hayr-i

jdri ( pr. a running lienclit ). Utrr Awrangxlb changed tho uaiiie of K liarkl to Awrungab&d,
under which name it ia now known. Kharki wan tho scat of Malik CAmbar.
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for which victories he was made a commander of 5,000. In the 12th year

lie served under Prince Shahjahan in the Dakhin.

It is said that he was a good soldier, but stingy, and careless in his

dress. A daughter of his was married (2nd Ramazan, 1026) to Prince

Shahjahan. The offspring of this marriage, Prince Jahan-afroz, was

born at Agra on the 12th Rajab, 1028, and died at Burhanpur, at the

age of 1 year 9 months (Padishdhndma).

According to Grant’s Gazetteer of the Central Provinces (2nd edition,

p. 128), Irij's tomb is at Burhanpur. “ The tomb was built during his

lifetime, and is really a handsome structure.” The statement of the

Gazetteer that Irij, towards the end of his life, “ lived as a recluse ” at

Burhanpur, is no4 borne out by the histories ;
for according to the Tuzuk

(p. 270) he died of ev/'essi" i
i wine drinking.

At his death (1028) he was only thirty -three years of age. The mansab

of 400, which Abu ’1-Fazl assigns him, must therefore have been conferred

upon him when he was a mere child.

256. Sakat Singh, son of Raja Man Singh (No. 30).

Vide above, under No. 244.

257. 'Abdu
’llah [Sarfaraz Khan] son of Khan-i A'ijam Mirza Koka

(No. 21).

Vide p. 31G.

It was stated (p. 3i6) on the authority of the Mafdxir that he received

the title of Sarddr Khans which had become vacant by the death of

Takhta Beg (No. 195). But the Tuzuk (p. 71) gives him the title of

Sarfaraz Khan. This is evidently a mistake of the author of the Ma'asir ;

for the title of Sarddr Khan was in the 8th year (1022) conferred on

Khwaja Yadgar, brother of 'Abdu ’llah Khan riruz-jang ( Tuzuk, p. 116)

when 'Abdu ’llah Sarfaraz Khan was still alive.

The Ma*d{ir also sayB that 'Abdu ’Uah accompanied his father to

Gwalyar (p. 317) ; but the Tuzuk (p. 141) states that he was imprisoned

in Rantanbhur, from where, at the request of his father, he was called

to court.

358. 'Ali Muhammad Asp.

Bada,oni says (II, p. 57) that “ 'Alt Muhammad Asp, who is now in

the service of the emperor, <at the instigation of Jujak 1 Begum, killed

Abd *1-Fati.i Beg (p. 333).” In the 9th year he was in the service of Mirza

Muhammad Hakim, king of Kabul. Afterwards, he came to India.

In the 26th year (989) he served under Prince Murad against his former

[‘ Chwkuk% Turk.— B.)
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master (Akbarndma, III, 345) ;
in the 30th year (993) he served in Kabul

(HI, 487, 490). In the 32nd year he distinguished himself under *Abdu

i-Matlab (No. 83) against the Tarlkls (III, p. 541).

In the Lucknow edition of the Akbarndma he is wrongly called ^All

Muhammad Alif.

259. Mirza Muhammad.

A. Mirza Muhammad was mentioned on p. 399.

260. Shaykh B&yazld [Mu^a&gain Khan], grandson of Shayldi Salim

of Fathpur Sikri.

Bayazid’s mother nursed Prince Salim (Jahangir) on the day he was

born (Tuzuk, p. 13). In the 40th year of Akbar's reign B. was a com

mandcr of 400 and gradually rose to a command of 2,000. After Jahangir’s

accession he received a mansab of 3,000 and the title of Mu^aggam Khan.

Soon after he was made Subahdar of Dihli (l.c., p. 37), and in the 3rd

year a commander of 4,000, 2,000 horse. On his death he was buried

at Fathpur Sikri (l.c., p. 262).

His son Mukarram Khan was sou-in-law to Islam Khan Shaykh

*Ala*u ’d-Din (another grandson of Shaykh Salim), under whom he served

in Bengal. 1 He distinguished himself in the expedition to Kfich Hajfi,

and brought the zamlndar Parichhit before the governor.® At the death

of his father-in-law, Muhtashim Khan Shaykh Qasim, brother of Islam

Khan, was made governor of Bengal, and Mukarram Khan continued

for one year in his office as governor of Kuch Haju
;
but as he could not

agree with Qfusim he went to court.

Later, he was made governor of Orisa, and conquered the province

of Khurdah (f.c., pp. 214, 215), for which he was made a commander of

3,000, 2,000 horse. He seems to have remained in Orisa till the 11th

year (1029) when Hasan ^ All Turkman was sent there as governor (Tuzuk,

p. 308). In the 10th year M. Kh. came to court and was made ISubadar

of Dihli and Fawjdar of Mewat (lx., p. 352).

1 Islam Khan wa* married to a sister of Abu '1-Fafl, by whom he had a son called

Hnshang. Uluru Khan died ns governor of Bengal on the 5th Rajah, 1022 [Tuzuk, p. 126).

• Thu VtidiJuthnnuui (II. 64) where Mukarram Khun's expedition is related, dis-

tinguishes between Kuch Haju and Kuch Bihiir. Ttio former was in the beginning of

Jahangir's reign under I'anVlilr.t, the latter under Lacliml Nani, in. Haju is the name of

a famous leader of the Kuch people, who in ethnological works is said to have expelled

the Kaeharis and founded a dynasty which lasted two hundred years. His descendants

still exercise jura regalia in Kin'h Bihiir Proper. Materials fbr a history of Kuoh Bihar
will lie found in tho Akbarmm

a

(Lucknow Edition, UI, p. 208, annals of the 41st year)

;

in the Tuzuk-i Jahangir* (pp. 147, 220, 221, 223) ; in the P&d :sh&kn&ma, I, 496 ; II. 64
to 79, 87, 88, 94 ; and in the Fath-i Aahdm ;

vide also Journal Aeiatic Society Bengal,

vol. wi
; Stewart's History of Bengal, p. 96 ; and above, pp. 315, 340, 343.
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In the 21st year he vas sent to Bengal as governor, vxlz Khanazad

Khan. He travelled by boat. One day he ordered his ship to be moved
to the bank, as he wished to say the afternoon prayer, when a sudden

gale broke forth, during which he and his companions were drowned.

261. Ghaznin Kh&n, of Jalor.

Ghaznin Khan was in the 40th year of Akbar’s reign a commander

of 400. He is mentioned in the Pddishahndma (1, 167) 1 as having served

during the reign of Jahangir against the Kana.

Bird, in his History of Gujrdt (pp. 124, 405), calls him Ghatnam Khan

and Qhaznx Khan . and says he was the son of Malik Khanji Jalori.

Ghaznin Khan seems to have been inclined to join the insurrection of

Sultan Mugaffar. The Khankhanan. on the 9th Muharram, 998, sent a

detachment against Jalor ; but perceiving that he was not in a fit condition

to offer resistance, Ghaznin went submissively to court. The emperor

took compassion on him, and confirmed him in his hereditary possessions.

His son Pahar was executed by Jahangir. “ When I came to Dih

Qaziyan, near Ujjain, I summoned Pahar. This wretch had been put

by me, after the death of his father, in possession of the Fort and the

district of Jalor, his ancestral home. He is a young man, and was often

checked by his mother for his bad behaviour. Annoyed at this, he entered

with some of his companions her apartments, and killed her. I investi-

gated the case, found him guilty, and had him executed.” (§afar, 1026

;

Tuzuk, p. 174).

Another son of Ghaznin Khan is Nigam who died in the 6th year of

Shahjahan’s reign. He was a commander of 900, 550 horse (Pddishdhn.,

I, b., 313).

Ghaznin’s brother FlrQz was a commander of 600, 400 horse, and died

in the 4th year (Pddishdhn I, b., 319).

The Pddishahndma (II, 739) mentions also a Mujahid of Jalor, who

in the 20th year of Shahjahan’s reign was a commander of 800, 800 horse.

262. Xijak Xhw&ja, son of Khwaja *Abdu ’llah.

The first volume of the Akbarndma (p. 411) mentions a Kljak Khwaja

among the grandees who accompanied HumayCLn to India. The third

1 Wrongly oalled in the Bibl. Indicr. Edition of the P&dithAhn&ma (I, 167), (ijtuill

min.

Ghftznta'e jdgir, before Akbar’i conquest of Gujrit, m detailed by Bird (p. 124)

includee portions of Nigor and Mirtha, and fizee the revenue at nearly 10 lace of rupoee,

with 7,000 horse. Ibis can only have been nominal. Aba *I-Fafl, in his description of

S
6ba jmfr, IHrd book, mentions 31 lacs of rupees, with 2,000 horse, as the jama$ of

tlor and Stnchor (8.W. of J&lor).
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volume of the same work (p. 470) mentions a Kijak Khwaja. who in 993

served against Qutlil LohanI in Bengal. Vide No. 109.

263. Sher Khan Mugful.

264. Fathu 'll&h, son of Muhammad Wafa.

He appears to be the Fathu *llah mentioned in the Akbamdma (III,

825) as the sharbatddr of the emperor. Akbar made him an Amir. For

some fault he was sent to the Dakhin ; but as he got ill, he was recalled.

He recovered and went on sick leave to Mandu, where he died (1008).

265. Ray Manohar, son of Raja Lokaran.

Raja Lokaran belonged to the Shaykhawat branch of the Kachhwahas.

He served, in the 21st year, under Man Singh, against the Rana, and went

in the same year with Raja Bir Bar to Dongarpur,1 the zamindar of which

wished to send his daughter to Akbar’s harem. In the 24th year he

served under Tocjar Mai in Bihar, and in the 21th year under the Khan

Khanan in Gujrat.

Manohar, in the 22nd year, reported to the emperor on his visit to

Amber that in the neighbourhood an old town existed the site of which

was marked by huge mounds of stone. Akbar encouraged him to rebuild

it, and laid the foundation himself. The new settlement was called Mol

Manoharnagar.1 In the 45th year he was appointed with Ray Durgd

Lai (No. 103) to pursue Muzaffar Husayn Mirza, (p. 516), who was caught

by Khwaja Waisl.

In the 1st year of Jahangir’s reign he served under Prince Parwiz

against the Rana, and was made, in the 2nd year, a commander of 1,500,

600 horse (Tuzuk, p. 64). He served long in the Dakhin and died in the

11th year.

His son Prithi Chand received after the death of his father the title

of Ray, and was made a commander of 500, 300 horse (I.c., p. 160).

Manohar wrote Persian verses, and was called at court Mirza Manohar

;

vide my article, “ A Chapter from Muhammadan History,” Calcutta

Revieiv
,
April, 1871.

266. Khwaja *Abdu 'f-Samad, Shlrin-qalam (sweet-pen).

He is not to be confounded with No. 353.

Khwaja *Abdu ’s-fjamad was a Shirazi. His father Khwaja Nigamu

1 The word donga n, which occurs in the names of places from Sorath to Mftlwa and
Central India, is a Gond word meaning aforest. There are many Dongarpurs, Dongarg&ws,
DongartAls, Dongars, etc. Similarly, the word bir in Mun<)irf signifies a jungle, whence
Birbiifim (Western Bengal). Thus also Jhirkand, or jungle regiod, the general name of

Chutva N&gpQr. The above-mentioned Dongarpur lies on the N.W. frontier of Gujrftt

(Akbarn .. Ilf, 169, 170, 477).
1 The maps give a Manoharpur north of Amber, about Lat. 27° 20'.
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’1-Mulk was Vazlr to Shah Shuja* of Shiraz. Before Humayiin left Iran

he went to Tabriz, where *Abdu §amad paid his respects. He was even

at that time known as a painter and calligraphist. Humayiin invited him

to come to him, and though then unable to accompany the emperor,

he followed him in 956 to Kabul.

Under Akbar *A. was a commander of 400 ; but low as his mansab

was, he had great influence at court. In the 22nd year he was in charge

of the mint at Fathpdr Sikri (Akbamdma ,
III, 195) ; and in the 31st year,

when the officers were redistributed over the several ?ilbas, he was

appointed Dlwan of Multan.

As an instance of his skill it is mentioned that he wrote the SuratM

’l-ikhla? (Qur*an, Sur. CXII) on a poppy seed (ddnah-y khashhhash).

Vide p. 114.

For his son, vide No. 351.

267. Silhadi, son of Raja Bihar! Mai (No. 23).

268. Ram Chand Kachhwaha.

Vide p. 422.

[Ram Chand Chauhan.] The Ma%
d$ir says that he was the son of

Badal Singh, and a commander of 500. In the 17th year he served under

M. *Aziz Koka (No. 21) in Gujrat, and in the 26th year under Sultan

Murad against M. Muhammad Hakim, king of Kabul. In the 28th year

he was under M. Shahrukh in the Dakhin. In the fight, in which Raja

^All of Khandesh fell, R. Ch. received twenty wounds and fell from his

horse. Next day he was found still alive. He died a few days later (41st

year, 1005).

269. Bahadur Khan Qfirdar.

He served in the beginning of the 18th year in Gujrat (Atbamama,

III, 25), in the 26th in Kabul 333) and in the siege of Asir (1008).

The Padishdhnama (I, b., pp. 311, 315) mentions Ababakr and

*Usman, sons of Bahadur Khan Qdrbegi, who seems to be the same

officer. They died in the 8th and 9th years of Sbahjahan.

270. Banka, the Kachhwaha.

He served in the 26th year in Kabul
(Akbam., Ill, 333). His sor

Hand! Ram was under Shahjahan a commander of 1,500, 1,000 horse

and died in the 9th of his reign.

XIX. Commanders of Three Hundred and Fifty.

271. MIrz& Aba Sa<Id
) „

272. Mini Sanjar \

80,18 of Sdtan

35
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They were mentioned above on p. 328. Mirza Sanjar is not to be

confounded with the Mirza Sankar mentioned on p. 533, note 1.

273. ^Ali Mardftn Bahidur.

The fabaqdt mentions him as having been in 984 (21st year) at court,

from where he was sent to Qulij Khan (No. 42) at !dar, who was to go to

Gujrat to see the ships of! which under Sultan Khwaja (No. 108) were

on the poipt of leaving for Makkah. Later he served under the Khan

Khanan in Sind,1 and in the 41st year in the Dakhin. Subsequently,

he commanded tbe Talingana corps. In the 46th year, he marched to

Pathri to assist Sher Khwaja (No. 176) when he heard that Bahadur

Khan Gilanf, whom he had left with a small detachment in Talingana,

had been defeated. He returned and attacked the enemies who were

much stronger than he ; his men fled and he himself was captured. In

the same year Abu ’1-Fazl made peace, and ‘’All Mardan wasset at liberty.

In tbe 47th year he served with distinction under Mirza Irij (No. 255)

against Malik ^Ambar.

In the 7th year of Jahangir’s reign he was attached to the corps

commanded by *Abdu ’llah Khan Firuz-jang, who had been ordered to

move with the Gujrat army over Nasik into the Dakhin, in order to co-

operate with the second army corps under Khan Jahan Lodi. <Abdu ’Hah

entered the hostile territory without meeting the second army, and

returned towards Gujrat, now pursued by the enemies. In one of the

fights which ensued, l>A. M. was wounded and captured. He was taken

beforeJllalik ^Ambar, and though the doctors did everything to save

him, he died two days later of his wounds, in 1021 a.h. (Tuzuk, p. 108).

His son Karamu ’llah served under Jahangir (Tuzuk, p. 269) and was

under Shahjahan a commander of 1,000, 1,000 horse. He was for some

time commandant of Fort Odgir, and died in the 21st year of Shahj.’s

reign.

274. B*fi dull, son of Khan Jahan (No. 24).

Vide above, p. 351.

275. Shaykji Khubfi [Qutbu ’d-Din Khan-i Chishti] of Fatbpur

Sikri.

His father was a Shayj&zada of Bada,on, and his mother a daughter of

Shaykh Salim. Khubfi was a foster-brother of Jahangir.* When the

prince was at Hahabad in rebellion against Akbar, he conferred upon

Khflbfl the title of Qufcbu ’d-Din Khan, and made him §fibadar of Bihar.

i VUt Dov*on, Elliot'* Hittoriaiu, I, p. 248.
a Jahimrlr says that Khflbfi’i mother was dearer to him than hie own mother.
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On his accession he made him §Qbadar of Bengal, vice Man Singh (9th

Jumada I, 1015 ; Tuzuk
, p. 37).

At that time, Sher Afkan *Ali Qull Istajl& {vide Mo. 394) was tuyiildar

of Bardwan, and as his wife Mihru ’n-Nisa [Nur Jahan] was coveted

by the emperor, Qutb was ordered to send Sher Afkan to court, who

however, refused to go. Qutb, therefore, went to Bardwan, sending

Ghiyasa, son of his sister, before him, to persuade Sher Afkan that no

harm would be done to him. When Qutb arrived, Sher Afkan went to

meet him, accompanied by two men. On his approach, Q. lifted up his

horse-whip as a sign for his companions to cut down Sher Afkan. “ What
is all this ? ” exclaimed Sher. Qutb waved his hand to call back his men,

and advancing towards Sher, upbraided him for his disobedience. His

mer mistaking Qutb’s signal to withdraw, closed round Sher, who

rushed with his sword against Qutb and gave him a deep wound in the

abdomen. Qutb was a stout man, and seizing the protruding bowels

with his hands, called out to his men to cut down the scoundrel. Amba
Khan, a Kashmiri noble of royal blood, thereupon charged Sher Afkan,

and gave him a sword cut over the head
;
but he fell at the same time,

pierced through by Shers sword (p. 529, note 1). The men now crowded

round him and struck him to the ground. Qutbu ’d-Dln was still on

horseback, when he heard that Sher Afkan had been killed, and he sent

off Ghiyasa to bring his effects and his family to Bardwan. He then

was removed in a pdlki. He died whilst being carried away. His corpse

was taken to Fatlipur Slkrl and buried.

In 1013 he built the Jami* mosque of Bada.on.

His son, Shaykh Ibrahim, was, in 1015, a commander of 1,000, 300

horse, and had the title of Kishwar Khan. He was for some time governor

of Rohtas, and served in the beginning of 1021 against ^Usman.

U&hdiya, son of Kishwar Khan, is mentioned in the Pddishdhnama

(I, b., 100, 177, 307 ; II, 344, 379, 411, 484).

276. Ziyatu T-Mulk, of Kashan.

The Akbamama (III, 490, 628) and the Tuzuk (p. 11) mention a

Zitfd
%u 'd-Din.

The Hakim Ziya*u *d-Dln of Kashan, who under Shahjahan held the

title of Rahmat Khan, can scarcely be the same.

277. Hamza Beg Ghatr&ghali.

He may be the brother of No. 203. The Aklmmaim (III, 256) mentions

also a Husayn Beg Ghatraghali.

278. Mukhtar Beg, son of Agjia Mulla.

Mukhtar Beg served under A^zam Khan Koka (No. 21) in Bihar,
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Gadha-Ra,isui (Akbam. Ill, 276, 473), and in the 36th year, under

Sultan Murad in Malwa.

Na$ru ’llah, son of Mukhtar Beg, was under Shahjahan a commander

of 700, 150 horse, and died in the 10th year.

Fathu ’llah, son of Na§ru ’llah, was under Shahjahan a commander

of 600, 60 horse (Pddishdhn., I, b., 318 ; II, 752).

Abu ’1-Fa?l calls Mulditar Beg the son of Agha Mulla. This would

seem to be the Agha Mulla Dawatdar, mentioned on p. 398. If so,

Mulditar Beg would be the brother of Ghiyasu *d-Din *Ali (No. 126),

The Agjia Mulla mentioned below (No. 376), to judge from the Tuzuk

(p. 27), is the brother of Asaf Khan III (No. 98), and had a son of the name

of Badi*u ’z-Zaman, who under Shahjahan was a commander of 500,

100 horse (Pad., I, b., 327 ; II, 751). In Muhammadan families the name

of the grandfather is often given to the grandchild.

279. Haydar *A1I <?Arab.

He served, in the 32nd year, in Afghanistan (Akbam., Ill, 540, 548).

280. Peshraw Khan [Mihtar Sa^adnt].

Mihtar Sa^adat had been brought up in Tabriz, and was in the service

of Shah T&hmasp, who gave him as a present to Humayun. After

Humayun’s death he was promoted and got the title of Peshraw Khan.

In the 19th year Akbar sent him on a mission to Bihar, where he was

caught on the Ganges by Gajpati, the great zamlndar (p. 437, note 2).

When tfagdespur, the stronghold of the Raja, was conquered, Gajpati

ordered several prisoners to be killed, among them Peshraw. The

executioner, however, did not kill him, and told another man to do so.

But the latter accidentally could not get his sword out of the. scabbard

;

tad the Raja, who was on the point of flying, having no time to lose,

ordered him to take P. on his elephant. The elephant was wild and

restive, and the man who was in charge of P. fell from the animal and

got kicked, when the brute all at once commenced to roar in such a

manner that the other elephants ran away frightened. Although P.’s

hands were tied, he managed to get to the halawa (p. 135) of the driver

and thus sat firm j but the driver, unable to manage, the brute, threw

himself to the ground and ran away, leaving P. alone on the elephant.

Next morning it got quiet, and T. threw himself down, when he was

picked up by a trooper who had been searching for him.

In the 21st year he reported at court the defeat of Gajpati 1 (Akbam.,

IIJ, 163). In the 25th vat he served in Bengal (Z.c., p. 289). Later he

1 G&jpati's brother, Bairi 841. had been killed (Akbam., Ill, 162).
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was seat to Ni?amu ’1-Mulk of the Dakhin, and afterwards to Bahidur
Khan, son of Raja tAll Khan of Kh&ndesh. His mission to the latter

was in vain, and Akbar marched to Asir. P. distinguished himself in

the siege of Maligadh.

Jahangir made him a commander of 2,000, and continued him in his

office as superintendent of the Farrixk-lduim (Quartermaster).

P. died in the 3rd year, on the 1st Rajab, 1017. Jahangir says (Tmuk,

p. 71) “ He was an excellent servant, and though ninety years old, he

was smarter than many a young man. He had amassed a fortune of

16 lacs of rupees. His son Ryayat is unfit for anything ; but for the sake

of his father, I put him in charge of half the Farrdsh-khcina.

281. Qafi Hasan Qazwinl.

In the 32nd year (995) he served in Gujrat (AIcbam., Ill, 637, 664, where

the Lucknow edition has Qizi Husayn), and later in the siege of Asir

(l.c., III, 826).

282. )Gr Murad-i Juwaynl.

He is not to be confounded with No. 380, but may be the same as

mentioned on p. 380.

Juwayn is the Arabic form of the Persian Gujan, the name of a small

town,1 in Khurasan, on the road between Bistam and NlshapOr. It lies,

according to the Ma'anir in the district of Bayhaq, of which Sabzw&r

is the capital, and is renowned as the birthplace of many learned men
and poets.

Mir Murad belongs to the Sayyids of Juwayn. As he had been long

in the Dakhin, he was also called Dakhini. He was an excellent shot, and

Akbar appointed him rifle-instructor to Prince Khurram. He died, in

the 46th year, as BaldishI of Lahor. He had two sons, Qaaim Khan

and Hashim Khan.

Qasim Khan was an excellent poet, and rose to distinction under

Islam Khan, governor of Bengal, who made him treasurer of the 9uba.

Later, he married Manija Begum, sister of Nfir Jahan, and thus became

a friend of Jahangir. An example of a happy repartee is given. Once

Jahangir asked for a cup of water. The cup was so thin that it could

not bear the weight of the water, ,»nd when handed to the emperor it

broke. Looking at Qasira, J. said (metre Ratnd)
:

—

The cup was lovely, so the water lost its rest

—

• V'dt Wiutepfdd’t Y»cut, I!, 184
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when Qasim, completing the verse, replied :

—

It saw my love-grief, and could not suppress its tears.

In the end of J.’s reign, he was §ubadar of Agra, and was in charge

of the treasures in the fort. When the emperor died, and Shahjahan

left the Dakhin, Qasim paid his respects in the Bagj}-i Dahra (Agra),

which in honour of Jahangir had been called Nur Manzil
, and was soon

after made a commander of 5,000, 500 horse, and appointed governor of

rtengal, vide Fida*f Khan.

As Shahjahan when prince, during his rebellion, had heard of the

wicked practices of the Portuguese in Bengal, who converted natives

by force to Christianity, he ordered Qasim to destroy their settlement

at HQgli. In the 5th year, in Sha^ban, 1041, or February, a.d. 1632

(PadishShn., I, 435, 437), Q. sent a corps under his son *Inayatu ’llah and

Allah Yar Khan to Hugli. The Portuguese held out for three months

and a half, when the Muhammadans succeeded in laying dry the ditch

in front of the Church, dug a mine, and blew up the church. The fort

was taken. Ten thousand Portuguese are said to have perished during

the siege, and 4,400 were taken prisoners. About 10,000 natives whom
they had in their power were liberated. One thousand Musulmaus died

as martyrs for their religion. 1

Three days after the conquest of Hugli, Qasim died (I.c., p. 444).

The Jamtf Masjid in the Atga Bazar of Agrali was built by him.

283. Mir QfUin Badakhshi.

He served in the Dakhin (
Akbam Ill, 830).

284. Banda *A1I Maydaui.

Maydan! is the name of an Afghan clan
;

vide No. 317. Banda *AH

served in the 9th year with Muhammad Hakim of Kabul, who was

attacked by Mlrza Sulayman of Badakhshan (No. 5) and had applied

to Akbar for help. In the 30th and 32nd years he served in Kabul

(Akbam., II, 299 ; III, 477, 540).

The Akbarndma (II, 209) also mentions a Banda *AII Qurbegi.

285. Khwajagi Fathu 'll&h, son of Haji llabibu ‘llfili of Kashan.

He was mentioned above on pp. 386, 516. lie served in the 30th year

under Mlrza *AzIz Koka (No. 21). Akbam., Ill, 473.

1 The siege of HOgli commenced on tho 2nd 7j\ yijjah, 1011, or 11th June, 1032,

and tho town was taken on tho 14th ItabK 1, 1042, or 10th September, 1032. The village

of Haldipur, mentioned in the Vriilithdhndmn as having for some time been the head-

quarters of the Mughal army, is railed on our maps Jlnlxipnr, and lies N.W. of Hiigli.

The Portuguese church of lUiuloi (a corruption of bandar ':) bears the year 1599 on

its keystone.
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286. Zihid \

287. Boat [Muhammad] l sons of §idiq Kh&n (No. 43).

288. Yir [Muhammad]

)

They hav« been mentioned above on p. 384. Zihid in the end of 1025,

served against Dalpat (No. 252).

Regarding Zihid, viile also a passage from the Tdrikh-i Mo*f&mf,

translated Dowson’s edition of EUiot's Historians, I, 246.

289. <’Isiatn 'llih Ghujdwani.

Ghuiduwan is a small town in Bukhara.

The Akbamdma (III, 548) mentions a Qa?I <Izzatu ’llih, who, in the

32nd year, served in Afghanistan.

XX. Commanders of Three Hundred.

290. Alton Onlij.

291. Jiaanlij.

Two MSS. have Alton Qulij, son of Khan Qulij, which latter tarns

would be an unusual transposition for Qulij Khan. They are not the

sons of Qulij Khan (No. 42), vide Nos. 292 and 293.

Altfln Qulij is mentioned in the Akbamdma (III, 554)’ as having

served in Baglana with Bharji, the Raja who was hard pressed in Fort

Molher by his relations. Bharji died about the same time (beginning of

the 33rd year).

292. Bayfu,U4h[ftulij“
,

llah]| . ... v.. ,M ...

29S. ChlnOnUj
J

j

»n.of«di,S!!M.(No.42).

Sayf is Arabic, and means the same as the Turkish quUj, a sword.

Sayfl1 ’llah was mentioned under No. 203. In the beginning of the 33rd

year he served under §adiq Khan (No. -43) in Afghanistan.

Regarding Mirza Chin Qulij, the Ma*dnr says that he was an educated,

liberal man, well versed in government matters. He had learned under

Mulla Mustafa of JaunpOr, and was for a long time Fawjdur of

Jaunpflr and Banaras.

At the death of his father,
,
his younger brother Mlrzi Lahauri, the

spoiled pet son of his father, joined Chin Qulij in Jaunpflr. He had not

been long there when he interfered in government matters and caused

disturbances, during which Chin Qulij lost his life. His immense property

escheated to the state ; it is said that it took the clerks a whole year

to make the inventory.

In 1022, when Jahangir was in Ajirir, he summoned Mulla Mufjpft,

who had been the Mirza’s teacher, with the intention of doing him harm.



While at court he got acquainted with Mulla Muhammad at Thathah,

a teacher in the employ of Afafjah (or A?af gfean IV ; vide p. 896),

who had ecientific discussions with him, and 4 learned

interceded on his behalf. Mufjjafa was let off, went to Mahkah and died.

Mina Lahaur! waa caught and imprisoned. After some time, he was

set at liberty, and received a daily allowance (yaiemyya). He hada house

in Agra, near the Jsmna, at the end of the Daman, and trained pigeons.

He led a miserable life.

The Mafagir mentions a few instances of hia wicked behaviour. Once

he buried one of his servants alive, as he wished to know something

about Munkir and Nakir, the two angels who, aooording to the belief of

the Muhammadans, «Ta»nii>« the dead in the grave, beating the corpse

with sledge hammers if the dead man is found wanting in belief. When
the man was dug out he was found dead. Another time, when with his

father, in Labor, he disturbed a Hindu wedding-feast and carried off the

bride ; and when the people complained to his father, he told them to be

glad that they were now related to the Qflbadar of Labor.

The other smu of Qulij £fcan, as Quljj11 ’llah, Chin, Qulij, Baljfl Q.,

Bayrim Q., and Jan Q., held mostly respectable mangabs.

The Tvxvk-i Jatontfiri relates the story differently.* Both M. Chin

Qulij and M. Lahaur! are described as wicked men. Chin Q., after the

death of his father, came with his brothers and relations to court (Ijlafar,

1023 ; Tuzuk, p. 127) and received JaunpOr as jaglr. As the emperor

heard of the wicked doings of M. Lahaur!, from whom no man was

safe, he sent an A^ad! to JaunpOr to bring him to court, when Chiu

Qulij fled with him to several lamlndars. The men of Jananglr Qull

Kh&n. governor of Bihir, at last caught him ; but before he was taken

to the governor. Chin died, some say, in consequence of an attack of

illness, others from wounds he had inflicted on himself. His corpse wan

taken to Jahiigtr Qull £h&n, who sent it with his family and property

to IBhabid. The greater part of his property had been squandered or

given away to samindirs (1024 ; Tueuk, p. 148).

294. AM mttih AtfUq.

296. Sayyid BftyasM of Birha.

He served in the 33rd year (996) in Oujr&t (AMbam., HI, 663). In

the beginning of the 17th year of Jahinglr's reign (1031) he received tin

title of Mustafa Khin (Twrni. p. 344).

In the 1st year of 8hahjah&n’s reign he was made a commander of

2,000, 700 horse (Pdd., I, 183). ffis name is not given in the list of

grandees of the PSduh&kn&ma.
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296. Balhhadr, the Bafhor.

297. AM 'Utt'aU, ion of Seyyid Muhammad Mb 'Adi (No. 160).

298. Bk«b Anf&rL

He was in Bengal at the outbreak of the military revolt. In the 37th

year he aerved under Min Singh in the expedition to Ojbi (Attorn.,

IN, 267, 661).

299. BiyuM Beg Turkman.

He was at fint in Mun'im’s service (Attorn., II, 288, 258). The

WiiiMMoa (I, b., 328) mentions Mabmfld Beg, son of BiyaSId Beg.

Vide No. 885.

800. 8hay||i Soviet BaJ&tyar.

801. flusayn, the PakhllwaL

The story of the origin of his family bom the Qirldqs under ThnOr

(vide p. 504) is given in the Tueuk (p. 290). Jahangir adds, “ but they

do not know who was then their chief. At present they are common
Panjabis (Lakaun~yi mahaf) and speak Panjabi. This is also the case

with Dhantfir ” (vide No. 392).

Sult&n Nusayn, as he called himself, is the son of 8ul#n Mabmttd.

His rebellious attitude towards Akbar has been mentioned above on

p. 504. When Jahinglr in the 14th year (beginning of 1029) paid him a

visit, HusSyn was about seventy years old, but still active. He was

then a commander of 400, 800 horse, and Jahangir promoted him to a

manjab of 600, 850 horse.

Husayn died in the 18th year (end of 1082 ; Tueuk, p. 367). His

command and the district of Pakhll were given to his son Shadmaa.

Shidman served under Dira Shikoh in Qandahar (beginning of

1052) and was in the 20th year of Shihjahan’s reign a commander of

1,000, 900 hone. PddieUkuSm, II, 293, 733.

The Tueuk (p. 290) mantssns a few places in the district of Pakhll,

and has a remark on the thick strong beer which the inhabitants made

bom bread and rice.

302. Zest BAs, son of Jai Mai.

Vide No. 408. One MS. has Jail Mdl, instead of Jai Mel. The

PSHikSlmSme (I, b., SIO) mentions a Baja Girdhar, son of Kesfl Has,

grandson of Jet Mai of Mlrtha. The Tueuk frequently mentions a Head

Das Mart (Tueuk, pp. 9, 37, 203).

80S. MMa XbAa of Nbh&pQr. One MS. has Jin for Kh&n.

304. Macattr, brother of Khan 'Alain (No. 58).

My text edition has wrongly Khau-i A'?am for Kk&n 'Afsm.
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305. Told Dii Jidon.

He served in 992 against Sultan Mugaffar of Gujrat (Attorn., HI, 422).

The AVbamSma (III, 167, 434, 598) mentions another Jid5 Rija

Gop&I. He died in the end of the 34th year, and is mentioned in the

fabaqdt as a commander of 2,000.

306. Rahmat Khan, son of Masnad-i 'All.

Masnad-i *Al

t

is an Afghan title, as Majlis* ’
l Majalis, Majlis-i

Ikbfiyar, etc. It was the title of Fattd Khan, or Fatb K)h&n a courtier

of Islam Shah, who afterwards joined Akbar’s service. He served under

Husayn Qull Khan Jahan (No. 24) in 980 against Nagarkot (Badfrom,

II, 161). The fabaqdt makes him a commander of 2,000). He seems

to be the same Fath Khan whom Sulayman Karar&nl had put in charge

of Rohtas in Bihar (Bad., II, 77).

He died in the 34th year in Audh (Attorn., Ill, 599).

A Rahmat Khan served in the 45th year in the Dakhin. Rahmat
Khan’s brother, Shah Muhammad, is mentioned below, No. 395.

307. Ahmad Qisim Xoka.

He served in 993 against the Yusufza*is, and in 996 under §adiq

Khan, against the Tarlkls (AVbam., Ill, 490, 552).

The Ttaulc (p. 159) mentions a Yar Beg, son of A. Q.’s brother.

308. Bah&dur Gohlot.

309. Dawlat Kh&n Lodi.

He was a Lodi Afghan of the ShahQ-khayl clan, and was at first in the

service of *Aziz Koka (No. 21). When *Abdtt ’r-Rahim (No. 29) married

the daughter of 'Aziz, Dawlat Khan was transferred to *Abd“ ’r-Rabim’s

service, and *Aziz, in sending him to his son-in-law, said, “ Take care of

this man, and you may yet get the title of your father (Khan Khanan).”

Dawlat distinguished himself in the wars in Ghijrit (p. 355, L 24, where

for Dost Khan, as given in the Ma'&gir, we have to read Dasdat Khan),

in Thatha and the Dakhin. His courage was proverbial. In his master’s

contingent he held a command of 1,000. Sultan Danyal won him over,

and made him a commander of 2,000.

He died in the end of the 45th year (Sha'bin,

-

^ W •dnagar

(Attorn., Ill, 846). It is said that Akbar stood in awe of him, and when

he heard of his death, he is reported to have said, " To-day Sher 2fcan

Sfir died.”

Dawlat Shfin’s eldest son, whom the Ma%
&tir calls MahmQd, was half

mad. In the 46th year, on a hunting tour, he left his companions, got

into a quarrel with some Kolia near Pil, and perished.
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Dawlat’s second son is the renowned Plr Khan, or Plrfl, better known

in history under his title Khan JahSn Lodi. If Akbar’s presentiments

were deceived in the father, they were fulfilled in the son.

Plr Khan, when young, fell out with his father, and fled with his

elder brother, whom the Mat
afir here calls Muhammad Khan, to Bengal,

where they were assisted by Min Singh. Muhammad Khan died when

young.

Like his father, P. Kh. was in the service of Sultan Danyil, who

treated him like a friend, and called him “ son ”. On the death of the

Prince, Plr, then twenty years old, joined Jahinglr's service, was made

in the second year a commander of 3,000, and received the title of

$alabat Khan (Tuzuk, p. 42). He gradually rose to a mangab of 6,000,

and received the title of Khan Jahan, which was looked upon as second

in dignity to that of Khan Khanan. Although Jahangir treated him like

an intimate friend rather than a subject, Khan Jahan never got his

position and formed no ambitious plans.

When Prince Parwiz, Baja Man Singh and Sharif Khan (No. 361)

were sent to the Dakhin to reinforce the Khan Khanan and matters

took an unfavourable turn, Khan Jahan, in 1018, was sent with 12,000

troopers to their assistance. At the review, Jahangir came down from tike

state window, put his turban on Kh. J.’s head, seized his hand, and helped

him in mounting. Without delaying in Burhanpflr, JQi. J. moved to

Balaghat, where the imperial army was. At Mulkapflr, a great fight

took place with Malik *Ambar, and the imperialists unaccustomed to the

warfare of the DakhinM, lost heavily. ' The Khan JQmnan met him with

every respect, and took him to Balaghat. According to the original plan,

Kh. J. was to lead the Dakhin corps, and *Abd<* ’llah Khan the Gujrat

army, upon Daulatabad (under No. 273). Malik *Amber, afraid of being

attacked from two rides, succeeded in gaining over the Khan Kh&nan.

who managed to detain ]Q|. J. in Zafarnagar ; and ?Abdu ’llah, when

marching forward, found no support, and had to retreat with heavy losses.

J. got short of provirions ; his horses died off, and the splendid army

with which he had set out, returned in a most disorderly state to

Burhanpflr.

Kh . J. accused the Khan Khanan of treason, and offered to conquer

Bljipflr in two years, if the emperor would give him 30,000 men and

absolute power. This Jahangir agreed to, and tire £fean-i A'gam (No. 21)

and Khan 'Alam (No. 328) were sent to his assistance. Bat though the

Kh&n gfr&nin had been removed, the duplicity of the Amin remained

what it had been before, and matten did not improve. The command
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w»i therefore given to the Khan-i A'pm. and 2b* J. received Thalner

as jigtr, and was ordered to remain at Ilichpflr. After a year, he returned

to court, but was treated by the emperor in as friendly a maimw as

before.

In the 18th year, when the Persians threatened Qandahar, 2b. J.

was made governor of Multan. Two years later, in the 17th year, Shah
*Abbas took Qandahar after a siege of forty days. 2b* J- was called to

court for advice, having been forbidden to attack Shah 'Abbas, because

kings should be opposed by kings. When he came to court, Prince

2burram was appointed to reconquer Qandahar, and 2b* J* was ordered

back to Mult&n to make preparations for the expedition. It is said that

the Afgfain tribes from near Qandahar came tohim in Multan, anddeclared

themselves willing to be the vanguard of the army, if he would only

promise every horseman five tankas, and each foot soldier two tankas

per dim to keep them from starving ; they were willing to go with him

to Isfahan, and promised to be responsible for the supplies. But 2b* J*

refused the proffered assistance, remarking that Jahangir would kill

him if he heard of the attachment of the Afghans to him.

In the meantime matters changed. Shahjahan rebelled, and the

expedition to Qandahar was not undertaken. The emperor several times

ordered 2b* J* to return, and wrote at last himself, adding the curious

remark that even Sher Khan Stir, in spite of his enmity, would after so

many requests have obeyed. The delay, it is said, was caused by severe

illness. Oa his arrival at court, 2b* J* was made commandant of Fort

Agra, and was put in charge of the treasures.

In the 19th year, on the death of the Khan-i A'gam, he was made

governor of Gujrat, and when Mahabat Khan was sent to Bengal, he was

appointed ataRq to Prince Parwfs, whom he joined at BurhanpQr.

In 1036, the 21st year, Parwis died, and the Dakhin was placed

under 2b* J* He moved against Path Khan, son of Malik 'Ambar, to

Bilighat. His conduct was now more than suspicious : he accepted

proposals made by IIamid Rban HabshI, the minister of the NigSm Shah,

to cede the conquered districts for an annual payment of three lacs of hfins

though the revenue was 66 krors of dims (Padithahn., 1, 271), and ordered

the imperial Fawjdlrs and Thinahdirs to give up their places to the

agents of the Nifim Shah and repair to Burhanpflr. Only Sipahdir

Khin who stood in Ahmadnagar, refused to do so without express orders

from the emperor.

Soon after, Mahabat 2b&n joined Shahjahan at Junlr, and was

honoured with the title of SipaluSUr. On the death of Jahangir, which
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took place immediately afterwards, Shahjahan sent Jin Niger Khan

to J-i to find oat what he intended to do, and confirm him at the

same time in his office as fjflbadar of the Dakhin *, hat as he in the mean-

time had formed other plans, he sent back Jan Nisar without answer. He.

intended to rebel. It is said that he was misled by Darya Khan Kohila

and Fagil Khan, the Diwan of the Dakhin; Dawar Bakhsh, they

insinuated, had been made emperor by the army, Shahryar had proclaimed

himself in Labor, whilst Shabj. had offended him by conferring the title

of Sipahsalar on Mahabat Khan, who only lately had joined him ; he,

too, should aim at tire crown, as he was a man of great power, and would

find numerous adherents.

Shahj. sent Mahabat to Mandfl, where IQi. J.’s family was. .Kh. J.

renewed friendly relations with the Nigam Shah, and leaving Sikandar

DutanI in Burhanpflr, he moved with several Amirs to Mindfi, and

deposed the governor Mugafiar Khan Ma^mfiri. But he soon saw how

mistaken he was. The Amirs who had come with him, left him and paid

their respects to Shahj. ; the proclamation of Dawar Bal&sh proved

to be a scheme made by A$af Khan in favour of Shihj., and J.

sent a vakil to court and presented, after Shahj.’s accession, a most

valuable present. The emperor was willing to overlook past- faults, and

left him in possession of the government of Malwah.

In the second year, after punishing Jhujhar Singh, Kh. J. came to

court and was treated by the emperor with cold politeness. Their

mutual distrust soon showed itself. Shahj. remarked on the strong

contingent which he had brought to Agra, and several parganas of his

jagfrs were transferred to others. One evening, at a darbar, Mlrza

Lashkari, son of Mu&dig Khan, foolishly said to the sons of £&. J., “ He
will some of these days imprison your father.” £h. J., on hearing this,

shut himself up at home, and when the emperor sent Islam Khan to his

house to inquire, he begged the messenger to obtain for him an am&n-

nama, or letter of safety, as he was hourly expecting the displeasure of

his master. Shihj. was generous enough to send him the guarantee

;

but though even Agaf Khan tried to console him, the old suspicions

were never forgotten. In fact it would seem that he only feared the more

for his safety, and on the night from the 26th to the 27th $afsr, 1039,

after a stay at court of eight months, he fled from Agra. When passing

the Hatyipul 1 Darwaca, he humbly threw the reigns of his horse over

1 The tn largo itoM ehphsets which stood npoa the sate von tokos down -by

Awrangrfb in Bejsb, 1078, bseswo the Muhammadan law forbids sculptors. Mcf&pr-i
iAkmgtri, p. 77.



his neck, bent his head forward on the saddle, and exclaimed, “ 0 God,

thou knowest that I fly for the preservation of my honour ; to rebel is

not my intention.” On the morning before his flight, Agaf had been

informed of his plan, and reported the rumour to the emperor. But

Shahj. said that he could take no steps to prevent KJi. J. from rebelling

;

he had given him the guarantee, and could use no force before the crime

had actually been committed.

An outline of Kh. J.’s rebellion may be found in Elphinstone’s history,

where the main facts are given.

When he could no longer hold himself in the Dakhin, he resolved to

cut his way to the Panjab. He entered Malwah, pursued by *Abdu ’Qah

Khan and Mugaffar Khan Barha. After capturing at Sironj fifty imperial

elephants, he entered the territory of the Bundela Rajah. But Jagraj

Bikramajlt, son of Jhujhar Singh, fell upon his rear (17th Jumadg, II,

1040), defeated it, and killed Darya Khan (a commander of 4,000) and

his son, Kh. J.’s best officers (
Padishdhn., I, 339 ; I, b., 296). On arriving

in Bhander,1 Kh. J. met Seyyid Mugaffar, apd sending off his baggage

engaged him with 1,000 men. During the fight Mabmfld Man, one of

Kh. J.’s sons, was killed. On approaching Kalinjar, he was opposed by

Sayyid Ahmad, the commandant of the Fort, and in a fight another of

his sons, IJasan Khan, was captured. Marching farther, he arrived

at the tank of SehSda, where he resolved to die. He allowed bis men
to go away as his cause was hopeless. On the 1st Rajab, 1040, he was again

attacked by ^Abdu ’llah Khan and S. Mugaffar, and was mortally wounded

by Madhfi Singh with a spear. Before Mugaffar could come up, the

soldiers had cut him and his son ^Aziz to pieces
(Padishdhn., 1, 351). Their

heads were sent to Shahjahan at Burhanpfir, fixed for some time to the

walls of the city, and then buried in the vault of Dawlat Khan. Kh. J.’s

father*

Kh . J. had been a commander of 7,000 (Padishdhn., I, b., 293).

Several of Kh. J.’s sons, as Husayn 'Agmat, MahmOd, and ^asan,

had perished during the rebellion of their father. Another, A$alat Qfa,
a commander of 3,000, died during the rebellion at Dawlatfibid, and

Mugaffar had left his father and gone to court. Farid and J&n Jah&n

1 So the Mali*ir. The Bibl. Ind. Edition of the PSditWmSma, 1, 348, hasBindki .

So likewiaa (or SaheiM (Phi., I, S90), the Ma'itir hM Unihl (Gondwinah), whsro
Kh. J„ altar the fight naar DhoipOr and his taarsh throofh tha Bundsla State, for the

tot tana lasted.

Bhindsr lias N.E. at JMnal. SahOdi lias N. of Kilinjar, on tha Kan.
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were captured ;
5Alam and Ahmad had fled, and went after some time

to court. " But none of his sons ever prospered.”

The historical work entitled Mal&tan-i Afghani, or some editions of

it, contain a chapter in praise of Khan Jahan, after whom the book is

sometimes called Tdrikh-i Khan Jahan Lodi.

310. Shih Muhammad, son of Quraysh Sultan (No. 178).

311. Hasan Khftn Miyana.

He was at first a servant of §adiq Khan (No. 43), but later he received

a manfab. He died in the Dakhin wars.

Of his eight sons, the eldest died young (Tuzuk, p. 200). The second

is' Buhlui Khan. He rose to a mangab of 1,500 under Jahangir (l.c.,

pp. 184, 200), and received the title of Sarbuland KMn. He was

remarkable for his courage and his external appearance. He served

in Gondwana.

At the accession of Shahjahan, B. was made a commander of 4,000,

3,000 horse, and jagirdar of BalapOr. He joined Khan Jahan Lodi on

his march from Gondwana to Balaghat. When he saw that Khan Jahan

did not succeed, he left him, and entered the service of the Nigam Shah.

A grandson of Buhlfil, Abfi ’1-Muhammad, came in the 12th year of

Awrangzib’s reign to court, was made a commander of 5,000, 4,000, and

got the title of Ikhl&t KMn (Matas. *Alamgm
, p. 81).

For other Miyana Afghans, vide Padishahn., 1, 241 ; Matas. 9Alamgin,

p. 225.

312. Tahir Beg, son of the Khan-i Kalan (No. 16).

313. Xishn Dis Tunwar.
He was under Akbar and Jahangir accountant (mushrif) of the

elephant and horse stables. In the 7th year of J., he was made a com-

mander of 1,000. A short time before he had received the title of

Raja (Tuzuk, p. 110).

314. Min Singh Kachhwaha.

The Abbamama (HI, 333, 335) mentions a Man Singh Darbarl.

315. Mir Gadft‘I, son of Mir Aba Turab.

Aba Turab belonged to the Salami Sayyids of Shiraz. His grand-

father, Mir Qhivfan M-Dln, had come to Gujr&t during the reign of

Qutbn ’d-Din, grandson of Suljj&n Ahmad (the founder of Ahmadabad)

;

but he soon after returned to Persia. The disturbances, however, during

the reign of Shih Isma^Il §afawi obliged him to take again refuge in

Gujrit, where he arrived during the reign of Sultan Mahmfld
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Blgar*.1 He settled with his son Kamal" ’d-Din (Abfl Turib’s father)

in Champinlr-Mafrmadabad, and set np as a teacher and writer ofschool

books (darsiya kitob). Kamil" ’d-Dln also was a man renowned for his

learning.

The family has for a long time been attached to the Siltila-yi Magh-

ribyya, or Maghrib! (Western) Sect, the “ lamp ” of which was the saintly

8haykh * Ahmad-i Khafta. The name " Salami Sayyids ” is explained

as follows. One of the ancestors of the family had visited the tomb of

the Prophet. When coming to the sacred spot, he said the customary

tdam, when a heavenly voice returned his greeting.

Ab5 Turib was a highly respected man. He was the first that paid

his respects to Akbar on his march to Gujrat, and distinguished himself

by his faithfulness to his new master. Thus he was instrumental in

preventing Ptimad Khan (No. 67) from joining, after Akbar’s departure

for Kambhayat, the rebel I&tiyaru ’1-Mulk. Later, Akbar sent him to

Makkah as Mir I^ajj, in which quality he commanded a large party of

courtiers and begams. On his return he brought a large stone from

Makkah, which bore the footprint of the prophet (qadam-i than/, or

qadam-i mubarak) ; vide p. 207! The “ tarikh ” of his return is AAoyr"

’I aqdam (a.h. 987), or “ the best of footprints ”. The stone was said to

be the same which Sayyid Jalal-i Bukhari at the time of Sultan Flrflz

had brought to Dihli. Akbar looked upon the whole as a pious farce,

and though the stone was received with great Mat, Aba Turab was

graciously allowed to keep it in his house.

When I'timad was made governor of Gujrat,Aba Turab followed him

as Amin of the §Qba, accompanied by his sons Mir Mufubb0 *ll&h and Mir

Sharf* ’d-Dln.

Aba Turab died in 1005, and was buried at A^mad&bad.

His third son Mir Gad&*I, though he held amamjab, adopted the saintly

1
i/ff. This word is generally prononneed •/*, and is said to mean hawing conquered

twb forts {garh), because MahmQa's army conquered on one day the forts of Champtnlr
and JQnigarh. But Jahingir in his “ Memoirs says that iL means burSU-i borgashta,
“ hawing a turned up, or twisted, moustache," which Sultin Mabmftd is said to hawo had
(Tusuk, p. 212).

Gbampinlr, according to Bird, is also called Mabmfidibid. The Jf«*dftrhas Cham-
p&nlr-Mukammad&b&d.

1 Born 738, died at the age of 111 (lunar) yearn, on the 10th Shawwil, 840.

Shaykh Ahmad lies buried at Setahej near AbmadiMd. The biographical works on
Saints riwe many particulars regarding this personage, and the. share which he had, as
one of the four Gujr&tl Ahmads, 1st theloundstion of Abmadftbftd (founded 7thp Qa^da.
813). Tiffed (Lihor), p. 0»7.

XhattA. where Shaygi Ahmad was educated by his adoptiwe father Sharif ls-b*q-i

MaghiiU (died am, 776) lies east of Niger,



mode of life which hie ancestors had followed. In the 46th year he

served in the Dakhin.

316. Qftsim Khwiia. son of Khwaja <Abd« ’l-Barl. Vide No. 930.

317. Nidi <AU Maydinl.

In MSS. he is often wrongly called Yad <A1I.

The word ndd* is an Arabic Imperative, meaning “ call ”. It occurs in

the following formula used all over the East for amulets.

NAP SAliy** mafkqr* ’UCaj&ib,

Tajid-hu *au>nanf\ hull1

Kull hammin w* ghammtn ta-yanjaR

Bi-mubvwati-k* yd Muhammad, bi-wdayiti-k* yd CAli.

Yd CAR, yd CAR, yd CAR.

Gall upon 'All in whom all mysteries reveal themselves,

Thou wilt find it a help in all afflictions.

Every care and every sorrow will surely vanish

Through thy prophetship, 0 Muhammad, through thy saintliness,

0«A1L
0 <AlI, 0 <A11, 0 CAli 1

The beginning of the amulet suggested the name.

In the 26th year Nad1 *AU served against M. Muhammad ^aklm,

in 903 (tiie 30th year) in Kabul, and two years later under Zayn Koka
(No. 34) against the Tirlkb.

In the 6th year of Jahangir’s reign, he was made a commander of

1,800, chiefly for his services against the Kibul rebel Ahdad. In the

10th year he served in Bangasb, when he was a commander of 1,800,

I,000 horse. He died in the following year (1026) ; vide Tuxuk, p. 172.

His sons were provided with manjabs.

His son Blzan (or Blshan) distinguished himself, in the 18th year, in

Bangash, and was made a commander of 1,600, 600 horse (l.c., pp. 307,

309).

The Pddithdhndma (I, b., 322) mentions a Muhammad Zamin, son

of Nidi cAH ArUU, who in the 10th year of Shihjahin was a commander

of 600, 380 hone.

Nidi 'All is not to be confounded with the #ifig Nidi *AU, who
served .under Jahinglr aa Court Q[ifif (Tvttuk, p. 188, and its Dfbdja,

p. 19), ftor with the Nidi *AlI who served under Shihjalrn (Pddithdhn.,

II, 749) as a commander of 600, 900 hone.

318. & Xaafh, Zamfodir of Orfsi.

319. Ofeiyif leg of Tihrin [I'timid* ’d-Dawla].

M
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His real name is MlrziL Qhivis” ’d-Dln Muhammad. In old European

histories his name is often spelled Ayas, a corruption cf OhivSt. not of

Qhiyas Beg’s father was Khwaja Muhammad Sharif, who as poet

wrote under the assumed name of Hijri. He was Varir to T&t&i Sultan,

son of Muhammad KMn Sharaf» ’d-Dln UghlQ TaklQ, who held the

office of Beglar Beg! of Khurasan. After T&tar Sultan's death, the

Khwaja was continued in office by his son Qazaq Khan, and on Qaxaq’s

death, he was made by Shah Tahmasp Vazir of Yazd.1

Khwaja Muhammad Sharif is said to have died in a.h. 984. He had

two brothers, Khwaia Mirza Ahmad, and Khwaiagl Khwaia. The son

of |&. Mirza Ahmad was the well-known Khwaia Amin RazI i.e., of

the town of Bay of which he was lalamtar, or magistrate), who travelled

a good deal and composed the excellent work entitled Haft IqlSm, a.h.1002 .

Khwajagi Khwaia had a son of the name of Khwaia Shapflr, who was

likewise a literary man.

Ghivas Beg was married to the daughter of Mirza <Ali*“ ’d-Dawlah,

ton of* Agha Mulla. After the death of his father, in consequence of

adverse circumstances, Qb. B. fled with his two sons and one daughter

from Persia. He was plundered on the way, andhad only two mules left,

upon which the members of the family alternately rode. On his arrival

at Qandahar, his wife gave birth to another daughter, who received the

name of Mihr" ’n-Nisa (“ the Sun of Women ”), a name which her future

title of Nflr Jahan has almost brought into oblivion.* In their mis-

fortune, they found a patron in Malik Mas*Qd, leader of the caravan,

who is said to have been known to Akbar. We are left to infer that it

was he who directed Qbiyas Beg to India. After his introduction at Court

in FatfcpQr Slkri,4 £&. rose, up to the 40th year, to a command of 300.

In the same year he was made Dlwan of Kabul, and was in course

of time promoted to a mangab of 1,000, and appointed Dxwan-i BuyUUtt.

1 She DtbUm (praises) ot the Tutuk (p. SO)sad thelj
I Bscs history. Hey do notnention

tad tho /ftiriMwa (p. M) agree mUUm
Qtat-J m*. Tor Jesd Ot the Ma'dMr.
sad the Wbl. Indies edition ot the IM-

in Qhiyii Bm }

Seyjid Ahmeds text d the Tim* bee Jferw; sad tSaTBlbl. Indies edition ot the MSt
stai hit bi nkbhinhk om VMb,"

*

• Ho wards eo» qf ere not in the JleNtyr, bat in the Fneh end the Tftilnima. Two
^|h« MjdMe have been mentionedm p. m, sad andsrJfoe. SIS, 318, and »70.

• It is said that Mb JahSa at her death in 1080 waeJahtrserenty-eaeond year.
She we^d time teve bean hens iahA 068 1 Inflight from Ftisie aunt
have tahsnidaee immediately after the deaths! hisSth*.- ,

It to veil to bear thie in mind ; (or when NtaJahSa was married by Jahiaafr (in 1000),
the swet hare been as oid as >4 (solar) yearn. aa ajs at whteh wemin iw the Beet are
loofctd spot || old WMMQs

4 Where he had some distant relations, at Jatfitr Big (No. tt).
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Regarding Mihr“ ’n-Nisa’s marriage with *AU Qull, vide No. 394.

In the beginning of Jahangir's reign, Ghiyas Beg received the title

of I?timadu 'd-Dawla. In the second year, his eldest son, Muhammad
Sharif,1 joined a conspiracy to set Khuaraw at liberty and murder the

emperor ; but the plot being discovered, Sharif was executed, and I^timad

himself was imprisoned. After some time he was let off on payment of a

fine of two lacs of rupees. At the death of Sher Afkan (under 275) Mihru

'n-Nisa was sent to court as a prisoner “ for the murder of Qu(bu ’d-Din ”,

and was handed over to Ruqayya Sultan Begum,1 with whom she lived

“ unnoticed (ba-ndkdmi) and rejected ”. In the 6th year (1020) she no

longer slighted the emperor’s proposals, and the marriage was celebrated

with great pomp. She received the title of Ntir MahaU, and a short

time afterwards that of Nfir Jahan.1

Ghiyas. in consequence of the marriage, was made VakU-i kul, or

prime-minister, and a commander of 6,000, 3,000 horse. He also received

a flag and a drum, and was in the 10th year allowed to beat his drum at

court, which was a rare privilege. In the 16th year, when J. was on his

way to Kashmir, Ghiyas fell ill. The imperial couple were recalled from

a visit to Kangra Fort, and arrived in time to find him dying. Pointing

to the emperor, Nur Jahan asked her father whether he recognised him.

He quoted as answer a verse from Anwari :

—

. 4J 1^! j
J

|
djl

“ If one who is blind from birth stood here, he would recognize his

majesty by his august forehead.”

He died after a few hours. The Ttuuk (p. 339) mentions the 17th

Bahman, 1031 (Habit I, 1031) as the day of his death, and says that he

died broken-hearted three months and twenty days after his wife, who
had died on the 29th Mihr, 1030, i.e., 13t.h Zi Qatda, 1030).

g&iyas Beg was a poet. He imitated the old classics, which ruling

passion, as we saw, showed itself a few hours before he died. He was a

clever correspondent, and is said to have written a beautiful Shikasta

hand. Jahangir praises him for his social qualities, and confessed that

his society was better than a thousand mufarrih-i y&qtitt* He was

generally liked, had no enemies, and was never seen angry. “ Chains,

1 Whoaccording to custom l&d thesame namea* his grandfather; cub p. 407, No. 278.
* The Tutuk and the /fMfnSaw have Ruqaiya 8ul(la Begem (p. 800). Xha Jfo*Smr

has Mfins Sultftn Begum (p, 200). The Iqb&lnim* (p. M) has wrongly <j, foe u,.
* In accordance with the, name of her husband S«r> '4-LHn ^sMnsfr.
* Ac the diamond whoa rodooed to powder was looked upon in the Bast as a deadly— — :wi, ^ conMUMi (ptgttf) (garnet t—P.1 supposed to

* “ "

popertiss. Jfn/am'J lilarpthro.
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the whip, and abuse, were not found in his house.” He protected the

wretched, especially such as had been sentenced to death. He never was

idle, but wrote a great deal ; his official accounts were always in the

greatest order. But he liked bribes, and showed much boldness in

demanding them.1

His mausoleum near Agra has often been described.

Nflr Jahin’s power over Jahangir is sufficiently known from the

histories. The emperor said, “ Before I married her, I never knew what

marriage really meant,” and, “ I have conferred the duties of govern-

ment on her ; I shall be satisfied if I have a ter of wine and half a ter of

meatper diem.” With the exception of the kjvutba (prayer for the reigning

monarch), she possessed all privileges of royalty. Thus her name was

invariably mentioned on farmans, and even on coins. The jaglrs which

she held would have conferred on her the title of a commander of 30,000.

A great portion of her samlndarls lay near Bamsir, 8.E. of Ajmlr (Tuzuk,

p. 169). She provided for all her relations ; even her nurse, DaJ Dilirim,

enjoyed much influence, and held the post of “ §adr of the Women ”

(fadr-t anSt), and when she conferred lands as suyUrghals, the grants

were confirmed and sealed by the §adr of the empire. Nflr Jahan is said

to have particularly taken care of orphan girls, and the number whom
she betrothed or gave outfits to is estimated at five hundred. She gave

the tone to fashion, and is said to have invented the *atr-i jakangWi (a

peculiar kind of rosewater). She possessed much taste in adorning apart-

ments and arranging feasts. For many gold ornaments she laid downnew

patterns and elegant designs, and her duddmx for pethwSz (gowns),

her pdehtoUj/a for orhnxt (veils), her badla (brocade), kindrt (lace), and

Jdrtk-x ckandam,' are often mentioned.

Herinfluence ceasedwithJahanglr’sdeath and the capture of Shahryar,

fifth son of the emperor, to whom die had given her daughter (by Sher

Afkan) Lidll Begum, in marriage. She had no children by Jahangir,

flhihjsliin allowed her a pension of two lacs per annum.'

She died at Libor at the age of 72, on the 29th Shawwal, il055, and

Use buried near her husband in a tomb which she herself had built

(flliulfls., II, 476).' She composed occasionally Persian poems, and

i go Tninh and thi lobUnim
1 DnM writhing two 4Bm t pieMif*, weighing fire (oka. The Utter wee

nwnOonsd on e. 101. JMM dtudoitf carpets of sandalwood colour.
• Spifsrtoiks hoo hy Isteho 0 Uec ywr meneeui. The highest allowanoe of ]

onieeovdU thatof Muaetls Ibhell. n» 10 p* P&diiWm., 1.90.
« la the ftddiUluo, Kftr Jahln is serin eaUed JTir Jfo)oll.
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like Salima Suljin Begum and Zebn ’n-Niaft Begum wrote under the

assumed name oi Makhft.

Ghiy&j Beg’s sons. The fate of his eldest son Muhammad Sharif has

been alluded to. His second son, Mirza Aba 4-ffasan A$af Khan (IV),

also called Afaf-jdh or Afaf-jdhi, is the father of Muntis Mahall (Taj

Blbl), thefavourite wife of Shahjahan whom European historiansoccasion-
ally call NOr Jahan II. He received from Shihjahan the title of Fomin*

’d-Dawla and KhcLn Khdnan Sipabsdlar, and was a commander of 9,000.

He died on the 17th Sha*ban, 1051, and was buried at Lihor, north of

Jah&ngfr’s tomb. As commander of 9,000 du-asjn and n-asjn troopers,

his salary was 16 krors, 20 lacs of dams, or 4,050,000 rupees, and besides,

he had jagirs yielding a revenue of five millions of rupees. His property

at his death, which is said to have been more than double that of his

father, was valued at 25 millions of rupees, and consisted of 30 lacs of

jewels, 42 lacs of rupees in gold muhurs, 25 lacs of rupees in silver,

30 lacs of plate, etc., and 23 lacs of other property. His palace in Lfihor

which he had built at a cost of 20 lacs, was given to Prince Darii Shikoh,

and 20 lacs of rupees, in cash and valuables, were distributed among his

three Sons and five daughters. The rest escheated to the State.

Ajaf Khan was married to a daughter of Mirza Ghiyas" ’d-Dln 5All

Ajaf Khan II (p. 398).

His eldest son is the renowned Mirza Aba T&lib Sha*ista Khan,

who, as governor of Bengal, is often mentioned in the early history of the

E.I. Company. Sha*ista was married to a daughter of Irij Shahnawaz

Kban (No. 255), son of *Abdu ’r-Rahim Khan Khanan. by whom
he had, however, no children. He died at Agra in 1105, the 38th year of

Awrangzib’s reign. His eldest son, Aba T&lib,1 had died before him. His

second son was Aba ’1-Fatb Khan. One of his daughters was married to

R0hu ’llah (I), and another to £0 ’1-Faqar Khan Nupat-jang.

Asaf Khan’s second son, Bahmanyar, was in the 20th year of Shahj.

a commander of 2,000, 200 horse (Pddishdhn., II, 728).

Ghiyas Beg’s third son is Ibrahim Khan Fath-jang, who was the

governor of Bihar (vide note to Kokra under No. 328) and Bengal. He
was killed near his son’s tomb during Shdhjahan’s rebellion. His son

had died young and was buried near Rijmaball, on the banks of the

Ganges (Tuzuk, p. 383). Ibrahim Khan was married to QijI #0r Parwar

Khinum. Nttr Jahin’s maternal aunt Ushala). She lived up to the

middle of Awrangslb’s reign, and held Kol Jalall as SUamghu.

• Abo calbd Hutunmod T*Ub. Vidt PtiiMk*.. U. 248.
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An Afrmad Beg Khan is mentioned in the histories as the son of NQr
Jahan’s brother.1 He was with Ibrahim Fath-jang in Bengal, and

retreated after his death to Dhaka, where he handed over to Shahjahan

500 elephants, and 45 lacs of rupees (Tuzuk , p. 384). On Shah
j
.’s accession

he received a high mansab, was made governor of Thathah and Siwistan,

and later of Multan. He then returned to court, and received as jagir

the Parganas of Jais and Amethi, where he died. In the 20th year of

Shahj. he was a commander of 2,000, 1,500 horse (
Pddishdhn., II, 727).

A sister of Nflr Jahan Manija Begum was mentioned under No. 282.

A fourth sister, Kb&dija Begum, was married to Hakim Beg, a noble-

man of Jahangir’s court.

The following tree will be found serviceable :

—

Kfcwija Muhammad Sharif 2. Khwftia Mirza Ahmad. 3. Kfcwiiagi Khwija
(d. 994). f

|
MIrzi Amin-i Razi Khwija ShipQr.

| |

(author of the

Affai MnUm- 2. Mini Ghyis Haft Iqlim).

mad Tahir, Beg Ktimad"
Wafli. ’d -Dawla

(d. 1031).

i

Muhammad Sharif

(executed)

1
»

Ahmad Beg Kh&n

2. Mlrzi^Abu-’l-

Hasan Asaf

Khin (IV)

(d. 1051).

3. 4.*Two
daughters
Manija and
Khadija.

4. Nur Jah&n
(wife of

Jahangir
(d. 1055).

5. Ibr&himMin Fath
jan^ (left

no children)

1. MlrdLAbfl Tilib
Shlitta Kh&n

(d. 1106)

1. AbU Tilib

2. Bahmany&r. 3. A ton. 4. Mumtar.

Mahall,
wife of

Shih Ja-

han (died

8. «. llo
daughtera

S. Aba 'l-Fatb Skin. 1040).

320. Qiwftja Ashraf, son of Khwaja *Abdu ’1-Bari.

One MS. has Sharaf for Ashraf*. Vide No. 316.

321. Sharaf Beg, of Shiraz.

322. Ibrihlm dull, son of Isma^Il Quli Khan (No. 46).

XXL Commanders of Two Hundred and Fifty.

323. AU ’1-Fath, son of Mu^aSar, the Mughul.

324. Beg Muhammad ToqbaM.

He served in the end of the 28th year in Gujx&t and was present

in the fight near Maisana, S.E. of Patan, in which Sher Khan FftladI

was defeated, .and also against Mu^aifar of Gujrat (Akbam.
%
III, 423).

1 It teems therefore that he wm the ton of Muhammad Sharif.
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Regarding TofiaK, vide No. 129.

325. latint ftnll Shighali.

The Akbamama (III, 628) mentions an Imam Qull, who, in the 37th

year served under Sultan Murad in Malwa.

The meaning of Shighati is unclear to me. A Muframmad Qull Shigfaill

played a part in BadaJ&shiin history (Akbam., Ill, 132, 249).

326. Bafdar Beg, son of Qaydar Muhammad Khan JLkhta Begl

(No. 66).

'

A tjfafdar Khan served, ia the 21st year, against Dauda of Bundl

(vide under No. 96).

327. Khw*ja Snlnymin of Shires.

He has been mentioned on p. 383 and under No. 172.

328. Barkhurdir [Mirza Khan A^lam], son of *Abdu ’r-Rafem&n

Dulday (No. 186).

Mirza Barfehurdar was in the 40th year of Akbar’m reign a com-

mander of 250. His father (No. 186) had been killed in a fight with the

rebel Dalpat.1 This Bihar Zamindar was afterwards caught and kept

in prison till the 44th year, when, on the payment of a heavy pethkath,

he was allowed to return to his home. But B. wished to avenge the death

of his father, and lay in ambush for Dalpat, who, however, managed to

escape. Akbar was so annoyed at this breach of peace that he gave orders

to hand over B. to Dalpat ; but at the intercession of several countries,

B. was imprisoned.

As Jahangir was fond of him, he released him after his accession,1

and made him Qiishbegx, or superintendent of the aviary.* In the fourth

1 Dslpat is called in the Aknarn&ma v*? 1
. Ujjainiya, (or which the MSS. have

various readings, as v*1
. v. etc. Under Shihjehin, Dalpet's successor was Ri)e

Pratib, who in the 1st year received a mensab of 1,800, 1,000 hone (MukUM,, I. SSI).

From the same work we see that the residence of the Ujjainiya Rijas wee BhojpOr,

west of Aim and north of Bhterim (Seesemm), a pergsna in SarkSr, Rohtls, Biair.

FmtSb rebelled in the 10th year of Shihjahin's reign, when 0Abd> 'l-Allik £Ma FlrQs-

jang besieged and conquered BhojpOr (8th 2>-Jjsji*, 1046). Pratibsurrendered, end was
atnhihj.’t orderexecuted. His wifewas forcibly converted, and married to Abd* 1*AlUh'e
grandson. The particulars of this conquest will be found in the PMMkntm (I, b.,

pp.m to 174).

The maps show a small piece of the name of Pratib near BhojpOr.

It is said that the BhojpOr r*les call themselves Ujjainiya*, because they oUim
descent from the annient Rijas qf linain in Mitwa.

In the 17th year of Sb'Sfehin, bhanfdhar Ujjainiya is mentioned to have several

ia the second expeditions,. r et Palimau ; Journal A*. Bsc. Bengal for M71, He. n,
jg^

’
1 If wu can trust the Lucknow sditico of the AManama, B. could not have bean

imprisoned for a long time t for in the end of the 44th year of Akbar's reign he served

again at court (riMam., Ill, >16).

[• Oread Falconer or superintendent of the ftab VUaa or mew*.—P.)
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year (beginning of 1018), B. received the title of Sfc&n 'Alam (Tumk,

p. 74). Two yean later, in 1020, Shah'Abbas of Persia sentYadgar'All

SuljAn T&lish as ambassador to Agra, and B. was selected to accompany

him on his return to Penia. The suite consisted of about twelve hundred

men, and was, according to the testimony of the ^AlamarS-i Sikandan,

tiie most splendid embassy that had ever appeared in Penia. In conse-

quence of a long delay at Hirat and Qum, caused by the absence of the

Shih in Azarbijan on an expedition against the Turks, nearly one-hall

of the suite were sent back. In 1027 the Shah returned to Qazwin and

received the numerous presents, chiefly elephants and other animals,

which B. had brought from India. The embassy returned in 1029 (end of

the 14th year), and B. met the emperor at Kalanttr on his way to Kashmir.

Jahangir was so pleased that he kept B. for two days in his sleeping

apartment, and made him a commander of 5,000, 3,000 horse.

The author of the Pddishahnama (I, 427), however, remarks that B.

did not possess the skill and tact of an ambassador, though he had not

stated his reasons or the source of his information.

On Shahjahan’s accession, B. was made a commander of 6,000, 5,000

horse, received a flag and a drum, and was appointed governor of Bih&r,

vide M. Rustam $afawl. But as he was given to hohndr(opium and hemp),

he neglected his duties, and was deposed before the first year had elapsed.

In the fifth year (end of 1041), when Shahj. returned from Burhanpflr to

Agra, B. was pensioned off, as he was old and given to opium and received

an annual pension of one lac of rupees (Padiehdhn ., I, 426). He died a

natural death at Agra. He had no children.

B. is not to be confounded with Khwaia Barkhurdar. a brother of

'Abdu 'llah Khan FirOz-jang.

B.’s brotherMlrza'Abd“ ’s-Subfran (No. 349) was Fawjdar of Ilahabad.

He was then sent to Kabul, where he was killed, in 1025, in a fight with

the Afrldls (Trnuk, beginning of the 11th year, p. 158).

'Abd* ’s-Sttbbin’s son, Sherzad Khan Bahadur,was killed in the last

fight with Khan Jah&n Lodi at Sehddah (vide under No. 309). Padiehdhn.,

I, 349.

329. Kir Ka'fftm of Bhakkar.

Mir Ma'fOm belongs to a family of TirmizI Sayyids, who two or three

generations before him had left Tirmiz in Bu&ar&, and settled at

Qandahir, where his ancestors were mutawalfit (trustees) of the shrine

of Bab& Sher Qalandar.

His father, Mir Sayyid 9*faM, settled in Bhakkar, and received favours

fromSultanMa(imQd (vide under No. 47). He was related by marriage to
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the Sayyids of in SWristin. Mir Ma'fQm and his two brothers

wen bora at Bhakkar.

After tiie death of his lather, M. M. studied under Mulia Muhammad
of Kingd 8,W. of Bhakkar, and soon distinguished himself by his

learning. But poverty compelled him to leave for Oujrftt, when
Shayfeh Is-haq-i FSrflql of Bhakkar introduced him to Khw&ia Nic&mu

’d-Dln Ahmad , thenDlwan of Gujrit. Nijamwas just engaged in writing

his historical work, entitled Tabaqdt-i Akbari, and soon became the

friend of M. M., who was likewise well versed in history. He was afro

introduced to Shihab Khan (No. 26), the governor of the province, and

was at last recommended to Akbar for a mangab. In the 40th year

he was a commander of 250. Akbar became very fond of him and

sent him in 1012 as ambassador to Iran, where he was received with

distinction by Shah ‘Abbas.

On his return from Iran, in 1015, Jahangir sent him as Amin to

Bhakkar, where he died. It is said that he reached under Akbar a

command of 1,000.

From the Abbamama (III, 416, 423, 546) and Bird’s Hittory ofQujrat

(p. 426) we see that M. M. served in 992 (end of the 28th year) in Gujrat,

was present in the fight of Maisana, and in the final expedition against

Musaffar in Kachh.

M.M. is wellknown asa poet and historian. He wrote underthepoetical

name of Nam. He composed a Dlwan, a Masnawi entitled Matdan*

'l-afkdr in the metre of Nizami’s MaJ^zan, the Tarl^-i Sindh, dedicated

to his son, and a short medical work called Mufridat-i MatfUmi. The

author of the Riyaf* ’th-Shtfiara says that he composed a Khamta.

and the Tazkira by TaqI (vide under No. 352) says the same, viz., one

magnawl corresponding to the Ma&zan, the Hum o Naz to the YOsuf

Zulaykha. the Pan §urat to the Laili Majnun, and two others in imitation

of the Haft Paikar and Sikapdarnama. Bada*on! (died 1004) only alludes

to the Homo Nat, though he gives no title (III, 366).

M. M. was afro skilled a composer and tracer of inscriptions, and

the Riya?u ’sh-Shu'ara says that on his travels he was always accom-

panied by sculptors. From India to Isfahan and Tabriz, where he was

presented to Shah 'Abbas, there are numerous mosques and public

buildings which he adorned with metrical inscriptions. Thus the

inscriptions over .the gate of the Fort of Agra, on the J&ml' Mosque

of FathpOr Sikrl, in Fort M&ndfi (vide under No. 52 and Tuzuk, p. 189)

are all by him. Sayyid Afemad in his edition of the Tuzuk (Dibaja,

p. 4, note) gives in full the inscription which he wrote on the
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aide of the entrance to Sallm-i ChishtTs shrine at FatbpOr Mai,

the liut words of which are

"

Said and written by Muhammad
Ma'fiim poetically etyled NiseiI, ton of Sayyid Sa/Pi of Tima,
tom at Bhdkkar, descended from Sayyid Slur Qakmdar, eon of

BibS Baton Abdal, who wot bom at Sdbzw&rand settled at QaadahSr

Dowson, in his edition of EUiot’s Historians, mentions Rinnan as the

reodenee of Sayyid §afa*I, and gives (1, 289) a few particulars from the

Tarfl&-i Sindh, regarding the saint Baba Hasan Abdal, who lived under

Mlrs& Sh&hru&, aon of TTmto. The town of ^aaan Abdal in the Panjab,

east of Afak, is called after him.

M. M. built also several public edifices, especially in Sakhar opposite

to Bhakkar, and in the midst of the branch of the Indus which flows

round Bhakkar he built a dome, to which he gave the name of Satyftsur

(jJLi-,). “ It is one of the wonders of the world, and its T&ritit “ con-

tained in the-words ^5 water-dome, which gives A.B. 1007.

He was a pious man and exceedingly liberal ; he often sent presents

to all the people of Bhakkar, great and small. But when he retired, he

discontinued his presents, and the people even felt forsomecauseoppressed

(mtrfaagft). It is especially mentioned of him that on his jagfr lands he

laid out forests for hunting.

His eldest son, for whose instruction he wrote the TariJsji-i Sindh, was

IDrBuxurg. He was captured in full armour on the day Prince Rbusraw’s

rebellion was suppressed, but he denied having had a share in it. Jahinglr

asked him wny he had his armour on. “ My father,” replied he, “ advised

me to dress in full armour when on guard,” and as the ChauJcinams,

or guard writer, proved that he had been on guard thatday, he was let off.

On the death of his father, Jah&nglr is said to have left Mir Buzurg

in possession of his father’s property. He was for a long time BaHjshl

of Qandahar, but he was haughty and could never agree with the

§abahd&rs. He spent the 30 or 40 lacs of rupees which he had inherited

from his father. His contingent was numerous and well mounted. He
subsequently served in the Dakhin ; but as his j&glr did not cover his

expenses, he resigned and retired to Bkakkar, contenting himself with

the landed property which he had inherited. He died in 1044. Some of

his children settled in Multin.

330. Xhpaja Malik «AU, Mir Shab.

His title of Mir Shab implies that he was in charge 6f the illuminations

and the games and animal fights held at night (p. 332).

331. Biy Bim Us Uwia. Vide No. 238.
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382. Shih Muhammad, son of 8a*Id yi>8« . the Qakkhar.

For his relations, vide tinder No. 247.

333. mi Ooll, son of Kb*n Jahan (No. 24).

334. Sher Beg, Yasawulbashl.

Katun Beg, son of SherBeg, is mentioned in the Attarndma (in, 823).

XXII. Commanders ofTwo Hundred.

335. BtOAu Beg, son of Biyasld Beg (No. 299).

He was alive in the end of a.h. 1007 (Attorn., Ill, 804).

336 Vratftb Singh, son of Baja Bhagw&n Das (No. 27).

He was mentioned under No. 160.

337 Busayn Xhin QaswUL Vide No. 281.

338. Tidgir Busayn, sen of QabOl Khan (No. 137).

He was mentioned under No. 137. In the 31st year he served under

Quint. Shan in Kashmir. The Yadgar Husayn mentioned in the Tutuk

(p» 146) may be the same. Hewu promoted, in the 10th year of Jahangir’s

reign, to a command of 700, 500 hone, for his services in the Dakhin.

Fids also Padieh&hndmo, I, b., p. 323, 1. 2 from below.

He is not to be confounded with Khwaia Yadgar, a brother of ?Abd“

llih Khan Flrflz-jang.

339. Karin Beg of Gllan.

He served in the 33rd year (996) in Gujrat and Kachh against Path

Khin. the younger son of Amin &ban Qhorl and Mugafier, and in the

36th year against Mugafiar and the Jam. Attorn., Ill, *' 53, 621.

340. Huhaamad Khin Turkman.

341. BIglu* 'd-DIn Ahmad, son of Sh&h Muhammad Khan (No. 95).

He is not to be confounded with the author of the fabaqat.

342. Sakat Singh, son of Baja Min Singh (No. 30).

Vide No. 256.

343; cimftd* 'Mlalk.

The Attarndma mentions a QazI *Imadu ’1-Mulk, who in the end of

984 (21st year) accompanied a party of courtiers to Makkah.

344. IhatlfA SarmadL

He wu a poet., Vide below, among the poets of Akbar’s reign.

345. Qarft Bahr, son of Qarataq.

Qarataq, whose name in the Attarndma is spelled Qarataq, wu killed

by Gajpatl in the same fight in which Farhang Khan, son of Farbat £hiu

(No. 145), was slain (No. 145).
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346. Star Bag, «on of *AH Muhammad Asp. (No. 368).

347. Xuhibb 'AH of gbawif.

Vide No. 168, note.

348. Malta [Jalal0 ’d-Din] Xugaffar of Ardist&n.

Ardistan ia a Fenian town which lies between Kiahan and Iffahin.

He waa at first a doctor at the court of Shih Tahmasp, and emigrated

when young to India, where he was looked upon as a very experienced

doctor, though his theoretical reading is said to have been limited.

Badcfoni (III, 169) and the Tmak (p. 59) praise the purity of his character

and walk of life.

He served in 988 (35th year) in Bengal, returned in the end of the 38th

year with Mlrza tAris (No. 21) to court, and served subsequently under

him in Qujrat and Kachh. Akbam., Ill, 283, 418, 620. Under Jahangir

he was made a commander of 3,000, 1,000 horse (Tuguk, p. 37). The

emperor was fond of him, as he had been with him in Ilahibad, when as

prince he had rebelled against Akbar. The news of the Qakfin’s death

reached J. on the 22nd Jumidg 1, 1016. For about twenty years before

his death, he had suffered from qarha'-yi shush, or disease of the lungs,

but his uniform mode of living (yahfateri) prolonged his life. His cheeks

and eyes often got quite red, and when he got older, his complexion turned

bluish. He was accidentally poisoned by his compounder.

349. *Abda ’s-Subhfcn, son of *Abdu ’r-Rahman, Dulday (No. 186).

He was mentioned under No. 328.

360. (Usim Beg of Tabriz.

He served in the 36th year under Sultan Murad in Malwa, and died

on the 23rd Aban (end of) 1007 ; vide Alcbam., Ill, 628, 803. Vide below

under the learned men of Akbar’s reign.

351. Sharif (Amir0 ’1-Umari), son of Khwaja tAbdtt y§amad
(No. 266).

Muhammad Sharif was the school companion of Prince Salim, who

was much attached to him. When the prince had occupied Ilahibad in

rebellion against Akbar, Sharif was sent to him to advise him ; but he

only widened the breach between the prince and his father, and gained

such an ascendancy over Salim, that he made the rash promise to give

him half the kingdom should he obtain the throne. When a reconcilia*

tion had been effected .between Salim and Akbar, Sh. had to fly for his

life, and concealed himself in the hills and jungles. He was reduced to

starvation, when he heard of Akbar’s death. He went.it once to cqurt,

l* Qarta, ulceration ’—P.]



and Jahangir, true to his promise, made him Amiru ’1-Umara, Vakil,

entrusted him with the great seal (uzuk) and allowed him to select his

jaglr lands. The emperor says in his Memoirs, “ He is at once my brother,

my friend, my son, my companion. When he came back, I felt as if I had

received new life. I am now emperor, but consider no title sufficiently

high to reward him for his excellent qualities, though I can do no more

than make him Amir11 ’1-Umara and a commander of 5,000. My father

never did more.”

Sharif seems to have advised the emperor to drive all Afghans from

India ; but the Khan-i A^am (No. 21) warned Jahangir against so unwise

a step. Though Sh.’s position at court was higher than that of Mirza

*Aziz, the latter treated him contemptuously as a mean upstart, and Sh.

recommended the emperor to kill 'Aziz for the part he had played in

Khusraw’s rebellion. But *Aziz was pardoned, and advised to make it

up with Sharif, and invite him to his house. The Khan-i A*zam did so,

and invited him and the other Amirs. At the feast, however, he said to

him, in the blandest way,
11

1 say, Nawab, you do not seem to be my
friend. Now your father Abdu ’s-§amad, the Mullet

,
was much attached

to me. He was the man that painted the very walls of the room we sit in/*

KJhan Jahan (vide under 309) and Maluibat Khan could not stand this

insolent remark, and left the hall ; and when Jahangir heard of it, he said

to Sh., “ The Khan cannot bridle his tongue ; but don't fall out with him.”

In the second year, Sh. accompanied the emperor on his tour to

Kabul, but fell so ill that he had to be left in Labor, Asaf Khan (No. 98)

being appointed to officiate for him. On his recovery, he was sent

to the Dakhin, but was soon afterwards called to court, as he could not

agree with the Khan Khanan (No. 29). It is said that illness deprived

him of the faculty of memory, and Jahangir was on the point of making

him retire, when Khan Jahan interceded on his behalf. He was again

sent to the Dakhin, and died there a natural death.

Like his father, Sh. was a good painter. He also made himself known

as a poet, and comi>osed a Diwan. His takhallus is Farm (BadaSom,

III, 310).

Sh/a eldest son, Shahbaz Khab, died when young. A Sara*i near

Lakhnau, about a kos from the town, bears his name.

His two younger sons, Mirza Gul and Mirza Jaru ’llah used to play

with Jahangir at chess and tiard
;
but this ceased at the death of their

father. M. Jiiru 'll&h was married to Misri Begam, a daughter of Asaf

KJian (No. 98) ; but from a certain aversion, the marriage was never

consummated. At Asaf’s death, Jahuligir made him divorce his wife,
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and mairied her to Mbsi Lashkarl (No. 370), son of Ubs& Yflsuf {bis
(under No. 30).

Both brothers followed Mah&bat Shin to Kibul, when they died.

302. Tafiyi of Shorter.

Taqtyiii the IrinIfrom for Taji. The Tabaqat calk him TaqI Mufeam-

mad. Bad&onI (III, 206) has Taqiy* ’d-Dln and says that he- was a
good poet and a wen-educated man. At Akbar’s order he undertook a

prose version of the ShdknSma. He is represented as a “ murid ” or

disable of Akbar’s Divine Faith.

He was still alive in the 3rd year of Jahangir’s reign (1017) when he

received for his attainments the title of Kh5n (Tutuk, p. 60,

where in Seyyid Ahmad’S edition we have to read Shtuhtari tot the

meaningless Shantihen).

Taqiyi is not to be confounded with the more illustrious Taqiyi

ofBalb&n (a village near Isfahan), who, according to the MvA’St* ’IfAim,
came in the beginning of Jehingb’a reign to India. He is the author oC

the tare Toskira, or lives of Poets, entitled ''ArajSt o fAra/dt, and of the

Dictionary entitled 8umo-yi SuJoymdt%%, which the lexicographerMuham-
mad Qusayn used for his BwrMnA Qatif.

663. fiyiji 'Abi* >gamad of Kiah&n.

364. Hakla Lutf* ’uUih, son of Mulli lAbdu ’r-Razziq of Gfaim

He is the brother of Nos. 112and 206, and arrived' in India after his

brothers. Badi'onI (III, 169) calls him a very learned doctor.

365. BherAfkan

366. Amin**llih
Isons of Sayf Shan Eoka (No. 38).

Amina 'mb died in the 46th year of Akbar’s reign at Burh&npOr.

“ He was an excellent young man, but fell a victim to the vice of the

age, and died frcgn excessive wine-drinking.” AUomdma, III, 836.

369. Wall lag, son of Piyanda £h&n (No. 68)

He served under Qium Shin (No. 69) in the conquest of Kashmir.

360. Beg Mohammad Uigfcflr.

361. Mb KhXa Yasiwul.

When Akbar duringthe first Gujritiwar (p. 480, note 2) hadWtPatan

for Ohotina (Bajab, 980) it was reported that Muanfijkr of Gujrit hid

fled from Sher Shin Fflttdl and was concealed m the neighbourhood

;

«Mbundergo. 67. Akbar therefore sent Mir Shi° the Yasawuland Farid

the Qar&wul, and afterwards AbQ '1-Qisim Namalrln (No. 199) and

Karam *AB, in search of him. Mb Shin had not gone far when he
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found the chatr and tSydban (p. 52) which Mugaffar had dropped, and

soon after captured Mu^aflar himself in a field. Mir Khan took him to

Akbar.

382. Barmast Khin, son of Dastam Khan (No. 79).

363. Bayyid Ahfi '1-Hasan, son of Sayyid Muhammad Mir *Adl

(No. 140).

364. Bayyid 'Abd* ’1-Wihid, son of the Mir <Adi’s brother.

365. ghw&ja Beg Kind, son of Mattel Beg.

366. Sakri, brother of Rana Pratab.

Sakra is the son of Rana Udai Singh, son of Rand Sanka (died a.h. 934).

When his brother Pratab, also called Rand Kikd, was attacked by

Akbar, he paid his respects at court, and was made a commander of 200.

In the 1st year of Jahangir’s reign he got a present of 12,000 rupees,

and joined the expedition led by Prince Parwlz against Rana Amra,

Pratab’s successor. In the end of the same year he served against

Dalpat (vide under No. 44), and was in the 2nd year made a commander

of 2,500, 1,000 horse. He received, in the lltli year, a mansabof 3,000,

2,000 horse.

The Akbamama mentions another son of Udai Singh, of the name of

Sakat Singh , who in the 12th year of Akbar’s reign was at court. The

emperor had just returned from the last war with Khan Zaman when he

heard that Udai Singh had assisted the rebellious Mirzas. He therefore

resolved to punish the Rana, and on a hunting tour in Pargana Bari

told Sakat Singh of his intentions, and expressed a hope that he would

accompany him. Sakat, however, fled to his father, and told him of

Akbar’s intentions. This determined the emperor to carry out his plan

without delay. Udaipur was invaded, and Chltor surrendered.

367. Shftdi Be Uzbak) . v n /V ir<l ,

•ao «, , • w v r sons of Nazar Be (No. 169).
368. B&ql Be Bzbak j
They have been mentioned above. From the Akbamama (III. 628)

we see that Nazar Be received a jaglr in Handia, where he rebelled

and perished (36th year).

369. Yfinfin Beg, brother of Mnriid Khan (No. 51).

Some MSS. have Mind Khan for Murad Khan.

370. 8haykh Xabir *-r Chishti [Slmja^at Khan. Rustam-i Zaman].3

1 He in not to bo confounded with Another Shavkli KaMr. who in the 2.1th year Nerved

in Bengal at the outbreak of the military revolt : in the 20th year, in KAImiI ; and in tho

32nd year, against the Tarit> under Matlith Kbfin (No. k;I). He died in the Stith year,

in the war with the Jftraanrf Muraffar of Cujriit (AW-int., III. 2M3, 408, 541. 021, where

theXucknow edition calk him the ton of Mtihunmal Kb?**).
• Khilfi Khan ealls him wrongly (1, 2*3) Shu/iS Khun and Uu-sUm Khun.
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The Ma*afir call* hitn " an inhabitant of Man”. He wu a relation

of Isl&m Kh&n-i ChishtI, and received the title of Shuj&'at Qin from

Prince Salim,who on hi*accession made him a commander ofl,000(r«*ui,

p.12). He served under Khan Jahian {vide under No. 809) in the Dakhin

as harawal, an office which the Sayyids of B&rhi claimed an hereditary

in their clan. Afterwards he went to Bengal, and commanded the

imperialists in the last war with 'Ugman. During Hie fight he wounded

'U.’s elephant, when the Afghan chief received a bullet, of which he died

the night after the battle. The day being lost, Watt Khan. tUgmin’s

brother, and Mamrez Khan. *Usman's son, retreated to a fort with the

dead body of their relation, and being hotly pursued by Shay]& Kablr,

they submitted with their families and received his promise of protection.

The 49 elephants which they surrendered were taken by Sh. K. to Uadi
Khan in Jahnagirangar (Dhaka), 6th §afar, 1021 (Txucuk, p. 104).

Jahangir gave him for his bravery the title of fliutam-i ZamSn. The

Mtf&gir saysthat Islam Khan did not approve of the promiseofprotection

which Sh. K. had given the Afghans, and sent them prisoners to court.

On the road they were executed by 'Abdu ’llah g^an at the emperor’s

orders. Sh. K., annoyed at this breach of faith, left Bengal While on

the way he received an appointment as governor of Bihar. At his entry

in Patna he sat upon a female elephant, when another elephant suddenly

came up against his. Sh. K. jumped down and broke his neck.

The TuzuJc tells the story differently, and says that Islam £han
appointed Sh. K. to Ofisa, and that on his way to that province the

accident took place. Nothing is said about 'UsmAn’s relations.

Note on the death of 'Upndn LohSnt.

There are few events in Indian history so confused as the details

attending the death of 'Usman. Khwaia 'Usman, according to the

Majjjizan-i Afghani, was the second son of Miyan 'Isa Khan Lohani,

who after the death of Qutlfl Khan was the leader of the Afghans in

Oflsa and Southern Bengal. Qutlfl left three sons—Na^b Shah, Lodi

Khan. Jamal Khan. 'Isa Khan left five sons, JQjyAja, Sulayman,'Ugm&n,

Wall, Ibrahim. Stewart makes 'Usman a son of Qutlfl (History ofBengal,

p. 133). Sulayman “ reigned ” for a short time. He killed in a fight

with the imperialists, Himmat Singh, son of Bija Mia Singh (side

No. 244) held lands near the Brahmaputra, and subjected the

Rajas of the adjacent countries. 'Ugmin succeeded him, and received

from Man Singh lands in Oflea and S&tgtw, and later in Eastern Bengal,
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with a revenue of 6 to 6 lacs per annum . His residence is described to

have been the Kohiet&n-i Dhaka , or “ hills of Dhaka ” (Tiparah ?), the

vilayat-i Dhaka, or District of Dhaka, and Dhaka itself. The fight with

'Ugmiin took place on Sunday, 9th Mubarram, 1021, or 2nd March, 1612,1

at a distance of 100 kos from Dhaka. My MS. of the Makjisan calls the

place of the battle Nek Ujtjal.* Stewart (p. 134) places the battle “ on

the banks of the Subamrikha river ” in OfIsa, which is impossible, as

Shuja'at Khan arrived again in Dhaka on the 6th §afar, or 26 days

after the battle. According to the Tuzuk, Islam Khan was in Dhaka

when the fight took place, and Wall Khan submitted to Shuja'at, who

had been strengthened by a corps under 'Abdu ’s-Salam, son of Mu'agftam

Khan (No. 260) ; but the Makhzan says that Islam besieged Wall in the

Ma^alls where *Usman used to live, between the battlefield and Dhaka,

and afterwards in the Fort of Dhaka itself. Wall, on his submission, was

sent to court with 7 lacs of rupees and 300 elephants taken from *Usman,

received a title of jaglr, and was made a commander of 1,000, after which

he lived comfortably. According to the Ma%
a$ir t as said above, he was

murdered before he came to court. The Tuzuk says nothing about him.

Stewart says (p. 136) that he was taken to court by Hoshang, Islam

Khan’s son ; but the Tuzuk
, p. 115, though it has a long.passage on the

Mugs which he brought with him, does not mention the Afghan prisoners.

The Makhzan also says that 'Usman, after receiving his wound at the

time when the battle was nearly decided in his favour, was carried of!

by Wall in a litter and buried on the road. When Shuja'at came up to

the place where he had been buried, he had 'Usman's corpse taken out,

cut of! the head, and sent it to court.

'Usman is said to have been so stout that he was obliged to travel

on an elephant. At his death he was forty-two years of age.

The Dutch traveller De Laet (p. 488, note) has the following interest-

ing passage : Rex (Jahangir) eodem tempore mistl Tseziad ghanum Chiech

zaden (Shuja'at Khan Shay]$hzada) ad Tzalanghanum (Islam Khan) qui

Bengalae praeerat t ut ilium in praefecturam Odiae (Orisa) mitteret . Sed

Osmanchanus Patanensis
,
qui jam aliquot annis reyionem quae Odiam

et Daeck (between Orisa and Dhaka, i.e., the Sunderban) interjacet ,

tenuerat et limites regmi incursaverat
,
cum potcntissimo exercitu advenit

t

Daeck oppugnaturus. Tzalanchanus autem praemmi adversus ipsum

1 According to PrinscpM IVcful Table*, the 0th Mubarram was a Monday, not a
Sunday, Tuzuk, p. 102.

• There are several tjyals mentioned below among the Purganas of Sirkftr Mabro&da*
bad f So* nalij and Sarkar Baziihu (Myincnsjng-Sngra).

:*7
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(CUgm&n) Ttetiad citatum, uuo cum Mina Ifftager d Etkaman citato

(Iftiftar Kh&n and Ihtim&m Khan l
) d aliit mvltisOmeraumis, cum

rdiquis eopiis X out XV eotarum intenaUo subsequent, id suit

laborantibus subsides essd. Orio dein eertamine inter utrumque

exercitum, Efftager d Mierick ZUaier (Mlrak Jal&ir—not in the

Tuzuk) tarn acrem impressionem ieetrunt, id hodet loco moment ; ted

Oman inter haec feroeittimum elephantum in iUos emisit, ita id regii

vieittim cedere cogerentur, d Efftager caederetur ; Txetiai gamut dutem

d ipse elephanto incident, id impdim ferocientis belluae, Menard,

se e suo dejecit, et crus prefregit, ita id aegre a tuts a eertamine

subducerdur, d regiipassimfugam capescerent; actumquefvissd de regiit,

nisi inopinatus catUs proelium restituiisd ; miles quidem saucius kumi

jacens, casu Osmano, qui elephanto vehebatur, oculum globo trajecit, e quo

vulnere paulo vost expiravit, cujvs mode miliies illius itafuerunt constemati

id statim defuga cogitarent. Regii veto ordinibus sentim restitutio, eventual

proelii Tzahnchano perscripsere : qui biduo pod ad locum venit uhi

pugnatum fuerat, d Tzedsiatgano e vulnere defuncto, magnit itineribue

fratrem (Wall Khan) d biduam atque liberos Osmanis assecutus, vivos

cepit, eosque cum dephantis d omnibus thesauris defundi, postqmm Daeck

Bengalee mdropolim ed reverses, misit ad regem Anno . . . (the year is

left out).

De Laht says that Shuj&c at Kh&n died from a fall from his elephant

during the battle ; but the accident took place some time later. The

Ma'apr says that he was on horseback when ^Usman’s elephant, whom
the Tuzuk calls OajpaR, and Stewart Bukhta (1), knocked him over, but

Sh. quickly disentangled himself and stuck his dagger into the animal’s

trunk.

The Makhzan says that the plunder amounted to 7 lacs of rupees ,

and 300 elephants.

371. Hirst Khwija, son of Mlrza Asadu ’U&h. Vide No. 116.

372. XIrti Sharif, son of Mini 'Ali*“ ’d-Dln.

373. Shnkr* 'llih [Zafar Khan], son of Zayn Khan Koka (No. 34).

He was mentioned above on p. 369. On the death of his hither, he

was made a commander of 700, and appears to have received, at the

end of Akbar’s reign, the title of Zafar £^&n.

*. The fini (p. 102) mentione KiehwarQb (p. 407). Iftikbfa {Ua, 8ayyid Adam
BiiU, Sheyfeh Achhe, brother'* eon d Maqarrabph Huttaaid Qfi, and Ihtimlm
BUn, m unit ShujiCet’i command. Seyjid Adam (the Tumi, p. lit, 1. 4 (tom Mow,
Me wrongly Sajryid AC|am), IftiJAlr, and Shaykh Achhe «m killed. later, CAbd*
’e-Salim, eon of UuCar^am Khin (No. 200) Jotaedead panned CUgmin.
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As his sister was married to Jahangir (vide under No. 37, and note 2, to

No. 226) Z. ]th. was rapidly promoted. When the emperor, in the second

year of his reign, left Lahor for Kabul, he halted at Mawza* Ahro*!,1 near

Fort Atak, the inhabitants of which complained of the insecurity of the

district arising from the predatory habits of the Khatar (p. 606, note 2)

and Dilahzak (note to No. 247). Zafar was appointed to Atak, vice Afcmad

Beg Khan (No. 191), and was ordered to remove the tribes to Lahor, keep

their chiefs imprisoned, and restore all plunder to the rightful owners.

On Jahangir’s return from Kabul, he joined the emperor, and was in the

following year promoted to a mangab of 2,000, 1,000 horse. In the 7th

year he was made a commander of 3,000, 2,000 horse, and governor of

Bihar. In the 10th year he was removed, went back to court, where he

received an increase of 500 horse, and then served in Bangash. “ Nothing

else is known of him.” Mcfapr.

From the Tuzuk (p. 343) we see that Zafar Khan died in the beginning

of 1031, when Jahangir made his son Sa^adat a commander of 800, 400

horse.

Sa'ddat Khan, his son. He served in Kabul, and was at the end of

Jahangir’s reign a commander of 1,600, 700 horse. In thq 5th year after

Shahjahan’s accession, he was made a commander of 1,500, ,1,000 horse,

and was promoted up to the 25th year to a full command of 3,000 horse.

He again served in Kabul, and under Murad Bakhsh in Baljgh and Bada&-

shan, was made commandant of Tirmiz and distinguished himself in

repelling a formidable night attack made by Subh&n Quli Khan, ruler of

Bukhara (19th year). Later he served in the Qandahar wars, was in the

29th year Fawjdar of Upper and Lower Bangash. and two years later

commandant of Fort Kabul.

In 1069, the second near of Awrangzib’s reign, he was killed by his

son Sherullah. Mahabat JQjan, §ubahdar of Kabul, imprisoned the

murderer.

374. Kr *Abdtt
’1-Xfimin, son of Mir Samarqandi.

Mir Samarqandi was a learned man who came during Bayram’s

regency of Agra. Bada%on%, III, 149.

375. Laihkarl, sou of Mirza Yusuf Khan (No. 35).

Vide above, p. 405, and for his wife under No. 351.

376. Agha Mullfc Qazwini. Vide No. 278.

377. Muhammad *Ali of Jam.

1 The Ma%&*ir has ; the Tuzuk, p. 48, vjftf/*'. I cannot find it on the maps.
It it described as a green flat spot. The Khatars and Dilahz&ks are estimated in tlu*

Tuzuk at 7 to 8,000 families.
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Jam is a place in Ehurasan, famous for its'lMfbS ShayQi melons. It

has given name to the two poets Pfir Bah& and the renowned *Abdn

r’-Rahman Jaml.

378. Hathnri Ms, the Khatrl.

379. Sathuri Ms, his son.

The latter served in the 26th year (989) under Sulgin Murid in

Kabul. Attorn., Ill, 333.

380. JDr Murid, brother of Shah Beg KolabI (No. 148). FideNo. 282.

381. Kalli, the Kachhwiha.

He served in 989 under Prince Murad in Kabul.

382. Sayyid Darwish, son of Shams-i BuJ^ari.

383. Junayd MuruL

A Bhavkh Junayd served under Shihab Khan (No. 26) in Gujrit.

He was killed in the Khaibar catastrophe (Akbam., Ill, 190, 498).

384. Sayyid Abtt Is-hiq, son of Mini Rafi*u ’d-Dln-i SJafawi.

He was mentioned under No. 149. In the 36th year he served against

the Jim and Mugaffar of Qujrat.

His father Rafi<u ’d-Din was a learned man of saintly habits, and died

at Agra in 964 or 957. One of his ancestors was Mu*in“ ’d-Din, author of

a commentary to the Qur*an entitled Tafslr-i Mafimx.

386. Pith Pin, superintendent of the leopards.

In 985, Akbar cured his sore eyes by blood letting, which Abtl ’1-Fafl

describes, according to his custom, as a miracle. F. K. was in charge of

the hunting leopards.

There is some confusion in the histories regarding the Fath Khan

of Akbar’s reign. First, there is FattQ Khan Afghan. Fattu is the same

as Fath. His title is Masnad-i *Ati, and his son was mentioned above,

No. 306. Secondly, Fath Khan Filban, who when young was Akbar’s

elephant driver (filban). He was subsequently made Amir, and according

to my two MS8. of the Tabaqdt, died in 990. But Bada*oni (H, 362}

mentions Fath Khan Filban as alive in 994, when he. accompanied Qasim

Khan (No. 69) on his march to Kashmir ; but the Akbamdma, in the

corresponding passage (III, 512) calls him Fath Khan Masnad-i SAUL

Dowaon’s edition of Elliot's Historians (I, 244, 260) mentions a Fath

Khan Bahadur. A Fath Khan Taghluq was mentioned under No. 187.

386. lfuqlm Pin, son of Shuja'at Khan (No. 61).

He served in the siege of Asir, and in the 46th year in the Dakhin.

Attorn., HI, 826, 866.

387. Lila, son of Raja Bir Bay (No. 86).
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The Akbarndma (III, 866) calls him the eldest son of R&ja Blr Bar.

Vide under 85.

388. Yftsuf-i Kashmiri. Vide No. 228.

389. Habi YasiwuL

Habi is an abbreviation of Habib.

390. Hajrdar Dost, brother of Qasim *All Khan (No. 18(f)

391. Dost Mohammad, son of Baba Dost.

392. 8h&hrukb Dantfiri.

Dantur, Dhant&r or Dhantawar, is a district near the Kashmir 1

frontier. The Tuzuk (pp. 287, 291) says that Dhantflr, daring Akbar’s
reign, was ruled over by Shahrukjh. but now (in 1029, 14th year of

Jahangir’s) by his son Bahadur. Bahadur was a commander of 200,

100 horse, and served under Mahabat in Bangash.

393. Sher Muhammad.

He served in 993 in the Dakhin. Akbam., Ill, 472.

A Sher Muhammad Ditrnna was mentioned on p. 332. He had at

first been in the service of Khwaia Mu^aggam, brother of Akbar’s mother.

When Akbar, in the 10th year, was at Jaunpflr, engaged with the rebellion

of Khan Zaman, Sher Muhammad Diwana plundered several places in

Pargana Samana, the fawjdar of which was Mulla N&r*1 ’d-Din Taiwan.

The Mulla had left his vakil Mir Dost Muhammad in Samana. Sh. M. D.

invited him and treacherously murdered him at the feast. Plundering

several places he went to Maler, when he was surprised by the Mulla

at a place called DhanQri in Samana. Sh. M. D. fled, but his horse ran

against the trunk of a tree and threw him down. He was captured and

executed, a.h. 973, Akbam., II, 332.

391. *Ali Quit [Beg, Istajlu, Sher Afkan Khan!.

He was the safarehl,2 or table-attendant of Isma?il II, king of Persia.

After his death he went over Qandahar to India, and met at Multan,

the Khan Khanan (No. 29), who was on his march to Thatha. At his

recommendation, he received a mansab. During the war he rendered

distinguished services. Soon after his arrival at court, Akbar married

him to Mihru ’n-Nisii (the future Nur Jahan), daughter of Mina Ghiyas

Tehran! (No. 319). Ghiyag’s wife had accession to the imperial harem,

and was on her visits often accompanied by her daughter. Prince Salim

saw her, and fell in love with her, and Akbar, to avoid scandal, married

her quickly to *AU Qull.

1 I'M* Cunningham'* (Imgrophy of Aneitot India, p. 131. It liw on the Dor
River, near Xawehahm.

I* Sifra-thi.—1‘.]



$All QuBaooompanied the prince on his expedition against the Bint,

and receivedfrom him the title of SherAfkar flto. On Ins accession,

he received Bardwan at MftU. His hostile encounter with 8Hay}&

Sbttba (No. 275) was related on p. 551. The Met&air Says that ,when

he went to meet the ^Qbahdar, his mother pot a helmet (rftifaJjg&d) on

his head, and said, “ My son make his mother cry , before he makes your

mother weep,M then kissed him, and let him go.

*AJI Q.’s daughter, who, likeher mother, had the name ofMihr0 ’n-Nisa,

was later married to Prince Shahryar, Jah&ngir’s fifth son.

Jahing&r, in the Tvzuk, expresses his joy at *A. Q.’s death, aid hopes

that “ the blackfaced wretch wiQ for ever remain in hell ”. KhAfi Khan

(1; p. 267) mentions an extraordinary circumstance, said to have been

related by Ndr Jahan’s mother. According to her, Sher Afkan was not

killed by Quth* ’d-Dln’s men, but, wounded as he was, managed to get

to the door of his house, with the intention of killing his wife, whom he

did not wish to fall into the emperor’s hands. But her mother would not

lethim enter, and told him to mind his wounds, especially as Mihr* ’n-Nisa

had committed suicide by throwing herself into a well. “ Haring heard

the sad news, Sher Afkan went to the heavenly mansions.”

His body was buried in the shrine of the poet Bahrain Saqqa (vide

below among the poets) ; the place is pointed out to this day at Bardw&n.

A verse is often mentioned by Muhammadans in allusion to four

tigers which Nfir Jahan killed with a musket. The tigers had been caught

(jTtcn£, p. 186) and Nfir Jahan requested Jahangir to let her shoot them.

She killed two with one ball each, and the other two with two bullets,

jrithout missing, for which the emperor gave her a present of one thousand

Ashrafb. One of the courtiers said on the spur of the moment :

—

“ Though Nfir Jahan is a woman she is in the array of men a zan-i sher

afkan,” i.e., either the wife of Sher Afkan, or a woman who throws down

(qfton) tigers (sher).

395. Ihfth Muhammad, son of Masnad-i 5All.

Vide Nos. 306 and 385.

386. lanwaldis Jftden.

He aocompanied Akbar on his forced march to Patan and Ahmadibad

(p. 458, note) and served in 989 under Prince Murid in Kibul. In 992

he was assaulted and dangerously wounded by someBh&tl. Akbar visited

Mm, as he was given up by the doctors ; but he recovered after an illness

of three years.



He wee the eonof Raja Gopal Jadon’s brother (vide No. 806) and AbA
1-Fafl calls him a personal attendant of the emperor. Attorn.. Ill,

24, 323, 435.

397. lbwijs Zakir" MKs, son of Shay]* £halH» ’Mb.

He served- in the Slat year under Qisim Khan (No. 59) in the conquest

of Kashmir, and in the 46th year in the Dakhin.

His father is also called Sh$k Khalil" ’llah. He served in the 10th year

against Khan Zamin, and under Mun'im Khiin in Bengal and Offei,

and died in 983 at Gaor of fever (p. 497).

Father and son are not to be confounded with the more illustrious

Mir Khalil" ’ll&h ofYazd and his son Mir Zahir" ’d-Din, who in the 2nd

year of Jahangir came as fugitives from Persia to Labor. The history

of this noble family is given in the Ma*a*ir.

398. JUr Ahft '1-Qisim of Nlsh&pQr.

399. HijI Muhammad ArdistAni.

400. Mulummad Ihia, son of Tarson Khan’s sister (No. 32).

401 . Khwija Muqim, son of Khwaia Miraki.

He served under «Aziz Koka in Bengal, and returned with him to court

in the 29th year. In 993 he served again in Bengal, and was besieged,

together with Tahir 8ayfu i-Mulflk (No. 201) in Fort Ghoraghit by several

Bengal rebels. Intheendof the 35th year (beginning of 999), he was made

BaMthi. Afcham., Ill, 418, 470, 610.

Vide Dowson’s edition of EUiot'* Hittoriant, I, pp. 248, 251.

402. Qadir dull, foster-brother of Mlrza Shihruft (No. 7).

He served in the 36th year in Gujrit. Attorn., Ill, 621.

403. Firusa, a slave of the emperor Hum&yfln.

Bada*Oni (III, 297) says that he was captured, when a child, by a soldier

in one of the wars with India, and waa .taken to Hum&yfln, who brought

him up with Mirza Muhammad Qaklm, Akbar’s brother. He played

several musical instruments and composed poems. He came to India

with GhazI Khan-i BadaJ&shl (No. 144).

Badi*onI also says that he was a Isrngi.

404 Tij Khin Khatriya. Vide No. 172.

405. Zayn* 'd-DIn <A1L

He served in the 25th year (end of 988) under Min Singh against

M. Muhammad Rakbn.

406. Mir Sharif of Kolib.

407. Tahir Khia, the Balflch.

He served in the 21st year against Daudi, son of Surjan Hidi (No. 96).
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and afterwards in Bengal. In 989, the 30th year, he was tvytidir of

Gfeixipfir, and hunted down Ma'yflm Shin FarimJifidl, after the latter

'

had plundered Muhammadabad (vide under No. 170). In the 28th year

he served in Gujrat, and commanded the centre in the fightatMaisini,

8.E. of Patan, in-which Sher Shin Fniidf waa defeated. Akbarn., Ill,

160, 366, 416.

Dr. Wilton Oldham, C.S., states in his " Memoir of the Ghasepoor

District ” (p; 80) that Fawjdir Pah&r Shin is still remembered in

Ghazlptlr, and that his tank and tomb are still objects of local interest

408. Xeshft Ms, the Bithor.

In the beginning of 993 (end of the 29th year) he served in Gujrftt.

A daughter of his was married to Prinoe Salim (vide under No. 4). From

the Akbamdma, III, 623, it appears that he is the son of Riy Rfty Singh’s

brother (No. 44) and perished, in the 36th year, in a private quarrel.

409. Bajjid Lid Birha.

In 993, Sayyid Lid served with the preceding in Gujrat, and in the

46th year, in the Dalchin.

410. Vaylr MaHn.

Ma*In (0̂ ) or Munj, is the name ofa subdivision of Ranghar Rijpflts,

chiefly inhabiting Barhind and the Bahat Du'&b. “ The only famous man
which this tribe has produced is 'Isa Khan Ma*in. He served under

Bahadur Shah and Jahandar Shah.” Ma%
intr.

411 Knga, the Pilwar.

412 Qibil, son of 'Atlq.

413. Adwind)
:: Zamindira of Oyisa.
414. Bondar |

416. Vflram, foster-brother of Mini Ibrihlm.

He served in the 31st year against the Afgfcins on Mount Terih,

and in 1000, under Man Singh in the expedition to Oyfsi. Akbam., Ill,

532, 642.

Mlrza Ibrahim was Akbar’s youngest brother, who died as an infant.

The above list of grandees includes the names of such Manyabdars

above the rank of commanders of Five Hundred as were alive and dead

in the 40th year of his Majesty’s reign, in which this bMk was completed

;

but the list of the commanders from Five hundred to Two hundred, only

contains such as were alive in that year. Of thosewho hold a lower rank

and are now alive, I shall merely give the number. There are at present
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of Commanders of 150 68

Do. 120 ... 1

Do. 100, or YtebaiMs . 260

Do. 80 . 91

Do. 60 . . 204

Do. 60 . 16

Do. 40 . . 260

Do. 30, or Tarkcuhbands 39

Do. 20 . . 280

Do. 10 . . 224

[Total, 1,388 Mangabdars below the rank of a Commander of 200.]

Scarcely a day passes away on which qualified and sealous men are not

appointed to manjabs or promoted to higher dignities'. Many Arabians

and Persians also come from distant countries, and are honoured with

commissions in the army, whereby they obtain the object of their desires.

A large number again, both of old and young servants, receive their

discharge, and are rewarded by his Majesty with daily allowances or grants

of land, that render them independent.

As I have mentioned the Grandees of the state, <>oth such as are

still alive and such as have gone to their rest, I shall a! o give the names

of those who have been employed in the administration of the govern-

ment, and thus confer upon them everlasting renown.

The following have been Vuktls, or prime-ministers 1
:

—

Bayram Khan (No. 10) ; Mun'im Khan (No. 11) ; Atga Khan

(No. 16) ; Bahadur Khan (No. 22) ; Khwiia Jahun (No. 110) ; Khan

Mina Khan (No. 29) ;
£)jan-i A*gam Mirza cKoka (No. 21).

The following have been Vazirs or ministers of fin.T-.ces :

—

Mir <Ails" ’llah Turbatl ; Khwaia Jalalu ’d-DinMahmud * of Khurasan

(No. 66) ; Khwaja Mu<inu ’d-Din Faranj&fidI (No. 128) ; Khwaia *Abdu

’1-Majid Afaf Khan (No. 49) ; Varir Khan (No. 41) ; Mugaffar Khan

(No. 37) ; Rija Todar Mai (No. 39) ; Khwaia Shah MangOr of Shirks

(No. 122) ; Qulij Khan (No. 42) ; Khwaia Shams'1 ’d-Din Khawafi

(No. 169).

The following have been Baj&thu :

—

Sbwsja Jahan (No. 110); Khwaia Tahir of Sijistan (No. Ill);

Mawlftna Qabi Bihzadi,3 Mawlana Darwish Muhammad of Mashhad

;

> Abft ‘i-Fs»r» list it neither complete, nor chronologically arranged
• The MSS. and my text have wrong Man* ud for Mahmud.
* Some MSS. have Hai instead of llahl (an abbreviation for Habib).
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Mawlunii ^Isliqi, 1 Muqim of Khurasan (No. 410) ; Sultan Mahmud of

Badakhshan
; Lashkar Khan (No. 90) ; Shahbaz Khan (No. 80) ; Ray

Purukliotam
; Sliaykh Farid -i Bujdiitri (No. 99) ; Qazi *AIi of Bagdad

;

Ja^far Beg $Asaf Khan (No. 98); Khwaja Nizam'1 \1-Din Ahmad
;

*

Khwajagi Fatli 11
f

llab (No. 258).

The following have been Stubs 3
:

—

Mir Fatbu ’Hah ; Sliaykh Oada*i, son of Shaykh Jumal-i Kambfl

;

Khwajagi Muhammad iSfilih, descendant in the third generation from

Khwaja *Abdu ’Hull Marwarid ; Mawlunfi ^Abd 11
?

1-Baqi
;
Shaykh *Abdu

’n-Nabi; Sultan Khwaja (No. 108) ; Sadr Julian (No. 191).

. Concluding Note hg the Translator of Akhar a Mansahdiirs.

The principal facts which Abfl ’l-Fa/Ts list of Grandees discloses are,

first, that there were very few Hindustani Miisulmnns in the higher ranks

of the army and the civil service, most of the officers being foreigners,

especially Persians and Afghans; srrondlg, that there was a very fair

sprinkling of Hindu Amir*, as among the 115 Mnnsabdiirs there are 51

Hindus.

The Mansalxjars who had fallen into disgrace, or had rebelled, have

nn I v Iven excluded. Tlius we miss the names of Mir Shah Abu 1-Ma*ali

;

Khwaja .Mu^nzzain. brother of A k bar’s mother; Baba Khan Qaqshal;

Mitsumi Kabuli (p. 176, note); *Arab Bahadur; Jabari, etc. But

there are also several left out, as Khizr Khwaja (p. 391, note 2), Sultan

IJusayn JaluMr (vide under No. 61), Kamal Khan the Gakkhar (vide

p. 5u7). Alir («Vsii (p. 161), Nawrung Khan, son of Qutb11 *(1 Din Khan

(\*> *J
<

), Mirzfi Quli (p. 118), Baja A.skaran (under No. 1 71), and others,

for w .mse omission it is difficult to assign reason.,.

Comparing Abu T-Fazl's list with that in the Talwfiit, or the careful

lists «»f Shahjahan's grandees in the Ptulishtllutlwa, we observe that

Abfl I Fazl has only giwn the $»m>soh
t but not the actual commands,

which would have shown the strength of tie* contingents (tdbnuln ). In

other words. Abu I l
;
.i>:l has merely given t lie ‘Ml~ rank fp 251). This will

partly imf Mint ha the disen paneies in rank between his list and Miafc by

Nizam’* ’.! Dm in D-e Ttdmgdt which may advantageously lie given here.

Ni&ini *»»dy ; Mn>:d'd.“ir- ^f higher rank, viz.: —

' I*. •» h „ r...,. • IP I ill- u.H ..f f.lmxiil.

* • •
• .

• 'in
•*

i .i .
mi i

•>
' • * isisj v .%«>•! • 1*1 , vli'.to*!* ill the fifth

T,.*. i '*!*•! titlHl I? t«u
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In the Tabaqdt.1 In Abu 'l-FafPt litt.

1. Khan Khanan Bayram Khan . No. 10. Manfabi 5,000.*

2. Mlrza Shahrakh. 5,000 . ,*, 7 ; 5,000.

3. TardI Beg Khan . „ 12 ; do.

4. Mun'im Khan , 11 ; do.

0. Mlrza Rustam, 5,000 „ 9 ; do.

6. Mina Khan Khanan „ 29 ; do.

7. *Ali Quli Khan Zaman . „ 13; do.

8. Adham Khan „ • 19 ; do.

9. Mlrza Bharat11 ’d-Dln IJusayn .

10. Shams11 ’d-Dln Muhammad Atga

„ 17 ; do.

Khan

11. Muhammad ^Azlz Kokultash,

„ 15 ; do.

5,000 . . . . „ 2} ; do.

12. Sbur j* not in the A*In ; vide p. !

13. Bahadur I&hn, 5,000 . No. 22 ; 5,000

14. Mlr Muhammad KhanMm . „ 16 ; do.

15. Muhammad Quli Khan Barlis* „ 31 ; do.

16. Khan Jahan, 5,000. „ 24 ; do.

17. Shihab" ’d-DIn Ahmad Khan

5,000 .... „ 26 ; do.

18. Sa'Id&i&n, 5,000. ,, 25 ; do.

19. Pir Muhammad Khin „ 20 ; do.

20. Raja Bihara Mai *
„ 23 ; do.

21. Raja Bhagwin Das, 5,000 „ 27 ; do.

22. Man Singh, 5,000 .

23. Khwaja «AbdB ’l-Majld Afaf

„ 30 ; do.

Khin. maintained 20,000 horse „ 49 ; 3,000.

24. Silcandar g£in Uzbek >
,, 48 ; 3,000.

25. <AbdB ’llih Shan Utbak „ 14; 5,000.

26. Qiyi Shin Quag 1

27. YOsuf Muhammad Sh*n Koka,

„ 33; 5,000.

5,000 a # . • • „ 18 ; 5,000.

28. Zayn Shin Koka, 5,000 „ 34 ; 4,500.

29. Shuji*it ShV. 6,000 . „ 51 ; 3,000.

s iMdttM to M8. No. 87. <rtf the Library of the A*. 8oc., Bnpil, and my own MS.
Ho ooeedoneTdifferences in the nomes are Mostly traceable to Akbar'a hatred, which
Abft

#Mm1 *bmA of the names - Muhammad ". - Ahmad ".

• Mentioned in the MnoM ae belonging to the Umarfr-i kibir, “ the great Amirs.”

Ui probably, the eemmeiiew 015,000.
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In the Tabaqdt. In Abu %FazV$ lid.

30. Shah Budagh £b*n . No. 52 ; 3,000.

31. Ibrahim Khan Uzbak, 4,0(56 . „ 64 ; 2,500.

32. Tarso Muhammad Khan. 5,000 „ 32 ; 5,000.

3«\ Vazir Khan, 5.000 . „ 41 ; 4,000.

34. MuhammadiMurud Khan 1

. „ 54 ;
3,000.

35. Ashraf Khan 1 „ 74 ; 2,000.

30. Mahdi Qasim Khan

3

„ 30 ;
4.000.

37. Muhammad Qasim Khan „ 40 ;
4,000.

38. Khwaja Sultan *All . „ 50 ; 3,000.

39. Raja TtxJarMal, 4,000 . „ 39 ;
4,000.

40. Mlrza Yusuf Khan Razawi, 4,000 „ 35 ;
4,500.

41 . Mlrza Quit Khan 1
. . not in the A*In ; vide p. 418.

12. Mnzaffur Khan ... No. 37 ;
4,000.

13. I.laydar Muhammad Khan. 2,000 „ 6G
; 2,000.

I I. Slifiliani Khan JalaMr, 2.000 . „ 97 ; 2,000.

15. Isiim'TI Sultan I hildav . ,, 72 ;
2.000.

H». Muhammad Khan JalfiMr 2 not in the .\*Tn.

17. Khfm-i <Alutn, 3.000 . No. 58 ; 3,000.

IS t/utl*11 M-l)inMuhammad Khan.

maintained 5,000 horse . ., 28 ;
5,000.

19. Muhihh ^Alt Khan, 4,000 „ 107; 1,000.

50. Qulij Khan. 1.000 . „ 42 ; 4,000.

51. Muhammad Sadiq Khan. 4.000 ,, 43; 4,000.

52. Mirzii .lanl Beg, 3.000 . ., 47 ;
3.000.

53. Isma^ll Qull Khan. 3.000 :l

. ., 40 ; 3,500.

54. l^timad Khan (Jiijratl, 1,000 . „ 67 ; 2,500.

55. Itfijn IMv Singh, of lUkanlr and

Nagor, 4.000 . . . „ 44 ; 4,000.

50. Sharif Muhammad Khan, 3,000 „ 63 ;
3,000.

57. Sluih Faklir11 M-I)ln, Naqabat

Khan. 1,000 „ 88:2.000.

58. Habib <AlI KJian . . „ 133; l.OOO.

59. Sluih QuIlMulimm. 1.000 . ., 45 ; 3,500.

1 Mentiomtl ill llu* Tulwfit am Mousing to tin* Cmttrk1 -* “ thf» arcmt Amir*,

i.c.; proUklil'V ||u> ri>miiiaa«liTs of 5,UUti.
. „

1 lf»* |!«it insiiiM*. T<if*iqnt,

» MS,. I.MUM. ........
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In the Tabaqat . In Abtt 'l-Fail'e list.

60. Muhibb ^AH Khan Rahtas!,

4.000 not in the A*in ; tndep. 466.

61. Mu*!nu *d-D!n Ahmad . No; 128; 1,000.

62. I^timad Khan Khwainsrtra. „ 119; 1,000.

63. Dastam 1 Khan . „ 79 ; 2,000.

64.

* Kamal Khan, the Gakkhar, 5,000 not in the A**Iii ; vide |>. 507,

5.000 and under No. 247

G5. Tahir Khan Mir Faraghat, 2,000 No. 94 ; 2,000.

66. Sayyid Hamid of BuJ&ara, 2,000 „ 78 ; 2,000.

67. Sayyid Mahmud Khan. Barlta,

4.000

75 ; 2,000.

68; Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Barha,

3.000

91 ; 2,000.

69. Qara Bahadur Khan,1 4,000 (?) „ 179 ;
700.

70. Baqi Muhammad Khan Koka,

4.000

60 ; 3,000.

71. Sayyid Muhammad Mir cAdl . „ 140; 1,000.

72. Ma^sum Khan Farankhudi. 2.000 „ 157; 1,000.

73. Nawrang Khan. 4,000 . , not in t lie A*in
; vide ,p. 354.

74. Shah Muhammad Khan Atga,

younger brother of Shams11

d'Din Atgah 3 not in the A*m.

75. Matlah Khan. 2,000 . No. 83 ;
2.000.

76. Shaykh Ibrfihim, 2,000 . . „ 82 ;
2.000.

77. ^ All Quli Khan, 2,000 . . „ 121 ;
Mmio.

78. Tolak Khan Quchln, 2.000 „ 158: 1 ,000.

79. Shah Beg Khan Kabul!, 3,000 „ 57 ;
5,f»00.

80. Fattu Khan Afghan, 2.000 . not in I lie A*in : vide No. 385.

81. Fath Khan Filban, 2,000 not in the A*in ; vide under

82. Samanj! Khan Mugfrul, 2,000 . No. KKl
; 1.500. [No. 385

83. Babu Mankll, 1,000 . „ 202 ; 700.

81. Darwlsh Muhammad Uzbnk,

2.000

81 ; 2,000.

85. Shah baz Khan Kambu, 2.000 . „ 80 ; 2,000.

86. Klnvaia .Lilian Khurasan! „ 110; 1,000.

1 Tiic? MSS. of !)«<’ Vnlrttyit n !so liavr wronely JtHsttnu Khnu.
* MS. Unh:l«lur KJifm,
* This is jirnlmltSy a inistiiko of ihr author of I hr Tatuv/ut.
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In tie Tabaqat. In Aba '1-FazVt list.

87. MajnOn Khan Qaqshal, kept

5.000 hone . No. 50; 3,000.

88. Muhammad Qasim Khan.1 3,000 „ 40 ; 4,000.

89. Mutaffar Ilusayn Mlrzi, 1,000 „ 180 ; 700.

90. Baja Jagannath, 3,000 . „ 69 ; 2,500.

91. Raja Askaran, 3,000 not in the A*In ; vide No. 174.

92. Ray Lonkaran, 2,000 not in the A*in ; vide No. 265.

93. Madhfl Singh, “ brother of R.

Man Singh,” 2,000 . No. 104 ; 1,500.

94. Sayf Khan Koka . . . „ 38 ; 4,000.

95. Ghiyasu ’d-Dln *Ali A§af Khan „ 126 ; 1,000.

96. Payanda Khan Mugfrul, 2,000 „ 68 ; 2,500.

97 Mubarak Khan, the Gakkhar,

1.000

„ 171 ; 1,000.

98. Baz Bahadur Afghan, 2,000 „ 120 ; 1,000.

99. Mirak Khan Jinkjank (?) . not in the A*ln.

100. Sayyid Qasim Barha, 2,000 No. 105 ; 1,500.

101. Raja Kangar, 2,000 . not in the A*In

;

vide under No. 134.

102. Muhammad Husayn Lashkar

Khan, kept 2,000 horse . No. 90 ; 2,000.

103. Ilusayn Khan Tukriyah, 2,000 „ 53 ; 3,000.

104. Jalal Khan, the Gakkhar, 1,500 „ 170 ; 1,000.

105. Sa'ld Khan, the Gakkhar, 1,500 not in the A*In

;

vide p. 508, and under No. 247.

106. I<tibar Khan. Eunuch. 2.000 .. No. 84; 2,000.

107. Khwaiah Tahir Muhammad
Tatar Khan „ 111 ; 1,000.

108. Moth R&ja, 1,500 . 121 ; 1,000.

109. Mihtar Kh&n Khasa Khavl.

2,000 . . „ 102; 1,600.

110. §afdar KMn. Khasa Khavl.

2.000 1 not in the A*In.

111. Bahar Khan, Kil^ Khayl

2,000 . . . No. 87 (?) ; 2,000.

1 Thaum m No. 37 on p. 80S ?
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In the Tahaqdt .

112. Farhat Khan Khasa Kliayl,

2 ;
000 . . . .

’

.

113. Ray Sal Darbari, 2,000 .

114. Ray Durgii, 1.500 1

115. Mlrak Khan Bahadur,2 2,000 .

116. Shah Muhammad Qaliitl

117. Marjsud *Ali Kor .

118. Ikhlas Khan, the Kunuch, 1,(XX)

119. Mihr ^All »Sildoz, 1,300 .

120. Khudawand Khan Dakhini,

1,500

121. Mir Murtaza Dakhini, 1,000 .

122. Hasan Khan, a BatanI Afghan

1,000

123. Xazar Beg, son of Sa^Id, the

Ghakkhai, 1,000 .

124. Raja Gopal, 2,000 .

125. Qiyfi Khan. 1,000 .

126. Sayyid Hashim Bftrha, 2,000 .

127. Razawl Khan, 2,000

128. Raja Bir Hal, 2,000

129. Shaykh Karid-i Bukhari, 1,500

130. Raja Surjan, 2,000

131. Ja^far B<*g, Asaf Khan. 2,000

132. Raja Kfipsi BuiragI, 1,500

133. Fazil Khan, 1,500 .

134. Shah (Juli Khan XuranjI, 1,000

135. Shaykh Muhammad Khan Bukh-

ari, 2,000 ....
136. Lai Khan BadakhshI

137. Khan jar Beg Chachta

3

.

138. Maj^hsus Khan. 2,500

139. SanI Khan Arlat . . .

In Abu 'l-Fazl's list .

Xo. 145; 1,000.

.100

;

1,250.

>> 103; 1,500.

>1 208; 500.

95; 2,000.

130; 1,000.

80; 2,000.

130

;

1,000.

151

;

1,000.

162

;

1,000.

220

;

500.

247; 500.

not in the A*In

;

vide under No. 305.

Xo. 181; 700.

143; 1,000.

141 ; 1,000.

85 ;
2,000.

99; 1,500.

90 ; 2,(XX).

98 ; 2,000.

118; 1,000.

150; 1,000.

231; 500.

„ 77 ; 2,000.

„ 209 ;
500.

not in the A*in.

Xo. 70 ; 2,500.

„ 210 ; 500.

1 MS.. 1

* He died in the explosion of a mine Indore Cliitw.
• 11 He bMoiiKN to the old Amin* of the prcHWit dynast v. Hit wan an aceompliiihcd

man, excelled in music, and com|n#*cd poem*. There ••xints a well-known Mainawi by

him, dor b&b-i akh&ra, on the Kuhjeet of d<iii<ifiu nirlN." Tutnuyit, Vide Akfarndma,

II. 82.
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In the Tobaqdt .

140. Mirza Husayn Khan

141. Jagat Singh, 1,500

142. Mirza Najat Khan

143. *AlI Dost Khan, 1 ,000

1

.

144. Sultan Husayn Khan

145. Khtynja Shah Mansur Slnrazl .

146. Salim Khan. 1.000

147. Sayvid Chhajhu Barlrn .

148. Darbar Khan. 1,000

149. HajI Muhammad Sistani, 1 ,000 (?)

150. Muhammad Zaman *

151. Khurnim Khan. 2,000® .

152. Muhammad Qull Toqbiiy, 1.000

153. Mujahid Khan. 1,000

4

.

154. Sultan Ibriilum Awbalu 6

155. Shah Ghaz! Khan Turkman

156. Sheroya, 1,000

157. Kukar^AlI Khan, 1,000

158. Naqlb Khan, 1,000

159. Bog Nurin Khan. 1,000 .

160. Qutlii Qadani Khan, 1.000 .

161. Jalfd Klmn Qurchl, 1.000

162. Sliimfd Klian Qurclu. 1,000

163. Mirzada All Khan

164. Sayvid *AImIu ’lift It Klmn

165. Mir Sharlf-i Arnull. 1,000

166. Fnrruldi Khan

167. Dost Khan* .

168. .la^far Klmn Turkman, 1.000 .

In Abu 'l-Fatfe list .

No. 149; 1,000.

„ 160; 1,000.

„ 142; 1,000.

not in the A*in.

not in the A1
In.

No. 122; 1,000.

„ 132 ; 1,000.

„ 221 ; 500.

„ 185 ; 700.

,, 55 ; 3,000.

not in the A*In.

not in the Af
In.

No. 129 ; 1,000.

not in the A*in.

not in the A*in.

not in the Af
In.

No. 168: 1,000.

„ 92 ; 2,000.

„ 161; 1,000.

„ 212 ;
500.

123; 1,000.

213 ;
500.

.. 154 ; 1,000.

152; 1,000.

,. 189; 700.

No. 166; 1,000.

232 ; 500.

not iu the A^In.

No. 114; 1,000.

1 “ Ho was a servant of Humayun. In Akbar's service lie rose to a command of 1.000.

.iid died at Labor." Olio MS. rolls him <7 All Dost Klirtn Xurangl, the other ha* B&rbtgf,

on iiiiumiaI title for the Mugku! period.
3 ’• MAliAiiimad Zaman is the brother of Mirza YQsuf Khan (Xo. 35), He belonged

to the (‘onimaiulers of 1;U00, and was killed in Ga^ha." Takaqtit.

* According to the TaOaqut, ho wan dead in 1000. ride Akbarn&ma, II, 08, 106
200. 284. 287.

Ho is not to lie confounded with Mirza Khurram (Xo. 177).
1 MujAliid Khun was the son of Mutfbib K|An. one of Humftyun's courtiers. He wo*

killed at Konbhulmir. AkUtrndma, 1(1, 140, 108.
4 Ho was the khfil, or maternal uncle, of the author of tho fotefAt, and distinguiihec

himself In leading a successful expedition into K*mi*on.
• One MS. calls him

1.000, and is now (a.h.

« ,V. the other J\\*. " Ho belonged to the commanders
1001) dead."
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In the TabaqBt. In AbO ’l-Fttfl’t Uet.

169. RiyManohar No. 265 ; 400.

170. Shaykh <Abdu ’r-Rahim of Laklmau „ 197; 700.

171. Mirza Abd ’l-Mugaffar . II 240 ; 500.

172. Raj Singh, son of Raja Askaran » 174 ; 1,000.

173. Ray Patr Das H 196 ; 700.

174. Janish Bahadur . If 235 ; 500.

175. Muhammad Khan NiyaZi If 239 ; 500.

176. Ram Das Kachhwaha It 238 ; 500.

177. Mir Aba ’I-Qiisim II 251 ; 500.

178. Khwaja <Abd“ ’1-Hay, Mir Udl
179. Shams'1 ’d-Din Husayn, son of

II 230; 500.

A*zam Khan II 163 ; 1,000.

180. Khwaja Shamsu ’d-Din Khawafi

181. Mir Jamalu 'd-Dln llusayn Injfl,

II 159; 1,000.

1,000

182. Shaykh *Abdu *llah Khan, son of

II 164; 1,000.

Muhammad Ghaws, 1,000 II 173 ; 1,000.

183. Sayyid Raju Barha, 1,000 II 165; 1,000.

184. Mednl Ray Chauh&n, 1,000 II 198 ; 700.

185. Mir Tahir Razawi, brother of M. •

Yusuf Khan II 236 ; 500.

186. Task Beg Kabuli .

187. Ahmad Beg Kabuli, keeps 700

If 172; 1,000.

horse II 191 ;
700.

188. Slier Khwaja . . If 176 ; 800.

189. Muhammad Quli Turkman II 203 ; 600.

190. Mirza *A1I Alnmshahl 1
. II 237 ; 500.

191. Wazir Jamil II 200 ; 700.

192. Ray Bhoj, 1.000 . II 175; 1,000

193. Bakhtyar Beg Turkman . II 204 ; 600.

194. Mir §adr Jahan II 194 ; 700.

195. Hasan Beg Shaykh *Umari II 167; 1,000.

196. Shadman, son of *Aziz Koka . II 233 ;
500.

197. Raja Mukatman Bhadaurya .

198. Baqi Safarchi,1 son of Tahir

II 249 ; 500.

Khan Faraghat . not in the A*in ; vide No. 9

1 “ He is the brother o! CAlamsh&h. a courageous man, skilful in the use of arms.
1

TabaqSU. This remark is scarcely in harmony with the facts recorded under No.
[• Or Sufra cht !—P.]

38
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In the Tabaqdt .

199. Farklfm Barkis

200. Bahadur Khan Qurdar, a Tarin

Afghan ....
201. Shaykh Btivazld-i Chishtl

In Abu '1-FazVs list .

No. 227 ; 300.

269 ;
400.

.. 280 : -100.

In this above list, a few grandees are mentioned whom Abfi '1-Fagl

classes among the commanders of 100. Ni/.fun. however, adds the

following note to his owh list
—

“ Ix*t it be known that the title of Amir

is given to nil such as hold Mansabs from 500 upwards. Sour, of those

whom I hove enumerated holds a less raniv
?

The Historian Badii*on? has not given a list of Amirs, but Ims compiled

instead a very valuable list of the )>oets. doctors, learned men. and saints

of Akbars reign, together with biographical notices, which make up the

third volume of the edition printed by the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

With his usual animus lie says (111. 1 )—*
I shall not give the names of

the Amir?, as Nizam has given them in the end of his work, and Iwsides

most of them have died without having obtained the pinion of God.

1 have seen none that is faithful in this generation ;

If thou knowest one
.
give him mg blessing

Of the Mansabdurs whose names Abu 1-Fazl has not give^, because

the .

J

* i

n

list refers to tin* period prior to the 10th year of A kbar's reign,

the most famous are Muhabut Khan. Khan Julian Lodi (vide under

Xo. 309), and ^Abd 11 'llah Khan Flrita-jang.

AW lmve no complete list of the grandees of Jahangir’s reign ; but

the Dutch traveller De Laet, in his work on India (p. 13!) 1ms a valuable

note on the numerical strength of Jahangir’s Mansal>dnrs. which may
he compared with the lists in the J*7w and the Pddishahnoma (II, 717).

Leaving nut the princes, whose mansabs were above 5.0W. we have :

—

Commanders Under Akhar.

(A*In)

5.00() . . :») .

•1.5(H) .

1 .IKK) . 9 .

.VjOO . 2

5,000 . . 17 .

“2.5(H) . 8 .

2
;
<XH) . 27 .

1*500 7 .

1.250 1 .

Under Jahangir. Under Shahjuhan

(l)e La’ t) (Ptidishithnama)

. S . . 20

. 9 . . 0

. 23 . . 20

. :m . . . o

. m . . . 44

. 42 . . II

. 13 .
•:

. . 31

. 51 . .52

. 0 . .0
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Commanders Under Alebar. Under Jahdngir. Under Shatyahin

(A*in) (De La6t) (Padithahnama)

1,000 . . 31 . . 55 . . 97

900 . 38 . 0 . . 23

800 . 2 . . 0 . . 40

700 . 25 . . 58 . . 61

600 4 . . 0 . . 30

500 . 46 . . 80 . . 114

Total . 249 . . 439 . . 563— — —
400 . . 18 . . 73

350 . 19 . . 58

300 . 33 . . . 72

250 . . 12 . . 85 not specified.

200 . 81 . . 150

Total . 163 . . 438

150 . 53 . . . 242

120 1 . . 0

100 . . 250 . . 300

80 .

' 91 . . 245 not specified

60 . 204 , . 397

50 . 1C . . 0

40 . 260 . . 298

30 . 39 . . 240

20 . . 250 . . 232

10 . . 224 . . . 110

Total Ill 2,064

The number of Ahadls under Jahangir, De Laet fixes as follows

:

C'lmharaspas . 741

Sihaspas . . 1,322

DuaspaA . . 1,428

Yakaspas . 950

4,441 Afcad
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Under Shahjahan, 17 Grandees were promoted! up to the 20th year

of his reign, to man^abs above 5,000. There is no Hindu among them.

De LaSt has not mentioned how many of the Amirs were HindOs.

But we may compare the lists of the A%
ln and the PadishdhnSma.

We find under Akbar :

—

among 252 mansabdurs from 5,000 to 500 . 32 HindOs.

among 163 mansabdars from 400 to 200 25 „

Under Shahjahan (20th year of his reign), we have

among 12 mansabdars above 5,000 ... no HindOs.

among 580 mansabdars from 5,000 to 500 110 HindOs

The names of commanders below 500 are not given in the Padishah-

ndma . Regarding other facts connected with the relative position of

HindOs and Muhammadans at the Mughul court, 1 would refer the reader

to my 41
Chapter from Muhammadan History,” Calcutta Revietc

, April,

1871.

A%
\n 30 (continued).

THE LEARNED MEN OF THE - TIME.

I shall now speak of the sages of the period and classify them according

to their knowledge, casting aside all differences of creed. His Majesty,

who is tiiiuself the leader of the material and the ideal worlds, and the

sovereign over the external and the internal, honours five classes of sagos

as worthy of attention. And yet all five, according to their light, are

struck with his Majesty's perfection, the ornament of the world. The

first class, in the lustre of their star, perceive the mysteries of the external

and the internal, and in their understanding and the breadth of their

views, fully comprehend both realms of thought, and acknowledge to

have received their spiritual power from the throne of his Majesty. The

scco)td class pay less attention to the external world
;

but in the light

of their hearts they acquire vast knowledge. The third class do not step

beyond the arena of observation (na;ar) and possess a certain knowledge

of what rests on testimony. The fourth class look upon testimony as

something filled with the dust of suspicion, and handle nothing without

proof. The fifth class are bigoted, and cannot pass beyond the narrow

sphere of revealed testimony. Each class has mrftiy subdivisions.

I do not wish to set up as a judge and hold forth the faults of people.

The mere classification was repugnant to my feelings ; but truthfulness

helps on the pen.
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First Class.—Such as understand the mysteries of both worlds.

1. Slmykli Mubarak of Xngor.1

Vide under No. 25:1. The fdbaqdl also mentions a Shaykh Mubarak

of Alwar, and a Sawid Mubarak of Gwalyar.

2. Shaykh Xignm.

Abfl '1-Fnzl either means the renowned Xigam" 'd-Din of Amcthi,

near Lakhnau, of the Chishti sect, who died A.u. 979 ; or Xigum" ’d-Dln

of Xarnaul, of the same sect, who died in 997.

3. Shaykh Adhan.

He also belonged to the Chishtis, and died at JaunpQr in 970.

4. Miyun \Vajihu 'd-Din.

Died at Ahmadiibad in 998. The Tabaqut mentions a contemporary,

Shaykh Wajihu ’d-Dln Gujrati, who died in 995.

5. Shaykh Ruknu ’d-Dln.

He was the son of Shaykh *Abd" ’I-QuddOs of Gango. Bada*oni

saw him at Dihli at the time of Bayrum’s fall.

6. Shayjdi Abdu T-Aziz (of Dihli).

7. Shaykh Jalalu ’d-Din.

He belongs to Thanesar, and was the pupil and spiritual successor

(Ifhalifa) of ?Abdu ’1-QuddOs of Gango. Died 989.

8. Shaykh Ilahdiya.

Ilahdiya is HindOstiini for the Persian Iluhdad, “ given (diya) by

God,” “ Theodore.” He lived at Khavrubud and died in 993.

9. Mawlana Husain" ’d-Dln.

" Mawlana Husam" 'd-Din Surjdi of Lahor. He differed from the

learned of Lahor, and studied theology and philosophy. He was

very pious.” Tabaqat.

10. Shay]<h *Abd" ’1-Gliafar.

He belongs to A^gampQr in Sambhal, and was the pupil of *Abdu

’1-QuddQs. Died in 993.

11. Shaykh PanjQ.

He was wrongly called Bcchd on p. 110, note 3. He died in 909.

Badd*oni, 11,53.

12. Mawlana Isma*H.

He was an Arabian, and- the friend of Shaykh Husayn, who taught

in Humuyfin’s Madrasa at Dihli. He was a rich man, and was killed by

some burglars that had broken into his house.

1 The notes are taken from the TaUitftt, the third volume of BadtPoni, end the Mir*at
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13. Madhfl Sarsutl.

14. MadhflsQdan.

15. Narayn Asram.

16. HarijlSfir.

17. Damfldar Bhat.

18. Ramtlrth.

19. Nar Sing.

20. Parmindar.

21. Adit.

Second Clou.—Such as understand the mysteries of the heart.

22* Shaykh Ruknu ’d-Dln Mafemfid * Kamangar (the bow maker).

23. Shaykh Amanu ’Hah.

24. Khwaia <Abdu ’sh-Shahld.

He is the son of Khwdiagan Khwaia. son of the renowned Khwaia

Aferar. Vide No. 17 and - No. 108. He died in 982, and was

buried at Samarqand. He had been for twenty years in India, and

held a jaglr in Pargana in the Bari Duab, where he maintained

two thousand poor.

25. Shaykh Mflsa.

He was a smith (dhangar), and performed many miracles. He died

in the beginning of Akbar’s reign, and was buried at Labor. The elder

brother of Shaykh Sallm-i Chishti also was called Shaykh Mflsa ; vide

under No. 82. Vide also below, No. 102.

26. Baba Bales.

27. Shaykh *Ala*u ’d-Din Majgub. Vide Badatorii, III, 61.

28. Shaykh Yflsuf Harkun.

The Tabaqat calls him Shaykh Yusuf Harkun MajzQb of Lahor.

29. Shay]& Burhan.

He lived as a recluse in Kalpi, and subsisted on milk and sweetmeats,

denying himself water. He knew no Arabic, and yet explained the

Qur&n. He was a Mahdawi. He died in 970 at the age of one hundred

years, and was buried in his cell.

30. Baba Kipflr.

Shaykh Kipflr Majzflb of Gwalyar, a Himynf Sayyid, was at first n

soldier, then turned a bihishti, and supplied widows and the poor with

water. He died in 979 from a fall from his gate.

31. Shaykh Abfl Is-hdq Firang. Vide BadutoHl

.

Ill, 48.

32. Shaykh »a*fld.

He is called Jhannlwal from Jhanni near Lulior.. His ancestors had

come from Arabia and settled at Sltpflr in Multan, where DaVul was born.

Bada*onJ (III, p. 28) devotes eleven pages to his biography. lie died in

982.

1 Hadii%ob . (Ill, p. 1J1 )
mention* a Zayn* 'd-Din Mahmud Kamdmjnr.
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33. Shaykh Sallm-i Chishti.

He was a descendant of Shayjdi Farid-i Shakarganj, and lived in

Fathpiir SikrI highly lionoured by Akbar. Jahangir was called after

him Salim. He died in 979. Several of his relations have been mentioned

above.

34. Shaykh Muhammad Ghaws of Gwalyar.

Vide No. 173.

35. Ram Bhadr. 36. Jadrup.

Third Class .—Such as know philosophy and theology.1

37. Mir Fath11
J

llah of Shiraz.

Vide pp. 34, 110, ‘208, 284. His brother was a poet and wrote under

the takhallus of Farighi ; vide Bada'oni, III, 292. His two sons were Mir

Taqi and Mir Sharif.

38. Mir, Murta&a.

He is not to be confounded with Mir Nurtafft, No. 162. Mir

Murta?a Sharif of Shiraz died in 974 at Dihli, and was buried at the side

of the poet Khusraw. from where his body was taken to Mashhad. He

had studied the Hadis under the renowned Ibn liajar iir Makkah, and

then came over the Dakhin to Agra. Vide Akimmama, II, 278, 337.

39. Mawlana Sa^id, of Turkistan.

He came in 968 from Miiwara 'n-nahr to Agra. Bad., II, 49. He died

in Kabul in 970 ; /.c., Ill, 152.

40. Hafift of Tashkand.

He is also called Ilafi?} Kumaki. He came in 977 from Tashkand to

India, and was looked upon in Mawnra ’n-nahr as a most learned man.

He lmd something of a soldier in him, and used to travel about, like all

Turks, with the quiver tied to his waist. He went over Gujrat to Makkah,

and from there to Constantinople, where he refused a vazirship. After

wards he returned to his country, where he died. Vide Lada'oni. II, 187.

41. Mawliinn Shall Muhammad.

Vide p. 112; Bad.. II, 295, II.

42. Mawlana Ala$ M *d-Din.

He came from Laristan, and is hence culled Lari. He was the s.m

of Mawlana Kannil 11 'd-Dln IJ isivn and studied under Mawlana J. d

Dawwani Shafi^i. He was for some time Akltar's teacher. Once at a

durbar he placed himself before the Khan-i A^zam, when the Mir To/.ak

1 MnSqul o m un/itl, j»r. that which is bawd on rcanou
( Seujl) and traditional testimony

(H'l'fl).
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told him to go back. " Why should not a learned man stand in front of

fools,” said he, and left the hall, and never came again. He got 4,000

blghas as sayflrghil in Sambhal, where he died.

43. 9*klm MisrI. Vide No. 264.

44. Mawlini Shayjjh Husayn (of Ajmlr).

He was said to be a descendant of the great Indian saint Mu^in-i

Chishtl of Ajmlr, was once banished to Makkah, and had to suffer, in

common with other learned men whom Akbar despised, various persecu-

tions. BaidtonI, III, 87.

45. Mawlsna Mir Kalin.

He died in 981, and was buried at Agra. He was Jahangir’s first

teacher. Bad., II, 170.

46. GhizI Shin. Vide No. 144.

47. Mawlini §adiq.

He was born in Samarqand, came to India, and then went to Kibul,

where he was for some time the teacher of Mini Muhammad Hakim,

Akbar’s brother. He then went back to his home, where he was alive in

1001. The TdbaqOt calk him Mulls §adiq HalwiM. BadPoni (III, 266,

where the Ed. Bibl. India has wrongly HaUcSnt) puts him among

the poets.

48. Mawlini Shih Muhammad.

Vide No. 41. This seems to be a mere repetition. Other Histories

only mention one Mawlini of that name.

Fourth Class—Such as know philosophy ('aqll kalim).1

49. Mawlini Pir Muhammad. Vide No. 20.

50. Mawlini 'Abd» '1-BiqI.

He was a §adr ; vide pp. 282, 528 [and Akbamama, II, 143].

51. Mini Muflis.

He was an Uzbak, came from Miwari ’n-nahr to India, and taught

for some time in the JimP Masjid of Mu*Inu ’d-Din Faranj&adl (vide

No. 128) at Agm. He died in Makkah at the age of seventy. Vide

Bad., II, 187.

52. Mawlinisida Shukr.

63. Mawlini Muhammad.

He lived at Lihor and was in 1004 nearly ninety yean old. Bad&onl

(III, 164) calk him Mawlini Muhammad Mufti.

1 This swans chiefly religious testimony based on human reason, not on revelation.

Abfl '1-Fstl evidently takes it in a wider sense, as he includes the doc-ton in this class.
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Abfi ’1-Fajl, however, means perhaps Mawlana Muhammad of Tasdr

a leaned and bigoted 8hl*ah, who was well received by Akbar and Abb

’1-Fafl, to whose innovations he at first agreed. But he got tired of

them and asked for permission to go to Makkah. He was plundered on

the road to Sflrat. But BodPoni tells quite a different story

;

vide p. 198.

Or it may refer to Ho. 140, p. 438.

54. Qasim Beg.

Vide No. 350, p. 112. The Tdbwfit also says of him that he was

distinguished for his acquirements in the 'ajB *ul8m.

55. Mawlana Nflr“ ’d-Dln Tarftan.

Vide under No. 393. He was a poet and a man of great erudition.

Towards the end of his life “ he repented ” and gave up poetry. He waa

for a long time Mutawalll of Humayfln’s tomb in Dihtt, where he died.

The Tabaqat says that he was a good mathematician and astronomer.

According to the Afo*5ftr, he was born in Jam in Khnras&n. and waa

educated in Mashhad. He was introduced to B&bar, and was a private

friend of HumayQn’s, who like him was fond of the astrolabe. He went

with the emperor to 'Iraq, and remained twenty years in his service.

As poet, he wrote under the takhdUuf of “ Nflri”. He is also called

“ Nflri of Safldfln ”, because he held Safldfln for some time as jagfr.

Akbargave himthe title of Khan, and later that of Tarkhan,1 and appointed

to 8amanah
56. Narayn.

57. MadhQbhat.

58. Srlbhat.

59. Buhn Nath.

60. R&m Kishn.

61. Balbhadr Misr.

62. Basfldev Misr.

63. Bamanbhat.

64. Bidyaniwas.

65. Gorln&th.

66. Gopln&th.

67. Kishn Pandit.

68. Bhattacharj.

69. Bhagfrat Bhatt&chdrj.

70. Klshl Nath Bhattfioharj.

Physicians.

71. Hakim Mi$ri. Vide No. 254.

72. Haklmu ’1-Mulk.

His name is Shams'1 ’d-Din and, like several other doctors of Akbar’s

court, he had come from Gilan on the Caspian, to India. He was a very

learned man. When the learned were driven from court and the innova*

1 ThetiUecarricd witbit none of the pririlcgM attached to it; vide p. 393. The Jta'tfir
hat eons# vemea made by Nurf on hi* empty title.
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tions commenced, he asked for permission to go to Makk&h (988), where

he died.

73. MullaMir.

The fabaqat calls liim Mulls Mir Tabfb of Hairat, grandson of.

Mulla *Abdu ’1-Hay YazdI.

74. Hakim AbQ ’1-Fath.. Vide No. 112, p. 468..

75. Hakim Zanbil Beg. Vide No. 150, p. 490.

76. Hakim <All of Qiliin. Vide No. 192, p. 519.

77. Hakim Hasan.

He also came from Gilan. His knowledge, says Badafoni (III, 167),

was not extensive, but he was an excellent man.

78. Ilakim Arista.

.

79. Hakim Fatb" ’llah.

He also eame from Gilan, knew a great deal of medical literature, and

also of astronomy. He wrote a Persian Commentary to the Qanfln. In

the first year of Jahangir’s reign he was a Commander of 1,000, three

hundred horse (Tuzuk, p. 34). The PSdishShnama' Q., b., 350) says that

he afterwards returned to his country, where he committed suicide. His

grandson, Fath“ ’llah, was a doctor at Shajahan’s court.

80. Hakim Masihu ’1-Mulk.
,

He came from the Dakhin, where he had gone from Shitaz. He was

a simple, pious man, and was physician to Sul(an Murad. He died in

Mahvali.

81. Hakim Jalalu ’d-Din Mugaffar. Vide No. 348, p. 582.

82. Hakim Lutfu ’Hah. Vide No. 354, p. 584.

83. Hakim 8ayfu ’1-Mulk Lang.

Bad'Voni and the fabaqat call him 8ayfu ’1-Muluk. Because he killed

his patients, he got the nickname of Say/“ ’l-Uukama, “ the sword of the

doctors.” He came from Damawand, and was in Agra during Bayram’s

regency. • Later he went back to his country. He was also a poet and

wrote under the tukhailus of “ Shuju'i ”. He is not to be confounded

with No. 201, p. 528.

01. Hakim Humura. Vide No. 205, p. 529.

85, Hakim 'Ain" 1-Mulk. Vide No. 234, p. 480.

86. Hakim 8hifa*I.

The Mir*iil mentions a Hakim ShifaM, who in kis poetical writings

calls himself Mirjaffar ibn-i Muhammad Al-husayni As-shifa*f. He was

born at Isfahan, and was a friend of Shah *Abbas-i $afawl. He died in

)(>37. There is a copy of his Masnawi in the Library of the Asiatic Society

of licngnl (No. 795).
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87. gakbn Ni'mat” ’Hah.

88. Hakim Daw&*I.

Zkued*f was also the talhalluf of No. 85.

89. Qakfm Talab <AH.

90. Hakim <Abd" ’r-Rahlm.

91. Hakim Ruhu ’llah.

92. H&klm FaMir« ’d-Dtn «A1I.

93. Hakim Is-b&q.

94. Shaylsh Ha8an
>
and 95. Shayjgh Blna.

8hayji Hasan of Panipat, and his son Shayjch Blna were renowned

surgeons. Instead of “ Blna ", the MSS. have various readings. The

Mafafir has Phaniya, the Tcibaqat Bhaniija.

Shay& Blna’s son is the well-known Shaykh Hasan, or HassQ, who

under Jahangir’s rose to great honours, and received the title of Muqarrab

KhSn. Father and son, in the 41st year, succeeded in curing a bad wound

which Akbar had received from a buck at a deer-fight. HassQ was

physician to Prince Salim, who was much attached to him. After his

accession, he was made a commander of 5,000 and governor of Gujrfit,

in which capacity he csme in contact with the English ai. Sfirat. He gave

no satisfaction, and was recalled. In the 13th year (1017) he was made

governor of Bihar, and in the 16th, governor of Agra. In the beginning

of Sh&hjahin’s reign, he was pensioned off, and received the Pargana of

Kayr&na, his birthplace, as jaglr. He constructed a mausoleum near the

tomb of the renowned Saint Sharafu ’d-Dln of Pinlpat, and die dat the age

of ninety. In Kayr&na, he built many edifices, and laid out a beautiful

garden with an immense tank. He obtained excellent fnit-trees from all

parts of India, and the Kayrina mangoes, according ’o the

have since been famous in Dihll.

Muqarrab’s son, Risqu ’llah, was a doctor under Shalijah&n, and a

commander of 800. Awrangseb made him a Khan. He died in the 10th

year of Awrangzeb.

Muqarrab’s adopted son is Maslha-i Kairanawl. His real name was

Sa*adtt ’llah. He was a poet, and composed an epic on the story of Slti-

Ramchandra’s wife.

96. Mahadev. 98. Narayin.

97. Bhfm Nath, 99. Slwajl.1

1 The Tabaq&t mentions a few other Hinda doctor# of dif«tinrtion who lived during

Akbar** reign. iii. BhlraQ, l>uojr& Mai, Chandr Sen (“ an excellent surgeon "). und 1111

(one MS. has Abl)
t
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Fifth Clots.—Such at understand sciences resting on testimony (naql).1

100. Miyan Hatim.

He lived at Sambhal. The historian Bada*oni, when twelve yean old,

. learned under him in 930. Hatim died in 969.

101. Miyan Jamal Khan.

He was Mufti of Dihli and died more than ninety yean old in 984.

He was a Kambfl.

10*2. Mawlana *Abdu ’1-Qadir.

He was the pupil of Shaykji Hamid Qadirl (buried at H&midpQr,

near Multan), and was at enmity with his own younger brother ShayUi

Mflsa, regarding the right of succession. 'Abdu ’1-Qadir used to say the

nafl-pnyen * in the audience-hall o' FathpQr Slkrl, and when asked by

Akbar to say them at home, he said, “ My king, this is not your kingdom

tint you should pass orden.” Akbar called him a fool, and cancelled his

grant of land, whereupon *Abdu 1-Qadir went bock to Uchh. Shaylft

Musa did better ; he joined the army, and became a commander of 500.

Vide below, Nos. 109, 131.

The Mir*-at mentions a Mawlana <Abdu ’1-Qadir of Sirhind as one of

the most learned of Akbar’s age.

103. ShayUl Al.imad.

The faJbaqat mentions a ShayjjJi Haji Ahmad of Lahor, and a Shayjdi

Ahmad Haji PQladi Majzub of Sind.

104. Maj^id6mu ’1-Mulk. Vide p. 172.

This, is the title of Mawlana ?Abdu ’Hah of Sultanpur, author of the

^Afmat-i Anbiya, and a commentary to the Shama*ilu ’n-Nabi. HumayOn

gave him the titles of Majdidflm" 1-Mulk and ShayUi" i-Islam. He was

a bigoted Sunni, and looked upon Abu ’1-Fa?l from the beginning as a

dangerous man. He died in 990 in Gujrut after his return from Makkah.

105. Mawlana *Abdu ’s-Salam.

The Tabaqal suvs, lie lived at Ljihor and was a learned man.

Tito Mir*at mentions unother Mawlana *Abdu ’s-Salum of Lahor,

who was a great lawyer (faqlk

)

and wrote a commentary to Bai?awi.

He died more than ninety years old in the first year of Shuhjahun’s reign.

106. Qazi Sadr'1 d-Din.

QAzi Sadr11 ‘d-Din Quravshi *Abbasi of JAlindhar was the pupil of

Makhdflm" ‘1-Mulk (Xo. 101). Ho was proverbial for his memory. He
was attached to dervishes and held such broad views, that he was looked

u|k)ii l»y intuition people as a heretic. When the learned were driven

1 Ns law. Ila«li«. Iiisl«»rv. -»«-.

* V. •Inn! a r\ |ti‘«t\ri.«.
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from court, he was sent as Qa?I to Bharnch, where he died. His son,

Shaykli Muhammad, succeeded him. His family remained in Gujr&t.

107. Mawlanii Sa*adu llah.

He lived at Blyana, and was looked upon as the best grammarian of

the age. He was simple in his mode of life but liberal to others. Towards

the end of his life he got silent, and shut himself out from all intercourse

with men, even his own children. He died in 080.

108. Mawlanii Is-hfuj.

He was the son of Shaykh Kaku, and lived at. Liihor. Shaykh Sa*adM

llah Shaykh Munawwar, and many others, were his pupils. He died

more than a hundred years old in 990.

109. Mir ^Abd' 1 ’l-Lntlf. Vide No. 161, p. 190.
*

1 10. Mir Xur11 llfih.

He came from Shustar and was introduced to Akbar by Hakim

Abu 1-Fatli. He was a ISliI^ali. but practised taqit/a among Sunnis, and

was even well acquainted with the law of Abu llunifa. When Shaykh

Mu^in QazI of liihor retired, he was apointed his successor, and gave

every satisfaction. After Jahangir* s accession, he was recalled. Once he

offended the emperor by a hasty word and was executed.

111. Mawlanii *Abdw :

1-Qadir.

He was Akbar’s teacher (dklftni). Vide Xo. 212, p. 5*12.

112. QazI Abdw ‘l-Saml.

He was a Mivankfdi,1 and according to Bnda*onl (II, 311) played chess

for money and drank wine. Akbar made him in 990, Qiiziv11 'l-Quzat,

in place of QazI Jalal* \1-Dln Multan! (Xo. 122). Vide Akbarndma, III, 593.

113. Mawlanii Qasim.

The fabaqat mentions a Mulla Qasim of Qandahar.

114. QazI Hasan. Vide So. 281, p. 559

115. Mulla Kamal.

The Tabaqdt mentions a Shaykh Kamiil of Alwar, the successor and

relative of Shaykli Sulim.

116. Shaykh Ya^qftb (of Kashmir). Vide below among the poets.

117. Mulla *Aluni. IVrfc p. 159, note.

He died in 991, and wrote a book entitled Fairatih M 7-1Yildyat. Bad.,

II, 337.

118. Shaykh SAbd" n-Xabi. Vide pp. 182. 180, 195, 197, 549,

010, note.

He was the son of Shaykh Ahmad, son of Shaykli *Abd M *1-Quddfis

1 MivfiiiL'il i* tin- iiain*' "f tin 1 Inljv lm«-t U-mutii S<i rto« r«|uu«i ami Itukjiiir't.
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of Gango, and was several times in Makkah, where he studied the 9*dff.

When he held the office of $adr he is said to have been arbitrary, bat

liberal. The execution of a Brahman, the details of which are related in

Bada'om (III, 80) led to the Sbaykh’s deposal.

Bada'oni (III, 88) places his death in 991, the Mir*3t in 992. ?Abdu

’n-Nabfs family traced their descent from Aba Qanlfa.

119. Shaykh Bhik.

The Tubiiqut has also “ Bhik ”, while Baddtom (III, 24) has “ Bhflcan ”.

Shaykh Bhik lived in Kokor near Lakhnau. He was as learned as he was

pious. He died in 981.

120. Shaykh AbQ ’1-Fath.

Shaykh AbQ ’1-Fath of Gujrat was the son-in-law of Mb Sayyid

Muhammad of Jaunpur, the great Mahdawl. He was in Agra at the

time of Bayram Khan.

121. ShayJ* Baha*u ’d-Din Mufti.

Ho lived at Agra, and was a learned and pious man.

122. Qu-zl Jalal" ’d-Din Multani. Vide pp. 183, 196.

He comes from near Bhakkar and was at first a merchant. He then

took to law. In 990, he was banished and sent to the Dakhin, from

where he went to Makkah. He died there.

123. Shay!* ?>ya<“ ’d-Din.

It looks as if Shaykh Ziya*u ’llah were intended ; vide No. 173.

124. Shaykh *Abdu ’1-Wahhab.

125. Shay}& <Umar.

126. Mir Sayyid Muhammad Mb Adi. Vide No. 140, p. 485, and

No. 251, p. 548.

127. Mawlana Jamal.

The Tabagat has a Mulla Jamal, a learned man of Multan. Bada*ont

(III, 108) mentions a Mawlana Jamal of which is said to be a MabaQa

of Lahor.

128. Shaykh Ahmadl.

Shayl* Ahmadl Fayylz of Amethi, a learned man, contemporary

of the saint Nigamu ’d-Din of Amethi (p. 607).

129. Shaykh Abd“ ’1-Ghani.1

He was bom at Bada,on and lived afterwards in DiUl a retired life.

The Khfin Khanan visited him in 1003.

130. Shaykh <Abd“ ’l-Wahid.

1 Sayyid Abmad'a edition o{ the T«n<*(p. 91, 1. 11 fromMow) mention* that Jahinstr
when a child read the ffadlx under “ SAoytJ CAM" 'l-Qhant, whose fate is related in the
Akbanimv." This is a mistake for CAbd" 'n-N’abt (No. 118).
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He was bom in Bilgram, and is the' author of a commentary to the

NmhatM 'l-Ancah, and several treatises on the technical terms (iflilahat)

of the §affe, one of which goes by the name of Sanabil.

131. §adr-i Jahan. Vide No. 194, p. 322.

132. Mawlana Isma^Il. Vide above, No. 12.

The JTafw^mentions a Mulla Ism&'Il Mufti of Lahor, and a Mulla

Isma'Il of Awadh.

133. Mulla Abd" T-Qadir.

This is the historian Bada*onI. Aba M-Fnzl also calls him Mulla in

the Akbamama.

134. Mawlana $adr Jahan.

This seems a repetition of No. 131

135. Shayjch Jawhar.

136. Shayjdi Munawwar.

Vide p. 112. He was bom at Labor, and Was noted for his memory

and learning. He is the author of commentaries to the Mashariqu ’l-amcdr

(Hadis), the Badi** ’l-btu/Sn, the Irthai-i Qazi, etc. When the learned

were banished from court, he was imprisoned in Gwaliydr, where he

died in 1011.

His Bon, Shayjdi Kabir, was also renowned for his learning. He died

in 1026, in Ahmadabad, and was buried in the mausoleum of the great

Ahmadabad! saint Shih *Alam. Mir’' a'.

137. Qazi Ibrahim.

Vide pp. 181, 183, 198. Bada*oni and the TabaqSt mention a Haji

Ibrahim of Agra, a teacher of the I.IadR

138. Mawlana Jamal: Vide above, No. 127.

139. Bijai Sen SGr.

140. Bhan ('hand.

A* in 30 (continued).

THE POETS OF THE AGE.

I have now come to this distinguished class of men and think it right

to say a few words about them. Poets strike out a road to the inaccessible

realm of thought, and divine grace beams forth in their genius. But

many of them do not recognize the high value of their talent, and barter

if away from a wish to possess inferior store : they jiass their time in

praising the inean-ininded, or soil their lntiguugc with invectives against

the wise. If it were not so, the joiuing of words were wonderful indeed

;

for by this means lofty ideas are understood.
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He who joint word* to words, gives away a drop from the blood of hit

heart .
1

Every one who strings words to words, performs, if no miracle
,
yet a

wonderful action .*

1 do not mean a mere external union. Truth and falsehood, wisdom

and foolishness, pearls and common shells, though far distant from each

other, have a superficial similarity. I mean a spiritual union; and

this is only possible in the harmonious, and to recognise it is difficult,

and to weigh it still more so.

For this reason his Majesty does not care for poets ; he attaches no

weight to a handful of imagination. Fools think that he does not care

for poetry, and that for this reason he turns his heart from the poets.

Notwithstanding this circumstance, thousands of poets are continually

at court, and many among them have completed a diwdn, or have written

a mamawT. I shall now enumerate the best among them.

1. Shaykh Abft '1-Fays-i FaysL

{Vide p. 548:)

He was a man of cheerful disposition, liberal, active, an early riser.

He was a disciple of the emperor, and was thus at peace with the whole

world. His Majesty understood the value of his genius, and conferred

upon him the title of Maliku 'sh-shfiara or king of the poets.1 He wrote

for nearly forty years under the name of Fayzx, which he afterwards, under

divin* inspiration, changed to Fayydfi, as he himself says in his “ Nal

Daman ”

Before this, whenever I issued anything,

The writing on my signet was “ Faypi ”.

But as I am now chastened by spiritual love,

I am the “ Fayya?!
99

of the Ocean of Superabundance (God’s love).4

His excellent manners and habits cast a lustre on his genius. He was

1 i.e„ gives men aomething valuable.
* Saints perform wonderful actions (bar&mat), prophets perform miracles (nufjivU)

Both in miracles, but the fartimAi are less in degree than the mujSiv&t. Whenever the

emperor spoke, the courtiers used to lift up their hands, and cry “ bardmat, kmdmai ",

“ a miracle, a miracle, he has spoken I
" Dt Lett.

• (ihasAH of Mashhad (vide below, the fifth poet) was the Ant that obtained this title.

After his death, Fayrf got it. Under Jahingir fftlib of Amul was malik* ’sh-sluCerA.

and under Shfthjah&n. Muhammad Jin QudsI and, after him, Ab& Tllib Kallm. Awrang-
s!b hated poetry as much as ho hated history and music.

4 Faye *• an Arabic word meaning '* abundance
M

; JVqftf would be a man who has
abundance or gives abundantly. FayySe is the intensive form of Fay#, giving super-

abundantly. FayyAtf, originally, is the abstract noun,“theartofgivingsuperabundantly,"
and then becomes a title.

The form of fayp&tf agrees with the form of fAtlimt Abfl 'l-Ihgl’s foUeBuf. and some
historians, as Bada'onl, have maintained that the mere form suggestedthe change of Feyft
to Foyy&ft.
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eminently distinguished in several branches. He composed many works

in Persian and Arabic. Among others he wrote the Sawdtifi* ’l-ilh&m 1

(“ rays of inspiration ”
), which is a commentary to the Qur*dn in Arabic,

in which he only employed such letters as have 'no dots. The words of

the Suratu ’l-ikhlas * contain the date of its completion.

He looked upon wealth as the means of engendering poverty,1 and

adversity of fortune was in his eyes an ornament to cheerfulness. The

door of his house was open to relations and strangers, friends, and foes

;

and the poor were comforted in his dwelling. As he was difficult to

please, he gave no publicity 'to his works, and never put the hand of

request to the forehead 4 of loftiness. He cast no admiring glance on

himself. Genius as he was, he did not care much for poetry, and did

not frequent the society of wits. He was profound in philosophy ;
what

he had read with his eyes was nourishment for the heart. He studied

medicine deeply, and gave poor people advice gratis.

The gems of thought in his poems will never be forgotten. Should

leisure permit, and my heart turn to worldly occupations, I would collect

some of the excellent writings of this unrivalled author of the age, and

gather, with the eye of a jealous critic, yet with the hand of a friend,

some of his verses.4 But now it is brotherly love—a love which does

1 I have not seen a copy of this work. It is often confounded with the Maw&rid*
'I kilam, because the latter also is written be nuqaf, without the use of dotted letters. The
Mnwirid was printed at Calcutta in a.h. 1241, by the professors of the Madraea and
Maulawl Muhammad SAII of KampAr. It contains sentences, often pithy, on the words
Islam, salam, $Hm* ’l-kalatn , Adam, Muhammad, Iral&m* 'Uah, ahl* 'Uah, etc., and possesses

little interest. Fay/f displays in it his lexicographical abilities.
1 This in the 11 2th chapter of the Qurgdn, which commences with tho words Qul huw

‘allah* abad. The letters added give 1002 ; Fayfl, therefore, wrote the book two yean
licfore his death. This clever firift was found out by Mir Haydar Mu%amm&%i of

K&shun. poetically styled ftr/TCi. Vide below', tho 31at poet.

* i.e., the more ho had, the more he gave away, and thus he became poor, or, he
considered that riches make a man poor in a spiritual sense.

4 Thrak, properly tho crown of tho head. Putting the hand upon the crown of the
head is an old form of the mldm, Abu ’I-Fat I wishes to.say that Fayfl was never mean
enough to ask for favours or presents.

4 AbA 7-Fafl kept his promise, sod collected, two yean after Fay?.!s death, the stray

leaves of tho Marbis* 'l-tviwdr (p. 549) regarding whioh the curious will find a notice by
AbA 7-Fafl in the 3rd book of his Maktub&t, The same book contains an elegy on Fayfl s

death.

MSS. of Fayfi's Xal Daman are very numerous. His Diwin, exclusive of the Qae&Sid,
was lithographed at Dihlf. in a.h. 1201, but has been long out of print. It ends writh a
Kubfttf (by Fayfl), which shows that the words Uiwdn-i Fayfi contain tho f£rf£&, i.e.,

• a.h. 971, much too early a date, as he was only born in 954. The Mir fit

*

7- SAlam says

that Fayfl composed 101 books, JJad&* on! estimate* his verses at 20,000, and AbA 7-Fafl

at 50.000. The Akbam&ma (40th year) contains numerous extracts from Fayfl'* works.

UAghistuni says in his Hiyuf* sk *hu*ara that Fayfl was a pupil of Jfjiwuja Ijlusayn San&*I
of Mashhad, and it seems that Abu 7-Fafl has for this reason placed SanA i immediately
after Fayfl. The same writer remark* that Fayfl is in Persia often wrongly called

Fog*f-yi Dakkinf.
Many of the extracts given below are neither found in printed editions nor in MSS

of Fayfi's works.
* :i9
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not travel along the road of critical nicety—that commands me to write

down some of his verses.

Extract*from Fayfis Qafidat (Odes).

1. 0 Thou, who existest from eternity and abidest for ever, right

cannot bear Thy light, praise cannot express Thy perfection.

2. Thy light melts the understanding, and Thy glory baffles wisdom

;

to think of Thee destroys reason, Thy essence confounds thought.

3. Thy holiness pronounces that the blood drops of human meditation

are shed in vain in search of Thy knowledge : human understanding is

but an atom of dust.

4. Thy jealousy, the guard of Thy door, stuns human thought by a

blow in the face, and gives human ignorance a slap on the nape of

the neck.

5. Science is lik;e blinding desert sand on the road to Thy perfection

;

the town of literature is a mere hamlet compared with the world of Thy

knowledge.

6. My foot has no power to travel on this path which misleads sages

;

I have no power to bear the odour of this wine, it confounds my knowledge.

7. The tablet of Thy holiness is too pure for the (black) tricklings of

the human pen ; the dross of human understanding is unfit to be used

as the philosopher's stone.

8. Man’s so-called foresight and guiding reason wander about

bewildered in the streets of the city of Thy glory.

9. Human knowledge and thought combined can only spell the first

letter of the alphabet of Thy love.

10. Whatever our tongue can say, and our pen can write, of Thy Being,

is all empty sound and deceiving scribble.

11. Mere beginners and such as are far advance^ in knowledge are

both eager for union with Thee ; but the beginners are tattlers, and

those that are advanced are toilers.

12. Each brain is full of the thought of grasping Thee ; the brow of

?lato even burned with the fever heat of this hopeless thought.

13. How shall a thoughtless man like me succeed when Thy jealousy

strikes down with a fatal blow the thoughts 1 of saints t

14. 0 that Thy grace would cleanse my brain ; for if not, my rest-

lessness (qutrub
)
1 will end in madnees.

1 LihrmUy, strike* « dagger into the liT«n of thy Mint*.
• My text hasprat j baft estetal MSB: at Feysre Qeridae have quirub. which lignite

incipient madness. netieesnesa ot thought.
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16.

For him who travels barefooted on the path towards Thy glory,

jven the mouths of dragons would be as it were a protection for his feet

(Mf. greaves).1

16. Compared with Thy favour, the nine metals of earth are but as

half a handful of dust ; compared with the table of Thy mercies, the

seven oceans are a bowl of broth.

17. To bow down the head upon the dust of Thy threshold and then

to look up, is neither correct in faith, nor permitted by truth.

18. Alas, the stomach of my worldliness takes in impure food like a

hungry dog, although Love, the doctor,1 bade me abstain from it.

1. 0 man, thou coin bearing the double stamp of body and spirit,

I do not know what thy nature is
;

for thou art higher than heaven and

lower than earth.

2. Do not be cast down, because thou art a mixture of the four

elements ; do not be self-complacent, because thou art the mirror of the

seven realms (the earth).

3. Thy frame contains the image of the heavenly and the lower

regions, be either heavenly or earthly, thou art at liberty to choose.

A. Those that veil their faces in Heaven [the angels] love thee ; thou,

misguiding the wise, are the fond petted one of the solar system (lit. the

seven planets).

6.

Be attentive, weigh thy coin, .for thou art a correct balance

[i.e., thou hast the power of correctly knowing thyself], sift thy atoms

well ; for thou art the philosopher’s stone

6. Learn to understand thy value ; for the heaven buys (mutAtari) *

thy light, in order to bestow it upon the planets.

7. Do not act against thy reason, for it is a trustworthy counsellor

;

set not thy heart on illusions, for it (the heart) is a lying fool.

'

8. Why art thou an enemy to thyself, that from want of perfection

thou shouidst weary thy better nature and cherish thy senses (or tongue) ?

9. The heart of time sheds its blood on thy account [i.e., the woRd is

dissatisfied with thee] ; for in thy hypocrisy thou art in speech like balm,

but in deeds like a lancet.

10. Be ashamed of thy appearance ; for thou pridest thyself, on the

title of “ sum total ”, and. art yet but a marginal note.

* i.e.. the terror of tho mouths of dragons is oven a protection compared with the

difeoities on the road .to the understanding of God's glorj.
1 lAtemHy, Hipporrates.
1 This is a pun. Aluskian also means Jupiter, one of the planets.
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11. If such be the charm of thy being, thou hadst better die ; for the

eye of the world regards thee as an optical illusion (mukarrar).

12. 0 careless man, why art thou so inattentive to thy loss had thy

gain ; thou sellest thy good hick and bargainest for misfortunes.

IS. If on this hunting-ground thou wouldst but unfold the wing of

resolution, thou wouldst be able to catch even the phoenix with sparrow

feathers.

1

14. Do not be proud (farbih) because thou art the centre of the body

of the world. Dost thou not know that people praise a waist (miydn)

when it is thin ? *

15. Thou oughtest to be ashamed of thyself, when thou reset the

doings of such as from zeal wander barefooted on the field of love ; since

thou ridest upon a swift camel |i.e., as thou hast not yet reached the higher

degree of seal, that is, of walking barefooted] thou shouldst iot count

thy steps [is., thou shouldst not be proud].

16. If thou wkhest to understand the secret meaning of the phrase

“ to prefer the welfare of others to thy own ”, treat thyself with poison

and others with sugar.

17. Accept misfortune with a joyful look, if thou art in the service of

Him whom people serve.

18. Place thy face, with the humble mien of a beggar, upon the

threshold of truth, looking with a smile of contempt upon worldly

riches*—

18. Not with the (self-complacent) smirk which thou aasumest 1 in

private, whilst thy worldliness flies to the east and the west.

20. Guard thine eye well ; for like a nimble-handed thief it talma by

force the jewel out of the hand of the jeweller.

21. Those who hold in their hand the lamp of guidance often plunder

caravans on the high road.

22. My dear son, consider how short the time is that the star of good

fortune revolves according to thy wish ; fate shows no friendship.

23. 4 There is no one that understands me ; for were I understood,

1 i.e. f thou wouldst perform great deeds.
* Fraud, in Persian Jarbih, pr. fat. In the Etui the idea of prido w suggested bj

stoutness and portliness, Tho Pun on farbih and ewpia cannot be translated.

* Ah a hypocrite does.
4 The next verses are MtWpa (boastful). All Ffcmlaft. poets write encomiums on

theiiieolves.

Wonderful stories are told about the mirror of Alexander the Croat. He ordered his

friend, the philosopher Kalinas, to ereet in Alexandria a tower JMHi yank high. A mirror

was then placed on the top of it, 7 yank in diameter, and above 21 in cirsumferenre.

Tho mirror reflected everything that happened in (he world,even ax far a*Constantinople,



I would continually cleave my heart and draw from it the wondertul

minora of Alexander.

24. My heart ie the world, and its Hindfietin is initiated in the rites

ofidolatry and the rules of idol making [i.e., my heart contains wonderful

things].

26. This [poem] is the masterpiece of the Greece of my mind ; read

it again and again ; its strain is not easy.

26. Plunged into the wisdom of Greece, it [my mind] nee again

from the deep in the land of Hind ; be thou as if thou hadst fallen into

this deep abyss [of my knowledge, i.e., learn from me].

1. The companion of my loneliness is my comprehensive genius ; the

scratching of my pen is harmony for my ear.

2. If people would withdraw the veil from the face cf piy knowledge,

they would find that what those who are far advanced in knowledge call

certainty, is with me (as it were) the faintest dawn of thought.

3. If people would take the screen fnm the eye of my knowledge,

they would find that what is revelation (ecstatic knowledge) for the wise

is but drunken madness for me.

4. If I were to bring forth what is in my mind, I wonder whether

the spirit of the age could bear it.

6. On acoount of the regulaced condition of my mind, I look upon

myself as the system of the universe, and heaven and earth are the

result of my motion and my rest.

6. My vessel does not require the wine of the friendship of time ; my
own Mood is the basis of the wine of my enthusiasm [i.e., I require no one’s

assistance].

7. Why should I wish for the adulation of mean people ? My pen

bows down its head and performs the tijda in adoratioit of my knowledge.

ExtracUfrom Fayfi'i (jhaxalt.

1. Rise and ask, in this auspicious moment, a favour at my throne

;

in noble aspirations I excel any army.
t

2. Expect in my arena the victory of both worlds ; the banner of

royalty weighs down the shoulder of my love.

3. When 1 cast a. favourable glance upon those that sit in the dust,

even the ant from my good fortune becomes possessed of the brain of

Sulayman.1 ''

1 The iiMugiiitfraiU'O of tbo ant in often oppoMid to the greatnow of Solomon. Onot
when all anintalH brought Solomon their present*, the ant offered.him the leg of a locuet

m her only treasure.
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4. The keepers of my door have their swords drawn ; where is the

desire that dares intrude on my seclusion 1

6. Although I have buried my head in my hood, yet I can see both

worlds ; it may be that Love has woven my garment from the threads

of my oontemplatibn.

6. My eye is open and waits for the manifestation of truth; the

sprit of the Universe flees before the insignia of my ecstatic bewilderment.

7. I am the simple Fay$I ; if you do not believe it, look into my
heart through the glass of my external form.

1. The flame from my broken heart rises upwards ; to-day a fiery

surge rages in my breast.

2. In the beginning of things, each being received the slate of learning

[i.e., it is the appointed duty of each to learn something] ; but Love has

learned something from looking at me, the duties of a handmaid.

5. May the eye of him who betrays a word regarding my broken heart

be filled with the blood of his own heart 1

4. 0 Fayri, thou dost not possess what people call gold ; but yet the

alchemist knows how to extract gold from thy pale cheek.

It were better if I melted my heart, and hud the foundation for a new

one : I have too often patiently patched up my tom heart.

1. From tiie time that love stepped into my heart, nothing has oosed

from my veins and my wounds but the beloved.1

2. The wings of angels have melted in the heat of my wine. Woe to

the world, if a flash of lightning should some day leap frommy jar [i*., the

world would come to an end, if the secret of my love were disclosed] I

1 The beloved hs« token entire posseerion of the post, He bee no blood left in bin |

for blood Is the soot of Ufs, sad ho only lives In the beloved who hat token the aloe*

of his blood. The eloee anion of the loverend the beloved le welldseeribed in the following
couplet by Xfcuemw

Itjfajf/****

I ham beoiiM thou, and ikon had boeom I,

J am tka body and ikon mi th* soak

Ldnoom kmmforth my
Thai 1 am didind from ikoo and ikon from \
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1. Two difficulties have befallen me on the path of lore ; I am accused

of bloodshed, but it is the beloved who is the murderer.

2. 0 travellers on the right road, do not leave me behind I I see far,

and my eye espies the resting place.

I walk on a path [the path of love], where every footstep is concealed

;

I speak in a place where every sigh is concealed.1

Although life far from thee is an approach to death, yet to stand at a

distance is a sign of politeness.

1. In this world there are sweethearts who mix salt with wine, and

yet they are intoxicated.
.

2. The nightingale vainly pretends to be a true fever ; the birds on

the meadow melt away in love and are yet silent.1

1. My travelling companions say, “ 0 friend, be watchful ; for

caravans are attacked suddenly.”

2. I answer, “ I am not careless, but alas 1 what help is there against

robbers that attack a watchful heart ?
”

8. A serene countenance and a vacant mind are required, when thou

art stricken by fate with stripes from God’s hand,

1

1. The cupbearers have laid hold of the goblet of dear wine ; they

made JQpxr thirst for this fiery fountain.

2. What wine could it have been that the cupbearer poured into the

goblet ? Even Maslh and Khixr are envious (of me) and struggle with

each Other to possess it.
4

1 A sigh indicates that* nun I* in tore;, hanoa if tha sigh is a stranger [<.*., doss not

appear], the loss will remain a secret. Eastern posts frequently say mat loro loses its

parity and value, if it becomes known. Urn true lover bean too pangs o< leva and is

silent ; tbs weak lover alone betrays his secret. Hence the nightingale is often found

fault with : it poms forth its plaintive songs to' the rose, it babbles the whole night,

imtMdof silently Axing its eye on the beauty of the rose, and dying withouta murmur.
“Salt Is an antidote against drunhshnots, •* Wine " standsfor beauty, “ salt

”
for

•‘wit". The nightingale is in love with the rose, but sings in order to lighten its heart

;

tbs birds of the meadows, however, which are in love with the nightingale, show a deeper

love.as they remain silent and hide their love-grief.

* Love is compared to robbenu Tbs woe of love ought to be endnred as a visitation

OK WOtIBWIO®i
4 Maift (the “ Mistial ")'and Khto (EUm) tatted the water of life (fib lAeyAl)- Wine

alto it a water of lift, and the mm given to the.peet by the ncetty boy who note at tup-

btarer it to reviving that even ftfettiah and Kh>‘*r would fight for it.
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Ask not to know the components of the antidote against love : they

put fragments of diamonds into a deadly poison.

1

For me there is no difference between the ocean (of love) and the

shore (of safety) ; the water of life (love) is for me the same as a dreadful

poison.

I, Faypi, have not quite left the caravan of the pilgrims, who go to

the Ka'ba ; indeed, I am a step in advance of them.*

1. How can I complain that my travelling companions have left

me behind, since they travel along with Love, the caravan chief ?

2. 0, that a thousand deserts were full of such unkind friends 1 They

have cleared the howdah of my heart of its burden.*
*'

1. I am the man in whose ear melodies attain their perfection, in

whose mouth wine obtains its proper temper.

2. I show no inclination to be beside myself ; but what shall I do,

I feel annoyed to be myself.

’. Do not ask how lovers have reached the heavens ; for they place

the foot on the battlement of . the heart and leap upwards.

2. C'aU together all in the universe that are anxious to see a sight

:

they have erected triumphal arches with my heart-blood in the town

of Beauty.

1 . Those who have not closed the door on existence and non-existenoe

reap no advantage from the calm of this world and the world to come.

2. Break the spell which guards thy treasures ; for men who really

know what good luck is have never tried their good fortune with golden

chains.'*?*;

1 Viit, p. 673, note i. Fragment* of diamonds wkehawallowed tear the lirer slid thia
rauxe death. Hence poison mixed with diamond ddet it sure 'Mr hill. This ia the ease

with evefv antidote against love : it dots not heal, itkills.
'

* Fayji'i*' ahead Of hisco-religiortixta.

* The Moved boy of tho poet lias bean carried Off. Fayaftrpn to Console himself

with the thought that his h'eart wilf-now bo free. But hm jtaramy iiill-conoeetod ; for

he calls the people unkind that have carped ofl his beloved.
4 To the true. 8Afi existence aha tieif-existenoe airs' indifferent : ha finds rest in

Him. But hone can find thia rest unless he fives swsy his riehee.



ft* bright sun knowsike black dfope of my yin, ha I have ernswi

my book (faf&t) to th« white dawn of mom.1

0 Jhyft h there anyone in this world that poieieM more patience

and atrength than ho who can twice walk down his street ? *

Swim an not to be found within my dwelling-place ; when thou

oomert, come with a oontent heart.

Renounce Ion ; tot love is an affair which cannot be sstisfaietorily

terminated. Neither fate nor the beloved will ever cobnut to thy wishes.

1. COme, let ns torn towards a pulpit of light, let ns lay the foundation

of anew Ks^ba with stonee from Mount Sinai I

2. The wall (As^im) of the Ka^ba is broken, and the basis (d thepMa
is gone, let us build a faultless fortress on a new foundation I

*

1. Where is Love, that we might melt the chain .of the door of the

Ka'ba, in order to make a few idols for the sake of worship.

2. We might throw down this Ka'ba which Hajjftj has erected, in

order to saws a foundation for a (Christian) monastery.4

1. Howlongshall I fettermy heart with the ooquettishness of beautiful

boys f I will bum this heart and make a new, another heart.

2. O fkjd, thy hand is empty, and the way of love lies before thee,

then pawn the only thing that is left thee, thy poems, for the sake of

obtaining the two worlds.

How can I approve of- the blame which certain people attach to

» Observe tbs main tjte jifxt on mmad, ba*Af, and murnmtada.
1 Dm «tm* nfote ths letely boy lino, Cm snyoao walk in tks »treet of lort,

without kfffai |ib wwmi I

• If tl» AnO* petemple of Makkah) ««fi polled down, Islftm would lie pulled

down ; lor lhlinnMMi would haft nofikU loft, i. no place where to turn the face

? ««ikfnlOfo» bolowldiiddk and becottee ahtylr. Thus Kinwraw Mtyx—
JUp iSitym. UMfd nwflriMnf iarkAr rM( etc*, •• 1 im in love and have bct oim an
inMH^vw do l Wit with hUMdf

M
So Jhytf ie in love, and ban turned auth an

infidel, that ho would make holy furniture into idol*, or build a cloister on the ground
of the holy temple.



Zulayj&i 1 It would have l^en well il the backbiting tongue* of her

slanderers bad been cut instead of their hands.1

I cannot show ungratefulness to Love. Has he not overwhelmed me
with—sadness and sadness

!

I cannot understand the juggler trick which love performed: it

introduced Thy form through an aperture so small as the pupQ of my
eye into the large space ofmy heart, and yetmy heart cannot contain it.

Flee, fate is thu raiser of battle-fields ; the behaviodr of the com-

panions is in the sprit of (the proverb) '* hold it (the jug) oblique, but

do not spill (tbe contents)/' *

My intention is not to leave my comrades behind. What shall I do

with those whose feet are wounded, whilst the caravan travels fast

or /rards 1

This night thou tookest no notice of me, and didst pass by

;

Thou receivedet no blessing from my eyes, and didst pass by.

The tears, which would have caused thy hyacinths to bloom,

Thou didst not aooept from my moistened eye, but didst pass by.

1. On the field of desire, a man need not fear animals wild or tame

:

in* this path thy misfortunes arise from thyself.

2. 0 Love, am I permitted to take the banner of thy grandeur from

oil the shoulder of heaven, and put it on my own 1

i. OFay?I, I am so high-minded that fate finds the arm ofmy thought

leaning against the thigh of the seventh heaven.

1 When ZulayUtft, wife of Potiphar, hod fallen in lore with Yflahf(Joseph), the bee*me
tbe talk of tho whole town. To take revenge, the invited the women who bed epoken ill

of her to n feast, end laid e sharp knife at the tide of eeeli plate. While the women were

eating, she summoned Ya»*tf, They saw hie beauty cad ittfehncd,
•’ III hew* teem—,"

•• Hole no maw (hutan angel) I " and they suddenlygrowso tneofttlnent. thatfromlust they
made cafe into their hand* with the knives wkfeh Zufey|fe>lad plaesd before them.

* Vhte Hade you Into danger (love) ,* avoid it, you eaifewi
!

»*|ie<it help from your
friends, they merely give yob laeiees advice.

« Yon mar hold (thdW crook*!, but 4o not eU« (ttb «mtsnfe)~ fe a pretsrb.

and estpnwi d that A allows! to do what he wiehee fedo, but adds a condition whleh B
rennet fnlfli. The friends tell Xbyti fhefht Seay fall in Mrs, In*thqr till not lethim bate
the hw,
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2. H othsr posts [as the ancient Arabians) bong their poemi on the

doord the temple of Makkah, I will hong my fovestory on the vault of

1mm

1. 0 cupbearer Time, cease doing bottle ! Akber’s glorious reign

rolls along, bring me u cup of wine

:

2. Not each wine ee drive* away wisdom, end makes fools of those

trim command respect, es is domelijr fete I

S. Not the hamh wine which Cue in rim conceited brain the Cm of

foolhardiness on the field of battle

;

4. Nor that shameless wine which cruelly and haughtily delivers

mason over to the Turk of pattion

5. Nor that fiery wibe the heat of which, as love-drunken eyes weB

know, melts the bottles (the hearts of men)

6. But that nnmfamd wine the hidden power of which makes Fats

repent her joggling tricks (i.e., which makes man so strong, that he

vanquishes fata)

;

7. That dear wine with which those who constantly worship iu

oldsters sanctify the garb of the heart

;

8. That illuminating wine which shows lovers of the world the tine

path;

9. Thai pearling wine which cleanses the contemplative mind of

fancifni thoughts.

In the assembly of the day of resurrection, what pest tilings shall

ha forgiven, the erne of the Ka'ba will be forgiven for the sake of the

duet of Christian churches.1

1. Behold the garb of Fayffe magnanimity I Angels have mended

its hem with pieces of the heaven.

2. The most wonderful thing I have seen is Fayfl's heart ; it- n at

once the pearl, the ocean, and the diver.

The look of the beloved has done to Fayzl what no mortal enemy

would have done.

1 Thetini of blim area* worthier* «* the du»t of Chrktianilv. Cm th? sky of reminw
tioe, bem Mntoa—dene sad Chrtrtisn* will mc the vanity o( itoir nUgionr dortiine*.

MaMt atont triigioa os earth i in bam they shall ftad oot that then i* ouiv m*
true religion. **>» worship of God‘« Spirit.



1; Tit tmvellsmwho gofe seaichof love amjm reaching it no longer

•live in their howdas ; pnlass they dip, tbsy name mack the shorn of

this ocean (love).

3. Walk on, Fayfl, urge on through this desert the camel of seal;

for thoee who yearn for their homes [earthly goods] pom reach the

sacred enclosure, the heart.

The dusty travellers on the, mad. to iiioyerty seem to h%yo attained

nothing ; is it perhaps because they have found them £in their poverty]

a precious jewel

!

1. In the beginning of eternity some love^laaoes formed

which reduced 119: heart andmy eye to a molten state [i.e., my heart and

eye are pure like minors].

3. What attractions lie in the curls of idols* that the inhabitants of

the two worid*[Le., many people] have turned their face [from ideal) to

terrestrial love ?

3. If a».heart goes astray from the company of lovers, do not inquire

after it; for whatever is taken away from this caravan, has always been

brought back [Le., the heart for a time did without love, but sooner or

later it will come back and love].

It is not patience that keeps back my hand from myoollar ; but the

collar is already so much tom, that you could not tear it more.1

1. If Layll 1 bad had no desire to be with Majniin, why did she

uselessly ride about on a camel ?

3. If anyone prevents me from worshipping idols, why does he

circumambulate the gates and walls in the Harem [the temple of

Makkah]f*

S. Love has robbed Fayfl of his patience, his understanding, and

his sense ; behold, what this highway robber has done to me, the caravan

chief!

When Love reaches the emporium of madness, he builds in the desert

triumphal arches with the shifting sands.

‘A lever baaWe patience; hence ho tear* the collar of hiii east.
* JCeehm (hows in hin own peculiar tray that he U toioee. JLeyll rode eboet to a

laatlcw wav ; soma maple abow theirtore to oadMyanfr the fatigue: of a pilgrimage to
Mahkah; 1 wurahip klob.
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1. Take the news to the old man of the tavern on the eve of the

tld,

1

and tell him that I shall settle to-night the wrongs 1 of the last

thirty days.

2. Take FsygTs Diwan to bear witness to the wonderful speeches of

a free-thinker who belongs to a thousand sects.

1. I have become dust, but from the odour of my grave, people shall

know that man rises from such dusti

2. Theymay know Faya’s* end from his beginning: withoutan equal

he goes from the world, and without an equal he rises.

0 Love, do not destroy the Ka'ba ; for there the weary travellers

of the road sometimes rest for a moment.

Extractsfrom the Rvb&U.

He [Akbar] is a king whom, on account of hiswisdom, we call tmfin

[possessor of the sciences], and our guide on the path of religion.

Although kings are the shadow of God on earth, he is the emanation

of God’s light. How then can we call him a shadow ? 4
,

He is a king who opens at night the door of bliss, who shows the

road at night to those who are in darkness.

Who even by day once beholds his face, sees at night the sun rising

in his dream.

If you wish to see the path of guidance as I have done, you will never

see it without having seen the king.

1 TheW ‘l-fifr, or {Mat, after tfce thirty day* of fatting in the month Ramayin.
Fayyl, tike a baa Muhammadan, hat' hot fatted, and now intend* to drink wine (which it

fornddtn), and thut make up for kit neglect.
* Dona by mt by not hating fatted.
* Fayyf meant the heart.
* A Similar tttae'it atcribed by (ha anther ofthe Mir+M 'iXAlam to the poetYabyS

of Xlthta, who. during the reign of 8hlhjahin waa occupied with a poetical parapbnwo
of (ha FSdtekSknSaie,

lit/*

«*—

f

«a-y .»* h .A r* * **

y
/coBlhrc, o king tnhhynf agaaf" itUMrifkt.
ragnfra ariOvyw nar mmfir fhtt.stetem

Tier erf ti» ahaeawy Oei.sndm* dagfigttt

ft it elmr im* no ok* hm$ two $h*dow$.



Thy old-fashioned prostration is of no advantage to thee see Akfaar,

and you see God.

1

0 king, give me at night the lamp of hope, bestow upon my taper the

everlasting ray I

Of the light which illuminates the eye of Thy heart,* give me an atom,

by the light of the sun

!

No friend has ever come from the unseen world ; .from the caravan, of

non-existence no voice has ever come.

The heaven is the bell from which the seven metals come, and yet no

sound has e,rer come from it notwithstanding its hammers.*

In polite society they are silent; in secret conversation they are

screened from the public view.

When you come to the thoroughfare of Love, do not raise dust, for

there they are all surma-sellers.4

Those are full of the divine who speak joyfully and draw dear wine

without goblet and jar.

Do not ask them for the ornaments of science and learning ; for

they ate people who have thrown fire on the book.*

0 £ay?I, go a few steps beyond thyself, go from thyself to the door,

and place thy furniture before the door.*

Shut upon thyself the folding door of the eye, and then put on it

two hundred locks of eyelashes.

0 Fay?!, the time of old age has come, look where thou settest thy

feet. If thou puttest thy foot away from thy eyelashes, put it carefully.

1 This is. a strong epotheoua, sad reminds one el similar expressions need by the

poets of imperial Rome,
* kina receive a light immediately from God s tufs p. Ill ofAU 1-Veal'c Preface.

* AfuJmld, pi. of meAre, according to the Bahir-i .CAjam, the motel ball trhioh was
dropped, at the end of every hour, Intern large saetel cap asede of hqflioik (a mixture of

seven metals), to indicate the time. The metal oops are said to have been in use at the

courts of the ancient kings of Persia.

* Lovers are silent in polite sooiety. farms is the well-known preparation of load

or antimony, which is applied to sms to giro thorn loatw.
.

1 The disciples of Akbtr's divine laith have burnt the QWCIa. They are different from
the tsbai /ayril. tho loomed rftti age.

* Articles to be conveyed awayM ehud tMtfdW'thi door lmaedhrtely before tho

inmates travel away. Pay*! wishes to Mve the bouai of Ms dd nature.
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A pan of glass spectacles avails nothing, nothing. Cut off a piece from

thy heart,1 and put it on thine eye.

A sigh is a sephyr from the hyacinth bed of speech,-and this zephyr

has spread a throne for the lord of speech.

I sit upon this throne as the Sulayinan of speech ; hear me speaking

the language of birds.*

0 Lover, whose desolate heart grief will not leave, the fever heat will

not leave the body, as long as the heart remains 1

A lover possesses the property of quicksilver,, which does not lose its

restlessness till it is huhta.*

0 Fayfl, open the ear of the heart and the eye of sense ; remove thy

eye and ear from worldly affairs.

Behold the wonderful change of time, and close thy lip ; listen to

the enchanter Time and shut thy eye.

What harm can befall me, even if the ranks of my enemies attack me ?

They only strike a blow on the ocean with a handful of dust.

1 am like a naked sword in the hand of fate ; he is killed that throws

himself on me.

To-day I am at once both clear wine and dregs ; I am hell, paradise,

and purgatory.

Any thing more wonderful than myself does not exist ; for I am at

once the ocean, the jewel, and the merchant.

Before I and thou were thought of, our free will was taken from our

hands.

Be without cares, for the maker of both worlds settled our affairs

long before I and thou wen made.

He held the offioe of a magistrate 4 and turned to poetry. He made

himself widely known. His manners wen simple and pun.

* Fer thy heart is pnv sad transparent.
* Mow— antosSaod the lasguage ct lln tilriln

* JCntkm, ft. IdUed, ia prepared qaieluUver, as used for looking-glasses. The loser

* Mjrtoxtkasflrftitts fr» it fl» plt tl of raft*, md is vtod iaMon as ft rfngokr
in thom— rffalhfcr, or fitk-m/U, tftt hod i> of i pint, Omm. Attt—fm t htnoe

orMftf. tho ofloo of ft BMffekftU.
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i. X^wija Jbanyn 8ani*I of Madihad.

1

1. My speech is the morning of sincere men; my tongas is the

sword of the morning of words.

2. It is clear from my words that the Rvh* ’l-qud* is the none of

the Maryam of my hand [composition].*

8. It is sufficient that my pen has made my meanings fine, a single

dot of my pen is my world.

4. In short, words exist in this world of brief duration, and my words

an taken from them.

5. No one on the day of resurrection will get ' hold of my garment

except passion, which numbers among those whom I have slain.

When thou goest out to mingle in society at evening, the last ray of

the sun lingers on thy door and thy walls, in order to see thee.

1. In the manner of beauty mid coquetry, many fine things an
to be seen (as for example) cruel ogling -and tyrannical flirting.

2. If I hold up a mirror to this strange idol, his own figure does not

appear to his eye, as something known to him*

3. If, for example, thou sittest behind a looking-glass,a person standing

befon it would see his own face with the head turned backwards.4

4. If, for example, an ear of com was to receive its water according

to an agreement made with thee [0 miser], no more grain would ever be

crushed in the hole of a mill.

1. A sorrow which reminds lovers of the conversation of the beloved,

is for them the same as sweet medicine.

1 The author of tbs Ataattsde yi Atm an that KhfAJa 9"*fs was tbs son of

{Inftyat Uni, and was in tbs ssrvios of Boltin IbrihlmMM £atswl. Bat in Us own
Diwin ho is said to dsoetifao himself as the son of flblyis* *d-DH»Muhammad of Mmhhsd,
and tbs oxU* of tbs Atasbkada is a bad reeding for

Regarding Ms poems the tame author says. " either no one understands the meaning
of his verses, or us vanes have no meaning **—* ceMcal remark whieh Abb l-lhen
extracts confirm. Neither does Badi*onlJuI, SOS) think much of his vents, though he
doss not denyMm pbeNeal genius. The nww again psslsm his poems. TbsJnrdl*
’l-CAlam soys that "he was in the service ofifarihfaaMbU, soocfBUhTahmlsa. On
theaccession of8MhCl»mK3 II, 8aniCI presentedan ode, butIsmitUwas oftaded. as the
poem did not mention his asms, end accused the poet of having originally written itin

honour of IbrihlmMini. 8ani*I fledtoHindfietln,and was welt received at eourt. He
died at Lther in aji. 1000. His Dtwtn Slkaudsrniine, audMAtima, era veil known."
Sprvngtr (Catalogue, pp. ISO, 078) says that he diedinOOtk' IInlfaNMr-i AefAufstates
this Us boommss taken to Mashhad by his relationMMlWr; son of lbr fBAiUk.
It was mentioned on p. 010, note 8, that Keys! looked opla him an his tandisr.'

,M‘7 feds, the spirit at boHnete. Mirrym, the-'VWgih' Mary.
* Bo atmans is the hoywhom 1 taw.
* This verse is ii.iintclligiblc to me.
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II sxpossd the pr*y of my heart to death, but the huatcmsu hae

given me quarter on aooount of ray leanneee and let me ran away.1

3. If lovers slept with the beloved till the morning of resurrection,

the morning breeze would cause them to feel the pain of an arrow.*

0 sober friends, now is the time to tear the collar ; but who will raise

my hand to my collar t *

The messenger Desire comes again running, saying* . . .

It is incumbent upon lovers to hand over to their hearts those (cruel)

words which the beloved (boy) took from his heart and put upon his

tongue.

When my foot takes me. to the Ka*ba, expect to fine me in an idol

temple ; for my foot goes backwards, and my goal is an illusion.

1. The spheres of the nine heavens cannot oontain an atom of the

love grief which SanaTs dust scatters to the winds.

2. Like the sun of the heaven thou livest for all ages ; every eye knows

thee as well as it knows what sleep is.

3.

Hnsal of Ispahin.

He was an inquiring man of a philosophical turn of mind, and well

acquainted with ancient poetry and chronology. He was free and easy

and good hearted ; friendliness was stamped upon his forehead.*

1. I search my heart all round to look for a quiet place—and, gracious

God I if I do not find sorrow, I find desires.

2. Zukyl&a stood on the flowerbed, and yet she said in her grief

that it reminded her of tho prison in which a certain ornament of society

[Yfisuf] dwelled, .

3. I am in despsir on thy aocnnn^ and yet what shall I do with

love f for between mo and it (love) stands (unfulfilled) desire.

1 Or f« may trad kunmM instead of jirttam, when the meaning would be, '* the

huntsman has given me quarter on account of the leanness arising from my moulting.
11

iThis second n adfiig is tpo far fetched and for practical reason may be dismissed—P.J
1 There are four versos after this in toy taxi edition, which am unintelligible to me.
• The poot

4
has nq stimigth left in him tn raise his hand to his collar. VU* p. 030,

• The Remaining foaustjeVis not clear.

• Tim TWwplf calls Jam Jflr Huxnf, and says he left Persia with the intention of paying

hbtmMrb Id rbwti lafihd «lii> mjrW ialk His verses are pretty. The AUmJtada
<p lOl of the Calcutta edition) says he was bora §»Jua&bod. and was a merchant. The
Uvft /fffig qays he togs papfl of Qftsim4 JCihl (the aoat poet).

40
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Gabriel's wing would droop, if he had to fly along the road of love

;

this message (love) does not travel as if on a zephyr.

Whether a man be an Ayiz or a MabmOd, here (in love) he is a slave

;

for love ties with the same string the foot of the slave and the freeman.1

1. Last night my moist eye caught fire from the warmth of my heart

;

the lamp of my heart was burning until morning, to show you the way

to me.

2. The power of thy beauty became perfectly known to me, when its

fire fell on my heart and consumed me unknown to myself.

0 I.Iuznl, 1 sometimes Bmile at thy simplicity : thou hast become a

lover, and yet expectest faithfulness from the beloved.

Don’t cast loving eyes at me ; for I am a withered feeble plant, which

cannot bear the full radiance of the life-consuming sun [of thy beauty].

Alas 1 when I throw myself on the fire, the obstinate beloved has

nothing else to say but “ I.Iuznl, what is smoke like ?
”

1 hear, Huzni, that thou art anxious to be freed from love’s fetters.

Heartless wretch, be off
;
what dost thou know of the value of such a

captivity I

To-day, like every other day, the simple-minded Huzni was Content

with thy false promises, and had to go.

4. Qistm-i mi.*
He is known as Miyan K41T. He knew something of the ordinary

sciences and lived quiet and content. He 'rarely mixed with people

in high position. On account of his generous disposition, a few low

men had gathered round him, for which reason well-meaning people who
did not know the circumstances, often upbraided him. Partly from his

1 Ayii wm a ultra of HibmM of t ihisnl.atdl is proverbial in tbs Esst forfaithfalarw.

Tfasto are several Uasnanb entitled Mabmfid o Avis,
* UIU, “ grassy," is his tetfrrffu*. ifcnMVmf (HI, HP) says that his verses ate credo

and the ideas stolen from other* ; but yet his poem* are no£ without merit. He was well

read in the esegesis of the in astronomy, mystlciSm.'end the sciences which go by
the name el tMm ; he wrote« music, and was clever lit <drir&* and riddles. Ha had
vMtsd several Shavhhs of reaosw,: among them the great poet Jimt (died a.h. 890).

But he was a tree-tainser and wm feed of the company of wandering faqfrs, prostitutes,

and sodomites. “ Hr also loved dogs, a habit Which hemayhave contracted from FSysI.''
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own love of independence, portly from the indulgence of hie Majesty,

he counted himself among the disciples and often foretold future events.

A low-minded man must be he who can lift up his hand for terrestrial

goods in prayer to God’s throne.

If lovers counted the hours spent in silent grief, their lives would

appear to them longer than that of Khizr. 1

Wherever thou goest, I follow thee like a shadow
;
perhaps, in course

of time, thou wilt by degrees cast a kind glance at me.1

'1. When I saw even elephants.attached to my beloved, I spent the coin

of my life on the road of the elephant.

Kihl wrote a Magna**, entitled gul-q/Mn, a reply or/a«S6, to the Bastin, end completed
• dfoftn. An ode of his is mentioned in praise of HumiyOn and the Astrolabe.

He is said to hare died at the advanced age of ISO yearn.

The dkukkada-yi Azar (Calcutta edition, p, 260) calls Urn •• Mini AbA 'l-QAsim of
KSbul ", and says that he was bom in Turkistin. and brought up in KA|ml. Ono of his
ancestors paid his respects to Timur, aooompanied the army of that oonqusror, and
settled at fast in Turkistin. Kihl was well received by HumiyOn.

The same work calls him a Gulisi&na Sayyid—a term not known to mo. Hence, instead
of •• Mini ” we should read “ BOr ”.

The Haft /sffm has a lengthy note on Kihl. Amin of Ray (p. SIS) says that XihTs
name is Sayyid Najm« 'd-Din Muhammad, his knnya being AbQ 'l-QJUdm. When fifteen

yearn old, he visited JimI, and afterwards Hishiml of Kirmin, who was called Shih
Jahinglr. He went vii Bhakkar to HindQstin. \yhatever he did, appeared awkward to
others. Though well read, he wee a pugilist, and would not mind fighting ten oreven twenty
ata time, and yet be victorious. No one exoelled him in running. He followed ho creed
or. dootrine. but did es the Khwijas do, whoso formula is “ hash dor dam, asfar bar
qudam. tkalwal far ayumae, eafar far ssjlss," “ Be careful in your speech \ look
when you set the foot ; withdraw from society ; travel when you are at-home.” He was
liberal to a fault, and souaiidered what he got. For an ode in praise of Akbar, in every
verse of which the wordfU, or elephant, was to occur (Aba '1»F*|1 has given three venas
of it). Akbar gave him one lac of tankahs. and gave orders that ho should get a presml
of one thousand rupees as often as hp should come to court. He did not Uko tide, sag
never went to court again. He lived long at Banins, as he was fond of Bahidur Shin
(No. 22). Subsequently, he lived at Ann. when he died. Hie grave was nsar
the gate~-my MS. calls it V (?). He died on the 2nd RabK II, 968. FaysTa
tirljg,(RubKI metre)

, JL ujU, g/3
«U j\ fji yf

gives 2nd RabK II. 978. unless we read ***» for «*». Mawlinft 4icim of Bufcfeiri, a
pupil of Kihl expressed the fdrfM by the words

“ MulU Qixim-i Kihl died," which gives 998. Vide also Jqbdimdma fi JaM6m§M,
j». 6 ; and above, p. 219.

Alii 'I-Fasl call* him Mifan K&U. Miyinkil (wide p. Alibis the name of the hills

between Samarqand and Bufehlri*
1 Eh »*' »» tlm “ WanderingJew " of the East.
* A vent* often quoted to this day in India.



2. Wherever I go I, like the elephant* throw dust on my head, unless

I see my guide above my head.

3. The elephant taming king is Jalalu ’d-Dln Muhammad Akbar, he

who bestows golden elephants upon his. poets.

1. 0 friend, whose tongue speaks of knowledge divine, and whose

heart ever withdraws the veil from the light of truth,

2. Never cherish a thought of which thou oughtest to be ashamed,

never utter a word for which thou wouhkt have to ask God’s pardon.

6. GhasMl of Mashhad. 1

He was unrivalled in depth of understanding and sweetness of

language, and was well acquainted with the noble thoughts of the §Qffa.

I heard a noise and started from a deep sleep, and stared—the awful

night had not yet passed away—I fell again asleep.1

Beauty leads to fame, and love to wretchedness. Why then do you

speak of the cruelties of the sweetheart and the faults of the miserable

lover ?

Since either acceptance or exclusion awaits all in the world to come,

take opp not to blame anyone ; for this is blameworthy.

1 Bailment (III, 170) t*ya that (JhaiAtl fled from frftn to the Dakhin, because peoplo

wished to kill him for hie heretical opinion*. He was called by Khin Zamin (No. 13,

p. S36) to Jaunpftr, where he lived for a long time. He afterward* went to coart, and was
uiaeh liked by Akbar, who conferred upon him the title of Matih *»k-3hu<laM.

He accompanied tho emperor fin the Gujrftt war, and died suddenly on the 27th
Rajah 900. At Akbar’* order*, lie was burled at Satkaeh, near Abmad&bld. Faytft
elevsr tivltt} on hb death is

44
the year 990." At |tis death ho left

a fortune Of 20 lac* of rupee*.

The Mirl&t V-SAttm mention* two books written by him, entitled A*r&r-i Ataktdm
and SmIoMS to which the Unft Iqtfm add* a third, the Mir%6t* 'MUvMf.
BadA^onf and the estimate hi* verne* at 40 to 60,000 ; the flqfi Iqttm at 70,000

;

tho foSeoat Alihart, at 100.000, The Atothkndayi Asar (p. 122) ‘says that he wrote
sixteen book* containing 4,000 verses, and that ho fled from Persia during the reign of

'jPshmtep-i Safawl. Vide Sprengcr's Catalogue, pp. 01; 141, where particular* will bo
found regirding (ihaciir* work*. Sprengtt ral|* mni t$pvBMt;*n omimal form. Oven if

tho metro of some of hia ghazals should prove the doubler. '

Bad&'ani relates a story that Khun Zamfin* sent him one thousand rupees to tho

Bakhta with a couplet, fpr which ride find. Ilf , 170, where theeiiW i£*d refCn totheiin
Vhn&li'e name, because |§tend* for 1.0UO.

. The fftrik /gfAn mentions another tflmtftA.
* This 10 fo be understood in a mystic sense. iUtdn%hit 171) say* that ho had

not found this verse in UliasAir* IKwin.
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1. 0 Qhnz&ll. I shun i friend who pronounces my notions to he good,,

though they are bad.

2. I like a ample friend, who holds, my faults like a looking-glass

befoie my face.

1. In love no rank, no reputation, no science, no wisdom, no genea-

logical tree is required. ,

2. For such a thing as love is, a man must possess something peculiar

:

tiie. sweetheart is jealous—he must possess .decorum.

1. The king says, “ My cash is my treasure." The gaff says, " My
tattered garment is my woollen stuff."

2. The lover says,
u My grief is my old friend." I and my heart

alone know what is within my breast.

1. If thy heart, whilst in the Kn'bn, wanders after something else,

thy worship is wicked, and the Ka'ba is lowered to a cloister.

2. And if thy heart rests in God, whilst thou art in a tavern, thow

mayest drink wine, and yet be blessed in the life to come.

6. 'toff of Shirks.*

The forehead of his diction shines with decorum, and possesses a

peculiar grace. Self-admiration led him to vanity, and made him speak

lightly of the olddr classics. The bud of his merits withered away before

it could develop itself.

1 Iks Ma*t*ir-i Railmi (MS. At. Hoc. Bengal, p. S37) eoye that CUrfi'e —rot. was
U»lji Thetofie//** CUrflhaea reference to the occupation
ofhie lather, whoneDiroffaa to tho Negietrataofbhlriahadto look after AAerifond HUrfl
ir.atten. Ho went by in to the Utkhin, where, according to the Hatl fgttm hits talent

was not reeoenieed ; he therefore went to FatbpOr STkrf, when Hakim (AM 'l-Fatb

of QUin (No. IIS) took an internet in him. When the Raklm died, tUrft became
an attendant on CAbd* 'r-Rablm KhAn fib*"*" and was alao introduced at court. He
died at Libor, in Hhawwfi, a.u. SOoTaceordine to the Heft Mtn and eeveral MSS. of the

feiajSl , of dyamtafjr (fr-ASt). He Wbueathedhii papen tome patron, in all about 14.000

emee. which at tiw JJ^JfclitfnVi
‘ " “

at hie death only thirtyHd

order were arranged by MrSjAef lpfahln. Re wee
old. The body wee nearly thirty wan later taken

‘ Inly (found at Major (Aarttual).
nt In the Meat, was seenbed to the

MrfU of hie death—

iaa»e«T The drat edition of kbpoetiral worke containedIJSmm* '

away by tho poet $lbir of lefahtn and buried In holy
Hit tiny drafts, In accordance with |m idea still eprrent in

abuts he hid heaped oh the anoints ; bancs sbo thsMrfU

Mi* ltd tirnkMn call aUo 8fr*ngfr
,

s Chtalqm, p. W.
“fCtO. then didst din j

Onidni |7o tihsitii m (L
The Taxkira by {All Qutl’kbln-i Mghiatintcalle Cl'rfftamii" Cd-Din, gittitbit

be vm nnueh Uhra bv Wnra 8nllm towards whom CUrti's attachment was of acriminel

nstuita and that ha bad bam pelssued by people that envied bin*.

CUrft was a man of high talent 5 but bo van dislikedior bis vanity* says

(!IV t t8A),
*' Hia poems sail in all baaaars, unlika those of FayfV, who sprat tbs revenue of
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Cling to the hem of a heart which saddens at the plaintive voice of

the nightingale ; for that heart knows something.

If someone oast a doubt on the loftiness of the cypress, I melt away
from envy ; for loftiness is so desirable that even a doubtful mention

of it creates envy.

He who is intimate with the morning zephyr, knows that the scent

of the Jasmin remains notwithstanding the appearance of chill autumn.

My wounded heart cannot endure a healing balm ; my turban's fold

cannot endure the shadow of a blooming rose.

1. It is inoumbent on me, when in society, to talk low; for the

sensible people in society are stupid, and I speak but Arabic.

2. Remain within the boundary of thy ignorance, unless you be a

Plato ; an intermediate position is mirage and raving thirst.

Do not say that those who sing of Ipve are silent ; their song is

too fine, and the audience have cotton in their ears.

Themore I exert myself, the more I come into trouble ; if lam calm,

the oor.Vs centre is at the shore.

There is some hope that people will pardon the strung, ways of tUrfi

for the homeliness of his well-known poems.

iMN sake ssvml IHhepasht ef ftMft Otm. Ih Cslsutts printed stMon ef

as. IH4 sentsins * OosiewarnybyAtaisd rtod V-Retta feathur of tin AreWr
mmaasiy Maabhsl iestyef fliajjfc,-

' • - •
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No one has yet come into the world that can bear the grief of love

;

for every one has through love lost the colour of his face and turned pale.

0 Writ, live with good and wicked man in such a' manner,1 that

Muhammadans may. wash thee (after thy death) in Zamsam water, and

Bindfls may bum thee.

If thou wishest to seb thy faults clearly, lie for a moment in ambush

for thyself, as if thou didst not know thyself.
'

.
cUrfI has done well to stand quietly before a dosed door, which no

one would open. He did not knock at another door.

‘

To pine for the arrival of young spring shows narrowness of mind in

me ; for there are hundreds of pleasures on the heap of rubbish in the

backyard, which are not met with in a rose garden.

My heart is unking as the colour on Zalyjsfei’s cheek when aha saw

herself alone ; and my grief has become the talk of the market like the

suspicion cast on Yflsuf.

1. On the day when all shall give an account of their deeds, and

when the ,virtues of both Shay]& Spd Brahman- shall be scrutinised,

z, Not a grain shall be taken of that which thou hast reaped, Hut a

harvest theft be demanded! oftiud which thou hast not sown.

1. 0 thou who hast experienced hapniness and trouble from good and

bad events, and who art in oonsequence full of thanks and sometimes

full of complaints,

2. Do not take high ground, so that thy efforts may not be in vain

;

be rather (yielding) like grass that stands in the way of the wind, or like

a bundle of grass which others carry of! on their shoulders.

, : 1, 0 Writ, for what reason isthjr heart sojoyfull - In in for the few

verses which thou.hast left, behind"!

2. Alas l thou losest even, that whit** tftoU Wvest behind as some-

thing once belonging to then. Th»u ;

-but hast thou Him. itvwith theel,
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7. Mayll of Hirit.

Hk name waaMM Quit

1

He «m of Turkish extraction, and lived

k the society of fay people.

Since I have become famous thrvgh my love, I shun all Whom I aaa

;

for I am afraid lest my going to anyone might put thee into hk thoughts.

I dk and feel pity for suoh as remain alive ; for thou art accustomed

to commit suoh cmeltiee aa thou hast done to me.

1. My heart derived so much pleasure from seeing thee, that fate—

God forbid, that it should think of revenge.

2. Thou art neither a friend nor a stranger to me ; what name is

i to five to suoh a relation f

Thou knowest that love to thee does not pass away with the lives

of thy lovers ; for thou paasset by the tombs of those whom thy love

slow, and yet thou behavoot ooquettishly.

Whan thou biddest me go, east one glance upon me ; for from

carefulness people tie a string to the foot of a bird, even if it be so

tame as to eat from the hand.

My last breath k at hand ! 0 enemy, let me have him (the lovely

boy) but for a moment, so that with thousands of pangs I may restore

him to thee.

1. I promised myself that I would be patient, and did not go to

him (the boy) ; I had hopes to be content with loneliness.

2. But the woe of separation kilk me, and whkpers every moment

to me, “Thk k the punishment of him who puts confidence in hk
patisnoe."

> nsksa*b MeUeM ere SKt T*a! MS. Mthe per ia vklohlUyB
'

48, 84). Tie ikMsb 1 ‘ *

m t af M a at: . #-*

to ladl*

tall*
Akkmi walk* was i

mbmUwmwZL

STMr'™i‘ itmdrillitiMrhk nsfW«at-<
la tfca Mtvitt of 2ta

dmwkmdmtkHWMIau*' TksfidmpM
i

rjrrkml^Ai
^
toWM

the aethers! the
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1. Thy client* have no mum to uk thee lor anything ; lor every

one of them haa from a beggar become a Grama in wealth.

2. Bat thoa findest each a pleasure in granting the prayers of beggar*,

that they make request* to thee by way of flattery.

6. Ja'far leg of Qaiwln.

He ia a man of profound thought, ha* learnt a good deal, and deacribee
very welltheeventsof postages. dean accountant he is unrivalled. Worn
his knowledge of human nature he leans to mirth and is fond of jokes.

He was so fortunate to obtain the title of Ayaf Qh, and was admitted

as a disciple of his Majesty.1

I am jealous of the sephyr, but I gladden my heart with the thought

that this is a rose garden, and no one can close the door in the face of

the wind.

When tiie town could not contain the sorrows of my heart, I thought

that the open country was crested lor my heart.

I am. prepared lor another interview to-night ; for I have patched

up my tom, tom heart.

It is the fault of my love that he [the lovely boy] is an enemy. What
is love worth, if it makes no impression t

I admire the insight ofmy heart for it* familiarity with jeauties whose

ways are so strange.

He came and made me confused ; but he did not remain long enough

lor me to introduce my heart to consolation.

A* I am. entirety at fault, do not threaten me with revenge j for

the plsasuss of taking revenge on thee makes me bid my fault defence.

1. Dost thou show me thy face so boldly, Happiness f Waita moment,

that I may announce my love-grief.

stove. He. SC. YU* she

renting
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2. Jatfst came to-day bq broken-hearted to thy home, that the hearts

of the stoneshumton seeing his extraordinary condition,

1. Whoever has been in
.
thy company for a night, is the companion

of my sad fate.

2. Ja^far has found the road to the street of the sweetheart so difficult,

that he can no more rise to his feet.

The morning zephyr, 1 think, wafts to me the scent of a certain

sweetheart, because Jacob keeps his closed eye tamed towards a caravan.1

A new rose must have opened out in the garden ; for last night the

nightingale did nojt go asleep till the morning.

9. Xhwftja Husayn of Marw.1

Fe possessed,many excellent qualities, and sold his encomiums at a

high price. He lived at the Court of Hdmiyfln, and was also during this

reign highly favoured'. _ ....

1. The realms of speech are in my possession, the banker of speech is

the jeweller of my pearl strings.

2. Creatipp’s preface is a sheet of my book, the secrets of both worlds

are in the nib of my pen.

10. Hayitl of Qllan.*

A stream from the ooean of thought passes by his house ; correctness

and equity ate visible on his forehead. Serenity and truth are in him

United ; he is free from the bad qualities of poets.

* Jsoott kad tsoon* blind tram weeping orer tha low of Jweph. Onsday kssmaUsd
Um mmo* of JoMpa'* coat, which a mamnger vm bringing to Egypt. When tha ooat vaa

SCiw ,M«. 'd'DIn IWUbu. A.
AbQ ’1-Kail's remark that he io]d bit encomium* at *

high pnoo §§Jm tu rner to $ueayn*s Ode* oa tho birth of Jahingfr ind Mast Murid,

ilTai III full by Bmdi'onl (II, pp. ISO, 132) for which the Khwija got two 1ms of tankas.

Tho odas ere peouliar, os ooeh hemistich if a chronogram.
» The i RaktmS soys that Multi flayitl wu bom at Rasht in Gllin and

belonged to the idmlMngA*, J.e., comiftonpeople of the place. To bitter hie oireum-

etaneee, ho went to India, was introduced hy ffalrim Abtt *l»Katb-l Gflinl (No. IIS)

#,Oom,fdoMr> MtlirM liked by Akbar. He joined tho Kkin Khiain in the Dahkin

Hlftffmlllitf wh%18|^y fMInrf was r

i

itiisi ...

*

Tho awl iS!m {*okl

m

*imi;a»id*ay tWhc betongcd to tho M-i
itntmnmton. i.c.. he was a man of feeling and sympathy. 8prenger (Catalogue,pMe*t Ainfftutnton, I.c,. he was a man

p. INI) tramriatm tlik “ He wa«» a friend of Danlmand'
[sympathy. Hprenger (Catalogue,
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1. Whenever you speak, watch yourself ; repentanoe tallows every

word which gladdens no heart.

2. Ton do not require the swift wing of a bird ; but since fortune is

so, borrow the foot of the ant and flee,

A love-sick man is so entangled in his grief, that even the wish of

getting rid of it does him harm.

Whatever yon see is, in sane way or other, a highway robber. I

know no man that has not been waylaid.

1. This is the thoroughfare of love, it is no open market ; keep your

lips dosed, no talk is required.

2. I, too, have been among the heathens, but have seen no waist

worthy of the sacred thread.

3. Covetous people are, from covetousness, each other’s enemies;

in friendship alone there are no rivals.'

1. Let every thorn which people sow in thy road, bloom in the lustre

of thy smiles.

2. Say nothing, and heal the wound of the heart with poisoned arrows.

1. My love makes me delay over everything, even if it were a scent

in the house, or a colour in the burner.

2. Thou knowest what people call me—“ mad from shame, and

dejected from baseness."

Since everything which I mended has broken again, my heart has

gone altogether from trying to patch it.

1. 1 suffer thy cruelties and die
;

perhaps I thus complete my
faithfulness.

2. Thou const not deprive me,of the means of union with thee, unless,

thou ahutteot the sephyr in a box.1

This turfand this field have atings of madness ; insanity and drunken-

nesskcvu to-day* good omen.

» Bwmm Iks ssphjT wall* the tasSIhU (ho Movwl bay to the post.
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1. Love-grief is followed by an increase of sorrow, tbs desire to meet
him is followed by bloody tears.

2. Neither the one nor the other, however, is {he means of attaining;

love’s perfection ; be sound in mind, or else completely mad.

1. I am neither as high as the Pleiades, nor as low as the abyss
;

I

neither cherish the old grief, nor do I possess a new thought.

2. If I am not the wailing, nightingale, there is yet this excellence

left, I am the moth and am pledged to the flame.1

1. I am the heart-grief of my dark nights, I am the misfortune of

the day of my tote.

2. Perhaps I may go a step back to myself ; it is a long time that

I have been uniting for myself.

11. fhikeH of Igpahin.

He posseeses taste and writes well. He is acquainted with chronology

and the ordinary sciences ; and the purity of his nature led him to

philosophical independence.*

I have lived through nights of lonely sorrow, and am stiO alive

;

I had no idea of the tenaciousnees of my life.

1 The tors of the moth tor tho caadlo ooomo to bo a very aaoioret hha. Psalm suis.
1 1, Ihennbukrst awn sail earnest Mi Might to vanish as the moth vanishes in ill delight,

vis., the On. where the word Khmmoi seeme to have been purposely ohoeen to allnde to
the love of the Moth. The peerage in 8a*dTs preface to the OttUctu s—

Mijfcw «&sf ,*IUU

Jt' w&ai )
“ The lover* on killed by the Moved, no voiee rises tram the killed owe "—Is also

toil toUmion to thto Ion of thu moth.
* The Jto»Mr.i Jblimfray* that Kulll Shikebfwra therau efgahfr* ‘d-DbCAbd* lllh

. Imint! at Iffakin. He studied under Amir Thgiy ‘d-Dtu Muhammad of ShMu, hut left

his native town far Hirst when youns. and became aaguaiatad with the poets flsniH
Marti, and Wall Susht BaySyl. when he was well known as a port, he returned for a
short time to Shirts, after which he went to India, and became the constant attendant

of the KUn Kfclnlii.

The Jfir*«* 'f-Ciffam says that later he fall out with hie patron, and went from the

Uahhin to Aprs, where Habitat Ufa introduced him at court, Beached fee petmiedon

to return to Irtai but JaUngfr would not let him jo, and appointed him gadr of DihU.

Hedled there at the age of eistyseven, in ICO. the ttrltoofMe depth being .*J,

Another Chronogram, oJ; Jh gives only IMS. hr his MlfaSms, OAbds V.IUbfo

gave him 11,000, or. according to the Htft Itiff**, 10,000 ransm ad a present. Be wrote

aevmal other poem* in prabe of hi*patron. The Jfi'hO* TttowO mentfaneaMapawt
oa the congufft of Thatha (a.n. OoClflOO), far which dial Beg aad OAbde 'r-Rahlm

ere himoae thoaeaad AehraBr. I de nethnow whether this Magaawi is theeasmee the

Mauri written by flhihehf lathe KfcwaawSMria met**. (The Aa Bae. of Bengal has

a Mg of the KMftii Stti.l in SSikebTc handwriting—!.]
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Grief, not mirth, k my were. VThy dost thou wish to know its pries t

I know thst thou wilt not buy it, and that I shall not sell it.

On account of the jealousy of the watcher I had resolved to stay

away from thy feast. I was deceived by my bad luek and called it jealousy,

and stayed away.

0 God, bestow upon my wares a market from the unseen world 1 I

would sell my heart for a single interview ; vouchsafe a buyer t

Thou art warm with my love ; and in order to keep off bad omens,

I sit over the fire, and bum myself as wild rue.1

I uprooted my heart from my being, but the burden of my heart did

not leave my being. I severed my head from my body, but my shoulders

did not leave my collar.

1. To-day, when the cup of union with thee is full to the brim I see

Neglect sharpen the sword, in order to kill me.

2. Thou dost not dwell in my heart and hast girded thy loins with

hatred towards mo—ruin upon the house which raises enemies I

1. The plaintive song of my bird jheart] turns the cage to a rosebed

;

the sigh of the heart in which thou art, turns to a rosebed.

2i When thy beauty shines forth, covetousness also is love ;
straw,

when going up in flames, turns to a rosebed.

1. Happy are we if we come to thee, through thee ; like blind men

we search for thee, through thee.

2. Increase thy cruelties till the tenaciousness of my life takes revenge

on me, and thy cold heart on thee.

1. The world k a game, the winning of which k a loss
;

playing

cleverly consists in being satisfied with a low throw.

2. This earthly life k like a couple, of dice—you take them up, in

order to throw them down again.

1 Siftmi. Peoplem nowadays put the seed* of wild rue on heated iron plates.

The ssMkd is said to drive awav evil spirits. Fids p. 140, note 1.
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18. laid Shimlft.1

His real name is Tol QuU. He is a man of a happy heart and of pure

manners ; he is brave and sinoere.

In seeking after thee, a condition is put upon us miserable lovers,

vis., that our feet remain unacquainted with the hems of our garments.1

It is possible to travel along this road, even when one lightning only

flashes. We blind lovers are looking for the ray of thy lamp.

If I remain restless even after my death, it is no wonder ; for toil

undergone during the day makes the sleep of the night restless.

1. How. can the thought of thy love end with my death 1 for love is

not like wine, which flows from the vessel when it is broken.

2. The lover would not snatch his life from the hand of death though

he could. Why should the owner of the harvest take the grain from

the ant ?

1. The rosebed of time does not contain a songster like me, and yet

it is from the corner of my cage that I have continually to sing.

2. In order satisfactorily to settle my fortune, I spent a life in-hard

work but with all my mastership I have not been able to draw silk

from reeds.

The nature of love resembles that of the magnet; for love first

attracts the shaft, in order to wound the heart when it wishes to get rid

of the point.

1 The it«*A*ir-i Rahimi nays that Yol Quit Beg belonged to the distinguished elan,

of the ShtmlO Turkmans. He was a good aoldier, and served at librarian to CAB Quip
Khun ShAmKi. the Persian governor of Hirit, where he made the acquaintance of Shikebt
and Mahwi. He wrote at first under the of JAM ; but the Persian prince Boltin

IbrAhim Mima gave him tho name of Ant'd, under which he i* known in literature. When'
Hirit was conquered by CAbtl« 'liah Khin. king of Turkietan and Ittwarl ’n-nahr,

Aofci wan raptured hy an Uzbek soldier and carried off to Hawaii 'n-nahr. He then
went to India, ami entered the service of MtrzA CAtxl" 'r-Rabttn Khin Khinin. whomade
him his Mir fArj, ami later his Mir IWIjisbl. He distinguished himself by his intrepidity^

in the war with SuliayM HsMd (p. 330). His military dutiesAllowed him little leisure

forpoetry. Hedied at BiirliAnp&rinlOM. There exists n Me«nfchl byhim in the Jfhusraw-

Sltlrln metre, also a JXwAn, and several Qaeida* in praise of the Khin Khinin
The Calcutta edition of the Aln*ktn<l»-gi .f;nr (p, 10) calls him wrongly CAB Quit Beg,

and his Hirst patron CAB Xnql Khan, after wheee death he is said to have gone to India.
* i.e„ our garments are always tucked up (Arab, fafkmtr), at Orientals dowlm walking

quickly. A lover IlmIs no rest.
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Mijr God preserve all men from falling into my efronmatanoea I for

my Bufferings keep the rose from smiling and the nightingale item

ringing

Love has disposed of me, but I do not yet know who the buyer is,

and what the price is.

Ante! drinks the blood of his heart, and yet the vessel is never empty

;

it seems as if, at the banquet of love’s grief, the red' wine rises from

the bottom of the goblet.

1. I am intoxicated with love, do not bring me wine
;
throw me into

the fire, do not bring me water.

2. Whether I complain or utter reproaches, I address him alone, do

not answer me

!

1. I went away, in order to walk a few steps on the path of destruc-

tion, and to tear a few ties that bind me to existence.

2, I will spend a few days without companions, and will pass a few

nights without a lamp till morning make its appearance. •

1. 0 heart, beware I 0 heart, beware ! Thus should it be ; the hand

of asking ought to be within the sleeve.1

2. 0 that I could but once catch a certain object ! the hunter is for

ever in the ambush.

13. Haslrl of NJshapOr.1

He possesses poetical talent, and the garden of thought has a door

open for him. Outwardly he is a good man ; but he also devises plans

for the architecture of the. heart.

Every place, whether nice or not, appears pleasant to me ; I either

rejoice in my sweetheart, or grieve for him.

1 The heart should not ask, but patiently love.
1 Muhammad Qtisayn Nazir! of Xfahip&r left hi* home for Kishan, where he engaged

in poetical contests {mushA<iam) with several poets, as Fahmr, Hitim, etc. He then

went to India, where ho found a patron in Mirzil *Alxl* ’r-Rahmln Kb&n fihinin. Ia
1011, he went to Makfcah on a pilgrimage, after which he is said to have become eery

pious. On his return to India, he lived at Abmad&bid in Gujrit, where he died in 1012.

llie Twmk (p. 11) says :
—

“ I [Jah&nglr] had called Xazlrl of NlshipOr to court. He ia

weH known for Me poems and poetical genius, and lives [end of 1012] in Gujrit where he
ie amerehant. He now came and presonted me with an encomium in imitation of a QasfcU

by Anwar!. I gave Aim ode thousand rupees, a horse, and a dross of honour." Ike
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If thou dostroyest (he ware of my heart, the low ia for once ; whilst

to me it would be the lom of world and faith.

If thou wilt not put my cage below the rose-tree, put it in a plaoe

where the meadow hears my plaint.

It ia from lrfndnaaa that he [the beautiful boy] favours me, not from

love ; I can distinguish between friendship and politeness.

It is a generation that I have been girding my waist in thy service,

and what am I worth 1 I must have beoome a Brahman, so often have

I put on the badge (the thread).

Thy blood is worth nothing, Naglrl, be silent ! Suffice it that he who

slew thee, has no claim against thee.

I am costly and there are no buyers ; I am a loss to myself, and am
yet tiie ornament of the bazaar.

The impression whichmy Borrow makes upon him consists in depriving

his heart of all sympathy ; and the peculiar consequence of my reminding

him of my love is that he forgets it.

Like a watch-dog I lie at his threshold ; but I gnaw the whole night

at my collar and think of chasing him, not of watching him.

JfsCAn'r.i Rabtmi says (hat Nar.Iri was a skilful goldsmith | and that he died, alter having
seen hie patron in Agra in 1021, at Abmadibia, where he lire baried in a mosque which
he had built near his house. According to the 'l-SAlam, he gave whathe had to
hie friend* and the poor. .How esteemed he was a* a poet may be seen from a couplet

by the great Persian poet $lylb, quoted by Digfelstinl s—

jV** s/r* **—*«* *r

«t** *e*VP

0 $hyib, what doti thou think T Cantt thou bttomt Ukt NagM t

t Vtfltvtn dot* not approach A'cgtrf in genius.

The Tirfkh of Nanirfs death liesin the hemistich “Attlnnyh r*/fJ/u*mji»
”

" The gamin of Persia has gone from this world, ala* I “—4a allusion to the famous
Arabian poet gassln. This gives a.u. 1022 j the other ttrf& given by DtghisUnl.
nuarkki M*ira-fi bam kujh att, “ where is the eontie of the oircl* oi conviviality," only

gives 1011. unless we count the tasuaA in yU u ot«*. which is occasionally done ia

Mrf||s. MahkOnl also mentions a poet Sawidl of Gujrtt, a pious man, who was in

NagMs semen, On the death of his master, he guarded hie tomb, and died insm. 1031.



1. From carelessness of thought I transformed a heart, by the purify

of which Ka'ba swore, into a F&rangl Church.

2. The simoom of the field of love possesses so inebriating a power,

that the lame wanderer thinks it sublime transport to travel on such

a rood.

3. The ship of love alone is a true resting-place ; step out of it, and

thou art surrounded by the stormy sea and its monsters.

4. Tell me which song makes the greatest impression on thy heart,

so that I may utter my plaint in the same melody.

14. Sarwlsh Bahrftm.1

He is of Turkish extraction and belongs to the Bayat tribe. The

prophet Khisr appeared to him, and a divine light filled him. He renounced

the world and became a water-carrier.

1. I have broken the foundation of austerity, to see what would

come of it ; I have been sitting in the bazaar of ignominy [love], to see

what would come of it.

2. I have wickedly spent a lifetime in the street of the hermits

;

now I am a profligate, a wine-bibber, a drunkard, to see that will come

of it.

3. People have sometimes counted me among the pious, some-

times among the licentious ;
whatever they call me I am, to see what will

come of it.

16. ftayrafl [ftarfi] of Kashmir.*

His name is Shayfch Ya^qflb. He is well acquainted with all brancLes

of poetry and with various sciences. He knows well the excellent writings

of Ibn *Arab, lias travelled a good deal, and has thus become acquainted

with many saints. . He obtained higher knowledge under Shayfch Husayn

of Khwarazm. and received from him permission to guide others.

1 Bahrftm* tatbaUu* it SaqqA, i.e., water-carrier. This occupation it often chotea by
those who are favoured with a tight of the Prophet Khisr (Eliat). Khizr generally appeals

at an old man dreued in green (in allution to the moaning of tho name in Arabic or to

hit functions at taring deity).

The Bayiit tribe it a Turkish tribe tcattered over Asarbftyjftn, Britan, Tihrftn, Fin,
and XlthApOr.

Bahrftm it worshipped at a taint. Hit mautoleum it in Bardwftn near Calcutta.

Regarding the poet himself and the lcgendt connected with him, vitU my “ Arable and
Persian Inscriptions," Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1871, pt, i, pp. 201 to 250.

1 Shavfch tyusayn of Khwflraim. Ya^q&b’a teacher, wat a pupil of Muhammad ACflam
«ftjf, ana died in Syria in 950 or 958.

Khayhh YaSqflb alto studied in Makkah fora longtime under the renowned Ibn Ifajar,

the gnat teacher of the tyadts, and then came to India, where he wat held in high mtmm
41
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He stole from my heart all patience, and then took the whole mad

heart iteelf ; my thief stole the house with its whole furniture.

The weakness of the boy has brought the love-eick man into a strange

position ; from weakness he can no longer bear the weight of recovery.

16. Sabftbi, the Chaght&i1

He was bom in Kibul. Once he slept in the bedroom of Amir

Khuaraw. when the shining figure of an old man with a staff in his hand

awoke him and ordered him to compose a poem. As he had no power of

doing so, he took the whole for a vision, and lay down in another place

;

but the same figure woke him up, and repeated the order. The first

verse that he uttered is the following :

—

When I am for from thee, my tears turn gradually into an ocean.

Come and see, enter the ship of my eye, and make a trip on the ocean.*

My sweetheart saw the scroll of my faith, and burnt my sad heart,

so that no one afterwards might read its contents.*

1. I have no need to explain him my condition ; for my heart, if

really burning, will leave a trace behind.

. 2. Weakness has overpowered me, and my heart has sunk under its

sorrqjr. Who shall now inform him of my wretched state ?

as a learned man and a poet. He was liked by Humiytin and by Akbar, and was an
intimate friend of the historian Badi*onI. His death took place on the 12th Zl QaCda,
1003,.and Badi*onI found as the words umam 6tid, “ he was the 8haykh
of nations." A complete ghfimsa, a treatise on the or riddle, and numerous
gdfistio Rub&*4 with a commentary, are said to have been written by him. A short time
before his death, he had nearly finished a large commentary to the Qur*dn, and had
•Just motived permission from Akbar to return to Kashmir, when he died. Fids above,

p. 191, and under the poet*.

His tat&allus is variously given as fapntft and farfl. The latter seems the correct

form, to judge from the metre of one of his versei preserved by Badi*onl (III, 148).

Both words occur as foj&atfi# ;
* thus there wee a Q*/l fktyraff, encomiast of Vlifis

Shih. Fids also poet No. 21
1 SabM means “ a man that drinks wine in the morning The reel name of the

pioet is not given in the Tcfiraa to which I have access. Bed&*on! says that he lived an
easj, unrestrained life ; ana the ifi'Kflt" 'l-SAlam cells him a rind (profligate). He died
at Agra in 973, and Feyfl found as MrffcJ the words ^ Vm«» “ fiebfihl, the wine-

bibber." Dfighistinl says, he wesfrom Samerqand, and the AtaSkkada calls him “ Badafch*
ehinl ", but says that he is known es Huravt, or from Hhrit.

* The verse, notwithstanding the vision, is stolen i vfa Bad&oni, III, 180, under
itashl.

1 If this verse, too, was uttered at the time he had the vision, he stole thought and
weeds from JUafl, Jtol’s pupil, who boa * ene

b wjjw* 4* Hi

JU iu; i;l



17. Xuihfiql of Buft&rt1

I went to his street, and whilst I was there, a thorn entered deep into

the loot of my heart. Thanks be to God that I have now a reason for

staying in it

!

1. Hindustan is a field of sugar-cane, its parrots are sugar-sellers.

2; Its flies are like the darlings of the country, wearing the cAIro

and the takauchiya *

18. 0ilihLa

His name is Muhammad Mlrak. He traces his descent from Nii&mu

’1-Mu]k of Tfls.

Men without feeling tell me to use my hand and catch hold of his

garment. If I had a hand [i.e., if I had the opportunity], I would tear

my collar to pieces.

There are many reasons why I should be dead, and yet I am alive.

0 grief t thy forbearance has made me quite ashamed of myself.

1 Badd^onf (III, 328) says that he was originally from Marw, and came twioe toIndia.

For hie Qaftdas, come called him “ the Salmin of the age "
; and Dftgbistinl says 'that

under $Abdu
#

ll&h Kh&n he wac Malik 'sh-shudrd. According to the Haft Jqlim, he waa
bom and died at Bukh&rft. Sprenger (Catalogue, p. SOS) says, he was bom in 945, and his

seoond Diwin was collected in 983. From the Akbarndrna (Luoknow edition. III, p. 208)
we see that Mushfiql was presented to Akbar at Pik Patan in the end of 985. fie died in

994 (Vimbtry's Bokhara, p. 301).
1 This verse is a parody on the well-known Qbexal, which Qifijg sent from Shlrii

to Boltin Ghiy&g of Bengal (Metre Ifusiri).

<ua um alfd Jid /a
dib if it eli mti

The parrots of lad will learn to enjoy sweets,

Wish this Persian sugar (the poem) reaches Bengal,

Aba 'l-Fapl has meddled with Mushflqrs Terse ; for the Haft Ialtm gives instead of

neH%dn-i diydr the words hind&toi siy&h ; henoe the verse is
44 India's flies are (blaek)

like the black Indians, wearing like them a big turban (chira) and a takauchiya ”. This
means, of course, that the Indians are like flies. The takauchiya was described above on

L
94 ; the big head of a fly looks like a turban, and its straight wings.like the straight

lien coat (chapkad), It may be that AbCk '1-Fagl substituted the words neH*dn-i diydr,

the
11
dear ones of the country ", with a satirical reference to the 41 learned ", whom he

always calls " turban-wearing empty-headed", in whioh case we

would have to translate “ the simpletons of the country
"

The verse is better given by Bfldd^onfJIII, 329).
*

1 Badfroni calls him" fiiraw! ” (from Hirit), and says that he was employ! at court

as a Munshl. He was a good penman. After his return to his country, he died. The
Atashkada says that he was a descendant of fifewlja *Abd° 'llflh Marwlrld JDrmlnl,
and that his family had always been employed by kings.

Sprenger (Catalogue, p. 50) calls him wrongly Muhammad Mir B The Atashkada

and the MSS. have Mubammad Mlrak ; wad thus also kie name ooc j in the Mafidgir>i

BaWmf.
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1 told him [the beautiful boy] my grief, he paid no heed. Oh, did you

ever see such misery ! I wept, he laughed—Oh, did you ever see such

eputempt |

My life is in his hand. It is quite dear, §5lil.i, that even the falcon

Death sits tame on his hand.

19. Xagharl of Kashmir.1

He made poems from his early youth, and lived long in <Iriq. From

living together with good people, he acquired excellent habits.

1. I cannot understand the secret of Salma’s beauty; for the more

you behold it, the greater becomes your desire.

2. What friendly look lay in Layli’s eyes, that MajnQn shut his eyes

to friends and strangers ?

I admire the looking-glass which reflects my sweetheart standing on

a flower-bed,* although he is inride lus house.

The good fortune of thy beauty has caused thy affairs to prosper

»

else thou wouldst not have known how to manage matters successfully.

*1. Like a tail I follow my own selfish heart. Though the road is not

bad, I make myself footsore.

2. Though I break through a hundred screens, I cannot step out of

myself ; I wander over a hundred stages, and am still at the old place.

I am a tulip of Sinai, and not like the stem-born flower. I cast flames

over the. slit of my collar instead of hemming it.*

He of whom my eye makes light, appears to heaven dull and heavy.

1 I>A|diixtanI sav* that in Slriq he was in company witfy Mnhtashim and Wahabi.
After his return to India. Mazhtrl was employed by Akbar as Mir Babrt of Kashmir,
wnich employment he held in 10(4 He had turned ShKah. and as his father

was a Sunni; both used to abuse each*other. His poems are said to contain several satires

on his father. Mogharf died in 1018. All Taxkiro* praise his poems.
1 The eyes of the beautiful boy arc' crocus-like or almond-shaped ; the chin is like

an apple ; the blark locks, likeseiNfab—in fact, his whole face resembles a garden.
* The hot tears of the poet fait like flamce on his collar j hence he is surrounded

by flamee like a flower on*Mount Sinai j for Mount Sinai is surrounded by God's glory.
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90. Xafewl of Hamadan.1

His name is Mu^fo. He tries to change the font mod walls of this

worldly life into stone walls, and is intoxicated with the scent of freedom.

1. Once I did not know burning sorrow, I did not know the sighs of

a sad heart.

2. Love has now left neither name nor trace of me—I never thought,

Love, that thou art so.

1. You said that my condition was low from love-grief. A cup

!

bring me a cup 1 for my heart is stagnant.

2. Be ashamed of thyself, be ashamed 1 Which is the cup and which

is the wine that has inebriated the nightingale ?

1. 0 Maljwl, beckon to a friend, and ring the bell of the caravan.

2. The stage is yet fer and the night is near. 0 thou who hast fettered

thy own foot, lift up thy foot and proceed 1

1. A angle lover requires hundreds of experiences; hundreds of

wisdoms, and hundreds of understandings.

2. Thy luck is excellent, go away : love is a place where misery is

required.

1. OMsliwf, do not sing a song of the passion of thy heart, do not

knock at the door of a single house in the street.

2. Thou hast seen this strange world, beware of speaking of a friend.

» Mb ModA. according; to the M+Hk-i Mattml. wee bom in AsadibSd (Hamadtn).
and went, when twelve years oH to ArdsMl, when he, etndled lor (our yean at the
M Astine-yi Sefawiya From youth, he wee remarkable for hie contentment and piety.

:
Be spent twenty yean at holy places, chiefly at Najaf, Mashhad, Karbeli, and Hirit.

Maufant Ahikebl and Anbi (pp. 644, MS) looked upon him as their teacher and guide.

He held poetical contests (mneMtora) with ttewMni Sahib! (^W). He embarked- at

Bandar Jartn lor India, and was patronised By the Khtn Shinto. Alter receiving from

him much money, be went book to Clrlq, 'where the author of the Jfo*4*> saw him at

Kiahan. Be visited Najaf end Karbalt, nut returned to Hemadln, where he died in

1016. ' Be Use buried sn the llaabara of the Sayyids at Asadibid. The author of the

MatMr edited Mabwfs Rubt*b during hie lifetime, and wrote a preface to the collection,

llab 'l is beet known as a HuU*I writer : Aba ’l-BetTe • streets also are all RubAHs.
The lUuUada say* that he is often called Kbhipfiri. because he w»< long in that

town.
The Milrtt mentions a Mabwl whose name was Mb MabmOd, and says that he wan

. for twenty-five years Akbar’s HunsU.
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81. |»rfl af Sgwah.1

He is poor and has few wants, and lives content with his indigence.

My dealer in roses wishes to take his roses to the bazaar, but he ought

first to learn to bear the noisy crowd of the buyers.

I am shut out from the road that leads to the Ka*ba, else I would

gladly wound the sole of my feet with the thorns of its acacias.1

I have no eye for the world, should it even lie before my feet ; he who

takes care of the end, looks behind himself.

That which I desire

1

is too high to be obtained by stooping down.

0 that I could find myself lying before my own feet I

88. Qarfirl of Gilan.

4

His name is Nfiru 'd-Dln. He is a man of keen understanding and

of lofty thoughts. A curious monomania seized him : he looked upon his

elder brother, the doctor Abfi 'l-Fath, as the personification of the world,

and the doctor Humam as the man who represents the life co come, for

which reason he kept aloof from them.

1 The MSS. of the A 1 in call him “ $ayrafl ", but tS.e metro of seveial Tenet given in

the Ma9
i jirA Ba&imf shows that hit ta&allut it “ $arf! **.

According to the Ataahkada, hit name it Salabu 'd-DIn, and he was a relation of

Salmfin of S&wah. He was a pupil of Mubtaahim of K&ahin. The author of Baft Iqlfm

says that he was a most amiable man. and marvellously quick in composing tSrqjit.

Re lived in theDakhin, and went to Lfthor, to present Akbar with a Qafida ; but finding

no suitable opportunity, he returned to the Dakhin, and went to Makkah, where he
died. The Mrfair-i Rahim! states that he lived chiefly at Abmad&bftd, made Fayyl't

acquaintance in the Dakhin, and went with the Khfin-i AQ^ain (p. 543) to Makkah. Accord-

ing to Bad&*oni, became with the Historian NirAms ’d-DfaAbmadfrom Gujrftt to Lfthor,

and accompanied Fays! to the Dakhin, where he died. Sprenger (Catalogue, p. 382)

give* his name QatohwMin : but the Ataahkada (the only work in which I have found
his full naiq») has Sal&b* 'd-Din,

* The read of love (the ideal KeCba) is as difficult as the road tothe Katbain Makkah.
Muhammadans do not lie down with their feet towards Makkah, which is against the

law ; hence the poet says that he is prevented from stepping forward on the road of love.

• Self-knowledge.
4 Nfir« *d-DIn Muhammad came in 033 with his brothers Abfi *I-Fatb (p. 468) and

Hum&m (p. 520) to India. Akbar appointed him to a command in tho army ; but NOr®
M-Dfn was awkward, and had no idee how to handle a sword. Once, at a muster, he
came without arms, and when some young fellows quisled;Mm about it, he said that

military duties did not suit people of his class (literary men) j;
it had been Timur's custom

to place camels,, cattle, and the baggago between the ranks, and tho women behind the

army, am! when Timur had been asked where tho learned were to go, lie had said, “ In
the rear of Ovo women." (This rosemWeatho story of Napoleon I, Vho in Kgypt had often
to form squares against the hostile cavalry, and then invariably gave orders to place the
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stranger I can again and agam^
j
w^g Jp gfjqgaigtana»f, ,

.; . . , f

.
•'»' j

> : i : w.» i i
»»:lt (

fit.-; :>»*,{ <n»fi «} •

I doubt Death s power ; but an arrow t^na t^ eye.baa pierced me,

and it is this arrow alone that will kill me, even if I were to live another

hundred years. •,**»; 'i *

T& ftlhe beautiful boy} must have!
j

for I looked at his door and the walls of his house, but had no pleasure

from lf»kM£,,,. ,,ww | f !...v
: ;

If in that 'hour, when I tear the hood of my life, I should get hold*

of, what God forbid, Thy collar, I would tear it to pieces.

I envy the fate of those who, 09 the last day,.eHte5.heU;.for they sit

partly within the fim.1 ..!tt ..*>(, ?, >:• i

•

s...
; , rJ-.f*

.>•<»> .u!’

My madness and ecstasy do not rise from nightly wine
; the burning

of diyipe Ipyeis to;
be.fotipd in no hpusf.- , ti

...

|
v; v.; • j ' • •

1 *

1. O heart ! when I am in love, do not vex me with the jealousy of

the w«t$bman ; thou h**t made me loee fry faith [Islam] do not spe&k ill

of my Brahmanical<tbn*a4<*<: -<J.. -u r* * sv.i

gcTftbe far from the bUsa ofnon-dxistenoe seetns death to him Who

has etxperieooed the
;
troubles, of existence. Q.Lord! do not wfcke maop

on the day of resurrection from the sleep of non-existence.

1. If the love, of my heart should meet with a buyer, I would do

something openly.

2.1 have spread tjie carpet Of abstinence in such a m^nne?' thafevery

thread of the textnre endsjn athousand Brabmahical threads.

donkoyroad tfaewtmh hi the middle.) Akbar, te ponidi him, »eni himon »cUto.endec
to Bm|atrwhereto'perMMd hi tM dmarbutoet, m which IhpAr Khin (ft, Jt3) l«et

HI, 31*.
’ *

p ream. - «n« inn. 11, an • j

AM ?l*Fifl feeahiftetie hi t6 ’d-Blii’s ‘ monttpahia.. Jlllr* • *d-pbi.

wished tbeajr t)i*t AM ^Fatfc Was email Ot lnteh*e
J

worldling* (ttuM*
'

Hunrttt lodged ft* thtf Weiiift*e of f*r*di*« hrth# toward,W rkiw
whilst he himself wa» untrue lover" (tjUib* Vmawta, one who feeb after God),

The Atashktfafc add* that Nflr« VMMn bad been ife Otfcoiii the earn* pTKtifr
Ahmad Hiln/andthet he Wept, alter the overthrow of GHta, to Cptwin.

1 While* theibroHoi^deprivee hie of pdtiebde;
* '

1 Lore has made the poet a heathen.
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‘1. Thedrinkmg dfmy heart-bloodh&a surfeited me;; ‘

like ihy sw<*t-

heart, I have beconfc an eheniy io nrpWlf

.

2. I have killed myself, and, from excessive love to him, have cast

theeriaronrafow^ titivSSfa.1
r '

"[

28. <It*M of Najaf.*

He possesses harmony of thought ; bat his mind is unsettled, and fce

lives a disorderly hfe.
. . .

.
* ..

I am the nightingale of thy flower-bed. I swear by the pktutarfe of

thy society that the rose has passed away, and I do not know where tip

gardenis.

1. May all hearts rest peacefully in the black night of thy dark,

when i, the miserable, wander restless from thy street !
1

2. I have knocked at the door of the seventy-two sects of Isttm,an<f

have come to the door of despair, hopeless of getting help from heathep

and HnMboin. ::r '

3. I had come from the land of faithfulness : whit wonder, if I vanish

from tiie dear memory of the [kithless] fair ?

1. I kave consumed my sober heart on the rubbish-heap of passion

;

I have burnt the Ka^ba candle at the idol tempfe’s fcte. w
2^ The flower-bed of a oertnn beloved has not wafted to me the

fragrance of ftdfiUed desires.aud hopelessly do I consume myself in my
dismal corner. 'i

!
:

-
1

3.

No one baa ever said the word “ friend ” to me, not even by mistake,

thoughlcoasuraemyself before aequaintahcesand strangers*

a* ft poet, wheft hft^ent toHindfct**. andpaid hit reaped!* toAkbar at Allaktbtd.

He looked bold ftnd slovenly (bebdk % nAhamwAr). When asked whether he had in the

JLVkhin made satires on Shfth Fathu ’ll&h, he said, “ In the Dakhin, I would not
have looked at a fellow like him." Akbar, who made much of Fatbu ’114h, was annoyed,

imprieoned QlUbI, and had liis papers searched, to see whether he wrote satires on other

people. A fewcompromisipg T®taes w^re found,and $ Itibfw*»»enMer tei» yeasaforaccord*

ing to theTa6a^U( for t*o. ye*ie)<tp fort <Jwily*r*At the raqucst/of Prinea8anxa.aad
several courtieite, he was at last released, and ordered tocome to ?4hor. But he was at
bad at before* The ^npmr giro hj«n 1,000 rupees, and-ordered Qyiij &h&n (pw 380) w
send himjrmn to ttijla ; but *It|Wif»cai*vi. went .tp tbt tfelflij* and lived them
as bbfore.. Hi* Arabic and Kwan paenware excellent j.ViUwi^a, oftfver MM and
letter-writer.' MPatfJV. 215. . v . ,,, . ..

The Atashkada say* that he .came .ffop*, PnlRftigftn (qr JUbjtb. - PidftilUal caUr

him '* Dtir CiUbl ",
_ Vluht raetii u *^J*y<d,tepiwh oompase-nisisi^f. ,

* The ascribee this verse to a. ppet^lfd foiku* 'd?2Bn,whof*J4U^ii#ytltf
given in my MS. -wi * :*.

f



tty flagon, that thy inode is full of sighs and thjrnepk full of dpi*.
1
..

2. Lore baa thrown me into oceans of bloody teats
;

go, go away,

that foc fw^'tbon^yesti feact the Jtoulm of tha stream. : >>

.~, v -..i •

>. Ks f
' !

!
:• v ,-.

I haws given thee permission to shed my Mood without retaliation.

I have said so, and give it thee black on white, and stamped with my seal.

Son^t^mea l am. drowned bjfflfof • bhjfhfflm-

Let no one build a. house in my street ! ,

In the name of God, let ns go, if you belong to my travelling com-

panions. This caravan 1 has no bell to spun^the bout of starting.

In a malm where the word “ faitjhfplnesp ” produces tears, tye

messenger and the letter he brings * produce each separately tears.
",

1. Is the killing of a man like me 'worth a single sign of anger and

hatred t Is shedding my bfeod wprth the bendiqg of thy arm (pr. thy

sleeve) !, V’.'/i.
*

, ...

2. If thou art resolved to break my heart, Is it worth while to ill-treat

thy lovers!

24, KnlU HubanupadJW of Maaandaran.4
O \.i . n% J i:!., :> «** ".* -t , • * j >y . *

He is in affluent drcumstoupO*) biit; from virtupus, motives be mixes

little with the world. He seeks retirement by travelling about.

b«l9*, ^e ^vblvingw<>f ofthibeeyebs,

,

as a lamp concealed underbeoVtiK • •••;

'

* In #nsMoaMU*iortlMfdau'l*tIi* teckot tW bottb.
* 1tte diwiwlt SfISW^7^' - <• ''i,: • >.<

•

* ttS’bftoref.lwyi **» the iettM. be^oi*

fr-assMMfmm* 1ysfetn. «ttB»ih>i»nmwa urn <40*4 ** flan ” iftm «.
milllK mnt itomaa IWitf'sl iiii liitecilt thv. ‘startle nonets atinat <Mwiid

'

MaMimWWmi AylW^'-liSfceSaaiiwa ehiefljit AfnwliQd.wh^ be «* tbe

H» JLtashhada wrongly puts him under Jfffahin, and mentions that some call him the
matmal mtlrd Nolli JimI—which is impossible.



1. 0 heart, thy road is not without thorns and caltrops, nor dost

thou walk on the wheel of good fortune-

be^bWpvaitheskinftbmthe whether thy

bunleifWffl he wiV* }.» ffvi .1 sSuat yar J*rii <«••«*'* y

i\ v<t ,«> >.';>>)
I

yf-ool'J iaugaaaat;- «»h»t ‘nit awovit r»*<\l

1. Ton asked nun f* Hhw^are ysU, jfa^maOd, ilter ltllit^ b lb^e

with him *—long may you live !
" " I stand,” said I, “ below the heaven

as ft'Mluidflwr UndeSihSgibbek* <‘i iH*,atfn*sq <mj awg v»*>> i

/.,i i(|; a Uiit.'i ../> .*> 'J/IV, hi’H .»« bin*

85. JaWM.1

bom and educated in Tabriz, and eft£fti£d;’^d^ the Wre^hlsIfttjisty,

the greatest perfection in the art of painting. :
> <>/ i» .^ ii i-C

The bitttyjl idols ii the Etfhi ttiMcM d&etf,

and tiw obstinacy of the worthless watchers * the acacia thorns.

I am a prey hatf-killed ah^ stretched on theground, tyr from the

street ofltiy beloved.lstiggeriifeng,
!tunibfehg down andrisinig up ajpi®,'

till I come near enough to catch a glimpse,pf him.
.

,

‘in thiei morning, the thoraboi^^ ^^'li^tiier with the

rose, and drivel, a nail through th^ broken hpart .of ^he nightingale.

88. Wuqtfl of Nishap&r.*

His name is. Sharif. . ...
_ „ . AJ ,

Love and the' lover have in reality '^He same ‘direct m view. Do
not'believe thSt l'fcse l^'givihg'tbee'my fife;

a'- ' !I •

,

f:;!| ,<.i « .-ill r-h>; >‘,h tr d t

ind nadaireadyfervraunder Humftyon. Me wn a inwitt ; oMmKm aimMb Muted
of having stolen Ashkl's Uvln (tide below, the 3?th>poet)^!i:.< ?•'»»*'* y-v* aiu:;' f

1 The Atashkada and Taql’a Tagkira mention another JodlH of ttwah.
9 Muhammad 8harU WuouCI belonged, according to the tIM to a dis-

tinguished family of Hayytdt in XbhipQr. Hit mother waa the eieUr of Amir Shihmlr.
who had been for a long time fttftyiMr, *.

-

Baddtont (III, p. 378) says that Sharif wat a



\.l\a : l x&dl wouoa 0-7 qv .M^aoia Win wd fnv:»? v#1;j >~f ,*-af! -?<.' .,/

.h'oru'ik5
- v/?n ii vomya /m jnn i;*w.w:4 U’.di iv.it->

1. I do not care for health.1
_ .0 Lord, let sorrow be my lot, a sorrow

raises, openly and secretly, a hundred wishes in my heart.

to ilsteW .38

:>raij *«?»o^ 7 ? .J7v>sJDll^ratB ofe4JOTn«**4

foM&fft'tfftlie^ty [oMtmMjftd.dr

Junabld, in ghuria&n]. He writes Shikatta well, and iff SgOfltf lttdbd'ttt

shooting with the bow and the nmtchlbck.
ClU't ! ( ytij £ *» v {is] v‘ : •*’.

'i ii't- i «. V 1 ! 1 > ) k)J >V O .'"i .< t

If the .dust of my body were mixed vrith' that of titfeet*
j
ytriiwould

recognise my ashes by their odour of love.
v ,*c. !. qq-t i\ rrv-f.- -rf! .fjj t-fef.s 5- ,*t

Thy coming has shedViuri!re
;

eh
:

th¥ j^und. ind te ddst atbriB

serve as tuma for my eyes.

'.:ij I'.-’cl >rv* •

The lions of the Haram should not stain thefr myJteod.

0 friend, give the dogs of the Cliriiifiari monastery this food as a treat.
}

1

,
ii.Vi’ii'J -S - »»a - l‘» r> > g > UlwM I v'v«.1 m ^ 1

i.*» •
-

ti 1 t

What do I care for comfort ! I tMhk ’mtifelfliatyijy ih triymisetyT tor

•tkb
;^ ;"J

ifeA
iw

ls
lM i

ustd iTthii
8

SfUioa^tf 6f this rdalifrf^.
i ii; t* .

23. Shaikh Bthi*L*
*?jt •• er-toor?" * '^vl •»/?> 937- ;•?!".».' : vcj.

He traces his descent from Zainu d-Dln Kh&fl.. He, pretendftd.to

be a §iifl.

- iW"£d5! Oil Mk

7 bring .tout ncir «y' ltooii.,' ezietttMff witlj • «igb,

mty waiting to assume human form.” NatfltiattMMg
poems in praise of tbs Imizni ; but ho mjgr bars dona

' All thee# heljpleas things are on!

hi# wicked btlfrf. be composed* to f
j #iv:v. -jAS 1j';' ftlo:; hc:«i

Salim (Jabinglr),

WT,Mifetoferww«Wv«mm
JK. 'R.WwrM AtMWfj* I

j
rtv irvffnh , it*»r.jir|inr frrt

"

-We. pf.Shit, sr*tfrvtt feW<VM‘AriMMs
|t. « W^lf-feMWn^dWftrf. In

‘ known in litersryrte-tet'’’ j

m»*ii uni
•f? T-v #;

-

f t: p. v
,

nMmFk'iiaMt'w ;asisi tmret
tSen at Hirit. Hm biography is gicon in Jimfs Xafk&t* 7-l’ee. and he ia

not to be confounded with the saint Zayn* d-UIn T4fibacH, mentioned above.
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No one has, in thy love, been muM brought up to sorrow than I ; and

I took to travelling ih ordet tballSymy grief, hot kndwittgthatmy

**1 : r " «»• r -

•' «/ . >:U» ! /j. >••;/.; A .
~,r.v. vW-

29. Wafl*I of Isfahan.1

He poeeeaeee sparks oftaste. He hadbeen for some time wandering

in the,desert of retirement, buthes now put the nwmtieief woHdhneas

oubjnehoulders.*, a;-. .•* v>.>

i f-i'iT >.j f VY/i :‘. -V

I do not call him a buyer who only wishes to buya Yflsuf. Let a

:

r what he does pot wqiiire l * v.

Knook at night at the door of the heart ; for when it dawns, the doom

ami opened, and tjhedogr,of tip heart inclosed-

I am secure from the dangers of life : no one deprives the street-

beggar of hip bareness, .<
..

1. The dart of fate comes from the other side of the armour

;

4 why

should ! uselessly puhon:an *n»QU* f .

2, Tjasht of deat^ strike fiwti at m$ ! I^ no graiu that lttings an

ear to tlie harvest.

Joy and youth are like tfiefragrahce of the rose that chooses the

to^yrtou dfapatifcm?-
*«''• ' " ,i -'



1. I, became a cloak to min, SaqI, and like the Kft'ba, a place of

2. I have found no trace of love, much as 1 have travelled among

the hearts of the infidels and the faithful., ,; t„ .. .. ...
1

My heart is still ardent with love, and tbduart stiu mditfereni. O
sweetheart, speak, before I openly express myself..

wkvjU w; > ?: v ws';*** ^ r
•••. »- *. * * 1

-. •. .- • v : „ f »• .
'

His name is Haydar. He is well acquainted with the art poetica and

„,js djqtjnguisbedas p, writer of ridd^ and ... .

.

...
• •

1
^ j

t • ,

*

My heart is sensitive, you cruel one ; what remedy is there for me t

Although a loy^c, I
!
have, tjie, temper jqf tlie beloved;—whptcpnl do ?

1 . A recluse does not sin [love] and calls thee a tyrant j^Tam plunged

into crime. [k>vc] apd think that thqp art forgiving.
4

2. He ca16 thee a tyrant,'! calf thee ‘forgiving] choose whatever

name pleases thee most.

38. . Ohayratt otShfepz.*

His diction is good, and he knows thp history of .the,,past;...,

I am smitten by the eyelash of my.mnrdeter, who has shed my blood
t ‘ :

4^o0£'ldttiiii§’& ilropfisllto the gfoditd.* , !

UTU.V

1 His lull vutme, according to TaqUvI AwhadJ, ia Amir R»fTC« *d-Dfn tyaydar. Ho
i a Tabitibi Sayvid of Kuhin the Ma'a-it i Jlattmt etotee that he left Pmiem kMam h«hetf*#i^uti*i«^^

went from Oujrit in compeny.with, ghviie.JgpWh»,’IUt| toIJUl«MlflA w«S Veffiereivrd
by Akbar. For tho tArffy, mentioned abore on p. 619, note 9, Fay*! gave him 10,000

rupee*. After a stay of a few year* m India, he returned to hia country, but suffered

works which he was to hatsJbWtbtf^M Wm£m ffpeengrr (CbtMofttiift)& fff) *ay* that

Haydar was drowned ; but the fact it, that ha wan eared ana returned to India. Hia
loeaoacreaUdmuch sympathy, and harepaired, at Akbar* wish, valuable preaent* from
the A«k». Fr^thej^to^inin aka

^j^,ihinw ti«<w^bout i^l41ih. After

^IowJSmk;^tbriNfrlSo^WtSliw!^^
native town. Aeeording to the Atathkada he died inA.H. 1099, the llrfM ofMi

/.MifldBdi mmmmtjhrromaammr
•on ofthename of Mir Ma^Om, a friend of Mull* Awil.

-

M[l} - v
«
g* jilfA .'{fpczxi v. t.:?VvniVjTV *.•» V-Vi 'jarjf '+1+X *:*+ '

fcWMMMMrMMbM IMSK .OlUlSlM
tom fmrefthe boy*, tetepam, ho wont to SUtis, where ho ®; ’*>!

fodMBMMksihrmsiPMv uas*hwMh^ ^.ufTa.iiaS
SA . b t-U



' jirilieni age asica 'God' for a'misclnef-maker like ti^whomekee
the days pf the,wretched bitterer.

1

’IM.ulIf: 1 1 .>
!

'

i.I ? r-i * »J;1 )
' "tf i./fltt 1 ?.1 .*?:'• i

I am free from worldlineStV for feay 'i^pintx>iM (iio no 'longer ‘hen

; .1
•'„/,* ,, f i»7 ‘! flit, «, •<}/

I am smitten by tie fearless £tsnoe of a'Chnstisin youth, for whose
sake God will pardon, ontbeday ofreeurraption, the slaughter of a
hundred Mnsahnins.

Even death moons for thoeewbo hie killed by the grief of eepiuhtlbn

from thee.
. v

u I'M strutted ttWtwieStbdyiSabOautifuliand ; forthan evenheaven's

tX&b&!**,&&* ,K l^.j v .i; : • .--i- -ir:

:

.ft i

the heart df another fulitof grief, and I became jealous; "ibr

‘ttste'ie'bof one eMieltymht in them mgmu.a
,v

|

H»i^kYUgii.mkd»M*hit*n: Ai

loan me to my grief I t^r^ in myg^ef fflf him, Idie, ifth#

thought of the possibility of a core enters my heart.

:Ti it i i

l

in t i t . a. i.’.f' 1 . 'll::" i.-.-s -*f •

mwghfe;*glimpse of
1

him. rny^ipequivwed and nlnisd.

^Ok tfast*'lifs''fems]ned >b&tii*mibttiihittwit&iiT' :me,

t\' r
•"

'Si; tit -f i i v‘f,A \ '•i.v
;
w, '»7. r. 1

t i.*i t,-:;si: i)i it; i *; v

^

j
v • fs -s \ i » t? • i »

i -»n V * j"'1

? .7 TtJIt.H- ' .-"tt b*i-i.«i

f Toirh^eVw ifctaltpr#
; JK II < TOO 2 LX •i. l JO V 7

:j n. : »!

p^li ^y •ITlfth '

•••:

.:i)l .
tii ifl «;i :< <•*» v -til ?«'•;!# J »« "r 1 *

1<



m

I came from the monastery of the Ouebtes, and wear, from shame on
account of improprieties, asijc^tltf*^;twined" round my waist, and a

•c.’-.i
~ -i • «,„ -

I

I, too, have at last perished in the century of thy love. Alas! none is

no#Mt orMajntoVtnW • ;-;

1
• x: -‘ 1

i.-it.S r:,l. V.i .

’

T :
• * T

Sorrows rush from every side on 117 heart without first knocking at

thedoor; Icaanothelpife; my house lieson thehighway. '•

88. JafhL*

"
siaBdiefrom theaggressions of fibklelovers-

'

am tffr&h’ 'plant, bfitibMlfdiefromthe heap of rabbhih about me|
'

'

ij

Jj ii

,;\h >V’n i

of Kfahin.*

'

Heis the son ofMlr Qaydar, the riddie*writer. He has a tastje f^r

V ft-



1. Sometimes I bre&k my vowoi repenjtence and sometimes the

vine-bottle ; once, twice, incessantly, I break my plaintive- Ante [my

heart].
"

: ; ! /'•’

2. 0 Lord, deliver my heart from tKesebad practices ! How often

shall I repent and again break my vow of repentance

!

fi* TaShbQJ of KWh«n*

—

His mind, from his youth, was unsettled. ' He belongs to the sect of

the Malpmadls ;but J know nothing of his origin, nor of his present

condition. The Mannawl entitled “ Zarrah Q Kburshld ”, “ toeAtom and

the Sun ", is written by him.

Dust of the graveyard, rise for once to joy ! • Thou enoloaeet a corpse

like mine, slain by his hand and his dagger.

Dress in whatever colour thou wilt; I recognise thee when thy figure

shines forth.

1 The Ateiklmd* calls Kiln “ Ur CAW Akber TtahbthT. Though • docent ana, Ko we*
lingular in hiamannon,andm not widelyIcuowor Whiletin HindOaUnbetried toliMlon
the mornlo of the people, drcaaed aa » Faqlr, mid did not Tint kinga ", Mshletlnf any.
that ho woo a heretic, and lived for forty yoare in HindOaUn a retired life. He genmuy
u>aAia tt^rae^vmi nrutMu

afain. ana eon toopeopw *o aemieoroavMnr *nem‘kmoiiowuente or ret noeauwome
(vide above, p. M2). He told ShayU) Aba 'I-Fapl that ha waa a Mujtahid, or infeWMa

at ?a 1 ? • aa 1 _. l 1 Li a _ I_a 1 LI a* at a _ _C' _
ftuthori^r on religious matters, and' asked him to introduce him to the i

*elr«mo^

\ to whose
the emperor

jrthaf troth

Beoleovrote

on mqihuq in nwiiww, onn i loom w n. in ponoo vh mm roiivws u uon i

who art praiseworthy (J/aimtidffo etf-ftydofogs, t sail upon Thee. There is no other
God but Allah. Unite hotwGw whese mercies eroVtoihli fawllhtoworMl.wbo hasshown
thsextotem ofaifhfcwutk* . i\ fthittitto unhrtAfligibto]. « ^ We
4o noHraureorsolfe*;nor Hitt. KotoaftatUteaee not enliHat efceept thftmghfFiifisH,
and a plaee of existence independent of others ; and He is the most «

What ls mein* W u natare
,v
# Annmrt what yoplr wgK fWertlttr *blSaMe God.

etc. Dirt uponJd»moelh*ier daring trwritrftmfa staff MMtt^ptiit efAOttft*
lying to. of course, •• the four *««/ee.” At the end of the

" ^
*r
This has several timmbosa%iHieuontfaa part of the-

Ao hi hiff) I* a; sh; total* fc Ito AniA the tmli Hi
warifcfco tlh^neyW (inifylm M*imA

phlet. J

V
k Aii* fW-J ; i*i s

1 and the to^to avnmtieaieubieet; Thsnttomordamdmso Ifttho
anti s lays and lore it.am are CtobtowmtkwiofmiorsloewUgod. InmAlhsrtowmllppei
lho*uft» thhpbme , metouht.-TeferreAto the pmdto'eiewWiBfthi^
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Put aonu day by the bazaar oft&e victims of thy love, and behold the

retribution that awaits thee ; fox there, the; buy up every one ©f thy

crimes at t&e price o! a hundred meritorious actions*
1

0 thou that takest the k>sf of the sun from this wahh oven, thou

hast not given Tashbihl a breakfast, and he asks thee for an .evening

mad.* -
" •' '•

1. I am that Tashblhl who, from foresight, chooses to dwell, in a

graveyard.

2. 1 like to dwell in a graveyard, because dwelling in a graveyard

lies before our sight.

The hands of this world and of the world to come are empty.: -With

me is the ring I—all other hands are empty.*

27. AshUofQum*
.

He is a Tsbitibi Sayyid, and is a poet of some talenl.

Those who are slfeih by thee Ke everywhere inebriated on the ground

:

parbsps the water 6f thy steal was wine.

'

1 Thisnm is mi example of i well-known rhetorical figure. The word** retribution
"

lcadstbe reader to expect tha oppesite ofwhal Deebblkt cays. The lovely boy has. of

oddiee; iNroldn miay finite end eked the blood of belierai $ neTertheleee.J|H are ready
to transfer the rewards of their meritorious actions to him, etsd thttt buyup hie orlmlM.

B The sun looks round like a loaf ; the warm oren is the heat of the day.
• In allusion to a gums, in which the players secretly pass n ring from one to another,

and another party has to fijiAwMp the tmgu. 4*The ring hi witbTashblhl,” i.e., he hae
choeen truth, he is the eleot.

Cp%0e tensor)d in Persia. Ashkl's elder brother ICr tfuxftrf also* known asa post.
4*MrUm**&*w**m (sift p. *81) attracted Asttl toTnJia. but he did not meet
(ihasiH. Dm number of his rases exceeded ten thousand ; hut when on Mi dtathbed.
he gave his several Dfwftas to Mir Jud4*I (rids p. 060) to arrange. Mir Judi*!, however,
published whaterar ha thought good in hia own name, and threw the remainder into
water. T*ri£t oi SAwah aUndes to this in the following opigram

„ ^
w-rfV*- yfwV-.Jfc,

. ids »b>y»s



br; /4 ,V- n, ViW ir> M'U'A'* *>!•» !** %>v ?*-*•* -

away ; and if you should Bing m iron chain to my near, it would flow

: .' ••:•• ,.»i ixrlv is;
f
t t«irfl 0^=.!^ >K5*;(a* lf‘^1 * 0

J «* •**>*• v< ’ V* .*-,- ! L-:-.^-r> « tyddzt'f '.MPA *«><*

Whenever' I have to hear the pang of separation from my bebvpdU^o
one beam with me but death.

... - .*... n\£t ^i..r Wcy\t Td'/f .ri;t f .-

Ashld, I think my tears have turned watehem ; for wheneM^think

of him,. they.^.^.11^, T,^ ., m Ht,', <„ -| ; i f.y

96 Aalrl of Bay.1

' Hiiaeme kAmfrQiyUHe hr o mmi of'oawjstion.
... , T . ,

• :i L ; -»;i.7f> ii?- I

fc

*5?
«»<***

The meesonger wu a watcher ip, jtiaqpjud, end I did not see hia

cunning. 11mcnwlwretchmOoOedMuiHittuishM0ntoy»poeb<^weiniu.

VJJWS 4i4iW»^*Ptee ;WehiBflsiwey
from hie ; for as long aa lifeWaa )e{t,nnthiam«|, hw muidmmlwifdeiwere
properly employed.

: 'C
'>' .’jrt « • . »

1 M
... .Hisla*tiiae.ao cpaipietlaly hHac^i^h^
‘

'-lit J\
’• ; *£?>* et

.iW> iPBt •; ..*. » **.>!<* m- j: '•

, :V .
,i

,..i>
t. .'i, :.rw -:M :

: -al:* •:.

•• *.v: .*
•
>* • '* ?

•

^
'/.' \ .1 ..**.» /

:

f'r-t - 1
ia wvjVrfV; -?r?t >r>SaS'w "Tl ^ :

Ut.'WmaU'.''. .:••* ‘-jr.-i-ii! :v,!,v; •.* v>«a? *ti k v*!®.:.*



I have no patience when in love, and have lost in reputation. Tell

reputation to go, I cannot be patients. (H S, .is

40. Qaydl of Shlr&s 1

’fit# '
= *» 4 - >.Vi *.*• ' <

some tune in the i

iJ VI

studied ; but hie thinlni much of himself.

of such, sciences as an usually

JUiKH'-J/ t */•!" * >(»•!. ; m i
\‘ in in i :.y:

As thou hast never gone from my heart, I wonder how thou oouldst

have found a place in the hearts of aJU others.

1. Thou drovest me away, and I came hack, not from jealousy, but

because ! wishtoconfesa that I feel askkmed of my love having had

jealousy as a companion.

?..]ii[y„$eats derive a lustre from the laughter of cruelwretcheg; #Vn

a wound indicted by thee could never produce such bloody teats..
.

k lover may have many reasons to complain ; but it is better not to

unburden the heartbefore the day of judgment.

If Idesireto accuse theeofehedding, ineverylook, a hundred torrents

of lover’s blood, my lot, though hostile enough, would be ready to bs

my witness.

I am gone, my reason is gone ! I want a flash of madncia to sfaifce

my soul, so as tojkeejp it burning [with love] tillthe day of
judgment.

'
gf.

' a fa. -!•? f r. 'j: I ' #
* •

*
» - T*s.

*
*' • ,

*
. • if 1

l. Last night union [with tin sweet boy] raised her Ipvely form

before "tlie* Arid.nfe gjVwtajf, iStinert of my heart shone forth mraptures..

i But tin tatfha&no power to case at tin. sun die the sun trdUld
• *if! sf-'i

j

?* 1 Wj ;*‘e<' ’ * • ttlt » <***« ;ti •’

'* ‘‘‘

hov# tvmfeawbat tcnen.



41. Payrawl of Sirrah.1

His name is Amir Beg. He was a good punter.

Where is the wine of love given to wretches witboat feeling f Loving

idols, is a drunkenness ; let men be carefidtowhomto giveit

!

OGodi I cannot reach the world of the ideal ; forgive me if I worship

form.'

48. TClmT, of Sabzwftr.1

His mind is somewhat unsettled.

If I knew that tears could make an impression. I would altogether

turn to blood and trickle from the eye.

... ^
.) i

Whether I see him [thebeautiful hoy] or not, my heart is in raptures.

Have youeVerMensdcha sighif

I wished I could Idee a breeze paw away from this base world. This

is not the street of tire sweetheart, fromwhich one cannot paesaway.

My blood dances from mirth in my vein like a flame ; the look he

gays me commences to. work, and nty heart is effeotuaUywounded.

... . '*• - •

- 43
‘

.
,,

His name is *And" ’s-Salam. He is of Arabian extraction, and has

M|||hid.|pnAlBn^ hoiz not dear to bundL
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FortiiM cheat* in play, loses, and talilmcfcwli^ One
cannot play with a companion that is up to such tricks.

1. How long do yon file down yourworde and polish them ; how long

doyou shoot random arrows at the target T

2. If you would take one lesson in the science of silence, you would

laugh loud at your ailly conversation.

1. I keep a thousand thunderbolts concealed below mylip. Go away,

go away, take care not to put your finger on my lip.

2. -I have come to the puMio square of the world, but I think it

were better if my Yfisuf were yet in the pit than in the basaar.1

Patience, in order to console me, has again put me off with new

Bubtarfiigsa, and has stitched up the book 6f my happiness the

wrong way.

L My heart has overcome the grief of separation, and hai gone from

this land ; it has tucked the hem up to the waist and has gone.

2. My heart saw among the companions no trace of faithfulness;

hence it smiled hundrtd times-hy way of friendship and went away.

tanid ^
He is • cloth-weaver from Hfr&t. He generally oomposes Rub»*li.

1.

Qnthedsy when the lover kindled the fixe of love, he learnt from

his beloved whst bumihg.grjrf is.

2. This bunting and melting he* its origin in the beloved ; fur the

moth does not bum till it reaches the candle.

1. On the day of judgment, when nothing remains of the world but

the tale, the first sign of Eternity's spring will appear

:

* Ybef mean*Me *’ Ufa "

,

pit, “ nAo-exIstohee
"

barter. “ exigence.”
1 gwilil MnbmnuH'* poetical wi.i* 1* Fikri, the" pensive ", He came. according

to the BafiMtm, faSW to Indie ; .vfld Ma excellent rnbt*w indued people to sell him
the el thesre "/or •• Mtr RubtH". He died on'bU way fa JennpSs, in 971,

the lSrt5« Ua'idMh Mug Jflr tafkr nomad.
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2. The beloved will niw like plenta their heeda from the dqft, end
I, tee/ahhll in owWtliipi.1

O. QudsI ttf Kerebuli, Mb Huseyn.1

l im utterly ethiiTfted of this doge Of thy street ; for they here mode
friendship with • men like me.

I up in misery s end you would Ibid# titt» Mdi^sis my lot, if you

were jwtwd of me to suffer for one night by being separated from

lyhoepnl that thop shonldst be my enemy, end
-

shoulddeere for

my being or not. being; t .

On iei.merchent and epoet ; he works herd aed spends hie game

KberaBy

S^wM ww my Uaok book of eoerows ; let no eam know nyeriass
[lore]. . .V .;j ;

» TUb

lack

I Sharif N.wiM,
•§#”, U., Wm iJL lOOt,

da tnse by tkOm, 1 ttMtffcafab

«-* ijf J, p UU.V iu
J** j»

if rvwTM&m, mu mix* nAood Uk*b**t *f4md$), I, too, MU UmM MU ktiiC
'

tbatJCr « fo$her kl| KartellJar Sahawiri QtM!»
i, gowernfcr of Hir&i. JfaliW (HI, 87S) Mjitbil Mir
*e brother, aboMM to India, and " died a abort tbaa

fjU« f/*- wV j aU Ji t/1

.

4*P r*
T^ fW.^ .

r* >*.» rv,
On kia aooond return to IncUa ba found a patron lathe 'jBfln-i At|«a ta 843). who

Ki bfia one thomaad rupeee for an ode. Muhammad Ub Atga (p. 837; introduced

at court. For an ode on ike elephant, Akhar praaanlad Urn with two thounad
and a hone. The third tiae he came to India, he attached himeetf to the Shin

~
4)s aqd veocfcmdiiSaipl

:
r the Arks dBtaTbeddMUm

r ik esMllMteUttde ntMt*M

rums; ua a none. Tb. uura tune m

Pum lor an ode on the riototj of i

JUft
“

. •hhk tdw. iat „
MrtadtiT/mT^S
MrtqTd k fleddud ill'tl* I-Al.;



m
0 Qaydul, try, Kke the ratoons, to attain some perfection in this

world of sorrow ; for to leave this world deficient in anything, is like

leaving the bath in a dirty state.

47. fiftaut

He is the son of the preceding. His versification is good.

My disgrace has made me famous, and my shame [love] has rendered

me well known
;

perplexed I ask myself why I remain oonoealed.

The farmers have committed their seeds to the field, and now hope to

receive aid from the flood of my tears.

48. Farebi of Bay (f).1

His name is Shipfkr. He is a good man, but is in bad circumstances.

If he is diligent^ he may become a good poet.

1. I go and heat my brain with the love of a certain sweetheart

;

I sit in the midst of the flame, and breathe a hot sigh.

no equal in $Wq or Kfcnriiin. About that time 8hlh cAbfaie came to the plaoo

to bunt phenmti (be4w). \Kabk ia the Ckukor partridge of India.—P.J It

happened that the king’s own falcon flew away, and eat down on the house

of a darwish, who. notwithstanding that the king had gone personally to his

house, refused to open the door.
4
‘ The foaming ocean of the king’s wrath rose in

high wares.
11 and he ordered a general messacre of the people of the place, which was

happily prevented through jgaydasfs influence. The same falcon was killed on tho same
day by an eagle on a steep hill, about a fsrsang fromA ; and tho king, out of lore for

tho animal, had a large house built on the top of the hill, which has now beoome a plaoo

of resort for tho surrounding country. But as the hill ia inaccessible for beasts of burden,

tho buildiiig must hart cost a great deal of money and labour. $aydari died there,

beloved by all, fn aj. IOCS.

He baa also writteu a book entitled Ltsftfi* ’J-ghofb, in praise of his teacher, the jpoet

LEainl, who had been attacked in a pamphlet entitled 8ah%o* 'l-Lis&n, •• the Blip of the

Tongue.'* which was written by hie base pupil Mir Sharff-i TahrlsI. The MaP&mr-CRatfmi
gives, a few passages from the book.

Dftghiatftnl says that the poet Dervish Haydar of Yaid, mentioned in Ta^kirat, is very

likely the same as Mawlinft pifdarl of Tabriz, who is sometimes called “ Yasdl " from

hie friendship with Wahshl of Yasd.
Start, $aydarl’s son, came to India after his father's death, and was made by the

man gHfciin Mfr S&m&n of his*household. He was also a good offioer, and was killed

duringThe Dakhin wan, when with Shahnaw&z Rhin, the son of his patron.
1 The second verso chows that the ta&pUuf of tho poet is ShipOr. Farebi it scarcely

known. With tho exception of DftgbisttnTs work, which merely mentions that Farebi

lived during the reign of Akbar. I have not found his name in the Tagkiras. Sprenger

(Catalogue, p.fi» mentions a Farebi of Butajlri ; but as he is said to have died in ji. 944,

he must be another poet. The name of hit birthplace is doubtful ; the M88. of the A% in

have Bay, Bahl. ana DIM. or leave out tho worn, ra DftgWstia! has done. RM ia the

usual fonn of the adjeetive derived from “ Bay " the well-known town in ghurlsin.
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S. It k not 117 intention to be in ardours lor mjpdf, Shipftr ; my
object k to bring n oertein sweetheart before the world

I am the thorny shrub without leave* in the desert ; no bird takes

shelter with me bom fear of accidents.

1 . If the martyr of thy love-grief k to have a tomb, let it be the

gullets of crows and kites, or the stomachs of wild beasts.

2. Until I pass along the torrent of restlessness [love], I cannot plunge

into the shoreless ocean.

48. Vusftsl of Shlris.1

Hm name k Mahmfld Beg. He k an excellent accountant, and.kftows

also astronomy welL

When the eye has once learned to see [to love] it loses its peaceful

sleep; when the heart has onoe leaned to throb, it loses its.net.

The passion which I feel for other lovely ones, has made my heart

like a bud whioh has been forced open by blowing upon it.

When I wish to loss his foot, I first wipe it with my wet eye ; for

the eye feels, more than lip, the sweet sorrow of kissing hk foot.

Woe me, if my blood k not shed for the crime of my love 1 To
pardon my faults wen worse than to take revenge on me.

80k biend of my chamber I I feel jealous of those who stand outside

disappointed. 8weet companion of my feast I I feel jealous of the

spectators.

1. If I flee bom thy cruelties tell me what dust I am to scatter on

my head when far bom thee.

2. If I sit in the dust of the earth on which I wander, whose victim

shall I be when I arise t *

1 AM 1-F»*1 says that Forint was from Shins; 5sdS*o*f end Taqt call him Yasdl

;

mS DMtfstSnl cay tkU etm* htm Bai&ont cays that

forint cams ever Tatteh and catena tbs terries of the onperat, sad DSsticttol adds
that ha also ssrrsd under JahMrif had ShSMahln at Mustang. The Mb*it* 1-tAUm
entices a IMd, who was an Amir nadir Jahingb and had tbs title of Af*al HP-

1 The original containt a pun on USA gird and gem, which I cannot imitate.
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50. Tidirl of Turahki. 1

I am u if blind and wander about leaking for something. I pant

after thk mirage Pave], though 1 hold a cooling drink in my hand.

Nidirl, I complain of no one ; I have myself set fire to this heap of

thorns.

51. Vaett of Mashhad.*

& is a poet of talent ; if sharply spoken to, he writes very well.

I am dead, and yet the blisters of my wandering foot do not dry up i

neither death nor the life to come can bring the journey towards this

stage [love] to a close.

No eye is fit to behold my glory
; my figure in the looking-glass

even appears veiled.

If that be Manor's love, do not grieve, 0 heart. Not every weak-

minded man is fit to love.*

1 The author of the Haft Iqlfm eaya that Nftdirl went two yean before the completion

of the Haft IqUm, U, in 1000, to India ; but he does not know what became of him.
DigbistAnx mention* three poeti of the name of Nidirl

: (1) Nidirl of Semeraand,
who oame to Hnmftyftn in India, (2) a Nidirlfrom Shuetar ; and (3) a Nidirl from Syftlkot.

Tumhis. or Tunhieh. lies near NbhinQr.
1 linllft Muhammad Bi|i eomee from KhabOshin near Maehhad. On hie arrival

in India, eaya the Maktmi, he found a patron in Mint YOsuf Qin of Mashhad
(p. 300) i but soon after, he entered the service of the Khin KfcinAn (p. 334) and stayed

with him and Prince Dinyal at BurhinpOr. For hit B&qtn&ma, the Min Minin gave
him an elephant and a peasant of 10,000 rupees. Hs also oompomd several odaa in nraiss

of the prince. 8onte pemesay that hi* poems are like the Muter o aurba, i.e„ you find ohafl

and grains together ; but moat people praise his poems. The Misinavi qAmira says

that his Megnawl entitled Sot o Quito is quite sufficient to establish his fane as a great

poet. This poem, of which the Asiatic Society of Bengal has a copy, contains the story

of a Suttee. Newt! bed not yet arranged his Qayidss end QhassJs in form of a dlwin,

whan h# died in 1019, at Burhanpftr.

Bedd*oalsay that he claims dsecent from HaaimtShayhhMij!Muhammad of M*bO-
shia; bnt his doingibelip his claim. He is very bold, and is now (in 1004) with the youngest
prince.

* Manpur attained a high degree of pantheistic love ; ho saw God in everything, and
at last proclaimed, Anft al-baqq “lam God “—for which he was killed. The poet here

aocuses Mancflr of weakness, because he proclaimed hie love ; he should have kept it to

himself, as is proper for true lovers (vide p. 62ft, note 1),



Intrinsic beauty cannot be seen ; and he who looks into the looking-

glass sees, indeed, his figure, but forms no part of the glass itself.1

Make thyself a heart as large as the orb of heavens, and then ask for

an atom. Do not be satisfied, Naw*I, with a ray of the sun ; cherish the

lofty aspirations of the little mote.1

52. B&bi Tilib of Isfahan

1

He is a thoughtful poet, and is experienced in political matters.

I would not exchange my lonely corner for a whole world, and I am
glad that my intercourse with the people of the world has left me this

impression.

It is no wonder that my little heart expands into a wide plain, when

h is filled with thy love.

I cannot raise, from weakness, my hands to my collar, and I am sorry

that the rent in my collar reaches so late the hem of my garment.4

1. In being separated from me thou givest me poison to taste and

yet askest “ what does it matter f ” Thou sheddest my blood, thou

drivest me away, and yet askest “ What does it matter ?
”

2. Thou dost not care for the havoc which the sword of separation

has made ; sift the dust of my grave and thou wilt know what it matters.4

1 The poet menu by the looking-glut the beautiful faee of the beloved boy. He
•eec in it hit woeful figure ; but does not become one with him.

* Properly, half a mote. The duet atom* that play in the sun rays are in love with

the eun.
4 According to the Hafi IqUmt Bibi TUib had been for nearly thirty yean in Kashmir,

patronised by the ruleis of that country. When Akbar annexed the province, he came
to Hindfittin. where he was much liked. The Matfoir-i Rabimi says that he wae often in

the company of #aUm Aba 'l-Futb (p. 468), Zayn Kh&n Kokah (367). Aba T-fefl,

and Shaykh Fayg! ; at present, i.e. in 10*6, heis §adr of Gujrit. £edi*ot»( sayi that he
was nearly eight (twenty ?) yean in Kashmir, was at firet a dervish, but took afterwards

an employment, and entered Akbar s service, the emperor once sent him as ambassador
to CAu My, ruler of Little Tibbat. On his return he gave Abfi '1-Fa*l a treatise on the

wonders of that land, which was inserted into the AkbanAma. His poops are good, and
breatho fine feeling. The Iqb&lnAma (Bibl. Indiea Edition, p. 133) confirms three remarks,

and adds that BShS TiUb died in the end of Jahingir'e reign, more than a hundred
yeen old.

4 Vide*. 560, note 1.
1 This RubiM pleased Jahingir eo muoh, that he entered it with his own hand in the

Court album. IqbiUnAma, loc. cit.
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63. Sartsadl of IffaMa.1

His name is Sharif. He possesses some knowledge, is upright, and

zealous in the performance of his duties. His rhyme is excellent. He
understands arithmetic.

Fortune has been faithful in my time ; I am the memorial tablet of

Pate’s faithfulness.

I was at home, and thou earnest to me with drunken eyes and with

roses under the arm ; the very dust of this house of grief budded forth

to see the sight of thy arrival.

1. What have I not done to myself in the heat of transgression t

What crimes have I not committed whilst trusting to Providence

!

2. I and my heart have soared up to a rose bed, and we ate jealous

of the zephyr’s going and coming.

3. A lover has hundreds of wishes besides union with him [the

beautiful boy] ; I still want thee, Fortune, for many things..

I have in contempt set my foot upon both worlds ; neither joy nor

sorrow have overpowered my heart.

1. I cherish a love which will be talked of on the day of resurrection

;

I cherish a grief which no tale can relate.

2. A grief which can coquet with the grief of others, which no thought

can comprehend and no pen can describe.

64. Dakhll of fafahin.1

He is a man without selfishness, and of reserved character. Though

he says but little, he is a man of worth.

* Xufcaauud Sharif was mentioned abort on p. 081, No. 844, as a oocunandee <1

TwoHundred. am thathaviaattotChaukf-aawfa, audit at feasant (i.a., 1004)

with Shertf-i Jbatdl (a. 008) fa Bengal. Ha aaad at tot to write ante the laijpltut

at “1M "
i hot fa order to avoid apparition to Vapyl, AM 'Mhgl'a both*, ha ehoae

that of Samadl. Bmdltoni loohad upon hiwaae hetarie, and often aboaia hfan (Bad. II.

880). Front the riWonttoe. wa aaa that Sharif erred in the Slat year fa Kaahwir,

andfa tha and of tha 8Snd fa Onjrftt. In 1000 ha waa aant to Baogal with Sharif-i Amull,

and fa tha beginning at 1001 wa Bad him fighting in Oriai agaowt Bint Chandr, Rija

of XhunU. DUiiituf mti ki difid is tbi Dlkhiiu
1 The Jfe*4#ir-» Babinif it the only work in which I here found e notice of

thic poet. Hie name it Melik Ahmed* end he wee the ion of Melik* '1-MulOk

Meqfttd $AH, proprietor cl WerkopiM, twehre fenekfap from Ifiehta. (The MS.
bolongiiig to the Society bed originally Dorkopii ; hot the enthor eppeen to heve

eorieeted thed to* w). Hit mother'i fether wee the greet SheykhAb& 'l-Qfttim, who bed
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1. 1 hm burnt tlw furniture of my strong and wise heart ; I have

set fin to the house of my aspirations and burnt it.

2. I have given np heresy and faith, and, half-way between the

Ka'ba and the idol temple, I have burnt the sacred thread and the rosary.

1. I know of no plaint that has made impression; I know of no

evening that was followed by a cheerful mom.
2. They say that grief is followed by joy, but this is an error ; I know

but of sorrows being followed by sorrows.

66. Qftsim Anlin of Mashhad.1

& possesses some talent. He works hard in order to collect wealth,

and spends it in a genial way.

I am intoxicated with the pleasures of the society of wits : for there

the subtleties of expression vanish at a hint.

Word and thought weep over my circumstances, when without thee I

look into the book (of my poems).

My life is half gone—what am 1 worth now when a single look from

thee is valued a hundred lives ?

Thou hast the brilliancy of the rose and the colour of wine. How
wonderful, what a freshness

!

such influence with Tahmiep that several legacies (awq&J) in Persia belonging to Makkah
were transferred to him, and of other foundations he was appointed Mutawalll, His
oiroumstanoes thus became affluent, and somany dervishes, pupils, learned men, travellers,

poets, etc., collected around him, that people persuaded T*hmi*P that Aba '1-Qisim

was beat on rebellion or heresy. He was, therefore, blinded, and lived a retired life in the

village. Some time after he presented a poem to Tfchmtsp, which procured him a pension.

In this poem, whfoh the has partly preserved, the village is called Kuhpiya.
In his.retirement he used to write under the nom de plume of AkaH, and employed Daghli
to arrange his poems. This occupation gave Dafehll * taste for poetry, ana he received

from Abfl i-Qisim the ta&ellus of '* Daj&lf ", After having attended on his maternal
uncle for some time, Malik Ahmad went tolefah&n, where he gained a reputation as a poet.

In 097, he camo to India, and was for five years in Akbar's service. In 1009 he went
to the Dakhin, and found a patron in the Kh&n Rhinin, in whose service he wae in 10S5.

when the Afo*fl*t>-t Jia&fmf was written. He also was a good soldier.
1 Arslin is Qfsim'a turn de plume. He chose this name, because his fathsr claimed

descent from Amlin Jftfib, an Amir of Mahmud of UhasnL The femily came from Ttts,

and QOsim was brought up in Tfansoxanie. He was a good poet, and exoelled in fflrfcfcf.

Baddroni quotes an odo written by Amlin on the Mountain of, Ajmir. He died in 909,

probably in Lihor. Dighistini says he died at Abmadibid. Vide p. 109.
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58. Ghayflrl of fjfy&r.
1

Manliness shines on his forehead, and simplicity is (he ornament of

his life.

When longing directs its way to that door [love] it overthrows all

possibility of returning.

1. The door of Shah Akbar, the victorious, is a paradise of rest

;

2. And if I shave my beard, I do so not to beautify myself,

9. But because beards, like crimes, are of a deep black dye, and can

therefore have no place in a paradise.*

57. Q&iimI of Misandarln.*

He lives as a Faqir, and wanders bare-footed and bare-headed through

the world.

I do not compare thee in beauty with Yflsuf ; Yflsuf was not so, I do

not flatter.

1. My sickness has increased to-night in consequence of the pain of

separation, and my wretched condition arises from the hundred excesses

of yesterday.

2. The wine of desire flows every night freer. What shall I to-night

do with my unsteady heart 1

58. Sheri*

He belongs to a Panjabi family of Shaykhs. Under the patronage of

his Majesty he has become a good poet.

The beloved [boy] came, and blotted out my name ; nay, he made

me quite beside, myself.

* Qhayiri is callad in the Alcbam&ma Mulli (IhayOri, and Dighixtint cells him Qhaytlrf

of KSbul. This shows that he came from Hirer in Kibui and not from ffisir frrflta.

The Haft Iqllm tells us that (JhsyOrf was at first in the service of Mini Muhammad
Hakim. Akbar’a brother and king of Kibui . On the death of his patron, he entered Akbar's
service, and was a YQxbishI, or Commander of One Hundred. He was killed, in 994, with

Blr Bar, in the Khsvbar Pass catastrophe (under W, p. 307).
* Akbar, in 1000, forced his courtiers to shave off their beards ; viit p. 217.
* Dirt**tin! mentions a Qasim of Misandirin. Qisiml seems to be an unknown poet.

* Mulli Sheri has boon mentioned above, pp. 113, 207. 212, 214. He was bom in

Kokfiwil in the Panjib (Birl Duib). His father's name was Mawlini Yabyi. He
belonged toa tribe called in Bai&otf “ MijI ".

Sheri was killed with BIT Bar, in 994, in the Khsvbar Fern.
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The beloved has so closely surrounded himself with an army of

coquetry, that even Desire found eocess impossible in this dense crowd.

0 Zephyr, the beloved has entirely filled the mould of my desire. I

am thy devoted servant, but thou art rather too devoted to his street.

1. My heart has polluted itself with revealing its condition. Though

I am silent, the language of my looks has betrayed me.

2. A little thing [love] offers thousands of difficulties ; an object

apparently within reach offers hundreds of impossibilities.

59. Bahl of NlshapQr.

His name is Khwaia Jan. He is a good man.

1. 0 Rahi, no longer cunningly twist this thread [thy religious

belief]
;
give up ideas of future life, beginning, and the purgatory.

2. Put the thread into the fire of love, so that the offensive smell of

the water of the corpse may not go to hell (I).*******
The above (69) poets were presented at Court. There are, however,

many others who were not presented, but who sent from distant places

to his Majesty encomiums composed by them, as for example, Qiaim

ofGfinabad; Zamir of Isfahan; Wahshlof Bafa; Mubtashimof Eiahin;

Malik of Qum ; ZuhQri of Shiraz ; Wall Dasht Bayazi
; Neki

;
QabrI

;

Figari; IjLufflri ; QapI Nfiri of Iffahan ;
§afiofBam; Jawfi of Tabrls

;

and Rashid of Hamadan.

A*t» 30 (concluded).

THE IMPERIAL MU8ICIAN8.1

I cannot sufficiently describe the wonderful power of this talisman of

knowledge [music]. It sometimes causes the beautiful creatures of the

* Wehave to distinguish gogania. sing«*, from fttslMsde*, chanters, and sSmmIh,
players. The principal singers and muaiciam coma ' from Gwllylr, Mashhad, Tabriz,

ana Kashmir. A few coma {ran Transoxania. The schools in Kashmir had bean founded
by Irani and TiirinI musicians patronised, by Zavn“ *MAbidin, kina of Kaebmir. The
fame of Uwlljrlr for it* schools of raosio date* from the time of rajs kin Toroar.
During his reign lived the famous Ni*Ik BafehshQ. whose melodies are. only second to
those of Tlnuon. BaUphl also lived at the court of Rita Bihmmtjtt. Mins eon ; but
when hie potion lost his throne, he went to R*ja Ktrat of KiUsijar, Not km*afterwards
ho sevented a vail to Gujrit. where he remained at the court of Baltin Bahldur (a.n. ISS6
to 1388). Diem Hhlh also was a patten of music, HJ» two great singers wore Ram Die
awl MaMpIter. Both entered suoaenuently Akbare service. MnMptter was ones seat
as ambassador to Mukund Deo of Orbi,

’
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harem of the heart to shine orth on the tongue, and aometimea appears

in aolemn strains by means of the hand and the chord. The melodies then

enter through the window of the ear and return to their former seat, the

heart, bringing with them thousands of presents. The hearers, according

to their insight, are moved to sorrow or to joy. Music is thus of use to

those who have renounced the world and to such as still cling to it.

His Majesty pays much attention to music, and is the patron of all

who practise this enchanting art. There are numerous musicians at court,

HindQs, Iranis, TQranJs, Kashmiris, both men and women. The court

musicians are arranged in seven divisions, one for each day in the week.

When his Majesty gives the order, they let the wine of harmony flow, and

thus increase intoxication, in some, and sobriety in others.

A detailed description of this class of people would be too difficult

;

but I shall mention the principal musicians.

1. Miyan Tauten,1 of Gwalyar. A singer like him has not been in

India for the last thousand years.

2. Baba R&mdas,* of Gwalyar, a singer.

3. Subban Khan, of Gwalyar, a singer.

4. Srigyan Khan, of Gwalyar, a singer.

6.

Miyan Ch&nd, of Gwalyar, a singer.

6. Bichitr Khan, brother of Subban Khan, a singer.

7. Muhammad Khan. Phayl,' sings.

8. Or Mandal Khan 0f Gwalyar, plays on the sarmanddt.

9. Bis Bahadur, ruler of Malwa, a singer without rival (p. 473).

10. Shihab Khan, of Gwaly&r, performs on the Wn.

11. Da*fld Phifl* sings.

12. Sand Kh&a, of Gwalyar, sings.

13. Miyan Lai,1 of Gwalyar, sings.

14. Tantarang Kfedn, son of Miyan Tansen, sings.

15. Mulla Is>baq Phafl,1 sings.

16. Usti Dost, of Mashhad, plays on the flute (nay).

* Regarding Tlnesn. or Tinatin, or Tinsln. viit p. 4*0. Rim Chend is raid to have
oaoo given Mm one kror of Unkae as at present. Ibrahim Sflr in vain persuaded Tineesi

tocome to Agra. AbS '1-Fa.l mentions below his son Tintarang Bfeln ; and thePiiiMi -

Sate (It, 6—an interesting paaage) mentions another eon of tne name of RUIs.
* AM*ok( (II, 4f) says, almDIs came from LeUtneu. He appears to have been with

Bayrim Khln doling hie rebellion, end ho leoeiveaonce from non one lakh of tinker,
empty as Baysam’s treasure chart van. He was first at the court of Islam Shth, and he
is lookedopenesseeond only to Tinsen. Hi« son KQr Dis is mentioned below.

* Dhlvf MUM '* a MMCf ", '*
ft musician

4 JahAaglr ujs ia Urn Ttuuk that LAI Kaliwant (or Kal&nwat, i.e„ the singer) died
In tha Srd year of his reign. “ sixty or rather seventy years old. He had been from hie

youth in my lather's service. One of hie eoneubinee. on hie death, poisoned henetf with
opima. I have rarely seen each an attachment among Muhammadan women."



17. N&nak Jarjfl, of Gw&lyir, a singer.

18. Purbln Khan, hia son, plays on the Vim.

19. Sfir Das, son of Baba Ram D&s, a singer.

20. Chand Khan, of Gwalyar, sings.

21. Rangsen, of Agra, sings.

22. Shayldi Dawan Phan,1 performs on the kam&.

23. Rahmat" ’llah, brother of Mulla Is-haq (No. 15), a singer.

24. Mir Sayyid *>AlI, of Mashhad, plays on the ghiehak.

25. Usta YOsuf, of Hirat, plays on the tambura.

26. Qasim, sumamed Koh-bar.* He has invented an instrument

intermediate between the qtibiit and the rubab.

27. Tash Beg, of Qipchaq, plays on the qiibiiz.

28. Sultan Hafiz Husayn, of Mashhad, chants.

29. Bahrain Quli, of Hirat, plays on the ghiehak.

30. Sultan Hashim, of Mashhad, plays on the tambura.

31. Usta Shah Muhammad, plays on the surna.

32. Usta Muhammad Amin plays on the tambQra.

33. Hafiz Khwaja ‘•All, of Mashhad, chants.

34. Mir ?Abdtt ’llah, brother of Mir *Abdu ’1-Hay, plays the Qdntin.

35. Pirzada,1 nephew of Mir Dawam, of Khurasan, sings and chants.

36. Usta Muhammad Husayn, plays the tambura *

1 Dhiiri motion •• a singer”, “ a musician ”,

* Koh-bar, as we know from the P&diahAhn&ma (I, b., p. 335) is thename of a Chagfat&M
tribe. The Nafa^ia* 7-Ma*fair mentions a poet of the name of Muhammad Q&sim Kohbar.
whose nom-de-plume was Sabri. Vide Sprenger’s Catalogue, p. 50 (where we have to read

Koh-bar for GHh-paz).

* Pirz&da, according to Badn %on\ (III, 318) was from SabswiLr. He wrote poems
under the tathaltua of Liwu*i. Ho was killed in 995 at Lahor, by a wall falling on him.

4 The Ma*ri*ir-i Itnhhni mentions the following musicians in the service of the Kh&n
Kh&nan—Adi ft Muhammad Nu*I, son of JJ ajl IsmilMl, of Tabriz ; Mawl&nft AswitI, of

Tabriz ;
Ustad Mtrzu <JAii Fathap Mawldnit Sharaf of Xfehapur, a brother of the poet

Xa/.Iri (p. 519), Muhammad MQmin. aliaa Hafl/ak, a tambura-player ; and Hafiz Xazr.

from Tramoxania, a good singer.

Tho Tnzuk and the bilnlrntmi mention the following singers of Jahtaglr's reign

—

JahanglrcLul ; t'hatr Khan ; Parwizdud
;
Klmrramdad ; Maljhu

; Hamza.
During Shfdijahfin's reign we find Jagnuth. who riceived from Sliuhjahan the title of

Kabru l
i\ Dirang Klian : and Lai Khan, who got the title of (Junsamundar (ocean of

excellence). Lai Khan was son-in-law to liilus, son of Tunsen. Jugnuth and Dirang Khin
were l»oth weighed in silver, and received each 1,50*1 rupees.

Awrangzlbabolished the singers and musicians. ja-t as he a!»olishrd the court-historians.

Music is against the Muhammadan law. Kindi EJpin (II, 213) tells a curious incident

which took place after the order had Ikvii given. Hie court-musicians brought a bier in

front of the Jharokha (the windmv where the emperors to -how them«elv«"* daily

to the pcoplc).*and wailed so loud as to attract Awrumr/.ibs attention. He came to the

window, and asked whom they had on the bier. They >aid “ Melody is dead, and we are

going to the graveyard." " Very weil," said tho eni|i-ror.
'

* make the gravo deep, so that

neither voice nor Who may issue from it." A short time after, the Jharokha also was
abolished.

Kxn or Vomtme I.



ADDITIONAL NOTES.

Page 31, note 1.

ToDah Mal. For correcter and fuller biographical notes, vide p. 376.

Page 35, note 2.

QulIj KhAk. The correct year of his death is given on p 381.

Page 36, line 20.

BAbAohCr!. This word is not in the Dictionaries ; hut there is no doubt that it means
“ White Agate”. The word is also mentioned in the 4t li Hook (my Text Edition,

II, 60), where it is said that all the weights used at court for weighing jewels were

made of “ transparent Bubagkiiri Tahir XasralmdT, in his Tazkirah , under

Jalil, has the following. • “When the ease came on,” he said to Mirza TaqI, “I have

often counted with the point of my penknife the Bfthughiiri threads (the veins)

of your eye—there are seventeen.”

\j Li^ j -V*. 4 / 'jji* \ Otjo jjj J*

11 JjIa •Aia M jJ*

Page 46, middle.

Salaries of the Beoams. Under Shahjalmn and Awrangzih, the queens and princesses

drew much higher salaries. Thus Muintaz Mal.mll had 10 lukhs per annum, and

her eldest daughters 6 lakhs, half in cash and half in lands. Awrangzih gave the

“ Begam §&bib ” 12 lakhs per annum.

Regarding Xur Jahan's pension, vide p. 574, note 3.

Page 49, note 7.

OrlbAdak Begam. From Badaoni. II, 14, we see that <ne was Akhar's paternal aunt,

i.e. she was Huiitayuif s siste r. She was married to J^ljizr Kl.waia ; vide pp. 207, 394.

Page 58, line 4, from top.

SorCx. Soro is the correct name of a town and Pargana is Sirkar Kol. It lies east

of the town of Kol (^Aligarh), near the Canges.

Pag/ 58, line 14. from below.

PanhAn. This 1 lielievc to be a mistake for “ Pa(han *•* or “ Pathunkot ”. The MSS.

have or but as the initial tin in MSS. is often written with three dots

below it, it is often interchanged with and reversely. The iqielling

Pa ithAn, for IVr/Ada, is common in Muhammadan historians. My conjecture is

confirmed by the distance mentioned in the text.

683 43
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Page 69, note 2.

KIlIs. Mr. F. S. Growae, C.S., informs me that gilds is to the present day the Kashmir!

term for cherries.

Page 75, line 7.

MahuwA. This partly confirms Elliot's note under Gulu (Beames’ Edition, Races

of the N. W. Provinces, II, p. 335) and corrects Shakespeare's Dictionary.

Page 77, line 7, from below.

PAn Leaves. In the 3rd Book of the A*In (Text, p. 416, 1. 20) Abu ’1-Fa*l mentions

another kind of pdn, called Makhi or Mukhi
,
grown in Bih&r.

Page 84, line 7.

QaysCeI. Col. Yule tells me that the correct name is FansCr!. According to Marco

Polo, Fansur was a state in Sum&tra, probably the modem Barus.

Page 87, note.

ZIbbAd. This should be ZerbAd, for zer-i bad, i.e. “ under the wind ", leeward, the

Persian translation, as Col. Yule informs me, of the Malay Bdwah angin,
“ below

the wind," by which the Malays designate the countries and islands to the east of

Sumatra.

Khafi Khin (I, p. 11) couples Zerb&d with Khatft. over both of which TQlu

Kh&n, son of Chingiz Khan, ruled.

Page 93, note 0.

I have since seen the spelling f which brings us a step nearer to

etymology. Yardq means “ supcllex "
; and kurk means 11

fur ".

Page 93, line 2, from below.

AhmadAbAd. The comma after Abmadibid may be wrong. Ahmadibtd is often

called Ahmadabad-i Gujr&t.

Page 94, line 17.

GhiyAs-i Naqsiiband. Wo know from the Ta^kira of T&hir Xasr&b&dl that Qhivla

was born in Yazd. “ The world has not since seen a weaver like him. Besides,

he was a good poet. Once he brought a pieep of mushajjar brocade, on which there

was among other figures that of a bear between some trees, to Sh&h *AbbAs

(1585-1629), when a courtier after praising the stuff admired the bear. Qhivia

said on the spur of the moment.

'J'J* J*

“ The gentleman look* chiefy at the bear. Each looks at his own likeness

Bears in the East are looked upon as stupid animals. A proverb says,

•/ >»

11 A bear on the hill is an Avicenna," i.e. a fool ambng bigger fools, is a philosopher.

NafribidI quotes some of Qhiyis's verses.
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Page 100, middle.

Cotton Cloths. Of the various cotton cloths mentioned by Aba '1-Fail.

Chaut&r was woven in Haweli Saharanpur.

Sir! and Bhiraft, in l)haranga,on, Khundesh.

Gang&jal, in Sirkar Ghor&ghat, Bengal.

Mihrkul, in Allahabad,

and Pachtoliya was mentioned on p. 574, in connexion with Niir Jah&n.

Page 105, note 2.

Adam-i Hait-hakak!. I find that this expression is much older than Abu ’1-Fafl’s time.

Thus Zia* u M-Din RaranI in his preface to the Tan^h-i Firuzshuhi (p. 5, 1. 6), states

that the Khalifa *Umar lived soven thousand years after Adam.

Page 107, note 8.

Ashraf KhAn. A correcter and fuller biography of this grandee was given on p. 423.

He died in 083, not 973.

Page 108, note 3.

Khandan. The collection of Delhi MSS. belonging to the Government of India has

a copy of the Tazkiratu ’l-Awliyd written by Khandati in 020 a.h., and yet the

Mir*al*« l ^Alam gives 915 as the year of his death.

Pago 110, note 3, line 4.

BschO. Though Bechu is a common Hindustani name, there is little doubt that the

correct name of the saint is Panchui or Panju, ride p. 607. Badaoni (II, 54) gives

as tariff of his death the words jc-J, and tells the reader to subtract the

middle letter i.c. 071 -2 =* 969. Vide also my Essay on “ Bad&onI and

his Works”, Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, I860, p. 118.

Page 123, line 18.

SanorIm. Akbar’s favourite gun. We know from the Tuzuk (p. 20) that Akbar killed

with it Jatmall, the champion of Chltor.

Page 129, lines 27 to p. 130, line 2.

The reader is requested to substitute the following:

—

Elephants arc found in the following places. In the Subah of Agrah, in the jungles

of Bayftwan and Xarwar, as far as Rarar ; in the Subah of Ilahabad, in the confines of

Pannah, (Bhath) Ohora, Ratanpiir, Xandanpfir, Siiguja, and RastAr
;

in the Sabah of

Malwah, in Handiah, Uchhod, Chanderl, Santwas, Rijagarh, Kftisfo, Hoshang&bftd,

Gafha, and Hariagarh : in the Subah of Rihar, about Rohtas and in Jharkhand ; and

in the $ubah of Bengal, in Orfsa and in Satg&n. The elephants from Pannah are

the best.

Page 179, note 3.

Stslayman Knrarinl reigned in Bengal from 971 to 980.

Page 192, note 1.

Prince Murid was born on the 3rd Muharram, 978. Bad&oni, II, 132. Vide below.
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Page 203, middle, end note.

In the Profiting* of th* Asiatic Society of Bengal, for Hey, 1870 (p. 146), I have

shown that the unclear words in Badionfs text are :

—

c— I i
** the cunabula which is their time of mirth.*

9

By “ cunabula " the Jesuits meant the representations of the birth of Christ, in

wax, etc., which they used to exhibit in Agrah and L&hor.

Page 281, line 8.
"
f '

The $adr read the khvfbah in the name of the new king, and thus the jutH* became

a fact. Kh&fl Kh&n. I, p. 52, 1. 2, from below.

Page 282, middle.

MawlAnA <Abd* 'l-BAqI. Vide p. 596, note 3.

Page 321.

Axbar's Wives. For Raqiyah the diminutive form Ruqaygah is to be substituted.

Regarding Jodh B&I ride next note.

Sulftn Salima Begum. She is the daughter of Gulruhh Begum, a daughter of

Bibar. Mlrz* Nur* ’d-DIn Muhammad, Gulrush's husband, was a Naqshbandl Khwija.

Gulrujsh Begum must not be confounded with another Gulru]c{i Begum, who was

the daughter of Mfrzi Kfimran and wife of Ibrahim Husain Mirza (ride p. 516).

Of other women in Akbar's harem, I may mention (1) the daughter of Q&tf 'I|I

(p. 498) ; (2) an Armenian woman, Tuznl, p. 324. Vide also Keane's Agra Guide,

p. 38. (3) Qismiyah Banu, married by Akbar in the 19th year (Akbarn., Ill, 94) ; (4) a

daughter of Shams'* *d-D!n Chak (ALbarn.. Ill, 659).

SultAn MurAd. He was married to a daughter of Mirza 'Aziz Koka (p. 343). Their

child, Sult&n Rustam, did not live long (Akbarn ., Ill, 539, 552).

SultAn DAnyAl. The correct date of his birth seems to be the 2nd Jumfida I, 979,

not the 10th; but the MSS. continually confounded and^ . His first wife -

was a daughter of .Sultan Khwaia (p. 466), by whom lie had a daughter of the name

of Sa'adat Banu Begum, who was born in 10O0 (Akhnrn .. Ill, 643).

Page 323.

JahangIr's Wives. An additional list was given on p. 333, note 1. Besides them,

I may mention. (1) a dn.ightcr of Mubarak Chuk of Kashmir; (2) a daughter of

Husain Chak of Kashmir [AUmru., Ill, 659) ; (3) another Kashmiri lady, mentioned

in AkMrn., III. 639.

Page 329, middle.

Death Mil./ > l« i st%\i. Tim* tin- dat «- is given in the .\ht'a*iru 'lA'tunrb ; but from

the (II. 3*»2) n r that Mir/A Hii-tnm died on, or a few days before,

tie* M Bala 1
I. 1052. The auilmr adds a remark that "the maim. %,s ('itrfri') of

the Mir/Adid not < um >|niinl to hi' imlih- birth, whiili was |M<rhuji« due to tln> absence

of nobili. \ in lii' Mint In i
".

Page 329. line I. trout Ih-Iow.
•

\i : a l)\u.< Ti e.Ks. The . i name is Qar.i juiiilii. The (‘nleutta Chaght^ai

De ti«.iisn \ gi\r« l)at.ii|iinilii. Vambery • >.f linihnm. j». 263, note) mcntiotia
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the Ustajlfk, Sh&mlQ, Nikalltt, Bah&rlti, Zft ’1-Qadr, Ktjftr, end Afshir,u the principal

Turkish tribes that were living in Transcaucasia, on the southern shore of the Caspian

and in the west of Khuras&n. QariqoinlO means “ the black sheep tribe

Page 332, note 1.

The conect name of the place where Bayr&m was defeated is GBnichflr,

which lies S.E. of J&lindhar. The word jy C which the Bibl. Indies Edition

of Badi,onl gives, contains “ Phillaur ”, which lies S.W. of G&nich&r.

Page 342, note.

I do not think that Hr Muhammad came from the Sharwftn mentioned in this note.

It is more likely that he was a ShirwinI Afghan.

Page 343, note.

This note has been corrected on p. 440, line 14, and p. 468, note.

Page 348, line 6, from below.

ZC'l-Qadh is the name of a Turkman tribe ; tide above.

Page 361, last line.

Gooavda. Regarding the correct date of the battle, vide p. 460, note 2.

Page 376.

Toda* Mal. The Ma'&fir* 'l- Utnard says that T°4*r Mai was born at.Lihor. But it is

now certain that Mal was born at LiharpQr, in Audh ; aids Proceeding*

Asiatic Society Bengal, September, 1871, p. 178.

Page 402, note 2.

MitJLxt KAl. The noto is to be cancelled. Miyin Kil has been explained on p. 615, note

Pago 404, lino 4.

Y.Oaur KhAn. Regarding his death, vide Turtle, p. 328. His son 'Issat Kfain is wrongly

called in the Bibl. Indica Edition of tho P&diah&kn&ma (I, 6, p. 302) Cjjf
His name was 'Aziz* ’llah ; hence his title '/zzof.

Page 412, line 1.

QJjim KhAn. I dare say the phrase ‘‘ ChamanirM Khurisin ” merely means that'

he was Governor of Kibul.

Page 413, line 24.

Blql KhAn. Ho is often called
44
Ehin Biqf KhAn ”

Page 423, line 15.

M!a BAaOs. The spelling
11 Uigur” is now common; but in India the word is pro

nounced 41
Ighur ”. The query may be cancelled ; vide p. 468, note 1.

Page 435, line 9.

Dastam Kills. Vambtry spells
44 Dcttum ”.
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Page 454, middle.

Shaykh Far!d-i BckhIhI. That the name of Farid's father was Sayyid Abmad-i

Bukhari, may bo seen from the short inscription on the “ Bufch&rf Mosque *' in

the town of Bih&r, which was built by Shaykh Lad, at the cost of Farid-i Bul&iri,

and bears the date 16th Rajab, 1017.

Mr. J. 0. Delmerick has sent me the following inscription from Farid's Jftmi* Masjid

in Farfdib&d

j -aLlit't ^jcall jy

wX* ) -*»jS ^ ct! u*L-l

^1^ *U 1“ Lilli w*ai» OjUu- y*yr y y*3 j*

J^-rt -HiW a* ^ 3* t^ll ^
1. In the reign of Sh&h Nuru 'd-Din, a king who is pious

,
just

,

and liberal,

2. Murta0 Khin, the unique one (farld) o/ the age and faith, erected this religious

building.

3. He is honoured, powerful, generous, and liberal, a worthy descendant of the king

of men [*AU].

4. if# TAHkh of this lasting structure, the words Khsyr* '1-Biqtf issued from the pen.

This gives 1014 a.k.

Page 468, middle.

KhwIja TIhIr Mohammad. He is mentioned as a SijistAnI on p. 528, among the

Bahhshls.

Page 476, note 1.

Ma*$0m KhIn-i KIbuzJ. This rebel, who gave Akbar no end of trouble, had the audacity

to assume royal prerogatives in Bengal. The following inscription I received,

through B&bQ R&jendrftlal Mitre, from Rija Pramatha Nith, Rftja of DIghaputi,

Rijshihl. It was found in a ruined mosque at a village called Chatmohor, not

very far from DIghaputi.

sill XU- jU u/ jCill y \ obUl IjJ' jUaJL jJ Jmm*

JlliU j\L ify yt jf” £>UJW j jl l y yj l Ul s£b

II iX*J y jJLT ) j
This lefty mosque was built during the time of the great 8ulj&n, the chief of Sapyids,

Abu 'l-Fdtk Muhammad Khin—May Ood perpetuate his kingdom for ever, 0 Lord, 0
Thou who remained ! by the high an l exalted Khin. Khin Muhammad, son of TM
Muhammad Khin QdqshM, in the year 989.

This was, therefore, nearly two years after the outbreak of the Bengal Military

Revolt (9th Zl Hajjah, 987) ; ride p. 486.

Pugc 485, lino 7.

Sayyid Muhammad. Regarding the correct date of his death, ride p. 548.

'x

INige 490, line 27.

SOrat. There jie even* probability that Norath, and not SArat, is intended.
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Page 506.

The Gakkhars. Vide pp. 544, 515.

The places Phnruuln find Dangali
(
^iCb, not Dangal?) mentioned in the note

as the principal places in the Gakkhar District, are noticed in K. Terry's Voyage to

East India (London, 165.), p. i). “ Kakures’ the principal Cities are called Dtkaltt

and PHrhold ; it is a large Province, but exceeding mountainous ; divided it is from

Tartaria by the Mountain Caucasus ; it is the extremist part North under the MogoVs

subjection.**

De Laet also gives the same passage.

Pago 512, line l.

YarAq KhAn. The correct name is, I believe, lloruq Khan. Vide Vamb4ry*s

Bokhara, p. 153.

Page 552, middle.

KCch HAjC. Regarding Kach Hajft and Kueh Bihar and Mukarram KhAn. vide my
article on these countries in Journal Asiatic Society Bengal for 1872, p. 54.

Page 553, line 5.

GhaenIn KhAn, of Jalor.

" The Pahlunpur family is of Afghan origin, belonging to the Lohini tribe, and, it

is said, occupied Bih&r in the reign of Humiyun. They subsequently took service

with the king of Dihli ; and from Akbar Shih, in a.d. 1597, Ghaznfn KhAn. the chief,

obtained the title of Diwan, for having successfully repulsed an invasion of Afghan tribes

;

for his services on this occasion, he was also rewarded with the government of Lihor.

In a.d. 1682, Path Khan Diwan received the provinces of Jalor, Sanchor, PnhlunpGr,

and Dlsah from Awrangzib. Path Khan died in 1688, leaving an only son, Pir KhAn.

who was supplanted in his rights by his uncle Kamil KhAn. who, subsequently, being

unable to withstand the increasing power .of the Kathors of Murwar, was compelled,

in a.d. 1698, to quit the country [Jalor], and retire with his family and dependents to

TahlanpOr, where the family has remained ever since.—Selections, Bombay Government

Records, No. XXV.—

Y

ew Series
, p. 15.

Page 591, line 27.

*Al1 QulI Beq IstajlC. Vambery spells Ustajlii, which is the name of a Turkish tribe t

vide p. 687.



ERRATA TO THE FIRST VOLUME OF THE
A‘iN-1 AKBARI.

Page 28, line 18 from (op, for MauULni Masqfid read! MaulAni Maqjud.

„ 281, 9 ii bottom, „ p. 256, note „ p. 266, note.

28C. „ 3 n. *t bottom, „ vide p. 183, note 2 ii vide p. 192, note 3.

293, „ 1 M top, H Qnr (p* HO) „ Qvr (p. 116).

„ 326, „ 17 i* bottom, „ Mini Sh&hurfeh „ Mirza wShihru^h.

„ 333, lines 27, 30 i» top, „ *Abd« '1-Fatb „ Abu ’1-Fat ft.

„ 380, line 18 ii top, „ vide p. 356 „ vide p. 383.

,, 390, „ 14 ii bottom, „ Bleakher ii Bhakkar.

»» 402, »i 20 •• top, „ Mandf Qftsim KhAn ii Mahd! Qatim KhAn.

,, 405, „ 19 it top, „ p. 365, note 2 „ p. 394, note 1.

,i 408, „• 7 •i top, „ KhAwja Sul&An 'All •
ii KhwAja SultAn 'All.

» 413. ,, 6 ii bottom, „ p. 371, note 2 „ p. 402, note 1.

440, ., 3 ii bottom. „ Baha«’l.Dln •f Haha0 ’d-Din.

#i 606, „ 12 ii top, „ JalAla Tarlki, p. 441 ii Jalula TArlki, p. 442.

„ 607. ,. 19 ii bottom, t( pi 320 ii p. 336.

ii 626, „ 18 ii top, „ HuaAra& ’d-Din ii #usamu ’d-Din.

„ 632. „ 11 ii top, „ Tagmal ii Jagmal.

.. 534, ,, 16 •• bottom, „ Mur&bftd&d ii Muridibid.

ii 630, ,, 17 ii top, „ PodAvari H Godavari.

„ 30 ii top, „ 'AbiVlQWir* *i 'AM* ’1-QAdir.

.1 643. ,. 7 i« top, „ Arjum Singh „ Arjun Singh.

643. „ 0 ii top, „ 246. Sakat Singh ii 256. Sakat Singh (vidt

line 17, p. 551).

„ 573, linos 5, 6 ii bottom, „ p. 309 „ p. 321.

„ 612, lino 7 ti bottom, „ No. 234, p. 480 ti No. 234, p. 537.

„ 614. „ 18 ii Imttom. „ ride p. 172 i* vide p. 181.

„ 615. 7 •i bottom. „ vide p. 159, note <• vide p. 187, note.

042. ,. fin. bottom. „ pp. 334, 52H „ pp. 354, 596.

,, 660. „ 6 ii bottom. „ Sharif-i Ainull, pp.

176, 452 M Sharif-i Amuti, pp.

185, 502.

., 670. 18 n. ii bottom. ., i*thdnl „ i*lihtrtl.

.. 672. „ 17 ii bottom. „ vide alkovc, p. 353 ,i ride above, p. 376.

„ 6H2. „ 17 n. ii bottom, „ Ka^lri, p. 519 Xaftiri, p. 649.
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OF THE

A‘IN-1 AKBARI

[The numbers refer,to the pages ; n. means “ footnote
M

. When names occur twice

or several times on a page, they have been entered only once in the Index.

The geographical names form a separate Index.]

ABABAKR, son of Bahadur &h*n
j

QQrbegl, 555.
j

'Abb&s-i $afaw!, Shfth, converts people
j

to Shiism, 494 ; 509, 504, 673 n.

Abdil Ch*k, 035.
j

Abdil., the forty, 204, SOB n.
j

Abdtr Khtna, 07.
j

'Abdl Kor, 638.
j

'Abdl of NbhipBr, . kitib, 106. i

<Abd< '1 'All Tarkhin. Mini, 380.

'Abd* '1 'Afim, vide Sulfcin Khwii..

'Abd* ’l-'Axi*, » kitib, 109.
j

'Abd* 'I'Actc, of Dihll, 607.

<Abd* '1-BiqI, f^dr, 282, SOB, 610.

'Abd**’l*Btrt, Khwija. B71, 570. I

'Abd* '1-Qb.ffir, of Dihll, 454. i

'Aid* ’l-Qhaf&r, Mini. 345.
1

'Abd* ’l Ohrifir, KhayUi, B07.

'Abd* ’1-QlttnI, Shslyfcfc, BIB.

'Abd* ’1-H*qq. of Hatawir, 107. 1

'Abd* ’l lf.y, Mir 'Adi, 522, 525, 536 '

(Ho. 230).

'Abd* ’1-Hay, name of several katibs,

107, 109.

'Abd* ’1-Karim, a kAtib, 100.

'Abd* ’1-Karim Sindbi Amir KhAn. 526,

527.

'Abd* ’l-Khallq 405.,

'Abd* ’UAli-i Ash|Nir., 107.

'Abd* ’llflh-i Nayraft, Kh*Aja, 107.

'Abd* MIAh KhAn BArha, 42H.

'Abd* ’Huh Kiian KfrOz-jaiig, 55), 556,

505, 568, 577 n., 578.

m

'Abd* ’ll&h Kfatn Mughut 322, 432

(No. 76).

'Abd* ’Hah KhAn, Sayyid, 3*9 n., 51S

(No. 189).

'Abd* ’ll&h Khin Uzbak, 337 (No. 14),

401, 468, 518.

'Abd* ’ll&h Kh&n Vzbak, king of

Bukh&ri, 452, 522.

'Abd* ’ll&h, Khwaia. Khwiiagan Khw&ia.

467.

'Abd* ’ll&h, KhV&ia. ton of Khw&)a

'Abd* ’1-Layf, 467 (No. 109).

'Abd* ’ll&h Marw&rid, Khw&Ja, 596.

653 n.

'Abd* ’Hah, Mir, 109 ; a singer, 682.

'Abd* ’ll&h, Mirr.4, n</« Snrd&r Khan.

'Abd* ’ll&h Sarfaraz KllAn, 551 (No. 257).

'Alai* ’llab, ShayMi, son of Miiliamniad

Cihaws. 500.

'Abd* ’Halt, son of Nir,am Murtafi

KhAn. 523.

'AIM* ’llali, son of Sa'id Kh&n, 510.

'Abd* ’Hah, Sultan of Kashgar, 330, 511.

"Abd* ’DAh Siiltanpuri, 614 ; vide

Mafchdufii* ’1-MulL

'Abd* ’1-LutIf, Mir, of Qazwln, 400, 015.

'Abd* ’l-liitif, Mirza, 345.

'Abd* ’1-Lntlf, mm of Xaqib KhAn, 408.

'Abdul ntujtd, tide Aka! Khali.'

'AIkI* ’1-Malik ilm Marwan, 37.

'Abd* ’l-Msflab KhAn. 441 (So. 83).

'AW* ’l-Muiuin, Mir, 580 (No. 374).

'Abd*
>

l>Mu(|tailii. 523.
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'Abd® i-QAdir AjshQnd, 542, 615.

'Abd® i-QAdir BadAonI, vide Badaoni.

'Abd® i-QAdir, MawlAnA, 614.

'Abd® i-QAdir Sirhindl, 614.

'Abd® i-Qudu-i JilAni, 440.

'Abd® i-QAsim Namokln, 456 n., 525

(No. 100).

'Abd® i-Quddus, of Gango, 607, 615.

'Abd® i-Samf, QAgi, 615.

'Abd® i-Wahhab Bukhari, Sayyid, 434.

'Abd® i-WahhAb, Shaykh, 616.

'Abd® i-Wahid, Sayyid, 585 (No. 364).

'Abd® i-W&hid, Shaykh, 616.

'Abd® i-WA|I, 322.

'Abd® ’n-Nabi, §adr, 177, 182, 186, 105,

107, 270, £81, 282t 283, 284, 540,

615, 616.

'Abd® ’r-Rablni i KhalQli, a. katib, 107.

'Abd® 'r-Rablm. Khar. 456 n., 505.

'Abd® 'r-Rablm, of KhwArizm. a k&tib,
|

100
.

|

'Abd® 'r-Rablm, of Lakhnau, Shaykh, i

360, 524 (No. 107).

'Abd® 'r-Rablm, MawlAnA, a katib, 100.

'Abd® 'r-Rablm Mirza Khan Khanan.

vide KhAn Khflnan.

'Abd® ’r-IUblm, son of Qi*im Khan, 401.

'AM' 'r-Rabmin DultUy. #J7 (So. 186),
1

682.

'Abd® ’r-Rahman, Mirzii, 517 (No. 18b).

'Abd® 'r-Kabnian Sur, 395 n., 416 n.

'Abd® 'r-Raahfd, king of KAshghar, 512,
,

512 n.

'Abd® 'r-Razz&q Sam#am® M-Dnwla,

494 n.

'Abd® 'r-Kozzuq, Mir, gf Gilan, 468, 520,

527.

'Abd® ’s-Salum, MawlunA. 614.

'Abd® V SalAm I’nyflmi,* 670.

'Abd® ’s-Salam, non of Mti'aggnn* KhAn.

588 n.

'Abd® VSamad, a kutib, 100.

'Abd® 'sh-iShahld, Khwaia. 460, 008.

'Abd® VSantad, KhW,l» Kashin,

684 (No. 353).

'Abd® 'f-Samad. Khwfiia. Shirinqalarn,

114, 554 (No. 266).

'Abd® 'sh-Shuktlr, Mullu, 108.

'Abd® ft-Subh&n Dulday, 582 (No. 349).

'Abd® 's-SubbAn, MlreA, 578.

Abhang Khan. 357 n.

Aboriginal races, 241, 262 ; vide Tribes.

Abu Is-fcaq Firang, Shaykh, 608.

Abu ls-baq, Sayyid, 486, 590 (No. 384).

Abu i-Baqa, 519.

Abu ’l-Baqa, Amir Khan, 526.

j A bu i-Farah, Sayyid, of Wasit, 425, 428.

j

Abu '1-Fatb Beg, 333, 551.

! Abu i-Fath Gujrati, Shayldi, 616.

j

Abu i-Fatb, tfakim, 184. 216, 368, 440,

j

468 (No. 112), 460, 612, 630 n.,

j

644 n., 656.

j

Abu i-Fatb Khan, son of Shi*iata KhAn.

575, 576.

Abu i-Fatb, son of Fagil Beg, 333, 493,

542, 542 n.

Abu i-Fatb, son of Mugaffar Mughul,

576 (No. 323).

Abd i-FattAb Atallq, 562 (204).

Abu i-Fay?, Faygl, 548 ; vide Faygl.

Abu i-Fagl, author of the A*In, 176, 177,

178, 183, 184, 196, 197 n., 203, 204,

213 n., 218, 220, 422, 488. 400,

553 n.

Abu i-Fagi of K&zarQn, Khatfb, 540.

AbQ i-Fagl, son of the Mir 'Adi, 548.

Abu i-Hasaii, Khwaia. 345 ; vide Agaf

KhAn.

Aba i-Hanan, Sayyid, son of the .Mir

9Adi, 585 (No. 383).

Abu i-Husayn, 408.

Abu i-Khayr KhAn, 526, 527.

Abu i-Ma'ali, son of the Mir 'Adi, 563

(No. 297); vide Shah AbQi-Mu'jUl.

Abu i-Mubammad, 569.

AbO i-Mugaffar, Mir, 424.

Abu i-Mug&ffar, son of Ashraf KhAn.

542 (No. 240).

'Abu i-QAsim, brother of 'Abu i-Qidir

AhhOnd, 542 (No. 242).

AbQ i-QAsim, Governor of GwAliyAr, 330.

AbQ i-QAsim, Mir, of Nlshipur, 503

(No. 398).

Abu I Qdsim, of WerkopAM, 877.n.,

678 n.

Abu i-QAsim, Sayyid, son of the Mir

'Adi, 548 (No! 251).

I AbQ i-Wafi, Mir, 526.

|

AbQ Nagr, of Farah, 43 n.

i
Abu llaybin, quoted, 44.
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Aba Sa'Id Mini, Sult&n, 331, 339.

Aba Sft'Td §awafl Mini, son of Sultan

flusayn Mini, 327, 323, 555 (No.

271).

Aba Sa'ld, Sult&n of Kishghar, 512, 513.

Aba X&lib Shi*isU Kh&n, 575, 573.

AbO X&lib, son of Munis Khin, 459.

Aba X&lib, son of Shi*ista Kh&n, 575,

576.

Aba Tur&b, Mir, Gujr&tf, 445, 569.

Abw&ba '1-mil, revenue accounts, 270.
j

accounts, how kept, 14; how divided,

270.
j

Achhe, Shayhh, 588 n. !

Adam B&rha, Sayyid, 427, 588 n.

Adam, Sul$in, Gakkhar, 338, -506, 507,

508,544.

Adam, the first man, called Haft-haziri,

105 n.

Adham, Khin. son of M&hum Anga, 274,

340 (No. 19).

Adham, Mir, 486. i

Adhftn, ShayUl. 607.
j

Adhela, a coin, 32.

*Adil Khin. son of Sh&h Mufiammad-i
|

Qal&tl, 478 (No. 125).

<Adil Sh&h, 520, 520 n.

'Adl-gu^ka, a coin, 31.

admiralty, 289.

admission to oourt, 165.

advances to offioers, 275.

Adwand, of OfM, 594 (No. 413).

Afgh&ns, their last stand under 'Ugm&n

Loh&nl, 586, 587; their character, I

436,683. i

Afli|6n Mini, 373.

Afr&siy&b, son of Mln& Mohammad !

Vaklm, 406.

Afridls, 578.

Afsh&r, 687

Aft&M, 30.

Aft&bglr, a royal ensign, 52.

Afgel Khin, 674 n.

Algal Khin, KhY&je Sult&n <AH, 408

(No. 56).

agar, vide Aloes.

Agate, vide bibighOrf.

Agb& K&i« Nah&wandl, 672 n.

Agb& Muhammad Ni*I, 682 n.

Agh& Muhammad X&bir Waal!, 576.

Agh& Mulli, 557, 558, 572, 572 n.

Agh& Mu)l& Daw&td&r, 398, 451, 558.

Agha Mulli Qaswlni, 589 (No. 376).

Agingir, or firepot, 50.

Abadls, 20, 20 n., 170, 170 n., 241, 259;

under Jah&nglr, 605.

Ahanchini, a metal, 41.

Ahd&d, 571.

Ahl-i jamtfat, 191 n.

Ahmad B&rha, Sayyid, 300, 447 (No. 91),

Ahmad Beg KibulJ, 501, 518 (No. 191),

589.

Ahmad Beg Khin. brother of Nfir Jah&n,

576.

Ahmad Beg, Mini, 398.

Ahmad Bufchiii, Sayyid, .456.

Ahmad! Fayyig, Shayhh, 616.

Ahmad Kb&n Niy&zl, 541 n., 542.

Ahmad Khattfi, Shayhh, 570, 570 n.

Ahmad Lodi, 569.

Ahmad, Mir MunshI, 486.

Ahmad, Mulli, of Thathah, 112, 113, 216.

Ahmad Qisim Koka, 564 (No. 307).

Ahmad, Sayyid, 568.

Ahmad Shih, Ragiys '1-Mulk, of Gujrit,

419.

Ahmad, Shaykh, 614.

Ahmad, Shayhh, a kitib, 106.

Ahmad, Shayhh, aon of *Abd" i-QuddOs,

615.

Ahmad, Shayhh, *on of Salim ChishtI

Sikrlwil, 530 (No. 210).

Ahmad Sufi. 218, 219.

Ahmad, Sultin of Gujrit, 569.

Abr&r, Khw&ja, 467, 608.

atiiadg, vide uymaq.

'Ajd'W, a tent, 56.

Akia-diya, 49, 52, 52 n.

Akbar, Emperor, when born, 64 n. ; his

miraculous birth, 219, 415 ; his full

name, 196; his mother, 352, 353,

354; his nurses, tide Mahum Anaga,

Plcha Jin Anaga, Ji Jl Anaga ; his

attachment to relatives, 341, 342,

343 ; his children, 321 ; his wives,

181, 321, 322, 686 ; his brothers, vide

Muhammad JjUklm Mini and Mini

Ibrahim, 594; his character and

liow he spends his time, 162, 163,

164 ; abhors cruelty, 141 n. ; regards
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the performance of his duty on net of

worship, 11 ; enters into details,

254 ; is a good physiognomist,

248 n. ; believes in lueky days,

97 n. ; is “ lucky ", 254 ; is musical,

53, 54 ; is witty, 471 ; shows himself

to the people, 164 ; how he dines, 60,

61 ; invents new names, 47, 61, 62,

68, 69, 96, 110, 135, 136, 147 n. ; is

fond of fruit, 68; dislikes meat,

64; abstains from it, 164; wears

woollen stuffs like §ufla, 96 ; likes

only certain books, 110; is fond of

painting, 113, 114, 115; of elephants

and trained leopards, 138, 399 ; likes

to see spiders fight, 308 ; does not

hunt on Fridays, 300; invents a

carriage, 285; and a wheel for

cleaning guns, 122; his favourite

gun Sangr&m, 123, 685; invents

elephant gear, 134, 135; improves

his army, 242 ; introduces the brand,
;

or the Digit o JfaM/f-Law, 242, 243, ;

343, 344, 669 n. ; improves guns,
j

119, 120; his forced march from
!

Agra to Gujrat, 342, 458 n., 480 n. ;

'

his religion, 51 ; is the spiritual

guide^of his people, 170
;

performs

miracles, 174, 294, 297; is the

representative of God, 197 ; is king
j

by Divine Right, Preface, 3
; j

abolishes the jazya, 198 ; interdicts I

beef, 202; orders the courtiers to i

shave off their beards, 202, 609 n.
; j

looks upon dogs and pigs as clean,

203; abolishes the Hijrah, 204;

hates everything Arabic, 205, 208,

215 ; d ini ikes the names “ Muham-
mad ” amt “Abmad”, 382 n.

;

makes the Mullus drink wine, 207,

522 ; calls a Zoroastrian priest from

Persia, 220 ; keeps Pars! feasts.

286; discourages circumcision and

the rite of Salt, 210, 217 : saves a

Sufi, 472; hates tin* learned and

drive* them from eourt, 181, 200,

201 ; resume* their grant* of hind,

278, 279, 2MO, 281 ; hi* views on

marriage, 287, 2k8 ; and on educa-

tion, 288, 280; !ixe* the age for

marriage, 204; worships firs and

the sun, 51, 210, 211, 212 ; founds a

new soot, 174 ; admits pupils to it

by ceremony, 212 (vide Divine

Faith) ; is opposed for his religious

opinions, 439 ; especially by cAbdtt

'll&h of TQr&n, 522 ; is called a God,

632; forces courtiers to prostrate

themselves before him, t-ide sijdah

;

,
his last illness, 521; day of his

death, 222 n. ; is but.cd at Siksn-

drah, 220.

Akbam&ma, Lucknow edition of, 481 n.,

543 n.

Akbar QuU Sultan, 544, 545.

ukhta, meaning of, 477 n.

A^tachh, an officer over horses, 145.

Al-i Mutaffar, a dynasty, 494.

aUicha, a stuff, vide alcha.

A*l& tfainU, a title, 358 n.

A*l& JQtadn, a title, 358 n.

•Atom, a royal standard, 52.

•Alam B&rha, Sayyid, 427, 431 n.

AMam Kabuli, Mullft, 187 n., 615.

•Alara Lodi, 569.

<A1&*« 'd-Dawlah, Mini, 572.

•Ali*« ‘d-Din HiritI, a kitih, 108.

•AU*« ’d-Din Isl&m Shin, 552, 586, 587.

•Aik** ’d-DIn Khilji. his coins, 18 ; bis

army reforms, 252 ; interferes with

grants of land, 281, 396 n., 512 n.,

550n.

•Ala*« ’d-Din Kfawafi, J&yija, 464.

A14*« ’d-Din L&ri, 609.

•Ala*B ’d-Din Mafcub, 608.

'd-Din, Mini, 588.

'All** 1-Mulk, of L&r, 070 n.

•AU*« l’Mulk, Mir, of Tirraiz, 339.

aleha , a melon, 68 ; a stuff, 97, 97 n.

Alexander the Great (Sikandar;, 367, 623.

'Alt, Mir, a kitib, 108, 109.

•All, Mir. Sayvicl Judii*i, of Tabriz, a

painter and poet. 114, 000; —, a

musician, 082 ;
—. of Qum, 667.

•All. Qizi. 370.

•All. the Kltallfah, 105.

CA1I Abroad, the engraver. 22, 28, 54, 55.

•All Akbar, Mir, 415 (So, 62).

•All Aklsur Tsshbilii, Mir, 506 n.

•All Asghsr, Mines. 454.
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'All Beg Akbarshihl, Mini, 539.

'All Beg 'AlamshfthI, Mini, 538 (237).

'All Chaman, a kitib, 109.

'All Dost Khin, 602, 502 n.

Alif Khin GujritI, 419.

'All ibn Hilil, a caligraphiat, 105.

'At! £bin Chak, 534.

'All Khan. Rija, of Kfcindes, 345, 355.

'All Mardin Bahidur, 555 (No. 273).

'AH Mubtmraad Asp, 551 (No. 358).

'All Quit, vide Khin Zamin.

'AH Qull Beg Istajlu, Sher Afkan Khan.

591 (No. 394), 589.

'AH Qull Khin Indarabt, 478 (No. 124).

'AH Riy, of little Tibbat, 323. 529. 675.

'All Shcr, Mir, 107 n., 108, 108 n., 350.

'All Shukr Bog, 329, 33\».

talteheri, a melon, 58.

'AH Yir, 448.

Allah Bakjiah SAdr, 482.

Allah Quli, 544, 545.

Allah Yir Jvhan, 550.

alma, paid at court, 14, 278, 277.

aloes, wood of aloes, 85.

a/owf, 26, 27.

alphabets, 104. 105 n.

Alqis Mini, Safawi, 328.

Altun Qulij, 561 (No. 290).

Arnan u 'llih, son of Sayf Khan Koka,

584 (No. 355).

Anita Khin Chak Kashmiri, 529, 529 n.,

•557.

'«wfoir, 83.

'Ambar, Malik, 359, 360, 453.

Amin Khin Ghori, 581.

Amin Ha 7.1, Kliwaia. 572, 576.

Aininu \l*lXn Inju, Mir, 501.

Amir Beg l'avrawl, 570.

Amir Chaubin, 331.

Amir Haydar, of Helgruin. 331 n.

Amir Khan. .126, 527.

Amir Khan. Snyyid. 494 n.

Amir Khan Mughal Beg, 4(4.

Amir Klmaraw Julian. 324. 323, 330.

Ainir Klm>ra\vi. JSayyiil, 661 n.

Amir Mansur, a Until), 107.

Amir Qu?i Asirf, 668.

Amir1' 'l-umartl, a title, 250, 353.

Atnr Singh, or Ainri, Kina, 364, 405. 585.

Amr Singh, of Idar, 333.

Amr Singh Baghela, 446.

Amr Singh Slsodiya, 460.

Amri, a poet, 678 n.

Amr“ 'Hah, Mini, 361.

amulets, 571.

amusements at court, 308, 316.

Anand Singh Kachhwaha, 461.

auaga, or nurse, 341.

A /tin, 229, 230, 231.

I Anisi, a poet, 648, 648 n.

Anisu ’d-Din, vide Mihtar Khin.

Anup Singh Baghela, 446.

Anwar Mirzu, 345.

'Aqa^id-i Nasafi, title of a book, 390 n.

'Aqil, Mina, son of Mirza 'Isa Tarhhin,

392 n.

'Aqil Huijavn Mirzu, 513, 514.

nyfd', or jayir, 260, 266 n.

'Arab Bahadur, 198, 377, 438, 450, 472,

494. 537.

'Arnbsliah, Mir, 634 n.

SArnJat o 'A ramt, a Tazkira, 584.

Aram BA nil Begum, Akbar’s daughter,

321.

arbftb, meaning, 633 n. ,

Arbiifju '
I*tabunil, household expenses,

270.

archers, 264.

Ardaher, a Zoroastriun priest, 220, 220 n.

Ardsher Kabuli, 519.

Arghiin, « ‘^n, 3N9, 391.

Arghun of Kabul, a kitib, 106.

Arghijn Klnln. 389

'Arif Beg Shaikh '1'nmri, 505.

Arjun Singh, 543 (No. 244).

Arlat, a clan, 531, 571.

armourers, 119.

armours, kinds of, 117, 116, 119.

arms, list of, 1 10.

army, strength of Aklwr’s army, 241,

254, 250 ; of Shalijithan, 255.

Arquii, 'Ab(iu ’Mali, n Kitib, 107.

arrack, 74.

arsenal, the inijn-rial, 115.

Arslan, a poet, 07H.*

Arzuni Begum, 324.

'ar?*/iowr/ar-», 273.

AmuI Beg, sou of hJi.iu hauraii Shah,

410.

Asad Khun. Shuju'-i Kabuli, 470 u.



Asad Kh&n. son of Qutlugh Qadam Kh&n.

478.

Asad Kh&n "'urkm&n, 415.

^Agad® ’d-Dawla, Mir Jamil®* d-Din

Qusayn, 500.

Asad® 'll&h Kh&n, of Tabriz, 471 (No.

116).

Asad® 'llah, Mirzft, 588.

Asad® 'U&h, son of Sher Khw&ja. 511.

Asad® *ll&h Turkman, 415, 472.

Agafi, a poet, 652 n., 667 n., 670 n.

Agafjah, 575.

A;af Khan. Agaf® 'd-Dawla, Asaf-jah,

398, 399.

Agaf Kh&n (I), 'Abd® ’1-Majid, 251, 349,

372, 395, 396.

Asaf Khan (II), Chiy&flM ’d-Dfn 'All, 451,

470 (No/ 126), 575.

Agaf Kh&n (III), Ja'far Beg, 219, 323,

324, 451 (No. 98). 519, 583, 643.

Asaf Kirin Yamin® 'd-Dawla,

Mirzft Abu '1-Hasan, 575, 576.

Ag&lat Khan Lodi. 568.

aahjg.ir, 25.

AshkI, a poet, 660 n., 667.

Ashraf, a poet, 42-1.

Ashraf Kh&n Mir Munshi, Muhammad
Agghar, 107, 107 n. f 423 (No. 74).

Ashraf Khw&ja. 576 (No. 320).

ashf, a coin, 32.

ashfdhAi, a metallic composition, 42.

ashfriild, a coin, 31.

Aslri, of Ray, 668.

Asksran Kachhwaha, 475, 509, 600.

'Askari Mirzft, brother of Humftyun,

334, 372, 489.

'Askari Mirzft, son of Ja'far Beg, 454.

A?l-i Jam'-» Tiimftr, 377.

*Avnnt-i Anbiyd, title of a book, 614.

asrtir-i maktQm , title of a book, 638 n.

assaying, mode of, 22.

assessment, under Bayram Khan. 373;

under Mugaffar Kh&n. 373; under

Tojar Mai. 377, 475; of Kashmir,

370, 452 ; of Afghanistan, 409.

Agw&ti, Mawlanft, 682 n.

atiiliq, an office, 330, 333, 339, 346, 331,

354, 355, 357, 371, 383, 383 n., 388,

389, 416, 439, 452, 453.

atbegu master of the horse, 145, 477 n.

AtgaKh&n, Shams® 'd-Din Muhammad,
274, 337 (No. 16), 388.

Atharban, a Sanskrit work, 111 111 a.

ath-khaffiba, a tent, 56.

'Atlq, 594.

oM 229, 230.

Atk5 TimOr, 389.

iima, a coin, 29.

'o/r, rose water, 674.

aviary, the imperial, 307.

Awji Mullft, 663 n.

Awlftd Husayn, 535.

awrang, or throne, 52.

Awrangzeb, 358 n. ; abolishes music,

682 n.; 683.

Aw&ns, a tribe, 507 n.

aw&ra-navis, 261.

^AwArip1 'l-MufariJ, title of a book,

479.

*Ay{ir Danish, a book by AbO ’1-Fagl,

112, 112 n.

Ayilu 'l-kursi, name of a verse in tho

Qo^&n, 177.

Ay&z, slave of Mahmud of Gh&zni. 636 n.

Ayimas, tenures, 283, 284.

'Ayisha, Muhammad's wife, 206 n.,

213 n.

'Avn Kh&n Dakhini, 539.

'Ayshi, Mawl&n&, 109.

A'gam Kh&n, vide Kh&n-i A'gam.

ajjar* a perfume, 87.

Aghar, Mawlanft, a k&tib, 108.

Azhdar Kh&n Dakhini, 539.

'Aziz, son of Kh&n Jaban Lodi, 568.

'Aziz Kabuli, Mirzft, 476 n.

'Aziz Koka, vide Kh&n-i A1gam.
'Aziz® ’Hah, Mir, 404.

'Aziz® ’llfth, Mir Turbatl, 595.

'Agmat, Lodi, ;>68.

BABA Aght> 353.

Bftbft Balls, 608.

Baba Beg, 450.

bdbdahuri, or agate, 36, 683.

Baba Hasan Abdftl, a saint, 580.

Baba Kh&n Qftqshftl, 375, 399 n., 400;

dies, 377.

BAb& Kipur, 608.

Bftbft QOchtn, 493.
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Bibar, Emperor, introduces gardening,

93; his Memoirs, 112, 355; 325,

390, 463, 512, 686.

b&b&shayish}, a kind of melon, 68, 590.

Bibi Sher Qalandar, a saint, 578.

Baba falib, a poet, 676.

B&bi Zambur, 355, 387.

Babu Mankli, 400, 528 (No. 202).

babul, wood, 23 n., 25, 73.

Babus, Mir, 423 (No. 73), 488 n., 687.

Badakb»hi£, their character, 504.

Badan Singh Bhadauriya, 547.

B&daoni, the historian, 110 n., llln.,

177, 271, 402, 481, 485, 531, 617,

652 n.

bddinjan , 62, 6? n.

badi*'u ’l-bay&n, title of a book, 617.

Badi*u ’z-Zaman, Mirza, Shahnawaz

Khan. 527 n.

Badl^u 'z-Zaman, Mirza, son of Agh&
Mulla, 398, 451.

Badl^u ’z-Zaman, Qazwinf, 451.

Badi<?u ’z'Zam&n, son of Mirza Shahrukh

Badakhshi, 326.

Badi* tt ’z-Zaman Mirzi, son of Sultan

Husain Mirza, 389, 390.

bddla (brocade), 574.

Badr-i *Alam, Mir, 522.

Badr, Sayyid, 458.

Bad Singh Bhaduriya, 547 n.

bagfUf, a dirham, 37.

Bahddur, conferred as title, 360.

Bahadur Dhanturi, 591.

bahidur Gohlot, 564 (No. 308).

Bahidur Khan (No. 87) ; vide Muham-
mad Asghar and Pahar Khan.

Bahidur fthin. Muhammad Sail'd Shay-

bini, 347, 349, 395, 397, 413, 414.

Bahadur Khan Gilani, 556.

Bahidur }Chin Qurdar, 555 (No. 269).

Bahidur, Sultan, of Gujrat, 372, 680 n.

Bahar Begam, daughter of Jahangir, 322.

Baharlii tribe, 329, 387, 687.

Baha*?u 'd-llin Kambu, 535.

.

Baha<« ’d-Din Mufti, 616.

Baha*u 'd-Din Zakariya, of Multun, 436.

Bahiu d’-Din Mijzub, of Bada.on, 449.

bahla, 15, 15 n.

Bahm&nyir, 575, 576.

Bahrim, son of Shams!, 499.

Bahrim Mirzi, $afawi, 328.

Bahrim Quli, a musician, 682.

Bahrim Saqqa, a poet, 651, 651 n,

Bairi Sal, brother of Gajpati, of Bihir,

558 n.

Bai?a\vl, a Qoran commentator, 614.

Bakhshi Banu Begum, 339.

Bakhshis, of Akbar’s reign, 595.

Bakhshu, a singer, 680 n.

i
Bakhtyar, a clan of Jalcsar, 469.

j

Bakhtyar Beg Gurd, 529 (No. 204).

I Bakhva Anaga, 435.

|

Baland Ajjhtar, 324.

Balbhadr Rathor, 563 (No. 296).

|

Baldhadr, Riy of Lakhinpur, 369.

!
Ballnis, the philosopher, 622 n.

j

Balju Qulij, 562.

j

Baltu fihan, 530 (No. 207).

Baluchis, 385,388, 434.

bamboo) price of, 234.

ban , 19, 20.

!
bandits, 262.

j

Banda <Ali Maydini, 560 (No. 284).

Banda *Ali Qurbegi, 560.

banduqchi, vide match-lock-bearer.

|

Banka Kachhwahaj 555 (No. 270).

|

ban kiilis, 262.

bdnwdri, *19.

Baqa*I, a poet, 664 n.

Baqi Be Uzbak, 585 (No. 368).

Baqi Billah, 488.

Baqi Khan, 413 (No. 60), 414, 687.

Baqi Khan, son of Tihir Kfcin, 448.

B&qi Safarchi, 603.

Baqi Sultan Uzbak, 327.

! Baqi Tarkhan, Mirzi, 483.

Biqir, Mawlana, a kitib, 109.

!
Biqir Ansari, 563 (No. 298).

Biqir Bukhari, Sayyid, 435.

bdrah, or a community of twelve villages,

429.

bar&t
,
or cheque, 272.

Bardxcardt, soldiprs, 241.

barg-i nay, a kind of melon, 68.

bargah, audience tent, 55, 56.

Utrgir, a kind of horse, 140, 142, 147, 224,

273.

Barha Sayyids, 425 to 432.

Bfiri of Hirat, a katib, 108.

Barkhurdar, Khuaia. 578.
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Bar&urdir Mini, Khin AMam, 577

(No. 328).

Barl&s, a. dan, 364 n., 393.

Bas&Upr&nis, a sect, 666 n.

Basiwan, the painter, 114.

B&sQ, Riji of Mau, 369, 495, 508.

BatanI, an Afghan tribe, 532 n.

B&yasangfrar, son of Prince Diny&l, 322.

Biyasanghar Mini, 324, 325.

Bay&t, a Turkish tribe, 651.

B&yazid, son of Sulaym&n of Bengal,

395.

B&yazid Bftrha, 427, 562 (No. 295).

B&yazid Beg Turkman, 563 (No. 299).

B&yazid Mu^aggara Khan. 552 (No. 260).

Bayi’&m Beg, father of Mun'im Khan.

333.

Bayriim Khan, Khan Khanan. 322, 329

(No. 10), 352, 373 ; his assessment,

373, 379, 382, 405, 482, 484, 681 n.

Baynun Oghlnn, 517.

Bavriim Qulij, 562.

bfiytnr, or horac-doctor. 146.

Baz Bahadur, son of Sharif Khan. 416,

518 (No. 188).

Biz Bahadur of Malwa, 337, 341, 473

(No. 120), 881.

bdellium, 87.

Be, a title, for Beg, 506.

bear, a stupid animal^ 684.

Bcehti, Shaykji, 607.

Bedar Bakht, Prince, 527.

licef interdicted by Akbar, 202.

Ikkt, manufacture of, 563.

Beg Baba Kolabi, 488.

Beg Mubnmmad To<|ha
c

i', 576 (No. 324).

Beg Muhammad I’igiiur, 584 (No. 360).

Beg Nurin Khan Quehiu, 531 (No. 212).

Beg Ogklu, 464.

Bcgam Sahib, 683.

Brgatns, their salaries, 683.

Boglnr Bcgi, a title, 354.

Begin r Klmn. 499.

Bengal Military Revolt, 688.

Beni Das Bundela. 546.

I>etel leaf, cultivation of, 77.

Iietel nut. 76.

betting, at court, 228, 300.

Bhadauriya elan, 341, 547.

Hhagwnn Dun Bundela, 546.

j
Bhagw&n D&s Kachhw&ha' (Bnagwanc

D&s), 208, 323, 353 (No. 27).

Bhakar, Sayyid, 458.

bhqng&r, a metallic composition, 42.

Bh&,o Singh Kachhw&ha, 363, 543.

Bhirat Chand Bundeli, 546.

bheli, a nut, 54 n.

Bhlk, or Bhikan, Shayfch, 616.

Bhil Kh&n Salimsh&hi, 366.

Bhim, R&ja, Dawlatsh&hi, 359.

|

Bhim, R&wul of Jaisalmir, 533 (No. 225).

j

Bhim Singh Kachhw&ha, 461, 543.

bhiraun, a stuff, 100, 685.

Bhoj Bhaduriya, 547.

Bhoj H&da, 449.

Bhoj R&j, Shaykh&wat, 462.

bholsin, a fruit, 75.

Bhugiy&ls, a Gakkhar tribe, 544.

Bib! §afiya, 489.

Bibi Sarw.i Sahi, 489.

Bichitr Khan, a singer, 681.

|

Bigara, meaning of, 570 n.

! Bihar! Mai, Kachhw&ha,' 322, 347 (No.
!

23).

j

Bihruz, Raja, 494 n.

Rihzatl, a painter, 113, 113 n.

I
BijH Khan Afghan, 399.

I Bikram&jit, 423 ; vide Patr D&s.

j

Bikram&jit, of Gw&lyfir, 680 n.

|
Bikram&jit Baghela, 446.

!
Bikram&jit Bhadauriya, 547.

j

Bikram&jit Bundelft, 548.

j
Bilas, son of Tansen, 682 n.

6f», a musical instrument, 681, 682.

|

BIn&, Shayljh, 613.

binaai, a coin, 30.

6ir, meaning of, 554 n.

;

Bir Bar, R&ja, 184, 192, 198, 202, 207,

209, 214, 218, 219, 349, 368, 442

(No. 85), 443, 444, 446, 469.

Bir Bhadr Baghela, 446.

Bir Mandal Khan, a musician, 681.

Bir Siih, of Gondwanah, 397.

Bir Singh Dc.o Bundela, 509, 524, 545,

546, 546 n.

hiryiin, a dish, 63.

Biswas Ba.o. 499.

Bizan (Bizhan), 571.

blood of enemies drunk, 472.

borax, 27.
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boy’s love, 335, 375, 387, 626 n., 627 n.,

639 n. ; vide immorality,

branding hones, 147, 147 n., 148

;

introduced by Akber, 243, 265.

brass, how made, 42.

bread, how prepared, 64.

bricks, price of, 233.

Bud Singh Bhadanriya, 547 n.

Budi (Badhl) Chand of NagarLot, 349,

369, 443.

buffalo hunts, 304.

tagftrd, a dish, 63.

bugr&ivatf, 25.

buhloli, a coin, 32.

Buhlul Khan Miyana, 569.

buildings, 232 ;
estimates of, 236.

buhhar (gas), 40, 41, 42, 43.

Bnl&ql (Dawar Bakhsh), 324.

Bul&ql Begum, 323.

Bundela Rijp&ts, of Udcha. genealogy,

546.

burd, or drawn (a game), 310.

Burhan. Shay]&, 608.

Burhlni, Mir, 424.

Burj <A1I, 336.

Buzurg, Mir, of Bhakkar, 580.

C
ALIGRAPHISTS of fame, 107.

oaligraphy, 105.

camels, the imperial, 151 ; different kinds

of, 151 ; their food, 152 ; harness,

152, 153 ; are shorn, 154 ; have oil

injected into the nose, 154, 155;

how trained, 155; how mustered,

225.

camphor, 83, 84; causes importance,

419.

camps, 47.

canals, 353, 550 n.

cannons, 119, 122.

cards, 318.

carpets, 57.

carriages, or bahais, 285; English car-

riages, 285 n. ; for trained leopards,

298 ; kinds of, 158.

cash-payments, 141 n.

cattle, 157; good in Bengal and the

Dakhin, bad in Dihil, 157; their

food, 158 ; how mustered, 226.

j

cereals, prices of, 85.

I

ch&bukauw&r, an officer over hones, 148.

chahArghoiha> a coin, 30 n., 31.

j

chah&makri, a canal, 550 n.

chaks, a Kashmir family, 534.

Chalma Beg, vide Kkdn *Alam.

Chaman , title of a historical work, 372.

Champat Bundela, 546.

Chand BIbT, 357 n.

Ch&nd Kh&n and Chand Miy&n, two

singers, 681, 682.

Chandft R4,o Sisodiya, 460.

i chandul mandat, a play, 316.

Chandar Sen, son of M&ldco, of Jodhpfir

!
(Marwir), 349, 38a, 461, 531.

I

Chandr Man Bundela, 546.

i Chandrawat, 459.

: Changiz Kh&n Gujrati, 337, 340, 419,

|

514, 515.

i character, of Kashmiris, 436; of the

Gakkhars, 545 ; of Gujritls, 421

;

I of Badahhshls, 505 ; of the women

of Persia, Turin, KhurisSn. and

j

India, 346; of Afghans, 436; of

i KambQs, 436 ;
of DakhinTs, 490 ; of

Turks, 609.

charkh, 311.

cham, a coin, 32.

Chaahnlgir, a mint officer, 24.

Chatbanurfa, a clan, 426, 426 n., 430.

chatr , or umbrella, 52.

Chatr Khan, a musician, 682 n.

Chatr Sal Kachhw&ha, 461.

Ch&traurls, a clan, 426, 430.

chatrmandal, a method of hunting,

invented by Akbar, 299.

|

chatrtoq, a royal standard, 52.

|

chavg&n, or hockey, 309, 310.

i chavki, or guard, 267.

|

chaupar,
a game, 315, 374.

j

chautar, a stuff, 100, 685.

|

chelas, or slaves, 263, 263 n., 264 ; defini-

|
tion of the term “ slave ", 263, 264.

|

cheque, or bardt, 272.

cherry-tree, 238.

Chetr Bhoj, 352.

! chh&chhiy&t 26.

Chhajhu Birha, 532 (Ko. 221 ).

Chibhs, a tribe, 507 n.

j chikhU a dish, 62.

44
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Ch!n Qulij, 36 n. (where wrong Husayu

Qulij), 561 (No. 293), 662.

Chingiz Khftn. his descendants, 389, 511,

511 n., 512 ; his law
(
batorah), 505.

Chingiz gh&n Nigftmshahl, 490.

Chirkis-i Rfiml, 416.

chinva, 262.

Christianity, taught the Imperial princes,

191, 192.

Christians exhibit crosses and representa-

tions in wax of the birth of Christ,

203, 203 n., vide cunabula.

chubin, a kind of tent, 47.

chUbin r&'Ofi, a kind of tent, 47, 48, 56.

chugul, a coin, 30, 30 n.

chuxoa, a scent, 86.

civet, vide zabad.

coco-nut, 75.'

coins, list of Akbar’s coins, 28; vide

currency.

collectors of revenue, their salary, 260.

colours, nature of, 102.

contingents of the Mansabdars, 251, 252,

254,255,257.

conversions to Christianity, 560 ; to

IsUm, 247 n., -146, 460, 494 n., 510,

512, 577 n. ; to Shiism, 494, 654 n.

copper, 41, 42.

cornelian, its exhilarating properties,

573 n.

cotton stuff, 100, 685.

court ceremonies, 46, 165, 166, 167, 168,

169, 276, 277 ; vide Chingiz Khan’s

law.

£ows, the imperial, 157 ; cowdung, how

used, 21'.

crews, of ships, 280.

cunabula, 086, vide Christians,

currency, changes in, 33.

DABISTAN ul Mazahib, a work on

religious sects, 219, 219 n., 220,

220 n., 502 n., 503.

Daftar, 270, 270 n.’

dntjh o mnhalll system, 252, 252 n., 265,

400, 440, 451, 669 n. ; ride branding.

dfigu, a warm mantle, 354, 354 n.

dahserl tax, 285:

Dful Dilurfun, 574.

Dairam, of Cbauragadh, 446.

dd&i/r, soldiers, 241, 264, 265.

DakhinI, Mlrzft, 527 n.

Dakhinis, noted for stupidity, 480.

dakhl, a kind of poetry, 108 n., 392.

Dakhli, a poet, 677.

Dak-Mewras, 262 n.

Dalap Das Kachwaha, 540.

Dalpat, son of liay R4y Singh, 385,

385 n., 386, 517, 548 '(No. 252).

Dalpat Ujjainh'a, 577, 577 n.

dam, a coin, 32, 33, 34, 35.

damama , a musical instrument, 52.

damnnak, a kind of gun, 120.

dampukht , a dish, 63.

•damn, a coin, 32.

ddng, a weight, 37.

Danyal, Sultan, Akbar’s son, born and

{
died, 322, 480 n.; his children, 35 n.r

|
49, 322, 323, 357, 467, 500.

D&nyal-i Chishti, Shaykh, 322.

l)ara.Shikoh, Prince, 329, 534.

Diirab Khan. Mirza Darab, 359, 361.

! darb, a coin, 32.

;
dnrbdns, or porters, 261.

Darbar Khan, 517 (No. 185).

damn, 165 ; darsaniyya , 217.

Darwish Bahrain' Saqqa, 651, 651 n.

|

Darwish Khusraw Qazwini, 503.

!
Darwish, Mawlftna, 107, 107 n.

I Darwish Muhammad, Mawlana, of

! Mashhad, 595.

Darwish Muhammad Tzbak, 440 (No. 81 ).

Darwish, Sayyid, son of Shams-i Bukhari,

;

590 (No. 382).

Darya Man Roliila, 567, 568.

dam, a coin, 32.

Dftfttam M«n, 435 (No. 79), 687.

Daswanth, a jjaintcr, 114.

l)a*iid, a singer, 681, 681 n.

Da* ud, king of Bengal, 334, 350, 351,

404, 404 n.. 407,411.

DiUud Jhanniwiil, Shavkh, 608.

Dawla, Ra,o, Nisodiya, 460.

DamhT Hadfi, *37, 449, 450.

Dawa M*n, 512, 512 n.

I )aw fui, 537, 613.

d«icu*ir, a class of letters, 109, 109 n.

Dnwarn, Mir, of KhurAsfin. 682.

Dnwan, Shaykh, a musician, 682.

Dfiwar Bakhsh, Prince, 324, 346.
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Dawlat, Sayyid, 493.

Dawlat Bakhtyftr, Shayfeh, 563 (No. 300).

Dawlat KhAn. son of Amin KhAn Ghori.

344.

Dawlat Kh&n Lodi, 355, 356, 357, 546

(No. 309).

Dawlat Nisa Begum, 533 n.

Dawlat ShAd Bibi, 322.

Dawri, a katib and poet, 109, 109 n.

Dawwani, 537, 670 n.

days of fast, at court, 64, 65.

Deb Chand Raja Manjhola, 184.

Debi Singh, 546.

deer, 301, 302 ; deer fights, 228.

De Last, 587, 604, 605, 606, 689.

Devi Das. of Mirtha, 340, 531.

dhan, a coin, 31.

ihari,
“ a singer,” “ a musician,” 681 n.,

682 n.

Dharnidhar Ujjainiya, 577 n.

Dharii, son of Mai, 378, 518

(No. 190).

Dhola Rav, founder of Amber, 348.

Dhunds, a tribe, 507 n.

dialect, of Qandahar, 448.

diamonds, 536 n. ; — powder, a poison,

573 n.

diary, kept at court, 268, 269.

Dilahzak, a tribe, 545 n. f 589, 589 n.

Dilir Kh®n BArha, 427.

Dilras BAnu Begum, 527.

dinar, 36.

Din Muhammad Sultan, 327.

Dirang Khan, a singer, 682 n.

dirham , 36, 37, 38.

distilling, mode of, 74.

Divine Era, established, 205.

Divine Faith, Ak bar's religion, 174, a

mission of novices, 174, 175;

ordinances of, 175, 176 ; ride Akbar.

Diwiili, a Hindu festival, kept at court,

226.

PhcfiH-i Sn^fi ldt, an officer, 273, 278.

Diwans. their insignia. 453 n.

dcieton*. of Akbnr's reign. 61 1.

dogs, esteemed at ecurt, 204 ; imported,

301 ;
Akbar s. 317 : 040 n.

donations, 276.

dmujar, mcanintr of, 534 n.

Dost. Mir, of Kabul, an engraver, 53.

! Dost Khan, 602.

j

Dost Mtrza, 412.

Dost Muhammad, 418.

! Dost Muhammad, son of BAbA Dost, 591

(No. 391).

Dost Muhammad, son of fJAdiq KliAn

561 (No. 287).

Dost Muhammad KAbuli, 468, 533 n.

dress, different articles of, 94, 95.

drinking, excessive, at court and among

the grandees, 340, 360, 369, 391,

39?. - 7
0, 446, 453, 470, 496, 516,

522, 524. 543. 351, 584, 614.

do-fahiyum maniil, a tent, 36.

! dvjshpa siha-'jxt, 231, 252.

I duatisha , or brandy, 74.

I dudami, a stuff, 574.

dud-i ckirftgh, a melon, 68.

duhul, a drum, 53.

dukhan (vapour), 40, 41, 42, 43.

Dulday, name of a Bari fts tribe, 422.

dunyadfir, a title, 453 n.

dupiydza , a dish, 63.

Durgawati, queen of Gondwan&h, 397,

397 n., 473.

Durjodhan, of Bandhu, 446.

Durjun, Sal, of Kokra, 536 n.

dvzdbiryan , a dish, 62.

Dwarka Das Bakhshi, 457.

1
A ATING houses, for the poor, 210, 21 1

,

285, 286.

I

education, Akbar’s rule, 288, 289.

elephants, where numerous in India,

683; imperial, 123, 124; prices of,

124, 125; kinds of, 125; gestation,

125; •vhitc elephant, 124 n.
; marks

of, 127 ;
when mast, 127 ; classifica-

tion made by Hindus, 129; their

cunning, 130; Ak bar’s clansi Heat ion.

131 ; food of. 131 ; servants in

charge of, 132 ; harness, 134

;

tights, 138, 139. 520 ; how mustered,

223 ; divided into seven : lasses,

246; how hunted, 295, 411 ;

elephant stables, 569.

emigration, forcible, 589

encampments, 47.

engravers, 22, 28.

epidemic, 407.
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Era of the Hijrah, abolished, 204;

vide Divine Era.

eunuchs, 352, 352 n.

expenses of the Imperial Household, 12.

export of horses, forbidden, 245.

eyes, blue, are hostile to the Prophet, * 35.

FAHlM, Miy&n, 360.

Fahnif, name of several poets, 668.

668 n.

/a&riya, a term applied to pocina. C22 n.

Fafchr Jahfin Begum, 330.

Fakbru ’n-Nisa Begum, 330.

/<*!, a weight, 37.

falcons, 304, 305, 306.

famine, 217.

FanaM, a poet, 471.

fancy bazars, 213, 286, 287.

fansfiri (wrongly called qaysiiri), a kind

of camphor, 84.

Faraghat, Mir, vide Tahir Khan.

Farebl, a poet, 673.

fargul,
a kind of goat from Europe, 95.

Farhang-i Jahangiri, a Persian dictionary,

501, 501 n.

Farhang Kh*n, 437, 489, 581.

Farbat Khan. Mihtar Suka.i, 437, 48S

(No. 145), 489, 581.

Farid Lodi, 568.

Farid Quarawul, 58 »

.

Farid* i Bukhari, Murtara Khan. 432, 454,

(No. 99), 482, 688.

Farld-i Shakkargnnj, the saint, 343, 609.

Faridun Barlos, Murza, 364, 534 (No. 227).

Faridun Khan. 477.

F&risI, a poet, 583.

farmfo», 270; — txnjft;!, 275; - fitddi,

270.

farm&niha, 259.

Farr&sh hh&na, 55.

Farntjjh Husayn Khan, 480 (So. 127).

FarruJi Khan, 339, 537 tXo. 232).

farsh-i chandani, 574.

Jartand, or son, a title, 328, 361, 392.

Fatb Dawlat, 442.

Fatb Khin Afghan, 564.

Fatb Khtn. son of Amin Kh3n Ghori, 581

.

Fatb Khan Bahadur, 590.

Fatb Kh&n Batnl, 466.

Fath Kh&n Chitahban, 590 (No. 335).

Fatb Kh&n Ftlbin, 590, 599.

FathKh&n.of Jilor, 689.

Fatb Kh&n, son of Malik 'Ambar, 566.

Fatb Kh&n Tughluq, 518, 590.

Fatbu ’llah, son of Hakim AbQ ’1-Fatb,

469.

Fatbu ’llah, Khwija, 516.

Fatbu 'llah, Khwajagi. of K&shtn, 386,

560 (No. 285).

Fatb 11 ’Hah, Mir (Sh&h), of Shirks, 34,

110, 208, 280, 282. 284, 375, 609.

Fatbu ’llah, Mirza, 392 n.

Fathu 'Huh, son of Mubammad Wafk,

554 (No. 264).

Fatbu ’lldh, son of Xa$r» 'llah. 558.

Fatbu ‘llah, son of Sa^id Khan. 519.

Fatb Ziya, 469.

fatil, a weight, 37.

Fattii Kh&n Afghan. 396. 564, 599.

Fattu Kha$a Khayl. 432.

Faic&tih* 7- Wilfiyat, title of a book, 615.

Fayyazi, vide Fayzi.

Fayzi, of Sarhind, 331 n.

Fayzi. Shaykh Abu ’1-Favz, 28, 29, 34 n.,

112, 113, 218, 548 (No. 253), 549,

618, 018 n.

Fft7.a*il Beg, ridv Fn7.1l Beg.

Fa7.il Beg, brother of Mun'im Khan. 333,

493, 542 n.

Fa7.ii Khan, 339, 491 (Xo. 156).

Faijil Khan Diwan, 567.

Fazil of Khujand, 37.

Fa7.lu ’l-Haqq. of Qazwin. a kalib, 107.

feasts, kept at court. 2S0.

fees, customary at court, 150.

Fcli* cnrural, 301 11.

ferries, 292.

fever, at (Jour, 407.

Fiilac i. a jtoct, 329.

lights uf animals, at court, 228, 520.

Fikri. a poet, 671. 671 11.

tire ordeal, between Christians and

Muhammadans. 200.

tire-worship. 51, 103.

I
,
'irii.r i. 345, 3s I

.

Firislita, the historian, 50t).

Firiiz, of .la lor, 553.

l’iruz Klifin. servant of the Khan

Kh&n&n, 360.

Firuz Shkh Khilji, 302, 353, 570, 652 n.
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Klr&zjt, 593 (So. 403).

flavours, tmtiirr. 7S.

fleet, the imperial. 289, 290.

flowers, of India. 81. 82, 87, 88, 80, 90,

91, 02.

frauds in the army, 2.12, 26a; in grants

of land. 270.

frogs, trained to cateh sparrows, 3C8.

fruits, 08,00, 70,71,72, 73, 74.

Fiilad Beg Barlas, 216.

Fununi, a poet. 674, 074 u.

/Ufa, worn bv repenting Amirs, 386.

GADA*I Kamhfi. Shaykh, 282, 342,

am.

Gada*i. Mir, 569 (No. 310).

gain!. a kind of oxen, 1.18.

gnjndh. a kind of gun. 1 19.

Gajpati, of Bihar, 437, 400, 558, 581.

Gakkhar Shah. .H Mi n.

games, 309, 315.

Gangadhnr. a Sanskrit work, 1 10.

yant/tjah a kind of elnth, lUU.

gaum, a perfume. K5.

Genealogies, of the Ba.os of Bampur
(Islampiir). Chit nr, 400; of the

Gnkkhars. 544 : of the t’dcha

Bundelas, 510; of Xur .Inhan's

family, 570 ; of Alai ’1-Qiisim

Xamakin of Bhakknr, 526; of the

kings of Kadighar, 512; of the

reUllious Mirxas, 513 ; of the

. Sayyids of Barlia. 427.

Gesu, Mir. Rakawabbegi, 404. 405.

Ghakhars, a tribe. 333. 33n, ,106, 506 n.,

507. 543, 5 14, 545.

Ghani Khan, son of Mun'irn Khan. 333,

334. 493, 542.

Gharhah Khuvl tribe. 434.

(iharjas. a Badaldi-hi tribe, 413 n.

(•hay rat Khan. 53s.

(ihavrat Khan Barba. 1 28.

(iliav rati. « if Shiraz. a pm-t, IHKI

.

(limv fill. Mulbi. a pint. 079. t»?9 li.

( ili.ixal;. a poet. I»3s. 03s ||.

(jha/.aiiiar K«»kn. 372. 372 n.

( ili.'i/i 1 1**15 Till uh.tn. Mir/.i. 392. 392 ii.

(•Jjazt Khan. »»f Biulitkli-lifni. 195, 4S“

144), 593. IJ|0.

Ghazi Ki»an C| .1,, 9«». .113.

Gh&zl Khan Sur, 418.

Ghazi Khan Tannuri, 396.

Ghazi Khan Wajhiya, 388.

Ghaznawi. a poet, 33k

Ghnznawi Khan, vide Ghaznin Khan.

Ghaznin (Ghaznil Khan, of Jalor, 563

(No. 261), 689.

Ghaznin Khan. Mirzfi Shah Muhammad,
410.

ghivhnks, a musical instrument, 76, 682.

liiliyaa, Sultan of Bengal, 653 n.

Ghivas Beg, Ftim&d0 'd-Dawls, 571

"(No. 319), 576.

Gh ivaftft. 557.

Qjiiyaif-i Naqshband, the weaver. 94.

Ghiy»lHu ’d-l)in, the gilder, 109.

Ghiyus« ’d-Din (*A1I ’Asaf Kfcftn

*11], 479 (No. 126).

Ghiyasu ’d-Din <Ali, Naqib M&n, 496.

G|iiy»su ’d-DIn-i Janti Qazi, 415.

Ghiyasu ’d-Din, Malik, 395.

Ghivasu ’d-Din Mansur, of Shlr&z, 208.

Ghiya«® ’d-Din Tarl&in, Mir, 518.

Ghoris, an Afghan tribe, 368.

ghvfjar, a kind of writing, 106.

ghungrhi, 16 n.

ijHn*. i iilr kilas.

gird, a coin, 30 n., 31.

Girdhar, son of Ray Sal Shaykh&wat, 462.

Ginihar Ruja, son if Kesu Das, 563.

gladiator*, 202.

glass price of, 235.

gold, fineness of, 19, 20, 21, 41, 42

;

importation of, 38
;

gold washings,

38

Gopul. Raja, 483, 601.

GopAl Jadd, Raja, 564, 593.

Gopal Singh, Kachhwaha, 422.

Gopjil Singh. Sisodiya, 460.

GoniIr, Shnykh/uda, of Banuras, 218, 219.

Grandees, 250. 320; their contingents,

410; their wcallth. 575; their

flatteries. OlHn.i (heir duplicity,

300, 505; have Hindu Vakils, 352;

oppose Akbar for his religious

innovations. 439; their prdperty

I |»mv to the state. 388, 450 ; hatred

iiimng them, 408, 415. 417;

t hagbntfiM grandees hated At court*

335 337. 3.}2 ; how punished. 415,
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416, 446, 485, 505, 540, 543 ; when

repenting, 386; their wickedness,

562 ; vide immorality,

grants, vide sanads.

grapes, 69.

guanls, mounting, 267.

Gujar, Khan. 354.

Gujar Khan, son of Qutb" M-DIn Khan.

522 (No. 193).

Gujar Kh&n Afghan, 41 1.

Gujnir Agh&, a w ife of Babar, 489.

Gujratia, their character, 421.

Gul. MirzA, 583.

gul-afshtiH , title of a poem, 637 n.

gutid-bar, a wooden screen, 47, 57.

Gul'uzar Hcgam, 489.

Gulbadan Begam, 49, 207. 394 n., 489, 683.

Gulrukh Begam (name of two princesses),

32J, 515, 516, 686.

gutitbhf,'* fruit, 75.

guns, 119, 120, 121, 122. 123.

gunmmundar,
a title, 682 n.

gurg&n, meaning of, 512 n.

Gurjls (Georgians), favoured by same

Persian kings, 221.

gvf, or yft nt, a kind of pony, 140.

HAliBA, a weight, 37.

Habi Hihzudi, Mnwlann, 595

Habi Vasawul, 591 (No. 389).

ltdilb c All .Khan, 466. 482 (No. 133).

Hada Rajputs, 145, 449.

Hah/, Kumnki, 609.

Hafi* Khwaja <Ali, 682.

HAfi?. Xazr, a musician, 6S2 n.

llalij} of Tashkand, 609.

Hafi/,ak. a musician, 682 n.

JInft Itjlitn, a work, 572, 576.

haff-josh, a metallic composition, 42.

Havdar, of Kashan, 663.

Havdar, son of Shnvkh Yn c
f|iib. 535.

Havdar ^All 'Arab, 558 (No. 279).

Havdar Dost, 591 (No. 39<>j.

Havdar (lundahniiw is. a katib. 106.

Havdar Gtirgaui. MirzA, 512, 512 n.

Havdar Mirzft, Safawi. 328.

Ha vdar Mu ramma c
i. 619 n.

Havdar Muhammad Khan Akh.tn Begi,

418 (No. 66), 542.

Havdar CJA>im Koh-hnr. 333.

Haydar Sult&n Uzbak, 335.

Haydari, of Tabriz, a poet, 672, 672 n.

Hayrati, a poet, 196.

H&ji Begam, 463, 489, 518.

tf&ji Hur Parwar Begam, 575.

Haji Khan Slier fchalii, 335, 347, 379,

387 n.

Haji Muhammad Khan Sistani, 394, 397,

405 (No. 55).

Haji Yusuf Khan. 532 (No. 224).

IJajjaj, 37.

Haju, the Kiich leader, 552 ii.

Hakiin <Abd« ’lAVahhub, 521.

Hakim *Abdu ’r-P.al.iHn. 613.

Hakim Abu ’1- Path, of Gilan, vide Abu
’1-Path.

Hakim *Ali, of Gilan, 440, 519 (No. 192),

012 .

Hakim Aristii, 612.

Hakim <Ayn“ M-Mulk. 337, 445, 537

(No. 234), 612.

Hakim Beg, Jahungiri, 576.

Hakim Dawa*i, 613.

Hakiin Pakhru UDin *Ali. 613.

Hakim Patli“ 'Hall, 612.

Hakim Huziq, 530.

Hakim Hunmm, 529 (No. 205), 012, 656,

656 n., 657 n.

Hakim Is-haq, 613.

Hakim Khush^hal. 530.

Hakim Lutfu ullah 584 (No. 354), 612.

Hakim Masil.i“ 'l-Muik, 612.

Hakiin Mi$ri, 550 (No. 251), 6 Hi, 611.

Hakim Mu^uffar Anlistani. 582 (No. 348).

612.

l^akim Xi^mat’1 ’Hah. 613.

Hakim Kiz<| u ’Huh, 613.

Hakiin Kul.iu ’Hah, 613.

Hakim Sayf" 'l-Mulk Lang, 012.

Hakim Slmykh llasan, 012, 013.

Hakim ShifuM, 612.

Hakim Talab cA II, (» 1 3.

Hakiin’1 *LMuik, Shams 11 M-DIn, of-

Gilan, 44S, 52! n.. OIL 60S n.

Hakim Zniihil Beg. 490 (No. 150). 612.

Hakim Ziya* 11 d'Din, of Kashan, 537.

hnb'tlkhur, or sweeper, 147, 147 n.

H51ut t, of Turn n, a pod, COL

hriUttts u dish, 03.

Htilimi, a poet, 391.
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AafeftO2.

flabrW, 610.

Hamdam Koka, 410.

Hamdaml, a poet, 411.

9amid Khin Habshi, 666.

Himid Qidiri, Shayfch, 614.

Himid-i Bufchiri, Sayyid, 433 (No. 78),

461.

hamztth, 104, 104 n.

Hamza, a musician, 682 n.

Hamza Beg, Zul Qadr, 327, 328.

Hamza Beg Shatrighali, 667 (No. 277),

629.

Hsqiqat-i Hindustan, title of a work,

660 n.

Hara or Hidi, RAjputs, train horses, 146,

449.

harem, the imperial, 45
;

private, 389.

Haribis, a Sanskrit work, 112.

Haridi Rim Kachhw&ha, 666.

iarisa, a dish, 34 n., 63.

harness, of elephants, 134; of horses,

143 ; of camels, 152 ; of mules, 161.

Hasan, son of Mirza Rustam §afawi, 329.

Hasan *Ali, of Maah.had, a kitib, 109.

Hasan <Ali Khan Birha, 428.

Hasan 'All, Kotwil, 482.

Hasan 'All Turkmin, 662.

Hasan 'Arab, 452.

Hasan Beg ShayH* 'Umari, 370, 604

(No. 167).

Hasan Khin Birha, 428.

Hasan Khan Batani, 214, 532 (220).

Hasan Khin. son of Khin Jahan Lodi,

668.

Hasan Kh*n Khaainchi, 474.

Hasan Khin. of Mewit, 364 n.

Hasan Khin Miyina, 669 (No. 311).

Hasan Khin Sur, father of Sher Shih,

462.

Hasan, Mirzi, 463.

Hasan, son of Mirzi Shihrufch Bada^shi,

326.

Hasan, Qi^T, 183, 659 (281), 615.

Hasan, Shayfch, 613.

Hishim Birha, Sayyid, 408, 427, 447,

461, 487 (No. 143).

Hishim Beg, son of Q&sim Khin, 533

(No. 226).

Hishim Khin. son of Mir Murad, 559.

Hishim Kfawija, 511.

Hishim, Mir of NbhipOr, 470.

Hiahim-i Sanjar, Mir, 663 n.

Hishim!, of Kirmin, 637.

Hassfl, ShayUb 613.

Hitim, son of BibQ Mankli, 528.

Hitim Sambhall, 614.

Hatti Singh SIsodiya, 460.

hawks, 304, 306.

fawi, or subterranean reservoir, of

Hakim 'All, 520.

Hayit Khin, 523.

HayitI, of GIlin, a poet, 644.

Haziras, a tribe, 448, 514.

Hi*iq, a poet, 630.

Hemu, 335,387, 387 n., 394.

heretics, 186, 603, 661 n.

Hidiyat" *llih, 523.

Hijiz Khin. 363.

Hijrini, Mawlini, 108.

Hilil, Khwijasaris, 352.

Himmat Khin Birha, 427.

Himmat Singh, son of Min 8ingb, 363,

543, 686.

Hindil Mirzi, 321, 448 ; dice, 532.

Hindus, 94 n. ; are good painters, 114

;

their months, 215; are influential

at court, 214, 215; their customs

adopted by Akbar, 193; build

mosques, 353; learn Persian, 377,

378; are employed by Muham-

madans as vakils, 352 ; are often ill-

treated, 403, 662 {vide jazya) ; hold

offices under Akbar, 596 ; also

under Shih Jahin, 606; list of

learned Hindi., 60S, 809, 611, 61ti

their doctors, 614, 614 n. ; their

mythology, poetically treated by

Muhammadan poets, 613.

History of Kashmir, by Shih Muham-

mad, 112.

Hizabr Khin Birha, 427, 431 n.

hockey, 309.

Ha^al Ua,o, Bundeli, 546.

Aom, a sacrifice, 193.

Horal Deo, 382.

horses, imperial, 140; imported into

India, 140; favourable laws for

horse-dealers, 141 ; ranks, 141

;

fodder, 142, 143 ;
get boiled grain,
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ghf, and sugar, 142, 143; harness,

143; shod twice a year, 145;

officers and servants in charge of,

145 ; how branded, 147 ; how

mustered, 224; are taxed when

imported, 225; when dead,, how
replaced, 260; how branded, 243,

244,265.

horticulture, 03, 453 ; vide Bftbar.

Hoshang, son of Islftm Kh&n. 552 n., 587.

Hoshang, son of Prince D&ny&l, 322.

Hoshmand Banu Begum, 322, 323.

Household, Imperial, expenses of, 12.

Hum&m, Hakfm, 184 ; ride Hakim.

Humayun, Emperor, his flight from India,

334, 335, 347, 354, 459, 488, 488 n.

;

his tomb, 518, 611.

Hum&yun Farmili, 377.

Hum&yun QulT, 529.

hun, a Dakhin coin, 18, 38.

hunting, 292, 303, 307.

Hus&mv ’d-Din, son of Aba '1-Qisiin

Namakln, 526, 527.

Hus&m« ’d-Din Badakhshi, 488.

Hus&m” 'd-Din Inju, Mir, 501.

Hus&m* 'd-DIn Shfth, 332.

Hus&mu 'd-Din Surkh, 607.

Husayn, Khwftia. of Marw, 644, 644 n.

Husayn, Mir Sayyid, Khinp-Suw&r. 497.

Husavn, QudsI, Mir, 672.

Husayn, Shayfeh, of Khwflrazm. 487, 651.

Husayn *A1I, B&rhu, 428.

Husayn Beg, 486, 532 (No. 219).

Husayn Khfln. Barba, 428.

Husayn Kh&n, Mtrzr, 486 (No. 149), 490.

Husayn Khan Qazwlnl, 581 (No. 337).

Husayn Khan Sh&mlfi, of Har&t, 392,

409.

Husayn Kh&n Takpva, 373, 402 (No. 53).

Husayn Lodi, 568.

Husayn MIrz&, son of ShAhurjch Mirza

BadaftshT, 320, 327, 413 n.

Husayn Mirz^ $afawl, 327.

Husayn 'Airi&, Sultan, 389, 480, 514.

Husayn Pakhliwal, 504, 563 (No. 301 ).

Husayn Quli Beg (Kh&n); ride Khan

Jahan.

Husayn »San&*I, a poet, 634.

Husayn-i Kulanki, a kAtib, 109.

Husayni, Mir, 424.

Hunt o N&z, a Magn&wi, 579.

Huzni, of Ispah&n, a poet, 635.

Huz&ri, a poet, 667 n.

hydrostatic balance, 43.

BACKHI, or closet, 48.

^Ib&datmand, 510.

Ibn Hajar, 609, 644 n., 651 n.

Ibn-i B&ww&b, a kAtib, 106.

Ibn-i Muqlah, 106.

Ibr&hlm, Afghan, 351.

Ibr&him Beg Jabuq, 351.

Ibr&him Fathpuri, Shayhh, 441.

Ibrahim, H&ji» of Sarhind, 111, 180, 183,

198,617.

Ibr&him Hu8ftyn Mirza, 349, 353, 380,

403, 513, 514.

Ibr&hlm-i Badakhshi, Khw&ja, 481

(No. 131).

Ibrahim Khan. Baluchi, 388.

Ibr&him Kh&n Fatb-Jang, son of

I<tim&d« 'd-Dawla, 501, 536 n.,

575, 576.

Ibrahim Kh&n-i Shaybani, 416 (No. 64).

Ibrahim Khan Sur, 418.

Ibrahim Lohani, 586.

Ibrahim, Mirza, 324 (No. 6).

Ibrahim Mirza, Akbar's brother, 594.

Ibrahim, Mirza, of Isfahan, 109.

Ibr&him of Astarubad, a k&tib, 107.

Ibr&him of Vazd, an engraver, 55.

Ibr&hfm, Qa?i, 617.

Ibr&him Quli, son of Isnm'il Quli Kh&n.

576 (No. 322).

Ibrahim, son of Mirz& Rustam $afawi,

329.

Ibr&him, Sult.&n, son of Mirz& Shfihruhh,

107.

ice, used at court,

ideas peculiarW the East, 573 n., 622 n.,

623 n., 625 n., 636 n., 639 n., 646 n.,

647 n., 636 n. ; ride eyes (blue),

Pharpo, Adam, sipnnd, boar, moon.

Idris a k&tib, 105, 107.

'IAat B&nfi Begum, 533 n.

Iftikhar Beg, 581 (No. 333).

IftikjiAr Khan, 519, 588, 588 n.

Ighur (Vigour), a Chagjd&»I tribe, 423,

Ihtimim Kh&n. 588, 588 n.
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qtfit KhlB* «•.

Ikhlif Shin IHihfcr, the Brooch, 444

(No.86).

Ifttifi# Shin Birha, 427, 428.

I&tiyir,Sh*ifeM7'

Ikhtijir* ‘1-Mdlk, QujritI, 848, 816, 670.

llihdid, of Amiefeeh, 212.

llihdid Faytl, of Sarhind, 831 n.

Uihdiye, Shayfe, 607.

Ilihdiya, son of Xishwar Shin, 5fc7.

ifiAf, a ooin, 80.

Il&h ViitU Shin, 670 n.

Jlhim* Tlih Kembfl, 440*

illuminations 48 court, 60.

Jltifit Shin, 820.

llyfta Shin Length, 407.

<Iraid,akitib> 100 n.

*Imid, oflAristin, 640.

*Imid" T-Mulk, 681 (No. 848).

Imim Mahdl, 113 n., 178, 188, 188 n,;

vide gibih-i Zemin.

Imim Quli Sbigh*U» 677 (No. 825).

lmiml, e poet, 646 n.

immorality of the Grandees, 202, 836,

374, 882, 888, 520 ft., 531, 663 n.,

884 n.

importation of horeee, 225, 244.

tVftm, grants, 281.

'Iniyat Shin* 494 n.

«Intyat» ’llih, Berber Shin. 517.

^Iniyet-'llih, Shin. 560.

'Iniyat* ’llih, Mini, 302 n.

Indarman, Bundcli, 546.

infantry, 261,264.

insignia, of IHwins, 458 n.

inventions, 42 ; rttfe Akber.

Jqb&ln&nta-yi JaM&ngirf, author of, 454.

*irdgi, a kind of horsc,147.

lrij (lrich), Shahnawis Shin, 300, 550

(Xo. 255), 675.

tried*, money, 260.

iron, 43, 120.

lrthad-i Qffff, title of a work, 617.

€Iti, Qi*i, 488, 686.

<Isi, Zamlndur, 351, 303. 365, 365 n.,

438.

<Isi Shin, of Orisi, 377; nVe <Isn

Zamlndir. ami Miyan CI*A.

*Isa Sh«n Ma*ln, 584.

«I*A Shnvl Afghans, 508.

*Ifim« ’d-DIn Ibrihlm, Mawlini, 487,

644 n.

^ItiTarkhln, Mini, 882, 888 n., 483,485.

Isfandiyir Shin, 505.

Is-hiq, Mawlini, 618.

Is-biq, Mulli, a singer, 881.

*iihaq-b&itt tide pigeon flying.

Is-biq- i FArOql; Shayjch, of Bhakkar,

579.

Is-biqd MaghHM, Shayto, 570 n.

<Ishql, Mawlini. 580.

Iskander licgi Badafchshl, 681 (Xo. 211).

Iskander Shin, Uzbek, Shin ^Ali m,

364, 384 (Xo. 48), 414.

ijdfti, a caligraphical term, 109 n.

Islim Shin ChishtI, 552, 552 n., 588, 687.

Islem Shih, 680 n., 881 n. ; vide Salim

Shih.

IsmtfU, Mulli and Mawlini, 607, 617.

Ismi*Il, Shih of Persia, 187, 591.

Ismi*Il Kambfl, #ijl, 436.

Ismi^l Shin (Quit Bog) Duldsy, 422

(No. 72).

Ismi'Il Shin, ShaybinI, 417.

IsmOTl Mini, gafawl, 328.

Ismi'Il Quli Shin, 388 (No. 46), 446, 470.

IsUjlti (Ustsjlft), a tribe, 687.

irtikl&l, a rhetorical figure, 670 n.

<Itibi of Xajaf, a poet, 658.

I'tibir Shin, a eunuch of Jahinglr, 479.

I'tibir Shin, the Eunuch, 442.

I'timid Shin, the Eunuch, 473 (No. 119).

rtimid Shin GujritI, 13, 13 n., 207, 343,

418 (Xo. 67), 419, 670.

I^timad 11 'd-DawIa Ohivis Beg, 571 (No.

319), 576.

I<timid“ 'l-Mulk, GujritI, 419.

<Iva*, Mini, 372.

<Iwa* Bahadur, 486.

'Izzat, Mini, 494 n.

*lzzat Khan, son of YGsuf Shin, 404

687.

'Izzaf 'llih, 561 (Xo. 289).

J
AB.*!!! QuqnhAl, 377, 399, 482.

Jabbur Quli Gakkhar, 545.

Jackfruit, 74.

Jft^far, a poet, 643, 643 n.

Ja'far, Mlrzu, a poet, 453.

Ja'far, of Tabriz, a kfitib, 107, 106.
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Ja'frr Beg-i Asaf Khin, US ; vide Asaf

Skin (III).

Ja'far Bukhiri, Sayyid, 468.

Ja^far Khin Taklfi, 470 (No. 114).

Jagannith, ton of Bihiri Mai, 421.

Jagat Gosiyinl, mother of Shihjahin,

323. *

Jagat Singh, Kachhwiha, 323, 383,

495 (No. 160), 510.

jigira, 252, 271, 339.

Jagmil, 340.

JagmAl KachhwAha, 483 (No. 134).

Jagmal PQwir, 532 (No. 218).

Jagnith, a singer, 682 n.

Jagperls, a clan, 429.

Jagrij Bikramajit, 568.

Jahin-afroz, Prince, 551.

JahAn Ari Begum, 375.

Jahindir, Sultin, 324.

Janingir, Emperor [Prince Salim],

hie birth and death, 322

;

hie wivee and children, 323,

533 n., 686; his weight, 277 n.

;

day of accession, 223 n. ; makes

ows, 300 ; his love to Nur JahAn,

672 n., 474 ; 353, 369, 385, 508, 510,

639 n., 644 n.

JahAngfr BArha, Sayyid, 427.

JahAogli^Ad, a musician, 682 n.

JahAngir Qull Bog, Humiyiln, 351.

JahAngir Quli Khin Lila Beg, 499, 562.

JahAngir Qull Khin. MirzA Shams!, 346,

499 (No. 103).

Jai Chand, of Nagarkot, 349, 443.

Jay Mai, of Mirtha, 398 ; ride Jatmal.

Jaymal, son of KQpsi, 472, 475.

JalAf irt a tribe, 450.

JalAl BArha, Sayyid, 455.

jaUtia, a rupee, 34 ; its meaning, 248 n.

JalAla TArlkf. or Rawshanf, 368, 360, 388,

434, 442, 452. 500.

jtildli, a coin, 30.

Jalil-i Bu&Ari, Sayyid, a saint, 570.

Jalal Kashmiri, 484.

JalAl KliAn. ride Salim ShAh.

JalAI Kh*n Haq**i, 664 n.

Jalal KliAn Gakkhar, 506, 508, 544.

JalAl KhAn Qflrchi, 531 (No. 213).

JalAI1 *d- Uln Mahmud Bujuq, 417

(No. 63).

JalAI1 'd-Din Mas<5d, 417, 417 n.

JalAI1 'd-Din MultinI, QA*1, 188, 195,

616.

JalAI1 ’d-Dfa, of SistAn, 328.

JalAI1 ’d-Din, Shaykh* 607.

JalAI1 ’d-Din S0r, 400.

jaK, a kind of writing, 106, 106 n.

Jim Nandi, 390.

Jim of Kaehh, 344, 461.

JamA Afyil-i AA2, vide ssssasmit.

JamA raqmi, vide assessment.

Jamil Bafchtyir, Shaykh* of Jaleaar, 960,

469 (No. 113), 47% 524.

Jamil Kambu, Shaykh, 596.

Jamil Khin Afghin, 481.

Jamil Khin Kambft, 614.

Jamil Khin, of Mewit, 364.

Jamil kk^n, son of Qutlfi, 586.

Jamil, MullA and MawlAnA, 818.

Jamil1 ’d-Din, a kAtib, 107.

Jamil1 ’d-Din BArha, 447, 532 (No. 217).

Jamil1 'd-Din Jjtasayn, a kAtib, 107.

Jamil1 ’d-DIn IJusayn Injfi, Mir, 499

(No. 164), 500.

Jiml, the poet, 636 n.

Jamil Beg, son of Tij Khin, 506.

Jamshed, MawlAnA, 109.

Jin, Khwiia. 680.

Jinin Begum, 322.

Jan Babi, Mini, 39% 392, 392 n.

jangla , a kind of horse, 24k, 244, 245.

Jini Beg, Mini, of Sindh, 203, 219, 356,

389 (No. 47), 390, 646 n.

Jinish BahAdur, 368, 537 (No. 235).

JAn JahAn Lodi, 568.

Janjfi fas, a tribe, 507 n.

Jin NigAr Khin, 567.

JAn Qulij, 561 (No. 291), 562.

Jar1 ’llih, Mini, 583.

jast, a metal, 41.

Jaswant Singh, 534.

JAswant Singh BundelA, 546.

Jat Mai, of Mirtha, 563 ; of Chitor, 685

;

ride Jai Mai.

jer, a weight, 37.

Jawhar, Shaykh* 017.

Jazbl, a poet, 537, 665.

Jazya (properly jfcya) or tax on infidels,

abolished by Akbar, 19% 247 n.

jealousy, of the (Jrandecs, 415.
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jetal, a coin, 32.

jewels, 15.

jhandd, the Indian flag, 52.

Jkariyyah, a caste in Gujr&t, 296 if.

jhardka, or inspecting window, 56,

358 n., 682 n. ; vide darsan.

Jhujh&r Kh&n Afghan, 482.

Jhujh&r Kh&n Gujr&tf, 419, 515.

Jhujhftr Singh Bundela, 546, 547, 567,

658.

JI Jf Anaga, Akbar’s nurse, 338, 343

;

dies, 345.

jilowUna, 150, 150 n.

jilawd&rt, or runners, 146, 150 n.

Jodh Bii, 686.

Jodras, a tribe, 507 n.

Joiik B&y, or court astrologer, 442 ri.

Jud&*I, a poet,' 114 1i., 660, 667 n.

Jujak Begum; 551.

Jumlat" ’1-Mulk, a title, 374.

Junayd-i Karar&nr, 350, 433, 437, 466.

Junayd Mural, 590 (No. 383).

RAB Gakkhar, 506 n.

Kah R&y, or Poet Laureate, 442.

JtoM6, a dish, 63.

Kablr ChishtI, Shaykt 585 (No. 370),

686.

Kabir, Shaykh. 585 n

Kablr, 8haykh, son o* Shayhh Munawwar,

617.

Kachhw&ha R&jas, madness of their

family, 323, 353 ; 435, 510; vide

Bah&rl Mai, Bhagw&n D&a, Min
Singh; R&j&wat and Shaykh&wat,

462.

KQfiya, title of an Arabie grammar, 390 n.

K&hl, a poet, 636.

kail, a name for gold in Panjabi language,

26.

K&jar, a Turkish tribe, 687.

K&kar 'All KWn i ChishtI, 447 (No. 92).

K&kars, a tribe, 409.

K&kfl, Shaykh, 615.

koto, a coin, 31, 32.

K&1& Pah&r, 400, 400 n.

Kal&n Beg, KhY&ja, 513.

Kal&teanl, or Kal&nwai, a singer, 681 n.

Kattlah Damnak, an Arabic work, 112*.

Kallm, a poet, 672 n.

KalimM* 'sh-8hu*ar&, a work on Persian

literature, 263 n.

Kali*, Kachhw&ha, 690 (No. 381).

Kall&, son of R&y R&m, of Jodhpllr, 487,

531.

Kaly&n, of Jaisalmlr, 533.

Kaly&n Mai, R&thor, of BIk&nIr, 331.

384, 448 (No. 93).

Kaly&n Singh, son of M&n Singh, 543.

Kam&l Bukh&ri, Sayyid, 434.

Kant&l Kh&n, of J&lor, 689.

Kam&l Khin Gakkhar, 338, 450, 506, 507,

544.

Kam&l Mull&, 615.

Kam&l11 ’d-DIn, father of Abfl Tur&b, 570.

Kam&l11 ’d-DIn Qusayn, Mawlfthi, 609.

Kam&l11 'd-DIn Khawifi. 494 n.

Kambfl, a tribe, 436, 440:

Kiml, author of the 'l Ma'toir,

496 h.

K&ml, of Sabsw&r, a poet, 670.

K&mil Kh&n 'Alamglri, 548.

K&mil Kh4n. HXn& Khurram, 346, 511

(No. 177).

K&mr&n, Mini, 325, *10, 411, 412, 423,

515, 686.

Kangir Kachhw&ha, 483, 600.

kfoi, a metallic composition, 42.

Karam 'All, 584.

Karam Beg, son of Sher Beg, 581.

Karam" ’llih, son of 'AH Mard&n, 556.

Karam" ’ll&h Karat*, 440, 477.

Karan R&thor, 386, 540.

Karim D&d, Afgh&n, 351.

Karm Chand, Kachhw&ha, 422 n.

kamA, a trumpet, 53.

karor, 13.

huhk, a dish, 63.

Kashmiri, Min&, 526, 527.

Kashmiris, their character, 412, 436.

K&thls, a tribe in Sorath, 355.

k&tibs, or caligraphists, 707.

K&tls, a tribe, 459.

Ituulpalr, a metallic composition, 42.

Kawkab Qaswlni, 543.

kawkaba, a royal ensign, 52.

Kay Qub&b, son of Mlrx& Muhammad
^aklrn, 408.

Keshfi DU R&thor, 323, 594 (No. 408).

Kesfl DU, son of Jai Mai, 563 (No. 302).
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Kes6 Di« MArft, 563.

Kewal RAm, 497 n.

lb»bl|^ftnbel. 383, 383 n., 488.

Ih# Begum, 578.

a kind of writing, 106.

Shift BJ4n,886 n., 484 n.

!&iM ttflldf, 31, 84, 38.

tiA*-**, 27.

Itflid bin 'Abd1* 114b Qasrf, 87.

BhpUl ibn-i Ahmad, 105.

SkelH Qull, 584 (No. 858).

Skem» ’UAh, Shayfcfa (ShAh), 408, 693.

Sb»m«m Yazdl, Mr, 598.

SWA 'Alim Chaim* Beg, 410 (No. 58).

Shin 'Alam kkindw Shin* 894.

Shin 'Alam, HIrzA Barfchurdir, 677
.

(No. 828).

ShAn i A'fam MtrzA 'Aziz Koka, 178,

217, 219, 310-11, 323-4, 843

(No. 21), 434, 500, 672 n.

Sftfei 4AM, a title, 830.

Shin DawrAn, ShAhbeg Shin Arghfin,

408 (No. 57).

Shin DawrAn ShAhjahAni, 454.

Shin JahAn, a title, 350.

Shin JahAn BArha, 428, 430.

Shin JahAn, Qusayn Quit, 181, 214, 348.

Shin JahAn Lodi, 357 ; vide next name,
j

Shin JaMfn Lodi, governor of OyissA,
\

395 n.
1

Shin JahAn Lodi, HrQ, eon of Dawlat
,

ShAn Lodi, 485.

KhAn-i KalAn, Mir Muhammad, 338
|

(No. 18).

Shin KhAnAn. a title, 330; insignia, ,

330; vide BairAm Shin, Mun'Im

Khin. and next name.

Shin Shlnln, Mlrzi 'Abd* ’r-Rahlm,

on of BayrAiqJKhin, 215, 322, 329,

354* (No. 29), 391. 501, 565, 639 n.,
j

644 n., 646 n., 648 n,, 649 n., 655 n.,

663 n., 668 n., 670 n., 672 n., 673 n.,

675 n., 678 n., 682 n.

ShlnMInA, 324, 325 n.

Shin Muhammad QAqshAl, 688.

Shin ZamAn <AH Quit SliaybAnl, 335
i

(No. 13), 395. 514, 547, 638 n.

KbtnwU 'Kliin. SlO, 527, 853.

Ehandin, • kitifc, 108. 085.

ShangAr, of Kachh, 461. i

Shanjar Beg Chaghta, 601.

ShanjI, Malik, of JAlor. 553.

ShAmAdaa, of MewAt, 354 n., 426.

kharal, 23, 26, 27.

lAdrcAfnf, a kind of gold, 41. 42.

j&ordal, a weight, 37.

j&arydA, a tent, 57.

Khatars, a tribe, 507 n., 545 n., 589.

589 n.

KhAwand Dost, 466

tkichri, 62.

Shidmatiyya, a olasa of servants at court,

261, 262, 262 n.; their chief,

Shidmat RAJ, 262, 477.

Shing-Suwar, 497.

Khizr (Elias), the Prophet, 625, 625 n.,

637 n., 651.

Khizr KhwAja ShAn, 394, 394 n., 395,

405, 423, 489, 491, 597, 683.

Khizr SulfcAn Gakkhar, 545.

KhokarAn, a tribe, 507 n.

KhObQ, ShayUb 556 (No. 275).

KhudAArand Kh*n Dakhinl,490 (No. 151),

498.

KhudA YAr Khan Latl, 391 n.

Khurram Begum, 325, 326.

Khmramdad. a musician, 682 n.

Khurram KhAn. 602.

Khurram. MlrzA, vide KAmil KhAn.

Khurram. Prince, 358, 358 n. ; ride

ShAhjahAn.

Khushka, a dish, 62.

fchushrUz, 286, 287.

Khusraw. of Dehll, a poet, 106 n., 609,

652.

Khusraw!, of QA*in, 661.

Khusraw KhAn Chirgis, 392.

Khusraw. Prince, son of JahAngfr, 323,

324, 345, 346, 455, 456 n., 479, 504,

505, 520.

road by princes, 194.

KliwAia AhrAr, a saint, 339.

Khwaia 'Arab, 214.

Khnaja BAql KhAn* 511.

KhwAja Beg Mires, 5&1 (No. 365).

Khwaia Hasan. iinclc of Zayn Khln
Koka, 323, 367.

KhwAia Hasan Naqshbandf, 339.

KhwAja JahAn, AminA of HlrAt, 467

(No. 110).
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KhyiJ* Jahin Dost Muhammad, 633 n.

Khvij* Kalin (Khwijegin Khwija),

339,

Khwija Sulaymin Afghan, 362.

Khwija 'Usmin Afghan vide *Usmin.

Kb^ijagin Kh?iJ*. 467, 608; vide

Kbwija Kalftn.

Sh^ijagl Khwija fahrinl, 672, 676.

Khwijagi Muhammad Husayn, 534, 642

(No. 241).

Khwinanda, Mir, 518.

Kbiwand Mahmud, 339.

Kfjak Begum, 339.

Kljak Khwija, 653 (No. 262), 564.

KIki Rini (Rani Partib), 361, 460,

491 n.

Kids (gilds), cherries, 69 n.

killing of animals forbidden, 209, 268.

Jkindri (lace), 574.

Kiratr Rija of Kilinjar, 680 n.

Kishn Dis Tunwar, 669 (No. 313).

Kishn Singh Bhadauriya, 547.

Kishnjoshi, a Sanskrit work, 110.

Kishwar Khin. 667.

kitchen, the imperial, 59.

Koh-bar, a tribe, 682.

holca or kukaltdsh, or foster brother, 340.

kokndr, 578.

Kor Hamza, 327.

bomieh, a kind of salutation, 167.

Kiehak *A1I Shin Kolibf, 484 (No. 138).

KQflo letters, 106.

Mbirs or pilkl bearers, 264.

hmhna, 23.

Kfljak (Kfichak) Yasiwul, 638.

kuknh, 24, 26.

bmaki, a olass of troops, 242*

KOndllwils, a dan, 426, 431.

Jhuifd, prepared quicksilver, 633, 633 n.

kuwaggOf a musical Instrument, 52.

T AC, 236, 237.

JlJ Laohml Nari*in, of KAch Bihir,

363, 363; vide LakhmI.

Laohml Nari*in Shaflq, a Persian writer,

650n.

Li4, Shaykh, 663.

U« Birhai,Sayyid.604(No.400).

iddem, a perfume, 83.

Udll Becum, 674.

Lihauri, Mini, 662.

LakhmI Riy, of Kokra, 636 n. ; vide

Lachhmi.

labdit, 262.

fo'M JaUUt, a coin, 80, 36.

Lil Kaliwant (Miyin Lil), 681, 681 n.

Lil Khin. a singer, 682 n.

La<l Khin Kalibf, 630 (No. 209).

Lila, son of BIr Bar, 444, 590 (No. 387).

lalla, meaning of, 470, 470 n.

Lamas of Thibet, 211.

land revenue, 13.

Langihs, a clan, 390.

Lardll Begum, vide Lidll.

Idri, a kind of silver, 23, 39.

Lashkar Khin, *Abd« ‘l ^asan, 221.

Lashkar Khin Barha, 428.

Lashkar Kh&n. Muhammad Husayn,

446 (No. 90).

Lashkar! Gakkhar, 608.

Laskari, Mini, son of Mini Yusuf Khin.

371, 567, 084, 589 (No. 375), vide

$afshikan Khin.

Lashkarshikan Khin. 361.

Latif Khwija, 206.
*

Laylf, 630 n.

lead, 41, 42.

learned men, exchanged for horses,

200-1; banished, 196, 198, 199,

200; list of them during Akbar's

reign, 606 ; where placed in battle,

656 n., 667 n.

leopards, for hunting, 296, 297, 298, 299,

590 ; leopard carriage, 168.

letters, 104.

library, the imperial, 109.

Lilawaii, title of a Sanskrit work, 112.

lime, price of, 233.

LbinI, a poet, 673 n.

Lisdn* 'l-yhayb, title of a book, 673 n.

Liwi*I, a poet, 682 n.

Lodi Khin. son of QutlO, 686.

LohinI Afghins, 689.

Lohar Chak, 636.

Lon Karan, Riy, 443, 664, 600.

Ivbdn, a perfume, 87.

Lub6« ’d-ktts&rihl, tills of a historical

work, 496 n.

Lo|f» Tlih, son of Khnsraw Khin, 392.

Lu|f* 'llih, son of Sand Khin, 619.
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MA*A$IR*I RAtflMl, • hirtori.nl

work, MO, 380 n.. 872 n.

Ma'e&m Bfg $»f*»I. 471.

Mn'tOa Kh&n FuMUtQdt, 365, 376-7,

437, 438, 461, 491 (No, 1S7).

Mft'idm Shin Kibull, 168, 364, 366,

376, 377, 438, 476 n., 464, 497 n.

Kir, of Bhnkknr, 678 (329).

Mn'rtim. Mir, of Ktbnl, 340.

Mh'iiim, Mir, of KMbin, 663 n.

maJaJ-i mifi&tK, vide iuyflrgbil.

Ma'dan* l-afkir, M«wii»i, 679.

maddil,. a clati of letter*. 109 n.

Midhu Singh, 668.

MidhG Singh Kaehhwtha, 460 (No. 104).

Midhu Singh, of Kokin, 438, 636 n.

Mldhu Singh Shaykfctwat. 462.

Madhakur Bumldi, of Ondehha, 382,

424, 475, 602, 609, 646, 646.

Madia*a*,289; H»miyun’*atUihH,607.

maghribS, a dirham, 37.

ifogirityyo, a dam of taint*. 670.

Mih BinO. Begum, 347, 366, 367.

Mih JOjak Begum, 333, 339.

Hahi Singh, grambon of Min Singh,

Knchhwiha, 363, 496.

Mahi Singh Bhadauriah, 647.

'vMahibit Kkin, 368, 369, 360, 361, 371,

402,466.

Makibat Kfcin 'Alnmglrl. 689.

MMbUnt, 110, 111 n., 220.

Mahipiter, the linger, 680 n.

Mahdawl, a sect, 549.

Mahdf Khwftja, 463.

Mahdl Qiiim Khin, 372 (No. 36), 402,

403, 537.

Makes Pis, Rithor, 386.

Mabmands, an Afghan tribe, 368, 434.

MabmOd. ion of Bibik Mankli, 528.

Mabmfld of Birha, fiayyid, 424 (No. 75).

Mabm&d of Baiakhwin, 186, 502.

MabmOd Bigara, 8ul|in of Gujrit,

569-570.

MabmOd, son of Dawlat Kfcin Lodi, 564.

MabmOd of Qhasnl, 506 n.

MabmOd Is*b4q» a kitib, 109.

MabmOd Khin, ion of Khin Jahin Lodi,

566.

MabmOd, Malik, of Astin, 328.

MabmOd, Mir, Mab«l, 655 n.

MabmOd, MZr, Munihiy" ’l-Mamilik,

496.

MabmOd,' Mini, GuiginI, 513.

Mabmud, Pakhllwil, 563.

mOd Siyi,ii*h, a kitib, 107.

mOd, Sul(in of Bhakkar, 390, 463,

464, 465.

MabmOd, Sul$4n (II), king of Gujrit,

418, 419.

MabmOd Sultin Mini, 513, 514.

ifokmddiyya, a sect, 502.

McJU&bl 48.

Mihum Anagab, 331, 340, 341,347,352,

413.

mahnfed tree, 75, 684.

Mabwi Hamadin, a poet, 655.

Ma*ln, or Munj, a RijpOt clan, 594.

Maji, a tribe, 679 n.

Majmafu 'l-Akbar, a work, 640 n.

MajnOn Khin Qiqihil, 344, 397, 399

(No. 50).

Mikhan Birha, 428.

MakhdOm* ’l-Mulk, <Abd* ’Uih of

Sul(inpOr, 177, 181, 183, 186, 195,

197, 198, 405, 614 (No. 104).

Mathft. the nom-de-plume of two

Imperial princesiei, 822, 575.

MakhlOs Khin, 422 (No. 70).

MikhO, a musician, 682 n.

MaQzan-i A/gbAaf, a history, 569.

mat, of Gujrit wrestlers, 229, 263.

maldgir, a perfume, 87.

Malays, 684.

Mildeo, Rija, of JodhpOr, 330, 331, 474,

475.

malg&tba, a dish, 64.

malik, a titl^ 399n.

Malik Abmad DaMiP, a poet, 677 6.

678.

Malik <A1I, KhMkja, 580 (No. 390).

Malik <Ambar, 550.565,566.

Malik B(r, 607.

Malik Kalin, 507.

Malik Kid, 906, 507.

Malik Mas*Ad, 872.

Malik, Mawlina, a kitib, 108.

Malik Pllft, 508 n.

Malik* 'ih.8hu'ari, 549, 8I89 618 a

MalkQ 8U of Kick Bihir, 880.

MallA (Qftdir Khin), 473.
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Mamma Khin, ton of 'U«min Lohinf,m
man, i coin, SI.

Kin Tunwar, of Gwilyir, 080.

manded, » toot, 56, 8S.

Mangarils, a tribe, 507 n.

mangoes, 72, 73, 613.

Manija Begum, 558, 576.

mankli, meaning of, 400, 400 n., 528.

Manohar, son of Lftkaran, 554 (No.

265).

Manrfip Kaehhwiha, 422.

Kansabdir, 241, 247, 248, 248 ; muster

one-fourth, or one-fifth, of their

contingents, 254, 255 ; salaries,

250, 251, 255, 256; below the rank

of commanders of Two Hundred,

584 ;
— under Jahangir and Shih-

jahin, 604, 605 ; vide grandees.

Min Singh Darhiri, 568.

Kin Singh Kaehhwiha, 568 (No. 214).

Min Singh Kaehhwiha, Rija, 215, 361

(No. 30), 460, 460 n.

KaneOr. Kir, 660.

MafifaU, a kind of writing, 105, 106.

Maqffld, Khwija, of Hlrit, the engraver,

28,54, 55.

Kaqtfid, son of Ma&su* KhAn, 422.

Knqifid 'AH Kor, 464 (No. 136).

Maqfid 'All, of Wcrkopi*!, 677 n.

Marins, a caligraphical term, 108 n.

Marias* 'l-ndw&r, title of a work,

618 n.

marriage, laws of different sects, 182,

183 ; Akbar’s laws regarding, 277

;

taiea on, 288; age fixed for, 204,

213.

Ka'rfif, Kawlini, a kitib, 107.

Ka'rfif Sadr, Shayhh, 525.

Marpam MatOnf, title of Akbar’s

mother, 48, 48 n., 65, 506.

MasMriy* ’f-amsir, a work, 617.

Masfb (the “Messiah”), 625 n.

Maslhi-i Kairinawl, a poet, 613.

Masnad-i 'All, 564, 580.

Mas'fld Wusayn Mini, 348, 613, 5)4,

515.

MoH/i'. an Arabic work, 380 n.

matchloeka, 120; — bearers, 123, 261,

264.

Mathuri Dis, Khatri, 580 (No. 378).

Mawdrid* *l-Warn, title of a book, 618 n.

Miwls, an aboriginal race, employed by

Akbar, 262.

Mawlinisida Shukr, 610.

Maydini Afgfain, 560.

Mayll, of Hirit, 642.

Maghari, of Kashmir, a poet, 654.

measures, 83 n., 235, 236, 237, 238 ; of

Kashmir, 370.

Medni Ray Chauhin, 524 (No. 188).

melons, different kinds of, 68, 580.

metals, origin of, 40 ; compositions, 42.

Mewras, runners, 262, 262 n.

mid, a perfume, 85.

Mihr 'All Barlis, 364.

Mihr 'AH Khin Sildoc, 481 (No. 130).

Mihr 'All KolibI, 376, 380, 516.

mibr&bi, a cqin, 31, 31 n.

mihrkvl, a kind of cloth, 101, 685.

Mihrunnisi, vide NQr Jahin.

Mihtar Jawhar, 488 n.

Mihtar KhAn, Anls* ’d-Dln, 458 (No. 102).

Mihtar Sa'idat, 558. .

Mihtar Saki,i, 488.

mill, vide sayfirghil.

millennium, 113 n., 178 n., 201, 206, 503.

minerals, 40.

Mint, Imperial, 16, 18, 555; Akbar's

mint-towns, 32.

Mir 'Adi, 278.

Mir 'Arc, an officer, 267, 268, 355.

Mir Aiank , a title, 524.

Mir Bakiwal, or master of the kitchen,

58, 60, 61.

Mir Kalin Mawlini, 610.

Mir Khalifa, 463.

Mir KhAn, 457, 526.

Mir Khin Yasiwul, 584 (No. 361).

Mir Khtwift, KllwAja, 484 n.

Mir Kliwaia. son of Sul(in Khpijs, 467.

Mfr Mnuzil, or quarter-master, 48.

Mir a title, 671 n.

Mir SdinAn, a title, 417.

Mir Skitb, 580.

miraculous events, 381 ; ride Akbar.

Mlrak lUhidur Argjifin, 530 (No. 208).

MIrak JaUir, 588.

Mlrak KhAn, 480.

MIrak KhAn Hahidiir, 601.
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MIrak, Uiwijft, Chingii 490.

MIrakI Khwij*. 593.

Mink. Mini, Ra*awl Kh*n, 485.

Mfrin Bukh&rl, Sayyid, 433.

Mlrftn Mubirak Shih, of Khandes, 392.

MIrin Muhammad Shih, of Khandea,

343.

MIrin Sadr Jahin, 522.

Mir*At* 'l-K&ynAt, title of a book, 838 n.

mirdaka, a non-commissioned officer,

123, 123 n., 201.264.

Mini Ahmad, Khwija, 572, 576.

Mini Beg Shahri, 468.

Mini Khin. or Mini Khin Khinin. vide

Khin Khinin Mlr*i«Abd« ’rrRabIm.

Mini Khin NbhipOii 563 (No. 303).

Mini. Khwiia. son of Mini Asad*

’liih, 688 (No. 371).

Mini Qull Khin, 408, 418, 598.

Mini Quit Mayll, 642.

Mini Rija, vide Min Singh.

Mini Shihi, 454.

Mini Sulftin, eon of Mini Shihrufch

Bada&shl, 327.

MIrtida <AII Khin, 491 (No. 162).

Mkrsis, their genealogy and revolt, 613,

614 ; vide rebellion,

mt'egdf, a weight, 37, 38.

Mierl Bfgam, 583.

misfar, of copyists, 55 n.

Miyin Chand, a singer, 681.

Miyin <Isi Khin Loh&nl, father of

'Uemin, 586.

Miyin Joh, 401.

Miyin Khin fihorl, 344.

Miyin Ul, vide U1 Kaliwant.

Miyin Tinsen, ride Tineen.

Miyin WajDi* 'd-Dln, 607.

Miyina Afghins, 507, 569.

Mohan Die, RAy, 524.

Mohan Kaehhwiha. 435.

Mohenk Mahdnand, a 8anskrit work, 110.

money, Persian, Hind&stinI, and TurinI

equivalents, 544.

monopolies, imperial, 535. #

moon, in dreams signifies luck, 887.

moth, ite love to the candle, 646 n.

Moth Itija, ritk Odai Singh.

312.

Mutarrikh Khin, 584.

Mu'anam Khi* 552, 588 n.

Mu'aifam Qylji, 395 n., 448, 591.

Mubirak-i Bukhiri, of Oujrit, 419, 488,

434.

Mubirak Kashmiri, Sayyid, 515.

Mubirak Khin. Qakkhar, 506 (Nd. 171),

508,544.

Mubirak Khin, vosfr of Sufyin Mahmfld

of Bhakkar, 464.

Mubirak, Ifulli, 204.

Mubirak of Nigor, Shayhh. father of

Ab6 'l-Fagl, 177, 178. 196, 196, 207,

219, 548, 607, 640 n.

Mubirak, 8ayyid, of Owilyir, 607.

Mubirak, Shayhh, of Alwar, 807.,

Mubirak Shih, a kitib, 106.

Mubiris Khin ^Adll, 507.

Mus*ab bin Zubayr, 37.

Musihib Khin* (02 n.

Mustafa QhUsI, 543 (No. 248).

Muflia, Mini, 610.

MvfridH-i Me'fimf, title of a book, 579.

Mughls, Mfr, Mahwl, 655,655 n.

Mu^ul, Mini, BadahhthI, 827.

Mughul Khin, eon of Zayn Khin, 369.

Mughula, look upon 41
nine ” as a stand

number,*383 n.

Muhammad, vide Prophet.

Muhammad Akbar, Prinoe, 545.

Muhammad *AH, of Jim, 589 (No, 377).

Muhammad Amin, a kitib, 109.

Muhammad"Amin Dlwina, 365.

Muhammad Amin Kills, 194.

Muhammad ArdistinI, Kill* 598 (No.

399).

Muhammad Aeffear, aids Aahraf Khin.
Muhammad Asghar, Bahir Khin. 444

(No. 87).

Muhammad A*|am gftjt 661 a.

Muhammad BaKflyir, of Jalesar, 488.

Muhammad B«q! Khin Koki, vide Biql

Muhammad Biqlr, Hamwf, 888.

Muhammad Biql Tirhhia, 600.

Muhammad-1 BafeM Shayhh, 482

(Nrnm.
Muhammad lUttfc Sayyhfc 671.

Muhmnmadfihnwi,S^yAef Owilyftr,

|8K 6QH ...

Muhammad, gift a kiUty 107.
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Muhammad, Bijl, ol KhebOsbin, 670 n.

Muhammad faklm gift* a kitib, 107.

Muhammad Qaklm, Mini, Akbar’s

brother, king of Kibol, 320; hia

daughter, 320 ; hia sister, 498 ; hia

mother, 333, 336, 338, 367, 408,

019, 023, 020, 679 n.

Muhammad Qusayn, of Kaahmir, a

kitib, 109.

Muhammad Qusayn, Kh^ija, a kitib,

107.

Muhammad gusayn, KhwijigI,. 033-4,

042 (No. 241).

Muhammad Qusayn, Laahkar Khin.

446 (No. 90).

Muhammad ^jfasayn Mini, 343, 013, 010.

Muhammad Qusayn Mini, IJefawI, 327.

Muhammad tfusayn Na*!ri, 649, 649 n.

Muhammad Qusayn, of Tabris, a kitib,

109.

Muhammad *I'$i Tarkhin, 390.

Muhammad 'Ieibl, 608, 608 n.

Muhammad Khin. 093 (No. 400).

Muhammad Khin. aon of Dawlat Khin
Lodi, 060.

Muhammad Kbt& Dhitf, a ainger, 681.

Muhammad Khin Gakkhar, 006, 044.

Muhammad Kh*n Jali^r, 401.

Muhammad Khkn Niyial, 040 (No. 239).

Muhammad Kh*n 8haraf« ’d-DIn 0ghl6

Taklh, 470, 072.

Muhammad Khtn Turkmin, 081 (No.

3)0).

Muhammad Maa'Od, aon of Ahmad Beg

Kibull, 019.

Muhammad, Mawlini, 610.

Muhammad, Mir 8ayyid, the Mahdawt,

616.

Muhammad Mlrak gilibl, 66?.

Muhammad, Mini, 002 (No. 209).

Muhammad Mini, Malawi, Sulftin, 470.

Muhammad, Mulli, of Awbah, a kitib,

108.

Muhammad, Mulli, of Klngrt, 679.

Muhammad, Mulli, of Thatha, 409, 062.

Muhammad, Mulli, of Yaxd,'184, 191,

198.

Muhammad,Mttmin, 682 n.

Muhammad Piyanda, ride Piyanda

Khin.

Muhammad Qiqehil, Mini, 399.

Muhammad Qisim Khin Mir Atish, 034.

Muhammad Qisim Khin. of Nlphipfir,

379 (No. 40).

Muhammad Qiaim Kohbar, 682 n.

Muhammad Qiaim ShidI Shill, 108.

Muhammad, of Qatwln, a kitib, 107.

Muhammad Quit Afabir, 402.

Muhammad Qull Khin Barlia, 364

(No. 31), 396.

Muhammad Qull Khin Turkmin, 628

(No. 203).

Muhammad Qull Toqbi, 480 (No. 129).

Muhammad Ri*i, Naw'I, 676 n.

Muhammad Sa'Id, 408, 638.

Muhammad gilih, 404.

Muhammad gilih, KhwijagI, 096.

Muhammad gilih, Mini, 3$2 n.

Muhammad gilih, gadr, 282.

Muhammad, Sayyicf, 466.

Muhammad, Sayyid, Mir *Adl, 486

(No. 140), 048.

Muhammad, Sayyid, of Rohtia, 437.

Muhammad Shih, of Dityl. 432.

Muhammad Sharif, Khwiia. 672, 676.

Muhammad Sharif, Khwija, 672, 676.

Muhammad Sharif, Mir, 497.

Muhammad Sharif Nawa*f, Mir, 672 n.

Muhammad Sharif SarmadI, 681, 082,

077 n..

Muhammad Sharif, aon of I'timad"

'd-Dawla, 479, 673, 676, 676, 676 n.

Muhammad Sharif WuqCW, 600, 600 n.

Muhammad, Shayfeh, of Bhardeh, 610;

—, a kitib, 109.

Muhammad, gQfl, of Misandarin, 609.

Muhammad Sul|in Mini, 613, 614.

Muhammad T^klb, Mini, of 8abewir,

490.

Muhammad T^lb, vuU Aba Tilib, ion of

8hi*ista Kbkn, 076, 676 n.

Muhammad Wall, 064.

Muhammad Yir Utbak, 414.

Muhammad Zihid, of Ball*, 186.

Muhammad Zamin, 671, 602.

Muhammad Zamin, Mini, BadaHtshl,

326.

Muhammadans, inter-many with HindOs,

623,524.

mvhflef. a kind of writing* 106.

40
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Mufcl* of Shlfc&s, a k&tib, 107.

Mubibb <A1I Kh&n. «>n of Mir Kh^lfa,

463 (No. 107), 464, 466.

Mubibb <A1I Kh&n Raht&af, 466, 599.

Mubibb <A1I Kh&w&fl, Khw&ja, 682

(No. 347).

Mubibb* 'll&h, Mir, 570.

Muhkam Singh, R&,o, Sisodiya, 460.

muAr, a coin, 30, 31.

Mubsin Kh&n, 406.

Mubtaram Beg, 491.

Mubtaram Khinuta (Begum), 325, 326.

Mubtaahim Kh&n. 552.

mu*inu, a coin, 31.

Mu*fn-i Chishtf, of Ajmir, 439, 610.

Mu'tn Q&*I. 615.

Mu'in* *d~Din, author of Tafslr-i Alaf&nf,

590.

Mu*In* *d-DIn, of Farih, a k&tib, 107.

Mu'In" 'd-DKn (Ahmad) Khan-i Faran*

khfldl, 480 (No. 128), 610.

Mu*In* ’d-Din-i Tanurl, a k&tib, 107.

Munizs Mir, of Kiah&n, a k&tib, 109.

Musics* '1-Mulk, Mir, 198, 414 (No. 61).

Muj&hid Kh&n, 415, 464, 465, 553, 602.

Mu'jaw* 'l-Buld&n, a work oil geography,

112.-

mvjawuu, a kind of horac, 147, 243,

244,

Mujtahid, 195, 196.

Mukammal Kh&n. 112, 585 n.

Mukand, zamlnd&r, of Fatb&o&d

(Bengal), 405.

Mukarram Kh&n. 548, 552.

Mukarram Kh&n. Mini, ^afaai, 329.

Mukatman Bhadauriya, 547 (No. 249).

awAtf, a p&n leaf, 684.

MukhUf Kh&n, 567.

Muftlil" 'll&h Kh&n, 519.

Mufchtar Beg, ton of Agh& MulM, 557

(No. 278).

Mukund Deo, of Offal, 680 n.

mulct, imperial, 160 ; where bred, 545

;

imported, 161 ; their food, 161

;

hamcM, 161 $ how muttered, 226.

MulM Mir, 612.

Multaftt Kh&n. 527.

Mamin Kh**ifi» Khv&i*. 40.1.

Mumin-i Marw&rld, Khw&iapl. 107.

Mumt&a Mahall, 398; 574 n., 576.

Munawwar, Shaykh* an author, 112, i»u,

617.

Mun<im Kh&n. Kh&n Kh&n&n, 274, 332r

333 (No. 11), 355, 401, 417, 471, 487.

Mfinls Kh&n. 459.

Munj, a R&jput clan, 594.

mUnj, a kind of grata, 431.

Munkir and Ifakir, two angela, 562.

mims&tydf, or lettera, of Abu *1-Fatb,

GQ&nE, 469 n.

Muneif Kh&n. 532 (No. 222).

Muqarrib Kh&n (Akbarah&hi), 403.

muq&sA, 273.

Muqbil Kh&n. 448.

Muqlm 'Arab, vide Shuj&'at Kh&n.

Muqlm-i Harawi, 463, 464.

Muqlm Khin. son of Shuj&'at Kh&n.

590 (No. 386).

Muqlm, Khw&ia. ton of Mlrakl, 593

(No. 401).

Muqlm, Mina, ton of Mini, Z& '1-Nan,

463.

Muqlm-i Naqahbandi, 479.

Muqlm, Sh&hjah&nl, 454.

miqti', or j&gird&r, 266 n.

Mur&d Bakhah, Prince, 526, 534.

Murad-i Juwaynl, Mir, 559 (No. 282).

Mur&d Kh&n. 404 (No. 54).

Mur&d, Mir, KolabI, 590 (No. 380).

Mur&d, Prinoe, Akbar’a aon, born and

died, 322, 685; hia complexion,

322 ; 50, 149, 149 n.; called

PoAdfl, 192 n., 322; ‘is instructed

in Chriatianity, 192, 356, 416, 612,

644 n.

Mur&d Qull Sul|&n, 544, 545.

Mur&d $afbwl, aon of MIrs& Rustam, 329.

MurtaU Kh&n. vide Farld-i Bukh&rf.

MurtaU Kh&n, Huaam" 'd-DIn InjQ,

501, 526.

MurtaU Kh&n. Mir, 498 (No. 162), 499,

609.

MurtaU. Mini, 345.

MurtaU XiUm Sh&h, 357, 498.

MurtaU Sharif-i Klilr&tl, Mir, 499, 609.

M5a&, Shaykh, 614.

MB**, Shaykh, Fatbpiirt, 441.

MQsA, Shaykh. Uliorl, 608.

mwtfadut, or advanrea to officer*, 275.

mwfammin, a dish, 63.
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MGsaw! Sayyids, 414, 638.

Mushfiq! of Bujgiiri, a port, 653.

music, at court, 53, 680, 681 ; schools of,

680 n. ; abolished by Awrangzib,

682 n.

Mustsfa Khan. 404 n., 562.

Mustafa, Mulla, of Jaunpur, 561.

mu*tah, meaning of, 478.

Mu'tamid Khan. 534, 588 n.

Mu'tamid Khan Hakhshi, 454.

Mu'tamid Khan Muhammad Salih, 404 n.

mutanjamt , a dish, 63, 64.

Mugaffar, brother of Khan 'Alam, 563

(So. 304).

Mugaffar llw>avn Mirza, 380, 513 (No.

180), 515, 516.

Mugaffar Husavn, Mirza, Skfawi, 327

(No. 8), 328. 329.

Mugaffar Khan liarha, 428, 430, 568.

Mugaffar Kh&n Ma'muri, 567.

Mugaffar Klian-i Turbatl, Khwnia

Mugaffar 'Ali, 352, 373 (No. 37). 374,

397, 485, 486.

Mugaffar, king of Gujrat, 344, 352, 354,

355, 416,419,420, 584, 585; ride

Xathu.

Mugaffar Lodi, 568.

Mugaffar, Mirza, son of Sult&n Huaayn

Mini, 390.

Mugaffar Mughul, 576.

N ADI <Ali, flafig, 671.

Nidi CA1I Arlit, 671.

Nidi 'All MaydinI, 571 (No. 317).

Nidir Shih, 391 n.

Nidiri, name of several poets, 675, 675 n.

Nidir* ’1-Mulk, 660 n.

m* 7-3/o*d*ir, a work on literature,

496 n.

nafir, a trumpet, 53.

Nihld Begum, 463.

XicIk Bakfcshu. a singer, 680 n.

Najibat Khan, Mina Shuji' Bada^shi,

326.

Najit Khin, Mini, 405, 486 (No. 142).

Xajiha Anaga, 435.

Najm" 'd-Din 'All Khan Birha, 428.

Kajm* ’d-Din Mubammad Kihi, 637 n.

ndUadd, or ship-captain, 290, 291.

Xal Daman , a poem, 112, 113, 113 n.,

618, 619 n.

Navnan Das KachhwAha, 540.

name of grandfather given to a child,

558.

nam-fjirfi t or awning, 48.

Nimi, a poet, 579.

Nanak Jnrju, a singer, 682.

naphtha, 41.

Napoleon 1, 056 n.

NaqAbat Khan. 445.

waqfira, a drum, 53 ;
— Ut0nn, 49.

Xaqib Khin, 1 10, 111 113, 113 u..

496 (No. 161).

n*tqir, a weight, 37.

vnq*hl#ntdJ, its mean ini'. 466, 466 n.

XarA*in Das Kutlior, of Tdnr, 479.

Xamula, a kind of gun, 1 19.

nit*hpat!

,

a melon, 6H.

Nasih Shah, son of Qutlti, 586.

Nasir Ma*iti, 594 (No. 410).

Naslrii, 410.

Nasir-i Khusraw. 199, 208.

XaNir* 'd-Din, PakhalipAl, Sultan, 504.

Nasir* M-Mulk, ride Dir Muhammad
Khan.

Nasr* ’llali, son of MukhtAr Beg, 558.

Naur* 'Hah, Sufi, |07.

naskh, a kind of writing, 106.

nadn^liq, a kind of writing, 108, 109.

Nathu, of Gujrat, Mugaffar Shah, 419 ;

ride Mugaffar Shih.

Xawu*i, ride Muhammad Sharif.

Nawizish Kh^n, Sa'd* 'llAh, 392, 392 n.

Kaw'i, a poet, 675, 675 n., 676.

Nawrang Khin, 354, 615, 596, 599, 642 n.

nawriie, or New Year’s day, 192, 286 n.

Nawruz Beg Qiqshil, 483.

Nagar Bahadur, 404.

Nagar lk* Uzbek, 506 (No. 109).

Nagar Khan, Gakkhar, 543 (No. 247).

Nagiri, the poet, 649, 649 n., 682 n.

Nagr Mubammad Khan, of Ballot, 538.

Now Year's day, 193, 286.

news-writers, 268, 300.

nichrfi rcflUt, 27.

Xikallii, a Turkish tribe, 687.

Nil Kanth, of Oriri, 571 (No. 318).

ftfimv luudrAa, or half troopers, 264.

Ni'mat* 'llih-i Bawwib, a kitib. 107.
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nine, a favourite number of the MughuU,

393 n.

NifObu '?-Siby&n, a Persian primer, 43 n.

Niyabat Kfcin, the rebel, 438, 441, 470,

483.

niyariya, 24.

Niyizf Afghan*, 542.

Niflm, of Jilor, 553.

Nifim, MurtafA Khin. Sayyid, 522, 523.

Nigam, Qizi, vide Ghazi Khan Badakhshi.

Nif&ml, of Qazwln, 109.

Nifim, Shaybb. 007.

NifAm" M-Din Abniad, the historian,

403 n., 482, 579, 590.

NifAni tt M-DIn, Abmad, son of Sh&h

Muhammad Kh*n, 001 (No. 341).

Nigam" M-Din Awliyn, 488.

NigAmu \l-DIn, JAm, 390.

Nifftni 11 '1-Mulk, Khwija, 554-5.

Ni«ftm» '1-Mulk, of Tan, 853.

nuqfa, 503, 000 n.

Nuqlawiyyu, a sect, 502, 502 n., 5(.'J,

000 n.

Nur JahAn [Nur Mahal I], 321, 323, 324,

358, 359, 308, 572, 572 n., 573, 474,

575, 570.

Nur Qulij, 538 (No. 229).

NQram, 594 (No. 415).

NQrl, a poet. Oil, Oil n.

y&rnfinut, title of a poem, 453.

N0ru M-DKn, Mini, son of Afaf Khan II.

308,470.

Nur11 M-Dln Muhammad Naqshbandi,

Mfrza. 322, 080.

N0r" M-IHn Qarftri, a poet, 408, 408 n.,

056, 056 ii., 657 n.

Nur* M DIn Tarkhan, 408, 501, 01 J.

Nilr« 'Huh Injfi, 501.

Nur* 'llah, Mir, 015.

Nur" 'llAh Qaaitn Arunla n, a kntih, 100.

Nur» 'IIAIi, Qnxi, 370.

NftrM 'n-Ximi llegutu, wife of Jahangir.

510, 533 ti.

Ntitfrat YAr Khan Barba. 428, 431.

Xnzkitt11 'lAnrtib, a hufistic book, 100,

017.

0DAT Singh Hliadniiriva, 548.

Officer* of the Mint,* 18, 20, 21, 22.

opium eating, exoessive, 410, 417 n.;

vide drinking,

oranges, 73.

Ordat Kachhw&ha, 539.

ordeals, 214, 215.

ZJACHTOLiYA, a stuff, 574.

** Pachwariya, a kind of horse, 140.

Pidishih Khwija, 510.

PftdishAh Quli, 537, 605.

Padre, a Portuguese priest, 191.

pOgoshl, one of Akbor's regulations, 220,

227.

Pahar. of JAlor, 553.

Pahar. Khan Baluch, 377, 593 (No. 407).

Pahar Singh Bundcla, 440, 540.

PahArl. nickname of Prince Murid, 322.

pahil, a dish, 62.

pahlHutiru, or wrestlers, 263.

paik&r, 27.

painting, art of, 102, 113; discouraged

by Ial&m, 115
;

painters of Europe

103 ; vide Akb&r.

paisa, a coin, 32.

polos, a wood, 310.

paiki bearers, 204.

pan, 77, 78.

Pandau, a coin, 31, 32.

paniwar, 27.

paniyala, a fruit, 75.

panj, a coin, 31.

Panju, Shaykh, 607, 685.

Pa'ola, a coin, 32.

Papa, tho Pope, 191.

paper, variegated, invention of, 107.

paras, stone, 440.

Parhez Banu Begum, 328.

Pari S&rah a magnawl, 579.

Parichhit Znmlnd&r, 552.

Parisram, ltuja in Jamu, 309.

Pannanand Kliatri, 531 (Xo, 214).

Pars! feasts, kept by Akbar, 286 ; vide

Aklmr, Zoronstrians.

Parti Bundcla, 540.

PartAh, HAnA (BAiiA KfkA], 421, 437, 491;

401 n., 585.

pnncaiirktiM, £73.

Pimrtituhi, an officer, 200.

Parwiz. Prince. 323. 324, 320, 357, 358,

307, 533 n.



Pftrwbdid, » musician, Mb.
Pfttr Die, Riy Bikramijlt, 486, 6tS

(Np. 196).

pfty, of soldiers, 906, 961, 969, 964, 066

;

of auMUftbdto, 267 ; of Abadls, 269.

FayimI, ft poet, 670, 670 b.

Ptjwdft JUjin, Mugfaul, 491 (No. 66),

664.

Piyanda Muhammad Tarkhin, lOrsi,

990.

popJr, or runners, 146 ; vide post-runners,

payments, how made, 979, 979, 976.

Pftyrawl, of 8iwah, » poet, 670.

pensions, 690, 674.

perfumes, 78, 79, 79 n., 80, 83.

Pertib, Riy of Minkot, 969.

Peshiaw Khftn, 668 (No. 980).

pter&its, 969.

Pharaoh, proverbial in the East, 168 n.,

177, 178, 178 n., 190, 190 n.

Plbha Jin Anaga, 367.

pickles, 67.

pigeon flying, 310.

piles, prevent a man from joining in

poblio worship, 186.

pineapples, 79.

j»itfsr,26.

PIT 'All Beg, 330.

PlrShAn, of Jilor, 689.

Plr Shin [Pfirfl], son of Dawlat Shin
Lodi, 666.

Fir Mohammad, a kitib, 107.

Plr Mohammad Shin Shfrwin (Mnlli),

948 (No. 90), 387 n., 610, 687.

Plnida, Liwi
ft
I, a poet and musician,

689, 689 n.

pQal, vide braes.

pipdr, a fruit, 76.

plantain tree, 74.

play, at court, 212-3, 309, 316, 316, 374.

Poets, of Akbar’s reign, 617; poets

laureate of India, 650, 618 n., 680;

vide Kabi Riy, Malik* ’sh-Shu'ari.

Vide also the following Poets,

mentioned in the A*fn : — Afafl,

Amrf, AnW, AzsUn, Ashkf, Aslri,

AtishI; Bibi Tilib ; DakhUDaori,

Dawil; Fayfl (Fayyifl), FayrI

Sarhindl, Fahml, Fanil, FarebI,

Farief, Flkif, Fusini; fihayratl,

flhayflrt, flhMiiL fihaiaawl;

Vaydar Mo»amrtl fftjdart,

(leyretl, Milatl, HefcmJ, Hamdamf,
Hishimt, HayitI, Hitiq, Qusayn

Marwl, gold, Hu*ri; ImiMl,

'ItibI ; JimtJaabC, Jodi»I; Xihf.

Kallm, KimI, KimI 8abcwirl,

Bhusraw, Shaamwl ; Lisin!,

Uwift
Is Mahwt, MallLMakhfl,

Maslhi, MashaiL Moshflql; Nifir

Qnmv, Nidiri, Nitnl, Naw'I,

Nawi*I, Naelrf, NAri; Payrawl,

PayimI; Qaidf, Qariri, Qisim

Arslin, Qisim JAnibidl, QisimI,

QodsI; Rafl'I, Rahil, Rahl, Rasil,

Ruswi*I; gabrf, $arfl (gaimfi)

Kashmiri, Qarfl fiiwajl, OabOhl,

Qiib, gilihl, foil; 8imri, 8aai*I,

Shayhh Siqf, flaqqi, Sarkfcoah.

SarmadI, SawidI, ShafSq, 8hahri,

ShipAr, Sheri, Shift*!, ShikebI,

Shuji*!, Siriji, 8ul|in; Taqiyi,

Tariql, Tashbihl ; Ulfall, 'Urfl,

WaslI, Wafi*!, Wall Bosht Bayial,

Wilihl, Waqiri, Woqfl'I.

porters, vide Derbin.

Portuguese, their missionaries at Akhar's

court, 176, 191, 199, 904 686;

take pilgrims to Makkah, 181 ; 487,

660.

post, post-runners, 969 n.

Prasuttam Singh Kachhwiha, 610.

Pratib Singh Kachhwiha, 661 (No. 936).

Pratib Ujjainiya, 677 n.

precious stones, 16, 601, 679 n.; vide

diamond, ytyAJ.

prices of articles, 65; of ice^ 68, 69;

of building materials, 938; vide

wages.

printing, art of, in India, 106 n.

prisoners, how treated, 349.

PrithI Chind Kachhwiha, 664.

PrithI Singh Bundeli, 646.

Prophet, the, abused at court, 906.

prostitutes, segregated, 901-8.

prostration, or rijdo, 167, 167 n., 190,

201 .

public works, 999.

punter, 24, 26, 27.

Pflrin Mai, of Qldhor, 362, 696 n.
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Pftrnn Mai Kachhwiha, 348.

Parbin Khin. a musician, 682.

Purukhotam, Riy, a Brihman, 189, 698.

Q
ABIL, sod of <AUq, 694 (No. 412).

Qabftl Khin, 484 (137), 681.

guHUi, a dish, 62.

qadam-i shartf, or qadan-i nnbdrak, or

footprinti of the prophet, 207, 670.

Qidir Khin, Mali*, vide MallA (Qidir

Khin).

Qidir Qulf, 693 (No. 402).

Qi*im Khin, 401, 401 n.

falandari, a kind of tent, 48, 67.

fatyo, a disk, 64*

Qamar Khin, 497, 642 (No. 243).

qamargha, a kind of hunting, 294.

Qanbar Be, 606.

Qndahftr Mahall, 828.

Qinift, a medical work, 621.

Qiqahil, a elan, 399, 399 n.

QuA Bahidur, 611 (No. 179).

QariBabr.681 (No. 346).

QuA Beg Farriahbetf, 327.

QuA Khin Turkmin, 382.

QuA Turka, 402 n.

QuA Yftsuf, 329.

Qarfloha Khin. 423.

QariqAilA Turka, 329.

Qarirl, N&r" ’d-Din, of Odin, a poet,

184,666.

forAr-uAmo, 273.

Qarigiq Khin, 437, 581.

fifMt or hunters, 292; 300.

Qtriudia, a tribe, 604, 663.

Qiaim <A1I Khin, 618 (N©.*187).

Qiaim Amlin, N6r« ’llih, a poet, 109,

678.

Qiaim.[Khin] Bilk*, Sayyid, 367, 367 n.,

427, 447, 461 (No. 106).

Qiaim Beg, 112, 682 (No. 360), 611.

Qiaim Beg KWn. 410.

Qftaimf, of Misandarin, a poet, 679.

Qiaim JunabidI, Mini, 661.

Qisim-i Kihl, a poet, 219, 636.

Qiaim Khin, eon of Mir Murid, 669.

Qiaim Khin KM, 491.

Qiaim Khin, Mir Babr, 412 (No. 69),

491, 687.

Qiaim Khin-i Satin!, 486.

Qiaim Khwija, 671 (No. 316).

Qiaim Koh-bar, a musician, 682.

Qiaim Koka, 463.

Qiaim, Mubtaahim Khin Shaykh, 862.

Qiaim, Mulli and Mawlini, 616.

Qisin BadaftaM, Mir, 660 (No. 283).

Qawfm Khin, 401.

Qaydl, of Shlriz, a poet, 669.

puffgrf, a kind of camphor ; vMi

fan&ri, 84, 84 n.

Qasiq Khin Taklu, 470, 471, 672.

Qill, 278
;

general character of Qifls,

279.

QMI <A1I, 462, 696.

QMI tfasan QazwinI, 659 (No. 281).

QifI Khin-i BadaUtahl, 416, 487.

QifI Khin Bakhahi, 487, 532 (No. 223).

gfma paiao, a dish, 62 ; ffmo MfirM, 63.

qfrkt, a weight, 37.

fSrbak, a title, 429 n.

Qiamiya BinA, 686.

qisrtqs, a mare, 143.

gitmfr, a weight, 37.

Qiyi Khin, son of gibib Khin, 517

(No. 184).

Qiyi Khin Gung, 366 (No. 33), 484, 517.

Qiyim Khin, aon of Shih Mubammad-i

Qalitl, 478.

giibux, a musical instrument, 682.

QAch Beg HumiyfinI, 606.

Qudal, of Karabali, a poet, 672, 672 n.

quicksilver, 40 ; habitually eaten, 439

;

when called kushta, 633, 633 n.

qulij, meaning of, 381 n., 661.

Quiy Khin, 36. 322, 380 (No. 42), 381,

381 n., 382.

Qulij* 'llih, 662.

qtttatayn, 212.

Qundfiq Khin, 517 (No. 181).

QundAs Khin, 408, 517.

gflr, or collection of weapons,’ royal flags,

etc., 52, 52 n., 116, 293.

Qurayah Sul(in, of Kishghar, 511.

qurf-kib, 24.

b, a dish, 63.

Qu|b" 'd-DIn Khin-i Chiahti, Shayfli,

666 (No. 275).

Qu|b« 'd«Dln Muhammad Khin, 197,

261, 363 (No. 28).

Qu|b* ’d-DIn, Shaykh, of Jaleaar, 200.
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4)»fb« •d-Dto, Sulfiiu of Gujrit, 009.

QallO Xhfo Lohinl, 844,060, 80% 888,

390 n., 407; Us mi, 566.

Q*ihA mining of, 477.

Qutlugh Qadam ghin, 477 (No. 183).

"DABI, a ooin, 31, 81 n.

Xi RefTO [IUm« ’d-DIn flaydar],

of Kishin, o poet, 663, 603 n.

Raflqf, 003 n.

Raff* ’d-Dfa Qafawl, Mini, 690.

Rahi*I Shaykh, a poet, 001, 001 n.

rsioJ, » ooin, 29.

Rahl, of NtshftpOr, a poet, 080.

Rahim Qull, 681 (No. 338).

Rahmin Did, Mini, 301.

Rabmat Skin, eon of Maenad-i 'All, 667,

604 (No. 300).

Rabmat* *

11411, * singer, 082.

Rai Min, 262 n.

Raibirl, a olase of Hindua who train

eemels, 166.

Rija *A1I of Shftndeeh, 610; vid* <A1!

Uin.
Rijiwat, 402.

RijpQtsj Janfiha, 364 n.; Kaohhwiha,

fid* Bihirl Mall; Hi4is, 449;

Ranghar, 694; Rithors, 884, 010;

vid* Main, Munj.

RAjsingh, Rija, Kaohhwiha, 009 (No.

174).

RijO, Sayyid, of Birha, 001 (No. 106),

602.

rdkhf, a Hindi! custom, 193.

Rim Chand Bundela, 638 n., 046 (No.

248).

Rim Chand Chauhin, 606.

Rim Chand Kaohhwiha, 666 (No. 208).

Rim Chand Kaohhwiha, eon of Jagan-

nith, 422.

Rimohand Bagheli, 386, 396, 399, 446

(No. 89), 446 n.. 44% 081 n.

Rim Chandr, Rija of Khurda, 648 (No.

260), 077 n.

Rim Die, the singer, 080 n., 081 n., 082.

Rim Die Diwin, Rij, 680 (No. 331).

Rim Die Kaohhwiha [Rija Karan],

089 (No. 689), 640.

Rim 84h Btmdeii, 382, 046.

Bimeih, Rija of Owiliyftr, 302, 360.

Rinis of Maiwir, 421, 422 ; ride Pariah

Singh, Udai Singh.

Ranbie Shin KambO, 440, 440 n.

Ranghar Rijpftts, vide RAjput*.

Rangsen, of Agra, a musician, 082.

ReuhahAt* y.fctydt, title of a book, 038 n.

reef, an acid, 24.

Ratan Ri|hor, 380.

Ratan Singh Sisodiya, 400.

Rithore, vid* RApftte.

roll, a weight, 16 n.

iMRijOfsh, 86 n., 302, 308, 883.

Riy Bhoj Hidi, 610 (No. 176).

Riy Dnrgi Sisodia, 469 (No. 108).

raybdnip a kind of writing, 106, 100.

Riy Mai Shaykhiwat, 402.

Riy Riy Singh, 828, 384 (No. 44), 610,

604.

Riy 841 Darbirl, Shaykhiwat, 402,(No.

100).

Ragi QuH, 660 (No. 274,.

Rasi*!, a poet, 620 n.

Rafourl, 688 ;
— Sayyids, 414 ; — Shin,

a title, 480; vtfeMOsawI.

Raeawl Shin. Mini Mlrak,486 (No. 141).

Rafiy* ’1-Mulk, 419.

rebellion of the Minis, 340, 349, 361, 862,

404, 400, 419, 432, 488, 448; dates,

480 n.

refining of gold, 21 ; of silver, 28.

religious views of the Emperor Akbar;

vid

*

Akbar.

reporters, 208 ; vid* wdqi*a-nawU.

revenue, how paid, 13.

revolt, military, in Bengal, 340, 376, 370,

377, 470.

rice, best kinds, 00.

ngd<, a kind of writing, 106, 107.

ris&la-d&r, an offioer, 209.

rifdf, a metal, 42.

river tolls, 292.

RtgAf" 's-S&latin, title of a historical

work, 472 n.

Risq" ’llah Khin, vid

*

Hakim Rixq* ’llah.

Rox-afafin, Rija, 494 n.

fuAdb, a musical instrument, 082.

ruby, a large one, 460.

rfih';nf, a kind of writing, 106.

rU-i 10%A, a metal, 41-2.

R&h* ’llih (I). 676
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rabid towns, 664.

Rukn* 'd-Dln, i poet, 60S n.

Rukp" 'd-DKn, Mahmftd Kamingar,

Shaykh, 606.

Ruknv 'd-DKn, Shaykh, 607.

RAmi Shin. Uitftd JaUU, 460 (No. 146).

runners, 146.

RAp, a wnnt of Akbar, 470.

RQp Mokund Sbodiya, 460.

RAp Singh SIsodiya, 460.

rapes, raised from 86 to 40 dial, 848

;

counted, 40 dim* in salaries, 88;

— ofSber Shin, 88; of Akbar, 88,

84.

RApmatf, the beautiful d.Mwing girl,

478.

RApsI Bairflgf Kachhwiha, 476 (No.

118).

Ruqayyak Regain, daaghtsr of M1M
Hindll, Akbar's wife, 881, 678.

Rustam Shin DakhinI, *84.

Rustam, Prince, 686.

Rustam gafawl, Mini, 888 (No. 0), 880,

802 n., 678, 686.

Rnstam-i Zamin, BhsyHi Kabfr, 686,

686.

Rnswi^I, 664 n.

rtyr, a metallic composition, 42.

r*Vd, 806.

Ryiyat, son of Psshraw Shin, 668.

S
A^ADAT *AU Shin, of Badahh*i»,

472 (No. 117).

8a*idat BinA Begum, 686.

8a'idat Shin, 633, 688 n.

Sa'idat Shin, son of {afar Shin.

680.

Sa'idat Ifirsi, 401 (No. 168).

8a<ad« *llah, Madhi-i Kairinawf, 618.

Sa*d* ’lllh Nawisish Shin, 808, 808 n.

8a*ad» 'Uih, 8haykh» 616.

Sabal Singh, 648 (No. 846).

SdiM, 88.

Sabdal Shin, 486 (No. 180).

gabrf, a poet, 688 n.

SabAbl, a post, 668, 668 n.

gadlq, Mawliai, 610.

gldiq, Mubammad Shin. 868 (No. 48).

gadr-i 'IriqK, a kitib, 107.

gndr Jahin MnfH, 106b 816. 210, 228 u*
881. 868, 668 (No. 104).

gadrs, of Abbas's reign, $76, 870, 880,

881, 888,606, 686; gadr of woman,

674.

Sadr* ’d-DKn, QisL 614.

8a*dv *d-DKn, of Shtt 661 n.

8^jU,tn, no.
k&k KkndtwMd KWa Chtfrltt,

881.

Itag, mb of lfakM»—d
Mia. 877 (Mo. 818).

Qrttar Mia. 877.

wflron (u'fuin), 89, 488. 818.

tapir*, a mttallio wapoMMoo, 41
frhWkM Mta Uni LmUbiI, 871

(fonMrly 9*f<kr M*o)-
gafrUku IQni gtbwf, IS».

alfc 88.

jniamoi, 28.

gibib Qiiftn, a title, 868 n.

BiitM Zemin, 108 s side Imim MahdI.

seise*, a money bag, 14.

SihA Bhtasla, 647.

Beils* 'LLi*An, title of a book, 678 n.

Sa^ldd Badakhehl, 460.

8a*id Shin Bahidur jjafar-jang, 610.

MU Mia-I Cfc*kti*f, 881 (No. 88).

888 n., 899, 818.

MU M>a OokldMr. 807, 808, 888 n*
800.

MU KawUnft, of Turktattn, 000.

MUiToqb4*I,488.
sailers, 200.

Sajiwal Shin SAr [Shuji'at Shin], 472.

Sakat Singh, 648, 661 (No. 856), 681

(No. 848).

Sakat Sipgh, son of Udai Singh, 686.

SakKna BinA Begum, 481, 406. :

Sakri, of Maiwir, 686 (No. 866).

galiba* Shin, 404 n.

galibat Shin Birha, 427, 446.

galibat Sbin Chirgis, 400.

galibat SWb Lodi, 666.

galahV’d-Din garfl, 666 n.

8alirnm 'Uih, 280, 3gl.

salaries, of women, 46b 668; of

pensioners, 601; of ship-oaptains,

801; how paid, 876, 878, 875; 861,

867,860,860,861,674,575.
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gilib Dlwina, 636.

giUba Biafl, 401.

Btm>r & Mil. 660.

firtm-i ChishU, of Faibpdr 8&ri 176,

277 n., 822, 441, 620,662,666,680,

608, 608, 616.

a»ih gfcfta Al^to, 466.

Bilim, Kk&a Kite, 482 (Mo. 182).

Britos Ktettrmfir, 482.

Bolton, Prinoe, rids Jahingtr.

Bite Quit, 684 (Mo. 267).

Baton Shih, 222, 261, 607 ; ndt Itlem

Shih.

Brito— maun, 489.

Brito- 8ul|ln Begun, 207, 221, 221, 34?,

488.

sslfeif; a coin, 31.

8rimia of Siwah, a pool,
.
107

mbnf, 21, 26^ 27, 29.

•all, msnutoetarr^ 626, 626 n.$ an

antidote against drunkenness, 626 n.

8eltiaDooda, of 8arohl, 384,386, 386n.,

461.

saltpetre, 68.

salutations, at oourt, 167.

BaminjT Ula, 468 (Mo. 100).

BaminjI Khin Quighijl* 489 (Mo.

147).

Bamsrqsndl, JOr, 689.

BimiVMcgam, 464.

fiimrl, a~poet, 673, 672 n.

gamfim* 'd-Dawla, 494 n.

gamcim* 'd-Dawla, son of ]Or Qusim
Injfl, 601.

SanM>, title of a book, 617.

mtnadi, or grants, 269, 270; how sealed,

272.

8aai*f, 619 n., 624.

smMn, a dish, 63.

•and for strewing on paper, 107.

faniall 318, 319, 368 n.

sandalwood, 87.

Barcriias. a fa* :ily of Amarkot, 361.

Singa, the Puwar, 694 (No. 411).

Br.grira, of Khaiakpir, 362, 494, 494 n.,

636 n.

Amfritoi, Akbar’s totouritegnn, 123.

gini Kb**, of Hirit, 68l (Mo. 216).

asnj, or cymbal, 68.

Sanjar, of Kirilin, 666, 66.5 r

Sanjar, Mini,son of Khisr Khin Haairi,

633 n.

Sanjar gafawi, Mini, son of 8nl|in

flu-yn Mini, 327, 666 (Mo. 272).

Sinki, Rini, 476.

Sanskrit, translations from 110, V2,

209 ; names of the sun, 210, 212.

saaijf (ssfdjff), a kind of horse, 140, HO n.

Siwal Singh Bundeli, 646.

Sanwaldisr Jidon, 692 (No. 290).

mqatn&md, 260.

84qf, ShayUb 662, 662 n., 603.

684 n.; by ShikebI, 646 n.; by

^Muhammad £I gflfl, 669 n.

¥ ^^i. a poet, 661 n.

!
Sarboland Kbir , 669.

|
Bardir Khin, Mini <Abd" ’llih. 346, 623,

I 661.

! Sartoris Khin, 6*1 (No 267).

|

garfi (gayrafl), a poet, 661 ; a Siwah,

666, 666 n.

i «r-iiaf, .69, 271, 273.

Sarkhush, the poet, 268 n.

!
gannadl Afghin, 364

Sarmadf, of Iftoh'n, 677, 677 n.

umandalp a musioal instrument, 681

.

|

Sarmast Khin, 686 (No. 362).

j
Sarod Khin, of Owilyir, a singer, 681.

I Satr 8il Bundeli, 646.

;

Satr Sil Kachhwiha, 461.

.
Satr Sil Rithor, 386.

Sattls, a tribe, 677 n.

Saturn, o? Zulial, 211 n.

!
Sawidl, a poet, 6fo> n.

Saiednik, a historical work, 331 n..

460 n

title of a book, 619.

sdyaAdm, r royal ensign, 62.

! Sayf «A1J Beg, 330.

r gayf Khin BSrhs, 427, 466.

;

Sayf Khin Koku, 376 (Mo. 38), 276.

I gayf* 'd-DIn flusayn <A1I Khin Birha,

428.

8ayfu ’d-DIo-i gafawi, 329.

Sayf* ’llih, Mini, son of Qulij Khin,

36 n., 601 (No. 292),

Sayf* ’IMuluk, 8huh Muhammad, 62H.

giyih, a poet, 660 n.
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Soymfl. e Mint officer, lb.

fleyrefl, a poet, 60S n. j vidt $erfl.

Bqtrgtfllt, or reotifree lend, 171, 878,

MO, *81.

Sejyidi of Amroheh, 418; 'AnbeUU,
423; of Birhe, 367,426; ofBukhiri,

484.487; of Golietine, <37 n. ; of

InjQ,4M; ofltiwe,610; ofMinikpOr

488; ofM8eewI,414; of IUf»«f,414,

888; Selim], of 8hlrii, 688. 670;

Tebi(ibi, 883 n. ; of Tiimial, 678.

ecleooe, boor divided. 880 n.

eceling-w. x, how made, 874.

eeele, imp&iel, 46, 84.

eerie, vide Khwiioe ; Mephriyi;

Nehdowti, MehmOdli, Nuqtewli,

Rr. nhUb, Sumenle, Umeni,
Wihidle. !

SUdKfcia. 038.

Shid Khin, Mini 8hidmin, 348, 348,
j

837 (No. 783).

ShudI Be, 606.

ShidIJIo Ucbek, 388 (No. 367). i

8hidl beg Shuji'et Shin, 038.

SMdt Khin Afgfaia, 333.

ShUI Shin ShUI Beg, 306.

ShidI Shih, viit Mubemmed Qieim.

Shodmin Pekhllwil, 883.

Shell, Mini, 403.

Hheflq, nemo of e writer, 500 n.

Shih, e title, 308, 368,n. !

Shih Ab6 Turib, 807.

Shih AbO ’l.Re<ilt, Mir, 328,338; 398 n.,

488.

Shih 'Alem AbmedibUI, 617.

Shih <A1I Niiim Shih. 307.

Shih Beg Afghan (under Biber), 380.

Shih Beg ArghOii, ion of Za ’l-Nttn

ArghQn, 390.

Shih Beg Shin, *id« Khin Dewrin.

Shih Bog Shin Afghan, 328.

Shih Beg Shin Bedekhihi. 480 (No. 148).

Shih Budigh Shin, 402 (No. 02), 414.

Shih Feni*I, ion of Mir Nejefl, 471

(No. 110).

Shih t'nkbr* M-Din M&hiwI, NVjibet

Shin. 440 (No. 88).

.

Shih Pith* ’llih, PWn.
Shih Ohiit Shin. 401 (No. 100), 408.

Shih tyuaeyn ArghQn, Mini, 300, 468.

Shih Jehingfr, eidi Hiihml.

Shfcfe Shem, vidt Sh*la, Shih.

8kih MebmOd, of NbhipOr, e kitib, 100.

Shih Melik, Mir, 817.

Shih MeneOr, ShviK of Bhlrio, son.,

388, 476 (No. 188).

Shih, Mewiini, ofMeehAod. e kitib, 167.

Shih Mini, 343, 613, 614.

Shih Mubemmed, eon of Meened-i <AU,

888 (No. 388).

Shih Mubemmed, eon of Qweyoh8ul|U,
811, 668 (No. 310).

Shih Mubemmed Gekkher, 881 (No.

332).

Shih Mubemmed
,
Shin QelitI, 448

(No. 80), 448.

Shih Mubemmed, Mewiini, 118, 600,

610.

Shih Mubemmed, Mbit, eid* Qheinln

ShU, 410.

Shih Mubemmed, Mnlli, 818.

Shih Qull Shin Nirenjt, 036 (No. SSI),

666 .

Shih Quit Mebrem-i Behirla, 387 (No.

48).

ShU Quit Selibet ShU. 488.

ShUSulIU, Mini. 488 n.

«*4*414 (oherriee), 68; vidt gilie.

Shihem Aghi, 488.

Shihem Bog, '330.

Shihem ShU Jeli,ir, 480 (No. 87).

Shehimet ShU Birhe, 488.

8hihbU ShU, eon of Sheri! Amir*

’1-Umeri, 083.

Shihbit ShU-i KernbO, 187, 80S, 344,

347, 365, 383, 436 (No. 80), 466.

«*4*i, e kind of lilrer, 83, 38.

ShihjehU [Prince Shwrem], 383, 324.

328/329, 358, 388 n„ SO#; eboliebie

the proetretion, 883 n.

Shehnewii Shin. Mini Inch, 360b 361,

878.

Shehnewii
. ShU-i Sefewl, 361, 827,

827 n.

Shehri, e poet, 468.

Shihrufch DentOri, 881 (No. 388).

Shihrukh, MM eon of Mini Ibrihlm

Bedekhehk 381; 388 (No. 7); hie

ehlldRn, 386b 387 ; 413, 413 n.;

883.
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ShihruMi, ton of Mini Rustam gafawf,

329.

Shahryir, Prince, 324, 574.

ShihQ-khayl Afghin, 564.

Shihzida Khinum, Akbar's daughter,

321.

Shi*ista Khin, Mina Aba Xilib, 575,

576.

Shajiwal Khin Sur, 473.

&ham&*Uu 'n-Nabf, title of a uork, 614.

Shimlfi, a tribe of Turkmans, 643 n.

skamsa, an ensign, 52, 52 n.

shamiherb&K, 262.

Shams-i Bukhiri, 590.

ShamsI, Mini, vide Jahinglr Qull Khin.

Shams11 'd-DIn Biyasanghur, a kitib, 107.

Shams11 ’d-DIn Chak, 686.

Shams11 'd-DIn, Qaklm1 '1-Mulk, 611.

Shams1 'd-DIn Kh*fl Khwija, 452, 469,

493 (No. 159), 494, 550.

Shuns* 'd-Dtn i • kitib, 107.

Shams1 'd-DIn, of Kirmin, a kitib, 109.

ih&myana, an awning, 57.

Shankal Beg Tarkhin, 389.

ShipQr, Khwija, 572, 576.

Sharaf, of NbhipOr, a musician, 682 n.

Sharaf, of Yasd, an engraver, 55.

Sharaf Beg. of Shiric, 576 (No. 321).

Sharaf1 'd-DIn tfusayn, Mini, 339

(No. 17), 340, 348, 375, 377.

Sharf1 'd-DIn, Mir, 570.

Sharf1 'd-DIn, Shaykh* Munair, a saint,

50.

Sharif, Amir1 '1-Umari, son of Khwija

'Abd1 's-^amad, 582 (No. 351).

Sharif-i Amuli.MIr, 185, 2 19, 502 (No. 166),

502 n., 503, 504, 660 n.

Sharif Khin, 415 (No. 63).

Sharif, Mir, of Kblib, 603 (No. 40G).

Sharif, Mir, son of Mir Path1 ’llih, 609.

Sharif, Mini, son of Mini 'Ali*1 d-DIn,
j

588 (No. 372). i

Sharif-i Sarmadi, 581 (No. 344), 660 n.,

677, 677 n.

Sharf WuqG'I, a poet, 060, 660 n.

sfntnl, 213.

shawls, 00, 97.

•Sluiybaiii, a tribe, 335, 347.

Shayljinf Khin Uzlmk, 389, 300.

Shaykk yusayn, an engraver, 55.

Shaykh Bnsayn, Mawlini, 610.

Shaykh Mir, 494 n.

Shaykh&wat Kaohhvihaa, 554.

8haykh-sida-yi Suhrawaidl, 106,

Sher Afkan, son of Sayf Koka, 584

(No. 355).

oner Afkan Khin HumiyOnl, 505.

Sher Af).an Khin IstajlQ, first husband

of N0r Jahin, 557, 591.

Sher 'All Kimrini, 423.

Sher Beg Yasiwulblshl, 581 (No. 334).

Sher Khin, son of I'timid Khin QujritI,

420.

Sher Khin FOlidl, 343, 419, 420^ 133,

447, 515.

Sher Khin Mughul, 554 (No. 263).

Sher KhYija, 510 (No. 176).

Sher Muhammad, 591 (No. 393).

Sher Muhammad Dfwina, 332, 373, 441,

591.

Sher Shih, son of 'Adli Mubiris Khin,
450.

Sher Shih S0r, railed by Mughul

Historians Sher Khin, 347 n.* his

army reforms, 232; confers lands,

266 n, 281 ; 362, 466, 473, 507, .104,

566.

Sher Zt.nin Barba, 428, 430.

Sheriid, son of 'Abd1 'l-Ma&lab Khan.

442.

Shenid Khin Bahidur, 578.

Shed, a poet, 112, 207, 212, 214, 679,

679 n.

Sherova Khin, 503 (No. 168).

Sheruljfh, 589.

Shi*ah, 360; how treated by Sunnis,

439 ; may abuse their religion, vid$

taqiyya .

Shifi*I, a writer, 612.

Shihib-i BadakhshI, 538.

Shihib Knin. of Gwilyar, a singer, 681.

Shihib KJlin. Hiji,40l

»Shihibu 'd-DIn Ahmrd Khan, or Shihib

Khin. 352 (No. 26). 479. 660 n.

Shikcbi, Mulla. a poet, .156 n., 646, 646 n.

Shimal KliTui Chela, 4b* (No. 154), 531.

shi|w. 289, 2!H), 291.

shirhirinj, i/2.

Shirwani Afghan.*. 687.

shutha, a ealligruphieul term. I«»i n.
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Shuji Beg AighOn, «Ms Shih Jleg.

8huji«, Mini, Najiliet Khin BadaUpht,

32C.

Shttjtfat Kbin, ride <Abd« Mlfth Kh*n
Uzbek.

Shuji'at Khan. Muqlm-i 'Arab, 400

(No. 61), 401.

Shuji'at Khin Shidl Beg, 638.

Shuji'at Xbftn, Sheyhh Kablr, 686,

686 n., 680, 687, 688.

Bhuji'at KM" HOr, 473, 473 n.

8hujfi*I, a pool, 612.

8huji'i Kibull Asad Khin. 476 n.

Shujiwal Khin Afghin, 406.

8hukr« ’llih [flafar Khin], son of Zayn

Khin Koka, 360, 688 (No. 373), 680.

Shukr" ’n-Nisl Begum, Akber’s daughter,

321.

ehutta, a diuh, 62.

eijda, or proatration, 167, 100, 201, 488

;

continued by Jahinglr, 222 n.

;

abolished by Hhihjahin, 223 n.

*yr,2r,n.

Sikandar OutinI, 667.

Sikandar Khin HOr, 336, 304 n., 306,

306 n.

Sikandar Mini, 613, 614.

slkkachi, 22.

•ildras (atorax), 87.

Sildoe, a Chagfcti*! clan, 481.

SilhadI Kachhwiha, 666 (No. 267).

silver, 23, 26, 27. 32, 38, 30, 43, 44, 46.
;

itm-i $uthtu t a metallic compoaition, 42.

ting, a brass horn, 63. i

Singrim, vide Sangrim.

Sipahdir Khin. 666.

tipand, wild rue, 146 n., 647 n.
j

siriji, of Ir'ahin, a poet, 630 n. !

8irf $if, a kind of cloth, 100.

8irt tree, used in medic' to, 164.

aiti*I, 21.

aitting, modes of, 168 n., 160.

8ivrdt, a HindO festival, 210. i

Slwi Kim, 638.
|

Myth -goth, 301.

8oj;l Kachhwiha, 348.
j

soldiers, their pay, 268, 261, 3i4 n. ;

1

fined, 276.

sounds, nature of, 104. >

Sot o Gudtiz, a Malawi, 676 n.

specific gravity, 42 ; of woods, 237.

spices, 67.

Srigyin Khin, a singer, 681.

8r! Kim, son of Gajpatl of Bihir, 437,

466.

Stewart's History of Bengal, 340, 308 n.,

400 n., 437 n.

stitch, different kinds of, 06 n.

storax, vide sil&ras.

stuffs, 06, 07, 686.

•abas, two offioers appointed to each, 466*

Subbin Khin. a singer, 681.

Subbin Qull Khin. of Bu^iri, 680.

Subbin Qull Turk, 416.

Subbin Singh Bundeli, 646.

$6fl sihib, meaning of, 660 n.

fOflif&na, fast days at court, 61, 64.

sugandh gflgali (bdellium), 87.

sugarcane, cultivation of, 73.

Suhayl Khin Habshr, 366.

Suhk Dev Bunddi, 646.

Tuhrib Khin. 464.

Suhrib Turkmin, 616.

sulci, a coin, 32.

Sulaymin (Solomon), king of the Jews,

310, 623, 823 n., 63C, 633 n.

Sulaymin Karinl, king of Bengal, 170,

170 n., 334, 368 n., 306, 471, 472,

664 ;
his death, 472, 472 n., 686.

Sulaymin Khwiia. 608.

Sulaymin LohinI, Khwiia. 686.

Sulaymin Mankll, 400.

Sulaymin, Mini, son of Khin Mini,

324 (No. 6), 326, 326. 338.

Sulaymin Sh -ixl, frhwija. 383, 677

(No. 327)

Sulaymin, Sul$in, of Badafchshin, 487.

tvlh-i leu *1, or toleration, 407 n.

sulphur, 26, 41.

suit, a kind of writing, 106.

Sultin, nom-de-plume of several poets,

337.

Sultin Adam Gakkh^r, vide Adam.

Sul&in 'All, Khwijall, vide Afsal Khin.

Sultfn 'AM, of Mashhad, a kitib, 106,

1C8 n.

Sultin 'All, of Qiyin, a kitib, 108.

SuljAn Bcg”m, 480.

Sultin Doorali, ride Sultin Deoda.

Sultin Hufn Husayn, a rusician, 682.
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SuRin Hishim, * musicjpn, 682.

Sul|in tyusayn Jaliir, 332, 417, 401.

Sulfcin Busayn, of KhuiamL 109.

Sulftin fyusayn Mini, 311.

SuRin Ibrihim, of Awba, 482, 002.

Sul|in Khinum. Akbar’s daughter, 516.

SuRin Kbw&ja, «Abd- 'l-'AsIm, 214,

210, 220, 279, 282, 284, 466 (No. 108),

467,686.

Sulgin Mahmud, of Badaj&shftn, 324, 596.

SulJin MahmQd Mini, 324.

Sultin Muhammad-i Khandin. 108.

Sultan Muhammad, Mun*i! Khan. 532. $

Sultan Muhammad Nur, a kitib, 108.

SuRin Sirang Gakkhar, 007, 544.

Sul&in, Shaykh, of Thanesar, 110-11.

Sul&in Tatir Gakkhar, 507.

Suitin'" VXisi Begum, 323.

suinanis, a wot in Sindh, 188, 188 n.

jtvmni* a coin, 31.

aun, worshipped by Akbar, 209, 210, 21 1

;

honoured by Jahangir, 222 n.

Sundar, of Orisi, 594 (No. 414).

Sur Dis, a singer, 681 n, 682.

SOr Die Kachhwiha, 435.

Sflr Singh Rithor, 386.

eHrajkrdnl, a. stone, 50.

A*ratoMa*nS (Form and Ideal), title of a

Magnawi, 670 n.

Snrjan Hidi, Riy, 449 (No. 96), 482.

sttrjA, a weight, 16» 16 n.

jurtrvyi Sulaymdni, a Persian

dictionary, 584.

jurnft, a trumpet, 53.

suttee* 363, 675 n., 681 n.

•welling, a disease peculiar to Bhakkar,

464.

mABANCHA, a fighting elephant, 520.

A Tabaqitd Akbari, chronology of,

460 n.

Mind*, 252.

|abrl, a dirham, 37.

Tafril* 'M/miraf, title of a work, 378.

Tafsir-i A!a*M, 560.

Tihir Beg, son of Khin-i Kalin, 569

(No. 312).

Tihir Khin, Mir Farighat, 448 (No. 04),

603.

T&h!r Muhammad, Khwija. 468, 688.

Tahiti Mflsawi, Mir, 538 (No. 236).

X&hir, son of Sayf* 'l-Mul&k, 528 (No.

201), 593.

Tahm&s Mini Safawl, 328.

Tahmisp, Shih, of Persia, 448, 449, 468

;

dies, 187.

XahmQras, son of Prince Dinyil, 322,

323.

Tabmld&r,
an officer, 4*.

ta'rnatiy&n, 252.

Tij Bibi, vide Mumtiz Mahall.

T&j Kh&n, 508.

Tij Kh&n Ghori, 344.

Tij Kh&n Khatriya, 593 (No. 404).

Tij-i Salmini, a kitib, 107.

Tijak, a work on Astronomy, 112.

Tij- ’d-Din, Shaykh, of Dihli, 190.

Takaltu Kh&n, 517.

(alcauchiya, a kind of coat, 94, 653, 653 n.

Tajghta Beg-i Kabuli, 523 (No. 195).

taklif, 205.

Takld, a Qizilbish tribe, 470.

takwin, 205.

takya-namode, 57.

taHiq, a kind of writipg, 107.

ta'liqa, 259, 265, 269, 271, 272.

f&llf&n, a metallic composition, 42.

tamghA, 198.

Tamkin, an engraver, 55; — a wrong

reading for Namakin, vide Abul

Qisim Namakin.

tangdr, 27.

tdnghan , a pony, 140.

tdnk, a weight, 16, 16 n.

Tinsen, the singer [Tansain, Tansln],

445, 531, 681, 682 n.

Tintarang Kh&n* a singer, 681.

Taqi, or Taqiyi, Mulli, of Shustar, 218,

219, 584 (No. 352).

Taqi, Mir, son of Mir Fatb- 'llih, 609.

Taqi Muhammad, 584.

Taqiyi, of Balbin, 584.

taqiyya, practised by ShKahs, 360.

tarajddr, 300, 300 n*

Tarbiyat Kh&n, 401.

Tardt Beg Kh&n. 334 (No. 12), 335, 400.

Tardi Kh&n. son of Qiyi Kh&n, 367, 458

(No. 101).

t&ri, or toddy, 75.

Tdri&iAlft, 113, 113 n., 498.
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Tari&i Ildhi, or Akbar’s Divine Era,

205.

Tari^h-i Kh<in. Johan Lodi, 569.

Tarikh-i Marumi, 464 n.t 465 n., 548.

Tdrikh-i Rashidi, a historical work, 511,

512 n.

Tarikh-i Sindh (Marumi), 579.

Tiiriki*, a tribe, 523.

Tariqi, a poet, 607 n.

Tarkhan, a title, 393; conferred by

Akb&r, 611.

Tarkhfin Diwina, 377.

tarktil, a tree, 75.

tarri, a fruit, 75.

Tarson, Mullft, of Bndajdishfin, 220.

TArson Khan. 364 (No.* 32), 365.

Tish Beg, of Qipehaq, a musician, 682.

T&sh Beg Khfin Mughul, 508 (So. 172).

Tashblhi, of K&*hfln, a poet, 532, 666.

ta*hiha, 259.

Uudim

,

a kind of salutation, 166, 167.

(asunj, a weight, 37.

Tatar Gakkhar, Sultin, 507.

Tatar M&n, of Khurasan, 468 (No. 111).

Tatar ,Sullen, of Persia, 572.

Tatars, worship the sun. 220.

Tawhid-i Ildhi, name of Akbar’s religion,

211 .

taicjih

,

Army accounts, 270.

tawqi*, a kjpd of writing, 106, 107.

taxes, 285, 475 ; on marriages, 288 ;
on

horses imported. 225.

Uiri, a kind of horse, 243.

Tazkirat* *l-Umart*, a historical work,
*
497 n.

ten ser tax, 285.

Terry's Voyage to East India, 689.

thina, meaning of, 369 n.

than, 62.

tiger hunting, 293.

Tihanpnris, a clan, 426, 428, 429.

Tilfiksi Kachhw&ha, 435.

tilu-a, 262.

timber, kinds of, 238, 237.

Timur, 389, 395, 512.

Timur and Napoleon I, 656 n.

Timflr-i Bida&shf, 531.

TimGr Kh*n Yakka, 531 (No. 215).

Timuride, 513.

tin. 43, 43 n.

titles, 250, 251, 262, 328, 350, 353, 358,

358 n., 361, 393, 398, 398 n., 399 n.,

422, 453 n., 404 n., 565, 611; of

Afubnu*, 564 ; vide Tarkh&n, Sh&h,

Sultan, Tarzand, Mir Sfttn&n, Mir

>Shab, Mir Manzil, Mir RubaM.

Todar Mai Khatri, Rftja, 33, 353, 364,

373, 376 (No. 39). 377, 407, 414,

414 n., 477
;

his birthplace, 687.

toddy, vide tori.

Tolak Kh«n QGchin, 492 (No. 158), 493.

toleration, 407 n.

tolls, river tolls, 292.

Toqhfri, a Chaghtati clan, 480.

translations from Sanskrit into Persian,

110, 111 , 200 .

transmigration of souls, 188 n.

Treasuries, 12, 14, 15.

Tribes, vide Afrldi, Afsh&r, Arghftn,

Arl&t, Awan, Bah&rlii, Bakkty&r,

Barl&s, Batani, Bhadauriahs,

Bhfigial Gakkhar, Chibh Dhunds,

Dilahz&k, Duldai, Gakkhar, Gharbah

Kh*yb Gharjah, Gurji, Haz&rah,

Ighur (Uigur), Jal&ir, Janju'ah,

Jhariah, Jodrah, K&jar, K&kar,

K&thi, Kh&nzadah, Kh&tars, Koh-

tars, Kohbar, Lohani, Mabmand,

M&ji, Maid&nl, Main, Mangar&l,

M&wi, Miy&nah, Nikallii, Niy&zi,

Qaraqoinlii, Qarlygh, Sandaha,

SattI, ShAha-Khtyl, Shaibini,

Sh&mlii, Shirw&ni, Sildoz, Taklu,

Tariki, Talar, Toqbii, Turbati, Turk,

Ustajlii, Uzbak, YQsufzat, Zulqadr

;

vide R&jpGts.

Tui Muhammad Qaqsh&l, 689.

TH% i-begi, an office, 288.

Tulsl D&a J&don, 564 (No. 305).

tumarUoq, a royal standard, 52.

tuquz, or nine, a favourite number of the

Mughuls, 393 n.

Turbati, name of a tribes 373.

turki, a kind of horse, 243, 244.

Turks, their character, 609.

TTCHLA Kachhw&ha, 435, 436.

*&d, vide aloes.

Odai Singh, son of Jaymal, 472.
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tJdai Singh, Moth Raja, of Jodhpur, 323,

474 (No. 121), 475.

Odai Singh, RAnA of IfewAr, 349, 379,

398, 585.

Ugar Sen KachhwAha, 461.

Uigur, tide Ighur.

Ujjainiya Raja, of BihAr, 577 n.

Ulfatl, a port, 35 n.t 381 n.

Ulugh Hog, Hon of Mina Sult&n, 334.

Ulugh Khnn Habslii, 483 (No. 135).

Ulugh Mirza, 513, 514.

Uinanu, a sect, 502, 502 n.

'Umar bin Hubayrah, 37.

'Umar, the Khalifa, 36, 37.

'Umar Nhayfch Mina, non of Timur, 311,

513, 616.

uwarV’-i kVt&r, 250.

Uinm Kulxiim Hogum, 489.

vptn, or cou dung, 21.

UrdQJjtgis, armed women, 47.

Urdu language, 378.

'Urfi of ShirAz, the poet, 469, 639, 639 n.,

650 n.

'UsmAn, son of Bahadur Khfin Qurbegi,

535.

'UijinAn LohiinI Khw&Ja, 362, 363, 580,

587, 588.

Usta Doat, a singer, 681.

U8tii Mul.inmmad Amin, 082.

Usta Muhammad Hnwiyn, 082.

UstA Shall Mubammnd, 082.

Usti Yusuf, 682.

Ustad Jalabi, rule Kumi Khan.

UstAd Mirza 'Ali Kathagl, a singer,

682 n.

Ustajlii, a tribe, 687.

Uways, Sultan, 325.

uymdq [aimltq), 402 n., 413 n.

Uzbeks, 327.

v:ni, an imperial seal, 54.

VAKILS, of Akliar's reign, 595.

YaqArl, a poet, 392.

Yaxlr Khan Harawi. 379 (No. 41), 305.

Yaxira, of Akbar'a reign, 595.

vegetables, 60.

voracity, 526.

vowel-signs of the Arabic language,

105.

T|7AFA*T, of Isfahan, a poet, 602.

7 t wages of labourers, 235; of sailors,.

291.

Wabdat 'AH RawahAni, 452.

WAbidiyya, a sect, 502.

Waisi, KhwAja, DiwAn, 470, 516.

Wajlhu ’d-Dln, Shavkh, of GujrAt, 457,

499, 509, 607.

Wakil, vide Vakil.

WAla-jah, Prince, 527 n.

Wall Beg, 584 (No. 359).

Wall Beg Zu ’1-Qadr, 348.

Wall Dasht BayazI, a poet, 646 n.

Wall KhAn LohAnI, 586, 587, 588.

Wall, MiraA, 323.

WAlihl, a poet, 664 n.

WaqArl, vide Vaqari.

wdqi^a-vmd^ or news writer, 268, 268 n.

Ifttyi'af-t Babarl, History of Babar's

reign, 355.

wardrobe, the imperial, 93, 97.

Wajli, a poet, 576.

water, drunk at court, 67, 58 ;
— of life,

57, 625 n.

waterfowl, 307.

wax representation of the birth of

Christ, 203, 086.

wazifa, or allowances, 278.

Wazlr Beg Jamil, 527 (No. 200); vide

Yaxlr.

weapons, list of, 117.

weavers, 57, 94.

weighing of the king, etc., 276, 277;

— of distinguished men, 682 n.

weights, 10 n., 37 ; vide b&b&ghQrl ; 93 ;

— of Kashmir, 90, 370.

wine, drunk at court, 207 ; vide drinking,

women, how many a Muhammad may
marry, 182 ; 45 ; armed, 47 [title

Urdu-begls)
;

perfect, 49 ; of Persia,

India, and Transoxania, compared,

340; how treated in tho harem,

389 ;
— literary, ride Makhfl.

wood, price of, 233.

wreath rs. 203.

writing, art of. I<)2.

Wuqu'f, of Xfrluiptir, a poet, 600.

T TAltr, a horse, 243.

1 yddJtoht, 259, 200.
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Yidgir 'All SulJin XilinK 578.

Yidgir Hilall, a poet, 064, 664 n.

Yidgir flusayn, 464, 681 (No. 338).

Yidgir, Khwija, 661.

Yidgir Ratawf, 370, 371.

Yafcyi, o! Kiehin, a poet, 631 n.

Yahyi, Xhwija, of Sabzwir, 670 n.

Yabyi, Kir, a kitib, 106.

Yabyi Qaswini, Mir, 496.

joi-Aifi, 262.

paj&n», a dish, 63.

yumanf, a dirham, 37.

Yamfn* 'd-Dawla Afaf-jih, 676; vuU

Ami Khin (IV).

Ya'qOb Beg, eon of Shih Beg Khin

Danrin, 410.

Y.'qilb 6«g ChHfaU
1

!. 381.

Y.’qOb BukUri 8»yyid, 438.

Y.'qfib Cludc, 538.

Y.'qQb, QBfl 183.

Ya'qOb §arfl ShayUl of Kashmir, 191,

636,616,661.

ytyfi/, a stone, 573 n.

Yiqfit, invents the nas& writing, 106.

Yir Beg, 664.

Yir Muhammad, Mir, of Qhazni. 337.

Yir Muhammad, son of $idiq Khin, 661

(No. 288).

Yariq*Khin [Buriq Khin ?], 512, 689.

yamd, 109.

Yatlm Bahidur, 524.

Yaald, 37.

Yol Qull Anlsf, a poet, 648, 648 n.

yvlma. a dish, 63.

Yflnin Beg, 686 (No. 369).

YOsuf, son of 'Umar, 37.

Yftanf (Joseph), 628 n., 644 n.

Y«nfB*ChHfeU*l,351.
Ytarf Hwkan, 8h.yUt> 806.

YOsuf-i Kashmiri, 691 (No. 388).

YOsuf Kkhn, son of Uusayn Khin
Tukriya, 403, 687.

Y«suf Khin Chak, of Kashmir, 634 (No.

228).

Yflsnf Khin Rafawf, Mini, of Mashhad,

369 (No. 36), 370, 498, 675 n.

YOsuf MHji, 466.

YOsuf Muhammad Khin. son of Atga

Khin, 340 (No. 18)

YOsuf Shih, of Mash,had, a kitib, 106.

YOsuf-si,is, 214, 363, 367, 368.

ITABAD (civet), 84, 86.

^ Zafar Khin. Shukr1 'llih, 688, 689.

Zihid, son of gidiq Khin, 561 (No. 286).

Zihid Khin Koka, 463.

Zahlr* 'd-Din 'Abd* 'llih ImimI, 646 n.

Zahlr* 'd-Din, Khwija, 593 (No. 397).

Zahir* 'd-Din Yazd, Mir, 593.

Ziid* 'llih, Mir, 526.

Zaina 'd-Din Khi«. 861, 661 n.

Zakariya, Shayhh, of AJodhan, 190.

ZakI, Mir. 638.

Zamin, Shayfch, of Pinipat, 190.

samfados, a tent, 56.

faro [sarro], a ooin, 31 ; a weight, 37.

sard birinj, a dish, 61.

Zarrib, 22, 39.

ZarroA o Kkurthid, a Masnawi, 666.

Zarrfn-galam, title of kitibs, 106, 109.

fit, " brevet,*' 251.

Zayn Khin Koka, 214, 346, 367 (No. 34),

367 n., 368, 369, 633 n., 662 n.

Zayn Shih Gakkhar. 506 n.

Zayn* 'd-Din, a kitib, 108.

Zayn* 'd-Dfn, Abu Bakr-i Tiybidl, a

saint, 396.

Zayn* 'd-DIn 'All, 593 (No. 406).

Zayn* 'd-Din MabmOd Kamingar, 608 n.

Zayn* 'l-'Abidln, Mini, son of A«af

Khin (HI), 463, 643 n.

Zayn* ’1-'Abidin, Suljin of Kashmir,

606, 680 n.

Zeb* 'n-Nisi Begum, daughter of

Awrangseb, 322.

Ziyi* 'd-Din, Shayhh. 616.

Ziyi** 'd-Din YOsuf Khin. 526, 527.

Ziyi** 'llih, son of Muhammad Qh*wi,

609.

Ziyi** i-Mulk, of Klshia, 667 (No. 276).

Zoroastrians, 193, 820.

Zubayr, 36.

Zuhal, or Saturn, 211 n.

ZulaykhA nils of Potiphar, 628, 628 n.

Zulf 'ABYu& 486.

1-Fhqlr Shun Nu.ni.jug, 875.

ZB ’l-Wn *g ArgfaOn, Mr, 389, 380.

$B ’1-QKlr, . Turkbh tribe, 887.
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A B-I Ghorband, 483.A Aba, Mount, vide AbOgarh.

AbOgarh, 385, 380 n.

Aohln, 85, 88, 291.

AfghAniatAn. 81 n., 108 n.

Agra, 82, 3ffn., 67, 58, 58 n., 98, 129,

184, 208, 277 n., 300 n., 809 n.,

310 n., 329, 331, 888, 341, 883, 388,

375, 378, 388, 394, 441, 454, 455,

480, 480 n., 498, 501, 509, 530, 537,

540, 549, 560, 562, 566, 567, 574,

575, 578, 579, 590, 609, 610, 687 n.,

846 n., 652 n., 667 n., 681 n.
;

(tort

of), 412, 579.

Ag Maball, 350, 450, 490, 518.

AfcmadAbid, 32, 93, 343, 346, 352, 355,

871, 372, 375, 376, 380, 401, *419,

420, 432, 457, 457 n., 474, 480 n.,

515, 516, 569, 570, 570 n., 607, 617,

638, 649 n., 650 n., 656 n., 659 n.,

678 n., 684.

Ahmadnagar, 149 n., 356, 357, 358, 383,

416, 439, 498, 499, 502, 550, 568.

Ahro*!, 589.

Ajmlr, 32, 42, 151, 197, 300 n., 322. 339,

346, 347, 348, 349, 863, 379, 384,

432, 435, 437, 439, 481, 497, 498,

502,506,516,517, 610, 678 n.

Ajodhan, vide Ptk Patan.

Akbamagar, or Rijmabal), 382,- 575.

AlipOr, 297.

<A1! Maijid, 461, 506 n.

Allihibid, or IlAhabAs, or IlihAbAd, 32,

290, 324, 329, 446,452, 455, 578; 582,

686; viciePiyAg.

Ahrar, 32, 387 n., 401, 497, 607, 615.

Anarkot, 334, 338, 361.
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Amber, 347, 348 n., 381.

AmethI, 576, 607, 616.

Amner, 541 n.

Amroha, 212, 424, 485.

AmnarnAyin, 297.

Amul, 185, 199.

Andajin (FarghAna), 380, 413.

Aqibtn Mount, 412.

Arail (JalAlAbAe), 470.

Arbudi Achal, 385 n.

Ardiitin, 582.

Arhang, in Badakh«hAn, *69.

Arracan, 431 n.

Arrah (BibAr), 415, 437, 489, 489 n.

ArvI, 541 n.

AaadAbAd (HamadAn), 655 n.

Ashti, 356, 541, 541 n.

Aalr, Fort, 359, 502, 509.

AatrAbAd, 668 n.

A(ak, or Atak BanAraa, 32, 160 n., 404 n.,

495, 495 n., 589.

Athgah, 341 n.

Audh, province, 344, 364, 380, 395, 41&

424, 518 ; — (town), 32, 395, 438,

488, 492, 617.

AwAnkArl, 507 n.

Awbah (near HirAt), 108, 482.

Awla, 432.

AwrangAbAd (or Kbarkl), 550 n.

A'lampfir, 514, 607.

AsarbAyjAn, 329, 498.

"D ABA KhAt&n, 493.D BadakhshAn, 68, 69 n., 140, 167 n.,

180, 324, 325, 326, 327, 330, 350,

413, 413 n., 418, 423, 484, 487, 577.

46
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Bwhlguh, 412 n.

Ba<U*on, 32, 110, 110 n., Uln., 449,

SM. SS7, 010.

Bkgbdid, 107, 536.

Bigh-i Dthre, 660.

Bigh-i Mini Kimrin (Lahore), 373,

466 n., 606.

Bigh-i N&r Manzil, 660.

Bigh-i gafi, 512 n.

Bigh-i Sardir Khin, 623.

Baglina, 340, 440, 474, 616, 661.

Bahat Du'ib, 604.

Bahat River, 370, 606, 644.

Bahirah, 32, 233, 382, 626.

Bahriioh (Bhariij), 60, 461, 402, 601.

Bahrimp&ra, 400.

Babrayan, 87.

Bahrdch (Broach), 363, 364, 366, 416,

410, 480 ri., 403, 616, 616.
,

Bajor (Bijur), 367, 383, 888, 443, 460, 626.

Bajwiral, 140.

Bakaar (Buxar), 486, 632.

Baktaripfir, 365, 438.

Bilighat, 367, 358, 371, 453, 665, 666,

660.

Balandrf, or Girewa Balandrf, 368.

Balandahahr, 429.

Bilip&r, 358, 361, 371, 384, 660.

Baliwal, 346.

Balb&n, 584.

Billn {or MaiIn), 661 n.

Bal)sh, 185, 315, 325, 330, 418, 403, 405 n.

680.

Baldohistin, 388.

Bimiyin, 492.

Baniraa, 32, 77, 561, 637 n.
j

Banas River, 436 n.
!

Bandel, 660 n.

Bindhfl, 385, 306, 306 n., 446, 623.

Bangaah, 328, 440, 5l9, 540, 544, 680, 501

.

B&npftr (PanipQr), 540, 640 n.

BicahmQla,^66, 535, 635 n.

Barir, 120, 344, 358, 383, 400, 400 n.,

408, 400, 541, 560.

Bardwin, 363, 383, 406, 407 n., 667, 502,

661 n.

Bareli, 432, 637.

Birha, 425, 403.

Barhinpur, 330 (where wrong Barhim-

pQr), 343, 367, 358, 350, 371, 301, !

463, 474, 660, 661, 666, 566, 667,

668, 578, 684, 644 n., 648 n., 675 n.

Birl, 204, 207, 686.

Baroda (Gujrit), 354, 420, 480 n.

Basakhwin, 186, 100, 502 n.

Basantpur, Kami,on, 403.

Baaiwar, 271 n.

Baarah, 87, 105 n.

Baatar, 120, 120 n.

Bayiwin, 120.

Baybaq, 550.

Bizihi, 587 n.

Bengal, 32, 33 n., 72, 130, 157, 170, 170 n.,

100, 215, 264. 282, 200, 326, 320, 344,

350, 351. 362 n., 361, 362, 363, 364,

374, 375, 376, 380, 305, 406, 406 n.,

450, 468, 471, 472, 475, -482, 486,

486, 487, 406, 407, 523, 637, 662,

662 n., 663, 657, 668, 659, 660, 666,

576. 686.

Betwa River, 608 n.

Bhadiwar, 647.

Bhadrak, 363, 404, 407, 406.

Bhigalpar, 360.

Bhainaf, 432.

Bhaironwil, on the Biih, 430 n.,

455, 456, 456 n., 605, 605 n.;

the Chanib, 606 n.

Bhakkar, 32, 68, 109, 200, 201, 282,

366, 388, 390, 301, 301 n., 463,

464 n., 465, 473, 485, 525, 638,

578, 579, 680, 616.

Bhakra pass, 644.

Bhakrila, 544.

Bhinder, 668.

Bhisrin (Sacaeram), 577 n.

Bhath Ghori, 120, 382, 396, 446, 446,

686.

Bhiti, 350, 350 n., 362, 366, 366 n., 383,
1

438, 476 n., 482.

Bhatindi, 151, 207.

Bhatnlr, 151, 207.

Bhilai. 356.

Bhimbar, 484, 660 n.

Bhojpur (Bihir), 577 n.

Bhowil, 366.

Bidault, 426, 420, 431.

Bigram, 434, 488 n.

Bih|r, 88, 320, 344, 346, 361, 363, 362,

374, 375, 3769 377, 380, 383, 395 n..

m

to
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487, 488. 482, 468, 491, 494, 494 a.,

499, 800, 80% 8.19, 828, 886, 888,

878, 877* 877 a., 889, 618, 685, 688.

Bfhaif (Mqpifcnagar), 480.

BihlshtAbAA ride Sikandr»h.

BflAgajh, 1*9, 848,474.

Bq&pOr, 84 a„ 818, 822, 334, 389, 498,

801, 820, 837, 668 n..

Bijaor, 482.

BIkAafr, 181, 328, 331, 884, 888, 448.

Bilftspfir, 430, 481.

BilgrAm, 331 a., 428, 617.

Blr, 371, 810, 526.

Birbhum, 432, 496, 554 n.

BistAm, 589.

BiyAh River, 332.

BiyAoa, 342, 418, 514, 615.

Bounlee, 485 a., 436 a., 539 a.

Brahmaputra River, 366, 440, 540, 586.

Broach, vide Bahrftch.

Buftiri, 108 a., 315, 389, 434, 466 a.,

658, 653 a., 673 a.

BaUAaa,490a.

BftadI, 450, 472, 577.

BnrhAaAbAd, 439.

BOahaaj, 493.

Bast, 588.

C
AMBAY, vide KambhAyat.

Caspian Sea, 57 a., 184.

ChamAri, 467, 608.

ChAmpAalr, 86, 334, 420, 515, 570, 570 a.

CfaaaAb River, 58, 456, 505, 508 a.

Chandaurl Chaadaura, 431.

Chandeti, 129, 842.

ChAndor, Fort, 386.

ChiadpQr, 482.

ChArlkAa, 423.

Chatorah, 429, 480.

Chatmohor, 688.

ChaurAgadh, 397, 446.

«

CbausA, 374, 382, 480, 472, 806.

Chhach valley, 845 a.

ChhatbaaQrA, 428.

ChiliAawAlA, 508 a.

Chiaa, 88, 87.

Chinese Tartary, 99.

Chios (Qbfis)t 88.

Chitor, 329, 849, 398, 406. 447, 449, 481,

514, 548, 885, 688.

ChittuA, 406, 407.

ChotAaa, 584.

Chuaar (ChanAgh), Fort, 896,. 482, 480.

481.

Cyprus (Qibrue), 83.

DAHNASARl (Teaasserim), 86, 291.

Daig&r, Fort, 487.

Dakhia, 88, 101, 157, 264, 357, 528.

Dalamau, 523.

DAxnaa-i Koh, 482.

DamAwaad, 612.

DAndet, vide KhAadesh.

Dandoqa, 484.

DAngall, 506 a., 508 n., 689.

Dantur, vide Dhaatflr.

DarwishAbAd, 661 a.

DasthArA River, 382.

DAwar (Zamla DA#ar), 827, 328, 329,

334, 347, 422, 448, 449.

DawlatAbAd, or DhArAgafh, or De,oglr,

478, 539, 547, 850 a., 868, 868.

DaynQr, 329.

De,ogarh, vide Untgir.

De,ogir, vide DawlatAbAd.

Deoil SAjirl, 387 a.

Deosa, 348.

DhAka, 576, 586, 587.

Dhamerf, 848.

DhamQal, 454.

Dhaatur (DhaaUwar), 868, 591.

DhaaQri, 591.

DharaagAon, 685.

DhArAgarh, vide DawlatAbAd.

DhArOr, 372.

DhAsrf, 429.

DholpOr, 884, 527 a.

Dholqah, 376* 484.

DighaputI, 688.

Dih QAfiyAn, 553.

DIhll, 32, 157, 190, 818, 885, 842, 849,

382, 389, 860, 894, 896* 484, 442, 484,

486, 486 a., 487, 465, 468, 818, 882,

607, 609, 611. 613, 646 a., 668 a.

DikhdAr,332a.

DIpAlpQr (MAlwAh), 188, 832, 48% 804;

(PanjAb), 843.

DEsah, 689*

Diu, 345, 372.

Dor River, 591 a.
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Dfltaira, 437, 437 n.

Dflngarpfrr, 419, 443, 473, 334, 334 n.

Dwirkft, 344.

EDAR, vide Idar.

Europe, 95, 98, 99, 100, 101, 101 n.,

103, 169, 289, 301 n.

TjlADAK, 206.

Fane&r (in Sumatra), 84 n., 684.

Farih, in Sijistin, 43 n., 328, 448.

Farankad, near Samarqand, 480 n.

Farid&bid, near Dihll, 457, 688.

Fatbibad (Panjab), 436, 473 n. ; Kharki,

350 n.

Fatb&bad Sarkir Bog14 (Bengal), 404,

405.

FatbpGr, a village near Karah, 337.

Fatbpur Hanswah, 380, 423 n., 307.

Fatbpiir Jhinjhanu, 297.

FatbpOr SIkri, 57, 38, 93, 184, 192 n.,

212, 233, 322, 343, 344, 376, 401,

403, 441, 467, 497, 552, 333, 356,

357, 578, 580, 069 n.

Faya Kahr canal, 333.

FirQz&bad, 336.

GAKKHAR District, 544, 689.

Gangu (Godivari), 510.

Ganges, 33 n., 39, 58, 334, 336, 378, 381,

306.

Gango, 607, 616.

Ganjaba, Fort (Ganjiwa), 464.

Garha (Gadha) or Garha-Katanga (Jabal-

pur), 129, 344, 372, 373, 382, 396,

396 n., 397, 403, 413, 447, 45<b 431,

473, 500, 537, 558, 602 n.

Garhl (Bengal), 344, 330, 336, 361, 374,

400 n.

GarmaKr, 827, 417, 448.

Gaur, 184, 334, 406, 407, 430, 393.

Gi#flr Fort, 499.

Gaya, 497 n.

Ghandak River, 383, 411.

Gharhran, 309 n.

flhatjist&n, 364, 413 n., 528.

QhAtrigbal, 337.

GhAalpOr, 218, 327, 336, 415, 431, 492,

618, 394.

Qhasnfn (flhaznl), 337, 333, 409, 415,

416, 417, 476 n., 506.

Qhorftgbtt, 129 n., 363, 365, 399 n., 400,

421, 438, 482, 528, 393, 685.

Ghuiduwin. 561.

Gidhor, 336 n.

Gllin, 184, 186, 468, 497, 529, 611. 612,

644, 644 n.

Go,is, 331.

Goganda, 361, 437; battles of, when

fought, 460, 460 n., 536.

Golah, vide Kint o Golah.

Gondwanah, 397, 369.

Gor&khpur, 32, 395, 399, 400.

Goshkin, or Joshaqin, 57, 298, 298 n.

Gujin, 559.

Gujar Kh&n. 306 n.

Gujr&t, town in the Punjab, 93, 456 n.p

326.

Gujrat (province), 24, 33 n., 33 n., 72, 81,

86, 88, 98, 99, 149 n., 151, 157, 181,

193, 215, 263, 296 n., 330, 331, 334,

342, 343, 344, 346, 352, 354, 333, 859,

371, 376, 379, 380, 388, 416, 418, 420,

421, 452, 456, 457, 457 n., 458 n.,

461, 474, 470, 480 n., 490, 600, 6ltf,

616, 524, 634, 666, 660, 570, 570, 682.

613, 676 n., 680 n.

Gulpiigan, 658 n.

Gfinfibid (Junibld), 661.

GQnichar, near Jilindhar, 332 n., 687.

Guri, or Kurar, 545 n.

Gwiliyir, 32, 60, 129 n., 235, 330, 346,

362, 366, 366 n., 412, 424, 484, 507,

509, 527, 451, 607, 608, 609, 617,

658 n., 680 n., 681, 682.

HADAUTl, 449.

HaibatpQr, vide Patl Halbatp&r.

Hulin (P.njtb), 387, 608 b. ; rib HIlL

Sijlpdr, 215, 218, 334,344, 861, 874, 888,

403, 460, 468, 408.

HtldlpQr, 560 n.

H&madin, 101, 320, 656, 866 n.

IJimidpur, 614,

H.ndiy.h, 129, 129 n„ 637, 686.

Hftrdwir or Htfdwir, 3?, 88, 378.

H.ripOr or HwpQr, 406.

H*iySgm|fe. 129, 129 n.

9uu Abdil, 469, 680.
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Hishimp&r, 431.

Hatkinth. S41, 341 n., 424, 547.

Hatvi, 544.

Hatyipul, 540, 567.

Hazira, 301.

Hililibid, 352.

HOi, ride Haiti.

HindQ Kuab, 326.

Hlripar, 370.

Hirit, 08, 00, 100, 108, 108 n., Ill n.,

315, 371, 382, 302, 305, 471, 403,

578, 642, 661 n., 672 n., 682.

HIrmand River, 327.

RiUr (Kibul), 386. 481, 670.

Qieir FIruza, 32, 60, 338.

HoshangiMd, 120.

HOglt, 406 n., 487, 560, 560 n.

Hormuz (Ormuz), 668 n.

I
DAR (Edar), 343, 353, 447, 470, 536,

556.

IUhibia, or Ilihibid, vide Allihibid.

IliohpQr, 344, 400, 566.

Inoh (Kashmir), 540.

Indarib, 478.

Indus River, 30, 405 n., 506,507,540.

Irin, 14, 23, 67, 68, 03, 104, 105, 160,

506 n., 570.

<biq, 23, 37, 140, 161, 320, 330.

Irish, 624.

Itfahin, 57 n.. 08. 108, 406, 570, 582, 612,

635, 630 n., 646, 646 n., 662, 662 n

,

676, 677.

Ishtaghar, 367.

bUrnpOr (RimpOr), 450, 460.

latilil, 423 n.

Riwa, 347, 415, 510.

Ptizddplr, near Agra 173, 473 n.

J
AODE8P0R, 437, 438, 538.

Jahlnibid, 406 n., 4p7 n.

Jaipfir, 348 n., 462, 462 n.

JKs, 676.

Jaiaalmlr, 161, 287, 633.

Jaitiran, 424, 424 n.

Jakdara, 867,

JalilibU, 325, 333.

JaUIM*a,*70.

JalilpOr, vide Kharwaii.

Jilandhar, 32, 332, 332 n., 338, 432, 807,

614.

JaldpQr, 451.

Jalesar (Orfai), 404, 407 ; near Dibit,

460.

Jaln&pQr, in Barir, 322, 371, 371 u.

JUor, 42, 384, 553, 680.

Jim, 335, 306 n., 580, 611.

JammQ, 360, 607 n., 510.

Jamna River (Jamuni), 58, 412, 621.

Jinaalh, 426, 420, 430.

Jardn Bandar, 655 n.

JaunpQr, 32, 108, 278, 334, 335, 336, 337,

351, 356, 365, 371, 381, 382, 387,

415, 416, 438, 450; 451, 462, 468,

476, 485, 402, 400, 561, 607, 616,

638 n., 671 n.

Jazi*ir, 662, 662 n.

Jceaore, Jaaar, 320, 364.

JhannI, 608.

JhinsI, 500 n.

Jhirkhand, 130, 362, 305, 536, 564

Jhelam River, 508 n.

Jhinjhon, tide FathpSr.

Jhoal, 320, 470.

Jhujhar, 331, 403, 420.

JodhpOr, 151, 207, 340, 384, 437, 474.

Joll-Jinsath, 420, 430, 431.

Jon (Sindh), 330.

Joahagin, vide Ooshkin.

Junibud, 635 n., 661 ride Oflnibid.

JQnigarfa, 344, 346, 354, 355, 376, 433,

400, 516, 470 n.

Junb, 566.

Jurbiqin, 658 n.

Juwayn, 550.

TT ABUL, 12, 35 n., 67, 68, 69, 90, 225,

A- 301, 325, 326, 332, 333, 335, 353,

350, 362, 406, 400, 410, 412, 478,

487, 402, 485, 405 n., 502, 508, 523,

533,538,580.

Kachh, 140, 151, 344. 461, 477, 477 n„

670, 581, 582.

Kihan River, 544.

Kahirmitrt River, 026.

Kalli,odha, 431.

KikipOr, 540.

Kikor, 616.

Kalcrtull, 431.
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Kalill, 348.

Kalimflr, 92, 980, 467, 678.

KAlipinI, 646.

Kilinjar, 999, 444, 446, 668, 680 n.

KilpI, 32, 337, 368, 389, 442, 618, 646,

608.

Kalyinpflr, 461.

Kami,on, 403, 482, 602 n.

Kambhiyat (Cambay), 291, 340,343,493,

816.

Kamrij, 90k 370.

K&ngrah, 361, 466, 467, 644, 673.

Kantit, 470.

Kint oGolah, 403.

Karabali, 672, 672 n.

Kaiah (Karah-Minikpflr), 202, 336, 396,

607.

Karanja, 641 n.

Karbari, Fort,' 382.

Karl, in Qnjrftt, 420.

Kiahin, 67 n., 98, 98 n., 99, 109, 196 n.,

682,663, 663 n., 666, 666.

Kftihgbar, 326, 339, 394 n., 611, 612,

612 n.

Kashmir, 32, 34 n., 60, 68, 69, 69 n., 79,

8a 90, 90 n.. 98, 109, 112, 140, 167,

160 n., 169, 216, 29a 306, 307, 309 n.,

322, 370, 371, 378; oonquest of,

412; 484, 491, 604, 606, 607, 613,

618, 619, 629, 639, 684, 636, 639,

640, 642, 661, 67a 676 n„ 680 n.

Katak, 334, 404 n., 40a 407.

Katangl, 396 n. ; vide Qa?ha.

Kithlwir, 420.

Kayrftna, 613.

Kiiar&n, 649.

Khabflahin, 676 n.

KhAohrod, 694.

Ultf, or KharU, 498, 494, 494 n., 661 n.

Khalbar Fast, 448 n., 679n.

Khalgiw (Colgong), 360 n* 400 n.

Khallnkh, 98 n.

Kbandir (f), 462 n.

Khindesh {Dftndceh), 34 n., 36, 72, 343,

34a 36a 367, 967 n., 96a 474, 616.

KhinpOr, 487 ; (Panjib), 606 n.

KharakpQr (Bihar), 494. 63a

KharbOia, 644.

Kharl, 491.

Kharjaid, 494.

KharkI, vide Anrangibid.

Kharwa Jalilpflr, 430.

Khataull, 430, 431.

Khatora, 431.

Khattfl, 670.

Khawif, vide Khif.

Khayribid (Panjab), 363, (Audh), 39a
414, 426 n., 441, 447, 477, 482, 6ia
623, 607.

Kbiaribid, 363.

Kfciirpflr, 366.

Khurisin, 23, 67n., 9a 108 n., 327, 32a
346, 382, 389, 390.

Khurda (Orlai), 64a 56a 677 n.

Khushib, 33a 40a 409, 626.

KhOzistin, 67,67 n.

Kh^ija Awith, 493.

Khwija Sayyirftn, 499.

Kkw«mm, ita muaio, 62 ; 109, 661.

Kingrl, 679.

Kirmin, 67, 663 n.

Kooh, vide Kfloh.

Koh-i Sulaymin, 466.

Kokra, 43a 63a 636 n.

Kolib, 484.

Kol Jalill, 366.

Komalnair, or K6bhalmlr, 437, 602 n.

Korra, 489.

Ko% Khaohwa, 477, 477 n.

Kotha, 449.

Kotk, Fort, 349.

Kfloh Bihir, 14a 329, 360, 362, 366, 40a
482, 662 n.

Kfloh Hijfl, 66a 662 n., 669.

Kahpiya, 678 n.

Knhflta, 606 n.

Kflndll, 429.

Kmar, 644.

Kurdittin, 329.

T APLA,1,441.
-Li Liharl Bander, 291, 391; vide

Lohalf.

Liharpflr (Audh), 687.

Lihor, 3a 93 n., 67, 7a 99, 9a 99, 101,

2ia 290, 924, 32a 390, 891, 96a
964, 369, 37a 37a 37a 394 n„ 396,

40a 466, 466 n., 467, 48a 488 n*

49a 606, 614, 64a 669, 562, 674,
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575, 589, 002 a., 007, 600, 010, 014,

016, 610k 017, 080 n., 078 b., 082 b.,

080, 687, 089.

Lakh! Fort, 850, 541.

LakhinpOr, 800.

Lakhaan, 83, 873, 806, 403, 408 a., 432,

408, 623, 624, 688, 081 o.

Lakhnpr (Sambhal), 880.

Lalang, Fort, 610.

Lamghinit; 807.

L&ristin, 649, 000, 008 b., 070 n.

Loharl, 406, 520; wb Uharf.

Lohg»4h, 530.

L&dhiyina, 833, 470.

Luh&war, 341 n.

£&a! (Banal!?), 435, 589.

MACHHIWAhA, 880, 428.

Mhd&ran, 400,400 b., 407 n.

Hadlnah, 284 n., 320.

Mahdi, Fort, 404 n.

Mahindra River, 348, 515.

Mahkar, 490, 580.

MaknlOdib&d, 570 n.

Maiman, 482.

Mairtha (Mlrath), 340, 307, 308, 472, 488,

631* 653n.

Maiskaa, 643, 570, 504.

Maiw&r (Mew&r), 370, 421, 460.

Majhara (Majhera), 428, 420, 431,

682.

Makkah (Mecca), 00, 181, 182, 187, 191,

107, 100, 207, 217, 217 b., 288, 284,

284 b., 820k 328, 880, 881, 840, 845,

373, 374, 888, 408, 411, 511, 060 n.,

078 b.

Malaooa, 201.

Miler, 601.

Mallbir (Malabar), 200.

M&Hga4h, 650.

Mills, 001 B.

MAlwab, 24, 72, 88. 120, .186, 820, 330,

387, 341, 348, 347, 862, 868, 864,

804, 388, 401, 400, 408, 404, 400,

410, 440, 440 n., 471, 473, 474, 513,

515,634,607,608.

Maadalgafh, 501.

Maadli, 800 b.

Maadl&Jr, 412 a.

MaadO, or MftadO, 88,868,401,402, 404,

406, 518, 664, 607, 670.

Mangalkot, 487, 401.

MinikpOr, 330, 897, 300, 415.

Mtnkot, 880, 886, 888, 841, 447, 300,

304 n., 306 n., 408, 410 b., 607.

ManoharpOr, 664 n.

Manyflra, 406.

Man«0rpftr, 480.

Mararij, 00, 370.

Mifgala, 544, 545,545 b.

Marw, 044.

Mirw&r, 347, 581.

Maah,had, 57 n., 00, 100, 108, 882, 800,

371, 414, 414 n., 000, 684, 084 n„

038, 002 n., 076, 075 n., 078, 080 n.,

081, 682.

MlthflafFort.464,465.

Mathuri, 204, 381, 604, 634, 640.

Man (NOfpttr State), 800, 680.

Mi<wara *n-nahr, 100, 840.

Miaandar&n, 669, 070, 070 n.

Mednlp&r, 304, 400 n., 407, 630.

Megna River, 305 a.

Mewir, vuU Maiw&r.

Mew&t, 140, 202, 881, 834, 840, 364,

364 a., 552.

Miahl (Champ&ran), 492.

MXr&npQr; 431.

Miyin * K&l (Samarqand), 402. a., 016,

015 n., 030, 037 h.

Moh&n (Andb), 502.

Mobin!, 402, 415.

Mother, 601.

Mol Manoharnagar, 664.

Moraa, 481.

Mnghnlm&if, 407, 407 b.

Mnbammad&b&d, 461, 402.

Mnbibb <AUp0r, 400.

Mnnnipore (Acaam), 300 n.

Mnlk&pGr, 606.

Mnlt&n, 32, 106, 320, 346, 840, 861, 860,

804, 870, 888, 800, 801, 802, 488,

405, 520, 666, 570, 680, 014.

Munair, in Bibar, 60.

Mnngarw&l (?), 387.

Mnagir, 377.

Muridib&d, 584.

Mmehid&b&d, 808, 400,

Musaffamagar, 425, 427 ; boih, 480, 48L
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NADlNAH (Sambhal), 416 n.; vide

Naginah.

Nidot, 855, 884.

Nagarohln, 810 n.

Nagarkot, 348, 868, 448, 471, 515.

Naglna, 432 ; vide Nadlnah.

Nigor, 33, 101, 151, 175, 831, 864, 378,

884, 387, 405, 422, 480 n., 548, 563 n.

Nahr-i Shihib Canal, 358.

Nahrwilah, vide Patan (Gujrit).

Najaf, 638 n.

Namaksir, 525, 525 n.

NandanpAr, 128.

Narbaddah Rim, 343, 354, 359, 404, 474.

Narhan, 451.

Narnaul, 835, 347, 388, 398, 607.

Narwar, 128, 128 n., 542.

Niaik, 885, 450.

Nausirl, in Gujrit, 193.

Naushid, in Xurk'«tin, 98 n.

Nawibganj (Singror), 336.

Nawshahra, 484.

Nazar, 672 n., 673 n

Nazrbir, 354, 516.

NekUjyil, 587.

Nflib River, 326, 507.

Nimlah, 60.

NfehipAr, 108, 108 n., 337, 352, 379, 493,

559, 649, 660, 680.

Nisimibid, 278 n.

ODGlR, in the Dakhin, 369, 556.

Oorcha, vide Undchah.

Otfai, 130, 318, 34 < 359, 362, 362 n.,

364, 365 n., 366, 375, 376, 380, 383,

395, 395 n., 400, 400 n.. 404, 404 n.,

4u5, 406, 474 n., 501, 527, 532, 533,

534, 548, 552, 571, 586, 587, T94.

Ormu*, vide Hurmur.

PAJKORA River, 368.

Pahlunpur, 689.

Pik Patan (or Patan-i Panjib, or

/Ajr.'lhan), 3., 190. 287, 343, 653 n.

Pakhali, 160, 504, 535. 563.

Pakka. 544.

Palim.ii. 494 n., .“#77 ».

Panha- .“18, 083.

Pinlpat, 335, 431,’ 613.

PanipAr (Kaahmlr), 540 n. ; vide BinpAr

and PanpAr.

Panjib, 23 n., 26, 31 n., 35 n„ 58, 68, 72,

140, 158, 182, 326, 330, 331, 338,

339, 353, 385, 387, 394, 394 n., 403

451, 456, 471, 485, 506 n., 507, 508,

519.

Pannah, 129, 470, 685.

PanpAr (PanipAr), in,Kaahmlr, 80 ; vide

PanipAr.

ParaapAr, in Kaahmlr, 80.

Parenda, 454, 484 n.

Paraaror, 373.

Patan, or Patan-i Panjib, vide Pik

Patan.

Paten (Gujrit), 326, 332, 338, 343, 354,

355, 365, 402, 420; battle of, 432,

433; 445, 447, 458, 458 n., 461,

480 n., 480,489, 500, 515.

Patan (on the Godivarl), 510, 538.

Pathin (Paithin), 329, 456, 485, 508.

Pithri, 556.

Patt HaybatpAr. 140.

Patiyili, 429.

Patna, 32, 334, 376 377, 383, 411, 471,

518.

1 atyilf, 402.

Paunir, 541 n.

Piwangarh, 334.

Pegu, 29L

Persia, 18, 31 n., 69 n., 70, 89, 141, 181,

184, 326. 328, 330, 347, 471.

Peehiwar, 368, 381, 408, 434, 519, 523.

Pharwila, 506 n., 689.

Phillaur,'687.

PihinI, 522. 522 n., 523.

Pind Didan Shin, 507 n.

Pintfl Gheb, 507 n.

Pinjar, 535.

Piyig (vide AUihibid), 397.

Portugal, 101, 281.

Pothwir, 544, 54* n.

Pur Mandal, 437.

PAH, 362, 385 n., 400 n.

PArnia, 432, 482.

Q
AHN (Persia), 108 n., 66», 661 n.

Qalat, 329, 347. 448, 506.

Qanawj, 33, 330, 333, 338, 341 n., 358,

415, 516, 522, 532.
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Qandahar, 69, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330,

334, 335, 347, 358, 367, 373, 389, 390,

391, 394 n., 408,.409, 410, 417, 448,

449, 494 n., 495 n., 513, 566, 572,

578, 580, 615.

Qarabigh, 367.

Qazwin, 107, 109, 219, 496, 643.

Qibrus, vide Cyprus.

Qipchaq, 682.

Qirgbiz» 140.

Qiryat-i Khudawand Khan. 490 n.

Qlsus, or Qistus, vide Chios.

Qum, 578, 667.

Qunduz, 330.

T) AHUTARA, 539.

Rajawat, 347.

Rajmihall, vide Akbarnagar.

Rajor, in Kashmir, 322, 513.

Rajori, 60.

R&jpipla, 355.

R&jputana, 365.

Rajshahl, 688.

R&mpur (Islam pur), 459, 460.

Rilmsir, 574.

Rankafta, 352.

Rantanbhur, 33, 199, 342, 349, 373, 421,

435, 435 n., 436, 436 n., 449, 459,

482, 489, 519, 540.

Rasht, 644 o.

Rasfdpur, op the Jhelum, 387.

RatanpQr, 129, 129 n., 446.

Riwal Pindi, 507 n., 544.

Ray (Khurasan), 668, 668 n.

Riy Bareli, 336.

Riyein, 129, 329, 344, 500.

Red Sea, 87.

Rewi.446.

Rohankhcra, 490, 490 n.

Roh»&s (in Bihar), 129, 129 n., 363, 374,

376, 437, 466, 472, 472 n., 557, 564

;

(in the Panjib), 504, 505, 544.

RQdhhina-yi Xashcb, 339.

S
XBHAR, 322, 348, 392 n.

Sftbxwir,-, 57, 87 n., 423, 359, 670,

670 n., 672 n., 682 n.

SafKdQn, 353, dll.

SahiranpOr, S3.

Sahrind, vide Sarhind.

Sahw&n, 356; 356 n. ; vide Siwastin.

Saj&walpur, 473.

Sakit, 336, 341 n., 481.

Sakriwal, 337.

Sfitllmibad, 487.

Salfingadh, 456.

Salimnagar, 362.

•Salt Range, 507 n., 525.

Samana, 591.

Samarqand, 69, 103 n., 196* 315, 467,

608, 61.0, 675 n.

Sambalhara, 426, 429, 430, 431.

.Sainhhal, 33, 35 n., 328, 330, 335, 339,

351, 406, 514, 534. 537, 539, 610, 614.

Samogur, 473 n., 534.

Sanchor, 553 n., 689.

Sanddah, 417.

Sandha,o)i, 431.

Sang&nir, 348, 480 n.

Sanjan, 494.

Santfir, 534.

Santwas, 129, 403.

S&rangpQr, 33, 341, 374, 379, 401, 402,

449, 471, 474, 474 n.. 489.

Sariy Jagu, 527 n.

Sarharpur, 416, 416 n.

Sarhind, or Sivhind, or Sahrind, 33,!ll f

329, 331 n., 338, 394, 488 n., &4,
614.

Sarkich, near Abmadibid, 355, 461,

570 n., 638 n., 672 n.

Sarnal, 353, 384, 432, 447, 462, 515.

Sarohi. 339, 384, 385, 385 n., 461.

Sironj, 33, 424, 507, 568.

Saror, 333.

Sarw River, 414 n.

Sara ar, 414

Satgaw, 130, 291, 350, 350 n., 364, 405,

586.

Satwus (Santwas), 129, 403.

Sawid and Bijor, 439, 469, 508, 525.

S&wah, 656. 656 u., 667, 670.

Sohodi, 568.

Scwe Fort, 300.

Sh&hibid, 112,218,219,446.

Shihpur, 356, 384 ; on the Chanib, 457 n.

Shabr-i Naw, 439.

Shaji'atpur, tide Shuja'atpfir.

Shams*bid, 402.
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SbarHibiri. 383.

Shayifciwal, 347. 387, 482.

Shergafh (Qanawj), 386, 436 n., 437.

Sherpflr, 436 n.. 436, 436 n. ;
— <AHI,

363. 496 ,• —March*, 362, 483.

Shlri*, 34 n.. 107, 100, 271, 286 n., 326,

330. 480, 637, 639, 663, 669, 674.

Bhirwin, 34 n., 140, 1S6, 187, 342 n.

Shi.Qri (Sooree), 496.

Star, 409 n.

Shaji'atpOr. 473, 473 n.

Shatter, 67 n., 616, 676 a.

SUBn.206.

QihhotpOr, 361.

ajM6n,43n.
SUaunUrtbid, 362.

8ik*ndr*h (BihiihUbid), 220, 277 n.,

362 n.. 372.

SIkrt, vide FathpQr 8lkrl.

SUlwt, 362 n.

StmiwmU, 297.

Sind, 161, 188 n.. 330, 366, 866 369,

379, 991, 391 a., 392, 392 a., 614.

Sind Blpr DMb, 606 n, 626 a.

8tnfror (Na.lbganJ), 336.

Strimnd, 494.

Shdhan* (Mhath), 430.

SirdhioD, 430, 430 n.

SbgaJte 129, 688.

Slrhind, vide Sarhind.

Sbtftn, 328, 448.

SItpAr, 608.

Shrill*, Fort, 384, 437, 437 n., 681.

Shnwtin, or 8*hwln, 366 a., 391, 891 a.,

626,629,648.676,679.

Siyih-ib River, 418.

Sijilkol, 33, 396, 676 a.

Sodhum, 466 n.

Bohan Rivor,< 646 n.

Somnftt, 344,346.

Booh—ieeh* River, 407.

Santh, 344, 499 n., 664 n.

Sarin, 68, 683.

Srinagar (Garhwil), 634 1 (Kaihmir),

370.411
Snkkhar. 6201 680.

M|ftapAr9 181, 27), 814; - Bilkari,

42% 642, 646; — Gakkhar District,

808 b.

MtiopOr River, 400.

Sumatra, 85, 864.

Sundarban, 385 n.

Sunn&m, 297.

Sunn&rgiw, 385, 438.

Sfipi, 358.

SOrat, 32, 35 n., 330, 3439 3709 280, 365r

420, 433, 460 n., 499, 616, 518b 018,

613.

Surkhib River, 418.

rnABARHINDA, 332.

Tabrfc, 107, 108, 187, 283, 503, 558,

579, 660, 672, 680, 600 n. v

T&jpQr, 365, 482.

Takaroi, 406, 411, 447, 478, 485, 510.

Taftt-i Sulaym&n, 34 n.

Talamba, 349.

Ttligaw, 541 n.

Taling&na, 359, 490 n., 656.

T4n4a, 32, 334, 350, 351, 384, 376, 400,

482.

Tandem, 421.

Tlptl River, 259.

Tlqto, 228.

Tarfftn, 511.

Tiehkand, 809.

Tattah (Thathah), 112, 161, 218, 200, 229,

222, 251, 306, 291, 391 a., 202, 400,

488, 486, 001, 608, 611, 6889 628, 078,

646 n.

Tftybftd, 395.

Tenaaaerim, vid• Dahnioan.

Tcrih Mount, 282, 388, 525.

Thilner, 568.

Thftna Langar, 481.

Thanaaar, 111, 111 n., 807.

Thorf, 426 n.

Tibbat, or Tibet, 30r 98, 140, 157, 211,

209 n., 323, 365 n., 506n., 028,878a.

TihanpOr, 429.

Tibira, 140, MOn.,432.

Tihrin (Teheran), 671, 888.

Tfla, 544.

Tilpat, 467.

Tilwftm, on the Biyih, 232.

Tiranbak, 633.

Tirmis, 229.

Tlaang, 421 (where wrong Tmng).

lb-ha, 421.
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Tod«, 294.

Tons River (Benares), 316.

Tulsfpur, 431.

Turin, 14, 23, 24, 35, 57, 68, 69, 93, 105,

140, 169, 326, 327.

Turkey, 119, 140, 289.

Turshiz, 675.

Tus, 678 n.

UCHH, 614.

Udaipur, 384. 386, 437, 452, 534,

585.

Ujjain, 32, 326, 353, 404, 445, 474/534,

. 577 n.

Unohhod (Uchhod), 129, 129 n., 685.

Undehha, 382, 483, 509, 509 n., 545, 546.

(Jrehah, vide Undehha.

Utgar (Udantgir), or Ootgir, or Dcogurh,

412 n.

YAZIRABAD (Panjab), 456 n.

» Vhalna, 430.

WASIT, 425.

U WerkopiM, 677 n.

YAMAN, 87.

Yazd, 98, 99, 673 n., 684.

Z
ABULISTAN, 353, 362, 367, 368,

388, 469, 470.

Zafamagar, 565.

Zabak (Zab&k-Bamiy&n), 492, 506.

ZaminiyA, founded, 337 ; 416, 471.

Zanzibar, 289.

ZfrbAd [ZirAbAd], east' of Sumatra, 87,

87 n., 684.
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It is a persian treatise in three volumes composed by Abu 1 Kaz I, the

minister of the Mughal Emperor Akbar and entitled the A-in-i-

Akl>ari or the Institute of Akbar. Abul Eazl, putting himself at the

head of a body of scholars undertook geographical, physical and
historical description of the empire, accompanied by statistical data.

Each of the sixteen Subhas or governments of which the Mughal
empire was then compost'd, is there described with minute
exactitude; the geographical and relative situation of the cities and
market places, towns is there indicated; the enumeration of the

natural and industrial products is carefully traced there, as also

the names of the princes, both Hindu and Muslim, to whom the

Subha had been subject Indore its inclusion in the empire.

You will also find an exhibition of the military condition of the empire
and an ('numeration of those' who formed the households of the

sovereign. The work ends in a summery, made in general from

indigenous sources, of the Brahmanic religion, of the diverse' systems
of Hindu philosophy.
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